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ABANDONMENr of easements, 46
AbiteaieQt. amuke. in Prussia, 521
Abbeys: B.winLrwerk, SIO; Uxth. 469;
Furaeas {dUcovvriesat) 21f>. 4>!;; Hayles,
713; Milmesbury, 692; Waverlev. 456
Westminster, 22^, 282 an'i-re'.tora-
tioniats at; 331 (fall of shift in; 550
;lantern slides) SIS (Prof. K )ger Smith
on.i 42^

Aberdeen water supply, 7 IS
Abuse of materials in design, 217
Academy, royal : 331; architecture a*, 253.

5S3, 617 ; d^ce.ned British artists, 49

;

pictures at, 5S4, 818, 619
Academy, royal So jttish : 281 ; architjcture

at, 327
Ac:idents, lift, and "sxfety" gears, lit
Adam. .James aad Rjbdrt, "deioritifj work

of, 521
Admiralty c mtracts for locki, 881
A'ivertiseji^ats ; fliuating, 21j ; on haarj-

inL's. taxing. 614
A hvrtisiog Nigas, electric. 21

1

-Ejina, discovery of stattie.; in. 616
A?ent or arbitrator, is an architect, 293,

322
AjTicultura h ill building tradeseshibition,

491, 499. .S23. 353
AirJ. Sir .John, Ba -t. M P , 43
Al red. King, and \Volve.sev pal ice. 491
Almshouses: Colintoa, E linburii, 332;
Nottingham (rfiltbiooJt, 471

A'nendment of law ofauiieat lights, pro-
pusils for, 735

American : architects and T irsney act, 816 ;

cade of competition*. Is2 ; eaingcering
campetitiou, 323 ; society of civil engi-
neers, 782; V. British biilders' hardwace.
192; wallpap'r trust, failure of. 6St

Analysis : in architecture, 78i ; of builders'
prices. 3as 42-l, 46

', 493, 692, 619, 633,
689, 721. 757, 792. 8'>5

Ancient lights : 436 ; joint committee's
report on, 81, Hi ; law of. 118 proposal
for amendment of) 7.55

Anglesei bmld ng stone<, 18.?

Anglo-Carrara Mirble Cj., 76
Antiquarian society. C'u nberland. 812
Anti-restoratijnists atWe jtminster Abbey,

331
Applications to buildings. 459
Apprentice <Lip, building trades, 822
Arbitrations : .Vlbcrt-simr.^, E , 283 B»r-

inondsey. 853 ; Birtiey, 823 ; Bradford,
57 ; Burley in Wharfe lale, 143 ; Burley
Moors, 85) ; Oatherinc-st.. Strind,
493 ; Finsbury-<;ireus, 35!; Glasgow, 88,
214; Greenford, 113; Harrogate, 233;
Holywell-st., 433, 713 ; Hull, 436 ; Isle-
worth. 283 ; Keighley, 713 ; Kensington
High-stre-t, 626; Lincastcr-gate, 176;
Leeds, 143 ; Leicester, 679. 823 : Llan-
dudno,883; .Vlilmesbarv. 421; MiuDries
226 ; Npwjate-.troe*. 713; ^or^ob Ho,
X.B.,113; Stoke-on-Trent, 796; Sindsr-
land,782 ; Wembley, 283

Arbitrator : or agent, is an architect, 295,
322 ; architect or engineer as, 65 i

Arch, armoured co-iccjti, largest e.xistino-
723

= o.

Arches, atone, effects of temperature on.

Architect: alleg-d negligence by, 681-
and his tracings, 625 ; andre.ta-iranteur!
295 ; as arbitrat ir or agent, 293. S'i ;

damages agimst an, 83; or engineer as
arbitrator. 653; rocjvers fees for plans
not carritd out. 83

Architects : .Vmerican and Tarsn^y ao'.
816 ;

and surveyors, Sheffield society ol,
262,577; benevolent society, 3 !2 ; British
royal instif.ute of, 51, 113, 2>i, 230 .391'

524. 555, 613, 627, 637. 763. Sl'i, 823' fgold
medal) 394 (prize de-igns) 78, 113
(reports) 583 (revised suggestions f.jrom-
petltlons) 49, 51, 75, 87; certificate
(binding) 713 (issue of, after notice to
treat) 22S; claims ; Kelts v Hendk) 226
(Parsonsv. Gowan) 283 (Parsons v. Jones'
423; fees, 625; illicit commissions, 291,
315, 357; negligence. 785; orginise.
Belfast 119; registrition, 713 (and its
opponents) 751; society of, 221, 293. 580
(Bristol do.) 433, 523 (Leceister do.) 6>7 •

terms, 832; training, 118; valuation,
Hirding v. Eviog. 42!, 623, 680 ; versus
builders' plans, 42>

Arc'iitectur.il : as<ociations (Elinburgh'i
122, '298, 313, 402, 5J), 677, 627, 691. 7!ll,

825 (in New Zcilml) 550 (Ireland) 89,

293.33! (London) 52. 115. 218, •261,321,395,

463,553, 6il (dinner) 733 (new century
greetings from pist preudents) 133 new
dty courses of instruction) 328, 358, 631

;

(Xorthern) 402,791; craftsmen's society

(Glasgow) 83, 157, 227, 298, 385 433,

528; laniscape, 733; museum. royal,8)6;
pjttery, 119; societies (Devon and
Exeter) 333, 76! (Edinburgh) 252, 333.

412, 52S (Leeds and Yorkshire) 262
'Liverpoc' 57, 691; treitmcnt of fire-

resisting mi'orials. 553
.\rchitecture : analysis in, 735 ; and build-

ing, pi-acticil books on, 493; at royal
academy, 233, 33!, 617; at royal Scottish

acadera}-. 327; bridge, 42'>; English of.

19th century, 251; hindrances and
difficultips to molern, 113; inCreteani
Greece. 218; of Blth. 13th century, 557,

.537 ; of the twentieth een wy, 221, 235;
Rcnaiss;incc in Englani. short history of,

150; Komanesciue, classificition of, 535 :

s>urees and growth of Egyptian, 687
Armoured concrete arch, largest, 722
Art : education, elementary, SO : foliage.

763, 829. 853; giUeries (Bristol) 7

(Durham) 782 (Hampstcii) 103 (White-
chapel) 354; of designing small houses
and cottages. 183. 223. 232; of garden-
making. 853; of pictorial mosai-'. 391

Artisans* dwelling', Southampton, 157, 261
Artistic instinct, technical skill ani, 619
Artists, British : at Burlington house, 49

;

r.Jval society o*, 450
.irundel, A. Tagg. C.S I., 615
Asphalte damaged by gas, 819
.Assembly hill, Belfast. 4, 471, 515
.Issociations : architectural (Edinburgh)

122, 298, 333, 402, 500. 577, 627,

691, 791, 823 (in New Zealand) 550
(Ireland) 89, 29S, 385, (London)
52. 115, 218. -261. 321, 333, 463, 556, 651
(dinner) 756 (new century greetings from
past presidents of) 18 ! (new day courses
of instruction) 323, 333, 631 ;

(Northern)
402, 791; clerks of works', 261; Devon
valuers, 385; geologists', 749; master
builders' (EJinburgh) 262 (Nottingham)
293; surveyors* clerks* provident, 385;
waterworks ensineers (British) 816

Asylum : blind, Elinburgh. 727 ; construc-
tion, Sir.r. Sibbald on, 537

Asvluins, luna'ic : Canterbury. 151 ; Cir-
diff. 227 ; Napsbury, St. Alban's 35>

,

Norfolk, 76 ; planning of, 25 !, 323 ; Stone,
Keot. 692 ; Tooting Bee, '293

Auctioneers' institute. 251
Auction mart, Biiry St. Edtnmds. 291
Authorities, public, and footpath repairs,

29i

BACTERIOLOaiCAI. treatment of
sewage. 321

Bikcry, L 'cda cc-op.) 463
Banks: Biightra. 261; Leeds, 762; Spring-
gar lu;is, 627 ; Tiinstall. 627

Baptist church house, lo:>, 142, 627
Btptistery: 723; Florence, vandalism at.

177
Bisingwer'i abbcv. 816
Bissett-Smith, W.. the late, 577
Bath : abbey restoration. 419 ; 18th century
architecture of, 557, 537 ; heating water
in a. 513

B iths, public : Battersea. 578 ; Bloorasbury,
828; club designs. 790; Dunfermline.
501 ; Portobello, K linburgh, 861

Bitter'ea pirk, horse pira le, 579. 613
B:iy windows in London, 723
Beira. drawing m iments of, 62.5, 660
Bedroom decoration. 4 57

Beerhouses and the liuildiog Act, 623
Belfjist architects organise, 119
Bc'.g ai woodwork, 471
Benevolent society, architects', 362
Bermondsey, its memories and a33ociations.

3'52

Bewdley waterwor'is, 549
Birkenhead water supply, 470
Birmingham : architects' and university

buildings, 529; builders' foremen's
dinner. 681 ; completion of Corporation-
street, 108 ; corporation as fl igstone
makers. 521 ; new mode of sesvige treat-

ment, 519 ;
year's building operations in,

819
Blackfriars priory, archway from, 353
Blind asylum, Edinburgh, 727
Blocks, wood, rough-and-reidy freighting

of, 49)
Blue: colt hospital, Liverpool, 8G2 ; lias

lime, what is, 176, 213. 233. 333. 365, 423
Board schools : Aldershot, 862 ; Barrow-in-
Furness, 291 ; Craiglockhart, Elinburgh,
.o2i5

; Loughborough, 829 ; Rochdale, 122
;

Southampton, 85, 122 ; St. Albin's, 523

;

Sheffield, 693; Thornton Heath, 122;
Watford, 794

Boeckin, Arnold, the late. 85
Bombay, building regulatims for, 819
Bonding stone columns to brickwork, 217,

313, 332
Books : on house construction. 112, 156;

practical, on architecture and building,

493
Boreham. Frederick, the late 433

Bowen, Jas. H.. Pitmurchie. the late, 85
Bo.xes, electric lighting, district surveyors
and, 689

Box, K )man tesselatcd floors at, 470
Boyes, H. Cowell. the late, 3
Bradford arbitration, .57

Brass foundry and locks, 190

Breach : of building by-laws, 796 ; of

undert;iking not to practise, alleged, 827
Breconshire building s'ones, 329
Brick : or stone front, 142 ; output of

Eastwood and Co., 103
Bricks, standardising the size of, 518. 590
Brickwork, bonding stone co'umns to, 217,

315, 332
Bridge : architecture, 425 ; design and con-
struction. 851

Bridges : Buckie (collapse of) 212; Edin-
burgh (Stockbridge) 762 ; Glasgow. 81

;

Grissell design 367 ; Manchester, 263

;

New York fourth East River) 468,851;
Niagara Falls and Clifton, 81 ;

pin-
connected V. riveted, 337 ; Redheugh,
Newcast'e-on-Tyne, 621; repair of. 863;
Rockhampton, Queensland, 81 ; Santa
Cruz, Manila, 108; some railw.ay, 81;
Svdney, 86 ; timber, design for, 438

;

Witham, 762
Bristol : society of architects, 433, 528

;

water supply, 626
British : and Irish building stones. 119. 188.

329. 467. 499. 657, 690, 725, 859 ; archi-

tects royal institute of, 61, 113, 253, 289,

391, 524, 555. 615. 627, 687, 763. 816, 823
(gold medal) 391 (prize designs) 78. 113
(report) 535 (revised suggestions for com

-

petitions) 49. 51. 75, 87 ; artists (at Bur-
lington house) 49 ;

[royal society of) 460
;

association waterworks engineers. 816
;

fire prevention committee, l'i3 : school in

Rome. 103 550; v. American builders'

hardware. 192
Brunton. Henry, the late, 691
Brvdon : Horace -Tames, mysterious death

of. 491 ; J. Moivean, the late, 726
Build, right to. 75
Builders : and names of streets, 47 ; com-
mission to architect. 291 ; hardware.
British v. Americm, 192 ; master, asso-

ciations (Edinburgh) 262 (Midland) .577

(Nottingham) 298 ; master, federation
( Yorkshire) 862 ; prices, analysis of, 398

;

428, 462 493, 692, 619, 665. 639. 721, 757,

792, 8)5 ; registration. New York, 212 ;

V. architects' plans, 425
Building : Act, London (appeal) 83 (beer-

houses .and) 625 ; case. 79iJ (certified plans
and) 42 1 (temporary structures and) 649 ;

and architecture, practical books on, 495 ;

by-laws breach of) 795 (for Liverpool)
401 (in rural districts) 189, 429, 491 ; con-
ditions V. tradition, H53 ; contract, revised
conditions of. 430, 466 ; contracts, time
limit in, 327 ; dangerous definition of.

521, 521 ; education in, 825 ; industry.

present condition of. 292. 331,361, 431 ; is

a weighing machine shelter a ? 213

:

line appeal. Charlton, 283 ; News
(collating the) 112 (designing club)

55, 257, 397, 638, 790 ;
public

what is a : 143, 288 ; regulations for

Bombay, 8 19 ; stones, British and Irish,

119. 183. 329, 467, 499, 657, 690, 725, 859 ;

trades lapprenticeship) 822 (exhibition)

491.499,625,568
Buildings : completion of. 718; newappli-

citions to, 459 ;
protection of from light-

ning, 651 ; strce', thraldom of, 636

;

wooden, fireproof lining for, 625

BuU, Henrv W., Southampton, the late, 527
' Burghley house by Stamford town, ' 865

Burnet, John. Glasgow, the late. 121

Burnham, Somerset, water supply, 818

Burrator waterworks, Plymouth, 408

Business premises : Bristol, 578 ; Darling-

tra, 829 ; Durban. 297 ; Exet«r (co op.)

6iSl ; Lancaster (co-op.) 763; Scunthorpe-

(co-op.) 829
Busts, Mayors', in the auction room, 579

Bygate, Jos E-. Stockport, the late. 825

By-laws, building : breach of, 796 ;
for

Liverpo )1, 491 ; in rural districts, 189,

429, 494
By-laws, dr.ainage, new, for London, 821,

831

CABOT, E- Clarke, the late. 153

Callaghan, Wm , Liverpool, the late, 57

Campanile, Florence, 5

Capacity of cast iron columns, 625

C.trdiganshire building stones, 467

C.irlisle water supply, 796
Carmarthenshire building stones. 329

Carnarvonshire buildin? stones. 499, 657

Carpenters' Co.'s : exhibition, 177 ; lectures,

216. 426
Carrara : marble, corner in, 76 ;

vandalism-

in. 832
Carriage : rates on timber (railway) 436

(water) 353 ; repairing works, Troon, 826

Cirstone, a3r
Carving, wood : value of. 333 ; works in,

n, 739
Casement windows, reversible, 864

Cast iron columns, capacity of 623

Castles : Craigievar, 223 : Rochester, 7

Casual wards, Holborn, 761

Cates, Arthur, the late, 653, 687

Cathedra', National design for, 601

Cathedrals ; Chester. 367, 763 ( Westminster
meml.) 627 ; Chichester, 47, 528, 725 ;

Edinburgh f5t. Giles) 47 ; Gloucester,

157,263; Lichfield, 386, 422; Liverpool,

proposed. .56. 246,713,749,782,795,823,
861 ; Llandaff, 47 ; Norwich, 826 ; Rouen,
3S2 ; St. Alban's ireredos) 87, 142, 155,

192 ; St. David's, 721 ; St. Paul's (decora-

tion of) 631 (vibration risks) 819; Truro,

316, 431, 692 ; Wakefield, 826 ; Win-
chester, 659

Cement : cliange of volume in setting of,

103; combination- the, .361; composition

of, 332; contract disputed, 823; Edison's

wonderful, 749; mortar, filtration tests

of, 1 1 1 ; Portland (new condition test for)

614, 659 (testing) 422; selenitic, 155;

tr.ide, the. 225
( :enis, Mont, a tramp over, 636, 654

Century : greetings, new. from A. A. past
presidents, 183 ; of progress, 1

Central school, arts and crafts, 6,59

CertiHcate, architects* : binding, 713 ; Lole-

V. Vidal, 226
Certified plans and the building act, 424
Chairs, historic, 123, 403
Chambers : Edinburgh (city) 793 ; Notting-
ham, 12!; V. Goldthorpe (architect a»
arbitrator or agent) 295

Change of volume in setting cement. 103
Chapels: Beeston. Notts (Wesln.) 402 r

Birkenshaw (Wesln.) 761; Bolton
(Relmont Congl.) 629; Exmouth
(B.ipt.) 623; Haslingden (Bapt.) 623 ;

Holvrood palace, .5-50 ; Ipswich (Tacket-
st. Cingl-') 520; Northam (Congl.) 246;
Norwich (Prim. Meth., Scott meml.) 528 ;

Radstock (Wesln.) 826; Sivoidon (Plim.
Meth.) 528 ; Tanfield, Bedale (Wesln.)

831; Troy, N.Y. (.orphan asylum) 529
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Charlton, buildiag line appeal, 2SJ
Cherry Hinton sewerage, 103
Chicago drainage and St. L >uis. Sid
Chichester cathedral, new X.W. tjwar, 47,

523. 725
Chippendile fomiture, experts differ as to,

57
Church : furniture, X.itioaal designs for,

315 ; houses , Baptist: 109, 142, 627 ; Liver-
pool) 692; roof timber, 1J2; saats, 793,

8tS
Ohurohea : Ashton, D3vja, 433 ; Athens

iGrejk) S2J : Au.-klaad. X. Z. ^S:.

M>itthewj 797 ; Bennandsev (Prinity,

R.C.) G2I: Birkenhe.id [Coag'l) 6i)2 ; Bir-
mingham 8*. Luke^ 761 Bridestowj (St.

Bridget 72r ; Bristol Presbtn.) 692;
Chipel AUerton ^St. Mitthew) 631 ;

Clerkenwell ^St. John, crypt) 723; Cot-
teridge, King's N'orton. 852; Ejcleston,
712; elevators for, ii: : Exeter (B.C.
Meth,' 57 : Fisherwick Presbtn.) 712 ;

Haddjn. Hunts, S_>j ; Hjrdeld (St. Boa-
aventure, Fraacis^in ;JS*j ; Huldington,
7 ; Ipswich ,St. Mary-le-Quay) 431 ;

Kensington , ill SS. 627 ; Keyham ,Holy
Redeemer. R.C.I 57S ; Lanca-ster (St.

Joieph. R.C.) 722; Leeds (Coagl.) 693
(St. George) 595; Liverpual Our Ladv
of Lourdes, R.C.) 761 ; Lin-rilelford,
595 ; L)wer Clapton i U. Free 3iethl 154

;

Malmeibury abbeyl 692 ; Middieibrongh
(St. Cuthbert) 433 ; Mtnehead (St.
Michael) 501 ; molera vaulted. SH;
Morbome (All SS.) 659. 831 ; Mornmg-
side, N.B. (St. Matthew) 639 ; moaatain
(club designs) 257 ; Muswell Hill
(Presbtn.) 727 (St. Jam-;?) 793; Xew-
castle-on-Trne (Wycliff Bapt.) 793 ; Xew
Haven, Conn. (S;. John) 403 ; New
Eomney (17tb eeaturv bill for repiirs at)
354 ; St. Gilles, Prove'no?. 6 ; St. Pancra^
(AUHiUows) 151: Ssaford (R.C, Star
of the Sea) 216: Shelton (Congl.) 157;
.Sleimere. S31 ; Spring Hill, Birm,ingham
(St. Peter) 7; Sunderland Wedn. 659

;

Upper KnowU ,^t. M:irtia) 595 ; Wal-
sokea, 120. 471 ; Walthamstow (U.Meih.
Fre2) 439 : Waltoa-aa-Hill. L verp3>l
(S:. Joha Evaa.) 825 ; Warwick (St.
Mary) 7; Westerhope (Wealn.) 191;
Wojburn, Backs. 5-2S

C:rculation. hot wat«r, 573
Citidcl. PlymDuth. 659
City : chambars, Eiinburgh. 793; year's

engineering work in the, 7S2
Civil : enjinserlng, 614; engineers, Ameri-
can 5i)3iety of. 7Si

' "iassic iroawork, 193, 269
Classiflcation of Romineiqu* architecture,
#555
Clerks : of workV assiciatioa (dinner) 2614
surveyors* provident ass^iciition, 6ya

Clubhouses : for wjrkiog mi-a (club) 3.17 ;

Some design fcjr, 227 ; vUlage (Eistedd-
fod) 193

Clubs. BriLi»iSG Xswi djsigning, 55, 257,
397. 633, 790

Code, American competition. 182
CjUaUng the BnLui.N-o. Xkws, 142
CjUegAs : Cimbridge (S^ Catherine) 693 ;

Dartmouth (royal navalj 535 ; Glasgow
(t(;chnicil) 86; L^eis (pupil teachers'
training} 501 ; Newpjrt, Salop (Agri-
cultural) 352

C)!oar wash, remjving. 614
Cjlumas : cast iron, capicitv of, 625; stone.
bonding of to brickwork, 247, 315. 332

CiJlwick-Geiling, sewerage camostiti^n,
79(

Combination, the cement, 361
Comnission: from builder to architect, 294,

315 ; royal, on aewa^e disposal, 353
Commissions, arohiteots* iUi:it, 291, 315,

357, 611
Communication, a privileged, 365
Compensations and valuations, 51, 151, 183,

461
Compensation, workman's : 74S ; sub-con-

tractor's reipon nihility for, 226 ; thirty
feet rule defined, 2 J

I

Competing alleged as breach of under-
taking not to practise, 827

Competition
: American engineering, 323

;

with other countries, 523
Competitions

; American code of, 182

;

assembly hall (Bslfa^r 4, 471, 595;
assurance offi.'ea (Norwich) 351. 363, 422;
bank Leeds 762; baths Dunfermline)
501 ; board schools Aldershot) 8S2
(Birrow 294 Loughborough; 829
(Watford; 791 : bridge Sydney" 86

;

BciLD[sc. Xe\v> designing club, 55. 257,
397, 688.790; buildings, new Darlington
S29 ; churches Cotteridge, King's
Norton; 832 Eseter, Methodist 57
(L->wer Clap'xjn. U. Meth. Free, 154
(Muswell Hill. Presbtn. 727 Wester-
hop?. Wesln. 191 ; clubhouse, village
'Eisteddfod 193; conduct of, 182: free
libraries Keighlev 661. 727 Lee Is
branch; 36. 262. 351 ^Xewport, I.W. 157
(Stirling 122; harbour offices Swansea
67, 151, 367. 403. 433 ; hospitals' Devizes,
fever 294 Liverpool. Blue coat 862
^Sevenoaks, fever 227.291; inflrmaries
(Glasgow, royal 57. o-i. S>, S3, 123. 15(.

157, 692 Hull, royal) 57. 3J3 Stockport
363 ; Leysian mission City-road 35S,
S29; lunatic asylums Cardiff 227:
memorial Quean Victoria 471. 493. 52j.
o24. 548. 560, 535. 623; municipal
buildings South Shields^ 422.631 : offices
(HLndley. U.D.C. 529; parade extension
(Bridlington) 83; police courts Black-
bum 661, 797 Bristol) 471: police
station f Leeds; 351; postage stamo«.
Swiss, 732; re^-ised suggestions for, 49.

51, 75, 37,; royal academy, 797 ; R.LB..V.
prize designs, 73; school of art Leels
661,693; sihools Salford, SL Matthias;
351; sewerige .Colwiit-Gil'.iajy 7J1; '

S:rand improvem^at, .15i; technical I

college. Giug.iT. Si; te.-'mieil iu>ti-|
tute Portsmouth) 111 : university ;

buildings (Birmingham 529; workhouse I

intlrmiry (Hristolj 151, 232 I

Cj:nple:iju of buildings, 713
Concert hall, Wig.uore-st.. W., 761
Concrete : arch, arm->ured, lai-gest, 722 ;

jsubways for pip:;.s, 757
Coaditioaing house, Bradford, 193 1

Condition : present, of building industrv,
|

292, 331, 331. 431 ; test, Portland cement,
[

new. 614, 659
Conditions : building, v. tradition, 353 ; of

i

contract, revised. 430, 463 I

Conduct of competitions, 132
[

Conference, housing, at R ochdale, 6 16 !

Conisburgh and Denaby, sewerage of, 470
Constructional steelwork, 760

j

Construction : and design, bridge, 854 ;

drainage. 330 ; tests of stones used in,

733
Contract, revised conditions of, 430. 4S6
Contracts, building, tim; limit of. 827
Convalescent home. Heme Bay (Passmore '

Elwards) 793
Cook, J. C, of Bath, in re, 214
Copyhold estate, decision as to, 616
Corben, R., Maidstone, presentatioi to,

550
Correction aad omission (St. Alban*s
Cathedral reredos) 87, 142

Cottage : homes (Ponteland) 793 ; hospitals
(club designs) 791 (Selby) 294

Cottages : and farmhouses in Kent and
Susses, 539; aad smiU houses, art of
desigaiag, 183, 223,252

Couatry house and its environmeat, 292
CouatyhiU, Derby. 193
Courthouse, Loag Creadon. 387
Courts, police : Blackburn. 797 ; Bristol,

471
Covent garden open hou«9, 623
Coventry, repair of St. Mirys hill, 818
Craftsmen's societv, Glasgow architectural,

89, 157, 227. 293. 333, 4 33, 523
Crematorium, Hull, SD
Crewe, railway improvemaatsat, 332
Crimp, W. Saato, the late, 577
Crosses, E'.eaaor, Xorthamptoa and Gad-
dington, 141

Croydon district, labourers' wages in, 490
Ccushing resistance of terracotta, 142
Cumberiaad antiquarian society, 832

DAM A.G-E3 arainst an architect, 83
Oimage to a^phalte by gas. 8t9
Dangerous building, definition of a, 521.

I

524
' Day courses of instruction, A A.. 323.353.

331
Daylight reflectors. 83
Decoration new metal, 453
Dicorative wori of R)b2rt ani Jam?5
Adam. 524

Defective sewers, " negUgeacs " as to, 233
Dednition of a dangerous building, 521,

521
Delays by sub-contractor, liability for, 593
Delvine, N.B.. R)min camp at, 749,

Demands, government. and railway
companies. 435

Denbighshire, building stone?, of, 69)
Derwentwater shores, amenities, of 646
Design: abuse of materials in, 217; and
construction, bridge. 351 ; and execution.
635; asylum. 323; manicipil and monu-
mental, 493; of "flat" buildings, 115.147

Designing; club, Bl-tldixg News, 55. 257,

397. 633, 790; ea bloc or in detail, 251;
small houses and cottages, art of, 133.

223. 252
Designs: Bi'ildiS'; Nkw.< club, 55, 257,

397. 633, 79 >; Leysian mission buildings,

City-road, 353. 523 ; National, for church
furniture, 315; royal academv. 797;
R.r.B.A. prize, 73,230

Detail designing in, or en bloc, 251
Developments and factions, new. Ill

Devon: aad E-seter architeitural society,

333, 763; valuers' association, 333
Diaphanies. 332
Dicksee v. Hoskins, beerhouses ani Build-
ing A.ct, 625

Difficulties : and hindrances to modern
architecture. 113 ; of practice, 77

Dilapidations. 399. 427, 863
Dinners: architectural association, 753;
Birmingham builders' foremen, 651

;

clerks of words' association, 231 : society
of architects, 530 ; surveyors' institution,

333
Disposal, sewage, royal commission on, 353
Disputed : cement contract, 823

; plasterer's
account, 853

District surveyors : and electric lightning
boxes, 630; fees, 68), 78*

District sarveyorships, vacant London. 832
Dock, Cardiff. 330
Doncaster, sewage disposal near, 232
Doors, fire resistancs of, 329
Drainage: by-laws for London, new, 821,

SSI; construction, 33«J ; honse, appeal as
to. 833

Drain or sewer ! 490
Drains, house, si?e of. 723
Drawiog of mim-n'Ts of beam, 625, 63")

Drawings, studeatship, hints on preparation
of. 52

Drurr-laae, W.C., workmen's dwellings.
456

Dudley gallery exhibition, 218, 736
Dumfries and Maxwelltowa, sewerage of,

291

Durham art gallery, 782
Uwelliaga: artisans' Southampton' 157. i

261; labouring classes, 237 Liverpool
523; single and pair-room tenement,
S2I; working class, 192, 359 ; workmen's
,Drury-hineJ 456 Glasgow) 103 Min-
chester, 520 (Tottenham) 469

EARTHWORK, shrinkage of, 616
Ki?emin:-i, aliialonm?nt of. I'J

Eistwjod and Co.'s brick outfit, 103
Edinburgh; aul Leith master builders*
assocn,, 232; architect ui-al assocn., 122,
293. 333, 402, 509, 677, 627, 601, 791, 825

;

architectural society, 262, 3 33, 402,528;
city chambers, 79j"; Lochend meadows
as building sites, 491 ; notes from, 357

Eli son's wonderful cement, 749
Elucational farm, Garforth, S5
E lucation : and practice, professional, 391 ;

board, technical, exhibition, 431

;

elementary art. SO ; in building, 323
Eiw.irds and Medway, in re, 713
Ell'ects of temperature on stone arches, 819
Egypt, sources and growth of architecture
in,637

Eighteenth century architectiu-e of
Bath. 557. 537

Eleanor crosses, Northampton and
Geddington, 144

Electric: advertising signs, 214; lighting
boxes, district surveyors and) 63) on

the Embankment' 316*; station, Barnes,
623

Elementary art education, SO
Elevators tor churcbe?, 432
Ellis V. Clark, ancient lights, 433
Embankment, electric lightiag on the. 316
Enamels, 351
Ea bloc or in detail, designing, 251
Engineering : civil, 614 ; competition,
American, 323; construction, theory of,

401 ; estimates, 657 ; sanitary, 719 ; work
in the City, a year's, 782

Eagineer or architect as arbitrator, 653
Engineers: department, city, Newciatle,
S31 ; fees, Irish appeal as to, 143 ; water-
works, British association of, 316

Eagine shops, Poplar, 469
English : architecture of nineteenth cen-

tury, 251; art club, new, 495
Eivy, professional, architects and, 111
Epping forest, report on, 215
Escapes, gas, soil pollution by, 323
Estate sales during 199), 43
Estimate, how to, 393, 423, 462, 493, 592,

619. 655. 6S3, 721, 757, 792, 355
Estimates, engineering. 657
Efaminatioas, surveyors' institution, 153,
652

Excavations : Knossos, 819 ; Silchester,
760

' Exchange, Royal, frescoes at, 757

I

Execution, design ani, 63

i

j

Esercises in graphic statics, 432
E^iter water supply, 623
Exhibitions : buildi'ag trades. 491, 4S9, 525,

' 553 ; Dalley giUery. 213, 73j
;
gardens

r at home and abroad, 737 ; Glasgow, 85,

I

191, 615 (do., file arts institute; 212 ;

' home arts association, 550, 7s7, 791 ;

I Liverpool (appliei arts) 819; London
' sketch club, 357 ; modern illustration,

j

79 ; new E(^lish art club, 495 ; New
Gallery, 51. 551 ; old London, 3) ; Paisley

• (art) 43 ; Paris, 321; royal Academy. 333

1

(architecture) 533, 6l7 (deceased British
I artistsi 49 (pictures) 531, 618, 619 ; royal

institute water-colour painters, 393 ;

royal Scottish Academy (arc'aitecture at)

327; royal society British artists, 460;
1 society of oil painters. 2 ; technical
I education board, 43L ; works in wood,
I 177, 75)
Experts and t'aeir remuneration, 151

FAC riONS and developmeats, new. Ill
Failure of Americaa wallpaper trust, 6:il

Farm, Garforth (.educational) Si
. Farmhouses and cottages in Kent and

I

Sassex, 559
Fat lime mortar, 573
Federation, Yorkshire maater builders',

832

I

Fees : architects', 625 ; district surveyors',
I

63i), 7S2; eagineers, Irish appeal as to,

14'3
; surveyor's uasuccessful actioa for,

625
. Fever hospitals : Ardrossan, 260 ; Devizes,

291; Milvem, 727 ; Seveaoaks, 227,294 ;

Tottenham, 692
Filtration tests of cement mortar, 141

t insbury-CLTCus improvement, 353

Fire : prevention committee, British, 103 ;

proof lining for wooden buildings, 625 ;

resistance ^ts architectural treatment;

553 (of doors] 329 ; resisting miterials,

i

results of tests of, 533, 621 ; risks at
National gallery, 732, 791, 823 ; stations

(Relcross-st., E.C ) 352 (West Hamp-
steal) 331

j

Fittings, goods aad, 392
I Flagmakiog by Birmingham destructor,

521
Fiats : 115, 117 ; South-st , Miyfair, 193
Flintshire building stones, 725
Flooding of heating chamber. 75
Floors, Romintesselated, at Box, 470
Florence, vandalism at the Baptistery, 177

Foliage.art, 763. 829. 335
Footpath repaii's, public authorities aad,

295
Foundry, brass, an! locks, 19)

I
Free libraries : Edinburgh. 193 ; Keighlev,

661, 727; Leeds branh, S3, 262, 351;
Newport, I.W.,157; Portsmrath, 191;

' Stirling. 122

Freighting of wood blocks, roairh ani
ready. 490

Frescoes: Koyal Exchange, 757 ; Wt^st-
minster palace, 616

Front, brick or atone. 1 12
Fuel-saver, the Scorcher, 760
Furness abbey, the first church, 216, 453
Furnishing trades proWdent institution,
579

Furniture: Chippendile, experts differ as
to, 57 ; church. National designs for,
315 ; Newark. South Kensington museum,
824 ; from /'-' ^.y,, iljg.ship. 783; from
I'aris e.xhibition, 323 ; home arts exhi-
bition. 791

Future of London water supply, 82, 221

GALLERIES : Bristol (art) 7 ; Dudlev
exhibition) 213, 783 ; Durham (art) 732;
Hampstead (art) lOS ; National ^flre risks
at; .332. 795, 823 (picturesi 5, 149

;

National portrait, 353 ; National Scot-
tish. 719; new. 61, 551; Whitechapel
(art) 351

Garden : city near Tottenham, 631 ;

making, art of, 853
Gardens : at home and abroad, 787 ; old
and new, 292 ; small, 117

Gasfltting, practical. 721
Gas : escapes, soil pollution by, 823

;

holder, Walker, 791 ; illuminating,
damage to asphalte by. 819 ; sewer, puri-
fying. S3 ; works, Granton, Edinburgh.
121

,
Gate, Tangermiinde, 5
Geeko telephones, 631

! General Electric Co.'s telephones. 631
Generating station, Hoylake. 794
Geologists' association at Bristol, 749
Glamorganshire building stones. 859
Glasgow : arbitrations. 83 ; architectural
crattsmen's societv, 8.>. 157, 227. 293. 3S3.
433 528 ; bridge. 31 ; e.xhibition, .S5. 191

(a tympanum at) 6l5; institute of fine

arts, 212 ; new centurv hotel. 521 ; roval
infirmirv, 57, 53. S3,' 89, 123. 151. 157,

692; R.i.B. A. at, 816; workmen's dwel-
lings, 108

Glass ; picture, quality of, 491 ; stained and

I

,
painted, 795

' Glazed tiles, sanitary and insanitarj-, 434
Glaze, innocuous, for pottery, 455

j

Gold medal, royal, 391

I
Goods and fittings. 392

' Government : de^^ands and the railway
I companies, 435 ; department, ligat to
! sue. 713 ; offices, the ne n-. 823
Gow, Donald A., Edinburgh, the late, 225
Graham v. commissioners of works, 713
Graphic statics, exercises in. 432
Greater London, memorials of. 653
Greece aad Crete, architecture in. 218
Greek temples, orleatitioa uf, 316
Greea, Aid., Samuel, the late, 577
Growth of Eryptiaa architecture. 637
Guildford. Sit ilenrv, Holbein's portrait of,

297

HACKNE Y. housing of working classes

in. 232
Halifax, unique tramway experiment, 103
Hall, music, a timber-fnimed, 330
Halls: Belfast (assembly) 4, 471, £95;

Bishopsgate-st.. E C. ;We3ln. centenary)
559 ; Bradford ^Cartwright 6 ; Coventry
St. Marv} 316; Derby (county' 193;
Hambteton, 501 ; Kiiby, 437, 471 ; Leeds
(mirket) 559

Himoitetd. art gillery for, 103
Harbour offices, Swansea, 57, 151, 337. 403,

433
Harbour, Dover, 83
Harding v. Ewell, architect's valuation,

423, 625. 630
Hardtmath's Koh-I-noor tracii^ cloth. 491
Hardware, British v. American builders',

192
Hirris v. Bibb, architects' appeil. 625
Hivles Abbey, excav.ations at, 713
Heating: chimber, flooding of, 75 ; water

in ba^h. 513
Heivy penalty for not submitting plans,

233
High school for girls, club desigas, 6^3
Highway ; or new street.' 143; ownership
of the. 591

Hindrances ani difficulties to modem
architecture. 113

Hints : a preparation of studentship draw-
ings. 52 ; to young valuers, 853

Historic; chairs, 123. 403; metalwork, 559
History, short, of Eiglish Renaissance
architecture. 150

Hoardings, taxm^ advertisements on, 615
Holborn-Strand improvement scheme, 151

435
Holtoa, Heary. the late. 503
Holyrood pilace chapel, 550
Home arts exhibition, oj'i, 787, 701

1 Homes ; oavalessea; i.Herae Bay 793;

cott-aje. Pon 'elan 1.791 ; nursing ;Ujblin

I

123; worchoase. childr-^n's (3idcup, 523

I Hopkins, W. Jeffery, AVorcester, the late,

I

7^6

I

Horabeim, 315. 332, 337

Horse pirade, Battersea Park, 579, 615
Hospitals: Ardrossan (fever) 260; Belfast

(roval Victoria) 72) ; cottage, club
I des'igas. 791 ; Devizes i^feverj 291 : Liver-

pool Blue Coat) 832 ; Mjretonbamp-
stead, 191 ; Poplar (accident; 831 ; Selby

' fcottage' 294; Sevenoiks (fever) 227,

'2ii; loltenhani ;fe/er} 692

I

Hotels : Glasgow (N'ew Century, lodging

I bouse) 521 ; Leeds, 793 ; wayside, club
' designs for, 55
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Hot wi*.er circulation, 573
n >urs, pro:wjision of the, 58
Ho'ise : church (Baptist) 109, 112. 6*27

(Liverpojl; G32; conditioning,', Bradford.
103: country, and its environment. 292 ;

draia »ge appeal, 8 13 ; drains, size of, 728

;

n«w Brabazon, Pimlico, 797
;

parish,
Pim'i^o, 7G3

Houses : and cottafjes. desij^nin"'. 183, 223.

2-V2 : Barnt Green, r,{\3
; Burghlftv, 865

;

coun*ry. 123 ; Dtirham, S9 ; Ealing, 403
;

Fairmount Park. Philidelphia. 123 ;

Hamp'tead, G; Holme tower, Penarth.
5'H ; Kildruramy, N.B., 3r.3 ; Newark,
7G3 ; Panjbouriie (Tower) 5, 58; Pinuer,
227, 693 : PtK>r Enl l<>di;e. Tnrtworth,
193 ; public, rating of. 525 ; Rowtou.
395; St. Le<inards-on-Sc3. 157 ; Severn
Knd, 730, S29 ; small suburban, 463

;

Tannor'a m^nor, 471; Trebi-rth, 193;
Witbnell Fold, Chorley, 529 ; Yarmouth,
LW.. 89

Umsins: : conference, Rochdale, GIG ; of
the labourin* classes, 795 ; of the poor,

103; of the working classes. S3; jmiblem,
the, 112 {in Hackney) 2*^,* Jin Tottenham)
4G9. fiftl (in Prussia) 521 (London County
Coun ;il and) 631

How : to estimate, 303. 428, 4G2, 596, 592,
610. 655, 639, 721, 7j7, 792, 855 ; to judge
mortar, 436 : low hath the mighty fallen !

8«2
Hull, acentral square for, 727

IDEA.Ij seaside village, AVfaitburn, 740
Ilkeston and Heand water supply, 282
Illicit commissions, architects', 294, 315,

3'>7. 611
TUaminited signs, 59i
Illam=nitinj gag, dimige to asphalte by,

819
Hlustraliin, modern, exhibition of, 70
Impnvemmt of roid". 6Sl
In detail or ' f'''ic, designing, 2)1
Industvv. building, present condition of,

•292.331 311, 431
Inarmariea : Glasgow, roval, 57, 68, 86, 89,

123, 151. 157, 602; Hull, royal, 57,363;
Newcastle, royil, 403; Stockport, 363;
w>rkh)nsi (B iaVJ) 151. 232 (Cimber-,
vfiM) 81.5 (Halifax) 520 (Richmond
Surrey) 151. 367

tnTlis, J. A. Russell, Edinburgh, the late,
SI '5

Im;»3un"ia glize for pottery, 45G
Inns : 01 Iham (Gojd lu'tent) 297 (tiueen)

i97
lQ?tinc% nrJati^. t?chnical skill and, 619
Institu e<: arihit cts (royal British) 51,

113.251.289. 301, 521. 535,615.627.687,
7i3. 816. S23 fdo. gold medal) 394 (do.

prize de-iigus) 78, 113 (do. report) 6Si3 (do.

rev.s?d suggestions for competitions) 49,
51. 75. St; auctiou'^er.s', 261; technical
fCorsett) 413 (Newport, I.W.) 157
{No.-wi:h^ 260 (Portsmouth) 191; water
colour p linter^, 30 5

Tn!»titufi >n!« : furnishins- trades provident
579; surveyors', li7 fatS )utharapton 601,.

7 9 (dinner, 333 (examinations) 1.53. 652
Instruction, A.A. day courses of, 328, 358,
en

Iieltnl: arc'iitectural association of, 89,
293, 3^« : unqualified survey<irs in. 88(

Irish and Britis^h buiHin::; stonps, 119, 188,
3 9. 467. 4^)9. 657, 6'^0, 725, 8')0

Iron: anl stef-l sections, standardiaiag,
8Si : ca-it. columns, capacity of, 625

Ironwork. CI is^ic, 103. 260
Is : an arcHiteit arbitratf»r or agent, 295,

322 ; a weighing machine shelter a build-
ing .' 213

Isleworth recreation ground, 283
Issu> of architect's certificate after serving

notic? ti treit. 2.'6

Italian woodwork, 661

J\CX3D:>X. T. R., NeTY>;-k, the late,
330

Jawbone', whale's, at Tranm-ire, 78!
.TedwarJ, Oil, sculptured stoT^s at. 819
<Tem«on. Jas.. Pre.ssall, the lite, 8 5
Jennings, Newton E.. the late. 401
Jo'ms >n, Samuel, Lichfield and, 616

KEA.T3 V. Ronll-:-. architect's olilm, 226
Ken lall. E. H., Nriw York, thp lite, 468
K'^nslng^xin. S^uth, museum, "new art"
funn*ure, SH

K'^ri* and Sussex, old cottages and farm-
houss* in, nS^

Kimberley, E irl. on architect^, 73
Kiir^sburv se^ag;? dispo-sal, 861
Kirhy hail, 437, 471
Ktrk anl R in lall v. Metropolitan asylums
b iird I p. I'.in? Bv? a*yJumr 295

Kob-i-n ( ir tracin»cloth, Hardtrauth's, 401
Kn MS IS. pilice of, excavations at, 819
Kuraail, Hirrogate, 692

Hi A-BDUrl anl mit»iah, propr>rSioaate
co-it of, MS

Lab )urc'rs' : dwelHnx.s. Liverpool, 528;
wiges in Croydon district. 490

Libo'irin^cUsses : dwellingi fur the, 287 ;

hou-iin^ of the. 79)
Like district, water from the, 6^0
L'incist*-r : gate, compensafioa for vibra-

tion. 176 ; water supply. 782
Lan licape, architectural, 753 ^
Lind^ registry otlice, Lincoln's Inn fields,

281
Land : surveying. 795, 818; values, taxa-

tion of, 212

Lxntem slides of Westminster Abbey, 816
Largest existing armoured concrete arch,

722
Law of ancient lights: US; recent pro-

po<iIs for amendment of. 755
Lead pipes, pressure on. 614

I
Leakage into sewers, 212

j

L3eds
: an i Yorkshire architectmul society,

I 262 ; widths of streets in, 615
,

Leicester : and Leicestershire society of

I

architects, 6i7 ; arbitration, 579, 8JS
j

Leith extension railway, 4
I Leysian mission competition. 358, 529
j

Liabilities for delays by su^-contractors,
503

I Lias lime, blue, what is ? 176, 213, 283, 353,
I

365, 423

i

Libraries, free : Edinburgh. 101 : Keigbley,
I 661, 727 ; Leed.s branch. SS, i6i, 351 ;

j

Newport, I. W., 157; Portsmouth. 101
;

Stirling. 12*

I

Library. Bodleian. Oxford, carving at, 352
; Lichfield : and Samuel Johnson, 646 ;

cathedral restoration, 386. 422
I Lift accidents and "safety " gears, 114
Lighting, electric : boxes, district surveyors

and, 680 ; on the Embankment, 316
Lightning, protection of buildings from,

651
Light, right of, 75, 142, 153
Lights, ancient : 436

;
joint committee's

report on. 84, 142 ; law of. 148 (proposals
for amendment of) 755

Lime : blue lias, ^.hat is ! 176, 213. 283, 353,
365, 423 ; mortar ^and cement) 560 (fat)
578

Limit, time, in building contracts, 827
Lincoln's Inn fields, amenit'es of, 28(, 819
Lining, fireproof, for wooden buildings,

625
Li^-^rpool : applied arts exhibition, 819 ;

architectural society, 68, 691; building
by-laws for, 491 ; proposed cathedral, 56,
246. 713. 749, 7S2, 795, 823, 861 ; re-hous-
ing problem in. 615

Locomotive works, Inverurie, 727
Locks : Admiralty contracts for, 89* ; and

brass foundry, 190
Lodgmg house, New century "hotel,"
Glasgow. 521

Lole v. Vidal, architect's certificate, 226
London: bay windows in, 723; bui'ding

act ^appeal) 83 (beerhouses andj 625
I case) 796 (certified plans and ! 421
(temporary structures and) 549; Countv
Council. 191. 316, 353, 456. 692,861 (and
hr.using question) 681 (new tramways)
615 ; district surveyorships, vacant, 862

;

Greater, memorials of, 657 ; new drainage
by-laws for, 824, 834; idd pictures of, 80;
pure water for, 362 ; sketch club's exhibi-
tion. 357; streets, state of, 221 ; water
supply, future of, 82, 224

Long Crendon, court hituse, 387
Lunatic asylums : Canterbury. 151 ; Cardiff,

22; ; construction of. Sir J. Sibbald on,
557 ; Napsbury, St. Albans. 352; Norfolk,
7G ; planning of. 253, 323 ; Stone. Kent,
692; T(toting-Bec, action as to, 295

MACHINE, weighing, shelter a? a
"building." 213

Maclagan, Miss C, the late, 638
Mall, alteration to the, 828
Manchester, city surveyor's department,

reconsti'uction of, 212. 234
Marble: Anglo-Carrara Co., 76; Pentelicon,

816; Ural m^iuntains, S3I
Market hall. Leeds, 550
Master builders' ; associat'on? (Edinburgh)

262 Midland) 677; (Nottingham) 298;
federation (Yorkshire,' 862

Matcham v. Northern Theatres Co., 625
Materials ; abuse of, in design. 217 ; and

labour, proportionate cost of, 518 ; fire-

resisting, results of tests of, 588, 621

;

varying, in execution, 142
Matthews v. Strachan, house drainage, 863
Mayoral busts in the auction room, 679
Medal, royal gold, 391
Memorials: Chester cathedral (West-

minster) 627 ; Eccleston ehurch (West-
minster) 712; of Greater London. 656;
Queen Victoria. 353. 42i, 471, 493, 520, 524.
548, 560. 585, 623 (R LB.A. and) 585

Messena, l^.S.A. power works at, 48
Metal : decoration, new, 463 ; work

(historic) 659 (home arts exhibition) 787
Method, want of. 717
Midland master builder*. 577
Mission buildings, Leysian, City-road, 363,

520
Modem : architecture, difficulties and
hindrances in, 113; illustration, exhibition
of, 79; specialism, 321 ; vaulted churches,
SIS

Moments of b^am, drawing of, 625, G60
Monmouth \\''estern valleys drainage, 864
Mont Cenis, tramp over, 685. 651
Monumental and municipal design, 493
Monuments, Bournemouth cemetery, 109
Morley sewage purification works, 782
Mortar: cement, filtration tests of, 144;
how to judge. 136

Mo^es v. Marsland, what is a public build-
ing ? 143, 288

Mosaic, pictorial, art of, 394
Motherwell, N.B., electric installation, 191
Mountain church, club designs for. 2.57

Municipal : and monument;tl design, 493
;

buildings (Glasgow) 729 (South Shields)
422, 661 ; ortices. Keigbley. 85

Museums: Bristol,?; royal architectural,
856 ; South Kensington ('* ne* art'*
furniture! 824
Music hall, a timber-framed, 330

NAMES of streets, builders and. 47
National: designs for church furniture,
315: gallery (tire risks at) 782,795, 828
(pictures) 5, 119 (Scottish do.) 749;
photographic records, 849, 8S4; portrait
gallery. 353

Natural ventiUtion. progress of, 853
Negligence : alleged by architect, 683 ; archi-

tects', 7Kri ; as to defective sewers, 283
New: applications to buildings, 459; art

furniture, South Kensington museum,
324; century (greetings from pistA.A.
presidents) 183 (hotel, Ghisgow) 5>1

;

condition test. Portland cement, 614, 059 ;

day courses of instruction, A. A., 323,358,
681; drainage by-laws for London, 824,
884 ; English art club, 405 ; factions and
developments. Ill; gallery, 51, 654;
metal decoration, 463 ; mode of sewage
treatment at Birmingham, 549 ; street
(one-sided) 593 (or highway f) 143 ; York
(bujlders*re"istrationin) 212 (tenements)
48; Zealand, architectural associations
in, 550

Newbiggin water supply, 43o
Newcastle-on-TjTie, city enginesr'a depart-

ment, 884
Nineteenth century English arohitjcture,

254
Non-inflammable wood, 46
Northants, sketching Utur in. 818
Northern arcliitectural as-ociation, 402, 794
Notes : from Edinburgh, 857 ; parlia-
mentary, 782, 795, 8J8

Nottingham m ister builders' association,
298

Nui-sing hom>, Dublin, 123

OBITUARY: Bissett Smith, W., 577
]J jeckin, .Vrnold, 85 ; Boreham, F., 433 ;

Bjwen, J. H., Pitmurchie, 85 ; Boyes.H.
Cowell, 3 ; Brunton, H.. 601 ; Brydon,
Horace J., 491; Brydon, J. M., 726; Bull,
H. W., Southampton, 527; Burnet. John,
121 ; Bygate. J. E., Stockport, 825 ; Cabot,
E. C, Boston, ItS; Callaghan. Wm., 57;
Cates, Arthur, 658, 687 ; Crimp, W.
Santo. 577 ; Gow, D. A., Edinburgh, 225

;

Green, Alderman Samuel, 577 ; Gregg,
Ebenezer, 687 ; Holtom, Hy., 500 ; Hop-
kins, W. Jetferv, Worcester, 726 ; Inglis,
J. A. Russell. 825 ; Jackson. T. R., New
York, 330 ; Jemson, J., Presall, 825

;

Jennings, Newton E., Melbourne, 401
;

Kendall. E. H.. New York, 468 ; Mac-
lagan, Miss, 658; Percy, G. W., San
Francisco, 57 ; Pettenkofer, Prof. Von,
225; Fide, Dr. Wm., 4; Roberts, Ge^.,
Edinburgh, 8G0 ; Silliman. B.. New York,
330 ; Smith, Col., Hull, 577; Smith, Geo.,
57 ; Sugden, W. Latner, Leek, 860

;

Thomson, J. J.. 591 ; Turner. Maj. Gen.
S. C, 3; Vaidya Sitaram Khanderao.
Bombay, 260 ; Van Ysendyek, J. J., 433

;

Wallis, G. E., Maidstone, 761 ; Wimperis,
E. M..3; Withers, F. Clarke, New York,
121, 190; Woodhead. J. F., 153

Oflices : Brumby (U.D.C.) 661 ; Govern-
ment, the new, 828 ; Hindley (U.D.C.)
529 ; Keighley municipal. 85 ; Ncwcaatle-
on-Tyne, 352 ; Norwich (assurance) 351,
363. 422 (newspaper) 227 ; South Sliields
(Water Co.) 154 ; Swansea harbour, 67,
151, 367. 403, 438 ; War, new, 7 ; Whit-
ley (U.D.C.) 761

Oil : painters, sjciety of, exhibition, 2 ;

putty for slates, 315
Old: Bailey, rebudding of, 42( ; cottages
and farmhouses in Kent and Sussex, 559 ;

Jedward, sculptured stones at, 819
;

London, pictures of, 80
Oliver and Howard, Limited, 353
One-sided " new " street, 593
Opera houses : C'ovent Girieo, 623; North-
ampton, 826

Opponentj^ of architects' registration, 754
Ordained surveyors, society of. 469
Orientation of Greek temples, 316
Ossett, sewerage of, 109
Ownership of the highway, 591

PAINTED and stained glass, 795
Painters in water coljurj, royal institute

of, 393
Paisley art exhibition, 43
Palace : Bristol (bishop's) 263 ; Holyrood

(chipel of J 550 ; Koo.ssos, excavations at.

819 ; Venice (Contarini Fasanl 297

;

Westminster (frescoes) 616 ; Wolvesev
(and King Alfred) 491

Parade : extension, Bridlington. 86 ; horse,
Bittorsea I'ark, 579, 615

Paris exhibition, 321
Parish house, I'imlico, 763
Parliamentary notes, 782, 705, 828
Parochial club for working men, 397
Party w.ill, 8S, 142
I'ast presidents, A. A ., new century greetings

from, 183
Pavement, 795
Pentelicon marble quatries, 816
Percy, G. W., San Francisco, the lite, 57
Performance, .specific, action for. 214
Perkins v. Sykes, builder's commission to

architect, 294 *

Pettenkctfer, Prof. Mix Von, the Iat^ 225
I*lioto^raphic records, nitional, 810, 881
Pictorial mosaic, art of, 301
Picture glass, <iuality of English, 491
Pictures: at royal acidemy, 581,618,619;
National gallery, new, 6 ; of Old London,
80

Pictures(]iie slating, 720
Pierce, Watts, and Co., in re, 213
Pier, Cromer, 791
Pilasters, spacing, 46, 192

Pin-connected v. riveted bridges, 337
Pipes: concrete subways for, 757; lead^

I

pressure on, 614
I Planning of lunatic asylums, 253, .321

Plans: certified, and Loudon Buildii^ Ac*.
421; workhouse, and urban authorities,

828
Plasterers : account, a disputed, 8u3 ; and

polytechnic classes, 76
Plaster, substitute for, 625, 660, 762
Plymouth: Bui-rator water supply, 493;

Citadel, 659
Pole, Dr. Wm.. the late, 4
Police: coui-ts (Blackburn) 797 (Bris'.o")

471 ; station, Leeds, 351
Pollution, soil, by gas escapes, 828
Polytechnic classes, plasterers and, 76
Poor, housing of the, 108
Portland cement; new condition test, 614,
659 ; testing. 422

Portrait gal ery, nitioaal, new pictm-es
at, 353

Portsm )uth : sewage disposal problem at,

282 ; V. Seward, alleged breach of under-
tjiking, 827

Postage stamp competition, Swiss, 782
Pottery: architectu al, 149; innocuous
glaze for, 456

Power works, Messeni, U.S. 4.., 48
Practical: books on architecture an

5

building, 495; gas fitting, 721
Practice ; difficulties of, 77 ; education an X,

professional, 301 ;
preaching and, 821

Preaching and practice. 821
Preparation of studentship drawings, hiats

on, 52
Present condition of the biilding induitry,

292, 331, 361, 431
President, R.I.B.A., re-election of, 521, 615,

627
Piessui-e on lead pipes, 614
Piices, builders' analysis of, 393, 428. 462,

496, 592, 619, 655, 689, 721, 757, 792. 855
Principles of stage scenery, true, 553
Priory, Blaekfriars, 353
Privilege! communication, what is a, 336
Prize designs. R.I.B.A., reviews of, 78, 293
Problem, the housing, 112
Pr jfessional : education and practice, 391

;

envy, architects and, 141
Progress : a century of, 1 ; of nitural

ventilation, 858
Proposals for amendment of law of ancient

lights. 755
Protection of buildings from lightning. 651
Provident: association, surveyors' clerks',

386 ; institution, furnishing trades, 579
Prudential Assurance Co., progress oE, .387

Prussia: housing problem in, 521; smoke
abatement in, 521

Public : authorities and footpath repairs,

295; baths, club designs, 79;); building,
what is a, 143, 238; houses, rating of,

525
Pure water for London, 362
Purifying ^ewer gas, 83
Putty, oil for slates, 315

aUARRIES. PenteUcon marble. 316
Uueen Victoria mem .(rial. 3>3. 421, 471,49^,

520, 521, 518, 530, 623 1 R.I.B.A. anl) 5Si

RAILWAY : bridges, some, 81 ; com-
panies. Government demands and, 435 ;

improvements, Crewe, 862 ; rates for
timber, 456 ; atitions (Coventry) 8i2
(Shrewsburv) 402 ; widening, Bishop
Auckland) 621

Railways : C )mrie and Lochearnhead, 728 ;

Great Northern and City, 191 ; L<iith ex-
tension, 4 ; Manchester and Liverpool
mono rail. 177 ; tube, ia London, opposi-
tion to, 76

Rating of public houses, 521
Reade and the Kilkenny corporation, engi-

neers* fees, 143
Reading-room, Bolton (Thomasson) 529
Recent propo^nls for amendment of law of
ancient lights, 755

Records, National photographic, 819, 831
Re-election of R.I.B.A. president, 521, 615,

627
Reflectors, daylight. 83
Registration : architects' (and its oppo-
nents) 754 (in Scotland) 713 ; builders*,
in New York, 212

Registry office, newli'nds, 231
Rehousing problem it. Liverpool, 615
Removing colour wash, 614
Remuneration, experts and their. 181
Renaissance architecture in Englani, short

history of, ItO
Repair of bridges, 8 53

Repairs, footpitb, and public authorities,
295

Reports: ancient lights (joint committee)
81, 142 ; R.r.B..4... 685

Reredos, St. Alban's cathedral, 87, 142, 155,
102

Reservoirs, Staines, 864
Resistance : crushing, of terracotta. 142 ;

fire (its architectural treatment) 553
(of doors) 3i9

Responsibility, sub-contractors', for work-
man's compensation, 226

Itestauranteur, architect and, 295
Itesults of tests with tire resisting materials,

683. 621
Jteversible casement windows, 864
Review of R.I.B.A. prize designs, 290
Reviews : American Engineering Competi-

tion. 328: Architectural Pottery, 149;
Art and ('raft of (J.irden-making, 858 ;

Bermondsey, its Historic Memories anl
Associations, 362 ; Bricklaying. 432 ;

BuiLuiNo Ne\v3 club designs, 55, 257,
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397, i',^K 7!M; r.-nlJiDi.' Srccifications.

49j ; f'ahiac't-muking-. 4U1 : Cathedral of
St. Davi^Va ,Iieli'-,i IH ; Croydon. New
:in;i Old, 30* ; Oecorative Work of Robert
and .I'imes Ad-na. 5*4 ; Dictionary of

Architecture and Building. -I'.iJiEQgine^r-

ing Kstimates atd C st Ac^^ount?, 657 ;

Engineer or Architect oa Arbitrator, lob^
;

Edsex Review. 362. 401. 6-57 ; Exerci'ses in

;^ipbie st»tics. 432: Fergus-son's Survey-
ing Circle, fio7 : Oirdpos. Oil and Xew,
L'9i: H.-iodbonk of Practical G-isfitting.

7^1; llintsto Young V.iluers, 856 ; Liw of
U.mkruptcy, 401 ; Lawyers and tbeir
Clients. 401 ; Lime, Mortar and Cem>?n'^,

5 JO; 01 j Cottiges and Va.\ uh )U-;esin Kent
anl Sussex, 530; rr.cticU Diaughts-
rn-in*^ Work, 057 ; rrlnciplej of Planniog,
496; I'ur' Water for London, ZM;
Houen. it* Cuthedrj.1 and Churohe'*. 352 ;

Sinitary Engieeerins". 710 ; Short History
of li enai-^sanoe Ar:hite:ture iu Eiglind,
150 ; ."^ocietv oi Engineers' Tran^actiou*,
724 ; Stanlarlsand Tables of Con-truc-
tional S eel work, 763 ; Survey of London,
6.i0; Theory of Eog neeriog Cjnstrac-
tion, 401

Revised : conditions of contract, 430. 4flfi ;

suggestions for coaipetitions, 49, 51, 75,

87
Reynold:}, Jib?z. in r?. 176, 436
R.I.R.A. : and Victorii memorial. 58 >

;

prdsiden*. ri-elestion of. 521, 615 ; prize
design*. 7S. 290 ; revised coadition3 of
c mtract, 430, 460 ; repjrt, 5S3 ; sugges-
tions for competitions. 49. 51, 75, 87

Right : of light, 73. Hi, 156 ; to build. 75
;

tj sue a Goveram?at d'^partment 713
Riveted v. pin-3oanected bridges, 3S7
Roads, improvement of. 6Sl
Roberts. Geo., Edinburgh, the late. 830
Rjchdale, housing conference at. fiij

K iraanestiue arjhitestur^, classification of,

555
R jmin : camp at Da'.viae, 719 ; tesselated

floors at Box, 470
R irae. British school in. lOS. 5^0
R )of timber*. chur;h, 142
R ^-^lier V. Young, tride title ease, 333
Rjuen, iti^ cathedral a'«d churches, -Ql
K-)Ugh and readv fr^i^hting of wool blocks,
490

R^wton houses. 395
Royal ; Academv. 333 (arohitsctura at)

253, 58 J, 617 ;deoeasei British artists) 49
(pictures at) 6S1, 61S, 319 : architectural
museum, 856 ; commission on sewage
disposal, 333 ; exchange frascoes. 757 ;

institute British arohitect^. 51, 11.3, 253.
239,391.521,535.615, 627, 687,763 816,
Ki3 (goldmedai) 391 (prize designs! 78,

113 (report) 58S {revised suggestions for
competition*) 49, 51, 75, 87 ; institute
water colour painters, 391 ; Scottish
academy ai-ohitecture at; 327 (elections)

2^i fnegleotei waterc^lours) 2^SI ; society
British artists, 40i»

R'lral districts, building by-laws in, 189,

429, 491
Rust, 46

SATNT : Albaa*s cathedral rereios. 87,

U-2, 155. 192 : .\ndrew'p, X.B.. water
supply, 7f?3 ; Bonaventuro (Horflcld,
Jl.C.) 3S6 ; Bridget '^Bridestowe) 727;
Catherine, (Cambridge, college) 693

;

Cuthbert (Middlesbrough) 433; David's
rathedral. 721 ; Geoi^e (Leeds) 593

;

James (Muswell Hilb 793 ; James's Hall
C.». V. L.C.C., 626 ; John (Clerkenwell,
crypt of) 728 (New Haven, f^onn.) 403

;

John Evangelist
; Walton-on-Hill, Liver-

pool S20 ; Joseph i,Laacaster, R.O.) 727 ;

Louis land Chicago drainage) SIO ; Luke
(Biriningham; 761 ; Martin (L^pper
Knoffle) 505 ; Mary (Coventry, halli 816
(Warwick) 7; Mary-le-Quav (Ipswich)
433, Matthew (.Aucklindl 797 'Chipel
Allerton) 661 (Momingside) 6.39 ;

Matthias (Salford. scboolsi 331 ; Michael
(M-n.'heid) 501 ; X'aul'a cathedral ^de-
coiution of) 681 i'vibr»tion risk at) 819 ;

JVter Spring-hid, Birmingham) 7
Sin;i*orium, Banchory, 1^2
Sanitiiry : and in^aaitiary glazed tiles, 431

;

engineering, 719
Ranto Crimp, W., the Iat«, 577
Scale of professional envy. 141
cenery, stage, tiue principles of, 550

School chapels : Basinrd Wesln.) 761, 793;
tihipley Wesln.: 692

Schools: Bonrneraouth (fecondary) 333;
Centi-al, arts and crafts, 6r,9 ; high, girls'

(club designs) 6S8; Histon \ Bapt. Sunday)
520; Leeds (art) 661. 693; Midd'.eton,

Conn, thigh) 43^; Rom? (British in) las.

551 ; Salford (St. Matthias)3ol ; technical.
353; Toronto \ bible training^ 3jl ; Trow-
bridge (British) 797; Westminter (aiti

856
Scorcher fuel-saver, 70O ,

r'cottish : Academy, royal (architecture
a* M27 meileeted water colours at) 28i;
national gallery, 749

Scunthorpe water sipply, 626
^eats, church. 795, 8(8
Selenitif cement, 156
Peptic treatment of .sewage, 352
Sessions house, Old Bailey, rebuilding o.*",

421
Severn End hivjse, 730, 829
Sewage ; bacteriological treatment of. 521

;

disposal, loyal commission on, 353 ; septic
treatment of, 332; treatment, novel, at
Birmingham, 519

Sewer : g:is, purifying, 83 ; or drain ? 490
^pwers : defective negligence as to, 2SJ^
1 eakage int •, 212

Shetheld. society of architects and surveyors,
2o2, 577

Shipley, sewage disposal. 436
Short history of English ftaaaissance

architecture. 150
Shrinkage of earthwork, 646
Sibba'd, Sir J., on asylum construction,

557
Signs: electric advertising, 211; illumi-
nated, 594

Sdchester excavations, 760
SilUman, T.R., New Y'ork, the late, 330
Sills, wind)w, stone for, 153, 192, 247, 282,

315, 332, 386, 422, 435
Sines, ire. 75
Single and pair room tenement dwellings.

S.!4

Sites value bill, L.C.C., 424
Size of : bricks, standarJising the, 518,590 ;

house drains, 728
Sketch club. Loidnn.357
Sketches, Warwic'ishire, 722
Skill, technical, aad ths artistic instinct,

617
Slade professorships : Cambridga, 491

;

Oxford, 713
•ilates, oil putty for, 315
Slating, picturesiiue, 720
Small ; gariens, 117 ; houses and cottages,

art <pf designing, 183, 223, 252 ; suburban
houses, 463

Smith : Col., the late, 577 ; Geo., the late,

57 ; W. Bassett, the late, 577
Smoke abatement in Prussia. 521
Soane medallion designs, 78

'

Societies: antiLjuarian (Cumberland) 862;
architects. 223, 298, 560 (Brist«>l do.) 433,

528 (Leicester do.) 627; architects' and
surveyors' (Shettield) 262, 577 ; architects'

benevolent, 302 ; architectural (Devon
aniExoter) 333. 763 (Edinburgh! 262, 333.

402, 528 (Leeds and Yorkshire) 26i
(Liverpool, 58, 691 ; architectural crafts-

men's (Glasgow) 89. 157, 227, 298, 386,
433. 528 : British artists royal, 460 ; oil

painters' exhibition, 2; ordained sur-
veyors, 467

Soil ptdlution by gas escapes, 828
Some railway bridges, 8L
Sources anl growth of Egyptian archi-

tecture, 687
Southampton, surveyors' institution at,

691, 759
South Kensington museum, "new art"

funiiture, 324
Spacmg piliister^t, 46. 192
Specialism, modern, 321
Specitic performance, action for, 214
Stables: Hay Lodge, Braughing, 501;

T'aigntim, 52:^

Stige scenery, tme principles of,,55!.i

stained : and painted glass, 795 ; glass, 47,

233. 621, 712
Staines new reservoir.^, 86

1

Stamps, po.stage, Swiss, 782
Stindardising : iron and steel sections 834

;

size of brick-, conference on, 518, 590
State of L<tndon streets, 221

Stations: electric supply (Barnes) 623; fii-e

(Redcross-st., B.*^'.) 352 (AA^est Hamp-
stead) 861; generating (HoyUke) 701;
pnlic3 (Leeds) 351; railway (Coventry)
862 (Shrewsbury) 402

Statues, Hove (Queen Victoria) 225
Steel and iron sections, standardising, 834
Steelwork, constructional, 760
Stone : arches, effect of temperature changes

on, 849 ; columns bonding to brickwork,
247, 315, 332 ; for window sills, 156. 192.

217,282,315, 33/, 387, 422, 435; of the
20th century. 259 ; or brick front, 142

Stoaehenge, fulling atones at, 48, 76, 177,

291, 316, 491, 550

Stones: building. British and Irish, 119,
1-SS, 3^9. 407. 4H9, 630. 725, 830; Uaed in
Lon*<tructioii, tests of. 7><S

etnnd-Holborn thor.nighfare. 154, 435
Street: buildings, thraldo^a of, 686; new
(highway or) 143 ((m*>-sided) 593

Streets: names of, binlder.s and, 47 ; state
of ' ondnn, 224 ; width tif in I.ieeds. 616

Struc'ures, temporarily, and Building Act,
M9

St udentship drawings, hint s on prepuniti<m
of, 52

Sub-contractors : do'ays by, liability for,

593 ; responsibility fur workmen's com-
ptn-ation. 226

Substitutes for plaster, 623. 660, 762
Suburban houae.^, small, 463
Subway.^, concrete, for pipes, 757
Suing a Government department, right of,
713

Suglen, W. Larner, Leek, the late, 830
Suggestions, revised, for competitions, 49,

51, 75, 87
Sundia's, 501
Sur^'eying. land, 795, 818
Surveyors : clerks' provident ajsooation,
385; dist ict. fee', 630, 782; institution,
157 (at Southampton) 691, 759 (dinner)
333 (examimition) 153, 652; ordained.
Society of. 469; unqualified, in Ireland,
831; unsuccessful act on for fees, 625

Surveyorships. London district. 862
Suttou--'n-Ashti'-ld. sewerage, 818
Swiss poitage stamps, 782

TABERNACLES, Italian renaissance.
003

Tar-;ney act, Ameriein architects and, 816
Taxation of : hoarding advertisements,

615 ; land values, 212
Teall, J. J, Hiiris, geological survey and,
316

Technical : college (Glasgow) 86 ; educa-
tion boird exhibition. 431 ; institutes
(Consett) 433 (Newport, I.W.) 157 (Nor-
wich) 260 (Portsmouth) 191 ; scho.ils, 363

;

skill and the artistic instinct, 649
Telephones, Geeko, 681
Temples, Greek, orientation of. 316
Temporary structures and building act,

549
Tenement : d wellings. single and pair room,

821 ; houses, New York, 48
Terms, architects', 862
Terracotta, crushing re-istance of, 112
Tesselated floors, Roman, at P>ox, 470
Testing Portland cement. 422
Tests ; llltratiim, of cement mortal-. 141 ;

of stones used in construction, 788; Port-
land csment, new condition, 614, 659 ;

with flre-reiisting materials, results uf,

58^, 621
Thatching, 518
Theatres : Drury Lane. 861 ; Maidstone,

737 : Manchester (Princes) 433 ; New-
castle-on-Tyne (two) 434 : Preston
(Prince's) 7; Shaftesbury-avenue (Apollo)
a60 ; Y'ork, 793

Theory of engineering constructi >n, 401
Thirty-ft. role in workmen's compensation

cases, 294
Thomson, John Jas , the late, 691
Thraldom of street buildings. 685
Tiles, glazed, sanitary and insanitary. 434
Timber : framed music hall, 330 ; carriage
charges for (railway) 456 (water) 353

Timbers, church roof, 142
Time limit in building contracts, 827
Tombstone, durable nuitirial for. 332, 387
Tottenham housing scheme, L.C.G., 469,

681
Town halls: Dukinfleld, 826 ; East Ham,
352 ; Enniskillen. 85 ; GCirlitz, 5 ; Marl-
borough, 627

Tracng c'oth. Hardtmuth's Koh-i-noor, 491
Tra-;ings, architect and his, 625
Trade cnaamissionsto architect. 357
Tra litiou, building conditions versus, 853
Train-'ng : an architect's, 118 ; college,

pupil teachers', Leeds, 501
Tramp over Mont Cents. 586, 6;34

Tramways, electric : Hammersmith, 215
;

Huddersfield. 263 ; L.C.C., new, 615
Tranmcre, whale's jawbones at, 782
True pr.nciplcs of stiige scenery, 550
Truro cathedral, completion of, 316, 434,

692
Truht. American wallpaper, failure of, 681
Tube : railways in London, opposition to,

76 ; vibi-ation, a City vicarage and. 713
Turner, Maj. Gen. S. C. the late, 3
Twentieth century : architecture of the,

J21, 255 ; stone of the, 259

UNDERTAKING not to practise,

al'eged breach of. 827

n, Devon, 386
;
young

l'niver.si(y. Birmingham. 529
Unqualitled surveyors in Ireland, 8^1
L'ralite, 429
Ural mountains marble. &S1
Urban authorities, workhouse plans and.
828

VAGARIES. War OJHce, 491
VaUiatum, architect's, Harding v. Ewing,

423. 625. 080
Valu-ttions and compensations, 51, 151. 186,
461

Value of wood carving, 363
\'aluers : assoc-ation, Devor
hints to. 856

Values: land, taxation of, 212 : sitss bill,
421

Vandalism in Carrar.i. 862
Vaulted churches, modt-rn, 818
Ventilation, natural, progress of. 858
Vibration from tube railw:ivs. 76. 713
Victoria, tiueen. memorial, 353, 424. 471,

493. 520, 525, 548. 560,623 (R.LB.A. and).
SS3

WADDESDON, sewage disposal at,
iS2

Wages. labourer.s', in Croydon district, 490
Wall, pai-ty. 88, 142
Wallis: G. E., Maidstone, the late, 761

;

Tho?. Wilkinson, carver, 212
Wallpaper trust, American, failme of, 631
Want of method, 717
Warehouse, railway, Dewsbury, 620
War Othce : new. 7 ; vagaries at Malta, 401
Warwickshire sketches, 722
Water : carriage charges for timber, 353 ;

colour painters, royal institute. 393

;

colours ne^lectedat the Scottish Academy.
284 ; heiiting, in bath, 548

;
pure, for

London, 362
Waterworks engineers, British a?so3iation

of, 816
Wavcrley abbey, excavations at, 456
Wayside hotel, club designs for, 55
Weighing machine shelter, is ita building .'

213
Welsh building stones, 189, 329, 467, 493,

657, 690. 725, 859
West ; Bromwich. bacterial treatment of
sewage at, 47 ; Walton, 332

Westminster : abbey (anti-restorationists
at) 331 (fall of shaft at i 550 lantern slides)

816 (Prof. Roger Smith on) 426 (white-
washing) 225, 282

;
palace frescoes, 616

;

school of art, 856
Whale's jawbones at Tranmere. 782
Wharves, Cattewater, Plymouth, 624
What is: a builder's commission to an

ar.^hitect 1 291 ; a dangerous building ' 621,

521; a pri\-ileged communication! 366;
a public building ? 143, 288 ; blue lias

lime? 176, 213, *^83, 353, 365, 423; "negli-
gence" as to defective sewers I 283

Whitburn, ideal seaside village at, 749
Whitewashing Westminster Abbey, 225,
282

Width of streets in Leeds, 615
Wimperis, Edmund M., the late. 3
Window sills, stone for, 156,192,247,282.

315, 332, 3.37. 422, 435
Windows : bay, in London, 728 : rever.iible,

864
Wiseton, sewage disposal, 796
Withers, F. Clarke, the late, 121, 190
Wolvesey I*alace and King Alfred, 491
Wood: and woodcarving, works in, 750 ;

blocks, rough and ready freighting of,

490 ; can'ing, value of, 353 ; n'^n-intlam-
mable, 46 ; works in, exhibition of, 177 ;

W. 8., Liverpool, in re, 214
Woo3en buiidin;;', flrepro(jf lining for, 625
Woodhead, J. F., Chatsworth, the late, 153
Woodwork, Belgian, 471
Workhouse inflrmaries : Bristol, 151, 262 ;

Camberwell, 865; Halifax, 520; Rich-
mond, Surrey, 154. 367

Workhouse plans and ui'ban authorities,
828

Working : class dwellings, 192, 359 ; classes,
housing of the, 83 (in Hackney) 282;
men's parochial club, 397

Workman's Compensation Act ; 748 ; sub-
confiactnrs* responsibility xmder, 226

;

30ft. rule deflned, 294
AVorkmen's dwellings: Drurv-lane, 456;

Glasy-ow, 108 ; Manchester, 520; Totten-
ham, 469

Works in wood, exhibition of, 177, 759

Y.M.C.A. premises, Burton, 623
Yorkshire : building stones, 119, 183

;

m'jst^r builders' federation, 862
Young ; architect's charged, 423 ; valuera,
hints to, 856
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INDEX TO ILLUSTRATIONS.
*,' The Iiithographic Illustrations will be fouud immediately following: the Paees indicated.

ABBEY, Westminster, coronation chair,

404
Academy, Royal : cartoon (Roman senator,

F. Appleyard] S; decoration (Pz-ocession

of the Hours, Florence Chsiplin: 58, 9ii;

design (bishop's tomb, J. B. Fulton) 194

(public school, H. C. Reid Hide: 79S
Almsdish and crogs, silver. 7Sr
Almshouses, Giltbrook, Nottingham, 472
Altar tomb, Westminster, Cheitec cathe-

dral, 6-28

Antwerp, chair and door in Museum
Plantin, 472

Arches, relieving, 75S
.Armchairs ; 791 ; carved, 467 ; folding,

1"7 ; Dublin museum, 401 ; Foudroyant,
7^, 789; French, 1.'4 ; Human, 401;
Venetian, 124

Ai-nold's mansion, Philadelph'a, 141

.Art foliage, 761, 7S1, 830, 817, S6G, 883
Artisans' dwellings, Southampton, IJJS

Ashburton, Card house, 721
Ascent of Mont Cenis from Susa, 613
Assembly hall, Belfast, designs : 1st, R.

Savage, 608 ; 3rd, W. C. Laidlaw, 472

Asvlum, orphan, chapel for, Troy, N.Y..
,530

Athens, new Greek church, 829, 8W
Auckland, N.Z., St. Matthew's chiu-ch, 798

' Burghley house, by Stamford town,''

measured di'awings, 866
Business premises : Brighton (Bank) 261 ;

Durban, 298 ; Exeter (co-op.) 662 ;

Higham, Kent (Uralite factory) 429 ;

Lancaster i,co-op.') 764 ; Lloyds'-avenue

i Uoyds' registry) 90 ; Long Acre, 730
;

Mount-st,. W., 730 ; Newcastle -on-Tyne,
334 ; Norwich (newspaper) 228 ; Notting-
ham .chambers) 124 ; Oldham (inns) 298 ;

Pen-v-Groes (inn) 331 ; Scunthorpe. 830

;

Spring-gardens, W.C. (banki 628; Tun-
stall (bank) 623

Byng's armchair. Admiral, 788

BANKS : Brighton (Capital and Conn
ties) 2)1; Sprmg-gardeng (Cocks, Bid-
dulph and Co.:. 628 ; Tunstall (Man-
chester and Liverpool) 62-i

Banqueting hall : Craigievar Castle, 228 ;

Glasgow municipal buildings, panel in,

730
Baptist church house, S)uthampton-row,

028
Barnstaple, Mass., room at Waitt Place, 121

Bamt-green, Worcestershu'e, house at, 631

Biths, public, club designs, 798

Be.audesert chiirch, Normon doorway, 722

Bedroom ; decoration scheme, by A. H.
Baxter, 437, 438 ; Duke's, Severn End,
730

Belfast : assembly hall designs (1st, R.
Savage) 590 i3rd, W. C. Laidlaw) 472 ;

royal Victoria hospital, 729, 73 J

Belgian woodwork and casements, 4/2, 489
Belmont Congl. Chape!, Bolton, 530
Berkswell church, timber porch, 723
Birdcage and stand, Foudroyant oak, 783

Birmingham, Stratford - house, Moseley-
road, 723

Bishopsgate-st., E.C , Wesln. centenary
hall (2Qdde3ign,B FletcherandSon*)660

Bishop's: house, Bristol, '264 ; tomb.Academy
design for, J. B. Fulton, 191

Blackburn, police courts and fire Station,

662, 798
Blackpool town hall, stained glass in, 264

Blickling, garden front, 298
Bolton : Belmont Congl. chapel, 530 ;

Thomasson co-operative reading-room,
530

Boxu-nem^uth, secondary school, 331
Bi'uverie house. Sevenoaks, 866
Bowl, flower, 787
Brabazon house, new, Moreton-st., S.W.,

798
Bracket, wrought iron, S.K. museum, 560
Bradford : < artwright memorial hall, 8 ;

conditioning house, 191
Braughing, stables at High Lodge, 502

Breakfast room, Severn End, 8 JO

Bridge, timber, Grissell, designs for : J.

Forbes, 368 ; J. H. Coram,.43S, 435
Bristol, episcopal residence, Itedlands-

green, 264
Britannia royal naval college, Dartmouth,

698
British : schools, Trowbrid;?e, 798 ; Uralite

Co.'s factorj', Higham, ient, 429
Bromley, Kent, house at, .59?

Bruges, old casement from, 472

Brumby, urban district council ofti^es, 679

Brussels, two chairs from Notre Dame dea

Victoires, 489
BriLniN..; Nr-.ws club designs : cottage hos-

pital, 815; high school for girls, 091;

mountain church, 259,- 261 ;
parochial

club, 401, 421
;
public baths, 798; way-

side hotel, 68

CABINETS : escritoire and, 789 ; oak,
791; Paris exhibition (English) 3?t

Camberwell, workhouse intirmary, 866
Cambridge : gateway. St. Catherine's

college, 69 1 ; iron railings, Trinity college,

191
Campanile, Qitto's, Florence, 8
('apacity of cast iron columns, 614
(

' ipital : and Counties bank, Brighton, 261

;

Koman Citrinthian, variation on, 883
Card house, Ashburton, 721
Cartoons, Royal Academy : Proc3ssion of

the hom's (F. Chaplin) 53, 9D ;
Roman

senator (F. Appleyard) 8
Cartwright memorial hall, Bradford. 8
Casements : Bruges, 472 ; Ghent, 489
Cast iron columns, capacity of, 611
Castles : Craigievar, 223, 228 ; Windsor,

(portrait by Holbein in) 293
Cathedrals : Ches'er (choir staUs) 36S, 761

( Westminster memorial) 628 ; Chichester
(completed west front) 723 ;

Ely (ceiling.

Bp. West's chapel) 160 ; Gloucester
(cloisters) 261 (Edward It's shrine). 153 ;

National sil. med. design iF. Wilkinson)
502 ; Vienna (St. Stephen) 331

Cenis, Mont : ascent of, 613; Hotel della

Posta, 662 ; Lans-le-Bourg, 632
Centenary hall, Wesln., Bishopsgate-street,

E C, 2ni design (B. Fletcher and Sons)

S-iO

Chairs : Admiral Byng's 788 ; Antwerp,
Plantin museum, 472 ; Brussels, 489 ;

carved o.ak, 467 ; folding arm, 107 ; hall,

619 ; leather and oak, 789, 791 ; National
drawings of (W. L. Whelan) 121,404;
Nelson's father's, 788

Chalice and paten, silver, 787

Chambers, Nottingham (King John's) 121

Chapel Allerton, St. Matthew's church, 662

Chapels : Belmont. Bolton (Congl.) 630 ;

Ely cathedral (West's, ceiling) 160 ; Troy,

N.Y. (orphan asylum) 630
Chester cathedral : choir stalls, 363, 761 ;

Westminster memorial, 628
Chichester cathedral, completed west front,

72)
Choir stalls : and desk, Augusta Trimmer's

design, 281; Chester cathedral, 3ii8. 761

Cliorley, WithncU Fold, house near, 530

Christie's, furniture sketches at, 467

Church ; door. National design (A. E.
Payne) 8)0; house, Baptist, Southamp-
ton-row, 628

Churches : Athens (new Gresk) 829, 830 ;

Auckland, N.Z. (St. Matthew) 798 ;

Bcaudesert (Norman doorway) 722 :

Berkswell (timber porch) 723 ; Chapel
Allerton (.St. Matthew) 662 ; Kensington
(All SS.) 62S ; King's Norton (tower and
spire) 723; Leeis (Congl.) 691; Long
Mclford (new tower) 696 ;

Longport
(Free Methodist) 176 ;

Minehead (St.

Michael) 602 ; mountain (club designs)

2.59, 261; New-Haven, Conn. (St. .John)

401 ; St. Gilles, France (portal) 8; Spital-

fields (Christ) 150 ; Walsoken (interior)

121, 472
City-road, E.C, Leysian buildings, 630

City, the : Bishopsgate-st. ( Wesln. centenary

hall, B. Fletcher and Sons' design) 560
;

Lloyds'-avenue (shipping registry office)

90

Classic : gables and pediments, 313 ; iron-

work, types of, 191
Cloisters, Gloucester cathedral, 261

Club, Bi:[i.r>iN'; Nkw^ de-signrng : cottage

hospital, 815 ; high school for girls, 691

;

mountain church, 259. 261 ;
parochial

club. 401, 421
;
public baths, 798 ; way-

side hotel, 58
Clubhouses : Empress, Dover-st., W., 761

;

parochial (clu*! designs': 404, 421 ; Soane
design, M. .1. Dawsoo, 22S, 334 ; village,

J. V. Henshaw's design, 191
Cocks, Biddulph and Co.'s bank, Spring-

gardens, 628
Colleges : Cambridge (St. Catherine, gate-
way) 691 (Trinity, iron ratlings) 191 ;

Dartmouth (royal naval, sick quarters)
.596; Leeds (pupil teachers' training) 502

Column, Roman Corinthian, variation on.

833
Columns cast iron, capacity of, 611
Commerce, stiinel glass, Blackpool town

hall, 261
Compensation and valuation, railway, 187

Competitions : assemblv hall, Belfast (1st,

R. Savage) 593 (3rd, W. C Laidlaw) 472 ;

Eini.uix'; Niuvs club (cottage hospital)

816 (high school for gii-ls) 694 (mountain
chm-ch) 259, 264 (parochial club) 401

(public baths) 798 (wayside hotel) 58 ;

Eisteddfod (clubhouse, village, 1st, J. V.

Henshawj 194 ; free library (Newport,
I.W,, and technical institute, selected,

W. V. Gough) 153 ; Grissell (timber

bridge, J. Forbes) 368 (J. H. Coram) 438,

455 ; hall (Bishopsgate-st., Wesln. cen-

tenary, 2na. B Fletcher and Sons) 560

(Bradford, Cartwright, selected Simjson
and Allen) 8 ; inttrmary (Glasgow royal,

2nd, A.Hes9ellTiltman)8, 58, 121(H. Percy
Adams) 90, 168 ; marked hall Leeds,

selected, Leeming and Leeming) 560 ;

mission buildings (City-road, Leysian,

selected Bradshaw and Gass) 5:30 ;

municipal buildings (South Shields. R S.

Kirkbyi 662 ; National designs (bedroom
decoration, A. H. Baxter; 437, 433 (cathe.

dral, F. Wilkinson 302 (choir stalls and
desk, Au:5usta Trimmer) 281 (church

door, A. E. Pavne) 830 (house, country,

R. T. Longden) 121 (pulpit, Augusta
Trimmer) 261 ; National drawings
(chairs, W. H. Wnelan) 124 (church,

Walsoken. May Peck) 121 ('Music,"
May Cookseyl 138 ; offices, harbour
(Swansea, selected. E. Seward) 363 (2Qd,

Fairhurst and Thorniey) 438 (3rd, W. C.

Laidlaw) 401 ; police courts and fire

station I Blackburn, selected, Briggs,

Wolstenh>lm=, Stone, and Stone) 662,

793; Pugin drawin;js (Chester cithedral

stalls, J. McLaclilan) 363 (Gloucester

cloisters, .1. McLaohlan) 261 (Hambleton
old hall, S. Harrison) 502 (bishop's tomb,

.J. B. Fulton) 191 ; royal academy designs

(Procession of the Hours. Florence Chap-
lin) 5S, 90 (public si:hool, H.C. Reid Hide)

793 (Roman senator, F. Appleyard) 8;
R.I.B.A. measured drawings (Burghley

house, Stamford, H. F. Tr.iylcji) 866 ;

Soane (club house, M. J. Dawson) 223. 331

Conditioning house. Bradford, 191

Cjntarini-Fasan p vlace, Venice, 293

Co-operative : premises (Lancaster) 761

(Scunthorpe) 830 ; reading room, Bolton,

530 ; stores, E.teter. 662
Corinthian column, Roman, variation on,

833
Cjttage hospitil. club designs, 815

Couch and Are screen, I117

Country house. National design (R. T.

Longden) 121

County : council buildings, Statforo, library,

866 ; hall. St. Mary's gate, Derby, 212

Court : 'cupboard, Jacobean, 619 ;
police,

Blackburn, 662, 798
Courtyard entrance, town hall, Gorlltz, 8

Craigievar castle. N.B,, 223, 228

Crriu itoriura, Hull, SO, 81, 90

Crockets and floial. stone, 781

Croft, Newark, the, 761

Cross and alms dish, silver, 787

Cupboards : Cjurt. 519 ;
hanging, 791

DAKTMOTjrH. roy.il naval college,

sic t quarters, 5'.*3

Decoration : Royal Academy design. Pro-

cession of the Hours (F. Chaplin) 68, 90 ;

schem? for bedroom, National (A.JH
Baxter) 437, 438

Derby, County hall, St. Mary's gate, 212

Designing club, BincoiNo Nkws : cottage

hospital, 813 ; high school for girls, 691;

mountain church, 259, 261; parochial

club, 401, 421
;
public baths, 798 ;

way-
side hotel, 58

Designs ; Designing club, 58, 239, 261. 401,

421, 691, 798, 813 ; Grissell (timber

bridges, J. Forbes) 368 (J. H. Coram)
433, 455 ; National (bedroom decoration,

A. H. Baxter) 437, 433 (cathedral, F.

Wilkinson) 602 (country house, R. T.

Longden) 121 (Music, May Cjoksey) 168

(pulpit, Augusta Trimmer) 234 (stalls

and desk. Augusta Trimmer) 281

(wrought ironwork. A. E. Payne) 830 ;

Royal Academy (bishop's tomb, J. B.

Fulton) 191 (cartoon, F. Appleyard) 8

(decoration, F. Chaplin) 68, 90 (public

school, H. C. Reid Hide) 79.^ ; Soana

(clubhouse, U. J. Dawson) 228, 231

Desk : litanv, Angust-a Trimmer's design,

281 ;
prayer, Italian, 679

Details : bedroom decoration, 437, 4.38 ;

bridge, timber, 368. 438 ;
castle, Craigie-

var, 228 ; chair, 519 ; clubhouse, 331

;

desk. Litany, 231 ; hall (Kirby) 472 ;

house (Penshurst) 530 ;
ironwork.

Classic, 191 ; ma ,tel, a New York, 124 ;

offices (Swansea harbour, 3rd design,

Fairhurst and Thorniey) 433 ,
porch and

doorway (Gt. Oiunnd-st.) 615; pulpit,

231 ; stalls, choir, Chester cathedral 761

;

tabernacles, Italian, 691 ; woodwork
(Belgianj 472, 48:5 (Italian) 679

Dining hall of a French hoasa, loggia in

593
D:ior : church, National design, A. E.

Payne, 832 ; French iron, and door-

handles, S. Kensington museum, 500

Doorwavs : Antwerp, Museum Plantin,

472 ; "Beaudesert church, 722 ;
South

Kensington museum, 560, 645 ; Tenter-

den, 151

Dover-st., W.. Empress club, 761

Drawings: measured (B:irghley house,

Stamford) 866 (Craigievarcastle, J. Smith)*

228 (Derby, county hall, R. tt. Morton)

212 (Kirby hall, L. L. Bright) 433, 472

(tabernacles, Itali.an, F. K. Hiorns) 694 ;

National (chau's,W. L. Whelan) 124, 401

(Walsoken church interior, Mary Peck)

121 432 ; Pugin (Chester cathedral stalls,

J. McLachlan 338, 761 (Gloucester

cloisters, J. McLachlan) 261 (Hambleton
old hall, S. Harrison) 502

Dublin: hospital, nurses' home, 121;

museum, chairs in, 404

Duke's bedroom, Severn End, 730

Duomo, Florence (campanile) 8

Durban, business premises, 293

Durham, house at, 90

Dwellmgs, artisans', Southampton, 133

EA.LING, house at, 401
. ,„^

Elucational block of public school, U. C.

Reid Hide's design, 79 J

Edward II's shrine, Gloucester cathedral,

153
Eisteddfod design, village clubhouse (J.

V. Henshaw) 191

Ely cathedral, ceiling, Bp. West's chapel,

1.50

Empress club, D;)ver-st., W., 761

English : furniture, Paris exhibition, 331 ;

paintings, Windsor castle, 298

Episcopalresidence, Redland-green, Bristol,

261
Escritoire and cabinet, 7,89

Exeter co-operative stores, 662

Exhibitions ; home arts (furniture at) 791

(mctalwork at) 737 ; Paris (English

furniture at) 331

Eiver for font, 787

FACTOK'y.BritishUraliteCo, Higham,
Kent, 429

Fairmoufi P.irk, Philadelphia, Arnold s

mansion, 141

Finial and crockets, stone, 781
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Fire : ^ard and screen. 7S7 : scrc-en and '

couch, 107 ; stiition, Bhickburn, 662. 79S

Flats, residential, South-st., Mayfair, 191

Florence. Giotto's campanile. 8
Flower ; bowl. 787 ; stand, Italian, 679

j

Folding armchair, 107

Foliage, art, 76J. 781, 830, 817, 836, 8^3

Font ewer, 7S7 ^^ , ,

Fouilro./n,,', furniture made from Nelson s,

Free Ubrariea : Newport, I. W., 158 ;
Staf-

ford, 86S
, , . •

French : armchairs, 121 ; house, loggui m,

596
Friezes, earned wood. S30

Fuel-saver, scorcher, 760

Furniture sketches : 107, 12^, 467, 472. 489,

619 ; home arts exhibition, 791 ;
National

drawings of chau«, 121, 401 ; Pans ex-

hibition, 3S4 ; relics of Nelson's /'"«-

,l,n,l.uil, 788, 789

GABLES. Classic, 313
tralierv. National picture in) 8
Garden front. Severn End, 730, 830

Gardens, Blickling and Montaeute, '298

Gate, Tansemiiindf Neustlidter 8
Gateway, "St. I'atherme's college, Cam-
bridge, 69

1

Ghent, modem casement at. 489
Giltbrook Almshouses, Nottingham, 472

Giotto's campanile, Floreoce, 8
Girls' high school, club desigas, 691

Glasgow ; municipal buildings ;panel in

biD'iuet halU 730 ; royal inflrmary

desigas iai. K. U. Tiltmau; 5S, 121 {H.
1". Adims) 90, 158

Glass, stained, Blackpool tiiwa Iiall. 264

Gloucester Ciithedral : cloisters, south walk,
•261; Edward 11. "s shrine. l"iS

Good Inteat inn, Oldham, Wi
Gorlitz town hall, courtyard entrance, 8
Gx*eat Ormjnd-st., porch .and djorway

from, 613
Greek church, Athens, 829. 830
Grissell desigas for timber bridge ; J.

Forbis, 363 ; -J. H. Coram, 433, 433
Guard and screeo. fii-e. 737
Guildford, Sir H., Holbein's portrait of, -298

Guildhall, Totnes, 720

298 ; Withnell Fold, Chorley, 530

;

gate, St. T.e<inurd8-on-Sea, 158

mouth. Isle of Wight, 90
Hull crematorium, 8J, 81, 90

Wond-
: Yar-

INFIRMARIES : Camberwell !work-

house ! 866 i
Cilusgow rov.il. desigas (2od,

A. H. Tiltmaa) 58, 124 (H. P. Adams)
90, 158 ; Newca.stle-on-Tyne royal, 404 ;

Richmond, Surrev ^workhouse) 368

Inns: Oldham (Good Intent) 293 (tiueen)

•293 ;
Pen-v-Groes (Red Lion) 334

Institute, technical, Newport, ilon., 133

Iron, cast, columns, capacity of, 611

Ironwork : church door, design for. SIO ;

Classic, types of, 191 ; South Kensington

museum, 560
Italian : tabernacles. South Kensington

museum, 691 ; woodwork, do. do., 679

New ; Brabazon house. Moreton-st.. S.W..

798 ; tower. Long Melford chiuxh. 596 ;

York, mantel in a Broadway oltice, 124

Newark : iron railings at. 101 ; the Croft,

764
Newcastle-on-Tyne : oirices and premises,

331 ; Victoria inftrmary. 404

New-Uaven. Conn.. St. .lohn's church, ivi

Newspiiper offices. Norwich, 228

Norwieli newspaper offices, 228

Nottingham : Giltbrook almshouses, 472 ;

King .John's chambera. 124

Nurdes* home. Dublin hospital. 121

JUG, hot water, 787

OFFICES: Brumby {r.li.C.)679; New-
castle-on-Trae. 331 ; Norwich (news-

paper) 228 ; Swansea (harbour design.

1st, E. Sewardl 368 (2nd. Fairhui-st and

Thoraley) 438 (3rd, W. C I.aidlawi 101

Old : hall, Hambleton, 6"2 : houses, Pens-

hurst, 5G0
I

OrmoTd.st™GTat:''poreh and doorway I QUEEN : Anne chair, 401 ; inn, Oldham,

Portuguese chair, 124

Prayer desk. Itjilian, 679
Premises : Brighton (bank) 261 ; Durban,
298 ; Exeter co-op.) 64i2 ; Lancaster

' (co-op.) 764 -, Llovds' registry, E.G., 90 ;

I

LoU'.? Acre, 7.'i0 ; Mount-st., W., 730 ;

Newcastli-oii-Tyne. 33 1 ; Norwich (news-

paper) 228 ; Nottingham (chambers) 121

;

I Scunthorpe (co-op.) 830 ; Spring-gardens
(bank) 6-28

; TunatiU (bank) 6^28

I

Procession of the hours, R. A. design, Flor-

ence Chaplin, ,^8. 90

PuUic ; baths, club designs, 7'.I8 ; school,

B.A. design by U. C. Reid nide, 793

Pugin drawings ; Chester cathednil. choir

stalls I J. McLachlan 368, 761 ; Gloucester

cloist<'rs (J. McLachlan) 264 ; Hamble-
ton old hall (S. Harrison 502

Pulpit, National design for (Augusta.

Trimmer) '261

Pupil teachers' training college, Leeds, 502

KENSINGTON : All

628 ; South, museum,
(Italian tabern;vcle3) 691 (Italian wood-
work) 679 porch and doorway from Gt.

Ormond-st.) 615

Kildrummy mansion house, N.B., 363. 36S

King's Norton : schoolhouse, 722 ; tower

and spire, church, 723

Kirby hall, 438. 472
Knockers, S. Kensington museum

from, 615

s.vints' church, i Orphan asylum chapel. Troy, N.Y., 530

ironwork) 560 i

Orpington, house at. 596

Overbrook house, Windlesham, 438

Ovennantel design, iliisic (May Cooksey)

158

, im

HALLi : cha'r, Jacobean, 519 ; settee,

7b9 ; staircase, 789
Hills : Belfast (assembly. 1st deiign, R.
Savage) 596 (3rd do., W. C. Laidlaw)
472 ; BisUopsgite-st., E.G. ( Wesln. cen-

|

t»nary, B. Fletcher and Sons' design) 560 ;
I

Bhckung, '298 : Bradford (Circwright
meml ) 8 ; Craigievarciatle (banqueting)
2-28 ; Derby 'county) 191 : Glasgow muni-
cipal buildings .bau'iuet. pxnel in) 730 ;

Hambleton old, 502 ; Kirby. 438, 472 ;

L;eis market) 560, 830; Severn End
house, 730

Himbleton old hall, Rutland, 502
Hampstead, libran', Norman Shaw's house,
6,8

Hampton Court, iron railing*, 191
Handles, doo-', S. Kensin^on musium, 530
Hanging cupboard, 791
Harbour office desigas, Swansea : selected,

E. Seward, 363 ; 2ad. Fairhurst and
Thornley, 433 : 3rd, W. C. Laidlaw, 401

Hayes Lodge, Morley, Derbyshire, 662
Heathfleld. house at. 662
Higham, Kent, British UraUte Co.'sfactory
429

High : Lodge, Braughing, stables at, 502
;

school (girls, club designs, 691 (Middle-
ton, Conn.) 43S

Hinge and lockplate, 437
Holbein's portrait of Sir H. Guildford, 298
Holme Tower, Penarth, 502
Home : arts exhibitijn (furniture) 791

^metalwork) 787 ; nurses', Dublin hos-
pital, 124 ; sailors', Scandinavian Loudon,
866

Horeham-road, Tanner's Manor-house, 472
Hospitals ; Belfast (royal Victorian) 72(J,

73"^; cottage, club designs, 815 ; Dablin,
nurses' home, 124; Warwick (Leyceiter's)
723 (chaii- in) 401

Hotels : Mont Cenis .della Posta) 062;
wayside, club desigas, 531

Hot water jug, 787
Hours, procession of the, R.A. design

(Florence Chaplin) 53, 90
House : Baptist chm-ch, Southampton-row,

6-28 ; Conditioning, Bradford, 191 ; New
Brabazon, Moreton-st., S.W., 793 ;

parish,

Pimlico (St. Gabriel) 764
Houses ; Ashburton. 721 ; B.irnt-green,

694 ; Blickling (garden front) '293
;
Bristol

(bishop's I 264 ; Bromley, Kent, 596 ;

15ui-ghley, near Stamf'jrd (measured
drawings) 866 : country (National
designs, R. T. Longden) 121 ; Croft,

Newark, 761 ; Durham, 90 ; Ealing,
404 ; French, loggia in, 596 ;

Gilt-

brook, Nottingham (alm.^ 472 ;

Hambleton ,hall) 502 ; Hampstead
(Norman Shaw's, hbrary of) 6, 8 : Hayes
Lodge, Morley, 662 ; Ileathtield. 662

;

Holme Tower, Penarth. 502 ; Kildrummy,
N.B., 363, 3ij3; Montagu garden lodge)
298 ; Orpington, 596 : Overbrook,
"Windlesham, 438 ; Pangbourne Tower)
8; Penshurst (old) 560; Philadelphia
(Ai-nold's rainsion) 141 ; Pinner, 228, 691

;

Poor End, Tortworth (lodge) 191 ; St.

(Leonards-on-S9.a two) 158; Sevenoaks,
866 ; Severn End, 730, 747, 830 ; South-
ampton 1 artisans' ) 158 ; Stratford, Bir-
mingham. 723; Tanner's Manor, Hore-
ham-road, 472 ; Treborth, 191 ; Venice,

LANCASTER, co-operative premises,

761
Lans-le-Bourg, Mont Cenis, 662

Leeds : Congl. church and schools, Wood-
house-lane, 694 ; mirket-haU, 560, 830 ;

pupil teachers' training college, 502

Leycester's hospital, "Wa. wick : 723 ; chaii-

in, 401
Leysian mission buildings. City-road, 530

Libraries, Free : Newport, I. W., 158 ; Staf-

ford, county council's buildings, 865

Library, Norman Shaw's houss, Hamp-
stead, 6. 8

Litany desk, Augusta Trimmer's design

for. '281

Lloyds' registry office, E.C., 90

Lockplate and hinge, 437

Lodges : Hayes, Morley, Derbyshire, 662 ;

Poor End, Tortworth, 191

Loggia in dining-hall of a French house,

596
Ling : Acre, Stanford's premises, 730 ;

Melford church, new tower, 696

Longport, Free Meihodist church, 175

MAGISTERIAL chair. Dublin, 404

Mallet money-box, a, 5S6

Manor house. Tanner's, Horeham-road, 472

Mansions : Arnold's, Philadelphia, 141
;

Kildrammy. N.B., 363. .?68

Mantegna's Virgin and Child enthroned, 8

Mantel in a Broadway office, New York,

121
Market hall, Lseds, 560, 830
Marlborough town hall, 628

Mayfaii-, residential flats, South-st., 191

Measured drawings ; Bui-ghley house,

Stamford (H. F. Traylen) 866 ; Craigie-

var castle J. Smith) 228 ; Derby,county
hall (E. E. Morton) 212: Kirby haU (L.

L. Bright) 438, 472 ; tabernacles, Italian

(F. R. Hiorns) 694
Melford, Long, tower of new church, 593

Memorial, Duke of Westminster, Chester

cathedral, 628
Metalwork at home arts exhibition, 787

Middleton, Conn , high school. 438

Minehead, St. Michael's parish church, 502

Mirror, carved oak. 791

Mission buildings, Leysian. City-road, E.C.

,

530
Money-box in a maUet. 586
Montagu, garden house at, 293

Mont Cenis : ascent of. 613 ; Hotel delta

Posta. 662 ; Lans-le-Bourg, 662

Moreton-st., Westminster. New Brabazon
house, 798

Morley. Derbyshire. TSayes lodge. 662

Mount-st . "W.. premises in. 7.30

Mountain churches, club designs, 259. 261

Municipal building's : Gla.sgow 'panel in

banquet hall'i 730'; South Shields (E. G.

Kirkby's design) 662 ; Stafford (library)

866
Music- National design by May Cooksey,

158
Museums ; Antwerp (Plantin) chair and

door, 472 ; Dublin, chairs in. 401 ; South
Kensington 'ironwork) 560 (Italiantaber-

nacles) 691 (Italian woodwork) 679 (porch

and doonvay from Gt. Ormond-st.) 615

Music case and screen, 331

PADUAN paintings. National gallery, 8

Paintings at National gallery, 8 ; at Wind-
sor castle, 298

Palace, Contarini-Fasan. Venice, 298

Panel : carved wood. 764, 817 ;
in banquet

haU, Glasgow municipal buildings, 730 ;

stone, 866
Pangbourne, Tower house, 8

Paris exhibition, English furniture at. 334

Parish house, St. Gabriel's. Pimlico, 764
j

Parochial club, club des'gns, 401, 421

Party wall. 75, 142

Paten and chalice, 787

Peckham-road, 8.E., (.'amberwell work-

house infirmary, 866

Pediments, Classic, 313

Penarth. Holme tower. 502

Penshurst, old houses at, 560

Pen-v-groes, Red Lion inn. 334

Philadelphia. Ainold's mansion. Faurmount

Park. Ill

Pictures at National Gallery. 8

Picturesfiue slating : Ashburton, 721 ;

Totnes Guildhall. 720

Pimlico : New Brabazon house, 798 ;
St.

Gabriel's parish house. 761

Pinner, houses at, 228, 691

Plans : almshouses (Giltbrook. Notting-

ham) 472 ; assembly haU (Belfast, 1st

design, R. Savage) 596 : banks (Brighton)

261 (Tunstall) 6-28 ; baths, public (club)

798 ; bridge, timber (J. Forbes) 388 ;

castle (Craigievarl 228 ;
cathedral (F.

Wilkinson's design) 502 ; chapels (Bel-

mont, Bolton, Congl.i 530 (Troy, N.Y ,

orphan asylum) 530 ; churches Athens,

New Greek) 829 (Leeds, Congl.) 694

(Longport. Free Meth.) 173 (Minehead)

502 (mountain) 2.39, 261 (New (Haven,

Conn.. St. John) 101 ; clubhouses (paro-

chial, club; 404, 421 town. Soane, M. J.

Dawsoni 2'28 (village. Eisteddfod, J. A .

Henshaw) 191 ; colleges (Dartmouth,

royal naval) 596 (Leeds, pupil teachers

training I 502 ;
conditioning house (Brad-

ford) 101 ; crenrntorium ( Bull) 31 ; dwel-

lings, artisans' (Southampton) 168 ; flats

(South-st., Ma>-faii-) 191 : free library

and technical institute (Newport, LW.)
158 ; halls (Belfast, as.sembly, 3rd, W. C.

Laidlaw) 472 (Bradford, Cartwright) 8

(Kirby) 438 ; home, nurses' (Dublin hos-

pital) 124; hospitals (Belfast, royal

Victorial 729 (cottage, club) 815 ;
hotel

(wayside, club) 58 ; house (Pimlico. New
Brabazon) 798 ; houses Barnt-gteen,

694 (Burgbley, Stamford) 866 (country.

National design. R. T. Longford) 1'21

(Durham) 90 (Ealing) 404 (Hampstead,

Norman Shaw's) 6 (Hayes Lodge,

Morley) 662 (Heathfleld) 662 (Holme

Tower, Penarth) 502 (Kildrummy) 363

(Newark) 764 (Pinner) 228 (St. Leonards-

on-Sea) 158{Sevenoaks) 866 (Severn End)

747 I Tanner's raanor,'Horehara-road) 472

(Treborth'i 191 . Withnell Fold) 5.30 (Yar-

mouth, I W.) 90 ;
infirmaries (Camber-

well, workhouse) 866 (Glasgow royal.

2nd, A. H. Tiltman) 58 (do., H, P.

Adams) 90 (Richmond, workhouse) 368 ;

inn (Pen-y-groes) 331 ;
mission build-

ings (City-road. Leyaiar) 330 ;
offices

(Brumby, U.D.C) 679 (Newcastle-on-

Tyne) 334 (Norwich, newspaper) 223

(Swanse;!, harbom. 1st, E. Seward) 368

do 2nd, Fairhurst and Thornley) 438

(do., 3rd. W. C. Laidlaw 401; p.arish

298

RAILINGS, iron : Chester cathedral

( Westminster memorial) 6^28 ; Hampton
Court, Newark, and Trinity college,

Cambrid'ge, 194

Railway : station, Sao Paulo, Brazil, 8 ;

valuation and compensation, 187

Eeading room, Thomasson, at Bolton, ,330

Redland-green, Bristol, episcopal residence,

264
Red Lion inn, Pen-y-Groes, 331

Registry, Lloyds, Lloyds' avenue, 90

Relieving arches, 758
Residence, episcopal, Bristol, 264

Residential flats. South-st., Mayfair, 191

R.I.B.-'V. drawings : Burgbley house, Stam-

ford, H. F. Traylen 866 ; Kirby hall, L.

L. Bright, 438, 472
.

Richmond, Surrey, workhouse mfli'mary,

368 . , . ,

Roman : ai-mchaii-, 404; Corinthian column
variation on, 883; senator seated, by

F. Appleyard, 8

Rouen, ironwork at Notre Dame, 191

Royal : Academy designs (bishop's tomb,

J B Fulton' 191 Process! on of the Horns,

(Florence ChapUn) 58, 9i.i (public school,

H C. Reid Hide) 798 (Roman Senator,

F Annleyard) 8 ; inflrmaries (Glasgow,

designs, •2nd, A. H. Tiltman) .38, 121 (H.

P. Adams) 90, 158 'Newcastle-on-Tyne;

401 ; institute BritL-h arclntects, dra-w-

ings (Burgbley house, Stamford. (H.F.

Traylen) 886 (Kirby ball. L. L. Bright)

438, 472 ; Naval college, Dartmouth, 596 ;

Victoria hospital, Belfast, 729, 730

NATIONAL : designs (bediODm deco-

ration. A. H. Baxter 437, 438 'cathedral,

F. Wilkinson; 5o2 choir stalls and Utany

desk, Augusta Trimmer) 281 countn-

house, E. T. Longden, 124 (Music, May
Cookseyl 138 fpulpit, Augusta Trimmer)
264 (wrought ironwork to church door.

A. E. PaVne) sJo ; di-awings) W. L
Whelan) 121. 401 (Walsoken church,

Msry Peck) 121. 1S7 ; Gallery.Mautegna's

Virgin and Child enthroned. 3

Naval college, Dartmouth, sick quarters,

596
Nelson's : father's chair. 788 ; Fou l.-oi/nii',

furniture made from, 783, 789

Neusfadter thor, Tangermiinde, 8

SAILORS' home, Scandinavian, London,

Saint: Catherine (Cambridge, college gate-

way) 694 ; Gabriel (Pimlico, parish house;

76l'; Gilles (portal of) 8 ; John (New-

Haven, Corm.) 404 ;
Leonards-on-Sea,

two houses, 158; Matthew (Aukland,

N Z.) 798 (Chapel AUerton) 662 ;
Michael

(Minehead) 502; Mungo, the flsh and

ring (pane!, Glasgow municipal buildings)

730 Paulo, Brazil (railway station) 8 ;

Pet r (chair of) 404; Stephen (Vienna,

cathedral) 331 , ., . ,. „
Santo Paulo, Brazil, railway station, 8

Saxon chair, Leycester's hospital, War-
wick, 404

. , ., ,

Scandinavian sailors' home, London, SM>

Schools : Bournemouth i secondary) 334 ;

high, for girls (club designs) 691 ;
Kmg 3

Norton, 7'22 ; Leeds (Congl., and church)

694; Longport (Free Meth.) 175 ;
Mid-

dleton, Conn, (high) 438; pubhc^ (E.A

design, H. C. Reid Hide) 798 ;
SheUon

fCongl) 176 ; Temple, BalsaU, .22 ;

Toronto (Bible training; 351; Trowbridge

(British) 798
Scorcher fuel-saver, 760

Screen : and music case, 334 ; fire (and

couch) 107 (and guard) 787

Scunthorpe co-operative premises, 830

Sections : baths, pubUc (club) 798 ; bridge,

timber, 368 ;
<=a.stle (Craigievar; ^£8

;

church (mountain, club designs) 259, 264 ;

i
clubhouses (J. B. Henshaw s design; 194

'parochial, club) 404, 421 (Soane, design,

il J Dawson) 2-28, 334 ; crematonum

Jliull) 81 ; fire station (Blackburn) 662 ;

hall (Kirby) 438, 472 ;
hospital, cottage

(club) 815 ; hotel (wayside, club, o8

;

houses (Burgbley, Stamford; 866 (coun-

try. National design, R. T. Longden; 124 ;

inflrmary (Glasgow, royal, HP. Adams
design) 158 ; mission buildings (Citj--

road, Leysian) 530 ; schools (girls' high,

club) 694 ; tomb, bishop's (E.A. design,

J. B. Fulton) 194

house -Pimlico. St. Gabnel) 764 ;
?oUc^ I Senator seat_ed Roman, by F. Appleyard, 8

courts and fire sfcition ( Blackburn) 662_ ; i

Settee, hall,j""

premises Newcastle-on-Tyne) 834 ; read-

ing room Bolton) 530 : residence (Bris-

tol, episcopal 264 ; schools (Bourne-

mouth) 331 girls' high, club) 691 (public,

E.A. design. H. C. Reid Hide) 798 (Shel-

ton, Conl.) 175 (Toronto, Bible training)

331 vTrowbridge, Briti.sh) 798 ; stables

(Braughing) 602 ; stores, co-operative

'E.xetsr) 662 ; town hall (Mariborough)

628
PoUce courts, Blackburn, 662, 789

Poor End lodge, Tortworth, 191

Porch : and doorway, from Gt. Ormond-st.,

645 ; Berkswell church, 723

Portal. St. Gilles church, 8

Portrait of Sir H. Guildford, Holbein s,

298

Sevenoaks, Bouverie house at, 866

Seventeenth century chair, 104

Severn End, Worcester, 730. 747, 830

Shaw, Norman, house of, Hampstead, 6, 8

Shelton, Congl. Sunday sO^ools 175

Shields. South, municipal buildmgs, R. G.

Kirkby's design, (i6^2
.. , ,

Shrine of Edward II., Gloucester cathedral.

Sick quarters, royal nav.al college, Dart-

mouth, 596
Sine, 46 , . ,.,
Sixteenth century chair, 404

Sketches : furniture, 107. r24, 334. 404. 467,

472, 489, 519 ; 'Warwickshire, 722, 7^23

Slating, picturesque : Ashburton, 721

;

Totnes GuUdhall, 720
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Soase design for clubhouse, M. J. Dawson,
2^8, 334

JSouthampton, artisans' dwellings. 158
Southampton-row, W.C, Baptist churcli
house. 128

South : Kensington mustrum 'ironwork'
560 Italian tabernacles- 694 'Italian
woodwork 679 porch and doorway, from
Gt. Ormond-st. 645; Shields municipal
buildings R. O. Kirkbv's design' 662;
street, Mayfair, flats, 194

Spitalflelds. Christchorch. 150
Spring-gardens, Cocks, Biddulph and Co. 'a

bank, 62S
Stables. Hi^h Lodge, Braughing, 5*^2

Stafford, library interior, county council
buildings. S66"

Stained gl;iss, *' Commerce,'* Blackpool
town hall, 264

Staircase, hall, 789
trtalla. choir: Chester cathedral, 368, 764 ;

design by Augusta Trimmer, 2sl
Stamford, Bi.iJvbleyhou-e,mea3tired draw-

ings iH F. Traylen) 866
Stand, flower, Itdlian, 679
Stamford's premises. Long Acre, 'W.C.. 730
fctations : fire Blackburn; 662, 793 ; rail-
way Sao Faulo, Brazil) 8

Stone : flnial and cr.eketa, 781 : panel, f66
Stratford house, Moseley-tjad, Birming-
ham, 723

Simdials, two, 502

Swansea harbour oflSces designs : selected,

E. Seward, 368 : 2nd, Fairhurst and
Thomley, 438 ; 3rd, "W. C. I^aidlaw, 404

TABERNACLES. two Italian,

S. K. museum, 694
Table. English, at Paris Exhibition, 334
TaDgermiinde, Xetistiidter thor, 8
Tanner's Manor house, Horeham-road. 472
Taverns, two, Oldham. 295
Technical institute. Newport. Mon., 158
Temple Balsall, schoolhouse, 722
Tenterden. doorway at, 151

Thomasson co-operative reading-room.
Bolton. 530

Timber bridge, Grissell designs : J. Forbes.
368; J. H. Coram. 438. 453

Tomb: altar (Westminster', Chester
cathedral, 62^^ : bishop's. Acaderav
design : J. B. Fulton, 19(

Toronto. Bible-training school. 351

Tortworth. Poor End lodge, 191
Totnes old guil Ihall, 720
Tower House, Pangboume, 8
Towers : Florence I'duomo) S ; King's
Norton church. 723: Long Melford
church. 596: Tangerrailnde, 8

Town halls : Blackpool stained glass in)

264 ; Giirlitz courtyard entrance) 8

;

Marlborcugh. 628
Training college, pupil teachers,* Leeds,

502

Treborth, Bangor, house at. 191
Trowbridge, British schools. 798
Troy, N.Y , orphan asylum chapel, 530
Tuustall, Manchester and Liveipool Co's.
bank. 628

Two: Italian tabernacles, 691 ; sundials,
502 ; taverns at Oldham, 298

Types of Classic ironwork, 194

XJRALITE, Co's. factorv, Higham,
Kent. 429

Urban council offices. Brumby, 679

VALUATION: and compensation,
railway, 187

Variutiun on Eoman Corinthian column,
883

Venetian chairs, three, 124
Venice. Cotarini-Fasan, 298
Victoria: hospital, Belfast. 729, 730; in-

firmary. Newcastle-on-Tyoe. 404
Vienna, interior St. Stephen's cathedral,

3:J4

Village clubhouse, Eisteddfod, J. V.
Henshaw's design, 194

Vii^n and Child enthroned, by Mantegua|

. YARMOUTH, I^e of Wight, house at.WAITT Place, Barnstable. Mass., room po
in, 124 York Minster, ch^ir in vestry, 404

Wall, party, 75, 112
| Yorkshire chair, 17th century, 404

Walsoken church ioterior. National di-aw-
drawing''. by Maiy Peck. 124, 472

Warwick. Leycester hospital, 723; Saxon
chair in. 404

Warwickshire sketches. 722. 723
Wayside hotel, club designs, 58
Weslevan eenten-in" hall. Bishopsga'e-

street. E.C. ; B." Fletcher and Sons'
design, .560

Westmins'er: abbey. coronation chair, 401

;

memorial (ducal . Chester cathedral,62S

;

Xew Brabazon house, 79S
West's chapel, Elv cathedral, ceiling of,

ISO
Windle.sham. Qverbrook house. 438
Windsor castle, Holbein's portrait of Sir
H. G-iildf rd, 298

Withrell-fold. Chorley, 5:0
WooJgite hou--e. St. Leonard's-on-Sei,l's
Wood panel?. 764.847
Woodwork : Belgian. 473, 469 ; Italian,

S. K. maseum. 079
Worcester. Severn End near, 730. 747. 83 i

Workhouse Infirmaries : Camberwell, 86)

;

pLichmord. Surrey, 368
Wrought ironwork, design forehurchdoo".
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LEOAL INTELIilQBNOB.
BUILDEKS AND NAMES OF STREETS —At H'Sbgate

on Wednesday, Mr. William Jeffceys CoUinp,

builder, of Forlismere, Fortis Gr^en, appeared in

answer to an ad jiiimed sammons taken out at the

iustauce of the Jlomsey District Council charging

him with having procnred the defacement of the

name of a oeitain street at Muswell-hill. Mr. L. J

T-itham, solicitor, on behalf of the district couucil,

ixplained that the summons was taken out under
the provisinns of the Town Improvement Clauses

Act. Mr. Cjllins was the owner of a building esta'e

at Muswcll-hill, adjoioieg the house and estate of a
Mr. Arnold, known as Midhurst, which had a beau*
til ul avenue of trees of 45 years' growth upon it.

Mr. Collins made a new road running parallel with
this old avenue, and named the new road Midhur&t-
avenue. Mr. Arnold ol^jected to this, and communi-
cated with the district council on the subject. Mr.
Cjllins was invited to alter the name, but he replied

ironically, suggesting that it should be called Aroold-
hvenue. The council subsequently named the street

CoUiDgwood-avenue, and affixed the name con-
spicuously at one entrance. This name was twice
painted out by Mr. Collinses orders. Mr. Forbes,
solicitor, on behalf of the defendant, contended that
the council had no jurisdiction to change the name,
and quoted the case of "Anderson v. The Mijor
and Corporation of Dublin,'* in which it was held
in 1835 that the defendants had no power to change
the name of Sickville-street to O'Connell-street.
The Bench convicted Mr. CjUinB, and fined him
1". and costs.

WATEB 8UPPLT AND SANITABT
MATTEBS.

West BnomviCH.—An exhaustive report on the
new bacteriikl treatment of sewage at Friar Park,
West Bromwich, has beer issued by the borough
surveyor, Mr. A. D. Greatorex. Having described
the scheme necessary in his opinion for dealing
with the whole of the sewage of West Bromwich in

a satisfactory manner, he points out that the
estimated cost of these works would he £15,000.

CHIPS.
Cbriit Church, Chester, was reopened last week

after rebuilding, at a cost of over £7,000.

Oo Saturday week, at St. Faith's, Stoke
Newington, the Mayor of Stoke Newington, Mr.
J. J. Runtz, J. P., unveiled the memorial window
to the British soldiers and sailers who have fallen in

South Africa. This window—the seventh—com-
pletes the windows in the eanctuary and chancel.
The three sanctuary windows represent the Cruci-
fixion, the Epiphany, and the Good Shepherd : the
remaining four represent the Glorious Company of
the Apostles, the Goodly Fellowship of the
Prophets, the Noble Army ot Martyrs, and the Holy
Church throughout the World in adoration. The
windows, each ISft. by 6ft , have all been executed
by Mr. 6. J. Baguley, of Newcastle-on-Tyne.

The Archbishop of Canterbury will visit Chichester
on April IG, to be present at the dedication of the
new north-west tower of the cathedral and the
opening of the additional buildings of the Bishop
Otter Memorial College. The exterior of the tower
is now completed to the full height of 9Gft., its

erection having occupied two and a half years.
There still remains a certain amount of inferior

work to be done, but all wdl be finished in good
time for the dedication. The whole of the expendi-
ture on the chapel of St. Clement in memory of the
late bishop has now been provided for. The
restoration of the chapel originated in the fund
riised in honour of the memory of Bishop Damford
by those whom he had confirmed : and this fund of
£173 provided the "necessaries " of the restoration,
the altar, the I'arbeck and white marble platform
on which it stands, the rotable, and the aumbry.

Mr. W. A. Ducat, one of the Inspectors of the
Local Government Board, on Wednesday week
held an inquiry at the Moot Hall, Longtown,
Cumberland, into an application by the Longtown
Knral Distiict CjuncU for sanction to l»rrow
i;i7,000 for woiks of water supply for the parish of

A'thuret and the townships of Kiikandrews Middle
Quarter, Kirkandrewe Moat, and Kirkaudrews
Nether. The scheme had been prepared by Mr.
Little, of Carlisle.

On New Year's Diy the foundation-stone was
laiJ of a Congregational chapal at Brialington,
Bristol. The buildmg, which is in Wick-lane, is to
be of Pennant stone with Bith stone facings, and
the cost will be about £3,.500. Mr. Frank Wills is

the architect, and the contract has been intrusted to
Messrs. Cowlin and Son, also of Bristol.

The parish church of Halse, Somerset, has been
tadedioated after restoration at a cost of £2,000.
The high pews have been replaced by open seats in
oak, a new Soor has been laid down, the gallery has
baen removed, and a new altar, rails, and a marble
paving in the sanctuary have been provided.

STAINED GLASS.
EDiNiiOEon.—The design for the memorial-

window to Major-General Wauchope, to be placed

in St. (Ides' Cathedral, has now been selected by
the committee of contributors, and the artists,

Messrs. Ballantino and (iardiner, are proceeding

with the stained glass. The window is a large one,

composed of five lower and five upper compart-
ments, with tracery, and is situated iu the south

aisle. The design is illustrative of the story of

Jonathan. In the lower tier is represented the

subject of the Covenant between Divid and
Jonathan. In the centre are the two principal

figures, Jonathan in the act of giving his robe to

D*vid. Figures of Abner and Saul are on either

side, and upon the extreme right and left are other

accessory figures. The upper tier has in the centre

Divid mourning the death of Jonathan. On the

left is the Amalekite making obeisance, and laying

at Divid's feet the crown and bracelet of Siul. In
the adjoining lights other figures are grouped in

Bvmpathy with Divid's grief. The tracery contains

St Michael and guardian angels, and in two ot the

pitcea are inlriduced the Stars of Military Com-
panion of the Order of the Bath and of Honorary
C impanion of the Most Distinguished Order of St.

Michael and SI. lidorge. There is also space pro-

vided at the foot for the memorial and dedicatory

inscription.

Llanpatf.—The two side-lights of the triplet

of windows in the west front of Llandaff Cathedral

have just been filled with stained glass, thus com-
pleting the entire suite of the group and that iu the

gable above. The light on the north side has been
erected in memory of the late D;an Williams, who
completed the restoration of the edifice. It repre-

sents Nehemiah superintending the building of the

walls of Jerusalem. Both below and above this

panel are large figures of angels, one bearing a
model of the church to symbolise the special work
of the deceased dean. This window is the gift of

Mr. J. P. Seddon, the cathedral architect. The
window on the south side has similar angels to those

described in the other light above and below a panel,

and both are surmounted by canopy work, and
surrounded by ornamental scroll work. Both
these windows are from the designs of Mr. J. P.

Seddon, the diocesan architect, of the firm of Messrs.

Saddon and Carter, of Cardiff, and have been drawn
and executed by Mr. H. G. Murray, of London.

The Town Council of Brighton have raieed the

salary of Mr. Francis J. C. May, the borough
engineer and surveyor, from £700 per annum to

£800.

The general purpose 8 committee of the Lambeth
Borough Council reported at the last meeting of

the council upon the plans for new buildings on the

site of Maudslaj's engineering works in Belvedere-

road. Provision will be made for 300 tenements,

equal to 7oO rooms. It was decided to ask the Home
Secretary not to fix the rents until he had heard
representations from the council. The salaries of

the medical officer of health and borough surveyor
were fixed at £800 each.

Messrs. Baxter and Boyne, contractors, of Mel-
bourne, have secured the contract for the extension

of the new Stock Exchange at Sydney, NSW., the

price being £15,050, and the woik to be completed
within twelve months. The new building will

comprise seven stories, includiog basement ; its

frontage to Pitt-street will be 60ft. with a depth of

155ft. On the ground rtoor to the rear there will

be a large public room. Messsrs Bixter and Boyne
have also secured the contract for the Walker Trust
Building, which is to occupy the site adjoining the

proposed new Stock Exchange. The trontage of

this structure is to be 41tt. to Pitt-street, with a

depth of IGlft. It will have the same number of

stories as the Stock Exchange, and will be devoted
entirely to office purposes. The contract price for

this building is £12,650, and it is to be completed in

the same time as the Stock Exchange. The quan-
tities for both buildirgs were prepared by Mr. W.
Thompson, and the plans were prepared by Messrs.

Sulman and Power, architects, Sydney.

The North German Lloyd Steamship Company
has decided to rebuild on the former site its Hoboken
terminal which was burned last summer. There
will be three pile piers, with fireproof deck and
fireproof steel sheds, designed by Mr. W. F.
Whittemore, of Hoboken, consulting engineer (o

the company. The estimated cost is about £400,000
sterling, and contracts for all the work have been
awarded to Messrs. K. P. and J. H. Staats, New
York. Construction will be commenced immedi-
ately, and will be completed in about eighteen

months.

At Hawkesyard Dominican Priory, Warwickshire,
last week, the new reredos was consecrated. It is

Perpendicular in style, and follows the treatment
of the one at Winchester Cathedral. It has been
executed in white stone, with a profusion of glory
and colouring. The design has been prepared by
Mr. E. Goldie, of London.

ZxM iltt«s.

WAQES UOVBUENTS.
Bu-KTON.—Tlie men of the Buxton Lime Firm?,

Ltd., are on strike. The dispute is not about wages.
At the beginning of each year they have to sign on
for twelve months. This they refuse to do, and
they are supported bv the Gaaworkers' and ' ieneral
L-ibourera' I'oion. The company will permit them
to work only on condition that they sign.

Thk Granite Tuadk in .Siotland —Bilanoing
one department against another, the granite trade
of the North, of which Aberdeen is the centre, has
enjoyed during the year jast closed another spell of
exceptional prospsrity. If the abnormal activity in
the local building trade has shown signs of a little

slackeniug. the demand for paving material shows
an increase ; and while the monumental yards have
been dull during the past month, there ba<«, on the
other baud, been no diminution iu the orders for
dressed and polished works. The increased demand
for setts and paving material is due to the numerous
electric tramways at present in course of construc-
tion all over Kagland and Scotland. New bridges
and docks—the latter principally on the East Coast
—have brought large orders to the North. Of
foreign granite the quantity landed at Aberdeen
Harbour during the past year was 11,861 tons, so
that this increase ;of 1,618 tons points to the con-
tinued growth of an important branch of the stone

trade. A new industry has sprung up within the
past two or three years—the manufacture ot granite
waste slabs—which is rapidly growing in import-
ance. The quarry debris, which was formerly
allowed to remain unutilised, is now pulverised,

and out of this dust pavement stones are made. The
quantity of this material exported from Aberdeen
Harbour during the year ending Sept. 3(1, 1900,

was 1,1S4 tons, or exactly double the export of the
previous year. That was exclusive of what was
sent away by road and rail. The building trade in

the city of Aberdeen, while still brisk, falls below
its last year's record. From November, 1899, to

the end of November, 1900, the estimated value of

the buildings sanctioned by the plans committee of

the town council was £318,109, or a reduction of

25^ per cent, compared with the value in the
previous year.

Ayi shire County Council have prepared a bill

with relative plans for the alteration and extension

of the A;r County Buildings, and to obtain powers
to assess for the extension scheme and for the

maintenance of the buildirgs. The buildings were
erected 80 years ago under a special Act of Parlia-

ment ; but no provision was then made for their

upkeep or alteration by an assessment, and they
have had to be self-supporting.

There has just been erected in the Ilnitarian

Church, Blackwater-stieet, Rochdale, as a special

gift, a caived oak organ screen. It has been
designed in the Perpendicular style, and is a part-

closed screen. Tne lower portions are raised and
ornamented with " linen panels." The transom line

is richly carved, and rising from this are four bajs
pierced in their lower parts and above having ogee
and crocketed heads. Still higher is much flowmg
tracery. The whole is surmounted by a carved and
embattled cornice. This screen, like the font cover

and the carved screen in the vestibule of the church,

was designed by Messrs. Butterworth and Duncan,
architects, of R ichdale, and has been carried out by
Messrs. Harry Hems and Sons of Exeter.

Oa New Year's Eve the bishop of the diocese

opened the new church of St. Aidan's at Carlisle,

the foundation-stone of which was laid fifteen

months ago by the Duchess of Devonshire. The
church will accommodate 7<HJ people, and the

consecration will tak-j place between Easter and
Whitsuntide.

At Manchester Town Hall on the 1st inst. an
inquiry was held by Mr. II. Percy Boulnois, in-

spector under the Local Government Board,
regarding the app'ication of the corporation to

borrow the sum of £12,00il for tne purpose of

transforming the Brockdale estate, Newton Heath,

into a park and recreation ground ; to borrow
£2,487 for the purchase of land for police-station

purposes, and £513 for the purchase of land for

fire-station purposes.

The official opening of the new Victoria Board
Schools, which have been erected on the Cae .Shack,

Wrexham, at a cost of 115,000, took place on
Monday. In August, 1898, the school board accepted

the plans of Mr. W. Mnss, Wrexham, his plans being

adjudged by Mr. W. E. Willink, of Liverpool, as

the best. The teader of Mr. W. E. Samuel,

Wrexham, amounting to £11,519, was accepted.

The architect and the clerk of the works, Mr. W. L.

Walker, are both old boys of the British School.

There will be accommodation for 1,000 children,

and there is a workshop for the boys and a cookery-

room for the girls.
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Our (DfSct ^abU.

Mr. Johx Aird, M.P., one of half a doaen

newly-created baionets, is 67 years of age. He
is partner in the firm of John Aird and Go. and
John Aiid and Sons, contractors, of Great

George- itreet, Westminster, and served on the

Royal Commission on Trade. At the present

moment Mr. Aird's firm are engaged in the con-

struction of the Assouan Dam across the Nile,

and the extensive irrigation works in Egypt,
which, it is believed, will materially advance the

prosperity of portions of the Nile Valley. Mr.
Aird, who has represented North Paddington as

a Conservative since 1887, was, in November last,

elected the first Jlayor of the Borough of Pad-

dington. Among those upon whom the distinc-

tions of C.M.G. is confirmed are two well-known

engineers who have carried out extensive under-

takings in the Colonies, Mr. William Shelford,

M.I.C.E., consulting engineer for West African

Light Kailways, and Mr. William Matthews,
M.I.C.E., consulting engineer for harbour work
in the Colonies. The like decoration has been

conferred on Mr. Francis Alfred Cooper,

M.I.C.E., Director of Public Worksof the Island

of Ceylon, and on Mr. Thomas Robertson

Marsh, on retirement as head of the engineering

and contract branches of the office of the Crown
Agents for the Colonies.

Gf.neh.\l regret will be felt at the fact just

reported by Mr. Arthur Newall, of WOsford
House, Salisbury, that two of the stones of the

outer circle of Stonehenge fell on the last evening

of the 19th century. One of them is a large,

upright Sarsen stone, and the other is the lintel,

also of Sarsen, with yellow gravel and flint

imbedded in it. These are the only stones which
have fallen since Charles II. made excavations at

the base of one to ascertain on what foundation

the stones are placed, whilst staying at Hele

House after the battle of Worcester.

TiiK twenty-fifth annual art exhibition at

Paisley, opened last week, contains a display of

335 pictures. Two portraits by George Slorland,

a Spanish P.acchante by John Phillip, an old mill

by David Cox, and Orchardaon's "Farmer's
Daughter " are among the most attractive works.

Other paintings of note are landscapes by Theo-

dore Rousseau, Alfred East, JIuchellar, and

A. K. Browne, a shipwreck by Sam Bough,

iiaii-c works by Arthur Melville, William Barr,

and W. Pratt, and cattle scenes by Stroyon,

Grant Stevenson, and A. Kay. The chief

water-colours are by Fulton Browne and R. B.

Nisbet.

A DECiiiF.n want of vigour ha?, the /•:sliif'\s

Gazetlr: reports, marked business at the London
Auction Mart during the greater part of 1900.

This is referred to a certain timidity on the part

of vendors—probably due to the war—and to the

conse<iaent falling off in the supply of properties

for sale. Generally, however, for such properties

as have been offered there has been a fair demand,

and prices have been well maintained. London
residential properties and shops in main thorough-

fares have been readily disposed of. City sites

and properties realised good prices, or were let at

high rentals when submitted to auction. Only a

moderate number of important estates were

brought into the market, and a few changed

hands at excellent prices. Metropolitan building

estates again figured prominently in the year's

sale returns. Freehold ground rents sold with

the usual readiness, but at ordinary prices. The
extent of the falling off is shown by a comparison

of the following figures for 1S99 and 1900 :
—

For 1899 the total of the sales at the Mart was

£6,290, 31 1, whilst for 1900 it wa8only.£ 1,934,709,

a decrease of ,£l,3.')5,.i45.

Tur. New York Tenement-House Commission

has had inspections made in different parts of the

city, to see whether the laws in regard to tene-

ment house construction are strictly carried out,

and has discovered that, far from being complied

with, they are violated in the great majority of

cases. The Commissioner of Buildings, on

whom the duty devolves of enforcing the

laws in such matters, excuses himself by saying

that his force of inspectors is too small

to examine all the buildings put up in

the city, and it seems that practically the

proprietors of tenement-houses build them as

they choose. As the Sriiniific American remarks,

no improvement in the construction or arrange-

ment of tenement-houses can be hoped for as

long as this state of thing prevails. No prudent

man will build tenements in accordance with the

law, knowing that he will have to compete for

tenants with his neighbour, who has simply left

out all the fire-escapes, brick walls, and mcom-
buetible staircases called for by the statutes, and

can afford to rent his rooms more cheaply in

consequence.

The construction of the power works at

Messena, on the St. Lawrence river, is pro-

gressing rapidly. This plant, which will com-

mence the supply of electricity in July next, is

to be of larger capacity than even the Niagara

plant. Since 1895 there have been installed at

Niagara ten Westinghouse electric generators of

5,000H.P. capacity each. For the St. Lawrence

Power Company fifteen Westinghouse generators

of 5,00011. P. each are under construction, this

being the largest single order yet placed for

electrical plant. The power-house is being built

on the bed-rock of the Graise river, and will

be about 700ft. long by 150ft. wide. Each
turbine will consist of a set of six wheels,

produce 6,000H.P., and be directly coupled

to one generator. The height of the power-

house will be. 60ft., and an 85 -ton over-

head travelling erase, electrically operated, will

traverse the full length of the building. The
town of Messena is situated between the St.

Lawrence and Grassa rivers, which at this point

are almost parallel streams, separated by a

distance of less than three miles, and with the St.

Lawrence about 36ft. higher than the Grasse.

The canal conveying the water from the St.

Lawrence to the power-house is large enough to

accommodate large lake vessels, and in the future

a lock will probably be constructed to pass these

vessels to and from the canal and the Grasse

river. The deepening of the latter would make
Messena both a lake port and a seaport. The
canal is 15,200ft. long, 192ft. wide at the water-

line, and 18ft. deep. To develop 75,000H.I'.

the canal will need to be widened to a width of

263ft., and the Grasse river will have to be

deepened.

LATEST PRICES.
IBON,

Per ton.

£6 10
10
9 16
9 7 8

*0.
Per ton.

EoUed-Iron Joists, Belgian £6 to

Eolled-Steel Joista, English 9 0,,
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 9 0,,
Bar Iron, good Staffs 8 7 6 n
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or

Square ^. ,1 °^ "
Do., Welsh 6 15 ,,

Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 7 17 8 „
Beet Snedshill 13 „

Angles lOs., Tees 208. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, Sea., £6 15s.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £16 10s. Od. pet ton.

(Hlvanised Cormgatea Sheet Iron-
^^^ ^ i,o.22to24

20
6 17

8 B

13 10

6ft. to 8tt. long,

to

Per ton.

£12 10
13
Per ton.
£9 10
9 10
12 IB
12 15
14
6 10
13
12 15

16
16/-

B.W.O.
peiowt.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSTJINa WEEK.
Monday.—Eoyal Institute of British Architects. Dis-

cussions on *' The Revised Suggestions

for Conducting Competitions," and "The
Status of the ProfCEsion.'

Meeting. 8 p.m.
Business

The Ilathern Station Brick and Terracotta

Company have issued one of the most legible and

sitiefactory wall calendars we have seen.

PILKINGTON & CO
(ESTABLISHKD 1838),

MONUMENT CHAMBERS,
KINO WILLIAM STREET, LONDON, B.C.

Regiitered Trade Mark:

nvmm hsphalte

Patent Asphalte and Pelt Roofing.
ACID-EESISTING ASPHALTE.

WHITE SILICA PAVINQ.

SEYSSEL ASPHALTE.

inclusive Per ton.

gaoge *1'^ 6 •>

Beet ditto 12 15
Per ton.

Cast-iron Columns £9
Cast-Iron Stanchions ^ 9 ?
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 11 IB

Eolled-Steel Fencing Wire 1115

„ „ Galvanised. 18

Oast-Iron Sash Weights * 5 S
Cut Clasp Nails, 3in. to Bin 12

Cut Floor Brads H "
Wire Nails (PoinU de Paris)—

to 7 8 9 10 11 U 18 14

11/- 11/6 11 9 12/8 129 13,6 14/3 15,'-

Cast-iron Socket Pipes— », .- c n
Sin. diameter *5 II S *" 'J S n
4in.to6in ! }? S " Inn
7in. to 2iin. (aU sizes) * *! " J^ L"J
[Coated with composition, 28. 6d. per ton extra, tnmea

and bored joints, Ss. per ton extra.)

Piir Iron— ^^ *""•

gold Blast, LilleshaU w**^- V ro^'m
Hot Blast, ditto T,?'"-^;*Sl? ?r',.i

Wroughtrlron Tubes and Fittmgs-Discount o« Standard

Lists f.o.b. :— an „ ,
Gas-Tubes 52 P'"'

Water-Tubes ?^ "
Steam-Tubes ™ "
Galvanised Gas-Tubea yt «

Galvanised Water-Tubes 4" >>

Galvanised Steam-Tubes 40 ,,

lOcwt. casks. 6owt. caski.

Per ton. Per ton.

Zinc, EngUsh (London mill) £25 to £25 10

Do., VieUle Montagne 26

Sheet Lead, 31b. per sq. ft. super. 21

Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs 20

Lead Shot in 281b bags 23

Copper Sheets, sheathing and rods £89

Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 74 15

Tin, Stiaits KB
Do., EngUsh Ingots 150 "

Spelter, SUesian
•^•^•jj^-g

-^g
jj*

'

Teak, Burmah per load £10 10

„ Bangkok , ... 10

Quebec Pine, yellow

„ Oak
„ Birch ti .M

„ Elm ff ...

„ Ash II ...

Dantsic and Memel Oak ,i ...

Fir II •"

Wainscot, Riga p. log ... n .m

Lath, Dantsic, p.f ii .^

St. Petersburg i .~

Greenheart ii .•»

Box ^11 •••

Sequoia, U.S.A per cube foot

Mahogany, Cuba, per super foo«

lin. thick

„ Honduras

„ Mexican n ...

„ African „ ...

Cedar, Cuba i .«
J

„ Honduras
Satinwood i •«.

Walnut, Italian , ...

American (logs) „ ...

4 7

3 15
3
6

3 7
3 6
3
1 17

4
4
7 15
7

1

6

G

6

6

9

2G 15
22
21
24

£90
75
146
151
19

to £16

I. IB
5
5

6 5
5 10
6
6
3 16

4 15
4
3 B
5 15
8 10
8

6

Petersburg Standard,

FAMBRiNI & DANIELS
MAjnTfAOTeBXBS or IMPBRISHABLB

MASONEY FOB
OONCBBTB

OOBNIOES, STBINa-COUBSES,
MODELLED PANELS, AND EVBBT
STONE-WORK BEaUISITE.

LANDINQS and Plain or Moulded and Mitred
STEPS, durable throughout.

WORKS AND OFFICES: LINCOLN.

No order recoRniaed unless issued from the works at Lincoln.

Deals, per St.

byllm. :—
Quebec, Pine, Ist «56 10

2nd 18 10"
8rd 12 10

Canada Spruce, 1st H IJ

„ 2nd and 8rd 9 10

New Brunswick g
Eiga 8 10

St. Petersburg W \'

Swedish \\
1»

Finland
\l

«

White Sea 1^
^JJ

Battens, all sorts •-,• ° "

Flooring Boards, per square ol Un. :—

1st prepared 'J h
2nd ditto 11

Other qualities " '

Staves, per standard M :—
.„ ,„

U.S. itto f37 10

Memel.or.pipe 220

Memel, brack IW "
OILS.

Linseed per tun £31 2

4 .1

8i „
3 ,1

Bill
10 I,

8 ,1

2 3 „
ISO—12lt.

16

8
7i
4}
Bj

3)
31

1 9

7i
4 6

by liin.

to £30
21

WM. OLIVER & SONS,
MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, WALNUT,
TEAK, VENEER, and FANCYWOOD

MERCHANTS,

120, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.G.

The most extensive Stock of every ktad of

Wood In Planks and Boards, dry and nt for

iBUDodiate use.

Eapeseed, English pale.

Do., brown ii .«•

Cottonseed, refined n ...

Olive, Spanish » •.

Seal, pale
Cocoanut, Cochin n ...

Do., Ceylon n .••

Palm, Lagos ii •••

Oleine »i •;

Lubricating U.8 per gal.

Petroleum, refined ,, ...

Tar, Stockholm per barrel

Do., Archangel ,i -.•

Xoipentine, American ...per tun

31 5
29 10
21
85
26
27 5
26 15
28
17 6

7

1 6
19

87

14
14 15
10 5

10
11 10
18
21
18 10
22
12

£0 19
14
13

£45
230
200

to £31 12
81 10
29 16
22
89
26 10

27 10
26
as 5
19 6

6i
6
P
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A CEXTURY OF PE0GEE3S.

THE passing of another century is an event
of no ordinary import, and we naturally

vevert to the advance wd have made during
the period, to the eventful and epoch-making
chaages that have taken place, and to our
duties and responsibilities. Within the
hundred years which came to a close last
Monday, the arts of architecture and building
have undergone many vicissitudes. During
that period almost all the great historic styles
have passed in succession before us ; it has
been one of revivals. We have seen Greek,
Roman, Romanesque, Gothic of every period,
and various phases of the Renaissance, and
lastly tne revival of the Crafts ; and we have
witnessed not only the external manifesta-
tions of taste, but a few far-reaching inner
movements that have considerably modified
our ideas of art—first the Romantic movement
with all the enthusiasm and romance of tbe
Mediaeval age, and then the influences of
such teaching as that of Pugin, of William
Morris, of Burges, and Sedding, who linked
the revival in architecture with the more pro-
found convictions of men who have laid bare
the secrets of the art - inspiration of the
historic period. The Pre-Raphaelite move
ment was in its aim profoundly religious and
social, and to William Morris, who began
with Media>val art on its decorative side,°we
are indebted for the influence of this move-
ment in our succeeding work, especially as
regards the decorative crafts and the rise of
<:raftsmanship as a renewed motive-power in
art. We have had in turns the archieological
or antiquarian view of architecttire ; next the
romantic and picturesque period, where we
were content to reproduce the quainter forms
of Medifoval and Renaissance buildin^ in
which the draughtsmanship ideal became
prevalent

:
the eclectic and practical pha-^e

and now the stige of craftsmanship. These
developments have not been without their
value to us; but we are not now reviewing
the history of arohitectui-al progress that it
within the memory of many of our readers,
but rather the few practical issues that
have resulted since the beginning of the
century and have so materially advanced
our status in art and as citizens of a nation.
About the beginning of the century the

practice of measuring and valuing buildings
by a surveyor on the basis of a schedule of
prices prevailed, and there was little known
of general contractors. The contractor
system has brought in its course the
quantity surveyor and the custom of com-
petition among builders—a movement that
has been fraught with consequences more or
less prejudicial to architecture as an art.
Ihe separate tradesman for each trade which
etiU prevails largely in the Korth and in
-brancehadthe great merit of encouraoin-'

the crafts, while the modern plan, with its

many facilities and advantages to the archi-
tect, has tended to seriously impair the
independence of the workman and to under-
sell his work. Patting a general contractor
in the place of separate crafts has chiefly

brought about a commercial view of the
buildmg and its crafts, besides discouraging
individuality. Lately there have been signs
of a reaction. Municipal bodies, like the
L.C.C, have undertaken their own buildings
and dispensed with the contractor, but the
venture has not been attended with the result
anticipated.

The modern competition system has not
onlj- been used for obtaining tenders, but
also in procuring designs, and we suppose if

we are to designate the 19th century by one
term of any general significance, it would
probably be " The Competition Era." Many
of the great buildings of the century are the
result of competition, and this system has
also left its influenoe. Though it has
awakened and called out much latent talent,

its practice has been discouraging. Improved
methods of conducting competitions by the
appointment of assessors have removed the
reproach in some measure of gross injustice
and scandals, and the revised form of the
Institute will be of advantage ; but on the
whole competition has encouraged the art of

tricky drawing and cheap building. The
latest public competition —that for the re-
building of a large portion of the Strand in

the Strand-to-Holborn scheme—cannot be
declared a success.

Co-operation by associations of skilled and
independent artificers is another problem of

immediate interest that will in the future
have to be considered. Building associations
composed of masons, carpenters, plasterers,

plumbers, painters, &c., have been proposed
both here and in America, and schemes of

co-operation by building 'mechanics have yet
to be tried.

The progresj made by the profession may
be dated from about ls:j4, for before that
painting took the popular lead. Archi-
tectural literature was confined to a faw
books, and these were costly. The Institute
of British Architects was a development of
the old Architectural Society, and was formed
at this time. Sir John Soaue was professor
of architecture in the Royal Academy, and a
highly esteemed member ; and Charles Barry
was in extensive practice, and his Travellers'
Club, built in ls;3.>, remains stiU an example
of his refined Classical taste. C. R. Cockerell,
a master of ( 'lassie design, had a large and
influential practice, and The illustrious Pugin,
the author of " Contrasts " and " The
Principles," led the band of Gothic revival-
ists on logical issues. At this period, too,

we recall the names of Sir Robert Smirke,

Sir William Tite, and PhiUp Hardwick. Oar
readers can fill up the gap from this pe-iod to

our time. AVe rather desire to draw a com-
parison between this early period of the
century and that of our day. The profession

has advanced by leaps and bounds—not only
in popular estimation, but in influence among
the other professions. The knowledge ne.;e3-

sary for tie architect in the " twenties " and
" thirties " was of a limited kind. The
"Five Orders," the precepts of Vitruvius,

Vignola, Palladio, or their works, with a
knowledge of drawing, formed the staple of

the young architect's education ; it is now,
however, very much more comprehensive,
varied, and complex. In many branches of his

art, as in the planning and construction

of special buildings, it is exact and
scientific, while in a host of subsidiary

branches unknown to his predecessors the
architect has to be proficient. Could he
have foreseen the developments in construc-

tion due to the discoveries in chemical
science, electricity, engineering, and hygiene
that have made it imperative for the architect

to extend his scientific course of study, and
which discoveries have led to improvements
and radical changes that have transformed
the whole aspect of building as it was early

in the century, it would have astonished him.
In many branches of the profession also

specialists have taken the place of the
general practitioner, as in hospital building,

baths and washhouses, schools, and technical

institutes.

Daring the century the changes of archi-

tectural style from i 'lassie severity to free

Renaissance have exhibited both the weak-
ness of our art instincts and the strength of

our resources : the inability to grasp the

true principles of architectural growth, as

well as the power to assimilate the various
materials at our command. The formal
Classic style was in vogue when the 19th

century began, and characterised the reign
of George III. The portico was then
fashionable ; another type of building was
homely, dealing more with interiors than
facades, but inspired by a picturesque-
ness of detail as in many of the old

Classic halls and residences in town and
country. Tiiey displayed the national cha-
racter for seclusion and comfort. The stair-

cases, halls, ceilings, cornices in wood and
plaster were well designed and attractive,

though externally the p'ain brick, often

box-like in appearance, is sometimes austere

and dull. Since that time every phase of

Classic, Renaissance, concurrent with Gothic,
has been tried, and the result has been a
differentiation or gradaal separation which
has favoured the Classic and Renaissance
types for secular purposes and the Gothic
for ecclesiastical work, and this distinction
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has been more and more lecognised in spite

of attempts to create a national style.

The century has also gone through a few re-

vii'als of building materials. Stone and stucco,

concrete, brick, terracotta, and timberwork
have each been tried, and the experience
thus gaired has been of undoubted advantage
in discovering the limitations and aptitudes

of each of these material:". Stucco for a long
time obscured the use of other building
materials, e.<pecially brick and terracotta.

The revival of brickwork through the writing
of Euskin's "Stones of A'enice," and the

introduction of examples of brick archi-

tecture from North Germany and Lombardy,
though at first accompanied by many extra-

vagances as brick tracery and coloured
voussoirs, became the means of drawing
attention to the craft of the bricklayer, and
this has been done more thoroughly since

Mr. Norman Shaw and other architects used
biickwoik in their buildings and domestic
residences in the tiueen Anne style. Terra-
cotta has also been revived, and our buildings

in this material, from the Albeit Hall,

Science School, Kensington, to the latest

work, exhibi*; a considerable advance in the
manufacture of and design in this material.

Timber and tile work, too, have had their

votaries : the century has revived not only
Dutch " liueen Anne," but Tudor building.

AVe have only to scan the volumes of the
Bni.iiiXG Neavs, from the sixties to the
present day, to find the adaptations of

various materials ; in fact, the revivals of

brick, concrete, terracotta, half-timber work,
architectural pottery and ceramics, in their

many forms, distinguish the latter half of

the century, and in this connection the
names of Norman Shaw, Surges, Butterfield,

Street, and Waterhouse are associated with
the brick and terracotta and other revivals

of material.

The great progress made in the manu-
facture of iron and steel, and the intro-

duction of steel for building and engineering
purposes, belong to the century which has
witnessed the construction of bridges and
roofs ol unsurpassed lightness and strength,
notably the Forth Bridge and the Tower
Bridge. The introduction of Bessemer steel,

Siemens' open-hearth process, and other
processes and varieties of steel, the rolling

mill, pneumatic and machine riveting, all

belong to the era. Iron girders for buildings
were scarcely in existence before the century
began ; for bridge building only cast iron in

the arched rib form was in use. The first cast-

iron beam of the recognised section was
introduced early in the century, and Eiton
Hodgkinson speaks cif this form in his

treatise as that giving the maximum of

strength, and the cotton mills of Manchester
were the first buildings in which this beam
was used. Fairbaim increased the size of the
bottom flange. Hodgkinson's experiments
established the propoition of the fUnges for

cast-iron beams ; afterwards wrought-iron
plate beams took the place of cast iron.

From this time various systems of floor con-
struction began to be introduced. Iron and
steel roofs of various types have largely
supplanted the old timber truss of the last

century. Numerous inventions that have
considerably changed the architect's methods
have been introduced also ; such are the ad-
vance in sanitary science, electric lighting , and
improvements in decorative pottery. Labour-
saving machinery in the conversion of timber
and for joinery, stone, and marble cutting
and polishing, and in other trades have
developed the resources of the architect in a
manner quite unexpected 100 years ago.
Three important measures of reform de-

serve particular notice for their far-reaching
effects on our social life. They have also

influenced the practical development of

architecture. These are the sanitary im-
provements that have resulted in the
Public Health Act, 187.<, and the building
by-laws, Metropolitan Building Acts, and

the establishment of the Science and Art
Iiepartment.
The past century has been distinguished

for its sanitary measures. In 1844 com-
missioners were appointed for inquiring into

the state of our large towns and populous
districts. The evidence then adduced amply
proved that zymotic diseases were largely

due to bad drainage, water supply, and imper-
fect ventilation. The sewerage of towns, the

disposal of sewage and refuse, surface-water
collection, and other matters have all been
dealt with by the provisions of the Public

Health Act, isTo, an Act which has changed
the condition of the towns and country dis-

tricts of England. Vnder this Act any
urban and rural authority invested by the
Local Gjvernmei t Act with the necessary
powers could undertake various duties. The
by-laws as to nuisances, and as to new streets

and buildings, empowered to be made by
section l.")7, have transformed the condition

of our towns in many structural matters.

Model by-laws in force in various towns have
prescribed not only questions of foundations,

structure of walls, roofs, and chimneys,
drainage, &c., but the minimum height

for habitable rooms. Hospitals, workhouses,
artisans' dwellings, schools, have now regu-
lations with respect to cubical space and other

matters. Various by-laws and restrictions

have been introduced under the late London
Building Act and other measures in respect of

building in the Metropolis.

In the past century we have to chronicle

the improved facilities for art instruction.

The Government teaching in art may be said

to have commenced in l.s3o, when attention

was called to the demand created by our
manufacturers for a knowledge of the art of

design, so as to keep pace with the instruc-

tion given on the Continent. Schools of

design were established, first in Somerset
House, under the control of the Board of

Trade ; afterwards'a Department of Practical

Art was instituted, which in a few years

developed into the Science and Art Depart-
ment, the progress of which has been rapid

and of great value to the art student ami
craftsman by its staff of trained teachers, art

collections, and system of examination.
Now art schools and classes are established

in nearly every town and district. From
this beginning, art has been systematised,

and lately "the technical schools and insti-

tutes have extended a similar training to

craftsmen and artisans of all ranks. AVe
have yet to wait for the results of this latter

training of the hand and eye in manual
labour and industries ; that it has revolu-

tionised the old system of pupilage there can
be no question ; but we have a doubt whether
it will give us the same artistic class of

craftsmen that the old studio produced. The
education of the architect has undergone
a revolution. Voluntary examinations at

the Institute and Society of Architects have
been instituted, and the Association has

raised the standard of the students' educa-
tion. Examinations for architects fifty years

ago were regarded as chimerical ; but the

progress made in the technical and con-

stiuctive branches of the profession has

entirely altered this view, and the profession

agree that the fundamentals of the art can

be learned and examined upon as well as they

are acquired in other professions.

In the three principal departments of

architecture — secular, ecclesiastical, and
domestic— vast strides have been made.
Our municipal building.-? have exhibited the

growth and independence of our great muni-
cipalities, scores of new town-halls and
offices having been erected since the begin-

ning of the century, in addition to markets,

baths and washhouses, prisons, workhouses,
institutes, and libraries. The ecclesiastical

progress of the century has been equally

pronounced, and the extensive restoration

of our cathedrals and parish churches,

no less than the erection of new churches all

over the land have been unprecedented. The
conditions of modern life have completely
transformed our dwelling -houses. In the
early years of the century the houses of the
gentry and nobility were spacious and digni-

fied, but suffered from bad sanitation. The
smaller houses were still worse. Now hy-
gienic science has reduced the risks of

infection by a system of drainage based on
scientific principles ; windows have been
made larger, chimneys improved in con-
struction, and the means of heating and
ventilation, then practically non-existent,

have been vastly improved. To the.se struc-

tural conditions steam, gas, and electricity,

and the use of lifts and other appliances, have
added greatly to the health and comfort of

the occupants. The century has also seen the

introduction of the small middle - class

dwelling and the fiat system, the city-oSice

block, the great hotel—all indications of

social progress.

SOClETr OF OIL PAINTERS.

THOI'GII very unequal in quality, the
exhibition of the Society of Oil Painters

in Piccadilly contains a few works of con-

siderable merit, and we have only space here

to note the more conspicuous of them.
Robert W. Allan, who is always strong and!

vigorous in handling and colour, sends two
or three very pleasing examples of his work.

His ".Sunset at Moref'is admirable in its

tone, and in the management of the light in

the grey sky ; but his chief picture is in the

Central Gallery, " Ilonfleur Fishing Boats,"

deUghttully fresh in colour and atmospheric

in effect. The president, Frank Walton,

sends four subjects. In the West Gallery,

his landscape "The North Downs "will be
noticed for its conscientious study. In the

Central Gallery we notice " Abinger Mill"

(272), and especially " Holmbury Gorse "

(276), a very scholarly study of the golden

gorse amidst a wealth of dark russet-toned

woodland. Few can paint better the bare

traceries of branches and twigs with so much
delicacy in their rich autumnal brown. One
work has a melancholy interest, because it

was the last picture touched by the painter

on the varnishing day before his sudden
death. This is 'Stinpit Common" (112),

by E. W. Wimperis, in his broad style. It

is a sketch of common ; the one element of

human interest is the rustic bridge over

which three or four peasants are crossing.

The clouds are full of breezy freshness and
motion. Edward W. Waite, " The Haunts
o' Springs, the Primrose Brae," a wooded
landscape with cottages, enlivened by the

clusters of primroses, is pleasant in colour,

and we must notice also Cyrus Johnson's

"Hillside Copse" (17), John Muirhead's
" Stonehaven Harbour" (26), Yeend King's
" Stopham Bridge " (33), W. H. Margetson's
" The Sacred Spaces of the Sea," a solitary

maiden strolling leisurely along the sandy
shore by the sea—a graceful figure study,

luminous and serene ; Edwin Hayes', " Ship

Signalling for a Pilot " (71), very charming in

its freshness and colour of sea ; Ernest

Parton's "On the Ouse " (98), E. Aubrey
Hunt's fresh riverscape "The Bend of the

River" (10(i), Herbert Marshall's warm sun-

set view of "Haarlem" (91), Leopold Rivers'

"Autumn Evening," and Anderson Hague's
" Wet Autumn."
A few figure subjects must be mentioned.

Hugh Carter's "An Idyll" is pleasing in

drawing and colour—a terrace by the sea,

bathed in bilmy sunlight, and the figures

reposeful and poetic. A. t 'hevaUier Tayler,

in " A Committee of Taste," shows a dress-

ing-room :—a group of young ladies sitting or

reclining on a couch are watching the steps

of a young lady dancing; jards of white

material and millinery boxes are on the floor

—a pleasing piece of iji/in' well painted.

Edgar Bundy, in "A Bachelor " (20), cleverly
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depicts a young gentleman seated in a recess

of a balcony watching some winsome-looking

ladies passing along the street. Smoking
requisites lie on a small table before the

window. The furtive glances of the maidens
and the amused face of the young man with

a nonchalant air are amusinp. No. V.', "A
Tjondon Fantasy," is a gracefully drawn piece

of poetic fancy by A. lUrkenruth, and Alex.

Mann's study of " A Bacchante," in oval

frame, is strong ami effective in colour. We
also notice approvingly the Countess Helena
( ileichen's " After Work," a broadly painted

landscape with tired horses being led home.
John White's village street, " Evening .at

the Well," is not without pathos. "The
Fountain " (77), by (leo. Spencer Watson,
exhibits some skill in the modelling of the un-
draped figure. "Baimies, Cuddle Iioon"(Sl),

by E. Gemmell-Hutchison, is delightfully

painted—three children being covered up irf

bed by the mother. The waning light and
reflection are skilfully handled. Other works
of ticiire worth noticing are by Oscar Wilson

i89),

a pretty woman in the stocks ; Robert
foble's '

' Pleasures are Like Poppies Spread "

il24)
; St. Geo. Hare's " Going to Reign," a

ascinating brunette in large feathered bonnet
clad in white fur, with heliotrope bow and
strings ; and A. Chevallier Tayler's clever

episode of Charles I.'s period, " No Fool
Like an Old Fool " (139).

A few clever figure subjects are to be seen
in the Central Gallery. Mortimer Menpes'
" r)orothy" is a clever reminiscence of

childhood (143). Miss Janet Archer's " Rose-
mary," a pleasing study of a girl's head rest-

ing on a pillow ; and Arthur Hacker, in

"The Pool" (147), has a barely-finished

sketch of a nude maiden sitting with her
foot in the pool, vigorous and strong ;—the
pink and blue streaks of the brush produce
an effective harmony. E. Reginald Framp-
ton's studies of saints—St. Catherine, St.

Agnes—show much reverential feeling and
Medi;fval treatment, and are chiefly decora-

tive. F. I). Millet in " The Fireside " [XHb),

a young woman seated by an old-fashioned
fireplace, is pleasing and reminiscent of

Brittany; and his "Girl Reading" ("iSO) is

full of tenderness and soft expression. The
cool grey tones and accessories are character-

istic of the painter. MissElora M.Reid paints

one of her dainty little French stall pieces, full

otcolour,"AWord of Comfort" (174). There
is a good portrait by S. Melton Fisher, the
y.P. of "Mrs. Rennell Rodd." "Odal-
isque," by Felix Moscheles (l'^7), is a clever

study of a dark girl's head on a golden back-
ground. Walter Oabome has a pleasing

study of children, " Under the Trees " (liH).

W. Lee Hankey sends one of his impres-
sions of Normandy fisher-folk— a young
mother nursing her child, with a dim lighted
cottage background. " The Peaceful Hour "

(U»4), delightful in its harmony of grey tones.
Miss Lily Ddfries has "A Peasant Raby"
(200) ; Cyrus Johnson's " An Inn Yard " is

interesting; Guy Edward Brown-Morison's
" A Duet " is pleasing in its harmony and
study of light and shade—two girls at the
piano singing, full of tenderness (216); S.

Melton^ Fisher's study of a pretty girl in

low blue dress, with rose in her boeom
(222), is very delicate. " The Bookseller's

Daughter " (230), by W. Douglas Almond,
is clever in drawing ; and we must notice

Byam Shaw's weird moonlit subject, " The
Kelpie " (243) ; T. Austen Brown's clever

piece of impressionism of night eilect,

"Burning Weeds" (247); T. B. Kenning-
ton's ideal figure-subject, " Autumn," rich

in colour (2.5.!). J. C. DoUman's "Fox
and Peasant," is admirable in the cha-
racters of the huntsman and gamester
seated outside an inn (250), and the
clever piece of genre, "A Doubtful Hand"
(2s6), by Edgar Bundy, deserves notice.

The two Cavaliers playing whist in an inn
parlour are cleverly drawn in the details.

Amongst the best landscapes we may men-

tion Alfred Wither's " The Riverside, Kew "

(!.">.")), charming in its colour. 11. Fantin-
Latour's " LaNuit" (Kilt), AndersonHague's
" Barley Field," broad in its eifect, and grey
sea and sky; W. A. Breakspere's "Summer
Seas "(ISO); Vincent 1'. Ygle8ias's"Gorle8ton

Pier," admirable in its rough sea and grey

sky (233) ; John R. Reid's " Harvest of the

Sea" (204), strong in colour ; and works by
Ernest Parton (.312). and Val Davis (.309).

In the East Gallery, W. H. Margetson
has a refined figure study (319) " For Re-
membrance." Dudley Hardy's " Solitude

"

(.3U) is a fine piece of impressiotiism in an
old-looking frame. (Quaint and clever is

Miss L. Johnson's " Under the Bridge."

Cecil Rea (332) has a well-composed decora-

tive scheme in low colour, " Groves Elysian."

T. B. Kennington, in "Light and Shade"
—a little boy in cricketing dress, and a girl,

her face in shadow, at an open window facing

a sunlit meadow—is clever, but somewhat
mannered in style. E. Hayes, R.H.A., has a

fine seascape, " Trawlers in Dublin Bay," the

sea partly lighted up by gleams of sunlight

through clouds. Equally clever in sunlight and
cloud painting and atmosphere is Claude

Hayes' large common, " The Uncertain

Glories of an April Day—Witley Common "

(374). Rembrandt-like in its chiaroscuro

effect is Robert Noble's large picture, "Sun-
shine and Shade" (377), an interior of a

country-house parlour, the figures of children

playing with kitten, and the parents buried in

deep shade, intensified by the sunlight which
comes in through an open door. Dudley
Hardy's large landscape, "Silence" (398),

has strength in its expanse of grey mist over

the unbroken solitude. We also admire

Julius Olsson's " Moonrise and Afterglow "

(.iss), the touching pathos in Geo. W. Joy's

"Dreams on the Veldt" (391), and land-

scapes by Richard Guy Somerset (406) ; J.

Coutts ISIichie's " Close of a Summer's Day "

(407) ; J. Muirhead's " The Coming Storm "

(420"! ; Arthur Severn's " Sunset over Conis-

ton tiako " (439) ; J. Xettleship's appealing

and powerful picture, "The Battle Call"

(436). Fred G. Cotman's large sunlight

landscape, " Rievaulx " (4.j3),is very charm-

ing ; and we must also notice the remarkable

picture, "To Feed Them ia the Time of

Dearth : Suggested by Kipling's ' William

the Conqueror '

" (484), by Prank W. W.
Topham. The study of a girl's head by
Henry J. Stock ; "The Yellow Rose " (4 j7)

;

and works by Alfred Hartley (468), and F.

Stuart Richardson's fresh seascape (490) call

for notice. •-^^
Application has been made at Norwich Consistory

Cjurt for permission to take a portion of St.

Andrew's Chnrchyard in that city for street widen-

ing purposes, and to erect a new wall and railings.

The application was adjoamed to Chambers.

A large block of enpneering works has been

erected at Southtown, Great Yormoath, for Messrs.

W. F. Crabtree and Co. The works occupy a site

of SJ acres, extending from the river on one side to

Soutbdown-road en the other, which was formerly

a shipyard. The premises have a frontage of 200 ft.

and a depth of 700ft., and are built of constructional

ironwork on concrete walls and foundations, the

exterior being of corrugated iron, painted a dull

red, pierced with a long series of windows. Ofer

200 tons of these galvanised iron sheets and girder

framework were used in erecting the building,

which has a concrete floor raised ift. Cin. above the

highest tide known.
A memorial reredoa and sedilia, which have been

placed in St. Margaret's Church, Olton, Warwick-
shire, were dedicated on Sunday by the Bishop of

Coventry. The reredos has been erected in

alabaster, and extends the whole of the width of the

chancel, returning upon the north and south walls

about tft. The design is ( Geometrical Gothic. The
centre is finished with three ogee canopied arches,

with crockets and finials on top. Panels are formed
in the three arched recesses, and in the centre panel

is fixed a cross, and on the two side ones minister-

ing angels in white alabaster. The step and floor

to the Communion table are of Devonshire marble.

The oak sedilia is placd on the south side of the

sacrarium. The work has been executed by Mr.

Robert Bridgeman, of Lichfield, froro designs by
Mr. B. Corser, of Birmingham,

OniTIIAKV.

We roRrot to announce tho doceaao of Jin.

Ili:NitY CowHi.L BciYKs, F.U.I.B.A., surveyor
to tho Grocers' Company, and a past-president

of the London Architoctural ."Vssociation. Mr.
Doyes, who died on Doc. 2G, at his residence. Fir
Cottage, Weybridge, and was buriod at Brook-
wood Cemetery, Woking, on .Saturdaj-, was 54
years of age. He was articled to the late

Mr. Francis Chambers, of College Hill, 1",.C.,

and afterwards commenced practice on his own
account at Grocers' -court, E.G. Ho has acted as

surveyor to the Grocera' Company for the last

fifteen years, and for them ho has carried out

some important works, including their new hall

and ollices in Princes-street ; swimming-bath and
gymnasium, &c., at the Company's school on
Uackney 1 towns ; and also two boarding-houses

and additional classrooms at the schools at

Oundle, where some £17,000 was expended
under his superrision. Mr. Boyes's work at

Grocers' Hall was illustrated, from specially-

taken photographs, in the Biildinu Ninvs for

.Tan. 25, March 22, and Aug. 2, 1895 ; April 17

and Oct. 9, 1896 ; and Jan. 22, 1897 ; and these

well evidence the quiet tasto and freedom from
pretentiousness characterising the productions of

his pencil. The deceased gentleman was also the

the surveyor to the Girdlers' Company and the

Holbom Estate Trust. His private works in-

cluded numerous blocks of warehouses and offices

in the City ; Messrs. Seeley's publishing offices

in Essex-street, Strand ; a house for Mr. Mocatta

at Englefield Green, a new church at Homerton,
and banking premises on Cornhill, EC. In

1876, having already served on the committee,

and as vice-president, Mr. Boyes was elected

President of the London Architectural Associa-

tion, and in view of his herculean frame and
unusual stature, about 6ft. 4in., it was aptly

remarked by the late Mr. Bowes A. Paice, in pro-

posing a vote of thanks to him at the close of his

year of offico, that the presidential chair had
never been, and probably never would be, better

filled. He joined the R.I.B.A. as an Associate

in 1874 and became a Fellow eight years later.

Mr. Boyes took a warm interest in the London
Rifle Brigade, of which he was the senior major

at the time of his death, and with which he had
been associated since 1864. He received his first

commission as lieutenant on June 1, 1873, and

less than four years later, on May 23, 1877, he

was promoted to captain, remaining in command
of his company for more than eighteen years.

He was advanced to major on January 15, 1896,

and at the same time, for length of service, was

accorded the honorary rank of lieutenant-colonel.

He had passed in tactics with distinction, and

held the Volunteer decoration. The lieut.-

colonel was a frequent visitor to the German
and French manciuvres, and was regarded as an

authority on military matters genprally, being a

prominent member of the Royal United Service

Institution. He acted ss the honorary architect

for the erection of the Brigade Drill Hall in

Bunhill-row in 1893. We published a portrait

of Mr. Boyes in our issue of March 21, 1890.

Mr. Edmini) M. WiMi'F.Ris, Vice-President of

the Royal Institute of Painters in Water-Colours,

died suddenly on Christmas Day, atSouthboume,

near Christchurch, Hants. Mr. Wimperis was

the son of the late 3Ir. Wimperis, manager of

lead works at Chester, and was born in 1835.

He came to London in early life, and was traiiied

for the art of wood-engraving under the in-

fluence of Mr. Birket Foster, and in company

with the late Mr. William Palmer. But draw-

ing for the wood was elbowed out by more

speedy processes, and Mr. Wimperis turned to

water-colour drawing in landscape work. When
he had secured his recognised place in water-

colours he went on to paint in oils as well, with

the result that his themes were larger and the

pictures scarcely less successful. Some years

since he succeeded Mr. Haag as vice-president of

the Royal Institute of Water-Colour Paintersj

and was an active member of the Artists'

Benevolent Fund

.

Ma.ioii-Gf.n. S. C. TiRNKR, Diroctor- General

of Military Works, died at Bombay on Monday.

Major-General Turner obtained his first com-

mission in the corps of Royal Engineers in 1866,

and began his long period of service m India m
1868, acting as assistant, and five years afterwards

as executive engineer to the Public Works Depart-

ment in Bombay. His services to the Mahsud-

Waziri expedition in 1881, at which he was

present, were mentioned in the despatches, and in
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1S95 he became chief engineer of military works

in India. In 1S<>9 he received the higher ap-

pointment of Director-General of llilitary Works
in India, with the rank of JIajor-Ueneral.

Dk. W1X.LIAM Pole, F.R S., the eminent civil

engineer and musical amateur, died suddenly on

Sunday at his residence, 9, Stanhope-place, Hyde
Park, W., in the STth year of his age. Ho was

educated for a civil engineer, and, after following

his profession in this country for some years, he

was in is 11 appointed by the old Enst India

Company Professor of ('ivU Engineering in

Elphinstone College, Bombay. In 1S17 he re-

turned to England, where he devoted his atten-

tion to the mechanical branch of his profession.

In the provision of the materials and stock for

the great railway undertakings in India then

under construction he took an active part, and
between IS.ig and 1S67 was Professor of Civil

Engineering at University College, Ijondon, and
lecturer at the Royal Engineer Establishment at

Chatham. He was frequently intrusted by the

Government with important investigations and
inquiries.

1 ^ I

CHIPS.
Messrs. Hudson and Kearns supplement their

samples of blotting-pad diaries and desk remem-
brancers, which we have already noticed, by their

usual excellent Architects' and Builders' Diaries for

1001, which are distinguished by all the care and
completeness which have for so many years made
them indispensable.

An inquiry was held at Liverpool yesterday
(Thursday) with reference to the application of the

city council for a Provisional Order to amend the

Liverpool Sanitary Amendment Act, ISG-i, as

amended by certain local Acts and Provisional

Orders, enabling the council to borrow a further

gum of £200,000.

Mr. Rienzi "Walton, M.Inst.C.E,, one of the
inspectors under the Local Government Board, died

suddenly on Saturday last at his residence in

Warwick-road, S.W., aged 57 years.

At the annual meeting of Aberdeen City and
District Lunacy Board held on Friday, the sites and
buildings committee reported that twenty-one
estimates for the mason work of the new asylum at

Kingseat had been received, and they recommended
that the tender of Mr. Edgar Ganid, amounting to
£'2G,'JS3, be accepted. This was agreed to. It was
stated, in course of discussion, that the total cost of
the building would amount to between 170,000 and
£80,000. Operations are to be commenced forth-

with.

It has been found necessary to postpone the
opening of the Exhibition of Modem Illustration in

the Indian .Section (Imperial Institute-road) of the
Victoria and Albert Museum until Monday week,
the 1 1th inst. The exhibition will be open free

every day—on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Siturdiys
from ten a.m. till ten p.m. ; on Wednesdays,
Thursdays, and Fridays from ten a.m. till four
p.m. ; and on Sundays from two p.m. till dusk. The
exhibition will remain open about three months.

Mr. J. Paismore Edwards has offered to present
to Newton Abbot a free library as a memorial to

his mother, who was born there.

Through the energy of the vicar of Horsham, a
new church was consecrated on Tuesday in last

week by the Bishop of Chichester for the Holy
Trinity district. The cost of the new church, apart
from the site and furnishing, was C2,699. The style

is Karly English, and the architect is Mr, W, Gillbee
Scott, of Bedford-row, The church will seat 4IS
persons, but future extension is provided for by
means of transepts. The centre light of the east
window is of stained glass.

The engineer and chief superintendent of the
bathing establishments of the Liverpool Corporation
{Mr. W. R. Court) has been instructed by the baths
committee of the city council to prepare preliminary
plans for the erection of baths on the Lister-drive
site, a cost not exceeding £21,000.

Hayward Brothers and Eokstein, Ltd., Union
Works, Union-street, Borough, London, S.E., have
just opeaed a branch office and showrooms at
G3, Mosley-street, Manchester, for the convenience
of their Lancashire, Cheshire, and Midland
customers. A member of their London staff will

be in constant attendance at that address to answer
inquiries and give estimates.

The death has taken place at Boston, Lincoln-
shire, of Mr, James Lancaster, in his 88th year.
Deceased was for many years engineer to the Black
Sluice Drainage Commissioners, and other similar
bodies in the county.

Messrs, E, H, Shorland and Brother, of Man-
chester, have just supplied some of their patent
Manchester grates to the Board Schools, Work-
ington.

(IFnsitttermg i^otes*

Leitr.—In 1890 the Caledonian Railway Com-
pany obtained powers to extend their system

eastwards of Edinburgh, and this line, known as

the "Edinburgh, Leith, and Newhaven exten-

sion lines," is now being constructed. The work
has been divided into two contracts, the first or

ISounington contract being from Newhaven to

Pilrig, and the second, known as the Pilrig and
Leith Dock contract, runixing from Pilrig to the

docks, via Seafield, and to Bath-street, tbjough

the works of the Edinburgh Roperie Company.
The existing North British Leith Hue and the

water of Leith, which flows alongside, are crossed

by a heavy girder bridge. This girder bridge is

in two spans, two stone piers built on the noith

bank of the Water of Leith, acting as an inter-

mediate support to the structure. Beyond the

Water of Leith a masonry viaduct has been

erected. The foundations of this viaduct consist

of Portland cement concrete laid on the top of

pitch-pine creosoted piles, the piers of the viaduct

are of masonry backed with concrete, and the

erching is of brickwork, the outer face being

built with Scottish blue bricks. A girder bridge

of 130ft. span carries the line across Bonnington-

road. On the west side of Leith-walk a series

of arching is being erected at present. This

arching is carried on masonry piers, the arches

being of brickwork, and the outer face of red

terracotta bricks. Between Leith-walk and
Halmyre-street the railway is carried on a viaduct

about 35ft. high, and consisting of some fifteen

arches varying in span from 30ft. to 36ft. This

viaduct is nearing completion. A girder bridge,

which has now been erected, carries the line

over Halmyre-street. From Halmyre-street to

Easter-road the railway is carried on another

viaduct, similar to that already described.

Easter-road is crossed by means of an over-

head gfirder bridge, the span in this case

being about 150ft. The abutments for this bridge

have been built, and are ready for the steelwork.

A branch railway is to be constructed, which wUl
connect the new main line between Craigball-

road and Ferry-road and the existing Newhaven
and Leith line. The mason work entailed in the

contracts was stopped for four months owing to

the mason' strike, but is now being pushed ahead.

Messrs. William Beattie and Sons, Fountain-
bridge, Edinburgh, are the contractors for both
sections of the railway, and the amount of the

contract is about £150,000.

The opening of the Stnddon Bridge which spans
the Allen near AUeudale Town took place on Satur-
day. The erection of the bridge and the making of

the portion of the new road leading to the bridge
was under the supeiiatendence of Mr. W. R Tem-
nerley, road surveyor to the Hexham Rural Diatrict

Council.

Messrs. Wdliams Brothers, of the K tleyards, were
intrusted with the commission for the stained-glas;
window in the new Congregational Chapel at

Upton. The colouring is quiet, but very eiiectiva
;

the various fignres are distinct, the attitudes natural,
and,the fillings-in of the background and oaLOpies
harmoniss well with the rest of the work.

The directors of the New Gallery announce that
the winter exhibition, consisting of a collection of

the works of Sir William B, Richmond, R A,, will

be opened to the public on Wednesday next, the
th inst,

St, G Jorge's Church, Ashill, Norfolk, has been
enriched by the erection of two stained-glass
memorial windows. The east window is in memory
of the late Rav. B. E Iwatds, who was rector of the
parish 76 years, and lived to within 26 days of 100
years. This window consists of three lights, with
two subjects in each. In the centre is represented
the Crucifixion, and beneath Abraham offering up
his son Isaac, In the right-hand light is repre-
sented the arisen Lord and the Holy Women, and
beneath the Prophet Jonah returning thanks on the
seashore after his three days in the whale's belly.

In the left-hand light is represented the Nunc
Dimittis, the purification of the Virgin Mary, and
the presentation of the Infant Christ in the Temple,
Beneath is shown the Old Testament type Eli
instructing Samuel, The other window, erected to

the memory of the late rector, the Rsv, C, W. N,
Custance, is on the south side of the chancel. It

consists of two lights, but only one subject—Our
Lord charging St. Peter, The new stonework in

the windows is by Messrs. Cornish and Gaymer, of

North Walsham ; and the glass by Messrs, Lavers
and Westlake, of London. Mr, A. Roeve was the
architect of the stonework.

00JCPBTITI0N8.

PllESIlYTERIAN AssEMliLV HaLL, BELFAST.—
The following letter has been addressed by the

Council of the R.I.B.A. to the Belfast Presby-

terian Assembly :—" The Council of the Royal

Institute have had their attention directed to the

competition for the proposed new Presbyterian

Assembly Hall, Belfast, and have carefully con-

sidered the whole question. In view of the

unsatisfactory termination of this competition,

and especially in view of the appointment as

architect for this building of the firm responsible

for the original objectionable conditions, the

Council are of opinion that the only proper

course to have been adopted was either to have

appointed Mr. Rupert Savage as architect in

conjunction with a consulting architect as sug-

gested by himself, or to have inaugurated a new
competition with conditions drawn up by an

experienced assessor. My Council hope that the

assembly's committee may yet see their way to

adopt one of these courses.—Yours faithfully,

W. J. LuCKE, Secretary."

The death occurred at Cannes, on Tuesday, at the

age of 59, of M. Paul Lienard, who executed the

statue of Lord Brougham in that town.

Mr. Richard William Binns, F.S.A,, died at

Worcester on Friday, aged 81. Mr. Binns, who
was born in Dublin, became a partner in the

Worcester Porcelaine Works in 1851, and art

director at a later period, and greatly improved the

quality and fame of the Worcaster china.

A proposal is on foot to apply to the L'ght

Railway Commissioners for an order to construct a
line from the Southam-road Station on the Great

Western Railway to WUloughby Station on the

Great Central Railway. The proposed line will

pass through Harbury, Ladbrook, Southam, Nap-
ton, Grandborough, Sliuckburgh, Wolfhampcote, to

Willoughby. The probable cost of the line will be

about £5,000 a mile, and the distance to be

traversed is about ten miles.

The Bishop of Coventry conducted a service at

Exhall (near Nuneaton) parish church last week,

in connection with the rededication of the bells

and the restoration of the belfry. The bells having

been in use since 1706, it was discovered on the re-

storation of the church some years ago that the

belfry was unsafe and ths bells imperfect. The
work has been carried out by Messrs. Barwell

Brothers, of Birmingham, at a cost of about £180.

The memorial at Saltash to the late GjneralSir

W. Penn Symons is to take the form of a monument
of Cornish granite, surmounted by a crown, gilded,

and having a bronzs panel with bust on one side,

and another, also of bronze, with inscription, on the

other side. The monument will be about 25 ft,

high, and will ba erected in the Victoria Gardens,

the most promioent site in the town. The design is

by Mr. A. S. Parker, A.R IB. A.

While working near the Island of Cerigo, the

ancient Cythera, divers have found some bronz)

statues of colossal siza, marble statues, and other

relics of ancient art, which appear to have lain at

the bottom of the sea for many centuries. Most of

the articles brought to the surface are a good deal

damaged by the water ; but a hand and head in

bronz 3 are sufficiently wall preserved to indicate

that they are of Greek workmanship, though their

origin is unknown.

The Late Uth-Csntury parish ohuroh of St.

Gregory Ssaton, Djvod, was opened last week after

restoration and art, from plans by Mr. G, C. Straw-

bridge, M.S.A., of Taunton. Mr. H. Abbott, of

Seatoo, was the builder. The works comprise

substitution of an open-timbered roof with crisply

carved wood bosses at the intersections in place ol

a lath-and-plaster ceiling, whilst the walls through-

out have been overhauled and ornamented by

colour. There are new clergy prayer-desks of oak,

and a new pulpit of carved oak has been set up on

the north side This has been carried out by

Messrs. Harry Hems and Sons, the well-known

church furnishers, of Exeter, who are also making

the new font which is not yet fixed. Ttie bowl of

this font it of Boer stone, and will be carved upon

each of its eight faces, and it will stind upon

alabaster columns resting upon a double row of

octagonal steps.

The South Shields Sohool Board are at present

enlarging several of their schools. They have in

course of erection a junior mixed department and

a senior mixed for the Mortimer-road school to

accommodate 600 scholars in each department. The
expenditure will be £18,000. A new mixed school

is being added to the Westoe-road higher grade

school to accommodate 680, and the cost is estimated

at £17,700, The Baring-street infants' school will

be improved by the extension of classrooms, &o.

The total number of new places provided by these

operations will be 2,226.
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Our Illustftitions.

" THE VIRGIN' .\XD CHILD EXTHRONED," BY ANDRE.V
MAXTEGNA.

This picture belonged to the famous collection of

Cardinal Cesare Monti, Archbishop of Milan from
1632 to 16."i0| and was placed by him in the private

chapel of the Palazzo Monti as early, it is said, as

1610. After the death of this prelate the paint-

ing long remained with the Monti family, but
after their extinction during the 18th century,

when the property became possessed by the
Andreani family, the picture was taken out of the
chapel and placed in one of the other apartments.
Signer Baslini purchased it from one of the re-

preeentatives of the Andreani property, and again
the masterpiece changed hands, passing into the
possession of .Signer Roverselli, who sold it in

1855 to the National Gallery, where it is now to

be seen in the Paduan Room (No. VIII). It may
be interesting to allude to the fact that Cardinal
Monti bequeathed the principal part of his

collection to his successors in office, and that a
considerable portion of his paintings have
found a permanent home in the Brera (rallery.

The picture is executed in tempera on canvass
4ft. 6in. in height, by 3ft. 9^in. wide. The
Virgin is seated with the child standing on her
knee, on a low throne surrounded by a tester

canopy. On the right of Our Lady is St. John
the Baptist, and on her left the Magdalen, both
standing. The background consists chiefly of

orange and citron trees. On the scroll attached
to the prophet's cross is written "Behold the
Lamb of God which taketh away the sins of the
world," in Latin, from John i. 29, and on the
inner side of the scroll above is the painter's

s'gnature, Andreas Mantinia, C.P.F. (Civis

Patavinus Fecit). This great master was born in

1431, and he died at Mantua on the 13 September,
150G. His father was Biagio, of Padua, and he
became a pupil of Francesco Squarcione, who
adopted him as a son as well as his pupil. In the
studio of his master Andrea met Niccolo Pizzolo,
and so great was his progreEs that almost when
still a boy, Andrea practised his art inde-
pendently, and became in early manhood associated

with .Tacopo Bellini, whose daughter, Xiuolosa, he
married. Mantegna's work in the chapel vaulting
and choir walls in the church of the Eremitani at

Padua have been copied by the Arundel Society,
and are too well known to need description.

They occupied the painter's time from 1454
to 1459. His magnificent altar-piece of St.

Zeno at Verona was executed about this

time. Some three years before the Marquis
of Mantua, Lodovico tronzaga endeavoured to

attract Mantegna to his capital by making him
libfral offers, but without result, though the
artist did some works for the prince in 1463. ( >f

his work in Mantua little now remains. During
the years 148S to 1490 Andrea was at work for
Pope Innocent VIII. in Pome decorating the
chapel of the Belvedere, a part of the Vatican
since demolished. Mantegna, regarded from a
more purely technical point of view, was a master
of the highest order. His conceptions are noble

and his forms are correct, while his colouring is

possessed of a harmony that more than satisfies

the eye. "Drapery he treated as a means of

displaying the figure. This peculiarity he derived

from an almost too exclusive study of ancient

sculpture. Yet so thoroughly doe.s it accord with
his whole style that none would willingly mi-iss a

single fold which the master thought worthy of

almost infinite care." The other examples of his

skill in the National Gallery are '

' The Triumph
of Scipio," "Summer and Autumn," and
" Samfon and Delilah."

" A ROM.OT SENATOR SE.iTED "
: ROYAL ACADEMY

PRIZE CARTOON FOR A DRAPED IIGVRE.

There is nothing to add to what we said about

Mr. Fred. Appleyard's powerful cartoon, when
we noticed the recent exhibition of Royal
Academy Prize works at Burlington House in

the Bi iLiiiNO News for December 14 last. Its

strength of drawing and grace of form are evident,

and thS excellence of the artist's touch is

admirably reproduced in the photo-lithograph

plate included among our illustrations to-day.

aiOTTo's CAMPANILE, FLORENCE.

Thf, etching which Mr. Wallace Rimington,
R.P.E., has kindly contributed to our pages this

week is reproduced by permission of the Fine
Art Society. It represents the famous tower
which (xiotto added to the church of Santa
Maria del Fiore at Florence—a monument
too well known to need description. It is

truly the most brilliant and beautiful structure

of its kind in the world. Rising perpendicularly

without basement, plinth, or buttress to the

height of 276ft., it gleams with the sparkle

of mosaic incrustations from top to bottom,

while the base is elaborated by a rich series

of sculpture, Giotto contributing a girdle of

tablets representing the history of civilisation

which is marked by Human Labour, Religion, and
the Arts and Sciences. Andrea Pisano added a

second row emblematic of the Virtues, Works of

Mercy, the Beatitudes and Sacraments. In niches

above these belts of reliefs are statues of saints

and famous men by later artists. The Campanile
was commenced in 1334, under a decree of the

Signoria that it should surpass all other towers,

ancient or modem.

THE COURTYARD ENTRANCE, GOBIUTZ TOWN HALL.

There is a pleasing mixture of differing styles

in this interesting building which generally

adds a piquancy to an historic example of

architectural art, though if such a combina-
tion should be embodied in a modern work
the incongruity becomes at once self-evident.

An abstract principle thus stated is recog-

nised as a truism, no doubt : but it is equally

certain th-at some architects, in their endeavour

to produce a striking result or in the hope of

evolving some degree of originality after a ready-

made manner, have produced buildings of a type
conspicuous chiefly for their divergent details,

culled, like a patchwork, from various sources.

The example which has been selected for the

accompanying illustration is mainly deserving of

study for a different reason, and no doubt to

various tastes other suggestive ideas will be

evolved. It would be easy to find fault

with the treatment adopted over the arched
doorway shown in the sketch, and, like most
work of the German Renaissance, it may be

somewhat lacking in refinement of detail ; but for

all that there is a very happy notion illustrated

in the recessing of the pilastered jambs of the

portal and the window above, the latter being
made to form part of the composition which
is ingeniously self-contained, and so far satis-

factorily set, as it were, within u mass of rusti-

cated masonry amidst which it is adroitly intro-

duced without loss of scale. The municipal
pulpit or balcony adjoining the entrance groups
very prettily with the boldly contrived staircase,

so that the whole effect is distinctly pleasing as

well as original. The figure of Justice standing
with her sword aloft gives a finish without over-
weighting the composition. Of the Prussian
town of Gorlitz, which is reached by the line

between Dresden and Breslau, it may be said

that the place is chiefly notable for its massively
designed and substantial houses, with arcades
below them, and the inner town comprises large

squares and spacious streets. A wall of some
antiquity surrounds the central part of the
city, which is entered by eleven diilerent gates,

and it stands on a pictureEque eminence high
above the banks of the river Neisse. It is

of several churches, one among the
number ranking with the largest ecclesiastical

buildings of its class in the country. Its crypt
is hewn out of the solid rock on which the sacred

building rises, and this curious feature adds
much to the remarkable character of the church.
We are indebted to Herr Ernst Wasmuth, of

Berlin, for this subject, which is taken from
his valuable publication " Denkmuler Deutscher
Renaissance, a useful folio for any architect's

office, and containing a great variety of examples
of differing dates included within the above com-
prehensive title.

THE NEFSTADTER THOR, TANGERMUNDE, GERMANY.

Tangermfnde, some seven mUes towards the

south-east of Stendal, stands high above the banks

of the Elbe, at the confluence of the Tanger. It

is a very ancient city of about five thousand

inhabitants, and is chiefly remarkable for its

historic and richly-decorated brick Rathhaus and
elegant portal to St. Stephen's Church. The
towers of both buildings form conspicuous features

in the outline of the town, with its quaint streets

and old-world air of antiquity. The first Mar-
graves of Brandenburg resided in Tangermiinde.

The whole of the towns north of Berlin, taking a

line east and west up to the Baltic and North Sea

and in Denmark, are remarkable for their brick

buildings, dating from the Middle Ages, and

their style appears to have originated and

gradually become elaborated to accommodate

the use of brickwork both for ecclesiastical

buildings as weU as houses and civic under-

takings. The great feature of these works,

as in the towers at Tangermiinde, is the dis-

play which the designers made in patterning

and moulding their bricks, never hesitating

to repeat their patterns, and yet freely diversify-

ing with ingenious inventiveness the capabilities

of the material, using for the most part wide

joints, which are always in white mortar struck

with a full Jin. joint. A glazed surface, too, is

used, which, as the modern use of that material

sometimes shows, must have given a startling

effect, and it may be questionable whether

glazed and unglazed brickwork, used alternating

or in patterns, ever can be wholly satisfactory

—

at any rate, till a good part of the glazed finish

has worn away, by which time the weather baa

more than often eaten into the unglazed bricks to

a far greater extent, leaving the vitrified surface

of the others in undue prominence. Whether
these old brick buildinj^'-s had their ornament

carved before the bricks were burnt or afterwards

is a moot point. The jambs and tracery of the

windows in these old tierman buildings are

moulded with muUions, often carried up to im-

mense heights without support, except that

given by the glazing tie-bars. Flemish bond is

generally the rule. Tue large plaster couehe

shields may have had arms emblazoned on

them. Guard towers with surrounding out-

look pents, such as this Neustadter Thor once

possessed, are not uncommon, the gallery running

round with corbels and strutting timberings.

Such-like erections are to be seen at Anclam,

where the Stein Thor may be mentioned, and

others could be quoted from Pomeranii, where

the brickwork is particularly rich and interesting.

The modern brick churches designed by Herr

Otzen, though in a way clever, are hard and

mechanical-looking, an effect which time may,

of course, modify to some extent.

RAILWAY STATION AT SAX PAFLO, HRAZIL.

Tins new station was recently designed for the

Santo Paulo Railway Company of Brazil by the

late Mr. Charles H. Driver, F.R.I.B.A., of

Westminster and Clapham. No particulars of

the building have come to hand.

" THE TOWERING HOFSE," PAXGROl'RNE.

The illustration comprises that part of the man-
sion at Pangboume showing the tower and

principal entrance. The hou5e was erected for

the late Mr. John Donaldson, and the tower is

intended to replace a smaller one which was

originally on the site, and which gave its name
to the place. A certain amount of Scotch feeling

has been imparted to the tower, in deference to

its owner, and there is a fine look-out over the

beautiful surroundings from its summit. The
materials used are red brick and stone, and the

buOders were Jlessrs. Foster and Dicksee. The
carving was executed by Messrs. Farmer and

Brindley. The architect is Mr. .lohn Belcher,

A.R A.
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THE LHIRARY : MH. NORMAN SHA'W S HOUSE,
HAMl'STEAD.

Althoigh Bome years ago* we gave an exterior
Tiew of the interesting house which Mr. Xorman
Shaw erected for himself in Ellerdale-road at
Ilarapstead, it has not before, so far as we are
aware, been illustrated by interior views and a
plan as herewith reproduced. On the pre-
sumption, probably, that " they do these
things better in Germany," the subject has
bien reserved by the architect for publi-
cation in a delightfully - produced publica-
tion just issued in Leipzig by the enterprising
firm of Jlessrs. Cosmos and Co., publishers,
bVought out under the editorship of Mr. Her-
mann Muthesius, a large foUo work of photo-
graphs of buildings in England, from the designs
of Messrs. Norman Shaw, R.A., George and
Peto, Nesfield, E. R. Robson, E. W. Mountford,
T. E. CoUcutt, Honeyman and Keppie, H. T.
Hare, John Douglas, and other well-known
architects. The same sort of thing has been
done already by other German publishers, but
never before with greater skill or in a more
admirably-finished style, for the collotypes,
speaking from those which form the first part of
this work, are in every way excellent, even if we
feel that some of the subjects chosen might have
given place with advantage to a selection of more
typical examples. A description accompanies
the pictures, describing in appreciative terms the

buildings thus brought into review, and giving
an account of modem architectural work in this

country in the 19th century. No doubt the
Germans have much to learn from British archi-

tects, though some London and American
members of the craft have drawn of late con-
siderable inspiration from the more advanced
and peculiar designers in Germany, more par-
ticularly in the matter of strange interior wood-
work on what i.s known in this country as " Art
and Crafts " lines. Most of the subjects chosen
for illustration in Mr. Muthesius's folio have, of
course, already appeared in the pages of the
Blildi.no Nkw s

; but in their present form
they are presented by specially-prepared photo-
graphs showing the buildings as executed,
and by views taken from fresh points probably
not realised by the architects of the buildings
shown when tney made their designs or had a
regvilation perspective prepared. Mr. Norman
Shaw's house, like all his buildings, has a skil-

fully-contrived and ingenious plan. We show a
copy of that of the main floor, by which it will

be noted how head-room for the main staircase is

schemed under the raised recess seen in the view
of the library included among our plates to-day.
The chimneypiece, by this arrangement, is

recessed in the form of a sort of ingle from the
room, a projecting screen to the right shielding
the doorway. Above the ingle in the dining-
room a small " den " or own room is introduced,
with a timbered front, and a casement over-
looking the apartment out of which it is managed,
with its stairway to the left of the fireplace

recess. The music-room has an ante-chamber,
where the organ is located, and a great feature
of the drawing-room proper is made of the large

• Sec drawing by Maurice B. Adams, BriMusn New.s,
Dec. 21, 1883.

bay window or oriel. The exterior is in red
bnck, and now that time has made its mark and
nature has added creeping plants, the building
has gained a further charm. It can never lose
its individuality, and its interest will always be
associated with the occupation of its designer.
We shall hope to see other good examples of
moderately-sized contemporary English houses
equally well illustrated, and while no work of the
kind can be complete without illustrations of the
Imperial Institute and other public works in Lon-
don, such buildings are already familiarmoreor less

to the architectural subscri ber, whereas drawings
and photographs of internal parts of some of the
best modern residences are not so readily acces-
sible, and are certainly more difficult to obtain.
Mere upholstery, of course, is not wanted. Cabinet
work is in its way charming enough, but good
typical specimens of architecturally-treated houses
in which the plan combines with the section to

produce an economical as well as convenient and
artistic whole will always be permanently appre-
ciated, and it is to this class of house that Mr.
Norman Shaw's own dwelling belongs. No one
has done more to improve modem houses than he
has accomplished, and if only a geometrical section

of this example of his skill had been added to the
photographs, it would have filled a void now felt

in comparing the pictures with the plan. Some
similar illustrations of some of Mr. Philip Webb's
houses would be welcomed, and a specimen or
two by Mr. Bentley. We shall look for sub-
sequent parts of "Die Englische Baukunst der
Gegenwart." Messrs. Cosmos, of Leipzig and
Berlin, ought to secure a large number of sub-
scribers both at home and abroad. They will do
well to be critical as to what they include in the
forthcoming parts for the reasons already suffi-

ciently indicated.

CAETWRICHT MEMORIAL HALL.

This building, now in course of erection from
the designs of Mr. John B. Simpson, stands
on a fine site in the park, and will make a grand
addition to the public buildings at Bradford. The
exterior is being carried out in the excellent local

stone from neighbouring quarries, and the interior

in picked Monk's Park stone. The joinery
throughout will be in polished hardwood, and
the floors in wainscot oak. The contracts amount
to £52,000. Mr. WUliam Famish has taken
the excavating, bricklaying, and mason's work,
Mr. Pick the carpenter and joiner's work, H.
Braithwaite and Co. the plumbing. Hill and
Nelson the slating, the plasterer's work is by
J. Cordingley and Son, and K. H. Dewhirst the

founder and smith's contracts. We give a plan

of the principal floor, and the elevations and other

geometrical drawings will be found illustrated in

the BiiLDiNO News for June 9, 1899, when the

design was chosen in competition on the advice

of Mr. Alfred Waterhouse, R. \., the assessor.

As will be seen from Mr. Simpson's drawing,
sculpture will enter largely into the composition

of the building, and its architecturally conceived

plan will, no doubt, produce a dignified and
suitable interior. The staircases and hall form
fine features, and go tar to add to the interest of

the scheme.

I'ORTAL OF ST. GILLE8, PROVENCE, FRANCE.

This world-famed portal forms part of the frag-

ment which now stands as a record of the chief

priory of the Knights of St. John o* Jerusalem,

not far to the west from Aries, on the branch of the

Rhone. St. ^I'lgidus, better known as St. GiUes,

founded the abbey in the sixth century, and the

place soon became a town of much importance.

The crusades of the northern Franks against the

Albigenses of the south formed a sort of sequel

to the barbarian onslaughts of the heathen of

former times. The bloody wars and devastating

campaigns, inspired by the attractions provided

by the richer provinces of the south, naturally

led to the sacking of towns and the ruin of build-

ings throughout the country in all directions in

Aquitaine and I;anguedoc. St. GUles shared the

fate of many another sanctuary. The church
was in all likelihood never really completed, owing
possibly to the troublesome times connected
with its history. It was designed on a fine

and worthy scale, however, and was started

by Alphonse Jordain, of Toulouse, early in

the 12th century. The crypt-like lower church
forming the substructure of the once proposed vast

building above gives a good idea of what the

architect intended, but the existing small Later

church belongs to the period of the town's
decline, and with a temporary character presents

little of architectural merit, a striking contr(>8t

to the magnificent fa(,ade of the great portals of

which we give a drawing to-day by Mr. W.
Campbell. There is no richer or more beautiful

specimen of Proven(,'al design than this frontis-

piece, and, like the porch of St. Trophime, its

neighbour at Aries, every part of the composition
is adorned with splendid sculptures and carvings,

all of which fittingly emphasise the architectural

lines of the design, to which they are becomingly
subordinated. Vast dignity is obtained by the
wide flight of steps leading up to this masterpiece
of Romanesque art, in which a Byzantine in-

fluence is distinctly evidenced in the draperies
of the figure work. Scriptural subjects are
continued along the frieze, with its en-
riched architrave and broken cornice, which
occurs between the arches of the doorways.
Crouching lions support the columns to the

openings, and in the mural niches, formed by
a series of pilasters, are large statues of the
Apostles treated with Roman dignity, while the
same style is observable in the egg and bead
ornament and leaf foliations of the arch moulds,

pedestals, and other features interspaced with
carvings of beasts and grotesques, after the
Romanesque manner in the modillions. The
capitals to the shafts are copied from Corinthian

models, and one column alone is fluted. The
usual arrangement of the Majesty, surrounded by
the Evangelistic beasts, occupies the central

tympanum. The south doorway is surmounted
by a representation of the death of Christ, w hile

the Blessed Virgin and Child occupies the corre-

sponding position of the north portal, supported

by the Magi and good shepherds. Mr. David
Macgibbon, in his " Architecture of the Riviera,"

says that this great work was probably com-
pleted before the breaking out of the Albigensian

conflict about 1150. Syrian models, he Euggests,

had considerable influence in the architecture of

Provence, and it is to the connection of the

Crusaders with the East that much of the art

expressed in the portals of St. Gilles and Aries

may be said to be due. Apart from this, no
doubt Roman examples were adhered to through-
out the district, and instances abound of the

Romanesque spirit which pervaded it before and
during the 12th century. We are indebted to

the American Architert for the loan of Mr.
Campbell's drawing, which is characteristically

executed in pen and ink.

CHIPS.
The dissolution is announced of the partnership

heretofore subsisting between Franklin Cross and
H. B. Brookes, architects, surveyors, and estate

agents, Birmingham, under the style of Franklin

Cross and Brookes , as also ot that between F. W.
Croft and E. E. Bentley, architects and surveyors.

Great Grimsby, under the style of Croft and
Bentley.

The Borgh Commissioners of Danoon are at

present inviting offers for road and other improve-

ment works at the mouth of the Bilgie Born, in

connection with the removal of the present bridge

and the erection of a new steel bridge 43ft, long (in

two spans) and 36ft. wide,

Mr. Harry Hems, Fair Park, Exeter, has received

a letter from her Majesty's private secretary,

Colonel Sir Arthur Bigge, K.C.B., expressing to

him her Majesty's interest in his thirty-second

Boccessive annual feast to the aged poor of Exeter

on Christmas Day last, and conveying the hope that

Mr. Hems may long be spared to continue his

generous bounty to the less favoured citizens. Tdis

is the second time her Majesty has forwarded her

congratulations to Mr. Hems, the former occasion

being Cliristmas, 187U.

Mr. Fisher, deputy surveyor to the urban district

council of Smethurst, Birmingham, has been elected

surveyor to the urban district council of Felixstowe

and Walton, in succession to Mr. G. S. Horton,

resigned.

The new Biptist Chapel at Horfield, Bristol,

will be formally opened on Wednesday week,

the 16th inst. It is seated to accommodate about

1,000 persons. A feature of the interior is the

raised baptistery and platform, above which a

carved pulpit is erected, specially designed by the

architect, Mr. R. Mdverton Drake, and presented

to the church by the contractor, Mr. R. F. Kidd. i

At Standish, Wigan, a new mill, comprising a

weaving shed and preparation rooms for 6.'J0 looms,

has been opened. The outlay has been over X 10,000.

A memorial stained-glass window has been erected

in Pollokshields Eist United Free Church. The

subject is "Christ Washing His Disciples Feet,

and the artists are Messrs. W. and J. J. Keir, of

Glasgow.
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The New Wak Office BriLDrsG.—The First

Commissioner of Works has intrusted to Mr.

Fr.tncia Clyde Young. A.K.I.B.A., the carrying

out of the plans for the new War Office buildings

which his father, Mr. William Young, had in

hand at the time of his death. Mr. Clyde Young
understood every point of his father's intention,

and the architectural design will be realised by

him under the close superintendence of Sir John

Taylor, IC.C.B., consulting surveyor to the Office

of Works.
Bkistol.—The designs for the JIuseum exten-

sion and Art Gallery, which have been forwarded

by Sir Wm. Henry Wills, Birt., has been

exhibited in the Bristol Council Chamber this

week. They have been prepared by Mr. Frank

Wills, in conjunction with Messrs. Houston, of

London, and the style of architecture adopted is

Classical Renaissance. The building will com-

prise a central hall, 4rft. 6in. by 59ft. 6in. and

40ft. in height, in addition to which there wUl

be on the ground floor two rooms—one 63tt. by

3.ift., and the other 6oft. by 33ft. 3in.—and

two other rooms 43ft. by 29ft. 6in.. and of

a sufficient height to allow of galleries being

added should future extension be needed.

The gallery around the central hall will lead

to rooms which can be used for refreshment-

rooms, and other offices. The upper portion of

the building devoted to the art gaDery will in-

clude two large rooms 6ift. by 30ft., two smaller

ones 43ft. by 30ft., and a fifth room or gallery

47ft. 6in. by 30ft. The basement, for which a

separate entrance is provided, will contain storage

space, workshop, heating apparatus, &c., and a

lift will be provided from the basement to each

floor. Sir William has approved the drawings,

and he has now placed them before the council.

Hi'i>DixGTOx. — The interesting church at

Huddington, near Worcester, has been under-

going a much-needed renovation. The church,

which was in a deplorable state, is a small

building of stone, chiefly in the Perpendicular

style. The architect for the restoration has

been Mr. C. Ford Whitcombe, of London and
Worcester. Amongst the improvements has

been the underpinning at the corners of most
of the walls. The roofs have been stripped of

their modem plaster, and have been restored as

open roofs. The 17th-century low seats have

been retained, but made more comfortable ; and
the flooring, which in many places was nothing

but large holes, has been replaced with pitch-pine

blocks. The stall in the chancel, the altar-rails,

the curious old pew, the screen, the pulpit, and
the quaint chest (formerly used for storing the

parish archives) have all been preserved. The
fine old porch, one of the features of the church,

has been braced to the north nave wall and
repaired, and the old door, with its early iron-

work, has been retained. Previous to the

restoration there was a rabbit-warren in the

south chapel. Other bipeds and quadrupeds
have found the church a haven of rest, but these

and the rabbits have now been evicted. The
church contained seven different designs of old

roof and other tiles, and these have been pre-
served with their greens and yellows, and are
now framed and put together and are shortly to

be restored. During the progress of the work
some stones of a Norman arch were found buried
in the wall above the chancel arch, and it is

hoped to replace these in their rightful positions,

and also to restore the niches, &c., in the

balconies are of stone, inclosed with brick

walls, and both the mezzanine floor and ceiling

above it are of fireproof constraction. The

seating accommodation of this part of the

house has been rearranged and improved.

The proscenium opening, iSft. wide and 24ft.

high, is fitted with cast iron and asbestos fire-

proof curtains, supplied by Messrs. Merry weather

and Sons, of I^ondon. The same firm also supplied

the gunmetal fire hydrants, which are placed

both in the theatre and also on the stage. The

proscenium opening has been decorated in

' fibrous plaster " by Messrs. Goodall and Co., of

Liverpool, who also executed the balcony front.

The stage has been improved by the provision of

spacious fly floors 33tt. apart, scene artist's paint-

ing bridge, and a grid, 50ft. above the stage. The

stao'e is also considerably enlarged, being 63ft.

wide and 40ft. deep. Eight additional dressing-

rooms have been provided at the bick of the stage,

from which they are cut off by iron doors and a

corridor. The contract for the whole of the work

was let to Messrs. Whiteside, builders, of Preston,

in conjunction with their sub -contractors Jlessrs.

T. Croft and Sons, brickwork and masonry ;
Jlr.

W. Dryden, ironfounder's work: ilr. Thomas

Xickson, slating: Jlessrs. Foster and Son,

Padiham, plasterer's work ; ilr. Eige,gas fitting

and stage lighting: and Messrs. Park and hon,

plumber and piinter's work. The alterations

have been carried out under the superintendence

of, and according to plans prepared by, ilr.

William D. T. Manford, architect, Guadhall-

street, Preston.

Rochester Castle —The repairs to the keep

of Rochester Cistle, arranged to be executed

during the year 1900, are now completed. The

work has been carried out under the supervision

of Mr. George Payne, architect. Half of the

interior of the building, on the southern side, as

far down as the floor level of the state chamber,

has been restored, and certain arches which were

structurally unsafe have been made good. A
nailery along the same side was in a very ruinous

state, especially where the great crack occurred

after the rebuilding of the south-east angle in the

13th century. In his report to the Rochester Cor-

poration, Mr. Payne states that a large amount

of the damage everywhere present in this gallery

was due, as in aU accessible parts of the keep,

to the wanton destruction of arches and jambs

in past times for the sake of the squared

stones they contained. As these supports had

been removed, it was deemed necessary f Dr the

stability of the fabric to replace them with

Kentish rag. One outcome of the repair of the

eastern wall of the keep has been to bring several

interesting architectural features to light, and

these are now permanently exposed to view. The

beautiful arcade dividing the state chamber has

been successfully treated. Traces were discovered,

whilst the central wall was being repaired, that

the keep had at some period suffered from fire.

The cleaning out of the well of the keep proved

to be a laborious work. The total depth from the

top of the central wall of the keep to the bottom

of the well was found to be 136ft., and the

diameter of the weU-shaft from 2tt. 9in. to Ift.

At low tide the water in the well has a depth of

ISin., but at high tide it reaches 9ft.

Sprint. Hill, Birmingham.—The foundation-

stone of the new parish church of St. Peter,

Spring Hill, was laid on Saturday. The build-

ing is being erected in George-street West, from

plans prepared by Mr. F. B. Osborne, the con-

tractors being Messrs. William Sapcote and Son,

also of Birmingham. The style is Early Per-

the 32ft. peJal stop. Four cherubs, carved by
Grinling Gibbons, adorn the old organ gallery.

The great and swell organ are at the east end of

the north aisle, the pedal organ at the east end of

the south aisle of the nave, and the choir organ is

inside the chancel. One console of the organ is

just outside the chancel arch on the south side,

and the tube is laid under the floor of the north

aisle of the nave, which is to carry the electrical

communication to the west-end organ. In the

choir of the church are now three painted-glass

windows, from the studio of Mr. C. E. Kempe.

east end. The decorations include some rich pendicular : the building will be constructed m
embroideries. The cost of the work was about
£1,050.

Prestox.— The Prince's Theatre was re-

opened on Saturday after important internal

improvements. The unsightly roof timbers and
the wooden uprights which supported them have
been removed from the auditorium, so that the

occupants in all parts of the balconies now have
an uninterrupted view of the stage. The theatre
having been increased in height has facilitated

the effecting of improvements in the ventilation,

carried out by Messrs. James Stott and Co.,
engineers, of Manchester. The old boarded
floor of the pit has been replaced with Duffy's
patent wood-block flooring laid on cement con-
crete by the Acme Wood Flooring Co., Ltd.,
Gainsborough-road, Loudon, which is both fire-

proof and noiseless. Additional emergency exits
from the pit have been formed on each side of the

The staircases to the centre circle and

red brick internally, and externally with Hoi-

lington stone arcades, windows, and dressings,

and the roofs will be covered with tiles. The

total internal length of the church will be 145ft.

The width of the nave and aisles will be 54ft.

In addition, there will be two shallow transepts,

increasing the width to 6Sft. in this portion of the

church. The seating accommodation will be for

750 persons. The cost, including the organ, wUl

be £12,900.

Warwick.—Good progress is being made with

the restoration of the great parish church of St.

Mary, towards which £15,000 has been raised in

the last 16 years, and a further appeal is now

made. During 1900 a memorial west-end screen

and lobby has been placed at the great west door

to perpetuate the memory of the Rev. Alexander

Campbell Irvine, vicar lSSl-1899. At the west

end memorial screen there has been placed the

organ case, which is to contain the solo organ and

CHIPS.
The technical school and free library at L^igh,

Lines, are about to be extended by the town couocil

at an estimated cost of £5,000. An additional

reading-room, 33ft. by 40tt., will ba built, at a cost

of £ 1,490. It ia also proposed to extend the technical

school by putting two new clasirooms in the base-

ment, two new classrooms on the ground floor, and

a laboratory and physics theatre on the first fl)or,

at a farther cost of £3,500.

A new feaside resort is to be established between

Blackpool and Fleetwood, to be ciUed Kosaall

Baach. It will have 1,000 yards of sea frontage,

and an important feature in its proposed develop-

ment is the devotion of a ten-acre park to the use

of the residents.

Professor John E. S weet, president of the Straight

Line Eagine Works, Syracuse, New York, has

received from Messrs. Roddisand Xourae, sculptors,

Birmingham, a bust of James Watt, the great

inventor, which will be placed in the central niche

in the front of the Straight Line Engine Works
bailding in South Gaddes-street. The bustis about

one and a halt times natural size, and ia executed in

terracotta. When in England last summer Pro-

fessor Sweet engaged Messrs. Roddis and Nourse to

do the work, and they secured the model from the

statue over the grave of James Watt in the old

church at Handsworth, Birmingham. This is

believed to be the first bust of Watt ever seen in

America, and the first art work of the kind that has

ever been used as a decoration for an American

factory.

The Bradford (Yorks) City Council has recently

had under consideration a number of applications

for the post of city architect. There were origin-

ally over seventy candidates, and of these six were

selected to appear before the finance sub-committee

empowered to deal with the matter on Monday last.

The appointment was ultimately conferred upon

Mr. F. E. P. Elwards, A.R LB. A., for some time

chief assistant in the architectural department of

the Liverpool city surveyor (Mr. Thomas Shelmer-

dine), and joint hon. secretary of the Liverpool

Architectural Society.

Mr. Charles Hamley, aged 35, surveyor, of

Plymouth, with offices in Oourteniy-street, recently

committed suicide by cutting his throit at his

residence, 16, Grimstone -terrace, Honndiscombe-

roid, Plymouth. 01 late Mr. Hamley had been

depressed, owing to the death of his young wife in

childbirth several months since.

The thirty-one Provisional Orders which are

being promoted in Parliament next session as

private Biila for Scotland involve a capital expendi-

ture of ti;, 000,120, as compared with £5,732,500 lor

twenty-seven companies last year.

The new Conservative club at Brixham was

opened on Friday by Mr. F. P. T. Struben, of

Torquay The building has been erected on a site

adjoining the Market Hall, at a coat of £U)00,

from plans prepared by Mr. E. Richards, ol Tor-

quay, the contractors being Messrs. Hazelwood, of

Brixham.

Mr. Henry Wood, of Highlands, Champion-hill,

and of the firm of Beadel, Wood, and Co., of 97,

Gresham-street, surveyor, honorary treasurer of

the Baptist Union of Great Britain and Ireland,

who died on October 6 last, aged 5S years, has left

an estate of £59,005 gross, including personalty of

the net value of £42,680.

A new organ built by Messrs. Hele and Co., of

London, Exeter, and Plymouth, was opened lo

RickmaESWorth Parish Church last week.

The premises of the Co-operative Society in

Botchergate, Carlisle, are about to be reconstructed

from plans by Mr. T. Taylor Scott, architect, of that

city. It is intended to rearrange the premises, and

form an arcade. It is also proposed to remodel the

front elevation. The estimated cost of the altera-

tions is about £13,000.

The new Victoria Central Hospital at Liscard was

formally opened on New Year's Diy. The site was

the gift of the late Mr. John M'Innes, the buUdmg

cost £12,000, and the furnishing cost another

£4 000 At present the hospital is supphed with

40 'beds, but two extensions are projected, each

providing another 40 beds, thus to complete the

total proposed accommodation of 120 beds.
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NOTICE.
The Editorial. Advertisement, and Publishing Offices

of the Building Nkws asd ExaiNEEBiNa Journal, are
at—

CLEMENT'S HOUSE,
CLEMENT'S INN PASSAGE, STRAND,

LONDON, W.O.,

where all communications should be addressed.

Telegraphic Address :
—' Timesen'er," London."

Telephone No. 1633 Holborn.

Clement's Inn Passage is the turning west of the Law
Courts, opposite St. Clement Danes Church, ami our new
offices can be reached in a few seconds from the Strand.
They will be found on the right-hand aide of the way,
nest door to the Yestry Hall.

TO OOBBESFONDBNTS.
fWe do not hold otirselvee responsible for the opinions of
our correspondents. All communications should be
drawn up aa briefly as possible, as there are many
claimanta upon the space allotted to conespondenta.]

It U particularly requested that all drawings and all

Oommuni cations respecting iUustrations or Literary matter
•hoold be addressed to the EDITOR of the BinLoiNo
Kbwb, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,
W-C, and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
is not unfrequently otherwise caused. All drawings and
other communications are sent at contributors' risl^, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,
unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
The Strasd Nkwspaper Company, LimTKo,

NOTICE.
Bonnd copies of Vol. LXXVm. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post
12s. lOd.), as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI.,
xux., LI., Lm., Lxn.. Lxm.. lxv., lxvi.,
Lxvn., Lxvni., lxix.. lxxi., Lxxn.,
LXXin., LXXIV., LXXV., LXXVI., and LXXVII.
may still be obtained at the same pries; all the other
bound volumes are out of print. Most of the back
numbers of former volumes are, however, to be had
singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers to
complete volume just ended should order at once, as
many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Caies for Binding the BuiLi'iNa News.
price 2?., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn-paasage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OF SITBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the
United Kii^dom; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
Onited 8tat«3, £1 68. Od. (orSdols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium, £1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES,
The charge for Competition ^nd Contract Advertise-

ments, Public Companies, and all official advertisements
Is Is. per line of Eight words, the first line counting as
two, the minimum charge being 58. for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and MiscellaneouB
and Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertise-
ments) is 6d. per line of Eight words (the flrst line

counting as two), the minimum charge being 4s. 6d. for

40 woroB. Special terms for series of more than six
insertions can be ascertained on application to the Pab-
liaher.

Front-page Advertisements 28. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 58.

Advertisements for the current week most reach the
office not later than 8 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
most reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

BiTDATIONB,

The charge for advertisements for "Situations Vacant"
or " Situations Wanted " is O.sb Shilliso ?ob Twkntt-
FOTiB WoBDH, and Sixpence for every eight words after.
All Sittiation Advertisements must be prepaid,

Rbceived.—B. E. and Co.—J. Miller.—W. F. Dickens.—
J. B.-K. D.-N. F.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
SUBJECT NO. IV,

D.—A parochial Club for Working Men, to be erectL-d on
a S.W. right-anglf^d corner site in a village stn^et,
having a m lin frontage of HOft., with a doptb of 4r>ft.

at its eiHt end, and 6^f t. on the return frontage at west
end. The a-icomm jdation to include a hall for meet-
ings 50ft. lon^ by 25ft. wide, and of proportionate
height ; and in this room there is to ba a pUtform or
stage arrangement adaptable for smoking concerts,
&c., with a retiring-room. The club-room'* to consiint
of a reading-room for newdpaper:*, 25ft. by isft., or of
t*iat area. A reading-room for books ani raigazines,
18ft. square, or thereabouts, this room being used for
smoking. A billiard-room for two fuU-sized tables,
and a card or writing-room, 12ft. by 14ft. Provide a
lavatory with three w.c.'a, and stand of four urinaln,
for use of the club. The entrance-hall should be
central, and a small bar counter on one side of it, about
12ft. long. The steward's room^ to be on the flrst floor,
and consisting of kitchen, paatry, living-room, and
three bedrooms, one being for a maid-aervant. Oftices
to match. Yard to be formed on aspbalte, flit if neces-
sary, over some of the club-rooms, A mezzanine

arrangement might be adopted for one or more of

the smaller rooms if desired. The entrance to the
club to be on the main front. Scale, 8ft. to inch.

Two plans, two elevations, section, and view. Materials
optional. Size of paper, 25in. by 18in. Style, Renais-
sance.

Drawtngs Receivbd. — *' Brush,
" Primus," " Apex," " Jove,"
Tramp," *' Wisthe," "Corinium,"

* ** Perseveranzo,"
" Ecolier." *' The

and "Sun Dial."

Jttterc0mmtttttcatt0it

QUHSTIOKS.
ril6r>4.]—Motive Po*wer.—Will any builder, having

experience of the use of gas and electricity for driving
wood-working machinery, give me his experience as
regards the advantages and economies relatively of these
motive powers I Electrical engineers suggest that it is

more economical to employ motors for each or several
machines, instead of having one large motor to drive all

the machines in a builder's shop. In comparing the
relative merits of gas and electricity, what are the
relative values of gas, say, at 3s. per 1.000ft., and
electricity for motive power?—Excelsior.

[11655.]—Right to Build.—Can anyone inform me
how best to proceed under the following very unusual
ciicumstancesT The owner of the property fronting that
in which I have an interest, claiming half the roadway as
his own, has inclosed it, and is using the plot as an
extension of his garden. The roadway at this part of the
thoroughfare has not been made up, but a public sewer is

already in, continuing from the upper end of the same
street, which hag been adopted by the local authority for
some time. The same authority has unsuccessfully
endeavoured to ej ect the aforesaid owner, and to compel him
to set back his frontage from the centre of the intended
highway ; but on the plea that the road has not been
dedicated to the public he remains master of the situa-
tion. In the mean time the locil authority refuses to pass
the plans for the houses intended to be built on our land
because there is not a 40ft. roadway in front of us owing
to the before-mentioned extension. What can we do T—
Check-mate.

[11656.]—Blotto.—Can any reader suggest a suitable
motto -quotation from Shakespeare or otherwise—to be
carved upon the frieze carriea round inside a small
summer-house, standing in the comer of a private
pleasure garden !—V. B. L.

[11657.1—Rig-ht of Light.—I have lately purchased
a freehold property, with sutfi-Ment garden on which to
build if I wish another house ; but adjacent to the site on
which I should, in that case, put the house is an artist's

residence, with a studio, having a large window and sky-
light overlooking my property. The wall in which this
window occurs is probably about 8ft. from the party line,

the top of the light being some 30ft. from the ground.
The adjoining owner's house has been erected about
eighteen yeara. What must I do to establish my right to
build before the statutory twenty years expires, and so
prevent him from claiming an ancient light ? If he can
show that he has enj oyed uninterrupted light for nineteen
years and a day, I suppose I should be debarred from build-
ing nearer than his right to 45^. Must I put up a big
board on my boundary line to the probable height and
size area of the house I might wish to build T This would
disfigure my property, and look unneighbourly. Can I
establish my legal rights in any other effective way T—

A

Cbcsty Owner.

[11658.]—Book-keeping.—What is the best system
of book-keeping for a builder's businesi T Unfortunately,
this is frequently a matter to which little attention is given.
In an ordinary business, with contract, extra, day, and
jobbing work, it is bath diflicult to get from the men on
their time-sheets details of the work done, and more so
to be sure that all the materials are entered on their
sheets- What is the best mode of insuring this I And
what is the best system of book-keeping afterwards, so
as to keep a definite record of the cost, profit, and ex-
penditure on the works ?~J. A.

[11659.]—Wood-working Machinery.—For the
purposes of an ordinary joiner's shop, what are the most
useful machines T For the ordinary moulding work re-
quired, which is the most satinfactory machine —the
ordinary single-spindle machine, the improved planer and
moulder, now produced by most makers, or the machine
with the top cutter, which also does recessed work ? I
also want to know what other machines are desirable T—
Dkinde.

[11660.]—Corrugated Iron for Roof.—Will an
experienced correspondent tell me which is the right
thickness for corrugated iron or the No. of gauge for
roofing a railway shed t Also whether such a roof would
stand the smoke long and if it should be painted or not ?

-A. T.

[11661.]- Oil Paint without Lead.-Wanted, a
suitable oil paint for indoor house painting that contains
no lead. -S. B.

[11662.] — "Washable Distemper. — Wanted, a
washable distemper or water-paint similar to Duresco.—8. B.

[11663.]-Gilding.-1 have several picture frames
which are very much in need of gilding. I have tried
various gold painta. but everyone is a failure, and the
colour goes after a short time. I thought I should like to
try to gild them if it is not a very difficult task, if any
reader would kindly give some information.-E. J. B.

[U66-I.]—Electricity v. Gas.—Could eom^ expert
advise me as to whether electric lamps would be cheaper
than gas for two small Ughts, at present using the latter,

but which costs 53. per thousand t The lights are only
about 4-candle power each, but burning continuously use
a lot of gas. What outfit would be economical ! Advice
as to battery, &c., will be thankfully received by—Eush-
LIUKT.

[ 11665 .
1—G arden Path. —I have a garden path which

I wish toasphalte. If this is not a very difficult matter

I shall feel obliged if any reader will tell me how to do it.

I have about 100 square yards to do, and should like to
know the quantity of each material required. I have a
lot of rou°rh steam aahea if they would come in for the job,
or any part of it.—H. W.

[11666.1—Sine, &c.—Trying to get clear ideas about
these, I find a perplexity at the outaet, and venture to ask
some very elementary questions, thinking the answers
may help others as well as myself. I have only two books
on trigonometry, which seem to treat it as two wholly
different things. In one sines, &c., are actual lines, con-
nected specially with a circle. In the other they are pro-
portions only, among sides of a right-angled triangle,
which proportions, in form of a fraction, do not represent
the actual lines first mentioned at all. I. Lines.
"Chambers's Information" (1812) has this diagram.

B E is the sine of the arc A B, A F tangent, O F secant,
B G cosine, C H cotangent, O H cosecant, ((t) la there a
special branch of trigonometry relating to lines about
a circle, and sine, &c., of an arc, something different
from that of the angle 1 Then rules are given, as :

—
" When two sides are given to find an angle make a «riven

side radius, then that side is to the other given , a as
radius to the trigonometrical name of the latter side."

(6) Are rules in such form of any use ? (c) When, and
for what, are sines, .fcc., treated and spoken of as lines ?

(In introduction "Chambers' Mathematical Tables " the
logarithmic sines, &c., are the "logs, of the Nos. that
express the lenrths of these lines for any given arc")
II. Ratios. School-book gives (above triangle A OF)
^? sine. * ^ cosine.^ secant, ^| cosecant, ^
OF OF AO AF AU tan-

gent, ^^ cotangent, which is all as we see it commonly

used. But take this sine ^-|,, it does ;not represent the
O F

line B E (under " I "), or anything like it. (d) How comes
it the same word ia used for such different things, not
seeming to have any kind of connection !—Vkedant
QBE EN.

HEPLZES.
[11639.]—Abandonment of Easements.—If the

old windows are blocked up, and their position has been
lost, "Anxious" may certainly protest against new
openings being opened in another part ; but this point

must be determined. If the new window is not in the

same position as the old one, the owner of the ancient

light cannot claim for a new easement, or, in other words,

he must not increase the servitude. So long as the

position of the ne w window occupies parta or spaces of the

previous one, the ancient light is not abandoned, and this

ought to be found out before any proceedings are taken.

Merely altering the position of the wall, advancing or

retiring, it has been decided, does not prove abandonment
of light. If, on the contrary, it can be proved that the

ancient light was abandoned, and a new one substituted

in a different position, " Anxious " has a case. If new
shutes project, " Anxious " can cut them off, and he

should also make objection to any new steps.—G. H. G.

[11646.] — Spacing: Pilasters. — I cannot quite

understand what " Student " refers to by the diagrams.

If he wants to know how to space the pilasters ma
semicircular building, let him divide the wall mto the

required number of spaces, or radii through centres of

pilasters. Set off width of each to right portion tf

height, and diagram B assumes a straight line between

the pilasters, which may be adopted m some cases
;
but I

should prefer a circular surface, even if the pilaster is

kept rectangular or straight on the face. If thw is not
'* Student's " meaning, perhaps he will explain.—H. G.

[11652 ]—Rust.—Asyou require a clarifyingapparatua,

most likely a cloth filter would answer the purpose ;
but

the cloths must be frequently cleaned by dipping, say, in

weak hydrochloric acid, and afterwards well washed

before use. Convenient to keep two seta of cloths, usually

mounted in framea, and no doubt can be rapidly washed

by a stream of water from a hose.—Ruo est' s Park.

ril65.3.]-Non-lnflammable Wood.—Soak (by

weight) parts sulphate zinc 27*6, potash 11. alum 22,

manganic oxide 11. in lukewarm water in iron boiler, and

gradually add by weight 11 of 60 per cent, sulphuric acid.

The wood is placed upon iron grating in an apparatus of

suiUble size, pieces at least Jin. apart. The Uquid is then

poured into the apparatus, and wood to remain com-

pletely covered for three hours, then dried in the air. Of

course, other materials than wood for partitions can be

used instead of wood.—Rbobnt'b Park,
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COMPETITION.

NOTWITHSTANDING the numerous
suggestions that have been made on

the conduct of competitions, in oxir own
columns and elsewhere, there are few com-
petitions that give satisfaction ; and when
we come to think about it, we are led to the
belief that these contests of skill will always
be unsatisfactory to a large proportion of
those who enter them. Is it even reasonable
to think that the award, however just or
honest, wiU meet with universal approval r

There are competitors for architectural prizes
who will declare their own design the best,
even if they are inwardly convinced that
they have been beaten. We do not expect
unanimity on questions of skill or taste in
every case. What we have to do is to
eliminate as far as we can all those elements
of inequality, unfairness, or injustice which
so often afford a pretext for complaint, and
which the unsuccessful competitor is often
so glad to seize upon and make capital out
of. The " revised suggestions" brought
forward by the Council for consideration and
adoption last Monday is another attempt to
meet the requirements of competing archi-
tects—some of the amendments proposed
i^ave been suggested again and agam in our
vfn pages.

The iirst clause of the Form proposed
deals with the appointment and (luties
of the professional assessor or assessors.
There has been a general agreement that
the assessor's appointment should be made
at the earliest possible stage in any con-
templated competition, so that he may assist
in drawing up the instructions to architects
and conditions of competition, and advise
upon the question of cost. Unless he is

thoroughly acquainted with the conditions
and instructions issued to competitors, he is

not ia a position to make a competent
decision. The promoters of competition
often prepare their own instructions by the
aid of their surveyors. These instructions
often contain requirements as to dimensions
and areas, cost, &c., that contradict each
other, and which no competitor can comply
with honestly. The assessor makes his
award independently of these instructions,
or interprets them so freely that those who
strictly comply with their letter are often
thrown out. This condition of things is clearly
unfair to a great many. In the matter oi
cost, ordinary promoters are apt to be led
astray, and they fix on a sum that is often
quite inadequate

: the consequence being that
a design is selected that cannot be carried out
within the limit, much to the prejudice of
other competitors. In many recent instances
of public competition, this under-estimating
has been the rule, and the buildings have had
to be cut down or spoiled of their features.
0q6 other advantage of appointing an assessor
early is that architects all know his pre-
dilections as to style, and the disappointment
of designs being thrown out because they
are in a style not understood by him is
avoided. 1^'or this reason also, two assessors
are better than one. Who is to appoint the
assessor or assessors ? We have here a less
obvious question to answer. It may be ques-
tioned whether the Institute is in every case
the best adviser, especially in a large open
competition. The Institute or its President
would naturaUy prefer one of their own
members for the office, and such an appoint-
ment would carry a certain weight and

authority ; but the objection that has been
urged by many competing architects who do
not belong to that body is equally natural.

Assessors who are members of the Institute

are, it is alleged, inclined to give a preference

to designs prepared by one of their own
number, and instances of such partiality

have been shown in some cases. The in/n-it

lie rni-jia feeling is strong, and may sometimes
outweigh considerations of fair dealing. But
let us look at the duties enjoined. The
principal duty of the assessor or assessors is

to determine the merits of the designs with
a view of selection, or, in the terms of the
revised clause (A), " To determine whether
the designs conform to the instructions, and
to exclude any which do not." As a matter
of fact, a few recent assessors have confined

their labour to selecting a design which most
agrees with their own ideas and taste, not
that design which conforms to the instruc-

tions—a wide difference. The revised sub-
clause quoted above restricts the assessor's

duty to find out the design which complies
most with the conditions, not that which is

in itself the best as a design. Having made
conditions, the only just way is to select

that design which conforms to them most
perfectly, whatever the result. But many
architects would rather be judged on the inde-

pendent merits of their designs. There are
really three ways of deciding : (1) As to the
absolute merits and ability displayed, inde-

pendent of instructions and individual taste

;

(2) as to which design conforms to the
assessor's views and tastes

; (3) as to which
design complies most literally to the instruc-

tions. The revised clause (A) adopts the
last way, and it is no doubt the most
fair to competitors. Sub-clause (<] some-
what enlarges the duty of the assessors.

It says: "To advise the promoters on the
relative merits of the designs admitted to the
competition, and to make a selection in

accordance with the conditions "—certainly a
wider and more comprehensive principle of

selection than that en j oined previously. The
clauses as they stand (/;) and (c) refer to the
successive duties of the assessor, first, in

eliminating any designs that do not conform
tj the instructions, and, secondly, in deciding
upon the merits of those admitted—a very
just process if the instructions have been
carefully prepared ; but if they are faulty,

some of the best designs would be excluded.
For example, we may imagine a design in

which the author, finding it impossible to

follow the instructions on a point of planning
as with regard to an ancient light or a line

of boundary, is excluded under clause (/<),

but in other respects perfect and much better
planned, while the less meritorious, by con-
forming to the Ic.r srrijit'i is placed first.

This would scarcely be satisfactory or just.

The next clause (3) is practically the same as

before ; it adds to the promoter and assessor
any employee of either, who are to abstain
from competing, and from acting as architect

to the said work. There have been a few
instances where this self-obvious and very
just rule has been transgressed. The original

clause as to the number and scale of the
required drawings reads as follows :

" The
number and scale of the required drawings
should be distinctly set forth, and they
should not be more in number or to a larger
scale than necessary to clearly explain the
design. Perspective drawings are not
necessary ; but if the assessor advise that
they are desirable, it should be so stated in

the instructions, and such drawings should be
uniform in .s/:e, number, mode of colouring,
niiiuiit'iiHi i,i- fi-iiniinii (it any), &c." The
additional words are itilicised by us. No
doubt the size, mounting, or framing of

drawings considerably augment, or otherwise,
the effect of a set of competition drawings,
and therefore uniformity in these matters
should be made a condition. The three
modes of advertising or inviting architerts
are practically the same as before : (A' By

inviting architects in the usual way, the
assessors making a selection from the de-
signs, and the author awarded the first place
being employed to carry out the work

;

(B) by inviting architects to send in their
names and recommendations, and then, with
the advice of assessor or assessors, selecting
ii') an architect to carry out the work : or
[li) a limited number to compete, each com-
petitor thus selected receiving a sum for (he
preparation of his design, the first awarded
carrying out the work

;
(C) by inviting only

a limited number of selected architects to

join in a competition, each receiving a
honorarium, and giving the work to the
author awarded the first place. Either of

these three ways may bo adopted, arsording
to circumstances and the nature of the com-
petition. For buildings or designs of a
special character B and C appear to be the best

adapted to obtain individual talent. (Jlause 7

has been altered. Instead of tho amount of

premium or remuneration being fixed by the
promoters, acting under the advii^e of the
assessor or assessors, it reads "should be
fixed under the advice of the assessor or

assessors, and should bo paid in addition to

the usual professional charges, &o." There
can be little objection to this alteration.

One suggestion has been made that cannot
fail to arouse some objection. Clause 9 is

new. It runs: "Each design should be
accompanied by a declaration, signed by the

competitor, stating that tho design is his

own personal work, and that the drawings
have been prepared under his own super-

vision." The clause has been introduced

with the object of excluding designs

by incompetent men—a laudable dosira.

There have been instances of competition
designs being prepared by "ghosts" and
outsiders—a practice to be deprecated

;

but a great many will object to a clause
which "goes behind" the architect and
interferes with his professional privileges

and duties. There is something to bo said

on both sides. We fear that the reputed
authors of designs for many of our public
buildings, it this rule was enforced, would be
deprived of the honour. If the "personal
work ' condition was carried out, not all of

our public buildings erected after competi-
tion could be said to bs genuine works of

their reputed architects. In an age of com-
missions unexampled given to one man to

carry out, as in the case of the late Sir Gilbert

Scott and several others, it would be almost
impossible to enforce this condition. A
great deal of the best class of work is dele-

gated to other artists. We, however, respect

the desire ; it shows the higher standard
demanded in architecture when compared
with much that was done during the earlier

and middle decides of the last century.

We refer the reader interested to the other

revisions and amendments made, given in

our present issue. The reasons that should
be used for excluding a design ought to be
clearly stated and acted upon. Exceeding
the limits or boundaries of site shown by
plan ought to be a reason for exclusion if

the plan is accurate ; so also should exceed-
ing the stated amount of outlay by any
appreciable limit ; or any deficiency of accom-
modation, or violation of instructions. But
as all these things admit of degrees, or
" more or less," it is sometimes diffioiilt to

exclude a design that is generally good, if it

does not conform to the letter of the instrin-

tions in one particular, and therefore a little

must be left to the discretion of the assessors.

BRITISH ARTISTS AT BURLINGTON
HOUSE.

THAT the Winter Exhibition at Barlington
House should at the beginning of a new

century be devoted to " the works of British

artists deceased since IsjO" is reasonable—

•

and the half-century includes a greai many
illustrious names in the record of British
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painting. The grand displays of Eembrandt
and Vandyck in the last two years' exhibi-
tions have iocreased the public appetite for

works of our own school. Those selected are

ma'nly modern pictures, Turner, who died in

INjl, being among the oldest. He is repre-

sented by five pictures; a fine " N'enice,"

lent by Sir I )onald Currie, in the First Gallery,

showing the Criudecca, Santa Maria della

Saluta and San Giorgio Maggiore, with
gondolas: "Conway Castle," lent by the

Duke of xVestminster— a work of his earlier

period : the '• Wreck of the .l/(«"'<'»/-."

lent by the Eirl of Yarborough JDii),

a large, well - known example of the

artist's power as a sea-painter, which still

enthrals by the awfulness of the situation. The
ship was wrecked in isio on a sandbank at

the mouth of the Texel, and is shown on her
beam-ends on the sand, a mountainous sea

breaking over her, and the boats crowded
with human beings ; and Mr. Severn's " The
Splugen Pass." ^A'ith Turner's exception,

ihe majority of the painters represented died

in the 'eighties" and "nineties." A few
well - known men are unrepresented—men
like James Ward. lUvid Cox is represented

by four works, the most noticeable being an
open landscape, " Going to the Plough," in

the second gallery, admirable in its fresh

colour and atmosphere, " A "Welsh Funeral

"

(IGl), " The Haystack " (118) in the Water-
I'olour Room.
To go through the galleries in theii- order

would be to repeat the names of miny lead-

ing men. We shall, therefore, content our-
selves with mentioning a few typical

examples in each, not conforming strictly

to chronological order. One of the first of a

remarkable group of painters which occur
in the first and subsequent galleries is

the name of F^redetick Walker, A.E.A.,
whose "Bathers," painted in ISG"—a river

flowing through meadows, in which are boys
bathing, others divesting themselves of their

clothes, a picture full of movement and rich

colour— is lent by Sir William Cuthbert
(iuilter, Bart., M.P. Another fine picture,

warm in its tone, redolent of the olden time,

and p thetic in its interest, is "The Old
( iate ' (30) ; it represents the gate of an old
manor-house. A lady ia black and a girl

with basket are standing, while on the lower
steps are children. In the third gallery is

another picture, lent by Sir W. Agnew,
Bart., "The Wayfarers" ((15), charming in

its pathos—a blind man being led by a boy
along a country road. The ruts in the road,

filled with water, tell of the autumn ; the
colour is warm, amber-toned, with pinkish
shadows. The large picture, " The Plough,"
two grey horses drawing a plough, with the
escarped cliff sulVused in red light from the
sky, is rich in colour (72), and in Gallery IV.
the well-known picture, "The Lost Path,"
a poorly- clad woman carrying her infant,
tramping through the drifts in a snowstorm,
is full of tenderness as it is admirable in
drawing. These oil pictures are remarkable
for their insight and pathos, as well as for their

colour and handling. AVith Frederick
Walker we must associate another painter,
G. 11. Mason, A.E A., who painted about
the same period, and whose work is cha-
racterised by the same view of nature—full

cf sympathy and harmonious in composition
and colour. Mason's pictures are like

symphonies of colour, as ia his "Harvest
Mojn" (ID), a long composition, showing
harvesters returning by moonlight—a rediisti

glow of the setting sun bathing the land-
scape; or " The Gander," a red suasot over
hill (^l.j) ; the smaller subject lent by the
(Jueen, "Return from Ploughing" (47), a very
beautiful composition ; or his sunset " Land-
scape " (IS), and especially in the long
composition lentbjthe Hon. Percy Wyudham,
"The Evening Hymn" (.^1), a group of

fair country girls with sweet faces, their

figures dark against the sunset-sky, singing
—a delightful work, decorative in its com-

position, and tender in its harmony ; to

which wo may add " -V Pastoral Symphony,"
lent by Lord Wantage (60), a composi-
tion also of poetic grace and beauty. Both
Walker and Mason investsd everydiy life

with a grace and poetry of their own.
We must also point to another painter of

landscape, who realised the true poetry of

light and shadow and colour, Cecil G.
Lawson. His " Strayed " (11), a grey-toned
landscape, lent by Lord Battersea, his fine
" Marshlands " (Ji)),a landscape seen through
intertwined branches of trees, consisting of flat

water meadows, and cattle illumined by the
early sunlight, has a freshness and sparkling
effect. The handling is subtle, and the
effect of atmosphere admirable. Another
fine example of this able landscapist is " The
Storm," in Gallery IV. (102), a work of

wnderful strength. A wide, desolate heath
with a tree-trunk and a few sheep receive

the full violence of the storm. The dark ink-
coloured clouds are drifting over, and
partially obscuring the rays of the sun.
There is a gr.andeur in the conception in this

realisation of awind- swept country. It belongs
to Mr. L. Hardy. Reverting to Gallery I.,

we notice a touching interior by Frank
Holl, R.A., depicting a family bereavement
(4), subdued in colour ; a characteristic land-
scape by .John Linnell, sunset effect (9), and
" From Generation to Generation," by Claude
Cdlthrop—a long picture-gallery in which an
old man and young man in 16th-century
costume are pacing the gallery, a deerhound
at their side. It is a fine interior : the sun-
light falls on the floor through a mullioned
window; the ornamental plaster ceiling and
the wainscot walls and panels of portraits

above are admirably depicted. Two works
by John Pettie, R A., deserve notice. The
first is called "The Step" (IS), and repre-

sents the interior of a room, where an old

lady, seated, is watching a little girl in blue
satin dress dancing. The amber tones of the
room and rich colour of the accessories are

delightfully harmonised. Acompanion picture

is "The Solo," a little boy in yellow 17th-

century dress beating a drum before an old

gentleman in black, with ruff and black cap.

Both tliese works, lent by ilr. II. J.

Turner, exhibit a scholarly attent'on to

coatume and details. We must also men-
tion an exceptionally fine landscape by
Alfred W. Hunt, '

' Early Morning Mists
from Loch Maree ' (17). The atmosphere is

masterly ; and another mountain piece (-1), a
stream running at the bases of wooded hills

—a very beautiful work—in the leafy hills

and sunlit meadows. Philip H. Calderon's
' Aphrodite," a full-length nude figure with
golden tresses floating in a deep-blue sea, is

graceful, well modelled, and rich in colour.

We also note Sir J. E. Millais' " Only a Lock
of Hair" (1), and Hamilton Macallum's
"Water Frolic," a luminous rippled sea,

with boys bathing from boatf . Gallery II.

contains, besides those mentioned, a sunlit

landscape by John Linnell (-'51), " A Coptic

Patriarch's House." an animated Oriental

courtyard full of Bedouins, camels, pigeons,

under a large tree, having much technical

skill (33), by John F. Lewis, R.A. ; a fine

grey-tonod riverscape, "A Calm Day on
the Scheldt," by E. W. Cooke (3fi),

lent by Lord Brassey : and a large

picture by Sir John Gilbert, R.A ,
" Ego

et Rex Meus" (37), lent by the Corporation
of London, representing Henry VIll. lean-

ing on the shoulder of Cardinal Wolsey in

his scarlet robes. John Pettie's "Gold-
smith to His Majesty" (39) is a scholarly

painted half-figure holding a cup and salver,

dressed in a fur-lined blue robe. Sir J. E.
Millais's "The White Cockade," a lady in

crimson petticoat and embroidered dress

seated, trying a cockade on a three-

cornered hat, and his well-known picture,

"The Gambler's Wife" (44), a very grace-

ful figure-subject, are early examples
painted in the " sixties," both lent by

Mr. Humphrey Roberts. One of Albert
Moore's pleasing decorative schemes, "The
( iuartetto " (43), four musicians with stringed

instruments on a stone seat, with maidens
in white draperies listening, is a delicate

harmony in pink and white, classical and
refined in composition. -His other large

subject, "Summer Night," in Gallery IV.,

lent by the corporation of Liverpool, is a
well-grouped compositi ^n of four half-draped
maidens in diaphanous tissues in different

attitudes, one reposing in a balcony facing
the sea, decorated by festoons—a delicate

harmony in pale canary aad white and
groen, set off against a leaden grey sky and
sea. Lord Leightoa's "Study" of a girl's

bust and head profile, with auburn hair,

is a very classical face (41).

A very striking and decorative subject

from a poem of Boccaccio, "A Vision of

Fiammetta," by Dinte Gabriel Rossetti, a,

three-quarter figure in red drapery sur-

rounded by apple-blossoms, stands in the

corner of Gallery III. It is a rich decorative

scheme, described in one of the painter's

own sonnets beginning, "Mid glowing
blossoms and o'er golden hair, I see a fire

about Fiammetti's head." It is lent by Mr.
Charles Butler. We have described Mason's
" The Evening Hymn " (.')4\ and pass to a
fine painting by Edward W. Cooke, R.A ,

" The <4ooiwiu Sands"—boats in the midst of

a tempestuous sea making for a wreck over

which huge waves break. It is lent by Ijord

Brassey. The pair of delightful little girls,

by Millais, one ciUed "Pensive" (56), a
dark child in yellow frock, holding a flower ;

and the other " Merry," a little girl in white
frock and red bodice, with hindkerchief

round her head, holding a plate on which a

canary is perched, are well-known and
graceful examples, and are lent by Mrs.

Cameron. The Queen sends thi-ee pictures.

One of these U ' No Tidings from the Sea."

(61), by Frank Holl, R A , a pathetic cottage

interior, dated 1870. Next the Prince of

Wales lends Sir Edwin Landseer's trio of por-

traits, the painter himself between two dogs,

who look over his shoulders, painted in 1S65.

Another Landseer is Sir W. Cuthbert (Juilter's

"Midsummer Night's Dream" (67), the

scene representing Titania and Bottom and
the Fairies, painted in 1S5I. Turner's large-

"Wreck of the .\f'inotiiir" (66) we have
noticed. " The Seventh Day of the De-
cameron," by Paul Falconer Poole, R.A.,

a scene in the Ladies' Valley, where twelve

ladies are grouped, listening to Philomena
accompanying her songon the harp, is striking

ia composition and richness of colour. It was
painted in is.j.j. Sir John Gilbert is repre-

sented in several pictures. His "Convoca-
tion of Clergy," lent by the Royal Academy,
dated 1S70, shows a meeting of bishops and

clergy, the former wearing their copes and
mitres, while a monk is addressing them

in impassioned language : also in his wall-

known and popular picture, " A Fight for

the Standard," dated 18S2. The large pic-

ture "The Melton Hunt," by Sir Francis

Grant, P.R -4., lent by the Duke of

Wellington, showing the meet of the

(iiiorn hounds near Melton, was exhibited

in l'^3!>. Numerous persons are represented.

A full-length portrait of the Duke of West-

minster (73) in hunting costume, standing

pulling on his gloves, hanging at the end of

the gallery, by Millais,

Duke of Westminster,

interesting picture.

Puissant Grace" (76),

and in state dress in white embroidered silk

and gold, her train held up by two ladies,

and a retinue of attendants and trumpeters,

passingthrough a gallery, is a clever historical

incident. T he textures and costumes and head -

gear of the ladies are painted with extreme

technical skill. It is lent by Sir James

Kitson, Bart., M.P. "The Stag at Bay," by

Landseer, is another large canvas of a popular

subject lent by Lord Iveagh ;
and we must

I

has been lent by the

Philip H. Calderon's
' Her Mosb Noble
a little girl crowned
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notice also a pleasing ;;• nr,- subject by John
Phillip, R.A. (;,S), a group of Spanish
women and a priest conversing ; Millais's

grand picture, lent by the Corporation of

Manchester, showing Moses, with Aaron and
Hur on each side holding up his arms,
entitled -'Victory, O Lord!" John Pettie's
" Jacobites," lent by the Academy, is a
remarkably well painted group, the expres-
sion of one of the Hijhlanders listening to
the reading of an official document very true.
Lord l^eighton's "An Egyptian Slinger,"
lent by Lord Davey (S3) is interesting, but
does not fairly represent the painter. The
work was exhibited in IsTj, and represents
anEistern slinger scaring birds in harvest
time. Only three of Lord Leighton's works,
and those not the most representative, are
selected

; the other is a nice study in the
Black and White Room ;—very inadequate
but for the fact that Leighton's pictures were
brought together three or f jur years ago.
Why 80 many of John Gilbert's works are
hun:^ nas created surprise ; but they still bear
examination for their vigour in drawing and
movement. Those in the Water- (

'olour Uoom
such as " The Battle of Marston Moor" (14d),
" Battle of the Standard " (147). lent by the
Corporation of London, and "Joan of Arc's
Entrance into Orleans" (119), are excellent
examples of his historic incidents.

In Gallery IV". we see an example of
Henry Stacy Marks, E.A,, in his well-known
laboratory interior, "An Apothecary" (SO),
dated 1870, and his famous interior with old
man studying parrots (itL'i

; some stnall
studies by Joana M. Wells nee Boyce (Mrs.
H. T. Weils) (.S.5, SG, 87, ill), &c.) George J.
PmwiU IS shown m three works. His " Out
of Tune " (90), a man and woman seated on
the steps of a village cross, on opposite sides,
he tuning his violin, she in a bad humour,
is admirable in its composition, senti-
ment, and tone, and may be placed
with the works of Walker or' Mason. His
other works are "The Elixir of Love,' a
viUage-street group, in the Water-Colour
Boom (124), and No. 16o. We see al-o in
this Gallery "Winter Fuel" (100), a fine-
painted timber-waggon in a country meadow,
laden with branches of silver bir^h, by
Millais, lent by the Corporation of Man-
chester, having Pre-Eaphaelite tendencies
dated 1873. Pre-Eaphaelitism is poorly
represented by two works by Madox Brown.
One, the " (Joat of Many Colours" (lOG),
Joseph's brethren showing their father the
blood-stained coat, full of technical skill.
The other picture is " Chaucer at the Court
of Edward III." (110), characteristic of the
minuteness of detiil and the quaint expres-
sion of the figures, and more like a painted
glass window in its colours. These pictures
give us more the quaint defects and excesses

r- 1 n
?^°'^«'°ent than its merits. Vicat

Cole, R.A., is represented by a large land-
scape "Eipening Sunbeams" (113), of much
beauty; and David Roberts by " Baalbec "

and Bagnold Burgess by " Student in Dis-
grace (114), a very beautiful interior,
remmdmg us of Flemish work in its re-
flection of light and finish of execution.
The Water-Colour Eoom contains a few

choice examples of Turner (119), also
of Frederick Walker. "Spring", a 40)
18 a delightful subject—a girl and ' boy
gathering primroses in a wood—subtle in
drawing and composition and colour
''Autumn" (136) is also extremely gra;e-
ful and delicate in the touch. Sir E. Burne-
Jones's "TheophUus and the Angel," a
legend of the Martyrdom of St. Dorothea
(138), lent by Mr. Arthur E. Street; and the
beautiful series of drawings and studies in
the Black and White Room (195-202) many
in silver point; also Eossetti's " Beatrice at a
Marriage Feast" (1.53) and "Paolo and
J^rancesca (159) are of much interest. Here
w°;,'^® ^^ drawings of extreme finish by

ni -^?«?^''' ^'--' ^-^' 1-6). I^i^ket Foster
tllo, 128), David Cos (130), Alfred W. Hunt

(137, 139), whose tendencies and poetic
qualities are well seen both hero and in his
oil pictures. A careful study of this room
and the black-and-white studies will repay
all who admire and cherish the work of
painters of the last half-century.

THE NKW GALLBUV.

THE winter exhibition of this gallery, opened
on Wednesday, is representntive of the

works of Sir W. B. Richmond, KC.B., R A.
lathe hall, three galleries, and balcony the public
will find collected most of the available works
of this living master—portraits, decorative and
mythological subject pictures, St. Paul's cartoons,
landscape and other sketches in Greece and the
-Kgean Islands. It will be impo9sible here to do
more than to mention a few of the more rennrk-
able subject pictures and portraits. Whatever
our opinions on the decorative compositions and
mythological themes of Sir William, we cannot
err in assigning to portraiture his chief place.
Iq the South Gallery we are charmed with a
number of fresh and spontaneous sketches, the
results of the painter's visits to Greece, Egypt,
and other countries. These are mainly direct
impressions of colour, light, and shadow, land-
scape studies and monuments, such as the sketches
of "Assisi, Umbria" (172), "Athens and Pente-
licus," "Old Cairo " (187), architectural and other
sketches, such as those of the "Lower Church,
Assiai " (179), "The Roman Cimpagna,"
"Temple of Xike Apteros from the PropyLca "

( 1 9 4) . sketches of the " Temple of Amenhotep 1 1 1
.

,

El-Kab," " Desert, El-Kab" (20S), and sketches
in Algiers, Cairo, Capri, ko.. The cartoons of
St. Paul's decorations are interesting ; we see
the "Sacrihce of Noah" (2971, "Study for
David," "Drawing for Centre Eist Window"
(302), "Choir Window" (303), " Melchizedek
Blessing Abraham," lent by the Victoria and
Albert JIuseum, the figures of " Charity."
"Fortitude," "Chastity" (3101, the "Peacock
Panel " (309), " Angels of the Pendentivea " (316,
a and i), and a variety of other decorative panels,
studies of portions of figures—head, hands, and
feet of Moses—all of which have an interest.
The late controversy respecting the S;. Paul's
decorations scarcely touched the merits of these
studies.

Before leaving this room we must notice a fine

pastoral, "The Valley of the Eurotas," lent by
Lord Davey; "The Watchers" (182), lent by
Sir E. Verney, Bart., a decorative study :

" The
Horses of the Sun," in g;rey ; the portrait of Mrs.
R. H. Benson (164) : the study of a lady's por-
trait, " The Flower " (220), highly finished and
attractive subjects. " Sappho and Her Com-
pvnion "is in a decorative key of colour and
graceful in composition ; but the chief work of
portraiture is the very delightful group, " The
Sisters," daughters of the late Dean Liddell,
painted in 1864. The four girls are pleasingly
grouped—the two younger are sitting and kneel-
ing on each side of an elder sister, behind is a
rocky landscape. This group is interesting as
one of the principal works of the period noted for
its Pre-Raphaelitism. " The Sons of Sir Henry
Wentworth Dyke - Acland, Bart." (283) is

another good example of this period, the ex-
pression of eyes and the grouping being pleasing.
The West Room is occupied by an array of

striking portraits, groups, and decorative and
mythological subjects that are convincing proofs
of the painter's versatile powers and tastes, in
spite of much that may be open to criticism. We
can only muntion a few of the portraits, such as
that of "George Howard, M.P., Earl of Carlisle,"
lent by the Earl. The great society beauty,
"Miss Muriel Wilson" (8;, seen in the Royal
Academy a year or two ago, is still a graceful
presentment of a very charming young lady in
pale salmon satin low dress. " William
Holman Hunt'' (6 and 10), "Miss Margaret
Burne-Jones (Mrs. MacKail) " shows a pleasing
face. We have also a pleasant portrait of
"Miss Ellen Richmond" (5), with a back-
ground of old carved furniture and wainscot.
A characteristic portrait of " William Morris "

the poet (9), " Robert Browning' (7), "Mrs.
Arthur Rasch" (15), " Viscountess' Halifax

"

(18), "Mrs. Frederick Harrison" (19), "Mrs.

charming portraits are those of Mrs. Charles
Rome" (,54), in grey cloak dicollete, and of
"Mrs. Luke lonides," in terracotta low-cut
dress, seated against a dirk, rich Japanese
background (;).5). Those ladioi' portraits are
thoroughly decorative in their conception and
treatment. The decorative pictures include " The
Ten Virgins "

(3), painted in 1881, a vestibule or
colonnade of columns of not very distinct order,
and the design itself is somewhat disappointing.
" The Bath 0? \'iinu8 " (17), seen before in this
gallery, is an ambitious and graceful composition
of large scale. Venus stands between her
attendant maidens, one of whom is adjusting her
sandal, the other two in the act of covering her
chiton with an embroidered robe. The colour is

luminous, and the tones of amber and the sea bick-
ground are harmonious, ft was first exhibited
in 1891. " An Audience in Athens" (38) isacolos-
sal canvas. It depicts an assemblage during the
representation of the " Agamemnon," and is lent
by the Corporation of Birmingham The design
lacks somewhat in its grouping. The separated
figures witnessing the performance is a difficult

task : but if we take the figures individually, and
their expressions, there is much to admire. "The
Bowlers " (58) is a long panel, refined and decora-
tive : and the large " Venus and Anchises "

(59),
painted in 1889, and exhibited here, is well
known. One of the best mythological subjects is

"Ariadne in Xaxos "
(0.5), in the North Room.

The solitary figure of the .\riadne, in her incom-
parable draperies, amidst precipitous rocks on a
bleak, dark coast, is conceived with much
dramatic power. "Electra at the Tomb of
Agamemnon" (127) is decorative and rich in
colour. The other colossal themes in this room
are " Prometheus R'-leased by Hercules" (115),
painted in 1881 ; "The P.ody of Sarpedon carried
by Sleep and Death" (135), exhibited at th!
Grosvenor in 1879 : and " Icarus .Starting on his
Flight," also seen at the Grosvenor in 188".
These Classical conceptions have lost their first

impression, having been seen before; but they
are of interest in showing the Greek feeling and
taste of the painter, nther pictures in the
North Room include "A Study in Gold and
Blue," a young g'rl seated, delicate in feature
and refined (80): portraits of ",Lady Caven-
dish" (81), exhibited at the Academy in
1871: of the "Countess Carrington " (85),
" Mrs. Charles Cunninghame Graham " (93), a
" Portrait of a Lady " (9S), a yellow and gold
harmony; " Miss Rawlinson " (103), a delight-
ful group of "The Misses Cecilia, Violet, and
Hyacinth Cavendish Bentinck" (105), the fine

portraits of " Mi?s Dora Mirrlees " (111), and
"Miss Rose Mirrlees" :;119), all painted with
extreme delicacy, and decorative in motive.
Many of Sir William Richmond's critics have
asserted that he neglects nature and reality for
idealisation of form and colour. There may be a
question about this. The enamel-like painting of
the faces of his women, .and the decorative
draperies and backgrounds, the charm of the
hands, and other elements of portraiture are
evident. The influence of Leighton is also seen
in many of the mythological and decorative sub-
jects, as in the " Audience at Athens." But we
look to the portraiture of this master as his chief

forte, and in this he displays much subtle beauty
of expression and character, careful modelling
flesh tints and technical ability of a high order.
We see, indeed, the influences of schools like

those of Millais, Watts, and others in many of
these portraits, and, if wanting in originality,
they are at least often graceful and pleasing.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

Fuller Maitland " (21),"Mrs.Mar8denSmedley "

(25), "_ Viscountoss Hood " (29), and other ladies
of distinction. We also see portraits exhibited
before of "The Bishop of Durham" (41), and
"Bishop Lightfoof (60). Very graceful and

A BUSINESS meeting of the Institute was
held on Monday evening at 9, Conduit-

street, the President (Jlr. William Emerson) in
the chair. Messrs. Walter Aston (of Manchester),
Fredrick Oicar Oertel (of Allahabad), and Thos.
Bostock Whinney (of Old Jewry) were elected as
Fellows, and Mr. Fredrick Milton Hirvey as an
Associate. The President then moved the
adoption of the amendments and additions pro-
posed by a special committee in the "Paper of

Suggestions for the Conduct of Architectural
Competitions."
We published the proposed revision in oue

issue of the 28th ult. (p. 911, last volume). After
some discussion the committee's proposals were
adopted, subject to verbal modifications in
Clauses 2, 4, and 8, which, as finally amended.
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read as follows, the additions (inserted being
prmted in italics, and the words omitted inclosed
in brackets

:

2. The duly of the Assessor should be -
(n) To draw up the particulars and conditions (as rUr
ns possible 1. a,- -ordan,; ,-;ih ,/,, j,ri„ripl,s grt forth in
thesf sni;,,estwns) nB instructions to competitorj and
to advise upon the questicnof cost.

(?.) To determine wh-il„:r (which of
J the designs con-

form to the instructions and to exclude n«</ u-4,v/,
ito «o( [all others].

(r) To advise the Promoters on the relative merits of
the designs admitted to the competition, and tomaKe a selection in accoi dance with the conditions.

.i,^; i^v
"""^^r ,»nd scale of the required drawings

should be distincUy set fort^, and they should not bemore in number, or to a larger scale, than neces.sjry to
clearly explam the design. /..si,..-i , , dmuw,,. ar. n„,
nrC'ssaTy Imt ,j the nssrssor advi-es th„t thru ari dnirahU.

'^i^l'"'il
"" "f"'j TJ'

*'""'' ''"'"''ys lif perspective
views be required, should be so eUted, and theyl shouldbe uniform in size, number, mode of colouring, mounting,
or frammg (if any), 4:c.

^

8. Where a deposit is required for supplying the in-
•trnctions. it should be returned ,i:/,. r on the receipt of a
(.../,., 71,/, design, or .f th» applicant declines to competeand returns the eaid instruc'ioas within a month after
their receipt.

A discussion followed on the qaestion of the
status of the profession, and eventually a reso-
lution on the subject, moved by Mr. Lewis
.Solomon, and seconded by Mr. W. 11. Atkin Berry
was adopted in the following amended form \

Kesolved, that a committee be appointed to inquire
into the status of the architectural profession, and
to suggest remedies if needed.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATK)X.

THE fortnightly meeting of the Architectural
Asjocisition was held on Friday evening, the

President, Mr. \\. U. Seth-Smith, F.R.I.B.A
,

in the chair. The following new members were
elected; H. W. Clapson, C. L. Gill, H J
R'ppon, and K. D. S. Robinson.

HINTS ox THE TREPAR.ITIOX OF STrDEXTSHIP
IIRAWIXOS.

Two papers on this important subject were
read by Mr. R. Weir Si iultz and Professor
J.ERESFORD PiTE, F. R I 1!.A., respectively. Mr
Schulfz observed :-JIost of our studentships of
Ihe present time ore rightly or wrongly awarded
on a system by which, under certain conditions,
drawings are submitted in competition for the
various aw.irds. It is a matter of grave question
whether this is the best method of choosing the
student who is most worthy to participate in the
benefits to be derived from the opportunities for
f-tiiJy opening up by the bestowal of the prizeWe must accept this for the moment as a fact,
and try to consider how far the conditions can be
acted up to with most benefit to the student and
with the prospect of obtaining the best resultp.

nR.VroHTSMEX V. PRACTICAL MEN".

During the past thirty years or so architec-
tural students have been encouraged to worship
at the shrine of the fetish of mere draughts-
manship, and they have got into the way of
dividing themselves into two camps—(1) that
of the draughtsman pnr rxrdlenci, and (2) that
of the so-called practical man. The former
have been accustomed to go about with their
heads rather high in the air, and a general
tone of superiority in their bearing, and to be
obtrusively patronising to the latter, who have
been looked upon as mere "hewers of wood and
drawers of water." It was considered a much
greater merit to be able to make a pretty per-
spective than to be capable of working out an
honest, straightforward piece of construction

;

and this is hardly to be wondered at, when we
find that the bulk of the "plums " were usually
avyarded, consciously or otherwise, to the most
taking sets of drawings, looked upon as drawings.
Many things were responsible for this, and
amongst them we may place the following :—
1

.
In the case of the Royal Academy, the fact

that the architectural prizes were judged by a
committee or council in which painters largely
bulked, the majority of whom had little or no
knowledge of architecture. We can all remember
instances where thorough and careful studies were
obviously passed over in favour of others which
had been made purposely attractive to the body
of selection, often at the expense of ignoring or
depressing the essential points of the subject
set for study when judged from an architectural
standpoint

; and, indeed, students got to expect
this, and, consequently, drawings were prepared
purposely with a certain superficial attraction. I
well remember a hue and cry which was raised
by students a few years ago when by strange
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chance a really strong and original, if somewhat
unprepossessing design, showing real genius in
composition and construction, was given the first

place over others better drawn perhaps, and
worked out on more correct archa-ological lines,
but which did not show anything like the same
sturdy grasp and powerful, strong handling of the
subject. 2. I think also Mr. Norman Shaw's
beautiful drawings had a potent influence on the
younger generation, who seemed to lose sight of
his power of composition and daring of con-
struction in the charm of his draughtsmanship.
3. The attraction of the walls of the architectural
room at the Academy also carried weight. Jlen
knew that a pretty drawing was more likely to be
placed than a clear, straightforward architectural
diagram. 4. The growth of architectual com-
petition generally likewise created a certain
demand for showy drawings, and men knew that
they could command a higher price for their
services it they cultivated the knack of mere
draughtsmanship, and so were apt to ignore the
more essential qualities which go to make a good
architect.

WINNING PRIZES V. PREPARATION FDR PRACTICE.

There are at least two ways in which hints can
be of service to students ; but they may lead in
diametrically opposite directions. The first is,

hints that will enable you to go in for a student-
ship with a chance of winning it ; the second,
hints that may help you to prepare your work
in such a manner that you will reap the
greatest benefit to yourself from the study of
the subject which has been set before you.
On the first I cannot venture to help you, and
will leave this to my Iriend j\lr. Pite, who in
his day was fortunate in obtaining some of the
most sought-after prizes, and who is now a
member of one of those mysterious bodies or
councils who carry your fate in their hands.
On the second, I can, perhaps, give you some
advice which may be of use to yous if only
in the way of starting what I hope will be an
instructive discussion afterwards. I assume that
studentships are looked upon as purely educa-
tional—that is to say, affording the young archi-
tect an opportunity which would not otherwise
be open to him for perfecting himself in the study
of his art To enable him to obtain one of these
studentships certain conditioES are laid down,
some of which, I am sorry to say, have a con-
biderable savour of red tipe about "them, and tend
to hamper the student rather than to encourage
him. I refer more particularly to the condition
regarding' size and number of sheets, scale of
drawings, i-c. , which ate in many cases need-
lessly arbitrary. Broadly speaking, the type of
subject is of two kinds. The student may have
to prepare a design for a building or a portion of
a building, or he may have to submit a series of
drawings, showing evidences of study of old
buildings, or their accessories. The first we may
look upon as an essay in design and composition,
and it will shortly bear on its face the impress of
the training through which itsauthor has passed, or
showevidencesof the course of thought which has
influenced him, but whether it will show a grasp
of the sense of proportion, a constructive capacity,
or an idea of fitness for a suggested purpose is

very doubtful. The second will indicate that the
author has visited and drawn examples of old
work, or perhaps made careful and exact
measured drawings to scale of an old building,
church, palace, or mansion ; but how far he has
peered behind the surface and tried to analyse the
motives which influenced the old men, or to grasp
the difficulties they had to contend with and see
how they overcame them is quite a matter of
small moment as things are at present—probably
the idea never occurred to him. In the first case,
we have a set of taking drawings, a plan more or
less apparently workable, the elevations designed
in some phase of a past architecture, and all nicely
inked in with a good deal of go, carving, and
figure work, perhaps suggestively indicated, but
no cohesion, no definite note of character. You
look at the perspective view : the building might be
suitable for half a dozen purposes—it lacks expres-
sion. In the second case you have a series of very
pretty drawings with plenty of flick and dash :

sketches of church towers, say, or old mansion
houses, a piece of panelling or a ceiling to scale,
or a church screen or font ; and there may be
also some sheets of coloured decoration more or
less approximately suggesting the present state
of the original, with all the blemishes shown to
the life : but how seldom anything more \ How
rare to see the subjects really studied, the ma-

terials analysed, the detail and construction
investigated .'

PR MGHTSMANSHIP LESS ESSENTUL THAN DESIGN.

Xow, in the preparation of studentship draw-
ings it seems to me that draughtsmanship, as
such, should occupy a secondary place. It is not
the first essential by any means. The quality of
the paper used, the tone of the ink, the breadth
of the line, the way in which carvings should be
indicated, how mouldings should be tinted in.
None of these things is of prime importance

;

undue attention to them will not make
you a better architect. What you want to
be able to do is to show as clearly as you
can that you have made a thorough study of
your subject. If it is a design for a new build

-

j°g. get your plan simple and straightforward
:

if an awkward site is purposely given, fit in your
building skilfully and directly. Do not sacrifice
everything to a hobby or a piece of empty clever-
ness. Get a sense of proportion and of dignitj-
or homeliness, as the case may be, or both com-
bined, into your composition. Ignore striving
after effect as such. Make it apparent that you
have considered the most suitable materials to be
employed, and the most judicious use of them.
Do not neglect your construction. Do not over-
lard your design with ornament everywhere: if

you want sumptuousness, you can get it by con-
centration more effectively than by diffusion. If
it is a building for a town site, do not neglect
such practical points as lighting. Do not put
heavy cornices or other projections in positions
where they will obstruct light and air, or where
they will not be visible ; do not place your sculp-
ture where it could only be seen at an angle of
60° or not seen at all. Avoid unnecessary pro-
jections that would in reality only catch and hold
dust and dirt, to be blown into the windows
whenever occasion offers. Do not propose a
scheme of colouring that will probably be
obliterated after the first six months. Be reticent,
appropriately dignified. Give your attention to
these and other such points, and do not be afraid.
There will be plenty of scope left for a building
wiih character, expression, and individuality, and
see that your drawings express the building and
its nature, just as the building itself should
express its uses. Let them be clear, straight-
forward, and simple. If a perspective is required,
let it not be set out from an impossible point of
view. Apply the same rules generally to what-
ever the subject may be. Leave the books alcne.
There are far too many books to refer to nowa-
days. Sit down and let your mind have free nlay

,

and think the subject out from the beginning.

SELE-TRAINING.

By doing so you are training yourself for the
real work of the future, and for tackling the real
buildings you all hope to erect. There will be
much harder and more complex problems to face
then ; but you will be able to deal with them far
b(-tter by overcoming the ones of the present, and
whether you win your studentship or not, you
should come out of the ordeal feeling stronger
and more capable by having manfully faced the
real issue, by having trod the narrow path and
not the broad road. If, on the other hand, you
are asked to submit studies of old work, go and
examine the old buildings thoroughly ; try to
put yourself in the place of the old men who
built them ; realise, if you can, the conditions
under which they laboured ; look how they
made the most of the materials to their hand,
and see how they overcame their difficulties,

and how sometimes they did not, and had to
remedy things afterwards : take warning from
their weaknesses ; admire their general skill and
foresight ; and learn what is good to be learnt
from their experience ; but do not think you are
going to imitate them, because you cannot if you
try. Conditions are entirely different, and what
was straightforward and right in the 1 3th century
would be more often than not an affectation now ;

but come awaj', if you can, imbued with a desire

to emulate them by trying in your day and
generation to tackle your conditions as they did
theirs, and show by the results of your study that
you have grasped ibis. Vou may not win your
prize, but you will have learned more than if

you had done nothing but brought back pretty
water-colour drawings and notes of useful
cribbable detail.

E.NTIUSIASM.

I do not wish to say much more now, although
there is no doubt a great deal more that might be
said. Do not forget that you are young, and,
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being young, you have enthusiasm, which

should carry you far and overcoina many diffi-

culties. Do not bury it in the slough of pist

styles of Italian Kenaissance, of Francis I , of

13th Century, of Roman or liyzantine or

I'ericloan Greek. Ho not let yourselvej be mere

draughtsmen, but be nren, and acquit yourselves

like men, modern men, men of tho new century

which has just dawned. Yours will be tho task

to grapple with its complexities and its new
problems. Try to make the o implexities less

complex and the problems more simple. Prepare

to tackle them with a stout heart and with
determination, foresight, and common sense. Do
not mistake the shadow for the substance. Do
not be slaves to a past which you probtbly do not

understand. 1 )o notstudy old building exclusively;

but look at the works of great modern architects

like Butterfield or Jlr. Philip \\'ebh, msn who
have learnt the useful lessons that the past can

teach better than most men, bvit who can never

be classed with the copyists or whose wot k can
never be labelled with the tag of a dead style

They have worked in the period nearest to you
and have understood and tackled its difficulties

Where they have succeeded there is room for at

least a hope that you will not fail.

STrUE.NTSUIl' lIR.VWIN'fiS AS EXERCISES.

Professor Bekiisford Pite commenced his

address by remarking that he should take an
entirely different standpoint from that adopted
by his old friend Schultz. He would remind
young architects that the designs made in

studentship competitions would never bs carried

out, and that they should regard them simply as

good exercises in which they could employ their

imaginative faculties. In this view, the subject
was a depressing one, for the student was appor
tioned a tantalising task, and was always labouring
on the impossible, in order to develop his powers
of workmanship and of thought. lie would offer

them a few practical hints on how to stand a chance
of winning these competitions—and first as to

DR.VWIXG MATERIALS.

It always paid to use the best materials. It was
a waste of time to try tj make a drawing on bad
paper. The student should select a good, hard
unbleached paper that would bear scrapings and
rubbing, such as Arnold's, 0. D., Whatman's,
Joynson's, or 0. \V. Pencils, again, should be of
fine quality—the 6d. sort, he meant, for fineness
of line was all essential ; a sketcher must keep a
sharp knife constantly by his side, and not be
afraid of using it frequently. He should never
draw with an abominable H, or H H, and should
not look at an H H H pencil, which was most
injurious to style. An H B pencil was soft

enough, except for mouldings and profiles, where
the free line given by the use of the brush was
best. The draftsman should accustom himself to
effect a junction in all lines, a fine, continuous
line being of great importance in giving
effect. More valuable even than the quality
of tho pencil was the indiarubber, and this
must be employed unsparingly. Any archi-
tect who was so accomplished that he dis-

dained to erase a line or design once made
must be a very bad designer. Rubbing out,
revision, reconsider-ation was the test o' the
successful prize winner and architect. The late
Reginald Stuart Poole, of the British Museum,
used to say that the governing trait of Greek
design was elimination ; every superfluous line
was refined away until the architecture would
stand no more. In this respect the indiarubber
was invaluable, and merited the title of " The
Architect's Best l-'riend," given it in some clever
bits which appeared in Punch a few years ago,
from the pen of their friend, Jlr. Devey Browne,
himself once an architect. Having quoted the
verses referred to, Professor Pite dwelt on the
moral influences of indiarubber and the habit of
unsparing revision of one's designs on the mind
cf the architect. He advised the student to get a
nice soft bit of rubber, one which would not pick
up dust or dirt. As to pens, he would say avoid
the vicious crow-quill mapping pen, but use a
fine-pointed Edinburgh

; they should also try to
get a good quill—now a matter of some difiiculty
—and learn to draw freely with this, and also
with a piece of pointed stick, so as to obtain
breadth of line and firmness of grip. Regarding
the choice of ink, a bottle was certainly con-
venient to dip into, but a doubtful blessing; the
fluid was perfectly black, it was true, but it did
not bite into the paper as did stick ink.
He would say flee the bottle and fly to the
stick. Following on what he had soggested as

to indiarubber, he would advise the use of

an ink that could be erafcd, and for an ink
drawing employ the hardest and best Faber's ink
eraser, aud 1)3 prepared at every turn to criticise

your work, ani, without compunction, wash out
and scratch out all failures until you are satiali'^d.

Then as to mounting your drawings when com-
pleted. In this department any mistakes were
fatal. Do not experiment with paste, starch,

and glues in competition drawings : above all,

do not try fish glue ; in fact, do not run or take
any risks of failure, but send the work out to a
picture- framer's, who will carry out tho mounting
well. Dj not go in for thin strainers, or they
will buckle up when drying ; but iosist on stout,

rigid ones, and have an' eye to getting appro-
priate margin linings ; for black and white
drawings nothing is more safe than white
margins. The size of strainers was necessaiily

limited by studentship committees on account
of the difiiculty of giving sufficient space for

hanging ; the size might well be extended. In
any case, the strainers should, if possible, all be
arranged one way. The writing on drawings
afforded scope to the student, for it afforded a
revelation of character. You could easily see by
his style of printing a title that a man was an
affected ase. All had sinned, he feared, in this

respect, and let the younger men lay the Ifsson

to heart, and avoid eccentricity or laboured elfort.

In the selection of a motto or device the com-
petitive student had his one chance to cheek the
assessor or committee. William Scott, who had
since given up the practice of architecture for

etching in Venice, went in for studentships
without success time aftertime, and finally selected

the motto, '* Choose well
; your choice is brief

but endless." Now just a word as to

METHODS OF TlNtSn.

Black inking-in covered a multitu-le of sios : but
it was inimical to good effects, and a dead-level
outliee would be better. He could not under-
stand why assessors and committees should be so

afraid of being mieled by the seductiveness of

colour that it was expressly excluded from all

competition and prize-work. Why should this

be ': There was a fine field and scope for careful

colour in getting up architectural drawings

;

indeed, the whole technique ought to be artistic

If, however, colour must be prohibited to protect
the susceptibilities of those who awarded student-
ships and premiums, he should like to see the
whole sets of drawings in outline, as then they
would have bolder and more vigorous wtrk. The
blackirg-in of windows killed the lines of a draw-
ing, and free etching was a mistake, as was
likewise shadow tinting, as -either drew the
attention away from the proportioning. Having
referred to the beauty of the work executed by
the late George Edmund Street and John L.
Pearson, the Professor remarked that in students'
designs sketching was not possible, nor, indeed,

could it be permissible. In other work the
demarcation between sketching and the finished

drawing should be very definite ; the former
was very attractive, but was necessarily very
different from the treatment duo to a work
which was to be carried into execution. The
two methods might, however, be combined to

some extent, sketching being the mode of

treatment reserved for delineating such subsidiary
details as tiling and shadows. There was a great
charm and delight in accurate draughtsmanship
as an expression of facts. lie would urge students
to take an interest in drawing detail, and to

strive to concentrate attention on the main lines

which made the grouping of the building effective.

They should not draw in the detail in thick,
heavy boundary lines, but recollect that an eleva-
tion was a diagram, and that it should be dealt
with accordingly. The indication of surface and
material gave opportunities for revision or com-
pleteness. There were traditional methods of
indicating wood, stone, brick, and roofing, and
these should be studied and utilised, so that a
conventional representation of the surfaces was
clearly shown at the first glance. Plans could be
made impressive by the simple knack of dotting.
Old steel engravings were goo I and suggestive
examples of how far the student might go in
seeking for effect while treating plinth lines,

pavements, roofs, &c. Sections should be de-
signed so as to seize and make the most of the
opportunities they afforded for effect. Instead of

making these mere explanations of the height
levels, something of the interior might very well

be delineated. He would say, take the full ad-
vantage of the dimensions allowed for the strainer,

and make those the limit of tho height given to

the church tower or other dominant feature of the
design. Much could be made also of the detail.

Those who sot the conditions of a competition
knflw what they expected in the elevation,

and could realise to some extent the plan
they wanted; but they were invariably hazy
as to the amount and character of the
detail asked for. Mike the most, therefore, of

this scope ; let tho details bo boldly shown in

freehand, with as much humour and enjoyment
of the work as could bo expressed, and with a
determination not to allow the work to be killed

in effect by the blacked-in windows on the next

fellow's strainers. As to perspectives, the choice

of standpoint was unrestricted. Why not, then,

select an absolutely impossible view-point from
which to draw them r A bird's-eye view might
ba adopted ; but, in any case, be original if pos-

sible. I'lice all Mr. Schultz had just said so well,

let the student bear in mind that the building

would never be carried out. Why not boldly

aver themselves, like Disraeli, on the side of the

angels ? This perspective was tho ultimate end
of the design—all the student had been working
for and leading up to—the nearest approach the

design would ever have to actuality—and there-

fore give the imagination and fancy full play,

always remembering this caution : that the

design would fail utterly and irretrievably if

the perspective did not agree with the plan and
elevation of the design. Let the student ex-

amine a perspective drawing by Piranesi, or.

better still, one of the delightful efforts of

the late William Purges—say, for example,

Purges' famous drawing in the Bvimjixc;

News of Saint Simon S'ylites, the patron saint

of skylights, perchel on his column—sketched

from an impossible point of view, but a most

delightful drawing. He, for one, regretted that

coloured perspectives were now in disrepute with

assessors, but he would urge students to master

the art of colouring architectural perspectives,

lie knew this was a large order, but his friend

Mr. Schultz and he were that evening addressing

geniuses. Let them study the works of such men
as Turner, Mackenzie, Holland, Samuel Prout,

David Roberts, and Ernest George, and found-

their own style on sympathetic observation of

their productions. In pen-and-ink work the

greatest duffer with the brush or the most
nervous artist was safe in an outline diagram,

which was quite possible to a mere geometrical

draughtsman. Let them study the work of

etchers such as Axel 11. Haig, who never failed

in giving gradation of tone. Mr. Norman Shaw,
again, had shown them a beautiful type of

work, and had, indeed, founded a school. His
methods were clean and eSiective, but he should

like to know from someone who had passed

through his offic3 whether the tradition

was well founded which asserted that Mr.
Xorman Shaw worked gently over his tiled

surfaces with a T-square having a jagged edge.

For foregrounds they should do as Mr. Norman
Shaw did, and go to a good artist to put them in.

They should study and examine the sketches by
accomplished water-colour artists published in

exhibition catalogues—he meant, of course, the

reproduction of original sketches ; for this purpose

photographs were useless. It would be well,

however, to purchase photographs of good tree-

forms, and draw and redraw these carefully.

Measured drawings were quite another class of

work. He would siy, make an accurate plan

first ; then take the line of heights to ;m eighth

scale, and, beginning at the top of building to be

measured, work downwards, putting in full-size-

mouldings and plotting scale sketches, and be
sure not to touch the drawing afterwards. These
studies were often spoiled by baing retouched,

and a prizs was required for permanent and
unaltered plot sketchei completed on the spot.

In measured work, all Mr. Schultz had said

about construction was absolutely essential : the

honest depicting of joints was indispensable. Let

them bear in mind at every turn that they were

not designing original work, but their single aim
was to make a record of what existed : let them,

therefore, reduce the work to the elements out of

which it was evolved. Add nothing at home, but

measure the joints in one fragment, say, 3ft.

square, and give that accurately ; then the work

would be of perman- nt .and historic value. Pretty

pencil sketches had, like violets, their value ; but

do not let draughtsmen confound them with use-

ful work. If they like, they could make sketches

for the sake of the work, or for the benefit of

lady friends ; but in meisured drawings businese-
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like, clear diagrams of the objects depicted were
imperatively required. As to colour decora-

tion, he endorsed all that Mr. Schultz had just

said ; but it was very difficult to judge of colour

decoration from drawings—such were of very

little valae indeed. It was, in fact, diffiuilt to

translate colour from materials to p iper. If they

wished to study colour, let them examine actual

flowers, and also ceramics an 1 the works of the

old masters such as Titian, or such a recent

painter as Rossetti.

IIIXTS TO E.lUXr.ST STl DEXTS—THE I'UIZE NOT TIIF.

STUUEXTS' GOAL.

As to design, students were happier far than
architects in practice. They had no clients to

consult, no fads but their own to consider, no
arbitrary limit of cost, no threatened light and
air eases, and, above all, no hurry. These were
the delights of starting in life, and the chief was
the freedom from carking care. lie would say
design for the sake of designing—build castles in

the air, above all evince audacitj , for this

quality always paid. Begin early at all competi-

tive work, and put the pot on soon ; let them
grow bolder, and work up examples: but eve;

design fresh work, or they would not digest.

Peprasus was a greedy and a lazy steed. Let them
rise early and start work in the spring, when the

days were lengthening, and scorn all parties,

tennis practice, and like frivolities for the ques-

tion in life. Above all, give unlimited time to

revision of every desire. Revise—revise— revise '.

Refine—refine— refine! and ceaselessly seek to

improve, for no architect who was easily pleased

with himself would ever make his mark. Study
to make work less complex ; the ideal commission
for the young architect was one given by a com-
mittee who had yet to collect the funds to carry

it out. Ttiis allowed time for revision, and
urgent reasons for cutting down the scheme.
Let them remember that every problem had a

certain solution, and strive to think that out. He
did not believe in moments of inspiration. The
man who could " knock off " anything he liked

was a donkey—a man only began to feel his foot,

fio to speak, on his pencil after years of practice.

They could not brew mystery from nothing. Let

them, therefore, feed the imagination, and cultivate

a master, a period, an antiquity. He had .said

study Piranesi and Burges, he would add give

'ike attention to the works of Brunelleschi,

Bramante, the backgrounds of Holbein, the

drawings of William Blake, the works of Alfred

Stevens. Above all, let them try to avoid the

commonplace and conventional, and be academic
and grand.

THE IXDEPEXDEXT STVDEXT.

Finally, do not care a dump what the assessors

or committees do. Do wha ' t/ou wish and like,

and not what you imagine the arbitrator seeks,

and you will have your reward. In any case, you
can take your revenge and justify your action by
printing and publishing your design in the pro-

fessional journals, and so confound the assessor

or committee for want of taste. If you work
out your own line, fame and opportunity will

come. True, all successful students were not

successful architects ; there were exceptions,

as, for example, Ernest (leorge and Norman
Shaw, and \V. R. Lethaby, whose (/iluit was
made many years ago in the early days of

the " Bi ii.mxc: News Designing Club." You
are not studying merelj' for a studentship, a

prize, or a diploma
;
you are seeking to enter

upon youv profession and to open up the re-

sources of your art—one which wonderfully
exhibits the nature and aspirations of man.
Enter, then, with eagerness, but actuality,

enthusiasm, and completeness. Be lifted above
your office routine or the baser designs you there

see, and delight yourself in the cultured vision

of sweetness of proportioned plans and charming
surroundings, and all the grandeur of expression

of which your unspeakable art is capable.

Lastly, seek the joy of being fitted for the great

day when the opportunity shall come, and you
aball not be found wanting.

mscrssiox.

Mr. 11. L Florkxce, past -President, proposed

a vote of thanks to Messrs. Schultz and I'ite for

their stimulating addresses. The first was advice

to students based on Don't, the second on Dj,
and, although there was great differences in the

orm of their words, the spirit of their counsel

/ia» the sime. He thought Professor Pile's

e^.uggestiona would be more useful to assessors

and comm<tt«es than to actual students, but they

were deserving of the closest attention. He
could not endorse the Professor's recommendation

to make their bird's-eyes from impossible stand-

points. In practice it was essential that the

architect shjuld himself be a good draughtsman,
and any attempt to undervalue draughtsmanship
was to be deprecated. An architect could only

convey his ideas to others and even to himself

by showing them upon paper. He strongly

endorsed the Professor's recommendation that

the student should learn to use the brush in

design, for by its employment he would obtain

freedom, sweep, and breadth of line—qualities

especially valuable in the delineation of ornament
and sculpture. India-rubbtr should play, as Mr.

Pite had suggested, a much more important

part in designing than it usually did, but he would
also advocate the use of tracing-paper as most
valuable, for by making an alternative design on
tracing-paper you preserved a record of your

original proposal for comparison. A most useful

exercise for the student was to take a plain piece

of paper and upon it graduate tints with a brush

from perfect black to pure white. This sounded

easy, but in practice was one of the most dif-

ficult things to do, and one which would after-

wards be of the greatest assistance in the study

and delineation of light and shade.

Mr. Walter Millard, in seconding the v^te

of thanks, observed that neither speaker had
adhered to his title subject. Eich had aimed
not at showing the architect how to win student-

ships, but how to make a design—a far more
important and valuable suggestion. It enabled

them all to go behind the scenes and learn how
the lecturers prepared their own designs. He
was old enough to remember two styles of

draughtsmanship, as diverse as the two styles of

Classic and Gothic. In draughtsmanship there

were the schools of thick and th'.n line. Barges

and Street were the respective leaders of these

schools, and it was his fate to go from the office

of one man to the other. Having seen the thick

lines insisted on by Burges, and the thin ones

affected by Street, he was led to see that neither

mattered at all. He endorsed Professor Pite's

advice to use indiarubber freely. There was a

tradition in Street's office that the master never

used indiarubber; but he could contradict this, for

he had seen him using it. Still, he often wished it

had been employed more freely, as he always felt

that reluctance to revise was not an example to ba

followed. It was a lesson to all not to blindly

follow what they saw done, but to think out each

detail of practice for themselves, and do work in

their own way. A great deal of what was termed
"architectural draughtsmanship" was merely

penmanship, and nothing more. The Professor

decried and derided "pretty paint sketching."

If a sketch happened to be pretty it was none the

worse for that : the main question was whether
the draughtsman put hij own mind into the

sketch.

Jlr. Francis G. F. Hooper pointed out that the

mastery of design, the accuracy and confidence

in his own knowledge, which Street showed in his

ability to draw what he wanted without altera-

tion or revision, was the result of long years of

thought and experience. It would be well for

students to analyse the work of leading archi-

tects and try to find out what in it was worth

emulating. Among architectural draughtsmen
there was too much sketching of pretty bits, and
too little measuring of old work : but he was
glad to see the importance of measured work was
now emphasised by those who arranged students'

competitions. While designing, it was im-

portant to keep before oneself the materials, their

texture and colour, and the proportion of solids

to voids.

Mr. Arxoli) Mitchell thought students ought

to work on the assumption that their designs

would eventually bo carried out—to recommend
young men to regard their design merely as

exercises on paper was not sound advice. A
student ought to go into a competition with a

determination to win, and with a determination

to leave no possible stone unturned in order to

succeed. The first task for a student in under-

taking measured drawings was to find a datum
level. The plan he adopted, after measuring the

main dimensions, was to take a short piece of

bjard, a spirit-level, and a piece of chalk, and
chalk bench marks round the building, continuing

the work until the levels were exact.

The I'resihent, in putting the vote of thanks,

said that running through both addresses was the

idea that students must aim in their designs at

practical work. His own experience on com-

petition committees led him to value highly the

display of imaginative power as a factor in

dpsign. Professor Pite's showed incidentally the

importance of keeping the teaching of archi-

tectural students in the hands of those who had
had actual experience of professional work, and

not to allow it to drift into the hands of mere

scholastic tutors. As to Professor Pite's advice

on the need for revision, if they examined
Rembrandt's drawings at the British Museum in

various " states," they would see how he revised

and refined his work as it proceeded, and how
dissatisfied he was with his own efforts.

Mr. ScHiLTz, in his reply, said it was all very

well to urge students to take up a style and work
in it, but the danger was that students might be

like schoolboys who made Latin verses—they

would never get beyond that stage. If they

went in for the archaeology of the art, they would

never be modern in treatment. He fancied the

Professor was playing up to his part in advocating

at such length the use of the best materials and

tools ; for himself, he did not think the choice of

pens, ink, paper, or margins mattered a snuff,

for assessors did not regard these petty details at

all, but looked at the general composition. Mr.

Norman Shaw had never revealed the secrets of his

wonderful draughtsmanship, but perhaps one day

he would explain them.
Professor Pite also briefly replied.

VALUATIONS AND COMPENSATIONS.
VII.

COMPEXSATIOX CLAIMS.

WHERE CLMMS MAY BK .'JUSTAIKED — WHEBE GSOCSD
SnFFICIENT TO SUPPORT ACTIOS A0AIN9T INPIVIDUAL—
WHERE WORK XEGLIGENTLV DONE — WHREE BATE OF

INSUnA?JCE RAISED—WHERE GOODS INJURED —WHERE
PRIVATE ROADS CROSSED BY RAILNVAYOK A LEVEL—^VHERE
ROAD LOWERED — W1EBE ROAD NARROWRI' — WHERK
DRAINAGE PREVENTED — ^V^SRtt INUNDATION CAUSED
— WHERE ACCESS TO SEA CUT OFF—WHERE STBEAII

CUT OFF— W'HERE ACCESS TJ FERRY INTERRUPTED
— WHERE TOLLS FELL OFF THROUGH DISUSE OF

TOWING-PATH—WIIRRE ACCESS TO PROPERTY OUT OFF
—WHERE LIGHT AND AIR INTEREUPrSD -m>USCTION OF

LIGHT AND AIR-T.VBLE X.—WHERE CLAIMS CANNOT BE

SUSTAINED —FOR INJURY BY TEMPORARY DIVERSION OF

TRAFFIC -(CLAIM, HOWEVER, FOR PERMANENT ALTERA-
TION IN CHARACTER OF ROAD) —FOR INJURY BY VIBRA-

TION FaOM WORKING OF RAILWAY—REASON FOR THIS—
FOR SUBSIDENCE AND VIBRATION AFTER CLAIM -SETTLED
— FOR LOSS THROUGH REBUILDING DBFEOTIVB PABTV-
\VALL - FOR LOSS OF TRADE THROUGH PULLING DOWN OF

NEIGHBOURING HOUSES FOR DAMAGE BV VIBRATION,

NOISE. OR SM IKE. AFTER RAILWAY OPENED FOR PUBLIC

USE -FOR 0VF,RL0OKING FROM EMBANKUENT -FOB INJURY

TO HIRED SHOOTING -FOR RKIHT OF LIGHT OR AIB OVER
OPEN LANDS - FOR TEMPORARY OBSTRUCTION TO LIGHT OR
AIR BY HOARDING -FOR IN.IUBY To WATER OF PUBLIC

RIVSR-FOR INTEftCEPTING WELL-WATER -FOR INJURY
TO TRIAL CP.OPS —TABLE .\I.

WHERE CL.VIMS MAY BE SUSTAINED.
—One good guide as to compensation is

the consideration whether the injury would be

sufficient, if done by an individual, to support an

action. Generally this is an excellent tost.

A claim will, of course, lie n/iere tryrJiS <•)•

iiryliqeiilli/done. But it must ba shown that there

is real negligence. If injury is caused, but it can

be shown that works have been carried out with

every precaution that modern science can suggest,

no action will lie.

A claim may be made for ineirasei! premium paid

to an insurance company in consequence of the

increased risk caused by engines passing along

the newly-constructed railway.

Injury to Gooih.—Where injured by the execu-

tion of works, this forms the subject of a claim.

Crossbig of Iloids —No claim where the roads

are public roads, although much inconvenience is

caused in consequence of putting up gates where

trains are to cross a road on the level
;
but a

claim holds it the road be apiivule road.

Now in this case it seems curious th»t cjmpenea-

tion should lie in one else and not in the other; ana

yet when the re ison is given it seems fair. It is that

in the iirii'atr roid case, there is a direct in.jury to "«

pe.son : in the public road the in.iury is to the public,

who receive by way of compensation the use of the

railway. The general public have no claim there-

fore, and to entitle a client to compensation a special

iii.ju'ry must be shown. It is of no me to ahov that

he suffers only in a greater decree than the public.

This makes no ground of claim.

Lowcrinij a lloid may give the right to a claim,

even although the railway, the alteration of a

street (or other work done by Authorities having

a special Act) do not tou(.'h your client's land.

Substantial inj ury must be shown to entitle to

compensation.

y^in-M-inij II R>ai also entitles, where it can be

shown that premises ara thereby depreciated in

value.
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Ahsence of S'ljlicient Drainage is also a case for

compensation.

The oafca that gaiie are—"Beckett v. 5[idUnil

Railway " and ' Chamberlafne v. Weat End Kiilwaf
Company.'*

Causing an Iininiation.—This may be done liy

raising the level of a brook. Cases of this kind

are very rare, so wo will not dwell on them, bat

pass on to

—

Cutting (if AfiTss to the Sea.—A decision was
arrived at that no compensation lay in such a

case, on the ground that as there was no injury

to the land, qua land, that therefore the injury
was not of a kind contemplated for compensation,
although the property was greatly depreciated.

This decision has been overruled. It seems clear
that premises iri/nr'd should have compensation
awarded to their owners. The decision of Mr. Pollock,

Q.C., in the case of vhe Metropolitan Board of Works
and the Duke of Buccleuch, on the question of loss of
river frontage, shows that that which deprives a
house of elements of value must be considered. It is

well to remember that the Board of Works en-
deavoured to uprOt the award, but were imsucceasful.

Where, in the eonstraction of a railway, a
stream wjs ait oj/\ thereby depriving an owner of

its use for irrigation and other purposes, it was
held that though no injunction would lie, because
the Act empowered the doing the works, a remedy
would lie in an action for compensation.

Ferry.—An action will also lie where your
client is interrupted in hia access to an ancient

firry.

Also, it would appear, where, in consequence
of certain works, an ancient towing-path was no
longer frequented, and the owner was thereby
deprived of his tolls, an action for compensation
was maintained.

This is a case that must not be too much relied on,
as we do not think, having regard to subsequent
decision;, that it will be the law of the future,
although there is no case exactly on *' all fours "

with it.

Cutting off Ac-ess to Property.—This may be
done in many ways, but we think the only
decision is where it was done by raising an
embankment.

Cases will occur to the reader where property is not
only much injured, but rendered almost useless, by
depriving it of acce?s. There is a case where a rail-
way raised an embankment opposite a house, and
it was shown that the house was rendered damp
and unwholesome thereby. Compensation was
awarded for the injury to the house, and the loss of
health of occupier. Great care is required in working
up the fads of such cases, aa you are nearly certain
to have opposed to you those who will endeavour to
show either t hat plenty of access still remains, or that
the proptrty has increased in value in consequence of
its privacy. Remember, in fighting claims, any
reasonable theory may be advanced, if it have the
slightest basis on which to rest.

Interruption of Light and Air.—Fertile source
of actions and injunctions '.

It is most difficult in practice to decide what is a
Bufficieent interruption to entitle a man to compensa-
tion. It has been held over and over again that it

must be more than a trivial interference with the
light. What quantum, then 1 The answer is—It
must be shown that trades formerly carried on in the
building cannot still be cirried on—or cannot be
carried on for the same length of time each day. For
example, in a case we were interested in it was shown
that a tailor working in the premises in rear of the
shop, could not see to work by daylight so long by
two hours. In this case we obtained substantial
damages. We could cite other cases ; but we think
our readers' own judgment will guide them, if they
bear in mind that the injury must be ^ohstnntinl. and
that whether it is substantial or not miy depsnd
much on the class of trade or profession earned on
at the property at the time of the interruption

;

which will to a great extent regulate the quantity of
of the injury.

Diminiilion of Light and Air, caused by railway
works forms a claim. It cannot be pleaded that,
the works being sanctioned by Act of Parliament,
though under ordinary circumstances a claim
would lie, the Act Ixirs it.

Here is a point worth remembering, as it is one
that will often arise. One side will c intend that
where it can be shown the saleable value is not
diminished, the claim for admitted injury of light
will not lie. It would at first appear fair that it
should not, if the house will fetch as much, though
injured in light. What compensation, it may fairly
be asked, can be claimed in money ? Yet the law
apparently is, that as the injury is to the //ni, and
not merely to the business carried on thereon, com-
pensation will lie.

Having now completed the remarks upon
injuries for which claims may be sustained, we
propose giving the essence of them in tabular
form for more convenient reference by our
readers.

Ttinporary Diversion.—Dxm!ig<i for which no
^'"°" can now be sustdined. By a decision of
the House of Lords, no compinsation can be

sustained for injury to tht goodwill of a business
arising from the temporary diversion of trajlic

caused by the works of a company.
Deviation and t:hstructiun of Road.—Where,

however, a company created a new road, and so

obstructed the old that their new road brcame the
high road, instead of the former one, whereby the
shops fronting the former high road were rendered
less suitable for shops, it was held that compensa-
tion would lie.

Vibration, Xoise, Smoke.—Let us put before
our readers a startling statement. It is, that
compensation may be obtained for injury from
all or any of the causes that head this parag:raph,

provided that the injury occur during ilw con-

struction of a railway ; but no claim can be sus-

tained for the same injury when the railway is

opened for public use. Much diversity of opinion
existed among the judges on these points, the
preponderance of opinion being in favour of a
claimant's right on the latter point ; but on appeal
before the highest tribunal (the House of Lords)
the decision was in favour of the company. Such
is the decision of the House of Lords ; but we
quote the dissentient lord in that decision that of

Lord Cairns, who said that " the result will be,

although clear injury and damage have been
sustained, and although a substantial sum has
been awarded by a jury to the landowner, that

sum will not be recovered." Some may wish
to know who constituted the majority against
Lord Cairns. They were two only—Lord
Chelmsford and Lord Colonsay. It seems right
that it should be so. If Parliament give a
company the right to make a railway, the right
ought to carry the freedom to properly work it.

It must, however, be borne in mind that this

freedom is very limited ; as we have shown that
many injuries consequent on the formation of a
railway form proper and sustainable claims.

When a claim was made and decided, and
afterwards another claim was made for sub-
sidence and vibration, it was held it was too late.

That as it could have been discovered it was
likely to accrue, it should have been included. It

was disallowed in consequence.

Xo claim where eontpang pull down insufficient

pnrtg-icall, such cases being under the provisions
of the Building Act.

Xo claim tchere raihruy pull down the houses in

the neighbourhood of a claimant's shop, thereby
causing loss of trade.

Vibration, Xoise, Smoke.—Let us put before
our readers a startling statement. It is, that
compensation may be obtained for injury from all

or any of the causes that head this paragraph,
provided that the injury occur (^H/i«y thr construc-

tion of a railway ; but no claim can be sustained
for the same injury when the railway is opened

for public use.

Such is the decision of the House of Lords ; but we
quote the dissentient lord in that decision - that of
Lord Cairns, who said that "the result will be,
although clear injury and damso-e have betn sus-
tained, and although a substantial sum has been
awarded by a jury to the landowner, that sum will
not be recovered." Some may wish to know who
constituted the majority against Lord Cairns. They
were two only— Lord Chelmsford and Lord Colonsay.

Amenities of Premises.—No claim can be main-
tained by reason of persons standing on the bank
of a railway and overlooking premises. It is not
considered sufHcient injury to warrant a claim.

Shooting.—No claim will lie for injury hereto.

This is a claim we sometimes have to deal with,

and it is well to be able at once to tell your
client that the mere hiring of such a right does
not give such an interest in the land as will

entitle him to compensation.
No rights of light or air exist over open land.

No compensation will lie for injury from
temporary hoarding used in the course of doing
works.

It would appear, however, that it must not be kept
up beyond a reaaonable time, or an action will lie.

Water.—It wiU appear curious to some, that
injury to loader is not always a sustainable claim.
The case deciding this is one where the owners of

a brewery brought an action for injury of the
water of a public river from which, by means of

pipes at a level balow low- water mark, they had
always drawn their supply. The judgment was
to the effect that the use of the water was common
to all, and that, therefore, the only remedy, if

any, was by indictment.

This remedy of indictment is very diffi::ult to en-
force, and it is expensive ; therefore, if companies
can reduce a cUim to this basis of action, they are
successful, because, in a large majority of cases, there
will be no further proceedings taken against them.

It would appear that no action wiU lie for inter-
cepting water, which otherwise would have
percolated through the earth into the claimant's
well.

The rfsult of the several decisions may be thus
summaiifed :- No claim for w.itcr in the earth, but
claim for injury where the water is tlowing in a
defined channel. But no one has a right to con-
taminate water from a common Eource which every-
one has a right to appropriate.

We will here mention a curious case :—A claim
was made for special injury by reason of some
trial crops being taken with the land, whereby
the owner was unable to identify such crops with
the seed in bulk

; and being unable to warrant
the bulk, the seed was depreciated in value. The
claim for loss was disallowed.
We will now give an abstract of the foregoing

remarks in the form of two tabU.s :

—

Table X.

Slt0\VIS<; WHAT CLAf.MS CAM UK SUSTAINED.

Where ground sutKcient to support action against
individual.
Where work neglij^ently done.
Where rate of in&uranco raited.
Where goods injured.
Where private road croesed.
Where road lowered.
Where road narrowed.
Where insufficient drainage.
Where level of brook raised.
Where access to sea cut off.

Where stream cut olF.

Where access to ferry interrupt'-d.

Where tolls depreciated.
Where access to property interrupted.
Where interruption of light and air.

Where diminution to light and air.

Where deviation and obstruction of road.
Where vibration, noise, and smoke, if during c in-

struction.
Where injury to water in a defined channel.
Where contaminating water from a common source.

Table XI.

.SIIOWIN'O WHAT CLAIMS CANNOT BE SUSTAINED,

Where traffic temporarily diverted (claim, how-
ever, for permanent alteration in character of road).
Where injury from vibration from u-t'rkin'j of rail-

way after completion.
Where subsidence, noise, and vibration after claim

settled.

Where loss through rebuilding defective party-
wall.
Where loss of tra^e through pulling down neigh-

bouring houses.
Where property overlooked from embankment.
Where hired shooting injured.
Where right of light or air over open lands affected.
Where light or air temporarily obstructed by

hoarding.
Where water not flowing in a defined channel

injured.
Where well-water intercepted.
Where trial crof s injured.

"BUILUINO NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.

.K W.4YSIDE HOTEL.

THIS scheme is somewhat more ambitious in

its scale and requirements than we are

accustomed to in the competitions of our Design-
ing Club ; but if it consec|uently has taxed the

ingenuity of our contributors, the exercise may
be said to have afforded a good opportunity for

the display of ability and skill in planning. Wc
are aware that, by introducing a subject of this

character, the less enthusiastic members of our

Club are more or less likely to drop out of the

running. On the other hand, notwithstanding a

very good set of plans has been submitted both

as regards number and quality. Fair weather

workers are not expected to do more than pick

and choose, and we can hardly expect the rising

ranks of the architectural profession to be headed
by such as these. We none the less give credit

to those who have sent in designs for the Wayside
Hotel, and if we find fault with some details of

their proposals, it is, after all, only for the

competitor's advantage. The following were the

conditions :
—

B.—A Wayside Hotel in a small market-town,

providing accommodation for cyclists. The site

at the street corner, which is a right angle, faces

south, with a return frontage ISUft. long on the

west side. The main street front is 100ft. wide,

and on the east side of it are buildings, so that

no light can be had from that boundary line.

The stable-yard -will be located to the rear or

north part of the site, and have an entrance in

the west street. The hotel entrance is to be

placed towards the middle of the west street

elevation of the hotel, and the entry is to be

through a 10ft. archway leading into a little

courtyard with fountain in centre ; out of this

courtyard a six-foot way is to lead to an inclosed

cycle-standing with numbered and locking racks
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for 24 machines, including i tricycles. The hotel

to have a hall about UU. square, with adjacent

inquiry office and bar, and private room beyond
for manager's use. The coffee-room to be 2.>ft.

by 18ft.; a commercial room of similar dimen-
sions ; a smoking-room of the area of 20ft.

square : a dining-room 30ft. by 20ft. ; and a

billiard-room for two full-sized tables, a ladies'

parlour, 12tt. by 12ft , with cloakroom attached,

and lavatory and two w.c 's to be provided <7J

sidli-. The gentlemen's cloakroom, lavatory,

and conveniences {three w.c.'s, four urinals,

and four lavatory basins) are to be placed with
due regard to ready access and isolation in all

cases for sanitary considerations. The service

department to include a kitchen, 20ft. by 15ft.,

two sculleries, two larders, a pantry, a store-

room, and a servants' hall. Boots and koife-

Toom. Two stables with four stalls, and loose-

box each, a coachhouse, harness-room, and men's
room with a fireplace. A w.c. .and four-stall

urinal in yard, with small dung-pit for one day's

working only. Hay-loft over part of these

buildings, and three rooms and offices for married
coachman in charge. In the basement of hotel

two good wine-cellars, a beer-cellar, and to it a

rolling way. Two suites of private rooms for

guests on first floor, each consisting of parlour

and two bedrooms. Fifteen other bedrooms for

guests and four bedrooms for servants. Part of

this accommodation may be on second floor ; three

bathrooms, one housemaid's closet ; four w.c.'s

for guests, one being located for ladies' use ; one
w.c. and one bathroom for servants. The
manager to have a set of rooms, comprising one
sitting-room, two bedrooms, bathroom, w.c.

This set to be approached by separate staircase.

A pass-door from manager's landing to hotel

corridor to bs provided. Ample light and air

essential to all rooms and passages, which are to

be straight, if possible. A good staircase desirable.

Scale 10ft. to the inch for elevations and sections.

Plans may be drawn to 20ft. to the inch, but
larger desirable if space will al'ow. Three plans,

two elevations, and one section necessary. A
view desirable. Size of sheet of paper 2.)in.

by I8in. Style of building English Renaissance,

Early in type, with stone-coped gables and tiled

roofs. Materials, red brick and stone dressings.

\Ve place " Dan " first, " Thrums " second, and
".Jove" third. "Dan's" plan appears to

realise the best arrangement of rooms of any
scheme submitted. It is more simple than most
of the designs, and displays thought and care.

The second entrance is an advantage, though it

would have been better to have omitted the door-
ways from the dining-room and ladies' parlour
into the porch. Farmers who would patronise

Buch a house on market days would be of a
superior class, who would in the majority of

cases require to wash their hands before proceed-
ing to the " ordinary." A cloakroom would
have been an improvement. The conditions

named such a convenience. As it stands, the
lavatory is capable of much improvement. The
billiard-room is not very well lighted, more par-

ticularly at the entrance end of the apart-

ment. There is no perspective, properly
speaking ; but the sketch of the entrance porch
in the courtyard gives an idea of the author's
intentions. AVe are not unmindful of the absence
of a regular view of the building ; but, in spite of

that, we consider "Dan" exceeds the merits of
' Thums," though they have a somewhat
kindred character architecturally. "Dan," on
the whole, is the better of the two, and
the balance of the parts in the south eleva-

tion placed first is rather satisfactory. The
local authorities would not, however, allow
the bay windows to proj ect on the pavement as

shown. The arched entrance hardly suggests the
maiu approach to the hotel as it should do. This
doubtful effect is due to the entrance proper being
located out of sight on entering the archway. A
stranger might hesitate, mistaking the quadrangle
for a stable-yard. If a customer hesitates he is

in all likelihoo'l lost. The passage ne.xt kitchen
would be none too light, and we are not attracted

by the marginal note with reference to the w.c. and
meat-larder located in close proximity in the base-

ment. "Thrums" has left out the main front

gable in his elevation of the west front, where
the south roof is shown hipped. This may be
only a detail, but it is noted. The public-house

bar at the angle of the two streets is no doubt
good for a counter trade ; but in an hotel of this

character the tap should be more modestly
located. The projecting oriel over the bar

entrance emphasises the angle : but we hardly

like the squatly proportioned windows hard by
j

is not lessened by a reference to the perspective,

on the ground floor. The commercial-room ; Dutch gables are used by " Vigornia," whose
! .

. - . rpjjg

igornia
''

entrance is better, but the silly little b.ar between
j
elevation and view are drawn in outline,

the commercial-room and the billiard-room— problem is not an easy one, but " Vig<

placed, too, as it is—would never do. The kitchen

is not nicely contrived leading out of the gentle-

men's corridor from the billiard-room to the coffee-

room. The entrance-hall has its advantages
running up through two floors ; but the doorway
is cramped, and the approach to the dining-

room and the coffee -room is extremely awkward.
The courtyard is too confined, and the areas are

not sitisfactory. The building, as a composition,

is wanting in concentration of idea, and, as a

plan, the same fault is conspicuous.

" Jove " sends a mechanical-looking drawing
of a carefully worked out scheme, which is

wasteful in corridor space and passages, with
a disjointed arrangement of rooms, divided by
the quadrangle, necessitating four entrances,

furnishing a fatal objection, of course ; and, had
it not been for the elevations, which have more
merit than others which follow in order, we
should not have placed "Jove" third. The
loggia arcade in the quadrangle is pretty, and
the proportions outside the hotel have a qmint-
ness. It is doubtful if the by-laws would allow

of the projecting oriel turret at the j unction of

the two streets in any ordinary market-town.
"Pierrot" has faced this difiicalty by receding

the adjacent walls towards the corner of the

block, and thus gets an ecjually distinctive feature

in the form of a many-sided bay, making practi-

cally a sort of squat tower. His plan, however,
is unequal, cut up with areas, and a very small

courtyard. The details of his scheme are good
in very many respects ; but the arrangement is

too confused -looking to constitute a good plan.

His drawings are workmanlike and careful. The
fa<;ades have merii. also, which we have not failed

to notice, particularly the care in grouping in-

dividually certain sections with a thoughtful

contrivance of the windows as in the south front.

Taking the design as a whole, it lacks some
emphatic feature to pull it together as a composi-

tion. "Robin Hood" has a sense of what we
mean by gathering his gables into a picturesque

arrangement ; but this is spoiled by the clumsy
insertion of the chimney growing out of a

kind of ingle from the commercial room. This

break in the front, had it been more skilfully

managed, would have been an advantage, giving

a contrast to the balancing gable at the other

end. The octagonal courtyard is ingenious,

but the three entrances are more than a doubtful

arrangement ;—indeed, as an hotel, the scheme is

excessively poor. " Gow Chron" sets his return

front bolJy back with a turfed space in front,

making a somewhat successful proposal ; but it is

spoiled by the ugly and confined areas dodged in at

the rear to get light for the ground floor. The space

is greatly wasted in corridors and passages. The
cycle store is reached by a narrow slope by the

side of the chief entrance to the hotel. Externally

this design is one of the best, but the perspective

is a poor performance. The author displays in-

genuity and con.siderable merit, but has not

recorded so great a success this time, as he

ought to have done, judging by his elevations.

" Sundial " sends an ordinary-looking scheme

with ugly gables and overpowering chimneys. The
plan has a regulation type and commonplace style

aboutit ; but, none the less, there is a directness of

idea which we cannot overlook. Thehotel entrance

is too unimportant and cramped. The long

passage by the side of the leading apartments

would be none too light, and the scheme is lack-

ing in facilities for ready supervision. " Pat

lIcKann " his an idea based on Georgian models.

The pity of it is that the original notion has not

been adequately worked out. As a plan his

scheme is faulty. The main entrance leads

almost immediately into the billiard-room, and

the entire arrangements are too mixed, and appear

to be the result of mere chance. The auther does

not do himself justice. His plans are wanting

in study, and his drawings lack grace and care.

" Oobam " distinguishes his design by two gate-

way towers with plain shaped stone parapets

above, without copings or weather-drips, so that

if built, the masonry would speedily become very

striped by water-stains. The plans are rather

more convenient than the last, but the building

is devoid of any serious attempt at compactness,

and a notion of hotel requirements is looked

for in vain. The elevations, if we omit the turret

oriel with its paltry roof, do not offend good

taste, though they do not seem to have been

inspired by originality of idea.

has net helped forward its solution very much,
notwithstanding his care and neatness. He ou»ht

by now to rank higher than this. " Rash"
draws as if he had no time to work properly. He
sends a mounted tracing, which is not allow-

able. His plan is one of the best, though his

corridors would be detective froin lack of

light. The elevations call for no special com-
ment, though we may add that the perspective

fails to commend the design to our approval.

"Cambria" is extremely neat, and has spared

no pains. "We regret not to be able to locate his

design higher in the li.st. The plan in some

respects is well thought out, but the bir for

casual custom so prominently placed under the

archway spoils the approach to the hotel, anl

the m,in door is too much out of sight poked

away in the corner of the courtyard. The ser-

vants' hall door is very much more in evidence.

We praise "Cambria" for the straightforward

massing of his walls and distribution of his con-

veniences. Three sheets are used instead of one,

whichepoUsallchanceof reproduction. " Scottie"

spends his space on huge lettering, and cramps

his plans in a very small space. We cannot

admire his facades. The stable-y.ard and court-

yard ate thrown into one. " Mate " comes next

with a well-considered set of plans, most cirefally

inked in, and with the lettering nicely printed.

The entrance is mean and unworthy of a good

tavern, while too much is made of the bar busi-

ness. "Corinium" comes next with a curiously

composed design, unmistakably a " pub." with the

bar entrance cheek by jowl with the archway

leading into the central quad, where the hotel

proper doorway is pinched up right round, to the

left. "There's 'Air" is not a success, but ho

has tritd hard, and with more study of good

work will do better, for we notice some notions

of taste here and there in his design ; but his

plan is crude to a degree. " Smugimugh " has

adopted a title which may be said to describe

his design, which might pass muster as an
" Elizabethan " house of the pattern-book villa

type. He must not think we are writing too

harshly, and we note some merit in his plans,

but the design does not look in accord with a

market town. The other designs rank as follows :
—

" (Juiz." " Alpha," " Perseveranzo," " St.

Giles," " Brutus," " Alpha " (Liverpool),

" Cronje," " lolanthe," "Maori," " Pompey,"
" Gargoyle," and "Apex."

PROPOSED CATHEDRAL FOR
LIVERPOOL.

AFTER having been discussed at intervals for

a number of years, the question of providing

a cathedral worthy of Liverpool has again come

prominently to the front, and is now seriously

occupying the attention of a body of well-known

gentlemen, who have been brought together at

the instance of the present bishop of the diocese.

Dr. Chavasse. Some time ago a committee was

appointed to consider matters with reference to

formulating a cathedral scheme ; but later it was

found advisable to intrust to a smaller committee

the important matters of site and, as far as

possible, plans, &c., with the object that they

would carefully consider and report thereon to

the larger body. On this executive committee

the bishop secured the services of Archdeacon

Madden, Sir W. B. Forwood, BIr. John Brancker,

Mr A L.Jones, Mr. Richard Dart, C.C, and

Mr R. A. Hampson, C.C, and these gentlemen

met at the town haU, Liverpool, on Monday, the

last named acting as secretary. The proceedings,

which extended over a couple of hours, were con-

ducted in private; but the Liverpool Mercury

states that the question of a site was discussed at

length, as also were plans, which were laid before

the committee ; and, generally speaking, matters

were advanced materially. The next step will be

to place the proposals arrived at before a full

committee, and in all probability the scheme then

decided upon will be made known to the public,

and their co-operation invited in carrying out the

project.

A Local Government Board inquiry was haW at

the Citfoid Town-hall last week relative to tte

application of the Lewisham Borough Council for

permission to borrow £0,000 for the erection of a

This impression I public libraiy.
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OBITUAKY.
Mk. GEORCii: Smith, at one time a well-known

exhibitor at the Koyal Academy, died on Wednes-
day week at his residence in Maida Vale, in his

72nd year. After pnseing through the Academy
schools, he was engaged by the late C. 51. Cope,

K.A., as an assistant in executing some of the

frescoes for the House of Lords : but he soon

became known for his pictures, mostly of cabinet

size, more or less in the manner of Wilkie and
Webster. The Prince Consort purchased one of

his early works, and there are several in the

Sheepshanks collection at South JCensington. Mr.
Smith latterly was chiefly known as a connoisseur

of old pictures, of which he formed a collection,

which was sold some time back at Christie's.

The death occurred on December 14 of Gf.ori^f.

W. Percy, architect, of San Francisco. He was
bom in Bath, Me , in 1847, and spent his early

life on a farm. Afterwards he made several sea

voyages, but finally decided to become an archi-

tect. After studying in the East he went to

California in 1S7(5, and very soon designed a

number of public buOdings which established his

reputation for good work. Among the notable

buildings of which he was the architect were the

museum and library at Stanford University, and
the Academy of Sciences and the Wells- Fargo
Building in San Francisco, and he also carried

out many residences and business blocks in

the State. His care in constructional matters
was justified by the uninjured condition of the
Wells-FaTgo Building after the severe earth-
quake which occurred in San Francisco a few
years ago. He looked upon concrete as a build-
ing material in a very favourable light, and
probably used it more extensively than any other
architect iu the United States in proportion to
the extent of his practice.

The death occurred at Stoneycroft, Liverpool,
on Sunday, of Mr. William Call.\gh.\x, who
was for nearly half a century connected with the
building trade of Liverpool. Bom in the year
of the Battle of Waterloo, he had just entered his
86th year, and was remarkably active up till quite
recently. He was long a prominent member of
the old West Derby Local Board, having filled

the chair during his period of service. His
connection with the Master Builders' Associa-
tion extended over many years. He was one of
the oldest of the Freemen of the city, having
been on the register tince 1S36.

At the Council House. Birmingham, on Tuesday,
Colonel W. Lington Coke, an inspector of the
Local Government Board, held an inquiry in refer-
ence to an application by the Birmingham City
Council for sanction to borrow £35.600 for the
extension of the Smithfield Vegetable Market.

The New Sanatorium, Malvern, is being warmed
and ventilated by means of Shorland'a patent
double-fronted Manchester stoves with tiled tides
and with descending smoke flues, patent exhaust
roof ventilators, and special inlet ventilators, the
fame being supplied by Messrs. E. H. Shorland and
Brother, of Manchester.

The Leeds Board of Gaardians have appointed
Mr. Thomas Wuin, of th»t city, their architect for
the extension of the workhouse infirmary.

A new theatre is being erected at St. Helen's,
Lanes, and special attention has been given to the
ventilation, which will be carried out on the Boyle
system.

A receiving order has been made in the case of
Sidney Magg'eridge, of Clapham Park-road, S.W.,
architect and surveyor.

The Peterborough Cathedral Ristoration Com-
mittee announce that the funds at their disposal
are entirely eshauitod, and that the work must be
stopped pending the receipt of farther subscription?.

A receiving order in bankruptcy has been made
in the case of Arthur Watson Stonebridge, of Port-
land, civil engineer and architect.

Messrs. A^hwell and Xesbit, L'.d., of London,
Leicester, and Nottingham, send us a well-executed
wall date-iudicitor for 1901, exhibiting an excellent
illustration of the Crrosvenor Hotel, which is heated
by their steam and atmospheric pressure system,

Mr. John Bajliss, of Milverton, Ryde. Isle of
Wight, formerly ot Westergate House, Kingston-
on-Tnames, retired contractor lor public works,
who died on Dscember i last, aged 74 years, has
left personal estate of the net value of i.'.56,630.

There has been an extensive landslip at Frinton,
near Walton-oa-the-Xaze. Hundreds of tons of
the cliflt have fallen into the sea, and other sections
of the cUff have been loosened.

OOUPBTITIONS.
ExETF.K.—In the recent competition for the

proposed new B.C. .Methodist Church and sehool-

buildings at Exeter, twenty competitors responded,

and the trustees appointed Jlr. James Crocker,

F. R.I.I'. .v., of Exeter, their assessor. In accord-

ance with his award, the first position has been
given to Mr. A. J. Dunn, .A R.I.B..\., of

Colmore-row, Birmingham, and St. Michael's-

square, Gloucester. The work is not likely to be

commenced for some time.

liL.iSGiiw Edval Iniiumakv Recoxstuiction.
—The following are the authors, also the approxi-

mate cost of carrying out the respective designs,

as intimated by Mr. Robert AN'hitson, the com-
mittee's measurer :

—

(A) Sydney Mitchell and Wilson. Edinburgh £303.000

(B; Hippolyte J. Blanc, Edinburgh 269,000

(C) Malcolm Stark and Rowntree, London 2.=i2,C00

(D) John James Burnet, Gla?gow 210.000

(E) James Miller. Glasgow 241,000

(F) H. E. Clifford, Glasgow 238,000

(G) H. Percy Adams. London 245,000

(H) A. Hessell Tiltman, London 321,000

(I) Campbell Douglas and .Morrison. Glasgow... 226,000

(J) T. L. Watson and H. Mitchell, Glasgow 233,000

Plans marked (E) have been adopted by the

committee as first in order of merit by 1 1 votes

to 10 given for those marked (F). The follow-

ing is the report of Dr. Rowand Anderson,

Edinburgh, the assessor to the committee :—
16, Rutland-square,

Edinburgh, 9th November, 1900.

Gentlemen,—In this competition ten architects have

sent in plans : two of them have sent in alternative

designs, making 12 sets in all. 15S drawings. I have

gone over in detail each individual plan, and coriipared

the accommodation given with the .specitlcation of

re'iuirements. and, generally speaking, all that has been

asked for bas been given, but, of course, in different

ways. As the committee have instructed competitors

tbat a pathological institute need not necessarily be

included in the plans, my observations will be limited

to the infirmary proper and the isolation wards. Each
design is illustrated by the floor-plans of the differ-

ent buildings and elevations of the fai^ades, all

drawn to a uniform scale, as stipulated for in clause S

of the terms and conditions of competition. Separate

drawings, in accordance with clause 9, showing the

method of heating and ventilating, have been submitted
by all the competitors except the author of design marked
H. Each competitor has submitted a descriptive memo-
randum and estimate of the probable cost. The com-
petitors have, with the exception of B and D, complied
with clause 18, asking that the facade of the south block

should be, by tke character of its architecture, com-
memorative of the Diamond Jubilee of Her Majesty the

Queen. B and D have no south block, but a large court.

In design B the whole court is treated in an important
architectural manner. In design D there is no distinctive

part of the court treated in an important architectural

maimer ; but there is shown in the centre of the court a
statue of Her Majesty. The plans submitted by the com-
mittee have been more or les? followed by some of the
competitors, while others have entirely departed from
them. Designs E and F may be taken as examples of

closely following the committte's plans, while designs B
and D are an entire departure from them. After a careful

and exhaustive study of each design, I placed on a short

leet des-igrs A, F, H. and J. In bringing to a focus my
opinion of the relative merits of these designs I have kept
specially in view :

—

1st. Careful planning, with adaptation to site, and to

the amount of sunlight the buildings would receive.

2nd. The manner in which the plans lend themselves to

the reconstruction of the new infirmary.

3rd. The architectural treatment of the building, and
especially of the south front, as a commemorative
memorial of the Queen's Diamond Jubilee.

I conclude to place F first, H second, J third, and A
fourth.— I am, yours faithfully,

R. RoWAND ASDERSON.

As we stated last week, the design (E), by Mr.
ilUler, of Glasgow, has been determined on by
the authorities.

HvLL Royal I.viirmauv. — The following

architects have been selected to compete for the

reconstruction and extension of the Hull Royal
Infirmary :—Messrs. Freeman, Son, and Gaskel',

Hull ; Messrs. Botterill and Bilson, IIuU ; Mr.
B. J. Jacobs, Hull : ilessrs. Worthiogton, ilan-

chester ; Messrs. .Simpson and Allen, London ;

Messrs. Roger Smith and Son, London ; Mr. H.
Percy Adams, London : and Mr. W. A. Pite,

London.

Swansea.—The Swansea Harbour Trust new
ofiices competition has proved popular to this

extent, that no less than 97 sets of plans have
been submitted. The cost of the undertaking is

limited to some £12,000. One item in the con-
ditions is that the fee of 3 per cent, to be paid to

the selected architect shall include travelling

expenses and all attendances at meetings of the

trustees and committees, the premiiitn of £1C0
to merge in the commission. Mr. W. il. Fawcett,
M..\ , F.S..\, of Cambridge, has, on the nomina-
tion of the President of the Royal Institute ot

British Architects, been elected assessor in this

matter, a choice which will command itself to

i those taking part in this contest,

LEQAX INTELLiaSNOB.
MiDL.\XD Railway Comi'A.vy anti Joseph

WiiimNQaAM.— Mr. Thomas Taylor Wainwright,
of Liverpool, the umpire in this matter (proneity
Canal-road, Valley-road, and Mill-street, B.-ad-

ford), which was beard in Bradford on (jctober 25
and 'lii, 1900, bas issaed his award. The amount of
claim was il4.'),0.')l .'>s. (id., and the Riilway Com-
pany's valuation was £23,797. The award is £20 .'171.

The arbitrators were : for the claimant, Mr. Jas.
Lodingham, F.R.l.B.A, of Bradford, and for the
Railway Company, Mr. Frederick Fowler, of
Sheffield. This property is acquired under the
Midland R»ilway (West Riding L'ues) Act, to con-
struct railways from Royston to HuddersSeld,
Halifax, and Bradford.

The AsTKiuE F^E^^T^•KK Market —CnirpEx-
DAXiE Experts Difkek at York.—At the York
County - court, on Friday, his Honour Judge
Templer concluded a partly-heard action in which
James Hargreave Mawson, surgeon, 43, Holgate-
crescent, York, sued F. Wright, of Knipton,
Grantham, for £1S, the value of Chippendale
mahogany furniture supplied, consisting of two
tables and (ix chairs. Plaintiff advertieed some
Chippendale furniture for sale, and defendant
agreed, by letter, to purchase the tables and chairs.

They were sent to his house, but he was not satis-

fied, and he returned them to the plaintiff. The
defence was that the goods were sent on approval

:

but his Honour decided against that contention.

There was a second defenoa that the furniture was
not Chippendale, but was an imitation of that style,

and the evidence on this point was of an expert

character. A cabiuet-maker and furniture dealer

named Beckett, of York, said the articles were
genuine Chippendale, and evidence of a corrobora-

tive character was given by Arthur Arundel, antique

dealer, Y''ork. On the other hand, a witness named
Millard, engaged in the trade at Grantham, said the

furniture was not genuine Chippendale, but was
what was known as "faked." Another dealer

named Alingill, of York, said he should not de-

scribe the furniture as genuine old Chippendale,.

His Honour gave a verdict for the plaintiff.

CHIPS.

Messrs. Wm. Potts and Sons, clock manufac-
turers, Lseds, have just completed a new large-

turret clock for St. John's Church, Ealing, W.,.
showing the time upon three external dials, 7ft. 6in,

each in diameter, and striking the hours, to the

entire satisfaction of the vicar, churchwardens, and
committee.

Mr. John Robert Withers, architect, formerly of

Shrewsbury, died at Church Stretton, on the 3rd

inst., in his 41st year.

Mr. William Matthews, head of the firm of Sir

John Coode and Son, one of the newly-created

CM G.'s, is a Penzance man, the son of the late

Mr. John Matthews, for many years borough sur-

veyor of Penzance.

The works committee of the Eiinburgh and

District Water Trust have unanimously resolved to

recommend the appointment as engineer of Mr.

W. A. Tait, C.E , who has been acting as interim

engineer since the death of Mr. Wilson. The
recommendation is that he should be appointed on

the same terms and under the same conditions as

held good with Mr. Wilson; and, further, that he

should keep and maintain a competent engineer or

engineers on the Talla Works at his expense, and to

the satisfaction of the trustees.

The chairman of the housing committee of the

London County Council, accompanied by Mr. W. E.

Riley, superintending architect to that body, visited

Liverpool on Wednesday to inspect the Corporation's,

workmen's dwellings.

The death occnired last week, after a short illness,

of Mr. Henry Trelawny Boodle, the agent of the
late Duke of Westminster's London estates.

The Amalgamated Society of Eigineers reached
the .50th anniversary of its establishment on San-
day, the amalgamation of a number of eugineerin
trade unions having been effected on .Jan. 6, ISSt-
In celebration of the jubilee the society has, at a
cost of some £12,000, acquired a freehold site anc
built commodious offices. These premises were
inspected by a numerous company on Saturday.

At the C;ntral Ct-iminal Court, on Tuesday, before
the Recorder, Henry C:ipon, 31, pleaded guilty to

forging endo'rsemsnts on cheques, and also to

forging orders for the transfer and delivery of

quantities of timber. Thg piisouer had been in the
employ of Messrs. Farquharson, Brothers, and Co.,

timber merchants, Gracechurch-street, E.G., and-
the total amount of his defalcations was stated to bt>-

£1,600. He was sentenced to five years' penai
servitude.

The result of the poll of the city oa the Bristol

docks extension scheme was declared on Tuesday.
There were 25,251 in fayout of the scheme and
9,377 against.
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HOURS."— DESIGN'S FOR A WAYSIDE HOTEL.

(Bxix jlUttstratiotts.

THE RECOXSTRUCTION- OF THE ROYAL INFIRMARY,

GLASGOW : BESIGS I'LACED SECOND BY THE
EEFEKEE.

We illustrate to-dav the design submitted for

the above, by Mr. A. Ileesell Tiltman,F.R.I.B. A.,

Russell-square, London. Thejcompetition was a

limited one ; ten architects, or firms of archi-

tects, being invited to compete. Seven of these

were Scotch practitioners, and three from London.
Dr. Rowand Anderson was the assessor, who,

in his award, we understand, pliced Mr. Tilt-

man's design second in point of merit. The
scheme was one of great interest, involving, as it

did, the pulling down entirely of the present

infirmary, and erecting upon the site a thoroughly

up-to-date building in arrangement and appoint-

ments. The accommodation required for the

reconstructed buildings was GoO beds, divided as

follows— viz., 22;5 on the medical side, 300 on the

surgical, and 100 for special diseases. These
were to be distributed into five medical services of

45 beds each = '22->
; six surgical services of .'iO beds

= 300 ; and about lOObedsfordiaeasesof women,
throat and nose, skin, venereal, burn, isolation,

and emergency cases. The site, a very fine one,

situate close to (riasgow Cathedral, was very

"restricted in its extent, necessitating the adoption

by all competitors of six stories of wards generally

throughout, 'i'he author of the accompanying
plan endeavoured to avoid he { arallel arrangement
of pavilions, the area of the site not permitting

of sufBcient distances between the six - storied

pavilions ; hence the nature of the general

arrangement of the scheme now illustrated. Lach
ward suite has its zone of Roration, the adminis-

tration of the whole establishment practically

being concentrated in the central longitudinal

block. It being desired to utilise the southern

portion of the establishment in the commemora-
tion of the Queen's Diamond Jubilee, due effect

was given by the projecting circular ward, with
its twin towers and colonnade upon the ground
iloor. >>ne of the fresh departures in the new
hospital is the provision of some seven or eight

operating theatres each visiting surgeon having
his own separate theatre, out-patients' room,
test-room, laboratory, &c In a similar manner
separate lecture theatres have been provided for

five visiting phys-ciiins. Eich service throughout
had suitable apartments for the house surgeon or

physician, as the case may be—in each case

closely adjoining the respective services. Mr.
Hessell Tiltman had provided in the basement a

special arrangement of medicinal baths, derived

from the best German examples ; whilst every
attention had been paid to the now necessary

electrical department, and a gymnasium for ortho-

p;edic cases. Very liberal accommodation was
provided as required for dining and billiard rooms
for the resident doctors ; mess and sitting-room

accommodation for the nurses and the male and
female servants. A very important provision

comprised the working and store-rooms of the fol-

lowing departments : Linen-rooms, dressmaking,

mattresses, and the Dorcas. The general kitchen

and its accessories were placed in what in the

front is a basement story, but which at the back
stands clear ; the tradesmen's entrance being

through an archway under the easternmost sani-

tary towers of the male surgical wards suite. A
committee room, superintendent and matron's

suites of oifices, journal-room, a chapel, were
provided in the central administrative block. The
present laundry was in this scheme simply ex-

tended, with new boOers, incinerator, and dis-

infector. The plans generally, with this informa-

tion, will explain themselves. The ear, throat,

and nose, emergency, and isolation wards are of

one story only above the ground floor. The
exterior design has been advisedly kept some-
what severe in character, and its style and
architectural proportions are in contrast, so as

not to suffer by the juxtaposition of Sir Gilbert

Scott's work. The estimated and complete

cost of this scheme was stated by its author to be

£297,765.

" THE HOURS "
: ROYAL ACADEMY I'RIZE DESIGN

FOR THE DECORATION OF A PVRLIC DUILDING.

By " Horaj " the ancients understood the Seasons

:

this idea is realised in the design by a procession

of maidens representing the twelve months. The
rise and decline of the year is, for the most part,

symbolised by the colour of their garments, which
is sombre at the beginning, becomes richer and
brighter as Spring advances^ and fades away into

greys and browns as Autumn passes away and
Winter reappears. Most of the figures, however,
are also accompanied by appropriate emblems.
On the left, January drags her cloak of ice and
snow from the earth and turns towards the

advancing year. In her hand February shelters

a snowdrop from the cold wind of Jlarch. April

extends her hands to the showers, and May half

turns, arrested by the touch of Love, represented

as a flying boy with the wings of a swallow.

June and July are listening to the song of the

nightingale ; while August walks slowly, turning

half-regretfully to the coming Autumn. September

plays a lyre, and October close on her heels listens

with closed eyes to the music of the past month.
November, carrying the now sleeping Love in her

arms, quietly awaits December, who advances

upon her with outstretched hand and icy breath.

Across the foreground of the design runs the

Stream of Life, which widens towards the centre

and forms a pool through which .luly wades

:

seasonable flowers grow upon its banks. On the

extreme left is an almond-tree bursting into

bloom ; cedars grow in the centre, while on the

right is a dead tree to which clings green ivy. In

the background is seen the curve of the earth,

and a rising and a setting sun symbolise the birth

and death of the year. Miss Florence E. Chaplin

is the author of "this charming design, for which

the prize was awarded.

l-.riLDING NEWH DESIGNING CH'Ii :

HOTEL.
A WAYSIDE

(For description and awards sea page .'>.').)

(By a printer's error "The Tower House,

Pangbourne," of which we gave an illustration

last week, was described as "The Towering
House," an untoward mistake which was over-

looked till too late for correction, and for which

we owe an apology to the architect, Mr. John
Belcher, A.R.A.)

The rare Sienna marbles which are to be used in

the constrnction of the high altar of the Charch of

the Sictc- Cccrr of Montmartre, have arrived in

Paris. The marbles have been specially chosen by
M. Riuline, the architect of the church. The con-

struction of the altar is expected to taks five

monthp. The money spent on the bjsilica up to

the present time exceeds £1,400,000.

List week a memorial-stone laying celebration

took place at the Tabernacle Cilvinistic Methodist

Chapel, Bigillt. The chapel is now undergoing
renovation, at a cofit of some hundred of pounds by
Messrs. Richard Jones and Sons, builders, from
plane prepiied by Mr. Foulkes, architect, Kbyl.

The partnership hitherto subsisting between
Mfsirs. F. (;. Hall, F. A. Hall, and G. W. Hill.

builders. New Cross-road, S.E, under the style of

TTill B -others, has been dissolved so far as regards

F. O. Hill.

The Linlithgow Town Council have obtained a

lease of a portion of land from Mr. Wallace
Hamilton, of West Port, for the construction of

sewage disDOsal works, on Cameron's septio-tark

system. Toe ground extends to about four acres,

the rental he'n? .£30 annually. The scheme,

which includes the proper drainage of the hurgb, is

estimated to cost aboat £ 12,000.

PBOFESSIONAI. AND TEiDB
SOOIKTIES.

LivERrooL Ai'.CHiTECTi RAL SociF.TY.—A meet-

ing of this society was held on Monday evenmg
at the Law Library, Castle-street, Professor

Simpson, of University College, presiding. The
chairman said that they formed the oldest archi-

tectural society in the provincts, and claimed

also to he the strongest. Their warmest con-

gratulations were extended to Mr. Pearce

Edwards upon his appointment to the position of

city architect at Bradford. The work Jlr.

Edwards had done for the society was of the

utmost value. Jlr. Woolfall seconded a vote of

congratulation, proposed by the chairman. A
paper by Mr. M. H. Biillie Scott, of Douglas,

who was not able to be present, was then read by

the chairman. Its subject was "The planning

of small country houses."

CHIPS.

Mr. F. Lidwell, builder and contractor, died re-

cently in Dublin. He was also Grand Master of

tho City of Dublin Grand Orange Lodge and

Deputy Grand Master of the Orange Institution in

Ireland, and a prominent member of the Masonic

Order ; he was a Unionist in politics.

The new Congregational church in the Kineton-

road Olton, was opened on the Ist inst. The

architect is Mr. J. P. Osborne. The structure,

which is of red brick with white stone facmgs, has

a tower on the left-hand side of the entrance. The

church will accommodate 350 people. The seats

are constructed of Oram wood. A. covered way
leads to the schoolroom at the back of the church,

and here provision is made for 300 scholars. At

one end of the room is fixed a Piiiin cement panel

for use at entertainments or lectures when lime-

light views are required. Mr. Tutton, of Wheeley's-

road, is the builder. The church has cost £3,500.

The new technical institute and public free library

in Sirelford-road, Old Traffoid, were formally

opened on Friday, under the auspices of the S tret-

ford Urban District Council. The group of build-

ings cost over £9,000.

Tne Miyor of Hull has opened the now crema-

torium which has been erected, at a cost of £2,500,

hy the corporation, on the Hedon-road. The build-

ing, which has been designed by the city engmeer,

Mr. A. E. White, is of red brick externally, with

artificial stone dressings, and is in the E irly Per-

pendicular style, freely treated. It comprises a haU

or chapel 24ft. square, a second room oontainmg

the incinerating chamber, and a tower 70ft. high.

The cremating apparatus is a furnace of the re-

generative type, designed bv the late Mr. Henry

Simon, president of the Manchester Cremation

Sjciety. It consists of three iuteiior chambers, the

two lower of which are surrounded by air-passages.

The lower chamber contains a coke fire, and the

upper one is that in which cremation takes place.

A new school was opened at Lynton on the 3rd

inst. The building is 61ft. 0;d. by 21(t. 6in., and

has cost £1,400. Mr. A. Thorne, of Barnstaple, is

the architect, and Messrs. James Brothers were the

builders.

At Loybum, on Friday, Mr. R. H. Bicknell,

M ICE , held an inquirv into an application made
by the Leyburn Rural D.strict CjuucU to borrow

£5,200 for purposes of sewerage and sewage dis-

posal for the township of Liyburn. After Mr.

Spinks had explained the scheme, the inspector said

that it seemed to him that £5,200 for a scheme of

disposal of 24,000 gallons of sewage a day was a

very large sum.

A further step towards the completion of the

Hjlborn to Strand improvement was commenced on

Siturday, when the London County Council work-

men li sed the hoardings around that portion of the

churchyard of St. Clement Dines recently acquired

by a faculty from Dr. T. H. Tristam, QX..,

Charcellor of the Diocese of London. Ttte work

will occupy some consideiable time, as about 1,UU0

bodies will have to be removed from the graves

beneath the flagstones. The bodies when taken up

will be conveyed to the London Necropolis Com-

pany's Cemetery at Woking for reinterment.l

In our description last week of the new station at

Sin Paulo, for the Sin Paulo Brazilian Biilway, it

should have been stated that Messre. W. E Rsndle

and Co. glazed the roof and the screens of this

buiMing, and also the skylights over the large

workshops.

Hayward Brothers and Eckstein, Limited, Union

Iron VVorks, Union-strfct, Boiough, London, S E.,

have just purchased the goodwill, patterns, plant,

&i , of the "Alliance " Ventilating C 'mpany, late

of 17, Bithnal Green-road, Lmdon, E., and have

removed same to their address in Uuion-street,

Borough, where all oommunicitious are to be

addressed in future.
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NOTICE.
The Editorial. Advertisement, and Publiehing Offices

of theBfiLDixa News akd EsaixEHBixa Jocbkal, are

at—
CLEMENT'S HOTJSE,

CLEMENT'S INN PASSAGE, STBAND,
LONDON, W.C.,

where all communicationa should be addressed.

Telegraphic Address :
— '" Timeaerver," London."

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

Clement's Inn Passage is the turning west of the Law
Courts, opposite St. Clement Danes Church, ani our new
offices can be reached in a few seconds from the Strand
They will be found on the right-hand side of the way,
next door to the Vestry Hall.

TO OOBBESPONDENTS.
(We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinionfl of

our correspondenta. All communications ^ould be
drawn up aa briefly aa possible, as there are many
olaimants upon the space allotted to oonespondents. ]

It Is partictdarly requested that all drawings and all

•ommonications respecting illustrations or literary matter
hoold be addressed to the EDrTOR of the Buildinq
News, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,
W.C., and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
is not unfre^iuer.tly otherwise caused. All drawings and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be Liable for,

ansought contributions.

Cheqnee and Fost-offlce Orders to be made payable to
The Stkand Nbwspapkb Coupant, Likitbd.

NOTICB.
Bound eopiee of Vol. LXXVm. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post
123. lOd.), as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI.,
XLIX., LL, Lm., LXn.. LXm.. LXV., LXVI.,
Lxvn.. Lxvm., lxix., lxxi.. Lxxn.,
LXXm., LXXIV.. LXXV., LXXVl., and LXXVII.
may still be obtained at the same pries ; all the other
bound volumes are out of print. Most of the back
numbers of former volumes are, however, to be had
edngly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers to
complete volume just ended should order at once, as
many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the Bcn.oiNo News,
price S^., post free 29. 4d., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn-paasage, Strand, London, W-C.

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom; for Csuiada, Nova Scotia, and the
United States, £1 68. Od. (orGdols. 30c. gold). To Prance
or Belgium, £1 68. Od. (or 33fr. SOe.) To India, £1 63. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonica or New Zealand, to the
Oape, the West Indies, or Natal. £1 6a. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract Advertise-

ments, Public Companies, and all official advertisements
Is Is. per line of Eight words, the first line counting as
two, the minimum charge being 6e. for four linea.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miscellaneous
and Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertise-
ments) is 6d. per line of Eight words (the first line
eocmting as two), the minimum charge being 4s. 6d. for
40 words. Special terms for series of more than eis
insertions can be asoertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

PKmt-page Advertisements 28. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements 1p. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 58.

Advertisements for the current week most reach the
office not Ut«r than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

BlTUAnOKB.

TOe charge for advertisements for " Situations Vacant

"

or "Situations Wanted" is Onb Shilling ^obTwentt-
FOiTB WoBDS, and Sixpence for every eight worda aiter.
All Situation Adverti$emenU murt be prepaid.

En<;is-eeb.—We do not remember giving illustrations of
such.

"Ni.-^iDoMisr^ Far>iaA."—The address of the makers is
Dominion House, lIO, Fenchurch-street, London, E.C.
We have handed your inquiry to them.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
Dbawixgs Received. — '* Quercus,'* " Pierrot.'*
"Quadrant," "Smu^imugh," "Robin Hood," " Le
Comte," '-1931." "Number 15," "Alpha." "Aunty
Macasser," "St. Giles," "Pre Raphaelite," "Caley,"
"Alphonse." "There's 'Air," "Embryo," "Gow

[ Chron," " Maori," " Per^erverando." " Ruthra,"
"Harland," "Gargoyle." "Rush," " Dan," " Blom."
" Rush," '• Bumpkin," '* Vigomia." " Mate."
"Scottie." "Pencil Point," "Captal de Buch," and
"Limeatone" (very late

\

A. Reg. Coates. (Light can be had on all four sides of
the site, except where party-wall of adjacent street
frontages come right and left of the site. These may
be reckoned 25ft. deep in each case.)—B. P. G. (The
rules were published in the Bluldisg News for
Sept. 28, 1900.)

cirovrtspubtuct

NEW 1! I.B.A. COMPETITIOX RULES.
To the Editor of the Bi'ildixg News.

SiH,—T hear that nothing was done on Monday
evening last at the Institute in recasting the
official recommendations for the conduct of archi-

tectural competitions in respect to the more than
often conflicting stipulations as to the amount of

accommodation required by the promoters and
the limit set by them upon the intended outlay.

This question is of fundamental importance, and
more than any other frequently wrecks all chance
of a satisfactory conclusion in contests of this

sort. No assessor should lend his name to a com-
petition unless the money available is fairly equal
to the size of the building bargained for, and in

every case the promoters should be obliged to state

in plain terms which condition they consider of

paramount importance—the cost or the accommo-
dation. Whenever I have asked the question I

have always received an evasive reply. This is

extremely unsatisfactory, and the evident reason
is that the promoters hope to obtain more than
they are really entitled to for their money.
You need not be told what the result is in nine

cases out of ten. The competitors skin the con-

struction adroitly down to the utmost limit ; not

infrequently the building drawn could not really

be built at all : figured dimensions on the draw-
ings do not scale with what is shown ; all

kinds of nefarious expedients are adopted to win
the job : walls do not carry on over walls below,

and when the contract plans are made, wholesale

modifications have to be made, or the original

money restriction has to be removed. I have
chapter and verse for every one of these state-

ments, even in competitions where assessors

appointed by the Institute have made the award,
and that in cases where I was a disinterested

observer, and so can speak impartially. No one
can have taken part in competitions without
realising how imp jrtant it is that the money to

be spent shall be reasonably adequate for the
intended building. It is no use saying that in the

majority of cases the promoters take care this

shall be the case. Ejcperience proves the con-
trary, and the consequences are chaotic.—I am,
&C., FiDV.s ACH.VTES.

Mr. Silvester Charles Cape», the author of Eeveral
works on ohorch aic'iiteotare, died at Torquay on
atorday lait, aged 75 jears.

CHIPS.
In coanection with the large number of houses

which Messrs. Vickers, Sons, and Maxim are erect-

ing at Vickerstown, Walaey Island, B irrow, the
slates for many of them are being brought from
America. Three hundred tons have just landed,
and it is stated that these can be brought over
cheaper than the slate from the big quarries at
K'rkly, only seven miles away, owned by Mr. Victor
Civendish, M.P., or those in the higher parts of

Furness.

The L'ght Riilway Commissioners have sub-
mitted to the Bjard of Trade for confiriaaticn,

under the Act of 1S96, an order made by them for

the construction of a light railway in the county
of Salop from Cleobury Mortimer to Ditton Priors.

The town council of Siookport has approved the
a-ceptance of tenders to the amount of £32,085 in

respect of rails and equipment for electric tramways
over two miles of double line and over two miles of

single line.

The statue of the Q leen which has been erected
in front of the Council House, Birmingham, was
unveiled on Friday. It is the gift to the city of

Mr. W. H. B jrber, who for some years practised as

a solicitor in Birmingham, and now resides at

Kingston-on-Thames. The figure is of heroic size,

and represents the Qieen in her robes of S'.ate,

crowned, and carrying the orb and sceptre. Bir-
mingham already possesses one statue of the Qieen,
by Thomas Woolner, Ii..4. , and that occupies a
prominent position in the upper corridor of the
Council House. The one just completed is by Mr.
Thomas Brock, R.A., and is similar in every par-
ticular to the one erected in front of the Shire Hall
at Worcester as a memorial of her Majesty's Jubilee
of 1S8T.

The hoasiog committee of the Liverpool C )rpora-
tion have approved of plans prepared by the city

surveyor, Mr. Tbomas Shelmerdine, for 243 new
tenements that are intended for erection in the
districts of Adlington-street and Bispham-street.

The Oldham Town Council at its last meeting
refused to sanction certain contracts in connection
with the electric tramway scheme. It was declared

that the scheme was being " rushed," and that lines

were being laid long beiEore they were needed

—

which, in fact, never would be needed.

Jtttttcommuittcattoit

QUKSTIOXS,
rilfiGT.]—Party-wall. -Will some experienced pro-

fts^iional brother kindly advite me what step to take
next under the following circuraBtances ?— viz. ; My client
is anxious to lower hi-i basement tloor about Ift. ; but the
adjoining owner objects to the 9in. patty-wall being

m
IgoPo^U? Flooi^ III/

~
\/lil!i.

"—Csn^

Qti.tC «.V»J«''
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underset its tall thickness, and has threatened us with an
in j unction if we do so. The local authorities, on the other

hand, will not allow the work to bj proceeded with, as

per sketch below, although I have explained the position

of affairs to them.—Pebplexeu.

111653.1—Clearing- Chimney Fines.—At a large

countrv mansion the principal fuel used is wood, with

the result that in a short time the sides of the flues

become covered with an incrustation, evidently the pro-

duct of combustion. This cannot be removed with a

brush, and the only way seems to be to scrape the flues

with a scraper; but high up. where the scraper cannot

reach, the flues catch flre, and the brickwork cracks with

the intense heat. Can any reader sufgest a satiifactory

means of clearing out the floes to obviate this ditiiculty 7

—W. J. J.

[11669.]—Details of MuUions.-I should be glad

to know of a good useful reference book, showing Ulus-

trations and details of muUions, &c., in stone and brick,

in the construction of large windows.—W. P. H.

JtEPLIES.

[11641.' -Flooding of Heating Ohamber.-If
the same is caused through the tidal back-flow through

a pipe, this can#be remedied by using a '• pateQt ball trap

interceptor." It can be obtained in either iron or

earthenware in various sizes.—H. W. Hyde.

[11655.]-Right to Build.-It seems to me that the

local authority has made a great muddle, and cannot

justly make "Check-mate" the victim. 8ur4y per-

mission must have been given by the local authority to

form a road ; if not, did the borough surveyor actually

put a public sewer on private grounds; If I were " Check-

mate " I should proceed with my house and defend any

proceedings which may bi taken.-H. Lovei;r"\-e.

[11657.l-Right of Light.-" Crusty Owner" must

put up a hoarding or a wali if he wishes to preserve his

right to build, unless he can make an agreement with the

adjoining owner, providioH that the proposed buildings

may be erected at any time. A reasonable man would be

pleased to join in such an agreement, rather than have an
unsightly wall.—H. Loveobove.

[11668.]-Bcok-Keepiag.-If " J. A," or any other

reader, will write, I shall be pleased to give particulars,

&c., of a good system.-F. J. Webber, 31, London-road,

Portsmouth.

[11666.]-Sines- &0.—The main difficulty under which
" Verdant Green " is labouring is that he does not realise

that the line O B. bisecting the quadrant CAO. haathe

same ratios to the other lines B E, &c.. no matter what
the radius of the circle is. (a) The sine of the arc A B is

the sine of the angle BOA, subtended by that arc at the

centre O, and so on for the other ratios, (b) Books on

trigonometry published in 1813 are out of date. Try

Locke's "Elementary Trigonometry." (') Logarithmic

sines are quite different things from trigonometric smes. .

The hue B E is an out-of-date way of writing -^^, O B

being a constant for all the ratios. II. B E being parallel

to A F, the base of the triangle A O F, by Euclid VI. 2.

The ratio ^ = ^^.-J. H. L.

Mr. E. Roscoe MuUins is executing an equestrian

ttitne of his Highness the Thakore Siheb of Motvi,

who is now in London, and giving the sculptor

sittings for the work.

This year the eighth exhibition of the Fine Arts

will take place in the Royal Glass Palace at Munich
under the patronage of the Prince Regent of

Bavaria, and with Prince Ludwig as hon. presi-

dent. Th'S will ba the second exhibition organised

by the combined forces of the Munich Artists

Association and the Sacession .Society.

At the last meeting of the Sunderland Corpora-

tion Tramways Committee a statement was sub-

mitted, showing that although there had been a

heavy loss on the horse traction, the gain on the

electric was so great that there had been a profit of

£3,S27. It was estimated that when the whole of

the new system was completed there would be a

profi^. after allowing for every expense, of some

£10,000.
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The Anglo-Carrara Marble Company, hatched
nearly two years ago, did not go to allotment.
A good deal of nonsense is heing talked again
about a '• corner in marble," not only in English
but in Xew York papers. There is, we believe,

no truth in the report. No one seems to know
anything about the matter in Carrara, and a tele-

gram has been received from that place, in which
it ie stated on the authority of some of the most
prominent firms in the well-known Italian marble
centre that the report is laughed at. AVe are not
surprised.

Uetekmixed and organised opposition is to be
revived in Parliament to the extension of tube
railways in London, on behalf of house owners
whose property is threatened by damage from
vibration. At a meeting of residents of Padding-
ton, held on Tuesday at 48, Gloucester-square,
Hyde-park, it was resolved that, considering the
danger and annoyance caused by the Central
London Railway, no Bill affecting the Paddington
district should bo allowed to pass for the con-
struction of a similar railway until further ex-

perience has been obtained as to the effect of

underground electric railways on surface pro-
perty, and that in any case a proper clause

should be inserted providing for compensation for
damage.

The fall last week of one of the trilithons of

Stonehange, has given rise, as might be expected,
to a vast amount of correspondence in the daily
journals. One writer positively asserts that the
mystic circle is not composed of " stones " at all,

but of slabs of artificial concrete, and asks that
a fragment of the block fractured by the recent
accident may be analysed—an operation that
would, of course, set the matter at rest at once,
although this is really unnecessary. " An
Engineer " writes that the stones are only
" embedded to the depth of a very few feet in the
Boil and underlying chalk." This is an insecure

foundation. It is always liable to erosion, and
the grip must inevitably be somewhat uncertain
when the exposed surface is about six times the
area of that which is buried. His proposil is to

dig a trench on one side of each stone, down to

the base, and fill it with concrete or cement.
When thip material hardened all the other sides

could be dealt with similarly, the turf being, re-

placed on the new bed. The plan is not new,
having been suggested more than twenty years
ago by Dr. Flinders Petrie ; but it is practical,

and might be carried out at comparatively little

cost.

At a meeting of the Norfolk County Council
at Norwich, held on Saturday, the Committee of

Visitors of the County Lunatic Asylum reported
that it had decided to expend £48,000 in extend-
ing the asylum, introducing the electric light,

and various engineering works. It was also

stated, on the advice of the architect, that the
committee would not ask for open tenders. In
supporting the adoption of the report, the Earl
of Kimberley said he agreed with the recom-
mendation of the committee not to ask for open
tendering ; but they also ought not to be led

away by all that architects said. He had no
reason to suspect architects more than any other
men : but there was nothing more disastrous than
to allow professional men to dictate to the council

in the matter of building. The report was
adopted.

At a joint conference held at the Club Union
Buildings, London, between the Techni&il Edu-
cation Committee and the instructors of the
plasterers' classes at the various polytechnics

throughout the London district the following
resolution was adopted ;

—" That all minor
members of the union up to the age of nineteen

years shall attend the nearest class to his residence

at least six times in one month during the session,

and failing this he will be summoned before the

Technical Education Committee for an explana-

tion." The committee will exercise their dis-

cretion where students are not in a position to

pay their fees. The union are determined to

make their apprentices competent workmen, so

that they may command full wages at the age
of-'L

After communication with, and on the invita-

tion of, the Central London Railway Company
and a committee representing the owners of

houses in the vicinity thereof, the Board of Trade
have appointed a committee, consisting of Lord

Riyleigh, F.R.S. (chairman), Sir John AVolfe-
Barry, K.C.B., F.R.S., and Professor Ewing,
F.R.S, to consider to what extent the working
of the traffic on the Central London Railway
produces vibration in the adjacent buildings, and
what alterations in the conditions of such work-
ing or in structure can be devised to remedy the
same, and to report to the Board of Trade. The
committee will meet for the transaction of

business on the 11th inst. Voluminous evidence
has been prepared on behalf of residents on the
route, for submission to the committee.

MEETINQS FOB THE ENSTTINQ WEEK.
Monday.— Society of Arts. *' Elementary Art Educa-

tion," Cantor Lecture No. 1, by J.

Liberty Tada. 8 pm.
Surveyors' Institution. Discussion on

*'The Future of the London Water
Supply." 8 p.m.

Biij^tol Society of Architects. " Build-
ing Contracts from Contractor's Stand-
point," by Frank Cowlin. 8 p.m.

Tuesday.—Society of Arts. " Cameos," by Cyril Daven-
port, F.S.A. 8 p.m.

Institation of Civil Engineers. Dis-
cussion on papers (already read) on
" Glapgow Bridge." by Benjamin Hall
Blyth ;

'* Railway Bridge overthe Fitzroy
River, at Rockhampton, Queensland," by
Walter James Doak : and " The Niagara
Falls and Clifton Steel Arch Bridge," by
Leffert Lefferta Buck. S p.m.

Wednfsday.—Society of Arts. *' Photography of Natural
Colour by the McDonougb- Joly Process,"
by H. Snowden Ward. 8 p.m.

St. Paul's Eccleaiologieal Society.
" Notes on City Chxu*che8," by F. Herbert
Manford. Chapter House, St. Paul's,

E.C. 7.30 p.m.
Edinburgh Architectural Association.

*' Colour in Architecture," by Professor
G. Baldwin Brown. 8 p.m.

TrruBSDAv. -Society of Arte. " Metalliferous Mining in

India," by John W. Evans, D.8.
4.30 p.m.

Friday.—Architectural Association. *' Flats," by Edwin
T. HaU, F.R.I.B.A. 8 pm.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIA-
TION,-jam \ry isih —ordinary general mzet-

INU, at No. 9. Conduit-street. W. at 7 30 p m. Paper by Mr.
EDWIN T. HALL, ^n " Flat«." illustrated t>y Drawings of Flats in

London. i*aris, and Vienna.
G. B. CARVILL I „ o ,.

R, S. BALFOUR (
"'»' '"'

It was rep'irted to the Halifax Town Council on
Friday that the total cost of the new court-house
and police-station has been £27,764, including

£1,070 for the site, wbareas the architect's estimate,

exclusive of site, was £11,500.

DANIELS & CO.,
Modellers and Manafaotarera of

High-Class

Imperishable A rchitectural

Concrete Masonry,
TO ARCHITECTS' DESIGNS, in any desired colour.

OrncEa AND Works:—

85, CANWICK road, LINCOLN.
Enqtiiiici Soliiiteil. Estimates Fumislifd.

W. I(. LiSGELLES aiid Co.,

121, Bunhill Row, London, E.C.
TELEPHONE No. 270.

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.
LASCELLES' CONCRETE.

Conservatories & Greenhouses.

WOODEN BUILDINGS.
BANK, OFFIOE, A SHOP FITTIN<J8.

CHURCH BENCHES & PULPITS.

MSTIXATM OrrgW OK APPLIOATION.

WM. OLIVER A SONS,
MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, WALNUT,
TEAK, VENEER, and FANOYWOOD

MERCHANTS,
120, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.C.

The most extensive Stook of every kind of
Wood in Planks and Boards, dry and fit for
Inunediate use.

LATEST PRICES.
IB ON, &o.

Per ton. Per ton.
Elolled-Iron Joista, Belgian £6 to £6 10
Rolled-Steel Joists, English 9 0;, 10
WrougW-Iron Girder Platea 9 0,, 9 15
Bar Iron, good Staffa 8 7 6,, 976
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Square 20 „ 20

Do., Welsh 6 16 ,, 6 17 6
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 7 17 8 „ 8 8
BestSnedahill 13 „ 13 10

Angles lOs., Tees 20b. per ton extra.
Builders* Hoop Iron, for bonding, ftc'TES 15s.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £15 10a. Od. per ton.
Qalyanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-

No. IS to 30. No.22to24.
eft. to 8ft. long, inclnsiTe Per ton. Per ton.

gange £12 5 ...£12 10

Best ditto 12 15 ... 13
Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-iron Columns £9 lo £9 10

Cast-iron Stanchions 9 0,, 9 10

Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire „ 11 16 „ 12 15

EoUed-Steel Fencing Wire 1115 „ 12 16

„ „ „ GalTanised. 13 „ 14

Oast-Iron Sash Weights 6 6 0,, 6 10

Cut CTasp Nails, Bin. to 6in 12 „ 13

Cut Floor Brads 1115 „ 12 16

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)

—

to 7 8 9 10 11 IS 18 14 18 B.W.G-.
11/- 11/6 119 12/8 12 9 13'6 14/3 16,'- 16- per owt.

Qist-Iron Socket Pipes—
Sin. diameter £6 17 6 to £7 6

4in. to6in 6 16 „ 7

7in. to 24in. (all ^es) 8 16 „ 7

[Coated with composition, 2s. 8d. pel ton extra; tamed
and bored joints, 6s. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lilleshall 105s. to 110s.

Hot Blast, ditto 67s. 6d. to 62s. 6d.

Wronght-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standard
Lists f.o.b. :

—

Gas-Tubes 60 p.c.

Water-Tubes 55 „
Steam-Tubes 50 „
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 47i „
Galvanised Water-Tubes 45 „
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 40 „

lOcwt. casks. 6cwt. caski.
Per ton. Per ton-

Zinc, English {London mill) £25 to £25 10

Do., Vieille Montagne 26 „ 26 16

Sheet Lead, 81b. per sq. ft. super. 21 „ 22
Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs 20 „ 21

Lead Shot in 281b .hags 23 „ 24

CopperSheets,sheathingandrodB£89 „ £90
Copper, Britiah Cake and Ingot... 74 15 „ 75 5

Tin, Stmits 145 „ 148 8
Do., EngUsh Ingots 150 „ 151

Spelter, Sileeian 18 7 6 „ 19 2 6
TIMBEB.

Teak, Burmah per load £10 10 to £16 5

„ Bangkok 10 „ 16 5

Quebec Pme, yellow „ .~ 4 7 6,, 550
„ Oak , .- 3 15 „ 5 10

, Birch „ .~ 3 0,, 600
„ Elm - 5 0,, 600
„ Ash „ .- 3 7 6,, 8 15

Dantsio and Memel Oak „ .m 3 6 0,, 4 15

Fir ,. .- 3 0,, 400
Wainscot, Riga p. log ... „ .m 1 17 6 „ 3 6

Lath, Dantsic, p.f , .- 4 0,, 6 15

St. Petersburg , .- 4 0,, 8 10

Greenheart 7 16 „ 8
Box 7 „ IB

Sequoia, U.8.A per cube foot 19,, a

M^ogany , Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick 6,, 008
Honduras ... „ ... 6,, 00 7i
Mexican 4,, 00 41

African „ ... SJ „ 6}

Cedar, Cuba ~ 3 „ 3*

„ Honduras „ ... SJ „ 8}

Satinwood ., .~ « 10 „ 19
Walnut, Italian 8,, 00 7i

„ American (logs) „ ... 2 3 „ 4 6
Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120—12ft. by liin.

by llin. :

—

Quebec, Pine, 1st £26 10 to £30
2nd 18 10 „ 21

,; 3rd 12 10 „ 14

Canada Spruce, 1st 11 10 „ 14 15

„ 2nd and 8rd 9 10 „ 10 5

New Brunswick ** " 5 " J? ,S SRiM 8 10 „ 11 10

St. Pete^w'::.: H
J'

O .. is O O

Swedish H 19 „ 21

iSCd ;.......:.:.:::.:: 12 o o „ wio
White Sea 12 10 ., 22

Bat*«na, aU sorta 5 0,, )2

Flooring Boards, per square of irn.:-
£o 19 r,

l6t prepared £0 1^ » m *"
J»

'

2nd ditto S'i ^ " SK ?
Other qualities 7 0,, 13 b

Staves, per standard M:— .„ ,. „ i« n n
U.S.itto «W10 „ £48

Memel,cr.pipe 220 „ 230

Memel bra^ 190 „ SuO n

OILS.
Linseed per tun £31 2 « to £31 12 6

Rapeseed, Englioh pale... „ ... 31 5 „ 31 10 t

Do, brown 29 10 „ 29 15

Cottonseed, refined , ... 21 „ 22

Olive, Spanish ^ " 2 " S! ,2 9,

Seal pale 26 „ 26 10

Srcoatt, Cochin' :: ... ^j ^ o .. ^w o

Do., Ceylon , ... 25 15 „ ««

Pato.liagos ?? 2 S "
\t I °o

Oleine .. ... "
J

" " ^ S „
LubrioatingU.S per gal. T „ 8

Petroleum, refined „ ... 6i „ « ^ "?

Tar, Stockholm perbarrel 16
Do., Archangel » ... 19 6

XoipentiDe, American... per tun 87

16
10
W 6
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DIFFICULTIES OF PRACnC'E.

SEVERAL difficulties confront the younger
men that enter the profession, and these

increase rather than diminish year after year.

AVe propose to take a few of them. Those
who have emerged from their office pupilage,

or have successfully passed the examinations
provided for them, will find it hard soaie-

times to reconcile what they have learned
with practical huilding experience. They see,

to their chagrin and dismay, men of no edu-
cation, untaught in the mysteries of the
architectural craft, ignorant of art and the
principles of science, engaged in building,
superintending buildings, acting as clerks of

works, and even practising as architects.

.Such experience comes as a surprise and a
shock to the young architect who has honour-
ably acquitted himself before his examiners,
or as a winner of prizes at the Institute or the
Academy. That a builder's clerk, or one
who has worked at the bench, should be able
to undertake any building, even to prepare
plans and elevations of houses and shops and
t'ictories, sends a pang of disappointment
through many a young architect who has up
till then dreamed that only special training
could alone prepare one for the task. And
what is quite as hard to bear is that the
young craftsman or builder's clerk comes
equipped with a kind of rough-and-ready
knowledge, with physical strength and en-
durance, agility in climbing scaffolding, that
the young inexperienced architect does not
profess. It is this special equipment in
building operations that presents so great a
difficulty at the very beginning : it can only
be learned on the building and in the work-
shops, in contact with the workmen them-
selves. The inexperienced architect finds it

impossible to bounce his way upon the build-
ing : ho tries his best to intimidate or cajole
the contractor by declaring his authority, oi

referring to the specification and contract,
as credentials of his position ; but this
plan he soon finds impracticable when he
discovers that the builder's foreman knows
just a little something that has not occurred
to him—some other way of doing the work
that practical conditions have rendered neces-
sary. It is a little mortifying to be told that
the depths of footings specified cannot be
adhered to ; that lime concrete is just as
good as Portland cement concrete in certain
positions

; that the bricks specified to be
used are not the best for internal plastered
surfaces. In all trades there are certain
"wrinkles" that can only be learned from
experience.

One difficulty is met in not realising the
practical conditions of building materials,
and this is where the rough-and-ready
knowledge of the practical builder or fore-
man comes into conflict with the architect's
theoretical knowledge. Few have to suffer
more from disillusionment than the architect
when brought into practical contact with
building materials. His knowledge of the
properties of clays, the proportions required
in a good brick earth of silica and alumina,
and the percentage of lime or other flux to
fuse these ingredients, or how much oxide of
iron or magnesia is necessary to give it

colour may be sound, but it does not
stand him in good stead when confronted
with a load of bricks delivered for use.
His textbook knowledge of brick earths,
distisguishing between pure or strong clay,
sandy or loamy clay, marls and limy clays,
avails him little when he comes to
examine a quantity of bricks, and his only

guarantee is to apply those simple physical

tests which the practical architect adopts,

such as striking the brick with a mallet,

trying its absorbent properties, aad seeing

that it is true in shape, is well burnt, and
free from lumps of lime. The formula that

the bricks should be '

' hard, well burnt,

square, and regular in shape," comprises all

that the practical man troubles himself to

know. So with the many varieties in the

market- The textbook will hardly inform
the young architect of the differences between
machine-made and hand-made bricks, or

between the qualities known as "slop" or
" sand-moulded." We do not undervalue
the instruction given in our building science

classes, if we inquire how many of those who
pass know the difference between " clamp "

and "kiln "-burntbrickswhen theysee them.
Again, there are parts in walls and founda-
tions where even "burrs" and "chuffs"
can be used. In the composition of mortar,

how few architects are able to test such
matters as the freshness of the lime or its

slaking, or the prescribed proportions, or

whether the sand is of the right sort, clean

and free from salt, or that the specified

cement tests are carried out. All these

matters, of practical importance, are trouble-

some to the architect, and he is content to

leave them to the clerk of works. Then
the younger men in the profession ex-
perience a difficulty in comparing their

textbook descriptions of building stones
with the actual material. The rough-hewn
blocks of stone as they are delivered in

the mason's yard defy the critical capacity

of the theorist ; only the builder or clerk of

works can determine the nature and ([uality

of the stone and its quarry bed. Timber
presents the same difficulty of detection, and
only those who know the secrets of the trade,

the marks or brands of shippers, have any
guarantee of the qualities. Books on timber,
which describe the timber imported from
Russia, Sweden, Prussia, or other country,
do not help the young architect in discover-

ing the several qualities, such as "Grown,"
"Best Middling," "Second Middling," and
leave him pretty much in the dark,
except that he is safe in rejecting the sap-
wood, large, loose, or dead knots, and un-
seasoned timber. And so it is with all other
materials ; the chief obstacles to encounter
are the conventions of the market and the
manufacturer, which make the application

of principle and knowledge so hard to learn
outside the yard or the factory. The forms
or shapes which timber, stone, slate, iron,

and other materials assume in the market,
offer a special difficulty to the office- or
class-trained architect. AVhat he has been
taught by books or from specimens in class-

rooms mislead him as to the size, weight,
form, and appearance of materials. The
builder's clerk or the youth that has been
trained among workmen in the various shops
or on the building in progress quickly ob-
tains all this extraneous and practical

information, and he therefore can apply his

knowledge with less trouble. The archi-

tect's pupil, on the other hand, has to con-
vert his knowledge intj actual facts, and this

translation of class-teaching and textbook
into the actual building is troublesome.
We have dealt at some length with this

difficulty of converting acquired theoretical

knowledge about materials into concrete
facts, because it lies at the root of the
separation of our art from building. Archi-
tecture or building as an art has to be trans-
lated into building as a trade. Some years
are required of the young architect's life to

enable him to apply effectively what he has
learned ; that will enable him to dispense
with much of the ij>i<e dixit of mere theory, to

translate his theory into facts. When he
can fall back on theory to justify his practice,

or rice-i-ersa, and can call to his assistance

both his scientific knowledge and his experi-
ence, he is in a happy condition ; till then he

has to pick up his practical knowledge
slowly, but surely.

The discrepancies that often occur between
the drawings of the architect and the actual
execution display another phase of the
question we are considering. In these dis-

crepancies the young practitioner finds much
to make him anxious and impatient at times.
His very complete and perfect set of draw-
ings for contract work, which have taken him
weeks to prepare, and cost much thought,
are here and there found wanting. At the
very beginning of the building the founda-
tions obviously require to go deeper and
to be spread more—matters ttiat were un-
suspected till the trenches were dug : the
quantities provide considerably less brick-

work than is shown in the plans ; additional

piers in cement have to be built to carry

girders ; or some of the masonry cinnot hi
worked as shown. In the carpenter and
joiner's work many of the details are dis-

covered imperfect : the dimensions di not

agree with those of the actuil building, and
many changes have to be made. < Ir the

carpenter or joiner cannot work to them as

shown, owing to sometechnicalerror indesign.

These are things that occur every day to

the younger men in the profession, and thsy
indicate the wide gulf that separates the

drawing-office from the workshop. Their

most elaborate drawing of details, on which
much time and thought has been expended,

turns out to be worthless, owing to some error

of j udgment—a useless waste of material in

not consulting the building. I)etail drawings

are made from imperfect data, or hurriedly

from the general drawings, instead of being

devised from consultation with the real

building or workmen. It is a desiralile plan

in contract work to have all the principal

det.iils out before the contract is signed ; but

the plan is not the best or most fortunate for

the inexperienced architect, who cannot be

expected to know the workman's way of

looking at things. Therefore, it is a safer

course to prepare some details—such as those

of stonework, of wood, or ironwork—when
their connection with the building or other

materials can be realised or more clearly seen

by reference to dimensions or ascertained

facts. The details prepared are not always

to the builder's liking. We know that

the builder or the foreman of carpenters

objects to execute any piece of timbar-

framing according to detail where the scant-

lings would necessitate cutting from the

balk instead of using the stock sizes of

timber : they prefer wood cornices for joinery

that are made up of moulded thicknesses to

solid-run pieces, "planted" to "stuck"
mouldings. In stone cornices, the same
objection to solid-worked stones is often

made on the score of waste. These technical

objections are troublesome to the designer

who has tried to give a solid and substantial

effect to his detail. The experienced archi-

tect knows how hard it is to induce the con-

tractor to look at the work from an artist's

point of view, and he will discover the hope-

lessness of the task when any detail of

unusual design or shape is presented to him
to carry out. Repeated evasions of th3

architect's intention are made when it is too

late to alter. The builder's excuse is that

he could not work the material as shown;

that the mode of construction would be im-

practicable, and so on. Perhaps there ii

sometimes a little to blame on the architect's

part—the love of affectation to do something

original ; or, as Professor Pitesaid the other

day, to "sacrifice everything to a hobby or

a piece of empty cleverness." But the dis-

crepancy discovered by the builder between

the drawing and speoitications or quantities

is a constant trouble to the inexperienced ;—
it means compromise—the architect must

yield to the quantities, or the latter to the

design.

To the artistically sensitive man tie

requirements of such matters as plumbing.
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sanitary fittings, ventilation, heating, &c.,
give much trouble : but to others of the per-
functory order of mind they are matters
indifferent. To the former these details of
building are looked upon as points that
may mar the design if left to tradesmen who
are careless about the matter. Great care
is necessary in drawing up separate con-
tracts with manufacturers and engineers if

the character of the building is not to be
spoiled by clumsy makeshifts, unsightly
cowls, awkward arrangements for pipes or
coil-cases. The points necessary to keep in
the architect's hamls these details are often
overlooked, and the general contractor is

hardly to be blamed if he goes to the cheapest
market, or refuses to pay for a class of work-
manship not particularly specified. When
sub-contractors are employed, there will be
friction unless they entev into a contract
with the general contractor guaranteeing a
due performance of the work, and indemnify-
ing the latter against any damage or any
claims made against him ; and in this con-
nection clause 2(1 of the Schedule of Condi-
tions, sanctioned by the Institute, may be
nsefully adopted.
We live in an age of specialities. Year

by year the inventions and applications in
reference to building increase, tUl at the
present time the number of building fittings

and specialities is beyond the reasonable
acquirement of the architect—that is to say,
he cannot know them all sufficiently to decide
on their merits. He specifies a new window
fastening, a new sanitary apparatus, or a
new decorative material, because it answers
his purpose. Each may be good in its way,
yet he is exercising a degree of responsibility
that may be rash. His client is anxious to

have the best. In these days the selection

of a manufactured article for either use or
decoration has become a professional duty of

much responsibility, and one demanding a
considerable acquaintance with modern in-

vention, as well as knowledge of the crafts.

In selecting an article the architect has, in
justice, to consider not only what is the
best, but that which fulfils the mission
of art. There are a lot of good things and a
lot of rubbish that can only be separated by
a technical knowledge of the trades and a
clear insight into what is wanted.

THE SdANE MEDALLION AND
INSTITUTE PRIZE DESIGNS.

THE annual exhibition of studentship
and prize designs has been on view

at the Alpine Club, Savile-row ; and we
first remark the large number of competitors
that have entered the list for the Soane
Medallion, the Tite Prizj, and the Grissell

Gold Medal, as well as for the Pagin
Studentship. I'ut with respect to the quality
or merit of the designs there may be a doubt.
The Soane Medallion subject—a design for

a clubhouse in a large city—has only pro-
duced one or two good designs out of the
twenty-two set submitted this year. Many ot

these display a disregard for what may
be called the proprieties of good Classic

or Eenais-ance design. Others are simply
eccentricities, though displaying- talent in

a few of the details. The Tite prize for an
entrance gateway to a public park has been
competed for by many who appear to con-
found elaborate or imposing architectural
monuments with skilful arrangement and
good ('lassie design. We have replicas of

triumphal arches, far-spreading colonnades,
monumental erectionsof temple-like character,
piazzas, and other palatial adjuncts. I'or

the Grissell subject, a design for a timber
footbridge across a stream, there is perhaps
less difficulty in making a selection, though
very few have quite caught the right idea for

a design for a timber bridge, many of the
competitors rather disguising than accentu-
ating the material in the consti'uction.

No fewer than twenty-two designs have
been sent in for the Soane Medallion and
XlOO prize. These are of varying degrees of

merit, some very deserving attempts to do
justice to the subject, others without any
apparent effort to solve the problem, and
commonplace in elevation. "Ars," No. o,

is unquestionably the most able design.

Instead of a flat frontago, the author breaks
it into two equal receding lines from the
extremities of the front, making an obtuse
internal angle, occupied by a projecting
porch surmounted by a semicircle of isolated

Corinthian columns on the first story, and
crowned by a flat domical roof. The effect of

this treatment is to give a bold centre feature,

and to obtain areas in front, and also

at the sides, for light to the staircase and hall

and card-room. The two projecting wings
thus formed are devoted on the ground floor

to the strangers' dining-rooms, reception,

and cloakrooms, on each side of entrance-

hall, which forms a handsome feature in the

centre of the block, leading at the back to

the large coffee-room, 117ft. by 30ft. The
staircase, in two flights, ascends at the end
of hall, which is subdivided by columns.
The open colonnade carrying front circular

loggia and the octangular arrangement of

columns in front of the stairs would make
an imposing hall. The coffee-room is also

broken into compartments by columns, and
there is a sense of architectural planning.

On the first floor the main centre staircase

and gallery round leads to morning-rooms,
o.->ft. by 30ft. and Uit. by 30ft., and
library, these being over the coffee-room.

The smoking aad writing rooms and
saloon are in front. The second floor is

divided into biUiard-rooms and members'
bedroom. The usual offices are placed in the

basement. The design externally partakes

chiefly of the Italian Eenaissance ; besides

the centre circular loggia and cupola, the

ends of the two sides are terminated by pro-

jecting piers adorned by sculpture and of

monumental character, and a deep cornice

with windows crowns the farade A French
feeling is seen in these details of the design.

A large detail shows the internal treatment
of the domical hall.

The next best design is that with motto
"Ionic," a columnar farade with a single

Ionic order on a rusticated basement. The
centre has coupled columns, and supports an
attic with segmentai-shaped cornice. The
design is well proportioned, and drawn in ink.

The plan shows a centre hall and side stair-

case. The morning and smoking rooms are on
each side of entrance ; the coffee and strangers'

room in the rear. There are three open light-

courts, two on the side forming recesses. On
the first floor, the house dining-room and
writing-room are in front ; the strangers'

dining-room is lighted from court, and the

other dining and service rooms are behind.

On the second floor are the committee-rooms,
biUiard-room, dressing, and bath-rooms in

the rear. The details are well drawn. A
mezzanine plan, showing decoration of

ceilings, provides a library and music -room.

The plan generally is compact and well

arranged in its main hall and approaches to

large rooms. We can only briefly notice the

other designs. Amongst these is "Fording-
bridge," a Classic-designed fai.ade with

wings, drawn in a bluish-grey wash. The
plan is distributed round four open light-

areas, the writing and smoking - room
being on each side of entrance hall. A
corridor leads to strangers' smoking-room on
left, with cloak-rooms and lavatories on each

side disposed in the areas—a satisfactory

arrangement. The club and strangers'

dining-rooms are in rear, service and lifts

&c., are carefully arranged, and the plan is

compact. " Ace of Clubs" is designed in a

style more suitable for the hotel of a market
town—^a kind of English Renaissance, but

scarcely suited for a city club-house. The
plan has redeeming features. " Ace " shows

some clever drawing in the detail of one
wing of front ; but the design is a strange
medley of features, especially the arched
gables with finials at the apices, and the
small gables in centre of front. The plan is

confused in parts. "City" is a rusticated

design we'd, drawn and carefully considered.
" Thistle " is also rusticated in the windows.
There is a large area on one side of site for

light, and this is inclosed in the rear by the
library and waiting-room, and in front by
the morning-room and billiaid-room. The
plan is therefore unsymmetrical ; the stair-

case is on the right hand of centre hall,

which extends into the building, and gives

access to the library, &o. The details are
well drawn. "Hal" has two orders in a
Palladian style, with narrow gabled ends
and attic, open under roof, suj>ported by
columns ; a rather curious feature, though it

may be made useful. The plan is cramped,
and the coffee-room and library are spoiled by
there-entering angles. "Uitimus" is dis-

tinguished for a view of front showing very
attenuated pilasters, and four stories in

height. The entrance -hall is near one
side. The ground and first-floor plans

are the best. We must also briefly refer

to " Melba," a design laciking civic cha-

racter. The singular wings, with coupled

columns, with a gable in centre, of

primitive simplicity, are ecceatrio. " Red
Seal " is conceived in a (jreek Ionic spirit

:

the plan is full of corridors. "Rime" has-

also thrown away the opportunity. " Thor "

is a bold, large drawing of a loUy building,

accentuated by thick vertical lines or piers,

clever in parts, but more suited to a factory.

The plan has merit. The centre haU leads

to a grand stairs at the side. " Q. E. F."
has a single order Ionic on the first story,

with pedimental wings ; it is bold, and the

plan shows study. " Ivanhoe " is rather

"mixed" in style, wanting character; the

plan is elaborate and symmetrical, but with-

out simplicity. "Pan" is of florid Renais-

sance character, with front oriel windows
corbelled out and three large gables above.

The scroll dressings to window are too

extravagant. "Hiawatha" has a studied

plan ; the elevation is a simple pilastered

front of two stories and a centre.

The Tite prize for a design for an entrance

gateway to a public park has been responded

to by twenty- six competitors, but out of this

large number we can only point to one or

two that seem to adapt themselves to the

purpose. Looking over the elaborate and
often extravagant scheme, such as those of

"Pencil," " Fiori, ' "The Bard," "LeNord,"
" Tenax Propositi," and others, many of them
displaying able draughtsmanship and clever

detail, we can only come to the conclusion

that the instructions left the designers very

free, and without any guide. One of the

Classic designs, under the motto "Corona,"

exhibits a very correct and elegant adapta-

tion of Classic gateway, a centre-pedimented

structure inclosing the main archway with

isolated columns and wings of lower heighi-,,

with coupled columns connected with a quad-

rantal colonnade on each side ; but though

very well drawn and shaded, it hardly fulfils,

to our mind, the requirements of an ordinary

park gateway. Much simpler, and more

adapted in its detail, is the design "St.

(reorge," the gate piers being connected with

outer piers by quadrants of columns. The
simplicity of the ironwork adds to the

interest of the design, which shows much
reserve. "Tenax Propositi," shown in a

clever ink perspective, is an elaborate com-

position with angle towers of rather bold

design, with open crown summits ; but it

lacks unity. " Tay," " Marble Arch,"
" Spes," " iioadicea," "Nap," are extrava-

gant or ill-proportioned.

For the Grissell Gold Medal 1 »asigns for

a Timber Footbridge, the competing authors

have sent in several clever suggestions and

drawings. " Koppernob " is a well-framed
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truss design with laminated arched rib of six

lin. boards sprung to radius and screwed

together. "Forward" is a simple and

effective timber-treated structure. " Ttile

Populo" shows an ingenious cross-braced

design. " Trabs " is a sensible design ; curved

elliptical ribs spring from struts under the

platform. "Telford II." shows a too elabo-

rate system of braces stop - chamfered.

"Ilex" is constructed on the laminated-

rib principle, but the rib is above the foot-

way, and the details are well worked out.

For the Pugin Studentship nine sets of

•drawings are exhibited. Among the con-

tributors we note the drawings by -J.
<

'.

ook, including " Trunch Church, Xorfolk,"

and wash and other drawings of Elgin
^ 'athedral, Kettering Church, Octagon at Ely,

Southwold I 'hurch, &c. C. B. Pearson sends

some very nice pencil drawings of churches in

Yorkshire, also of Westminster Abbey. The
effective sketches, some tinted in brown, of

St. Mary's, Oxford, and details from Eouen,
by J. Forbes Smith, and the broad-pencil
sketches of Shirley Harrison, especially the
work from Wells and Shepton Mallet, Cross-
combe Church, and other old Somersetshire
examples, are very excellent. H. Comvn,
H. W. Cotman. Frederick J. North, H.
Phibbs, and A. J. Pitcher also send credit-

able work.
The Institute Silver Medal and Ten Cruineas

lor measured drawings of ancient buildings
in the United Kingdom or abroad, has been
competed for by eight students. The device
of a "Cannon" is the imprint on some
interesting drawings of Burghley House,
near Stamford, one peculiar point to notice
in the elevation is the uneven string-
courses which no doubt arose from structural
exigencies. The drawings of St. John's,
Westminster, plan, section, and details by
"Archer"; those of the Guildhall, Exeter,
by "Semper F'ideli.* " ; of Iloly Tiinity
Church, HuU, by "Petrel"; of "Roda";
Church of St. Magnus, Fish-street Ilill ; the
fine drawings of Kirby Hall, by '

' Stafford
Knot," and those of Walpole St. Peter's,
Xorfolk, by "Cross Keys," are interesting
records that deserve studj-.

Several very interesting examples of colour
decoration are contributed for the i iwen
Jones Studentship. The coloured drawings
by E. Bennett from Fontainebleau Palace, and
those of mosaic, from St. Mark's, Venice, and
the study for stern of vessel in colour, are
very admirable. Percy E. N'obbs sends some
excellent coloui-ed sketches from ^'erona,
Milan, Lincoln, and the drawings of painted
'lecoration, &c., by Ramsay Traquair,
especially those from Verona, deserve notice.

EXHIBITION OF MODERN
ILLUSTRATION.

THE idea of holding an exhibition of
modem illustration is one that deserves

commendation by all lovers of an art which
has given so much pleasure and amusement
to thousands of readers of narrative, fiction,
and wojfce of a descriptive kind, and we
think the Society of Illustrators who initiated
the proposal are to be congratulated on the
result of their enterprise, which the Science
and Art Department (now the Board of
I'ducation^ have so well organised. The
present exhibition is restricted to typographic
illustration adapted to books, magazines, and
newspapers, many very admirable examples
of which are to be seen in the Long i iallery
of the Victoria and Albert Museum, South
Kensington. Owing probably to the extent
of the material, the Board of Education has
restricted the exhibition to illustrations
printed with the text dating from 1 sen to the
present time, and this date was determined
because, as Mr. H. B. Wheatley says in his
useful Introduction to the Catalogue, at that
date " there was a most remarkable outburst
of beautiful design for the illustration of

books and periodicals, the work of the chief

artists of the day, so that the period has

come to be specially distinguished in the

history of art as ' the sixties,' " and because

this period covers the time during which
photography has been available for repro-

ductive purposes, and process-work has come
into being. The time selected, therefore,

includes the transition period from wood to

zinc, and, what is of special interest, the

period during which the preservation of the

artist's original drawing has been possible."

The art of book-illustration is one of con-
siderable age, and dates from the first

beginning of printed books. The wood-
engraved block set up with the type received

earlier attention on the Continent, the first

illustrated book of Caxton being " The Mirror
of the World," published in HSO. The
"Canterbury Tales" and " -Esop " after-

wards appeared. John Day, in the middle
of the Itith century, seems to have been one
of the first who improved the woodblock : and
the name of Thomas Bewick, the reviver of

the art of wood-engraving, who died in ls2s,

is well known as the illustrator of several

books—Gay's "Fables," Goldsmith's "Tra-
veller" and "Deserted Village," "History
of British Birds," &c. He was an original

artist as well as engraver. Copper-plate
printing rather interfered with the progress

of wood-engraving.
The gallery is divided into 2(i bays and

several centre screens. We can only glance
at a few of these. Bay 1 is interesting as

containing the chalk studies of drapery and
figures by Lord Leighton, P.E.A., for George
Eliot's " Romola" in the (''u-n^iill M<i(j)f:iiit

,

1S()3. These studies, numbering 30 in aU,

are in black and white chalk, and cha-
racteristic of the grace and refinement of

Lord Leighton. Then we have a collection

of prints from wood blocks, and photographs
of blocks before cutting, lent by George
Murray Smith. Manj- of these are India
proofs, from engravings by J. Swain. A few
are photographs of blocks. " Tessa at

Home," "At the AVell," "The Dyin;
Message" (.51-J3}, "Samson at the Mill,'

a pen drawing and proof from wood-
engraving by the Brothers lialziel, lent by
the firm, are very beautiful examples. The
illustrations to " OldKensington," in the same
magazine, by G. D. Leslie, R.A. (76 to ST ,

and examples by John Collier, Mr. Staples,

Sir Josejah Noel Paton, Marcus Stone, R.A.,
are of considerable interest in tracing the
progress of the art in which the best artists

were engaged. In Bay '_' we see illustra-

tions to the Coniliill, (),„•<, I M',p/.- (lSiJ-2}, and
Moxon's edition of Tennyson's " Poems,"
by such eminent men as Fredk. Sandys,
VV. M. Thackeray, Luke Fildes, E.A.,
Sir J. E. MiUais, P.R.A., Frederick
Walker, A.R.A.. and William Holman
Hunt — all worth attentive study. We
have not only the reproductions, but the
original drawings. The interesting Scrip-
tural illustrations by Millais to " The
Parables of <Jur Lord," such as " The Foolish
Virgins," "The Good Samaritan," "The
Lost Piece of Silver," "The Prodigal Son,"
&c. : and Millais' illustrations to Tennvson's
"The Talking Oak," and " Locksley Hall

"

(Moxon', are here, as well as illustrations to
I'ltHi-h, 186.5. Fred. Sandys' illustrations
for (i'niil WnriU and Oiia <i Week-, and those
to poems in the Cnnihill Maijatine, 1862, are
extremely interesting. Some of these are
proofs by Dalziel, wood engravings by Swaia
lls-l'2-V. In this collection we observe that

the prints, woodcuts, and "process'' have
been considered first, then the artists' draw-
ings, though these latter have a singular and
unique interest. The student here sees
as he goes on the progress made since
the sixties by the camera and the process
engraver. Previously the artist had to think
of every line he made, not knowing w'nether
the wood-cutter could interpret him : but the
"process" has removed this difficulty.

Frederick Walker's illustrations for the
C.rnliill (lS(ij- 1868), as -Out in the
Garden," in the "Story of Elizabeth," Guy
Griffiths in "Beauty and the Beast,'
"Thanksgiving," in "The Adventures of

Philip," are very admirable examples of

the graceful composition of this artist and
the wood-engravings by Swain. They are
shown by three photographs of wood blocks
previous to cutting. The illustrations to
I'niD-h Almanacs (iMi.') and Isfif)), and those

to " English Rustic Pictures" (1SS2), as in
'

' Summer Days "—boys bathing—and "Out
Tjittle One," a pen drawing on wood block,

uncut, with engravings by Dalziel (106,

197), are full of pathos and delicacy. The
illustrations to "English Rustic Pictures,"

by G. J. PinweU, and to " Wayside Posies"

(1867), Uacr a WiJ.- (l"*!!!*), as in "Sailor's

Love," "A Paris Pawnshop," "A Seat in

the Park" (214-216), show pencil and
brush drawings, with wood engravinj,'3 by
Dalziel and Swain. There follow in suc-

cessive bays many illustrious names. George
Cruikshank is represented by illustrations to

Ainsworth's "Windsor Castle" (187o). There
are pen and pencil and pen and wash draw-
ings and engravings by T. Bolton and Dalziel.

Sir John Gilbert in Shakespeare (226), and
wood engravings by Dalziel and Swain ; Sir

Edward J. Poynter, P.E.A., in " Dalziel's

Bible History," pen drawings and engravings

by the same ; F'ord Madox Brown and G. F.

AVatts, E.A., for the same book, are here.

A. B. Houghton's drawings for Dalziel's

"Arabian Nights" have much charm and
grace. Some delicate pencil sk'itches by Sir

•John Tenniel for Panrh, 1S9-1 (268, 280), and
to " Ingoldsby Legends," deserve notice.

Geo. du Maurier is represented by several

well-known Pinn-h illustrations ; his pen
drawings are also known to many. The
names of other illustrators of eminence are

Charles Keene, whose work on Thackeray's
"Roundabout Papers" and in Pandi may
be named ; Sir James D. Linton, F. Dicksee,

John Pettie, Birket Foster, W. Small-
all represented in Bay J. The pen drawings
and crayon and brush drawings are interest-

ing, especially the spirited and clever pen
drawings of Lady Butler (Miss E. Thompson),
illustrating Thackeray's " Ballads " and the
tiriiphn- (438-441), and the water-colour

drawing of G. H. Thomas (442) of an old

horse, " The Last Lot," in the (intphk : the

vigorous dash and spirited wash drawings
and engravings for the lllniti-nlid /...«/../'

.V ir-<, by E. Caton Woodville ; wash draw-
ings and "process" work of F. Brangwyn
in the Gr/ijihic, of W. S. Staceyinthe Sir^url

.\t.ifl,r.;nr, of A. S. Hartrick on the /'"//

Mull ^^<l<|a-.rlh\ and the very clever pen and
brush drawinscs of Arthur Rackham for
" Grimm's Fairy Tales," are interesting

examples of prints from process line

block. In all these we can contrast the

methods employed by men of eminence in

their art;—the delicacy of Tenniel's pencil

work, the broad and effective black and red

crayons of Hartrick, the bold wash drawings
of Woodville, Dudley Hardy, and Hal Hurst,

and the different effects obtained in the

engraver's reproductions and half-tone pro-

cesses. The "process" work illustrations

show a decided broader treatment;—the artist

was not restricted in his work, for the ' pro-

cess " method lent itself to greater freedom of

line and of handling. The prints in half-

tone process arid from process-line blocks are

interesting to follow, but are too numerous.
The pen and brush drawings of W. E. P.
Britten [Bay 12), of A. Beardsley (for "Le
Morte d'Arthur'), of Lucien Pissarro, of

R. Anning Bell, Phil May, Dudley Hardy,
and others on the screens are full of character,

vigour, and charmful inventiveness, and their

reproductions or prints equally excellent.

We notice the process line prints from the

crisp pen drawings of F. L. B. Griggs
(Bay 10), the foliage and trees sharp and
bright. These works show the greater bold-
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ness as well as delicacy in detail secured by
the "process" method. • »a the other side

of gallery are several very beautiful examples
of French and Spanish illustration, to which
we can only refer. The architectural sub-

jects are chiefly represented by Messrs. II.

W. Brewer, E. Fitton, and J. I'ennell

(American). We have also examples of

E. A. Abbey in the American bays. The
work of C. Verger (Spanish), water-colour
drawings and prints from colour process

blocks (1289), of M. Benedito, oil painting

and colour process, and the French pen and
wash drawings of Adrien Moreau, A. Guil-
laume,Daniel ^'ierge, Pierre Georges Jeanniot,
and B. de Monvel are very spirited and
splendid examples of the art. Nothing can
be more effective than Ii. Yierge's " Misere
a Londres," "Gathering Grapes" (1319-

1320), and the wash drawings of " Plasterers

at Work" (1322), lent by the artist ; but we
take leave of the exhibition, with the hope
that many will pay it a visit. Its chief

instructional value is that we can trace the
development of the art of illustration from
the wood-cut era in its best period to the
" process " method , and the influence these

technical methods have had upon the art of

drawing for typographic work. We hope
the Board of Education will see fit to con-
tinue these exhibitions of art methods of

reproduction.

PICTURES OF OLD LONDON*.

LAST Saturday Messrs. Christie, Manson, and
Woods sold at their roomB a unique collection

of oil-pictures, the twenty-one pictures realising

£2,213. These pictures reveal many interesting

changes. Six of these are by Canaletto, and in-

clude the" City Monument, " showing the old brick

houses of superior type with projecting stiings,

wood cornices, and parapets, and having the

old white flush framed windows. This picture is

one of the best, and fetched 135 guineas.
" Westminster Bridge," " Somerset Steps," " St.

James's Park," "St. James's Place" (which
fetched 240 guineas), " Northumberland House "

are other works by Canaletto. The view of
" Somerset Steps" is a river emban'ument view,
showing St. Paul's Cathedral and the steps to the
riverastheythenappeared. "Old London Bridge"
is a picturesque view of the old bridge and houses,

and is by S. Scott, ani realised 190 guineas.
" Buckingham Gate to Blaokfriars Bridge," is also

by Scott, and is an extensive river view. The
view of " Smithfleld," by J. Boydell, is interest-

ing as showing how much its character has altered

since the time of George III. " Skinner Street

"

is another of Boydell's canvases, and is of interest

in the old timber overhanging house. " Lambeth
Palace " is by the same hand, with its green sward
enlivened by gentlemen and ladies ot the period,

with their lace-trimmed coats, cocked hats, and
knee-breeches, and extended farthingales ; so also

is " Old Palace Yard." Equally interesting are

the views by E. Dayes of " Bloomsbury Square "

and "Putney Bridge," with its curious church
front. Other subjects include " Chelsea Bridge,"
by Boydell: " .St. .Tames's Park," by J. B.
Chatelain ;

" Charing Cross," by Boydell
;

"Leicester Square," by E. Dayes; "St. Dun-
stan's Church," by T. Malton. Messrs. Agnew
purchased several of the pictures.

HULL CREMATORIUM.—Mb. A. E. White, City Engineer, Architect.

ELEMENTARY ART EDUCATION.

THE first of a course of four Cantor lectures
on " Elementary Art Education " was given

by the Society ol Arts on Monday night by Mr. J.

liberty Tadd, director of the Public School of

Industrial Art, Philadelphia, U.S.A. Mr. Walter
Crane occupied the chair. The lecture was con-
cerned with art and manual training in general
education, and Mr. Tadd discussed the methods
and results of the system introduced by Mr. C. G.
Iceland into Philadelphia twenty -two years ago.
At first the work was experimental, but now that
its advocates had the grown-up product to prove
the success ot the methods pursued it was spread-
ing as rapidly as teachers could be trained, and
they were glad to publish their results. The
system was entirely different from that carried
out in other schools, and its aim was the develop-
ment of the whole organism—hand, eye, and

mind—by the acquisition of conscious control, to

be followed by automatic control. Various exer-

cises had been tried at different times, but they

had now settled down to four—drawing, design-

ing, clay modelling and wood carving. The
desire was to give the pupils facility of hand,

sense of balance, size, and proportion, &c.,

and to make these qualities automatic. Teachers

of the system claimed to be able to teach

every possible physical co-ordination if only

they got the child at the proper period

of growth and development. Young children of

five or six would be set to draw, for example,

large circles on a blackboard—first with one

hand, then with the other, then with both

together, in the same direction, and in either

direction. Of course, the circles were not exact

;

but the first object was to get facility, and
accuracy followed. Drawing in this way on the

blackboird was alternated with drawing on
paper, in soft clay, and in tough wood—all to

gain facility. Then the children were given

some unit, such as a spiral or leaf form, and
required to make designs from it, in order to

develop sense of balance, proportion, & ;. The
copying of nature forms followed, and in course

of time, by repetition of experiences, drawing
became to them a mode of thought expression.

The result was a race of children whose memories

were photographic. Except in late stages, where
specialisation was beginning, instruments of pre-

cision, such as measures or compass or ruler,

were never allowed, nor was rubbing out per-

mitted ; the results in consequence showed a

swing and freedom not otherwise attainable.

Mr. Tadd showed numerous photographs illus-

trating the methods and results of the system in

various schools. The fact was emphasised that

none of these were art schools, but merely public

schools of various grades in which a few hours a

week were devoted to this method of art and
manual training.

HULL MUNICIPAL CREMATORIUM.

'pilK first definite steps towards the erection

A of a crematorium in Hull was taken in

1892. It is the first municipal establishment of

its kind erected in England. The council at this

time contemplated the erection of a chapel in the

Western Cemetery. The borough engineer

suggested the modification of the plans so as to

include a crematorium. The suggestion was
adopted, and when the chipel was erected in

1896-7, foundations were put in for a furnace

chamber and chimney tower, so that these might
readily be added at any future time.

Meanwhile, as it appeared doubtful whether

municipal authoiities could legally expend money
on crematoria, it was decided to apply for Parlia-

mentary powers, and clauses with this object were

included in a Bill (the Kingston-upon-HuU
Improvement Bill), which the corporation were
promoting in 1897. These clauses set forth

specific sites for crematoria— viz., the Western
Cemetery and certain surplus land adjoining the

Iledon-road Cemetery. 'There was some slight

opposition to the former site, and as the Bill was
only reached very late in the season, it was found

necessary that the Act as passed should only

authorise the Hedon-road site.

In due course the borough engineer was in-

structed to prepare plans for a building on the

accepted site, and the memorial stone was laid on

October 30, 1899, by the chairman of the burial

committee, Mr. Councillor Solomon Cohen, in

the presence of a thoroughly representative

gathering. The gathering included clergy and
ministers of almost all shades of opinion, who
showed a remarkable unanimity in their approval

of the corporation. The building was opened on
the 2nd inst.

The crematorium is situated on a piece of land

to the north-east of the Hedon-road Cemetery,

which formed part of a larger plot purchased for

the extension of the cemetery : but, being

adjacent to the .Sanatorium, was not laid

out for burials. The entrance to the grounds

is through the cemetery, and the building and

grounds are under the care ot the cemetery staff.

The cemetery chapels are available for religious

ceremonies in cuses where the number of mourners

is larger than the crematorium will accommodato.

The building is of red brick externally, with

artificial stone dressings, and is in a Late Gothic

style, freely treated. It comprises a hall or chapel

24ft. S(;uare, a second room containing the in-

cinerating chamber, and a tower 70ft. high.

The cremating apparatus is a furnace of the

regenerative type designed by the late Jlr. Henry;

Simon, President of the Manchester Cremation:

Society, and has been built from plans by and
under the superintendence of Mr. A. E. ^^'^lite,

M.Inst.C E , the city engineer and surveyor of

Hull. Described in the briefest possible manner,

it consists of three interior chambers, the two
lower of which are surrounded by air-passages

The lower chamber contains a coke fire, and the

upper one is that in which cremation takes place.
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LONGITUDINAI, SECTtOK.
giccjg of "fee'i?

Toe fire U lit some houra tefore the apparatus ia

to be ufed, and is supplied with air iu the usual

way. By the time the apparatus ia ready for use

the walla of the air-pasaages are thoroughly
heated. Most of the direct air aupply ia then cut

oS. and the partially - conaumed gas (carbonic

fcxiJe) from the coke ia allowed to mix in the

8e"ond chamber with the air heatei by passing

through the aide air-paaaagea. The incinerating

. chamber is thus filled with gas of an intensely
cxidibiag character in a state of incandescence.

The degree of heat can be regulated in the moat
exact manner. There is no smoke and little

visible Same before the body is introdaced, and,

mourners. The coffin, when brought into the

chapel, ia placed upon a catafalque. When the

committal sentence in the religious service is

reached, it passes noiselessly by means of an in-

visible mechanical arrangement through curtains

into an intermediate chamber, and the curtains

fall behind the coffin before it enters the cremating
chamber.
The remains may afterwards be diapoaed of in

the following amongst other ways :—They may
be placed in a family grave, a newly-reserved
grave, or a grave reaerved conditionally. They
may be placed in a " public " grave. They may
be placed in niches on the exterior or interior

HULL CREMATORIUM.

PLAN.

£l fett.

if the coffin is made in accordance with the
directions given, there is equally no smoke and
no noise during cremation. The process occupies
abjut one hour, at the end of which there remain
only the inorganic bases of the bones. This ia in
the form of silver-grey pumice-like fragments.
It is removed by passing an asbestos brush through
the chamber, which causes the remains to fall

through an opening into the urn which is to
receive them, and they are not otherwise handled
in any way.

It should be explained that the interior of the
crt mating chamber is at no time visible to

wall of the crematorium or of any of the cemetery
chapels. They maybe removed to other church-
yards or cemeteries, and in many cases arrange-
ments could be made for placing them on the

walla of churches or chapels; or, with the con-

sent of the Home Secretary, ia family vaults in

churches, chapels, or burial grounis closed for

ordinary interments. Columbaria may be con-

structed for them on the ornamental grounds at

the entrance to either of the corporation ceme-
teries, or on private grounds. In the former
case, the designs must be prepared by an architect

or artist and approved by the burial committee,

who will, under no circuraslancoa, approve designs
of a stereotyped sepulchral cast. They maybe
scattered over the surface of land or water.

Absolutely no practical objection can be raised

to the practice of cremation, and a close know-
ledge of the process is bound to remove any
objection on aentimental grounds.

Probably burial in a dry gravel grave is what
most persona have in fhoir mind as the ideal

method of diaposing of the dead, and provided
that a proper space can be given for each inter-

ment, and the remaina can be insured against

disturbance, resolution into gases and inorganic
elementa occurs. This ideal is, however, realised

in very few cases indeed. In cremation almost
exactly the same prccesa takes place, the principal

difference being that it occupies minutes instead

of years. The incandescent gases brought in

contact with the body, part with their oxygen,
which combines with the organic matter of the
body precisely as the oxygen of the atmosphere
behaves in the ideal dry grave. The process of

decomposition in a clay grave or in a vault is

entirely different, and need not be discussed.

SOME RAILWAY BRIDGES.

AT the ordinary meeting of the Institution of

Civil Engineers on Tuesday, the 18th ult.,

three papers were read, entitled " CSlasgow

Bridge," by Mr. Benjamin Hall Blyth, M.A.,
M.Inst.C.E. ;

" Railway Bridge over the Fitzroy

River at Rockhampton, (Queensland," by Mr.
Walter James Doak, BE., Assoc.M.Inst.C.E.

;

and " The Niagara Falls and Clifton Steel

Arch Bridge," by Mr. Leffert Lefferts Buck,
M.Inst.C.E.
Mr. Blyth's paper dealt with the taking down

and rebuilding of the bridge over the Clyde at

the Broomielaw, Glasgow, constructed by Telford

in 1833. It mentioned the reasons which induced

the corporation of Glasgow to obtain, in 1892, an
Act of Parliament for the construction of a new
bridge of four spans, and later, in 1891, to

obtain another Act, repealing the former and
authorising a bridge to be built which,

while considerably increasing the width and
strengthening the foundations, still preserved

Telford's original elevation. The bridge

as rebuUt, consisted of sevm spans varying
between .>2ft. and .58ft. lOin. Each of the piers-

was carried by four 15ft. cylinders, which were
sunk by means of pneumatic pressure to a depth
of ".''ft. below springing-level. Centring was
provided for all the seven arches, and all the

arches were completed before any of the centres

were struck. The piers were of freestone masonry
faced with granite, and the arch-stones were
granite throughout. Provision was made for

gas, water, and electric mains under the pave-
ments. The woik was begun in 189.5, and com-
pleted and opened for traffic on May 24, 1899.

Mr. Doak's paper described the railway bridge

over the Fitzroy River connecting the central

railway system of Queensland with the deep-

water port of Broadmount. It carried a double

line of way of 3ft. 6in. gauge, and consisted of

two 250ft. spans and three 100ft. spans. The
open-caisson method was adopted for sinking

piers Nos. 1 and 2 in the river bed, piers Noa. 3

and 4 being on land. The caiaaona were of

wrought iron with straight sides and semi-

circular ends. The framework of channel and
y-bars was covered with buckle plates, 4ft.

square, wherever possible, and with plain plating

elsewhere. The excavation for sinking was
carried out by divers, as were also the concreting

operations. Concrete in bags was first laid round
the inside edge of the caisson, and the tilling-in

up to low- water level was accomplished by lower-

ing the concrete through the water in skips. The
rest of the concreting was performed in the open
air in the ordinary way. For the 250ft. spans a

hog-back Linville trues was adopted, the curve of

the top boom having a radius of approximately

538ft. The depth of girder at the ends was

16ft. ein., and at the centre 30ft. 9in. The web-
bracing consiste,d of a double system of vertical

posts and inclined ties. The cross-girders were

suspended to the lower ends of the vertical posts

by tongue plates. The main girders were 26ft.

apart from centre to centre. The deck was of

the American type, the rails being laid on iron-

bark sleepers carriedby steel longitudinals, riveted

at the ends to the webs of the cross-girders.

Upper and lower lateral bracings and vertical sway
bracings were provided, also heavy portal bracings.

ThelOOft. spang were carried by simple rectangular
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L=nville trusses, 16ft. 6m. deep, with a single

system of wet-bracing panels. A footway, "itt.

wide, was provided on the downstream side,

carried by a Jight latticed parapet- girder resting

on the ends of steel cantilevers riveted to the ends

of each cross-girder. The ioOft. spans were
built on staging mounted on four trolleys. They
were then run forward to overhang, and a hulk
was placed under the end at low water, and lifted

the end of the span on the tide rising. Span and
hulk were then hauled across the opening, till

the end of the span projected over its position on
the centre pier. On the tide falling, the span came
down on to its bearings and the hulk was re-

moved. The main girders were designed to carry

on each track a train-load of 66 ton per lineal

foot, preceded by two B l.'> engines weighing
51-7 tons each. In floor-beams a working stress

in tension of 7 o tons per square inch for dead
load and .5 tons per square inch for live load was
adopted : in main girders 7 5 tons per square inch

for dead load and 6 tons per square inch for live

load.

Mr. Buck's paper described the bridge crossing

the Niagara river between Niagara Falls and
Clifton, about 300yd. below the American Fall,

and about three-quarters of a mile below the

great Horseshoe Fall on the Canadian side. The
first structure on this site was a suspension-

bridge erected by the late Mr. Samuel Keefer,

M.Inst.C.E. This had been widened and sub-
sequently rebuilt by the author, and when the

question arose of further increasing its capacity

to provide for the passage of electric trolley- cars,

the author recommended the substitution for it of

the steel arch bridge described in his paper. The
river at the site of the bridge being 180ft. deep,

and having a current of between four and five

mQes per hour, falsework was out of the question.

Notwithstanding the large span of the new
bridge, it was calculated that not only would
it cost considerably less than widening and
strengthening the old suspension -bridge to a

similar capacity, but it would be stiffer and
stronger. For several reasons it was decided to

brace the ribs instead of the spandrels of the

arch ; but the author doubted whether a
braced-rib arch was as economical as one with
braced spandrels, and, after expeiience of both
types, favoured the latter where it could be used.

The bridge consisted of a main span of 840ft.

and two end spans, one of 190tt. and one of

210ft. The main span was a two-hinged para-

bolic braced-rib arch, supporting the floor system
by means of vertical bents resting on the top

chords of the arch at the main panel-points ; the

end spans were pin-connected inverted bowstring
girders. The material was basic open-hearth
steel, required to have an ultimate tensile strength

of 62,0001b. to 68,0001b. per square inch, an
elastic limit of at least 33,0001b. per fquare inch,

and an elongation of at least 20 per cent, on an
original length of Sin. The bridge carried on
one level two lines of trolley-car tracks, two
carriageways outside the car-tracks, and two
sidewalks. The floor was not horizontal, being

8ft. 6in. lower at the Canadian end than at

the New York end. For the abutments, 1,417

cubic yards of concrete, and 220 cubic yards of

masonry were required ; the small amount of

masonry needed showed the natural advantages
of the site for an arch bridge. The abutments on
the New York side rested on solid sandstone

rock, and it was expected that the foundations on
the Canadian side would be simUar ; but excava-
tion showed the material underneath the abut-

ments to consist of boulders, ranging from pebbles

to blocks several cubic yards in size, closely im-
bedded in a matrix of gravel. On this material

foundations of concrete were built, with llaring

sides to give ample base, extending back to the
vertical face of the solid rock. The factors of

safety throughout were large, the abutments
being built with a view to providing for an in-

crease of 25 per cent, in the loading, should it

become desirable to increase the capacity of

the superstructure in the future. The rise of

the arch, from the centre of the end pins to

the centre of the rib trusses at the crown, was
1.50ft. The span was divided into twenty main
panels of 42ft. each, each of these panels being
divided in the ribs into two equil sub-panels.

The top and bottom chords of the arch ribs were
united in solid web-sections at 10ft. 6in. from
the centres of the end pins. These web-sections

and the end-posts bore on steel castings, which
in turn bore on pins r2in. in diameter and
att. lOin. long. The pins were supported by
cast-eteel shoes, resting on seats in built steel

shoes, arranged to distribute the pressure uni-
formly over the faces of the misonry abutments.
The details of the end bearings and of the systems
of bracing were fully described and illustrated
in the paper, and the methods of calculating the
stresses in the arch were described in an
appendix. The bowstring end spans had been
used because the rock on each side of the river

was stratified, the strongest and most durable
portion occurring at the top : and had the top
stratum been cut away to make room for deeper
end spans, the ro;k below would soon have
crumbled and disintegrated. The end spans
were erected first by means of falsework

and next the end bents of the main span
were raised. The tops of these bents were
connected to anchorages formed in the solid rock

some distance back from the face of the cliff.

The anchorage connections were formed partly

by the top chords of the end spans, and partly by
eye-bars, an adjusting toggle being inserted close

to the anchorage. The several panels of the arch
rib were then built out from the abutments, each
panel being connected to the top of the end bent
by a set of fore-anchorages. A\'hen the two
halves met and were connected together by the

centre pins in the bottom chord, the three-hinged

arch thus formed was converted into a two-hinged
arch by means of hydraulic jacks, with which the

top chords were forced apart at the centre until

the requisite stress for the amount of dead load

then carried was imparted to them. It was cal-

culated that this would require a pressure

of 375,0001b. to be exerted on each top

chord, and the openings between the ends

of these chords had to be increased from 3in.

to 6in. by direct compression. This anticipation

was exactly realised, thus testifying to the accu-

racy of the calculations, shopwork, and field

measurements. In the erection of the bridge

considerable use was made of the old suspension

bridge adjoining, which was kept intact as long
as possible, the travellers for the new work being
supported on the top chords of the stiiiemng

truss of the old structure. Although, according

to the worst conditions previously known, danger
from water and ice w,as amply safeguarded, an
ice-jam exceeding all past experience occurred in

the course of the construction. The ice was
swept against the steelwork adjacent to the
abutments, and on each side four members were
badly bent, but no other damage was done. To
guard against similar trouble in the future, heavy
concrete walls were built around the abutments,
and the first two panels of laterals in the plane of

the lower chords on each side of the river wfre
changed from latticed to plate-web stmts.

THE FUTURE t»F THE LONDON WATER
SUPPLY.

THE discussion of Mr. Middleton's paper on
the above subject was resumed at the

meeting of the Surveyors' Institution, held on
Monday evening last (the president, Jlr. J.

Shaw, in the chair), by Professor H. Robinson
(Fellow), who said he proposed to confine his

remarks to one point—the utilisation of the

Thames as a source of water supply to London,
but he advocated a different system from that

recommended by the author. He agreed with

storage reservoirs, but they should be formed not

artificially, but by utilising the natural valleys,

of which many were available. He could show
by actual figures that the cost of such a method
of gravitation storage was infinitely less costly in

establishment and working, and greatly more
eflicient, than a system of artificial reservoirs,

which involved the use of pumps, that in times

of flood could do no more than at ordinary times.

Since he had laid his views before Lord Balfour's

Commistion, he had not changed them at all,

but his opinions had been entirely confirmed by
the subsequent experience of others as well as his

own. He estimated that storage reservoirs such

as he advocated could be constructed in the

tributaries of the Thames—for 15,000 million

gallons at a cost of £850,000, or for 55,000

million gallons at a cost of £1,610,000, and by
the construction of one of the latter capacity a

flow of 600 million gallons a day could be

maintained = 200 million for the weir, 300

million for the water companies, and 100 million

for future development. At a cost of £2,400,000,

ha could give a flow of 700 millions gallons a day.

When he was before the Commistion, the geologiciil

survey maps were against his scheme ; but he had

I
since proved by repeated experiment that an

impervious bed of clay lay under and around
the valleys he had in his mind, rendering them
entirely watertight. It was a fact that flood-

water was objectionable to store, but in the valleys

he referred to the water flowing off would be
much less liable to contamination than that in

the main stream. Lord Llandaff's commission
in their report certainly favoured some such
scheme as his own, and every year's experience
went to strengthen his belief that it was the true
solution of the problem. He had no prejudice
against the water companies, who would benefit

by a clearer and more regular supply at the
intakes. The river, as a navigable river, would
certainly benefit, and the flow would be main-
tained regularly.

Mr. H. H. Statham said it appeared that the

main idea of water engineers waste cut down the

supply of water to the consumer to the lowest

po.s;ib!e minimum, until it was quite insufiicient

from a sanitary point of view. The matter being

in the hands of private companies, it seemed to

he their endeavour not to give as much as they

could, but to compel the consumer to do with as

little as possible. A suggestion was made not

long ago that if waste were reduced, 25 gallons

per head per diem would be sufficient. This

seemed like an echo from the "antediluvian"

days of a century ago. An ordinary bath for

total immersion, which was the only real bath,

required some 60 or 70 gallons. It was true

that the lower classes were often dirty and used

little water, but should they not be given every

possible opportunity to improve in this respect r

The best preventive of waste was supply by meter,

and if it were objected that this would make the

poor more sparing of water than ever, he v/ould

suggest charging small holders by rate and

larger occupiers by meter.

Mr. R. Hassard spoke as the originator and
designer of the Welsh supply scheme, to which

no one but himself had the slightest title. His

plan was to take the main bulk of the supply

from the Welsh mountains, bring it by gravita-

tion to London in such a way as to supply

localities 300ft. above <J.D., and with it to mix
some 30 million gallons per day of water from

the Cotswold Hills, thus producing a water

which, while not so soft as the Welsh water, was
an ideal one for culinary, drinking, or trade

purposes. The Welsh water had only about 2'

of hardness, while the water he proposed to intro-

duce would have about 5°. He very much
doubted whether the population of London would

ever reach the estimated 18 to 30 millions. He
calculated, from all the data available, that the

maximumitwouldever attain would be 12 millions,

and at that figure the cost of his Welsh scheme

worked out at a capital outlay of £3 is. 6d.

per head, about the same as that incurred at

Liverpool and Birmingham. If the necessary

£38,000,000 were borrowed at 3 per cent.,

repayable in fifty years, at the end of that time

all capital payments would cease, and meanwhile

the consumers would be supplied at the rate of

about 2),d. per thousand gallons. If the money
were raised at 2i^ per cent., the cost would only

be 2{d. per thousand. The idea, therefore, that

the scheme involved ruinous taxation was

altogether unfounded.
Mr. L. T. Vernon Harcourt said that what-

ever else might be said of the Welsh scheme,

there could be little doubt that the water would

be purer than that now supplied. His experience

was that, with the exception of the Cherwell,

there were few tributaries of the Thames with

suQicient fall for the purposes of gravitation

reservoirs, as I'rofessor Robinson suggested. He,

of course, agreed that while a copious supply was

essential, waste should be prevented. The

question of increase of population could be only

a matter of assumption : but it was, perhaps, the

only basis on which to forecast the future. The

increase of population above the intake in the

Thames valley was, however, a serious one.
_

If

ever Wales were to furnish the supply, it might

be well not to defer obtaining a site there until

it was too late.

Mr. C. Bagallay, Q <
' , said he'feared speakers

were digressing from the main point, which was,

Should we utilise the supply which nature had

brought to our doors, or go elsewtere for our

water, possibly at great cost r On the point of

meter supply, he remembered that Norwich had

adopted that system, but had given it up, as it

proved to be a premium on dirt. It must not be

overlooked that Parliament had already em-

powered the E ist London Co. to impound the

whole of the waters of the Lea.
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Jlr. J. Lucaa very much doubted whether

London would or could ever reach the size con-

templated by the author. It had been shown
that the curve of increase in all large cities tended

to get flatter and flatter until a point would be

reached when increase would cease. He could

hardly agree with all Mr. Middleton's figures.

lie entirely agreed on the necessity of giving

one enlarged reservoir accommodation at or near

Staines ; but while there should be no restriction

on the area of land to be impounded, he thought

a strict limit .should be placed on the height, for

it was the depth of the water and not its area that

constituted danger to the localities below.
Jtr. H. Ashton Hill said that while few people

cired for the "luestion who should control the

water supply of the metropolis, everyone must be
interested in the adequacy of the source of that

supply. The paper was an able advocacy of the
" Home supply " scheme, which, of course, had
many arguments in its favour ; but seeing that

even the author admitted that in time we should
have to go further adeld to obtain a suflScient

supply for the growing population, it was hardly
possible to begin too soon, for the construction
works would take many years to complete, and
the time was not far distant when the demand
seemed likely to overtake the possible supply
from present sources. He, having had long ex-
perignce of deep-well supplies, doubted if they
ought to be too much relied on. Such a scheme
as Jlr. Middleton's, which involved a future
draught of 384 million gallons from wells, would
necessitate some 200 pumping stations, the erec-
tion and maintenance of which would cost a
ruinous sum. and would be liable to many un-
certainties and failures. On the other hand, the
Welsh scheme involved no uncertainty, and its

cost could be calculated with a fair degree of
accuracy.

Mr. S. II. Cowper-Coles, speaking as a land
agent in the district of Wales, from which it was
proposed to draw the supply of water for London,
warned intending promoters of any such scheme
that they would find fishing rights very much more
costly to purchase than was often assumed to be
the case. As to the quality of the water, a
careful inquiry of a liiverpool man, for instance,

as to how he liked it, and how peat tasted, would
elicit a reply which might open some persons'
eyes.

Aft ir a few remarks by Mr. W. Morris, the
discussion was further adjourned.

HOrSIXG OF THE WORKING CLASSES.

ALECTUKE on " The Housing of the Work-
ing Classes " was given before the members

of the Sheffield Society of Architects and Sur-
veyors by Jlr. H. Potter, A.R.I.B.A., at the
School of Art, Sheffield, en Thursday evenin;; in
last week. Mr. .1. Smith presided. The lecturer
said that the difliculty ot obtaining houses, and
the prevalence of overcrowding in the neighbour-
hood of London and elsewhere, had during recent
years caused the subject of housing the working
classes to be brought very prominently before
the public. In introducing the subject, he did
not intend to discuss the social or political side of
the question, but to touch on the difficulties that
architects had to contend with to recognise the
natural rec(uirement8 made by owners aa well as
tenants, and to see how they could beat serve the
interests of both—the latter quite as much as the
former—by giving over a good security for his
outlay, and the other the best accommodation
possible for the rent he has to pay. In providing
dwellings for the working classes, one of two
methods was generally adopted—either to build
blocks of four or five-storied tenement buildings
in the centre of a town, or to erect cottages
in suburban districts, to accommodate one
family only, or at any rate not more than two.
He proposed to limit his paper to the considera-
tion of the latter class—viz., small houses to be
built either semi-detached, in blocks ot four, six,

or eight, or even in larger terraces. In a
locility with a largo working-class population
earning good wages, there must be a steady
demand for this class of residence, and owing to
the existence of an excellent service of electric
trams and cheap fares, Sheffield possessed one of
the best aids for solving its own houaing problem,
for by this means there w&a easy access to the
suburbs, enabling a working man to live where
he and his family could enjoy a house and a
reasonable space of ground to themselves, pure
air, and be within easy reach of the coontry,

instead of at a suite of rooms in a lofty tenement
building, situated in the centre of the city. But
there were probably here, as in most towns, a
certain number of men who, owing to the nature
of their calling, must live in the heart of the
bu,siness centre, and for these an excellent scheme
was now being carried out by the Corporation in

the Crofts area. There were many difficulties to

be contended with by architects in designing
these houses, which were all due to the important
consideration of cost or the rent the occupiers can
afford to pay, this being influenced by (1) the

frequently high price of land ; (2) the increased

cost of labour and material ; (3) the adoption
of more stringent building regulations by
all sanitary authorities. In reference to the
last, no objection could be raised to by-
laws that tended to check unsound and un-
sanitary buildings, but architects felt at times
that they added unnecessarily to the cost.

In this respect Sheffield enjoyed privilegea in

two important instances—viz., it was permitted to

have two .stories and rooms in the roof with a 9in.

external and party-wall, and it was not necessary
to carry the party-walls through the roof for a
height of 15in. After giving some instances, the
lecturer briefly referred to some points that aroae

in laying out estates. lie suggested that, instead

of large ownera and public bodiea cutting up the

land at the rear of the houses into small strips for

so-called gardens, each house might have a small
yard, and the remaining land be kept as one
large open apace for the benefit of all the adjoin-
ing houses. With sites "Oft. or 80ft. deep, a
space 40ft. to 60ft. wide could be obtained, ex-
tending the entire length of the houses, which
would form an excellent playground for the
children, would facilitate the drainage, give good
access to the rear of the premises for the delivery

of fuel and collection of refuse, and save the
loss of frontage caused by providing for this in

the ordinary way. After making a few remarks
about roads and the length of time these were
sometimes allowed to remain in an unfinished
state, the lecturer discussed the planning of the.se

small houses in detail. He referred to a series of

planaehown in the room illustratinghouses occupy-
ing frontageaof from 12ft. to 16ft., beginning with
four-room cottages for one family, and gradually
increasing in size up to six and seven rooms.
Then followed plans for double tenements, repre-
senting a class of house for which there is an
increasing demand in industrial centres. They
consist of ground and first floors arranged in
" flats," each having a separate front entrance,

and being self-contained in every respect. They
met the requirements of a large class of people
who are unable to pay the rent required for single

tenement houses, and avoided the inconveniences
that arise if two families share a house that wis
originally intended to be occupied by one. In
conclusion, the lecturer referred to the external

treatment of these houses, and in making a plea

for a more careful consideration of thia part of

the subject, showed drawings illustrating the use
of different materials in a simple but effective

manner.

The lecture was illustrated by numerous draw-
ings. A discussion followed, and, on the motion
of Mr. E. M. Gibbs, seconded by Mr. W. C.

Fenton, and supported by Messrs. T. Shaw and
the Chairman, a hearty vote of thanks was
accorded to the lecturer.

PURIFYING SEWER GAS.

MANY are the methods adopted to ventilate

the sewera of our large town, in no one
of which have we reached perfection. The latest

contribution to the solution of the problem is the
invention of Mr. Ralston, of the firm of Messrs.
J. Stone and (_'o., of Daptford, known in the
shipbuilding circles for their Navy bronze fittings

and propellers. The system has the advantages
of simplicity and cheapness. A tank is fixed at

the upper part of the drain to be ventilated, and
when the valve ia opened the water is so directed
as to create a partial vacuum. This draws sewer
gas from the drains, fresh air through an inlet

opening into the road, and water from the tank.
The sewer gas is thus washed by the action of the
water and further purified by the fresh air,

escaping in a harmless condition through an
outlet pipe. The water containing the impurities
runs away through the overflow pipe to the sewer,
and there ia a float valve which automatically
closes the apparatus when storm water charges
the sewer. It ia claimed that 10,000c.ft. of

noxious gaa can be drawn from the drain, puri-
fied, and passed into tho outer air at a coat for
water of about Is. (id. Moreover, aa the method
will only bo required for use at those seasons
when the ordinary means of Ventilation are in-

sufficient—say tho four hottest months of the
year—the working expenses will be nil during
the other eight.

The ayatem has been tried for twelve months in
one of the most troublesome of the Deptford
sewore, and has been reported on very favourably
by the engineer of tho late Greenwich Board of
Works, lissides this bacteriological and chemical
experiments have been made with equally good
results. Dr. J . T. C. Nash, of King's College,
aecured samples of sewer gas at this spot before
and after treatment by tho Stone system. Each
was incubated at the laboratory for three days.
The untreated air contained twenty-six colonies
ot micro-organisms easily discernible by the
naked eye. Nineteen wore moulda. That which
had been aubjected to the Stone method contained
only three colonies, of which none were moulds.
Dr. Naah concludes that all the bacteria present
in the sewer air were arrested by the apparatus,
and carried away to the outlet. Professor Henry
Kenwood, of University CjUege, experimented
with samples taken, fr^m the same part of the
sewer. The untreated air contained 71 per
cent, of ammonium sulphide, and 32 per cent,

of sulphuretted hydrogen. After passing through
the apparatus the quantity of the firat was
inappreciable : that of the latter had been reduced
to 0-04 per cent. Fortified by these tests, Messrs.
Stone and Co. are about to bring their invention
before the notice of the local authorities of the
country.

DAYLIGHT REFLECTORS.

THE merits of the Chappuis Reflector in

throwing the light of the sky, even on a
dull day, into rooms in the basement have been
demonstrated in the case of officea in New-court,
Carey-street, formerly used as a restaurant. The
proprietors of the building decided to do away
with the restaurant and convert the basement into

offices. Daylight was of the first importance,
and they had fixed to two of the windows in

Portugal-street a refracting prism and a Chappuis
Reflector to two adjoining windows. A partition

partially divides the room, so that the effect of

each of these agencies in throwing in daylight
could be determined without interference. A
Chappuis Daylight Reflector is fixed outside
one of the windows at an angle of 4.i°,

the lower edge being about level with the
meeting-rails of sashes. These reflectors, as our
readers know, are highly polished patent silvered

corrugated surfaces with broad flutes, fitted into

strong wooden frames, and fixed in position

by chains auspended from wooden reveals.

The result of our inspection in this particular

case ia that tho half of the room having the
Chappuia Reflector outaide the window ia much
lighter than the half lighted through the window
with the refracting prism, and the shadows on
floor made by any object are stronger, showing
the great reflecting power of the Chappuis
Reflector for baaements and underground offices,

aa well as for windows opening into light

areaa. The reflector ia particularly valuable as

a means of giving light to windows opposite

walla ot only a few feet dietance, aa in the

ordinary grated area, or under a skylight. One
of the advantages of the reflector is that the
highly-polished surface reflects the light un-
impaired, while in the refracting lens a per-
centage of the light is lost in passing through the

glaaa. The Chappuis Daylight Reflector ia made
in several qualities, the "A" quality, silvered,

narrow. fluted glass, is suitable for basement rooms

;

the "B" quality, of patent silvered argento-
crystal, is a more powerful medium, suitable for

offices, warehouses, and dwellings : and the " D "

quality, of patent silvered luminarium, is the

most powerful reflector, made of moulded sheets

of crystal, coated with pure silver. Polygonal and
louvre reflectors are also made for picture

galleries, and for fixing under skylights, that are

worthy of the architect's attention, and the aame
reflector can be disposed in various other forms,

aa the trigonal, quadrangular, concentric, &c.,

for various purposes, and to utilise the electric

light for shop-windows, theatres, and other

special objects. The catalogue of Messrs. P. E.
Chappuis, of 01, Fleet-street, furnishes illustra-

tions, with full information and price, of the

various kinds of daylight reflectors made.
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AXCIENT LIGHTS.

REPORT OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE OF THE ROYAL
INSTITCTE OF ItRITISH ARCHITECTS AXD THE
SIRVEYORS' IXSTITCTE.

THE following report has been adopted by the

Council of the Koyal Institute, and intima-

tion of such adoption has been conveyed to the

Council of the Surveyors' Institution :
—

Whereas by a Resolution of the Royal Institute

of British Architects, passed at the General
Meeting of April 9, 1900, it was decided :

That this Meeting considers an alteration

in the law of Ancient Lights to be urgently
needed, and r- quests the Council to put itself

into cammunication with the Council of the

Surveyors' Institution without delay, with a
view to the co-operation of that body in

taking such steps as may be necessary to

secure an amendment.

And whereas the Surveyors' Institution, having
been invited so to do, agreed to act in conjunc-
tion with the Royal Institute and to appoint a

Committee to deal with such matters ;

And whereas a Joint Committee, consisting of

the undersigned, have held mei-tings and have
carefully considered the- subject of the above
Teference

;

And whereas such Joint Committee are of

opinion that the law and practice of Ancient
Lights is exceedingly unsatisfactory in several

respects and requires amendment in the manner
herein suggested

:

Therefore the Joint Committee recommend that

the law and practice in respect of Ancient Lights
be amended as follows, viz. :

—
1. The right to ancient lights shall, in all case'

where such rights have not been already acquired,

be limited to a right to receive light sufficient

for all ordinary purposes, but shall not include a

right to light of extraordinary amount for special

purposes.

2. After the passing of the Act the owner of

any tenement not at the time servient to some
neighbouring tenement, but over which such
neighbouring tenement would in course of time
acquire dominant rights, may serve upon the

owner of such neighbouring tenement a formal
notice, in form and manner prescribed by the Act,

and may advertise the same in the daily papers,

and register the same at the Land Registry,

where one exists, of the district, or, where no
such Land Registry exists, at the oflSces of the

County or Municipal Council of the locality.

Such notice shall have the same effect as though
an interruption had been submitted to for one
year, and such notice shall run with the land.

3. The owner of a building which is about to

be taken down may cause plans, sections, and
elevations to be prepared, and such drawings if

they br attested by the District Surveyor in

London, or the County or Borough Surveyor else-

where, shall be accepted as legal evidence. Such
drawings shall on demand be certified and
registered by the officers above named, who shall

Ije paid fees on a scale appended to the Act.

4. No building erected after January 1, 190.5,

shall acquire any fresh right of light or air

where it abuts on any street, highway, road,

court, or alley used by the public, or as an access

to various tenements, either held in the same
ownership or in various ownerships.

.5. The owner, lessee, or occupier of any tene-

ment, who considers that his ancient lights will

De or have been interfered with by the erection or

proposed erection of new premises or alterations

to old ones, shall have the right to inspect (or

have inspected on his behalf) the drawings which
shall be prepared by the building owner of the

premises which cause such interference ; or if no
drawings are in existence, to be informed of the

intentions of the building owner, and to take or

have taken such particulars from the drawings or

information or from the building itself, if erected,

as may enable him to ascertain where there is

ground for complaint.

0. If such neighbouring owner, lessee, or occu-

pier considers that the lights of his premises will

be interfered with, he shall, within seven days

from obtaining such information as aforesaid, give

notice in writing by registered post of his objec-

tion to the building owner, together with the

name and address of a surveyor who shall have
[jower to act on his behalf.

7. Within seven days of the receipt of such

ii-.*ici the building owner shall acknowledge the

b>.il notice, by ragis'e ed le.tsr, and inform the

person from whom he received notice of objection

of the name and address of his surveyor, who
shall also have power to act on his (the buUding
owner's) behalf.

8. Such two surveyors so appointed shfiU,

within ten days of the date of the appointment of

the last of them, select and appoint an umpire
under their hands in writing, such umpire being

a member of the Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects or of the Surveyors' lustitution. The first-

named two surveyors shall within the like period

meet and discuss the points raised by the owner,
lessee, or occupier, .with a view of settling the

same, and failing coming to a settlement they

shall refer the matter to the umpire appointed as

aforesaid. The said umpire shall view the site

and buildings of both plaintiff and defendant, and
shall have power to take such evidence upon oath

as he may think necessary, and he shall, within

twenty-one days from the date of the matter

being placed before him, or within such extended

time as he may from time to time determine,

issue his award, in which he shall determine

either or aU of the following points : the right of

the building owner to carry out his intended

works, the alteration (if any) necessary to be made
in carrying out the proposed new buildings or

alterations to prevent or lessen the oVutructions

complained of, and the amount (if any) of com-
pensation of every description to be made to the

owner, lessee, or occupier, the alterations or

improvements to the adjoiniag premises by
light-reflecting surfaces, enlargement of lights,

heightening of premises, or other means, the

amount of costs to be paid by each or either party,

and generally aU matters required to arrive at a

settlement.

9. In the event of either party neglecting to

appoint a surveyor within the time prescribed, or

of the unwillingness of the umpire appointed to

act, and no other umpire being agreed upon within

a further period of ten days, either party shall

apply to the President for the time being of the

Royal Institute of British Architects, or the

President of the Surveyors' Institution, who shall

appoint an umpire forthwith, with all the powers
as before described.

10. If either party shall be dissatisffed with the

decision of the umpire, he may appeal to an
Appeal Committee to be formed of nine persons,

appointed annually—viz., three architects to be

appointed by the Royal Institute of British Archi-

teets, three surveyors to be appointed by the

Surveyors' Institution, and three barristers to be

appointed by the Home Office Three members,
of whom one shall be an architect, one a surveyor,

and one a barrister, shall form a quorum. The
decision of this committee, save as hereafter

mentioned, shall be final, and they shall have full

discretion as to costs. Before giving a decision

the members sitting on the case shall personally

visit the premises of the plaintiff and defendant,

and shall have power to decide whether, and if so

to what extent, the proposed new buildings shall

be amended, or the dominant premises altered.

11. In the event of either party refusing to

accept the decision of the committee in all cases

in which a larger sum than £.500 is awarded either

in money, damages, or works, or in which the

interference with the proposed works exceeds

£500 in value, he shall have power within one

month from the publication of the said decision

to bring the matter before the High Court of

Justice by a summary process. The Court shall

have the full powers set out in clause 8 aforesaid.

12. In any action to restrain building on the

ground of its interference with the rights of light,

and whether an interim injunction has been

obtained or not, either party may apply to the

Judge by summons, either to hear the same with

an assessor or assessors, or to refer the same to

arbitration in accordance with clauses 8 and 10.

If at the hearing of such application or motion
for injunction it appears to the Judge that the

claim may be satisfied by damages, he may him-
self refer the case to such arbitration, and if he

considers that the action for an injunction has

been commenced unreasonably or unnecessarily,

may order the party bringing such action to pay
the defendant's expenses and costs on such scale

as he may deem fit.

And the Joint Committee further recommend
that they be empowered to expend the necessary

funds in drafting a Public Bill to carry out the

above provisions.

The Joint Committee also beg leave to submit

to the Councils of the Riyal Institute of British

Architects and the Surveyors' Institution, for

their consideration, copies of correspondence that

has taken p'ace between the Committee and the

Council of the Incorporated Law Society.

(Signed)

T. Roger Smith, Chairman
Edw a. Guvxixo
J. DoiGLASs Mathews
J. Flitcher Moiltox, (i C.

Heriit. Thos. Steward
Alex. R. Stexxixq
Howard Chatfeild Clarke
George M. Freemax, Q C.

W. J. Lock
December, 1900.

Joint
Committee.

Secretary.

The following is the correspondence referred to

in the concluding paragraph of the Report :

—

"October 30, 1900.
" The Secretary, Incorporated Liw Society.

" Dkar Sir,—With reference to the resolution

carried at the Annual Provincial Meeting of the

Incorporated Law Society recently held at Wey-
mouth, which it is reported in the newspapers

ran as follows :
' That the Council take steps with

a vie IV to getting the Law (of Ancient Lights)

considered by the Legislature, and if they

thought fit to co-operate with the Royal Institute

of British Architects and the Surveyors' Institu-

tion,' I have the honour to inform you that a

Joint Committee of the Royal Institute of British

Architects and the Surveyors' Institution, which

includes two (iueen's Counsel, hon. members
respectively of the Royal Institute and the Sur-

veyors' Institution, is at present sitting, with a

mandate from these two bodies to take such steps

as may be necessary to secure an amendment of

the Law of Ancient Lights.
" Should such a procedure be acceptable to the

Council of the Incorporated Law Society, the

Joint Committee would be very happy, before

taking any public action, to communicate to

them the result of their deliberations, with a

view to co-operating with the Incorporated Law
Society in promoting a Bill in Parliament to

secure an amendment of the existing law.
" I should be glad to lay the reply of your

Council before the Joint Committee at an early

date.—I am, dear Sir, yours faithfully,

" T. Roger Smith,

"Chairman of the Joint Committee."

" Law Institution, Chancery-lane, W.C.
" November 10, 1900.

"T. Roger Smith, Esq., F.R.I B.A.

"Dear Sir,—I am directed by the Council of

the Incorporated Law Society to thank you for

your letter of October 30, and to say that the

Council will be obliged if you will let them see

the draft of the proposed Bill when framed, and
that they will give it their careful consideration.

—I am, dear Sir, yours faithfully.
" E. W. Williamson,

" Secretary Incorporated Law Society."

OHIFS.

The work of constructing the Axminster and
Lyme Regis Light Railway is being pushed on with

aU speed.

The Wigan Town Council has appointed a com-
mittee to investigate the relations of members of

the council with the corporation in the matter of

contracts.

In the case of the application for discharge from

bankruptcy on behalf of Alfred Cbarlee Bedworth,

late Handsworth, Staffordshire, builder, the order

of discharge has been suspended for two years,

ending Nov. 15, 1902. In that of Thomas Charteria

(described in the Receiving Order and trading as

Thomas Charteris and Co.), King WUliam-street,

E.G., timber dryer, the discharge has also been

suspended for two years, ending Dae. 12, 1902.

In the presence of the Mayor and Corporation of

Reading, a memorial of the late Mr. Charles T.

Murdoch, of Buckhurst, Wokingham, who repre-

sented Reading for many years up to the time of his

decease, was recently unveiled in the Art Gallery,

at the Municipal Buildings in that town. The
memorial ooEsists of a marble bust of Mr. Murdoch,
surmounting a pedestal of Italian veined marble, of

green and red colour. It has been executed by
Mr, George Simonds.

Last week the new public clock which has been

placed in the tower of r«atheratone parish church

was set going. The clock is erected in memory of

the late Rev. T. Hinde and his son, the late R«v. B.

Hinde, who were vicars of the pariah. The cost

his been £100. Messrs. Potts and Sons, L'jeds,

were the con'ractorF.
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The death of Mr. James Haddon Bowex,
granite merchant, of Pitmurchie, took place at

his residence, 17, Bon Accord- crescent, Aberdeen,

on the 10th inst. Mr. Bower, who was a native

of Forfarshire, bnt who spent most of his life in

Aberdeen, was 70 years of age. As the leading

partner of the firm of Messrs. Bower and Florence,

grauilo merchants and quirry owners, Spital

Uranite Works, King's-crescent, Aberdeen, his

knowledge of the granite industry in all its

branches was extensive. Some time ago he
retired from active participation in the affairs of

the firm, his place being taken by his eldest son,
3Ir. Haddon Anderson Bower, who had been for

some time associated with his father in the
bueiatBs. Mr. Bower renoved to Aberdeen in

the days of the Xorth-Eastem Railway Co., and
was for several years connected with the admini-
stration of tVat company's work in the city as

manager of the goods department. When he
retired from that position, owing to the pressure
of Lis own business, he was appointed a director
in a number of companies, and at the time of

his death was associated with many of the most
prosperous business concerns in the city and
district, of three of which he was chairman.
Several years ago Mr. Bower, who was a keen
agriculturist, acquired the fine residential estate
of Pitmurchie, near Torphins. Mr. Bower is

survived by his widow and by four sons and two
daughters.

Ak.nolu Boeckix, the well-known Swiss artist,

died on Wednesday at Fiesole. He was born at
Bale in 1827, and studied at Dusseldorf. After
spending some time at Paris and Rome, he
established himself at Munich, whence in ISGO
he removed to Weimar, in order to become
Professor of Landscape Painting at the newly-
founded School of Art in that city. He was
chiefly noted in his earlier period for his land-
scapes ; but it was as a painter of mythological
and symbolic pictures that he became one of the
most renowned artists of the Modern German
School. IJis principal pictures are in the public
galleries of Berlin, Munich, Bale, and Berne.

CHIPS.
The pa:kj committee of the Sunderland Corpora-

tion have recommended the council to purchase
about 30 acres of land at Low Bimes for a park,
at a cost of £15,000.

A special committee appointed for the purpose
has decided to recommend the Laicester Corporation
to buy out the existing horse trams, instal an over-
head eiectric system, and extend the mileage from
eight to twenty-two mile?. The cost of the scheme
will l>e over half a million sterling.

At the Town-hall. Bootle, last weak. Colonel
A. G. Dornford, R E., held a Local Government
Board inquiry into an application made by the town
council for sanction to borrow £29,200 for fire station
purposes. £4,300 for the provision of public baths
and a gymnasium, £3,645 for police station pur-
poses, £2,300 for the provision of a library and
reading-room, £2,020 for the purposes of a public
assembly room, and £1,764 for the purposes of
street improvement.

Cinon Dividson, rector of Pembroke, in the city
of Hamilton, Barmuda, West Indies, is enlarging his
church by the addition of a south transept, and has
commissioned Mssers. Wailes and Strang, artists, of
Xewcistle, to prepare designs and execute two new
stained-glass windows of two openings each. The
eastern window will represent the Annunciation to
the Virgin and the Birth of Christ. The western
window will represent the Resurrection of our Lord
and the Ascension from Mount Olivet.

A the Town Hall, Holbom, on Monday, Feb. 18,
Lord James of Hereford will unveil the memorial
portrait of the late Sir James Hill, M.P., Recorder
of London, which has been paiated by the Hon.
John Collier for the subsciibers,

A new church of St. John is about to be built at
Heywood from plans by Mr. Oikley. The building
will consist for the present of nave, with one aisle
and chancel, will seat 300 persona, and is estimated
to cost £3,500.

On Sitnrday a new Independent Methodist Free
Chapel in Ellison-road, Dunston, was formally
opened. The structure, which is of stone, has been
built at a cost of about £2,000, and will provide
accommodation for 400 persoas.

The Great Western Riilway Company have just
opened their long-contemplated branch line from
Woodborough to Westbury, by means of which a
saving of over half an hour can be effected in the
journey between Paddington and Taunton and
other towni in the West of England.

Butlbint^MtUtgtncc.

ExxiSKii LEN.—The openinsr of the new town-
hall by the Countess of Erne took place on
the 6th inst. The building is situated on the
Diamond, an elevated portion of the island on
which the town is principally built, and the cost

of its erection amounted to €11,000. It was
illustrated by a perspective and plans in our
issue of Dec. 17, 1897, and is Free Renaissance in

style, and the area which it covers is 9,0708q.ft.

Limestone from the local quarries has been used
for the walls, together with brickwork, and the
exterior is faced with punched stone, from the
Carrickreagh quarries. Dungannon chiselled

sandstone has been employed in the mouldings,
pilasters, columns, and cornices. The main
entrance from Townhall-street is flanked by
pilasters and columns, supporting a balcony,
which is reached from the corridor on the first-

floor level, and surmounting the building is a
tower with four angle turrets terminating in a

dome with finials. On the basement floor there
are caretaker's apartments, kitchen, storeroom,
and fire-engine room. The main entrance is

flanked by the town clerk's oflice and the chair-

man's parlour on one side, and by a reading-
room and a bookstore en the other. A minor
hall, 35ft. by 31ft., faces "Water-street. Over
the suite of municipal ofiices is the assembly -hall,

which has a floor area of 2,92oft., and is 29Et.

high. Messrs. Anthony Scott and Sons, of

Drogheda, Navan, and London, were the archi-

tects, their plans having been selected in open
competition, and placed first by the assessor. Sir

Thomas Drew. The general contractor was Mr.
James Harvey, Enniskillen. Messrs. Musgrave
and Co., Belfast, supplied the heating apparatus.

Gakiokth.—At the Manor Farm, Garforth,
where, under the auspices of the county councils
of the AVest and East Ridings, educational work is

being carried on as a department of the Yorkshire
College, the new buildings are now almost ready
for occupation. These are to be devoted to

practical instruction in agriculture and kindred
industries. There are two sfctions. One comprises
the dairy, including rooms for separating, churn-
ing, making-up, packing and delivery, and cold
storage. The other has on the ground floor a
lecturS-room, the board and professor's room,
male students' sitting-room, &c. ; and on the
first floor a laboratory, a classroom, a bacterio-
logical-room, a female students' sitting-room,
kc. In the basement as the heating apparatus
and the boileis. The buildings, which cover an
area of about 100ft. by 30ft., are lighted by elec-

tricity. Considerable alterations have also been
made in the farm premises. The new buildings
have been erected from designs by Messrs. Smith
and Tweedalo, architects. South-parade, Leeds.

Glasgow Exhihition.—The Russian flection

buildings in course of erection in the grounds of

the exhibition are to comprise four elegant
pavilions representative of agriculture, forestry,

minerals, and the products of the Imperial appur-
tenances, the latter being akin to the British

Crown lands. In the centre of the group a
reception -hall, rising to a height of 104ft., will

be erected for the reception of distinguished

Russian guests. The plans of the buildings were
prepared by M. Schechtel, architect, Moscow,
and the work is being carried out by a staff of

over one hundred carpenters specially sent from
St. Petersburg, under the supervision of the
assistant architect, M. Zalenko. The Russian
Government has voted £30,000 in order to secure

adequate representation at the exhibition, and at

the Muscovite section an opportunity will be
afforded to visitors of seeing Russians working at

their own industries. In addition to the space
in the grounds allotted to Russia, extending to

29,705511 ft., a space of ll,131eq.ft. has been
reserved inside the main building. In the Russian
colon)' to be thus constituted, peasants, artisans,

and others will be constantl.v at work.

KEifiHLF.Y. — The new block of municipal
ofiices in Bow street, Keighley, formally opened
by the mayor on Tuesday last, will supersede the
old premises in Coney-late, which have long been
inadequate for the transaction of the municipal
business. On the ground floor are the borough
treasurer's office and rooms, rooms for the town
clerk, and the sanitary and medical officers. The
mayor's rooms are on the first floor, committee-
rooms, and the borough surveyor's offices. The
northern enl of the second floor is occupied with
the square-shaped council-chamber, having a

public gallery ; and a serving and dining-room,
robing-room, &c. A kitchen is one of the
features of the top floor. Electric lighting (at
present from a private source) is applied through-
out. Mr. John Ilaggas has prepared the ex-
ternal and Mfssrs. .1. B. Bailey and Son the
internal plans, and the entire undertaking repre-
sents an outlay of £10,000.

SoniiAMi'ToN.—For some time the Central
District Board School in St. Mary's-road has been
closed whUo the building has been enlarged on a
considerable scale, the roof being lifted while
another story was added. The infants' school
was first erected from the design of the late Mr.
E. T. Howell in 1879 and 18S0 on a portion of
the site. In 1S87 and 1888 the boys' and girls'

school was alto built from plans by the late Mr.
Howell as a two-story building. The accommo-
dation was for 299 boys and 299 girls, costing a
total of £5,192. Under the supervision of Mr.
.Fohn H. Blizard, architect, of Southampton, it

was recently decided to raise the original boys'
and girls' school building another story, making
a three-story building of it, and to add to the
infants' building two stories, also making it a
three-story building, and connecting the two
schools into one large block. This has been
carried out. The infante' department now occu-
pies the ground floor, consisting of a large
schoolroom 691t. by 22ft., and three classrooms;
also another schoolroom, 04ft. by 25ft., which
is still retained with two classrooms, and
an additional classroom for girls. The girls'

school is on the first floor, a portion being
the existing girls' department, containing a
large schoolroom, 69ft. by 22ft., and connected
with same are three classrooms, the other
portion being a new story, consisting of a large

classroom, 31ft. 6in. by 25ft., and two smaller
classrooms. The boys' department is placed on
the uppermost floor, and the general arrangement
of the rooms are similar to that of the girls', one
large schoolroom, 69ft. by 22ft., and seven class-

rooms all communicating with a long fireproof

corridor. The accommodation of the enlarged
school is: Boys 507, girls 467, and infants 683, a
total of 1.657. The contiact was carried out by
Messrs. H. Stevens and Co., at a total of £11,352.
The general elevation ard character of the build-
ings are similar to the ones originally designed.
The Portland and Bath stone dressings and other
work removed for the extension were reused,
with additional stonework and coloured brick
bands and arches to match the existing work-
With regard to the roofs, they were not taken to

pieces and afterwards reconstructed, but were
raised bodily by means of a number of screw-
jacks, working simultaneously. The three roofs,

which formed the front portion of the buildings,

covered a superficial area of 3,900ft., were raised
intact about 9in. at a time, and the roofs securely
blocked up on the walls before taking another
lift, the total height raised being 15ft. The
easternmost roofs in two portions, which covered
a superficial area of 2,300ft., were likewise raised

intact by the same means, the total height these

roofs were raised being 29ft. The old walle form-
ing the main buildings were strengthened by
inside brick piers, built in cement, carried up
from the foundations.

On Saturday, the Primitive Methodists at
Backwotth, Tyneside, opened a lew church. The
building, which is of brick, with stone facings, was
designed by Mr. J. R, Nicholson, the assistant

engmeer at Backworth Maud Pit, and the con-
tractors were Messrs. Bolam and Divison, ol
Birtley . The chapel has cost £ 1 , 350.

The Colce Town Council have decided to apply
to the Local Government Board for sanction to
borrow £4,875 for the purchase of over 10.000 yards
of vacant land, with some buUdiogs adjoining, in

Swan Croft, near the centre of the town. Fairs
and markets have been held here from ancient times,
but when the purchase is completed all maikets and
fairs will be held on the corporation market.

A special meeting of the Eastbourne Town
Council and of the executive committee appointed
to arrange for the erection at Eastbourne of a me-
morial statue of the late Duke of Devonshire, the

founder of the town, was held on Monday for the

purpose of selecting a site. Eventually it was
determined that the statue should be erected at the

seaward end of Devonshire-place, facing the road-
way and the parades, a commanding situation. Mr.
Goscombe John, A.RA., the sculptor, remarked
that the statue iu bronze would be exhibited at the

.\cademy this year, and that it would be possible to

arrange for its unveiling at Eistbourne during
September. The cast will be on exhibition in Paris.
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ooicPETrrioNS.
Buii)LixiiTo>;.—A special and private meeting

of the town council was held on Wednesday week
for the purpose of awarding the prizes of Sogs.

and 15g8. for the first and second best plans for a

scheme of the extension of the Prince's Parade.
At the last meeting of the council held on the
18th ult., the property committee recommended
that the first prize should be awarded to the plans
marked "Experience," and the second to the
plans marked " Civil Engineer." At that meet-
ing, after considerable discussion, it was decided
not to adopt the committee's recommendation,
but leave the matter over for discussion at a
special meeting of the council, which was accord-
ingly now held. A long discussion took place,

the merits and demerits of each set of plans sent
in by the several competitors being carefully con-
sidered. The result was that the committee's
recommendation was confirmed, the first prize of

35gs. being awarded to " Experience," Messrs.
Hangnail and Littlewood, of JIanchester ; and
the second prize of logs, to "Civil Engineer,"
Mr. Stow, of Chertsey, formerly surveyor to the
Bridlington Urban District Council. The other
competitors were "Engineer," Messrs. Wood
and Frenchling, London ;

" Eastward Ho,"
Messrs. Beal and Shepherdson ;

" Neptune," Mr.
S. Dyer, Bridlington :

" Yorkshire Lid," Messrs.
Shepherdson and Beal : and " Progress," Mr.
Matthews, (he borough surveyor. The plans
selected provide for an iron pier and promenade
with a pavilion to accommodate 3,000 persons,
the estimated cost being about £28,000.

Gl.\sgow Technk at. College.—A meeting of

the Governors of the Glasgow and West of Scot-
land Technical College was held on Tuesday, Mr.
W. R. Copland, presiding. The chairman pre-
sented the instructions proposed to be sent out to

architects submitting designs for the new build-

ings of the college. In these instructions it was
stated that competing architects were notrer|uired

to comply literally with the conditions contained
in the schedule, which were to be looked upon
rather as suggestions, to be carried out if it was
possible to do so, at an expense not exceeding
£120,000. It had been definitely decided to

utilise the central site in George-street. It was
not an ideal site, but it was near the Municipal
Buildings. The instructions to the architects

were then approved. The secretary, Mr. H. F.
Stockdale, intimated that the subscriptions to the
building fund now amounted to £67,688.

GL.vsciOW RoiAL Ini'irmary Reconstruction'.
—A meeting of the executive committee of the
Glasgow Royal Infirmary reconstruction scheme
was held ou Friday. A report by Mr. James
Miller, 223, West George-street, the architect

whose plans have been adopted, was submitted.

He advised that a considerable portion of the
permanent buildings should be erected and made
ready for occupation before any part of the

present struc'tiire is demolished, and that the

reconstruction should be proceeded with in such
a manner that the accommodation of the institu-

tion will at no time be less than at present. It

was also desirable to avoid as much as possible

the necessity for temporary buildings, which
would involve a needless outlay of from £7,000
to £8,000. He proposed to erect the north wing
or surgical block in the space between the present

north block and St. Mungo'a College. This
block, which was practically a complete infirmary

in itself, was 290ft. lopg, and contained thirteen

large wards and twelve small wards, with 224
beds. It would take two years to build. When
it was ready to receive patients, those in the
present south block would be transferred to it,

and the present south block would be demolished,
and the building of the .Jubilee block could be
proceeded with. He suggested that contracts

for the Jubilee block should be got out twelve
months previous to the completion of the north
block, in order to hasten its erection. With the

hewn work and miterials prepared, he saw no
reason why it should not be ready for the roof

eight months from the time it was commenced.
The .Tubilee block will contain 239 beds. On the

completion of the Jubilee block, the next portion

of the building to be erected would ba the central

block, which runs north and south, and forms the

connecting link between the north and Jubilee

blocks. The recommendations were adopted, and
a new sub committee was appointed to confer with
the architect and arrange for the reconstruction.

Leeds Brani h Liiiraries.—Eleven competitive

architectural designs for the branch public library

in Nineveh-road, Holbeck, have been sent in to

the offices of the town clerk of Leeds. They
have been forwarded to Mr. I>eonard Stokes,

the assessor, who will make an adjudica-

tion. The competition is confined to architects

practising in Leeds. With reference to the

branch library and police-station in Dewsbury-
road, it was reported at the meeting of the sub-

committee on Monday that the assessor had
suggested in the case of the three selected designs

the making of certain alterations, and these

having been carried out, the committee will make
a final choice.

Sydxey.—The first prize of £1,000 offered to

the engineers of the world for the best design for

a bridge to connect Sydney with the North Shore

has been awarded to Mr. E. CruttweU, engineer,

of (jueen Anne's-gate, Westminster. The tender

sent in with the plans by Sir William Arrol was

for the amount of £2,927,236. Mr. CruttweU,

whose design is for a cantilever bridge 2,502ft. in

total length, and having three main spans, the

largest of 1,216ft., was resident engineer at the

Tower Bridge throughout its construction, while

recently he has been engaged in conjunction with

Mr. A. Murray, F.R.I.B.A. (the City surveyor)

in preparing the designs for the widening of

Loudon Bridge shortly to be submitted to Parlia-

ment. The second prize of £500 has been gainei

by Sir. Norman Selfe, of Sydney, whose tender

(the offer of a German firm) was for £1,280,000.

There were 2-t designs sent in from all parts ot

the world, the lowest tender being for £991,870,

none of which have been recommended for adop-
tion by the board of examiners.

The claim of the trustees of Captain Pym in

respect of the low-lying land at Mount Gold
authorised to be acquired by the Plymouth Cor-
poration Act, 1898, has been settled in the sum of

£4,250. The area of the land is 7 acres 2 roods

8 poles.

At the last meeting of the rural district council

for South Stoneham a letter was read from Messrs.

Lemon and Blizird, architects, of Southampton,
stating that the National Liud Company were
about to lay out land on the Bitterns Manor House
Eitate for building purposes. Tnere would be 280

plots, which would give 560 houses, of a ratable

value of £8,960, and a total population of about
2,800.

The Esmouth I'lban District Ciuncil having
applied to the Lioal Government Board for per-

mission to borrow £2,230 for works of sewerage in

the town, Mr. W. Meade King held an inquiry on
Friday. Mr. H. G. Adams (the clerk) said the

money was required for the making of a main
sewer in Exeter-road and another at Llttleham to

join the outfall sewer. There was no sewer at pre-

sent at Littleham, but as houses were being built

there and the railway to Salterton would have a

station at L'ttleham, and building operations would
follow, a sewer was necessary.

A stained- glass window, erected to the memory
of the late Principal Ciird in the Bite Hill of

Glasgow University, was unveiled on Friday. The
window was deaigaed by Mr. Djarle, of Mesirs.

Morris and Co., Surrey. There are four lights, the

upper and the lower portions being separated by the

gallery of the hall. In the upper part there are

figures of four philosophers and four theologians

whose woiki the late Principal delighted to inter-

pret, and in the lower part are allegorical figures

of the four faculties— Arts, Medicine, Law, and
Divinity; while in the tracery of the window is a

small figure symbolical of the C reatiou of Light. The
prevailing colours of the ground-work, which has
been kept relalively light and is foliated in design,

are white, pale green, and blue. I'pon this ground
the figures appear in varied colours.

In consequence of the rapid increase in the popu-
lation of that portion of L^wisham bordering on the

borough of Gamberwell by Nunhead, it has been
decided to erect a parish church for Waverley Park,

to be known as St. Sdas. The church will be

erected on the now vacant triangle at the end of

Ivydale-road. There is nearly £4,000 in hand
towards the building fund.

A Local ( i ovemment inquiry was held at Halifax

on Friday respecting an application by the town
council for a provisional order authorising them to

purchase the gas mains, &c., owned by the Sowerby
Bridge District Council and the EUand Gas Com-
pany, in Skirooat and Warley, two districts

recently added to the borough. Agreements had
been entered into with these authorities under

which the properties were proposed to be trans-

ferred for £9,181 and £1,100 respectively. The
corporation further atkad for sanction to borrow
£9,500 for extensions of mains in the new areas,

£2,.500 for meters and service pipes, and £719 for

contingencies.

Dover.—The laying of the first block, weighing

40 tons, of the eastern arm of the National

Harbour at Dover, took place on Thursday in

last week, the great mass being put into position

by means of a diving-bell. The new seawall

from the East Cliff Jetty to the shore end of the

eastern arm, a distance of 3,850ft., is now com-
pleted. The pier just commenced will be 3,320ft.

in length, entirely constructed of 40-ton coccrete

blocks. As a preliminary to the work, a tempo-

rary pier has been run out from Langdon Gap,
where the east pier commences—and this is now
7001t. long. On it are three Goliath cranes and

a travelling derrick. Excellent progress is being

made on all sections of the National Harbour

works. The fourth year of the contract has now
been entered upon.

CHIPS.

The Board of Trade have appointed Sir Frederick

Bramwell, Bart., F.R.S., as the referee to deter-

mine the value of the tramway undertaking ot a

local company, which is to be purchased by the

Wallasey Urban District Council under section 43

of the Tramways Act, 1870.

A new infirmary, adjoining the Skipton Union
Workhouse, was formally opened on Siturday.

Mr. Hartley is the architect. The cost per bed has

been £90, the total outlay being about £4,300.

Councillor Charles Cobham, architect, of Graves-

end, has made the suggestion in the local Press that

the town council of Gravesend and the urban

district council of Northfleet should join hands and

purchase Rosherville Gardens, now in the market,

and provide on these 17 acres of land an electric-

light station, technical school, a public hall, baths,

and gymnasium, for the joint benefit of these

rapidly-developing districts.

In the case of Alfred Henry Beal, late Regent-

street, W., now Conduit-street, W., land and estate

agent, the order of discharge has been suspended

for two vears, ending Dae. 12, 1902. In that of

James William Fuller. Effra-road, South Park,

Wimbledon, S.W., elating and tiling contractor, the

discharge has been suspended for three years, ending

Dic. 7, 1903, and in that of Edward George

Kendal, The Orange, Gunnersbury, W., builder,

the discharge has been suspended for four years,

ending Dec. 7, 1904.

The L-verpool City Council having applied to the

Local Government Board for sanction to borrow

£6,500 for the laying out as an opan space of S'..

James's Churchyard. Toxtetb, Colonel A. J.

Hepper, D.S.O., R E., the inspector appointed,

held the inquiry at the municipal buildings in that

city on M nday. The city engineer, Mr. J. A.

Brodie, explained the plans.

The Priory Park Board Schools, St. Albans, are

being warmed and ventilated by means of Shor-

land's patent Manchester grates, the same being

supplied by Messrs. E. H. Shorland and Brother, of

Manchester.

The Medway Board of Guardians have adopted

with the appiovil of the Local Government Board,

plans by Mr. G. E. Bond, M.S.A., Rochester, for

the erection of children's cottage homes and schools,

at an estimated cost of £19,500.

At Truro Bankruptcy-court on Saturday, the

Official Receiver complained that William Francis

James, builder, of Newquay, had failed to disclose

his estat?, and the examination was adjourned.

The Commissioners of Lunacy have had before

them the plans of Mr. Hippolyte J. Blanc, of Edin-

burgh, for the new lunatic asylum for that city to

be built at Bangour.

Mr. M. K. North, M.Inst.C.E., Local Govern-

ment Board Inspector, held an inquiry at the

National Schoolroom, Harbledown, on ^^ ednesday

week with reference to an application by the Bridge

Rural District Council for eanction to borrow

£5,000 for the purposes of sewerage and sewage

disposal for the parishes of Harbledown and St.

Nicholas Hospital. Mr. Bromley, consulting

engineer, explained the scheme.

A new Board school, erected by the School Board

for London, in Inviota-road, Westcombe Park, was

opened on Tuesday evening by the Hon. Lyulph

Stanley, vice-chairman of the Board.

The urban district council of the enlarged area ot

Newton Abbot and Highweek has accepted, with

thank), the offer of Mr. J. Passmore Edwards to

build a free library in the town as a memorial of his

mother, who was born at Newton Abbot. Mr. Paw-
more Edwards proposes that the buildings shall be

similar in sz j and shall cost about as much as the

library he has provided in Truro or St. Ives, Lis-

keard or Laonceston.

h^
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NOTICE.
The Editorial. Advertisement, and PubliahiDg OflBcea

of the Bni.DiNG News and Enoineerinu Journal, axe

at—
CLEMENT'S HOUSE.

CLEMENT'S INN PASSAGE, STBANB,
LONDON, W.C,

where all communications should be addressed.

Telegraphic Addres-s :
— *" Timeserver," London."

Telephone Xo. 1633 Holborn.

Clement's Inn Passag'e is the turning west of the Law
CourtSi opposite St. Clement Danes Church, ani our new
offices can be reached in a few seconds from the Strand-

They will be found on the right-hand side of the way,
nest door to the Veativ Hall.

TO OOBBESFONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of
our correspondents. All communications ^ould be
drawn np as briefly as possible, as there are many
cl&imantd upon the sx>ace allotted to corcespondents.]

It ifl particularly requested that all drawings and all

oommunications respecting' illustrations or literary matter
ehoold be addressed to the EDITOR of the Buildikq
Nbws, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,
W.C, and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
is not unfrequently otherwise caused. All drawings and
other communications are sent at contributors' ria^, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,
unsought eontributiona.

Ohequee and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
Tbs Stbaxd Nswspafbh Cohpant, Luutkd.

NOTICE.
Bonnd oopiee of Vol. LXXVUI. are now ready, and
hoold be ordered early (price 12a. each, by post
12a. lOd.), as only a limited number are done np. A
few botmd volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI.,
XLix.» LI., Lin., Lxn.. Lxni.. lxv., lxvi.,
Lxvn.. Lxvm., lxix., lxxi., Lxxn.,
LXXm., LXXIV.. LXXV., LXXVI., and LXXVII.
may still be obtained at the same price ; all the other
botmd volumes are out of print. Most of the back
numbers of former volumes are, however, to be had
singly. Subscribers requiring anv back numbers to
complete volume just ended should order at onoe, as
many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Ca^es for Binding the Buir.oiNr, News.
price 23., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn-passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS O? SUBSCRIPTION.
One Found per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United States, £1 6s. Od. (or 6dola. 30c. gold). To Prance
or Belgium, £1 6a. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India. £1 6a. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the Weet Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

ADVEETISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract Advertiae-

mentB, PubUo Companies, and all official advertisements
Is la. per line of Eight words, the first line counting as
two, the minimum charge being 5s. for four lines.

The charge for Auctions. Land Sales, and Miscellaneooa
and Trade Advertisemeuta (except Situation advertise*
ments) is 6d. per line of Eight words (the first line
counting as two), the minimum charge being 4a. 6d. for
40 words. Special terma for series of more than six
insertions can be ascertained on application to the Pnb-
llaher.

Front-page Advertisementa 2s. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements la. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
AdvertLsement inserted for less than 6e.

Advertisementa for the current week must reach the
office not later than 8 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in aerial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

SiTDATIOSS.

The charge for advertisements for "Situations Vacant"
ov**Situationa Wanted" is Onb Shillino fob IVbntt-
FOiTB Woaos, and Sixpence for every eight words after.
All SHuatum AdpertisemetUs must be prepaid,

R' :eived.—B. K. and Co.—C. W. and Son.—Binks.—
N. J.-N. F. W.

X-—The Ronton Houses comprise four groups of model
lodgings, situate at Hammersmith, King's Cross,
Newington Butts, and Vauxhall respectively ; the
architect is Mr. Harry B. Measures. The Hammer-
smith block was iilustrated in our issue for Dec. 1,

1899 : and that at Newington Butts in our numbera of
Oct. 15 and 22, 1897.

"BUILDINCJ NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
DsAWiNOS Received.—" Meta " (too late).

CoatspouiJtrtce.

NEW K.I.B.A. COilPETITIOJ^' RULES.
To the Editor of the Buildino News.

SiE,—What ia the use of pounding away,
tinkering up rules and regulations issued by the
Conduit-street authorities for the guidance of
committees in competitions, -nhen architects

are so shoit-sighted as to readily throw
their pri iciples of practic; to the -winds on
every occasion '- Your own columns in this

week's issue, in which " Fidus Achates " boats

the air, in spite of his very admirable remarks on
the conduct of competitions, furnish your readers

with an instance in point—viz , the Swansea
Harbour OHices Competition, in connection with
which nearly one hundred architects have been
found willing to admit that the modest sum of

5 per cent, on £12,000 is enough to include

travelling expenses and attendances at an
untold number of meetings of committee.
It needs but little knowledge of such
affairs to realise how many times an
architect is liable, under these unfair terms, to

be summoned to attend, whether he is really

wanted or not, seeing that the employers are

put to no expense or trouble. I declined to

compete for this very reason. A journey to

Swansea from London, and probably two nights'

expenses at an hotel every time one had to wait

on the committee, besides the ordinary visits

for supervision, did not appear to me to be good
enough for a working architect who wishes to

pay his way. It is contrary to the recognised

rules of professional practice and the scile of

charges to which members of the R.I.B.A. are

pledge 1 . Xone the less, the Presidenthas consented

to nominate an ex-Vice-President to adjudicate,

and almost an army of members crowd forward
to fight for the prize. Preach away, Professors '.

Feather your own nests, as you rule the roost,

crowing with cocksure harmony about pluming
the official rules of competitions and practice : but

it will require all the wisdom of Solomon to

insure therefrom any practical improvement while

architects, as a body, have no more sense of

their professional-union obligations one to the

other as set forth by the K.I.B.A. Unless
members who have pledged their troth on
election stick to their undertakings with loyal

consistency, they become worse than outsiders,

and ought to be treated as such wherever they
are found. The Swansea authorities did not, of

course, mind a brass farthing that I and a few
others held out. Why should they, with 97 designs

before them ': Before Messrs. Lewis Solomon
and Atkin Berry's select committee, appointed
last Monday week to inquire into the un-
happy status of the profefsion, as announced in

the BiiLDiNo News last Friday, is relegated to

obscurity at Xo. 9, Conduit-street, let the
members realise that the remedy of the evil must
emanate from the profession itself. Combination
alone will convince the public, and without com-
bination and unity of purpose you may tinker

away till the crack o' doom.— I am, &c.,

A Well-Know.n Architect.

A CORRECnON AND AN OMISSION.

Sir,—In a recently-published work upon
" Abbeys around London," by Mr. John A.
Randolph, under " St. Alban's," we read (p. 65)

the following curious information :
—" The huge

and recently restored reredos is a magnificent ex-
ample of its kind. Its restoration was done under
the supervision of Sir G. Scott." As a matter of

fact, the renovation of this high altar screen was
commenced in a n. 1883, many years after Sir

Gilbert's death. It was cirried out solely at the
expense of the present Lord Aldenham (then Mr.
Henry Hucks Ciibbs), and under the immediate
direction of the late Sir Arthur W. Blomtield,

A.l;.A.,bymy sons and myself. Sad to relate,

our task^a long and delicate one—was completed
the very evening Sir Arthur—to the great grief

of all who knew him (diligently at work until the
verj- last)—^passed painlessly away. That was on
the 30th of October, 1899.

A remarkable incident in connection with the
incoming of the new century occurred at Exeter
Cathedral. The hours are struck upon the great
bell known as " Peter"—the great bell given by
Bishop Peter Courtenay (a d. 1478-85). It is

said to weigh C tons 5cwt. , and is hung in the

most northern of the two Norman towers built

by William Warelwaat, third Bishop of Exeter
(1107-36), who himself was the blind nephew
of King William the Conqueror. The clock

itself, fixed below in the north wall in the same
tower, is reputed to be one of the oldest in

Enofland, having been placed there in the reign

of King Edward III. (ad. 1327-77). The clock

had been in full working and striking order all

day upon Dec. 31 ; but when the moment of mid-
night 1900-1 arrived and was sounded forth

from half a score of other towers, "Peter" was

dumb. Indeed, not a sound was heard until tho
century was exactly an hour old : then, appar-
ently recovering from its emotion, fhp old clock
struck one I—I am, ic,

•Ian. 11. II.\URV Hems.

CHIPS.
The new tobacco warehouse at tho Stanley Djcks,

Liverpool, now in course ot erection for the Mersey
Harbour Board, will be the largest in the world,
having a capacity for not less than 00,000 hogs-
heads of tobacco in its cellars, and twelve stories
above. Its length is 72.5ft., width liJ51t., and
height ISOff.

The Walter Crane collection of nearly a thou-
sand works of art—including oil-paintings, water-
colours, sculptures, metal-work, embroideries,
bookbindings, and drawings, witti a few excep-
tions all his own production, and the work of the
last fifteen years—has been opened in Vienna, after

achieving a great success in Bada-Festh. The
exhibition fills four rooms of the Austrian Museum
of Art and Industry.

The members of the Crompton Co-operative
Society, Shaw, Lancashire, wiiihiug to commemo-
rate the opening of the above, which occurred fifty

years ago, decided to erect a clock and bell tower,
and have a new eight- day clock showing the time
upon four external dials, 6ft. each in diameter, and
striking the hours on a large bell. The above baa

now been carried out by Messrs. Wm. Potts and
Sons, clock manufacturers, ot Guildford-street,

L^eds, the firm selected by the manager, committee,
and members to carry out the same. Messrs. Potts

and Sons, Leeds, are also erecting new large clock

for the Grimsby Ice Co., Grimsby, Lincolnshire,

and church clocks at Dingley, Northants, and
Wjkeham, Yorks, for Lord Downe, and a Cim-
bridge quarter-chime clock near Leeds.

The town council of Longton, Staffs, visited the
gasworks on Wednesday week to inspect the water-
gas plant recently laid down under the direction of

the gas manager, Mr. W. Langford. The generating
plant has been supplied and erected by Messrs.

Humpheys and I rlasgow.

Mr. Wyndbam Hughes has just finished the

second ot a series of frescoes in Clirist Church,
Wolverhampton. The latest represents " The
Adoration of the Magi," and it has been conse-
crated by Archdeacon Hodgson, of Stafford.

A memorial to the late Lord Ctiief Justice Russell

is to be placed in Epsom Cemetery, and will take
the form ot a dressed granite inclosure wall, to

inclose a space ot 27ft. by 20ft., rising to an average
height of about 6ft. Large pillars, each weighing
about a ton, will be placed at the corners, centre,

and sides of the gateway. The panels l>etween the

pillars are built up of four courses of stone work,
and form a series ot small arches set on a tapered

base course. The work will be Irish in character,

and is being carried out by Messrs. H. Cimphell
and Sons, at Newry Granite Works, near to Kill-

owen, his native place, from which Lord Russell

took his title.

The Daan of Worcester (Dr. Forrest) dedicated a
new font in the Canroh of All Saints, Worcester, on
Sunday, completing the work of restoration which
was commenced many years ago by the vicar (the

Rev. B. Arthure) and the late Buhop Pnilpott, who
was a munificent donor to the funds.

The Swansea Harbour Trustees have deposited a
BiU, in which they seek powers to construct a new
dock and to enlarge and extend the half-tide basin

of the south dock, and to construct railways and
other works, at an estimated cost of i)2, 000,000.

An exhibition of water-colour drawings and
studies by the late Mr. Ruskin will be held during
the month of February at the Gallery ot the Old
Water-colour Society, 5a, Pall Mall Eist, S.W.

Coatbridge Town Council have resolved to

proceed with the erection ot a model lodging-

house according to plans prepared by Mr. T. Smith
on a site in Buchanan -street, at a cost of £11,500,

accommodation being provided for 330 beds.

At the West Suffolk Qiarter Sessions last week,
William Benjamin Buxton, 33, surveyor, of dure,
was charged with making false entries in a wages
book and cash book, with intent to defraud the

Bnmpitead Rural District Council at Kedington.
Ha was convicted and sentenced to six months' hard
labour.

At the Auction Mart, Tokanhouse-yard, last

week, the total amount realised was £34,006, but of

this £18,652 was contributed as the resvilt of a sale

of gas stock.

The urban district council of Waterloo, near

Liverpool, have resolved to pay the sum of

200 guineas to Mr. F. S. Y'atos, 100 guineas to Mr.
G. Oliver, the engineer and clerk of the works re-

spectively, and 30 guineas to Mr. J. I. Thompsoa,
for services rendered by them during the con-

struction ot the Waterloo-vrith-Seaforth tramways.
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Jtttert0mmuntcati0rt.

Q FESTIOXS.

^11670.J -Books —Can one of yoor contributors inform
me as to what books are comprehensive enough for the
construction questions in Honours of Building Construc-
1 ion, Part H. .' I hare books dealing with ventilation,
vVc, but what I want is something that goes into details
of construction as required by the S. ani A. Department.— w.

Lll671.]-Stone or Brick Front. -A question has
arisen between building owner and architect as to the
relative cost of a front of brick and one of stone The
elevatiuns were intended to be of br.ck. but stone is pre-
lened if the cost is reasonable. It stone is adopted
Poitland will be used. WUl any experienced reader give
me any idea as to the relative cost, the design being the
samel There are four circular-headed windows, the
others square-headed. I should liie to know the extra
cost approximately for the stone facing, assumin" the
same elevation carried out. The best red bricks would be
used if of brick.- I'.snE<;iDED.

[11672.]-Rig-ht of Lieht.-If a neighbour builds up
nis window (formerly ancient lights; in a back wall, and
raises it another stoiy, and introduces another window
above the old one. can he cliim the old servitude of light

'

Or, by altering its position does he waive his right ! Of
course, the lower "ancient window" restricted the
servient owner, who could not raise his premises without
obstaTicting the light ; but the new window b^ing a story
higher, the servient owner is less restricted, and will I
presume, be able to raise his premises. Is this so ! An
answer will oblige.—T. Y.

[11673.1-01iurch Roof Timbers.—Thanks for
Kegents Park's,"' also to Mr. Harry Hems, for their

repUes. Will either of these gentlemen say how the
timbers are treated after the atainiog—whether simply
lelt plain or varnished ?—H.

[ll.Ml.J-CrushLng Resistance of Terracotta.
—Will terracotta piers of the size used for brickwork in
cement be sulficient to carry the eame loads as the latter
carry, or must the terracotta piers be made larger ' I
wish to know before I alter the plan. If not so strong,
how much larger should they be made ? Each brick pier
of 18in. square will sustain about six tons. —Abchitect.

[11675.]—Materials.—If an employer gives his archi-
tect full control of a building to be erected, has the archi-
tect power to al'er materials to be used specified in
contract, af cer contract is signed, without first obtaining
sanction from the employer I And, in doing so, can the
employer claim damages from the architect ? And it it is
stated in speciflcition '* clean, sharp sand to be used,"
would the builder be doing right by using sei sani ' —N- >

£jo.

JIEPLIES.

tn6G7.]—Party--wall.—This is not in London, or it

Could be dealt with under the London Building Act.
"Perplexed" should serve a notice, with the advice of
a solicitor, that he intends to underpin the wall. I can-
not wonder at the Local Board surveyor objecting. I
should in my district, as failure is assured. —H. Love-
oaovE, " Eboracum." Heme Hill.

The firm of Me.srs. Pease and Paitners are
putting down an electric installation at Peases West
Crook. Messrs. R^ed, Ferens, and Co., of New-
castle, have secured the tender, and the work is on
the way towards completion. There will be abcut
4.50 lights in all. In addition to installations in
private bouses, some of the local churches, schools,
and institutes are to be fitted with the light.

It was resolved en Tuesday by sub- committees of
the biths and library committees of the L'ieds Cor-
poration to recommend the erection of a public
library and public baths in York-road at a cost not
exceeding £1.5,000. A site comprising 2, '200 square
yards has already been acquired for the purpose
within a short distance of AH Siints' Cnurch, the
price paid being about £2,000, thus bringing the
estimated expenditure on the joint scheme up to

£17,000.

At the meeting on Tuesday of the town council
of Southpoit it was agreed that the salary of Mr.
a. p. Hrst, borough surveyor, be increased from
£370 to £4.50 per annum, with annual increments of

£25, to £500 per annum ; that the salary of Mr. F.
H.Taylor, assistant borough surveyor, be increased
from £100 lo £200, with annual increments of £10
to £'2.50

; an! that Mr. H. Goodfellow, an assistant,
be promoted to the position of engineering assistant,
at a salary of £125.

L'eutenant- Colonel Smith, one of the inspectors
of the L'lcal Cfovernm^nt Board, held an inquiry at
the Silford Town Hall on Tuesday with reference
to an application by the borough council for per-
mission to borrow the tun of £500 for the puroose
of forming a communication batween Hodge Line
and L'verpool-street. Evidence in support of the
epplication was given by Mr. J. Corbett, the
borough engineer.

A stained and painted glass wiodo v has just been
placed in the east end of Monkt^ncombe Church, in
nemory of L'eutenant W. H. r. Hill, 5h Lancers,
who wp.s killed in action in the defence of Lady-
smith, on Jinuary 6, 1900. The dedication
service was held on Sunday last. The window
represents the Rs-urraotion of Christ, with the
warrior saints, S:. Michael and St. Mirtio, at the
sides.

ItSQAIi INTELLIGKNOE.
Architect Rhcovees Fees —At the Wolver-

hampton County-conrt on Monday, before his
Honour Judge Howland Roberts, Albert Thomas
Butler, architect, Whitehall-road. Cradlev Heath,
sought to recover £79 Is. from Mr. A. B Bintock,
of Msrrid&le House, Wolverhampton, alleged to bs
owing for fees for preparing plans for several
houses. The plaintiff said he prepired tho plans
and obtained tenders for the erection of the housts,
but owing to the price of materials going up, the
buildings were not erected. The defendant said
his agreement was to pay Mr. Bjtier two or three
guineas if the hcuies were not built, and 5 percent,
on the outlay if the work was proceeded with.
A verdict was given for the plaintiff for the full

amount, with costs.

Damages against ax Aechitect.—At the Shire
H-Jll, S.sfford, on Friday, an Under-Sheriff's
Court was held before M'. I. E. E/erett for the
purpose of assessing damages in the case of " Boys
and Son v. Adshead," judgment in which had teen
allowed to go by default. The plaintiffs were
Messrs. John Boys and Son, L'd , timber mor-
chants, of Waltall, and the defendant was Mr.
Peter Adshead, architect and surveyor, of the same
town, from whom the sum of £52 16 •. 6 J. was
claimed as damages for negligence. Mr. G. C.
Lswis, barrister, appeired for the plaintiffs; but
the defendant was neither present nor represented.
The case was heard before a jury, and M^ Liwis
explained that in September, 1S99, the defendant
was engaged as architect and clerk of the works to
supervise the erection of some premises which were
to be erected for the plaintiffs in Pieck-road. It
was arranged that he should be paid 4 per cent, on
the total outlay of £065 for preparing the plans and
generally superintending the building operation?.
The work was begun in the spring of last year,
and shortly afterwards Mr. A. G. Boys, managing
director of the plaintiff company, had occasion to
complain several timer to the defendant about
neglecting his duties. la September the plaintiff i

wrote to the defendant and told him that if he did
not attend to his work properly they would have to
engage someone else. No notice was taken of this
letter, and subsequently Messrp. Boys called in
another architect to complete the work. It was
then discovered that more money had been paid for
brickwork than had actually been done, and that
defective work had been passed which required
doing over again, while certain iron columns were
improperly erected. la respect of this negligence,
sums of £9 l.Si., £10, and £16 were respectively
claimed. There was a farther item of £10 ISs. 61.,
which represented the extra amount paid in archi-
tect's fees by the plaintiffs in consequence of the
defendant's neglieence. Evidence having been
given by Mr. A. G. Boys, managing director, Mr.
W. J. Richards, architect and surveyor, of Walsall,
was called, and said he fiaished the woik, being
paid £82 10s. 61. in fees by the plaintiffs. The
L'nder-Sheriff advised the jury that the amount
claimed was very reasonable unier the circum-
stances, and they assessed the damages accord-
ingly.

Glasgow Abbitbation Awaed—Sheriff Bilfonr
yesterday intimated his award in the reference
between the trustees cf St. Columba parish church,
Hope-street, Glasgow, and the Caledonian Railway
Company. The trustees claimed £92 232 as com-
pensation for the church buildings compulsorily
acquired by the railway company in connection with
the extension of the Central S ration. The sheriff

allows £13,000, which repreeents about £30 per
square yard of the ground acquired. Messrs.
Charles Franca and David Johnston were the
arbiters. Sheriff Balfour being oversmau.

The Lon-do^i Coun-ty Counoil Bulldino Regu-
LA'noNs —At the Surveyors' Institution, West-
minster, on Tuesday, the Tribunal of Appeal,
consisting of Mr. Arthur Gates (chairman), Mr.
J. W. Penfold, and Mr. A. A. Hudson, heard the

appsal of Messrs. Pink, Fryer, and Co. against a
decision of the London County Council, objecting

to the plans for new shops and flats to be erected on
a site, the property of the appellants, at the corner

of West Ead-lane and Thomey-road, SiulhHamp-
stead. Mr. Freeman, (I.e., and M^ WiUes Chitty
appeared for the appellants; and Mr. Wallace
represented the London County Council. Mr. Freft-

man, in opsning the case, said the appeal was
against the refusal of the (bounty Council to pass
the plans of the appellants for a site at the corner of

West E jd-lane. He did bo on the grounds that the
superintending architect was not suffioiently in

possession of the facts to enable him to decide
impartially on the question. He contended that

the building which they proposed to erect was
not in Thomey-road, but in West Ead-lane, and
was a continuation of the buildings already

being built there. The learned counsel quoted the
case of "Bulow v. the Vestry of S. Mtry
Abbott's, Kensington," where the House of Lords
had decided that the premises at Do Vcre-gardens
were in K'^nsington-road, and not in Dj Vere-

1
gardens, and the premises were allowed to project

about 7ft. beyond the bui'ding line of Do Vare-
gardens. Mr. J. W. Stephens, architect, gave
evidence in support of the case, and produced plans
of the proposed buildings. M'. Wallace, for the
L-)ndon County Council, said he would not call
evidence, as the facts and plans were not in dispute.
B/ section 22 of the London Bailding Act, the
supsiintending architect of the County Council was
to have the sole decision as (o the building line of
any street ; and he contended that the premises cf
the appellants were really in the Thomey-road,
where the building line must be the line of the
existing houses. The chairman said, as the point in
question was important, they thought it deirable
to consider their judgment.

CHIPS.
The L ~r3 M iyor, who was accompanied by Mr.

Sheriff Lawrence, attended in state and formally
opened Fi'zgeorge-avecue, West Kensington, on
Wednesday afternoon. The new avenue is a broad
thoroughfare, connecting Auriol-road and North
End-road, and is lined on both sides with blocks of
residential fftts. Each block is different in plan
and design, and all the buildings are fitted with
modem appliances. The buildings and roadway
were planned and constructed under the sapervision
of Mr. Ddlissa Joseph, and Mr. Henry Lovatt, of
Wolverhampton and London, was the contractor.

The restored village cross at Hanley Castle was
unveiled last week by the chairman of the Worcester
County Council, Mr. J. W. Willis Bund. What
remained of the ancient cross, the wom square basin
and a foot or two of ths shaft, has for many years
lain neglected by the roadside. Now it hai been
restored to something like its original form—

a

simple cross with a protecting gable—and to its

original place, in the centre of the converging road-
ways. The new parts of the cross are of the name
material as the old^psagrit stone from the Cots-
wolds. Mr. C'.E. Pouting, F.S A., of Marlborough,
was the archi':ect. Th;s is the second Worcester-
shire village cross restored by the instrumentality of

the County Architectural and Arch* ological Society,
the other being at Ripple.

The friends of Sir Archibald Oaikie, F.R.S , who
retires from his post of Director- General of the
Geological Survey of the United Kingdom on
March 1 , intend to entertain him at a complimentary
dinner, when an illuminated address wUl be pre-
sented by his colleagues.

At St. Philip's Church, Kelsall, in the parish of

Tarvin, near Chester, on Sunday, two stained-glass

windows, inserted on the south side of the chancel,

were dedicated " To the glory of God, and in loving

memory of John Dalton, who ministered in this

parish fifty-six years, and died January 13 :h, 1900."

The windows, representing the Evangelists St. Luke
and S'.. John, were designed and executed by Mr.
Herbert Bryans, of S-'^, Chester-terrace, Regent's-
park.

The special committee of the town council of

Aberdeen approved on Tuesday of the plan of the

new church for Greyfriars congregation prepared
by M'. A. Marshall Mackenzie, A.R S. The build-

ing will contain 800 sittings, cost £10,000, and form
part of the south boundary of the extension of

Marischal College, at the comer of Q leen-street

and Broad- street. Tae design provides for a tower.

At the meeting of the Newark Raral District

Council on Tuesday it was decided to adopt Mr.
Hugh Walker's scheme for the drainage of the

parish of Balderton. The cost of the scheme, which
includes the erection of two pumping-stations, is

£12,000. while the assessable value of the parish is

under £11,000.

The urban district council of C acton have re-

solved to apply for sanction to borrow £21,300 for

carrying out the proposed cliff protection works.

Mr. James DlloD, C.E., attended, on Fridajf, at

the town-hall. Bray, and opened an inquiry into

the merits, from an engineering point of view, of

the proposed Dablin, So&lp, and Eanisksrry L'ght

Railways or Tramways, and Bray L'ght Railways
or Tramways.

At Monday's meeting of the school board for

Halifax, considerable discussion arose as to the

tsnders for a new board school ia B ittinson-road,

amountiog to £21,621 178. 93,, submitted for accept- ]l
ance. It was explained that the amount paid for Tl
the site (£5,500), the provision of heating, ventila-

tion, and furnishing, and the architect's commis-
pioo, would bring up the total cost of the school to

£31,547. Making allowance for the two assembly-

rooms comprised in the school, the cost of the

actual building would be £14,719, or 3:5 '• P^'' cubic

foot. The mechanical ventilation would bring up
the cost to 4Ji. per cubic foot. As the school is to

give accommodation for 1,000 scholars, it will cost

more than £30 per child. Eventua'Jy the tenders

were accepted.

Mr. ,1. 'S'eit, assistant surveyor to the Birrow-in-
Fumess Corporation, has been appointed surveyor

to the urban district council of Gools.
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THE BDILDINfi NEWS DIRECTORY.
Below we publish a BUILDING NEWSj
DIRECn'ORY, to which Architects may easily

j

refer when in search of the makers and vendors

of Architectural and Building Specialities.
j

The large Advertiser is, of course, to a oon-
j

aiderable extent independent of such help. By
his judicious iteration of the merits of his apeoi-

alitiea he effectually impresses the mind of the
constant reader with his claims to attention.

Bnt he will find it to his interest to avail

himself of this help to publicity ; and, besides,

there are hundreds of Manufacturers who
never advertise in the ordinary way, or who, if

they do so, only advertise one or a few of the
articles they make or supply, and who yet

essentially need eonatantlj/ to rimind Arehituti of
their exiitenee.

It may bo urged that the Trade Directories and
Price Books to a certain degree supply this want

;

but when it is remembered how limited, com-
paratively, is their circulation, and how swamped
the comparatively few that are wanted are for

the most part amongst hundreds of thousands of

other names and addresses in which Architects

have no interest, and among which they are

seldom likely to search for what they require, it

will be seen at once how advantageous in a
Journal like THE BUILDING NEWS will be
the Weekly " Directory " we publish here.

It will be evident, of course, that many Manu-
facturers will desire to have more than one

I entry in the list, because they supply more than

I

one speciality. For the majority possibly one
entry will be ample, and that we undertake to

make and to repeat weekly in every edition for

the sum of ONE I'OUNU PER ANNUM,
payable strictly in advance, and expiring on the

31st of December in each year.

Clients who may desire to have more than one
entry under different heads can do so to any
extent they please by payment of One Pound ecuh

for every additional entry.

All payments must be made in advanee^ as this

feature is not introduced as a remunerative one
to the Publisher in itself, and the small charge

made will barely defray expenses, and will not

allow of booking.

AOBTfLEWB OAS ENGHNEBBS-
Stiod« and Co., 49. Osnabureh-street. N.W. Showrooms

67, SI. Paul'. Churctnard, and lfl8, Piccidilij, W.

AIK-FX7MF VBNTII.ATOB8—
BOTLE. Robert.

and 110, Bytli
_ ! Sun. Ltd., 61, Holbora Viaduct, London
cU*street, Glasgoir.

ANOASTSB STONB-
AnCuTtl. Stomi, from the " Lindley " Quarries, AncRaler,

nearGraDtham.

AncASTBa Stows.—Thompson's Anewter Qaarriet Co., Ltd.,
Offlcf, 11, Elmef-Btreet, Grantham.

ABOHITBOTTTBA.I. OONOBHTE-
FiMBaiNi and Dimel§. Architectural Concrete Works, Lincoln.

ABOHITBOT'D'BAI* KBTAIj WOBKBB8—
BaAWM, Thos., and Co., M, Clement-etreet, Birmingham.

GawTHonr, T. J.. Craftsman in MeUlt to H.M. the Queen, and
Art Metal Worker to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, 16, Lonft
Acre, and 19, Caatle-street East, London, W.

Hakomam, Powari, and Co.. Ring Edward's Works, King
Edward'* roftd, Birmingham; and 26, Cockspur-stree^
ChannK Cross, London, i).W.

Sbeitbll. W., I and 3, CaUle-st,, Bndell-it.. London, W.C.

SraoDi and Ci., 18. 0«n-*burgh- street, N.W. Showrooms, 67,
at. Paul's Churchyard, and IS8, PiccadUly.

WetTB and Son (Iat« Gibbons and White), 207, Oxford -streat,
London, W.

Wkasob. Gioros, Wardry Works, Salford. Manchester ;

London: 22, SurreT- street. Strand; Newcistle-oa-Tyne :

Bigg Market; Dublin: 36, George's Quay.

ABOHITEOTlTBA.Ii SOaEiPrOB9-
Dat«omo, J.aod Sow Stone. Brick, and Wood i, 7, Edward-

strest, Vanxhall Bnd?e-road, S.W,

Joitss, T. A. (Wood and Stonej,2, Mandeville-atree*, Cardiff.

TiTLon, W1LLI4M W^, 151, Colum-road, Cardiff.

ASH-
HcDMH, B. J., and Sosa 'Dry Eosli^h and American), 33,

WbitJSeld-street. W. ; 22*,, Store-itreet, W.C; and 61,
Endeli-street. W C.

A8PKALTB-
Paldo, Thomls, Somerset Wharf, 283 and 285, Rotherhithe-

itre't, London, S.E.

BATHS. PUBLIC-
BnaDfoao. Tm >s., and Co., Crescent Ironworks, Salford,

Manchester . and 140 to 143, High Holborn, London, W.C.

BIBCH-
^'^'^^^'^;J' "^ ^^* '^^y ""* io »" thickneBBes\ 31,

Whaflrld-Btreet. W. ; tu. Store-street, W.C; and 61.
Endell -street, W.C.

BOILEBS-
Lbi9, T. and R. Vertical and Cornish) Engineers, HoIUnwjo.

I

near Oldham.

BOOKS-
BtWFOBD, B.T.(Arebitectam),M, High Holborn, London,W.C.

BBIOBB-
Whitixo. R. M. and H. {Red Rand-made Facings, plain and

moulded, alio RuS;>er*>, Oaprm^e, Fa^ersham, Kent.

OASKMENTS AND WINDOWS -

AtswBtt, and NsiBir, Ltd. late W. W. Phipjon), 12. Great
James-street, W.C.

Boai and Porxa. 3^ and 65, Tork-street, Westminster. S.W.
CKSSTsa ENoi!*Ei!ai'«o and CasEMBNr ^wcrKCinKino Co.,

Ltd., Smithfleld Engineering Works, George-st., Chester.

CBirratL Mincp^ctcriso Co., Ltd., Manor Works,
Braiatree, Essex.

HoPK, HsNRT, and Soss, Ltd., Works, Lionel-street, Birming-
ham , London, 39, Victoria-street. S.W. ; Dablifi. 21,
CIare*ttreet

; Newcastle-on-Tyne, 65, Northumbecland-
Btreet

; Glasgow, 131, St. Viocent-slreet.

Psa&SE, R. E. and Co., Ltd , 191, Cpper Kennington-Une,
Lundon, S.E.

Wbitb and Sow (late Gibbons and White), 207, Oxford-street.
London, W.

Wn-LiaMB Bros, and Co. — Works : Kaleyards. Chester ;London: 18, Hart-street, Bloomsbury, W.C; Leeds- 12
Park-lane; Glisgo^-: 70, Bath-street.

WRaoQB, GsoROB. Wardry Work^ Salford, Manchester;!
London: 2i, Su.rey-Btreet, Strand ; Ne^rcastle-oa-Tyne :Bigg Market, Dublin; 36, Gefirjje's Quay. '

CBDAB-
HuDSrtN, B. J., and Soss ^Dry Honduras and Pencil), 33,

WhitSeld-Btreet. W. ; 22a, Store-street, W.C. ; and 61,

Endell- street, W.C

CBBCBNT MANUFACTX7BBBS-
RroBT PjaTLA^D Cement Co., Ru^by.

DBVONSHIBB MABBLBS-
Blicklbu, a. W., and Son, Royal Marble Works, 3t. Mary

Church, Torquay.

DOOBS. IBON-
Crittall MaMrTACTURlso Co., Ltd., Manor Works

Braintree, Essex.

DRAIN FIPBS-
Mfccri.ai.&\e, W.,and Co. [Iron'i, Saracen Foundry, Glasgow.

BI.BCTBIC BBZXS-
Wriqht. AacatB\LD J., Islington Electrical Works, 318,

ITpper-street, London, S,

BIsBCTBIC IiIOHT APFLIANCBS-
Chloridb ELscTBicaL Storaob STNDicaTB, Ltd., CUflon

Junction, near Manchester.

LcND3Bao, A. P., Pioneer "Lektrik " Works, Liverpool- road,
London, N.

BLBCTBIC IsiaHT BNOINEBBS-
ASHWBLL and Nbbbit, Ltd. (laU W. W. PhJp«on),12, Great

James-street, W.C.

BasHLBioH FHirra and Co., 102, Oxford-street, London, W.

Strodb and Co., 48, Osnaburgh-street, N.W. ; showrooms, 67,

St. Paul's Churchyard, and 188, Piccadilly, W.

BLBCTBIC LIGHT FITTINGS MAKBBS-
Pbrrt and Co., 17, Grafton-street, Bond-street, London,W.

FANLiaHT OPENEBS-
HiLL, Jaj(B8, and Co., lOOa, Queen Victoria-.treet. London, E.G.

BELT-
McNiiLL. P.. and Co., Lamb'a-buildings, BunhiU-row, E.C

(See fortnightly advt.)

BIBBPLACES-
SaoanND. E. H . and Bao., Drike-fttreet Works, Stretford-

road, Manctieater.

FIBE-BESISTINCJ PABTITIONS-
SairwooD and Co., Lindisfame, Walton-on-Thames.

GASFITTEBS-
BiarsM and SonS; 35 and 36, Westgate- street, Gloucester

;

London Offlee and Showrooms: 27, Victoria - street,
Westminster, S.W.

Strods and Co., 18. Osnaburgh-street, N.W. ; flhowrooms, 67,
St. Paul's Churchyard, and 188, Piccadilly, W

QLASS EKlBOSSINa AND STAINING—
Baxi;4DaLB and Co., Miller- Btreet, Manchester, also at Edin-

burgh and Liverpool.

QLASS BOOFINQ-
Hope, Henrt. and Soxs, Ltd., Works, Lionel-street, Birming-

ham ; London: 39. Victona-street, S.W.; Dublin: 21,
Clare-street; Newcastle-on-Tvne : 65, Northumberland

-

street; Glasgow : 131, St Vinc-nt-street.

GLAZBD BBIOKS-
ALL^M, H. R., Glared Brick Works, Halifax.

Cliff, Joseph, and Sosa (Leeds Fireclay Co., LW.), Baltic

Wharf, Waterloo Bridge, S.E. {see advt
]

GLAZING (PATENT)-
DEJiaD^, Sam., F.R.H.S., Victoria Works, Harlow.

GBANITB KBBCHANTS-
Bowes and F'oeencb, the Spiltiil Granite Works, Aberdeen

London Otfice : 64, Fint«oury-pavement, E.C. Quarries

Toadhal and Blackhill, Peterhead.

EaaTos. J., and Son, Granite Works, Northemhay-ilreet,
Exeter ; QuarrieB, Bideford, Devon.

HoSKEW, W., and Co., Cornish Granite Quarries, Penryn.

Macdonald, Alex., und Co., Ltd, 373. Eu'ton-road, N.W-
^iud 1*J, West Regent- street, Glasgow. '3u?»rries ana
Works, Aberdeen.)

GBATES—
Shorland, E. H., and Beo., Drake-street Works, Stretford-

roaJ, Manchester.

HEATING APPABATUS—
Ashwell and Nesbit, Ltd. (late W, W. Phipson), 12, Great

James -street, W.C.

GarNDt, J.,30, Dunean- terrace, Ctty-road, London, N.

Macparline, W., and Co., Saracen Foundry, Glasgow.

MEaaEKoBR and Co., Loughborough, Leicester, and 121,

Victoria-Btreet, Westminster, S.W. (See fortnightly advt.i

StRODE and Co-, 48, Osnaburgh-street. N.W. ; showrooms, 67,

St. Paul's Churchyard, and 168, Piccadilly, W.

HEMP AND WIBB BOPBS-
DisoN and Corbitt, and B. S. Newall and Co. ; Ltd., 130

Strand, Londcn, W.C

HOBTICT7LTUB.\L BUILDINGS-
Hope, HESftT. and Sons, Ltd., Works, Lion-'I-street. Rirmlng-

ham , London: 39, Victoria-9tre*'t, S.W. DubUn : 21,
CUre-street ; Newcastle-on-Tyne : 65. Northumberland-
street ; Glasgow ; 131, St. Vincent- street.

ME'tsEMOER and Co., Loughborough, Leiceter, and 122,

\ ictoria-Btreet, Weatminster, S.W. (See fortnightly advt.)

HOT-WATEB BNGINEBBS-
Beaven and Soss, 35 and 36. Westgate -street, Gloucester

London OiHce and Showrooms: 27, Victoria - treel,
Wefltminster, S.W.

HTGEIAN BOOK BUILDING COMPO*
SITION-

White, William, Great Western Works .^ber'avenay.

IBISH UABBLBS-
Glawville. E. S. riale H. Sibthorpe and Son;, 12, Lower Erte-

Street, Dubbn.

Irish Mabels Co. <R. CoUes), The Marble Milla, KUkennj
,

Ireland. (See adrt

)

JOINBBY-
JoNAS Smith and Co,, BeI*edere-road, Lambeth, S.E.

GooQALL. Lams, and Heiohwat, Ltd., Cobden-street, Lower
Broughton, Manchester.

NioaTiS'ivLE, B. £,, Albert Works, Albert Embankment, S.E.

KAUBI PINE—
HoDioN, B. J., and Sons (Dry, and in all thicknesses), 33,

Whitfield-street. W. ; 22a, Store-street, W.C; and 61,

EndeU-Btreet, WC.

LATHS (Hand-cloven Ceiling")

-

N' .iKr. JjUN Goc'iH, Darlinglon-street, Wobt-rhimpton.

LATJNDBT ENGINEEBS-
Abbwbll and Nebbit, Ltd. (late W. W. Phipson), 12, Great

James-street, W.C.

Bradford, Thob., and Co., Crescent Ironworks, Siitord,

Manchester ; and 140 to 143, High Holborn, London, W.C.

3cMMER3CAU9,W.,and Sowa, Ltd.,Ph(Bnix Foundry, Keighley

{See next f^e,)
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liHADED QliAZING-
Blx-esdil.it and Co., Miller-6treet, Mancheet«r ; also at Edm-

bargb and Liverpool.

WilLUMS Bbos., and Co. — Worka: Eal^yarJs, Chester -

London: 18. Hart street, Bloomebury, W.C. ; Leeds : 12-

Park-Uae , Glav^ow : 70, Bath-strcel

"Wbagge, Geobge. Wardrv Works, S.'»Iford, Manchester :

London: 22. Surrev-*trVet. W C. : Newcastle-on-Tvne :

Biee Market; Dublin; 3'^ Georire's Uuiit.

LEADED LIGHT MANUFACTirBEBS—
Chester Enoineering and Casement MAMritTi'iiiSG Co.,

Ltd., George-street, Chester.

LIFTS AND OKANES-
WaVl-ood, R., and Co., Ltd .Falmouth- road, Gt. Dover-8t.,SE.

LiaHTNINa OONDIXOTOBS-
Dixon and Corbitt. and R. S. Newall and Co., Ltd., 130,

Strand, London, "W.C,

LOOKS—
CoLLtDGB and Bbidges, Midland Lock Works, Wolverhamptou.
Hill, James, and Co., 100a. Queen Victoria-st., London. E.G.

t*>iiTH. Chibii;< G. aod Co., Birmin'.rhain Lock Works, 3.

Penmark-st.. London, W.C.

MAHOQAirr-
HuDgoN, B. J., and Sosa [Dry Spanish and Honduras), 33,

Wbitfield-street. W. ; 22a, Slore-steet, W.C; and 61,
Endell-street, W.C.

UAKOHESTEB QBATES AND STOVES-
Shorland. E. H, and Bbo,, Dr^ke-street Works, Stretford-

roid, ManLheeter.

UANSE'IELS STONE-
Man f^FiELD Stone, from the ** LindJey " Quarries, Mansfield,

Xotts.

Sills, William, Mansfield Stone Quarries, Notts.

UaBBLB DB00BATOB3-
Fabmer and Bbindlet, 63, Westminster Bridge-road, S.E.

Lee, Akthce, and Bros., Ltd., Canon's Marsh, Bristol.

iirABBLB -WOBKBBS-
E«LET and Sons, Ltd.. Marble Works, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Irish Marble Co. (R. Colles), The Marble Mills, Kilkenny,
Ireland, See advt.)

Pattebon, J- and H., Marble, Granite, and Mosaic Works,
Oiford-Btreet, Maocbester,

aiosAio astists-
T'lESPEKER and Co., 60, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.

mOSAIO MANUFACTTJBERS-
Rcbt'b Vitbeoub Moeaic Co., Garden Wharf, Church-road,

Battereea.

mosaic wobkers-
DiESFEKES and Co., 60, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.

Geary, Walker, and Co., 11, Queen Victoria-st., London, B.C.

Mainzer and Co., Ltd., IB, Bernera-street, London, W.
Pattebon. J. and H., Marble, Granite, and Mosaic Works,

Oxford-street, Manchester.

Rcbt'b Vitreocs Mosaic Co., Garden Wharf, Church-road,
Battersea.

KEOnLDINeS-
JoNAB Smith and Co., Belvedere-road, Lambeth, S.B.

OAK-
Hroaox, B. J., and Sons I'Dry Brown or Red'i. 33, Whitfirld-

street, W. ; 22a, Store-street, W.C. ; and 61, Endefl-
elreet, W.C.

PARaTTET ELOOBINQ MANXIEAC-
TUBBBS—

Geart, Walker, and Co., 11, Queen Victoria-st., London, E.C.

OooDALi, Lamb, and Hbighwat, Ltd., Cobden-atreet, Lower
BroughtoD. Manchester.

Mainzbb and Co., Ltd., 18, Berners-street, Oiford-street, W.

PASSBNaSB LIFTS-
Watoood, R.,and Co., Ltd ,Falmouth-road,Gt. Dover-st., S.E.

PIPES, OAS AND WATEB-
Lloid and Llosd, Albion Tube Works, Birmingham.

PITCH PINB-
HcDSON. B. J., and Sons fDry and in sU thicknesses'), 33,

Whitfield-street, W. ; 22a, Store-sUeet, W.C; and 61.
EndeU-s reet, W.C. '

PLATE GLASS-
Newton. J.^HN. M. [Bevelled and Silvered), 2L Charles-Btreet,

Hatlon garden, W.C

PLUMBEBS—
Beaten and Sons (Sanitary, Hot Water, and General), 35

and 36, Westeate-ttreet, GloucesLer London Office and
Showrooms: 27, Victoria-street, Westminster, S.W.

Thomerson, Cbas., 263 and 2S5, Hackney,* road, N.E.

bopb and twikb bcaeebs-
Fellow s, E. and Co., 7 and 9, Avonmouth-street, Newington

Causeway, London, S.E,

SANDSTONE. YELLOW—
SsLSFiBLDQcARRT.near EastGrinstead. R.Gunter, Proprietor.

SANITABT ENQINEEBS-
Boyle, Rcbebt, and Son. Ltd., 64, Holborn Viaduct, London,

and 110, BottiwtU-slreet, Glasgow.

SANITABT ST7BVE70BS-
Hgrbing, Son, and Daw. 6, Ironmonger-lase, Cheap&ide, E.C,

and 306, Brixton HiU, S.W.

SEaiTOIA-
HvDsoN. B. J., and SoN« (Dry and in all thickesses), S3,

Whitfield'Street. W. ; 22a, Store-Street, W.C; and 61,
EndeU-atreet, W.C.

SILIOATB COTTON-
McNeill, F., and Co., Lamb'B-buUdings, Bunhill.row, E.C.

SIBAPITE EIBE-BESISTINa PLASTEB-

SIiATBS-
Cabter, Alfred, and Co. (Slates and Slabs), S, South John-

street, Liverpool.

Davieb Bros., Portmadoc, N. Wales.

North Wales Slate Co,, Portmadoc, Carnarvonshiie.

STAINED GLASS-
BoTTBNB, Swains, and Sox, King Edward's -road, Birmingham ;

and 163, A Idersgate- street, B.C.

STEAK ENGINES-
Lees. T. and R. ;

Horizontal and Vertical' HoUinwood, near
Oldham.

STEPS AND LADDEBS (Flat Treads)-
Jones. Allan, and Co . Hatherley Works, Gloucester. (Trade

Mark: " Alhathlat.")

STONB-
Beck, Tbohas, Quarry Owner and Masonry Contractor, Darley

Dale and Matlock Quarries, Matlock Bridge.

Hodson, J, and Sons. Quarry Owners, Stone Merch.int8. and
Masonry Contractors, Castle Meadow-road, Nottingham.

Rhodes, W., Nab Wood, Shipley, Yorks [all kinds of Tork
Stone^

Slater, W. H. and J., Coxbench Quarries, Derby.

STONE BBESSINQ UAOHINES-
Coulter and Co., Bank Foot Foundry, Batley. Yorke.

STOBAGE BATTEBIES-
Chloridb Electrical Stobaob Stmdicatb, Ltd., Clifton

Junction, near Manchester.

STOVES-
Shobland, E. H., and Bro., Drake-street Works, Strelford-

road, Manchester.

SXTBVEYING INSTBTJMENTS-
Clabkson (Second-hand and on Hire), 28, Bartlett's-buildings,

Holborn Circus, E.C.

TBAK-
HCDBON, B. J., and Sons (Dry and in all thicknesses), S3,

Whitfield- street. W. ; 22a, Slore-street, W.C ^ and 61,

EndeU-Btreet, W.C

TILES-
BooTB, T. and R., Waterloo Potteries, Bursiem.

TXTBNBBY-
Jonas Smith and Co., Belvedere- road, Lambeth, S.E.

'

TTLDBSLEirWABMAIBVBNTILATINQ
OBATB-

Grundt, J ., 30, Duncan-terrace, City-road, N.

VENEEBS-
HcDsoH, B. J,, and Bone (large stock of all deacrlptlens), 33^

Whitfield- street, W.; 22a, Store-street, W.C; and 61,
Endell- street, W.C.

VENTILATING BNGINBBBS-
Asbwell and Nepbit, Ltd. (late W. W. Phipson), 13, GreaV

Jimes-street, W.C.

BoiLE, Robybt and Son, Ltd., 64, Holborn Viaduct, London ;

and 110, Bothwell-8tteet,Gla6gow.

Gibbb, John, and Son, 72, 71, and 76, Duke-Btreet, Liverpool.

Hovvorth, Jab., and Co., Victoria Works, Fatnwortb, near
Bolton.

Shorland, E. H., and Bbo., Drake-street Worke, Stretford-

road, Manchester.

VENTILATION-
BoTLE, RoBKBT. and Son, Ltd., 61, Holborn Viaduct, Londo*,

and 110, Bothwell-street, Glasgow.

Shorlawd. E. H., and Bro., Drake-street Works, Strelford-

load, Manchester.

VENTILATOBS: Soil Pipe, Drain, & Sewer.
Boyle, Robert, and Son, Ltd., 64, Holborn Viaduct, Londoo;

and 112, Bothwell-street, Glasgow.

wainscot-
Hudson, B. J., and 8oN8 (Dry Riga and American), 33,

Whitfield -street, W. ; 22a, Store-street, W.C; and 61,

EndcU-street, W.C

walnttt-
HcDsoN. B. J., and Sons (Dry lUlian and Americanl. 33,

Whitfield-street. W. ; 22a, Store-fltreet, W.C; and 61,

EndeU-Btreet, W.C

WINDOW glass-
Miller, Seals, and Hider (Glazing Contractors), 162, Higi-

fltreet, and 1, Hamilton-street, Camden Town, N.W.

WOOD BLOCK VLOCBING—
Acme Wood Floobinq Co., Ltd., Gainsborough-road, Victoria

Park, London, N.E.

DcFTT, W. (Patentee), Duffy's Immovable Acme System,
Gainsboiough-road, Victoria Park, London, N.E.

Fox and Oldham, 27, Humber street, Weaste, near Manchester ;

and at Cardiff.

Qeart, Waleeb, and Co., 11, Queen Victoria-st., London, E.C •

Lowe, Roger L., Worsley-road, Farnworth, Bolton.

WOOD WOBBING BCACHINEBV-
Lees. T. and R., HoUiawooa.near Oldham.

ZINC WORKERS-
Carter, L., and Son, 62 ai

London, S.W.

Thomebson, Chas., 263, and 26S, Hackney-road, N.E.

Carter, L., and Son, 62 and 54, Richmond- road. Earl's Court*
London, S.W.

EASTWOOD & CO., ltd.
Head Office: Belvedere Road, Lambeth, S.E.

LIMES. CEMENTS. BRICKS.

SHOEBURYNESS, ESSEX.

HALSTOW, KENT.

OTTERHAM QUAY, KENT.

TEYNHAM, KENT.

PAVERSHAM, KENT.

SITTINGBOURNE, KENT.

WEST DRAYTON, MIDDLESEX. ARLESEY, BEDFORDSHIRE.
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aOy.VL ACADEMV PRIiiE DESIGJT CARTOOX.—DESIO.JT FOE
r.LASauW ROYAL IXKlBMiBV. -HOUSE AT DURHAM.

—

HOUSE AT YiBMOPTH, IW.—BUILDINO FOR " LLOTd's
BKC.ISTER."— HTLL CREM.ATOBIUM—SKETCHES OF Fl-RSI-
TCBK.

—•--

—

UOTAL AC.\DEMY PRIZE DE9IGX FOR THE
DECORATION- OF A PVBLIC BriLDIXG.

Last Friday we published the general drawing
otMiss Florence E. Chaplin's Koyal Academy
prize design of "The Hours," arranged as a
Bcheme for the decoration of a public building.
The description which accompanied the cartoon
iSorded all the information at out disposal, and
to-day we have reproduced the artist's large-size
charcoal detail of the central figure on our double-
page plate.

GLASGOW UOVAL IXFIRMAKY.

We illustrate to-day the designs, by Mr. H.
Percy Adams, F.R I. li.A., 2S, Wobum-place,
Russell-square, London, for the rebuilding of
the Royal Infirmary at Glasgow. As we have
previously mentioned, designs were invited by
the intirmary committee from six -Scotch and two
English architects. The designs of both the latter
we have now illustrated. The competition has
been an exceedingly unsatisfactory one almost
from the commencement, plans being sent to the
competitors which were suggestions of what the
committee desired. These plans were so terribly
at fault that several of the competitors entirely
ignored them. An endeavour has been made in
these plans to keep to the spirit of the suggestions
in designing a hospital dirided practically into
three parts—comprising a surgical house, a
medical house, and a general administrative
building situated centrally between them. Each
flat of wards was also to have its own medical
officers' apartments, outpatients' room, and either
operating-theatre or lecture-theatre. One great
difficulty of the problfm set was to design a
building having wards on six floors without
sacrificing in any way the wards, &c., to the
elevations. Several of the designs submitted
Ignored this by placing the upper floors of
wards in the roofs with dormer windows
certainly an undesirable arrangement. The long
perspective is taken from an unfortunate point oi
view, but was made chiefly to illustrate clearly
the approaches to the several buildings. The
connecting bridges between the buildings are
only made 7ft. 6in. high, so as to allow of a blow-
through on each floor. The most unsatisfactory
feature of this important competition is that the
design the committee has selected was not placed
in the first four adjudged best by the assessor.
Dr. Kowand Anderson. This makes the third
large hospital competition decided in Glasgow
during the last few months in which committees
have ignored the assessor's recommendations.
This case, perhaps, is the most aggravated in
that all the competitors were selected bv the com-
mittee. It seems a pity that the Glasgow archi-
tect now selected could not have been given the
work without competition, and so have saved the
rnflrmary £S00 in honorariums and an assessor's
fee rumoured at £500.

UOFSi: FOR FltOFESSOR SAMFSOX, IIFUUAM.

This house is about a mile out of Durham, and
was built by the I'niversity Senate in connection
with the < ibsorvatory. It had to be as inoxpon-
sive as possible, and is constructed of common
local bricks of very poor colour. The walls and
chimneys are rough -cast and coloured pale yellow,

the gutters &c.. are painted green, outside wood-
work white. The roof is of red ISroseley tiles.

The plans were arranged to suit the occupier.

The cost was about 'J1,.')00, four years ago. The
builder was Mr. .Ttisper Kell, of Durham. The
architect was Mr. (i. II. Kitchin, of Winchester.

HOI'SE FOR COE. TEMPLE COTrOX, AT VAUMOITH,
ISl.i; OV WIGHT.

This is a large addition to an old cottage, once a

malt-house (from which it derives its name of
" Malta Cottage"). The ground at disposal for

building was so limited that the upper floor is

made overhanging 2tt. 6in. To save expense the

ordinary tloor-joists were carried through and
doubled at the ends by means of 4ft. short lengths

nailed on to each. The walls are of local brick,

rough-cast. The gables are of deal weather-
boarding, painted white. The roofs of local red

tiles. 'The walls of the overhanging portions are

of brick on edge, rough-cast, with studwork clear

of the brickwork on the inside, to take the

plaster. They have proved perfectly dry. The
stables are built of the same materials. The
builder was ilr. W. Downer, of Totland Bay,
Isle 'of Wight. The architect was Mr. G. II.

Kitchin, of Winchester.

" Lloyd's register."

This new building, which has been erected in

Lloyd's-avenue, E.G., for " Lloyd's Register of

Shipping,"' is from the designs of Mr. T. K.

Collcutt, and the drawing was exhibited last year

at the Royal Academy.

OLD COUCH, CH.UR, .VXD FIRE-SCREEX.

This 17th-century Sofa is more curious than
admirable, with its cumbrous claw-footed legs or

standards of varied pattern. Bird forms are
introduced in the ornamentation of the body of

the couch, which is very formal in outline, and
hardly suggests comfort, carrying out rather the

idea of an upholstered bench than a cushioned

rest for repose. Being gilt adds to the formality of

its shape, and thus the piece accords with the stifl

proprieties of the etiquette of its day. The Fire-

screen is attributed to an earlier period, and is

chiefly remarkable for its slight construction and
rich needlework. The Italian Folding Armchair
of the middle of the 16th century is a much more
decorative and suggestive piece of furniture of a

well-known and much- admired pattern, rich in

well- carved detail, comfortable to use, and well

designed.

HfLL 5HXICIPAL CREMATORIl'JI.

(For description and further sketches see p. so.)

The South Dirley Urban District Council have in

hand a water scheme which is to cost about £3, .500.

Mr. Harry W. Taylor, of Newcastle, the engineer,
has adopted the Stanton Wood supply.

A new t'oited Free Church is about to be erected
at Cults, N B., from plans prepared by Mr.
McMillan, a local architect.

The partnership heretofore subsisting between
W. H. Waterman and W, A. Lqwis, architects and
surveyors, Cullum-street, E C, under the style of
Waterman and Lewis, has been dissolved.

At the last meeting of the Council of the Royal
Society of Painter-Etchers and Engravers, Mary
Kemp- Welch, Philip Pimlott, and P. Waterson
were elected Associates of the Society.

The corporation of Davonport having applied for

permission to borrow £l,.57^t for the improvement
of footpaths on main roads, Mr. W. 1 1. E. Meade-
King, M InBt.C.E , one of the inspectors of the
Local Government Board, held an inquiry on
Friday at Davonport, under the terms of the Public
Health Act, 1S75. The borough surveyor, Mr.
•J. F. Bams, explained the proposals.

An important scheme of municipal progress was
adopted by the city council of Bingor at their
meeting last week. It was decided that application
be made to the L:)cal Government Board for per-
mission to borrow Ihe sum of £20,000 for the pur-
chase of the Bishop's Park Eitate, for the purpose
of (1) laying oat and constructing new main roads
and main sewers across the park ; (2) giving a
portion of the estate, not exceeding 6 acres, to the
I'niversity C ollege of North Wales : (>) adapting
the palace for council-chambsr, committee-rooms,
municipal offices, and other corporation purposes.

PBOFESSIONAL AND TRADB
SOCIETIES.

Architf.ctirai. .V--..ic[Ariux of Irelaxh.—
An ordinary meeting of the above association
was hold in the Grosvenor Hotel on the Sth inst.

In the absence of the president, the chair was
occupied by Mr. Walter Doolin, JI.A. Mr. M. J.
Tighe, in the uflirmative, opened a debate " That
the present system of apprenticeship is best
suited for the training of an architect." Mr.
F. G. Hicks replied in the negative, and an
interesting discussion ensued, in wkich Messrs.
Iludman, I.ynes, R. M. Butler, Scott, AUberry,
and the chairman took part. I'llimately the
following resolution was carried :^" That, in

the opinion of this meeting, the present system
of pupilage concurrent with a compulsory
collegiate training and qualifying examination
all'orils the best promise for the architect of the
future."

Glasgow axu West of Scotland Techxical
College Auchitectfral Craftsmen's Society.
—A meeting was held on Friday evening, llth
inst., Mr. Alex. Davie, I.M., president, in the
chair, when a lecture entitled " An Architectural
Craftsman's N'isit to Italy " was delivered by
Professor Gourlay, B.Sc, A.R.I. 1!..\. The
lecturer began by recommending all architectural

craftsmen to make at least one visit to the Con-
tinent, though for a short time only, to enable
them to realise their insular position, and,
further, as an incentive to reading and study.

Whether disappointed, satisfied, or exalted feel-

ings pirv.ade one when studying a building on the

spot, the result of the study of worthy buildings

either at home or abroad is to inspire the student

to greater excellence in his future work than he
has gained in the past. Beginning with Venetian
architecture, a bird's-eye view of Venice was
shown on the screen, and the many parts of the

city and its buildings were pointed out. There-
after views of buildings showing Byzantine,
tiothic, and Renaissance work in \'enioe,

Ravenna, Verona, Milan, and Vicenza were
shown. Passing to Tuscany, the Romanesque,
Gothic, and Renaissance architecture of Florence,

Siena, Pisa, Pistoja, and Prato were reviewed.

Finally, the Ancient, Early Christian, and
Renaissance architecture of Rome. The lecture

was highly appreciated by the very large audience

of members, students, and friends who assembled
to hear Professor Gourlay, and pleasant recollec-

tions are to be recalled of that sojourn in spirit

with him in the land of sunny skies so dear to

lovers of all that is noble, dignified, and sublime
in architecture.

CHIPS.
An inquiry was held on Friday at EiiUtown by

Mr. Edmund Burd, Local G'^vernment Board
inflpector, as to the application of Newton-in-
Makerfield District Cjuacil to borrow £31,000 for

waterworks.

The first sod in connection with the new district

lunatic asylum at Kingscat, Newmaobar, Abeideen-
shire, was cut on Siturday. The a-^ylum, which
has been designed by M'. A. Marshall Mackenzie,
A R .S.A , is to be constructed on the segregated
system, and is estimated to cost about £100,000.

The parish church of Wansford is about to be re-

stored at a cost of about £2,000, from plans by Mr.
J. C. Traylen, of Stamford. A chancel and south

aisle will be added, and the tower will be under-
pinned, pointed, and thrown open to the church.

A meeting of influential traders and ratepayers of

St. Pancras has been held to consider the qaestion

of widening the Himpstead-road at its junction

with the Euston-road, and a committee, including
representatives from all the large business houses in

Tottenham Court, Euston, and Hampstead roads,

was formed with a view of bringing the matter
before the London County Council as a Metropolitan
improvement.

The case against Hugh Livingstone, of 9o, Mill-

hrae-road, Glasgow, in which he is charged with
having obstructed the traffic over Mdlbrae Bridge,

was further considered at Glasgow on Saturday.
Mr. Livinnstone claimed to be the proprietor of a
portion of the ground upon which the bridge is

built, and his action wis taken with a view of

forcing the corporation to admit his claim. Mr.
Nibbet, City Master of Works, who was again

examined on the question, submitted a plan of the

ground, and stated that it had now been decided

that a portion of the ground upon which tb'* bridge

was bailt belonged to Mr. Livingstone. The cor-

poration, however, were not aware of that when
they started operations on the bridge. The magis-
trate intimated that he would give his decision on
Feb. 20.
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(^m OfRce %uW.
The British Fire Prevention Committee are

organising a novel demonstration in the form of

a fire-proofing section in connection with the

Biennial Building Trades Exhibition at the Agri-
cultural HaU in April next. A large gallery has
teen retained for exhibits showing the progress

made in combating fire by improved materials and
systems of construction. This exhibition will not
only be the first of its kind in any country, but
will show that the reduction of fire risk by
improved forms of building has now its own
independent industrial position, claiming not
only the attention of professional men but the

study of our local authorities. The British Fire
Prevention Committee, over which Mr. Edwin 0.
Sachs, architect, presides, is issuing a number of

invitations to the municipal, local, and other

public authorities to attend the exhibition.

The deputation from the London County
Council, who, accompanied by Mr. Riley, their

superintending architect, visited Glasgow on
Thursday in last week in order to inspect the
model workmen's dwellings erected by the cor-

poration of that city, seem to have been favourably
impressed by what came before them. Mr.
Waterlow, convener of the Committee on the
Housing of the London Poor, at the conclusion
of the inspection expressed pleasure and surprise

at what he had seen. He described Glasgow as a

paradise for the working man, and considered
that the Glasgow Corporation were unsurpassed
for practical enterprise. The deputation had
inspected houses built of the best material, and
according to modern ideas, the rents, payable
monthly including rates, being exceedingly low.

London had to face the grave problem of dear
ground and materials, which stood in the way of

cheap houses. The deputation expresaed astonish-

ment at the fact that the latest tenements at

HaighUl, Oilasgow, were built at a cost of ijd.

per cubic foot, whereas in London the cheapest
cost was Shi., although Glasgow houses were of

stone and London houses of bricks.

Mr. Cteorge W. Potter, of Hampstead,
delivered his inaugural address as President of

the Institute of Estate and House Agents on
Wednesda)- evening, taking as his main topic

the question of the housing of the poor. A more
troublesome class of property could not be placed
under their charge than that of working-men's
dwellings. In London alone the County Council
had, since 1889, spent £2,930,000 in order to

house 32,000 persons, which, after deducting the

cost of clearing the unhealthy areas, worked out

at the cost of £53 per head ; but if, as ought to

be done, they did not deduct the clearance, it

worked out at the enormous cost of £91 per head.
The cost of the Boundary -street scheme was higher
still— nearly £118 per head. Unfortunately not

five per cent, of the dispossessed slum-dwellers re-

turned to inhabit these healthier dwellings. The
huge, lofty liuildings in London and other large

towns, called Hats, were the direct consequence of

the increased \alue of land and of the cost of

building. Buildings of that kind inhabited by
working men were called artisans' dwellings,

while those inhabited by persons of a different

social position were dignified by the name of

mansions. The difference between them was,

however, only one of degree, and many pro-

fessional and other considerations were the same
in dealing with either. The president also re-

ferred to the increasing cry for the taxation of

ground values. The proposal, if carried out as

suggested by some people, would involve double
taxation of the same property. There was only a

difference in degree between the lessor who leased

his property for 21 years at a certain rent, on
condition that the lessee should pay all rates and
taxes, and the ground landlord who leased his

property for 99 years on the same condition.

Mr. Hknrv p. PEi.HAM, of Trinity College,

Oxford, is making an appeal for financial aid to

the recently-established British School in Home.
The director, Mr. Rushforth, is now in Rome,
and ntigotiations are proceeding for the hire of

a set of rooms, admirably adapted to the imme-
diate needs of the school, in the Odescalchi Palace.

But the funds at the disposal of the committee,

though sufficient to justify them in going thus

far, are altogether inadequate for the maintenance
of the school. The amount collected up to the

present is about £850, of which a little over £200
is made up of annual subscriptions. The necessary

expenditure on the salary of the director, rent of

rooms, taxes, and service will amount to nearly
£500. If, therefore, the experiment which has
been made is to have a fair trial, there must be a

large addition to the annual subscription. To do
its work efficiently as a centre for British students
in Rome, the school should have an income of at

least £1,000 a year.

The Public Libraries Committee of the Hamp-
stead Borough C juncil have had under considera-
tion the question of the provision of a temporary
art gallery at the town-hall until such time as a
permanent art gallery can be erected, and they
have decided to recommend the council to appoint
Sir L. Alma-Tadema, R.A., Mr. G. A. Storey,
A.R.A., the Hon. John Collier, Mr. David
Murr.ay,A.R.A.,andMr. Basil Bradley, R.W.S.,
as an advisory committee to assist the Public
Libraries Committee in the choice of works of

art to be exhibited.

The Estates Committee of the Birmingham
City Council have just decided to proceed with
the completion of the original scheme of im-
provement, under which Gjrporation-street was
cut through the centre of the city. The first pro-
posal was to carry Corporation-steet straight

through from New-street to Aston-road, but the
new thoroughfare was stopped at the junction of

Stafford - street and Aston-street, and in this

state it has remained for some years. The com-
mittee now propose to take the opinion of the
council as to whether they shall finish the work,
and thus complete the scheme. The necessary
land has already been acquired by the city, and
the property is all let on "short" tenancies, so

that the cost of the work will be limited to the
demolition of house and other property and the
laying out of the new portion of the street. This,
according to the original plans, is intended to

start at the junction of Lancaster- street and
Potter-street. From there, in an almost straight

line, it crosses Staniforth-street at the corner of

Fisher-street, Moland-street near the corner of

Digby-street, and L^gge-street, and opens out on
to the Aston-road close to Bagot-street and the

canal bridge. At present Corporation-street is

850 yards long, and should the council give the
committee instructions to proceed with the work
another 633 yards will be added to it, to the
manifest advantage and improvement of the city.

The Halifax Town Council, at their next
meeting, will have submitted to them by the

tramways committee a proposal that is unique, so

far as this country is concerned. Halifax is an
exceedingly hilly district, and how to extend the

corporation electrical tramways to eome of the

adjacent populous districts, having regard to the

inclines, is a matter that has for some time
engaged the attention of the tramways com-
mittee. AVhat is now suggested is that the cor-

poration shall try the experiment of a lift. The
route on which the trial will be made, if the

proposal of the committee is accepted by the town
council, will be on the intended extension to

EUand. From the centre 'f Halifax to .Salter-

hebble a fairly level track is experienced, but
between that point and the Elland-road there

is a steep hill, and it is here that it is pro-

posed to place the lift. The tramcars would
be run over the level from Halifax direct on
to the lift, which would deliver thg cars on to

connecting lines on the Elland-road, whence they
would proceed to EUand. The land for the lift,

on a site near Dadwella, has been negotiated for

by the tramways committee. A similar system
was seen working in America during a visit there,

on behalf of the town council, by Mr. J. H.
Whitley, M. P., and on his recommendation the

proposal is being brought forward. Should the

experiment prove a success, a similar system will

be carried out for Southowram, which is situate

beyond Beacon Hill. In the event of a lift being
introduced for the Southowram district, it might
be utilised during the night for the waggons from
the well-known stone quarries, and thus yield

additional revenue for the corporation.

A HiN-DRED and fifty millions of bricks per

annum is an output which staggers calculation.

That, however, is the modest total manufactured
last year by Messrs. Eistwood and Co., Limited,

at their various works. The latest o f these erected

is at Woburn Sands, and a capital illustration in

black and white embellishes the useful wall-

calendar for lUOl just to hand, designed by Mr.
( ). JI. Ayrton. The machine-made bricks pro-

duced by Messrs. Eastwood and Co. are made at

Arlesey, Bedford, l'"letton Siding. Peterborough,
Yaxley, and Woburn Sands. The stocks come
principally from the great Ejsex and Kent brick-

works belonging to the firm, and from West
Drayton.

The change of volume in cement in setting is

apparent, not real, according to Mr. H. Lo
Chatelier, an American engineer. He gives the

results of a series of tests conducted with many
cementing materials, in a tube having a bore of

about 4 millimetres ending in a bulb of a capacity

of about "0 cubic centimetres. From 10 to 50

grammes of the cement to be tested were made
into a thin slip with 50 grammes of water and
rapidly introduced into the bulb, previously

exhausted of air. The contents were exhausted

and enough water added to bring the liquid

about haU-way up the vertical tube, which was
then sealed at the top to prevent evaporation.

Readings were subsequently taken of the water-

level in the tube, which indicated the exact

degree of contraction taking place. The tests

show that all hydraulic binding agents manifest

on hydration an increase in apparent volume but

a decrease in absolute volume.

The superstructure of the Santa Cruz bridge at

Manila, P. I., now being built for the United

States Government on a substructure completed

about two years ago by the Spanish Government,
consists of one 130ft. centre span and two 120',ft.

side spans, each having three pin-connected Pratt

trusses 19ft. llin. apart on centres. The floor-

beams are web-connected to the vertical posts

above the lower chord-bars, and are made with

two main sections and two outside cantilever

sections to carry the 5tt. sidewalks. The longi-

tudinal I-beam stringers are seated on bracket

shelves riveted to the floor-beam webs, and
support buckle-plates, concave side up. There is

a filling of 12in. of concrete or macadam on the

buckle-plates, which is confined laterally between

light longitudinal plate girder curbs at each end

of each main section of the floor-beams, and by
fascia girders across the outer ends of the side-

walk brackets. The bridge is proportioned for a

live load of 5,3101b. per lineal foot, 1,9101b. of

which is assumed to be carried by the centre

truss. The dead load of the roadway is assumed

at 1651b. per square foot. The designs were
made by the Berlin Iron Bridge Company, and

the work is being built by the American Bridge

Company.

MEETINOS FOB THE ENSTTINO WEEK.
MoxDAV.—Hoyal Institution of British Architects.

"Difficulties and Hindrances in Pro-
ducing Modern Architecture,*' by J. J.

Stevenson, F.3.A. 8 p.m.
Society of Arts. " Elementary Art

Education," Cantor Lecture No. 2, by
J. Liberty Tadd. 8 p m.

Liverpool Architectural Society.

•'Saracenian Architecture of Cairo," by
Ronald P. Jones. B.A.
Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural

Society. Annual Dinner.

TuKSDjr.—Institution of Civil Engineers. " The Present
Condition and Prospects of the Panama
Canal Works." by Jame3 Thomas Ford,

M.Inst.C.E. 8 p m.
Society of Arts. " The Commonwealth

of Australia." by Sir J. Alexander
Cockburo, K.C.M.G.. Agent-Qeneral for

South Australia. 4 33 p.m.
Architectural Association of Ireland.

"Two Mont St. Michaels -Irish and
Norman," by P. J. O'Reilly, irrosveaor

Hotel, Dublin. 7.45 p.m.

Wednesdiy.—Society of Arts. ".The Proposed High-
Speed Electrical Monorail between
Liverpool and Manchester," by F. B.

Behr. S p.m.
.

Northern Architectural Association.

"Recent Data Concerning Concrete

Beams and Floors," by James Bruce, of

Newcastle. 7.3J p.m.

Faiinv.—Glasgow Architectural Craftsmen's Society.
" Legal Points Relative to Building," by
John M. Arthur. 8 p.m.

Birmingham Architectural Association.

"Paris Exhibition." by E. W. M.
Wonnacott, A.R.I. B.A. 6 45 p.m.
loBtitution of Civil Engineers.

"Sewage Treatment," by C. Johnston,

Stud.Inst.C.E. 8 p.m.

Whicham Church, near Silecroft, is to undergo

restoration by Messrs. Austin and Paley, architects,

of Lancaster. Whicham ia situated in one of the

prettiest valleys of Cumberland.

Mr. Bruce Joy's studio at Hindhead has been

totally destroyed by fire. All its contents were

destroyed, aud the loss to the artist will be

considerable.

The Folly Field adjoining the Western Pro-

menade at Penzance has been given to the corpora-

tion by the owner, Mr. T. K. Bolitho, as a publio

recreaticQ ground.
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The No. 1a

Folding Pocket KODAK,
PRICE £2 10s

The No. 1a Foliiing Pocket KoiUk is sp.'i'ially adapted for Lidies' use, being lifjlit, enniiiart, and porlaUc. It opens and closes

with one simple, instantaneous movement, and is readily mastered by anyone in a few minutes. The manual of simple instructions supplied free
to every purchaser clearly and fully explains each step in pliotograph-taking with a Kodak.

Xo dark rojm is needed for changing th; films, and, if desired, the spools of exposures may bo posted to us or any dealer for development
and printing.

OF ALL PHOTOGRAPHIO DEALERS, OR OF-

iTO., 43, Clerkenwell Road, LONDON, E.G.
Btiiiil Branches: 60, Cheapside, E O. : 115, Oxford Street. W. ; 171-173, Recent Street. W. ; 59. Brompton Road. S.W.

Also at 96, Bold Street, Liverpool ; and 72-74. Buchanan Street, Glasgow.

THE PATENT MATERIAL FOR

GLAZING BRICKS, TILES, AND WALL SURFACES.
THE OLD GLAZE SUPERSEDED BY A SUPERIOR AND

CELEA.PER PROCESS, "WHICH CAN BE APPLIED
TO BOTH OLD AND NEW BRICK WORK.

Piices specially quoted for Glazing tld
and Xew Brick Work.

O
•*._
^_

Ôrders can now be promptly

executed, and Architects' Designs carried

out with care and despatch by competent workmen.

WM. GRIFFITHS
(Loadon Coacessioanaire of Patent Rights of the National Opalite Glazed Brick and Tila

Syndicate, Limited),

39, HAMILTON HOUSE, BISHOPSGJTE STREET IITHOOT, E.C.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF JOINERY MADE

IN HARD OR SOFT WOOD.
ESTIMATES GIVEN,

STIMPSON & CO.
OFFICE:- WORKS:-

j « tit

78, Brompton Road, S.W. Candahar Road, Battersea Park Road, S.W.

10 First-Class and Gold Medals
AWAEDED FOE

Minton's Tiles
w^

^(M^^""'

S^iVi) FOU OUE ILLTISTRATEI) CATALOGUES.

ESTIMATES GIVEN AND SPECIAL DESIGNS FURNISHED POR ALL KINDS OF HIGH-CLASS TILE WORK, FOR INTERNAL OR EXTERNAL DECORATION.

FAIENCE AND MOSAIC WORK A SPECIALITY.
TtUgrapUc Address: *' Astri, Stoke-on-Trent.'^ A B.C. Code used. Ttlephone: Ko. 2097.

LoNDOif HcuBB A.ND Showboomb:— MiMIFAtTOaT :

—

MINION & CO., 50, Conduit Street, Eegent Street, W. MINTON, HOLLINS, & CO., Patent THe Works, STOKE-ON-TRENT.
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PARIS EXniDITIOX, lOOn. AAVARDED TWO GOLD MEDALS AND ONE SILVER MEDAL.

BqyLEb Patent

VEriTIL7\T0R.
(LATEST Patent)

>Ha5 Double the,
EXTRfk(T-|MG EOWER.
OF EARUIEFI. FORnS.

. c PRICE LIST Carm&PdiA.

'^^Mmk^mkl^--

^f^..:- jiT r/^

i8

Ins. Ins
12 f2X 12

14X 14

i6x 16

i8x 18 7 .. "
20 20X20 8 ,, 12

24 24x24 10 ,, 14

27 27x27 II ,, 16

30 3"X3o 12 ,, 18

36 36x35 »5 .. 2»

42 43x42 17 ..24

48 48x43 20 „ 23

54 54X54 24 ..32

r)iended.^ S. d.

Didof Insidcof Di*.?^ DiAo/Pipc no17^
HcdiA. BAse Pipe Recprn- iJi'O.

Ins
4 to 8

5 .. 9
6 ,. 10

6 Ins

7 "

8 "

g "

to I.

12 >•

4 ti

15 n

l8 ..

21 «>

24 !•

23 <>

I 5
1 10

2 2

2 'S

3 iO

4 10

5 5
6 10

8 IS

II IS

14 17

i8 iS o

ROOF S^ATS HOT IMCLUDED.

MADE F1R.EPR0DF To FIT OVER
SVNBURNEFtS IO^o EXTRA-

Foutable of sizes required.
..&t^(^i3^ SEE PAGES l^S-149-

H.B. When specifying or

ordering [he foilovJingfbrmljlA

5hotiid be t<sed "Boyle'5 PcNfent

'/\ir-FijmpVer?tjlAtpr DesignlS*^...,

Did.of be<^d , Did of pipe ,

H? requ i red , Price ee^cb .
:',

HoXz: Edcb VenljlAtor

has lt)e 6.ZQ.omp6.ny-ff

w^ Trade Mark

none e^re gentiine.

ROBERT BOyil & S^N LT-%entildtJng En^^neers.

6^,HOLBOR.M Viaduct LOnDOH.& nO.BOTHWELL5TREETGL7K5GOVV.
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WATER STTPPLY AND 8AHITABY
MATTBB8.

CuEr.KV HiNTOx.-Colonel M"»li- ^^
J"-

*?,"''

.pector of the Local Gjvernment Bjard, held an

i^uiry at Cherry Hinton. C.mbndBe, co"«J°">g

the application of the Chesterton R""" D^»";^

Councii for sanction to a proposed loan for works

of sewerage and sewage disposal. The engineer s

estimate of the cost of the works was £14 OoO The

district councU were represented by Mr Bartley

Dennis, barrister, London. Mr. H. Bertram

Vichols, consoltinR engineer, of the firm of Messrs. t

Beesley, Sdu, and Nichols, of Westminster, gave

evidence for the district councU, also Mr. /rank

Waters, of the firm of Messrs. 'Waters and \\ orrall,

of Cambridge, engineers for the scheme. The

echexe was opposed by the town council of Cam-
bridge, also the Cambridge Waterworks Company.

Mr. Strachan, ergineer, of Westminster, gave

evidence on behalf of the water company.

OssETT SsvTA.iK.—The scheme of extension at the

Htaley cnlfall is now spprcachitig iU last stage.

It was sanctioned by the Local Government B,'ard

without any alterations or suggestions. Possession

of the land has been g >t, and the corporation have

instructed Messrs. Malcolm Piterson and Sam Shaw,

MM.Inst.C.E., who are joint engineers, to prepare

for letting the contracts. The woikj consist of

three miles of intercepting sewers, new tanks,

buildings, machinery, storm-water filter, and land

filtration bads, and the engineers' estimate, inclu-

sive of land, is about iUl'WO. It is expected that

the woiks will be let before the middle of March.

STATUES, MEMOBIALS, &c.

BorKXEMOurn.—On the Riman Catholic portion

of the new cemetery at Eist Bournemouth a granite

Calvary, of the type of those seen in Finisteire, has

just been set up. The steps stand upon a cairn of

rough granite, and upon these rests a monolith

over 12ft. high. The upper part of the latter takes

the form of a wheeled cross of Caltic character, and

upon its front face, carved in the round in the solid

granite, is a sculptured statue of the crucified

Christ. The memorial has been detigned by Sir

Francis L. J. Barrow, Bart, architect, of Sunny

Glen, Boscombe. It has been made in its entirety

and placed i,i .^.lu by Missrs. Harry Hems and

.Sjna, of Exeter. Messrs. Hems have also just

erected a memorial close by, also designed by the

same architect. It consists of a sculptured repre-

sentation of Christ crucified, in high relief upon a

plain white marble cross, the inscription underneath

reading ;—" Cuthbert .Toaeph, second son of hir

Francis Birrow, Birt., aged four months. 4th

October, 1900."

1.

s

to

tt

II

11

Per ton.
*« 10
10
9 IS
9 7 S

Q
II 20

6 17 6

e II 8 6

13 10

eit.

gau
Best <

Mr. J. Lewis Thomas, F.S.A., late Chief Sur-

veyor, War Office, and Mrs. Lewis Tnomas cele-

brated their golden wedding on Sunday, at 26,

Glonceeter-stieet, Warwick-square, S W.

At a meeting on Tuesday of the Pershore Rural

District Council plans were submitted for the

erection of a house with a thatched roof, but it was
pointed out that the by-laws did not permit this.

Mr. Sheldon protested against the abolition of

thatched houses, which were one of the chief

featuTtB of picturesque Worcestershire. They were

also cool in summer and warm in winter. It was
agreed to take steps with the view of permitting

thatched houses to be erected.

Colonel C. H. Luard, R.E , Local Govemment
Board inspector, held an inquiry at the Guildhall,

Oloucester, on Tuesday, with reference to the city

council's application to borrow £3,000 for street

improvements.

A Biptist chapel was opened at Horfield, near

Bristol, 00 Wednesday. Messrs. D rake and P.zey,

of Bristol, are the architects, and Mr. 1!. F. Ridd is

the oontractor.

Mr. R. H. Bicknell, M I C.E., a Local Govem-
ment Board inspector, held an inquiry at the Town
Hall, Birkenhead, on Tuesday, into an application

by the corporation for a provisional order, under

the Housing of the Working Classes Act, iS90, to

confirm a scheme to demolish property in the

neighbourhood of K^erton-strett and Chester-street.

In the case of the application for discharge from
bankruptcy made on iKhalf of Edward Alfred B3er
and Frederick Gjorge Gish (described in the re-

ceiving order and trading as Beer and Gub),
Wharf-road, City-road, E.C., buUders, the order

of discharge ha« been suspended for five years end-

ing Dsc. 1'.', 1W5.

The scare as to the safety of S*. Stephen's Parish
Church, Edinburgh, was happily set at rest on
Monday. At a visitation m^de to the place by the

Dean of Guild Court, it was stated by Mr. A. H.
Crawford, architect, of Elinburgh, who had gone
thoroughly into the matter, that the church founda-
tions and walls were entirely unsft'ected by the
collapse of a retaining wall on the north-east side

of the edifice. The church was built by the corpora-

tion on ground belonging to them in 1^27, and the

corporation owned and nanaged the city churches

down to 1S60, when in that year, under the Annuity
Tax Act, the Eoclesiasticil Commissicnsrs were
oonstituted, to whom was transferred the whole
tights of administration and custody of the city

churches.

The memorial- stone of the new 1 toman Catholic

Church of St. John, Hoddle-street, East Melbourne,
which is being erected from designs by Messrs.

M'Crae and Toole, architects, Melbourne, was laid

by Archbishop Carr in December. The plan of the

church is a plain oblong, S2(t. by 41ft., with apse

and vestries. Ssating accommodation has been
provided for GOO, and provision has been made for

future extension. The church is being built of

Northcote bricks, with Stawell stone dressings and
terracotta enrichments. The style is a modem
adaptation of the Lombardic Romanesque, and a
special feature of the front is a Celtic cross of

Stawell stone arranged between the windows. In

CHIPS.

At a meeting of the Tavistock I'rban District

Council en Wednesday week, Mr. Eiyers, of Bir-

mingham, was appointed consulting engineer of the

new drainage works at a fee of 100 gumeas.

The borough council of Holbom have appointed

Mr. P. G. Killick (surveyor to the late Clerkenwell

Vestry) as their borough surveyor, at a salary of

£400 per annum ; and Mr. Hirley-Heckford (the

surveyor to the late St. Luke's Vestry) as deputy

surveyor at a salary of £350 a year.

Father Barnard Vaughan will unveil the memorial

windows in the baptistery of the Church of the

Holy Name at Manchester on Sunday next. Eight

new statues of saints in Carrara marble, life-siza,

have been erected in the nave of the church. They

have been imported from Italy, after models

selected by Father Vaughan.

Mr. Long, President of the Local Govemment
B mid, has promised to receive a national deputa-

tion on the housing question after the reassembling

of Parliament.

The Metropolitan Asylums Board approved, at

their meeting on Saturday, plans prepared by

Messrs. T. W. Aldwinckle and Son for the provision

of accommodation for a medical offi»r and the

male subordica'.e staff at the South Wharf, i; ither-

hithe. The estimate for the work is £6,4.5>.

to

13
Per ton.
£9 10
9 10

12 15
12 15

14
6 10
13
12 16

16 B.W.Q.
16'- percwt.

6 to

,.

„

It is proposed to erect a window and brafs in

St. Ninian's Cithedral, Perth, to the cemory of

the officers and men of the Black Watch (Royal

Highlanders) who have fallen in the war in South

Africa.

Mr. W. de Gray Birch ii engaged on a " History

of the Cistercian Abbey of Neath and other Gla-

morganshire Monasteries." The work, which will

be uniform with the author's "History of M irgam

Abbey," will be illustated with facsimiles of

charters and seals, and with views and drawings of

some of the architectural and sepulchral remains.

The foundation-stone of a new B >ard school, to

be built at a cost of £14,000, was laid at Blackpool

on Monday. It will be two stories high, will be

lighted by electricity, and will accommodate 1,000

children.

A joint epidemic hospital is about to be built for

the burgh of Arbroath and the Arbroath district of

Forfarshire. The site is about five acres of ground

at Hercules Dan, about a mile out of Arbroath. The

plan consists of entrance lodge, administration

block, and pavilions for various infectious diseases.

Accommodation is provided for thirty-tiva beds in

all eighteen for scarlet fever, ten for typhoid fever,

five for diphtheria, with an operating ward
;
and

two beds for observation block. There is also a

washhouse and laundry block. The total cost of

the buildings, inclusive of furnishings, but exclusive

of site, is £ 12,247. The plans have been unanimously

adopted, and it has been agreed to proceed with

the work forthwith.

Baptist headquarters are to be built in the new
Strand-to-Holborn thoroughfare on land given by

the London County CouncU as compensation for the

removal of Kingsgate-street chapel. The architect

is Mr. John Belcher, A.R..\. Hitherto the de-

nomination has been practically without cfficiial

headquarters, only renting a room or two at the

Biptist Missionary Society's House in Famival-

street. The pi ins of the new building not only

give accommodation for the Biptist Union and its

agencies, but will also allow it to take over the

businesi of the Baptist Tract and Book Society ;

while the ground floor, divided into shops, will

bring in a pajiug revenuo.

The electric power and lighting committee of the

v,»,„«u=».u= ..—
.f;,;,^

^^„^^^ ^c ,.,x.>.v,«.. ^ corporation of Liverpool have decided to make

the apex of the gable is a representation of the application to the Local Givemment Board for

Southern Cross consteUation. The contractor is sanction to the borrowing of i300,000 for purposes

Mr. C. O. Luff, and the cost will be £2 300. I
connected with the supply of electrical energy.

LATEST PRICES.
IRON, &o.

Per ton.

BoUed-Iion Joists, Belgian M
RoUed-Steel Joists. EngUah 9

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 9

Bar Iron, good Staffs 8 7

Do., Lowmoor, Plat, Bound, or

Square 20
Do., Welsh 6 16

Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 7 17

Best Snedahill 13
Angles lOs., Tees 20b. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, *o., £6 15s.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galTanised, £16 IDs. Od. per ton.

Qalvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron—^ No. 18 to 20. No.22to24.

to 8ft. lonK, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

^ ._; £12 5 ...£12 10

ittii"!!!!]] 12 15
Per ton.

Cast-Iron Colninns £9
Cast-iron Stanchions 9

RoUed-Iron Fencing Wire 1115
Eolled-Steel Fencing Wire Ills

„ „ „ Galvanised. 13

CSast-Iron Sash Weights 6 6

Cut Clasp Nails, Sin. to 6in 12

Cut Floor Brads H "
Wire Nails (Points de Pans)-

to 7 8 9 10 11 12 18 U
11- 118 119 12 8 12 9 13 6 143 15'-

Cast-iron Socket Pipes—
8m. diameter '" 1^

4in. to6in f
1°

Tin. to 24in. (all sizes) 8 15
.^^

[Coated with composition, 28. 63. per ton extra; tuxneo

and bored joints, 5b. per ton extra.]

Pilt Iron— ^^ ""'•

^Id Blast, LilleahaU ^^'I^-Vi?''^
Hot Blast, ditto 87b. 6d. to «2b. 6d.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Pittmgs-Discount off Standard

Lists f.o.b. :

—

an ^ ^
Gas-Tubes «9 "•'^

Water-Tubes ?? ••

Steam-Tubes ^, "
Galvanised Gas-Tubes *'I ••

Galvanised Water-Tubes *;> ••

Galvanised Steam-Tubes .^4J ,,a»i.».ii=^ j^^ ^^^j^^ j,j^ casks.

Per ton. Per ton.

Zinc, English (London miU) t25 to £25 10

Do., Vieille Montagne 26

Sheet Lead, 81b. per sq. ft. super. 21

Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs 20

Lead Shot in 281b .bags 23

CopperSheets. sheathing and rods £89

Copper, British Cake and Ingot... "4

Tin, Straits 1<^

Do., English Ingots 1™
Spelter, SUesian

^••j-.j^-g-jB
^^

Teak, Burmah per load £10 10

„ Bangkok
Quebec Pme, yellow h —

„ Oak -

„ Birch 11 *.*

„ Elm If •^

,, Ash II •••

Dantsic and Memel Oak ,i ._

Fir •• ~
Wainscot, Riga p. log ... ,i .-

Lath, Dantsic, p.f n —
St. Petersburg -

Greenheart ii •••

Box ^.1, "•

Sequoia, U.S.A per cube foot

Mahogany, Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick °

„ Honduras ... n
„ Mexican »
,,

African „
Cedar, Cuba i

,, Honduras h
Satinwood i

Walnut, Italian i

American (logs)

80 10
29
21 10
85
26
27 15
25 13

28
17 5

7

1 6
19

37

9
6

el

to £30
II iil

14
14 15
10 3
10
11 10
18
21
13 10
22
12

£0 19
14
13

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120-12ft. by Hm.

allb^vi^e, ist «5 10

„ 2nd 1' 1"

;; 8rd 12 10

Canada Spruce. 1st 11 W^^^, 2nd and Srd 9 10

New Brunswick 8

Riga •
,f }?

St. Petersburg JJ }'

Swedish 11 10

Finland ]l
°

White Sea 1^ W
Battens, all sorts .••.. " "

Flooring Boards, per square of Im. :—

iBt prepared *0 1-

2nd ditto Oil
Other qualities " '

Staves, per standard M:—
U.S. ditto "7 10

Memel, cr. pipe 220

Memel, brack 190
OILS.

Linseed per tun £30

Bapeseed, English pale... , ...

Do., brown ii —
Cottonseed, refined » ...

Olive, Spanish
Seal, pale » •••

Cocoanat, Cochin n ••

Do., Ceylon
Palm, L&gos II •"

Oleine i •;

Lubricating U.8 per gaU

Petroleum, reflned ,, .••

Tar, Stockholm per barrel

Do., Archangel n •••

Turpentine, American ...per tun

£45
230
2<j0

to £3D 5

II 3' IS

„ 29 5
„ 22

„ 87

" ^"^
„ 28

„ 26
„ IH 5

- 19 5

1
1

87

9
6

8
6i

8

6
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WAOBS MOVBMHNTS.
The Lauouk Makket.—The state of employment

daiiog December again showed a further decline
when compared both with the previous month and
with the corresponding mouth in 1899. In the 13S
Trade Unions making returns, with an aggregate
membership of 540,102, 21,496 (or 40 per cent.)
were reported as unemployed at the end of Decem-
ber, compared with 3"2 per cent, in November, and
with 2 5 per cent, in the 123 Unions, with a member-
ship of 511,184, from which returns were received
for December, 1899. Employment in the building
trades has declined in all branches. The percent-
age of unemployed union members among carpenters
and plumbers at the end of December was 42, com-
pared with 3'3 in November. The percentage for
December, 1899, was 2-5. In the furnishing trades
employment is slack. The percentage of unem-
ployed union members at the end of Djcemberwas
C 8, compared with 4-2 in November, and 48 per
cent, in December, 1899. Twenty fresh disputes
occurred in December, 1900, involving 3,648 work-
people, of whom 1.991 were directly, and 1,657
indirectly, affected. Of these fresh disputes, only one
occurred in the building trades. Of the 16 new and
old disputes, involving 3,360 workpeople, of which
the termination is reported, five, involving 942

persons, were decided in favour of the workpeople :

six, involving 676 persons, in favour of the em-
ployers : and three, involving 831 persons, were
compromised. During December 18.383 workpeople
obtained advances averaging Is. 9^d. weekly per
head, and 8,216 sustained decreases averaging
Is. ijd. weekly per head, the net effect of all the
changes being an increase of 10\d. per head in the
weekly wages of those affected. The principal
increase was that affecting 12,003 bricklayers in the
London district. The decreases included 41 building
building trade operatives in Scotland.

Ajiaxgamated Society of Caepenters and
JoixKKS.—The monthly report of this society shows
a considerable increase in the number of unemployed
members, due in a measure to suspensions on
account of the holidays ; but it is also attributable

to the slackening-o£E in the building trades which
has been noticeable of late. There are now 2 350
members on donation out of a total roll of 63,355,

with 1,218 on sick benefit. Strikes for improved
conditions of labour are reported at S!:. Helens,
Belfast, and Bridlington : and at Blackpool, Si.

Aones, and on a job at Birkenhead the members of

the society are, it is stated, " resisting attempts to

take away privileges they have for a long time
enjoyed."

Blackpool.—The dispute between the union
joiners and carpenters at Blackpool and St. Annes
and the federated employer^ has not yet been
settled. The point of dispute at Blackpool is a

reduction of the standard wage of 9d. per hour to

S^d , notice of which was given by the employers
in Tune last. The notice terminated on December 7,

and as the men would not agree to the reduction
they were locked out. At St. Anne's the rate was
SJd., and both employers and employed were vrilling

to continue on this basis, but being amalgamated
with Blackpool the same action had to be adopted.
During the five weeks' duration of the lock-out
meetings had been held by both parties, jointly and
severally, but without result. Arbitration has been
suggested, but the employees decided to have no
outside interference. The masters are little con-
cerned about the stoppage, inasmuch as the building
trade is quieter in Blackpool at the present time
than it has been for many years, and, moreover,
there is no diiliculty in getting non-union men from
Birmingham and other towns to fill up the vacancies

and complete the work in hand at the rate of SJd.
per hour. A meeting of employers in all branches
of the building trade was held last week, when the

question uf wages was discussed, but nothing

dttiaite was arrived at. The painters have now
been on strike about ten months.

NOETH Deebyshiee.—The North Derbyshire

quarrymen's strike terminated after a conference at

Buxton on Saturday. The fifteen hundred men
who refused to sign on under the old conditions

resumed work on Monday, it being agreed that

engagements in future be terminable by a month's

notice on either side.

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

TacBeld—Three and Four-Roomed Cottages £10, £i E. Healop, TI.D.C. Surveyor. BarnopSeld Jan. 28
Bristol—Alterations to Petty Sessional Court and OfiSces £100, £50 The Clerk, County Council Offices, Bristol Feb. 13
Ballflrat, Victoria—Soldiers' Statue, Bronze or Marble (cost

£1,500, £2,090, £2,500) J. W. Nedwell and W. D. Hill, Hon Sees., Ballarat, Victoria „ 14
Nottingham—Sewerage Scheme for the Parishes of Colwick-
Gedlingand Burton-Joyce C. J. Spencer, Clerk, Public Offices. Basford, Nottingham Mar. 25

Dudley-Six Villas and Six Cottages £10 G. W. Waring, Mining Engineer, 42, Wellington-street, Dudley ... —

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

Walker- Refuse Destructor Buildings
Rothiemay—Alterations to House
Bishop Auckland- Court House, &c
Loch Katrine—Eeconsf ruction of Invergle House.
Weatoo-super-Mare - Extension of St. Saviour's Church
Leeda-ForciDg Pits Foundations
Perth-Villa
Stockport—Drying-Room, &c.. Cattle Fair Ground
Highgatc—Branch Public Library
Cork— Repairs to Courthouaea
LIand;ttf— Additions to Rookwood
Walsden—Weaving Shed ..

Bradford—Wotkshopa, Walker-court
Ferndale— Pair of Semi-Detached Villas
Bowling Junction—Paasenger Station
Leeds— Repairs to Various Schools (One Year)
Branksome -Additions to Council Buildings, Shillitoe-road
Coinholme— Church
South Bank-Thirty-twoDwelling Houses
Halifax—Additions to Electricity Works
Manchester—Alterations to Baths, Leaf-street
Lanchester—Additiona to Langley Park Infectious Hospital ...

Huddersfleld— Shop and Ilousee. Spinkfleld-road
London, E.C.—Locomotive Sheds, &c
Surbiton—Mortuary ]].".

Rochdale—Baths
Plymouth—Extension of Electricity Works
Manchester—Exteneion of Shed at Southern Cemetery
Dewabury— Baths
Swansea—Warehouse at South Dock
Dungenesa- Coastguard Buildings
Whicham—Church Restoration
Shillelagh— Labourers' Dwellings
Glasgow— Stobbill General Hospital
Coventry-Post Office
Preston— Classroom, St. Matthew's Schools
St. Mawea, Falmouth—Coastguard Buildings
Bexhill— Sessions Court. Arc

Falkirk—Extension at Lodging House, East Biidge-street
Briton Ferry—Public Library and Council Offices
St. David's, Pembrokeshire— School Buildings
Castleford— Business Premises, Carlton-atreet
Erith—Board OtHces and Cookery Centre
Halifax— Thirty Houaes, ice

Middlesbrough— Pulling Down Premises, Exchange-place
Shefheld—Destructor Buildinga
Croydon—Sewage Pumping Engine-House, Mitcham-road
Dartford-Fire Station
Tredegar, Mon.—Primitive Methodist Chapel, Commercial-road
Bwanley— School
Southwick—Additions to Board School
Llandudno— Alterations to Montpelier Hotel
Sandgate- Stores, &c.. North-lane Yard ;

Kingabridge—Board Schools
Huntingdon—Mortuary, &c
Burgess Hill, Sussex — Isolation Hospital
Eaatbourne-Eltctric Lighting Station
Spittlegate—Sunday Schools and Caretaker's Cottage
RiseCarr. Darlington—Two Schools
Aldershot-Ward Block, &c., at Sanatorium
Chelsea, 6.W.— Children's Home, Milman-street
Whitby -Electric Light Station
HoUoway, N.-Tanks and Additions to Elcc. Lighting Station.
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NEW EACnOXS AND DEVELOP-
MENTS.

SINCE the sixties of the century just
closed, many new watchwords and

thoughts have stirred art. We might broadly
call in review the Historic or Academic
period when Classic and f rothic reigned, to

the suppression of all mental or intellectual

induences ; it was an age of purism in style.

Next followed an outbreak of what has been
called " Muscular " architecture, in which
the principles of construction violently
assarted themselves, when many extra-
ordinary buildings were erected, strong in
their assertion of arches and timber-framed
roofs, though conceived more as a vigorous
protest against the former school. Next we
have the period in which Street, Surges,
Sedding, and others adopted a more rational
following of Medi;i'val art—a recognition of
the beauty of the forms of all periods, even
the Earlier and Later phases which hitherto
had been neglected as crude or impure ; in
fact a reaction from the purism and correct
detail adopted by Sir Gilbert Scott and his
school. Then we have had the Continental
revival, which still exists, ushered in by the
writings and iUustrations of Euskin, Street,
Nesfield, and others, when Venetian Gothic
and French Gothic, and the mixed styles of
Italy, Spain, and Germany were largely
introduced. To these succeeded the school
largely introduced by Norman Shaw, which
still lingers with other variations of the
KenaiBsance. That these schools have in-
fluenced our architecture in various ways
cannot be doubted. During the earlier periods
architects weregrounded in academic, archws
logical, and chronological and geometrical
principles ; they have made us accurate in our
study of historical styles, while the later

schools have inculcated the truer principles
of Classic and Gothic art, and have given us
broader sympathies for all art that is

beautiful and appropriate. Eecently the
revolt against styles has led some of our
younger mep to a " new manner," in which
it is obvious that there is a protest against all

convention and ornament. The forms and
details of style are according to this school
inadequate to express modern wants, and its

disciples affect a styleless simplicity in their
work. We see the result of this revolt
against style in many buildings which the
revival of craftsmanship has rather en-
couraged, as in many examples of domestic
buildings, both in the country and in the
Metropolis, in which extreme simplicity and
the unconventional use of certain features are
observed. As Professor Pite has pointed out,
Mr. Philip Webb's houses in Lincolns Inn
Fields and Kensington Palace Gardens are
examples of direct expression of design in

the true spirit of building craftsmanship, as
noticed in the brickwork and masonry.
The draughtsman's conventions are absent
altogether; in fact, Mr. A\'ebb does not
study his work from a draughtsman's point
of view, but from that of the craftsman.
Mr. C. E. Ashbee also has shown the same
return to simplicity. With this new cult of

craftsmanship, the relation of the bricklayers,

mason's, or carpenter's business to the design
is paramount, though at present the enthu-
siasm of the architect is not shared by the
workmen. Under the modem contracting
system, when so much brickwork or masonry
is required measured by the rod or cube
foot, it is hardly possible to expect any sym-
pathy between the architect and the crafts.
Still, there are manifestations of an interest

on the part of the workmen, if only the
architect will indicate the way, to do
which his designs must be such that they
can be executed without any violence
to traditional methods, and with a true

appreciation of the technical methods
used. Any attempt to get the workman to

do something that he is not usetl to do, or

contrary to the methods of the craft, will be
a failure,

liut the revolt against the conventional
has unfortunately been accompanied, in one
direction at least, by a rejection of all that
is modern and natural. We have seen
designs where the authors have gone out of

their way to exaggerate irregularities, to

magnify differences and crudities, even at

the cost of doing something contrary to

custom ; and it we are to take these seriously,

the efforts made have defeated the purpose,
and brought the works of able men into

ridicule. There is one phase of this move-
ment which seems to people of common sense
and judgment to be contradictory to the
principles of the authors themselves. We
speak of designs by a few advanced men in

which the sentimental and picturesque over-
power the sense of appropriateness to modern
wants. Houses and gabled fronts may be
seen that, but for their freshness, might
be mistaken for erections at least a
hundred years old. Fronts to dingy London
streets with old-fashioned narrow gauged-
arch windows with small panes, stuccoed
gables, close-cut verges, appear inconsistent
with modem surroundings, especially when
the affectation of age and accident goes so

far as to follow the lines of rain-water pipes
on the farades. These fronts imitate more
correctly the backs of Old London houses.
Our readers will be able to reciU many such
examples of house-building. How far these

desigQs can be reconciled to the principles

professed—namely, the rejection of tradition

and conventional arrangements—is doubtful.
We can understand and appreciate the tender-

ness and sympathy for old and picturesque
houses of the 1 Sth century ; but let such work
go under its proper name. When it is natural
and honest, as it might be in a country town,
there is little objection to follow the plain and
unsophisticated methods used by country
craftsmen ; but the intention of imitating a
country house front in a London street or
river terrace is carrying a hobby a little too

far. The revolt against mere style is quite

understandable, as against those repetitions

and conventions, into which men fall after a
century of imitation, Eevivals have mide
them forget what honest expression is.

The vice of ecceotrioity is another of the
evils that attend all leformations, Eeligious
reformations have always produced their crop
of fanatics, violent rebels against tradition,

and art reformations invariably create another
kind of fanatic, the inventors of new styles,

and art egotists. These men delight in

eccentricities of style. Some of these are
exhibited in the Soane Medallion Student-
ship design, as those under the mottoes
"Thor" and " Melba." In the former of

these the author has discarded conventional
rales ; rigid thick-lined vertical piers are
used without much reference to the cha-
racter of a city clubhouse or to any
expression of urbanity, apparently for the
sake of doing something strong and original.

The author of the latter design is equally
indifferent to the conventional treatment
of a Classic fai^jde in associating columnar
wings with a simple centra gable of a
poor domestic type. These eccentric pro-
ductions show a disregard of the proprieties

of traditional building, and assume (through
the ignorance of the public) that all previous
rules of art have bsen wrong. Between
these two extremes we have the quiet and
unostentatious work of men who have a
mission to carry out ; who are trying to

promote by reasonable means those convic-
tions of honest craftsmanship which have too

long remained suppressed undar the con-
ventions of mere style and academiciam.
These men have never shaken off the r
allegiance to the traditional principles of art,
but have tried to reinfuse into them the
germ of a new life. They have revolted
against style bscause of its meaningless use
as a dead language, and the affsctatiou of
forms that have been so oppressive. They
have allied themselves with the intelligent art
craftsman. By thess workers the thorough-
nes3 of the old work is often valued more
(completely and iatellectuvUy than by those
of the historic school, and they are anxious
to bring about the conditions that favour the
intuitive workman-artist. But as we have
seen, like all new movements, there is a
strong tendency to break up into factions ant
cults, and it is against this danger—the one-
man cult—that we have to be on our guard.
There are now uiinj- openings for the new

aichitectural movement. That it has largely
affected our domestic buildings we have
ample evidence. The work of architects like

Norman Shaw, Ernest George, Ashbee,
Baillee-Soott, and many more is convincing
evidence of the reaction from cammonplaoo
convention in the design of our buildmg',
in the treatment of our entrancs halls,

and our rooms, A few years ago our
houses were made the hunting ground
of Tudor and Stuart ideas, art furniture
tradesmen, and hi-ic-a-l/mc deilers. Every
available wall space and corner was crowded
with brackets and hanging-shelves. The
chimney-pieces were cusped, crocketed, and
carved, the csilingj richly panelled, and the
doors and furniture uncomfortably orna-
mented with bosses and stop-chimferings.
A wave of reaction has set in ; from over-
ornament there is now a desire for rigid

simplicity of line amounting in some in-

stances to primitive crudity or extreme
quietness in the woodwork and details of the
interior. In the best work we see this

quietness and repose accompanied by a
studied regard to convenience and comfort in

every detail, a refinement in the contour of

mouldings and balusters, delicacy of carving,
ornament, if any, in low relief and harmony
of colour. On the other hand, this taste for

c^uietness and breadth often lapses into

eccentricity and bareness, ugly mouldings
and offensive archaicness. In the design of

our new churches a good deal of the latter

spirit is shown. Breadth and simplicity and
a grandeur of conception may be seen in not
a few designs for churches, a taste due 1

1

men Uke Selding, Bjdley, Bsntley, Leonard
Stokes, and others, and this taste has comi
happily at a time when inexpensive mission

churches are required, and artists are again
turning their attention to mosaic and frescj

decoration on large wall surfaces. There is

another direction m which this architectural

movement may be happily employed : it is in

the dwellings for the working classes, where
a simple architectural e.xpression of the

problem is required. Hitherto we have had
a good deal of ugly conventionalism of a

bare and forbidding kind for buildings of

this description ;—-huge blocks in their ugly
baldness being erected in our crowded citiej

aid suburbs. If anywhere honest craftsman-

ship directed by an art instinct is nee led

it is in dwellings for the working man where
the plain, unsophisticated treatment of which
we have spoken can hi employed with th^

best result. Here we hive the opportunity

of disposing rooms in groups of two, three,

four, or more for families in the most telling

way, and of covering them with roofs of the

simplest form. The commm staircass or

common laundry and conveniences that may
be required can be turned into a feature. One
or two attempts of some merit have been made,
and we point to the Boundary-st'oet scheme
of dwellings as an example. But if the archi-

tects of this school were to devote themselves

to buildings where the external expressioi

or elevation had to be evolved simply fron
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plan, without any regard to conventional
types or details, they would be practically

illustrating their principles in the best and
most useful way. This valuable movement
has been somewhat discredited by the
attempts of its followers to introduce in

the most obtrusive manner forms and
anachronisms of a previous age, or to

obtrude in buildings of some pretensions
principles of design that completely shock
the ordinary tastes of the day. We are not
sure that a complete casting-off of all con-
ventions is the best way to proceed. These
sudden changes produce irritation and re-
action. AVe are more hopeful that a less

assertive revolt against authority and his-

torical precedent, such as we see in the work of

many of our leading architects, will prevail.

In the new development all modern ma-
terials and methods must receive careful
attention. Iron and steel and other intract-

able materials will have to find a place,

and even those methods of construction
that give pain to the sensitive artist—fire-

proof construction in its many forms,
and other exigent appliances—will have
to be dealt with. Is there any realisa-

tion of this amongst those who have cast

off the habiliments and traditions of the
present schools ': We wait for new buildings
designed on the modern principles ts give
ns the answer. The glamour of clever

draughtsmanship is strong. We shall not
have robust or commonsense work till the
mode of selecting designs is changed; tUl it

is thought quite as great a merit to work
cut with the aid of a few diagrams or

sketches an honest and straightforward plan
or piece of construction as to make attractive

drawings and perspectives. Draughtsman-
ship has been put before design or

thought to a degree that has discouraged
the practical and artistic minds in the pro-
fession ; and we do not mean by this word
skilful drawing or sketching, but the busi-
ness of making and colouring perspective
and other drawings of buildings by men who
know little or nothing of construction.

The influence of professional education
and examination in architecture has been
felt. Classes and examinations have tended
to advance the study of historic and academic
architecture and to break down barriers of

styles and individual tastes. Courses of

architectural lectures have acted as a sort of

counterweight to the teaching of the modern
school ; but to what extent they have dis-

couraged an honest independence in art is

questionable. Those who come under the
influence of class teaching are young and
impressionable, and have had little oppor-
tunity of drawing conclusions for themselves,
so that in many instances the result will be
to curb the enthusiasm of some men that
otherwise would have joined the ranks of the
advanced school. < ine writer has said that
uhe examinations " are a contrivance for

natching out incorrigible five-percenters,"
and we are afraid there may be truth in the
remark. The dinning into the student's

nead of formuLr, tables of weights of brick,

stone, pipes, &c., and a variety of conven-
tions and traditional types and rules of

architecture is hardly the best way to

develop the faculty for composing buildings,
or to produce a class of men capable of

grasping in an art sense the modern pro-
blems of construction.

THE HOUSING PKOBLEM.

DIS.VPPOINTMEXT is sometimes ex-

pressed at the little attention given by
our Metropolitan authorities to the housing
of the working classes. It is true that the

work undertaken has not kept pace with the

enormous increase of population ; but this is

to be attributed, not to the inadequacy of

work actually accomplished, but to the

failure of a good deal of it, and to

a misunderstanding of the problem. The
account lately published of the housing
work done by the late Metropolitan Hoard of

AYorks and the London County Council from
the year lSo.5 to the end of the century just
closed, prepared under the direction of Mr.
C. J. Stewart, late Clerk of the Council, to an
order of the Housing of the Working Classes
Committee, is of interest and instruction."
Until the year ISJl the Legislature does not
appear from this report to have concerned
itself, in any way with the kind or number of

houses provided in Londou for the working
classes, and to the Earl of Shaftesbury,
perhaps, we must give the credit of being one
of the first to direct the attention of the House
of Commons to the then disgraceful con-
dition of the dwellings inhabited by the
labouring class in this country. The Earl
brought in the Labouring Classes Lodging
Houses Act of IS.jl, and this was amended
by the Common Lodging Houses Act, 1853,
which provided against improper persons
being registered as keepers of such houses.
The administration of these Acts is now
transferred to the London County Council.
The series of Acts known as the "Torrens"
Acts was commenced in 18GS, which com-
pelled the owners to maintain their houses
in proper condition. Then the Artisan
and Labourers' Dwellings Improvement
Act of 187.J came into force, known as

Cross's Act, which dealt with whole areas
when the houses were structurally defective,

and called for demolition and recon-
struoiion. These Acts paved the way for

future legislation. Up to issi) the old I'oard

disposed of sites to companies, who were
compelled to erect houses for the working
classes. Since then the Council have under-
taken themselves to erect, let, and maintain
the dwellings. The Council has thus
secured an asset by the provision of a
sinking fund providing for the repayment of

the outlay within (>0 years. Mr. Stewart, in

his preface, says that the Council has pro-
vided dwellings for 32,000 persons, the total

cost of which is £2,9.3p,000, nearly half of

which has been expended in clearing un-
healthy areas. The cost is, thereforo, £53
per head. These facts show the large amount
of demolition and rebuilding done by the
Council.

It would be impossible to follow even
briefly the steps taken in the housing ques-
tion in London as furnished in this work.
Torrens' and Cross's Acts and the amendments
made to them in 1879 facilitated the action of

the old Board in respect of compensation to

be awarded according to their value. C»ae of

the main things secured was that any
premises that were pronounced unhealthy or
overcrowded, or otherwise unfit, were to be
assessed for compensation after the estimated
expense of making them healthy. But
little appears to have been done under
these Acts, owing to the trouble and
cost of procedure, and a select com-
mittee in 1882 sat to consider further

amendments that would tend to stimulate
action on the part of authorities who had to

administer the Acts. The result was the

Artisins' Dwellings Act, 1882, which
amended both the preceding Acts. Besides
simplifying procedure in arbitration, it gave
the power to the authorities under Torrens'

Act to purchase any building which ob-
structed ventilation, or prevented from
rendering healthy any other building—a very
valuable point in itself, but which was
found inoperative in many instances. A
Boyal Commission was appointed in 1n84 to

inquire into the whole matter. They found
that the evils of overcrowding were becoming
more serious, despite the legislation, mainly
owing to the fact that the provisions were
not enforced ; and they pointed out the dif-

• The Housing Question in London : prepared under
the direction of C. J. Stkw.vrt, Clerk of the Council.
London ; P. S. King and Sons, Great Smith-street,
Westminster.

ferent principles upon which Torrens' and
Cross's Acts proceed. The result of this

Commission was the passing of the Housing
of the Working Classes Act, lS8.j, which
extended the Ijodging Houses Acts, and in.

London substituted the Metropolitan Board
for the vestries and district boards. The
excessive cost of schemes ; the obligation to

supply dwellings for displaced people within
the same area ; the difficulty in getting rid of

the cleared areas, subject to the obligation to
build working-class dwellings ; the inability

of the authorities to compel the owner under
Torrens' Acts to do more than to repair or
reconstruct upon the old foundations in-

sinitary dwellings, and therefore their

powerlessne-ss to prevent overcrowding, were
all difficulties which the earlier Acts had to

contend against, and impeded their action.

These difficulties are very succinctly and
fully stated in the report to which we refer

(pp. 17-45). The sites of MiUbauk and
Coldbath Fields were acquired under the Act
of 1885. After this Act the new Metropolitan

body the London County Council came int»

being, and the housing question was taken

up. The Housing of the Working Classes

Act, 1890, was the result of amendm.ents,

and consolidated the previous Acts. Th&
provisions of the Act are known to many
of our readers. If on official representa-

tion an area is found insanitary, the

Council may prepare a scheme for its inx-

provement, or open out the area for ventila-

tion. The scheme must provide accommoda-
tion for the number of persons displaced

within the limits of the area or vicinity.

After the provisional order confirming the

scheme is issued, subject to the approval

of the Secretary of State, the Council can

proceed to execute it. They may erect dwell-

ings with his consent ; but these must be sold

at the expiration of ten years, unless other-

wise determined. The other parts of the Act

mainly consolidate previous Acts.

Then we have the Public Health (London)

Act, 1891, prettv well known, the Housing
of the Working" Classes Act, 1894, which

completes the existing legislation on this

matter in London. In the working of these

Acts, the question of compensation has

always been a serious one. The owners of

unhealthy dwellings have allowed them to

fall into a discreditable state, unfit for human
habitation, and it is preposterous that such

owners should be compensated upon a scale

almost equal to that applied_ to sanitary

property. The cost of rendering such in-

sanitary property fit for habitation should be

deducted from the value of property in its

existing state; if the dwellings are so bad

that they cannot be rendered fit, then on the

basis of value of the site cleared of buildings

added to the value of the materials on the

ground. These were the principles which

the old Board of Works advised as the basis

of compensation. As to providing for the

rehousing of the displaced tenants, the

Board proposed to clear the areas for com-
mercial purposes, and to provide new
dwellings on sites to be approved. The
new Council suggested several amend-
ments of law which were embodied in

the Housing of the Working Classes Act,

1S90, we have referred to. The difficulty of

disposing of the cleared areas was considerable,

and the Council have since erected buildings

themselves, the rents charged for the dwell-

ings erected not exceeding those in the

neighbourhood. The limitation of height to

four stories, and a minimum size of living-

rooms of 144sq.ft., and for bedrooms of

9(;:q.ft., and other regulations were adopted : ;

but the regulation as to height has been

modified, 80 as to allow five- storied dwell-

ings, and a height of 8ft. Gin. for rooms

allowed. In 1897 rooms were increased in

size, and the standards adopted were :
for

living - rooms IGOsq.ft., for a bedroom
UOsq.ft., or, where there were two bed-

brooms, lOOsq.ft. and 1203q.ft. respectively.
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The provision of a 45" angle of lisht to all

habitable rooms. But the demand for lower

Tents has compelled the Council to revert to

the minimum size of rooms just given.

During the last few years, indeed, the views

as to the size of rooms, through-ventilation,

balconies, staircases, disconnection, and

open lobbies, have undergone modification.

Ao'ain, staircases direct from kitchen to

bedrooms were condemned by the Local

Oovernment Board : open staircases were
favoured, and self-contained tenements have
been in demand ; but we cannot here discuss

all these structural points and modifications.

What has all this legislation accomplished !-

The sections of the report which follow

describe the several schemes undertaken and
completed by the late Board and London
•County Council under the several Acts.

These are detailed, and plans of each

scheme given. AVe will simply here refer

to the more important schemes under-
taken by the Council under Parts I.,

n., and III. of the Housing of the

Working Classes Act, 1890. The first of

these was the clearance of the area known
as the Boundary-street Scheme, which was
bounded on the north by Virginia-street, on
the west by Boundary-street and High-
street, and on the south by Church-street

—

full of narrow streets and courts. This
clearance displaced 5,719 persons of the
working class. This scheme and the dwell-
ings erected have been so recently described
that we now only refer to a few facts.

The ai-ea was cleared by sections, including
laying out roads for each and completiag the
dweUlngs thereon before clearing the next
block. Five sections were ultimately
decided upon, and it was determined to pro-
vide for 4,11011 persons on the total cleared

area. The plan of the new scheme was
ingenious, and more attractive than origin-

ally intended. It was a system of radiating
streets from a central open space or orna-
mental garden. The buildings were block
buildings three, four, and five stories in

height. Those fronting the avenue from
Shoreditch High-street to the garden were
proposed to have shops on the ground floor,

and .58 workshops, and 2iM costermongers'
«heds. Workshops have been built at the
rear of Sunburn- and Cleeve Buildings, and
eites are given for church. School Board
buildings, factory, and a central laundry
was designed, with waiting room and 42
washing-stalls, each with hot and cold supply
and boiling compartment, fed by steam ; at

end of each range was a hydro-extractor and
mangle, driven bj^ steam, and drying-houses
with hot-air provision. Four slipper-baths
for women and twelve for men were pro-
Tided in an annexe. It was estimated that
a capital expenditure of £13,r25 would be
saved by non-provision of laundry accom-
modation in the blocks, and this sum repre-
sented an annual charge of £700, equal to
l}d. per week per room on the tenements,
so that the tenants gained by the central
laundry, after deducting the charge for its

use, to the extent of Ad. per week per room.
The laundry was eventually carried out at a
cost of£ J,89i>. The plans of some of the blocks
are given. Cleeve Buildings contain thirty-two
tenements, comprising seven two-roomed,
twelve three-roomed, twelve four-roomed,
and one five-roomed, and in the rear sixteen
workshops are built. The rents vary from
63. 6d. to 133. per week. Each floor has hot
and cold supply. Workshops in the rear are
let at 4s. per week each. Tbere are eight
shops facing Calvert-street, let at from 12s.

to 20s. per week. There are private w.c.'s
;

but the sculleries are on each floor in
common.
The Culham Buildings show a class of

tenements of less rent. Fifteen one-roomed
and twenty two-roomed ; the sculleries and
closets are in common ; the rents os. iid. to
03. ()i. per week. The Sonning Buildings
give tenements of two, three, and four rooms,

the rents varying from '>3. Od. to 10s. per
week.
Marlow and Shiplake buildings provide

shops on the ground floor, workshops in the
rear ; the tenements are self-contained,

thus ;—Shiplake Buildings have 20 tene-

ments, chiefly four rooms ; the rents in

Marlow Buildings are from Os. (id. to liJs. per
week, and those in Shiplake liuildings 12s. to

1 Is. (id. per week. Henley and Walton Build-
ings contain throe aa<l two-roomed tenements,
and the rents vary from (is. to Ss. (id. per
week. Taplow, Sunbury, and ('hertsey

buildings contain tenements of two, three,

foiu', and several are self-contained ; rents

vary from Os. to Ids. (The accommodation
altogether is for .'),.V24 persons, giving two
persons per room.) With the exception of

35 tenements, each has a private w.c. There
are 2:i separate blocks in the area, and the

living-rooms average 144sq.ft., and bedrooms
OOsq.ft. In later buildings the sizes were
increased to lOOsq.ft. for living-rooms, and
llOsq.ft. for bedrooms, these being average
areas. Every habitable room on the area

has a 45^ angle of light horizontally and
vertically, and nearly all the rooms command
a pleasant outlook. The main streets are

50ft. wide, and the central garden OOft.

There are 001 tenements eatirelj' self-

contained, and 201 self-contained, with
detached private w.c, 90 tenements having
private w.c. and scullery outside, 142
tenements with sculleries in common, and
35 tenements using both in common
The London Churchway (St. Pancras) Im-
provement Scheme comprises the whole of

Somers Town : a damp and unhealthy area.

The dwellings in Wellesley Buildings will

give accommodation for 360 persons—60
tenements of two and 20 tenements of three

rooms. Plans of the buildings for this block
have, we believe, been approved, and the
erection commenced. Next we come to the
Clare Market-Strand Improvement Scheme
(1895): a densely-populated and insanitary

area between the Strand and Sardinia-street,

dealt with under Part I. of the Housing of

the Working Classes Act. There are three

areas of about 3^ acres, and iaclude houses
in Drury - lane. Stanhope - street. New
Church - court, Blackmoor - street, Holies-

street, Clare Market, &c., a number
of narrow alleys, some iyi!-< </• .<"i', and
much overcrowding, representing over 80(1

persons to the acre. The area between
Stanhope-street and 1 irury-lane and Kemble-
street is very dense. < 'onsiderable demolition

has already been made near the Strand in con-

nection with the Holborn-to-the-Strand im-
provement. Upwards of 3,000 persons will

have to be rehoused, in addition to 750

to be rehoused on the area and 1,550 on the

MiUbauk estate. Other schemes include the

Garden-row area (St. Luke's), 1899, in-

cluding several areas packed with small
dwellings, and without yards, badly venti-

lated and dilapidated. The Robey-street area

is of the worst kind, and the persons dis-

placed have to be rehoused ; the Webber-row
scheme, Southwark ; the Aylesbury-place,
Clerkenwell, and Union-buildings improve-
ment scheme ; Burford's - court scheme :

Nightingale - street, Marylebone, scheme
;

Mill-lane Deptford, scheme : Ann - street,

Poplar scheme ; and other schemes for Falcon-
caurt. Borough, Chapel-grove, &e. Under
I'art III. of the same Act dwellings for

costermongers have been erected in St.

Luke's Dufferin-street Dwellings), Muni-
cipal Lodging Houses, Parker - street,

Drury - lane, plans of which are given,

and various sites have been acquired. The
ilillbank Estate, AVestminster (the Mill-

bank Prison site), was purchased by
the Council for £2,500 per acre, and
buildings named after British artists have
been erected. The Hogarth Buildings were
occupied in May, 1899, and comprise 54

tenements of two, three, four, and five

rooms. Twenty- four tenements are self-

contained, the rents ranging from 78. to
13s. per week. The Leighton and Millais
buildings, of throe and two rooms, were
completed in is<)8, and the llomney, Eos-
setti. Turner, and Buskin buildings com-
pleted in 1899. These provide tenements of

two, three, and four rooms. Ten other
blocks from Messrs. Spalding and Cross's
designs, named after (Jainsborough, Rey-
nolds, and other painters, have been com-
menced. The plans of those buildings show
a superior class of dwellings. Other sites

have been acquired by the Council to pro-
vide for persons displaced in the Clare
Market and other schemes, and the report
furnishes a description of those. From the
facts and data given, some idea of the vast
labour and cost expended on the rehousing
question may be gained, and of the progress
made m eliminating errors inherent in the
earlier attempts.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

THE sixth ordinary meeting for the present
session of the Institute of Architects was

held on Monday evening, and was largely

attended. The President, Mr. William Emer-
son, occupied the chair. Mr. Alexander Graham,
F.S.A., Hon. Secretary, announced the decease,

at the advanced age of 87 years, of Mr. John
Burnet, of Glasgow, who had been a Fellow since

1876. Mr. Burnet's works would, he added,

take high rank among those executed by Scottish

architects, and fortunately they would be con-
tinued by his son and successor, Mr. James J.

Burnet, A.R.S.A., who was very frequently

present at their meetings, and had served upon
their Council. A vote of condolence with the
family was agreed to in silence.

THE INSTITCTE PRIZES AN'D STl'DEXTSHIPS.

Mr. W. J. Locke, Secretary, read the awards
of the Council in these * competitions, and opened
the sealed envelopes containing the names of the
competitors. The awards were as follows :

—

Institute Silver Medal and Twenty-flve Guineas for
Essays (Subject : Comparative De.sLrability of the Formal
or Irregular Treatment of 8tre>-t Architecture in Large
Citiei). "Modus in Rebus," Arthur Marion "Watson,
B.A.A.. Nottingham-place, W. ; Hon. Mention, "Per
Ardua." William Curtis Green. 63, Bedford-gardens,
Campden Hill, W. Three competitors.

Institute Silver Medal and Ten Guineas for Measured
Drawings. " Stafford Knot " (delineations of Kirby Hall),
Lawrence Lee Bright, 9, St. Peter's Church-walk, Not-
tingham; Medal of Merit and Five Guineas, "Archer"
(St. John's Church, Westminster), A. Wyatt Papwortb,
10, Park-place Villas. Maida Vale, W. ; Medal of Merit
and Five Guineas, "Cannon" (Burghley House by
Stamford Town), Harry Thomas Traylen, 35, Broau-
atreet, Stamford. Eight competitors.
Soane Medallion and £100 (Design for Club'nuse) :

Not awarded. Three special prizes of thirtv guineas
each to "Ars," Matthew James Diwaon, 37, Ojsington-
street, Bayswater, W. ; to "Hiawatha," H. Munro
Cautley, Westerlield Rectory, near Ipswich ; and to
" Ionic," J. Fulton, 10. Rothwell-street, London, N.W.
Twenty-two competitors.
Owen Jones Studentship : CertifioateanI £100. Hervey

Rutherford. Medal of Merit, Ramsay Traquair. Cer-
tificate of Merit, E. Bennett. Six competitors.

Pugin Studentship: Silver Medal and £40, Henry
Cotman. Medal of Merit. J. Forbes-Smith. Certificate

of Merit, A. J. Pitcher. Nine competitors.

Godwin Bursary : Silver Medal and £10. Not
awarded. Only one competitor.

Tite Prize : Certificate and £35, for Travel ia

Italy. "Corona," William Fairbairn, 9, Spencer-street,

Edinburgh. Second, Ten Guineas, " St. George." Ralph
Knott, 6(5, Oakley-street, Chehea. S.W. Hon. Mention,
' Marble Arch," William Arthur Mellon, Odsey Grange,
Ashwell. Herts. Twenty-six competitors.

XGrissell Gold Medal and Ten Guineas. (Design for a
Timbar Footbridge across a Stream.) " Pons Asinorum,"
James Edwin Forbes, 17, Buckingham-street, Strand,

W.C. Eighteen competitors.

Ashpitel Prize of Books, value £10, to Student who most
highly distinguished himself in the Final Examinations
held during 19iiO. Shirley Harrison, 7, St. Martin's Bast,

Leicester. Extra prizes, value Five GuineAS each, to

C. H. Fitz William Comva, 29, Trebovar-road, Earl's

Court. 8.W., and Chas. E. N'arndcll, 236, Vauxhall Bridge-
road, S.W.
The designs and reports submitted by James

McLachlan, Pugin Student, 1930; by Percy E. Nobbs,
Tite Prizeman, 1900 ; and by John Stewart, wen Jones

Student, 190J, have been received and approved by the

Council.

DirnCULTIES AXD HIXDK.IXCES IX PRODVCIXG
GOOD MODERN" .IBCIHTECTURE.

Mr. J. .T. Stevexsox, F.S A., read a paper

on this subject. He observed that the diffi-

culties besetting modern architects wore due to

' A review of the drawings and designs submitted was
given in our la'it issue, p. 7tt.
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he conditions of modem life as compared with

those of former times. The hindrances were the

laws and regulations which restrict practice and

he natural development of building. Tradi-

tional architecture did not cease with the new
life of the Renaissance, and though the Mediaeval

styles lived on, the new architecture soon became
a custom and tradition which every workman
knew, and could carry out without drawings from

an architect. It is only in the last two or three

generations that architecture has emancipated

itself from tradition ; that builders and architects,

instead of conforming to established custom, have

followed their own fancies, and have done what
was right in their own eyes, every man being a

law to himself. Instead of the few whose force

of genius broke through tradition and made an

advance in the style, each architect and builder

now thinks he must be original, and as original

genius is scarce, so are good buildings. The best

hope for new architecture is a thorough know-
ledge of the old, not a superficial acquaintance

with many different styles. The style must be

assimilated so that the architect can think in it

and use it as he does in his native tongue.

COMPETITIONS : THEIR EVILS .IND AMENT)«EXT.

It might be thought that competitions, with

an architect of standing as assessor or as judge,

would secure good architecture by criticism and
selection of the bast designs. But the result has

not justified the hope, and there is now a tend-

ency to abandon the system. In a competition

the architect works in the dark ; he has to guess

what is wanted, and no information the assessor

can give in his instructions to competitors can

adequately supply it. Architects whose local

standing might have entitled them to be appointed

for the work, who possibly know mora of the

conditions and requirements than the assessor,

hesitate to be judged by their drawings alone in

competition with some young unknown architect

from a distance who, if he is successful, has no
character to maintain in the district. SDmetimes
the assessor is one whom architects may fairly

decline to be judged by. They may know that

he does not understand their art, and his

instructions may show that hi is ignorant of

the requirements. In these he takes a power of

decision more absolute than judges in law cases

ever claim : they decide only after hearing both

sides of the Cise, and they give reasons for

their judgment. Bat the assessor hears no
pleadings and gives no reasons for his judgment.
Might not his proceedings be in some degree

assimilated to those customary in law cases':

The competitors, having studied for months the

problems involved, would be able to point out

to him how far their plans had solved them,

and where their opponents had failed. It is

possible that, however fair and able, the assessor

may have missed them : they should not be con-

demned unheard. As to the objection that the

assessor would thus know who the competitors

were, and might be influenced to give the award
to a favourite or a friend, such a suspicion

amounts to a libel on the assessor's character. It

would be more dignified for the assessor to

declare himself incapable of such action by
making the decision knowing who the authors

were. It might prevent his overlooking merits

in the plans of architects whose character and
reputation and the work they had done are a

guarantee that they could be trusted to carry out

the work. By refusing to know the competitors,

the assessor neglects what is a far more im-
portant consideration in the selection of an
architect than making competition drawings
The faculty of winning competitions is often not

a gift of the best architects. The selection of

the assessor is the most important factor for the

fairness of a competition. Why should not the

competitors appoint him by their votes 'r It

would give a better guarantee that they

could trust him to understand and appreciate

their designs, and if the majoritj- appointed one

whom they thought unlikely to do so, they would
he able to withdraw before wasting their time

and risking their reputation. There would be a

better chance of j ust decision if there was more
than one judge, as in important cases in the Law
Courts. Opinions vary as to what constitutes

good architecture ; different views of what designs

are best may honestly he held. A judge may see

fit to alter his opinion on the representations of

his colleagues. As regards the labour and money
risked by competitors, there should be a stipula-

tion that architects invited to compete should

eSiC'i be paid a, sum towards their outlay. Com-

petitions, wisely conducted, might advance the
art and produce good buildings. They should he
made such that other architects than those who
usually gain them would not hesitate to engage
in them : that work done as well as the accidents

of competition drawings should be an element in

decision : that the judges should have the confi-

dence of the competitors for their appreciation of

art in architecture in the various developments
now prevalent.

HAMPERIXG KrlLDINO REGL'L.\TI0.N8.

In considering the hindrances in producing good
architecture vhe author referred to the modern
rules and regulations by which the designs of

buildings are hampered and restricted. These
have generally been devised by doctors and
sanitary experts for excellent and necessary

objects. But instead of availing themselves of

the knowledge and experience of architects, they
devise crude and often tyrannical rules without
adequate knowledge of building construction, and
without thought as to the architectural appear-

ance or the cost of their requirements. The
London Building Act, lS9t, would have been a

far more effective measure had the London
County Council arranged with a body of archi-

tects such as the Institute, the provisions for

insuring the necessary requirements, and the

£20,000 Parliamentary expenses would have
been saved. The Local Government Board's

Model By-laws ignored local modes of building,

and reduced houses all over the country to a

uniform level of dulness. The recent Police Act
for Scotland, to insure ventilation, decreed that

ground-floor ceilings should be 9tt. 6in. high and
bedrooms 9ft. But this did not insure

ventilation ; it rather provided space for

vitiated air to accumulate. Such regulations

spoiled cottage architecture, made buildings

needlessly costly—Indeed, prevented cottages

being .built. Equally foolish and costly is

the regulation that every sleeping -room over

100ft. area should have a fireplace and flue,

though it would probably never have a fire in it,

and would most likely be stopped up with a

smoke-board. Why forbid half - timber con-

struction r It is a most charming development

of Old English architecture, and houses so built

have lasted for hundreds of years. It gives

beauty to landscape, and the risk of fire is insig-

nificant in isolated cottages. The precautions

against fire are needlessly oppressive for low or

isolated houses. Carrying the party-walls above

the roofs in ranges of low houses spoils their ap-

pearance, and is unnecessary if the slates are

bedded on the walls. In some rural by-laws the

needlessly tyrannical provision that all wood-
work should be kept back 4iin. from the face of

the wall has been revived after it had been

removed from the new London Act. Another
needless regulation, showing ignorance of build-

ing construction, is that compelling footings to

be put to walls beside concrete foundations, which
are perfectly stable without them. In conclu-

sion, the author urged the Institute to press upon

the authorities the acceptance of by-laws insuring

sanitation, ventilation, fire prevention, and stabi-

lity, but drawn with common sense and know-
ledge of building, and which would not hamper
and ruin architecture and cause needless cost.

DISCUSSION".

Sir. William Woonw.iRn said he was dis-

appointed with the tenor and tone of the piper.

There were many members of the Institute who
took a special delight in expressing cheap criticism

on two distinguished men of the day—Lord
( irimthorpe (laughter and derisive cries) and Sir

William Richmond (renewed cries of Oh, Oh I)

Lord (Irimthorpe was regarded as a splendid

butt for criticism, especially in reference to his

work at St. Alban's Abbey. lie had always

maintained that the attacks on that west front

were unjustified, and that when it had been toned

down by time (" llow long r ") it would be

deemed to be satisfactory in effect. This much
was certain, that if the front had dated from the

thirteenth century ("Fourteenth century") in-

stead of the nineteenth, the Institute would have

been overwhelmed with intense admiration for its

cleverness. He would not refer to the transepts

(Renewed laughter and applause) because he

could not honestly congratulate Ijord Grimthorpe

on his work there. He hoped they would not

treat the life work of the other man he had
mentioned. Professor Richmond, with the same

levity. He should like to ask Jlr. Stevenson

Ciillery of St. Paul's, to which he had so strongly

objected, was the initiatory work of Sir William
Richmond, or of the surveyor to the cathedral^

who was a prominent member of that Institute 'r

Mr. Stevexson, with much warmth, said all

this hostile criticism was a great waste of time i

he had only incidentally alluded to the gildei

railings, and the question of their designer did

not affect his main arguments. He objected to

Mr. Woodward's remarks.
Mr. WouiiwAui) retorted that the President

was the chairman of that meeting, and could

alone determine whether or not his remarks were
in order. If a member read a paper before the

Institute, he must expect to be criticised. With
the second part of Mr. Stevenson's paper he was
more in agreement. He thought, with the-

lecturer, that the L.C.C. building regulations

were too stringent, and hampered architects in

their design. Unfortunately, they were bound
to submit to the absurdities enforced by the

district surveyors, for if architects appealed they

found that the County CouncU protected their

ofiicials. The prohibition of windows being set

within 4iin. of the front was, however, removed

from the present building Act.

Mr. Lacy W. Rihoe wished to propose a

hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Stevenson for his

excellent paper. He was especially glad to hear

him denounce the tyrannical building regulations

enforced in London, and still more those oper-

ating in rural districts. Last year a deputation

waited on the Local Government Board and
endeavoured to convince the officials that the

by-laws in rural districts were unnecessarily

stringent. The then Parliamentary Under-
Secretary, Mr. T. W. Russell, paid some atten-

tion to the matter, and promised to give it

consideration ; but since then he had been

succeeded by another, and they would again have

to memorialise the Board. It was useless

attempting to influence the permanent officials.

Mr. John- Slater seconded the vote of thanks.

As to competitions, one improvement would be

to appoint an assessor, who should select to com-
pete a limited number of architects, all of whom
should be paid for their trouble. There could be

no reason why competitors' names should ba

withheld from the assessor. The building regu-

lations of London were needlessly restrictive. Ha
believed no district surveyor could explain why a

bay window might not he carried up more than

three stories, whereas a tier of oriel windows
could he raised to any required height. The
restrictions on making little deviations in frontage

lines tended to render London streets flat and.

uninteresting.

Mr. Lewis Solomox, Mr. E. W. Hudson, and
Mr. W. D. Caroe supported the motion, the

latter remarking that the judging in competitions

should be left entirely in the assessor's hands,

although building committees liked to reserve the

supreme power of decision in their own hands.

The tyranny of building by-laws was becoming
worse in rural districts, where there was no

necessity for intricate regulations.

Mr. Maurice B. Adams observed that architects

owed Mr. Stevenson thanks for having shown
that good architecture did not consist inelaborate

and profuse detail. The effect of our streets

would be much better if the bays, oriels, and

turrets to which Mr. Slater had alluded were

altogether omitted. The fact was city clients

demanded as much window space and as much
florid detail as could be crowded into a frontage,

and it needed a strong architect to withstand the

pressure put upon him.

Mr. AsTox Weiih, A.R.A., thought Mr.

Stevenson was a little too pessimistic about

modem architecture and the results of competi-

tions. Two of the finest buildings in the world

were St. George's Hall, Liverpool, and the

Houses of Parliament, both of which were won
in competition. While the study of old work

was essential, yet he would suggest that another

remedy for our architecture would be the effort

to develop on fresh lines. Difliculties and hind-

rances were of the greatest benefit to architects,

as they ciUed forth men's best energies and their

noblest endeavours in the attempt to overcome-

them.
The Puesidext remarked that there had been

a tendency to bewail the fetters put upon archi-

tects ; but, as the last speaker had shown, limita-

tions were often the greatest incentives to artistic

effort. The Council of the Institute recognised

the unreasonable restriction imposec by rural

whether the gilded iron railing to the'whispering I
by-laws, and had only that afternoon decided to
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approach the Local Goveroment Board again

upon the subject.

Mr. Steven-sox, in reply, said he felt, with the

two last speakers, that Jitticulties and hindrances

were otten the architect's opportunities. Ue
sympathised with Jlr. Adams in his repn^et at the

extreme restlessness of modern London archi-

tecture. As to competitions, his opinion was that

the assessor had already too much power, and
certainly he should not be allowed to select the

architects who should compete. Open competi-

tion under their own names was the fairest

method, and he could not see any objection to its

adoption. *..^
THE ARCUITECTURAL ASSOCIATION'.

THF. fortnightly meeting of the Architectural

Association was held on Friday evening, the

President, Mr. W. H. Seth-Smith, F.R.I B.A.,

in the chair. Messrs. H. Cayley, S. A. Hall, and
A. S. Turner were elected as members.

A paper on this subject was read by Mr. F.dwin

T. Hall, F.R.I. B A It was illustrated by a very
numerous display of large scale plans, sections,

and elevations, hung on screens in all four walls

of the meetiug-rooms, some designed by the
lecturer, and others lent by Messrs. G. 1). Martin,
C. J. C. Pawley, J. Slater, P. C. Gibbs, Pur-
chase, Boehmer, Xeirot. Poupinel, Konig, Von
Neumann, Marmorek, Wagner, Deininger, Car-
riere, Koterer,A'onFerstel,.\dam,Paumoffmann,
^on Siedek, Fellner, Hellmer, Mont.alto, Gautrin,
Rives, Rabier, and other English and Continental
architects. It is not more than forty years ago
when flats on any large scale were introduced
into London. Among the first were those
stuccoed buildings in Victoria - street, and
some of them remained for years unfinished,

so little or so slowly did the idea take on.
This is surprising, because they had long
been established in Paris and Edinburgh. In
England, however, habits are very conserva-
tive, and it took even the relatively travelled

people of London a long time before they wou'd
accept a flat as a permanent residence. In the
provinces to this day there are many cities and
towns were no flat is known, as, for example, in

go-ahead places like L?eds, Liverpool, Man-
chester, and Ciirdifif, to cite places wide apart
where there is plenty of energy and activity ;

and in two or three of these there are not any
many-storied buildings for the working classes.

As illustrating the feeling that prevailed until the
decade 1S80-90, hardly any insurance company
would invest in ground rents secured on flits or
lend money on mortgage of such buildings. From
about 1880, however, flats began to move—as the
phrase goes—and the projects for their erection

steadily increased year by year until we have now
a very large number of such buildings in all parts

of London and in miny of the suburbs. JIany
people of the well-to-do classes who formerly only
hired a house for the season now take a flit by
the year in lieu of a town house, to which they
can come when they please. With a town house
absence means at least caretakers and structural
maintenance, whereas a fltt may be locked up
and the keys left with the porter, on the assurance
that all will be safe during the tenant's absence.
The period which has seen the birth, growth,
and acceptance of the flit as a residential unit
has coincided with the immense development of
hotel life in London. The Lingham Hotel was
the pioneer of modern hotels. It was followed
by Charing Cross and Cannon -street, Holborn
Viaduct, the Grand, the Motropole, the Midland,
the Victoria, the Fifth Avenue, the Grand
Central, the Russell, and others further afield.

The restaurant, too, was of the same' period.
Accepting, then, the fact that flits as a distinct

class of property have taken firm hold of London,
and consequently afford an extensive field of

operations for the architect, let us consider what are

THE PROllLEMS TO BE SOLVED

when one has to design a building of this class.

First, locality will have something to say. If
the site be in a main West-end thoroughfare,
where shops are the essentially lucrative part of
the property, and have to form the ground -floor
or possibly two floors, it will not, as a rule, be
found to be remunerative to put family residences
above, but bachelor suites generally with one
sitting-room, one bedroom, and a bathroom will
be found to meet a considerable demand. In the
side streets of clubland simiUr sui'es sometimes

with a manservant's room attached, will realise

high rents. In Biyswuter, Kensington, < 'helsea,

Westminster, i:c. , fla's over shops will as a rule

only be taken by the lower middle class ; but in

blocks which are exclusively residential and of

good style, there will he a considerable demand
from well-to-do people of all sorts who do not

wish for the trouble of a largo house, the
expense of a g;>rd<n, &c., and who periodi-

cally shut up their flit and go away. In

Hampstead probably as high rents c«n be
obtained as in Kensington, butin liattersea Park,

and still more in places like Brixton and such
suburbs, the style and the rents must be

simpler and cheaper respectively. The locality,

therefore, and consequently the class of tenant,

will exercise an influence on the whole design.

As a ru'e, family residences for well-to-do people

will not be readily taken if over shops and in the

heart of London. This objection does not hold

in Vienna and Paris, where family suites in the

heart of the cities are the rule, and are sometimes
sumptuous. I have before me a book of new
buildings in Paris—apartment houses—and of a

total oif fifty depicted, thirty-four are in miin
streets, and have shops on the ground floor.

Another difference to be noted is that in Paris

the rule is to make a service staircase in addition

to the principal staircase. In Vienna and London
this is not usual, although there are many in-

stances to the contrary. In a building with only

one principal staircase, the service stiircase is a

great protection in the event of fire, and where
the floors are extensive should be made com-
pulsory ; but it should be at a distance from the

other, and should be next an external wall with
windows in it to enable the smoke to escape.

In some modern and handsome Parisian build-

ings there are stately principal staircases which
are lighted by glazjd partitions, or, as we call

them, "borrowed lights," from the service stair-

case, which itself has windows. This is bad. If a

fire occurred, and the flames went up one stair-

case, the other would be rendered useless for

escape by the breaking of the glass partitions

between. When there are two or more principil

staircases, this Sre exit can be made by carrying

both or all up to the roof, forming there a fire-

resisting passage from one to the other. In

St. Ermin's Hotel and Mansions at Westminster,

designed by me, where tne buildings cover a site

of about an acre, and there are about 650 rooms,

I have six staircases with such intercommunica-

tion. It is strange that in A'ienna very large

blocks have sometimes only one staircase, with

a comparatively narrow passage leading to it

from the street through the main block. In
London the reason for excluding service stair-

cases is generally the desire to keep tradesmen's

boys out of the house, and to avoid the uncon-

trollable " back door." Very frequently goods

are transmitted from the ground floor by small

hand-service lifts passing outside the kitchen-

window or service hutch, and very useful and
speedy lifts can he made by using bicycle wheels

at top and bottom with ball-bearings, wire ropes,

and two balanced covered cages or buckets.

Apparently in Vienna in many buildings all

goods come up the one staircase to the front door.

A further point to observe is the very small

kitchens and office? of the Paris and Viennese

flits; 13ft. by 10ft. appears to be considered

ample, and many are much less. There is no
scullery, but sometimes a small pantry with sink

is attactied. This, however, is by no means
g?peral, and a larder is still more rare. I am
tola that, small as the kitchens not infrequently

are in "N'ienna, it is by no means unusual to find

them very handsomely fitted, the walls tiled and
decorated with handsome ware. My informant

says perhaps £-300 is spent in such a way, and
the mistress takes her friends to see the kitchen.

\'et another point of dissimilarity from our prac-

tice is the fact that in Paris frequently there is

apparently no bedroom for the servants within

the suite. In some cises the servants' bedrooms

for the whole building are on the top floor,

although there are many separate suites in the

building. I should think a good deal of inter-

family gossip is thus exchanged. In \'ienna

generally one small bedroom for a servant is pro-

vided, sometimes opening only from the kitchen.

There is on one of the drawings displayed one

handsome suite of rooms, with such a bedroom
about 45ft. in area, in another 70ft. in area.

These are not healthy. Certainly lOOsq.ft.

should be a minimum. Of course, other rooms

may sometimes be allocated to servants, but

hajing regard to the few bedrooms and the size

of the sitting-rooms this does not appear to be
probable. In London it is usual to house the
servants within the Hat ; but here, as well as in
Vienna, the vice of making a bedroom open out
of the kitchen is still practised, and when one
reflects that slops have to be carried through the
kitchen in limes of sickness and of health, it will
be seen how insanitary such an arrangement is.

Oar friends abroad are not always so particular as

we are in other sanitary matters, and you will

note on the screens some bath-rooms with no
light and not agtinst external wall, larders

similarly situated, even behind water-closets, and
the evil practice which obtained in England, even
within the last halt-century, is still maintained
abroad, of lighting and ventilating water-closets

from staircases and passages. Here that is no
longer possible, thanks to our sanitary laws.

INTEKX.Vr. SOIL-ril'ES.

I have yet another little sanitary point to

mention, and that is the danger of taking soil-

pipes of flats down inside the building against

external and even internal walls in chases. Such
chases afford channels for carrying infectious

diseases from one suite to another. They are

passages for vermin and for sound, to say nothing
of the danger if the pipe leaks. ( lar laws have
practically banished this evil from London,
although I have seen it practised in some of our

pioneer tUts. Internal'staircases, however hand-

some they may be, with only top-light and venti-

lation, are also to be deprecated in confined areas

where there are many stories of flats. Such
staircases, in the event of fire, become furnace

shafts, and at least get full of smoke, choking

those trying to escape. The odours of the lower

part of the house ascend to the top, and, again,

illness is conveyed by them from one part to the

other.

THE VENTILATION OE WELL-HOLES.

While many will realise the last-mentioned

evil, it is not aU who pay attention to it. A
current of air should pass through small internal

areas or courts extending from the ground to the

s'ly. These small courts are frequently and not

inaptly called "well-holes." Xow, everyone

knows that the air at the bottom of a well is

often so bad that a candle will not burn in it. A
"well-hole" area without through ventilation

is in a lesser degree bad in the same way ; and
when, as is generally the case, there are gullies

at the bottom giving off foul gases from fer-

menting deposits, it can be realised that windows
opening into such areas are merely inlets for

poison. All such areas should be ventilated by
means of an inlet of large capacity at the bottom

from some road or considerable open space where
there is always movement of air going on.

Fourteen or fifteen years ago I realised the evil

and practised the remedy, and we obtained its

insertion in the London Building Act of 1894.

I was much pleased to see the necessity for this

bottom inlet to small areas urged in a recent

letter from M. Poupinel, of Paris, when he was

kindly forwarding some of the drawings now
exhibited. M. Poupinel has small inlets to his

smalll courts, and has taken fresh air flues from,

the exterior to every fireplace in his building, and
has outlet ventilators in his kitchens. We in

London are accustomed to outlet ventilators from

not only kitchens, but reception rooms and bed-

rooms, but they are uncommon abroad. There is

only one further point to mention before leaving-

this hygienic branch of my subject, and that i.s

the desirability in our cities of having largo

windows in our rooms and keeping the tops of

them reasonabl}" near to the ceiling.

Another subject is the construction of the floors.

In all high buildings for many families the floors

should be of fire-resisting material. Some years

ago Mr. Evans patented a floor which was com-
posed of ordinary wooden j oists laid close together

and well spiked, thus making a solid wood floor.

I do not know what has become of the system^

but its tests showed it to be p.-actically impervious

to fire, and from its fibrous character it was
claimed to be soundproof. Another mode of

constructing a floor is to tis rolled steel joists and

build 44in. thick brick arches between. This used

to be the most common method of construction in

London, and it is still much used in Vienna. We
see it shown on one of the exhibited designs.

Above the brickwork were wood joists and an

ordinary floor. The most common because

cheapest method used in England is, however, to

place rolled steel joists at regular intervals,
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generally 2£t. apart, and to till the space solid with
concrete mide of cement and coke breeze, bring-

ing the soffit of the concrete an inch or two below
the joists to protect the steel from the direct

action of the fire. Freijuentlj' small fillets of

wood were, and 3:)metiaie8 still are, laid on the con-
crete, and the boards nailed to the fillets. Without
ventilation, however, if the floor is covered with
linoleum, such fillets and the boards over them
may decay from dry-rot, and the same remark
applies to linoleum laid on boards nailed direct to

concrete. One objection to the solid concrete

floor is that it ia not impervious to sound. The
only way to remedy the evil is to get an air

cushion beneath the floor itself, and to suspend
the ceiling. There are several ways of doing
this. To get over the difficulty regarding wood
floors where these are intended to be covered, I

have in many recent buildings dispensed with
boards, trowelled the floor with cement, and
covered this with linoleum, either plain or orna-
mental. At once a furnished appearance is given
to the floor, and rugs or carpets look well on it.

The material is pleasant to the tread, it is not so

resonant as wood, and there are no joints in

which vermin may harbour. Turning now to the
a-sthetic side of the subject, let us consider

THE IlLOCK PLAX.

First of all, do not crowd too much building on
your land. Doubtless a site that is crowded will

Show a large rent-roll on paper, but the building
will not in the end be so popular as an open and
more airy and con3e(|uently more healthy block,

and the rents of the former will have to be re-

duced. Of course the shape and extent of the
site will largely determine the block plan, but for

our purpose we will assume a considerable area to

be at our disposal. It m%j be laid out with a
large carriage quadrangle in the centre, as in the
examples on the screen of No. 87, Boulevard St.

Michel, or Xo. 32, Kue la Boetie, both belonging
to Le Nord Assurance Company, the architect

being M. 51. ,1. Nerrot. In these the entrances

are from the courtyards. In Mr. C. J. Pawley's,

St. James' Court, Westminster, we get one large

courtyard with a narrow roadway on each side

leading to it behind and through the front

block. Another type is where the main entrances
are from the roadways, as, for example, Dar
Habighof, Vienna, Herr H. Adams, architect.

Here we have as characteristics two blocks

parallel to the Ilaupstraase and one facing the
side street. The internal courtyards are used
merely for light and air. There is a third method,
as at St. Ermin's, Westminster, where the build-

ings are V-shaped, the large central quadrangle
being open to the south or main front. This open
quad may, however, be at the back if the aspect

is more suitable at that side. This third method
ia shown in Mr. Paul Hoffmann's recent build-

ings, 171-5, Queen's-gate. The inclosed quad-
rangles permit of more land being covered than
where the fourth side is left open, but the latter

scheme has many other advantages. Even, how-
ever, on a comparatively amall site a very pretty

effect may be obtained by having a central

circular carriage court, partially glass-roofed,

over the ground floor, the area above being open
for lighting and ventilating the staircase and
rooms.

INTF.UN".\L PLAN'S'ING.

Coming to a consideration of the internal
planning of the buildings I think a good public
entrance-hall on the ground floor is a f^ine qnrt

lion. The porch and vestibule should be simple,
and may be plain. The hall should be spacious ;

not a mere passage, but a good room, well
lighted, the walls panelled in wood to a con-
siderable heig-ht, having a large, hospitable fire,

and a panelled ceiling. Personally I do not like

Ihe " gorgonzola " and other marble wall effects
which are so frequently seen in modern blocks.
They are not in harmony with essentially
domestic buildings, and I prefer the more cosy
effect of a good hall in a country house. The
position of the staircase must be governed by the
shape of the site, but if it can be made a part of
the hall scheme so much the better, aa it pro-
duces an effect of spaciousness which is valuable.
I would draw attention to the very general
feature abroad of staircases planned as semi-
circles, ellipses, or on other curved lines. The
result is very pleasing, and contrasts favourably
with the straight flight of stiirs in a rectangular
since so frequently seen. I do not like curved
flights of stairs to extend, without any inter-
mediate landing, from floir to floor. These
appea- to me rather monotonous, as well as tiring

and dangerous. They are, however, common in

Paris. The best planning, internally, is where
on each fl^or there is but one flit off a
main staircase. Such a flat ia more private,

and gives an idea of not being limited by
its neighbour. There may, of course, even
with this arrrangement be several staircases

within the building itself, and several flats on a
floor, of course, ''the one staircase one flat"

idea would only be practicable when the flits

were of considerable size. When there are family
suites, each of but five or six rooms, one stiir-

case may reasonably serve two suites on eich
floor. This gives a certain elasticity to the place,

as two small suites may then be combined and let

as one large one. In high buildings it is not
desirable to have a greater number of flats on a

floor to one staircase. Mr. Hoffmann, at Queen's
Gate, has his centre block with one flat to a
staircase, and the wings with two flats to a stair-

case. The plan is an excellent example of how
to lay out a large site. In the Avenue Lsdru
Rollin, Xo. 68, M. Montalto gives another good
U-shaped plan, with the quadrangle at the rear

and two flats to a floor. The site is out of square,

bi.t the planning is admirable, and all parts are

well lighted. There is one main staircase, and
there are two service staircases adjoining the

kitchens.

THE PLANNING OF A FLAT

itself is an interesting problem, one requiring
great thought. First, there should be a good
and well-lighted hall, or antechamber. The
reception-rooma should b3 readily accessible from
this, the bedrooms more retired, and the offices

out of sight, but handy for service to the principal

rooms and to trade access. Efforts should be
made to get away from a mere narrow
passage hall, and to adopt some more com-
pact plan. An octagon or a circle, a hexagon
or an ellipse will form pleasing forms, and
all admit of decorative treatments. A good
example of an octagon treatment may be seen

in M. Nerrot's building in the Rue la Boetie,

and there is another at Xo. 42, Avenue
Henri Martin. The rooms, too, even in rect-

angular sites, need not all be square or rect-

angular. M. Poupinel, in his No. 10, Rue
Descamps, gives an excellent plan of a flat,

interesting as a composition, the rooms of dif-

ferent geometrical shapes, passages well lighted,

the whole convenient and well arranged, although,
perhaps, the hall might have had a better window
in the angle without injury to the other rooms.
In this building we note on the ground floor an
up-to-date cycle stable in a convenient position,

an elliptical staircase with lift, one suite on each
floor, consisting of three reception and five bed-
rooms, bathroom, two water-closets, a little

kitchen (about lift. Gin. by Oft. Oin.), with an
" oflice " or pantry fitted with cupboards, between
it and the service staircase. There is a meat-safe
in the kitchen window, but no separate larder.

I have already referred to the servants' bedrooms
on the top floor, to the ventilated courts, &c. It

would have been better if the service ataircaae

had an exit on the ground floor distinct from that

through the main entrances. As to height of

rooms, it appears to be very general to adopt
about lOft. to lift, in clear in all three capitals.

This is ample for moderate-sized rooms ; a
greater height makes them appear smaller in

area. Windows should be ample, especially

in a city, and I would draw your attention to

the large aize of doorways in the Parisian

examples. Passages should be light, and the
more direct the better. Do not forget to provide
ample cupboards. Baths, sinks, water-closets,

&c., should not be all over the place, but, within
reason, grouped noar together. On the subject

of planning, I would sum up shortly by saying,

make your plans interesting, bright, and, above
all, study to make them simple—the simpler the

better. You may be sure if you see an intricate

plan, it is ill - digested, inconvenient, and
generally not so well lighted or ventilated as it

should be.

SMALL SITES.

We have hitherto considered only large sites
;

but there are a greater number of small sites

which have to be treated, and I would refer you
to Biron Max Ferstel's design of a house in the
Stammgasse, Vienna. It ia six stories in height,

the top floor containing studios. The other floors

contain each a flat with five rooms, in addition to

a kitchen, with servant's bedroom attached, and
a larder. Here the two nurseries are placed at

the rear, with separate service from the kitchen.

There is also an access from the living-room to

these children's rooms, so that the mother haa a
ready control. The bathroom and water-closet

are ventilated into a small area ; but the bathroom
is only apparently accessible from the living-

room, which appears to me to be an undesirable

feature. The planning also of the suites over

the Cafe Secession, in the Rothenthurmstraase,
by Professor Julius Deininger, is worthy of

study. Herren Fillner and Helnier, in Xo. 21,

Schostenring, have a pleasing and clever little

plan, with a good courtyard. The suites have a

hall, three rooms, bith, and water-closet. Among
the Parisian dwellings there ia an excellent treat-

ment of an acute -angled small site at the comer
of the Rue Montmartre and the Rue Rijamur by
M. Ciiutrin. The angle itself is occupied by a

circulir salon, the other six rooms all face the

two streets : the staircase is circular, lighted from
an internal court, and the passage is also well

lighted. M. L. Carrier, at the corner of the Rue
du Faubourg Saint Honore, has also a moat con-

venient and pretty treatment of a good site.

Another good plan is that at the angle of the

Faubourg St. Martin and the Rue du Chateau

d'Eau by M. Rives. In London, Mr. John
Slater's corner of Mortimer-street is convenient

and well lighted. In Palace Chambers, Bucking-

ham Grate, Messrs. Martin and Purchase have an
angle site which appears to have reiiuired con-

siderable thought to evolve a plan to give good

light to all the apartments. Perhaps it may be

permissible to mention one of my own buildings

with a rather awkward site. It is a quadrant on
plan at the corner of Sloane-gardens. Among
the plans of bachelor suites we have one of

Mr. John Slater's for a very shallow site in

Well-street. He puts two suites to a floor

off each staircase, and also, in addition to a

Earlour or sitting-room, two bedrooms, and a

ath-room with water-closet in it, gives a small

kitchen. The whole forms a very small self-

contained residence, to be let at a low rent.

Mr. Paul Hoffmann, in Harewood-plac6 and
Hanover-square, haa one staircase, a corridor

common to several suites, each containing an
entrance-lobby, a sitting-room, bedroom, bath-

room, and water-closet, but the two end suites

can be combined to make a family suite. I would

draw your attention to two sets of plana of large

buildings in Vienna, the sites of which are acute-

angled triangles, both by Professor Carl Kpnig.

One at the corner of two streets is the palais for

Herr Josef R von llerberstein. It has a carriage

entrance in the centre of the principal front, a

small glass-covered courtyard in the centre, and
a way through to the side street. You will note

that there is a stable within the main building

entered from the courtyard. The second and

third floors are divided into two complete suites

of flats. Two principal staircases are carried to

the mezzanine and first floor. One of these only

goes up higher, and a service staircase is carried

from bottom to top. A difficult site is well

utilised, and all parts of the building are well

lighted. The other building, with a site of

almost identical shape, but larger, is surrounded

by roads, the Augustiner Strasse, the Tegetthoff

Strasse, and the Fiihrich Strasse, and the

approaches are arranged in the same way.

In the Palais Leon-Wernberg by Herr Baurath

von Xeumann, we have an example of

another large building with a good central

area. One staircase above the first floor serves a

large number of rooms, forming two suites per

floor. From the landing an outer gallery gives

accesa to the auites and borrowed light to two or

three rooms. On the first floor I would note the

careful planning of the acute -angled excrescence

on the right hand. The same architect sends us

drawings of two other large buildings erected

from his design. It may also be of interest to

compare the design by Herr Victor Siedek in

Vienna with that by M. Michel Rabier in Paria

for Bites of nearly the same shape. It would not

appear to be desirable to carry the limits of ray

paper to a further detailed deacription of planning,

and I will conclude by aome observations on

EXTERNAL DESIGN.

Manifestly, the accessibility of material will

have an important influence on design if the

architect intends to display his building material.

In Paris stone is practically always used. In

London red brick, with or without stone, is gene-

rally used. In Vienna the construction is very

largely of brick, but the facing is of stucco or

cement, and so are most of the columns and

architectural detail, even in some of the largest
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buildings. Owing to the commercial require-

ment that every floor of flits must be equally

well lighted, and to the structural desirability in

high buildings of getting voids over voids,

which together very generally result in windows

being made of the same width on each floor,

a Classic treatment is nearly out of the ques-

tion. Gothic, except in its latest English style,

has not been attended with great success, and

practically everywhere some branch or phase of

Renaissance has become more or less the accepted

basis of design. I have used the word Renais-

sance in a wide sense, because while some have
introduced the normal Italian features, others

have broken quite away from them. We know
how, more in sorrow than in anger, one of our

own Classic masters laments the depravity of a

truant architrave or frieze in an entablature, and
I can quite imagine the similar sensations of

some of his Austrian colleagues at what is, I

understand, there called the Secession style. A
very interesting example of this style is shown
in Professor Julius Daininger's " Romerhof."
Note the original treatment of the exterior, the

sculptured figures on the angles of the bays, the
panelled pilasters with masks and long pendant
ribbons, the coved floral cornice without archi-

traves or necking, the carved or, rather, modelled
surface treatment of growing trees. Another
example is a house in Wenzels Platz at Prague
by Professor Jan Ko^er, pleasing and refined in

treatment ; or, again, Professor Otto Wagner's
house in the Magdalenenstrasse, Vienna, of which
two views are given, one showing the circular

angle of the building, with its pavilion on the
top story flanked by pilasters, on which an eSect
of plain and rusticated courses is produced by a
decorative treatment of growing foliage ; the other
illustrating the elaborate surface decoration of

the principal elevation. There is also a design
by Herr Oscar Marmorek, Der Nestroyhof at

Vienna, illustrating that architect's views on
modem architecture. Herren Fillner and Ilel-

mer's design for the building on the Franz-Josef
Quai in Vienna is quite different in character,
and 18 a refined treatment of Renaissance. Their
St. Annahof is an example of design in a
Medi;pval style, quiet and picturesque, the sur-
face unbroken by strings and capped by a small
cornice. The lower part is enriched with broad
bands of nearly life - sized figure - subjects
modelled in bas-relief. In Paris the architec-
ture of the apartment house has generally its

characteristically native treatment, shows great
refinement, and, in my view, adapts itself

admirably to the purpose of the buildings. In
London the most conspicuous block is on the
Embankment — ^\^litehall Court, by Messrs.
Archer and Green—a stone building, as to
design based on French Renaissance. Most of
the other flats in London are of red brick and
stone combined. They are well known and
accessible to all of you. Doubtless in some, and
may be in all, there are features which, whether
admirable or not, are suggestive, and from which
you may derive an inspiration of great value.
My endeavour has been to recite, first, the prac-
tical and hygienic considerations regarding safety
from fire, exite, ventilation, and sanitation, which
form the very bedrock on which to base a design

;

then, on this basis, to consider the aesthetic side,
to suggest principles governing the laying-out of
various sites, the internal planning and lighting

the buildings, and their exterior treatment.
have sought to interest the meeting by illus-

trations from the works of many architects at
home and abroad. If I have succeeded in offer-
ing any food for reflection, then my labour will
not have been in vain.

A long discussion followed the reading of the

j

paper, in which Messrs. J..T. Stevexso.s, F.S.A.,
Pail Hoffmanx, J. J. F. Sykes, M.D., FiiAxcis
Hooper, C. J. C. Pawlev, C. J. C.iRviLL, A. J. T.
BoLTox, and the Pke-sidext took pirt, and a
hearty vote of thanks was accorded to the lec-
turer, and also to those who had lent illustrative
plans.

^^^-~*—

SMALL GARDENS.

AT the last meeting of the Birmingham
Architectural Association a paper on this

subject was read by Mr. T. H. Mawson. Mr.
W. H. Bidlake occupied the chair. The lecturer
remarked : Vou cannot successfully plan a cottage
residence without deciding the principal features
comprising the garden scheme. The designer of
the cottage ought either to design the complete
garden scheme or otherwise agree to allow of an

exchange of opinion between himself and whoever
may have to plan and carry out the garden.
Even supposing the landscape gardener to be an
artist with insight into, and in full sympathy
with, true architectural dignity and expression,

the architect has much the best opportunity of

making a successful and more complete plan.

Further, if the architect does not undartake the
designing the landscape gardener in all pro-

bability would not be asked to do it, and as a

consequence, the garden setting to the house,

would eventually be the joint production of the

local jobbing gardener and the client. It is just

as necessary for the architect to realise the proper

connection between the house and garden as for

the garden-designer to obtain a grasp of the

character of the design and the planning of a

house. The approach to a house, whether
in the form of a drive, avenue, a simple

court, or merely a walk, is the first impression

a visitor gains, and generally the most
important detail in the garden scheme, and
is at the same time the introduction to the house
itself. Architects who wish to lay out gardens
would do well to cultivate the faculty of study-

ing nature with a view to the attaining of aggre-
gate effects, a grand antidote against mere
sleight-of-hand draughtsman proficiency and
commonplace invention, and against a too pedantic
academical education. A circumscribed garden
is seldom a success unless a formal treatment is

applied. Mr. Kemp who wrote that excellent

practical work, " How to Lay Out a (rarden,"
realised this. The advantage of this method is

that the garden is brought into direct relation to

the house ; that, in fact, a garden becomes a

necessary outdoor extension of the family require-

ments, and of the entertaining arrangements

—

one set of apartments under cover, the other open
to the interchange of shine and shower, and of

each season's respective display. The relation of

this series of garden apartments to the house
would be more ably grasped by the person who
had planned the house, and knew the relative use

of each room to the other. The ingenuity neces-

sary for the planning of the house would assuredly
find larger liberty and unfettered scope in con-
trolling the whole. But perhaps the greatest

advantage which the architect possesses lies in

the fact that he has the control of the entire sum
which his client is prepared to spend. If one
realises that half of the money spent on, say, the
barge boards, finials, and bristling insincere orna-
mentation would have given you some chance in

the garden, one cannot help regretting the absence
of some controlling master mind who, with per-

fect unanimity of purpose and comprehensive
grasp, had had the spreading of the money over

the larger area to the ultimate satisfaction of

both architect and client. Having given you my
reasons why you should undertake the designing
of small gardens, I now wish to state a few
necessities and qualifications. In the first place,

a proper survey with accurate levels is needed.
You will need to lay out a very large number of

gardens before you can dispense with this neces-

sary operation, even to the extent of making a

preliminary sketch, for to be any way successful

the plan must be arranged to fit the ground and
give expression to its contour. You must be able

to judge when ground requires draining ; and
having decided upon this necessity, be able to

arrange it in an eSicient and economical way.
You must know a little about soils ; this is a
question which troubles would - be garden-
designers greatly. Now, for the horticulturist

pure and simple this is a most important
branch of study and research, but for the

garden-designer there are a few sound rules

which will meet his requirements whether the
soil is wet or dry, light or heavy, clay or gravel
subsoil: whether the soil lies on limestone or in

chalk. If the soil is wet, good drainage should
remedy it ; if clay, good drainage and the
admixture of burnt clay, town refuse. Good
trenching will usually be beneficial if light and
sandy with an admixture of clay or cow manure

;

as a rule, however, you may say that a dry
subsoil is best for a garden. The first great
desideratum is unity and cohesiveness. What is

required here is some great controlling power to

marshal and organise the petty clevernesses and
talents and gifts, and make for and lead up to

one ultimate end. In the few architects' gardens
I have seen I notice that they usually plant
shrubs, both formal and others, in the grass,

evidently expecting them to thrive as they do iu

properly-prepared and tilled borders. This is a

mistake, and for several years at the least, until

the shrubs are thoroughly established, all grass
and weeds should be kept clear of their roots. I
know how much bettor grass looks when it

sweeps up to the stems and trunks of the trees

or the leaves and boughs fall over in a fringe
upon the sward. How diflicult it is to convince
clients of the dignity of mown grass, and how
often do we see the majestic trunks of a fine

group of cedars or timber trees muddled up with
the inevitable fussy rhododendrons. It is in the
direction of flowering plants rather than shrubs
that variety is to be sought after, and for these

you must rely upon the nurseryman's knowledge
of things, simply controlling the shape of the
beds and borders in which they are to be planted,

and, perhaps, the massing of the few varieties

which are essential to the architect's garden.

Now, respecting the planting of hedges, screens,

&c., before you attempt to do anything, satisfy

yourself that what you plant will grow. Having
made up your mind as to the character of the

shrub or tree you wish to plant, you will find it

comparatively easy to discover whether or not it

will grow in the neighbourhood, and, if not, what
would form the best substitute. There are some
broad principles which it is necessary to grasp

before arranging your garden plan. The con-

troversy which has been waged between garden

designers and architects does not apply to small

gardens, for all are agreed on the general principle

of formality, although not agreed as to the detail

by which this formality should be expressed,

liave you ever noticed the difference between
two gardens, apparently the same soil and the

same aspect r The one seems to have a blight

upon it : everything, grass, flowers, shrubs, trees,

seem to grow so tardily and sparsely, the shrubs

stunted and starved, trees lanky and bare, the

flowers shrivelled, scentless, and blasted—a re-

proach to its neighbours ; and in the adjoining

garden everything is luxuriant and profuse. But
what is the reason for this contrast, this differ-

ence !- You would be able to tell me at once if

there were two adjoining houses in a corre-

spondingly opposite condition, both apparently

built with the same hand and with a correspond-

ing amount of care—the one looking singularly

happy, the other, in spite of suitable window
adornments and owner's care, looking decrepit and
unhappy. Your trained eye would at once glance

at the unlevel joints, the slightly irregular ridge,

finials, and chimneys, and other lines slightly out

of the perpendicular, and pronounce the verdict,

"Bad foundations." The foundation failure:

unprepared soil is the cause of almost all garden

failures. You may procure the choicest shrubs

and flowers, manure the borders, roll the grass,

—but if the soil is not of suflicient depth, and is

not properly prepared, it will be of no avail. By
all means save and store all turf and soil from

the diggings and the foundations. For a flower

border, it is a good plan to lay, at a depth of

about 2ft., a layer of broken brick or some
absorbent material, provided that the soil water

drainage level is deeper : then to overlay this

with a covering of ashes, and then to overlay this

to a depth of about 21in. with sjil of desirable

lightness ; if too heavy, should be mixed with

sand, and should have abundant vegetable

matter and fibre in it, such as the decayed turf

from close green pastures yield. For trees and
shrubs, a depth of from 1ft. 6in. to 2ft., with &
plentiful admixture of the fibrous turf loam,

though it need not be so richly manured as the

flower border. Grass a'so requires a depth of

soil not less than 8in., with a well-drained bottom
properly prepared. Although the first outlay

may be greater, it is cheapest in the end to lay a,

sound foundation. Of course, it is necessary to

know what to plant, and herein is the most diffi-

cult problem with which you have to deal, and
very few of you will ever master thoroughly the

technicalities. At the same time, very few
varieties of trees and shrubs are required for

making a small garden beautiful. The present-

day tendency seems to be to cram in as

many un-English varieties of trees and
shrubs as possible, notably rhododendrons and

common laurels, and aucubas, &c., their big

polished leaves entirely out of scale with the

sober harmonious box, holly, and yew of our

predominating Northern grey skies. It is the

preponderance of such things that make town

suburbs, town cemeteries, and town parka se

disappointing. There are two considerations I

would especially impress upon you. First, the

desirability of disabusing your mind of your pre-

conceived notions of the art which is slid to

conceal art ; and, on the other hand, the value of
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plain surfaces and of definite, unhesitating lines.

In ignoring the latter it is quite true that you
may be able to cover your lawn with trees and
shrubs from everv part of the Temperate Zone,
just as you may fill your drawing-room with all

sorts of hric-i'i-brac ; in both cases you may,
instead of securing a sense of restfulness, succeed
in giving them an aspect of fuseiness. In laying
out definite lines you may not get quite so many
of those little surprises so much sought after in
gardens, and you may not even be able, by the
exercise of a little trick, to make your neighbour's
garden look as if it belonged to you, but you will
be saved the humiliating knowledge that your
garden is a fraud, and that your visitors are sure
to find it out. The question of fences cannot be
profitably discussed in this paper : but split oak,
which lends itself to such a variety of treatment,
is at once one of the simplest, and at the same
time one of the cheapest forms of fencing. If
we could in this country use, in conjunction
with this fence, the trained lines of limes and
laburnum as they are used in Holland and France,
we could obtain some delightful effects. The
fence which is least permanent and least desirable
is the strained wire or iron hurdle. We may now
consider more fully the placing of the house on
the ground so as to make the most of the ground.
Where the extent of ground is strictly limited,
as is in^aii;ibly the case when you are building a
small house, the greatest mistake you can make
is to cut up the ground too much with drives,
&c. I hold an opinion, which I must admit is

at the present time, even amongst architects,
very unpopular—viz., when the plot does not
exceed, say, two acres, drives are seldom needed,
and that every real requirement can be met by a
simple carriage- court connecting directly with the
high road. This court you could probably inclose
and pave for a less sum than you would otherwise
spend on the drive. If the stable could be
arranged to the west side of this court and the
small kitchen garden, kitchen offices also arranged
to this side, you would then have all the more
ground at your disposal on the sunny side of your
house.

_
Where a drive is really necessary, make

it as direct as possible. If the ground is fairly
level, and the junction with main road is con-
venient, a ptraight road, treated as an avenue,
would give the best effect ; but it the ground is

rising and of irregular contour, then perhaps a
curved drive would be the only one possible.
Above all things, do not make your gardens too
large. Perfect keeping is the soul of a small
garden. I can assure you that you will have
considerable dilBcuUies with your clients on this
score. Find out if you can what labour your
client intends to employ. If a man only two days
a week, a quarter of an acre would be sufficient

;

if he can employ a man and a boy, the garden
might be as much as one and a half acres, or, if

no glass, as much as two acres. You ask what I

shall do with the remaining portion. If you have
sufficient for a paddock for the pony, you could
not put it to a better use, and in any case you can
never go very far wrong in planting an orchard.
There is also the arrangement of the wilderness,
or wild garden. If your site has been well
c?hosen, the ground will slope away from the
house ; it it does so in a southerly direction, you
will have a very sunny garden. This fall of
ground suggests terracing, an operation which in
a suburban district requires much more careful
arrangement and adjustment than would be the
case in open country, where, as a foreground to
charming distances, the balustrade serves as a
frame or setting. Now, there are roughly three
ways of terracing—by walls, by grass slopes, and
by planted slopes. Of the three, walls are the
most satisfactory. A balustrade and extensive
stone dressings are seldom appropriate to a small
garden, except the house be severely classic.

Terrace walls—maintenance considered—are pro-
bably the least expensive, and should never be
built as if they were to remain naked. I can
never think of a wall as so many yards super of
Uuabon or Accrington bricks, but as a wall of the
most delightful greenery. li you are in a brick
country, any good hard brick the colour of which
approximates to that of the house would answer

;

if in a stone country, rough rubble ; and, if pos-
sible, the pointing omitted, so that toadflax,
houseleeks, \-c., could grow in the crannies ; the
coping, if dressed, to have very simple mouldings.
Grass slopes are practically impossible if the
batter be less than 1 to 2, allowing step of I2in.
by 6in. ; but whatever batter you adopt for one
bink should apply to the whole of the slopes in
that part of the garden. Planted elopes are very

charming, but the great drawback is that you
have to wait many years for the result. The
one point to bear in mind when laying out
bitters is to avoid diminishing lines, as, for
instance, when you make a sloping walk at the
end from the upper to the lower terrace. In
deciding the width of your higher terrace, do
not foreshorten your ground. Nothing gives
more character to a garden than the form,
arrangement, and quality of its grass lawns :

and nothing is more refreshing than to look out
of your room window on to a lawn perfectly
formed and kept. To secure this perfect form
is a difficult task. The terrace next to the house
should be treated simply, but with a certain
amount of colour from flowers, and certainly
have a border next to the house in which to
grow climbers. I am fond of broad-paved walks
on terrace next to the house, with a few quaint
shrubs either planted permanently in beds or
set out in tubs. Avoid the usual pattern of
broad-brimmed vases filled with lobelia, eche-
veria, and calceolarias

; green or oak tubs or big
flower-pots are far better, but do not have too
many even of these. It a garden is very small,
the flower-borders should be long and continu-
ous, as in this way you get a much better display
of bloom. Small panel gardens, such as you
would wish to look upon from your entertaining-
room windows, invariably produce the best effect

when in beds of the simplest design and at a lower
level than the house. Such gardens should be
perfectly level, and have some kind of boundary
fence round them ; this may be simply a low box
edge 2ft. high, or a low trellis. In some cases it

might with advantage be designed as a sunk
garden, with grass slopes and steps at the comers
or at each side ; it on the same level as the rest of
the ground, the flatness might be broken up by
having a sundial or lead figure in the centre.
According to the measure of the exact sym-
metrical balance secured in the house, so ought
the disposition of the features on the terrace so
to be, though not carried to the point of having a
greenhouse on each side of the garden, necessi-
tating two heating operations and two objection-
able chimneys, as shown in a recently- published
design. If perfect balance you must have, choose
a pair of garden houses, one for use as a tool-
house and the other as a summer-house ; but if

balance is secured by the freer and more pictur-
esque methods adopted by the majority of modern
architects of coupling and grouping of gables,
chimneys, porticos, oriels, and the like, balance
ought to be secured in the gardens by similarly
free measures. You would, whilst securing
balance, obtain much greater variety. One of

the most awkward and expensive pieces of ground
with which you will at any time have to deal is

that in which the house does not follow the
natural contour of the ground, but falls slantwise
across the garden front of the house. Where
you have a subsoil which is easily removed, such
as soft sand, an alteration to the natural features
may be more easily carried out than a modifica-
tion of the plan of the house. Although I have
a great preference for walls when the ground
slopes from the house, I prefer grass slopes when
on the south side the grbund falls towards the
house. The more your ground slopes away from
the house, the more will you feel the necessity

for plantations : but the reverse holds good when
the ground falls from north and south towards
the house. The last detail to which I refer is

the planting of the flower borders, in connection
with which I rely almost entirely upon hardy
perennials and those of the hardiest varieties.

Weeding-out is one of the most expensive kinds
of gardening ; there are, however, a number of

annuals and biennials which are most useful for

filling up blank spaces. The greatest care must
be exercised to secure effective groupings and
continuous show of flowers throughout the greater
part of the year. Avoid planting in lines, but
rather try to secure a little irregular colony of

each plant. Finally, let me suggest that when
commissioned to design a house, inconnection
with which there is to be a garden, that you
should seek to cooperate with the garden
designer from the time you prepare your first

sixteenth-scale plan, and to agree on some mode
of treatment of those parts of the scheme where
there is an overlapping of interests.

Extensive alttrations have just been completed
at the public baths in C>ol<ridge-atreet, L'wds,
from plans by Messrs. Walter H tnstock and S )n,

of Leeds and Batley.

AX ARCHITECT'S- TRAINING.

AT a meeting of the Manchester Society of

Architects, held on Jan. 10 under the
presidency of Jlr. E. Hewitt at Standard
Chambers, King-street, Manchester, Mr. Hugh
Stannus, ot the Manchester Municipal School of

Art, read a paper on the subject ot the training
of an architect.

Jlr. Stannus mentioned that since he had
undertaken to read a paper on this subject
the authorities of Owens College had made a
move forward in their direction, and what
he had to say was somewhat influenced by their

intentions in the arrangement of his plan into

years and sections. He acknowledged some in-

debtedness to Jlr. Arthur Gates, the former
chairman of the Board of Examiners of the Royal
Institute of British Architects, who had, he
observed, great experience of the necessity and
value ot the higher education in architecture. It

might be asked whether such education was
necessary, but in Manchester that question was
already answered in the arrangement by principals

for their pupils to attend the School of Art for

an afternoon in each week. Speaking generally,

it might be said that beyond what was termed
professional practice, which could be learned

nowhere else, there was not much opportunity

for the higher education in most modem ofSces.

The principal was too much engaged to afford

time to be a schoolmaster, and the senior

draughtsman had rather to get work out of the

pupils than to pump education into them. No
system could be exhaustive, and the end of all

the education they could give was to enable

the student to educate himself. Should the

system be academic or individuals If they could

afford one separate teacher to each student, then
the system might be individual, but in such a

case the student lost the advantage ot seeing the

various solutions ot different problems by other

minds and the further great advantage ot emu-
lation. So far as his experience extended, no
student who had any originality in him ever lost

it by judicious, systematic training. Hence he
thought it better to teach according to a well-

considered system during the earlier period of

pupilage, and to leave the development of indi-

viduality to come in the later stage. In other

words, he would generalise in the earlier and
specialise in the later period. It had been ob-

jected that the academic teaching reduced all

students to one dull level of monotony, and that

as a result of this a street in Paris was the same
from one end to the other, and was not so interest-

ing as a street in London, where every shop-

keeper did what appeared right in ijiis own eyes,

seeking only to shout louder than his neighbours.

He contested the objections, and contended that

the street in Paris was not the same from one end
to another. Within the limits which had been

fixed for the common good, there was a greater

variety of artistic detail than in London, for the

Parisian architect, having his mind set free from
the lower considerations, could devote himself

more fully to what, after all, gave the measure

of the artist—the arrangement of the features

and the details. Further, the academical method
of study would bring to the student's mind the

strength and the weakness, the applicability and
the inapplicability, ot the typical treatments that

were used in each ot the great styles to the

different problems of modern building, and when
a man had learned what to do without then he

was on the direct road to make his own style by
the omission ot useless details ; and as minds
varied so would the architecture ot our streets.

Discussing in detail a chart of studies which ho

had drawn up, Mr. Stannus said he assumed the

length of the course at three years, not because it

was long enough, but because it was generally

all a man could give. The method of study in

the old times at Paris used to be to learn (1) all

a>;out construction. (2) all about plan, (3) all about

elevations, and (4) mix the three. He would

prefer to run these concurrently, to emphasis*

the fact that architecture was one. In the couras

of further comment, he urged that studenti

should look upon planning as a fine art. H'

assumed in the chart he drew up that a studen

would be able to attend on the instruction referrec

to for five hours a day for five days in the wee]

for 40 weeks in the year. The collegiate recogni

tion of architecture was a desirable object in viei

of the special circumstances ot architectural educE

tion. He considered, however, that two point

demanded attention—namely, the requirement i

attendance on lectures as a condition of grantin
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degreea and the examinations. With regard to

the attendance at lectures, which was possible in

the collegiate life and discipline of the old uni-

versities, he reminded that the modern stressful

life of Manchester, with its belt of subsidiary

cities, killed the monastic ideal and left no place

for monastic mmners. Still, if attendance was
reiiuired, he would plead that this should not be
enforced for a period of three years from the
inception of the system. Further, any student who
d- aired to proceed to a degree during this transi-

tion period should be admitted to the examination
on proper recommendations. A certificate might
he granted to any student who had attended the

_ lectures of one particular section and satisfied the
- examiner on it, without his heing compelled to

take the whole course. Thus the system would
be made elastic until sufBcient experience had
been gained. He regarded examinations as neces-

sary at the end of every course, whether long or

ehoit. The aim should be to make the education
systematic rather than sporadic. AVhile they did

not desire to manufacture Admirable Crichtons,

they ought to strive to deepen and broaden the
education of the architect of the future, so that
in his intercourse with his client and the con-
tractor he should hold aloft the ideal of a cultured,
practical, and trusted adviser. In replying to a
vote of thanks and remarks which had been made
by members present, Mr. Stannus said that he
thought they would have to reconsider the ques-
tion of pupilage. Students would go first for

academic instruction for three years, or whatever
might be the period, and then architects would
find their pupils worth more to them. They
might be able to take a pupil without any pre-
mium at all. The academic system, in his view,
should come first, and then the student could go
into an office to learn professional work. He
thought they ought to welcome the institution by
any college of a course which would tend towards
the raising of the professional tone which they all

had at heart.

BELFAST ARCHITECTS ORGANISE.

AT the Town HaU, Belfast, on the loth inst.,

Sir Thomas Drew, President of the Royal
Irish Architectural Institute, F.R.I.B.A., pre-
sided over a well-attended meeting, which had
for its object the formation of a local organisa-
tion affiliated with the Royal Institute of Archi-
tects of Ireland. Among those present were—
Messrs. W. Kaye I'arrv, F.R.I.B.A., hon. sec,
S. P. Close, Vincent Craig, F. H. TuUoch,
W. J. Feunell, M. A. Robinson, M. Fitzsimons,
J. C. Lepper, W. J. Gillibank, J. C. Dewhurst,
J. J. M'Donnell, J. P. ; J. St. George Phillips,

O. W. Crowe, and W. S. Jervois. The chair-

man said that as a native of Belfast he was
pretty well aware of the difficulties to be met
with in the formation of a co-operative society.

His forty years' experience in Dublin had also

taught him the enormous advantages and good
fellowship which were engendered by cohesion
amongst the members of the profession. He
had heard it said that it would be impossible to
form a cohiisive society in Belfast. He was per-
fectly well aware of the difficulties, but he
thought those difficulties were not insuperable.
The greatest difficulty in bringing about
unanimity of practice in the city was the
question of ftes. lie knew the position in Belfast
was very different from that in many other
towns, and differed in to!, in respect to the class
of buildings to be erected. There were build-
ings here of the warehouse class and rows of
houses in a growing town, and it was unjust
and unreasonable t:) lay down a hard and
fast scale of fees. .Sir Thomas then went on to
speak of the unsatisfactory condition pf affairs
amongst the architects when he first went to
Dublin. There was little cohesion, and the
members had very old-fashioned and evil notions

;

but since that time a better state of things had
been brought about. Instead of the proper per-
centage being paid to architects, half and some-
times less was paid ; but since that time the old
system had died out, and now the architects were
working together on terms of the most perfect
harmony and understanding. There was no
architect who was in any difficulty, but the other
Tiiembers of his profession came around him and
tupported him. He was quite sure that that
society would ttrengthen all its members by co-
operation ; but he did not think at present there
should be any very stringent rules laid down as
to professional conduct in the way of declaration.
The circumstances of Belfast were peculiar, and

required deep consideration. It was quite pre-

mature as yet to ask intending members to be

members of the Institute in Dublin, but in many
ways it was desirable that the local society should

be affiliated to that Institute. Mr. W. J. Fennell

moved the following resolution :
" That, having

regard to the lack of organisation of the archi-

tectural profession in Ulster, it is desirable that

an association be formed, having for its objects

the promotion of union and professional in-

tegrity amongst its members, the establishment,

as far as possible, of uniformity of practice,

and the general advancement of architecture

;

to consist of Fellows and Associates of the Royal
Institute of British Architects and members of the

Royal Institute of Architects, Ireland, together

with such other competent members of the pro-

fession as may desire .admission and be elected

subsequently under a constitution and bylaws,

which shall be framed by a council elected for

that purpose and approved of by a majority of

the memb?r8, that the constitution and bylaws be

subject to the approval of the Royal Institute of

Architects. Ireland, and the Association so formed

be afUliated thereto and have official representa-

tion on its council." He said the objects were—
first, the promotion of union ; and in regard to

that he thought there was exceedingly little

union among architects in Belfast. At any rate,

he had seen very little of it in his twenty-five

years' experience. In reference to professional

integrity, he thought that the members of the

profession in the city were as upright and high-

minded as in any other place. He considered

that uniformity of practice was the cardinal

point, and the whole thing meant 5 per cent. :

although, at the same time, he agreed that the

practice in Belfast was very different from that

in other towns and citifs. Mr. J. Gilliland

seconded the motion, and said union in Belfast

had been conspicuous by its absence, and dis-

union would be the more proper term to apply to

it. He was not quite sure about the integrity of

architects in Belfast, because he understood that

the members of the profession took less than the

recognised percentage. At the same time, he

believed very little was done in the way of taking

illicit commissions. Sir. W. Kaye Parry sup-

ported the resolution, which was cordially adopted.

Mr. S. P. Close moved—"That a provisional

committee be elected to prepare a scheme and
report to a general meeting, correspond with

the Royal Institute of Architects, Ireland, and

take such other steps as it may consider

desirable to promote the interests of the proposed

association. That the following be the pro\"i8ional

committee: Vincent Craig, F.R.I.B.A. ; J. J.

MDonnell, J.P.. M.R.I.A.I. : Frederick H.
TuUoch, A.R.I. B.A. : William J. Gilliland,

M.R.I.A.I.; .lohn C. Dewhurst, A.R.I.B A.
;

with Nicholas Fitzsimmons, A.R.I.B.A., secre-

tary and convener." Mr. G. W. Crowe seconded.

This motion was also carried unanimously. Mr.

James St. J. Phillips moved : That this meeting

hereby expresses its cordial approval of the

resolutions passed by the council of the Royal

Institute of Architects, Ireland, at its meeting of

the 7th inst., as follows: "The council of the

Royal Institute of Architects in Ireland, having

had the result of the Presbyterian Assembly Hall

competition, Belfast, brought before them, are of

of opinion that the conduct of the competition

committee in not following the usual and proper

course of publishing the report of their assessor

(which they understand was an open document)

and in appointing as architects to the new building

the firm who drew up the original very unsatis-

factory conditions, is deserving of their con-

demnation, as being absolutely opposed to the

methods which should govern all fair and imparti-

ally conducted competitions. The council con-

sidered the proper course for the committee to

have adopted was either to have given the work

to the gentleman placed first by the assessor, in

in conjunction with a consulting architect of

experience, or else to have invited a fresh

competition, with more satisfactory conditions

than the previous one." Mr. Nicholas Fitz-

simons seconded the motion. The Chairman, in

putting the resolution to the meeting, said he

could not do so, as the assessor of the competition

referred to, without making some observation.

It had been impossible, unsatisfactory, and dis-

tasteful, as were so many of the competitions in

Belfast.
M^W •

Mr. Thomas H. Mawson. the garden specialist,

of Windermere, has onened London c ffi %s at No. 28,

Conduit-street, near Bjnd-street, W.

BRITISH AND IRISH BUILDING
STONES. — XIX.

VORKSHIUE.

THE rocks in this county are Chalk, Speeton
Clay, Kimmoridge Clay, Coralline Oolite

(•237), O.xford Clay, Cornbrash, Kelloways Rock
(110), Upper, Middle, and Lower Estuarino Beds
(30, C9), Lias, Ptnarth Beds, Keuper, Bunter,

and Permian Beds (G, 43, 171, 196), Coal
Measures (H, 7, 40, 41, 54, 67, 78, 9f,9,5, 113,

126, 131, 132, 141, 150, 161, 172, 1S5, 190, 194,

195, 211, 213, 214), Millstone Grit (41, 107, 145,

170, 192, 199. 236), Yoredale Beds (105, 200),

Carboniferous Limestone (24.S, 249, 2.")1), Bannis-

dale Slate, Coniston (Jrit and Limestone, Basalt

(66). There are e.xtensive areas covered by
(tlacial Beds in this county, and although the

oolitic table lands on the east are comparatively

free from drift, the hill tops of the older strata

on the west are glaciated to a height of over

2,300ft. above the sea level. The entire district

known as Holderness, a Hit country lying

between the range of ancient chalk cliffs which
trend inland from Bridlington Bay, by Driffield

and Beverley to Hull and the North Sei, is built

up with glacial beds from 20ft. to 100ft. thick,

which rest on the denuded surface of the upper

chalk. Strictly speaking, all the deposits found

in this district are filacial, Inter-Glacial, and
Post-Glacial. The nature of the beds has beon

ascertained by borings, and good sections of

portions of them may be seen along the coast,

where they are divided into sections known as

the Basement lied, the Purple Clays, and the

Hessle Beds. The Basement Bad is the lowest

bed seen in the cliffs, hence its name ;
and between

it and the Chalk there are deposits no less than

60ft. thick, which may include older Glacial strata

or newer Pliocene rocks, similar to those found

in Norfolk, known as Crag. The Basement Bed
is a dark green or blue boulder clay, which con-

tains green-coated flints, black flints (unknown
in the Chalk of this county), boulders of oolitic

sandstone, Carboniferous Limestone, and of

basalt, granite, and gneiss, probably from
Scandinavia ! Boulders of the Speeton clay are

ntimerous, but no Shap granite has been found in

this division, though it is scattered over the

northern half of Holderness. The Purple clay,

divided into "Upper" and" Lower" by a few feet

of gravel, is tough, and of a purplish brown
colour, with much chalk in the lower beds

and boulders of all the older rocks. Above the

Purple clays are the Hessle beds, which consist

of deposits of subangular gravel, which attain a

much greater thickness at Hessle, four miles west

of Hull. The Post-Glacial clays, sands, and

gravels of Holderness are mostly the beds of

ancient meres, now exposed by draining.

Around York boulders of Shap granite are

found in the Glacial clays, which rest here on

Triassic rocks. Some of these were dug out of

the foundations of the railway station. The
Boulder clay of Holderness is used locally for

brick and tile making ; but it is necessary that

all these clays be well washed for the purpose, to

remove the chalk which is plentifully scattered

through the beds. Humber warp makes good

brick and tile clay ; but the chief kilns in it are

on the Lincolnshire side of the river, between

Barton and Cleothorpes. The warp of the river

Hull and its tributaries is stiffer and more car-

bonaceous than that of the Humber. There are

no building stones in Holderness. Between the

(Jlacial deposits and the Chalk there is a great

gap in the strata of this county. The Woolwich
Plastic clays, London clay, Bagshot sands, the

(jligocene beds of the Isle of Wight, and the

crags of Norfolk and Suffolk have no representa-

tives ; during the groat period of time occupied

by the deposition of the formations enumerated

no rocks were laid down here. The chalk extends

along the coast from Bridlington by Flambnrough

Head to Spseton, from which place it turns north

to near Filey. Here it trends to the west at

Settrington, and then south to North Ferriby on

the number. The eastern boundary of the Chalk

is roughly defined by the Bridlington and Hull

railway ; the country occupied by the Chalk is

generally known as the Wolds. The chalk here

is usually excessively hard, the flints being

greyish or white and splintery. " Paramoudras"

are found at Flamborough. The Hunstanton

Red Chalk is represented by a red band, which

can be traced from Speeton along the west sids of

the Wolds and into Lincolnshire. It is curious to

note that the red colour does not always coincide

with the bedding, but sometimes cuts across ii
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obliquely. Thechalk is burned for limeand ground
for whiting, the flinta being used for walling
and road metalling. The principal chalk (lu^rrie9

are Albion, 'NVillerby, Mr. W. Kobson : Ilessle

Cliff, Messrs. IlearBeld Bros. : Hessle Cliff, The
Exors. of Mr. W. Marshall ; Nafferton Wold,
Mr. A. J. Wise ; Queen's Gate, Beverley, The
Queen's Gate 'Whiting Co. ; Victoria Works.
Westwood, Beverley, the Beverley Whiting Co.
There are others at Garton-on-the-Wolds. Mid-
dleton-on-the-Wolds ; Bents, Bishop Wilton

;

Blanch, North Dalton ; Blubherdale : Cottam
Bottcm ; Fimber ; Sledmere ; Wetwang ; Huggate
Hill Top ; Kilham ; Driffield, and many other
places. The Speeton Clay is the only deposit of

of the same age as the Lower Greensand and
Wealden Beds of the Southern Counties, or, to

compare it with rocks with which the builder is

more familiir. this clay is the Yorkshire repre-
sentative of Kentish Rig, Bargate Stone, Tun-
bridge Wells Sandstone, and Sussex Marble

!

Speeton Clay is seen in sections along the coast
north of Flamborough Head, where it is com-
posed of blackish and dark-blue clays, with
regular layers of septaria, also phosphate
nodules and pyrites. The clays extend inland
to Knapton : they are worked for brickmaking,
and the septaria are, with some of the light-
coloured clays, sent to Hull for the manufacture
of cement. Kimmcridge Clay, the only division
of the Upper Oolites found here, is mainly com-
posed of alternations of finely laminated dark
bituminous and lighter shales, with brown bands,
in the upper part ; and blue clays and shales,

much lighter in colour, and not so finely laminated,
in the lower part, which is noted for the septaria
which it contains. The clays are seen along the
coast at Filey Bay, and they form low hills at
Ebberston, West of Pickering. Sections of beds
may be seen in the railway cuttings. The shales
were worked for brick and tile making at North
Grimston, and at Birdsall ; but at the latter place
they were found unsuitable for the purpose. The
Middle Oolites in Yorkshire are arranged thus in
descending order:— (1) Upper Calcareous Grit,

(2) Upper Limestone and Coral Kag, (3) Middle
Calcareous Grit, (4) Lower Limestone, (5) Passage
Beds, (6) Lower Calcareous Grit, (7) Oxford
Clay, and (8) Kelloways Rock. All the oolitic

rocks are found in the north-east of the county,
occupying an area roughly circular and about 35
miles in diameter ; they underlie the moors, and
from the coastline from Filey Bay to the north of
Whitby, with the exception of a narrow band of
lias, which cuts them off from the sea between
Robin Hood's Bay and Runswick Bay. The
Upper Calcareous CJrit is a soft, rubbly, ferru-
ginous, brownish-red sandstone, containing large
calciferous "doggers" in the neighbourhood of
Helmsley. In the <(uarries along the west side of
the Vale of Pickering this rock is known by
quarrymen and builders as the "red rock." In
the Howardian Hills and at Kirkby Moorside,
which stands on this Upper Calcareous (irit, there
is a subdivision, which consist of a peculiar argil-

laceous limestone, known locally as " Cement-
stone," or sometimes as " Throstler." At North
Grimstone this is quarried by the Malton and
North Grimstone Lime Co. Here the formation
consists of bands of argillaceous limestone with
partings of calcareous shale in regular layers some-
thing like the lias of Glamorganshire and Mon-
mouthshire. This Cement-stone is developed to a
limited extent only, and there are several quarries
along its outcrop where stone is raised for farm
buildings and rough walling. At Langton and
Birdsall the rock breaks up short and ilaggy.
Wharram Church was built of this stone, because
"it was the nearest available." The upper
Limestone and Coral Rag, worked at Crossgates
and Ayton (|uarries for several years, consist of
from 6ft. to Sft. of Rag overlying a brashy oolite

which rests on 20ft. to 30ft. of more solid oolitic

limestones. The thickness of the Rag, which is

worked for road metalling, varies much in the
different quarries. There is an important quarry
in these rocks at Pickering, worked by Mrs.
Kirby, where the stone is used for lime-burning,
and sent to the blast-furnaces as a flux for iron
ore. A section in the Pickering quarry shows
the following beds :—(1) Upper Calcareous hard-
grits; (2) " Throstler," a very hard argillaceous
limestone, which has a conchoidal fracture, Sft.

;

(3) " Top Stone, "agroyforruginouslimestone, oft.;

(4) "BlackPosts," impure earth limestones, 10ft.;

(5) compact sub-oolitic limestone, 20ft. ; (G)

variable limestones, pisolites, roadstone, 13ft. ;

and (7) solid blocks of calcareous gtit. The
Middle Calcareous Grit consists of alternations of

sandy and calcareous strata more or less oolitic.

This rock is quarried at Thornton Dale for the
freestone beds in it. There is a well-known
quarry at Pickering, where, in the lower part of

j
the quarry on the eastern side the following beds
are found : (1) Solid beds of limestone, ojft.

;

(2) rubbly ooolite, 4ft. ; (3) thick irregular bed
of limestone, '2hH. ; (4) oolitic blue-centred lime-
stone, 4ft. ; (.5) thin bed, Jft. ; (6) smooth lime-
stone, Ift.

; (7) impure limestone, 5^ft.
; (8) soft

yellow freestone, lift. The upper beds here are
probably of the " Upper Limestone" series;

there the beds are very variable, and no two
sections are alike. They may, however, be
generally described as an irregular series of

sandstones and calcareous beds in which sand-
stone largely predominates, especially towards
the lower part, in the upper part calcareous bands
or irregular lenticular masses of impure limestone
gradually pass upwards into the " Upper Lime-
stone." This division is quarried at Filey Brigg,
Pickering, and Wass Moor. The Lower Lime-
stones are found in the Tabular Hills, Howardian
Hills (part of), and in the llambleton Hills ; they
aie also found at Scarborough Castle, and Hack-
ness. These rocks are a whitish oolite of fine

texture, with softer and more earthy partings,
the lower part; being usually flaggy and silicious.

There are various quarries from Kingsthorpa to

Cropton, the most important being Caulklands in

Thornton Dale. North of Seamer station there
are quarries at Waydale House, Irton Moor, and
in Forge Valley. Generally speaking, though
the Upper and Lower Limestones are soft and
friable, they are occasionally used for building.

The Hildenly stone, a true Coral Rag, is an ex-
ception ; it is a fine-grained limestone, suitable

for earring and internal work. Castle Howard
Chapel was built with it, and the same stone was
used for the internal mouldings at Kirkham
Abbey, which are in good condition, though now
exposed to the weather.
The Passage Beds are quarried for rough

walling. At Hackness they yield what is known
as the " Wallstone," a coarse, rubbly stone
which splits into large slabs : it is really a fissile

calcareous sandstone. The same beds are seen
north of Ebberston and Snainton and in Thornton
Dale. They outcrop along the northern part of

the Tabular Hills between Hackness and
Kirkdale. The Lower Calcareous Grit is a
massive yellow calcareous sandstone, which is

employed for building along its outcrop from the
coast at Scarborough to the llambleton Hills and
along the Howardian 1 tills. The rock is thinner
and harder in the Howardian Hills than along
the Tabular Range, consequently the most im-
portant quarries are in the southern outcrop.
Some of these are Park Quarry, Castle Howard ;

Brows Quarry, Malton ; and Birdsall Quarry. The
stone raised here was used in building many of the
old churches inthelocality.it wasalso used at Castle
Howard. The Lower Calcareous Grit becomes
shaly as it pisses down into the Oxford Ciay,
which latter formation attains a thickness of from
r20ft. to l.'iOft. along the coast at Castle Hill,

Scarborough, Gristhorpe Cliffs, &c., but is much
less inland. The lower division of the ( )xford

Clay—viz., the Kelloways Rock, consists of

variable beds of sandstones, calcareous grit, and
shale. It is seen at Scarborough, Cayton Bay,
Newton Dale, Core, Hackness, &c., and has been
quarried extensively for some of the best free-

stones in the district. Still the area yielding stone
compact enough for building is limited. Kelloways
Rock was used in Hackness Church and Hall, and
'i'ork and Scarborough Museum; but it is not ex-
tensively quarried at present. Lord Derwent's
quarry at Low Dale-road, Hackness, is worked
by his agent, Mr. S. Little, and there is a quarry
at Levisham. In the valley of the Riccal, the
Kelloways Rock is very massive, and the beds
here would probably yield good building stone.

The Great Oolite has only one representative here
—viz., the Cornbrash. It is not of much
economic value, although it has been quarried
in Gristhorpe Cliff, and sent to Hull for the
manufacture of cement. In this county the
Cornbrash is a grey, rubbly, hard ferruginous
oolitic limestone, becoming softer and more
earthy in the lower parts, and finally passing
down into calcareous shales. At Gristhorpe and
Scarborough the Cornbrash is from 2ft. tol.')ft.

thick, and it is well developed in Newtondale,
where its ferruginous appearance induced a
speculator to work it for iron '. The Lower
Oolites in this district are mainly composed of a

great thickness of estuarine and freshwater beds,

which are separated into three or four distinct

groups by thin marine hands ; the beds run into

each other, and cannot be distinguished when
these bands are absent, as they frequently are.

The Inferior Oolite of Yorkshire difliers, there-

fore, altogether from that of Dorset, for the

latter consists almost exclusively of marine

deposits. A complete set of the Yorkshire Lower
Oolites is as follows:—(1) Cornbrash, (2) Upper
Estuarine, (3) Scarborough or Grey Limestone,

(4) Middle Estuarine, (5) MUlepore .
series, (6)

Lower Estuarine, and (7) Dogger. Nos. 2, 3, 4,

5, and 6 are representatives of the Lincolnshire

limestone, and the Doultingstoneof Somersetshire.

The sandstones of the Lower Oolites are much
coarser in texture and more massive in structure

than the Jliddle Oolitic rocks already described

;

hence they are more suitable for outside work
and where great strength is required. The
Upper Estuarine Beds consist chiefly of shale,

with bands of ironstone, carbonaceous matter,

and irregular beds of false-bedded sandstone. At
the base of the series there is an important bed,

called "Moor Grit," varying in texture from

a fine-grained sandstone to a coarse grit, which

is worked in many places. The best-known

quarry is that at Cloughton, in the occupation of

Mr. Thos. Fetch, contractor ; the quarry at Old

Ford, at the head of Riccal Vale, furnished Moor
Grit for building the bridges on the Helmsley

branch of the N.E. Railway. At Sneaton the

grit splits into slabs of great size, miking a good

flagstone, which may be seen on the quays at

Whitby. The Scarborough or Grey Limestone

is blue-grey and shaly, with ironstones and

sandstones, though it can scarcely be called a

building-stone. A silicious variety quarried at

Brandsby was formerly worked for roofing slates ;

it was also used in building the ^ier at Scar-

borough, but is now quarried chiefly for road

metalling. The Middle Estuarine Series are

shales and sandstones, with seams of coal ; the

sandstones swell out to a great thicknessat

Haybum Wyke, where they have been quarried

for the clock-tower in the railway station at

Scarborough. The Millepore Beds are impure

limestones in Gristhorpe Bay ; nearer Scarborough

they are laminated and arenaceous, and they are

stiU more sandy at Cloughton Wyke. Generally

the beds are rough strong stones, and they have

been used in Scarborough Pier, for which class

of work they are most suitable. The Whitwell

Oolitic Limestone is correlated with these beds,

and also the Cave Oolite—a soft sandy oolitic

sandstone used in the neighbourhood of Brough
and the Hull Docks. The stone was used ex-

tensively in the old monasteries of Holdemess.

The Lower Estuarine Beds crop out along the

coast from Staintondale northwards, And curving

round to the west occupy a large area of moorland.

These beds have been quarried in several places,

the " Great Sandrock " at the base of the series

yielding the best building stone. The quarry at

Aislaby, worked by Messrs. W. Langdale and

Son, is one of the best known. The " Sandrock"

has been used in Whitby Abbey, Guisborough

Abbey, and Mount Cirace Priory, and recently in

the foundations of Waterloo and London Bridges,

Covent Garden JIarket, and the piers at Margate.

Ramsgate, and Whitby. Some of the Lower
Estuarine Beds yield a cement-stone at Terring-

ton which has been burnt for lime, and they may
be generally described as alternating beds of

sands, false-bedded sandstone, shale, cement-

stone, ironstone, and then impure coal. The
"Dogger" consists of yellow sandstone, sand,

and ironstone, the latter containing about 50 per

cent, of iron, for which the beds have been worked ;

it yields no building stone. At the base of the

Dogger Beds there are grey sands and sand-

stones, with sandy shales, known as the Blue

Wyke Beds, which pass down into the Lias, and

probably represent the Midford Sands of Somerset.

{To be concluded.)

WALSOKEN CHURCH INTERIOR.

[with lithographic ilu'str.vtionI.

THIS water-colour drawing (exhibited by the

authorities of the Royal College of Art at

the Paris Exhibition) is by Miss Mary S. Peck,

of Wisbech, who was awarded a National Bronze

Medal. The church is a handsome example from

one of the richest architectural districts in Nor-

folk ; it is dedicated to All Saints, and has a nave

and north and south aisles, with a chancel covered

with lead. At the west end u a handsome orna-

mented tower, with a spire of freestone. The

i
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nave of the church is divided from the aisles by
seTen handsome semicircular Xorman arches en
each side, ornamented with the chevron

car%ings. Over the pillars is the like numter
of windows, with emblems of the Twelve Tribes

of Judah underneath. The roof is supported by
carved work, decorated with figures of angels

placed in the niches. A very beautiful and
elegant N'orman arch separates the nave from
the chancel, which is about 40ft. in length. The
aisles extend the whole length of the church to

the extremity of the chancel, though separated

by a screen on each side where the arch dividing
the chancel from the nave commences, and as

there were formerly several guilds associated with
the church, it is not improbable that the chapels
or chantries were held within these divisions.

The screen now placed at the east end of the
nave south aisle is a particularly beautiful piece

of oak work deserving of the closest study, tor

its details are exceptionally refined. In our issue
for Jan. 27, 1S99, we gave a companion double-
page illustration, showing the interior of this fine

church, but looking west instead of east : also

from a National Bronze Medal drawing, by Miss
Mary S. Peck. A detail sketch of the font and
of the choir-stalls was published in the Bvildixo
News for August 23, 1SS9.

CHIPS.
Services were held in the parish church at

Helpston list week for the purpose of dedicating a
new chancel floor. The new floor, from the chancel
arch to the Communion rails, has a central walk
formed of squares of slate and Ketton stone : within
the sacrarium there are slabs of black-and-white
marble in squares : and at the ends of the Com-
muiiiaa table are panels of Eust's vitreous mocaic,
containing the letters Alpha and Omega. It was
designed by Mr. J. C. Trajlen, A.R I.B A., of
Stamford, and has been laid down by Mr. Dan
Crowson, of Helpston. Mr. Rolwrts, of Stamford,
sapplied the materials.

The first portion of Christ Church Cathedra],
Xewcistle, N.S.W., is about to be constructed.
The architect is Mr. J. H. Buckeridge, of Sydney.

iloumania's impecnniosity has led to the sacrifice
of her peerless oak forests. A contract has just
been entered into for the cutting of half a million
oiks under disastrous conditions. Every tree with
a diameter of half a yard and atwve may be felled,
the uniform price to be about 123. per tree, and the
contractor to have the option of rejecting one-
fourth of the trees having only the minimum dia-
meter of half a yard.

At a cost of about £900, the fonr-manual organ
at S:. John's Church. Torquay, has been recon-
structed by Messrs. Hele and Sdh, who built the
instrument in I'^To. Tabular pneumatic action has
been supplied to the organ throughout, reeds and
other stops have been revoiced, and two hvdraulic
engines have been provided to blow the instrument.
Reopening services took place last week.

German sculptors have been invited to send in
designs for the monument in Bsrlin to Richard
Wagner. The committee has resolved to divide
£1.00" amongst the authors of ten designs, from
which a final selection will be made. The total
cost of the memorial, which is to be of marble, is

to bs within the sum of £5,000. The Kaiser has
selected the site, and the monument, by his desire,
will correspond with those already erected to
Goethe and Schiller in the Toeirgarten.

The tallest chimney in Amarica is being erected
at Constable Hook, Bajonne, X.J. The stack is
being put up by the Oxford Copper Company,
whose plant adjoins that of the Standard Od Com-
pany, to carry off the smoke and gases from its
furnaces. The stack itself has a base of 30tt. square
for an equal height. Above this point the chimney
is round. It is to be built np to a total height of
360ft.—thus falling short by more than 100ft. of the
famous chimney at St. R;llox, Glasgow. The dia-
meter at the top will ba lOit. The weight of the
stack is to be 20,000 tons, and the cost of erecting
it will 1>6 ia the neighlwurhood of £10,000.

Oo Tuesday week a new Wesleyan church which
has been erected at the junction of Wednesbury
and Darlaston roads, Walsall, was formally opened
by Mr. E. Horton, of The Grange, Besoot. The
new building, which is Gothic in style, has been
designed by Mr. C. W. D. JoynsonI of Wednes-
bury, and accommodates between seven and eight
hundred worshippers. The total cost will be about
£7,000. Internally the church is seated with light
cak open seats and is open-timbered, with a gallery
at the end opposite the pulpit.

At a general meeting of the Royal Institute of
Painters in Water- Colours, Piccadilly, held on
Monday evening, Mr. Yeend King was elected
vice-president in the place of the late Mr. E. M.
Wimperis.

OBITUAKV.
We regret to announce the death, at the

advanced age of H7 years, of Mr. Johx Bikxet
Fill B..\., the senior member of the firm of

Messrs. Burnet, Son, and Campbell, of Glasgow,
and father of Mr. John J. Burnet, A.K.S.A.
Among his works are the General Infirmary at

(Jlasgow, and the Merchants' House, the Stock
Exchange, the Clydesdale, National Savings, and
Union Banking premises in the same city, and
many country houses including those of Auchen-
denne, Arden, and Kilmalen, all in Dumbarton-
shire : Newfield in Ayrshire, and Balmaghie in

Kircudbrightshire. We gave a portrait and
biography of Mr. Burnet in our issue of May 16,

1S90.

Frederick Cl.u:ke Withers, for many years
a well-known architect in the Lower Hudson
Valley, died at Yonkers, N.Y., on January 7.

He was bom and educated as an architect in

England, where, indeed, he practised for some
years before coming to the United States. He
practised at Newburgh until the Civil War, in

which he served as an ofiicer of volunteers until

obb'ged to resign from disabilities received in

service. He then resumed his tirchitectural

practice, with offices in New York and his home
in Yonkers. He designed many noteworthy
structures, among them the Jefferson Market
Court House in New York.

At Rochdale police-couit on the 16th inst.

Messrs. Peters and Sod, builders, Townhead, were
fined lOj. and costs for failing to report to the
Inspector of Factories, under the Factory Act of
1S95, an accident to one of their workmen,
J. Nuttall, while engaged on some buildings in

course of erection at Messrs. John Bright and
Brothers' mill, Fieldhonse. Defendants pleaded
that the masters had not heard of the ascident
until the injured workman sent in a claim for

compensation five weeks after the occurrence.

For the purpose of extending their gas under-
taking and for other minor purposes, Uie Burton
Corporation desire to raise £22,080, and on Wednes-
day week Lieut. -Col. A. C. Smith, RE,, one of

the Local Goverimient Board's inspectors, held an
inquiry into the application at the town -hall of that
borough.

Messrs. R. Aitkenhead and Sons, boilders,

Greenock, on Saturday received an intimation from
the Government that their cffer to erect a new fort at

Atdhallow Dunoon, on the CIvde, has been accepted,
the price being £16.000. The same firm are at

present erecting a fort for the Government at

Kiloreggan, also on the Clyde.

The death occurred oa Friday of Dr. Sedgwick
Saunders, who for the past twenty-six years had
been the medical officer of health of the City of

Londcn and the public analyst. Dr. Saunders had
l)een responsible for the introduction of many of

the most important sanitary reforms the City has
undertaken in the past quarter of a century.

At the last meeting of the Chiswick District

Council a letter was read from Mr. J. Fassmore
Edwards, saying that he thought the memory of

Hogarth should be commemorated in the district

where he had lived and worked, and he would,
therefore, be glad to place a marble bust of him in

the new Chiswick Town-Hall. The cfltar was
accepted with thacks.

Mr. R. H. Bicknell, M last.C.E.. held a Local
Government Board inquiry at the Wakefield Town
Hall, on Monday, as to the proposal of the corpora-
tion to purchase and close fifteen bouses in different

parts of the city, and to erect artisans' dwellings on
a piece of land near the sewage and electric works.
The property to be acquired is for street improve-
ments in D.-ury-lane, Marygate, and Warrengate.
Subsequently an inquiry was held by Mr. Bicknell

as to the expenditiure of £3,300 for works of

sewerage.

Some discussion took place at Tuesday's meeting
of the London County Council on a recommendation
by the Asylums Committee that the estimate of

£^9,000 submitted by the Finance Committee for

the erection of buildings, kc, for an epileptic

colony on the Horton Estate, for the accommoda-
tion of 1:00 insane male epileptic patients and staff,

be approved. It was complained that the cost per
head of the buildings, originsllv estimated at 1220
per head, had now risen to £308, the explanation
given being the large increase in building materials

and wages. The recommendation was eventually
adopted.

A new Baptist chapel was opened in Brynland-
avenne. Horfield, Bristol, on the 16th inst. It has
been built from plans by Messrs. Drake and Pizey,
of Bristol, selected in competition, and is Perpen-
dicular in style. Mr. R. F. Kidd was the builder.

The cost has been £11,440.

(I^nsinttrins iJotts,

Ediniiirgii .\nd Leith New G.tswor.KS.

—

A visitation was made by the members of the
Edinburgh and Leith Gas Corporation to the new
gas works, Granton, on Friday, to see tlw pro-
gress of the works. Mr. Herring, engineer,
gave explanations of the uses to which the
various buildings would be put. The buildings
near the seashore, where the residuals will be
treated, are all but finished, and steam-engines.
stills, and other apparatus for the treatment of
the ammoniacal liquor are all in their places and
ready to be started. This part of the gasworks
has been specially built to comply with the require-

ments of the Alkali Acts. Another section of

the work well advanced is the gigantic circular

pit for the reception of the gas-holder. This
huge excavation and construction, which is 252ft.

in diameter by oSft. deep is all but finished. Its

sides are lined with brick, behind which is a wall

of clay loin, in thickness. The floor has also

been treated in a similar manner, though the clay

there has been covered with a thick layer of

concrete. The tank is thus quite water-tight.

The erection of the gas-holder will be immediately
commenced. The uprights and plates are already

on the ground. The holder will be telescopic in

form, in four lifts, and when inflated will rise

above the top edge of the tank 153ft. , and will

have a storage capacity of 6 i million cubic feet of

gas. This is about equal in capacity to all the

other holders in Edinburgh and Leith put
together. It is expected to be finished about the

end of September. The gas will be drawn aloDg
the pipes from Edinburgh to Granton by suction-

fans, which, acting reversely, will send it back
again as required by the city. There are to be
six gaa-holders of the same size at Granton,
which will give a storage capacity of about 400
million cubic feet. A visit was also made to the

retort-house and coal-store. Of the first of the

retort-houses the walls of brick have been built,

and the floor of solid concrete has been laid,

while the iron girder roof is in position and some
progress made in the covering of it in. This
building is 386ft. long by 100ft. span, and in it

win be placed nine retorts with 504 furnaces.

The coal-shed, which is separated from the

retort-house by a double line of rails, is of brick,

with iron roof 500ft. long by 100ft. wide. It

wiU store a reserve of about 18,000 tons of coal,

and there will be also bins outside for coals not
easily affected by wet. On the west side of the

coal-store the retort-house just described will ^e
duplicated.

The partnership hitherto subsisting between P. M.
Faraday and H. J. Rodgers, architects. Chancery

-

lane, W.C, under the style of Michael Faraiay
and Rodgers, has been dissolved.

The name of Mr. Tom Winteringham, timber
merchant, had been placed on the Commission of

the Peace for Grimsby, but Mr. Winteringham has
intimated to the Lord Chancellor that he declines

to accept the honour.

At Blackpool, on Monday, Mr. A P. Trotter held

an inquiry with reference to the application of the

council for the sanction of the Board of Trade to

the borrowing of over £S2,000 for the construction

and electrical equipment of new tramways round
the disbiot of Marton. The tramways cover about
two miles, and are expected to be ready for the
Blackpool season.

Messrs. Richardson, Westgarth, and Co. have
decided to make considerable improvements and
extensions at their engine works, Hartlepool. Plans
have been approved for taking in almost the whole
of the vacant land between Sea Terrace, Middleton,

and the high-water line, and it was stated that plans

are also in course of preparation for the erection of

new offices, the cost of which will be about £10,000.

A tramway is to be constructed to connect the main
portion of the works with the new extension.

A central home for children is about to bs built

in Street-lane, Moortown, for the Leeds Board of

Guardians. It will be built of red bricks and tiles,

and will accommodate 45 children at a cost for

erection of £7,500. Mr. Percy Robinson, of Leeds,

is the architect, and Mr. J. T. Wright the chief

contractor. The foundation-stone was formally

laid on Friday last.

A dwelling-house on Fifth-avenue, New York,
less than 2Sft. wide, was recently sold for nearly

300,000dol. The high price that it brought is

attributed to its being, as nearly as possible, fire-

proof, its construction being practically tte same as

that of a modem office building.
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Baxchorv, Middleside.—A sanatorium to be
known as Nordrach-on-Dee has teen built at

Banchory for tbe purpose of carrying out the

open-air treatment of consumption and other

forms of tuberculous and lung disease. This is

the first establishment in Scotland specially de-

signed and erected on a specially-selected locality

for carrying out the Nordrach treatment. It has

been erected at a coat of over £600 per bed. The
grounds extend to about 25 acres, and the lengths
of the walks are graded according to the strength

of the patient. Shelters are erected here and
there among the trees, some of them being on
the revolving principle. A winter garden is to

be provided in the verandah that connects the

sanatorium with the dining-room. The sana-

torium has accommodation for 40 patients. The
building, which was designed by Mr. fteorge

Coutts, architect, Aberdeen, after a visit to

Germany with Pr. Liwson, has ccst about

£21,000, including the purchase price of the site.

RocuD.VLE.—The school buildings which have
been erected at Heybrook, by the Kochdale School
Board, were opened on Saturday. The schools

have been built at a cost of £18,000. They are

in three departmenf.s, and accommodation is pro-

vided for 1,120 scholars, divided as follows:—
Infants, 260 ; junior mixed scholars, 300 ; and
senior mixed scholars, 560. The buildings are of

two stories, with a frontage of lOoffc. to Park-
road. The length of the buildings in the rear is

215ft. The infants' and junior mixed depart-

ments are on the ground floor, the senior scholars

occupying the whole of the vipper portion of the

school. A special feature is that the upper rooms
are reached, in place of the usual staircases, by
inclined ways, having a gradient of one in eight.

A central hall is provided for each of the depart-

ments on the ground floor, with classrooms.

Above there is one large central hall, with class-

rooms on three sides. Provision is made for the

teaching of cookery and drawing in special apart-

ments. Electric light is employed throughout.
Facilities are provided for increasing the accom-
modation so that 110 additional scholars may be
taken in. The plans have been prepared by Mr.
T. Townend, and the principal contrdctors are

Messrs. W. A. Peters and Sons, all of Rochdale.

SorTH.iMPTox.—The Central District Board
Schools at Southampton were formally reopened
the other day. The schools have undergone
extensive alterations and additions. The school

originally for boys and girls was a two-story
building accommodating 598 children, and the

infants' school was a one-story building accom-
modating 300, or a total of 898. In order to

avoid buying a site for another school to cope
with the increased accommodation required, a

daring and somewhat novel proposition was
agreed to, that the roofs of the buildings should
be raised, and the necessary accommodation pro-

vided in that way. The boys' and girls' school

had an additional story put on, making it a

three-story building, and the infants' school had
an additional two stories put on, thus making
that a three-story building, and the two buildings
coupled together, making it one huge building,
the infants being on the ground floor, the girls

on the first floor, and the boys on the top floor.

The roofs were lifted bodily, and the work
carried up to them. The area of the boys' and
girls' school roof was 3,900ft., and the infants'

school 2,300 t. The increased accommodation
given is for 759 children, or a total cow the
building is complete of 1,657. The total cost of

the additions, including furniture and contin-
gencies, is £11,352. The work was very success-
fully carried out without the slightest mishaji to

the huge roofs. The architect was Mr. .John II.

Blizard, F.S.I. (Lemon and Blizard), and his

clerk of works Mr. S. .lurd. The builders were
Messrs. H. Stevens and Co., of Southampton.

Thornton IIe.vtii.—The Eodesbourne-road
Schools, Thornton Heath, erected for the Croydon
School Boari, were recently opened. The
present accommodation is for 1,200 children in

three departments, and future extensions are
provided for. The infants' school is a one-story
building, and comprises a central hall, 69ft. by
25ft., seven classrooms, and teachers' -room. The
boys' and girls' school is a two-story building,
the boys on the ground floor and girls above.
Each department comprises a central hall, 79ft.

by 30ft., with a class for 6fty at each end, and

five classrooms for sixty each, two cap-rooms, a

teachers'-room, store, and two entrances; and
the upper floor is approached by two staircases.

The upper floor is constructed of steel girders

and concrete, thus being fire and sound resisting,

and this treatment permits of solid wood floors,

formed with Ijin. pitch-pine blocks, being used

throughout all the schools. The external walk
are built hollow, 16in. thick, faced externally

with red Leicestershire bricks and Derbyshire

stone dressings, the roofs being covered with

red Staffordshire tiles. Internally the walls are

lined dado high with golden-brswn glazed bricks,

and the upper part rendered in cement, and

coloureil with a washable distemper. The wood-

work is of yellow deal stained and varnished.

Instead of the usual type of lavatory basin in the

cap-rooms, a marble lavatory trough of special

design is provided. Incandescent gas lighting is

provided by a special form of burner introduced

by Messrs. Wm. Sugg and Co., of Westminster.

The heating is by low-pressure steam, working

at about 221b. pressure, and is generated from

two boilers in a basement under the large school.

The builders' contract amounts to £15,534, or

about £13 per head. Mr. H. Carter Pegg,
A.R.I.B.A., Thornton Heath, is the architect.

Messrs. Wm. Smith and Son, of Broad Green,

Croydon, are the builders, and Mr. T. W.
Tester has acted as clerk of works. Under a

separate contract, amounting to £732, the Bennet

Furnishing Company, of London, have supplied

all the furniture, which is executed in ( )rham

Canadian hardwood.

OOMPETITIONS.
SriRLiNti.—The public library committee met

on Thursday evening in last week to adjudicate

upon the competitive plans for the library build-

ing. After hearing the report of Mr. G.

Washington Browne, Edinburgh, the assessor,

in regard to the same, the plan sent in by Mr.

II. Ramsay Taylor, of Jlessrs. Leesels and

Taylor, architects, 7.\, Young-street, Edinburgh,

was awarded first place. Premiums of 30 guineas

and 20 guineas respectively were awarded to the

next in order of merit—Mr. .lohn Allan and

Messrs. JlacLuckie and Walker, Stirling. Mr.

Hew Morrison, librarian, Edinburgh, has approved

of the plan selected, and it is estimated that the

work will be carried out for £6,000, the amount

of Mr. Carnegie's gift.

CHIPS.

A Urge clock has just been erected upon the

church tower, Bishopstow, Wiltshire, which strikes

the hours and shows time on a large dial facing

west. It has been made to Lord Grimthorpe'a

designs by Messrs. John Smith and Sons, Midland
Clockworks, Darby. The same firm are making a

large clock for St. Michael's Churob, Bournemouth.

A technical school for girls is in course of erection

at Eidbrook, near Shrewsbury, at a cost for site

and buildings of £9,000. The buildings are faced

with terracotta with stone dressings, and occupy a
site of nearly 10 acres of land. The architects are

Messrs. Dilgleishand Dickens Lewis, and he con-

tractors the executors of the Ute Mr. J. Gathin, of

Shrewsbury.

A Local Government Board inquiry wai held on
Tuesday at the Town Hall, Yarmouth, before Mr.
E. P. Bard, with reference to the provisional order

the corporation is promoting, under which powers
are sought to expend £20 000 in the reconstruction,

maintenance, and regulation of Wellington Pier.

There was a slight increase in the amount of

business transacted at the Tokenhouse-yard Auction

Mart during last week, though some heavy deal-

ings in gas stock were again responsible for the

bulk of the total realisations, which amounted to

£58,185. A large number of small leasehold

properties in Eist-end districts found ready pur-

chase rs, but the prices obtained were not above the

average.

Mr. James Ellis, who represented the Bosworth
Division of L'icestershire in the Liberal interest

from 1885 to 1892, died at Leicester on Sunday, aged
71 years. Ha was a well-known member of the

Society of Friends, and was the head of a large firm

of quarry proprietors.

Major Dfuit, R.E , of the Board of Trade, in-

spected the new electric tramway line running from
Wigan to Martland Mill Bridge, on Saturday. He
was accompanied by the borough engineer (Mr.

W. Bolton), the electrical engineer (Mr. H. C.

Bishop), and members of the corporation. The line

in question, which has cost about £14.000, is only

part of the electrical scheme in contemplation. The
money to be expended on the whole will be £ 150,000,

and practically all out districts will be served with

the tramways.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held at

Bournemouth, on Wednesday and Thursday in last

week, by Mr. Herbert C. Law, M.I. C.E., with respect

to the proposals made hy the Bournemouth County
Borough to alter its area so as to include the urban
districts of Pokesdown and Winton, the parish of

Sonthboume, and part of the parish of Holdenhurst.

Evidence was heard on Wednesday, Thursday,
and Friday in last week at the Wmdsor Hotel,

Glasgow, in an arbitration with reference to the

claim of £7,457 made by the Glasgow Iron and
Steel Company as compensation for about seven

acres of land acquired by the corporation to enable

the North British Railway Company to lay sidings

into the Provan Gas Works. Mr. Frank Burnet,

architect, is arbiter for the claimants, and Mr.
James Davidson, Corstorphine, for the corporation,

while Sberiff Balfour is oversman.

PROFESSIONAI. AND IRADB
SOOIETIES.

EdINBVUGH AeCIIITECTIUAL AsSOCI-iTION.—At

the last meeting of this association Professor

Baldwin Brown lectured on '
' Colour in .Archi-

tecture." Colour could not, he said, be regarded

as essential to architectural effect, though to

certain forms of architecture it might add con-

siderable aesthetic charm. Architecture was an

art of form, and could express itself, as in the

Craigleith stone ' structures of Edinburgh, the

exteriors of Wren, or the interior of St. Front at

Pcrigneux in France, without any aid from orna-

ment or colour. A monumental building in stone,

in which the outward aspect expressed the struc-

ture, and the surface texture was an index to the

excellence of the material, was, after all, the

highest achievement of the art. If the material

of the fabric was in itself of a fine hue, this

solved the question of colour in the most satis-

factory manner ; but an architect would think first

of the quality of the building material and not of

its tint, and so the principle was maintained.

This could be held established in spite of the very

numerous and beautiful buildings of all ages and

climes, which depended largely for their effect on

added colour. As a rule they were not of the

most monumental materials, but exhibited veneers

of marble or plaster over rubble or brick. In the

case of these materials, as also of wood and iron,

colour was a natural finish, and the most should

be made of it. Plaster, as the most widely used

of these secondary materials, needed special con-

sideration. The highest form of its polychromy

was the mural picture. The lecturer discussed

the conditions of mural painting and its prospects

in modern days, and the necessity for success of

the co-operation of various artists skilled in

different kinds of work was insisted on. It was

a matter that concerned associations ^of master

painters just as much as Royal Academies. The

architect must, after all, be the presiding genius

of the work. Especially would he have to see

that where there was a colour effect in his own

materials the decorative scheme of the paintings

should correspond thereto. He had also, what

was more important, to mark out the places

where decoration in colovir was to come. A vote

of thanks was conveyed by the president (Mr.

Henry F. Kerr) to Professor Baldwin Brown for

his address.
1 ^ I

On Fiiday the body of James Handsoombe,

builder, of B'shop's Stortford, was found in the

river Stort at that town. The morning was very

foggy, and it is presumed that he walked into the

water.

The Parliamentary Committee of the Liver^oj

Corporation advise strenuous opposition to the BUI

about to be promoted for the construction ol the

Liverpool and Manchester lightning express.

As a memorial to the late Mr. W. H. Smith, the

Hon. W. F. D. Smith, M.P., has erected and

furnished a hospital at Moretonhampstead, in

Devonshire. It will be opened by Lidy Either

Smith to-morrow (Siturday).

The National Association of American Master

House Painters and Dacorators will hold Us

seventeenth annual convention in Buffilo, N."i.,

in February next, beginning on Monday, the 18th,

and closing on Siturday, the 23rd. In connection

with the convention will be held an exhibition of

sketches, models, and photographs of decorative

work, which is to be open to the public.

The City Court of Common Council have in-

structed their sanitary committee to report as to the

most suitable site at the City of London Cameteiy

at Ilford for the erection of a crematorium, and to

submit for approval plans and estimates of the

proposed buildings.

J I
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lav.itory and bath accommodation in a detached
wing ; large kitchen, \c., and servants' apart-
ments, and it will be heated throughout with hot
air and lighted by electric light. The building
is of brick, faced with Ruabon brick and buff
terracotta. Messrs. II. and J. Martin, of
Dublin and I'.elfast, are the contractors. The
whole is from the design and under the super-
intendence of Mr. Albert E, Murray, A.R II. A.,
F.R.I.B.A., architect, 37, Dawson-street, Dublin.

WALSOKEX ClllllCIt INTERIOR.

(Fou description see page 120.)

GL.ISOOW ROV.\L IXFIKM-^UY.

i-^x the 1 Ith inst. we published some views and
plan of the design placed second by Dr. Kowand
.\nderson, the architectural referee in this com-
petition, and to day we give a detail of the
Queen's Jubilee Block from the same designs,
which was submitted by Mr. A.. Hessell Tiltman,
F.R.I.J5.A., whose description of his scheme
appeared with our previous illustrations.

ILLUSTRATIONS.
afATION'AL H8D.\L nESIO.V FOR A COCJTTaY HOUSE.—KINO

JOHX'9 CIIAUDtBS, .VOTTISOHAM.—.VEW XDB.Sgs' HOMF,

I'CBtlS. — WALSOKRK CHURCH.—GLA.^GOW ROrAL IS-

>-IRMART.—AESOLu's MANSION.—A MANTEL IN BROAD-

WAV, N.V.—" WAITT PLACB," BARNSTAfLE, MASS.—

A

TAOE OF CHAIBS.

€>ur Illustratiotts.

SATION-AL VEDAI, DESIGN FOR AX AUERIC-IX
COrXTRY HOUSE.

The whole of the walls of this building are
designed to be of rough-cast, with stone
Kiressings for windows, chimneys, ire. The
tops of chimneys to have five courses of
thin sand - faced bricks. The roofs to be
covered with red tiles with red ridge. All
ironwork and woodwork to be painted in green
tints. The ground floor windows to have iron
casements and frames. All first and second floor
windows to have wood frames and iron casements.
A^'indows of chief rooms to be glazed with
stained leaded glass in conventional forms. All
other windows with plain square lead glazing.
The central living-room hall, with main staircase
from same to upper fljor, furnishes the key to the
arrangement of the interior. A portion to be
ceiled at first-floor ceiling level, while remainder
of hall forms an arcaded banding and music
gallery overlooking the main hall. Opening out
of this hall are drawing and dining rooms and
owner's den. The two former are to have high
panelled dadoes with deep painted frieze over,
while private room is to be fitted with oak fittings
of simple character, and with plain oak-boarded
dado and paintei frieze and open-timber ceiling.
All the above rooms to have open fireplaces and
ingles, as shown. Mr. Reginald T. Longden, of
Burslem, is the author of the design, which, we
understand, is to be carried out for a gentleman
in America.

KIXO JOHX'S CHAMBERS, BRIDLESMITH GATE,
XOTTIXGHAM.

These buildings were built for Messrs. Mellors,
Basden, and Mellors, chartered accountants, whose
offices occupy the whole of the main front over
the shops. A passage 8ft. wide, faced with white
glazed bricks runs back the full extent of the
buildings, with suites of offices and warehouses
arranged on both sides. Mr. John Howitt,
F.R.I.B.A., Bentinck-buildings, Wheeler Gate,
T^ottingham, was the architect.

THE ROY.AL CITY OF DVItLIX XfRSIXG HOME.
This is being erected in St. Mary's-road, the
recreation ground of the Royal City of Dublin
Hospital, Dublia. It will be remembered that
the foundation stone of this home was laid on
April 9, 1900, by H.R.H. Princess Christian of
Schleswig-Holstein. It will accommodate thirty
nurses, each having, not a cubicle, but a separate
room and window. Partitions between the rooms
are fotmedby the wardrobes and toilet arrange-
ments, besides sleeping accommodation. There
is on ground floor a large hall, an office, separate
bedroom and sitting-room for matron, and a
dinmg-room and large recreation-room for the
nurses. Rooms are approached from a central
well staircase, which is fireproof. There is good

ARNOLD S MAXSION, FAIRMOUXT PARK,
I'HILAllELPHIA.

This typical example of Colonial Georgian work
was erected in 1761, and about twenty years later

belonged to Benedict Arnold, from whose name
the house obtains its title. AVe give a view of
the central entrance. The columns and pediment
are of wood. The quoins are in brick, and the
wall space is finished in stucco on stone walling.
The roof at present is covered with modern tin.

The house has a central hall running through
from front to back, the staircase hall coming to
the left-hand of the front entrance, and a parlour
behind, (jn the right of the hall or central
gallery there is one big room, and on the first

floor are three bedrooms. Flanking the main
block were two pavilions at a lower level, with
high dormers and curved-shaped roof (square on
plan), and consisting of two floors. The accom-
panying sketch of the entrance to the house
proper given to-day is from the pen of Mr.
Frank A. Hays. Measured drawings were
made by Mr. Charles L. Hillman, and were
published in a very useful and admirably pro-
duced folio under the title of the " Georgian
Period," by the proprietors of the American
Architect aiii E'lilding News, whose publishing
office is 211, Tremont-street, Boston, U.S A.
The publication is to be completed in twelve parts,
and the first six are now before us. The second
reproduction which we have made to indicate the
style of work and draughtsmanship adopted is of
a sheet by Mr. Frank E. Wallis representing a
quaint old fireplace from Waitt-place at Barn-
stable, Mass., dated 1717. The upper portion of
the drawing shows a chimney-piece in Messrs.
Lamb and Riche's oSice, Broadway, Xew York,
and found in a .junk shop, N.Y. city. Xo
further information as to its origin has been
forthcoming. The plates are larger, of course,
than our reduced copies, and they cover a great
variety of subjects, many of which are very
original and suggestive, designed in a style
which has once more become very popular with
several architects. The classification of the
specimens brought together would take a long
time, and there is no particular order adopted in
the folios. We cannot attempt to do more than
give a general idea of their contents. Mr. D. A.
Gregg and Mr. E. Eldon Daan, both at one time
resident in London, are among the contributors.
The plates are accompanied by articles on colonial
work in the Genesse Valley, at Sackett's Har-
bour, the Mappa House, Trenton. N.Y., Old
Philadelphia Churches, Old Colonial Work in \\t-
ginia and Maryland, and Some Houses of the
Washington Family. These papers are copiously
illustrated by block illustrations in the letter-
press from photographs and sketches. Many of
these old buildings are wonderfully English in
character, displaying as they do the last remnant
of vernacular British architecture. The chimney-
pieces particularly exhibit the style of the Adelphi
Adam Bros ; though some of the examples are
perhaps more free than most of the work of that
date to be seen in this country. Many of the
typical porches might have come from some of
our own historic towns, though there are, of
course, some such, as the .Shirley Mansion on the
James River, Va., which look very unlike Eng-
lish originals. Shirley, inside, however, follows
very closely the details of home work, in the
parlours particularly. Formal gardens are to be
noted, as at Mount Vernon, V., where there were
a whole range of subsidiary buildings set in a row

in front of the mansion. The pulpits and other
fittings of meeting-houses which will interest
many who favour the Renaissance in its latest
mode—such, for example, as King's Chapel,
Boston, and the Seventh-Day Baptist meeting-
place at Newport. In the historic shingle
houses, good old Koglish and Dutch furniture is

still to be 8' en, while work of a richer type is

represented by a grand piano made in Xew York
in 177-5, and some drawing-room cabinets. There
are also a series of wood cornices and structural
detiils, elevations of rooms and sections. The
Philipre Manor House, Yonkers, X. V., furnishes
some specially good and refined designs, except-
ing the Guest Chamber, which is doubtful in
taste. The old State House, Boston, looks like a
street front from Holland. The City Hall, Xew
York, and the Pennsylvania Hospital, Phila-
delphia, are among the larger and more important
examples. We think we have indicated suffi-

ciently how inclusive these folios are. Nothing
that care can do has been spared to make the
drawings useful and thoroughly practical for the
use of the decorator and architect.

A PAGE OF CHAIRS.

These drawings of historic Chairs formed part of
the series for which Mr. William L. Whelan, of
Dublin, won a Xational Silver Jledal at South
Kensington last year. We shall give some more
reproductions of the same set of studies, which
cannot fail to be of interest to our subscribers.
The French Armchair of the middle of the 16th
century, shown to the left hand of our plate, is

panelled and carved, with a shield and crest on
the back. ()a the stiles of the framing the leaf

carvings are typical of its period, and the
rusticated jointings in imitation of masonry are
not unusual. The seat lifts up, and forms a
locker or box, the front being panelled in flush
with the forelegs. In the right-hand comer of
our plate is a drawing of a French Armchair in
oak. of 17th-century make, with twisted and
'oaluster bars. The example is exceedingly quaint
in its design, with an uncommon arragement of
legs and an oddly-shaped seat. In height the
chair is more like a modern music-stool, while
the back is low in proportion. The original,

which is most effective, is now at South
Kensington, and belonged to the famous
Payne Collection, of which we gave a notice
in the Building News for July 19, 1S95.
The Portuguese Chair, with the high leather-

covered and arched-top back, consists of a simple
frame. The large nail-heads are enriched with
arabesques stamped by a sharp die, and add much
to the national character of the leather- work.
The Venetian Twisted -legged Chair, dated about
1600, has a back and seat covered with appliqu'-

embroidery. The twists are reversed on the bars,

which have a collar in their middle. The carved
Venetian Chair of contemporary date to the last

is made up of two sculptured planks with a poly-
gonal seat. The shaped carved pediment which
surmounts the back is characteristic, and ha.s

perforated scroll-work below flanked by figures

raking inwards towards the seat. Winged
females support a cartouche on the front, the
outline of the chair being somewhat over-
decorated. The French Armchair of Louis XV.
period is typical, and no series of historic chairs
would be complete without an example of this

kind. The same remark equally applies to the
Shield-shaped Chair with cushioned arms and
ribbed upholstery. It belongs to the Dublin
Museum, and is of Louis Seize date. Figured
sizes accompany some of these sketches, and will

be found useful. The Curule-shaped Venetian
Chair of about A d. 1,500 is inlaid with darker
wood, and has ivory and white-metal inlay in

the style of Bombay work. It is now at Dublin,
and exhibits the revival of the art of inlay-work
from Venice.

The city council of Truro have adopted plans by
their city surveyor for remodelling and draining
the cattle market at an estimated coat of £5,000.

A Bill will be promoted next session for the pur-
pose of obtaining powers to construG^. a railway
under the Solent, ani thus give land commuaica-
tion between the mainland and the Isle of Wight.
It is proposed to commence the line at Sway,
Hampshire, by a junction with the Lymington
branch of the London and South-Wastern Riil-
way, and to terminate it by a junction with the
Freshwater. Ydrmouth, and Newport K lilway in

the Isle of Wight. Toe line will be worked entirely

by electrical power. The capital of the company is

to be £600,000.
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NOTICE.
The Editorial, Advertisement, and Publishing OflBces

of theBriLDiNO News and ExaiNEEBixa Joibxal, are
Bt-

CLEMENT'S HOUSE,
CLEMENT'S INN PASSAGE, STRAND,

LONDON, W.O.,

where all communicationa should be addressed.

Telegraphic Address ;
—' Timeaerver," London."

Telephone Xo. 1633 Holbom.

Clement's Inn Passage is the turning west of the Law
CourtB, opposite St. Clement Danes Church, ani our new
offices can he reached in a few seconds from the Strand.
They will be found on the right-hand side of the way,
next door to the Vestry Hall.

TO OOBBESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of
our correspondents. All communications should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimanta opon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It \b particularly requested that all drawings and all

oommnmcations resx>ecting illustrations or literary matter
hotild be addressed to the EDITOB of the Buildiso
Nbwb, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,
W.C., and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
is not unfrequently otherwise caused. All drawings and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
Uie Kditor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,
unsought contributions.

Cheqnee and Foet-offlce Orders to be made payable to
The Sthajtd Nkwspapke Company, Lihitsd.

NOTICE.
Boimd copies of Vol. T.XXVIII. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 123. each, by post
128. lOd.), as only a limited number are done up. A
lew bound volumes of Vols. XXXXX., XLI., XLVI.,
TT.TX,

^ LI., LHt., LXn.. LXm.. LXV., LXVI.,
Lxvn., Lxvm., lxxs., lxxi., ijcxn.,
LXXm., LXXIV., LXXV., LXXVl., and LXXVII.
may still be obtained at the same price ; all the other
t>ound Tolmnes are out of print. Most of the back
numbers of former volumes are, however, to be had
singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers to
complete volume just ended should order at once, aa
many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the Bdildiso News'
price 2 4., post free 2s. 4d.. can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn-passage. Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom ; for Cuiada, Nova Scotia, and the
United States, £1 6s. Od. (orSdols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium, £1 68. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
C&pe, the West Indies, or Natal. £1 68. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
Wie diarge for Competition and Contract Advertise-

mente, Pnbuo Companies, and all official advertisements
b Is. per line of Eight words, the first line counting as
two, the minimum charge being 5s. for four lines.

^e charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and MiscellaneouB
and Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertise-

ments) is 6d. per line of Eight words (the first line

counting aa two), the minimum charge being 4s. 6d. for
40 words. Special terms for aeries of more than six
fnsotimB oan be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

FrtHit-page Advertisements 28. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per Line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertasembnt inserted for less than 5s.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
ofilce not later than 8 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertiaements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
inaertion.

Situations.

Bie charge for advertisements for " Situations Vacant

"

0» " Situations Wanted " ia Onk Shilling roa Twentt-
Fowa, WoaoB, and Sixpence for every eight words tJter.
All Situation Advertisements must be prepaid.

Received.—B. G. and Son.—D. F. M.—W. J. and Co.—
F. W.-D. E. (Bristol)-R M.

T. E. Kniohtley.—Hardly worth while disturbing the
ignorance of the Master of the Cordwainers' Company,
is it T You nv'st allow something for " Chinese
antiquity," you know 1

Contsponbcttct

COLLATING THE " BUILDIiVG NEWS."
To the Editor 0/ the Buildino News.

Sm,—At this time there must be many eut-

scribers to your paper who are vaguely wondering
what they shall do with their Biildinc News
for the past year—possibly for several past years.

To let the papers accumulate is wasteful and un-
enterprising. To bind each year's issue in one or

two volumes is costly, and shelves are soon filled

with unwieldy volumes that are not ideally con-
venient for reference. An altermtive device,

with all its imperfections and limitations, may
interest your readers.

The discourses, descriptions, and other articles

in your columns contain material of the utmost
value, and my scheme, alas ! does comparatively
little for their preservation. But pictures speak

for themselves, if they can easily be seen. When
a year is finished I look through the entire issue,

and put together all illustrations that seem likely

to be of interest to myself. These I sort into

classes, and place in boxes with others of like

nature. The boxes arejof cardboard, quite cheap,

fairly dustproof, large enough to hold the double
page extended, and vary from 2in. to 3in. in

depth. They are boldly labelled to indicate the

contents, and this is my present classification :
—

Churches, Houses, Municipal, Theatres, Educa-
tional (colleges, schools, libraries, galleries)

;

Sanitary (hospitals, asylums, baths, homes,
dwellings); Ancient Buildings (British); Ancient
Buildings (Italian) ; Ancient Buildings (foreign,

Italian excepted) ; Decoration and Furniture ;

Pictures, Miscellaneous.

Should I wish to study recent designs for

schools, baths, civic buildings, churches or houses
of any class, here is a valuable bodyof information
in the handiest form. Each plate, being loose,

can be removed and examined separately, and
has yet a definite home for return. You
sometimes publish large plates in many folds,

that are a misery if bound up, but which give no
trouble when taken from a box. A few years of

your paper dealt with in this way supplies a host

of exquisite illustrations—geometric and pictorial

—of the most typical buildings of past ages,

useful for many purposes, and not to architects

alone. Also delightful reproductions of famous
pictures, most interesting for the study of

pictorial art and costume. The classification

suggested is arbitrary ; but almost any plate falls

without question into one or other of these

classes. Of course, subdivision may in time
become necessary. And here is another advan-
tage of boxes over books. The classification may
be recast, or inferior examples may be weeded
out, and space be thus left for better plates

within the same bulk, that will gradually raise

the general excellence of the collection. By the

use of classified boxes, the illustrations from
various papers may be mingled in one category,

and the accidental loss of a single plate does not

cause the annoyance that results when binding is

intended.

lastly, the destruction of the letterpress need
not be absolute. It is easy to tear out pages

containing matter of special interest to the col-

lector, pin them together in sequence, and place

them in the particular box to which they are by
subject related. These fragments are not beauti-

ful, but may increase the value of the collection

for purposes of study.

Perhaps some other subscribers may try this

scheme, and improve upon it.—I am., &o.,

Leicester, Jan., 1901. A. H. P.\get.

ANCIENT LIGHTS : JOINT REPORT
R.I.B.A. AND SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION.

Sir,—The report of the joint committee which
appears in your last issue is interesting reading,

and shows that the members of the committee
have dealt with the matter in a very fair and
practical way. Slay their efforts not be in vain !

There is one point of special interest to architects

in the provinces. I refer to clause 3, which
intends to give power only to county and
borough surveyors to certify the correctness of

drawings showing buildings about to be taken

down. There are very important towns and
districts governed by "urban district councils."

With some few exceptions, the surveyors to such

urban district councils are professional surveyors

equally capable and qualified to attest the draw-
ings with the county and borough surveyors, and
in very many cases it would be far more con-

venient to the parties primarily interested to

employ them—to say nothing of the question of

expense.—I am, &o.,

G. A. Hlmphkevs, Architect.

Mostyn Estate Office, Llandudno.

A CORRECTION AND AN OMISSION.

Sir,—I am glad to have the slip pointed out to

me. I was certainly under the impression that

the screen was restored from the designs of Sir

G. Scott, and, indeed, in some of the references

I have consulted, I am almost certain I alighted

upon the information as I gave it. My notes,

however, upon which I based my article, date

from 1895, and I have not visited St. Alban's for

OAer three years, as I am disgusted with the self-

assertive restorations at the Abbey and the utter

vulgarisation of St. Peter's (H, at the end of that

broad road south of the watch-tower.

I will look through my notes again, and will

see that the mistake is corrected, as far as is in my
power, in the copies I have in stock.

I hope I may count upon the support of archi-

tects and antiquarians, especially in the towns in

or near which the abbeys in thebook are situated.

1 am, &C., JoH>f A. IvANOOLI'H.

12s, Alexandra-road, Wimbledon, S.W.

BAPTIST CHURCH HOUSE.

Sir,—In your issue of last week Mr. Belcher's

name is incorrectly given as architect of the

Baptist Church House in Southampton-row. I

am the architect of the building, and my plans

for it are practically completed. At my sug-

gestion, Mr. Belcher's opinion was asked on some

points connected with the elevation upon which

the committee felt undecided, with the result that

my design has now been approved and adopted.

I shall be much obliged if you will insert this

correction.— I am, &c., Arthur Keen.

4, Raymond-buildings, Gray's Inn, Jan. 24.

Jtttettommtttttcattart.

QUESTIONS.

[11876] -Selenitic Cement, Concrete, &o.—

1

have heard that " Selenitic " cement is as strong as Port-

land cement as a matrix for concrete or mortar. If this

is correct, seeing that Selenitic costs about half as much as

Portland cement, why is it not more generally iised ?—
Matrix.

[11677.] -Stone for Window-SlUs.—I have speci-

fied Portland stone for the sUls of some windows. Is there

any other stone quite as hard or harder that would do as

well at less cost .' The name of ijuarry and cost would be

esteemed.—D. D.

[11678.]—"Water Supply.-Is it not better to have a

separate supply for drmking water than to use the

ordinary cistern supply, which is liable to pollution!

Will any correspondent give me information as to the

best way to obtain a pure water supply !—A. X.

[11679 1 — Church Heating. —Will any reader

kmdly advise me as to the best system of heating a church

of usual shape, with two side aisles, stone floor, capable of

seating BOO people ? What would be the probable cost ?

We have been recommended to try a hit-air apparatu3,

with channel 6ft. deep, across the wist end of church.

What do you think of it ! -D. D.

[lieso.l-Glazed Brioks.-Can anyone tell me the

material that is used for glazing bricks, and to get red,

white, and blue?—Beickdbst.

REPLIES.

[11667.]—Party-waU.-I think the sketch below will

overcome the difficulty. Excavate the reiuited depth,

ĵ iilj^f/rrr.,-

'r.'it^i,'<^J^\s^ _ ' Lrhir£.tc~^

and put in a few piers of concrete ; then, when set, fill in

the whole length. Excavate and flU in first, and let set.—
H. J. Gb.vtry.

[H670.]—Books. — "Notes on Building Ojnstruc-

tion," of Longmans and Co., 10*. 6i. for all except one,

whichiis 21s. ; or .J. P. Allen's " Building Manual." One
of the latest on modern house construction is by Sutcliffe.

of Blackie and Co., Will got up, five vols.-Eeoest's
Park.

( 1 1670. ] -Books —Carefully study all the four volumes
of the 8. and A. Department's " Buildinfr Construction."

a'so " Builders' Work," by Seddon. Try to get some
practicil experience on worlds and in an office.—H. L.

[11671.]-Stone or Brick Front.-It is impossible

to give any idea of this without knowing the nature of

the work and the locality. The only proper way is to

take out bjth designs and price out carefully.-H. L.

[1167-.'.]-Ri»ht of Light. — The old Ught is

abandoned by bsmg bricked up, and the upper bght will

not be an ancient light.—H. L.

(11673. j—Church Boof Timbers—After staining

the wood green, leave it simply as it is.—Haeev Hem~.

[11674. ]-Crushlng' Resistance of Terracotta.
-Terracotta piiis, if properly c )mtructed, will carry

more tbaa any brick pier.—H. LuvKLiRnva.

[1167,5.]—Materials.—An architect should be very

careful in varying the description of mito rials after the

contract is signed, and if I were a cli-nt and my architect

allowed "sea sand" to be used instead of "dear sharp

sand," I should want tj know the reason why.—H.
LCIVEORUVE.
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What is a " roBLic BirrLWNO " ?—Moses v.

Maksiand.—This appeal, heard on Wednesday and
Thursday of last week by Mr. Justice Bruce and
Mr. Justice PhiUimore from the decision of a metro-
politan magistrate making an order against the

appellant ordering him to comply with a notice

served on him by the respondent, Ellis Marsland,
M.S A., the district surveyor for Camberwell,
jequin'ng him to do certain things under the pro-
visions of (hat Act whilst carrying out certain

alterations for the managers of the Metropolitan
Asylums District at a building, No. 16, Elm-grove,
Feokbam. The facts were either proved or ad-
mitted. The managers of the Metropolitan Asylums
District prepared a scheme for purchasing vaiioua
dwelling-houses in different parts of London
adjacent to schools for the edacatien of children of
weak intellect or physically defective. The houses
were intended to be permanent homes for the
cbildzen. Xo. IG, Elra-grove, had been an ordinary
detached dwelling-house of two floors, with one
room and a basement below, and had been purchased
by the managers under the scheme ; and they had
instructed the appellant under the supervision of the
board's architect to alter tbe home to make it suit-
able for the accommodation of 12 to U children and
s matron, cook, and housemaid. The total cubical
capacity of the dwelling-house was under .50,000o.ft.
Before the appellant commenced work he served a
notice on the respondent giving him notice that he
was about to make alterations in the above dwell-
ing-house and convert it into a public building.
Thereupon the respondent served notices on the
appellant, making certain requirements with regard
to the staircase, the height of the rooms, 6cc. The
only question before the magistrate was whether
the building in the above circumstances was a
•"public building" within the London Building
Act, 1S\'4, sections 5 (27), fiS, and 70. The magistrate
held that the building was such a public building,
and made the order asked for by fine respondent.
Mr. Macmorran, for the appellant, contended that
the building in question was not within the defini-
tiOB in section .'i (27) of the L-ndon Building A",!,
1894. The section did not apply to a mere dwelling-
hoase, though placed under the auspices of a public
body. He cited " Josolyne v. Meescn." Mr. R. C.
Olen, for the respondent, contended that the build-
ing waa a "hospital" within the meaning of the
asction, because the children for which it was
intended were children suffering from physical
infirmity. The Court allowed the appeal. Mr.
Justice Bruce said that he was of opinion that the
building in question was not a public building
within section 5 (27) of the London Building Act,
IS94. He did not agree with Mr. Glen's contention
that the building waa a hospital. Nor was the
building within the section on the ground that it
was a building used for " any other public purpose."
The substance of the decision in "Josolyne
T. Meeson " was that the phrase " public purpose "
indicated, not a place in which the public had an
interest, but one where they could gain admission.
The building did not come within the term " home "
because it had not a cubical capacity of 250,000o.ft.
or Bleeping accommodation for 100 persons. The
magistrate, therefore, came to a wrong conclusion,
and the appeal must be allowed. Mr. Justice
Phillimore said that in his opinion the building was
not a hospital in the modem sense of a place for
treating physical ailments. He was of opinion that
the building in question did not fall within the
terms of the section, and that the magistrate's
decision was wrong.

HiOHWAY OK New Steket? — The Ueban
DiSTEicT CorotciL OK Leigh-on-Sea v. Kino —
Judgment waa given in thia appeal on Friday in theQueens Bench Court, by Mr. Justice Bruce and
Mr. Justice Pbillimore, from the decision of justices
of hisex dismisung an information preferred by the
surveyor of the Loigh Urban District Council, the
appeUanU, agamst Mr. E. S. King, the respondent
aettmg forth that the respondent on November 25
1S99, did, in pursuance of section 7 of the Private
Street Works Act, 1S92, eerve on the appellants
a written notice that the respondent objected to the
-proposals of the appellants in regard to levelling
pavmg, and making good Kectory-grove, on the
ground that the said street was, in whole or in part
a highway repairable by the inhabitants at large!
and the mformatiou further set forth that in con-
sequence of this notice the appellants were pre-
cluded from making up Rectory- grove until the
^id objection had been heard and determined by a
Court of Summary Jurisdiction in accordance with
section 6 of the said Act. The only question at
rsue before the justices was whether Eectory-giove
was, in whole or in part, a highway repairable by

. li^* *" *' ^"^^ within section S of the Act

?o . 1 »v
"^^^ evidence adduced showed that about

1S42 the road on the north tide of the rectory at
Leigh, now known as Rectory-grove, wassubsli-
tuted for an older highway which ran in front or to
the south of tbe rectory, and was known as Chess-
lane, buch substitution was made pursuant to a
resolution of the vestry in 1842. There was no
evidence of any repairs having been done to Rectory- '

grove by the then rector or any of his successors, or
the respondent. There was evidence of repairs on
one occasion to R'ictory-grove many vears back by
the surveyor of Leigh, and the Leigh Parish
Council, the immediate predecessors of the appsl-
lants, had repaired the footpath in Rectory-grove.
The justices found that Rectory-grove was a high-
way repairable by the inhabitants at large,
and for that reason dismissed the informa-
tion. Mr. Micmorran, <} C, for the appel-
lants, contended that no highway made after
March 20, 183G (the date of tbe coming into opera-
tion of the Highway Act, 1835), could be or become
a highway repairable by the inhabitants at large
until the steps mentioned in section 23 or section 84
of that Act had been taken, that Kectory-grove had
been shown to have been made tioce March 20,
1S3G, and that as there was no evidence of the steps
necessary under sections 23 or 84 of the Highway
Act, 183-3, having been taken, it could not now be a
highway repairable by the inhabitants at lartre. He
cited "Reg. v. Dunkenfield Towtisbip," " Eyre v.

New Forest Highway Board," " Reg. v. Inhabit-
ants of East Higboume," " Cubitt v. M'ixie," and
" Rishton v. Haslingden Corporation " (1S98). Mr.
M^ttinson, Q.C., for the respondent, said that all

highways were, pr'tmn facir, repairable by the in-
habitants at large, and that the road in question
was undoubtedly a highway. The burden of
proving, therefore, that the street was a street in-

tended to be made under section 23 of the Highway
Act, 1835, was upon the appellants. But even if

the street was a street made under section 23, there
was no evidence before the justices that the for-
malities thereby prescribed were not complied with.
Having regard to the lapse of time and the fact that
the street had been used by the public since 1842, it

ought to be presumed that these formalities had
been complied with. See "Phillips v. Halliday"
and "Williams v. Eyton." Section 23 of the
Highway Act, 1835, on'y applied to the case of a
road made by a person or body of persons and dedi
cated to tbe public, and did not apply to the case of
a person merely allowing the public to pass over
his land ("R^g. v. Thomas" and " Healey v.

Corporation of Batley"). The reason was that in

tbe first case the gift of the road involved the cer-
tainty of an expense to the public, and it was expe-
dient, therefore, that such a gift should only be
accepted upon certain condition^, whereas in the
second case the public would not be involved
in any expense. Mr. Macmorran, in reply, said
that the presumption that a highway was re-
pairable by the inhabitants at large was dis-

placed by showing that the road had come into
existence since 1S30. Therefore the burden of proof
was upon the respondent. Mr. Justice PhiUimore
gave judgment first, in the course of which he said
that he did not think that in every case where an
additional highway was laid out the conditions of
section 23 of the Highway Act (i and 6, Will. 4,

c. 50) must be fulfilled, although that was generally
the case. He thought the section only applied
when the road was " made by and at the expense
of any individual or private person, body politic or
corporate,' ' and it was clear that if the parish itself

through its surveyor made a road, it would not
come under this section, as the later provisions of
the section itself shower'. It was, however, more
probable that this highway was intended to be a
substituted one, to which sections 84 to 92 would
apply. If section 23 applied, a certificate by two
justices which ought to be enrolled at quarter
sessions was a necessary condition before the high-
way cauld become repairable by the inhabitants. But
he did not think that the actual enrolment was a
necessary condition. In his opinion there was evi-
dence to support the decision of the justices. He
was of opinion that judgment should be given for
the respondent. Mr. Justice Bruce agreed that
there was evidence to support the finding of the
justices. Appeal dismissed.

Leeds : AwAitn in the Quehec-steeet Arbitha-
TiON.—Mr. H. G. Harris (Messrs. Bramwell and
Harris, civil engineers. London), who sat as umpire
at tbe Leeds Town-hall in October last to assess the
value of certain property situate at the corner of
Wellington-street and Quebec-street, which had
been compulsorily acquired by the corporation from
the trustees of tbe late Mr. Frederick Jackeon and
of the late Mr. G. W. Bennett, has issued his award.
Mr. J. M. Fdwcett, of Leeds, was arbitrator for the
corporation, and Mr. Charles (iott, of Bradford,
acted in a similar capacity on behalf of the
claimants. Mr. John Hepper (Messrs. Hepper and
Sons, Eist-parade, Leeds), on behalf of the trus-
tees, submitted a valuation amounting to £40,997,
which wai adopted by Mr. Thomas Winn and Mr.
J. J. Mosley, Leeds. For the corporation, the
evidence of Mr. W. D. HoIIis (Messrs. HoUis and
Webb), of Leeds, who valued the property at
£18,355, waa supported by Mr. Charles Appleton
(Messrs. Oliver and Appleton), of Leeds. Mr.
Harris has awarded £27,131.

PoETOEELLO PEorEUTT Areiteatiok Cases —
The Government arbitrator, Mr. Hall Blyth, C.E.,
heard evidence on Friday and .Saturday in the
Council Chamber, Edinbnrgb, in regard to two

disputed cases of compensation under tbe Portohello
improvement scheme. One of the properties in
question belonged to Mr. Thomas Danbolm, con-
tractor, and is situated in Pipe-street. His claim
amounted to tG50, and the Corporation had offered
£360. The other case related to property in tbe
High-street, part of which was scheduled in
connection with the improvement scheme. The
claimants (the representatives of the late Mr. John
Paterson) demanded thattheCorporationshouId take,
in addition to the property scheduled, certain other
properties belonging to them in the immediate
vicinity. The claim amounted to C3,000, and the
Corporation had offered £1,200. Evidence was
taken first as to the Pipe-street property. Mr.
J, M. Thomson, architect for the proprietor, esti-

mated that fair compensation would be £S0O. He
was aware that the property was included in the
slum scheme, but that did not affect his valuation.
Mr. Smith, builder, Portobello, having also been
heard for the proprietor, Mr. T. F. Marwick. archi-
tect, was examined for the Corporation. He con-
sidered the proposed settlement a most ample one,
and if he had been advising Mr. Denholm he would
have recommended him to accept it. Mr. Smart,
house agent, Portobello, waa also heard, and the
case was closed. In the second case, Mr. W. M.
Ormiston, architect and valuator, for the claimants,
thought £2,G90 waa a fair valuation of the frontage
and background. Mr. Jamea Watherston, builder,
corroborated. At the hearing on Monday, a con-
sultation was held between the parties, as tbe
result of which the Eiinburgh Corporation agreed
to acquire the whole of the properties for the sum of
£2,250 phii £75 in name of expenses.

A Gebenfoed Arbitration Case.—At the Sur-
veyors' Institution, Westminster, on Monday, Mr.
G. A. Wilkinson sat as arbitrator to decide the
value of land which the New River Company have
acquired for the extension of their works. The
lands in question are the property of Bingley'a
trustees, and are situated atGreenford, near Ealing,
on the banks of the Brent. The claimants contended
that the land, being within ten miles of London,
should be considered as building land. The quantity
acquired for the construction of works was about
2i acres. Mr. E. Millard, surveyor, estimated the
value of the land at £200 an acre, a total of £132 lOs.,

or, with the usual 10 per cent, for compulsory sale,

at £475 10s. To this he added £50 for an aqueduct,
which is being constructed, and £2,034 10s. for the
severance involved by this and the consequential
damage to the estate, at the rate of £40 per acre.

Other items made up tbe total valuation to £2,710.
Mr. Daniel Watney, suiveyor, estimated the value
of the land at £300 per acre, and his total valuation
was £2,048. Mr. Charles Jones, surveyor of the
Ealing District Council, agreed with Mr. MiUard's
valuation. In his view the water company's
aqueduct would entail an extra cost of £300 in tbe
drainage works which would be required in develop-
ing the estate for building. For the company Mr.
Boyle contended that there was no building valae
attached to tbe lands. They had agreed to give
access seross the lands, and, therefore, there conid
be no claim for severance. The land was low-lying,
and before the cleansing of the river Brent by the
Middlesex County Council had been subject to
floods. He called Mr. E. Tewson, soryeyor, Mr.
E. Fuller, and Mr. Joshua Baker, whose valuation
was £384. The arbitrator reserved his decision.

Irish ArrEAL as to E>foiNEEB's Fees.—Reade
V. Kilkenny Cobporation.—(Supreme Court of
Judicature for Ireland, Court of Appeal, before the
Lord Chancellor of Ireland, Lord Justice Fitz-
gibbon. Lord Justice Walker, and Lord Justice
Holmes.)—This was an action brought by the
plaintiff to recover a sum of £1,319 from the
defendants while acting as engineer (or them in
the construction of waterworks in the city of Kil-
kenny. The action was tried before Mr. Justice
Boyd and a special jury in June last in Dublin, and
resulted in a verdict for £800 for the plaintiff, with
costs of tbe action, the defendants being awarded
the coats of several portions of tbe claim of the
plaintiff on which they succeeded. When the
matter came before the Taxing Master, the
defendants claimed under this ruling a very large
proportion of the general costs of tbe action.

Application waa then made by the plaintiff to Mr.
Juatice Boyd to vary his certificate and give effect

to hia real intention that the defendants ahould
only get nominal costs. Mr. Justice Boyd having
varied his certificate in November last, the defend-
ants appealed. The plaintiff contended that the
appeal was wrongly brought, and should have been
made in the first instance to the Queen's Bench
Division ; and also that the amending order of Mr.
Justice Boyd was a proper one, and was made with
full jurisdiction. After considerable argument the
Court unanimously allowed the appeal, with costs

;

but all the members of the Court intimated that the
proportion of costs to which the defendants were
entitled would be, in their opinion, very small.

Btjelsy-in-Whaefedale Wateewoeks. — The
arbitration in respect of the acquisition of Mrs.
Crofton's two reservoira and water-righta on
Burley Moor, near Ilkley, was concluded last
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week. The case is peculiar in its oamplications,

luid the methods of valuation adopted by the two
parties illustrate two totally different principles.

The claimants' engineers assumed that their client

was in the position of a vendor of water, with
power to sell in bulk to competing authorities, and
assessed the claim, which included manorial rights,

at over £11,000. On the other hand, the council's

engineers contended that there was no power to sell

or even divert the water ; but merely to impound it

up to, and no further than, the present capacity of

the reservoirs, which are encroachments on a
common, with rights gained by prescription only,
and to turn such water into the stream bed. They,
therefore, assessed the compensation for the reser-

voirs and water-rights on the basis of the rental
received and user at claimant's mill, amounting to
about £26 or £'23 yearly, arriving at a total sum of

£800or£900only. This they maintained was the true
principle, as laid down by the Lands Clauses Acts

—

namely, the value to the claimant at the time of
transfer. They also denied the existence of com-
petition even if there were power to sell water.
The umpire was Mr. T. T. Wainwrigbt, of Liver-
pool, and the arbitrators Messrs. T. Fenwick and
Geo. H. Crowther. The claimant's case was led by
Mr. H. Johnson, C.E., and the council's case by
their engineer, Mr. Malcolm Faterson, C.E.

CHIPS.
The town council of Romsey have voted their

borough surveyor, Mr. Jenvey, an increase of £20
a year in salary.

A well-known Melbourne builder recently re-

fused to have his name put on a foundation-stone
because as he was named as the " contractor " of
the building. Bather than have his name go down
to posterity as a "contractor," he preferred to re-

main " unwept, unhonoared, and unsung." He
had his own way, and is now definitely named on
the stone as the " builder."

The Rochdale Corporation have decided to en-
large their free library by the addition of a two-
story building facing Dane-street. The adopted
plans, estimated to cost £4,SCO in exocation, have
been prepared by Mr. Horsfall, of Todmorden,
from whose designs the existing building was
erected.

An adjudication in bankruptcy has been made in

the case of Sidney Muggeridge, of Clapham Fark-
load, S.W., architect and surveyor.

The opening ceremony of a new Welsh Baptist
Churchy took place on Sunday, at Johnstown,
Kuabon' being the first of the kind which has been
built in the place under the auspices of the Maelor
Valley Welsh Baptist Forward Movement. It has
seating accommodation for about 250 persons, and
has cost about £800.

The new workhouse, Llwynypia, is being venti-
lated by means of Shorland's patent exhaust roof
ventilators, the same being supolied by Messrs.
£. H. Shorland and Brother, of Manchester.

The date of the annual dinner of the Surveyors'
Institute has been altered from Wednesday, Feb. 13,

to Monday, March 4.

Kosherville Gardens have been sold by private
treaty, and a local journal states that the intention
of the purchaser is to keep them going as heretofore
as a pleasure resort for the public.

Mr. Charles Broun, borough surveyor, Airdrie,

has been appointed borough surveyor and sanitary
inspector for the borough of Hawick, at a salary
of £210 per annum.

Maior-General Samuel Compton Turner, RE.,
who died on December 31 last at Bombay, aged oS,

served with the Mahsood Wuzeeree expedition in

1831, and was director-general of military works in

India from 1899.

In aid of the scheme to secure an additional 43
acres to Brockwell Fark, Heme Hill, £63,350 out
of the £66,700 has been secured from various public
bodies and private donors by the local committee.
The provisional contract for the purchase was
signed some weeks ago, and an order has now been
made by the Chancery Division of the High Court
of Justice confirming it.

The Corporation of Southampton have raised the
salary of Mr. W. Matthews, their waterworks
engineer, from 1450 to £.500 per annum.

The Northamptonshire County Council have
adopted the report of a special committee recom-
mending them to build an inebriates' reformatory.
The proposal is to erect buildings to accommodate
100 inmates committed by the magistrates, and a
number of private patients. The estimated cost is

£20,000.

A stained-glasa window has just been placed in

St. Andrew's Chapel at Cinterbury Cithedral. The
donor is Dean Farrar, and the window is in memory
of Dean Stanley, who was formerly a Canon of
Ciknterbury Cithedral,

Our (DfRce €Mt
The Northampton County Council have had

before them the question of the condition of

the ijueen Eleanor Crosses in the county which
are to be found one at GeddiDgton,near Kettering,
and another just on the outskirts of Northampton.
Only three of the beautiful crosses which once
marked the series of halting-places during the
Royal funeral march of about 159 miles, when
the body of (iueen Eleanor, wife of Edward I.,

was borne in solemn state from the scene of her
death to Westminster Abbey, yet remain ; these

are the crosses of Northampton and Geddington in

Northamptonshire, and W^altham in Hertford-
shire. The march began on Dec. 4, 1290, the
last pause before entry into the great Abbey being
at the spot still named Charing Cross. These
crosses were erected to the glory of God and in

memory of (iueen Eleanor, between the year 1291
and 1294. The cross at Geddington is under the
care and protection of the Duke of Buccleuch,
the Lord of the Manor ; and has twice within the
last twenty years been repaired under the direc-

tion of the late Sir A. Blomfield. The cross at

Northampton has suffered from wanton injury
more than from the weather. The County Council
have no intention at present of restoring the
Northampton cross ; but if the mutilations con-
tinue, the Council intimate that they may have to

place a fence around it.

Messrs. Archibald Smith and Stevens write
from the Janus Works, Queen's-road, Battersea,
with reference to the recent fatal lift accident at

London Bridge Station:—" Lieutenant- Colonel
Yorke reports, in reference to this occurrence,
that ' probably the majority of lifts in use in this

country are fitted with safety gear of a descrip-

tion similar to that described,' which he con-
demns. As one of the largest British manufac-
turers of lifts, will you permit us to say that,

though about twenty years ago such ' safety

gears ' were almost the only ones known, we at

that date, for our part, finally abandoned their

use on lifts of every class, and we know that at

least a few other makers of repute adopted a
similar course with their more important pas-

senger lifts r The result has been that in recent
years very few machines have been fitted with
the type of gear condemned. There is, neverthe-
less, a lamentable amount of apathy displayed by
the public with regard to this very important
matter, and the efforts of makers to raise the
standard of safety do not meet with the support
they should, if the extra safety involves an extra
expenditure. This is more especially the case in

the manufacturing districts of the North."

Filtration tests of cement mortar, made to

determine the action of salt water and solutions

of the sulphates of magnesia and lime on concrete
masonry, have recently been carried out in the
United States. The mortar was made into hoUow
cubes or cylinders, prepared so as to be as porous
as possible, and immersed in the liquids. The
air inside each test-piece could be exhausted by
an aspirator so as to hasten the penetration of the
liquid from the outside to the inside of the blocks.

Many cements and hydraulic limes were examined
in this way ; but the results, when tabulated, are

stated to afford no reliable basis for forming a
judgment of the action of the liquids on cements.

An Italian philosopher. Signer Ferriani, has
amused himself by constructing a scale of degrees
for the measurement of professional envy. In
this envy- measurer the highest point is 10. Archi-
tects are happily placed lowest on the scale. They
register only 1 ; advocates and priests and military
men are ranged at 2, and in the ascending scale

he gives us professors of science and literature,

1 ; journalists, 5 ; authors, 8
;

physicians, 9 ;

actors and actresses, 10. The small amount of

enry among architects is held to be due to their

precise, severe, and rigid studies. The same
thing applies to advocates. Among the clergy
envy is found mostly in the preachers. In the
military care(?r, envy is quiescent in time of

peace, but can become acute in time of war.
Envy makes men of science and literature lead

solitary lives, diffident of each other. Among
physicians envy is still more prevalent, and they
do hot spare their colleagues, often terming thera

charlatans. In the theatrical world envy, accord-

ing to Signer Ferriani, reaches its acute form,
vanity playing a great part in its production.

The Daeside United Free Church Presbytery have
approved of plans for a ne w church at Torphins.

UEETINQS FOB THE ENSUINa WEEK.
Saturi'ay (to-morrow). — St. Paul's Eccleaiological

Society. Annual meeting, St. Paul's
Chapter-house, B.C. 2.30 p.m.

Civil and Mechanical Engineeers'
Society. Visit to Caird and Rayner's
Works (water distilling machinery,
condensers, feed heaters, &c.), 777,
Commercial-road, London, E. 3 p.m.

Monday.— Society of Arts. " Elementary Art Educa-
tion," Cantor Lecture No. 3, by J.

Liberty Tadd. 8 p.m.
Surveyors' Institution. Adjourned

discussion on ** The Future of the London
Water Supply." 8 p.m.

Tuesday.—Society of Arts. "Examples of Romanesque
Ajrchitecture, North Italy," by Hugh
Stannus, F.E.I.B.A. 8 p.m.

Wednesday.—Society of Arts. "Evolution of Form m
English Silver Plate," by Percy T.
Macquoid. 8 p.m.

Friday.—Architectural Association. '* Cretan Archi-
tecture," by D. T. Fyfe. 7.30 p.m.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIA-
TION -iebrvary lat.—ORDINARY GENERAL MEET-

ING, at No. 9. Conduit- street, at 7.30 pm. Paper by Mr. D. T.
FYFE, pn •Architecture in Crete and Turkey," illustrated by
Lantern Views.

G. B. CARVILL I „„„ „..,
H.S. BALFOUR t"""-

^"'-

^x-iiU iStlxrs,

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
Glasgow.—A largely attended meeting of the

master joiners in Glasgow and district has been

held in the Building Trades Exchange. It was
unanimously agreed to hold out firmly for 9d. per

hour, and it was decided to make arrangements
whereby firms who have locked-out men who
demanded lOd. per hour may be supplied with men
at 9d. per hour. The employers have been informed

that many operatives were working on the masters'

terms, while several employers announced that they

were getting as isiany men as they wanted. There
are over 1,000 men on strike, and this number is

likely to be considerably increased in the course of

a few days.

North of England Beicklayees.—A meeting

of the Northern Counties' Centre of Federation of

Master Builders was held in Leeds on Friday, when
it was stated that the officials of the Bricklayers'

Association had recommended their men to accept

the masters' offer of arbitration and a two years*

guarantee of the wages at the existing rate, irn-

fortunately, the men declined on Wednesday to

accept these terms, and the strike therefore for the

present continues, although it is believed a moiits

viviiidi will be arranged. The dispute, which at

one time threatened to envelop Yorkshire and
Lancashire, ^as existed for some months in North-
umberland and Durham.

St. Helens Lancs.—The lockout of St. Helen's

joiners, which has lasted for the past six months,

has come to an end. The joiners gave notice that

on and after July 1 last year they would not fix any

foreign-made joinery, this term being applied to all

joiners' work made in shops where trades-union

conditions do not prevail. There were only two or

three shops affected, but the St. Helen's Master

Builders' Association decided to look-out the whole

of the members of the two trade unions of which

the local joiners are members. Employers and

employed have had a lengthy conference, and it has

been decided that the lockout should come to an

end, the question in dispute to be left over for

future consideration. The men had also given

notice of a demand for an increase of a halfpenny

per hour in their wages and certain other alterations

in their working rules, but they have withdrawn

the notice, and the locked-out men are resuming

work on the same conditions that prevailed in .Tune

last.
»-^^^^

In consequence of the death of the Queen, the

meeting of the Society of Architects, convened for

last (Thursday) evening, and at which a paper on
' ' Designing Small Houses and Cottages,' ' by Messrs.

Barry Parker and Raymond I'nwin, was to have

been read by Mr. Unwin, was postponed.

Col. W. Langton Coke, C.E., held an inquiry on

behalf of the Local Government Board, on Thurs-

day in last week, at Newark with reference to the

application of the corporation for permission to

borrow £20,000 for waterworks extension purposes.

Alterations are being made to the town-haU,

Rugeley, and special attention has been given to

the ventilation, which will be carried out on the

" Bojle" system.

We regret to record the death of the wife of Mr.

Edward W. Mountford, F.R.I.B.A., of Buckmg-

ham-street, Strand. Mrs. Mountford died on

Saturday last at Baroheston, Westover - roaa,

Wandsworth.
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The "FAWCETT"

FIREPROOF FLOOR
IS SPECIALLY SUITABLE FOR

Schools, Colleges, and ConYent Buildings.
AS WILL BE SEEN BY THE FOLLOWING REFERENCES TO

Allegheny City, Pa., Second Ward
Schools.

Birmingham, King Edward VI. Schools

Clapham, St. Mar^s Monastery.

Dowanhill, Pahlic Schools.

Edinburgh, Preston St. Schools.

Erdington, St. Thomas's Aboey.

Eerndale, Schools.

Glasgow, School.

Kensington, Royal College of Music.

Leicester, Technical Art School.

Leicester Sq., Arch. Tenison's School.

Munster Sq., St. Mary Magdalene School

Millvale, Pa., Millvale Schools.

Nottingham, Ilkestone Rd. Board School

Newport, Board School.

Oxford, Manchester New College.

Pentre Perth, Schools.

Reading, Oxford Rl Board School.

Southwark, Holland St. Schools.

Treorky, cWmpark Schools.

Wimbledon, TJrsuline Convent.

Bayswater, The Convent of Notre

Dame de Zion»

Boston, Mass., Law School.

Dulwich, Old College.

Dovehill, Pablic Schools.

Ellesmere, St. Oswald's College.

Grlasgow, St. Mungo Girl's School.

Keyham, R.N. College.

KiDgston-on-Thames, Technical Schools

Lyme Regis, St. Michael's School.

Llwynypia, New Schools.

Manningham, St. Cuthbert's School,

Nortb fleet, Board School.

Northampton, British Schools.

Owen's St., Dame Owen's School.

Ogle St,, Schools.

Philadelphia, Pa., Boys' High School

Reading, University Extension College

Tottenham, St. Katherine's College.

Westminster, St. Stephen's Schools.

Worthing, The Convent of Notre

Dame de Zion.

Many of the above are New Buildings, others are large Additions or Reconstructions,

and have been carried out to the entire satisfaction of the Architects.

Estimates Free, on receipt of Pencil Tracings siiowing the Supporting Walis, on applioation to—
50, QUEEN ANNE'S GATE,

WESTMINSTER, S.W.MARK FAWCETT & CO.,
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LATEST PRICES.—*—
IBON, *o.

Fei toD. Per ton.
BoUed-Iron Joista, Belgian <6 to £8 10 C

Eolled-Steel Joista, English 9 0,, 10 C

Wrought-Iron Girder FUte« 9 0,, 9 16
Bar Iron, good Staffs 8 7 6 h 9 7 6
Do., Lowmooi, Flat, Bound, or
Square JO „ 20 C

Do., Welsh 6 16 ,, 6 17 6
Boiler Platea, Iron

—

Sonth Staffs 7 17 « „ 8 6
BeetSnedshiU 13 3 „ 13 10

Angles lOe., Tees 20b. per ton extra.
BuilderB* Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £6 15s.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £16 lOs. Od. per ton.
Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron~

No. 18 to SO. No.22to24.
8ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £12 B ...£12 10 O
Best ditto 12 15 ... 13

Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-Iron Columns £9 to £9 10
CasHron Stanchions 9 0,, 9 10
EoUed-Iron Fencing Wire 1116 „ 12 15 C

EoUed-Steel Fencing Wire 1116 „ 12 16

„ „ „ Oalvanised. 13 „ 14

Cast-iron Sash Weights 6 6 „ 6 10
Cut Clasp Nails, Sin. to 6in 12 0,, 18
Cut Floor Brads U 16 „ 12 16
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

to 7 8 9 10 11 13 18 14 16 B.W.Q.
11/- 11/8 11;9 12/8 12,9 13/6 14/3 15/- 16- per OWt.

Cast-iron Socket Pipe*—
Sin. diameter £6 17 8 to £7 6
4in. to6in 6 15 „ 7
7in. to 24in. (all aiies) « 15 „ 7
[Coated with composition, 2s. 6d. per ton extra; turned

and bored joints, 6s. per ton extra, j

Fig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, LilleahaU 1058. to 110a.

Hot Blast, ditto B7b. 6d. to 62b. Bd.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount oS Standard
Lists f.o.b. :

—

Gas-Tubes 60 p.c.

Water-Tubes 55 „
Steam-Tubes 50 „
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 47} „
Galvanised Water-Tubes 45 „
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 40 „

lOcwt. casks. 6cwt. caaks
Per ton. Per ton.

Zinc, English (tondon mill) £25 to £25 10

Do., Vieille Montagne 26 „ 26 15

Sheet Lead, 81b. per sq. ft. super. 21 „ 22 C

Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigB 20 „ 21

Lead Shot in 281b .bags 23 „ 24
CopperSheeta.aheathingandrods 89 „ 90

Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 75 10 „ 76
Tin, StraiU 120 6 „ 12115
Do., ^gliah Ingots 123 10 „ 124

Spelter, SUesian 18 7 6 „ 19 2 6

TIUBBB.
Teak, Bormah per load £10 10 to £16 5
„ Bangkok , ... 10 „ 16 6

Quebec Pme, yellow m.~ 476„ 550
„ Oak , ._ 3 6 0,, 4 15

„ Birch , ... 3 0,, 600
„ Elm , ... 5 0,, 600
„ Ash , ,., 3 7 6,, 3 15

Dantsic and Memel Oak h .m 3 6 „ 4 15
Fir „ 3 0,, 400

Wainscot, Riga p. log ... „ .m 1 17 6 „ 3 6
Lath. Dantsic, p.{ „ 4 0,, 6 15

St. Petersburg ., 4 0,, 8 10
Oreenheart » .~ 7 16 „ 8
Box , ... 7 „ 16
Sequoia, U.8.A per cube foot 1 9 „ 3

liahoganf , Cuba, per super foot
lin. thick 6,, 008
„ Honduras .., „ .» 8,, 007)
„ Mexican » ... 4,, 004$
„ African 8},, 5)

Cedar, Cuba „ .„ 3,, ,<l|

„ Honduras » .~ Si „ s]
Satinvood n •- 10 „ 19
Walnut, Italian „ ... 8,, 7J

„ American (logs) „ ... 3 3,, 046
Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 130—13ft. by l|in.

by llin. :

—

Quebec, Pine, 1st £25 10 to £30
„ 2nd 18 10 „ 21

„ 8rd 12 10 „ 14
Canada Spruce, Ist „ 11 10 „ 14 19

„ 2nd and 8rd 9 10 „ 10 5
New Brunswick 8 0,, 10
Biga 8 10 „ 11 10
St. Petersburg 11 11 „ 18
Swedish 11 10 „ 21
Finland 12 „ 13 10
White Sea 12 10 „ 22
Battens, all sorts 6 0,, 12

Flooring Boards, per square of lin. ;

—

1st prepared £0 12 9 „ £0 19

2nd ditto 11 6 „ 14 9
Other qualities 7 0,, 13 6

Staves, per standard M :

—

U.S. ditto £37 10 „ £46
Hemel, cr. pipe 220 „ 230
Uemel, brack 190 „ 3u0

OII.S.

Linseed per tun £30 to £30 5
Eapeeeed, English pale... „ ... 30 10 „ 30 15
Do., brown 29 „ 29 5

Cottonseed, refined „ ... 21 10 „ 22

Olive, Spanish „ ... 85 „ 88
Seal, pale „ ... 26 „ 26 10

Cocoanut, Cochin 27 15 „ 38

Do., Ceylon 25 15 „ 26

PaUn, Lagos , 8 0,, 28 6
Oleine ,. ... 17 S „ 19 6

Lubricating U.S per gal.

Petroleum, refined „ ...

Tar, Stockholm per barrel
Do., Archangel , ...

Turpentine, American... per tun

7 „ 8 n

6i., 6i
1 6 „ 1 8 l<

19 6 „ 1
97 „ 87 6

DANIELS & CO.,
Modellers and Uanufaoturers of

Hig-h-Olaas

Imperishable A rchitectural

Concrete Masonry,
TO ARCHITECTS" DESIGNS, in any desired colour.

Offices awd Works:—

85, CANWICK ROAD, LINCOLN.
inquiries SoHciteti. Estimates Furitisheii.

W. I(, LA8GELLES aiid Co.,

121, Bunhill Row, London, E.C.
TBI.EPHONB N». 270.

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.
LASCELLES" CONCRETE.

Conservatories & Greenhouses.

WOODEN BUILDINGS,
BANK, OFFIOB, * SHOP PITTINQS.

CHURCH BENCHES d PULPITS.

MSTIMATMa airXK on JLPFLtOATIOir.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,
MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, WALNUT,
TEAK, VENEER, and FANOYWOOD

MERCHANTS,
120, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.C.

The most extensive Stock of every kind al

Wood In Planks and Boards, dry and fit for
Immediate use.

LIST OP COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Tacfleld-Three and Four-Roomed Cottages £10, £5 R. Heslop, U.D.C. SurveyoT^Bumopfield vT ?«
Bristol—Alterations to Petty Sessional Court and Offices £100, £60 The Qerk, County CouncU OflKes, Bristol reo. 13

Ballarat, Victoria—Soldiers* Statue, Bronze or Marble (cost , „ t> „.„ „ o t> n _,. iri«.™-. i •

£l,5Co! £2,000, £2,500) J- W. NedweU and W. D. Hill, Hon. Sees., Ballarat, Victoria „ II

Nottingham—Sewerage Scheme for the Parishes of Colwick- „ , „ ™ , x. v,- ^a: « < j xt n- >,.„ n/r., or.

GedluiB and Burton-Joyce C. J. Spencer. Clerk, Public Offices, Basford, Nottingham Mar. 2S

Dudley-Six Villas and Six Cottages...'. £10 G. W. Waring, Mining Engineer, 42, Wellmgton-street, Dudley ... -

LIST OP TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINaS.
Bxiton Ferry—Public Library and Council Offices Urban District Council H. A. Clarke. Arcbitect, Briton Ferry ^^n.

St. David's. Pembrokeshire— School Buildings County School D. E- Thomas, Architect, Haverfordwest »

Falkirk—Extension at Lodging House, East Bridge-street D. Ronald, Burgh Surveyor, Burgh Chambers, Falkirk ,.

Bamet—Chemical Laboratory Grammar School Govemora Boyes and Son's Office, Wood-street, Bamet m
Castleford—Business Premises, Carlton-street E. Binks Gareide and Pennington, Architects, Pontefract k
Bridlington— Alteration at Harbour House Miss Nol&n Samuel Dyer, Architect, Bridlington *t

Kingskerswell— Rerooflng Tor Hill House Samuel Segar, F.I.A S , Architect, Newton Abbot t.

Penarth—Bandstand, &c Urban District Council Edgar J. Evans, A.M.I.C.E., Surveyor, Penarth „
Colchester-Showroom, &c., High-street H. Loomea J. W. Start. F.8.I., Architect, High-street, Colchester „
Hutton Cransw ick - Foresters' Hall J. Shepherdson, Architect, Manor-street, Bridlington tt

Erith—Board Offices and Cookery Centre School Board Ford, Son, and Burrows, Architects. 21, Aldermanbury, E.C t*

Kfndal—Foundations for Gasholder Tank Gas Co T. N. Ritson, A.M.I.C.E., Gasworks, Kendal m
Halifax-Thirty Houses. &c ? Medley Hall. M.S.A., 29. Northgate, Halifax n
Scuthsea—Additions to Higbland-road Board School Portsmouth School Board A. H. Bone. Architect, Cambridge Junction. Port-mouth ... t*

Middlesbrough— Pulling Down Premises, Exchange-place yotkshire Banking Co Bedford and Kitaon, Architects, Greek-street Chambers. Leeds i.

Sheffield—Destructor Buildings Charles F. Wike, C.E., City Surveyor, To-vn Hall, Sheffield ,

Croydon—Sewage Pumping Engine-House, Mitcham-rcad Town Council E. Mawdesley, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Croydon m
Dartford— Fire Station Urban District Council W. Harston. Surveyor, High-street, Dartford m
Tredegar, Mon.—Primitive Methodist Chapel, Comniercial-road W. 8. Williams, Architect, Elmwood, Tredegar ^.... ...^. i*

Bwanley— School .,,. Metropolitan Asylums Board Newman and Newman, Archt., 31, Tooley-st.,Lonrlon Bridge, 8.E. ,,

Pudsey-Block of Five Houses C. S. Nelson, Architect, Sun Buildings, Park-row, L-jeda ,«

Dalton Brook- Grapes Hotel Exors. of late R. J. Bentley H. L. Tacon, Architect, 11, Westgate, Rotherham i*

Hatfield, East Yorka- Primitive Methodist Chapel Rev. F. Holmes, Clowes Cottage, Hornsea »i

Southwick— Additions to Board School School Board Clayton and Black, Architects. 152, North-street, Brighton ,t
'

Dewsbury-Hide and Skin Market, Mill-road F. W. Ridgwav. F.R.I.B.A., Borough Chambers. Dewsbury „
Bri.stol-New Wing Clifton Indust. Schools Committee.. W. L. Bernard, F.R.I.B.A.. St. Stephen's, Baldwin-street, Bnatol - „
Llandudno -Alterations to Montpelier Hotel T. B. Farrington, A.M.I.C.E.. Trinity-jquare, Llandudno m
Sandgate- Stores, &c., North-lane Yard Urban District CouncU A. R. Bowles, A.M I.CE.. Surveyor, Sandgite >• ;

New Hunstanton— Six Houses E. Walker, Deraingham Villa. New Hunstanton n ;

Bampton. Oxon—Eight-Roomed Stone Bungalow The Blanager, Carterton Building Estate, Faringdon *»

Kmgsbridge—Board Schools Bdiool Board. T. W. Latham, Architect, Kingsbridge... •» |

Oxfnhope—House T. W. Bottomley, 16. Princes-street. Haworth »t

Bamsley— Mission Church, Measborough Dyke Senior and Ciegg. Architects, Regent-street, Barnsley i
;

Manorhamilton— Repairs to Workhouse Building. Guardians Peter Keany, Clerk, Manorhamilton •• •

Halifax—Warehouse. &:c., Preston-place John Drake and Son, Architects, Qiieen'sbury FeD.^

Port Talbot - Foundations for Steelworks J. Jardine, Engineer, Post Office Cnambers, Port Talbot m -

Huntingdon—Mortuary, ice Corporation The Borough Surveyor, High-street, Huntiogd'jn »»

Halifax -Workshop, &c W. Richardson and Son, Hall-street, Halifax k
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THE DESIGN OF "FLAT"
DWELLINGS.

AN interesting; paper on " Flats,'" by Mr.
K. T. Hall, F.R.I.B.A., read at the

Architectural Association, will be found in

our last issue. The subject is one deserving

o( attention, besides having the charm of

freshness ; for, however long many have been
accustomed to build and live in flats, the

topic has not been one that haa appealed to

the architect's sympathies. In short, what-
ever the value of this building arrangement
may be, it has not " taken on " in England
as it has done on the Continent and in Scot-

land, and, architecturally, it is discredited.

Why, we cannot say, because there is as
much skill required to design a block of flats

as there is for a row of dwelling-houses.
Certainly our efforts in this direction have
not been very gratifying. The Victoria-
street block, and those we seo erected in

several parts of London, at Brompton and
Kensington, Gray"s Inn-road, Battersea,
Brixton, Camberwell, and t'lerkenwell have
little that is prepossessing about them

:

they are generally dull and expressionless
blocks, designed more on speculative lines

than with any desire to carry out a new
problem architecturally. Notwithstanding
such paucity in design, the residential flat is

one of the developments of modem life in our
crowded cities. The classes removed from the
harder conditions of life, often prefer a flat,

which they can lock up for the season to a
town house with all its care and expense. Mr.
Hall points out the problems to be solved in

the construction of town flats. He shows
that in a West-End thoroughfare, where
shops are necessary on the ground floor,

it is better to provide bachelor suites of
rooms than family suites. One aitting-room,
one bedroom, and batbroom will be sufticient,

and these will realise high rents in side

slreeta. He says in Bayswater, Kensington,
Chelsea, Westminster, and other parts flats

o\er shops will, as a rule, be taken only by
the lower middle class ; in other residential
parts blocks of flats of good style will be
sought for by well-to-do people who do not
care for a town house and the expente of a
garden, and who spend a good deal of their
time abroad or in the country. Our experi-
ence is that the better kind of flats are more
lucrative in suburbs of London removed from
the proximity of crowded thoroughfares and
tram-lines, and that if shops are provided on
the lower floor the better kinds of tenants
win not be attracted. But, as Mr. Hall says,
in Paris and Vienna these drawbacks do not
hold, where the most sumptuous suites
of rooms are found over shops and in
the hearts of the cities. We can ex-
]>lain this dilference in the nationali-
ties by the fact that the suburbs of
Paris and \'ienna are more restricted, it they
can be said to exist at all. Both cities are
more contined and circumscribed, for I'aris

has its lines of fortified wall. We seo in the
more fashionable quarters splendid houses,
flats, and shops, and in the Faubourg St.

Germain great hotels of the nobility. The
Bourse is close to a fashionable quarter, and
there is no " City," as in London, confined to
commerce and business, and the outskirts of
Paris are inhabited by thepoorest. The habits
of Frenchmen are also more sociable. These
conditions prevail in most great Continental
cities. Many of the best apartment houses
of Paris are designed in a rich and exuberant
style, with shops on the ground floor in the
principal streets. Tiiming to plan, we

find the entrance and staircase always
made a prominent feature. Many of the
latter are handsomely decorated and lighted

either from internal courts or through
glazod partitions from the service stair-

ca.se ; and in Paris, as Mr. Hall ob-

serves, there are generally a principal and
a service staircase combined—not perhaps
the best i^lan in case of a fire ; indeed we
should prefer two distinct staircases, which
might, as suggested, be carried up to the

roof, and be connected by a fire-resisting

passage. Two staircases are certainly better

than only one, which seems to be the

rule alike in I'aris and in Vienna. A
ser\-ice staircase is a great security if a tire

should 0CCIU-, and ought to be constructed

next an external wall. On the Continent
the principal staircases are often semi-
circular or elliptical in plan, and it is better

when they are in connection with a spacious

hall, well lighted, with a fireplace. The
average London block of flats has a con-

tracted entrance, seldom more important than
the doorway of a private hou'e, giving access

to a stairs, often inconveniently close, or a
narrow passage inteivenes. In Vienna the

author refers to the large blocks with only

one staircase, with a comparatively narrow
passage leading to it from the street.

The tradesmen's boys often are a source of

nuisance, and may be one reason why
service staircases are not provided. The
transport of goods from the ground-floor

level to the front door of the flat can be
effected by means of small hand-lifts passing
outside the kitchen, or through a service

hatch. Mr. Hall refers to the smallness of

the kitchens and offices of the Paris and
Viennese flats, which measure about Lift,

by 10ft., and many much less; bat these

are often tiled and decorated, and in many
the scullery is dispensed with, and a small
pantry with sink substituted. Larders are

rare, and the servants' bedrooms are either

placed on the top floor or adjoin the kitchen
—a very insanitary arrangement ; but in

London the servants are accommodated in

the flat. The dimensions of these bedrooms
are often very small, and a minimum of, say,

1 Oft. square should be observed.

Many serious defects of a sanitary kind are

found in the Continental flats : closets and
bathrooms without windows ; bedrooms out

of kitchens ; larders without ventilation and
near closets, these being often placed next
the staircases ; soil-pipes carried down inside

walls, which may transmit infectious germs

;

internal staircases, which are dangerous and
insanitary ; small, unventilated well-holes,

itc. These are pointed out by Mr. Hall.

The well-hole should have an inlet channel
at the bottom, as provided by the London
Building Act. Much may be said on the

planning of the hall and landings of each

flat in a large block ; the staircase is better

broken up by "half-spaces" than made
continuous, and it is desirable, if possible,

that only one suite of rooms should
open out of the staircase on each floor.

There are often two or more ; but,

of course, this depends on the area and
size of each flat ; for one suite of five or six

rooms it would be costly to have a separate

staircase. AVith two flats, one of them can be
made larger than the other. As a general

rule, the number of floors or separate flats

should govern the size and number of the

staircases. The higher the block, or the

more numerous the flats, the fewer should be
made to open on them. Mr. Hoffmann's
flat at (iueen's Gate has one flat to a stair-

case in the centre, and in the wings there are

two flats to the staircase. Other plans were
named by the author. At St. Ermin'a Hotel
and Mansions at Westminster, designed by
him, having (J.JO rooms, six staircases are

provided, connected at the top. The site, of

course, dictates the plan ; a U-shaped
arrangement is one of the best. One thing

to avoid in planning is the narrow passage

hall. A bettor form would be a sc|uare,

octagon, or circle, as in M. Nerrot's block
in the Rue la Bo<-tie, and in M. Poupinel's
Hat, Rue 1 'escamps, having rooms of geo-
metrical shapes well lighted and arranged.
In London the author refers to Palace
Chambers, Buckingham Gate, in which
Messrs. Martin and Purchase have converted
an angle site into a well-lighted interior'

with much skill. The question of light is a
diflicuU one. Mr. Hall also describes a
cjuadrant arrangement designed by himself
at the corner of Sloane-gardens. A\'e must
look to our French and Austrian colleagues

for skilful planning and design in this branch
of architecture, to the large and handsome
doorways one sees in Parisian apartment
houses in many of the better parts of

their capital, in which the Renaissance
has been very tastefully adopted exter-

nally, and in the internal decoration,

many of the rooms and their adjuncts, baths,

boudoirs, recesses for beds, i-uiiiiiind/it-i,

being most skilfully and artistically planned
in a small area, and with a refinement we
look for in vain in our own buildings of

this class. With regard to style, probably
some phase of the Renaissance is more often

chosen than Classic or Gothic ; but there is

no reason why the latter style could not ba
more frequently adopted. The treatment of

residential flats has too generally been a
repetition of the fenestration of one floor

—

the same unit repeated ad luinufdin as we
find in some flats in King-street, St. James's,

whereas much variety could be obtained by
changing the proportion and sizes of the

windows. No doubt it is desirable con-
structionally to place void over void ; but
this does not necessarily impose the same
size and width of openings on each floor.

Variety in the fronts may be secured

by the use of bays and recesses, open
loggias or galleries, so as to avoid the

rigid horizontal lines and skyline. The
staircases also can be pronounced externally

in many cases, if not made to project some-
what after the manner of the celebrated

escalier of the Ch;\teau de Blois. Attention

to these features and the entrances and roof-

Unes would remove the reproach often made
that our blocks of flats resemble huge bar-

racks or hospitals devoid of any external

expression. One example mentioned in this

connection is Whitehall Court, on thg

Embankment, by Messrs. Archer and Green
—a building devoted to flats of residences

and offices, and a conspicuous structure

when viewed across the Thames. Thoroughly
French in its Renaissance treatment, it has
the redeeming (qualities of good grouping
and a well-broken roof and sky-line, due
largely to the care taken by the archi-

tectural experts on the committee to

whom the design was submitted to have
a building that should harmonise with

the adjoining clubhouse. AMiile subsidiary

to the demands, good construction, fire-

resistance, fireproof floors, exits, sanitation,

and ventilation—matters which the paper of

Mr. Hall dealt with more or less satisfac-

torily—architectural plan and features are

of the first moment to buildings of this cha-

racter. When the site is not restricted in

depth and width, the central quadrangle,

as we see in many modern hotels in Paris

and London, will give opportunities for

effective grouping, as in the Boulevai-d St.

Michel or the Palais Leon-Wernberg ; but
large sites are not usually found m the

Metropolis. When a suite of rooms com-
prises three reception and, say, five bedrooms,

bathroom, and two closets, or small kitchen

with a pantry fitted near it, and these are

arranged chiefly along the fai;ades owing to

shallow depth, some variety and expression

in the external architecture might reason-

ably be expected.
^M^

The length of the North-Weatern Railway of

India open for traffic in Muoh last was 3,544 7 nuiee.
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THE LA.W OP ANCIENT LIGHTS.

THE law of ancient lights has long since

been shown to be in an unsatisfactory

state, and the report of the joint comEiittee

of the Royal Institute of British Architects

and Siuveyors" Institution is one that will

be read with satisfaction by the profession,

especially by those engaged in "light' cises.

The co-operation of the Surveyors' Institu-

tion was absolutely necessary in bringing

about a proper understanding, and the result

has been the drawing up of certain recom-

mendations and amendments, which we
printed last week. Hitherto, by the exist-

ing law, claims have been made by adjacent

owners for an amount of light that is far

beyond reasonable expectation, the conse-

quence of which has been that new buildings

and reconstructions in our crowded towns

have been hindered. Any litigious neigh-

bour can check the progress of a building

on a very trivial pretence, by filing a bill for

a mandatory injunction, without considering

whether the building would cause material

injury or not. An injunction to restrain

building owners, or to prevent interference

^ith light, is a very vexatious proceeding, and

is really so in most casts where an injunction

to restrain is applied for. It is a course very

much abused, and is simply intended, in

many cases, to extort money from the

defendant. The tirst recommendation of

the committee is practically intended to

prtvent these vexitious proceedings, and
13 as follows : " The right to ancient

lights shall, in all cases where such

rights have not been already acquired,

be limited to a right to receive light suffi-

cient for all ordinary purposes, but shall

not include a right to light of extraordinary

amount for special purposes." It is now
common for a neighbour to make a vexatious

objection to a building- own°r who wishes to

raise or extend his premi5e3 without having

any acquired right, or to claim for an amount
of light necessary only for a particular voca-

tion or business, and by this clause such a

claim will be prevented. The second recom-

mendation will materially simplify the pro-

cedure in cases where the servient owner is

afraid of his neighbour acquiring dominant
rights. He may serve upon such neighbour

a formal notice as prescribed by the Act, and
may advertise the same in the daily papers,

and register the same at the land registry of

the district or at the offices of the county or

municipal council of the locality, and such

notice is to have the same effect as though
an interruption had been submitted to for

one year, such notice to run with the land.

By this means an owner who in course of

time may acquire dominant rights will be

prevented from taking any advantage of his

neighbour or steal u march upon him by
threatening to obstruct his light, and in this

way many vexatious proceedings will be

stopped.

The next clause (3) provides for the

certification and registration of drawings
of any building to be taken down by the

owner, which shall be accepted as legal

evidence—a very necessary preliminary to

the demolition of buildings having ancient

lights. We have again and again recom-
mended a careful record to be made of any
building proposed to be taken down, or any
alteration made in an old one, before it is

pulled down, to be certified by the dis-

trict surveyor or other authority ; such
drawings to be carefully measured, and
be available for inspection by all parties.

By these drawings no doubt could arise about
the height of any part of the building or

position of the windows. Then, by the next
clause, it is provided that no buildijag erected

after Jan. 1, 1905, shall acquire any fresh

right of b'ght or air where it abuts on any
street, highway or road, court or alley used

by the public, or as an access to tenements
held in the same or in various ownerships.

Anyone who considers his ancient lights have

been, or will be, interfered with by any pro-

posed erection will have the light to inspect

the drawings of the building owner, or be

informed of his intentions, or to ascertain

them from the building itself to find out if

there is any interference. This recommenda-
tion will remove any doubt or suspicion, and
tend to allay any ill-feeling, and must often

lead to a mutual understanding between the

parties. If the neighbouring owner, lessee,

or occupier considers that his lights will be

inteifered with, he is to give notice in writing

of his objection to building owner within

seven days, together with name and address

of the surveyor acting for him. Within seven

days the building owner is to acknowledge the

said notice by registered letter, an I inform
neighbouring owner or occupant the name
and address of his surveyor, and such two
surveyors are, within ten days of the date of

appointment of the last of them, to select and
appoint an umpire, the umpire being a

membsr of the R IB. A., or of the Surveyors'

Institution. Clause S further provides that

the two appelated surveyors meet and discuss

the points raised by the owner, lessee, or

occupier, and it no settlement is come to,

refer the matter to the umpire. These are

the main poiats iu the recommendations
published, which, if incorporated in the

proposed Bill, cannot fail to remove many of

the hindrances to a settlement of differences,

and the risks and expenses incurred in

stopping the operations of building. It is

extraordinary the existing law has been

suffered so long.

The R.I B A. have published many useful

papers and theories on the subject of ancient

lights, including those of Professor Kerr in

186(3, Mr. Licock Webb, U C, iu 1877, and

later the valuable papers read at the Insti'.ute

by Mr. J. Fletcher Moulton, U.C, Mr. J.

Douglass Mathews, and Prof. Beresford Pite in

March of last year, summaries and reports of

which will be found in these pages in March
of last year. In May, 1882, a special report

was published by a committee appointed by

the Institute to consider the question.

Little was done till the Society of

Architects appear to have agitated in the

matter upon the question of reform by
presenting a. petition to the Lord Chancellor,

since which time the subject has assumed a

more definite form. The I'resident of the

Society, Mr. W. Emden, has taken a very

keen interest in the subject for many years,

and the joint committee of the Institute and
Surveyors' Institution is the result of these

agitations, and has been the first effort

made to bring about an amendment of the

law. On questions of this kind learned

theories and papers on the defects of the law,

valuable as they are, amount to very little,

until a few practical men take the subject

up, and approach the authorities. AVe think

the agitation on the question is at length

bearing fruit, and that practical steps will be

taken before long to make the law more just.

The owner's right in respect of ancient light

should be first of all determined and ex-

pressed in concise terms. If the measure of

light enjoyed for the twenty years uninter-

rupted period of the Prescription Act could

be ascertained, the question would be clear

enough; but, unfortunately, ithas been mixed
up with the consideration of the reasonable

enjoyment of light. In other words, the Courts

practically have been deciding the matter upon
the reasonableness of the amount of light

received. Mr. J. Fletcher Moulton, U.C,
M.P., one of the joint committee appointed,

in his paper on the subject wc published last

March, says distinctly : " Although the

Courts nominally accept the dictum that it

is the light as previously enjoyed, it is

obvious that the two principles are irrecon-

cilable. If reasonableness decides it, history

is irrelevant; if history decides it, reasonable-

ness is no matter." Thus, if the owner of

the privileged windows received an unin-

terrupted view ot -15^ of sky from the zenith,

it has been thought the reasonable require-

ments have been satisfied.

The law as it stands is intricate, and gives

rise to much trouble and expense, owing to

the way the law is applied to actual facts.

The amendments of the law should secure

justice to both the dominant and servient

owne-s ; it should aim at a speedy settlement

of differences, bo that risks and expenses

incurred in stopping the progress ot build-

ings, and in altering or adding to them when
erected, may be prevented. It has been

thought that the technical rule is wrong
that damages cannot be given for a threatened

inj ury to a building. Discretion should be

given to the High Court to substitute for an

inj unction that may be granted for darkening

old windows, a money payment, so that an

encroachment upon equitable terms could be

allowed for some portions, and an injunction

granted to restrain any further encroa,ch-

ment. Legislation should also take into

account the remedial effects of using

materials that reflect light, such as white

bricks in light-areas, and these means ought to

be taken into account in adj udicating injury.

Well-known reflecting surfaces and refract-

ing prisms might be used with this object.

The aim of any reform should bo to facilitate

as well as simplify procedure. Paragraph 2

of the suggested amend uients to which we
have referred is, to our minds, the principal

clause to this end : it aims at preventing the

acquisition of the right by serving a notice

on the owner who may become dominant.

We presume the effect of this rule will be to

do away with the erection of obstructing

hoardings and other like means of preventing

the acquisition of the easement ; if it does, it

will remove a very objectionable and violent

practice that must have the result of in-

tensifying the ill-feelings ot the building

owner. A notice served on the owner or

occupier of the tenement that is likely to

become dominant will remind him in a

friendly and business-like manner that his

neighbour is not bound to submit to the '

dominant right and all that it implies. Thus

the existing very provocative proceedings of

obstructing his windows will give place to a

simple reminder that the servient owner has

his rights as well as the dominant owner.

The proposed amendment will at least

expedite- matters. Injunctions often take a

long time to issue, and thereby cause delay

and cost. Then the preparation of plans and

elevations of old premises about to be pulled

down, attested as they will be by the district

surveyor, will help to settle any doubt as to

the position of ancient lights, as the iieigh-

bouring owner or occupier of any building

will have the right to inspect such plans. At

present the threatened adjoining owner is

often left in ignorance of the building owner's

intentions, till he finds his premisesdarkened.

Objection is made, or proceedings are taken,

after the building is advanced, when any

alteration to the plans would entail con-

siderable cost and trouble. Rather than

yield, thebuilding owner proceeds or defends

the action, and so the evil of litigation is

aggravated.
^ ,• > u^

Some means are necessary to limit ine

acquisition of rights by prescription. This

is partially met by paragraph 4 of the

recommendation which declares that after

Jan. 1, 190.3, "No building shall a«iuire

any fresh right of light or air where it abuts

on any street, highway, road, court, or alley

used by the public, or as an access to various

tenements, \c." No doubt this clause will

meet with some opposition from those whose

right are nearly acquired ; on the other

hand, it will stop the growth of the right

which now seriously interferes with the a«-

dition to or alteration of buildings in our

streets. The question of settling the points

in dispute between buildmg and adjoining

owners is dealt with in paragraphs 8 to 1-

of the report. If the two appointed sur-

^
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veyors cannot come to an agreement, the

umpire has power to view the buildings of

both plaintiff and defendant, to take evi-

dence, and in twenty-one days make his

awanl. Tfe has to consider the right of tho

building owner to carry out his building, and
of any alteration necessary to lessen the ob-

struction complained of ; the amount of

compensation, the improvements to the ad-

joining premises by light-reflecting surfaces,

enlarge nent of lights, and the cost to be
borne by each or either party. Shoiild

either party be ilissatisfied with the umpire's
decision, he may make an appeal to a com-
mitfee of nine persons, three architects

appointed by the R.I.B.A., three surveyors
appointed by the Surveyors' Institution, and
three barristers appointed by the Home
Office, and their decision shall be final ; but
if either party refuse to accept the decision

in cases in which a larger sum than £.500 is

awarded, either in money damages or

works, he may have power within one
month to bring the matter before the High
Coxirt, whose decision shall be final. A
public Bill ia to be drafted to carry
out these provisions. It would have been
satisfactory if the practical question of

estimating damage had been considered.
What is now the chief difficulty is in finding
the easement owner's real interest. The
technical or legal aspect is now regarded as
the main question, to the detriment of the
building owner, and the actual interference
with the easement is not considered. We
should like to have seen some definite rules
laid down—such that no building should be
erected above a line drawn at 4.5° from the
horizon from window-sill in a vertical direc-
tion ; while horizontally certain lateral angles
should be observed based on experiment.
Any erection that went beyond the limits of
these angles would have to pay a compensa-
tion. But there is at present nothing
de6nite, and therefore the legal or technical
decisions, unsatisfactory as they are in many
cases, control the question much to the
satisfaction of the lawyers, lentil the law
as lo ancient lights is codified, as it is in
the Building Acts, the present unsatisfactory
proceedings will continue. The amendments
proposed will greatly help to simplify and
expedite the legal procedure in ancient light
cases ; but they do not touch the vital ques-
tion, How to assess the damage :' by pointing
to a definite rule of light. To take a very
simple and common case, a troublesoma and
unscrupulous person prevents his neighbour
from improving his property by threatening
proceedings, or by injunction, unless he pays
a heavy compensation. The neighboiu- tries
to resist this kind of blackmailing, but finds
the law does not help him, and he has either
to submit or come to a mutual agreement
with his neighbour—an almost impossible
thing to expect. There are hundreds of such
instances, where the existing law en-
courages blackmail, and interferes with
improvement. Xew legislation is urgently
needed, which, while protecting ancient
lights, shall enable a reasonable (luid pr<j
'I'l'i to be given, taking into consideration
the real facts of each case.

ARCHITECTURAL POTTERY.*

FEW books have been brought out dealing
with the use of pottery in architecture,

though many trade and technical treatises and
papers have been written on bricks, terracotta
tiles, and faience. M. Leon Lefevre is a well-
known authority, and his comprehensive work on
the _6u*iject, dealing mainly with French pro-
duction, has been translated from the French by
K. H. Bird, M.A., and W. Sloore Binns, and is
DOW before ua. The preface has been written by
JL .J. C. Formige, architect to the Government
and to the City of Paris, who points out the

,T. Z;!?'"*:^'^''"*' Pottfry. By Leon- Lefevre, Ingencur
(E.LR). Translated by K. H. Bird. M.A., and W.MooEE Bi.vxs. London : Scott, Qrwnwood, and Co.,
l.uagate-hill.

gradual exhaustion of French cjuarries and the con-
sequent rise of the price of building stone. Brick,
terracotta, cement are now largely taking the
plice of natural stone, while every architectural

student is aware of the decorative application

of brick and terracotta in the splendid examples
of Italy, especially in the Milan district. In
decorative pottery we have also the beautiful

works of the Delia Robbia family, which
show that the artists of the Renaiesance under-
stood the value of day as a material that could be
used and adapted for the higher purposes of art.

JI. Lefevre's book describes the processes of

manufacture the mechanical appliances, and many
useful constructive and artistic applications of

clay in its various forma. In this treatise the
student can trace every step in the working of

clay, its natural properties, composition, con-
traction, effects of various substances, the mode
of crushing, mixing, cleaning, and the machinery
of crushing-cylinders and mills, pounding
machines, damping, horse and steam pug-mills,
the manufacture of bricks, tiles, pipes, and terra-

cotta, and the many varieties of machines used
in the different processes. Plain and enamelled
terracotta colouring, and the manufacture of tiles

and quarries are also treated in detail. As a text-

book for manufacturers, architects, and artists in

decoration faience, this translation will be
found of much service.

Part I. deals with Plain Pottery, and Part II.

of Blade-up cr Decorated Pottery. In the earlier

chapters, the physical properties of clays, the
working of claypits, preparation of the clay, and
the processes of manufacture are very fully and
technically treated. The geological description

of clays under the four groups of sedimentary
rocks—primary, secondary, tertiary, quaternary,
ia sufficient to gi\'e the student a grasp of the
situation of clays, large deposits occurring in the
tertiary and later rocks, such as those in

the Paris basin, which are worked for bricks,

tiles, pipes, &o. Sjme of these plastic clays ex-
tend to a great depth, as below Siint-Denis. At
AuteuU and Montereau the clay is used for por-
celain. Speaking of contraction, it is stated that

the shrinkage of clay is considerable when made
into a paste, and may be as much as a quarter of

the linear dimensions. In the case of brick clay,

the total shrinkage in dryingand firing is from 5 to

1.5 per cent, of thelineardimen8ion8,andpla8ticand
fusib'e clays are chiefly affected. Experience is re-

quired to discover the shrinkage of clays to fix

the proper dimensions of moulds and dies ; 10 per
cent, is allowed as an average in expression
machines, between the brick issuing from the die
and the same brick baked. Th'i remarks on
fusibility and chemical comfontion of clays,

and the analyses of well-known tables given are
useful. The presence of potash and soda and lime,

oxides of iron, &c , greatly affect their qualities.

The alkalies act as fluxes at high temperatures,
therefore ordinary brick paste should contain a

very little of them ; but in stoneware and porce-
lain pastes, they are added. Ijime increases the
fusibility of clays. In the hard French china,

there is from 3 to 6 per cent, of lime, which is

increased to 1 to 14 per cent, in soft porcelain.

In faiences, intended for stoves, lime ia abso-
lutely necessary by preventing cracks and
increasing resistance to fracture, and its pro-

portion in faience pastes ia from 11 to 22 per
cent. Another section deils with the working
of clay : its extraction, transport, &c. , and
some good photo-illustrations are given of the
working of plastic clay at Arcueil. We have
detailed descriptions of the transport-waggon
and trucks ; the Mining Law, regulations as to

the working of quarries. The preparation of

clays includea the disintegration of the mass by
cutting and crushing, washing, and the addition
of foreign substances for the paste by adding
water and antiplaatics, pugging, &c. The pro-
cesses of hand and machine-mixing are fully

explained and illustrated by several kinds of

mixing-mills, filter-presses, mechanical stone-re-
moving appliances, washers, crushing - mills

which will be of interest to manufacturers. The
process of soaking has called out much ingenuity
in the shape of moistening-machines ; sand,
carbonate of lime, marls, cinders, coke-dust, &c.,
and other antiplaatics to shorten the clay are
described, and rolling-machines and pug-mills of

various types are considered in this connection.
Moat interest will attach to the chapter on brick-
making, every step in which is described.

Useful remarks are made on hand-moulding,
especially as practised in Picardy and Flandera.
We read :

" Contraction is generally eatimated

from .) to 10 per cent.

—

i.e., in order to have
a brick 0-22 > 0105 005 after firing,

a mould of about 0-23 < 0115 y 0.V2

must be used, contraction acting principally on
the breadth of the brick on account of its position
in firing.

'

' The processes of moulding by hand and
machine are fully illustrated by the machines or
presses used. Details and illustrations of the
cylinder expression machine (Joly), and hand
cylinder machine are given. All cylinder machines
areon the one principle. Installations, comprising
rolling, damping, pugging, moulding, and other
processes are described and illustrated for brick
factories, which will be found of value. The
important processes of drying and firing are fully

detailed and illustrated by diagrams into which
we cannot enter here. The types, dimensions,
and forma of kilns for solid fuel, such as the

Hoffmann kiln, rectangular kiln, and other kilns

on the principle of continuous firing, carried out
by Hoffmann and Licht, are of interest. Con-
tinuous kilns, with gas fuel, are described also.

The latter aectiona of the book deal with orna-
mental bricks for various purposes, hollow bricks,

architectural examples of brickwork at Pisa,

Ravenna, Rome, details of brickmaking from
Toulouse, Toms, Bruges, Berlin, &c. The
manufacture of tiles, terracottas, plain stoneware,
enamelled bricks, paving and decorated quarries,

and decorated pottery follow in the later

chapters, and these are fully illustrated. The
author ia a Frenchman, and, therefore, his

work is written from a French standpoint, and
does not enter into the subject of English manu-
facture in this material. Nor does he seem to

know what we have done here with terracotta.

His sections on roofing-tiles give particulars of

those need in France, and really our English
types are largely developed from the Roman, and
fitting tilea like those of Gilardoni. These tiles

have an interrupted vertical joint, or fit together

with flanges and grooves. The Marseilles tile

and the Artois, or pantile, are other examples of

lozenge shape or rectangular tilea fitted together
with a catch and hook joint or clip. Tilea with
continuous vertical joint by a broad and deep
groove are common both here and on the Conti-
nent. The Boulet and Marseilles tiles are much
used, and we have corresponding English types.

Speaking of encrusted quarries, M. Lefevre
mentions the names of Doulton and Co., Messrs.

Cirterand Cj., Maw and Co., HoUins and Co.,

&c., "who can produce pieces excellent in quality

and ornamentation." The work ia the most
comprehensive textbook on the manufacture of

bricks and tiles and decorative pottery we have,

and ia illustrated by plates and numerous en-
gravings in the text.

THE XATIOXAL GALLERY.

A .SERIES of twenty-two sepia drawings by
Turner for th^ Liber Studiorum, which form

pirc of the late Mr. Henry Vaughan's bequest to

the National Gallery, have bien placed on a screen

in the Turner Room (No. XXII.) in the Gillery at

Trafalgar-8qu9r >. Other studies for the Liber

Studiorum already in possession of the Gallery,

51 drawings in all, which have been exhibited in

the Turner water-colour rooms downstairs, have
been removed from those rooms, and placed on
screens in Room XXII. The remaining pictures

and studies of the Vaughan bequest consist of
" Christ on the Mount of Olives," formerly

attributed to Raphael, and now ascribed to Lt
Spagnaor to one of hia achool, the figure of the

Saviour being an exact replica of that in the
" Agony in the Girden," No. 1,032 in the

National collection ; a portrait of the artist's two
daughters, " Margaret and Mary," by Gains-
borough ; a "Portrait of a Boy," by Francois
Duchatel (1616-1694); a sketch, "A Classical

Landscape," by Giinshorough : "A View in

Sussex," by Patrick Nasmyth : twelve aketches

and studies in oil by Constable ; seven small

pictures by Stothard ; a portrait of himself by
Opie ; a landscape, " Brathey Bridge, Cumber-
land," by Old Crome; and a drawing by Sir

Joshua Reynolds, the study which he made from
himself for the expression in the face of
" Horror " for his picture of Mrs. Siddons as the

Tragic Muse. All these will be hung in the

galleries at Trafalgar-square as soon as room can

be found for them.
Besides these the bequest included a number of

small pictures and sketches by Sir Edwin Land-
peer, Thomas Creawick, K.A , Frederick Lee,

R.A., Antoine Calame, Alexander Eraser, W.
Hilton, R.A., Charles R. Leeter, R.A., William
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Etty, R.A , William Mulready, R.A., Thomas
Sidney Cooper, R.A., Edward W. Cooke, R.A.,
James Holland, Lord Leighton, P.R.A., and Sir

J. Everett Millais, P.R.A., which will shortly be
hnng in the National Gallery of British Art at

Millbank ; also two life-size marble statues

—

"John Flaxman, R.A.," by Henry Weekes,
R.A., and "Sir Joshua Reynolds, P. R.A ," by
John Henry Foley, R A. These are placed in the
niches in the central octagon of the National
Gallery of British art, one of which was already
occupied by the statue of Sir David Wilkie,
removed from Trafalgar-square. The fourth

niche will ultimately be 61led by a statue of

Gainsborough, to be executed by Mr. Brock,
K.A., from a sum of money bequeathed by Mr.
Henry Yaugh^n for this purpose.

The late Sir. Henry S. Ashbee has bequeathed
to the National Gallery two pictures by Robert
Smirke, R.A.. being illustrations from "Don
Quixote"; a landscape, "River Scene with
Kuins," by Richard Wilson, R.A. ; a landscape,

"The Canal of the Giudecca," by Edward W.
Cooke, R.A., and a picture, "Uncle Toby and
the Widow Wadman," by W. P. Frith, R.A.
The last two are hung in the National Gallery of

British Art, and the others will shortly be placed

in the galleries at Trafalgar-square.

Mr. Bonghton, R.A., has presented a small
picture, a "Landscape with Water Mill," by
Allart von Everdingen (1621-75), hung in the
gallery at Trafiilgar-square (Room X). Mr.
H. W. B. Davis, R.A., has presented to the
National Gallery of British Art his large picture

"After Sunset," exhibited in the Royal Academy
last year ; and Mr. Ralph Peacock has given his

picture, " The Sisters," which was also in last

year's exhibition of the Royal Academy. 3Ir.

Cyrus Knowles has presented a bas-relief,
" War," by the late Mr. Harry Bates, A. R.A.

All these are placed in the National Gallery of

British Art at Millbank, where also the statue of

Eve, by Mr. "Thomas Brock, R.A., presented by
the late Sir Henry Tate, Bart., which was in the
Paris Exhibition, has recently been placed. The
following pictures have been purchased :

" The
Adoration of the Shepherds," a small predella

picture by Luca Signorelli (1441-1523), hung in

the T'mbrian Room (No. VI.) in the gallery at

Trafalgar-square ; and a " Portrait of Mrs.
Mary Anne Collman," by Alfred Stevens, the
sculptor, hang in the National Gallery of British

Art at Millbank. A Venetian picture, "Land-
scape with Figures," lent by the Victoria and
Albert Museum, has been hung in the N'enotian

Room (No. VII.) at Trafalgar-square.

A SHORT HISTORY OF RENAISSANCE
ARCHITECTURE IN ENGLAND.-^

HANDBOOKS and short treatises, if well

done, are of infinite use, as every student
knows, for it is not always the thick and
ponderous volume that proves the most reliable

and accessible friend or source of information.

Encyclop-odias, especially the architectural ones,

are not up-to-date successes, and in these days
verbosity is a nuisance ; while an attempt to give

knowledge in a comprehensive way on every

conceivable phase of a subject generally results

in redundancy and unreliability. On the other

hand, we doubt the utility of popularised guides,

which for the most part are so superficial as to

possess no value whatever. It may be a

mere truism to say so, but there is no royal

road to knowledge, which, after all is said

and done, can only be acquired by study and
application. The most successful teacher is the

master of a ready method who seizes the main
facts, and by associating the salient points to be

remembered by the student, impresses them in a

concise form on the mind in a mastering order.

The emptiness of a mere smattering soon becomes
evident, and learning as by rote a mere array of

technical terms will be of no avail to anyone
compared with a compact digest of any subject,

particularly that of architecture. Mr. K»ginald
Blomfield has rightly hit upon the correct kind of

abridgment of his larger histoiy of Renaissance in

architecture in Eagland, a work of which we spoke

in the warmest praise a few years since, when
Messrs. George Bell and Sons, the well-known pub-

lishers, added his two artistic volumes to an archi -

tect's series of books of reference. The endeavour
embodied in the present volume is to furnish

• A Short Hi«tory of lUnalssanoe Architecture In

EDglKrd. 1500-ieOO. Bf Rr.Qi'(ALD Bl.oMrli:l,o, MA.
Londaa : George B.-U and Suna. 7a. 6d. net.

CHRIST CHURCH, SPIIALFIELDS.—Nicholas Hawk.^moor, Architect.

PL-VSrEU CEILING, BISHOP WEST'S CHAPEL, ELY CATHEDRAL.

the general drift and causes which more or less

governed the development and modification of the

stjle as time went on, and while avoiding con-

t^o^ersial d'^tiila, the author has not hesitated to

state his own views in a clear and logical fashion.

We need not go over the field of investigation

covered by Mr. Blomfleld's pages, which com-
mence .*.n. InOO, and end in 1800 ; but we may

note the three main divisions, or three groups ol

facts to be considered in dealing with the develop-

ment of architecture in this country since the
i

days of the Renaissance. (1) The various isolated

attempts of foreign workmen, in nearly every

case Italians, to introduce their own methods ot 1

workmanship. (2) The efforts of hall-inetracted

native builders and of Flemish and German
|
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DOORWAY, TENTERDEN, KENT.

workmen. (;!) The mature Palladianism intro-
duced by Inigo .Jones, a method, says our author,
"so modiBed and adapted by his genius as to be
the foundation ol all subsequent architecture in
England for the next two hundred years. These
three types are so distinct that there is, as a rule,
little difficulty in distinguishing instances. The
third type is so clearly marked off by its pre-
decessors, and so much more permanent in its

results that the first two can only be regarded
as byways of historj', iuteresting indeed, and
pathetic as the efforts .of men groping in the dark,
but off the main track of the Renaissance move-
ment, and least of all to be taken as typical
models of its methods. Besides, and outside
these three groups, there are building.^ which
there is no reason to identify with Renais-
sance rather than with Gothic architecture

—

buildings which fairly represent the continuous
building tradition of the country, such as Lake
House, near Salisbury, and on a smaller scale
cottages in every part of the country, and
ranging down to the beginning of the present
century. It is necessary to bear this fourth
group constantly in mind, in so far as it was
permanently present in the background of the
English designers' mind, and led to innumerable
modifications which differentiate the English
Renaissance from parallel developments in other
countries of Europe." The terracotta work at
Hampton Court, some work in the choir of
Winchester Cathedral, the sediliiat Wymondham,
Norfolk ; Layer Marney, Essex ; the monument
in the Oxenbridge Chapel in Brede Church,
Sussex (1537) ; the famous tomb in Boxgrove
Priory, near Chichester ; and, foremost in import-
ance the tomb of Henry VII. in Westminster
Abbey. The screen at King's, Cambridge; Sutton
Place, near Guildford, and the terracotta tomb
in Oxburgh Church, Norfolk, are other examp'.es.

For various reasons the Italians retired from
this country after the death of Henry \'IU.,
which ended a long nightmare of despotism.
The architect in Elizabeth's reign had not yet
detached himself in England as an independent
designer from the general body of craftsmen.
He was still in the position of master mason or
carpenter who contracted for his particular
trade, designing the details and using up stock
patterns. The work was generally schemed by
the owner, who provided materials : the men who
Eut it into practical shape and employed the
ibour were "surveyors of the works," "clerk

OTerseers of the works," and "clerk of the
check," but never mentioned as " the architect."

The doorway, which we give from Tenterden,
Kent, is an instance of this period. The work
which it represents is picturesque ; but as a

type the style was marked by ignorance of

the scholarship of architecture. The Orders
are grouped and separated, and inverted, in

singular disregard of the recognised canons in

this type of building, and the proportions fol-

lowed no rule but that of the builder's own
consciousness. Tne German influence is ob-
servable, but its extravagances were avoided,

while Longleat, parts of Knole, and some of the
colleges at Oxford and Cambridge are undoubtedly
to be classed as works of excellence, and are not
wanting in distinction. Charlecote, in Warwick-
shire, though begun during the reign of Elizabeth,

is very Gothic in spirit. The Germans and
Flemings came over in large numbers, and their

work naturally had a character of its own. Mr.
Blomfield mentions several instances, and then
follows a most viseful chapter on English master
builders—on John Thorpe and Smithson, of

WoUaton. The house-planning of the 16th
century is interestingly handled, with specimens
from the Soane collection.

Inigo Jones and the last survivals of Gothic
are subjects of the first consequence, and after

being briefly dealt with, the development of

English Architecture by Sir Christopher Wren
fittingly follows. His pupils' work naturally

comes next, and 'midst these, after Vanbrugh
comes Hiwksmoor, who entered Wren's office at

the age of 18 as " his scholar and domestic clerk."

Christ Church, Spitalfields, of which we give a
view was one of his finest buildings. Its east

end inside is remarkably treated, while in

designing the tower the architect broke away
from all precedent. It is wider on its W. and E.
faces, and comes back to the square with curved
ramps. The low, square stage above the belfry
terminates in an octagonal steeple. The circular

sweeps of the entablature on the N. and S. sides,

and the little arcaded stage beneath, are its

peculiarities. It depends entirely on its propor-
tions and the disposition of its planes for its

impressive effect, and is enriched, if we may use
the term, by the absence of carving. The volume
includes some suggestive papers on house-
planning, carpentry, and plaster-work, from
which last chapter we give the drawing of the
ceiling of Bishop West's Chapel at Ely Cathedral.

At a special meeting of the Perth Town Coanoil,
held on Monday, Mr. John Lambert, Dundee, was
appointed resident electrical engineer for the burgh.

VALUATIONS AND COMPENSATIONS.
vin.

COMri'LSORY 8AI.E.

WHAT PROrERTY COMI'ANIKS MAY INSIST OS TAKIKH, AND
^VHAT THEY CAN BE roMPELLED TO TAKE— TABLE III.

—

IF LAND rOMrULSORILY SOLD FOR A PURFOSE, VENDOR
CAN COMPEL UBE K'»B THAT PURPOSE - INSTANCE AND
REASON— IF PiRT ONLY \\'ANTBD, OWNKR CAN COMPEL
TAKING OK ALL, IF CONNECTED - FIXTDRES— IF NOTICE
<JIVEN FOR PART OF PHOl'EBTV, EFFECT OF NOTICE
COMPELLING COMPANY To TAKE ALL — LIBERTY OF
OWNER TO DEAL WITH PROPERTY AFTER Ai'T PASSED
UNTIL NI)TIOE 8F.RVEI>-IF LESS THAN lIALF-ArBE LEFT
ON EITHER SIDE OF LIN K, OWNER MAY CIKMPKL TAKINd

—

OR EXPENSE OF TnHO\VIN(J SAME INIO ADIOININQ
PRDPERIY MCST BE BORNE HY COMPANY— IF EXPENSE
EXCEED \ALITE, COMPANY MAY INSIST ON BUYING - COM-
PANY MAY TAKE SIX MONTHS TO EsyUIRE INTO CLAIM AND
ABSTRACT OF TITLE— INTEREST SHOULD COMMENCE EARLY
TO INDUCE SPEEDY COMPLETION - 0\VNER TO BE COM-
PENSATED FOR TEMPORARY OCCUPATION, OR FOR DAMAGE,
THOUGH ACT ABANDONED- SUPERFLUOUS LANDS - SPECIAL
mUHTS OF ADJOINING ONVNEBS, AS TO:— SALE UNDER
COMPULSORY POWERS- SOMETniES UNDESIRABLE TO SELL
ITNDEB COMPULSORY P^^^VER— PERHAPS FfloM t.DNVICTION
OF FUTURE IMPROVEMENT—PROBABLE i.iBSERVATloNS oF
COUNSEL— WHEN REFUSAL TO SELL CAN BE MADE -WHEN
SAME CANNOT BE MADE — As TO TIME WITHIN WHICH
OFFER TO PURCHASE SHOULD BE ACCEPTED - CONSEQUENCE
OF DEATH OR BANKRUPTCY BEFORE OFFER ACCEPTED

—

SPECIAL MOTTO—VALUE OF PROMPTITUDE— FNTHY UNDER
COMPOLSC'RY POWERS- SHOULD NOT BE PERSHTTED— IF

INSISTED ON, A DEPOSIT EQUAL TO WHOLE VALUE MUST
BE PAID- IF THIS NOT DONE, IN.IUNCTION MAY BE OB-
TAINED—ENTRY CANNOT BE MADE ON PART ONLY—WHEN
ENTRY CAN BE MADE— WHEN ENTRY CANNoT BE MADE

—

TABLE XIII.— AVOIDANCE OF LEGAL POINTS — TITLE,
HINTS AS TO—WHAT LENGTH CAN BE REQUIRED-IF
COMPANY REFUSE TO ACCEPT -TAKING POSSESSION NO
ACCEPTANCE- IF PROPERTY INJURED BEFORE TITLE
ACCEPTED - WHEN TITLE NOT DISPUTED - GOODWILL—
EXPLANATION OF TERM - GOODWILL NOT REALLY SOLD

—

CLAIM FOR LOSS OF CONNECTION BY REMOVAL - MORTGAOEE
ENTITLED TO AMOUNT ASSESSED FOB GOODWILL—ONLY Aft

FAR AS SECURITY IS SUFFICIENT—NO COMPENSATION FOR
INJURY TO GOODWILL WHERE NO LAND IS TAKEN— STOCK
— LOSS BY FORCED SALE- COST OF REMOVAL - DAMAGE
THEREBY— LORD ELDOn'S OPINION ON BEJIOVALS— IF NEW
PREMISES CANNOT BE FOUND, CLAIM FOB C'JST OF WARE-
HOUSING—LOSS BEFORE SUITABLE PREMISES FOUND.

HAVING now disposed of the questions of

what do and do not constitute sustainable

claims, we propose to consider the nature of the

property which companies may insist upon
taking, and which they may be compelled to take.

LAND TH.W CAN BF. TAKEN.

Here a table may be of use :—

Table XH.
showing what can be taken, and also what owner

can compel to be taken.

All land* withio the lines of deviaMon.
Also tlie lands th^'y may be required t ) take, oa the

ground that ihey form pirt ol a hou-ie or manu-
factory.

t

Any land, though not authorised to be compulsorily
taken, if parties w.llmg to sell.t

Only land '>o»'' fi It wanted fur the piu*poaea of the
Act.;

if leaseholder's interest purchased , freeholder can
compel company to purchase the fee simple.

Fixtures.

Jf land soldfor a piirpor,e under the compulsory
powers, llic owner ran, after the sale, and even
though ho may have received the purchase-

money, by the operations of the law, compel the

land to be used solely for thut purpose. (" Bostock
V. North Staffordshire Riilway," " Galloway v.

Mayor, i'o. ,of London," and other cases con-

firm this.) Though this appears to have little to

do with the survejor, a few words will show h)w
pertinent it is.

If your client has a large estate, and you sell

for him forty acres for a reservoir, and begin to

let the rest of the land for large houses, what
a detriment it would be if pleasure-boats could be
let for hire, and regattas held thereon, bringing
swarms of people to your select locality 1 We
imagine but few have this knowledge of the legal

power to restrain.

Much difficulty sometimes occurs where onhf

part of the premises are required. Tde owner
may object to sell part under certain circum-
stances. It appears that a part of a garden cannot
be taken without taking the house—not even a
summer-house at the end of the garden without

taking the entire promises. The short rule to

guide surveyors will be : No matter however
extensive the gardens, if all connected by a

• The word '* land," it muet be remembered, extends
to messaugea, tenements, and hereditaments of any
tenure, under the Lands Clauses Act, 1845.

+ It is worthy of note that the sale will not entitle the
purchaser to the mines thereunder.

J The quantity must not exceed, however, that pre-
scribed in the special Act for extraordinary purposes.

. This is important. Even if land within lines of devia-
tion, the owner miy refuse to sell if he can show it ia not
wanted for the purposes of the Act.
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gravel-walk passing through the dividing walls,

all must be taken. A tunnel under a building
would be taking a part of it, and therefore the
whole must be purchased if required, the
principle being "Cajus est solum, ejus est

usque ad inferos."

Land, however, not connected—even though
nece-sary to the house—cannot be required to be
taken.

Firtiires.—The Owner can compel the taking of
F.x'.'ires, as, for example, engines, lathes, kc,
even though they are tenants' fiitures, and could
ba removed by him during the lease.

Although separated h'l a pnblir roaely the owner
may compii the purcha^' of properly on nch side,

provided it can be shown that the premises really
only form one warehouse or manufactory. It

will often hippen that a question will arise
thus:—The Company having given notice for a
part, and owner wishing to sell all, shall the
owner give the compiny notice requiring them to

take all r At first sight, you will say " Of
course." But it ia well to remember the effect.

Notice requiring them to take the whole releases
them from their " notice to treat," and they may
elect not to take any. Another point often
arises : —kn Act is pissed, years roll on, and
nothing is done by the company. Your client
wants to know what he is to do. His land was
being buUt up to, and thus becoming building-
lani, when the Act was passed; or even more
than this—it has been not merely built up to, but
also beyond, either because he could afford to
wait to get higher ground rent, or had not money
to lend (advances to builders, as they are caUed)
to induce speculators to take his land". Well, the
Bill is passed. ilu5t he wait quietly till they
come to purchase, or may he go on trying to
let? Mark the result if he does nothing. The
company will contend it is only grass-land, and,
therefore, worth little ra)re than agricultural
price. If he endeavours to prove his view by
letting the land for building, the company will
Bay it is a swindle to make them pay more monev,
and it is arranged between the owner and the
builders. Yet see the result (we are not speak-
ing of imaginaty cases, but of those in which we
have been concerned) : He waits quietly, doing
no'hing, and at the end of four years receives a
noli'e that apolication will be made to Parliament
ti abandon the line. In this case he gets no
compensation. Knight Bruce, L J , lays it

down, and we think it is a generally accepted
doctrine, that a man may do what he likes with
the property until he recjives the notice to treat.

This seems fair ; the notice to treat being in the
nature of an agreement to purchase.
Where the canal, railway, or other works

intersect land* so that they leave on both sides
less than half an acre, the owner may insist on
promoters purchasing the same. This only ap-
plies where owners have no land adjoining the
portion left into which it can be thrown, so as to
be conveniently occupied therewith. The ex-
pense of throwing such a piece of land into the
adjoining, by removal of fences and levelling, to
be at the expense of the promoters. It would
seem, if the expense of such works exceeds the
value of the piece of land (to ba arrived at in the
usual way), the promoters can compel the sale.

Six months appears to be the time a company
may take to inquire into notice oE claim and the
abstract of title, though it is often longer.
Where it can be obtained, it is wise to make the
interest commence at an early date, thus inducing
a more rapid completion of the matter.
Tae abindonmant of an Act does not preclude

owner from receiving componsition for temporary
occupation, or for any injury or damage he may
have sustained by reisoa of the exercise of the
company's powers.

eiirpliii or Siperjluous Lindi are those lands
which have bean acquired uader the Acts, and
which are not necessary for the p'lrpises thereof.
Tnere are spicial rights of adj nning owners to
become possessed of them. As the descriptions
of what he must do, and what notica he must
servo, are lengthy, and saldom or never come
under the surveyor's notice, we will not trouble
oar readers therewith ; theybeling more to the
province of the solicitor. The only thing for the
surveyor to ramambir is, that any land sold by
him, if not required for the purposes of the Act,
may ba acquired by his client on certain terms.
The price to be settled by arbitration.

Si'/; uni.r Co-np->lsvy Powers. — It often
happens that it is not, in your opinion (or your

• Not b iog in a town or built upon.

client's), advisable to sell under the compulsory
power. You may consider your client's land
worth more than you feel a jury or arbitrator will
give. This will happen where you, knowing
well the locality, are confident that in a few
years great increase in value will accrue, from
causes that you feel it will be most difficult to
convince others of. We would here parentheti-
cally remark that the mere statement of these
causes is sure to bring upon you, in the speech of
the counsel for the company, observations which
are not pleasant to hear, as, for instance:—
"Would never have heard of such prospective
hidden advantages, but that a company wants to
buy ;

" " Curious, gentlemen of the jury, that tha
possibility of these great improvements has only
just occurred to the surveyor of the claimant.
More curious that such improvements will occur
not hoh; but a few years hence, and you are
asked to give more money now on the mere state-
ment of technical witnesses called on behalf of
him (or her) who wishes to get as much aa pos-
sible out of a company. Gentlemen, I must ask
you to treat such statement as chimerical, and, as
business men, give, as you will feel bound to do,
the present value," ice. In such cases it is

sometimes bsst to explain your views fully to
your client, and to endeavour to avoid selling.

The question will then have to ba considered,
whether this can or cannot be done.

You HI ly refuse to sell irhen the compulsory
powers of purchase of the company have nearly
expired, and it can be shown that it is impossible
for them to take the initiatory steps towards
purchasing the land in question.

You eannot refuse to sell where you have waived
the necessary notice ; for you cannot set up that
it has never been received.

If a notice be given, and you give a counter-
notice, and the company do not assent until after
the expiration of the compulsory powers, still

you are bjund to sell.

The company would ba biuid, however, to ta'te the
propirty comprised iacouater notica.

As to tin!-; within which offer t-i sell shvtld be

accepted.—The next question will be, within what
time should an ojfer to purchase land be accepted r

Tnis question is one that concerns the surveyor
mist intimately. An offer is made. Well, he
consults his client, and his client may naturally
require time to consider, and to make his decision.
He may probibly say, "How long may I take f"
It is laid down that the offer must be accepted
within a reasonable time. The surveyor will

therefore do wisely in advising a prompt decision.

The Uw is, that if the person who makes the offer
dies or becomes baokrupt before offer is aojaptad, ttia

land ii no' bound.

Always ba prompt in dealing with all om-
pensation claims. The reason is, you may lose

rights of injunctions if you are not—much to the
prejudice, it may happen, of your client.

Entry Umlir Compuhnry Pjicen.—The threat
is often made by companies, " We shall, under
our powers (Lands Clauses Act, 1815), enteral
once." We always refuse to permit it. E?;pe-
riencehas taught us that it is most dilRiultto
get a settlement when the company is la posses-

sion. Explain that you are willing to proceei at
once to value, but they must not take possession
until the compensation is paid. Generally you
will do better for your client by so doing. It
rarely happens that a company has both complied
with the Act and can show that the demand for

the land is so urgent as to entitle them to enter.

You will sometimes, however, be startled by
your client coming to you to say that the pro-
moters or company have taken possession of his
land, and are cutting up the turf, or otherwise
injuring his property, and blaming you for
neglect in permitting it. We will give the cases
in which the company may, in defiance of you,
take possession, and where they cannot. This
wiU enable you to explain the position to your
client.

Where a company enters no'eis rolens, re-
member they must pay into bank the whole
value of al! the land comprised in the notice to
treat. If they pay less, an injunction to restrain
them may be ob ained. They cannot enter on
less land than is comprised in the notica to treat.

Tltcy em enter before makiny compensition :

It the necessity of immediate entry is so urgent
as to preclude them from following tha slower
modes of procedure.

Where they have deposited the purchase-
money.

Where they want to enter merely for surveying

and taking levels of such lands, and of prooing

or boring to ascertain nature of soil, and of

setting out the line of works.

Notice, not leas than three, or taore than fourteen,

days is necessary to owners or occupiers of such lands
where no previous consent. It is well to remember
that compensation must be made for damage done.

Where there is an equitable mortgage.
But it appears that if insufficient is paid into

court to meet the amount of such mortgage,

the mortgagee of the equity is entitled to be

placed in the same position as if the company
had purchased the equity of redemption. OE
course, in practice, the company should not dis-

regard so important a personage : if they do, they

cannot complain.

Where, while not proposing to take the land,

they yet injuriously affect it. Nothing can

prevent their so doing, and they may execute

their works.

The remedy of those injured must be sustained in a
different mannt^r.

Where licence has been given.

Such licence cannot ba revoked, it must be borne in

mind.

Should the company, however, take possession

under any of the above-mentioned powers, you

will do we'l to advise your client to send in all

particuhns of claim ; which, if not agreed to (it

would seem the amount must exceed £50 in this

case), or if they do not proceed to summon a jury

within twenty-one days, when required by the

claimant, this will become an absolute right. We
confess, however, that in our experience we hive

never had or heard of such a result being obtained.

It is worth mentioning that the claimant does

not lose his right to have his claim assessed by
a jury, because he may have failed to make a

claim previous to the entry on his land.

They can enter, although the character of the

ground will be materially altered by the opera-

tions they mike.

Even should their works prevenf; a jury from
form-ng a correct estimate of the value of the land,

it is no ground for an injunction to restraUi.

Thev C.4N.V0T ENTER : Uuloss they can show the

necessity of urgency

.

As an illustration : A company cannot take poisea-

sion under a valuition mide two years prior to an
attempt to exercise the compulsory powers of entry,

because the fact of not exerciaiog their fowars for so

long a tima is sufficient evidenca that there is no
urgent necessity for immediate entry.

Until the money is deposited in a bank.

[ The method of deposit does not ome within

the province of the surveyor. We thsrefore will

no'; burden his memory therewith ]

Until award made.
Until verdict given.

Or if no award made or no verdict given, until

a surveyor appointed by two justices [in a certain

manner the details we need not give] determine
the value of the lands or the interests therein.

8u ih monay mu^t be deposited as above mentioned
—or it would appear in this case a bond must be
given, in a penal sum, with interest, without deposit-

ing the money.

The Company cannot make a tunnel under

lands without paying or depositing compensa-

tion as if land taken.

The Company cannot take, if lands mortgaged,

unless sufficient deposit made to compensate

mortgagee for being paid off before the proper

time.

This applies also to parsons having an equitable

lien, the company bnng boual to settle with them
before tak^g possession.

In order to make this portion of our subject

more easy for reference, we will here give a

Table of the cases in which a company may and

may not insist upon entry before making com-

pensation.
T.voLK xtn.

Th 'y m.Kj :
-

When necessity can ba proved urgent.

When purchase-money is depositei.

Oa not less than three days' notice, for surveying,

levelling, or probing.
Where there ia an etjuitable mortgage.
Where land is iojunouBly atfacted, not proposed to

be taken.
Where lic?n9e has been given.

Th'H mljl 'lit :
—

Unless urgency can be shown.
Until purcha'ie-money is deposited.

Until award made.
Until verdict given.

If land mortgaged, unless mortgagee compensated.

:

I
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We avoid purposely all that which relates to
the strictly legal portion of our subject—aa, for

instance, the validity of bonds ; who may and
who may not give them ; the power of justices

and the Board of Trade : lien, and its enforce-
ment : declaration of lien ; wilful entry ; warrant to

sheriff where refusal togiveland—as those matters,
though they come before us, do so only properly
in conjunction with our client's legal adviser.

For this reason also we do not propose to deal
with the Title question, as that belongs to another
profession. But some few hints will be of
advantage, more especially as the law says every
min is supposed to know the law, and is treated
accordingly.

Xo longer title than sixty years c in be claimed

.

If the company refuse to accept the best title

that the vendor can make, he may call upon them
to complete or abandon the contract.
The mere taking possession of property and

making even slight alterations therein is not, it

would seem, necessarily an acceptance of the
title.

But if property taken possession of is injured
bjfore acceptance of title, company cannot elect

;

thev have to pay purchase- money into court.
Wnen the title is not in dispute, the company

have a right to possession for six months after
notice of claim.

GMiln-ill.—The next point which must engage
our attention is that of "goodwill," as it is
commonly termed, and this is certainlya trouble-
some element in dealing with compensations. It
is not really "goodwill" that is sold, although
many surveyors so call it ; the claim is for the
loss that will accrue from the removal. Let me
explain this more fully, as it is very important
and not generally understood. Suppose a trades-
man sella to another the lease and goodwill of a
shop

; he has a claim for the value o' the lease,
the fixtures, some stock (probably), and then adds
a sum for the value of his connection. This is

what is probably understood by the expression
" goodwill." Now assume the sale to a railway
company. He does not sell his connection to the
raUway, who do not want it, and who never
stipulate that he shall not carry his connection
with him. He clearly, therefore, does not sell
his goodwill in the sense above mentioned ; but
he has a claim for any damage that may accrue
to him through loss of connection in consequence
of removal. Where your client cannot obtain
other premises in the immediate neighbourhood,
it may be necessary to make a special claim for
injury, as sometimes, in such a case, the whole of
the connection may be lost. This will apply only
to such trades as are of a purely local character. A
brewer can claim for the loss of sale of beer to a
public-house, where the lease contained the
covenant that he was to supply it. Beyond the
value of the lease, he would be entitled to com-
pensation on the loss he would sustain by the
pulling down of the house, and the consequent
ceasing of the demand for beer.
The legal definition of what goodwill is, is

pertinent to this subject. Amongst the public it
is generally considered as something appertain-
ing rather to the individual shopkeeper than to
the lease

;
yet the legal decisions affirm that the

mortgagee to whom the premises are mortgaged
18 entitled to any amount that may be assessed
for goodwill. This shows clearly it goes with
the house, and not with the occupier or lessee.

Please understand it is not meant that the mort-
gagee 18 to make a profit out of goodwiU : but if bis
Hecurity is insufficient, that then he mar take so much
out of the goodwill assessment as will brin» bim
home,' to use the technical expression.

Most recent decisions give no compensation for
injury to goodwill, or for loss of profit, where no
land 13 taken.

The essence of compensation, as recently decided,w that some injury must be shown torighis inland,
and thiit injuries to goodwill or to loss of profit in
Dosinesa carried on upon land not taken are not
entitled to compensation.

Stock.—The next head of claim is very con-
fusing to the surveyor, and arises where a client,
having to remove, cannot realise the full value of
his goods. He is compelled to sell them in a
hurry, and, of course, to obtain prompt sales,
must sell at a sacrifice. It is to reimburse such
loss that the claim is made. It sometimes
happens your client prefers to remove his stock
to his new premises, and there sell them in
ordinary course, to running the risk of loss by
forced sale. In this case the claim will be for
cost of removal and possible damage thereby It
will surely be contended that any damage arising

in consequence of the removal is due to the care-
lessness of the owner or his agents, and cannot,
therefore, form a claim against the company.
Should such an answer be raised, the reply will
not be amiss that was made by the celebrated
liord Eldon, that "throe removes were equal to
one fire."

Now assume that your client cannot find any pre-
mises into which to remove his stock direct from
the old premises, and that his stock is of such a
nature that it cannot be suddenly realised—say,
for instance, a patent article, such as a knife-
cleaning machine, medical apparatus, or some
such articles, which, while bulky, could not be
sold at all at any sacrifice, as such sales would
permanently injure the value. Here, if it can be
shown that due diligence has been used to obtain
new premises, the fair charge for warehousing the
stock should be added to your claim.
A tradesman can claim for the loss he may

sustain before he can obtain other suitable
premises.

1 II^W I ,

THE SUKVEYOUS' INSTITUnON.
STLDKNTS' I'UELIMINAUV KX.IMISATIOX.

OF the candidiites who presented themselves
at the prelim'nary examination of the

Institution, held concurrently in London, Man-
chester, Dublin, and Glasgow on January 16

and 17, the following satisfied the examiners :
—

Jack Trevor Abrahams, 45, Warrington-crescent, Maiila
Vale W. ; Roland Seymour Andrews. 8,3 Ktngston-loid,
Oxford; Oliver Wylie Allen, 8, Freileriok's-plare, Old
Jewry, E.G. ; Erneat RUph Appleton, The Gables,
Eaglesclitfe, R.SC Durham; Frank Leslie Baker.
Emery House, Bisbop's StortfLrd. Herts; Edwin Gool-
enougb Biyly, Beecbcroft. Berkhampstead, Herts

;

Howmd Cliff nd Bpaven, Doddiagburst Essex-road,
Enfield, N. ; Reginald Lewis Joshua Bedford. Murivaoce,
Horn-lane, Alton, W. ; Regina'.l Henry Wap^hott
Bennett 2>), Kenil worth-avenue. Wimbledon Park, S.W.

;

Charles Edward Benton. Heck House. Grimsby. Lincoln-
shire ; Cyiii John Berry, Burton House, Bolingbroke-
grove, Wandsworth Common. 8.W. ; Itisil Frederic Blois,
Hurliogham, Eist Ciitf, B'>urnemouth. Hant^ ; Lionel
Victor Bowler. Green Bank, York-road, Southend, Es^ex

;

Thomas Howard Bowler. The Precincts. Canterbury. Kent:
Horace Brown, 42, Soutbgate, Chichester, Sussex

;

William Ernest Brown, 33, Parkgate-road, Chester;
Alan Hillersden Bulteel, Charlestown, St. Austell, Cjm-
wall ; Herbert Burch, ^, Cromwell-avenue, Highgate,
N.W. ; Edward Cecil Burgess, 127, Foldwycb-road, West
Hampstead, N.W. ; Rilph Henry Burstow, 9, Cobden-
place, Hailsham, Sussex ; Charles Ralph Campbell,
14, Qledbow Gardens, South Kensington, S. W. ; William
Joseph Carlisle, care of Canon fleming. Pitt-street,
Gloucester ; John Graddoa Chappie, a'*. Mill Hill-road.
Acton, W. : Arthur Chard, Thorverton, Devon; Alfred
Howard Clarke, Ashbourne. The Drive, Waltbamstow

;

•William Cecil Clemens, 187, Union -street, Plymouth,
Devon ; Cbarles Stanley Cobb, Strathfleldsaye, Hamp-
shire ; Howard Cooper, Dashwood, Gravesend, Kent

;

Harold John Culpin, 74, Grosvenor Park-road, Hoe-street,
Walthamstow. Essex; Harold Darby, 6, Cliff-street,
Bridlington, Yorkshire ; William Gwyane Bitt-helor
Davies, Penner House, Newbridge, near Newport, Mon.

;

Arthur Chatterton Dorrington, 41, West-road, Lan-
caster ; William Marshall Dugdale, Llwyn, Llanfyllin,
Oswestry ; Spencer Edwards, 30, Fark-road, Polsloe-road,
Exeter, Devon ; Charles Eggar, 10, West-street, Farnham,
Surrey ; Frederick Charles Groome Ellen. Eastfleld
House, Andover. Hants ; Rae Adam EUis, The Warren,
Wanstead, N.E. ; Charles Stokes Eaton Evans,
Avallenau, Haverfordwest, 8. Wales ; George William
Ferris, 141, Sutherland - avenue, Maida Vale, W.

;

John Alexander Flatt. Norman House, Blake Hall-road,
Wanstead, N.E. ; John Henry Penning. Fairfield, Ash-
burnham-road, Bedford ; George Frederick Finch, 4,

Worltersville-road, Hornsey Rise. N. ; Archibald Keith
Foulis, Roselea. Orchard - street, Motherwell, N.B.

;

Ernest Leonard Frost, 164, Croydon-road. Anerley, 8.E.

;

Harold James Gale. Garsington, Wheatley, Oxon

;

Thomas M. Glasson, The Agricultural Collf'ge, Aspatria,
Cumberland ; Tom Keeping Gloag. 36. Vardens-road,
Clapham Junction, S.W. ; Percy Walter Gregory. 44,
Hav::rstock-hiU, N.W. ; Oliver Greenwood, Wood Lea,
Todmorden, Lancashire ; John Campbell Grierson, 27,
Newsham-drive, Liverpool, Lancashire : Ernest Mount
Haes, 7, Grove-road, Surbiton, Surrey ; Vernon Manning
Hall, 6, Wedderbum-road, Hampstead, N.W. ; Edward
Charles Harris, 86, Broderick-roaJ. Upper Tooting.
S.W. ; EricThomasset Haslehurst, Claverley, Finchley,
N. ; Edward Robinson Hawkins. Downham Market,
Norfolk ; Joseph Bereton Hayward, Claremont-road,
Bath, Somersetshire ; Geotfrey Steele Henderson. St.
Margaret's, Kilmarnock, N.B. ; Herbert Arthur Hinton,
Belvedere. Shepherd's - hill, Highgate, N. ; Stanley
Hooper, 35, Ctcil - road. Upton Manor, E, ; Ribert
Llewellyn Honey, 5, Gordon-terrace, R .Chester, Kent

;

John Nixon Horsfield, jun., 11. Penrhyn-road, Kingston-
on-Thames ; Edmund Howard, Stafford House, Grove-
road, Snareabrook, Essex : Ernest Edward Victor Ives. 4,
Denmark-terrace, Mundesley - road. North Walsham

;

EmestCoryJarvLs,3.3.Loui8ville-rd.,I'pperTooting,S.W.

;

Stanley Bernard King, Waverley, Albert Park, Abingdon^
Berks ; William Herbert Lamble, 14, Chichester-street,
Paddington, W. ; John Clay Lucas, Castle Precincts,
Lewes. Sussex ; Alfred J. Lyddon, 38, Desborough-road,
Plymouth, Devon ; Michael Lewis Lyon, 316, Fulham-
road, S.W. ; John Edward Gerard Mc3heehy, 23. Den-
mark-avenue. Wimbledon, S.W.

; James Matley. 491,
Ashton-road. Oldham, Lanes; Edmond Meaeher, Messrs.
Rawlence and Squarey, Salisbury, Wilts

; Cecil McClellan
Myott, 6, St. Andrew's-street, Cambridge ; John Stuart
Naylor, Edenthorpe. Beckenham, Kent ; Arthur O.
Noakes, 96, Blenheim-gardens, WiUesden-green, N.W.

;

Oscar Travel Nettleton, 47, St. Mary Abbotts-terrace]

hensington, W.
; Harry Bertram Owen, Lonsdale Vaia.

Horence-street. Newcastle. Staffordshire ; John Oswald
Payne, fhe New Farm, Bromley. Kent ; Charles Frederick
Pede, Rosemont, North Finchley, N. ; George Lionel
l-epler, Lvnton, Haling Park-road, Croydon: Arthur
Percy Piekersgill, 2, Cambult-road, Putney-hiU, S.W.

:

bdward Ihomas Frederic Pope, Athclatan House, Mar-
gate, Kent

;
Percy Havery Uoss, S.T. Mercers-road, Hol-

loway, N.
;
Thomas Itule, The Agricultural CoUege.

Aspatria, t.umberland ; 'Arthur Salwey, The Cedars,
Broxboume, Herts; Willie Stanley Venn Hansom, 71,
East HUi, Colchester. Essex ; Thomas Edward ScammeU,
ot'

^,*^' Redland-road, Hedland, Bristol ; John James
bhardlow, Narborough-road, Leic&ster : Arthur John
??.'A ','. o,^"""'' f'ressington-park. Liverpool ; Frederick
Mitchell Skelt, 64,Fairlop-road, Leytonstone, N.E ; Sidney
William Smith, The Limes, Aulwry-ride. Cheshunt,
Hert.s : William Boulton Smith, :i7. Factory-road, Hinck-
ley, Leicester

; Clifford Thomas Steward, <i5. Courttleld-
gardens, S.W. ; Nigel Desmond Stewart, tlie College of
Agriculture, Dunston, Salisbury : Thomas Tivendate 34
Park-lane, Stoke Newington, N. ; Cedric Walter Uns-
wortb, 113, George-street, Altrincham, Cheshire; Astley
Allan Vigers, The Hurst, Hersham Walton-on-Thames •

Percy Deering Voisey, 22, Melbourne-street, Exeter,
Devon; Irving Wall, BrookfiBld, Cambridge-road,
Huddersfleld, Yorkshire ; Sydney James Walter, Eccles-
bourne. New Wanstead E ; Arthur Harvey Wells. Hill-
side, Ashby-de-la-/,ouch Leicestershire

; Arthur Vivian
White. The Poplars. North End, Portsmouth, Hants;
Harold William Whitton, Ciswell, near Towcester,
Northamptonshire; William Ojbome Wightman. York
Lodge, Warham-road, South Croydon ; Hubert William
Wilkinson, Highfleld House, Winchmore HUI, N.

;

Harold Williams. Eridge House, Chichester-road, C^roy-
don

;
Harold Wood, Bridge House. Grimsby, Lincoln-

shire
; Ernest Edward Woodbrige, Cartrjf. Roxbirough

Park. Harrow-on-the-Hill ; James Percy Woodhams, bC,
Havelock-road, Hastings. Sussex: Bertram Worrall,
Crimsworth, Whalley Range, Manchester; Herbert
Oiwald Young, Eversley, Egerton Park, Rock Ferry,
Cheshire.

• Biacketed equal for head of List.

OBITUARY.
We regret to announce the deith of Mc

J.iMKS Fu.iNcis WooDHii.iLi, the surveyor of the
Duke oE Devonshire's building department at
Chats worth, which took place at Pilsley, near
Chitsworth, on Saturday last. Mr. Woodhead was
in his 49th year. He spent some years on the
Welbeck Estate, and then returned to Pilsley to
assist his father, and eventually he was appointed
surveyor of buildings on the Chatsworth Lstate,
in which capacity he carried out large and im-
portant improvements in the mansion and upon
the estate, amongst these the reconstruction of
the large conservatory, and the installation of the
electric light. Mr. Woodhead was a member of
the Dorothy Vernon Lodge of Freemasons, No.
21'29, and held the office of junior warden.

Mr. Eiiw.iRii Cl.^rkk C.miot, the head of the
profession of architecture in Boston, Miss., died
last week at his home, at the age of eighty-one.
Bom of an old and distinguished Boston family,
Mr. Cabot learned his profession, like most
practitioners of his generation, mainly by him-
self, but no more refined and scholarly work has
ever been done in the United States than that
which he designed. He was, says the American
ArcMtecl, a skilful water-colour painter, and
frequently contributed his works to the local
exhibitions, but in architecture he found the
widest field for his great and refined talent. The
best of his buildings is the Boston Athenaeum,
on Beacon-street, in the Italian Renaissance
style ; but he is best known by the Boston
Theatre. Mr. Cabot, at first either alone, or in
connection with his brother, Mr. F. EUiot Cabot,
and, later with Mr. Chandler, now Professor
Chandler, of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, designed a great number of build-
ings. It was Mr. Cibot, we believe, who set the
fashon of painting wooden country-houses of an
olive green, to harmonise with the foliage about
them, and when his own house was built, he
modelled with his own hands in the wet plaster
a f riez5 of leaves and flowers, which was after-
wards painted. Mr. Cabot was for many years
president, and recently honorary president, of
the Boston Society of Architects. .Some ten years
ago he retired altogether from practice, his fail-

ing health obliging him to confine himself closely
to his home.

The joint committee of the Brampton and Halt-
whistle Rural District Oonnoils have instructed Mr.
Harry W. Taylor, A.M.I.C.E., of Newcastle-on-
Tyne and Birmingham, to prepare schemes of water
supply and sewerage for GUsIand.

Tii6"Year Book" of the Society of Architects,
just issued, shows a total of 534 members, 18 hon.
members, 10 associates, and 21 students, in all 683
names on the roll, against an aggregate of S61
names at the corresponding period last year, when
the members numbered ,021, the hon members 18,
the associates 11, and the students 14,
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OOUFBTITIONS.
Bristoi. WoiiKitovsE Infirmauy.—This im-

portant competition for a new infirmary to
accommodate 1,000 beds has now been settled.
The committee of the guardians dealing with the
matter have considered the award of the assessor,
and find that the three designs considered by him
to be entitled to rank as the best and awarded
the premiums are :—(1) Mr. H. Percy Adams,
F.R.I.B.A., 23, AVobura-plaee, Eussell-siiaare,
London, £200 ; {2J Messrs. Giles, Gough, and
TroUope, 28, Craven-street, Charing Cross, £150

;

(3) Mr. Arthur Marshall, Nottingham, £100.

Gl.\sgow RiivAi. IxriRMARY.—The Glasgow
Institute of Architects have forwarded a memorial
to the managers of the Royal Infirmary protest-
ing against the action taken in the recent com-
petition. They say :

" We attribute the failure
not to any lack of zeal on the part of your com-
mittee, or of ability on the part of the competing
architects, but mainly to the manner in which
the competition was initiated and carried through,
and that in the following respects among others :

^l.That along with the printed conditions
provided for the competition there were issued
two sets of sketch plans as indicative of alterna-
ti'-e arrangements which the sub - committee
recommended, and which were stated in the
accompmying report to be drawn by or under the
direction of two members of the sub-committee
respectively. 2. That a Jubilee block to be
situated on a particular part of the site was in-
sisted upon as an integral part of the scheme.
The results of these elements in the conditions
were :— («) That the competitors and the assessor
were hampered in the exercise of their individual
judgment as to the main points of importance in
auch a building—viz., the distribution of the
various buildings with respect to each other for
convenience of working and of all for the freest

access of sun and air. (i) That the competitors
were placed in the invidious position that, in the
event of the schemes recommended by the com-
mittee not proving themselves to be in accord
with their judgment and experience, they were
bound, in departing from them, to meet with dis-
favour from those influential members of the
committee who would enter upon the examina-
tion of all the plans with minds necessarily biassed
in favour of those which they themselves had put
forward, while reserving their position as judges.
(c) That as the result, the proposal that plan E
be accepted, which became the finding of the
meeting, was moved by the gentleman who was
actually the author of the scheme which wasadopted
and worked out in detail by this competitor.
3. That neither of the sketch-plans issued are in
accord with the present-day principles of hos-
pital design, as might, indeed, be expected, seeing
that their authors have not enjoyed the training
which would qualify them as surgical, medical,
or architectural experts : that, in fact, the plans
are in many vital particulars inadequate and out-
of-date, and that these faults are naturally dis-
played equally in the selected design, which is

but an elaboration of one of them. A corrobora-
tion of this assertion with regard to the radical
faultineas of the plans in question is furnished by
the fact that six out of the ten competing archi-
tects found it necessary, in spite of risk of possible
consequences already alluded to, to entirely
throw over the schemes furnished to them, and
that among this number are found all the four
architects from outside of Glasgow (two from
London and two from Edinburgh), who were
presumably invited specially on account of their
knowledge of hospital design." The Institute
urge the managers, before committing themselves
and the public to the erection of any portion of
the building, as designed, to have the plans sub-
mitted to one or more independent hospital
authorities of recognised and outstanding position
for consideration and report. They also unani-
mously lodge a protest against the setting aside
by the sub-committee, without any reason given,
of the award of the professional assessor. Dr.
Rowand Anderson—the more so that a simple
majority of one was considered sufficient to over-
turn his judgment—as liable to prejudice the
success, alike for promoters and architects, of
future competitions in Glasgow. And they
further state that the erection of a Jubilee block,
such as is proposed, seven stories high, and in the
position selected will, if proceeded with, dwarf
and irretrievably injure for all time the external
appearance of the cathedral.

Li>\vKR CLArroN.—riaufl prepared by Mr. J.
Williams Uunford, M.S.A., architect, of 100c,

Queen Victoria-street, E.C., for alterations and
additions to the United Methodist Free Church,
Lower Clapton, have been placed first in a limited
competition.

The Strand iMruoVEMENT Scheme. — The
competition for this great Metropolitan im-
provement seems likely, after all, to be followed
by practical results^at least, to this extent:

that the London County Council has deter-
mined upon going forward with the work

;

and we hear on good authority that Mr. Henry
T. Hare, F.R I.B.A , the author of design
No. 20, which, no doubt, was the most popular
of all submitted, has been chosen as the architect.

We also understand that his original design has,
in a general way, been adopted—subject, however,
to some modifications, one of which will insure
a range of shcps extending practically through
the whole extent of the frontages, and it remains
still somewhat undecided as to how far the central
block of the composition will be utilised as public
offices ; though it is to be hoped the idea of erect-

ing a suitable home for the London County
Council on this part of the site will not be
abandoned. The erection of the new Gaiety
Theatre will necessarily form part of the scheme,
and its exterior, it is stated, in any case, will form
a distinctive and essential feature in the whole
composition. This part of the work will be
carried into execution under the supervision of

Mr. Ernest Runtz, architect to the proprietors of

this well-known playhouse. The fa(,'ades of other
buildings, for which sites have already been pro
vided on the new line of frontage, will also have
to conform to Mr. Hare's design, which was
illustrated in our Issue of Nov. 2, 1900, and which
will be remodelled on the lines which we have
indicated.

Swansea New HarbourOfficks.—The ninety-

seven designs submitted for the proposed new
harbour offices have been carefully considered by
Mr. W. M. Fawcett, M.A., F.R.I. B.A., of

Cambridge, the assessor nominated by the presi-

dent of the Royal Institute of British Architects,

with the result that the referee in his report

placed the design numbered 39 first in order of

merit, and that numbered 93 second, and
mentioned also those numbered 2 and 'H. The
executive committee of the trust decided to

adopt his recommendation, and accordingly to

accept, subject to the conditions, the design

numbered 39. The decision having been made,
the sealed envelopes containing the names of the

authors of the designs mentioned in Mr. Fawcett's
report were opened, when it was found they
were as follows :—No. 39, placed first, Mr.
Edwin Seward, Cardiff (£100 premium) ; No. 93,

placed second, Messrs. Fairhurst and Thornley,
Blackburn (£50 premium) ; No. 2, favourably
mentioned, Messrs. Stones and Stones, Black-
bum, and Mr. W. Edwardes Sproat, Glasgow

;

No. 21, favourably mentioned, Mr. Wm. C.

Liidlaw, Edinburgh. The site is situate at the

corner of Somerset-place and Adelaide street,

overlooking the post-office and not far from the

town-hall, with a rear frontage in Pier-street.

The accommodation provides a shipping oflice,

50ft. by 30ft. Offices for the accountant and
solicitor and clerk will be on the ground floor

;

the boardroom, with superintendent's and engi-

neer's offices, on the first floor. The cost is

limited to £12,000, and it is a condition of the

competition that a tender from a builder shall be
obtained to do the work for the amount stated in

the architect's estimate.

In the case of the application on behalf of

Samuel RiQsom, carrying on business as Kinsom
and Co., Britannia Works, Kensal-road, W., stair-

case manufacturer, the order of discharge from
bankruptcy has been suspended for five years, ending
Dec. 21, 1906.

Arrangements are now nearly complete at South-
ampton for the commencement of the tramways
extension through St. M»ry-8treet and district,

which, by resolution of the Corporation, has to be
paved with wood blocks. In connection with the
work application is to be made to borrow £3,998.

The sale of the site and buildings of the Indigent
Blind Schools, situated in St. George's-circus, S E.,
has been completed. The consideration money
arranged by Mr. Reginald Roumieu, who acted as
surveyor to the schools, was £140,000. The pur-
chasers were the Biiker-street and Waterloo Railway
Company, who were represented by their surveyor,
Mr. Leslie R. Vigers, and who will erect on the site

a generating station for their system, which has
authorised powers to construct an underground line

from the Elephant and Castle to Paddington.

Builbius KttttlUstnce.

Caxterhury.—The City Corporation hive at

length obtained the consent of the Lunacy Com-
missioners to a modification of the plans for the
City Lunatic Asylum now in course of erection

on the Stone House Estate. Mr. \V. J.

Jennings, M.S.A., of Canterbury, is the archi-

tect. The Corporation is to do the best it can
for £70,000, the sum estimated to be required
before the Commissioners added to the plans.

£26,000 have already been spent, and with the
balance of £44,000 it is estimated that two
blocks, each to accommodate 50 patients in

association wards and 10 private patients, can be
built. Accommodation has already been pro-

vided for 20 males and 30 females, so that the
total capacity of the Asylum when completed
will be for 170 patients. The plans as extended
by the Lunacy Commissioners provided for about
double this number, although Canterbury's
pauper lunatics average from 00 to 70 only, and
at the prices now ruling in the building trade in-

volved a total estimated expenditure of £120,000.

Richmond, Surrey.—New infirmary buildings

are being added to the workhouse from plans by
Mr. Edward J. Partridge, F.S.I. Six separate

buildings are now being erected by Messrs. S. N.
Soole and Son—viz., female infirmary block,

lying-in ward, nurses' home, male infirmary,

lunatic wards, and ambulance house and mortuary.

The five blocks intended for habitation each run
longitudinally N.E. and S.W. The female and
male infirmary blocks are connected on each floor

by corridors, from which short branches connect

to the lying-in ward and nurses' home. Along the

centre of the ground-floor main corridor a trench

is formed, in which the various mains will be
placed. 'The female block comprises :—Ground,
first, and second floors, each containing a large

ward of 24 beds, a smaller ward of three beds, a
day-room and duty-room, besides larder, linen-

store, brush-store, and sanitary accommodation.
In connection with the iron external staircase is

a balcony along the whole of one side of this

large ward. The floor will be laid with pitch-

pine blocks. The walls will be plastered, and
the junction between the floor and wall will be
formed vrith a slight hollow. The day-room is

20£t. in length, with a bay window at one end.

The larder and stores are opposite the day-room.
The sanitary annexe is separated from the

main building by a cross-ventilated lobby.

The lying-in ward is placed next to the female

infirmary. The accommodation comprises a

lying-in ward for six beds, two labour-room?,

duty-room, larder, bathroom, and store. The
ward has separate w.c.'s and slop-sink, ap-

proached through a cross-ventilated lobby. The
dispensary is arranged in this block, but is ap-

proached by separate entrance from the corridor.

The nurses' home is placed between the lying-in

ward and the male infirmary, and consists of three

floors, from each of which access is obtained to

the main corridor. On each floor is a central

passage or corridor, with the various rooms opening
directly from it. The male infirmary, the next

block, is similar in general arrangement to the

female infirmary before described, and provides,

as the other block, provision for SI in-

mates. The fifth block is that for the reception

of lunatics. The building consists of a ground-
floor only, and comprises two separate two-bed
wards, with attendant's room adjoining each,

fitted with supervision window and a padded-

room. The wnole of the building will be erected

in stock brickwork, with deep red brick facings,

relieved by lintels and strings of Portland stone,

and the roof will be covered with green slates.

St. Pancras.—The Bishop of Islington con-

secrated on Wednesday week the Church of All

Hallows, North St. Pancras. The building was

commenced twelve years ago, and was intended

to be the permanent Church of the Good Shep-

herd, but when AU Hallows, Thames-street, was

pulled down and the sito sold a portion of the

proceeds was given to this church on condition

that it was named after the one pulled down.

The architect is Mr. James Brooks, and the style

is severe Early English. The exterior is of

Derbyshire rag, and the interior of Portland stone.

The cost of erecting the nave and side aisles has

been about £17,000, and there is seating accom-

modation for 1,200, When the chancel is added

there will be room for an additional 300 seats.

South Shields.—New oflices are being erected

for the Sunderland and South Shields Water
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Company. The building will have a frontage of

43ft. to the Market-place, and 92ft. to Chapter-

row, and will cover double the area occupied by
the present oQices of the company and workshops.

It is planned in two departments, one for office

and public use, and the other for workshops.

The building, which is Free Renaissance in

character, has elevations to both Chapter-row

and the llarket-place, the latter being built on
the ground floor with polished red and grey

granite. The upper stories are finished in red

brickwork, relieved with moulded and carved

stonework, and the whole surmounted by a stone

turret. The basement comprises cellars for pipe

storage, and heating apparatus. On the ground
floor there will ba a general office approached
through a tiled hall. Communicating with the
general office is a manager's room, strong-room,
telephone -room. \:. The remainder of the
ground fl )or is devoted to workshops, &c. The
first floor is approached by a stone staircase, and
contains a board-room, outdoor inspector's and
other offices, and additional workshops. On the

top floor a suite of dwelling-rooms has been pro-
vided, together w^ith further offices and store-

room. The building will be largely of fireproof

construction. The work, which is expected to

cost between £7,000 and iS.OOO, is beirg carried
on* by Mr. K .\Uinson, of Whitburn, from the
designs and under the supervision of Mr. Henry
Grieves, A.R I B A., of South .Shields.

CHIPS.
Toe death occurred at Darby on SuLdiy night of

Mr. Thomas Owen, M.Iast.C.E., inspsctine ongi-
neer of permanent way mateiiils for the M dland
Huliray Company,

Messrs. E. H. Shorlani and Brother, of Man-
chester, have just suppMed some more of tbeir patent
Minchester stoves to the U^ioa lofirmary, Guild-
ford.

The town conucQ of EJioburgb accepted, on
Tuesday, estimates amounting to nearly £5,000 for
the erection of houses for the working classes at
Potter-row.

Messrs. Wm. I'otts and S:)ns, clock manufac-
turers, Guildford-street, Leeds, have just erected a
new turret striking clock at Wykehim Ciurch,
Yorkshire, which strikes the hours on the large, or
tenor, bel!, and shows the time upon one large
external dial, which faces down the main street of
the village towards W.vkeham Abbey, the resi-
dence of the Right Hon. Viscount Djwne, the donor
of the clock. The tower is some 40 yards or so
distant from the church, and formerly the bottom
part of the tower was used as a lock-up for
prisonarp. Messrs. Potts and Sons are also making
a new quaiter-ahioie clock for the ancient parish
eharch of Listingham, on the North Yorkshire
M}}rs,'snd a new illuminated clock, with three
external dials, for S;arborough.

Tom Richarilson, a worlrman, was on Saturday
charged £t Westminster Police-court with having
itolen several kitchon stoves and other articles from
the premises of Messrp. Harrison and Spooner,
builders, Crozier-street, Limbeth. Ha had driven
up with two men and presented a note to the person
in charge of the premises, ttating that they were to
be allowed to remove the articles. Stoves, piping,
slates, and other goods to the value of £15 were
taken away. Information was given to the owner,
which led to a deicription of the three men being
applied to the police, and to the arrest of the
accused. A remand was granted.

Considerable opposition was raised at Southend-
on-Sea by builders and others on Thursday in last
week, when Mr. H. P. Boulnois held an inquiry,
on behalf of the Local Government Board, into the
application of the town council for sanction to
borrow £16,250 for the purpose of erecting sixty
houses under the Housing of the Working Classes
Act, 1S90.

At Moulton, on Thursday in last week, the Bishop
nt L'ncoln dedicated the memorial to the late
Rev. J. Russell Jackson, who for 33 years was vicar
of MonltOD, and for 22 years chairman of the South
Holland Quarter Sessions and the Spalding Bench
of Magistrates. The memorial took the form of a
stained-glass window in Moulton church, which
had been executed by Messrs. Clayton and B-ll, of
London, at a cost of £400. The Memorial Com-
mittee also expended £150 on the restoration of a
Perpendicular screen in the church. "This restora-
tion has been carried out by Mr. W. B. Pooley, of
Coggeehall, Essex, whilst the whole of the memorial
has been under the tuperintendence of Mr. W. and
C. A. Bi83ett Smith, architects, London.

At Wellingborough, a new board school, which
has been erected by Messrs. Hicksley Bros., from
plans by Mr. J. E. Cutlan, in Westfield-road, was
opened on Friday afternoon.

NOTICE.
The Editorial, Advertwement, and PublialiiDg Offices

of theBuiLDiya News axd EsaisKEEisa Joubnal, are
at—

CLEMENT'S HOUSE,
CLEMENT'S INN PASSAGE, STRAND,

LONDON, W.O.,
where all cocimunicationa should be addressed.

Telegraphic Address :—" Timesen'er," London.**

Telephone Xo. 1633 Holbom.

Clement's Inn Passage is the turning west of the Law
Courts, opposite St. Clement Danes Church, ani oar new
offices can be reached in a few seconds from the Strand.
They will be found on the right-hand side of the way,
next door to the Vestry Hall.

TO 003RESP0NDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of
onr correspondents. All communications ^ould be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space Eillotted to correspondents.]

It iA particularly requested that all drawings and all

sommunications respecting iUuHtrations or literary matter
ihould be addressed to the EDITOR of the Bitildinq
Ef swfl, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,
W.C, and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
is not unfrequently otherwise caused. All drawings and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,
onsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-offlce Orders to be made payable to
Thb Steajid Nbwbpapbb Cohpant. Limited.

NOTICB.
Baund copies of Vol. LXXVin. are now ready, anfl
should be ordered early (price 12s. each, by pjst
12s. lOd.), as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXtX.. XLI., XL.VI.,
XLIX.. LI., Lin., LXn.. LXriL. LXV., LXVI.,
LXVII.. LXVin.. LXEX.. LXXI., LXXU..
LXXrn., LXXIV.. LXXV., LXXVI., and LXXVXL
may still be obtamed at the same pric*; all the other
bound volumes are oat of print. Most of the bach
numbers of former volumes are, however, to be had
singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers to
complete volume just ended should order at onoe, as
many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Caies for Binding the Bi;iLi>isfi News
price 2'., post free 23. 4d.. can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn-passage, Strand, London, "W-C.

TEEMS OP SUBSCRIPTION.
One Poand per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
(Jnited States, £1 68. Od. (orGdols. 30c._gold). To Prance
or Belgium, £1 63. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 63. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
(3»pe, the West Indies, or Natal. £1 68. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract Advertisd-

ments, PubUo Companies, and all official advertisements
ia Is. per line of Eight words, the flxst line counting as
tro, the minimum charge being &8. for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miscellaneous
uid Trade Advertisementa (except Situation advertise-
ments) is 6d. per line of Eight words (the first line
eounting as two}, the minimum charge being 48. 6d. for
10 worcb. Special terms for series of more than sia
insertions can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-page Advertisements 28. per line, and Paragraph
Adverti3ement.8 1b. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for leas than 6s.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
9fflce not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

S1TUAT10K8.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations Vacant

"

ar " Situations "Wanted " is Osz Shtlliso fob Twkntt-
FOUB W0BD8, and Sixpence for every eight words aft«.
All Situation Advertisement* must be prepaid,

Rkcf.ivei,.-F. F. T.-C. H. E.-T. G. 8. Co.-H. V. 8.-
M. R. A. (Plymouth).—©. H. and Son.

"W. S. G.—Write to the Portible Buildings Co.. 106,
Queen Victoria-street, mentioning the Building New-;.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
riFTH LIST OF SUBJECTS.

E.—A Small High School for Girls in the suburbs of a
country town on a level site, with frontage facing S. W.
The width of the plot is 100ft., wi'-h 20<)ft. depth.
Economy of scheme desirable, and width of front not
more than Soft. The building to set back 15ft., but the
porch may. if desired, project left, from the main
fat,'ide. The style ta be Qaeen Anne or LateRfUiis-
eance, in red brick, with atone sparingly used, treated
in a plain dignified manner. The building must not
look like a Board School. The accommodation to cjm-
prise a gooi entrance and entranc?-haU ; a lecture or
central asserably-hall, 50ft. by 29ft. and 20ft. high,
with platform at one end : a principars room, 15ft.

square or of that area, near the entrance, with ante or
waitiog-room adjoining somewhat less in size ; a cloak-
room, with lavatory and w c, to be available for
visitors on special occasions, when the assembly-hall is

used for prize distributions or concerts, &c., and the
conveniences so arranged that they may be used
by the principal. There are to be six classrooms,
four for twenty pupils and two for twelve pupils
each. A teachers' common room 18ft. by 14ft.,

with lavatory, cloakroom, and w.c en 8uit€, Three

music-practice rooms, 10ft. by 10ft. each. The base-
ment to have two entrances, one for tratlearaen and one
for pupils, quite distinct. Good cloak and boot room
accommodation, pupils' lavatory, and four w.c.'s. The
housekeeper's rooms to be located at top of the build-
ing, with kitchen large enough to be used in connection
with tea-service on special occasions, and to have a
small service lift communicating with the af sembly-hall
on the ground lloor and basement, from whence goods
are sent up to the kitchen. The housekeeper to have
one sitting-room and two bedrooms, with one large bed-
room for three servants, who will require a separate meal
and sitting room. There will be half-basement floor,
ground floor, first and second floors, and attics. The
assembly-hall may if desired be a one-story building.
The cla-ssrooma to be 15ft. high from floor to ceiling.
The other rooms lift, high, and offices less if found
desirable. The main staircase to be fireproof, and
4ft. Gin. wide. A heating chamber in the basera-^nt for
hot-water radiatorj in classrooms to supplement ooen
fireplaces, and to warm assembly-hall, where no fire-
place is required. Front elevation, section, and plan of
each floor. Scale Sft. to the inch. Xiew optional.
Cube at is., and state total cube and price. The return
fronts ijuite plain, as the building comes between
others, and light within site on all sides with this
limitition only. Ground floor 3ft. above pavement.
Posts and chains in front of paved forecourt. Size of
paper 25in. by ISin.

Drawiscs Received. — '* Pat McKann," "Sundial,"
"Peiseveranzo," "Robin Hood," "Willie," " Brinh,"
" Ivanhoe," and " Cambria."

C0i'it5p0ubtn;ce.

THE HIGH ALT.\K SCREEN' AT
Sr. ALBAX'S ABBEV.

To the Editor of the Buildixg News.

Sir,— llr. John A. Rindolph'a reference to his
" notfs upoa which" he baeed his remarks on
the above is passiogly curiou'. As a matter of

fact, in his new book, entitled " Abbays .\round
London," towards the end occurs the story of

St. Alban's Abbey. We call it an abbey for the

sake of " auld lang syne" I suppose: but it is,

of course, at present, and lonp; has been, a
cathedral, with a bishop and a dean in its own
right, although the author in question quite
overlooks that point. The interesting account
of this particular building, occurring as it does
amongst that of the twenty-three abbeys said to

be clustered around London, is headed as

"reprinted, by permission, from the Lamp.^'
If, therefore, Mr. Randolph was not the actual

author of the original article in the latter publica-

tion—the very odd and really careless blunder of

fathering in a new volume the renovation of the
High Altar Screen upon the late Sir G. Gilbert

Scott, R.A., is not actually his own. He has, under
these circumstances, simply given an extract from
an unreliable source. But Mr. Randolph may
rest assured he is mistaken in his assumption, as

stated in to-day's issue, that he believes he has
seen a reference in any published book or journal

to the Ute Sir Gilbert's association, in any
way, with this particular screen. I speak with
some authority on the point, for I have not only

a unique collection of over 600 different illustra-

tions of the Abbey (exterior and interior views) in

my library, but, upon its shelves, am also the

happy possessor of a copy of nearly every exist-

ing book, ancient and modern, treating upon
England's greatest and premier Abbey.
If Mr. Randolphis.asone concludes him tobep),

a regular and diligent reader of the BiiLni>ro

News, his assertion relative to the name of Scott

suggests he is probably mixing up in his head the

beautiful design made by Jlr. John I >ldrid Scott,

M.A., for a proposed choir screen and stalls to

the memory of the late Archdeacon Mildmay, of

St. Alban's. These were all to have been placed

at the west end of the choir : but only the actual

screen and a few of the stalls have ever been
carried out. Mr. Scott's clever design, however,

was illustrated in this journal upon December 10,

1880. Further, nearly a year earlier (January 16,

1880) another design for the same memorial was
published in the Bi ildino News : it was from the

pencil of Mr. Scott's late and most accomplished

brother, Mr. George Gilbert Scott, F.S.A. This
never came to anything, any more than did the

design for a reredos for the Lady chapel, designed

by Mr. J. O. Scott, and illustrated in this

journal on December 10, 1830. This reredos

was to have been the united gift of the Free-

masons of all England. Bat, one supposes, in

that, as in other cises, " too many cooks spoiled

the broth," and the scheme, like so many others,

fell through.
Reviewing what has been done during the past

century, we find the High Altar Screen was re-

stored in a very mechanical sort of fashion in

1832 by an architect named Cottingham, and wat
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not touched again until ad. 1S83, whea Lord
Aldenham (then Mr. Henry IluoliS Gibbs, and
soon afterwards MP. for the City oJ L:)adon),
placed the oversight of the delicate work of
general renovation into the able hands of the late

Sir Arthur W. BlomBeld, A.K.A. No one else

ever had anything to do with the matter pro-
fessionally. It is true, after the work in question
had been in hand several years, the late Mr.
J. T>. Sedding, with much questionable taste, un-
solioitelly wrote a loag and exhaustive report
upon Sir Arthur's scheme, and sent it to Lord
Aldenham (thea Mr. H. H. Gibbs, M.P.). It
was a regrettable action, and at the time grieved
and hurt very much one of the ablest and kindest
hearts in the profession. Further, this was not
the only instance in which the late Mr. Sedding
allowed his own unbounded 'enthusiasm to exceed
good taste and discretion, and tempt him to poach
upon the private preserves of architects older
and with greater experience than his own.
However, they have all gone now. Peace be to
their ashes

!

It is unfortunate that so little is really known of

the rearing of the actual screen. No sort of con-
temporary drawing exists: hence we know hardly
more abiut it than we do of the first Christian
Cathedral Church of S;. Paul's, built towards the
beginning of the 7th century, in the days when
Melitus, the bosom friend of St. Augustine, was
Bishop of London, but of which building not even
the roughest sketch remains. Only the base of

one of the original large statues and the lower half
of one of the smaller ones are now existing, out of
nearly one hundred figures that once occupied the
niches of this world-wide famous screen. Bjth
the remaining fragments are like the screen's
whole fabric—of Clunch stone—a white, almost
chalk-like material, still quarried at Totternhoe,
near Danstable. AU the figures, if we are to

judge by what little has survived Puritanic fury,
were most elaborately decorated, both by colour
and with gold. The larger statue seems to have
represented St. Erasmus, a portion of that name
still remaining upon its base. What connection
or affinity this early fourth-century bishop had
with the abbey is not apparent, save, perhaps, as
to the manner of his martyrdom ? He died in the
same horrid way that some sculpture still pre-
served at St. Alban's records St. Amphibalus
met a martyr's death in the same year. The
latter gentleman, it will be remembered, was the
British priest who, as a fugitive, is said to have
been the actual converter of England's proto-
martyr—St. Alban. The old carving in question
shows Amphibalus bound to a tree by his own
bowels, his stomach having been slit for that
purpose, and in that awful position scourged to

death. Erasmus's death came about precisely in

the same manner, but in Italy, according to

tradition exactly twenty-one days previously

—

i.e., on June 2, .\.ii. 303. Ancient representa-
tions of the unfortunate Erasmus are by no means
uncommon in this country. There is an old

fragment of marble sculpture in Norwich
Museum, showing the cruel persecutors in the
act of winding his intestines around a windlass,
and upon the ancient font at Buckenham (Nor-
folk), as well as on an ancient window at Sand-
ringham Church, he is represented with a
windlass in hand. At St. Michael's at Plea,
Norwich, a medi;eval artist shows him with a
windlass at his feet, his bowels bound around it

;

and upon the rood screen at Hempstead we find him
bearing the windlass, with his bowels in the same
dreadful position. The name on the lesser frag-
ment seems to spell Stephen, who was, of course,
the first Christian martyr. Certainly it wears
the dalmatic, which, as we know, has been for

long centuries the proper vestment of all deacons.

Continuing one's remarks upon authors' careless

oversights and mistakes, an instance can be cited
n Mr. James Neale's, F.S A., otherwise most
exhaustive work, "The Abbey Church of St.

Alban, Hertfordshire" (1877). Therein, the
accomplished writer and draughtsman " skips

"

the high altar screen entirely. Possibly he
thought it far too big a job to tackle 1 Although
the Winchester and St. Alban's High Altar
Screens are so much alike in general conception
and grouping, and we have no actual proof as to

which is the earlier of the two, there can be no
possible doubt as to which of them possesses the

greatest merit in regard to original detail. In
this respect, Winchester is not a patch upon
St. Alban's. The former is admittedly grand as

a mass ; but upon looking closely into it, the old
detail is but as are a regiment of militia in com-
parison to His JIajesty's Life Guards when pitted

against the detail of St. Alban's. Winchester's
screen is built of French stone (Caen), St. Alban's
as already stated, of English (Clunch) , an infinitely

finer and better material. "The crockets upon the
former are all very much alike, and when half a
dozen have been carefully examined, then, prac-

tically the student has seen nearly all. How
different at St. Alban's f There one positively

revels upon the continuous variety of design, ex-
quisitely diversified at every hand. The carved
detail upon no two canopies is alike, and every
where is' to be seen the most perfect early 15th
century detail in existence. The St. Alban's
screen is, indeed, as superior to any other I know
for its period, as the 14th-century work upon the
sedilia in the Sanctuary in Exon's cathedral
church of St. Peter is to that (about the same
date) upon the Percy Shrine at Beverley Minster.
My dear old friend, the late John Chappie, J. P.,
Mayor of St. Alban's, and for so many years the
valued and trusty clerk of works to its Abbey,
always declared it wai his conviction that the
High Altar there was the earliest example by some
thirty years of internal E irly Perpendicular art

in the kingdom.
One more instance of a comparatively recent

mistake in connection with this priceless old

screen, and I have done. In Ashdown and
Kitton's fine volume, "St. Alban's: Historical

and Picturesque " {\.d. 1893), we read that the
recess in the high altar screen immediately above
the altar will presently contain a representation of

our Lord's descent from the Cross, carved in wood
and decorated with gilding and paint. As a

matter of real fact, the panel in question is white
marble, and the subject is the Resurrection I

Whenever we read ancient, yea, and much
modern, history, surely unconsciously we all too

often take into the bargain a large dose of

fiction!—lam, &j., H.\rry Hems.
Fair Park Exeter, January 25.

5tttei;c0mmantcattan;,

QUESTIO^rS.

[ueBLl-Worklng-Olass DweUings- —Will an
experienced reader inform me if there are any rales as to
size of rooms, height of same, width of staircase required
by any Act for building tlieae dwellings, and if so, what
they are T Comparing the dimensions of several sets of
rooms in block tenements, 1 have failed to discover any
particular rales.— Q. E. D.

CHIPS.
Aa inquiry was held at the town-hall, Weston-

super-Mare, on Friday, by Cil. Cok-i, M.I.C.E , an
inspector of the Lical Goveramsnt Biard, reapaot-

iag an applicitioa by the urban district couicil for

sanction to borro iv the sun of £2,39J for the con-

stiuctioa of a new street across gleba lauls, and for

the purchase of a portion o( such land for the

formation of the street and the extension of Grove
Park.

Dr. H. Lloyd Snape, P^-ofessor of Ciamistry at

Aberystwith University College, has been appointed
director of technical and secondary eduoatioa to the

technical instruction committee of the Laacashire
County Council, in the place of the late Mr. J. A.
Bannion. The salary is £600 a year.

Bishop Birry consecrated, on Siturday, Portman
ClispsI, Btker-street, and it will be known in

future as S •. Paul's Ciuroh, Pjrtmin-square. For
the pait 120 years the building has baen a pro-

prietary chapel, and it has now been aciiuired,

together with the ground oa which it stands, by
purchase from Viscount Pjrtmin for the sum of

£8,000, of which he has returned £3,030 towards
the endowment fund.

Major J. H. Pfingle, of the B jird of Trade T) i-

partment, has this week formally inspected the

permanent ways of tramways Nos. 10 and 11,

authorised by the Lrads C)rporation Act, 1897,

comprising the routes along Meadow-road, Bseston-

road, Beeston Hill, Town-streat, Bseston, and also

Elland-road.

The scholars of St. John's Hospital School,

Exeter, accompanied by the headmaster, Mr. R.
Smith, visited the studios and workshops of Messrs.

Harry Horns and Sons, in that city, on Friday
afternoon.

A public meetinEf was held at Comwood, Dovon,
on Friday, the Rav. Munday in the chair, with
reference to parpetnating the memory of the late

Lord and Lady Blachford, of Blaohford, Cornwood.
Varions plans and sohemes having been discussed

at previous meetings, it was at last decided to erect

a cross in the village, Mr. Hine's design was
adopted from among those submitted. The work
is to be in granite, which abounds on the estate.

At the half-yearly meeting of the Great Exstern
K tilway Company on Tuesday, the chairman stated

that in consequence of the enormous cost of ac-

quiring land for the further widening of the main
line from Liverpool-street to three yards, the board
has decided to abandon the high-level line and to

construct a low-level tube line, starting from Ilford,

and running nnder the existing road to Liverpool-

street, where, instead of forming an nnderground
terminus, trains would be enabled, by means of

a wide curve, to proceed to Walthamstow. The
plans for the scheme had been submitted to Sir B.

BUcer, who had in a large measure approved them.

JiEPLIES.

[I1670.)-Boolis.—" W." had bstter get Riviogtoa'a
*' Notes on Building Construction," the part for flonjarj.
MitcheU's "Building Cunstraction," Hoaoars Coarsei,
treats of ventilation, hot-wat^r supply, sanitation, &c.,
and would answer " W.'s " purpose. —Q.

[11872] -Rl^ht of Light.—If the neighbour can
have been proved to have abandoned hia right of light

through the old window, any new window he opens can
be obstructed. It is obvious, also, that the higher open-
ing is less in,i urious to the eervien'. owner, who miy raise

his premises accordingly. The new window -a story
higher —has certainly not the right of light the former
lower one possessed. If the lower window had not been
stopped up it would have been impossible to interfere

with the upper light without blocking out the light to the

lower window, and, in such a case, the servient owner is

powerless.-M. S

.

[1167^.] -Selenitic Cement, Concrete, &c.—
Selenitic cjment is not as strong as Portland cement.
Selenitic giujed mort*r (1 to 3) breika with a pulling

stresi of 63lb. to the square inch, whilst Portland cement
mortar giuged in a similar m inner will cirry over 30 lb ,

both being testei as briqie:te8. Any ordinary lim?

treated with cilc'uoi sulphate, as in the selenitic process,

will hi twicj as strong w.th double the quantity of sand,

as if not so treated.— W. E. M.

[11676.] -Selenitic Cement. Concrete. &3.-
Part 3, "Materials "of Longman's" Building Notes," will

show you that Portland cjment has a a^ron^er tensile

strength than selenitic grey lime, selenitic lias lime,

selenitic lime, and selenitic Rugby lias, or selenitic Abar-
thaw lime. Page 173 shows tensile and compres^im
strength to be ia favour of PortUnd. Hence, I espjct,

the favour i'. finds. -Recest's Pabk.

[11677.] -Stone for Window-3UIs. — There are

many stones harder than Portland, but they cannot bj
worked at less cost. " Box Ground Weither-Ston^,"
supplied by the Bath Stone Firms, Ltd., will do as well,

at less cost.-W.E. M.

Oa account of the death of hst Msjss'y the

Q leen, the ordinjry general meeting of the Archi-

tectural Association advertised for this (Friday)

evening has bean postponed to Friday, Feb. 8, at

7.30 p.m., whea Mr. D. T. Fyfe will read a paper

on " Architecture in C.-ete and Turkey," illus-

trated by lantern views,

French-Oiuadian families, when they go into

mourning, are in the habit, the BritisJt Decorator

remarks, of papering their rooms with a slate-

coloured design oa a b.ickgrouad of solid black.

Hundreds of rolls of this sombre-hued pipor are

annually used in Canada.

Toe eighteenth annual dinner of the Clerk of

Works' Association of Great Britain will be held at

the Kmg's Hall, Holboru Rsstaurant, on Monday,
February 17. Mr. W. E. Riley, F.RLB.i,
superintending architect to the London Couity
Council, will preside.

Mr. Gerald Fitzgerald and Colonel Braghey,
L'ght Riilway Commissioners, on Wednesday con-

cluded an inquiry at Crewe into an applic ition by
the Crewe Town Council for an order to construct

light railways within that borough. Tiie London
and North-Western Riilway Company and the

Cheshire County Council opposed the scheme, and
Mr. HopkinsoQ, engineer, Manchester, gave evi-

dence in its favour. It was proposed to borrow

£100,000 for the construction of about eight miles

of railway. The commissioners reserved their

decision.

Application was made on behalf of the London
County Council to Mr. Paul Taylor, at the South-

wark Police-court oa Wednesday, for ejectment

orders against the tenants of houses ia Eve s- place.

High-street, Borough. The buildings are to be

puUed down for sanitary reasons, and the occupants

received notice to quit last last Ootober. Ejectment

ment orders were granted.

Mr. M K. North, an inspsctor under the LocU
Government 'Board, ; has held an inquiry into an
application of the Chelmsford Rural District Council

for sanction to borrow sums amounting to £4,430

for water-supply works for the parishes of D »n-

bury. East Hanningfield. Little Baddow, Rattendon,

Runwell, Sindon, aad Woodham Ferris.

The Oasett Rural District Council intend to apply

to the Local Government Board for sanction to

borrow £7,500 for a sewerage and sewage-disposal

scheme for the parish of Stanford-Ie-Hope, after

plans prepared by Msssrs. D.bdin and Thudiohum.

A new church is about to ba built at Penruddicb,

near Penrith, from plans by Mr. Cbirles J.

Ferguson, of Eaglish-street, Carlisle.

•
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, II .'MUSIC." — LIBRARY AT NEWPORT. — BOVAL ISFIBMARY,

OLASOOW. — THO HOUSES AT ST. LEOVARd's. — SHRINK
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(!^ur Hlustrattotts.

" MVSIC" : DE9I0X FOR CENTRAL PANEL OF AS
OVERMANTEL.

Miss Mat L. Gkeville Cooksby, of Liverpool,

was awarded a Ironze medal for this decorative

denign at the last National Students' Competition
at South Kensington. The subject chosen is

" Music," and it was shown by a charcoal draw-
ing boldly handled, the composition being con-

trived in a self-contained and reposeful manner
well adapted to panel treatment, while a pleasing

effect is secured by the landscape peeps obtained
through the arched openings right and left of the

central tiguro.

NEWPORT, ISLE OF WIOnT, PUBLIC LIBRARY,
TECHNICAL INSTITITE, ETC.

The plans and perspective view illustrate the

design, selected by the Isle of Wight County
Council in a recent open competition. The
buildings consist of three distinrt sections—
namely, the library, including the curator's

house, the County Council offices, and the
Technical I nstitute. The funds for the building
and equipment of the former are provided by Sir

C. Seely, and for the two latter from two separate
accounts under the control of the County Council.
This method of payment necessitates a clear

division beween the several departments, which
accordingly have separate entrances, and are to
a cerain extent isolated from each other ;—thus
explaining the leading idea of the plan, which is

founded generally on one furnithed to com-
petitors with the instructions. The site is an
excellent one, with ample space all round the
buildings, and somewhat elevated above the
road. The buildings will be constructed of
brick with ornamental features in Bath stone.
The interior will be of a plain character, as the
funds available do not allow of much architectural
display. The architect is Mr. W. V. Gough, of
Bridge-street, Bristol.

ROYAL INl'IllMARY, OLASOOW.

Wf. published the plans and perspective views of
this design submitted by Mr. Percy Adams,
whose description appeared with the drawings on
Jan. IS. To-day we print a double-page repro-
duction of the detail, showing the Queen Victoria
Jubilee fac^ade towards Cathedral-square. The
main interest of this drawing is due to the careful
way in which the details of the heating and
ventilation scheme are shown, with the duct below
and the exhaust trunk above. There may not be
anything exceptionally fresh about this informa-
tion, but it makes a useful and practical illus-
tration capably worked out, giving particulars
not usually found in published details. The sheet
will therefore be found of value for reference.

TWO HovsEs, sr. leon.ard's-on-sea.

"Highlands Cottage," S'.. Leonard' s.—This detached
residence has recently been built on the Highlands
Estate, overlooking the Marina, for Mr. W.
Vandeleur Crake, M.A. The work has been
carried out in a plain substantial manner. Inter-

nally, some effect has been given to the hall by
the construction of a music gallery immediately

over the entrance. The ceiling in the dining-room

is panelled, and the beams are supported by
grotesque carvings, the ingle chimneypiece being

composed of old Jacobean oak work. The erection

has been carried out under the direction of Mr.
PhUip Tree, F.R.I. B.A., architect to the estate.

" Woodgale," Si. Leonard's-on-Sea. — This

residence has recently been erected for Mr. John
Smith, of Sydenham, on a site occupied by two

old houses in the Maze Hill. "Woodgato"
immediately overlooks the St. Leonard's public

gardens, and is planned on the bungalow type,

the reception-rooms and entrance hall being en

stii'c. "The internal finishings are mostly in

Oregon pine, stained and flat varnished. Mr.

Philip Tree, F.R.I.B.A., of London and St.

Leonard's, is the architect.

SHRINE OF EDWARD II., GLOVCESTER CATHEDRAL

The most beautiful of the historic tombs in

Gloucester choir was erected by Edward III., on

the spot whither the remains of his father were

conveyed, after the murder in Berkeley Castle,

near Gloucester. This " fayre tombe," partly

of Purbeck marble, with an alabaster effigy of

Edward II. under a graceful canopy, has fre-

quently been restored, but remains, with its

lightness and richness, an interesting piece of

work, in a massive and simple Norman arch on

the north side of the choir.

I'UEE METHODIST CHl'RCH AND SUNDAY SCHOOL,

LONOPORT, STAFFS.

This undertaking consists of a church, designed

to seat 260 persons, all on the ground floor ; also

an assembly-hall for Sunday-school purposes,

with a range of four classrooms. To meet the

demands of special occasions, it will be possible,

by the removal of a collapsible partition, to open

the assembly-hall into the church, and in this

manner to augment very considerably the accom-
modation. Conditions of cost prohibiting the free

use of stonework, the architects have endeavoured

to give to the buildings a natural brick treatment,

and with this object in view, they have refrained

from imitating a style of architecture adapted to

a superior material. On one side of the principal

gable is a small brick tower surmounted by a

slate spire, the base of which serves as a porch to

the church. Messrs. Wood anl Hutchings, of

Tunetall and Burslem, are the architects, and

Messrs. Grant and Sons' tender has been accepted

for the work.

artisans' DWELLINGS IN SIMNEL STREET,

SOrTHAMPTON.

Thp; building consists of six shops on the ground
floor, the three at the lower end of the building

having cellars underneath. The upper floors

contain twenty-six self-contained tenements,

which open off two common staircases, entered

from the yard at the back of the building.

Fourteen of these tenements contain living room.

Urge 8(ull3ry, w.c, and two bddrooms. The
remaining twelve tenements have similar living-

rooms and sculleries, but only one bedroom. The
principal features aimed at in the planning are :

(a) Each landing gives access to three tenements,

but without any space lost in passages. (4) The
tenements are entered from the sculleries, which
separate the living-room from the staircase, and
w.c. (c) The w.c.'s are isolated from the living-

rooms, and the ventilating pipes are taken into

octagonal turrets. Each of these turrets contains

six ventilating and air-pipes. The amount
sanctioned by the Local Government Board for

this building was £9,000. The contract sum
was £8,937. The actual cost, including making-
up and paving yard (which was not included ia

the contract), was £8,796 ITis. 9 1. The balance,

£190 48. 3d., will be spent on fitting up four of

the shops, which are at present unlet. The
building was opened in May last. Twenty-tour
tenements and two shops arc at present in occu-

pation. The rents charged are £30 per annum
for the shops, £10 for cellars, and the tenements
vary from 8s. 6d. to 4s. 6d. per week, averaging
28. 3d. per week for each room, not counting
sculleries.

CONGREGATIONAL CHC'RCH AND SFND.VV SCHOOL,
SHELTON.

These buildings are to be erected on a particularly

open site, situate on the south side of Hanley
Park, from which an unobstructed view of the

church will be obtained. The whole scheme
embraces a church, minister's and deacons'

vestries, with lavatory and w.c, an assembly

-

hall, and surrounding classiooms. The basement
contains, besides the heating-chamber, a spacious,

well-lighted kitchen, connected with the hall

above by means of a lift. It is the intention of

the committee to defer the building of the church
for the present, but to proceed with the rest of

the scheme, and to utilise the assembly-hall for

divine worthip until the completion of the under-
taking becomes practicable. The wall arc to bes
constructed of local red pressed bricks, with a
sparing use of stone, and the roofs will be covered

with tiles manufactured in the neighbourhood.
Jlessrs. Wood and Hutchings, of Tunstall and
Burslem, are the architects, their plans having
been adopted in limited competition.

PROFESSIONAL AND TKM3B
SOCIETIES.

The StRvEvous' IxsTrnTioN.—An ordinary

general meeting of this society had been called

for Monday last, for the further discussion of

Mr. R. F,. lliddleton's paper on " The Future of

the London Water Supply "
; but, on taking the

chair, the President (Mr. .lohn Shaw) said that

the Council of the Institution, at their meeting,

had come to the conclusion that they would best

give expression to their feelings, and those of the

members present or absent, and mark their sense

of the grievous loss which they and the Empire

at large bad sustained in the death of her late

Gracious Majesty, by adjourning the business of

the evening. The discussion of Mr. Middleton's

paper therefore stands adjourned to the evening

of Feb. 11.

The Technical College Architectural
Craftsmen's Society.—The usual meeting of

the society was held on Friday evening, Jan. 25,

when Mr. John M. Artmir delivered his paper on
" Legal Points for Architects." He divided his

subject into two parts—viz., " The Legal Stand-

ing of the Architect," and " Legal Points Relative

to Butldings," leaving out the two subjects of

Building By-Laws and Conditions of Contract, as

these had already been discussed by the society.

The legal standing of the architect in such matters

as "His Position as Agent and Arbitrator,"
" Ordering Materials on Behalf of his Client,"

"Certificates," " (^Iwnership of Drawings," &c ,

were fully gone into, and law cases bearing on

each enunciated. Among his other headings were

:

—"The Liability for Mishaps During Build-

ing," " Mutual Gables and Properties," "Drain-

age and Water Conveyance," " Ancient Lights

and Feu Charters." These were explained in a

careful and lucid manner.

CHIPS.
' The meeting of the Uoyal Institute of British

Architects for the presentation o( orizei and
studentships aEuounoed for Monday, February 4,

is postponed till Monday, February 25, at s p.m.,

in consequence of the death of the Q leen. Patron

of the Royal Institute. Toe Institute will be closed

to-morrow (Saturday) on account of the Riyal

funeral. At the mnetine of February 25, an address

of condolence to Hia Majesty will be moved from

the chair.

Colonel A. G. Darnford has held an inquiry at

Pudsey into the proposal of the town council to

put into force the Linds Clauses Act for the pur-

pose of acquiring land for important street improve-

ments, in widening Richardshaw-lane, Town-street,

Lowtown, South-parade, New-street, and Parson-

age Fold. It was stated that the total cost of the

improvements would come to about £20,000.

At Tuesday's meeting of the Lindon County
Council it was, after some disonsuon, agreed to

acquire the site of the Caledonian Orphan Asylum
at Holloway, subject to the approval of the Charity

Commissioners, for £10, .500. It is proposed to erect

workmen's dwellings on the site, the total capital

involved being £83,000. Accommodation will ba

provided for about 1,400 persons, and it is estimated

that no charge will fall upon the rates. The Council

also approved of the recommendation of the Im-
provements Committee that £1,315,000 be expended

in connection with the Thames Embankment
extension and Westminster improvements at

MiUbanb.

The South Dirley Trban District Cjuncilhavo

approved and accepted a scheme of water supply

prepared by Mr. Harry W. Taylor, A.M.I.C.E , of

Newcastle-on-Tyne and Birmingham. The supply

will be from springs issuing from the millstone grit

measures, from whence it will gravitate to the whole

of the district. The estimated cost ia about £3,500.

Application to the Local Government Bjaid for

borrowing powers will be made at once.
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I.EQAI. INTELLIQENOB.
What is Blue Lias Lime.—Blue Lias Assocla-

Tiox V. Cam Poetland Cement Co.—At the West-

minster Police-court, on Wednesday, Mr. Horace

Smith heard this case, in which the plaintiff com-

pany sought to obtain an injunctiou against the

defendant company to prevent the latter from term-

ing their output "blue lias lime." Mr. Wills,

barrister, appaared for the plaintiffs, and Mr.

Horace Avory, K.C., for the defendantf. Alfred

Samuel Andrews, manager to the Formby Portland

Cement Co., Grosvenor Wharf, Peckham, wrote to

the defendants for quotations for " blue lias lime."

They replied quoting 18b. per ton, and be ordered

four tons of "blue lias," which was supplied, and

which was not blue lias lime. William Whitaker,

B.A., F.E.S., F.G.S., for nearly forty yeap
engaged on the (jeological Sarrey of England, said

he supeiintended the survey of the large areas of

chalk in this country, including Cambridgeshire and

Herts. The Lias beds were easily identified as an

impure limestone, c^ntainining more or lets clay,

generally alternating in thin clay. In the processes

of manufacturing cement, limestone and clay were

used. As shown on the (iovemment geological

maps, blue lias ran from Dorsetshire in a north-

easterly direction to Yorkshire. Eoyston was more

than thirty miles from the nearest outcrop of

the lower lias, the only quality commercially used

for cement making. The witness had had forty-five

years' experience of geology, and had not till this

case was raised heard of blue lias lime from

Cimbridgeshire, and had never heard of the term

"blue lias lime" applied to anything drawn from

other rocks. Witness had recently visited the pits

belonging to defendants and adjoining pits, and

saw that they were driven into the chalk marl

locally termed " olunch." Cross examined : Was
not prepared to specify the characteristics of blue

lias io;k which rendered it suitable for the manu-
facture of lime, except as to the proper proportions

of calcareous and clayey materials to be mixed.

Originally hydraulic lime was solely made from

blue lias, but the material derived from Cambridge-

shire might be termed "hydraulic," but certamly

not "blue lias" lime. There was no difficulty

in identifying blue lias. Geologists could not, it

was true, see below the surface of the land ;
but

there were such things as deep borings for wells,

which informed them as to the lie of the strata

beneath. Max Clarke, A.R.I.B.A., Member of the

Society of Eogineers, 4, Qieeu-fquare, W.C., was

well acquainted with the term blue lias lime, which

was a definite one, of well-settled meaning—viz.,

lime made from lias formation. As a hydraulic

lime blue lias was highly esteemed by architects

and builders. It was frequently spscified. A
builder would not be jastified in using other limes

as "blue lias." CrosB-sxamined : Witness had

only met one architect who failed to recognise

whether the lime used was blue lias, and that inci-

dent had drawn his attention to the matter.

The virtue of blue lias was that it was an

eminently hydraulic lime. Mr. Alfred Mousley,

A.M.I.C E , chief manager to Henry Lovatt,

railway contractor, of Wolverhampton, for the past

•il years, knew that blue lias lime was generally

specified, and tuoh a material was not to be obtained

from Cimbridgeshire. He had heard of other

hydraulic limes, and almost all over the country

blue lias lime would cost more than others.

Gaorge Blackstone BIyth. member of the firm of

Chaa. Nelson and Co , Ltd , who for nearly 50

years had been blue lias burners at Stockton,

Warwickshire, said blue lias was hewn in the

quarries, burnt in kilns, and then ground. It

was not used neat, except around tube railway,

but had to be mixed with sand and other sub-

stances. Blue lias lime was hydraulic; it took

much longer to set than natural cements, and would

stand a few degrees of frost and also settling, but

other cements crystallised at once. As to price, in

London blue lias lime was 23. per ton more in cost

than Cambridgeshire limes. Blue lias lime was a

term well understood both among manufacturers

and builders, and such a name referred cnly to

material from the lower lias formation. He was a

member of the Blue Lias AssociatioD, founded

al)out 18 months ago, and in June of last year a

letter was written by Messrs Parker, Sbarpe, and

Cj. to defendants warning defendants not to sell

their pro lucts as blue lias lime, as that would be a

contraventioi of the Merchandise Maika Act. D;-

fendants' manager, Mr. liupsell, wrote declinmg

to admit that their Iim3 w s not " blue lias."

Cross-examined, witness's works were at Stockton,

ei'ht miles S.W. of Rugby. Witness had baen

pe°r8onilly engaged in the trade nearly sixteen years.

Until five years ago witness had never heard of

Cimbridgeshire blue lias lime. In many places

hydraulic 'lima was manufactured which was not

derived from the lias formation. The variation was

much greater than the slight variations which

existed in blue lias. He knew of no other hydraulic

lime which would stand the action of frost and any

settlement without losing its adhesive qualities so

well as blue lias. Michael Hmry Likm, the Clifte,

Warwick, member of the firm of Greaves, Bull, and

Likio, blue lias burners, of Stockton, Wilmoote, and

Harbury, corroborated the last witness. The blue lias

manufacturers recently found themselves confronted,

during the past two years, with a lime sold as blue

lias at lower prices, which had affected trade. Blue

lias lime had been used for most of the important

engineering works in London, including the Thames

Embankment, the Blackwall tunnel, both supplied

by witness's firm. Cross - examined :
Portland

cement was so called, not because it had any con-

nection with Portland, bat because its colour

matched the colour of Portland stone. The most

valuable quality of blue lias lime was its hydraulic

property, and its next its slow-setting nature, and

consequent freedom from rigidity. Witness could

not say if Cambridgeshire lime possessed those

qualities or not ; be did not know the lime. Roman
cement was well known, and was still excellently

made in Rome itself ; but as an English product

was now almost extinct. R^-examined : Portland

cement was not a name of origin ; but blue lias lime

was restricted to lime made of a certain material.

At thii stage the case was adjourned till Wednesday

next at 11.30 a.m.

the defendants, Mr. Douglas Young gave his opinion

as to the extent of work necessary, and stated that

the necessary work could be done for £574, and

that the time occupied would not be more than

fourteen weeks. His evidence was supported by

Mr John Clarkson, F.S.I., district surveyor for

Poplar, and by Mr. P. E. Pilditch. The defendant

company were wilUng to pay £1,120. In the result,

the jury awarded the plaintiff £1,600, and judgment

was entered for this amount.

Crabt Btbs.

In ee Jabez Reynolds.—A receiving order

having been made on the 9th inst., on a creditor's

petition, against Jabez Reynolds, described as a

builder and contractor, West Hampstead-avenne,

Pinchley-road, N.W., the statutory first meeting

was held on Wednesday before Mr. C. A. Pope.

The statement of affairs disclosed gross liabilities

£45 367 (of which £42,309 was fuUy secured and

£3 057 expected to rank) and no assets. The debtor

began business some 30 years ago. Since 1897 he

has been engaged in building operations on the

Kidderpore estate. West Hampstead. He attributed

his insolvency to the loss of an action brought

against him in respect of commission on the sale

of a house, and to increase in the price of materials

and wages. An adjudication of bankruptcy having

already been made, the creditors appomted Mr.

R J Ward, chartered accountant, trustee, with a

committee of inspection. It was intimated that at

a later stage of the proceedings the debtor might

submit a proposal for the payment of a composition.

Compensation foe Damage Caused by a Tube

Railway —Mr. J. W. Penfold, architect, sat as

arbitrator, on Tuesday, at the Sarveyors' Institu-

tion G-eit George-street, to hear the case of the

executors of the late Lord HerscheU v. the Central

London Railway—a claim against the Tube Com-

pany for damages to houses at Lancaster-gate,

alle»ed to have been caused by the railway works.

The°claimant8 coatended that, since the construc-

tion of the railway, there had been some subsidence

of the foundations of the houee which had affected

the whole structure, but the company alleged that

the subsidence was due entirely to other causes, and

that it was impossible, from an engmeering point of

view that the damage could have been caused by

the construction of the railway. Evidence in sup-

port of the claim was given by Mr. E 11. Robson

FSA FRI.B.A ; Mr. H. Curry, architect and

surveyor ; Mr. John Bott, surveyor and estate

aaent ; Mr. Sidney H Biker, of Messrs. John Bott

and Sons' office; Mr. Frank Chiswell, manager to

Messrs. Powell, auctioneers and estate agents; Mr.

Head, of Messrs. W. B. H«d and Sons, builders,

Notting HiU ; and Mr. Mark H^ Judge A R IB. A.

For the defence, Mr. Arthur Manton, M.lnst.L E.,

who had charge of the construction of the railway in

dispute was killed, and the cise waithen adjourned

until Friday. February S.-At the London .Sterilf s

Court on Wednesday, before Mr. Under-bherill

Burchell and a jury, the case of " Purvis v. 1 ae

Central London Railway Cjmpany came on for

the assessment of damages. The claim was for

£i ''00 Mr. Cripps, K.C., and Mr. R vde appeared

for the plaintiff, and Mr. Freeman, K.C., and Mr.

H Smith for the defendant company. The case for

the plaintiff. Dr. W. L«dlaw Purvis, of 20, Strat-

ford-place, Oxford-street, was that his house, of

which he held a perpetual lease from the City Cor-

poration, had been considerably damaged by the

construction of the Central London Riilway, the

ground having S'lbsided, thereby causing cracks to

Ippear in the outer walls. Mr. Maunce B. Adams,

F R I B A., gave evidence in support of Dr.

Purvis's claim, and submitted detailed estimates

showing necessary work to be done, and spoke to

the radical damage sustained by the plaintiff. Mr.

J Djuglass Mathews, F.R.I.B.A., gave corrobora-

tive evidence, and supported the architect's specifi-

cations and figures. Mr. James Green, of Messrs.

Weatherall and Green, Mr. Bousfield, of Messrs.

Edwin Fox and Bousfield, and Mr. Rogers also

gave evidence as to the damage done and duturb-

ance caused to Dr. Purvis. The evidence showed

that it would cost £2,294 to carry out necessary

repairs, including the underpinning of the house,

while £500 was claimed for the depreciated

value of the property and £479 for loss by reason of

the tenants of the top and bottom floors having to

leave while the repairs were executed. Dr. Purvis

also claimed €1,000 for inconvenience, damages to

his practice as a consulting physician, consequent

on his having to take other premises for a time, and

for other incidental expenses. V/itnesses stated

that the work would take nine months to do. For

WAOES UOVBMEinS.
COVENTEY.—The unsettled state of the building

trade in this city, and the fluctuations to which it

has been liable of late, have resulted in a notica

being sent by the local Master Builders' Associa-

tion to the Operative Bricklayers', Carpenters',

Plumbers' and Painters', and Labourers' Lnions of

a reduction in wages and in the length of the work-

ing day during the two months preceding and

succeeding Christmas. The notice which is to take

effect on April 1 next, states that bricklayers and

carpenters' wages will be reduced from 8|3. to 8d.

per hour, those of plumbers from 93. to Sid., of

painters from 8d. to T^d., and of labourers from 63,

to Sid. per hour. In addition the length of the

working day for the month before and the month

after Christmas, which is now fixed at te" hours-

seven o'clock to five o'clock-is to be cut down by

?wo hours-eight a.m to four p.m. This achon en

the part of the master builders is only part of a

concentrated action which is bemg taken through-

out the country. In Coventry there l?»d been an

upward rise in the wages of the budding trafie

generaUy during the past fifteen or twenty years.

The Bricklayers' Operative Union have refused to

accept the reduction, and the carpenters ,
plumbers ,

and painters' operatives are stiU considering tie

matter.

Glasgow Joinebs' STEiKE.-The reduction of

wages in other large centres where the rate is Id.

and 21. lower is drawing men to Glasgow, and

the masters are daUy filling up the shops oa their

own terms. Ojring to the smaUpox epidemic a

number of wooden structures are bemg erected at

Belvidere Hospital. The work is being do"? «? ^
Union men at the rate, the reduction of which has

brought about the present lock-out, of 101. P"
hour.

CHIPS.

At the meeting of the St. Paul's Eoolesiologioal

Society held on Wednesday at '»'« Ct'»Pt«-ho«^.

SI Paul's, a paper on " Eiglish S:ulptured ionte,

wi'thspscial reference to t^eic Ecclesiastical Sym-

bolism," was read by the R >v. H. Bedford Pim.

Messrs. S .theby, Wilkinson, and H >dge concluded

on Wednesday a three days' sale of books and

manuscript,, including the library of the late Mr

Thomas Harris, F R I.B A. Good prices were

realised.

Colonel A. C Sxith, R E, an inspector nndertU ;

Local Government Board, has held »« i°qa"-^, »*

the Gillingham Urban District Couno Offices New

Brompton, with reference to the application by the

coTciHo Sanction to borrow £3.400 for works M
pn"vate street improvement The Bohe-ne was

explained by Mr. F. C. Boucher, clerk to the ,

dS council, and Mr. C. Candler, surveyor.
,

At the Board of Trade on Friday, the oommi^e !

appointed to inquue into *"« a"«f^ ^"f'f.Ti'*
by vibration in the working of the Central London

Railway held their first sitting, and after taking

some Evidence, adjourned sim- <'". the chairman

intTmating that they would depute Mr. Mallockto

make exjSriments L to the actual amount of th*

vibration.

The Bristol Church Extension Commisnon re-

ceived, on Monday, additional P'°^Xen rS
Tnirtv-two thousand pounds have been raiaeo

?owids the £100,000 proposed for buildmg seven-

teen new churches and haU a dozen mission halU

in the city.

At Saturday's meeting of the Metoopoliton

Asyums Board, a letter was read from the L'^
Government Board approving the P'^f »' ^« P™"

posed chUdren's convalescent homes at R°?'^f*??:

and promising to issue an order authormug the

expenditure of £20,500 on the work.

At the London Auction Mart last week »n

Srti:rTV°;ee\'rrt^vii4^6:?^^inVut
?ud;.d upwards, the proceeds of asuccesefnl

sale of gaa stock and shares.

A memorial tablet is to be «reote'l >^ B'^O'^J

Cathedral to the memory of Mr. John Hopkms, inu

late organist.
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Our OMce^Cabk.
Thk Worshipful Cjnjpaniea of Ctrpentors and

Joiners are atout to revive tie taste for, and
demonstrate the advantage of, wooden dwelling-

houses. An exhibition of works in wood is to be

held in June at Carpentars' Ilall, London Wall,
K C , and u special feature is being made of

wooden and half-timbered houses. Substantial

prizes are offered for the best nodels sent in of

labourers' cottages and small dwelling-houses
which comply with the conditions of the compe-
tition. The models must be on a scale of not less

than half an inch to one foot, and the object in

view is to show that small timber-built country
houses are, in many cases, superior to and cheaper
than those made of bricks.

The question of the protection of Stonehenge
from further damage was discussed at a recent
meeting of the council of the Society of
Antiquaries, when a resolution was passed offer-

ing to co-operate with the owner of this ancient
monument. Sir Edmund Antrobus, for its pro-
tection, and suggesting that a scheme might be
arranged with th.it object in view between the
8^ciety and Sir Elmund. A copy of the resolu-
tion has been forwarded to Sir Elmund
Antrobus, and his reply will bi considered at
the next meeting of the society. If the new
theories about the shape of the bise of the stones
and the depth at which they are imbedded in the
earth are correct, something will have to be done
without much delay if the remaining uprights are
to be kept in position. The scheme for preservinsr
the monument whic'. seems to meet with general
approval is the one which has been more than
once advocated in our columns—viz., that the
remaining uprights should be surrounded by a
bad of concrete about 3ft. deep and 3ft. wide.
This would support the stones for many years to
come, and in a very short time after the turf
had been relaid there would be no traces left of
the restoration. There is no probability that the
remiins will be purchased at the preposterous
price of £100,UOO, nimed by the pr.-aent owner
a few years since.

The engineers of the proposed Minchester and
Liverpool Electric Express lviil*iy have pre-
pared for Parliament a detailed estimate of the
cost of the scheme, as it will be put forwjrd
during the ensuing session. The total length of
the proposed railway from its commencement on
the west side of Deansgate, Manchester, to its
termination in Liverpool, near the entrance gate-
way of the Blue Coat Hospital in School-lane, is
34 miles 3 furlongs 3 chains, which, owing to the
route followed, is one furlong shorter than the
scheme of last year. The estimated cost of con-
struction is £1,776,821, as compared with
£1,748,940, the estimate of last year's scheme.
The scheme as now put forward is, from an
engineer's point of view, materially different to
the rejected scheme. The cost per mile for
laying the permanent wav, which, last year, was
put at £18,000 per mile, is now reduced to
£13,500 p«r mile, and the cost of the stations,
which was estimated at £67,600 is now brought
down to £30,000. The cost of viaducts, which,
under last year's scheme, would have absorbed
£175,300, is now put at only £72,868, whilst
tunnelling is also reduced from £61,200 to
£55,360. The savings effected by these altera-
tions is more than absorbed by public improve-
ments. Thus in the place of 48 bridges over or
under public roads estimated to cost £36,200, it
is now proposed to provide 108 bridges at a cost of
£120,410, whilst accommodation bridges, which
were estimated to cost £44,340, will now cost
£30,750. Although 30 acres less land will be
required for the new scheme, the cost of acquiring
will absorb £558,515, as compared with £45 1,600.
The capital required to be raised is £2,100,000
an increase of £100,000 when compared with the
rejected acheme.

Sii;xoii Uuo Ojetti writes complaining of the
manner in which the Biptistery of Florence is
being restored. The famous Bittistero of Sin
Giovanni was covered with precious marbles by
Amolfo di Lapo towards the end of the 13th
century. The slight cracks which some of the
slabs exhibited constituted no danger to the
edifice, as the wall ia not buUt of marble, but
merely encased. A year ago the cathedral
authorities ordered the Bittistero to be cleaned
ifith pumice-stone. " In the green marble sUbs
placed in position by Arnolfo di Lipo under the
tyesof Dante," vinrites Signer Ojetti, "square

holes wore cut to support the baama which these
new barbarians had ready for making the scaf-
folding. Upon the scaffolding planks were laid,
while matting was stretched around to hide the
work of re-embellishment. With acids, pumice-
stone, and irons all the marbles which looked
dirty were cleaned and scraped until they pre-
sented an appearance of youthful polish. Where-
ever the slightest crack was visible, the stone,
which had seen the dawns and sunsets of six
hundred years, was cut away, and for yards and
yards the fine old green marble was replaced with
a dark marble of a colour like wet slate. The
vulgar Kivaccione of a dirty blue colour was
substituted for the cold white Alabastrine ; the
edges were made sharp like razors, and look
horribly new. By degrees, as the scaffolding
was taken away, the holes made for the cross-
beams were filled up with stone of a ' howling

'

hue, and the intnrstices were filled up with
painted cement. This has been done to six sides
of the octagonal temple where all Florentines are
baptised, and which for centuries was the cathe-
dral of Florence. The Bittistero, the most per-
fect example of E irly Tuscan art, now appears as
brilliant as though it were new, and when the
scaffolding and the plan'ts are completely re-
moved, the doors by Andrea Pisano and Lorenzo
Ghiberti, the statues by D inti, Jlustici, and
Sinsovino, will seem, in comparison, dusty and
lurid until someone tak^s it into his head to
brush, wash, scrapo, and polish them also." The
cathedral authorities have now asked for £600 in
order to " clean " in the same way the basis of
the Giotto belfry.

MBETINaS FOa THE BNSCTINO WBEK.
MoNDA v.—Society of Arts. "Elementary Art Educa-

tion," Cantor Lecture No. -I, by J.
Liberty Tadd. 8 pm.

Liverp>ol Architectural Society. " Old
Engli ih Architecture : A Retrospect and
a. Sujuestioa," by A. 8. Flower, M.A ,

F.3.A.
Leeds and Yorkshire Arcbitectural

Society. " Domestic Work," by F. R Jwn-
tree. 6.3jp.m.

Tu«8DAY. — Architectural Association of Ireland.
"Secondary Schools," by M. J. Tighe.
8 pm.

Wed.nesdat.—Society of Arts. "Some Experiences of
Motor Bicycles," by Joseph Fennell.
8 p.m.
Nonhem Architectural Association.

" Luxfer Prisma," by R)bert A. Wood,
B.Sc, of Manchester. 7.30 p.m.

Thuhsdav.—Civil and Mechanical Engineers' Society.
" The Staines Reservoir Works," by M.
Mawson, A.M.I.C.E. 8 p m.

Friday.—Architectural Association. "Architecture in
Crete and Turkey," by D. T. Fyfe.
7 30 p.m.
Glasgow Architectural Craftsmen's

Society. " Wall Coverings," by Colin
Sinclair, R. W. Horn, and John Arthur.
8 pm.
Birmingham Architectural Association.

" The Architecture of the 20th Century,"
by Banister F. Fletcher, A.R.I.B.A.
6.45 p.m.

Satokda v.—Edinburgh Architectural Association. Visit
to Royal High School , Canongate Church,
and Old Tolbooth.

THE ARCHITECT CTRAL ASSOC TA-
„..,.„T,'"?-°"'"'^ '" ""! DEATH of HER MAJESTY theQLEEN, the ORDINARY GENERAL MEETING, fiiei for IVb-
tuary lat, b«« been POSTPONED to FRIDAY. FEBRUARY Stb,
at7.30p,m., when Mr. D. T. TYPE wiU read a Paper on "Arcfii-
tectme id Crete and Turkey."

G. B. CARVILLl
R. S. BALFOUR (

•Hon. Se.

Cfje Sccietg of toljitects.
Founded 1884. Incorporated 1893.

ST. JAMES'S HALL, PfOCADILLY, W.

An EXAMINATION for Admisaion to MEMBERSHIP will be held
at the above addrees, on 2nd. 3rd. and 4th APRIL, 1901 Entries
close March 2lBt. Paat Examination Papers are pui.liahed m the

ii'^r^';°}'^'\" J"" Shillinita. GULD. SILVER, and BKUNZE
„ , • and other Awards are (riven to suceeasful candidates under

specified condiUona Syllabus oost free.

C. McARTHUR BUTLER, Secretary,
Society of Architects.

At Walkar-oi-Tyne, east of Ndwci'itle, an
electric power station i) being built at Neptune
Bank, Of the three sets of engines being ereoted
at Neptune Binfc Station, two have been built by
Messrs. Wigham, Richardson and Co., Ltd. ; one of
these engines is now actually supplying light and
motive power in the district, and the other is in
course of erection. The third is being ereoted by
the Wallsend Slipway Co., Ltd. The consulting
engineer is Mr. Chas. H. Merz, and the resident
engineer is Mr, Kiseley.

LATEST PRICES.
IB on', *o.

D ,, . , Per ton. Per taa«

» H'i'ir"',','''^'
Belgian £« »o «8 10

BoUed-Steel Joists, English 9 0,, 10
Wrotight-Iron Girder Platea 9 0,, 9 16
Bar Iron, good Staffs 8 7 « „ 9 7 «
Do., Lowmoor, Plat, Bound, oi
l?1^'«. 20 „ 20

Do.. Welsh .. 6 16 „ B 17 «
Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 7 17 8 , 6 6
BeatSnedshiU 13 ,1 18 10

Angles lOe., Tees 20s. per ton extra.
BoilderB' Hoop Iron, for bonding, Ac, £8 15a.
Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £16 lOs. Td. per ton.
Oalvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron—

^ . „, .
No. 18 to 20. No. 22to 24.

Sit. to 8ft. long. Inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
„KauSe £12 6 ..,£12 10
Beat ditto 12 15 .., 13

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Coliunns £9 to £9 10
Cftat-Iron Stanchions 9 0,, 9 10
Eolled-Iron Fencing Wire 1116 „ 12 15
RoUed-Steel Fencing Wire 1115 „ 12 15

ti „ jj, Oalvanised. 13 „ 14
Caat-Iron Sash Weights 6 6 0,, 6 10
Cut Clasp Nails, Sin. to Sin 12 „ 18
Cat Floor Brads ... 1116 „ 12 16
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
to7 8 9 10 11 12 18 14 15 B.W.O.

11'- 118 119 12/8 129 136 U'3 15'- 16- pel owt.
Oast-Iron Socket Pipes

—

Sin. diameter £6 17 8 to £7 6
4m. to Sin 6 15 „ 7
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 6 16 „ 7
rCoated with composition, 28. tid. per ton extra ; turned

and bored joints, 5s. per ton extra.)
Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lilleshalt lOSs. to UOa.
Hot BUst, ditto 678. 6d. to 82s. 8d.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—D.8C0ttnt off Standard
Lists f.o.b. :

—

Gas-Tubes 60 p.o.
Water-Tubes 55 „
Steam-Tiibea 60 „
Oalvanised Gas-'Tubes 47^ „
Galvanised Water-Tubes 45 „
Oalvanised Steiua-Tubes 40 „

lOcwt. casks, bowt. oaska.
Per ton. Per ton.

Zinc, English (London mill) £25 to £25 10
Do., Vieille Montagne 26 „ 26 i5
Sheet Lead, 8lb. per sq. (t. super. 21 „ 22
Pig Lead, in Icwt. pige 20 „ 21
Lead Shot in 28lb .bags 23 „ 24
CopperSheeta, sheathing and rods 89 „ 90
Copper, British Cake and Ingot.,, 75 10 „ 76
Tin, Straits 12) 5 „ 12115
Do., English Ingots 123 10 „ 124
Spelter, Silesian 18 17 6 „ 19 12 6

T I MB KB.
Teak, Btirmah pet load £10 10 to £16 6
„ Bangkok 10 „ 16 5

Quebec Pine, fellow 1, .« 4 7 6,, 560
„ Oak „ ._ 3 6 0,, 4 15

„ Birch , ._ 3 0,, 600
„ Elm „ - 5 0,, 600
„ Aah , ._ 3 7 6,, 3 15

Dantaic and Memel Oak „ ._ 3 6 0,, 4 15
Fir , ._ 3 0,, 400

Wainscot, Riga p. log ... „ .„ 1 17 6 „ 3 5
Lath, Dantaic, p.f , .„ 4 0,, 6 15

St. Petersburg „ 4 0,, 6 10
Oreenheart , ... 7 16 „ 8
Box 7 „ 16
Sequoia, U.8.A per cube foot 18,, 020
Uajiogany, Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick 8,, 008
Honduras ... „ ... 6,, 00 71
Mexican „ ... 4,, 00 4}
African , ... 3},, 6}

" " ~ 3*
8}

Cedar, Cuba
„ Honduras

Satinwood
Walnut, Italian

American (logs)

3
8}

10 „ 1

8,, 007}
2 3,, 04'

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120—121t. by l}ln.
byllin. :

—

Quebec, Fine, 1st £25 10 to £30
., 2nd 18 „ 21

„ 8rd 12 10 „ 14
Canada Spruce, Ist „ 1110 „ 1115

„ 2nd and 8rd 9 10 „ 10 5
New Brunswick 8 10 „ 10 15
Riga 8 10 „ 10
St. Petersburg 1113 „ 18
Swedish 11 10 „ 21
Finland 11 „ 12 10
White Sea 12 10 „ 22
Battens, all sorts 5 0,, 12
Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :

—

Ist prepared £0 12 9 „ £0 19
2nd ditto 11 6 „ 14 9
Other qualities 7 0,, 13 6

Staves, per standard M :

—

U.S. ditto £87 10 „ £45
Hemel, cr. pipe 220 „ 230
Memel, brack 190 „ 2o0

OllaS.
Linseed per tun £29 to £29 10
Rapeseed, English pale... „ ,.. 80 „ 80 6
Do., brown „ ... 28 15 „ 29 5
Cottonseed, refined „ ... 21 10 „ 22
Olive, Spanish „ ... 35 „ 88
Seal, pale „ ... 24 16 „ 25
Cocoanut, Cochin 27 15 „ 28
Do., Ceylon , ... 25 16 „ 26
Palm, Lagos „ ... 28 „ 28 6
Olelne „ ... 17 6 „ 19 6
Lubricating U.8 per gal. 7 0,, 080
Petroleum, reSned „ ... 6},, 6}
Tar, Stockholm perbarrd 1 6 „ 18
Do., Archangel 19 8 „ 10
TorpeatiBe, Amerioan ... per ton 37 „ 87 B
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LIST OP COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Newtownards, Ireland -Water Supply, ic James ColvUle, Oerk, The Workhouse, Newtownards Fab. 9

Bristol—Alterations to Petty Sessional Court and Offices £100, £50 The Clerk, County Council OiHoea, Bristol „ U
Ballarat, Victoria—Soldiers' Statue, Bronze or Marble (cost

, ,, , .

£1.500, £2,(HXI, £2,500) J. W. Nedwelland W. D. HUl, Hon Sees., Ballarat, Victoria It

Nottingham—Sewerage Scheme for the Farishea of Colwick-
Gedlmg and Burton-Joyce C.J. Spencer. CTerk, Public Offices. Basford, Nottingham Mar.SS

Dudley-Sis Villas and Six Cottages £10 G. W. Waring, Mining Engineer, 42, Wellington-streat, Dudley ... —

LIST OP TENDERS OPEN.

BTTILDINOS.
Waterhouses-Storehouiie ..; Brandon and ByahottlesU.D.C E. Gardner. Surveyor, Lineley Moor, nt'ir DarhaTa Feb. t
Cardiff—Shops and Offices, Uueen-Street Teather and Wilson, Architects, Queen-street, Cardiif 2
Teddington— Foundations, ic. Fire Station Urban District Council Marshall Hainiworth. Surveyor. Teddinjtou ,. S
Southport-Bitbies' Room to Blowich C.E. Infant School Henry Jones, Architect, Cambridge-arcade, Southport «. 2
Merthyr Tydfll-Story to Nursing Institute

, CM. Davies, 112. High-street. Merthyr TydSl „ Ji

Burgess Hill. Sussex -Isolation Hospital Cuckfleld Rural District Council ... G. T. Hine, Architect, S.'i. Parliament-street, Westminster, 8.W. ... „ 4
Stoke-upon-Trent— Schools, Shelton New-road School Board Scrivener and Sou^, Architects, Howard-place, Hanley 4
Greenock—Committee-Eooms Public Library Committee The Master of Works' Office, Greenock > 4
Camborne-Nine-Roomed House at Croft Mitchell J. Eetallack. Croft Mitchell, Camborne <i 4
Nottingham- Car Shed. &c Tramways Committee A. Brown, M.I.C.E.. City Engineer, Guildhall, Nottingham „ 4
BallincoUig. Ireland—Canteen. Arc War Department The Royal Engineer office. Cork Barracks. Ireland tt 4
Frome-Separation Wards at Workhouse Guardians J. Ace Bevnon, Architect, Nunney-road, Frome ,• 4
LUnelly - Vestry, &c Welsh Wesleyan Chapel Trustees .. Wm. Griffiths, F.S.I., Architect, Falcan Chambers, Llanelly , 4
Pollington-cum-Balne—Classroom H. B. Thorp. Architect. Goole .i 4
South Ealing-Workmen's Cottages (122) tirban District Council Charles Jones. M.I.C.E., Surveyor, Public Buildings. EUing, W. ... „ 4
Eastbourne -Electric Lighting Station Electric Light Committee R. M. Gloyne, A.M.I.C.E.. Boro' Engineer, Town Hall, Eistbourne „ 4
Maesteg- Cottages (73) Gelli Builders' Society D. Sims Ree.s, Mining Engineer. Miesteg i> 4
Darlington- Rebuilding Woolpack Inn West Auckland Brewery Co F. H. Livesay. Architect, 107, Newgate-street. Bishop Auckland ... „ 4
Spiltlegate, Grantham—Sunday Schools & Caretaker's Cottage G. Camplin. Surveyor. 11, Elmer-street. Grantham it |
Rise Carr, Darlington—Two Schools School Board G. Gordon Hoskins, F.R.I. B. A.. Court Chambers, Darlington ... n 5
Dundalk- Converting Running Shed into GoodsWarehouse Great Northern (Ireland) Rlwy. Co. The Company's Engineer-in-Chief, Amiens-street Terminus, Dublin „ 8
Waterville - Church Enlargement Hector and Select Vestry The Rectory, Waterville, Ireland » |
Deptford, S.E.—Levelling Site in Mill-lane (3,930 yards cube).. London County Council The Architect's Department, 18, Pall Mall East, S.W g
Halifax -Twelve Houses, Albert Reservoir Medley Hall, M.S.A., 29, Northgate, Halifax .. S

Aldershot-Ward Block, &c.. at Sanatorium
, TJiban District Council Nelson F. Dennis, Surveyor. Aldersbot •'

Darlington-Ccal Bunkers, Electric Light Station Gas & Electric Lighting Committee Hy. O. Steavenson, Town Clerk, Darlington .. »
Putton, Ireland—Artisans' DwelUnga and Labourers' Cottages Great Northern (Ireland) Rlwy. Co. T. Morrison. Secretary. Amiens-street Terminus Dublin ,, B

Bamsley—Alterations to Manor House J. Henry Taylor, M.I.C.E. , Borough Surveyor, Barasley „ 6
Golcar—Cloakroom, Knowl Bank School School Board Joseph Berry, Architect. 9. Queen-street. Huddersfield ,. „ 6
Poplar, E.—Boiler Settings, &o Union Guardians F. J. Warden-Stevens. A.M. I.M.E., 34, Victoria-street. S.W , 8
Kinghom— Steading Chalmers and Co., Advocates, 18, Golden-square, Aberdeen ,, 8
Fraserburgh—Villa. Grattan-place ..' Alexander Gordon William Reed, Architect, Saltoun-square, Fraserburgh „ 6
Banburv—Schools (513 places), Britannia-road Wesleyan Day Schools Trustees Wm. F. Bird, Architect, Midsomer Norton, Somerset , 6
Willesden, N.W.-Teachers' Centre, Leopold-road School School Board - G. E. T. Laurence. Architect. 22, Buckingham-street, Stranl, W.C. „ 8
Udny— Additions to House and Farm Offices Wilsone and Duffus. Advocates, Aberdeen „ 1

Fulwood—Infectious Diseases Hospital Joint Hospital Committee J. A. Seward & W. Rawclitfe, Architects, 119a, Fishergate, Preston „ 7

Bamsley—Four Houses. Park-avenue Senior and Clegg, .Architects, Regent-street, Barnsley 7
Coventry-Fire Station. Halea-street Corporation J. E. Swindlehurst, City Engineer, St. Mary's Hall, Coventry „ 7
Rawtenstall—Church at Constablee Austin and Paley, Aichitects, Lancaster „ 8
Femhurst - School '.

School Board. James Hill, The Cross. Femhurst 8
Londonderry—Children's Wing to Nazareth House Edward J. Toye, Architect, Strand, Lindonderry „ 9
Carlisle - Improvements to Charlotte-st. Congregational Church Johnstone Bros., Architects, .39. Lowther-street. Carlisle , t
Great Yarmouth—Additions. 9. Gordon-road, Southtown H.B.Lee C. G. Baker, Architect. Town Hall Chambers, Great Y.irmouth „ 9
Wrexham-Six Houses, Hampden-street W. H. Busker, Monumental Mason, Ruabon-road, Wrexham „ 8
Newport, Isle of Wight—Repairs to Church Tower Colson. Farrow, and Nisbett, 45, Jewry-street, Winchester , 9
IJanelly— Classrooms, Bigyn Boys' School School Board J. B. Morgan, Architect, Hanelly j, }}
Aberbeeg, Mon.— School (426 places) Aberyatruth School Board E. L. Roberts, Architect, Victoria Chambers, Abercam „ Jl
Hounslow-Additions to Polytechnic Middlesex County Council H. T. Wakelam, County Surveyor, Guildhall, Westminster, S.W.... „ 11

Chelsea, 8.W.—Children's Home. Milman-street St. George's (Hanover-sq.) Guardos. Edwin T. Hall, F.R.I.B.A.. 67, Moorgate-street, E C 11

Llanelly—Corridor, Lakefleld Infant School School Board J. B, Morgan, Architect, Llanelly n }!
Ilford—Pavilion, Central Park Urban District Council H. Shaw, A.M.I C.E. , Surveyor, Cranbrook-rold, Ilford ... ,, 11

Dewsbury—Three Blocks of Four Houses Pioneers' Industrial Society, Ltd.... Holtom and Fox, Architects, Corporation-street, Dewsbury k 18

Tonyrefail- Gallery in Bible Christian Chapel C. Morse. High-street, Tonyrefail «* W
Whitby -Electric Light Station Urban District Council Wm. Seaton Gray. Clerk. Council Offices, Whitby, Yorks ,i II

HoUoway, N.-Tanks and .additions to Elec. Lighting Station. Islington Borough Council A. Hessell Tiltman, F.R.I.B.A., 81, Russell-square, W.C ,. It

Mount Bellew—Improvements in Workhouse Guardians J. Smith, Architect, Ballinasloe ... •»•«"' " i.
Shoreditch, E.—Generating Station, Whiston-street Borough Council H. Man'fleld Robinson. Town Clerk. Town Hall, Old-street, B.C.... > 18

Coolock, Dublin—Thirty-two Labourers' Dwellings North Dublin R.D.C John O'Neill, Clerk, North Brunswick-street, Dublin ., 18

New Maiden - Shop and Cottage, Elm-road Vincent Davison, jun.. Architect, Birtley Lodge, New Maiden
1.J

Lowestoft -Boys' Home, Battery Green London County Council The Architect's Department. County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W...
. „ 14

Ashford, Middlesex—Two Board Schools School Board R. J. Lovell. Architect, 4(i, Queen Victoria-street, E.C , . U
Annfleld Plain-Shops, &c Industrial Co-operative Society Geo. Thos. Wilson, Architect, 121, Durham-road, BlackhUl „ 18

Darenth—W.C. Annexes to Workshops Metropolitan Asylums Board 'T. Duncombe Mann, Clerk, Embankment, E.C.
Lerwick—Public School School Board E. D. Ganson. Clerk, School Board Offices, Lerwick
Liscard, Wallasey- Car-Sheds, &c., Seaview-road Urban District Council J. H. Crowther. Engineer, Great Floit, near Birkenhead _.

Devonport —Alterations to Mortuary Town Council The Borough Surveyor, 30, Ker-street, Devonport > |[
Liscard, Wallasey—Engine and Pump House, Seaview-road ... Urban District Council J. H. Crowther. Engineer, Great Float, near Birkenhead ,, 81

Stratton St. Margaret—Infirmary, &c Swindon and Highworth Guardians R. J. Beswick, M.S. A., Architect, 35, Regent-street, Swindon aj

Sheffield-AdmiuLstrative Block at Fir Vale Infirmary Guardians E. W. Mountford, F.R.I.B.A., 17, Buckingham-st, Strand, W.C... ., 38

Felixstowe -Balmoral Hotel (20O rooms) Hon. Douglas A. Tollemache Thos. Wm. Cotman, Architect, Northgate-street, Ipswich .^.„ Mar. 1

Camberwell, S.E.— Infirmary Extension. Brunswick-square St. Giles' Guardians Edwin T. Hall, F.R.I.B.A., Architect, 57, Moorgate-street, E.C , U
London, W.C—Swimming-Baths, &c., Broad-atreet Holborn Borough Council Clarkson and Son, Architects, 28, Great Ormond-street, W.C —
Morecambe—Rebuilding Royal Hotel Herbert Howarth, Architect, Regent-roid, Moreoambe —
HuddersHeld- Seven Cottages, Dalton Hill J. Chas. Spivey, Architect, Bink-street Chambers, Leeds —
Gawithfidd-Additions to House 'W. F. Egerton Settle and Farmer, Architects, Ulverston —
South Ossett- School Extension F. W. Ridgway, F.R.I.B.A.. Borough Chambers, Dewsbury —
Newhaven—Schools (500 seats), Meeching-road School Board Henry Ward, Architect. 8, Bank Buildings, Hastings —
Borrowash—Additions to Bloso House E. R. Ridgway, M.S.A., Long Eaton
Hull—Warehouse, Blackfriargate Hewitt Bros., Ltd John M. Dossor, A R.I.B.A., 2,Manor-8treet, Hull —
Dewsbury—Hide Market F. W. Ridgway, F.R.I.B.A.. Borough Chambers, Dewsbury —
Watford—Lecture-Room, &o Endowed School Governors C. P. Ayres, Architect, Burvale, Watford —
Milford Haven—Wealeyan Church John Wills, Architect, Victoria Chambers, Derby —
Hillsborougli-New Premises Sheffield LaundryCo W. J. Taylor, Architect, Bank-street, Sheffield —
Dalkeith—School T. Sturrook, Clerk, Dalkeith "•• ~
Kendal—Refronting Shops, 17 and 51, Highgate G. E. Moaer John Stalker, M.S.A., Architect, Kendal ....,.. —
Manchester-Playground and Offices 8. M. Chadwick, Archt., BindlossChmbs., Chapel-walks, Mincuester —
Dunmanway-Offlces. &c. Munster and Leinster Bank Arthur Hill, B.E., F.R.I.B.A., 22, Oeorge's-street, Cork —
Castleford-General Post Office, Bank-street Garside and Pennington, Architects, Pontefract —
Featherstone-Three Houses and Shop Jos. Walker W. Hamilton Feamley, Architect, Featherstone ^.,_. —
Hull—Bakery, &c Freeman, Son, and Gaskell, Architects, 11, Carr-lane, Hull .,,.,... ..

—
L<ed3 - Excavating for Warehouse !..!...!! Crowe and Co., Ltd Corson i- Jones &Perkitt A: Bulm3r,Jt.Archts.,Cookridge-8t., Leeds —
Horsforth—Ten Through Houses, Featherbank-road G. F. Bowman, Architect, 5, Greek-street, Leeds
Dove Dale -Additions to Peveril Hotel Evershed, Ltd Garlick and Flint, Architects. Buxton
Leeds-Stable, i-c Fred Mitchell, Architect, 9, Upper FouuUine-st., Albion-st., LeeOs —
Carlisle -Shops, &e !!....'... John Harrison Joseph Graham, Architect, Bank-street, Cirlisle —
Gor8einon—B.aptlst Chapel D. L. Jones, Architect, West End, Llanelly

"~

Scotby-VilLi, Copse-hill '...'. Ernest Can- Johnstone Bros., Architects, 39, Lowther-street, Carlisle "•

Leeds -Alterations to Tower Works Harding, Richardson, Rhodes, & Co. William Bakewell, F.R.I.B. A., 33, Park-square, LeedB —

ELEOTRIOAL PLANT.
Bradford -Electric Tramway Equipment (6 miles) Tramways Committee The aty Surveyor's Office, Town Hall, Bradford..^ Feb. 8

Wigan—Steam Dynamos (two 210kw.), &o Electric Light Committee H. Colhnga Bishop, Borough Electrical Bogmeer, Wigaa i

Luton-Wiring Various Buddings Town Council Geo. Sell, Town (Jlerk. Town Hall. Luton -•:•,•,/• "i;' 'i' J.
" s

Manchester-Car Trucks, &c Corporation J. M.M'Elroy, Gen. Man., Tramways Dept., Town Hall, Manchester „ "

Great Yarmouth -Electric Xtaotion Plant Corporation ,„ , Pteece and Cirdew, 13, (iueea Anne's-gate, Westminster, a.W »

It

i
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Important to Architects.

liURY,WALKER,&CO.

"iNMDpS"fOOD-FIOOB.

ANY PARQtrJBT PATTERN ADOPTED.
WITH BOBDEBS, &c.

Fig. B Shows PATENT EXPANSION JOINT
Thia form is best adapted for Business Premises, IJaje
meats, Schoola, &c., and can be washed with impunity.

SECTION.

No Bursting-up through Dampness!

No Twisting or Curling of the Wood!
No Cement Screeding Required!

The Patent ''ANHYDROUS'' System of PARQUET and WOOD
BLOCK FLOORING has been adopted by many well-known

Architects for Hospitals, Banks, Hotels, Churches,

Mansions, &c.

SAMPLES, ESTIMATES, Ac, ON APPLICATION.

GEARY, WALKER, & CO.,

11, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.

PARQUET,
MOSAIC,

AND

WOOD BLOCK
FLOORS.
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Leeds—Poles, &c.,for Overhead Electric Wires
Southend-on-Sea—Four Electric Motor-Cara for Pier Tramway
Hull —Multipolar Generator
Carlisle -Elec. Light Installation, Charlotte-st. Cong. Church..
Batley—Dynamos
Edinburgh—Engine and Dynamo. McDonald-road
Wolverhampton - Electric Travelling Crane ( 10-tnni
Walworth, S.E.— Plant for Elec. Light Station, Penrose-street.
Brighton—Tramway Feeder Cables
Valletta. Malta—Arc Lamp Carbons (76.000)
Halesowen-Electric Bells at Hospital, Hayley Oieen
Stirling— Electrical Plant
Long Eaton— Electrical Plant, &c
Huelva, Spain—Telephone System
Gla-sgow— Car Equipments (100)
Beckenbam -Boilers. Dynamo, Batteries, &c
Bournemouth—Electric Cars (42)
Bournemouth - Dynamos, &o
Amsterdam—Electrical Plant, &c

East Dereham—Fonr Puriflerf
Middleton, Lanes— Road Scarifier

Dumfries to Moniaive-Caim Valley Light Railway (15j miles)
London, 8.W.—Sweeping and Road-Scraping Machines
Basford, Notts- Extension of Mains
Okehampton -Waterworks Extension
Birkenhead— Hot-Water Service, Workhouse Nursea' Home ...

Dover—Water Mains
Lyminaton—Sewer Outfall Repairs
Great Yarmouth - Boilers, &c
Biotherton— Steel Bridge (240ft. span)
Dartmouth -Mooring Pit, &c
London. E.C.—Locomotive Tenders
Naas, Ireland-Deepening Well
Cbetham—Water-Supply Works
Aberdeen -Condensers, &c
Weston-Buper-Mare—Widening Parade
Soothwick—Dam, &c
Edinburgh— Gasworks Plant, &c
Campbeltown—Waterworks
HomHey, N.—Forced Draught Worka ;.

Kirkcaldy—Boilers
Walsall—Purifiers, &c
Crojdon—Boilers
Brigstook—Well
Wimbledon—Boilers, &c
Coventry—Heating. &c.. Fever Hospital
Swansea-Hot-Water Heating Apparatus, Manselton School ...

Camberwell, 8.E.—Water-Tube Boilers
Manchester - Connecting Lines at Colly hurst (li mile)
Briftol— Coal Conveyor, &c.
Wellington, New Zealand— Engines, &c
East Derekam—Four Purifiers
Lincoln— Deep Boring at Boultham
Santander, Spain— Dredger
EoBario—Harbour Works
Burnley—Two Lancashire Boilers at Workhouse
Ehymney— Large Water-Main

ELEOTRIOAIi PLANT-(wn(inu«0-
Tramways Committee The City Engineer's Office, Municipal Buildings, Leeds
Corporation A. Fidler. A.M.I.C.E., Borough Engineer, Sjuthend
Corporation The City Treasurer, Town Hall. Hull

Johnstone Bros., Architects, 39, Lowther-street, Carlisle
Corporation Lacey. Clirehugh, and Sillar, 2. Queen Anne's-gate, Westminster...
Lord Provoat and Council The Resident Electrical Engineer, Dewar-place Station, Edinburgh
Tramways Committee J. W. Bradley. C.E .Borough Engineer.Town Hill, Wolverhimotn
Bouthwark Borough Council Kincaid, Waller, & Manville, Eagineers. 23. Qreit Gewge-st., S W.

T. B. Holliday. Tramways Eujineer, Towa Hall, Brighton
Rec.-Qen. & Director of Contracts .. The Crown Agents for the Coljnies. D jwaiag-street, S.W
Stourbridge* Halesowen Hosp.Com A. T. Butler, Architect, Cradley Heath
Town Council Kennedv and .Jenkin. 17. Victoria-street. Westminster, 8.W
Urban District Council Frank Worrall, A.M.I.C E.. Council Ddi-es, L™? Elton
Spanish Government The Commercial Department of the Foreign Office, Whitehall, 8.W.
Corporation John Young, General Manager, 83. Renfield-street, Glasgow
Urban District Council Reginald P. Wilson, 66, Victoria-street, Westminster
Town Council F. W. Lacey, M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng., Municipal Offices, Bournemouth
Corporation F.W. Lacey, M.I C.E. , Boro' Bog., Municipal Offices, Bournemouth
The Burgomaster ,., The Direction of Printing Works, Achterburgwal 213, Amsterdam

ENOINEEBIira.
Urban District Council
Corporation
Glasgow and South-Western By. Co.
Middlesex County Council
Rural District Council
Town Council
Guardians
Town Council
Town Council
Corporation
North-Eactern Railway Co
Harbour Commissioners
East Indian Railway Co
Rural District Council
Urban District Council
Electric Lighting Committer
Urban District Council
Town Council
Gas Commissioners
Water Committee
Urban District Council
Corporation
Gas Committee
Town Council
Parish Council
Urban District Council

School Board
London County Council
Lancashire and Yorkshire Ry. Co..
Electrical Committee
Corporation
Urban District Council
Waterworks Committee
Works Committee
Argentine Govemraent
Guardians
Ehymney Iron Co., Ltd

B. H. Vores, Clerk, Eist Dereham
W. Welbnm, Borough Surveyor, Town Hall. Middleton
F. H. Gillies. Secretary, St. Enoch Station, Glasgow
H. T. Wakelam. County Engineer, Guildhall, Westminster, S.W. ..

G. and F. W. Hodson. Engineers. Bank Chambers, Loughborough..
J. A. Lucas, F.S.I., Engineer. Guildhall Chambers, Exeter
Edmund Kirby, Architect. 5, Cook -street, Liverpool
Henry E. 8tilgo», A.M.I.C.B., Town Hall, Dover
I. Pym Jones, Borough Eogioeer, S3, High-street, Lyminston
J. W. Coekrill. M ICE . Boro' Surveyor, Town Hall, Qi. Yarmouth
W. J. Cudworlh, Engineer, York
W. Smith, Clerk. Dartmouth
C. W. Young, Officiiting Secretary, Nichjlas-laae, K.C
F. Bergio, Engineer, Kildare ...

JohnTaylor, Sons. SrSantoCrimp Civ. Eag..27. Ot.Orarge-st.,S W.
J. Alex. Bell, City Electricil Engineer, Cottin-s'.rejt, Aberdeen ...

Hugh Nettleton, Engin'^pr. Town Hall, Weston-super-Mare
Francis J. C. May, MICE., F.9.I , Town Hall, Brighton
W, R. Herring. Chief Engineer, Gasworks, New-street, Elinbargh.
James FuUarton, Master of Works, Campbeltown
E. J. Lovegrove, Engineer, 99, Southw.)od-laoe, Highgate, N
Wm. L. Macindoe, Town Clerk. Kirkcildy -

B. W. Smith, Pleck Gasworks. Walsall ..

The Borough Electrical Engineer's Office, Factory-lane, Croydon ...

Beeby Thompson, E.G.8 , Northampton
F. Barnes Spencer, Electrical Engineer. Durnsford-rd , Wimbledon
J. E. Swindlehurst, City Engineer, 10, H ly-lane, Coventry
G. E. T. Laurence, A.R I.B A., 22, Buc'iiagham st , Adelphi. W.C.
The Engineer's Department, County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W. ...

The Engineer's Office. Hunt's Bank, Manchester
H. Faraday Proctor, City Electrical Engineer, Temole B ick, Bristol

John Duthiie and Co , Ltd., 23, Lime-street, London, E.C
B. H. Vores, Clerk, East Dereham
P. Griffith, A.M.I.C.E , Eng., 54 Parliameut-st., Westminster, S W.
The Commercial Department of the Foreign Office, WhitehiU. S W.
The Commercial Department of the Foreign Office, Whitehall, S.W.
J. 8. Horn, Clerk, Union Offices. Burnley ..

The Engineer, Ehymney Iron Co., Ltd., Rhymoey, Wales
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Lee, S.W.— Oak Fencing, &o., Noithbrook Park .

FENOINO AND WALLS.
London County Council The Parks Department, II, Regent-atrest, S.W. . Feb. 5

FUKKITUBB AND FITTINOS.
Chestet-!e-Street— Fixture.'( for Grocery Department Co-operative Society Wm. and T. R. Milbum, Architects. 20, Fawcett-street, Sunderland Feb.
Homsey, Hants— Bedsteads. &c., at New Infirmary Guardians John Allsop, Clerk, The Abbey, Romaey m
Ashboume—New Offices, Compton-street Guardians Naylor and Sale, Architects. Iron-gate, Derby „
Bridgend— Tables, Chairs, Wardrobes, &c. (for 160 patients) .. Glamorganshire County Asylums ... Hugh W. Davies, Clerk of Asylums, Bridgend „
Banbury—Board-Room and Offices Guardiuis Walter E, Mills, Architect, Horse Fair, Banbury —

PAINTINO.
Manchester —Various Stations Lancashire and Yorkshire Ry. Co.... The Engineer's Office, Hunt's Bank, Manchester Feb.
Darlington—Woolpack Inn West AuckUnd Brewery Cu F. H. Livesay, Architect, 107, Newgate-street, Bishop Auckland ,.

Gnlington, Yorks- Interior of Baptist Chapel E. Hudson, Curator, 16. Washington-street, Girlington
Rise Carr, Dailington—Two Schools School Board G. Gordon Hoskins, F.B.I.B.A., Court Chambers, Darlington ....

Halifax—Twelve Houses, Albert Reservoir Medley Hall, M.S.A., 29, Northgate, Halifax
Fraserburgh—Villa, Grattan-place Alex. Gordon Wm. Reed, Architect, Sakoun-square. Fraserburgh
Golcar—Cloakroom, Knowl Bank School School Board J. Berry, Architect. 2, Uueen-street, Hudderstteld
Newcastle-upon-Tyne - Seven Police Stations Watch Committed The Committee Clerk's Office, Town Hall, Newcastle-upon-Tyne ..

Bawtenstall- Church at Constablee Austin and Paley, Architects, Lancaster
Carlisle -Congregational Church, Charlotte-etreet Johnstone Bros., Architects, 39, Lowther-street, Carlisle

Castleford- Primitive Methodist Schools and Chapel Trustees John Townend, Secretary, Pontefract-road, Caatleford
Lerwick—Pubhc School School Board R. D. Ganson, Clerk, School Board Offices, Law.ck
Horsforth—Ten Houses, Featherbask-road G. F. Bowman, Architect, 6, Greek-street, Leeds —

PLUUBINQ AND QLAZING.
-Plumber's Work and Materials (One Year) St. Mirylebone Borough Council ... J. Paget Waddington, C^E., Town HJl^ Mar_/lebDne-lane, W Feb.London,W.

, ^ _ „
Bamsley—Manor House J. H. Taylor. Ml.C.E. , Borough Surveyor, Birndey
Fulwood - Infectious Hospital Joint Hospital Committee J. A. Seward and W. Eawchlte, Archts., H9a, Fishergate, Preston. „ 7

Lerwick-Plumbing and Gasfitting Work to Public School School Board R. D. Ganson, Clerk, School Board 081 les, Lerwick „ 20

BOADS AND STBEETS.
Haslemere -Making-up Foundry-road Hambleton Rural District Council.. Edward L. Lunn, Surveyor. 36, High-street, Guildford
Edinburgh—Forming Approach Avenue Corporation J. Proudfoot. City Road Surveyor, City Chambers, Edinburgh
Normanton—Improvements at 8t. John'e'tertace Urban District Council Arthur Hartley, Surveyor, County Chambers. Castleford

Cleethorpes- Making New Streets Sidney College Estate T. Lamming, Surveyor, 43, Victoria-street. Grimsby
Keighley- Paving, &o.. Parson-htreet Corporation W. H. Hopkinson, A.M.I.C.E., Borough Engineer, Keighley

Deplfotd Park, B.E.—Wood Paving London County Council The Parks Department, 11, Regsnt-street, S.W
Bicester—Highway Repairs (One Year) Rural District Council J. W. Tubb, Higiway Surveyor, Chesterton Fields, Bicester

Tooting, 8.W.— Making-up Moring-road Wandsworth Borough Council H. Q. Hills, Town Clerk, Council House. Wandsworth, S.W
Hove -Wood Paving, Holland-road and Church-road H. H. Scott, Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Hove ...

Balby-with-Hexthorpe- Street Works Urban District Council E. A. H. Tovey, Clerk, Council Offices, Balby
Eoshden- Forming, &c., Robinson-toad Urban District Council W. B. Madin, C.E , Town Surveyor, Vestry Hall, Rashden
Featherstonc— Street Improvements Urban District Council F. B. Rothera, Surveyor. Featherstone
Fulwood -Roads. Paths, &c Joint Hospital Committee J. A. Seward and W. Rawcliffe, Archts, 119a, Fishergate, Preston

Baildon - Street Woiks, Park-lane Urban District Council J. E. Pickard, Surveyor, Baildon
Church-Paving Streets Urban District CouncU W. E. Wood, Surveyor, Distnct CouncU Offices, Church, Lanes
Leamington -Road Works Corporation W. de Normanville, Borough Engineer. Town Hall, Leamington ...

Mansfield -Making-up Duke-street ! Corporation R. F. Vallance, Boro' Surveyor, White Hart Chambers, Mansfield...

Harrington -SUeel Improvements Urban District Council C. W. Eagleatteld, Surveyor, Council Offices, Harrington
Dowlais-Forming New Streets E. Davies William Dowdeswell, Architect, John-street, Treharris

Heath, Chesterfield—Street Works Hardwick Colliery Co W. M. Ashmore, Architect, New (1 leen-otreet, Chesterfield —

SANITABT.
Burntisland- Sewer. Road, &c James Shepherd 'William D. Sang, C.E., Kirkcaldy '«>•

Abridge -Drainage Works Ongar Rural District Council Arnold Richardson, Clerk, Council House, Ongar ^. i

Withington- Sewering and Paving Work* Urban District Council A. H. Mountain, A.M.I.C.E , Surveyor, Town Hall, Withington ... „
Leyton- Sewers. &c Urban District Council W. Dawson, M.I.C.E., Town Hall, Leyton ..

Burton-npon-Trent-Public Convenience Corporation Geo. T. Lynam, Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Burton-on-Trent...

Rochdale-Sewering and Bonldering Fourteen Streets Corporation S. 8. Piatt, M.X.C.E., Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Rochdale .....

Blantyre, Scotland-Sewers, ic. (3} miles) Lanark District Committee W. L. Douglass, C.E., Dis£. Engineer, 3, Clydesdale-st. ,
Hamilton

Halesowen- Sinks and Baths at Hospital, Hayley Green ..^ Btourbridge* HalesowenHwp.Com A. T. Butler, Architect. Cradley Heath ...

Evetham—eewersge Works ., Corporation R E. W. Berrington, Engineer, Bank Buddings, Wolverhampton ..

Feb. a
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EXPI^RTS AXD THEIR
REMl'^'ERATION.

TIIE technical expert holds a recog-

mse<l place in the practice of architecture,

which has become a much more complex
business than it was in the century now
closed. As a necessary intermediary between
tiie architect and the tradesman, the expert

occxipies a position that at one time was held

by the foremanof the builder— saya carpenter

or plumber. Any part of the construction

that called for a more than usual amount of

skill, such as the construction of a roof of

wide span, or any ironwork, was left to the
foreman to supervise, under the architect's

general control, in the buildings of the day.
We have now buildings in which the design,

the structui-al work, the heating and sanitary
arrangements, the electric wiring and light
installations, hydraulic lifts, Ac, are far
beyond the acquirements of skilled me-
chanics. .\. new order of men, possess-
ing a higher standard of education, and
who now have been trained specially for
these branches of construction, have arisen,
to whom the architect has to trust special
departments of his work. la America the
position and function of the expert is fully
asserted, and large architectural firms have
to employ them among their permanent
stall', or to deal with them as specialists

under the contract. Steel skeleton struc-
tures, large heating and lighting and electric
installations, sanitary fittings, ike, demand
the employment of experts, and no architect
would think of preparing designs and draw-
ings for any of these matters, or superintend-
ing their execution, single-handed. In this
country the manufacturer or tradesman often
acts in this capacity, or the work is sublet
to him, the architect exercising a control
under the contract. We have, indeed,
a few professional experts in sanitation,
heating and ventilating, electric lighting,
and these are sometimes called in, or under-
take the supervision of such work ; but they
are not yet so fully recognised by the archi-
tec:. May it not be worth while to consider
the advantage or otherwise of the employ-
ment of experts in these special branches of
construction,' as colleagues or assistants of
the architect ? The late Sir Charies Barry and
Sir Gilbert Scott engaged expert engineers to
assist them m the design and construction
of certain structural works, suc'i as the
^eat iron roof over St. Pancras Station of
the Midland, and many of the principal iron
roofs designed byarchitect< have been super-
vised by experts. Sir (idbert Scott, we
believe, ciUed in Mr. Shieldi to assist
hiia in the ironwork ties, Ac. requiredm the restoration of Salisburj- spire. For
a building with a large roof of iron
or steel construction, expert assistance in the
supervision, and perhaps also in the design,
appears absolutely necessary. AVe cannot
expect the architect to know "the proper size
of sections for steel principals, struts, or tie-
rods

; the best detail for a hinged joint, or
for the seating of a long girder to allow for
changes of temperature. Such details for a
large span are bitter left to the structural
engineer. A building with complex iron-
work affords a good opportunitv for a
division of skill and experience. The mora
complex the building, the greater is the
need of expert supervision. A modem hotel
with all the accessories of hydraulic-power
lifts, electric lighting, sanitary fittings, and
warming and ventilating arrangements: or
an " up-to-date " theatre with fire-re3i8ting

appliances, hydraulic appliances for stage,

fire extinction, ventilation, machinery, &c.

;

or a block of City offices fully equipped with
the latest arrangements for warming, light-

ing, and ventilating, is beyond the ordinary

duties imposed on the architect. In the

arrangement and details of those appliances,

he must seek the opinion and experience of

the specialist, or leave them uncontrolled to

the contractor or tradesmen. As the brick-

layer, carpenter, and mason require the

guidance of the foreman, so the tradesmen
who contract for the fixing of the hot-water
pipes and apparatus, hydraulic lifts, or

electric power and lighting installations,

naturally fall under the control and supar-
vision of men who are experts in these

branches. Then there are the items of extra

cost and labour to be considered. The
engineering arrangements of public build-

ings like workhouses, asyhims, hospitals,

necessitate careful plans and estimates.

The cold- and hot-water supply, heating,

lighting, and power arrangements form, as

we have been reminded, important items in

the expenditure. Who will say that the

architect unaided is able to arrange these

matters satisfactorily ? l^xpert advice in the

carrying-out of the scheme would often make
a considerable saving in the cost. In this

country, at least, the special engineering
arrangements are left to the contractor or

firms who contract for the work, instead of

being made at the onset according to plans

previously devised by competent experts.

The consequence of this neglect is that

alterations have to be made in the structure ;

brickwork has to be cut for flues and ducts,

and openings made in the floors ; shafts built

after the work is advanced, and sundry minor
details altered, creating additional expense.
We know that original estimates for these
engineering; works are often drawn up by sur-
veyors who do not know the requirements

—

the result is a heavy cost for extras when
the work is completed.
The expert being thus a recognised agent

in large and complicated buildings, the
question arises : What should be his relation

to the architect 't Is he to be engaged at the
commencement of a work to assist the archi-

tect in preparing his plans and estimates, or
be consulted afterwards as the building pro-

gresses and his help becomes necessary ? In
ordinary English practice the latter alterna-

tive is generally adopted. For example, the
architect's designs for special iron construc-
tion is submitted to an engineer for his

advice in the preparation of the drawings
and details. In ordinary practice this course
may be sufficient, but in buildings where the
structure is chiefly of iron and steel, or

where special engineering skill is necessary
in the preparation of drawings and specifica-

tions for water supply, heating apparatus,
&c., as in public baths and washhousea, the
professional expert ought to be consulted at
the onset, and, in fact, it appears that in archi-
tectural firms that have a large practice in

the design of buildings involving special

structural, mechanical, sanitary, and heating
problems, he is often engaged as a
member of tne staff. The expert is more
recognised by our American cnDfren-^ in the
profession, as we all know. In fact, there
are certain branches of architectural practice,

in which these engineering and special

problems occupy a more prominent place
than the architectural design ; where the
architect's work is secondary and subordinate
to them. A public set of hatha and wash-
houses, a bridge, a railway station, and a
market are structures in which the engineer
or specialist is chiefly concerned, and it

would be hardly an exaggeration to say, in

one sense, that such buildings are the joint
productions of two or more rather than one
mind. In such cases the architect ought to

be considered the leader of a set of experts,
who co-operate with him in the design and
its execution. A further question arises as

to the fees or commissions made by experts

in buildings of this description.

The great professional organisation known
as tho < 'onveution of the American Institute

of Architects, at Washington, has of late

been discussing a great many topics of

interest to the profession. ( ine of the reports

presented was on tho result of a conference

with the American Society of Heating and
Ventilating Engineers. The very important
place assigned to heating and ventilation

in the architecture of tho States has neces-

sitated the employment of experts on the

stall' of loiJing architects or separately, and
the authorisation of proper fees. The
profession, therefore, represented by the

American Institute have had a conference

with a committee appointed by the above
society of engineers, together with sanitary,

electrical, mechanical, and other experts,

and with architects representing all classes

of practitioners, ami have come to an
agreement of opinion on the following

points :
—" (1) That in the design, construc-

tion, and equipment of modern buildings,

the problems of sanitary, electrical, and
mechanical engineering, of heating and
ventilation, of structural work and founda-
tions, are much more complicated, and their

solution much more expensive, than was the

case when the present schedule of charges of

the Institute was first adopted, at which
time, to use words taken from a recent con-

vention report, ' the erection of a building

could safely be left to a competent car-

penter's foreman, or to a master mason,' and
that this development has in many cises

rendered necessary the employment of

experts, either permanently on the staff of

the architect, or by engagement for a specific

work. (2) That the amount of labour and
expense required from an architect now,
even when the best of experts are en-

gaged, and independent of their fees, is

greater than was contemplated when the

present schedule was adopted, but is

necessary for the moulding of thoss

parts into complete harmony with tho archi-

tect's design in all c'asses of work. (3) That
the usual charge for efficient expert service

is 5 per c3nt. of the cost of the special work
involved, where this amounts to lO.OOOJol.,

with a gradual increasing of the psrjentagj
as the amount diminishes from 10,01)0 lot.

down to 2,000dol. (4) That the expense of

expert service should be paid by the client,

as a necessary pirt of the cost of the work.

(5) That the architect should select the engi-

neer or expert, whose work should ba sub-
ordinate to that of the architect, and should
be done under his direction in hearty co-

operation with him. ((S) That the arohitec';

should assume all expense for expert ser-

vices necessary for the proper execution of a
work, and that the schedule fees for heating
and ventilation, sanitary, electrical, and me-
chanical work should be 10 per cant, on the

cost of these parts." It is therefore recom-
mended that the schedule of charges of the

Institute be so amended that the minimum
charge for professional services in connection

with these branches of engineering shall be
10 per cent, on the cost of these portions of

the work, the architect to select and to

approve any experts required, and to assuaio

all expense for their servicos, whether ren-
dered by members of his own stiff' or engaged
for a specific work.
These recommendations are, we think,

reasonable, and the remuneration suggested
not too high. Clause 2 very justly expresses

the fact that the amoaat of labour and
expense incurred by the architect, even when
the best experts are employed, is greiter thin
formerly. Tais increased' labour and skill

on the architect's part is chiefly entailel in

the greater oft'ort necessary in bringing all

the expert branches of the work into

harmony. In a simple contract where the
architect alone designs and supervises the

work, he is not hindered or hampered by
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conflicting conditions; he has not to alter or

modify his plans for, say, the requirements
of the heating-engineer, or the electrician,

there is nothing to bring into harmony with
the straightforward tenor of his own work.
But the architect of a large complex build-

ing, of numerous different requirements and
branches of expert labour, has his hands
full in bringing each tradesman into line

with his design. The demands of the hot-
water or ventilating engineer must not be
allowed to interfere or clash with the design
of the apartments or the exterior ; the

hydraulic lift arrangements have to be
studied in connection with floors and ceil-

ings ; the electrician must not be allowed to

run riot over the ornamental or panelled ceil-

ings in the " wiring" of the building, and
the structural engineer's requirements have
to be adjusted and brought into unison with
the architectural treatment. Expert assist-

ance, as we have hinted, is not recognised in

this country to the extent it is in America, I

where the steel structure and the installation '

of a ereat many services are required. The
j

schedule sanctionedby the R.I.B. A. leavesany i

extra charges optional, ahigher rate of percent-

1

age being permitted in certain circumstances,
[

as in designs for fitting of buildings and furni-

ture or decoration. Where " o per cent, is

not remunerative, the architect's charge is

'

regulated by special circumstances and con-
|

ditions." Works costing less than £1,0(10

are also to be charged for in this manner.
Thus, in the revised scale of the E.I.B.A.,
there is no clause referring to the remunera-
tion of experts when these are necessary ; this

^

is perhaps regrettable. In the revised form
lately issued. Clause 2, which describes

services not included in the o per cent,

commission, refers to negotiation about site,

surveying site, and taking levels, making
surveys and i^ilans of buildings to be altered,

party-wall airangements, rights of light

for services in connection with litigation or

arbitration, &c., but not a word about ser-

vices in connection with the require-

ments of structural, heating, ventilating.

or electrical engineers, in those technical

branches of construction that now are so

intima'ely mixed up with the architect's

functions. The omission ought to be sup-
plied when another revision of the schedule
takes place, and it would be of some advan-
tage to fix a scale of fees for experts engaged
in building, and for the additional skill and
labour of the architect in consulting and
arranging with them. At least a minimum
charge for professional services in connection
with sanitary, mechanical, heating, and
ventilating and electrical fittings might be
fixed. Of course, the architect would in

every case appoint the engineer or expert,

and it is equally necessary that these sub-
sidiary but necessary parts of the design
should be placed under the architect's direc-

tion and control. 1 'nfortunately, such a
control is not universal ; the structural engi-
neer or electrician is often left to the con-
tractor, or contracts to do the work on his

own initiation, the consequence '>i which is a
continual clashing with the design, details,

and intention of the architect. Without co-
operation the most accomplished specialists

must fail to produce anything but the most
discordant result.

THE CONTjUCT OF COMPETinONS.
THE AMEKICAN' COUE.

WE lately referred to the " Revised Sug-
gestions" for Competitions of the

Royal Institute of British Architects (page -10

ante), and we now have the code approved by
the Convention of the American Institute of

Architects. Lioth schemes aim at a more
definite statement of terms than have
hitheito prevailed, and we nosv give the
leading points in the American code, from
which a comparison with the English form

can be made. The construction of the
American code is not so precise in its

logical procedure as that to which we have
referred. The appointment of assessor of
assessors is not placed first, as in the Institute

suggestion, which appears to be the right

order. Referring to this part of the
American code, " The Professional Adviser
and the .Jury," it is stated: "It is highly
desirable, in the interests of both owner and
competitors, that a professional adviser should
assist in the preparation of the programme,
and that the adviser or a competent jury,
consisting at least in part of experts, should
assist in making the awards. The pro-
fessional adviser or jury may have full power
to make the award, or they may select a
number of designs, and, placing them in the
order of merit, leave the final choice to the
owner or his representative. AVhere possible

the adviser or the jury should make a
positive report, and in favour of one design,

and recommend the employment of its author
as architect for the building." We like the
coupling of the word "jury" with adviser.

In many building designs submitted in

competition, especially those of an elaborate

or complicated nature, one or even two
assessors may be inadequate to deter-

mine the merits of the design, whereas
a jury, consisting in part of experts,

would insure a more satisfactory decision.

The second clause also contains a useful

alternative. The adviser or jury " may
select a number of designs," and place them
in order of merit, leaving the final choice to

the promoters, thereby giving the latter, if

they desire it, the final choice. The re-

sponsibility of selecting a design is thereby
thrown on the promoters. Suppose three

designs in order of their merit are so selected

for the final determination of the promoter
or committee. It is quite possible that design

No. 2, or even 3, has redeeming qualities, or

its author has claims higher than the designer

of No. 1. Sub-clause (r) of the Institute

suggestions corresponds to this clause, and
runs " To advise the promoters on the rela-

tive merits of the designs, and to make a
selection in accordance with the conditions "

;

but the latter qualifying part of the sentence

may frustrate the best intentions, as, for

example, if the best design costs more than
the limits proposed, it may be rejected for an
inferior design. On the whole, we rather

think the American code on this point is more
open, and would aid better in the selection of

the best design.

The code begins with laying down three

forms of competition («) limited to a certain

number of architects, each of whom is

invited ; (/') open to all who desire to enter,

or to all of a certain class ; (<) mixed, certain

architects being invited, but others at liberty

to take part. These forms compare with
those of the R.I.B.A., except the " mixed."
As to the payment, the first prize is to be
the award of the commission to design the

building and superintend its construction,

(the programme so stating), the author being
paid at the rates of the American Institute

;

but should there be delay or abandon-
ment, then the successful competitor is

to receive a substantial payment, to be
regarded as on account of the final com-
mission. In limited competitions a fixed

amount should be paid to each competitor.

The last part of the code describes the

"programme," or, as we call it, the " in-

structions," to architects. Under various

heads, distinguished by letters, the several

particulars are given—viz., the name of

owner or his representatives who institute

the competition—if the latter, their authority

and scope ; the kind of competition, if

limited, names of competitors if open,

whether it is limited geographically or

otherwise ; the time and place for receipt of

designs (time should not be altered except

with the unanimous consent of the com-

petitors) ; the limit of cost, accommodation,

and conditions of site : the uniform require-
ments for the drawings—the number, scale,

and method of rendering, which should be of
the simplest kind ; if the submission of more
than one design is allowed : if anonymously
conducted, the method proposed ; the names
of the adviser or jury, and the method for

their selection, and his or their power ; pro-
vision for the rejection of drawings which
violate the terms; that no communication
should take place, except in writing, between
any competitor and theowner, the professional

adviser or joror, and that any such answer
to such communication or not shall be in

writing simultaneously to all competitors ; a
date to be fixed, after which no question will

be answered. Other particulars relate to the
amount of the awarcfs or prizes, the period

of time within which the decision will be
rendered, as to the exhibition of drawings,
and if with the consent of the author, &c.

In this programme several good points

occur : one is the authority of the promoter
of the competition, and, if instituted by a

representative of the owner, his authority.

Such a clause ought to prevent fictitious

invitations of designs by persons who have
no authority for doing so, or intention of

carrying out the terms—instances of which
are known to many. Numerous competitors

have thrown away their talents and labour

and expense, by submitting drawings at the

instance of a committee without authority

from the Board.
It is also a good thing to inform competitors

of the names of those who are about to com-
pete in a limited contest. Uniformity of the
mode of delineation and scale in competitions

is absolutely necessary, and the code distinctly

gives preference to simple drawing capable

of explaining a scheme rather than a perfect

design studied in all its parts. The import-

ance also of securing uniformity in the

nature of the instructions given is indis-

putable, and it is only fair to prevent that

irreg;ular and desultory correspondence that

sometimes takes place between a competitor

and a member of the committee, or their

official or adviser as to points in the instruc-

tions. These should be answered simul-

taneously, so that everyone should obtain the

same instructions. These points are secured

by clauses {b), (e), (,/) in the code. The re-

vised form suggested by the R.I.B.A. is more
explicit in stating the conditions that should

exclude a design, and these are placed under

distinct heads—(() if sent after the period

named ; (h) if it does not give the accommo-
dation asked for ;

(c) if it exceeds limits of

site as shown ; (<') if its probable cost will

exceed the outlay stated or the estimate sent

in, unless the question of cost has not been

considered by the assessor, and he considers

the amount stated inadequate, in which case

he will not be bound by this condition. One
of the terms in this form does not appear in

the code—namely, " that each design is to

be accompanied by a declaration, signed by
the competitor, stating that the design is his

own personal work, and that the drawings

have been prepared under his supervision."

However desirable such a condition may be

to secure designs from competent men, we
are not quite sure that it can always

be fulfilled in the case of buildings of

a very technical kind, where a great

deal of the scheme must be delegated to

special designers. In America, at least, it

would be almost impracticable to obtain such

a declaration, or one that could be con-

scientiously made.
Both forms of competition are now

before the profession : there is something

in each that the other could usefully

appropriate. The R.I.B.A. form is more

precise and exact in its terms and state-

ments, though not moro complete. The

English form postulates the appointment of

one or more professional assessors as the first

step to be taken, and describes their duties

under three heads; the American code eays
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"It is highly desirable, in the iaterests of

both owner and competitors, that a pro-

fessional adN^iser or jury should assist in the

preparation of the programme, and they

may have full power to make the award,

&c." In one case it is regarded as almost

conditional, in the other it is recom-

mended. The assessor in the first scheme

is to abstain from competing, as also every

promoter, and any employe of either;

out there is nothing in the latter code to

prohibit the adviser from sending in a

design, though, of ccurse, such a proceeding

is not very likely to take place. The American
Institute has endeavoured to draw up a set

of rules for the conduct of competitions that
shall be sulliciently elastic to meet various
circumstances that may arise, and has
avoided any exact statement of rules. A
great deal is left to the owner or his repre-
sentatives in the programme. The conditions
of the competition are left open—as to

whether it is to be anonymously conducted
or not, and the method the judge or jury are

to follow in their selection, and their power.
This freedom in the mode of conducting
competitions is, we believe, an advantage so
so long as the minimum of restrictions is

guaranteed, as it encourages the best talent
to compete. Unsuccessful and abortive
competitions have more frequently been
owing to an inadequate and incomplete
statement of particulars—and rather to
hard - and - iast conditions than to free,

but well - considered terms. Thus, how
often have we seen the best designs re-
jected, because they have exceeded the sum
specified—a very inadequate amount, as it

frequently turns out to be—or because the
dimensions or accommodation laid down in
the conditions have not been closely followed

;

or perhaps because the author has taken
the liberty of improving upon the line of
boundary, or altering an instruction to the
benefit of the design. A well-considered
code of instructions should not bind the
competitor to follow certain figures that may
prove to be illusory ; nor preclude him from
making any improvement when he sees one,
at the cost of rejecting his design. It should,
on the other hand, restrict him as to matter
of delineation, scale, limits of site, and cost.
and to compliance with instructions that wiU
insure honest comparison and good design.

NEW CENTURY GREETINGS FROJI PAST
PRESIDENTS OF THE A.A.

* N interesting feature in the February
XjL number of the Architectural Association
X-tes is the publication of a series of New
< 'entury Greetings, written by about thirty living
Past-Presidents of that society. The series begins
with a retrospection by ilr. Itobert Kerr, who
occupied the chair during the session 1847-48.
Another venerable member, 5Ir. Thos. Rickman,
whose year of office is dated 1S54-5 j, gives some
advice as to the need of making drawings from
buildings as distinguished from book knowledge,
mj he records his dislike to the "Discussion
Section " of the A.A. ; though, so far as can be
judged, the objection referred to is one of senti-
inent merely. Some three years later Jlr. John
Norton presided, and the A.A.'s progress sinca
his time he rightly describes as a marvellous
record. Mr. J. W. Penfold, who held office in
lSo9-fiO, sums up his words of greeting with the
idvice, " Keep up always the spirit of comrade-
ship : be rivals, if you like—friends always."
Among the Presidents who held the office twice
rofessor Roger Smith comes first (18G0-1 and
J3-4), and no one knows better the risk which

students run by substituting the acquisition of
photographs of many buildings for study and
drawing from a few weU-chosen examples. " It
is not drawings only, but buildings, that an
architect has to make, and it is not at the drawing
board only, but also at the actual thing itself,
that he learns how to do this so as to put
some good art into his work." Mr. Thomas
Slashill ;iS62-3), as might be anticipated, is
immently practical, as he sums up the Architect's
I'ltiesas comprised with designing, estimating, and

superintending buildings. "Eschew gardening,
pastoral staves, and hammering of pots, but
know about flowers. Be easy with arch;cology.

Study old work sufficiently, modem work in-

cessantly. Study also workmen and tools. Form
an opinion of every building new to you, and
every published illustration — pray against

twaddlers—stop your ears. (Have I not suffered

lifty years under their droning! '" Mr. G. H.
Christian is abroad, and so unable to reply to the

invitation, and the President who followed him
(1865-66), Mr. R. \X . Edis, writes to say that he
is too busy—with his own affairs, presumably— to

send any advice or a few words of greeting. The
President of 1S67-8, Mr. R. Phent' Spiers, as one
of the earliest advocates of the "examinations"
at Conduit-street, records his estimate of the
progress of the movement, speaking of its remark-
able development as having attained a standard
of training far beyond the level which its early

supporters ever dreamt of. Jlr. Lacy Ridge
(1869-70), strikes the chord of mutual help,

urging the principle that " while boys may be
taught, men should teach themselves." Mr.
Thomas Henry Watson (1870-71) refers to the

difficulty nowadays of obtaining aid from builders

.

Thirty years ago an architect could rely on
getting assistance from an able man called a
" builder," who combined a knowledge of all the

trades, and was himself a master of one. To-day
the contractor is generally absorbed in finance,

and cares for little else. The workman has little

personal interest in his work, and apprenticeship
is going out. G jod craftsmanship in future must
depend upon the architect. This is not archi-

tecture, but it is the work of the architect.
" Laborare est orare, " with open tendering and
competition prices ; trade union rules, fluctuating

markets and "corners" in materials ; Building
Acts and Local By-laws, all combined conspire

against architecture sufficiently, without the
pettifoggery of litigious contractors such as we
recognise by experience under Mr. Watson's timely
references. These are followed by others of a useful

kind from Messrs. Rowland Plumbe and Mr. J.

Douglass Mathews (1871-73), both of whom
know the Association well as "old members."
Mr. Geo. H. Birch (1874-5) writes from the
restful sanctum of the Soano Museum, which he
describes as the " cool, sequestered vale of life,'"

and sends a greeting of hearty good -will, hoping
that the lamp of architecture will burn brighter

and clearer in thefuture. Jlessrs. (^uilter, Florence,
and S. Flint Clarkson, whose terms of office

bring the messages down to 1S80, are each in

turn true to their records. The first named
emphasises the heed of a knowledge of construc-
tion, the second urges " unanimity, relying on
our own strength and sincerity, progressing with
the changing times." The third touches feel-

ingly upon the mutual goodwill engendered by
the A.A. Excursions, with references to " strong
voices from mountain sides to valley." We all

remember the songs on these occasions. Mfssrs.
Edward G. Hayes and Cole A. Adams carry the

harmonious notes of concord down to 1SS5, the
last named having been a popular president for

two years in succession, and givmg place to Mr.
J. A. Gotch, who advocates accuracy of drawing
and writing as essential, for while '

' imagination
is a gift bestowed on a few, accuracy is a prize

which can be won by many." Messrs. John
Slater and H. D. Searles-Wood (1887-89) both left

office after doing good work, and remain enthu-
siastic members of the A. A., and Mr. Leonard
Stokes (1889-91) urges that there is always
plenty of room " at the top," and hopes that
when his old friends get there they will not
forget to look round for their old President.

Mr. H. 0. Creeswell (1892-93) qualifies an
adherence to the curriculum, which should form
the basis of study, and not the be-all and end-all
of an architect's education. Jlr. E. W. Mount-
ford, the popular leader of 1893 to 1895, urges
enthusiasm, not of the after-dinner-speech sort,

but the genuine article, which keeps a man
working steadily through years of what seems
like failure. "It is not to be supposed that
success necessarilv means a large balance at the
bankers." Mr. W. D. Caroe (1895-96) con-
denses his longish greeting thus :

" Study to

regulate the prevalent go-as-you-please style of

architecture." Mr. Beresford Pite (1896-97)
says that the past century has witnessed a
development in England of schools of domestic
and ecclesiastical architecture that has given her
a pre-eminence among European nations in these
aspects of art, and he prays that English civil

architecture may ennoble our civil and national

life during the '20th century. Mr. Hampden W.
Pratt (1S'J7-9S) refers to the Italian philosopher
who amused himself by constructing a scale of

degrees for the measurement of professional envy,
placed architects lowest in the scale, and attri-

buted the small amount of envy amongst them to

their precise, severe, and rigid studies.

Mr. Geo. II. Fellowes Prynne, whose pre-
sidency brings us down to the t«rmination of the
century, enlarges on the ancinl side of the A.A.
" It has resulted in friendships and good fellow-

ship amongst its members ; it has helped to take
men out of themselves, and made them feel that
they and their fellow students are brothers in

art : it has done more to foster a true feeling of

esprit lie corps than perhaps any other detail of its

system." The present President, Mr. Seth-Smith,
of course, does not add his greetings to the series of

expressions thus printed. His endeavour doubt-
less will be to realise, as far as may be, the advice

given by his predecessors in office.

THE ART OF DESIGNING SMALL
HOUSES AND COTTAGES.*

SUPPOSE that we have received a commission
for a dwelling-house ; that we have made

ourselves sufficiently acquainted with our new
client's wishes, his mode of life and habits, by
getting him to write us ver5' fully of everything

he would like to be specially considered, dis-

cussing points with him, or visiting his home, as

circumstences may suggest ; and further that we
have made full notes of all the instructions and
information thus gathered for our own use ; the
first thing is to visit the site and devote some
time to thinking out the problem on the spot.

The site is the most important factor to be con-

sidered, for it usually suggests both the internal

arrangement and the external treatment. If

the site is a large one the position of the

house upon it must be first determined. In
past times the house was regarded mainly as a

shelter, and this greatly influenced the choice of

its position. But we do not to-day build so

much shelters for people who live outside as

dwellings for people from whence they may
occasionally go out. A primary consideration

then, must be to so place the house as to afford

its occupants the greatest possible enjoyment of

such beauty of adjacent country or grandeur of

distant view as the site can command. While
doing this, however, we must so place and design
the house that it shall not stand out as a disturb-

ing excrescence, but shall look at home in its

place, in harmony with its surroundings. This
consideration of the house as a detail in a larger

picture will bring us to a determination of its

general form, its treatment, and its colouring.

Some positions demand a lofty building to crown
or complete a spur of rising ground, for example,
while others suggest that it be kept as low as

possible, as when it nestles under some protecting

hillside. And in the country the low house is

usually more successful, more in harmony with
the scenery, perhaps because it is suggestive more
of man's dependence upon nature, less of his

defiance of her powers. Some natural terrace

may suggest a long house with all its rooms
facing one way, or a ridge may indicate a

double-faced house commanding the outlook

down over each slope, or perhaps a steep hill-

side will ask for a house following its Knes and
clinging to it story by story, while a gentle

slope will demand a general grouping of the

roofs to give a sense of stability by contradicting

it. In the choice of materials and colouring,

harmony rather than strong contrast should be
sought. There is only one sure way of obtain-

ing this at all generally, which is to keep to

local materials and local ways of using them.
We may lay it down that strong reasons of

use or economy are needed to justify a
departure from these. Where a departure
is made let the contrast with what is usual
in the district be as slight as may be.

We do not enough consider when we introduce
for the first time into some valley a bright red
roof, how it will haunt the eye from every point
of view, and may go far towards marring the
beauty of the whole scene by destroying its rest-

fulness. We should let the surroundings which
are to constitute the picture suggest the colouring

of the new object we are about to introduce just

as much as its form. In some places a low-toned

•By Barry Parker and Ravsiokd Unwiv; a paper
read before the Society of Architects last (Thursday)
evening, Feb. T, by Mr. Eaymond Unwin.
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colour scheme, as stone walls and grey stone or

slate roof, eeem most fitting, in others the wnrtnth

and brightness of bricks and tiles ; some invite

the homeliness of whitewash, while others suggest

the deep colouring of green or purple slate.

Whatever it is, some definite colour scheme should

be adopted and colours of paint and any enrich-

ments made to contribute to it. (ireatly as must
the site influence the external treatment of the

house, its internal arrangement will be even more
definitely dictated by it. The position of each

room in relation to the points of the compass and
the outlook should be determined on the spot. No
sacrifice is too great which is necessary to enable

us to bring plenty of sunshine into all the main
living-rooms. In the South ofEngland perhaps some
moderation must be observed in applying this rule,

there being no inconsiderable number of days on
which a too sunny room may become' unbearably

hot, and, where the size of the house will allow

of it, to have an east and west room is often a

great boon. But over the greater part of our

country, certainly in the Midlands and the North,

the importance of arranging for the few days
when the sun is oppressive is small indeed com-
pared with that of planning to suit the many days
when every hour of sunshine is of the utmost

value. The general rule, then, would seem to be
to so contrive as to get the sunshine into a room
at the time when it is likely to be most occupied.

Let a study or break fast -room be east or south-

east, a general living-room or drawing-room
south and south-west. A good western window
in the room we most occupy in the latter part of

the day gives us many an extra hour of daylight

;

while the opporturity it affords us of habitually

seeing the bright colour of sunset is a privilege

which is worth some effort to obtain. A kitchen

is best north-east or east, for the first coming
down into the fireless house may well have its

cheerleesness reduced for the servants by what
sunshine is to be had at an early hour; later in

the day, when the kitchen is hot with cooking, the

heat of the sun should not be added. A bath-

room and bedrooms, too, are pleasant with an
eastern aspect, though some cannot sleep in a

room into which early sunshine can come. Next
only in importance to such consiilerations of

aspect, and certainly important enough to modify
them somewhat, is the question of prospect. For
a pleasant outlook is a boon only less great than

a sunny aspect. We must not ignore a fine view

even when it can only be had to the north, and
much less must we allow any trivial conventions,

like the old commonly accepted idea that the front

of the house should be to the road, to betray us

into sacrificirg such solid advantages as sun-

shine and a pleasant view. It fact, to produce

a good plan, one should go to the site without any
preconceived conventions, but with a quite

open mind, prepared to think out each fresh

problem on the spot from the beginning, and to

receive all the suggestions the site cin offer.

Before leaving the site, one should be able to

carry away not only detailed notes of drainage,

water supply, levels, fine trees, views and aspect,

but also a general idea as to the best arrangement

of the rooms of the new house, an ideal plan to

be aimed at, and a mental sketch in block of the

general form the new creation should take

externally. I will now take one or two definite

examples of country houses, and_explain how and

why we worked them out as we did. We have

chosen fcr the first example a country house

designed for a site in North Staffordshire, partly

because the site was not one to very obviously

suggest or very imperatively demand a special

treatment. The plot of land consists of a small

field, long, and rather narrow ; it is much the

shape of a suburban building plot, though
situated right in the country. The main road

runs along the north-east end, and the ground

rises on the far side of this road, cutting off all

view in that direction. An accommodation road

or lane forms the boundary on the north-west

side, while the south-east side, as also the south-

west end, adjoins agricultural land belonging to

a large estate. The ground slopes from the road

towards the south-west ; the slope being very

flight at the top end, and increasing somewhat
towards the bottom, suggests a level terrace

on which to place the house. The land con-

tinues to fall away to a stream which runs in

the bottom of a wide and not very deep

valley ; across this there is a very pleasant view,

which becomes more interesting down the valley,

and is finest to the south of the plot. The client

required the hou>e to have a good comfortable

living-room for the general family life ;
another

good room for entertaining guests and callers ; a

small den for his own use, with desk, safe,

sample cupboards, and gun-rack ; four bedrooms,
one to be a bed sitting-room for an only son ; a

kitchen with the usual offices ; outside there were
to be washhouse, stable, coachhouse, kc. The
house was to be arranged to give as much open-
air life within as possible. As the site is exposed

to the prevailing winds, and the best prospect is

in the direction from whence they blow, some
form of court on to which the rooms might open
suggests itself as a means of obtaining the need-

ful shelter. The stableyard not being very suit-

able for the purpose, the house is grouped round
a very small central court, round which a corridor

is planned fitted with sliding windows, so that it

can be converted at will into a sort of small open-

air cloister by sliding the sashes down below the

sill. This is roofed over at as low a level as pos

sible to avoid anything of the feeling of a well.

The main roof als ) is made to slope away from
the court in all directions, so that a good deal of

sunlight may find its way in. On to this corridor

the main rooms open with wide double doors, and
the court being protected against wind on all

sides it is possible in any weather, except when
extremely cold, to have the living rooms open
to the fresh air to a quite unusual extent.

The kitchen, butler's pantry, front and side

entrances, and stairs all communicate with
the corridor, but so as not to destroy the privacy

of the living rooms by obliging anyone to pass

the doors when going from one to the other.

Provision is made in one corner for a ventilating

stove to prevent excessive cold draughts in winter.

The living-room, as the most generally occupied,

and therefore most important room, is placed at

the south corner, having the double outlook to

south-east and south-west, and getting all avail-

able sunlight and the best of the prospect. It is

not enough to give a room windows in the right

direction, however. The room must be so

arranged that it shall turn its face right, and the

windows be so placed that they shall be naturally

seen out from the most usually occupied parts of

the room. For this reason an angle window
commanding the pick of the view is thrown out

on the south-east side. This brings the sun well

into the room, and at the same time provides a

good well-lighted position for the piano, from

whence anyone can easily face to the whole room
while singing. For a similar reason the fire is

put on the north-east wall, and in a deep recess

or ingle. To adapt the ingle to rooms of moderate

size, then, and Justify the space it occupies, it

must be large enough to be comfortably sat in

regularly — a place where one can live, not

merely go to be roasted. The fire must be

so designed as to have something of the feel-

ing of the old fire on the hearth, and must not be

cut off from the recess or in any way allowed to

grow into a fireplace within a fireplace. It is

generally well to make the whole recess into the

hearth, and we often arrange for the fire to

bum in a fire-brick hollow, which answers all

purposes excellently. Fenders are best avoided,

and anything like a loose coal-box is a dis-

advantage. A coal-box can generally be con-

trived in the thickness of the wall. The ingle

must be protected from cross draughts, otherwise

the fire cannot be sufficiently exposed. When
properly arranged and fitted with comfortable

low seats, the ingle always proves to be a

favourite part of the room. But I am digressing

from the plan, and must return to the living-

room which we are designing. There the ingle

is of somewhat special construction, having several

small windows to afford peeps out towards the

court and the view, and to give light conveni-

ently placed for anyone reading ; and also having

cupboards for the display of the client's collection

of Oriental pottery which is utilised by way of

decoration. The ingle is made deep enough for

the seats to serve for sofas. As meals will be

taken in this living-room, a small dais for the

purpose is provided in full view of the fire, and

the recess for this is made a window recess in the

form of a largo sunny bay, having fixed seats on

three sides of the table. Between the anglej

window where the piano stands and the angle sea

isfixedacabinet, arranged with cupboards, drawers,

and shelves, to hold music, ladies' work materials

,

books, and other oddments. Near the door a

slight recess is formed for a sideboard ; and this

end of the room is lighted by a window close by,

which opens on to the balcony. In all rooms

there is a part by the door where no one willingly

sits because of a certain lack of comfort ; it is well

to keep such part af the room as small as possible.

Very often a room may be actually improved by
being reduced in width just where the door opens,

while the space cut off may be put to much more
valuable use. In this case the sheltered south-

west balcony, which is obtained by narrowing the

two rooms opposite the doors, adds greatly to tho

amount of open-air life it is possible to enjoy. A
recessed balcony is, in our climate, much more
useful than any projecting verandah. It is pos-

sible, owing to the extra shelter, to sit in such a

balcony two or three times as often as in the

verandah with open ends. In this 700ca all the

important furniture forms part of the scheme ; it

is thought out and designed with the building.

In the treatment of the room advantage is takea

of the beams and lintels required for the recesses,

and where these are lacking a deep picture rail

carrying line with them is adopted, under which

the sideboard, cabinet, and windows are arranged

to finish, leaving an unbroken frieze above, and

giving a sense of order and unity to the whole.

This frieze is decorated with a painted suggestion

of landscape. The lower portion of the walls,

under the decorated frieze, is finished in plaster

tinted to the required shade by mixing colouring

matter with the skimming coat; this forms a good,,

plain background for either pictures, furniture,

or the people who inhabit the room. Where eco-

nomy is any consideration, rooms may be kept

as low as possible, giving additional space out-

wards, which is as valuable as space upwards for

an air reservoir, and for all other purposes so-

much more valuable. This house is 9ft. floor to-

floor. The hall or entertaining-room being in-

tended for less constant as well as more formal

use, takes a somewhat simpler form. Placed at

the west comer with windows sonth-west and

north-west, it gets all the sunshine during the

afternoon and evening, when it is most occupied.

It is immediately accessible from the entrance,

and opens on to the balcony with folding-doors

and window. The fire is placed in an ingle con-

trived under the stairs and half-landing, an arch

being used in this case to carry the chimney-

stack and form the recess. The flue from the

fire is brought over on to the arch by means of a

copper hood. A little bay partly in the porch

lights this ingle. The porch is also arranged

under the stair-landing, with a seat for a mes-

senger under the stairs. A coalbox and shoe

cupboard complete the utilisation of the space

under the stairs. Adjacent to the entrance is the

small sanctum. Here, again, something is taken

off the square room, which, while improving it

rather than otherwise by giving a recess for desk

and pigeon-holes, enables us to have a small

vestibule with cupboard for visitors' hats and

cloaks. Sample cupboards and safe occupy tho

south-east wall, while a comfortable comer

between fire and window is left clear for

easy - chair and reading - stand. Hindy to

the entrance and to this room is tho main

coat cupboard and the lavatory, from which a

side door leads to the stable-yard, while the

butler's pantry completes this north-east side of

the little court. Beyond this and behind the

living-room, having its fireplace at the back of

the living-room fireplace, is placed the kitchen.

It occupies the east corner of the house, and has

its main window to the north-eist, the right

aspect for a kitchen. There is a small window

to the south-east, to light the range and make a

comfortable place for sewing or reading. One

corner between fire and window should always be

kept free from doors in a kitchen, so that there

may be a place to sit in, and it makes a more

comfortable kitchen still where it is possible to

collect the doors on one side only. Here an arch-

way, closed by a heavy curtain when work is

done, leads to the scullery, cellar, larder, and

back door. A working dresser under the main

window, fitted with drawers and flour-bin, a

cupboard and plate-rack slightly recessed on tho

south-east wall, and cupboards each side the fire-

place constitute the chief fittings, and in the

scullery there is a special cupboard, with slate

shelves for saucepans. The Urder has it»'

window in the back porch, to get a nort!

aspect, while thorough ventilation is secure*

by an opening on the south-east up under

the eaves where the sun cannot reach it.

The cellar was added after the preliminary

plans were made, the scullery being rearranged

to allow of it. The staircase rises from the cor^

ridor, and as it is accessible from all parts without

passing the doors of the reception-rooms, a back

staircase is not needed. The bedroom plan follows

pretty closely the ground plan, the bedrooms

also leading off a corridor round tho inner court.

le , |_
I
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AU four bedrooms are arranged so that io addition

to being convenient as bedroom, they have at

least a corner near the fire comfortable to sit in.

In small houses to regard a bedroom as a sleeping

room only is a mistake. The accommodation is

greatly increased when each member of the

household can use his or her bedroom as a private

den also. The balcony is repeated on the first

floor—the bedrooms being as serviceable without

the space it occupies—and, by reason of the

parapet and over-hanging eaves, it is even more

sheltered than that on the ground lioor, and

makes it possible in two bedrooms to sleep practi-

cally in the open air in almost all weathers. It

has special value, too, as an addition to the west

room, which is designed for the boy's bedroom
and study. Here the bed tits in a deep recess out

of the way : a washstand is contrived in the sill

of the window of the same recess, which is

slightly bayed to give the needful room, and a

curtain may be drawn across, cutting off all the

special bedroom appliances, so leaving a com-
fortable study. The central court enables the

corridor to have opening windows to three aspects,

so that some can be open whatever the direction

of the wind ; it also makes it possible to cut off

the bathroom, housemaid's closet, and w.c. by
means of a lobby having two little windows
on to the court. A window is put to bring
the south - east sun into bedroom No. 3,

the wide sill of which in the rather narrow
room may be used for a dressing-table. As this

chamber is specially well placed for being
isolated in case of sicknees, it is supplied with a

hob-grate. In bedroom No. 4 an over-hanging
window recess is carried out on the joists, to

avoid the want of comfort which one always feels

on the window side of a room when the door
opens on to it right in the corner, as here ; while
the window itself is slightly biyed to add to the
outlook. This room has also a little window on
to the court to bring in morning sun. Thus all

the bedrooms get through ventilation and plenty
of sunshine. Of the treatment of the rooms
little need be said. The recesses by the chimney
breasts are fitted with cupboards and book-
shelves, which are designed to include simple
framings or mantels for the fireplace?, and the
cornices of which are arranged to match the
cornice over doors and windows and to carry line

with a picture-rail running round the room.
Wall -papers or other decorations stop at this rail,

all above being taken in with the ceiling. This
arrangement enables the ceiling to be broken up
with the slopes of the low roofs without giving
ugly odds and ends of papered wall. Daring
the whole of the planning the elevations are of

course kept in view, and the block design carried

away in the mind from the site constantly exerts

a modifying influence. The difficulty usually is

to maintain sufficient simplicity ; so many
features are suggested by little conveniences of

planning that one has often to cut them out, not
to seek for them merely for the sake of effect.

This plan which we have just considered, repre-
senting, perhaps, rather a large house to be
classed as " small," does not quite illustrate one
point to which we attach very great importance
in the designing of small houses. A second
plan gives an opportunity of referring to

this. Here a special effort was made to

obtain one room giving some sense of space
in a house not extensive enough to contain
several large rooms. In all small houses
much must be sacrificed, but it seems to us to be
infinitely less of a sacrifice to reduce the number
of rooms than it is to reduce the size of them all

until they are mere boxes. In this second plan
the hall is made into the chief living-room ; it is

carried up two stories to allow of an organ
g;allery . The gallery leading to the balcony, the
landing, and the staircase, are all thrown into
this hall, the stairs being so arranged as to

aSord a screen to the fire, forming a sort of deep
ingle with low ceiling under the landing. The
low ceiling continues imder the organ gallery
and the balcony, the central part of the hall being
open to the full height. In the gallery is a
Bscond fire with a lounge seat by the organ under
a canopy formed by the half-landing of the
second-floor stairs. To obtain this spacious hall

the remainder of the house has been reduced as
much as possible. Only one other small, room,
for den or meal-room, is provided, with kitchens,
offices, and four bedrooms, two of which are
on the second floor. I will next refer to a
design drawn for a London literary man, who,
though not able to afford a large house, still by
reason of his position required occasionally to be

able to entertain a good deal of society. Here
the first consideration has been to obtain a hall

which would be at once a comfortable living-room
and a dignified entertiiining-room. The meal-
room has been kept as small as would just allow

of a little dinner-party being given in it. Tho
fire is placed in one corner, the sideboard in

another ; had it been possible to put the door also

in a corner it would have been still more con-
venient, for in a small dining-room it is in the

corners that there is a little spaca to spare. Tho
narrow llampstoad building plot, having a south-

west aspect, and the best prospect to the south,

dictated the jreneral arrangement of the house
and tho placing of the best room at the south
corner. This room is spanned by two arches to

carry the wall of the study over. Within one of

them is placed tho fire recess with seats and fit-

ment, thus using up all the space under the stairs

to add to the size and character of the room,
while the stairs themselves, which are shut off

from the vestibule by a door, are also open to the

room, the quarter landing forming a small gallery

overlooking it. Tho staircase is such an essenti-

ally interesting and decorative feature in a house,

that it always seems a pity to shut it off in a

mere passage, and the space under and around it

may be made to add so much to a room both in

size and individuality. Over the hall in this

house are placed the client's study and bedroom, the

two being combined that both may have the benefit

of the whole air space, book-oases, and curtains

screening off the bedroom portion. Double doors

and double windows are fitted to this room, for

perfect ijuiet both by day and by night is

essential, and further, to secure this, ventilation

is obtained by means of two fireplaces and an
air-shaft built in one of the stacks. The eleva-

tions are somewhat more elaborate and fussy than
we should make them now. One gets tired of

seeing half-timber stuck about in all sorts of

positions, and disinclined to use it even when, as

here, some such construction is rather demanded
by the roofing. But I must pass on now to cot-

tages, the second part of our subject. The dis-

tinction between a small house and a cottage,

never a very dear one, has been further obscured
by a common affectation of simplicity, and for

our purposes I propose to regard as a cottage any
house in which separate accommodation is not
provided for servants. To cottages, then, all that

has been said about the advantage of securing a
good living-room, even at a great sacrifice of

other conveniences, applies with additional force.

For not only is the total space at our command
usually less, but the number of functions which
the living-room has to provide for is greater,

many of the functions of a kitchen being added
to it. To combine the comfort of a living-room
with the convenience for work of a kitchen will

tax our skill in planning. Let us again proceed
by way of example, taking a largish cottage
designed for a client who wished to live a quite

simple life, yet on a scale that would aUow of his

enjoying the more necessary comforts and refine-

ments. The site is near a small Derbyshire town,
and consists of a mound caused by the outcrop of

some shale grit. On the north runs a stream,
down to which the ground falls precipitously

;

the road is to the west, and there is a steep

fall here also ; to the east the fall is

slight, while to the south the ground rises

gently. There are fine views in all directions

—

most interesting to the north, least so to the
south. The client desired the main windows of

the living-room to the west, having a special

liking for the evening light. The site seemed
to demand a simple oblong house with plain

span-roof kept as low as possible, forming a sort

of ridge on the steep-sided mound. The western
end of the building naturally becomes the living-

room. There is a window to the north to

command the best of the view. A window on
the south side admits plenty of sun, and in

addition on this tide there is the outer door,
placed there that it may be possible to enjoy the
charm which a door opening direct from a room
on to a sunny garden always gives. Such a door
must, however, be so placed that while the peep
out is obtained the comfort of the room is not
destroyed. Here wo have gathered the two doors
and the stair-foot together in a narrow part of

the room out of the way, leaving all the rest of

the space comfortably to occupy. The fire is

placed on the north wall, in a deep recess, one
side being devoted to rest, the other to work.
The former is occupied by a comfortable low
seat ; the latter is devoted to a working dresser,

fitted with a small fixed bowl for washing up

glass and china, drawers, cupboards, and plate-
rack. To save constant running to and from the
scullery, a small hatch closed with a shutter is

arranged to open on to a wide enamelled shell,
so that saucepans and such like can be handed
through. All the kitchen work done in the
living-room is thus confined to the one corner
handy to tho tire for cooking, and well lighted
by tho north window. The fire is designed to
make either a closed cooking-stove or a com-
fortable open lire to sit round, as required.
Unfortunately it has to be set in a chimney-
breast

; but by filling the recesses each side with
cupboards, book shelves, and cx)al-box, and not
carrying the seat beyond tho face of the breast,
part of the effect of this is removed, and some, at
any rate, of the charm of an ingle is secured.
The floor of the recess is tiled, too. The ingle is

further defined by an archway, on one side of
which is fitted a writing desk with closing flap,

drawers, and bookshelves, and on the other the
piano is designed to stand, occupying part of tho
spaco under the rising stairs, the remaining
portion being taken up with music cupboard and
book-shelves opening into the living-room, and a
store cupboard opening into tho kitchen. A second
lounging place is provided by a wide, low window-
seat in the main window, and between that and
the meal table is fitted a small side table with
cupboards and shelves to hold the oddments used
at the table. I'ixed seats are arranged for two
sides of this table, one having a high back to

screen it from any draught coming through the
outer door. To this one good room is added a
kitchen for the more dirty work, fitted with a
small range, a cupboard for coats and hats by the
entrance, a coal -place and larder. Upstairs are
four bedrooms ; one, being rather narrow, has a
bed-recess taken off the larger room to help it,

and as it is over the low ceiling of the ingle it

gets the advantage of extra height under the
sloping roof, and thus the low ceiling, which
adds so much to the feeling of cosiness in an ingle,

is made to help the bedroom over. Where some
such arrangement as this is not possible, we some-
times utilise the spaco between the low ceiling

and the floor above as a storage cupboard, and
wo often take advantage of it for ventilating
purposes, by bringing fresh air into the room,
slightly warmed by passing behind the fire, and
delivering it over the opening to the recess,

where it is distributed with the least possible

draught. Where an outlet into a flue is desirable

to supplement the exhaust due to the fire, we find

this is a very good place to arrange it. In a
room with close-fitting iron casements, sufliciently

well built not to leak excessively through doors,

skirting, and door, the most frequent cause of a
smoky chimney is the want of sufficient air supply,
and some form of inlet is an absolute necessity.

In bedrooms we have successfully arranged this

through a hollow fender kerb in some places.

All the bedrooms in this cottage are so arranged
as to have a fairly comfortable comer between
the fire and a window, where one can sit to read
or write. An east aspect is obtained for the
bathroom, and a linen cupboard warmed by the
cylinder is provided. In the elevations local

random range stone is used for the ground
story, while for the upper portion the need
for obtaining four bedrooms over a house so

narrow required the use of 9in. brick walls which
are rough cast in cement. To avoid the expense of

dressed stone, and also to connect a little the twc-

stories, all the windows have brick jambs and
mullions, and the rough- cast is carried down over
them. The roof is covered with local stone slatc^

I hope I have made it clear that, whatever the
size of the house, it should grow, both as a
utilitarian plan and as an artistic creation, out of

the real needs of the occupants ; and that the art

of designing small houses and cottages consists,

not in following any accepted code of conventions,
however useful these may be in their place, but
in working out such a convenient and comely
setting for the special life that shall be lived in

them as shall enable that life to expand itself to

the fullest extent, not merely unhampered by the
building in which it is clothed, but actually

stimulated by a congenial surrounding.
[.•\.s it is not possible for us to reproduce all the

illustrations which accompanied this paper, it may
interest our readers to know that we understand
most of them will be included in a volume of

lectures by the authors, which is about to be
issued by Messrs. Longmans, Green, and Co.]-^
Two addition*! theatres are to be erected in.

Glasgow by Howard and AVyndham, L'mited.
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VALUATIONS AND COilPEXSATI »X.S.

IX.

METHOD or MAKIN'O CLAIM—FORM USED HY LONDON'
COUNTY COUNCIL HOW TO FILL UP.

METHOD OF MAKING A CLAIM.—
Assuming now you have received the

notice to treat, which is usually accompanied by
a Wank form of claim, the first point will Le to

carefully fill in that form. For the guidance of

our readers, and that we may make these articles

most practical, we give as an illastration the

form now heing used hy the London County
Council.

It is almost unnecessary to state that it the

declaration be -made corruptly, or, being made,
the surveyor acts contrary thereto, he is guilty

of a misdemeanour.

It his been held that if a surveyor does not enter

the building he has to value it is not a proper
valuation.

The "nomination" of the surveyor or arbi-

trator and the declaration must be annexed to

the valuation. For form of this see appendix.

All the expenses incident to the valuation muat he
borne by the " takers" under the compulsory powers.

S"-'yanc'^ damages are to be included in the
valuation.

FOBM OF CLAIM.

(To be filled up and signed by the owners of, and other parsons interested in, or having claims

upon, property required for the purposes of the said Acts and scheme) :
—

-.§

S8 o

£0 1.

n •sg

s| oS
5513

p.g ..*•

§.Se S

^.H-.
(S

Interest claimed, vrhether Freehold,
Copyhold, or Leasehold, with full

particulars of same. If Copyhold,
state the amount of quit rent,
whether the fine is certain or arhi-
trary, and the amount thereof ; also
the age of the Copyhold tenant. If

Leasehold, state term of Lease and
amount of rent. If the L^ae in-

cludes property not comprised in
the claim, state what apportionment
of rent is proposed.

,2; o fl
*^ S fl .

^ S'd o.a '^a
© C*» O M aJ a ?
tM hi oi 2^ <«« a .£
o cj a^ a "

OS fc ft 9 S*s ^

g a
P.S.

a 3

*3 g n

N.B.—To be delivered at the Solicitor's office

London County Council, Spring Gardens.

Signature of Claimant.
Date.
Name and address of Claimant's Solicitor.
Name and address of Claimant's Surveyor.

The particulars to be filled in in the first

column require no remark. Those in the second
may be obtained from the schedule appended to

the Notice to Treat. It will be wise, however,
to see the plan, which must, according to the Act,

be deposited with the Clerk of the Peace for the

county, 30 that any error in the schedule may be
detected. The filling in of the first five columns
will not present any difiiciilties. The sixth may
somewhat trouble you ; but any difficulties it may
present will, we think, be readily surmounted if you
have carefully perused the foregoing chapters.

Great care is necessary in tilling in column 7, as the
information cannot be legally demanded, and may
in some cases be prejudicial. The last column
explains itself, and of the method of arriving at

the amount of each item of claim we next propose

to treat.

X.
METHODS or SETTLEMESTOF CLAIM -9UBVEY0B^^ -inSTICES
—ABBITRATOBS—JURIES — DECLABATION-FORII OF SAME
—CONSEyQENCE OF COEBCPT DECLARATION - IMPP.Ol'KB

VALOATIOK—NOMINATION—LIMIT OF .lUSTICEs' .rURISDK-
TION—NOTICE OF ELECTION BETWEEN ARBITRATION AND
JDBV—APPOBTIONED BENT — ADVANTAGES OF .ICEY —
ADVANTAGES OF ABBITBATION—SURPBISES—INSTANCES

—

Q.C. AND THE WITNESS—A .lUEV METHOD OF AEBIVING AT
VERDICT—DESPONDING VIEWS - INSTANCE OF 'CBV VER-
DICT—FRONTAOE AND BACK LAND—JHEISDICTION AS TO
TITLE—E.XAMPLE OF HOW A VALUATION IS ARRIVED AT
FOE A BLOCK OF rBOPEBTV.

TRIAL OF CLAI.MS.

Having now conducted our readers through
the consideration of each phase of the claim, the

next matters for our attention are the methods by
which that claim is to be settled and adjusted.

Supposing that the amount of the claim differs so

far from that which the agents of the company
consider adequate that no arrangement can be

arrived at, what are the tribunals to which the

question may be referred r

We have already stated that there are four
methods :— 1st, surveyors; 2nd, justices; 3rd,

arbitrators ; 4th, juries.

With regard to the first of these methods we
will call attention to a matter of formality which
is of importance. The valuation made by two
surveyors appointed, one on each side, or the

umpire,
IF THE SUllVF-VOUS lUSAfiRLE,

will not be valid unless there is attached to the
award or valuation a "declaration" of its

accuracy. The surveyors must therefore make
an award, and then sign a certificate that the
amount they have awarded is sufficient. It may
be as well that we should here give the form of

declaration usually employed.

FORM.

I, A. B., do .solemnly and sincerely declare that I
will faithfully, impartially, and honestly, according
to the best of my skill and ability, execute the duty
of making the valuation hereby referred to me.
Made and subicribed. A. B.

(Date.)

Justices.—The jurisdiction of justices is limited

to cases where the claim does not exceed £50, and
to cases where the claimant has no greater

interest than that of a tenant from year to year.

Tbe justices are, in addition to the value of the
land taken, to value the damage arising from
"severance"; but they may assess the severance
claim and compensation in one sum.

It is held that though a written agreement may
be void at law (as, for example, an agreement
for a term of five years, which should be under
seal), still, as in equity it is equivalent to a lease,

it cannot be taken before two justices, the interest

being greater than that of a tenant from year to

year.

Apportionment of Rent.—-Two justices have the
power to apportion the rent in the case of lands

charged with a rent-charge, when part only is

required, and the parties cannot agree.

Arbitrators and .Times.—If the amount claimed
exceeds £50 the owner may elect whether, in case

the company refuse to pay his claim, he shall go
to a j ury. or have the amount assessed by arbi -

tration. He must give notice to the company of

his determination. Now, as to the methods.
Your client is sure to consult you, and you will

have to give him the benefit of your experience.

Which would you advise—arbitration or a jury ?

To enable you to come to a right decision, we will

give you the leading points of each method.

Advantages of a Jury.—It you go to a Jury, the

aimntages are :—
1. Within twenty-one days the company are

bound to have it summoned after you notify your
desire.

2. The decision will be arrived at on the day
of trial.

3. The verdict will be given the same day.

4 . Your client will often be better pleased with
the formality of the jury going to view, and the

decision of a number of men, rather than that of

one skilled man.

Advantages of Arbitration.—What, then, are

the advantages of going to arbitration r may
fairly be asked, the disadvantages being so many

—

namely, it is slower in obtaining a commence-
ment of the proceedings ; the process, when
commenced, is much more tardy ; the decision is

often not known for weeks after the final sitting.

Well, the advantages sometimes more than
counterbalance all the disadvantages.

1. You are less liable to a " surprise."

2. You are more certain to get about the proper
amount.

3. In many cases the " view " of unskilled men
would be prejudicial to your client.

Surprises.—First, as to "surprises." Anyone
who has had much experience with jury c ises

will at once remember instances in which, though
he had his plans and calculations well prepared,

and his '
' confirming '

' surveyors all ready ; their

reports in the hands of solicitors ; the private

view with counsel passed, and the result all he
could wish ; the final consultation over, and the

day arrived— some awkward and unexpected
evidence as to the value of adjoining land spreads

dismay amongst his "team." Builders, perhaps,

brought up to say what they sold it for a few
months before ; evidence as to bad foundations

which exist only in imagination ; as tobad drainage,

having a like foundation ; also as to the amount
that adjoining houses have recently sold for.

There is no time to bring up counter evidence to

disprove all these points when the case is before

a jury, but when before an arbitrator there is

plenty, as at the next sitting evidence can be
tendered.

"While ti-eating on the subject of surprises, an
incident occurs to ua. la a case, our client thought
to strengthen the evidence by having a local surveyor
who knew all about the land. In the '" box " he had
given his evidence mor^^ than supporting my view of

value. When an eminent U.C. rose to cross-examine
him, his first question did not appear at all out of the

common. It was, "I suppose you have not always
considered land in this locality of this large value J

"

The answer was, of course, it had increased in value,

(i. Since last evening ? A. No. (a puzzled sort of

"No," as if thewitne.ss could not see the drift of the

question). Q. You may say "No," but what did you tell

someone you met on the land last evening ? Did you
not tell him that the land for the workhouse was sold

twelve months ago for £500 an acre 1 And now you
are asVing €1,000 for this land ? A. I don't remember
saying that. I do remember an inquisitive old fellow

asking me a lot of questions about the land, and as

he was chatty and pleasant I told him a good deal.

Tho leading silk : Yes ; and I suppose you don't know
that that inquisitive old fellow was myself ? but I will

remove my wig to help you. Suiting the action to

the word, he did so, much to the visible astonishment

of the witness.

This is only one instance of an unpleasant

surprise. On this ground arbitration has the

advantage ; but whether it is sufficient to out-

weigh the advantages offered by the jury system

we leave our readers to decide for themselves.

As to the second consideration, the process does

seem really sometimes to obtain amongst juries of

adding up all the amounts of the surveyors on

both sides, and dividing the total bj' their

number ; so that we think we may say that

the result arrived at is less certain than where

you have a skilled arbitrator who weighs all that

is said, and tries to arrive at the real value. As
to the third reason, no remarks are necessary,

except to advise our readers that the class of

property to which we there allude is where much
dilapidation has been allowed to accrue. There

the jury are likely to take a. desponding vievr of

the value, although all the dilapidations may
have arisen since the time when the owner could

legally repair.

Juries.—As an example of the way in which

the jury system sometimes works we will

instance the following :

—

A parish wanted a new workhouse, and required

five acres of land, and at a meeting fixed the price

they would pay per acre, and determined they would
go in any out-of-the-way part of the district rather

than exceed that price. A certain owner, being poor,

and having a quantity of land without frontages,

agreed to sell to them at that price. The land ire were

selling had frontage to the main road and to two
other roads, and was therefore of an entirely different

character, yet the evidence unexplained damaged
our claim. 'The jury would not recognise that five

acres taken from a limited area must enhance the

value of the remainder, nor could they appreciate the

difference of value oijro'ifofi^ land and Imdc land, to

which special approaches had to be made.

In defence of the jury method, I would say

that the difficulty of deciding where skilled or

technical witnesses so much differ is extremely

great.

Xitk.—It should be noted that neither juries

nor arbitrators have any jurisdiction as to

" title."

We will now give an example of how a

valuation claim for a block of property may be

arrived at :
—

The accompanying plan represents property

in a provincial town adjoining a railway. The

railway company have acquired powers to con-

struct a branch line (as shown by dotted lines),

and will build their station on the triangular

portion of land lying between the new branch,

the existing line, and the High -street. In the

powers obtained by the company is a clause

rtquiring them to purchase the land for and to

liy out the road, shown by the dotted lines, south

of the ne V line, and leading fro n Iligh-slreel to

Ssadforth-street. Bridge) are to be constructed
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OTer Baker-street and High-street. The particu-
lars of the property are as follows :

—

No«. 1-12.— Freehold cottages let at average rents of
7s. per week. They let readily to employees at local
factory, but are fifty years old, and in bad repair.
No. 13 la a greeDRTOcer's shop, in good repair, let

on a three-years' agreement at £30 per annum, and
the fittings are worth £20.
No. 14 is a public-house, let on a Sl-yeara lease (six

years now unexpired) at a yearly rent of £6"*. Average
net profits from the trade certified at £.300 per
annum. The fittings are valued at £150. The house
is free, and occupied by the lessee. Fifteen years ago
the latter paid a premium of £1,000.
No3. 15, 16. 17, IS. 19, and 20 are let out as workmen's

dwellings. They consist of three floors, the ground
fioor letting at 63. 6d. per week, the first door at £b.,

and the second floor at 4a. They are well built, but
some loPs is experienced through empties and bad
debts. The whole six are leased (seven years un-
expired) at £$0 per annum, and the lessee sublets.
The freeholder at expiration of leiae would probably
be able to sustain a claim for dilapidation to the
extent of £25 per house.
No. 21 is a grocer's shop in good repair, let on lease

(sixteen years unexpired) at £60 ; present value, £75
per annum. Lessee lives over the shop, and his
certifi'^d net profits are £300 per annum. His stock is

valued at £-.00, and his fittings at £100.
Xos. 22 aLd 23 are shops m good repair, each just

let on a ttree-years agreement at £65. No. 22 is

occupied by a jeweller, who lives over the premises,
and whose certified n.?t profits are £200, his stock is

worth £500, and his fittings £2C0. No. 23 is occupied
by a tailor, whose net profits are £150, his stock is

worth £li:o, and fittings £100. He sublets the upper
part for £30, and pays all rates and taxes.
No3. 24-30 are not required by the company.
Nos. 31, 32, 33. and 31 consist of a builder's yard

and workshops, held by the builder at a ground rent
of £50, the lease having 60 years unexpired. The
building numbered 31 was erected by the lessee 20
years ago at a cost of £1,C00, and contains machinery
and plant worth £500. Those numbered 33 and 34
were erected at the same time at a cost of £300. and
contain machinery and plant worth £150. All the
buildings are of brick, and well built. The yard
numbered 32 contains stock and plant worth £300.

-, The goodwill of the builder's business as carried on

I

at his premises is worth £1.000.
! No. 39 is a vacant plot of land unlet.

Nos. 40, 41, 42, and 62 consist of yard, warehouses,
and office occupied by the freeholder, who is a mineral-
water manufacttirer. and who built the premises ten
years ago at a cost of £6,000. The plant and
machinery are together valued at £3,500. The net
profits are £1.000 per annum.
No. 43 is a private roadway, owned in fee simple

by the mineral-water manxifacturer, and used by lura
for access to his buildings. Rights of way are allowed
over thia to the occupiers of Nos. 46, 47, 48, and 52 at
a yearly rent of £2.
No. 44 i I a fully licenced public-house, the free-

holders being a firm of biL-wers who have just leased
the premises as a tied house to the occupier at £300
per annum, with a premium on a 10-years lease of
£1,0C0. The annual net profits have been certified to
the lessee at £4C0 ; the net profits of the brewers on
the sale of Iheir liquor is £300. The premises are
well built and in good repair. The original cost was
£2.500 ; the fittings are worth £400, and the stock in
hand £400.
Nos- 45, 4fl, 47, and 4S are shops in fair repair, let on

lease, having 21 years unexpired, at £60 per annum
each. Nos. 46, 47, and 49 have back entrance, for
which each lessee pays £2 per annum. All are
occupied by the lessees, whose trade and profits, kc,
areas folio ivs :

—

No. Trade. Net profits.
^StoJk"' Fi'tiogs-

45. Diofn^-room? £300 —
46. Diiry 350 _
47. CnemTst 300 30O
48. Stationer 250 350

£i03
300
300
250

Nos. 49-'5I are not required by the company, but
after tie adjoining buildings are pulled down, the

party-walls of 49 and 61 will require making good, at

an estimated cost of £30 and £25 respectively.

Note.— Land in High-street, if uncovered with
buildings, is estimated upon recent experience to be
worth for ground rents los. per foot frontage, and in
the back streets to be worth 78. per foot.

We will now give one way of valuing the cost of

purchasing the above property, and of the com-
pensation to be paid to the various freeholders,

leaseholders, and occupiers ;

—

freeholder's CL.ilM.

Nos. 1-12 :— £ s. d
12 cottages at 7s £218 8 p.a.
Outgoings (see Chap. IV.) 109 8

Netrent 109 )

Table 6 =
o for perp 1S-667t.p. i

1817-0 »

10 "
o forced sale 182-0 » 1,999

No. 13 :—
£30 p.a.

Outgoings (see Chap. TV.) 3-0

27'0 >

Table 5 '
o for perp 20 v. r. (I

540-0 »

10 =
; forced sale 54-0 » 591

No. 14:-
£80 p.a. )

Table 5 , for 6 years 5 076t.p. j

304-5

Reversion to rent 60-0

Plus annual value of pre-
mium (6 - Table for 21 ,

-"^'I'lW ^
Estimated rack rent 145 "1

/ 5 ' ; for '.
I

Deferred I perp.... 20 ( >
S years i 5 ^ - for i I

'6 years. 5-C76 ' 14-924T.r. J 2163 9

246S-4 )

10 '; forced sale 247-0 (2.715

Nos, 31, 32, 33, and 34 r
—

£30 I

Table 4 for perp... 25 v. r. \

1-2500 I

10 forced sale 125 i 1,375

No. 39 :—
64ft. frontage at 7s., say £19 On. a. i

Table 5 '
o tor perp 20 v r. i

3S) I

10 '
^ forced sale SS i 418

Nos. 40, 41. 42, and 62:-

Nos. 40, 41, and 42. land
only, 146ft. frontage at
7s. a foot £51 Oo.a.

No. 62, land only, say ... .3 u.k.

o R. of land secured by
)

buildings 54 ,

Table 4 ' for perp SSt.i-. .'

1330-0 j

Value of buildings 6003-0 )

7350-0 I

10 -, forced sale 7350 ( 8,055

I

Freeholder's trade claim :
-

£1,000 trade profits I

2 v.r. I

2000-0 I

Loss on machinery .50 ^'(, 1750-O (3,750

No. 43:—
Kights ol way £8 rent I

Ditto to No. 62 2 rent I

10
Table 5 _ for perp. ... 20 y p. (

10 ^'o forced sale..

2C0 I

20-0 I 220

No. 44:-
£300 rent i

Table 5 , for 10 years 7-722 v.i-.

Annual value of pre-
mium (on 6 ' ; table)
1000

£300
2316-0

I

136

5 ^
c for perp. deferred

10 years, -20-7 722 ...

— rack
,

436 rent

'

12-278 V.J

76690 I

10 =t forced Slle 767-0 \ 8.436 0-

Nos. 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20 :—

£80 Op a. \

Table 5 ^
c for Tyears 5786 »

Reversion to £241 16
Outgoings (see Chap. IV.) 133

5\-forperp 20 ) 108 16
5 for7years... 5-786 > 14-214T.r.

462-88T

Brewers' profit £300 Op.a. i

Say 4 V.1-. )

Nos. 45-48:-
£326 rent (

Table 5' forperp.... 20 y.p. t

1,300

6S'20O I

10 '
; forced sale 652 i 7,172

Nos. 49 and 61:—

Making good to party-walls 55

1546-48J

2009-36 >

10 -

, forced sale 200 9 ( 2,210
No. 21 :

-
£60-0 p a.

Table 5' for 16 years ... 10-83SY.r.
CoV28T

Reversion to 75 i

6 . for perp. deferred 16 >-

years (-20 - 10-8i) 9162v.p.

Nos. 22-23 :
-

10

£13D

667.16 J

1337-43 (

forced sale 133-74
i 1 471

Outgoings (see Chap.
IV) 14 6

Tab?e 5 "
^ for perp.

115 12 6 I

20 Y.p. t

5312 5 I

10 - \ forced saU 23i-i5 ) 2..r4l

Total compensation to freeholders £4i,244

LE.^SEHOLDERS' .\XD OCCVPIERs' CL.U.MJ.

No. 13 :-
£80 trade profits t

2 V p. 1

£160-0 ^

Cost of removal 50 f

Loss on fittings 100 i

Allow for cancelling agreement 15 .' 193

No. 14:—
£300 trade profits

(

4 Y.p. (

12000 1
Cost of removal 50-0

FittiDb'S 75-0
I

£85 profit rental

)

-.

Table 6- „ for 15 C
years 9 712 y.p. ) i

S25-5
I

10=
c forced sale 82-5j 2,233 O

Nos. 1.5, 16, 17,18, 19, 20:-

See freeholder's
claim £1C8 16 income

80 head rent

28 16
Table 6'; for
seven years... 55S2v.p.

157-0 I

10 , forced sale 16 (

173 I

Less present value of dilaps. 150 x -6651 99 76 i 73

(6^ , table, page 96, Inwood) ... 73

No. 21 :
-

£15 profit rental
Table 6 for

16 years 10-K6 y p.

15159 -|

10 ~ - forced sale ... 15*159 i

£3"0 U
" trade

|

2J V.1-. '

750-0 r
Cost of removal 20 |

Lo-ss on sale of s'ock 60 i

Ditto fitt'Dgs. .': 750 J 1,C72
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Nos. 22 and 23 :
—

No. 2? £20C-O trade t

2T.P. j

400 1

Damage to stock 5V0 I

Ditto fittings 100 )
Cost of removal 15"0 I

CancelliDg agreement, J Y.P. ... 33 J 598 fi

No. 23 £150 trade I

]}tp. »

. 2250 1
Damage to stock 15 I

Ditto fittings 73-0 >
Cost of removal lO'O i

Cancelling agreement 33 J 358

Costofremoraltotailor'stenant 10

Nos. 31,32, 33, and S4:-
£1,000 goodwill

)
Other suitable premiflea I

inviclni'v say. J y.p. ; 500
No. 31. , , £1 nco value of Bldgs.

(

Nos. 33, 31, 300 I

Buildings 1300 ',

10 % forced sale 130-0 (

Loss on maohinery and stock and
(

plant. 50% 475 .'1,905

No. 44 :
-
Premium paid for lease £l,000'Oi
10 p»?r cent, forced sale.. lOO'O !

£40)0 Trade I

3vr. I 1.200-0'.

Lo»s on sale of fittings . 3 0*0
(

Ditto, on stock inOOj
Cost of removal 50 I

J 2,750

Nos. 45, 46, 47, and 48 :
-

No. 45- £300 Trade I

2 Y p. I
600-0

'

Lo^s on saleof fltlings . 150 Of
Cjst of removal 20-0 1

' 770
No. 46 - £350 Trade)

1 V p. i £ 50 ?\
Ljss on sale of fittings.. 410'
Cost of removal 20 i

. ,' 410
No 47— £300 Trade i

2V.P. I £60001
Loss on sale of fittings.. 200'0 i

Ditto, on stock 900 >
Cos^ of removal 25-0 i

J 915
No. 43 - £250 Trade I

2v.p. 1 £50001
Lo3s on sale of fittings. . lSO-0

Diito. on stock lOO'O )
Cost of removal 20-0 i

J 800

Total compensation to leasees, occa- *

piers, and for trade claims i £12,584
Add freiholder's claims £42,2)4

To;al £5l,S.'i

BRITISH AXD IRISH BUILDING
STONES.— XX.

TUFA, a light, porous vesicular limestone,

occurs along the foot of the Tabular Hills,

the principal deposits being at Kepwick, Newton-
dale, Saltergate, in Troutsdale, and the upper part

of the Forge Valley. This stone was much used
by lledifeval builders for filling the spandrels of

ihoir groined ceilings, on account of the lightness

of the material, and the facility -with which it was
worked. The Upper Lias seen in Robin Hood's
Bay and Rockcliff, consists of alum shales with
cement nodules, pyritic shales with jet (a resinous

variety of lignite derived from coniferom wood),
and a grey, compact, micaceous sandy shale. The
beds furnish hydraulic limestone, but no building
stone. The Jliddle Lias, the equivalent of the
Banbury JIarUtone, consists of ironstone beds,

overlying sandstone shales and clay ironstones.

The Cleveland iron ore, a greenish grey oolitic

carbonate of iron, is dug from the upper beds of

this series, where they are developed in the
Cleveland Hills east of Northallerton. The Lower
Lias is seen in places on the coast in Robin Hood's
Bay, near JIarl;et Weighton and Kedcar. The
b=!d9 consist of shale; and clays with thin bands
ot impure shelly limestone. Though the "i'ork-

shire Lias attains a thickness of about l,130tt.,

and forms part of the Vales of York and Cleve-
•land, as well as the slopes of the oolitic Moorland
hills, it nowhere furnishes a building stone. The
Rh;i-tic beds are shales and sands, about 1.5ft.

thick, which rest on sea-green mirls 10ft. thick.

They may be seen at Lazenby, Stokesley,
Londesborough, and east of Northallerton. They
yield do building stone. Keiiper Marls fonn the
east side of the v.ile of York, and Bunter Marls
the western side. Both are covered by deposits

of clay and gravel, 60lt. thick and over, of

Glacial age. These red rocks are therefore not
seen at the surface. At Middlesbrough a boring
ahowed 58ft. of Ulacial drift, 81ft. of red marls

andcliys, 1,067ft. ot white and red sandstone
with gypsum, and 100ft. of rock salt. The boring
stopped here, not having penetrated to the full

depth of the salt I The I'ermian Rocks form a
band extending from Durham to Catterick,

Bedale, Masham, Ripon, Knaresborough, Tad-
caster, Pontefract and Tickhill to Work-
sop in Nottinghamshire. Iq the south of this

county the beds are divided as follows:—
(1) Upper Marls and Sandstones with Gypsum,
west of Doncaster ; (2) Upper Magnesian Lime-
stone, thin flagi>y Limestone, Red Marl, and
Gypsum, of Brotherton, Knottingley, Womersley,
Ilexthorpe, Wadworth, TickhiU, &c.

; (3) Middle
Marls and Sandstones, with Gypsum, north of

the Wharfe : (4) Middle Magnesian Limestone,
ot Roche Abbey, &;. ; (.5) L-jwer Magnesian
Limestone, of Pontefract, r,msall, Brodsworth,
Conisborough, and Crakehall, near Bedale. The
Magnesian Limestone furnishes one ot the bast

building stones in England. Some of the prin-
cipal quarries are Warmsworth Cliffs, D:)nca8ter,

Jlessrs. Lockwood, Blagden, and Crawshaw

;

Bracken Hill, Ackworth, Messrs. S. Seal and
Sons ; Micklefield, the Micklefield Coal and Lime
Co , Kiveton Park, Messrs. ,T. Turner and Son

;

South Elmsill, Mr. J. Hinehcliffi! ; South Mil-
ford, Newthorpe, the Garforth Colliery ; Weldon
Wood, Cistleford, Messrs. .T. Crowther and
Son ; New Fryston, Cistleford, Mr. W. Brook

;

Cridling Stubbs, Sir. G. A. Ingle : Anston,
Mr. J. Turner; Anston, Messrs. Lockwood,
Blagden, and Crawshaw ; Bramham Moor, Mr.
S. Smith ; Cadehy, the Denaby and Cadeby
Collieries, Ltd. ; Hickling, Horton Pagnell,

Mrs. Warde-Aldam ; Hill Top, Knottingley,
Mr. E. Wood ; Steels, Knottingley. Mr. R
Rhodes ; Town, Knaresborough, Mr. Watkinson ;

Wormsley, Pontefract, Jlr. Iscott ; Jlonkton
Moor, Ripon, Blissrs. AV. Pepper and Co. Many
of these quirries are worked chiefly for lime-

building. The principal building-stone quarries

are Anston, Brodsworth, Cadeby, Conisborough,
Huddlestone, Jackdaw Crag, Roche Abbey, and
Suiawse. The Anston stone was used in .lermyn
Street Museum and the Westminster Houses of

Parliament; Brodsworth was used in Doncaster

Old Church and the JIansion House ; Cadeby in

the Almshouses at Edgware ; Conisborough in

the town of Doncaster generally ; Huddlestone,

in Westminter Hall and the Houses of Parlia-

ment : Jackdaw Crasr, York Minster in parts :

Roche Abbey, in Tickhill Church and Castle,

Selby Hall, Blythe, Bawtry, and many old

churches in Yorks and Smawse, in Beverley
Minster restoration, St. Mary's, Beverley, and
old churches in Hull. Mr. Gayfere, the Abbey
mason, stated that Huddlestone magnesian
limestone was used in the flying buttresses

to Henry Vllth's Chapel, Westminster. The
Coal Measures extend south from Leeds into

Derbyshire. They are divided into upper red

beds near Rotherham, chiefly coarse reddish

sandstones, 51ft. thick ; middle sandstones,

sh.ales, clays, ironstone, and coal, '2,000ft. to

3,000tt. thick ; and Lower or Ganister beds,

900ft. to 1,000ft. thick. Sometimes the Coal

Measures are grouped as the Ardwick stage.

Pennant stage, and Gannister stage, on litho-

logical grounds. The Carboniferous rocks of

this county have furnished the " York " paving,

steps, and landings of almost all the bills of

quantities and specifications written in London
for the past 50 years ;—not that the writers of

these had much or any knowledge of the nature

of the stone they were specifying; but the ex-

pression " York stone," covering as it did all the

flagstone quarried in the county, sived much
time and trouble in looking for any particular

quarry where good stone might be obtained. It

would be impossible within the limits of such an
article as this to enumerate all the building stone

quarries and mines in this county, for there are

workings underground as well as open quarries, so

that only the most important shall be mentioned
here. In the neighbourhood of Morley there are

Great Finsdale, worked by the Henley Park Co-
operative Quarrv and Building Society, Limited

;

Robin Hood, Jlessrs. Pawson Bros. ; Britannia,

Messrs. Pawson Bros. ; Britannia, Exors. of Mr.
T. Denton ; Finsdale, Messrs. J. Akeroyd and
Sons; Morley .Stone, Messrs. J. Akeroyd and
Sons ; Howley Park, Jlessrs. Pawson Bros. ;

ditto, Messrs. .T. Akeroyd and Sons ; ditto, 6Ir.

T. Clough, near Bradford ; Spinkwell, Messrs.

Moulsonsand Mellors ; ditto, Messrs. Dyson and
Jetty; Bolton Wood, Messrs. E. Wood and Co. ;

ditto. Blessrs. Reddiough and .Sons ; ditto, Mr.
C. Waterhouse; Weatheroyd Wood, Mr. E.

Dyson ; Bolton M oods, Messrs. E. Wood and
Co.; ditto, Messrs. Reddiough and Sons ; ditto

Sir. C. Waterhouse ; Buck Park, Messrs. Lodge
and Flesher ; Manuel, Mr. J. Clayton ; Fall Top,
Mr. C. Shepherd ; Ell Clifie, Messrs. J. Crossleyand
T. Scarbrough : Dalph Lane, Messrs. Ingham
and Storey. Near Southowram : Milking Hill,

Messrs. Marshall and Greenwood : ditto, Messrs.

Smith and Greenwood ; New Farm, Mr. H. H.
Jennings; Pinnerham, Mr. S.Green wood's Exors.

;

Cross Platts, Messrs. Hartley and Kave ; Grange
House, Messrs. J. CharnockandSons; Field Houie,
Messrs. J. Charnock and Sons. Near North-
owram : Swale Moor, Messrs. Sidney Saaith and
Son ; ditto, Messrs. B. Riley and Sons ; ditto,

Messrs. J. Charnock and Sons ; Slack End,
Messrs. S. Eastwood and Sons; Broomfiald, Mr.
G. W. Nelson ; Northowram Hills, Messrs.

Brearley and Gelder, near Idle ; Black Dyke,
Messrs. J. Farrar and .Sons, Ltd. ; .-Vbbey, Messrs.

Vint Bros. ; Blaza Hill, Mr. F. A. L-iycock,

near Sheffield ;
" Victoria," Greeumoor, Mr.

B. B. Booth; Handsworth, Mr. J. C. Stott;

L-)woods, Deepcar, Messrs. .T. G. L-Jckwood and
Co.; Hagg Stone, Worrall, Mr. J. Turner;
Fox Hill, Wadsley Bridge, Mr. A. GiUett. Near
Ackworth : Bracken HiU, Messrs. Seal and Sins

;

ditto, Messrs. J. Robinson and Sons; Welstrop

Farm, Messrs. Camplin and Co. ; Moor Top, Mr.
J. Roberts ; West Woods, Messrs. Westwood
and Sons ; College, Mr. S. Sail; ditto, Messrs.

Cimplin Bros. There are other important

quarries at Soydale. Bitley, Oulton, Eccleshill,

Rothwell Hai^h, Crossland, Oldham, Calverley,

Rastrick, Brighouse, Clayton, &c. Sjme of

the most important mines are Castle Fields,

Rastrick, Messrs. Bentley and Smith ; Scotgate

Ash, Pateley Bridge, the Scotgate Ash Stone

Co., Ltd.; Yew Tree, Lightcliffe ; Tuekroyd

;

Park, Northowram ; and Kirbroyd, Hipperholme,

all worked by Messrs. J. Brooke and Sons ; Far

Park, Heaton, Mr. J. Kay's executors ; Klon-
dyke, Messrs. Walker and Co. ; Longroyde,

Messrs. Bentley and Kaye, &c. There are about

fifty stone mines in this county, some of which,

like the open quarries, furnish thin flagstones,

which are used for roofing, and are called

slates," though, ot course, they are not true

slates, these Utter being obtained from meta-

morphosed clay rocks and volcanic ash only.

Millstone Grit consists of coarse and fine sand-

stone and conglomerates, with particles of shale.

It is found around Pateley Bridge, Keighley,

Ilkley, and to the west of the coalfield. It is

divided into Upper, Middle, andL-)wer Grits, the

several divisions not being always represented,

and they are subject to great changes ot

thickness in small areis. The Mi'Iatjne Grit is

also divided into a series of "Grits." First,

or Rough Rock : second, Haslingden Flags

;

third. Roaches Grit ; and fourth, Kinder

Scout Grit. The Plumpton or Knaresborough
Red Grits, the Brimham Rocks, near Pateley

Bridge ; Birk Crag, Harrogate ; Ilkley Crags,

near Bradford ; and Ryeloaf Hill, near Settle,

i all formed of Millstone Grit. There is a

quarry in these rocks at Black Levburn which

has been worked for 1,000 years. The principal

quarries now in work are :—West End, Hamrth
Moor, Messrs. C. Barrett and Sons, Ltd. ; Hayswim
Moor, Dacre, Mr. T. Wilkinson; Cat Castle,

Hartington, Mr. J. Scott ; Midgan, Harden,

Bingley, Messrs. C. Barrett and Sons ;
Park

Close, Salterforth, Mr. Isagar; .\pperley-Iane,

Yeadon, Exors. Mr. H. Oddy ; ditto, Messrs. T.

Obank and Sons ; Old Park, Ciossland Hill,

Messrs. Farer and Co. ; Woodhouse, Holmbridge,

Messrs. T. Larder and Co. ; East Hanging-itone,

Ilkley Moor, Messrs. Taylor and Watkin.

There are other quarries at Horsforth, Bingley,

Slaithwaithe, Keighley, Guiseley, Salterforth,

Holmfrith, Hartington, Sowerby, Ilkley, Potter-

newton, Otley, Shipley, and other places.

Yoredale Rocks, so called from their develop-

ment in Yoredale or Wensleydale, are flig-

stones, dark shales and limestones, with coal

seams, the whole attaining a thickness of

about 600ft. They are quarried at Forcett,

Mickleton, GIggleswick, Gilling, and Harthern.

Lead ores are worked in these rocks at Swaledale,

Wensleydale, Wharfedale, &c. The Carboniferous

Limestone of this county is ot the usual type, a

bluish grey crystalline stone, sometimes ciUed

"Scar Limestone." It is quarried at Yoredale,

Settle, by the Ribblesdale Lime and Flag (^larry

Co. Ltd. ; Langcliffa, Settle, the Craven Lima

Co. Ltd. ; Hambledon, Skipton. Messrs. T. Green

and Son ; Granite, Ingleton, Mr. J. Scitt:Riy

GiU, Lothersdale, Mr. P. W. Spencer ;
Thorntoa
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Jiock, il. P. W. Spencer, and at Howsham,
Lothersdale ; Shawl, Leybourn : Akeds. Cononley ;

Kibble Head, Settle : Horton in Kibblesdale, Arc.

The limestone is used generally for rough wall-

ing and lime-burning : Silurian rocks, known
as Bannisdale Slates, are setn in the valley

of the Rawthey, and they are also found near

Ingleton and Settle. The beds are generally

composed of sandy mudstone with thin bands of

sandstone and grit, and are of the same age as the

Aymestry. Ludlow, and Wenlock Limestones.

Coniston Limestone, of the same age as the Bala

Limestone, is found in Helen Gill, west of Dent.

This stone is not much used for building, as it

decays rapidly, and does not make good lime. It

was at one time quarried for marble at Binks,

near Dent, where it was worked into chimney-
piece*. Conistou Flags and Grit furnish stone

for rough walling : but this is only used locally.

Basalt, an augite-audesite of dark grey or blue

colour, is intrusive in the Lias and Oolitic Rocks
of this county. It commences six miles south of

Whitley, and extends across the Eden Valley, a

distance of about 90 miles. This " Whinstone "

is quarried for road-metalling, kc, at Jliddleton,

in Teesdale : Green Gates, Lunedale ; Great
A^-ton, and Barwick.

ANGLESEA.

The rocks here are Permian, Coal Measures,
Millstone Grit, Carboniferous Limestone, Old
Red Sandstone, Cambrian. Pre- Cambrian, Granite,
and Greenstone. Amlwch is built on Mica
Schist and Gneiss. Beaumaris : L"pper Cam-
brian rocks of Bala age. Chlorite and Mica
Schists. Holyhead : Chlorite and Mica Schists,

OaartzBock. Llangefni: Conglomerate of blocks
in Green Shale, Schists, Carboniferous Limestone.
Llanerchymedd : Lower Silurian black shales,
with thin bands of Sandstone.
The surface of the island generally is covered

with glacial detritus consisting of gravel, sand,
and clay, with erratic boulders, many of which
are ice-marked. The cultivated lands are on
these glacial beds, or on alluvial plains derived
from them by the present streams. Through
these superficial deposits isolated masses of bare
rocks appear, many of which are of considerable
extent. In some places the glacial beds attain a
great thickness. The Jlount near Beaumaris is

boulder clay, in which are imbedded large blocks
of Carboniferous Limestone, slaty rocks, grits,
quart;;, greenstone, felspathic trap, granite, and
sub-angular chalk flints. The same clay may
be seen in section in the lower cliff along the
coast east of Llanfaes and at Lleinos and Penmon.
When the soil or other superficial accumulations
are removed from the underlying rocks, these
are seen to be striated in a direction running
north-east and south-west, parallel to the Jleuai
straits, a fact which goes to show that Anglesea
was glaciated from the Cumberland hills, and
not from Snowdon. The blocks of stone found
scattered elsewhere on the beach are mostly of
glacial origin, many of them being rocks not
found in situ here. Permian strata, consisting of
Conglomerate and Red Marl are supposed to
overlie the Coal Measures, they are nowhere
seen on the surface, and their existence is in-
ferred from the fact that such rocks have been
passed through and brought up in borine; for
coal. They attain a thickness of from 8tft to
200ft. The coal -field underlies ilaeldraeth ilarsh :

it extends for about nine miles in a north-easterly
direction from Maeldraeth Bay. and is about one
and a half mile wide : it rests en Cirbonifer-
ous Limestone, the coal and limestone having
both been saved from denudation by a "fault"
which has a downthrow of 2,300ft. It may
be explained here that a fault is a local
crack or fissure, vertical or oblique, running
through the great masses of rock which go to
form what is known as the earth's crust. BuUders
would call it a " settlement "' if applied to stone
or brick walling. A fault may be a mere crack in
successive layers of rock; but more frequently
there is displacement in the rocks so faulted, and
beds that were once continuous are not only
dissevered, but they also are left at different level's
Dn opposite sides of the fissure, the displacement
Being reckoned by hundreds of feet—in the case
Jf the Anglesea Coal Measures it is, as has been
fUted, 2,300ft. : In fact, a fault, if continued
ip through a building on the surface, would split
hat building from founda'ion to roof, and iower
;he latter some hundreds or thousands of feet
5elow the foundations. Such cracks or faults
lire common to the solid rocks all over
he world. The Coal Measures have been

worked for coal, but they yield no building-stone.
Millstone Grit takes the form of a long narrow
tract east and north-east of Llangefni, bordering
the Carboniferous liimestone along the south. It

consists of yellow sandstones, conglomerate, and
a bed of coal a yard thick, which was worked at

Glantraeth, the whole attaining a thickness of

about 100ft. Xone of these sandstones are

worked for building. Carboniferous Limestone
is seen along the north coast from Lligwy to

Pentraeth, from which place it ranges inland to

Llangefni, where it narrows to a strip a few
hundred yards yards wide, and about 4 .50ft. thick,

which runs south to Bodorgan, where it thins out
altogether on the Jlillstone Grit. The limestone

of this tract consists of a basal bed of Sandstone
and Conglomerate, associated with which are

nests and lenticular beds of hard grey limestone,

filled with encrinites and corals, overlain by a bed
of impure limestone resembling comstone. This
basal series is capped by the ordinary Car-
boniferous Limestone, which, however, in this

locality, includes beds of sandstone, and bands of

shale and black limestone. Another tract of lime-

stone is found occupying a triangular area in the

east of the island, which is evidently a continua-

tion of the limestone of Puffin Island and < ^reat

Orme's Head, and probably that of Flintshire and
Denbighshire. These rocks are similar to those

at Lligwy Bay, already described. At Penmon,
the limestone is partly a crystalline Dolomite,
which was used in building Beaumaris and
Carnarvon castles ; and the same stone, from
Penmon and Benllech quarries, was used for the

piers of the Menai and Britanniabridges. A third

band of limestone, about three-quarters of a mile

wide, is found in the south-west of the Menai
Straits : it ranges from Llanfair-Pwllgwyngyll
by the Menai Bridge to Traeth Melynog, opposite

Carnarvon. The limestone here is grey, and
sometimes reddish and black, with bands of

Sandstone and Calcareous Conglomerate, overlaid

by marly shales, the whole deposit having a

shingly and beach-like aspect, as if the beds
formed a margin of the old Carboniferous sea.

Fine, small greenstone dj kes penetrate and alter

these rocks. Carboniferous limestone is the
building stone of the county. The parapet,

coping, pavement, i-c, of the Elolyhead break-
water are of limestone from MaeUre (Quarry,

near Beaumaris. The limestone is now worked
at Flagstaff, Beaumaris, Jlessrs. W. Biird and
Co. : Traeth Bychan, Mr. J. K. Roberts

;

Penmon Park, the Penmon Park Quarry Co.

:

Gwydryn, Br5-nsiencyn, Mr. R. R. Roberts;
Porthamel, 5Ioel-y-Don, Mr. R. Edmunds

;

Plas Xewydd, Mr. F. Turner : and Tan-y-
Marian, Llangoed, Mr. D. Evans. The classi-

fication of the Old Red Sandstone of Anglesea is

unsettled. The rock consists of Conglomerates,
red and grey Sandstones, and Comstones, which
border the Limestones, and are from 200 to 300tt.

thick ; these rest unconformably on older rocks,

and pass up gradually without any marked divi-

sional plane into the Carboniferous Limestone
above. WTiether these are true Old Red Sand-
stones or shore beds of Carboniferous Limestone,
is not yet decided. Silurian rocks of the same
age as the May Hill Sandstone are probably
represented near Treiorwerth ; they furnish
rough-walling stones only. More than one-
half the area of the entire island—viz., that
portion west of Llangefni—is occupied by mica-
ceous and chloritic schists, gneissic rocks, grits,

and quar' z rocks, all of which are traversed by
igneous dykes, and are associated with granites
and granitoid rocks. The age of these is a matter
of dispute, and their exact equivalents elsewhere
have not been accurately determined. With the
exception of the intrusive igneous rocks, they are
chiefly altered sedimentary strata similar in

appearance to the Lewisian rocks of Xorth-west
Scotland. Dr. Callaway, who has attempted "to
sort them out," identifies a slaty and gneissic

series of Pre-Cambrian beds, the former consist-

ing of grits, slates, schists, shales, and limestones,
and the latterofhalleflints, quartz schist, greenish
grey schist, and granitoidite. The gneissic rocks
are faulted against the slaty series, and being
more intensely metamorphosed, they are probably
of much greater age. Dr. Hicks, another authority
on the older rocks, divided the Pre-Cambrian
into three series—viz., Pebidian, Dimetian, and
-irvonian. The slaty series here are correlated
with the Pebidian, and the gneissic with the
Dimetian and Arvonian : but Sir A. Ramsay held
that all these rocks are metamorphosed Cambrian.
Holyhead Island and the Xorth and South Stacks
are gneiss, grits, tmd schists, violently contorted.

These are probably Trc-Cambrian. Certain slaty

rocks have been identified as belonging to the
Cambrian .\renig and Tremadoc slates, and the
Baron Hill grit near Beaumaris is supposed to
belong to the Cambrian basement beds ; but here
again some geologist's doubt if there are any
Lower Cambrian rocks in Anglesea ! The Mud-
stones of Llanfaelrhys are supposed to represent
the I'pper Cambrian Llandeilo Flags ieo called

from Llandeilo in Camarvonshin , and Professor

Hughes suggests that the great masses of gnarled
greenish shales with gritty and serpentinous
bands which run from I'arys Slountain to

Cymmerau Bay may belong to the Caradoc Beds
and the Bala volcanic series. Pre-Cambrian or

metamorphosed Cambrian (r) rocks are quarried
in Holyhead Mountain at the silica works by
Messrs. Wild and Son, the store being a true

quartz schist with pale green mica. During the

progress of the Holyhead breakwater works as

much as 118,000 tons of the stone were brought
down at one blasting '. Quartzite and clay were
quarried at Porthwen by the I'orthwen Silica

Co., Ltd. A grit supposed to be Cambrian is

quarried at Tanalltran, on the estate of Lord
Alderley, Mr. Tower, agent. ' Mona Marble"
is quarried at Rhoscolyn, on the south side of

Holyhead Island, some of the associated beds in

these schistose rocks being burnt for lime, and
others used for walling. Some of the most suit-

able beds when cut and polished are calleJ
" marble," but they are really serpentine, of a

greenish grey colour much streaked with white,

and very inferior as an ornamental stone to the

Ophi-calcite known as " (ialway Green " or

"Connemara" marble. The origin of the

Rhoscolyn Serpentine is a trifle obscure, for.

eminent geologists have formulated the fol-

lowing theories about it:— (I That it is an
altered intrusive rock, "olivine"; (2) that it is an.

altered actinolitic rock, and (3; that it is an
altered representative of some ancient sedi-

mentary rock. All agree it has been meta-
morphosed, but whether the original unaltered

rock was of igneous or aqueous origin is not

decided. The composition of Rhoscolyn Serpen-
tine is as follows : Water 12o2, silica 38-62,

alumina 41o, iron peroxide 521, iron protoxide

4 34, magnesia 33-83, alkalies 0-70. The Angle-
sea Granite is, according to soma geologists, a
granitoidite ; others suggest it belongs to a class

of ill-defined granite rocks known in Cornwall a»
" bastard granite," the plain Saxon of which
name is preferable to the cacophany of Granit-

oidite. The Carboniferous Limestone of Lligwy
has been polished for marble : it is of a dirty

smoke colour, with darker spots of the same hue.

One cannot help thinking that, in polishing this

stone, much labour is expended in spoiling a
fairly good walling stone to make a very un-
desirable marble.

(To be contimied.')

BY-LAWS IN RURAL DISTRICTS.

AX instructive paper on Building By-laws in

Rural Districts, and discussion thereon,

appears in the Report of the Proceedings of the
Twenty-sixth Annual Poor Law Conference for

the South- Eastern and Metropolitan I'istricts, held
at the Royal United Service Institution, White-
hall, on December 6 and 7 last. The paper wat
read by Mr. H. G. Willink, chairman of the
Bradfield Rural District Council, and treats on
new streets in rural districts, having special

reference" to cottage tenements. Rural district,

councils are not under any obligation to make
by-laws of this kind, nor until 1890 could they do
so unless invested unconditionally under section

276 of the Public Health Act, 1875, by the Local
Government Board with the powers of an urban
authority. These powers are to be found in

section 157 with respect to (1 the level, width,

and construction of new streets, and the

provision for sewerage
; (2 with respect to

the structure of wijls, foundations, roofs,

and chimneys of new buildings, for se-

curing stability and the prevention of fires,

and for purposes of health; (3) with respect

to the sulEciency of space about buildings to

secure a free circulation of air, and with respect

to the ventilation of buOdings ; and (4) with
respect to drainage of buildings, kc. These
powers are extended by section 23, by which the

urban authorii-y can make by-laws as to water-

closets' supply, structure of floors, hearths, and
staircases, and the height of rooms, paving of

yards, ^c, and the secondary means of access for
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removal of house refuse, ic. By the Public
Health Act of 1S90 rural authorities may of their
own motion, subject to proper notices, adopt
Part III. of that Act, and thus dispense with the
initiitory application to the L.G.B. under
section 276. Section 276 lempoirers the L.G.B.
to extend urban provisions, or grant urban
powers, to rural areas upon the application either
of the district authority, or, in the alterna-
tive, of ratepayers whose assessments amount
to one-tenth of the net rateable value of the
areas in which such powers are to be granted.
District csuncils are not compelled to exer-
cise these powers or make by-laws, and thus
we have large districts without any building
and sanitary regulations. We know of some
rural districts where the local authorities were
dominated by small speculative builders and
owners of badly-built cottages, others where the
by-laws were framed to meet the prejudices of
these small property owners, and which had
resulted in very little improvement. But the by-
laws framed should be suitable to rural districts,

and sanitary regulations appear to be the most
important part. Mr. Willink's paper is a useful
summary of the Acts. The process of obtaining
power to make by-laws has been simplified by
the Act of 1S90, though the procedure under the
oldAct is the same. We come, however, to the
main question that has been raised by the
author. How far should urban by-laws and
building regulations be applied to rural dis-
tricts ;- i.)r is there any need in rural districts
for interference with the rights of property
as the compliance with the by-laws would
entail :- After referring to the model by-laws
and their principal objects, the author points
to those objects which apply to both urbmand
rural localities; but, as he justly remarks, there
"may be differences of opinion whether ia rural
districts their attainment should be compulsorily
and directly promoted by the means of by-laws."
To secure open are.is, both rural and urban
districts are interested, and by-laws are neces-
sary, so with securing air space round buildings,
and the disposal of refuse. By-laws to secure
the proper construction of new buildings is a
question upon which there have been doubts.
It is thought that there should be no inter-
ference with the rights of property in rural
districts. V,'e are quite of the opinion that
good reasons should be shown for the voluntary
adoption in rural districts of by-laws framed
to meet urban requirements, and prohibitive of
forma of construc'ion, which for private dwelling
houses and for agricultural buildings have been
found to be economical and suitable. We especi-
ally allude here to half-timber and other buildings
which are very suitable in many country districts.
]Mr._ Willink refer.s to the provisions with regard
to sites and concrete-covered surfaces, materials
in walls, thickness of walls, footings, damp-
courses, recesses and copings, woodwork and roofs,
open spaces : but his miin question is, What kind
of by-laws ought to be enforced in rural districts ?

Is it really necessary to harass everybody for
the sake of one class 'r Answering this question,
the author asks. What are the restrictions most
felt and least essential in these districts r The
first are felt by builders of houses for the well-to-
do clas3e8, whose sites have plenty of space, and
for whom restrictions are useless. Then there
are objections relating 1 1 farm buildings. People
may ask themselves whether it is necessary to
build a pig-sty or even a cowshed of 9in. brick
when there are no other buildines within
100 yards. The cottager is not benefited when
he is prevented from erecting a little wooden
lean-to as a shelter for his donkey cart, and many
other harmless structures may be mentioned that
would be prevented under urban by-laws. The
suggestions made by the author appear to be
reasonable. The principal of them are briefly :

—
(1) The operation of structural by-laws might be
confined, except as to cottages, to certain semi-
rural or village areas, which could be defined from
time to time by the council. As to cottages, they
might define it to be any building constructed or
adapted to be used, either wholly or partly, for
human habitation, whose rateable value does not
exceed £5. (2) The by-laws in <|ue3tion might
be restricted to "dwelling-houses," "public
buildings," and "buildings of the warehouse
class." This would meet the point which
might be raised, that servants and other
dependent persons in houses above cottige
size, need, no less than cottagers, protection
as to the kind of building in which they .sleep.

And it would obviate all trouble about firm

buildings, lean-to's, &c. , which now come within
the term "domestic" building. These limita-

tions of the urban by-laws would much simplify
the question, and enable rural districts to adopt
building by-laws to meet their peculiar circum-
stances. To adopt the official model would be
absurdly restrictive and suicidal to all building
operations, and, as the author observes, it is

easier to secure any variations that councils may
desire than afterwards to make amendments and
alterations to the official by-laws. We refer our
readers to the discussion that follows the paper,
also to the other papers read—" The Technical
Training in Poor-Law Schools," by J. G. Wain-
wright. Chairman of the North Surrey Schools,

Anerley ; "The Proper Use of Poor-Law In-
firmaries," by Hiss Alexander and Jliss Wilde,
Guardians of Kensington Union, and the discus-

sions on these papers.

LOCKS AND BRASS-FOUNDRY.

MESSRS. LOCKERBIE AND WILKIN'-
SON, Ltd., of the Army and Navy Man-

sions, 109, Victoria-street, S.W., and of

Birmingham and Tipton, have sent us a copy
of their new illustrated catalogue, a very hand-
somely designed and bound volume, clearly

printed, full of excellent photographic illustra-

tions and descriptions of the several departments
of their business. The descriptions and prices

are very full and complete, and relate to locks,

brass - foundry, sliding-door fittings, fanlight

gearing, &c., lock furniture, casement handles,
repousse and copper grates, wood mantels, &c.
We notice the patent lever mortise locks, as the
" Palace Motion " and the " Premier," illustrated

to full-size by a photographic process that insures

accuracy of detail. The Palace Slotion roller-

bolt lever-lock is an ingenious and highly-

finished lock, varying in price from Gs. to I63.,

and the "Premier" patent weighted lock is

actuated by a weight instead of a spring,

and is less liable to get out of order.

The taste for simplicity in design and superior

wotkmanship has been very successfully met by
the lock furniture and door-handle hinges

shown in the plates. The lock plates, in

beaten copper, &c., hand-worked, p. 29, and
the repousse plates on pp. 30, 31, and 32,

&c., are very effective; but it would be im-

possible to notice all the departments so profusely

illustrated. The sliding-door fittings are well

worth the attention of architects. The bill-bearing

runners, tubular ball-bearing fittings, for door.s

of this description are a great improvement on
the usual methods ; no fittings are seen. Illus-

trations of doors fitted are given. The tubular

ball-bearing fittings and accordion partitions have
come to the front very quickly, and the prices

hardly exceed the old wheel arrangements with

rails. Other important specialities shown are the

folding and sliding partitions, largely used in

board schools. The fanlight gearings shown are

excellent. The grates, in beaten copper, brass,

&C-, and the wood mantels show some very

artistic designs (see pp. 133-139). A photograph

is shown of the Blackburn Palm House, an
attractive cast-iron structure, erected by the

corporation. The rainwater head, in iron and
lead, designed by Mr. C. A. Nicholson, on the

end page, is pleasingly simple. Some idea of the

scope and variety of Messrs. Lockerbie and Wilkin-

son's old-established business may be gained by a

glance at the concluding pages of this very com-
prehensive and well-compiled catalogue. The
front cover has been designed by Mr. D. W.
Kennedy, and the work cannot fail to take its

place amongst the higher-class catalogues in the

architect's office library.

A detailed statement of the cost of the renovation
of S'.epney pariih church has just been issued. The
totilcost Wi3 f .3,426 lU- 3i., and every penny of

the money has boea subsstibad.

Tlie special committee of the Loith Town C juncil

upon tramways had a conference recently with
the secretary and m<inager of the L^th Tramways
Csmpany, Mr. J. S. Adam, the company's engineer

;

Mr. Brebner, and the burgh electrical engineer,

Mr. Siott, when it was arranged that the present

4tt. way botween the two sets of lines should be
widened to 6ft. to admit of the erection hereafter of

the pillars for the cirrying of the overhead electric

wires ; and that the bonding of the lines for electric

haulage should be proceeded with at the sight

and to the satisfaction of the burgh eleotrioal

engineer.

OBITUARY.
The death is announced of Mr. Frederick

Clark Withers, architect, who had long re-

sided in New York. Mr. Withers was born at

Shepton Mallet, in Somersetshire, some 72 years
ago. lie was trained for his profession in

London, but decided to practise in the United
States, and reached New York in 1S.J3, leaving
in England a brother educated with him, who
afterwards obtained professional distinction. Mr.
Withers had hardly established himself in busi-

ness in New York before the Civil War broke
out, and he entered the service as a lieutenant of

volunteers. A year later he was sent home
invalided. As soon as he was able to resume
practice, ho opened an oflice in New York, where
he soon gained a high reputation. At first as a
partner of Calvert Yaux, the associate and the
successor of the great Downing, and, later, by
himself or with younger partners, "his refined

taste and knowledge were valued," says the
Amerii-ini Architeft, "as they deserved to be,

both by the profession and the public. Inclina-

tion, rather than worldly shrewdness, led him to

devote much time to the designing of churches,

and his work in this branch of the art is still con-

spicuous for its scholarly refinement ; but he also

carried out many public and private buildings,

such as the Jefferson Market court-house and
prison, in New York, the Poughkeepsie Asylum,
the new City Prison, and others less conspicuous."

CHIPS.
The Wigan Corporation electric trams commenced

running for the first time last week, the papulous
district batween the Mirkat-place and Maitland
Mill Bridge being oov^red. Tais is the first

instalment of the ^ramwav system, which is bsing
laid down bv the Wigan Corporation, at a cost of

about flSO.OOO.

On Wednesday week the new Primitive Methodist
Chapel at Norton Suboourse, Norfolk, was opened.
The chapel is of red brick, facod with brick and
stone. "The open benches and rostrum are of pitch-

pine, and the floor is laid with wood bl >ok?. The
interior of the roof is coastcuoted of polished

C iroline deal. Adjoining the chapel, and opening
into it by sliding panels, is a schoolroom, accommo-
dating 100 persons. The chapel itself will seat

about 150. The brickwork has been carried oat by
Mr. W. Wynes, of Thurlton, and the woodwork by
Messrs. Chasten and Gcimson, of Loddon.

The Riilway and Cinal Commissioners have
dealt with a complaint by the vestry of Si. Mary's,
Bittersea, that the water supplied for domestic use
to the inhabitants of B ittersea by the S oathwark
and Yauxhall Water Company wis on many occa-
sions not "effaotually filtered" nor "pure and
wholesome " within the meania; of the statute. A
number of expert witnesses gave evidence on behalf
of the company that th i water was of exceptionally

good qaality, and that the company had continually

been taking steps of their own accord to improve
the quality of the water, and to increase the effi-

ciency of the filtration. The Coart dismissed the

complaint, but without costs.

Toe new power station and depot of the Potteries

Electric Traction Company at Miy Bank, New-
castle-under-Lvme, is rapidly progressing towards
completion. Ttie engine-bouEe and other baildinga,

including shedding for 16 cara. have been erected,

although not yet complete. Offices and other build-

ings have also still to ha erected. There have also

been erected at this station two large dynamos by
Messrs. Brownett, Lindley, and Co., Manchester.
The engines are of 400H.P. each, with a voltage of

.')50,400 amperes, and 3.50 revolutions. A feature,

of each is that they are the first dynamos to ba

fi tted with a patent lever designed to stop sparking

on the commutator. These two engines will be

worked alternately.

The reopening of the Mioclesfield Parish Church,
the restoration of which is now almost completed,

the work having been carried out at a cost of

£20,000, has been arranged for April 24. Th4 -

ceremony is to be conducted by the Bishop of '

Chester.
,

It is intended to erect a branch library and hatha
)

in York-road, Leeds, at a cost of about £1,500. It .

has this week been decided that the library shall

contain a general newsroom, a lending department,

boys' and girls' separate reading-room to be opened

in the evejings, a common room, and a women's
reading-room. From 700 to 800 square yards of

land will be required for this purpose, and all the

rooms are to be on the ground floor. The city

engineer, Mr. Thomas Hewson, has been instructed

to prepare rough block plans to be submitted to the

next meeting. After the city council has approved

of the general schema, competitive designs will b«

invited by advertisement.
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BuilMug I-iittlluuncc.-
j

LnxDos Ciii'.vTY CoixcrL. — At Tuesday's

I

meeting a letter was read from Mr. E. J.

! Horniman, a member, intimating that his father,

j

Mr. F. J. Horniman, II.P., offered as a free gift

I
to the people of London some fifteen acres of free-

hold land near Lordship-lane Station, with a

large house, a museum just erected at a cost of

,
about £40,000, the large art and natural history

) collections made by Jlr. Horniman, a library of
over 6,000 volumes, and six residences now let on
lease and bringing in an income of about 1600
per annum. The offer was accepted wiih thanks.
The joint report of the water and public health
committees, condemning the proposed new regula-
tions of the London water companies, was
unanimously received, and the detailed recom-
mendations of the committees in opposition to
the various regulations were also approved with
some modilications. A resolution was passed
in favour of the construction of subways under
all the leading thoroughfares of the Metropolis
to contain all the gas and water pipes and telephone
and telegraph wires.

EDtxiiriiGii.—The General Public Library
Committee of the Edinburgh Town Council pro-
pose to extend the central library buildings.
What is proposed is to erect on ground belonging
to the library a building on the north-west corner
of the site to correspond with the juvenile library,
which ia situated on the north-east corner.
Forming part of the original scheme of the archi-
tect (Mr. G. Washington Browne, .\.K.S.A., of
Edinburgh), plans for the new work have been
prepared in the city superintendent's office.
They show a building measuring 34ft. by 31ft.,
and rising to a height of about 100ft. It will
contain four floors, some of which are sub-
divided. The ground flat is to be fitted up as a
magazine room. On a level with the library two
fireproof compartments, rising to a height of
about 26ft., will be constructed. These will be
sub divided into book-racks of three stories. The
fiat between the news-room floor and Cowgate
will be similarly subdivided, and the subsidiary
floors will consist of cast-iron perforated gratings.
All the floors will communicate by means of a
book-lift and a short internal staircase. Alto-
gether, provision will be made to house between
120,000 to 130,000 volumes. The new buUding,
which, architecturally, will be constructed m
keeping with the existing block of buildings, and
will be lighted from the west side, will, it is
estimated, cost about £6,000.

Gusoow ExHinmoN-.—The Irish Pavilion
will be a feature of the Glasgow Exhibition. It
is an exact reproduction of an old squireen's
house, and is being erected to the north-east of
the Stewart Memorial Fountain, in close
proximity to the Canadian and Russian sections.
The building was planned by Mr. M. T. Manly
Deane, architect, Dublin, has a frontage of 6Sft.,
and extends to the north 80ft. There are four
rooms, two on the front and two on the east side,
the west side being occupied by a closed court!
The porch leads to a spacious hall, behind which
are the official offices. When completed, the
puvilion, with its shady verandah and thatched
roof, will present a (uaint appearance. Inside
wul be displayed representative products of Irish
industries. The selection is being made by the
Department of Agriculture and Technical In-
struction, with the approval of the Irish Agri-
cultural Board.

MoREToN-H.tMpsTEAD. — In memory of his
father, the late Eight Hon. W. U. Smith the
Hon. W. F. D. Smith, M.P., has just built a
district hospital in this moorland town. The
hospital stands on half an acre of land at Forder
Meadow, on the Chagford - road. Of south
aspect, it IS quadrangular in form. The entrance
IS flanked by gable ends, with the female wards
on the left and the male wards on the right.
Capable of accommodating eight patients, pro-
vision is made at present for five beds, one of
which is in a separate ward. In addition, there
ajre the matron's sitting-room, operating theatre,
three bedrooms for the staff, together with linen-
closet, larder, kitchen, bathroom, and domestic
°™«8, and laundry and mortuary in the rear.
-Vll the rooms are on the ground floor, and none
are less than lift, in height. A corridor runs
round the premises, and the courtyard in the
centre is concreted. This corridor is lined with a
dado of green-tinted Minton tiles. The grev
Albion stone front with granite dressings, and the

^^ hitland Abbey green-slated roof, present an
attractive appearance from outside. The plans
for the hospital were prepared by Mr. F. East,
clerk of the works to Mr. Smith, and the work
was executed under his direction by the estates
workmen.

COMPETITIONS.
PoirrssioiTii.—For the proposed new technical

institute and public library, to be erected in Park-
road, competitors in which were restricted to local
architects, sis sets of designs were received, the
names of the successful competitors being :—First
premium, £100 (to be merged in the o per cent,
commission), Mr. G. E. Smith, Victoria-road,
Southsea ; second, £75, Messrs. Rake and
Cogswell, Prudential Buildings, Landport : and
third, £50, Mr. C. W. Bevis, F.R.I.B.A., Elm-
grove, Southsea. The assessor was Mr. A. W. S.
Cross, F.R.I.B.A., of 58, Conduit-street, Regent-
street, W. The cost was limited in the instruc-
tions to £43,000, and we learn that various
modifications will be made in the selected design,
by the desire of the committee.

WESTERnoi-E.—The trustees of the proposed
new Wesleyan church at Westerhope have
unanimously selected the designs submitted in a
limited competition by Messrs. Marshall and
Tweedy, architects, Xewcastle-on-Tj-ne. Their
scheme shows a chuich to seat oOOJ with large
school hall and smaller hall, to accommodate 100,
vestries, and caretaker's house. The buildings
are to be of stone, with a spire placed midway
between church and school. A commencement
with the scheme will be made in the spring.

CHIPS.
Mr. W. 0. E. Meade King, M.I.C.E., has held an

inquiry at Seafoid on behalf of the Local Govem-
meot Board, into an application of the urban
diBtrict council to borrow £2,000 for street improve-
ment works.

The town council of Brighton have decided to lay
Red-gum hardwood instead of Jarrah on such of the
tram routes as are to be paved with wood. The
cost will be 128. 7d. instead of 13?. 9d. per square
yard.

Mr. W. E. Fletcher, an inspector of the Lical
Government Board, has held an inquiry at Ilford
into the application of.the urban district council to
borrow £9,445 for alteration and extension of their
infectioua diseases hospital at Chadwell.

A stained-glass window will shortly be placed in
the east end of Walton-on-Xaze Parish Church,
in memory of the late Mr. P. S. Bruff, M.Inst.C.E.,
of Ipswich, the founder of that watering-place, by
members of his family.

At a general assembly of the Royal Society of
Painters in Water Colours, the following have been
elected associates of the society :—Mr. Reginald
Birratt, Mr. R. Anning Bell, Mr. J. Walter West,
and Miss Minnie Smythe.

Col. W. Coke, M.Inst C E., held an inquiry at
the Council House, Bristol, recently, respecting
an appUcation made by the Local Government
Board for sanction to borrow £23,960 for street
improvement purposes, and £7,000 for public walks
and pleasure grounds.

The American Society of Civil Engineers, at its

annual business meeting on January IG, elected as
president Mr. J. .Tames R. Croes, and as vice-
presidents Messrs. Henry S. Haines and George H.
Benzenberg. The report of the Board of Direction
showed the total membership to be 2,337, a gain of
13S in the year.

The practical completion of a long-needed public
improvement was signalised at St. Helen's last
week, when the Borough-road extension, pro-
viding an alternative route to Prescot-road and
the highway to Liverpool, was thrown open for
public use.

The new St. Helen's schools were opened by the
Hastings School Board last week. Tney serve the
suburb of Ore, and consist of a building of two
floors, each having a central hall 54ft. by 25ft., and
four classrooms. The walls are of red brickwork.
Accommodation has been provided for 450 children
at a cost of £9,755, exclusive of site.

The jury on the Indianapolis post-office, Messrs.
James Knox Taylor, H. Langford Warren, D. H.
Bumham, J. Rush Marshall, and Edward B. Green,
have awarded the first premium to Messrs. Rinkin
and Kellogg, Philadelphia, and the second to
Messrs. Eames and Young, St. Louis. For third
premium the jury considers of equal merit the plans
of Messrs. Bonnegut and Bohn, Indianapohs, Mr.
J. H. Silsbee, Cliicago, and Andrews, Jacques, and
Rantoule, Boston,

—»-fr-*

—

GUKM NOUTHERX .4X1, CiTV R.MI.WA Y.—Tho
report of this company, adopted at the meet-
ing on Tuesday, states that two additional
shields have been erected and are now working
at Drayton Park, where 4i;0 lineal yards of
tunnel have been driven. At Essex -road the
station tunnels have both been driven to their
full length, and the construction of the con-
necting-passage is being proceeded with. At
Regent's Canal the up .and down-line tunnels
have been driven for distances which, together,
amount to nearly two miles, and through com-
munication is established with Essex-road. Two
additional shields to drive southwards will shortly
be erected at Old-street, where a shaft has been
sunk, and the up-line station tunnel has been
commenced. At Finsbury-pavement a shaft has
been sunk to its full depth, and the connecting-
pa.ssage is in course of construction. Tenders
have been invited for the supply of electrical

plant.

MoTHER-nrLL. — Tho principal streets of
Motherwell were, on Friday, for the first time,
illuminated with electric light, as the result of
the scheme adopted by the town council two years
ago. The generating station, from plans by Mr.
James Cowie, Motherwell, is situated in Watsoc-
street, and is a plain brick building, constructed
with a view to future extension. The plant
consists of two lOOH.P. engines and two 40H.P.
engines, coupled to four dynamos. Steam is

supplied by two Lancashire boilers, each 23ft. by
8ft. Two Carruthers' compound duplex pumps,
each capable of delivering 1,400 gallons of water
per hour, have been installed, and arranged in
duplicate to minimise risk of a breakdown. A
battery of 252 cells has been erected by the Elec-
trical Power Storage Company, Ltd., London, of
200 ampere -hour capacity. The exhauststeam from
the boilers passes through a Royle's feed-heater,
which is arranged to heat the feed-water on its

way to the boilers. Four feeder cables have been
laid from the station to various points in the
borough, the aggregate length being about
40,000 yards, armoured and laid direct in the
ground. The present plant is capable of supply-
ing about four thousand 8c.p. lamps, and the
principal streets are illuminated by arc lamps,
swung from lofty poets. The remainder of the
borough will be lit by four hundred 32c. p. incan-
descent lamps, erected on the existing lamp-
standards. Professor A. B. W. Kennedy,
London, has been consulting engineer to the
borough, and under his instructions the work
was carried out.

The Roman Catholic Bishop of Leeds has caused
plans for a new cathedral to be deposited with the
city authorities of that town. The building, which
is to take the place of St. Anne's (to be demolished
for street improvements), will occupy a site between
the Masonic Hall and Cookridge-street. It is esti-
mated that the cost of the cathedral, together with
that of the presbytery, will be £33,000, which will
be defrayed out of the sum, estimated at £46,000,
due from the corporation in connection with street
improvements. The architect of the new building
is Mr. J. H. Eistwood, of Chenison-gardens,
Kensington, W.
The late Mr. R. B. West, of Exeter, bequeathed

a site for a county cricket ground to be provided on
Pennsylvania, on his estate. The surface is now to
be levelled, the field drained, turfed, and inclosed,
in addition to which an approach road 40ft. in
width and l,0001t. in length will be constructed.
Plans have been prepared by Messrs, Ellis, Son,
and Bowden, F.S.I., of Exeter, and the tender of
Mr. Harris, Clysthydon, at the sum of £4,000, has
been accepted. The field will be completed during
the summer, and be ready for use the subsequent
season. The total value of Mr. West's gift in this
connection will be £10,000.

The new Church Institute in High Shellgate,
Ripen, was opened on Friday last. It includes a
reading-room 2Sft. by 19ft., a ladies'-room 14ft.
by 10ft., and other apartments. It has been built
from the designs of Mr, T. Wall, architect, by Mr.
J. H, Coldbeck, the other contractors being Messrs.
Benson and White, plumbers; Mr, J, Baynes,
slater ; Mr, A, J. G. Almond, painter ; Mr. W. E.
Dixon, stoves. -lllofRipon.

At the last meeting of the town council of
Lincaster, Mr, W. A, Tester, of Plymouth, was
appointed tramway and electrical engineer, at a
salary of £300 a year, and it was reported that Mr.
Fraser, the electric-lighting engineer, had returned
from South Africa and resumed his duties.
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NOTICE.
The Editorial. Advertisement, and Publishing Offices

of theBi'iLDiNo News and ExaiNEEaixa Journal, are

at-
CliEMENT'S HOtrSH,

CLEMENT'S INN PASSAGE, STRAND,
LONDON, W.O,.

vhere all commnnicatioiis should be addrea<ted.

Telegraphic Address :
— '• Timeaerver," LonJoii,"

Telephone Xo. 1633 Holbora.

Clement's Inn Pa'^sage is the turning west of the Law
Courts, opDosite St. Olemeot Dioes Church, anl our new
offices can be reached in a few seconds from the Strand
They will be found on thft right-hand aide of the way,
next door to the Vestrv Hall.

TO OORBESFONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

our correspondents. All communications should be
drawn np as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the apace allotted to correspondents.]

It ifl particularly requested that all drawings and all

eommun'.cations respecting illustrations or literary matter
should be addressed to the EDITOR of the Building
Nbws, Clement's Houie. Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,
"W.C., and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
13 not unfrequer:tly otherwise caused. All drawings and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

unsought contributions.

Cheqnee and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
Ter SxaAND NawspAPKE Compakt, Limited.

NOTICE.
B3nnd copies of Vol. LXXVItl. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 123. each, by post
12s. lOd.), as only a limited number are done np. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX.. XLI., XLVI.,
XUX.. LI., Llir.. LXn.. LXUI.. LXV., LXVI.,
Lxvn., Lxvrn., lxex., lxxi., Lxxti.,
LXXm., LXXIV.. LXSV., LXXVL.and LXXVII.
may still be obtamed at the same prici; all the other
bound volumes are out of print. Most of the back
numbers of former volumes are, however, to be had
singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers to
complete volume just ended should order at once, as
many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Ca^es for Binding the BtTiLnrMo New3
price 2'., post free 2^. 4d., c\n be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn-passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United States, £1 6fl. Od. (orBdols. 30c. gold). To Prance
or Belgium, £1 6s. Od, (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 Ss. Od.

To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract Advertifle-

menta, Public Companies, and all official advertisements
la Is. per line of Eight words, the first line counting a?
two, the minimum charge being 5a. for four Lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miacellaneona
and Trade Advertisementa (except Situation advertise-

menta) ia 6d. per line of Eight words (the first line

counting as two), the minimum charge being 4a. 6d. for

40 woriL). Special terms for aeries of more than aix

ins^itJona can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
It^er.

Pront-page Advertisementa 2b. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 6s.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
most reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Situations.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations Vacant

"

or " Situations Wanted " ia Onb Ssillino ?oa Twbnty-
voxJB WoBDS, and Sixpence for every eight words after.

All Situation Advertisementa must be prepaid.

Received.—J. N. and Co.—L. A. P.—R. F.-

X. Y. Z.-H. P. L. and Son.-V. N.
-G. L. Co.-

*'BV£LDLVa NEW3" DESIQNtJ^a CLUB.
X>EAwiNoa Receivbd.—" Obit," "Embryo," "Maori,"

"Taffy," "Quiz," "Mite." "The Kid," " Quercu<?."
" Pencil Point," " Gow Cdrom," "Din." "Tarum^,"
" Solnaes," " Primus." " Pierrot," " Blom," " Tom
Thumb," "Scottie," "lolanthe," "Ejolier," "Brutus,"
' Ruhtra."

Cofitspoit^titct

BRITISH . AMERICAN BUILDERS'
HARDWARE.

bailders' hardware to thia country. Last year
they sent U3 £205,100. This year they will

double the last amount.
The ordinary British manufacturer is contented

to go on in the old groove, and to push his wares
thrjugh oidinary channels. He will regret it

when it is too late. I speak what I know.

—

I am, &c
,

A British Auchitkct.

Sr. ALBAX'S SCREEX : A FI\.\L WORD.
Sir,—I am quite aware that St. Alban's Abbey

" that was " is and has long been a cathedral.

Possibly Mr. Hems is unaware that Queen .-Vnne

is dead '. (I wish modern Ijueen Anne work were
dead '.) If Mr. H. will b^ good enough to turn

to the Preface, he will see I state that the abbeys
in ray book clustered round London in the Middle
Ages ; several of the sites are, of courie, actually

ill LinJon now, such as Eastminster, Bermondsey

,

and Stratford-Langthome.
With regard to the fact that I reproduce articles

from the Lamp and the Sirrri/ Comet in my
book : I presume I am entitled to do so with

my own contributions, on receipt of the per-

mission of the respective editors, and such
permission practically—anyhow, morally—binds

me to reproduce such articles vcrhatim et literatim.

As to the murce of my information re screen, I

miiy be mistaken. I have, apparently, sinned in

good company— viz., with Messrs. Ashdown and
Kitton.

I cin quite understand Mr. H. feeling hurt at

my mistake re restorer of the screen ; but is he
not making a mountain out of a molehill 't Mr.
Sedding's screen work is excellent, and he was
quite at liberty to give his views on anything in

his way of business. Perhaps Mr. H. has not

seen the illustrated article on Sedding and his

work, which appeared in the Arehitectural Ilerieie

a few years ago. Probably one of the best

screens he ever designed was, I believe, that for

Shorwell, I.W. : but I do not know whether that

one is illustrated in that article. I saw the design

either in the Building News or the Btuhhr ; but

again I may have been mistaken in attributing

the design to him.
I need hardly say I regret to see Mr. H. re-

ferring to the Martyr St. Amphibalus as that

gentleman .' To say the least, such an expression

is in very bad taste, and very offensive.

As to fiction in modern history, there is very

little fiction to be found in mi/ book ; and perhaps

the most valuable claims to the support of archi-

tects that I have for my venture are that I give

(for Is. 2d. post free) over 40 illustrations from
old prints, and also the History of the Augmenta-
tion Office, where the Deeds of Surrender were
deposited.

I do not write the above to advertise my book,

but only to clear myself of any misapprehensions

the profession may have with regard to the book.

I have endeavoured to do my best, and, as at

present, owing chiefly to the War and to the

miscarriage of press copies in the post, the

reviews have been scanty in number, and my
sales have been slack, I take this opportunity of

asking for the support of my venture, and I

cheerfully leave the judgment of the book in the

hands of my readers, knowing that they have
" half-a-crown's worth for a shilling" (in the

words of a well-known London publisher).—

I

am. Sec, JoHX A. R.ixdolpii.

Feb. 4, 1001.

To the Editor of the Buildino News.

Sir,—I have just returned from the United
States, and I can tell the manufacturers of

British builders' hardware that their business is

practically dead if they do not wake up. In
1899 the Yankees exported .£.')2,900 worth of

A stained-glass window has been placed on the

east side of Wesley's Chapel, City-road, as a
memorial to the late Mr. W. Willmer Pocock,
P.R.I. B.A.., the architect of the Metropolitan
Tabernacle. Mr. Pocock, who at the date of his

death was the senior member of the R->yal Institute

of British Architects, was for many years closely

connected with Metropolitan ISIethodism, his grand-
father having been present when .lohn Wesley laid

the foundation-stone of the City-road Chapel nearly

a oenturyand a quarter ago. Tae memorial window
has a representation of King Solomon and his

Temple.

The new abattoirs which have been erected by the

Wolverhampton Corporation at the Public Cattle

Market, were formally opened on Tuesday. Tie
works have been carried out for £8,000. The
accommodation provided consists of a six-roomed
house for the snperintendent, with external larder

and other out-offices, hay stores, the conversion of

the old slaughter-houses and boiler-house into

additional stores, cattle lairage 36ft. by 52ft. ; two
slaughter halls for cattle and sheep, each 26, t. by
;!6tt. ;

pig slaughter hall 65ft. by 30ft, &\ Fjr
the purposes of horse sales, a large auction hall has

been erected, and a store-shed for cattle adjacent.

Jittercommtttttcattfln.

Q UESTinXS.

[11*82.]—Houses for Soutti America.—Printed
drawings for stone or brick houses for the suburbs of

town and for the couulry (South Americi), sort of

summer resorts similar to the seashore, suitable for a

climate which in the summer time refristers a temperature

of 100 to 120'Fdhr. in the sun. and in the winter time slight

touches of fro't. Heavy raina during the wet season,

which lasts about Ave months. No luxurious houses

wanted, but those suitable for the fairly well-to-do middle

classes. Drawings to show exterior and interior, and all

types of houses to be suitab'e for summer occupation

only, with plenty of verandah's icz. Catalogues of suit-

able futnitiire and general house fittings also wanted.

Can anyone give me hints .'—W. V. V. Lidgedwood, 62,-

Albert Hall JIansions, South Kensington.

[11683 )-Billiard-Roojn.—Ishall be obliged if one
of your reader.< who has had any experience in the

building of billiard-rooms will give me any information

that will assist me in constructing a billiard-room floor —
whether iron girders are necessary? The room will b3
on ground floor over cellar. Also the proportions that

are recommended : height of room, kind of skylisht, and
if an art window in front is de&irable or not T - J. G. S.

[11G8I]—Bonding- of Stone OolumnstoBriok-
work.—A building has a facide with three-quarter

stone columns in front. Will a' practical mason mform
me of the best way to bond or tecure these shafts to the

wall 1 Are they not often made quite circular, and built

round at the back ? If so, should there be any bond ?

Any particuUrs as to how stonework is connected to

brickwork will be thankfully received by-You.-fc. Aacni-

TECT.
^

REPLIES.

ruSifi.l-Spaoina- Pilasters.—I am exceedingly

obliged to " H. G." The straight or curved line was whit

I wished to know ; but also whether a column should be

assumed the width of the pilaster, as a pilaster really

does but represent a columi ; which would then make the

spicing line a wider circle. Oa a straight face either

column or pilaster space would, of course, measure alike.

— Stuoent.

111677.] -Stone for 'Window-Sills —Is it not a

pity to suggest Bath store for window-sills! 'Why not
have white marble, as is cu generally used in the United
States of Americi, more particularly in Philadelphia I

There can be no possible reason why people should move
on in the old ruts of last century now that we have

entered upon a new one.—Harrv Hems.

[Uesi.l-Working'-Olass Dwelling's.—The Local

Government Board have laid down certain rules as to

sizes, height of rooms, k'.., and approved plans of dwell-

ings under Part II. of the Housing of the Working
Classes Act. Direct through ventilation to each room is

required. The area of living-rooms is laid down as

Itlsq.ft., and 96sq.ft. for bedrooms, though 120sq.ft. has

been recommended—but there has bsen a change of

opinion on the question. I believe a living-room of

leosq.ft. and a bedroom of llOsq.ft., or, if two rooms,

100ft. and 120sq ft. respectively, have been adopted. The
height of rooms is now fixed at 8tt. 6in., and the width of

staircases to 3tt Sin. as a minimum. But " (1 ED." had
better make inquiries at the oftiees of the London County
Council, as several modiflcitions of the rules have been

made. These variations account for the differences

noticed by "Q E. D."-G. H. G.

The famous pair of portraits by Vandyct which

were purchased at the sale of the Peel heirlooms

last year by Messrs. Agcew for the sum of 2t,250g9.

have just been acquired from them by the authori-

ties of the Bsriin Museum. The pictures, which are

masterpieces of Vandyck's Genoese period, were

bought for Sir Robert Peel from the Baibi family

in 1828 on the advice of Sir Divid Wilkie
;
and

when Sir Robert's son sold the bulk of his father's

collection to the National Gallery these remained

the chief ornaments of Drayton Minor. Tradi-

tionally known as members of either the Biltior

the Spinola family, the portraits are now believed

to represent Birtolommeo Giustiniani and his wife.

The formal opening took place on Wednesday of

the new clubhouse of the Bloomsbury Yonng
Men's Club, (Jueen-square. The new premises

have a residential accommodation for 70 or SO yonng

men, besides club-rooms.

The Bavarian Government has officially applied

for permission to carry out excavations at the

Temple of Athene, in the Island of JP-, .'ina, under

the superintendence of Professor Fartwiingler, the

Director of the Glypto-theke at Munich.

A new transit shed has just been completed at

B irry D icks. It consists of a cellar and two ft ion

above. The cellar is divided into three ssctiona.

The width of the cellir all through is 154ft., and

the length of the three secli->nB is 207ft., 140 ft., and

141ft. respectively. The width of the next floor is

1.50ft., and the length 500ft. The top floor is ITlft.

wide, and in addition there ia an outside platform

to this floor. Hydraulic cranes are provided on the

dock side and on the shed floor, and also a number

of hydraulic traversers. Bonded stores for wet and

dry goods have been built.

A site for the proposed free library for Wavertrea

has been approved by the Liverpool Corporation,

and the city surveyor has been instructed to prepare

plans of a building to be erected thereon at a cost

not exceeding £7,000.
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* -VAI- AClDBMr raizB DESIGX FOa X llISH0i''5 TOMB.

—

ROVAL SATIOSAL EISTEDDFOD DESIGN FOR A VILLAGE

• LUflnOfSE.— POOR END LODGE, TOBTWOETa. — F.ESI-

liBNTIAL FLATS. >I ATFAIR.—NEW LONDniOSISO HOUSE

FOB THB BRADFORD CORFORATIO^I.— HOL'SB AT TBEBORTH.

—Tri'BS OF CLASSIC IRONWORK.—THE COU.STY HALL,

DERBY.

<Dut: }:llustrati0ns.

KOV.VL .tCAIIEMV I'RIZE DESIGN yOR A
lilSIIOp's T05IB.

This scheme, by Mr. James B. Fulton, was
chosen for the Royal Academy Students' Priza

in the Schools at Burlington Uouse, the subject

set being a tomb suitable for a bishop to be
erected in his cathedral church, presumably in

St. Paul's, judging from the style adopted and
the architecture of its setting. The drawings,

reproduced from the priz3 set, give plans, section,

and view : but we have not been favoured by any
particulars—possibly because the author may con-

sider that the illustrations speak for themselves.

KOV.VL XATIOX-VL EISTEDDFOD, LIVERPOOL : PRIZE
DESIOS FOR A TILLAGE CLIUHOVSE.

The following were the ofiicial conditions for this

<K)mpetition :—Architectural design of a village

clubhouse, with news-room, reading - room,
billiard-room, and hall to accommodate 250

people, with caretaker's residence. Cjst not to

exceed £1,.500, exclusive of land, boundary walls,

and architect's commission. Prize (given by the
Right Hon. Lord Tredegar) £10, and a gold
modal by the committee. The author of the
selected design is Mr. J. V. Henshaw, of Liver-

pjol, who writes " The village hall is so arranged
that it can be u^ed without interfering with the
working of the club portion. There is a connec-
-tion between club and village hall. The care-
taker's residence, which is placed on first floor,

has a private entrance at rear, and gains access to

both club and hall. ( "lub or other dinners could
be conveniently served, from caretaker's kitchen,
in village hall. The billiard-room is shown on
^rat floor. This arrangement allows of greater
head-room, and also a top light. The lavatories

to club are placed at rear. The cross current of
air through cloakroom would prevent any
objectionable smell reaching the club portion.

The village hall is provided with cloakrooms,
and there are also retiring-rooms for performers,
^th separate entrance and lavatorj- accommoda-f
tion. The external walls are intended to be built o

hard common brick, and covered with cement
rough-cast. The base, dressings to door, and
window openings, and copings on front elevation
to be of local sandstone. The roofs to be covered
with small green Buttermere slates. The
windows to be filled in with clear leaded glazing ;

a few lights on front elevation to open with metal
casements. The remaining windows on back
and side elevations to have wooden frames and
casements.

POOR EXD LODGE, TOKTWOETH.

Poor End Lodge is one of three erected for the
Earl of Ducie at Tortworth Court, Gloucester-
shire, from the design of Mr. W. D. C'arSe,

architect. The conditions of the case were
peculiar, as ground space for the building had to

be obtained by iiuarrying the rock, which was
used in the building, from the hillside. For this

reason, and also that it might form a convenient
watching place, the ground plan was curtailed,

and the rooms placed in stories over one another,

whence the tower-like appearance, the chimneys
being carried up the several angles. The work
was carried out by Lord Ducie's estate workmen,
under the direction of his agent, Mr. J.J. llarlo.

RESIDENTIAL I'L.VfS, SOVTll STREET, MAVlAIll.

This building has a red brick and white stone

elevation, with balconies overlooking the gardens

on the west side. The internal arrangements

and accommodation for servants are very complete.

Passenger and service lifts to all floors ; stair-

cases and landings heated with hot-water coils.

A general system is provided for supplying the

flats with hot water, eo that they are not

dependent upon their own kitcheners for a

supply. The building has been erected from the

plans of Mr. E. Keynes Purchase, F.S.I., archi-

tect, of (iueen Victoria-street, E ('.
; Messrs.

Geo. Trollope and Sons, of 77, Grosvenor-road,

S.W., being the contractors; and the sanitary

works have been carried out by Messrs. Dent and
Hellyer, of Newcastle-street, Strand, W.C.

NEW CONDITIONING HOUSE FOR THE BRADFORD
CORPORATION.

The most direct link between the staple trade

and the municipality of the City of Bradford is

the Conditioning House, where Bradford's pro-

ducts are oflicially tested, and it is satisfactory to

find the link, since it was forged in 1S91, has

steadily increased in strength. The establish-

ment is unique in Great Britain, but there are a

number of similar institutions on the Continent.

Originally work was started in a building behind

the Town Hall. Xow the work has completely

outgrown the accommodation, and hence the

City Council are building extensive premises in

Canal-road and Cape-street. The total cost of

the new building will be about £33,000, exclusive

of site. The new building, which has been

desisned by Mr. Frederick Wild, architect,

of Charles-street, Bradford, will have frontages

to Cape-street and Canal-road, the main entrance

being in the former thoroughfare. It will consist

of two blocks, connected at the front by a range

of oflices, and the back by gangways: between
the two blocks a roadway, covered with a glass

roof, is provided for. This roadway will be 30ft.

wide, and will be connected with another road-

way the same width, leading into Canal-road.

The frontage to Cape-street measures 17Sft., and

to Canal-road 212ft. The design is for a solid

substantial building, with the principal front

relieved by the symmetrical arrangement of the

main entrance and central oflices, and also by an

entrance archway with raa.ssive wrought-iron

gates. In depth the building will measure
an average of 208ft., whilst one block will

be SSft. wide and the other 60ft. wide. The
whole of the Cape-street frontage on the ground
and first floor is set aside for oflices, which will

be reached by entrance doors leading to corridors

on either side of main entrance archway. There
are complete sets of lavatories, ^c, for the office

staff, and also for the woikpeople on each floor.

The rest of the building consists of warehouse

and testing-room accommodation. The testing-

room is on the top floor, which is fireproof.

Provision has been made for the installation of

160 ovens for testing purposes. The new building

will have a floor area of about 1-5,84 4 square

yards. A properly constructed laboratory for

testing mixed fabrics will be fitted. In the new
building many branches of business which now
have to be shirked owing to the lack of means
for adequately dealing with them will be

developed according to the needs of the trade.

IIOVSE AT TREBORTH, NEAR llANOOR.

This house, which has been erected for Mr. Hugh
C. Vincent from the designs of Mr. Richard Hall,

architect, Bangor, is faced up to first-floor level

with a pinkish red sandstone, rock-faced, from a

quarry on the estate. The remaining portions are

cemented and finished white. The roofs are

covered with green slates. Jlr. "William Parry,

of Bangor, was the builder.

TVPES OF CL.VSSIC IRONWORK.

AVe give in this number a small selection of

illustrations from the paper on this subject re id

byMr.T. S. Elgood, of Leicester, on Nov. 9, before

theBirmingham Architectural Association, a report

of which we gave on Nov. IG, p. 7 IS. The three

very unusual types of railings from Hampton
Court and Trinity College, Cambridge are given
with intent to show how free and unfettered in

their designs were the 17lh and isth century
English smiths, though they always retained

certain almost undefinablc Classic qualities. The
Xewark example, though very satisfactory in its

own way, is quite an ordinary type, and is given
as a contrast to the others. (Jf the beaten leaves,

the two from South Kensington Museum (from a

pair of table-supports) exhibit some very peculiar

and purely English charac-terislics, while the
upper and lower of the three examples from
Hampton Court are derived more clotely from
the acanthus. The volute is one of the finest

pieces of beaten work from the celeb: ated

Hampton Court screens. The remaining four

examples of leafwork are from the very Classic

chancel screen in Notre Dame, Rouen. They
are of the utmost beauty and delicacy, every

smallei-t detail being perfectly modelled and
exquisitely chased.

THE COVNTV HALL, DERIIV.

This building is a large s'ructure in St. Mary's

Gate, origin.ally built at the commencement of

Charles 11. 's reign ; but which has been so much
altered that very little of the original fabric

remains. The stone front, which is set back in a

spacious ciurtyard, is of one story, approached

by abroad flight of steps, and is a characteristic

specimen of the architecture of the 17th century.

A room occupies the whole length of the front,

and forms a large and lofty entrance- hall to the

modern county -courts at the rear.

R. Reginald Morton.

CHIPS.

The annual meeting of the Association of Mister

Painters of Sjotland was h>)ld at Aberdeen on
Friday. Councillor Dobie, Edinburgh, the presi-

dent retiring from office, occupied the chair. Mr.
Alexander Litto, Aberdeen, was appointed president

for next year, and Mr. John Soott, Glasgow, vice-

president, la the committee's report it was stated

that a general reduction of wages must take place at

the end of the current year. GU-gow was fixed

for the next annual meeting.

Mr. R. II. Bicknell. M.I.C E., he'd an inquiry at

the district council offices, Drighlington, on Friday,

with respect to a petition for a provisional order

empowei iug the council to put into force the powers

of the Lind Clauses Act with reference to cortain

lands required by them in the parish of Toag for

purposes of sewage disposal.

At a private meeting of the Leith Parish Council,

it has been agreed by a majority of one to jurcbass

Hawkhill groucdi for £1.5,000, as a site for the

proposed new poorhouse. Should thii proposal be

carried out, the council will not be able to btiild

upon tlie site for several years, as their borrowing
powers are limited to £40,0Cn, and thu cost of a

Euitable poorhouse is estimated at £00,000.

The Local Government Biard have sanctioned

the loan of £3.4S2 by the Wallasey Council for the

purchase of a site in Lmsowe-road, for the saiall-

pox hospital.

Mr. James Ogden, an ex-member of the Roch-
dale Town Council, has cffored £4,000 to the town
for a new picture gallery. It is stipulated that the

money shall be invested for ten years, and that the

C orporation shall fpend not less than £200 a year

during that period on pictures of merit for the

gallery.

Dalness and inactivity still characterise the pro •

oeedings at the Tokenhouse-yard Auction Mart.

There were few sales of any importance during last

week. The week's total amounted to £36,200 only.

The North-Eistern Riilway Compiny are going

to convert their Leeds and Selby Riilway between
XeviUe-hill and Crossgatea, a distance of two miles

and a half, from a double to a four-line railway.

The executive committee in connection with the

reconstruction of Glasgow Royal iLfirmary have
declined to accede to a propojal of the iofirmary

managers that the latter should bear no part of the

financial responsibility if reconstruction is carried

out. A Bub-committee has been appointed to meet
the infirooary managers on the subject.

The Central Conservative Cubhouse is about toi

be rebuilt from plans by Mr. Barlow, of Manchester,

at a cost of abont £5, COO.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held on
Wednesday by Mr. R. H. Bicknell, M.I.C.E , at

Liverpool, as to an application for a provisional

order necessary to the widening of Cburch-ttreet

I and Belmont-road, and the construction of a new
i street between Great Howard-street at its junction

i
with Leeds-street and New-quay.
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(Dur O^fRce €Mt
The fortieth annual exhibition of the Royal

Glasgow Institute of the Fine Arts, which was
opened on Jlondaj", contains about SOO exhibits.

Among the loan pictures are the Hon. John
CoUier's portrait of Rudyard Kipling; " Misa

Ellen Terry as Lady Macbeth," by J. S. Sargent ;

" Love and Death," by G. F. Watts ; and Colin

Hunter's "Atlantic Waves." The work in

black and white includes several portraits, the

most notable being that of (Jueen Victoria, while

other well-known persons depicted are Lord
Cromer, Mr. and Mrs. Asquith, Mr. Cecil lihodes,

Lord Charles Beresford, and Sir. Paderewski.

Among the 50 pieces of sculpture are two by
E. Onslow Ford; a bronze by J. Tweed,
"Maternity"; a plaster bust by the Countess

Oleichen ; one of the lato Ivev. Dr. A. K. H. Boyd,

by D. W. Stevenson, and cases of works by
Alfred Gilbert and Gilbert Marks.

Ax extraordinary disaster occurred in Buckie
in the early hours of Friday morning, when
Buckieburn Bridge, which was only on the pre-

vious Tuesday night formally named by the

Buckie Town Council the <iueen Victoria Bridge,

in memory of the late Liaeen, tumbled into a
mass of ruins. The structure was just on the

point of leaving the hands of the contractors

—

Messrs. Stuart and Sons, Peterhead. The two
central piers of the bridge, built of masonry
hearted with concrete, Gft. Bin. broad at the base,

tapering to 4ft. Cin. at the springer, gave way
under the strain of a heavy gale. The three

arches of 25ft. and one of 34ft. fell bodily into

the valley 40ft. below, snapping ofi at the granite

pilasters and leaving a gulf 100ft. wide. The
luins, consisting of bricks, scaffolding, granite

blocks, concrete, stones, and sand completely

choked up the narrow valley, and dammed back

the burn, which was in flood. A month ago the

town council decided to add 3ft. extra height to

the superstructure, and after being approved of

by the consulting engineer, Mr. Barnett, C.E.,

Aberdeen, this had just been done when the

disaster happened. The roadway was 45ft. wide.

Each of the smaller arches was circled with three

rings of brick, a coating of Gin. of cement being

laid over all. The central span had four rings of

Peterhead granite. After discussion, the town
council have unanimously agreed to ask Mr.
Barnett, C.E., to oome and inspect the ruins of

the bridge, and advise the town council as to the

causes which had led to the disaster.

A srEciAi. report is about to be presented to the

city council of Manchester on the administration

of the city surveyor's department. The com-
mittee state that, after careful investigation, they

are of opinion that this department has outgrown
its capacity for management ; and that it would
he to the advantage of the corporation if a division

of the work were effected, and the architectural

work absolutely separated from the city sur-

veyor's department. There would still be a very
large amount of work remaining under the city

surveyor's control. It would be a growing
quantity, including the charge of sewers, paving,

streets, dangerous buildings, rivers and bridges,

preparation of plans for Parliamentary purposes,

and the examination of all plans submitted by
railway companies and other authorities. For
the smooth and successful working of the archi-

tectural section of the department, the committee
are convinced that it is desirable to establish a

separate architectural department for the city.

The town-hall committee, therefore, ask to be
empowered by the council to consider and report

as to the future arrangements and best means of

effectually providing for a new department which
shall have the control of the architectural work
of the corporation and the entire management of

the architectural surveyor's work, which would
involve the taking of quantities and making final

measurements in regard to architectural works,

the examination of all plans for buildings, exami-
nations as to their conformity to the building

regulations, and other matters closely allied to

this work.

Mil. TiroMAs Wilkinson Wallis, of Louth,
Lincolnshire—perhaps the most wonderful oirver

in wood the world produced in the century just

past—celebrated his 80th' birthday anniversary

upon the 4th, having been born, the son of

struggling but honest parents, at Hull upon
February 4, 1821. lie first came well to the fore

in the Great Exhibition of 1851, when his

wonderful studies in still life, mostly in lime-

tree, were admittedly the most beiutitul ever

seen. Grinling Gibbons's best existing works

are a long way behind those of WaUis's. Close

application to his work caused him to almost lose

his sight in later years, and he was, perforce,

obliged to follow other engagements. He was

an earnest and effective Volunteer, ultimately

retiring as quarter-master sergeant with the long-

service medal. In ISOt) he published a most

interesting and instructive autobiography, being

extracts culled from a journal kept for 60

successive years. He is by no means an unskilled

artist in oils, and still occupies his leisure hours

in painting, mainly portraits, in which he pre-

eminently excels. AVe trust many years of health

and strength are before him.

A LECTVHE on " The Taxation of Land Values"

was given on Friday last before the Economic
Section of the Philosophical Society of Glasgow
—Mr. John Mann, jun., presiding—by Mr.

John A. Todd, B.L., writer, Glasgow. This was

the second paper read on the same subject before

the society by Jlr. Todd. The former address

was in effect a hostile criticism of the (rlasgow

Bill on the subject, and this second paper was

what the lecturer considered a more reasonable

and moderate method of taxing la^.d values. His

proposal was that vacant land in burghs should

be entered in the Valuation Roll, not as at present

at its actual rental, which was merely nominal,

but at its reasonable feuing value, and should pay

owners' taxes upon that value. By the term

'vacant land" he meant land available for

building purposes at present unoccupied by build-

ings, or only occupied by buildings of which the

actual yearly rental, in terms of the Valuation

.Acts, was less than its reasonable feuing value.

He suggested, further, that in ascertaining

whether land was available for building purposes,

the assessor should consider the nature, condition,

and position of the land, and the extent of, and
demand for, it in the district. In fixing the

reasonable feuing value of any vacant land, the

assessor should, as far as possible, be guided by

any particulars known to him of any offer made
by an intending feuar for such land in similar

districts, and whether such offers had been

accepted by the proprietors. This proposal, he

thought, would g.} far to meet the views of the

more moderate of land reformers, who would not

countenance appropriation of private property.

It would bring them nearer to a solution of the

crux of the question, whether valuation could be

made of urban land apart from buildings : and it

might show the extreme land reformers that a

deal of good could be done without resorting

to the drastic measures which they thought

necessary.

A HILL was introduced into the Legislature of

New York State on Jan. 22 prohibiting any

person to practise as a mason, builder, or general

contractor in New York City, except he is duly

registered by the county clerk. In order to get a

certificate he must pass an examination showing

that he has passed an apprenticeship at brick-

laying, masonry, or carpentry, of at least four

years, or is a duly certified civil engineer of at

least five years' experiencs in the construction

and erection of buildings. An examining board,

to be appointed by the mayor, and to consist of a

practising architect, a civil engineer, a carpenter,

a mason builder, a practical bricklayer, and the

commissioner of buildings, shall receive a com-

pensation of 25dol. for each sitting. The person

registering is to pay a fee of 20dol. Licenses are

to be forfeited for violation of the building laws.

The leakage into sewers has been studied in

Massachusetts by Mr. X. II. Gooduough, chief

engineer of the State Board of Health. In a

recent report on the discharge of sewage into

Boston Harbour, he states that observations show

that the leakage varies considerably in quantity

in different seasons of the year, being greatest in

the spring when the ground-water is highest.

Records of the How in recently constructed

sewers, aggregating about 137 miles in length

and from Sin. to 30 in. in diameter, show that the

average leakage into them before any connections

were made amounted to 40,000 gallons per mile

of sewer. .Some of the measurements were made
in the spring and others in drier portions of the

year. Records of the flow of sewage in about 700

miles of sewers in Massachusetts cities and towns

indicate that the leakage into a large system may
amount at times to as much as 80,000 gallons per

mile, and in future work it is recommended that

provision be made for such an amount. la those

JIassachusetts communities where the land is

now nearly all occupied and where portions of the

territory are densely populated it is found that

the population per mile of sewer averages about

800 or 1 per 100 gallons leakage.

MKETINGS FOB THE BNSUINa WEEK.
MONUAV.—Society of Arts. " The Bearings of Geometry

on the Chemistry of Fermentation."
Cantor Lecture No. 1 , by W. J. Pope.

8 pm.
Surveyors' Institution. Discussion on

" The Future of the London Water
Supply." 8 pm.

Bristol Society of Architects. •

' Church
Restoration," by C.H.Samson.F.R.I.B.A..
8 p.m.

TuESDiY. — Society of Arts. " Recent Advances in

Pottery Decoration," by William Burton.

8 p.m.
Institution of Civil Engineers. Dis-

cussion on *' The Present Condition and
Prospects of the Panama Canal Works"

;

and paper to be read, "The Nilgiii

Mountain Railway," by Walter James
Weightman, M.Inst.C.E. 8 p.m.

Wedxesdav.—Society of Arts. " Arsenic in Beer and
Food," by William Thomson. 8 p.m.

Institulion of Civil Engineers. Students

;

Inspection of the Engineering Models at

the \'ictoria and Albert Museum, South
Kensington. 2 30 p m.
Sanitary Institute. Discussion on " The

State of Our Streets." to be opened by
Thomas Blashill, F.E.I.B.A. 8 p.m.

Thursdav.—Society of Arts. " The Greek Retreat from
India," by Col. Sir T. Hungerford
Holdich, K.C.I.E., C.B. 4 30 p m.

Friday.—Architectural Association. " Gothic Archi-

tecture and the Basis of its Beauty," by
E. 8. Prior. 7.30 p.m.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIA-
TION—February isih: ORDINARY MEETING at No.

J, Conduit-Elreet, W, IM p m. Ml E. S. PRIOR on "OotLvc
Architecture and the Basi* nf its Beauty."
FEBRUARY I6th : FIRST SPRING VISIT to the Romia

Cathohc Catlipdral and Cardinal's House, Ashley-gardens, Victoria-

street. Westminster, by kind permssion ol the .\rchitect, Mr ,1. P.

Bentley. Members to produce their passes lor the curreat session,

and to meet at the building at 2 30 p m.
G. B. CARVILL I

R. S. BALFOUR i

Hon. Sees. ™

Approval has been given for the erection of a new
Medical School and Pathological Institute and

Laboratories at Netley. The building will be lit

with the electric light, and probably the main

hospital building will also be lighted in this manwt
in ttie near future.

A tower is about to be added to the important

Roman Catholic Church of the Holy Name at

Manchester.

Mr. Henry Drew, of Exeter, has been appointed

by the Board of Trade to value a portion of the

seashore at Weymouth, amounting to about 40

acres, which the Great Western Railway desire to

acquire ia order to carry out some important harbour

works.

The Town Council of Eccles on Monday appointed

Mr. Thomas Spooner Pioton as borough surveyor,

at a salary of £250 a year.

At the last meeting of the Society for the Ba-

couragement of the Fine Arts, held at9, Cinduit-

street, W., D.-. Phene in the chair, a lecture on
" Greek Architecture," illustrated by lantern

views from photographs, was delivered by Mr.

R. Paenc Spiers, F.S.A.

The urban district council of Wrotham, Kent,

have instructed Mr. H. P. Monckton, architect, of

London, to prepare plans for 25 cottages to bo

erected in three districts, at an estimated cost 01

£6,000.

Mr. G. W. Rogers, A.M.I.C.B., has resigned his

position as surveyor to the urban district council of

Spennymoor, and Mr. W. Curry, urban district

council surveyor, Droylsden, Lancashire, has been

appointed his successor.

At the last meeting of the Aoton District Council

it was decided to increase the salary of the surveyor,

Mr. D. J.E-jbetts, A R.I.B.A., from £500 to £600

a year, the increase to commence with the fininoial

year of the urban authority. Plans have lately

been prepared by Mr. Ebbetts for new public baths

for the district, and he was the author of the fite

station erected a few years since in High-street,

Aoton, and the parish mortuary was lately com-

pleted from his plan.

At the 4Sth annual meeting of the subseribera to

theLsedsHjspitalfor Women and Children, held

on Friday, it was decided to proceed with »Jie

erection of new buildings to adjoin the present

institute and provide 50 beds, in accordance witb

plans prepared by Mc. J. W. Connor, F.U I.B.A.,

of L^eds, which have been approved by the couauL-

ing architect, Mr. Alexander Graham, F.S.A., ol

London.
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I,EOAI. INTELLIQBNOB.
WniT IS "Bi.rE Lias Lime" r-BLCr: Lias

Association v. Caex Poktlani. Cemknt Co^-At

the Weatroinater Police-court on Wednesday last

before Mr. Horace Smith, the adjiumed hearing of

this case took place. The plaintiff company sought

to obtain an injunction against the defendant com-

oany to prevent the latter from terming their out-

out " blue lias lime." Mr. Wills, bmister.

appeared for the plaint-ffii, and Mr. H irace Avory.

KC for the defendants. The openiug of the case,

which took place a week previously, was reported

in our last issue, p. 170.-James Wellton Troughton,

solicitor's cleik, in the employ of Messrs. Parker,

said he w»nt to Formby's Wharf, Grosvenor-road.

S W on the Sth Jan.. for the purpose of taking a

sample of lime from the sacks ssiid to have been

purchased of the defendants. The sack bore the

defendants' trade mark. He h»nded the sample to

Mr Bertram Blount, anilyst.-Bjrtiam Blount,

of the firm of S'anger and Blount, consult-

ing chemiste and analysts, Broadway, West-

minster, said he was analyst to the Admiralty

and had made a special study of cements. It

was poroible to test whether hmo wis made from

blue lias limestone. Hi had eximmed the sample

handed him by the last witness, and concluded.

from chemical and mechanical tests, that it was not

derived from blue lias limestone. L-me made from

a geouioe blue lias rock contained so much lime

that it could be slaked. Hydraulic limes possessed

this quality of slowly slaking. There were certaio

marly limes which set bke cement, and did not

slake, heat, or crumble. Chemically, the lime made
from blue lias contained a larger proportion of lime

OaO than that derived from marl. Ultimately,

after the slaking process, blue lias lime set very

slowly, gradually, and safely without cracking.

" Blue Iws lime" was a definite term among
analysta and engineers. The sample in question

oontained .il 1 of lime and 20 s of silica, whereas

the average composition of blue lias lime contained

70 per cent, of lime and 12 per cent, of silica.

Cross-examined : Was not a geologist, and did

not know that there were five strata of

blue lias, nor that they varied very much in

the amount of carbonate of lime and silica they

contained. In a report witness made some time

s'noe on the constituents of blue lias lime, he had

quoted 05 per cent, as the typical proportion of lime

and 1'' per cent, of silica ; the miterial varied, of

course, to some extent. Witness made analyses of

four samples of lime sent to him in the report pro-

duced, but knew nothing of the origin of the

specimens. Xo. 2 was a very bad specimen : he

did DOt know that it came from Messr?. Chas.

Xeleon and Cj.'s quarries. Nor did he like No. 4,

said to come from the quarries of Messrs. Greaves,

Bull, and L%kia. The quarries contained alternate

layen of shale and lias limestone, the former being

worthless, and the latter of commercial value, and
it was necessary for the workmen to exercise care is

separating the two materials and rejecting the

shale. Re-examined : Shale contained the same
elements as b'ue lias, but in a useless proportion.

Manufacturers took great pains to separate tho two
substances. The samples referred to in cross-

examination were bad samples, and witness should

condemn them.—George Frederick Daacon, member
of council Inst.C.F-., had been in practice since

1865, and as borough engineer for L'verpool

designed and carried out the Vjrnwy reservoir,

for the supply of that city with water, and which
was the largest in Europe. As the result of experi-

ments with limes, witness had for many years used

blue lias lime in preference to Portland cement.
Blue lias lime was known before I'ortland cement,

and signified hydraulic lime burnt from the Lower
' Lias formation. Other hydraulic limes not of the

blue lias formation were known, such as the

Halkyn lime from Flintshire, which was carboni-

ferous in character. The different beds of blue
I lias differed considerably, and were all more or less

I hydraulic in character. For certain classes of work
no formation had such valuable properties as blue

lias, and it was frequently specified by engineers.

Other hydraulic limes were found in pockets, which
possees^ similar qualities ; but they were not

widely distributed as was the great outcrop of blue

lias formation. \\'itness had never obtained blue

lias lime from Cambridgeshire, and believed it was
' impossible. The nearest outcrop of blue lias to Mel-

dretb, near Koyston, was about fifty miles distant.

To give the name " blue lias lime " to other

materials would be most unfortunate, as it would
involve long investigations of the qualities of the
sample submitted. Witness had made between
3,000 and 4,000 separate tensile tests of blue lias.

Cross-examined : Blue lias contained very many
varieties of rock, all of which ditf sired a little in the

proportions of constituents. Witness should never
Tely on any chemical analysis alone. There were
strong and weak lias limes, just as with Portland
cements. The fact that a lime was derived from
blue lias was a guarantee that it would set slowly.
The three essentials for practical purposes were
ultimate strength, slowness in setting, and hydraulic
properties. Witness would not accept Hilkyn lime
it he had specified blue lias lime ; but if a contractor

came and slated that he could get it much cheaper

than blue lias, he should not reject Halkyn if it

answered the particuUr purpose ol the contract. It

took twelve months to ascertain the ultimate tensile

strength of a lime, and so he needed to specify the

formation. Ka-examined : Did not think it possible

to have such great varieties of blue lias lime

ai from ',)1 to 34 per cent, for in that

case it would show greater variations in with-

standing teats than was the case. Its constint

qualities made blue lias lime valuable forcirtain

engineering works—and for that reason it was

generally specified. Witness would not aciept a

lime from another formation in place of blue liai,

even if the proportions were similar, as shown by

analyses. Witness had seen two analyses, showing

similar chemical qualities—one a blue lias, the other

a quick -settingartiflcial cement of totally different

character.— Sir Douglas Fox, past-President of

the lastitution of Civil Kugioeers, had had great

experience in railway tunnelling—had had large

experience in the use of blue lias lime, aud

when he specified that material he insisted upon

having it. The object of using blue lias lime

in tunnel work was because of its slow-setting

qualities, and lime derived from marl and clunch

had not been so well tested, and he should not

accept this as equal to blue lias. Cross-examined :

Witness often sptc fied blue lias as to come from a

particular locality, and was very fond of stipulating

that it came from B arrow- on-Soar. He had found

blue lias lime very regular in composition, and had

had it tested chemically by the witness, Mr.

B'ount.—Witness had no doubt badly-sorted blue

lias could be obtained, but he would not accept

such.—William Gregory, surveyor and eatimitor.

in the employ of Bywater and Sons, builders, aud

previously with William Shepherd, of Bermondsey :

Blue lias lime was a uniform term signifying that

burnt from the lower beds of formation. It would

not apply to that obtained from marl orclunob. The

latter limes were 2 s.to Ss. cheaper per ton.—Frederick

Tnos. Mullett. surveyor, of London and CimbriJge,

was very well acquainted with the term " blue lias

lime," which was restricted to lime from Lower Lias

beds in thecounties of Warwick, Leicester, and Notts.

Witness never heard of blue lias being found in

Cambridgeshire, but a hydraulic lime was made in

the county. There was a "chalk lime," a fat

lime, and another quality made from the stone beds

of the chalk, and this was known as "stoae" or

"clunch" lime. The Cimbridgeshire material

ought not to be called lime at all : it set quickly,

and acted like a cement in not crystallising. Cross-

examined : If witness had specifiad blue lias lime

he would not accept it unless it came from

Warwickshire or Laicestersbire, and within the

last seven years from Nottinghamshire. Until the

last seven years Notts blue lias was not generally

known. Other beds of blue lias would be koown
by local names, as the " Hanham," which came

from the place of that name, near Bristol. Witness

had not known that blue lias lime had been

made and sold in Cambridgeshire for fifteen

years past.—Alfred William Redding, builder,

head of the firm of Redding and Son, Cam-
bridge, said he had used a large quantity of

hydraulic lime during thirty-five years' experience,

derived from chalk and clunch. Witness had never

heard the term "blue lias lime" applied to local

limes until now, and never heard of its being made
in Cimbridgeshire from imported blue lias stone.

Crose- examined : Witness bad never known blue

lias stone which was not hydraulic in character.

Witness had no experience of lime from Lyme
R,gia.—Alfred William Swann, lime-burner, Cim-
bridge, general manager of Swann Brothers,

Limited, said he made lima from clunch. and cillad

it grevstone lime.—This completed the case for

plaintiffs, and the hearing was adjourned until

Monday week, the ISth inst.

Failuee in the Liverpool Timbke Teade.—A
meeting of the creditors of William Pierce and

Elward G. Watts, trading ander the style of

Pierce, Watts, and Co., as timber merchants, at

Ragent-road, Liverpool, was held on Jan. 28, at

the offices of the OffiJial Receiver, Victoria-street,

L'verpool. It was stated that the gross liabilities

amounted to £129,371 5i. lid., of which £94,955

was expected to rank for dividend. The total aesets

were said to amount to £2S,247 19s. '>i., and the

deficiency to £00,706 7s. 3J. The largest creditor

is the Bank of Liverpool, for £17,421, but against

that they hold securities of considerable value.

Among the unsecured creditors are two firms which

each claim over £13,000. It was reported that the

debtors had no offer to make, and thereupon it was

resolved that the estate should go into bankruptcy.

A chartered acooontant was appointed trustee of

the estate, with a committee of inspection. The
sitting for public examination took place before Mr.

Ragistrar Bollringer at Liverpool on Monday.
Replying to the Official Itaceiver, M'. Watts,

one of the partners, said the firm was started

in Miy, 1889, Mr. Pierce bringing in £20,000

of capital and himself £2,300. The first year's

trading showed a loss of £5,911, and every

subsequent vear showed further losses, ranging from

£17,2SI to £499. Despite this, the partners' draw-

ings in that period were: Mr. Pierce £18. 091, and

Mr. Watts i;i4.S,>3. Oa Decon.ber 31. 1S90, the

debit balance against Mr. Watts was l.:il,30.i, and

against Mr. Pierce 114,509, making altogether

£45,935. l!)th partners then got tired of seeing

the reappearance year after year of debit balances,

and they instructed the bookkeeper to carry the

amount to suspense account, wbicn was done. In

1895 a branch firm at Fleetwood was reconstituted

with two new partners, the sons of Mr. Pierce

aud a Mr. Grimshaw. Tho object was to provide

an opening for the two young men aud give them

a start in life. It was not started for the purpose

of drawing accommodation bills, but witness

admitted that such became the practice. lu July,

1898 the Fleetwood firm stood as creditors of the

Liverpool firm to the extent of nearly £17,000, but

that amount was reduced afterwards, aud wilhin

the last six months it had been brought down to

as little as £1,237. The iilliaial Receiver sug-

gested this had been done at the expense of other

creditors and iu view of approaching failure.

This, however, the witness would not admit. Mr.

Pierce, the other partner, gave general corrobora-

tioa of Mr. Watts'a evidence, after which the

examination was adjourned.

Is A WKKinixo-MAcnixE Shelter a " Build-

ifiQ " v_in the King's Bench Division recently,

the oases of the Mayor, Sec, of Southend-on-Sea v.

Archer and same v. Romania were heard togther

before Mr. Justice Bruce and Mr. Justice Phillimore.

Tlie first was an appeal by case stated from the

decision of justices of Southend-on-Sea dismissing

an information preferred by the appellants town

clerk against the respondent, charging him with

unlawfully erecting a new building—to vnt, a

weighing - machine house, without causing such

building to be inclosed with waUs constructed of

good bricks, stone, or other hard and incombustible

materials, property bonded and solidly put together,

contrary to No. U of the by-laws in force within

the borough with respect to new streets and build-

ini»s. The structure iu question was erected as a

shelter for a large weighing machine on the Western

Eiplanadeon the sea front in the borough. 4 he

erection was used only during the summer months,

and could readUy be moved, beiog made in sections

for that purpose. The structure measured 10ft. 4in.

by 7ft. (exclusive of projecting steps Ht. Sin. wide),

with a height of 10ft. in front and 8ft. 6in. at the

rear It consisted of wood framing closelvd boarded

with matchboarding on all four sides. It had an

opening 7ft. wide in front, which was open during

business hours ; but closed at night with wooden

shutters and secured by bolts inside. There was a

door on the east side which was locked at night.

It had a wooden floor close-boarded and placed on

sleepers or joists, and the roof was constructed of

wood covered with felt. Inside the structure there

were a large weighing-machine, a small table, two

chairs, and some hat-pegs. There were no ^^O'-

tary arrangements, ani no provision for artificial

lighting or for heating. The structure was not

fixed to the soil, and had no foundation other

than the wooden floor joists resting in the

grounl. During the summer season the structure

was open daily between the hours of 8 a.m. and

7 p.m., or thereabouts, and was visited by person^

using the machine, the respondent being in charge.

It was securely closed at night, the weighing

machine and other articles being inside, but no

person remained on the premises. The appellants

contended that the obiect of the power of making

by-laws conferred by section 157 of the 1 ublio

Health Act, 1875, was to prevent the erection of

wooden buildings or buildings of combustible

materials in unfit situations ; that the by-laws in

effect prohibited the erection of new buildings of

wood, except such as were exempted therefrom

;

that the structure in question was not an exempted

building, and that it was a new building within the

scope and meaning of the by-laws. " Stevens v.

Gourley," " R'chardson v. Brown," and Leicester

Corporation v. Brown" were cited. Oa behalf of

the respondent it was contended that the structure

was not a building or new building within the by-

laws ; and that it hid none of the features or uses

with respect to which the corporation had power

under section 157 of the Public Health Act, 18(5,

to make by-laws. The justices held upon the facte

that the erection in question was one of an entirely

different character to those dealt with in the decision

of "Stevens v. Gourley" and " Richardson v.

Brown." and that the power given by section ln7

of the Public Health Act, 1875, to make by-laws,

and the by-laws made thereunder, did not purport

to deal with erections of a temporary nature and

use. and that the building was therefore not a new

building within the meaning of the by-laws. Ihe

question for the Court was whether the justices

were right in so holding. In the second case the

structure in question was erected by the respondent,

for the purpose of being used durmg the summer

months for the sale of light refreshmenta, on laad

immediately iu front of the Castle Hotel m the

borough on the sea-front. The respondent was

in the habit of erecting the structure at

the beginning of each season, and taking it down

at the end of the season, the structure being buUt
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in sections for that purpose. It measured 9 ft. Sin.
by Gft. Uin., with a height of 7ft. 5in. It consisted
of wood framing, closely boarded with Jin. match-
boarding on all four sides. The front was movable,
and was taken down during business hours and
closed and locked at night. It had a wooden floor,
close-boarded and fastened to its sides, and a roof
of canvas or calico securely fixed on wooden cross-
pieces and fastened down all round. Inside it had
shelving and a counter, and goods placed on shelves.
There were no sanitary or drainage arrangements,
and no provision for artificial lighting or for heat-
ing other than for an urn for making hot water.
It simply rested on the ground by its weight with-
out being fixed to the soil, and had no foundation
or chimney. At night it was securely fastened up,
but no one remaining on the premises. The justices
held that this erection was not a new buildirg
within the meaning of the by-laws, and dismissed
the information. Section 167 of the Public Health
Act, 1875, provides that every urban authoiity may
make by-laws "with respect to the structure of
walls, foundations, roofs, and chimneys of new
buildings for aecunng stability and the prevention
of fires, and for purposes of health." Mr. Mac-
morran, K.C., appeared for the appellant. In
addition to the cases above referred to, he cited
"Fielding v. Rhyl Improvement Commissioners

"

(3 C.PD., 273); "Slaughter v. Mayor, \-c., of
Sundeiland" (60 L.J., M.C., 91); " Watson v.
Cotton" (S C.B.. .-il); "L.C.C. v. Pearoe" (1892,
2 Q.B., 109). The respondents in neither case
were represented. The Court dismisted the
appeal in each case. Mr. Justice Bruce
said that he had come to the conclusion
that neither of the erections was a building
within the Public Health Act, 1875, and the by-
aws made thereunder. With regard to the first

structure, the smallness of its size, coupled with the
fact that it was not a building adapted for habita-
tion, showed, he thought, that it was not a build-
ing, but merely a cover for the weighing-machine.
The justices had come very near to finding that it

was not a building, and the Court could not hold
that the erection was a building. The cases which
had been cited were all distinguishable. In
"Stephen v. Gourley," the parties themselves to
the agreement in that case described the building
as a house, and it was held that it did not cease to
be a house because it was made of wood. In
" Bichardson v. Brown " the erection was a wooden
structure, in all respects a building, except that it

was on wheels. The Court held that that fact did
not prevent it from being a building. In " L.C.C.
V. Pearce " the structure was used by a builder as
a pay office, and was similar to the present structure,
and it was held not to be a building. If the first

structure was not a building, still less so was the
second. It was a mere booth, cover, or shelter, or
a pavilion for refreshments, and was not, in his
opinion, a building within the Act or by-law. Mr.
Justice Phillimore said that he was of the same
opinion. Whereas in "Kichardson v. Brown" the
justices thought that the structure was a building,
in the present case they were near finding that it

was not. As regards the second case, there was no
diificulty. One might as well call a pavilion or a
kiosk a building as the structure then in question.
He was therefore of opinion that neither of the
structures was a building within the Public Health
Act or the by-laws.

Glasgow Ratlwat Aeliteation Case.—There
has recently been opened in the Central Hotel,
Glasgow, a three-days arbitration in regard to a
claim by Messrs. Aird and Coghill, printers,
Glasgow, against the Caledonian Railway Company
for £1.5,000 as compensation for the compulsory
removal of the firm from their business premises in
Argyle- street, owing to the operations in connection
with the extension of the central station. Sheriff-
Substitute Balfour acted as oversman, and the
arbiters were Mr. W. R. Copland for the claimants,
and Mr. Thomas Binnie for the railway company.
Mr. Steven, of Messrs. Smith and Steven, acted as
clerk and assessor. The arbiters reserved their
award.

In Re J. C. Cook, of Bath.—At Bath County-
court, last week, before his Honour Judge Gwynne-
James, John Cornelius Cook, a builder and con-
tractor, living in the Triangle, Oldfield Park, Bath,
was brought up in custody as an absconding bank-
rupt for his public examination. The debtor dis-
appeared suddenly just before the .Vugust Bank
Holiday, having left his wife a letter, which pointed
to his having committed suicide, while his hat and
umbrella were found on the bank at the side of the
canal a mile or two out of the city. The County-
court clHoials, however, effected his arrest recently
at Lewisham, where it was stated in court he was
trading under the name of Hunt. He had dis-
guised himself by shaving off his whiskers. Debtor
would not admit that he left to evade examination.
He thought he was gone off his mind at the time.
It seemed like a dreadful dream. In the course of
the examination it was alleged that the debtor had
sold properties he had mortgaged two or three
times without paying off more than the first mort-
gage, and in this way had received £220'on one

property he sold for £180. The examination was
adjourned for the production of a cash account and
other particulars, and the debtor was released from
custody, the Judge warning him that if he failed

to appaar at the next court it would be a very differ-

ent thing. He further advised him not to play any
more tomfoolery.

Acriox FOE Specific Peefobmance—WoLVEK-
iiAMPTON COEFOEATiOM V. EjtMONS.—In the Court
of Appeal on ,Friday, before the Master of the
liolls. Lord Justice Collins, and Lord Justice
Homer, an application was made by the defendant
for judgment or a new trial in an action tried before
Mr. Justice Wills and a special jury at Birming-
ham Assizes. The action was brought for specific

performance of a covenant to build, or, in the
alternative, for damages for breach of that
covenant. The corporation of Wolverhampton had
conveyed to the defendant, Simuel l^-nmons, a
piece of land, and the defendant covenanted with
the plaintiff's that he would commence to erect upon
the land within twelve calendar months from May
2.>, 1S97, a new building of a minimum height of
35ft. from the pavement to the eaves or parapet,
and not more than the height regulated by the by-
laws in force in the borough, and would complete
the same ready for occupation within two years
from the date aforesaid. The defendant submitted
to the plaintiff some plans for eight houses, and
they were accepted. The defendant also pulled
down some existing buildings standing on the land
in question, but substquently he decided to
abandon the proposed building ; in view of the over-
built condition of the neighbourhood, it would be
impossible for him to make any profit out of the
intended scheme. The plaintiffs thereupon brought
this action. The defendant pleaded that this was
not a cise in which the Court would grant
specific performance, and he brought into Court
a sum of 403. as sufficient to satisfy the
plaintiffs' claim for damages. At the trial Mr.
Justice Wills was of opinion that the plaintiffs

were entitled to an order for specific perform-
ance ; but, in case the Court of Appeal should be
of the contrary opinion, he left to the jury the
question of the amount of damages to which the
plaintiffs were entitled. The jury assessed the
damages at £50. The learned Judge gave j adgment
for specific performance. It was now argued on
behalf of the defendant in support of the application
that the judgment for specific performance ought
to be set aside, and that the plaintiffs were not
entitled to any other judgment than one for £50
damages. The Court dismissed the application.
The Master of the Rolls said that he thought that
this was a case for specific performance. In his
opinion, where there was a specific unambiguous
agreement to erect a building, and it was important
to the person with whom the agreement was made,
over and above mere money damages, that the
agreement should be carried out, that was a case in

which the Court of Chancery would have granted
specific performance. If the party had contracted
to build according to specific terms, it was not fair

that he should be allowed to break his contract and
then say that the other party should only get
damages out of him. The judgment of Mr. Justice
Wills was right. Lord Justice Collins and Lord
Justice Romer concurred,

Eleoieic Adveetisino Signs.—Hull v. London
County Council.—(King's Bench Division. Jan.
26, before Mr. Justice Bruce and Mr. Justice
Phillimore )—This was an appeal, in the form of a
special case, from the decision of the magistrate at
Clerkenwell. Mr. Macmorran, K C, said this

case raised a question as to the legality of the
erection of an electric advertising sign. It was
suggested that the particular sign in question came
within section 73, sub-section 8, of the Metro-
politan Building Act of 1894, as being a projection
within the meaning of that section, and as such
required the consent of the County Council before
the sign was erected. On May 17, 1900, at the
Clerkenwell Police-court, an information was pre-
ferred on behalf of the County Cjuncil, under the
section of the Act, against Charles Hull, the
appellant, that he, on Dec. 19, 1899, at 209, Seven
Sisters-road, did unlawfully extend a projection
beycnd the general building line, without the
consent of the County Council, contrary to the
section. The information was heard by the magis-
trate, and the appellant was fined 40s. and 23. costs.

The appellant asked the magistrate to state a case.
The applicant was a tenant of 209, Seven Sisters-

road, and had decorated the front of his shop by
the erection of an electiical sign, and the applicant's
case was that the information was invalid, because
it was not laid within six months from the time
when it arose. Another point was that the ad-
vertisement was not an infraction of the Act, as it

did not extend beyond the general line of buildings.
His (Mr. Macmorran's) contention was that the
respondents were wrong, and that the matter was
important, because if they were right it would
mean that no tign whatever, even of letters on the
wall of the house, could be put up without the
consent of the C junty Council. He did not suggest
the advertieement was not a projection, but he con-

tended it was not such a projection as it was
intended that the Act should apply to. At the
close of the argument the further hearing was
adjourned. When the hearing was resumed the
following day, Mr. Macmorran also raised the
technical point whether the prosecution for the
alleged offence was barred under Section 11 of
the Summary Jurisdiction Act, 184S, by lapse of
time. The sign was completely affixed on .June

20, 1899, but the summons was not taken out by th©
respondents until nearly a year afterwards—viz., on
May 17, 1900. Mr. Horace Avory, K.C., on behalf

of the respondents, submitted that Section 73 must
be read in conjunction with Section 22 of the Act,

and the projection, such as was complained of,

would, in that sense, come within one or other of

those sections, and, therefore, required the sanction

of the respondents before it could be erected. Th&
Court reserved judgment.

In ke W. S. Wood, Liveepool.—The first meet-
ing of the creditors of W. S. Wood, Gloucester-

place, Liverpool, was held at the Official Raoeiver's

office oa Friday, Mr. F. Gittins presiding. The
statement of affairs showed 103 unsecured credi-

tors, the total liabilities amounting to £4,834 13s. 4d.,

and the assets to £1,106 43. 3d. The debtor had
been in business some years, and his losses had
been on contracts and elsewhere. Mr. H. D.
M'Ausland, of Lord-street, was unanimously ap-

pointed trustee, with a committee of inspection

consisting of three creditors.

CHIPS.

Fire broke out in the premises of Messrs.

Hutcheson and Grant, joiners and sawmillers,

Pitt-street, Glasgow, on Friday morning, damage
to the extent of £1,500 being occasioned. A large

portion of the building, which was a two-story
one, was damaged, whilst machinery and stock

timber was almost totally destroyed.

The new Dumikier United Free Church at Kirk-
caldy was opened on Friday. It is in style Ii%te

Decorated of a Scottish type, and is seated for 74D
persons, while adjoining is a session-hall accom-
modating 260 persons.

The Parliamentary Committee of the Liverpool
Corporation have reversed their previous decision to

oppose the Parliamentary Bill for constDicting a
mono -electric railway between Liverpool and Man-
chester. By the casting vote of the chairman the

previous resolution was rescinded, and it was
decided to recommend the city council to oppose
certain clauses only.

At the last meeting of the Court of Common
Council, the Lord Mayor stated that the two
sheriffs, Mr. Alderman Vaughan Morgan and Mr.
Lawrence, had agreed to present to the City a
painting for one of the vacant panels in the Royal
Exchange, commemorating the proclamation of the

accession of King Elward YII, from the steps of

the Royal Exchange.

Mr. B. T. Batsford announces a second issue of

Mr. Eiwin O. Sachs' work, " Modern Opera Houses
and Theatres," which will be published in the

spring. Mr. Sachs' work comprises three folio

volumes with 220 plates and over 1,000 illustrations,

and the first edition appeared 1896 to 1808, after

having required over eight years' preparation.

A large clock has just been erected in the parisb

church, Chatton, Northumberland, by Messrs. John
Smith and Sons, Midland Clock Works, Derby, and
the same firm are now making a very large clock and
chimes for Beverley Minster, which will strike the

hours upon a bell of between five and six tons

weight.

Mr. E. D. Ford, architect, of 30, Keppel- street,

W.C., who volunteered for service in South Africa

as a trooper in the 49th Company Imperial Yeo-
mauy, died at Pretoria on the 20th ult. from an

attack of enteric fever. He had been a member of

the Architectural Association for the past three

years.

The new electric station for the East Ham
District Council is being ventilated by means of

Shorland's patent exhaust roof ventilators, the

same being supplied by Messrs. E. H. Shorland and

Brother, of Manchester.

Mr. Ducat, an inspector from the Local Govern-

ment Board, held an inquiry on Friday at the town-

hall, Dawsbury, into an application by the corpora-

tion for sanction to borrow £3,160 for the purpose

of carrying out woiks of street improvement in

Huddersfield and Thornhill-roads. The inspector

had previously viewed both thoroughfares, accom-

panied by Mr. Dearden, borough surveyor.

The Radstock I'rban District Council, near Bath,

are threatened with proseedings by the Somerset-

shire County Council for polluting the watercourse

running through the town, and have now unani-

mously decided to instruct Messrs. 1). Balfour ana

Son, of London and Newcastle to prepare a scheme

of main sewerage and sewage disposal to submit to

the Local G overnment lioird for their approval.
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WAGES M0VBMBNT8.
Abeeheex.—The master plasterers have intimated

to the emplojis their intention, in consequence of

dull trade, of reducing the wages by Id. per hour—

viz., from Sid. to 7td.

Bblia^t —The dispute in the local building trade,

which entered on its ninth month on Saturday, and

affects about 1.200 workmen, is as far off settlement

as ever On Friday meetings of both masters and

men were held, and while the latter, backed up by

the executive of the Cirpenters and Joiners' L nion,

with headquarters in Manchester, adhered to their

original demands of a farthing per hoar advance

and other concessions, the masters, falling into line
j

with the Employers' Association in Glafgow and
,

U andee. will notify the meu of an intended reduction

of wages from bid. to Sd. per hour.

DnnraES.—The master masons have intimated

a reduction iu wages from Sd. to 7id. per hour, and

the men have acquiesced.

Stoke-i !'OX-Tee>t. — In furtherance of the

movement for an increase of wages in the potting

trade, a meeting of operative potters was held at

Stoke Town Hill, on Wednesday in last week,

Mr. T. Edwards presiding. It was resolved to ask

for a uniform advance of 10 per cent, in March next.

CHIPS.

Ths remains of Mr. James Charles Giskin, builder,

Canterbury, and a member of the town council,

whose death occurred at his residence in Victoria-

road, Wincheap, on Saturday, January 20, in his

S2nd year, were interred in the new cemetery on
Friday afternoon. Deceased for many years carried

on business as builder, painter, and plumber in

Canterbury, first in partnership with the late Mr.
R. Godden and subsequently alone. He built and
restored many of the buildings belonging to the

D^an and Caapter, and many churches and schools

in Canterbury and other parts of Eist Kent.

Toetenderof Vr. R. P. Vincent, at £33,870 5s. 5d.,

has been accepted by the Q leensland R iilway Com-
missioner for the erection of the carriage and
waggon shop in connection with the scheme of railway

workshops at Ipswich, Q. Mr. Vincent is already

carrying out contracts for the erection of the other

shops started. He was the second lowest tenderer

in this ca;e ; ths other tenderer, whose price was
i"30,34S 12?. Ud., found himself nnable to comply
with the conditions in regard to time of completion.

The newly electrically equipped sections of the

Huddersfield tramways system were inspected by
.Major Druitt, K E., and Mr. A. P. Trotter, C.E

,

of the Board of Trade : and Mr. AV. Vvle, of the

jiugineeri' Dspartment of the Post Office Tele-

graphs. .Slaithwaite, Crosiland Moor, and L:>ng-

wood were first visited, and then the car was
brought to the centre of the town. Afterwards the

party proceed to Edgerton, Lindley, and Ou'.lane.

The inspectors visited the generating station at

Longroyd Bridge. The borough engineer, Mr. K.
CampbeU, acompanied the inspectors on their

tour.

At the town-hall, Sunderland, on Friday, Mr.
H. Percy Bonlnois, M.I.C.E , one of the inspectors

of the Local Government B^ard, conducted an in-

quiry into the petition of the Sunderland Corpora-
tion to the L->cal Government Board to issue a
Provisional Order to empower the council to put
into force (with reference to lands required for the
purpose of widening Srayma-place and Hendon-
road) the powers of the Lind Clauses Aots.

The proposed extensive new works at the Sindon
Dock, Liverpool, were under consideration at the
meeting, on Friday, of the Mersey Docks and Har-
bour Board, Mr. Hughes, chairman of the works
committee, explained that the works differed from
those originally intended when application was
made to Parliament. The graving deck which was
to be at the Sindon Hilf-tide Dock would be con-
structed elsewhere : the Sindon Dock would not be
narrowed : on the northern side would be a double-
story shed 9.5ft. wide, with roadway !30ft. wide;
iud on the east quay a single-story shed. The
board had power to spend £400,000 in connection
with Saudon Dock ; half of that was for the new
graving dock, and they wonld require about
1 115,000 more than the original estimates. In
accordance with the standing orders, the recom-
mendation stood over for a week.

Messrs. Wilkinsoa and Houghton, who f^spose
establish a brickyard near Mill-road, Claethorpes,

vhich is objected to by the property-owners and
•atepayers, have offered to refer the matter to
irbitration. This, however, has been declined by
he committee for the residents, with an intimation
hat unless the firm state a sum which they will be
irepared to take for the land, negotiations will

A meeting of the provisional committee in con-

nection with the Abbey and George A. Clark

Town Hall surroundings improvement scheme was
held on Saturday in the council chambers. Paisley.

Committees and conveners were appointed. Dr.

Gentles having submitted the report of the pro-

visional committee, on the application to the town
council and the harbour trustees for aid in con-

nection with the ncheme, it was remitted to the

committee to report on the best method for bringing

the restoration scheme before the public.

From among 61 applicants, Mr. Hector F. GuUan,
A.M. Inst.C.E. , has been chosen superintendent of

works by the city council of Belfast. Mr. GuUan
is but 31 years of age.

The Bishop of Manchester consecrated, on the

31st ult., the new church of St. A»ne'«. Hindsford,

near Atherton. The church has cost £(5,070, exclu-

sive of the site, valued at £320, and wJl accommo-
date 454 seats.

On Wednesday week, at the Mechanics' Inftitute,

Crewe, Mr. Gorald A. F. Fitzgerald and Colonel

Boughey, Light Kiilway Commissioners (with

Viscount Ecniyn as acting secretary) opened an

inquiry into an application by the corporation of

Crewe for powers to construct a number of light

railways in roida within the borough, and other

roads outside.

The first trial trip on the first electrical tramway in

London was run early on Monday morning on the

lines of the London United Tramways Company.
It will now extend from Hammersmith Broadway
to Kew Bridge and Brentford, and from the

terminus of the Central London lUilway at Shep-

herd's Bash to Acton, with a connecting link from

Shepherd's Bash along Goldhawk-road to Young's

Comer, in the Chiswick-road. Although the elec-

trical equipment of the lines and the generating

plant has been ready for use for some months, it has

not b?en possible to begin the experimental running

of cars untU the present time, owing to the inability

of the Board of Trade to settle the regulations for

the due protection of the magnetic instruments at

Kew Observatory from disturbance by stray elec-

trical currents from the tramway. Even now the

arrangements have not yet been settled, and further

expariments have to be made. The Kew authorities

are seeking by tests to determine the amount of tnag-

netic disturbance, if any, caused by the operations,

and en the Kew report the Board of Trade will

formulate regulations so that the line can be opened

for public traffic.

CHAPPUIS
DAYLIGHT REFLECTORS

SUPERSEDE
ALL OTHER METHODS OF LIGHTING

DARK ROOMS
IN DAYTIME,

WBITE FOB LIST -4.V2) PSESS NOTICES.

69, Fleet Street, London.

W. H. LiSCELLES aiid Co,,

121, Bunhill Row, London, B.C.

TELEPHONE No. 270.

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

LASCELLES' CONCRETE.

Conservatories & Greenhouses.

WOODEN BUILDINGS.
BANK, OFFICE, ft SHOP FITTINQS.

CHURCH BENCHES & PULPITS.

MSTIMiTia OlFXlf OS ATFLICATIOlf.

WM. OLIVER ft SONS,
MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, WALNUT,
TEAK, VENEER, and FANOYWOOD

MERCHANTS,
120, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.G.

The moBt extensive Stock of every kind of

Wood in Planka and Bo&rds, dry and fit for
Immediate oee.

DANIELS & CO.,
Modellers and Manufacturers of

Hig-h-Class

Imperishable Architectural

Concrete Masonry,
TO AU3U1TECTS' DES!<iNS. in any desired Ci>lour.

OfFiCES kv.v> WoRiis:—

85, CANWICK ROAD, LINCOLN.
Eiqui>i.i S.jikiUJ. Esti'it^Us fiirntJ^/.i.

TENDEBS.
*.• Corre^ponients would in all cases oblige by siring

the addresses of the parties tendering —at any rate, of the

accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the information.

Bklvedebe, Kent.—For tbe erection of new board

offices, cookery centre, drainage work, and sundry

additions at Picardy Schools, for the Erith School Board.

Messrs. Ford. Son, and Barrows, 21, Aldermanbury, E.C.,

architects. Quantities supplied :
—

Woodward and Co £7,224

Martin WeUs and Co 6,731

Patman and Fotheringham 6,708

Jerrard and Sons 6.675

Tonge 6.664

MilCT 6,549

Proctor 6,335

Thomas and Edge 6,098

Foster Bros 6,057

Enness Bros. '.accepted) 5,907

BRvvrK^TER.—For alterations and additions to house

at Braucister Staithe, for Mrs. C. G. Knight Mr. Ernest

E. Colman, King's Lynn, architect and surveyor :

—
Truck, R. Brancaster (accepted) ... £298 10

For plumbing works in connection with above :
—

Plowright, J.. Lynn (ac:epted) ... £37 10

Christow. Devos.—For works of sewering at Christow,

for the St. Thomas Rural District Council :—
Gould, Tojshim Accepted) £38

DEVOsroKT.-For alterati-ins to St. Aubyn Viciraje,

for the Rev. Coulthard. Mr. Edgar M. Leest, PabUo
Hall Chambers, Devonport, architect :—

OUver, W. J £13S 3 5

Jenkin, T., and Son 122

Healv. J., and Son 121 15

Veale, D HO 16 8
Truscott, A 102

Perkins, S, Devonport (accepted)... 93 lo 6

DrLvERTox.— For the construction of a sewer in Club-

gardens, for the urban district ct^uncil :—
Fisher, G. B., Dulverton (accepted) £73

High Wtcombe.—For new billiard-room and additions

at "Hillside." Mr. Arthur Vernon, 29, Cockspur-street,

London, S.W.. and High Wycombe, architect :
—

Hunt, C. H.. and Son £1,3S5

Gibson, G. H. (accepted) 1,265

KES-Tsr.i.AND.—For cirrving out works of sewerage at

Kessingiand, for the JIutford and Lothingland Kural

District Council :
—

Cutler, Heywood, and Co., Gunton,
Lowestoft (acMpted; ... about £2,200

LTx-x.-For alterations and additions to East Anglian

Hotei, Kins's Lvnn. for Messrs. NichoUs and Campbell,

Ltd. Mr. Ernest E. Colman, King's Lynn, architect and
surveyor :

—
Brown. W. H.. Lynn £177

Hill and Horslev, Lynn 126

Smith, W. F.,Lyim (accented) ... 120

(Architect's estimate, £130.)

NswpoBT. Mos.—For the erection of the new council

chambers and offices, Newport, Mon.. for the Monmoulh-
sbire County Council. Mr. W. Tanner, county sur-

vevor :

—

Jonos Bros £10,333

Patfitt.A. E 9 9'0

Bowers and Co 9,570

Diamond, T.C 9,500

Morgan. A. S. ... 9.161

Linton, J 9.140

Blackburn, W.M 8,995

Moore, J 8.S30

R-ed. C. H 8.600

Linton, W. A 8,780

Jordan. E. C 8,697

Richards. D. W., Ltd., Newport,
Mon. (accepted) 8,470

Soi-TH Shields.—For rebuilding the Blue Bell Inn at

Ryhope Sunderland, for Mr. Joseph Johnson. Mr. Henry
Grieves, A.R.I.B.A., Albany Chambers, South Shields,

architect :
—

Taylor and Welford, Sunderland £3,25d
(Accepted.)

r.snoRTH Co. DcBHAK.—For laying the water-main to

Waggonman's Row, for the Chester-le-Street Rural
District Council :

—
Hedderley,T.,Wallsend (accepted) £105 14

(Surveyor's estimate, £125.)

UsivoRTH, Co. Durham.—For putting in taps and
branch pipes in Waggonman's Row :

—
Hedderley. T., Wall»end accepted) £72 18

(Surveyor's estimate, £S4 133.'

WAsmSi-.T'iv, Co. DrauAM.-For putting in taps and
branch pipes at Washington Cottages :

—
Hedderley, T., Wallsend (accepted) £33

(Surveyor's estimate, £42 7s.)

WiLT.ExBALL.—For laylog-out and making-up Victoria-

street, for the urban district council :
—

Holloway, Wolverhampton (accepted)
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Ne»townard8, Ireland -Water Supply. iVc James Colville, Clerk The Workhouse, Newtownarda Feb. 9
Bristol—Alteiations to Petty Besuonai Court and Offices £100, £80 The Clerk, County Council Offices, Bristol

, is
Ballarat. Victoria—Soldiers' Statue, Bronze or Marble (cost

£1,5C0. £2,"(X), £2,600) J. W. NedweU and W. D. Hill. Hon Sees., BaUarat, Victoria „ u
Vottingham— Sewerage Scheme for the Parishes of Colwick-
Gedlingand Burton-Joyce C. J. Spencer. Clerk, Public Offices. Basford, Nottingham Uar.26

Dudley—Six Villas and Six Cottages £10 G. W. Waring, Mining Engineer, 42, Wellington-street, Dudley ... —

LIST OP TENDERS OPEN.

Woodbridge, Suffolk-Kiln and Funiace
Londonderry—Children' B Wing to Nazareth Houee
Shillelagh— Labourers' Dwellings
Carlisle— Improvements to CharIotte-6t. Congregational Church
GreatYaxmouth— Additions. 9. Gordon-roud, Southtown
Wrexham- Six Houpea, Hampden-street
Newport, Isle of Wight—Repairs to Church Tower
Llanelly— Classrooms, Bigyn Boys' School
Aberbeeg. Mon.- School (426 places)
Peterborough— Shops, Showrooms, and Subway, Cowgate
HounBlow- Additions to Polytechnic
Chelsea, B.W.-Children's Home, Milman-street !.".!..!..!!!

Beckermet—Additions to Property
Llanellv- Corridor, Lakefield Infant School
Redruth—Renovating Church and Premices
Aberlour— Additirns to Cottage
lUord—Pavilion, Central Park... ."!!!!!.!!!!!!!!!."!

Dewsbuiy-Three Blocks of Four Houses
Tonyrefail- Gallery in Bible Chiistian Chapel '.'.""*

Whitby -Electric Light Station
Mount Bellew— Tmprovfments in Workhouse
Bridlington— Additions to 3, Fea-view ..".

Holloway. N.- Tanks and Additions to Elec. ijgiiting Station.
Coventiy- Repairs to Dolphin Inn, Market-square
Pontypridd—Weights and Measures Offices at Police Station ...

Shorcditch. E.- Generating Station. Whiaton-street
Bridgend—Weights and Measures Offices
Coolock, Dublin— Thiity-two Labourers' Dwellings
Barry Dock- Weights and Measures Offices at Police Station ...

New Maiden- Shop and Cottage. Elm-road
West Bridgford- Destructor Buildings, &c
Scarborough- Offices. &c.. Dean-street
Port Talbot-Weighta and Measures Officf s at Police Station ...

Bradford-on-Avon— Additions to King's Arms Brewery
Hampetead, N.W.—Weighbridge Foundations &c., Lawn-rd..
Bumage, Manchester—New Xorth Aisle, St. Margaret's Church
Scarborough - Converting St. Nicholas H. into Municipal Offices
Lowestoft- Boys' Home. Battery Green
Higher Cloughfield-Sunday School
Darwen, Laces- Extenf-ions to Spring Bank Branch
Salisbuj-y— Masonic Hall, Crane-street
Limerick— General Offices and Stores
Ashford, Middlesex-Two Board Schools .".'....."..".'.*."

Smallbridge, Rochdale—House
Bingley— Shop, &c. !.!!.!!"!!!.!.

Hampsthwaite— Church Restoration
Annfleld Plain-Shops, &c '. '...'".

Wrexham—Fourteen Houses, Haropden-st. and Victoria-rd. ...

Canterbury- Extension of Electricity Works
Kington—Infirmary at Union Workhouee
Hoxton, N.— Alterations to Roof of Public Library, Pitfield-at..
Todmorden- Board-Room and Offices, Hall-btieet
Hull- School Buildings, Thoresby-street
Lerwick— Public School '„, ,„
Edgware. Middlesex-Probationary Wards at Schools' ...!!.!!""

Blairgowrie- St. Andrew's United Free Church
Wallasey— Extern icn of Engine-Houee
Eainhill, Lanes— Piggeries at Asylum Farm
liacard, Wallasey- Car-Sheds, &c., 6ea\iew-road
Devonport—Alterations to Mortuary
Liscard, Wallasey—Engine and Pump House, Seaview-road ...

Armagh—Premises
,

Stratton St. Margaret—Infirmary, &c .'.....'....

London, N.W.- Fire-Brigade Station, Euston-road ...............

London.W.C—Three Blocks Workmen's Dwellings, Drury-lane
Minster—Laundry Buildings at Workhouse
Wrexham— County School Buildings
Sheffield— Admini.-*trative Block at Fir Vale Infirmary
Walthamstow- Four Shops and Office Premises, Wood-street ..

Felixstowe -Balmoral Hotel (2fO rooms)..
Camberwell, S.E.— Infirmary Extension. Brunswick-siiuare
London, W.C.—Swiroming-Baths, &c., Broad-etieet
Morecambe— Rebuilding Royal Hotel
Gawithfifld—Additions to House .'.

'.

South Ossett-School Extension
Newhaven—Schools (500 seats), Meecbing-road
Borrowash— Additions to Bloso House
Hull—Warehouse. Blackfriargate '.

Dewsbury-Hide Market '.

,

Watford—Lecture-Room, &c
Milford Haven— Wesleyan Church
Hillsborough—New Premises
Dalkeith-School
Kendal— Refronting Shops, 47 and 51, Highgate ....."....'

Manchester—Playground and Offices
Dunmanway— Offices, &c
Caetleford- General Post Office, Bank-street
Featherstone—Three Houses and Shop
Hull-Bakery. &c ',,'„,_

Leeda- Excavating for Warehouse
Horsforth-Ten Through Houses. Featherbank-road
DoveDale—Additions to Peveril Hotel
Leeds-Stable. &c
Carlisle -Shops, &c
Gorseinon— Baptist Chapel ,„.
Scotby— Villa. Copse-hill

[

Clay Cross- Six Pairs of Houses
Leeds- Alterations to Tower Works
Audenshaw—Wesleyan School, Hooley Hill
Great Yarmouth -Fishing Premises on South Denes
Clay Cross -Dwelling-House
I^eeda—Enlargement of Crown WorkH, Harehills-road
Alton—Dwelling-House
Grantley-Entrance Lodge, Cottages, Laundry, &c

BT7II.DINaS.
Thos. Mortimer

Rural District Council

H.B. Lee ...v.....'.."...!!!

School Board
Aberystruth School Beard
C. F. Thomson
Middlesex County Council
St. George's (Hanover-eq.) Guardop.

School Board
U.M.F. Church Truatees .

Urban District Council
Pioneers' Industrial Society, Ltd..

Urban District Council
Guardians
E. T. Jackson
Islington Borough Council ..

Corporation
Glamorgan County Coundl ..

Borough Counoil
Glamorgan County Council..
North Dublin R.DC
Glamorgan County Council..

Urban District Council
Guardians
Glamorgan County Council
Harding and Co

,

Metropolitan Asylums Board

.

Town Council
London County Council
Sion Baptist Chapel Trustees ....

Industrial Co-operative Society

.

Irish Co.-op. Agency Society .

School Board

Industrial Co-op. Society, Ltd. .

Industrial Co-operative Society

.

Lighting Committee

Shoreditch Borough Council
Guardians
Kingston-upon-Hull School Board.
School Board
Hendon Union Guardians

Urban District Council
Lancashire Asylums Board
Urban District Council
Town Council
Urban District Council
James M'Mahon
Swindon and Highworth Guardians
London County Council
London County Council
Isle of Thanet Union Guardians ...

Guardians
Parochial Charities Trustees .

Hon. Douglas A. Tollemache .

St. Giles' Guardians
Holbom Borough Council

W. F. Egerton .

School Board . .

Hewitt Bros., Ltd

Endowed School Governors .

Sheffield Laundry Co.

aKMoaer '].'."'!'.'.".'.*

Munater and Leinster Bank.

.

Joe. Walker

Crowe and Co , Ltd,

Evershed, Ltd

John Harrison .

Ernest Carr ....

Harding, Hicbardaon, Rhodes, & Co.

B.'A.'Bak"erV.'.V.V.'."..V.V.'.'.'.V.V.l!!!!!*.!i*.l!

Arthur W.Midgley

Sir Christopher Fumees, M.P

Thos. Wm. Cotman, Architect, Northgate-street* Ipswich
Edward J. Toye, Architect. Strand, Londonderry
J. J. O. Ramsay, C.E. . Shillelagh
Johnstone Bros., Architects. 39. Lowther-street. Carl'sle

C. G. Baker. Architect, Town Hall Chambers, Great Yumouth
W. H. Boaker, Monumental Mason, Ruabon-road. Wrexham.
Colsoo, Farrow, and Nisbett, 45, Jewry-street, Winchester
J. B. Morgan, Architect, Llanelly
R. L- Roberts, Architect, Victoria Chambers, Abercam
J. G. Stallebrass, FI A. 8., Architect, North-street. Peterborough...
H. T. Wakelam. County Surveyor, Guildhall, Westminster, S.W....
Edwin T. Hall, F.R.I.B.A.. 57, Moorgate-street. E C
Henry Hall, Stanley Arms, Calderbridge
J. B. Morgan, Architect, Llanelly
Sampson Hill, Architect, Green-lane, Redruth
Charles C. Doig. Architect, Elgin
H. Shaw, A.M.I.C.E.. Surveyor, Cranbrook-road, Hford
HoUom and Fox, Architects. Corporation-street, Dewsbury
C. Morse, High-street, Tonyrefail
Wm. Seaton Gray. Clerk. Council Offices, Whitby, Yorks
J. Smith. Architect, Ballina^^loe

J. Earnfhaw. Architect. Wellington-road, Bridlington
A. He-sell Tiltman, FR.I.B.A., 81, Russell-square, W.C
J. E. Swindlehurst, City Engineer. St. Mary's Hall, Coventry
W. E. R. Allen, County Council Offices. Cardiff
H. Mansfield Robinson, Town Clerk. Town Hall, Old-street, E.G....
W. E. R. Allen, County Council Offir es. Cardiff
John O'Neill, Clerk, North Brunswick-street, Dublin
W. E R. Allen, County CouncU Offices. Cardiff
Vincent Davison, jun.. Architect, Bartley Lodge. New Maiden
Wm. Pare. C.E , Surveyor, George-road, West Bridgford
Runton and Barry, Architects, Huntriss Chambers, Scarborough ...

W. E. R. Allen. County Council Offiea, Cardiff
W. H. Stanley. Architect. Market House Chambers, Trowbridge ...

T. Duncombe Mann, Clerk, Embankment, E.C
Austin and Paley, Architects, Lancaster
Henry W. Smith. Engineer, Town Hall, Scarborough
The Architect's Department. County Hall, Spring Gardens, B.W....
Alfred Coates, Sunny Lea, Burnley-road, Rawtenstall
J. B. Thomley, Architect. Darwen. Lanes ...-

Alfred C. Bothams, Architect, 32, Chipper-lane, Salisbury
Bryan E. F. Sheehy, C.E . Architect. 13, William-street, Limerick ..

R. J. Lovell. Architect, 4*> tiueen Victoria-street, E.C
B. E. Sugden. 333, Smallbridge. Rochdale
W. Rhodes Nunns, Architect, Market-street, Bingley
C. Hodgson Fowler, F.S.A., Architect, The College, Durham
Geo. Thos. Wilson, Architect, 121. Durham-road, BUckhOl
E. Hanmer, 37, Penybryn, Wrexham
The City Surveyor's Office. Tudor Chambers, High-st., Canterbury.
C. 8. Delfosse, Architect, Duke-street, Kington, Herefordi^hite ....

J. Rush Dixon. A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Enj^., Town Hall. Old-st., E.C.
Jesse Horsfall, F.R.I.B.A,. Burnley-road, Todmorden .

Brodrick, Lowther, and Walker, Architects, Lowgate, Hull
R. D. Ganson, Clerk. School Board Offices, Lerwick
J. Hudson. A.R.I.B A., 23. York-place, Raker-strest,W
D. and J. R. M'Millan, Ardiitects, 211, Union-street, Aberdeen ...

J. H. Crowther, Engineer, Great Float, near Birkenhead
Jas. Gomall. Clerk, Rainhill, Lanes
J. H. Crowther, Engineer, Great Float, near Birkenhead
The Borough Surveyor, 30, Ker-street, Devonport
J. H. Crowther, Engineer, Great Float, near Birkenhead
H. C. Parkinson. Architect, 11, Colhge-street, Armagh
R. J. Beswick. M.S. A., Architect. 35, Regent-street. Swindon ... .

The Archt.'s Dept., F.B. Branch. 3. Warwiek-st., Charing Cross, S.W.
The Architect's Department, 18. Pall Mall East. S.W
Leonard Grant, Architect, High-street, Sittingboume
J. H. Phillips. Architect, Clive Chambers, Windsor-place. Cardiff...

E. W. Mountford, F.R.I B.A., 17, Buckingham-st., Strand, W.C...
W. A. Longmore, F.R.I.B.A., Hoe-street, Walthamstow
Thos. Wm. Cotman, Architect, Northgate-street, Ipswich
Edwin T. Hall, F.R.I.B.A., Architect, 57. Moorgate-street, E.C. ...

Clarkson and Son, Architects. 28, Great Ormond-street, W.C
Herbert Howarth, Architect, Regent-road, Morecambe
Settle and Farmer, Architects, Ulverston
F. W. Ridgway, F.R.I.B A., Borough Chambers. Dewsbury
Henry Ward, Architect. 8, Bank Buildings, Hastings
E. R. Ridgway, M.S.A., Long Eaton
John M. Dossor, A R.I.B.A., 2, Manor-stree*;. Hull
F. W. Ridgway, F.R.I.B.A., Borough Chambers, Dewsbury
C. P. Ayres, Architect, Burvale, Watford
John Wills, Architect, Victoria Chambers, Derby
W. J. Taylor, Architect, Bank-street, Sheffield

T. Sturrock, Clerk, Dalkeith
John Stalker, M.S. A., Architect, Kendal
S. M. Chadwick, Archt., Bindloss Chmbs., Chapel-walks. Minchester
Arthur Hill, B.E., F.R.I.B.A., 22. George's-street, Cork
Garside and Pennington, Architect", Pontefract
W. Hamilton Feamley, Architect, Featherstone
Freeman, Son, and GaskeU. Architects, 11, Carr-laae. Hull
Corson A: Jones & Perkio A: Bulmer, Jt. Archts. , Cookridge-st. , Leeds
G. F. Bowman, Architect. 5. Greek-street, Leeda.
Garlick and Flint, Architects. Buxton
Fred Mitchell, Architect, 9. Upper Fountaine-st., Albion-&t., Leeds
Joseph Graham, Architect, Bank-street, Cdrlisle

D. L Jone-^. Architect. West End, Llanelly
Johnstone Bros.. Architects, 39, Lowther-street, Carlisle

Ernest Osiey, M.S.A., Architect. Clay Cross, Derbyshire
William Bakewell, F.R.I.B.A . 3S. Park-squire, Leeds
Burton and Percival, Archts. , 150^. Stamford-st., Ashton-u-Lyne...

George Waller, Architect, Middle^'ate-stre ?t. Great Yarmouth
Ernest Oxley, M.S.A.. Architect. Clay Cross, Derbyshire
Albert E. Dixon, A.R.I.B.A., Architect. 5, Park-lane, Leeds
Ernest Oxley, M.S.A., Architect, Clay Cross. Derbyshire
Bland aud Bown, Architects, Harrogate
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THE ABVSE OF MATERIALS
DESIGN.

IN

THE tyranny of custom and convention is

observed in the bulk of our public and
private buildings, both in town and country.

We mean that, with very few exceptions, the

same materials .ire used in very much the

same manner, varied only to suit the demands
of popular styles. The factors of variation

in building, such as plan and construction,

operate only slightly compared with the

demand of style, ^^hether the buildings are

for official purposes, for shops, or residences,

little variation is found, except those per-

missible within the limits of brick or stone

or terracotta applied to the prevailing style.

AMiat is scarcely to be understood by the
" man in the street " is that the same treat-

ment or style is applied to a set of public

offices that is found in a private residence,

or a country inn : that a tower attached

to a private residence should resemble the

campanile-like chimney of the water-supply
pumping-station or factory chimney. It is

a common remark amongst those who know
little of architecture how much one church
resembles another, if both should have the
usual accompaniments of nave, chancel
aisles, and a tower and spire, and how much
Mr. Jones's house is like that of Mr. Smith.
These resemblances are not remarkable when
the same plan and appointments obtain in

both ; but when the buildings are widely
different in their plan and office it does
appear curious that no variation has been
attempted in the outward expression—that

the same kind of fenestration and the same
architectural details appear in both. The
same window or doorway and its dressings
are seen in the facade of a bank and in the
front of a restaurant or suburban library.

Such resemblances ought to be impossible
if the principle was followed that plan or use
should govern the design. And yet we are
30 ased to these conventions, or architectural
idioms if we may so call them, that we
seldom stop to argue about the adaptability
of any set form or expression. The same
dress is seen applied to buildings of most
diverse character and material, as may be
observed in walking through any of our
principalstreets. The Modem Renaissance,"
a very elastic mode, is used not only for our
most dignified public edifices, but for the
meanest class of buildings. It is this sort

of incongruity that has helped to hold up
our modern architecture to ridicule, and has
given occasion to critics to attack its position
as representing a living development of art.

1 There is another view of the matter : the
,
relation of workmanship to material. With
our improved methods of craftsmanship, it

might have been expected that a corre-
sponding improvement would be made in the
material. But this is not so. We employ
the same materials, and in much the same
way, as they were used in the earlier periods,
and this notwithstanding the fact that our
stone quarries are worked on more eco-
nomical methods, and that we have ma-
chinery for cutting, sawing, and converting
stone, for lifting and handling it, that our
ancestors did not possess ; that our brick
and terracotta manufactures have greatly
developed, and our resources in preparing,
mixing, and firiag the clay by the aid of
machinery have much improved. The
principles of brickmaking and moulding
and of stonecutting are practically the
same as they were, and the chief effect
iof mechanical appliances has been to

economise the material and to produce
greater uniformity—qualities that have been
rather detrimental to individuality and
variety. In the cheaper kind of building

we see such things as columns sawn down the

centre, mullions and cornices cut to save

waste. In carpenters' and joiners' work, the

use of labour-saving machines has intro-

duced a number of ' • short cuts " and easy

moulding methods, and the general tendency
has been to shorten labour at the expense of

solidity. But workmanship should emphasise
material, as it has done in all ths best periods

of art. The < rothic Revival aimed at doing
this, of exhibiting clearly the intention and
use of every piece of stone, brick, wood, and
iron ; but its disciples lost their way in imi-

tating the details. In another offshoot of the

same movement, Mr. Norman Shaw was one
of the band who shook off the trammels and
outward forms, and perceived the true

spirit of Gothic and Classic by giving a due
proajinence to materials as influenced by
workmanship. The lateMr. Sedding did some-
thingtobringback the true relation. In short,

the conventions of style and of custom in the

use of materials have combined to produce

the dull monotony of the average I..ondon

buildings by ignoring the factors o£ variation

due to differences of plan, workmanship, and
purpose. It is time that the profession

reverted again to the "true principles"

taught by the earlier Gothic revivalists.

Some few of them are leading the way.
Their works disclose a much closer relation

between plan and utility and design. They
reject convention for mere convention's

sake : any custom that is contrary to the

requirement of the building is not followed.

To them such conventions as Classic window
dressings and porticoes, intended to be con-
structed in stone, reproduced in cement or

brickwork, are intolerable. On the true

principles of architecture, stone porticoes

and window - dressings and quoins used
with brick cannot find any favour, such
features having been designed for stone

or marble, with which thin courses of

brick could not bond or unite. The new
school of architects who are not conven-
tionalists would not think of using features

or details confessedly intended to be in

stone. If they introduced columns or pilasters

into their brick buildings, they would con-
struct them of brick or terracotta, and alter

their proportions to suit the bond. Con-
structively, too, how can a tall pilaster or

column of stone worked in one stone be
joined to brickwork without risk of unequal
settlement ';' It is certainly contrary to any
sound principle of architecture to copy stone
details and features in brick, and this is one
of the lessons that the study of the Gothic
revival in its spirit has taught. The replicas

in stucco and •' compo." of Classic buildings
and porticos, which were once prevalent,

very soon disappeared when a healthier

condition of art came.
The reintroduction of terracotta and

gauged brickwork, and new materials like

artificial stone, have not led to any reform
in our mode of treating materials. Even
now we have buildings of brick and terra-

cotta that may, for anything to the contrary,
be copies of brick and stone buildings, not-
withstanding the properties of the two
materials are so different. Blocks of terracotta
are cast or moulded to represent stonework,
with deep projecting moiildings, and to shapes
that cannot be moulded, dried, and burnt
without warping. We see, too, that masonry
jointing is followed in many buildings,
whereas the nature of the clay product and
its twisting in firing suggests a modified
jointing which only experience can detect.
It is in the burning of the clay that the
shrinkage and distortion take place, and
many blocks have to be thrown away after
the labour of moulding, and so it is that
the manufacturer ought to be in the position
to advise the architect what are the best sizes

and forms to withstand these tendencies. Of
course, these distortions take place princi-

pally in clays which have not the proper
admixture of broken pottery, or ground
glass. Some clays, again, are less liable to

contract than others, and those that come
from Tamworth in Staffordshire, Poole,
Dorsetshire, and other places in Devonshire
and Northamptonshire are largely used. The
clays at least should be as pure as possible

and mixed in proper proportions that will

give a paste easily worked, and will dry and
fire well. Then there are the processes used
in shaping by hand, stimping in plaster

moulds, &c. These all have to be considered

in the design of terracotta work. M. 1 -efevre

in his able work on pottery refers to these

points : when the pieces are of complicated

form, they reij^uire to be moulded in parts

and then united. The solid compact blocks

are hoUow or chambered, which lighten them
and facilitate uniform drying and firing. In
pieces moulded in parts, care should be taken

not to make the joints "through delicate

portions, and, therefore, the designer should

study the most suitable form to be given

to the moulds." Under conditions so

far removed from those of stone, why
is it we are content to follow the details

of stone buildings : In England we have
seen a few bold employments—the Natural
History Museum, the Prudential Insurance

Offices in Holborn (now being extended),

the buildings in Carey- street (by Mr. Water-
house, R.A.), the Bii-mingham Law Courts

(by Messrs. Aston Webb and Ingress

Bell, buUt with the terracotta of J. C.

Edwards, Ruabon) ; also buildings in Sloane-

square, Bayswater, Birmingham, and Not-
tingham, constructed with the Hathern
Station Brick and Terracotta Co.'s products,

and theatres at Peckham and Richmond, all

examples of the use of this material. In
some of these the architects have treated the

terracotta in a manner that is quite in keep-
iog with its physical nature, employing
it largely in all cornices, strings, and
repetitional features, and in a manner
consonant with a moulded material. We
think a legitimate treatment is to be found
in using terracotta facing bricks in the place

of brick facings, so that the whole facade is

of the same material throughout. This
homogeneous use has not been adopted to

any large extent ; but in buildings like

the new rusticated ground story of the
Legal and General Insurance (.Offices in

Fleet-street we may see the material so used.

The employment of the material in broad
masses in the walling appears to be a more
sensible manner of using it in town build-

ings ; the bond and connection of the parts

is thereby maintained and imitation of brick

or stonework avoided. Artificial stone we
have not yet employed architecturally to

any large extent, though, of course, being
cast in larger masses, it suggests a stone treat-

ment to a greater extent than terracotta.

For buildings like houses built in rows or

terraces, working - class dwellings, large

factories, and where there is repetition of

features and details such as windows, jambs,
mullions, lintels, &c., artificial stone has a
future. But it, too, will call for a distinct

application of design, unlike anything we can
see in freestone, and the avoidance of any
resemblance to high relief and undercut
enrichment. Modern methods used in car-

pentry and joinery call also for notice.

Design in these branches has been less

restricted to old forms. The immense in-

fluence of machine labour has brought about
a change. Machine-made mouldings have
encouraged all kinds of cheap ornamentation.
Mouldedw rk like cornices, onie wrought in

the solid, can now be produced by "building
up" members with machine-run mould-
ings ; the price of machine-made joinery such
as doors is only Td. per foot for double
moulded doors l^in. thick. Mouldings are

now " planted " instead of being run in the
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solid, as they were formerly. All kinds of

inexpensive ornamental work can now be
produced by the lathe, especially panelling
and fretwork. This facility has resulted in

a very inferior kind of workmanship. We
have lost the solidity and character of old
work, but ornamental effects are obtained at

much less cost. Metal-work, castings, and
hammered work, plasterwork and decorations

in moulded and stamped materials have all

introduced newer methods of workmanship
and fixing, but they have not produced a

corresponding change in stylo. The old

wrought- iron and hammered-work designs

for metal are copied and recopied, the old

plaster and stucco decorations of the Tudors
and Stuarts are repeated with feeble mean-
ing and character, and, instead of carved

woodwork, a mechanical process turns out

imitations of the hand-carving of the best

periods at a low price. No difference in

treatment has accompanied the altered con-
ditions of production, no limits placed on
machine production—a serious ireach of the

principles of honest art. These are matters

that call for revision if our architecture is

again to become a living representative art,

making materials its true vehicle of ex-
pression.

DUDLEY SOCIETYGALLERY ABT
EXHIBITION.

^pHE exhibition of water-colours at the

X Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly, is one of

moderate size and pretensions. We have
here landscape, portraiture, and iiPin-r in some
variety, many of the members following the

traditional and safer methods, while a few

seek to express the facts of nature in a more
simple and direct mode of study. Walter
Severn, the President of the Society, sends

three pictures of interest, of river torrents

and falls over rocky passes between banks
of foliage. Two of them depict Ro83-shire

rivulets, as the " Auchnaclara Palls " (57), a

gushing stream making its way between

hills and over natural rocky weirs, with a

hilly background, very effective and natural.

"Elver Divie, Ross-shire" (HI), is a river

flowing over a rocky bed between wooded
banks. The sparkle of the rippling water is

painted with Mr. Severn's accustomed

vigour and realism. In another, '
' The

River Pindhorn" (216), the gleams of

light of the flowing water and its wooded
banks make a charming piece of river

scenery. After noticing the president's

work, we may refer to a few of the more
pleasing subjects. Mrs Rose Hake is strongly

in evidence in her very admirable studies

from Dinan, that very picturesque Prench
fortress town. We have (1) " Chestnut Timp,
Iiinan," a very picturesque corner of streets,

with three old overhanging- storied houses

of stone, very broad and feelingly drawn

;

other sketches include "The Road to La
Garaye, Dinan" (34), "Autumn" (SO), a

capital study of the well-known '
' Rue de

I'Horloge" (112), with its old houses and
piazza below, the "Market," and the pic-

turesque church of "St. Sauveur " (217),

all truthful in drawing and colour. C'has.

J. Adams sends several studies of land-

scape bits from Sussex and Surrey

—

"('hanging Pastuie," "A Summer After-

noon," with its suggestion of sunlight through
trees and road into field : and " A Sussex Pair "

(226) all fresh in colour and sentiment.

Evangeline Jex-Blake is a large contributor.

Her sketches of landscape, as " Evening after

Rain," has a delightful sense of freshness

and colour. " Romsey Abbey " (^7) and the

view of Wmchester I athedral, showing
avenue, are rather weak and uncertain in

the architecture, but broad simple wash
sketches that appeal by their directness.

The view at Hennebont, Brittany (12S),

suggests a windy day, and the d-lightful

expanse of yellow gorse in "A
Somerset" (158), is a charming

landscape. Breadth, as well as delicate

handling in foreground, are seen in Henry
Stannard's "When Meadows are Fair" (7),

in " Primrose Eve," a sunset landscape,

and the foreground and trees of " Mistletoe

Gathering " (26). Very pleasing grouping
of leafless trees, with a flock of sheep passing

through a gate, is seen in " Late Autumn "

(102), charming in its colour and delicacy. A
large Alpine view, "Sun Rising over the

Cloud Sea," from the Rigi, Scheideck, by H.
Forbes Witherby, deserves notice for its effec-

tive painting of the floating clouds below the
snow-clad peaks, and sense of atmosphere.
Two other Swiss landscapes^one from the
Engadine—may be seen. For its technical
handling, L. Block's shelf of old books. " In
Books lies the Soul of the wjiole Past Time "

(10), deserves recognition ; and several lady
artists—Alice E. Manly in '' Gravity," a
seated figure of a girl reading by a window

;

Miss Agnes J. Rudd's boat " Under Repair
"

(15) ; Eleanor Brace's " The Little liook-

worm"'(16); Gertrude Peel's "The Lonely
Pool" (27), a late evening effect with masses
of dark trees : and works by Miss J. A.
Gilchrist, a mist effect (19); Miss Winifred
Buxton's "Salt Marshes" (21) ; Mrs. Hussey
Freke (22, 29), Mrs. Mary Stormont (24),

Miss Josephine Christy (25), and Gertrude
Martineau (18)—deserve notice in passing.

S. C. W. Roscoe has a clever piece of coast

scenery, "Beer Head, Devon" (40), and
" Studland Bay " (183) ; and Fred C. Dixey,
" A Bit of Lynmouth " (50), " A MiU by the

Sea, Cornwall" (114), and other Cornish sub-

jects. Miss J. A. Gilchrist's weird subject,
" The Elfin Wood " (46), a pine forest with

its contorted tree-roots, and her other draw-
ings, have a vein of poetry. H. G. Stormount
has a keen and delicate sense of nature. His
"Autumn Morning" (53) is pleasing aa a

study of sunlit effect. The river scene (66),

by Miss Margaret Bernard, '

' On the Medway.
Looking towards Chatham," is a direct and
pleasing view of themurky town and its docks.

Another view " From Chatham Pier." with

an evening sky (103), and "On the Downs
near Wimborne ' (98), also an unfinished

sketch of " Hursley, Hants" (121), a clever

wash and line sketch, and averycharming im-
pression of meadow and trees at Nutshalling,

Hants, are other subjects. J.Twgg.inNo. 71,

is happy in his "Spring in Byfleet Woods "

(71), blue and white patches of colour in the

fields. The work of Alfred Stevens is always

interesting. His " View of Antibes," though

slight, is telling ; his large piece, '
' In

the Gorge, Pontresinco," mountain scenery

with a deep gorge banked by woods, is

painted with much spirit. One of the best

landscapes is Sylvester S*annard's " Th9 Old

Mill" (7S), a large, forcible work—in undu-
lating, barren, sandy heath under a stormy

sky, covered with furze and bushes, a cart

road winding its way past a windmill,

painted with much power. His smaller

work, "The Waning Hour," is soft and
delicate in its sunset tone over roadside and
cottage. "Solitude" (173) bears out its

name, a dark sky and landscape, with a

gleam of light on river. Mrs. Mary Stevens

contributes two or three charming garden

studies in her usual brilliant style. "Cottage

Garden, Norfolk" (79), "Hollyhocks" (236),

are delightful sketches of the blossom of

garden flowers.

Lexden L. Pocook, a country roadside, a

horse dragging a log (97), " Pollard Willows
"

(101), " Birch Trees" (203) are drawn in his

sympathetic manner. A cattle group of

much skill is by Berenger Benge". cows
grazing in a field, and his " In the Woods "

(213) is full of delicate handling. Miss Helen
Green sends a picturesque sketch at St.

Alban's(122); Miss Christian Severn a careful

drawing of " Gateway of Bishop's Palace,

Wells" (132), a view of " Kensington Palace
"

(141), and other subjects of interest. B. J. M.
~ ~ " "' " "' ^^ ' " a

go-cart by the sea ; Mima Nixon's " Mude-
ford, near Christchurch " (148), her " Sun-
set "(151) are represented in some pleasing

sketches. Eleanor Brace's figure of a man
seated leaning forward smoking is well

drawn. Maud Peel's cottage interior, with a <

little girl watching a baby in cradle, is full

of feeling. The flowers on the ledge of

windows bespeak domestic peace. Mrs.
Miriquita Moberly shows som? dexterous
handling in her " St. John's AVood
Jungle" (16S), and we can appreoiata

Fred. J. Aldridge's "Off Shoreham," the
old harbour with its fishing vessels and
choppy sea (175). One of the cleverest works
of the (jcni-e class is " Curios and Curiosity

"

(181), by F. C. Fairman, an inquisitive dog
astonished at an idol standing on the floor.

L. Burleigh Bruhl (194) shows some nice

colour and crisp handling in " Autumn
Morning" and in 202. Mrs. Mariquita

Moberly has a pleasing study of a little girl

in muslin apron in a meadow, 198, " Spring-

time," and we note Miss Frances E. Nesbitt's

group of flshing boats (219), Charles J.

Adam's large drawing, " A Sussex Fair," a

busy crowd of farmers and cattle, in which

the spirit of the busy fair is realised ; a nice

study of grass and wild flowers, " The Brook-

let," by W. Affleck ; and one or two sym-
pathetic works by Mrs. Sydney Bristowe,

as the slight sketch of a lady in a garden, her

face and dress lit up by strong sun ; No. 262,

by Philip C. Smallfield, a nice drawing,

delicate in colour; and some others by
J. Carlisle, R.A.K , Marshall C. Duassut,

and R. Wane.

Hillside, I Donne, Rose Barton (136) "A Big Haul,

piece of ' study of a boy fishing with a child in a little

THE ARCHlTECrURA.L ASSOCIATION.

THE fortnightly meeting of the Architectaral

Association was held, by adjournment from

the previous week, on Friday night. The Presi-

dent, Mr. W. H SETH-SsitTH, F.R.I.B.A., on

taking the chair, in well-choaea words expieasei

the regret all felt at the death of Uueen Victoria,

and moved a vote of condolence with the King ;

this was seconded by Professor R. Elsev Smith,

and was passed, all the members rising and

standing in respectful silence during the time

the President was speaking. Mr. Seth-Smith,

having another engagement, then relinquished

the chair in favour of Mr. W. A. Pite, vice-

president. Messrs. A. F. Benjamin, W. J.

Brough, B. A. Everitt, A. H. Fleuss, A. P.

Lambert, and E. E. i'emple were elected as

members; Mr. T. Davison was reinstated in

membership. Mr. R. S. B.^lfour, hon. sec,

announced that the first spring visit would take

place at 2.30 p.m. on Saturday, the 16th inst. (to-

morrow afternoon), when, by permission of the

architect, Mr. J. F. Bantley, the Roman CithoUo

Cathedral and Cardinal's House, Ashley Gardens,

Westminster, would be inspected.

ARCHITECTURE IS CRETE AND ORBECE.

A paper on this subject, illustrated by,

numerous lantern views, and by sketches, plans,-,

sections, coloured reproductions of fresco de-

coration, and photographs, was read by Mr.

D. T. Fvi'E, A.A. Travelling Student for 1809.

Like all Greek lands, Crete belongs to the dawn

of history, and is rich in remains of that Jlycenean

civilisation about which so little is known. This

period, however, belongs more to the dom»in of

archeology than of architecture, as also, in the case

of Crete, do the Greek and Roman periods, their

remains being so scanty as to afford little archi-

tectural interest. After the decline of the

Roman period, the island was conquered by the

Saracens in a.d. 820 ; then by the Byz ratines in

961. But to Venice belongs the chief Mediieval

period, which lasted from 1204 till the final

conquest by the Turks in 1669. The island in

its most representative aspects is Venetian.

Under the Turks how rebellion followed rebellim

is matter of well-known history. It is cert»!

that Crete held an important place in the E'"?

vEgean civilisation. Homer mentions it as a land

of ninety cities, from which we can infer that it

was highly populated. The sites of many of the

Homeric cities have been identified, and are now

partially disclosed—notably, Knossos, Gortyna,

and Ghoulas. In their construction we notice

the same characteristics which are displayed in

the Palaces of Tiryns and Mycenre, in the main-
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land of Greece, excavated by Schliemann and
Dr. Ddrpfeld, ic. In all are the same mud (or
rubble and mud) walle, mysteriously appearing
to be contemporary with Cyclopean masonry ; the
same drcular stone column-bases and paved areas.
Only Knossos has produced some

ENTIKELV NEW FOUMS or AUCniTECTlUAL PLAN
AND DETAIL,

and such a collection of painted stuooo, both
existing on the walls and in fragments, as to
make it ([uite unique in the Levant. Looking at
this stucco as a means of decoration, it is notice-
able (hat two distinct scales seem to have been
employed—one, comparatively easy to appreciate
now, consisting of life-size representations of
figures, bulls, gryphons, &c , or conventional
representations of landscape ; the other consist-
ing of v.ry small objects or figures produced in a
more brilliant style, and found in such small
fragments as to make it hard to understand how
it could have been used. From this latter variety
some very interesting architectural representa-
tions are apparent, which help to elucidate the
subject of Jly cen;oan building. The art displayed
at Knossos is the complete fruition of the genius
of the time. Though some of the finds at \'aphio,
in Greece, are quite as artistically mature, a com-
psrison of Knossos with either Vaphio or Mycen.i?
is futile at present, as so much of the treasure of
the latter comes from the tombs, which in the
Cretan site have not as yet been discovered. But
in the palace itself enough has already been
found to show that in this reputed home of the
art of Dedalus, a very keen, strong perception of
natural forms existed, and a direct getting at
nature behind an indefinable veil of convention-
ality, which gives the art of this epoch a distinct
value of its own. In building, the outer
walls, which may have been more or less
fortihcations, are baaed on ponderous squared
b.oeks of gypsum, which weathers with water
grooves, like the hard calcareous substance
of a cave. The bases of many walls in
Umestone and gypsum have been found very
accurately leveUed and laid out, but it still
remains a problem in many cases whether the
superstructure was of the same substantial
material or of mud to take stucco work. Nothing
of direct evidence has been found to point to the
existence of later Greek or Roman settlements
over thi, primitive one of the palace at Knossos,
though many R^man fragments exist in the
vicimty. The site of Ghoulas is an Acropolis
much more approaching the wild and inaccessible
character of MyoeniB than the refined and civilised
Knossos. Splendid polygonal masonry exists
here, forming ramparts up a steep hillside which
overlook a truly Greek prospect of hill and plain
And here also are picturesque evidences of a later
Kjmansettlementon the Acropolis itself. ButCrete
has no prominent Roman architectural remains
above ground that would bear comparison with
those of Ibllv. (irot^na anA A «:„ HT.-_-^ _. , , .those of Italy, (Jreece, and Asia Minor, and bsof
rauchhelp to the student in his search for the
historic links which bind the Imperial Art to the
Romanesque and Renaissance of later times
oming to more modem times, we notice also that

Crete has passed through so many vicissitudes,
and fire and sword have wrought in it such havoc,
that Us present day can show but little of per-
lEMent architectural value above ground. Owing
to the fusion of periods of the dominant medi.-cval
power and the later conquering Islam, Candia,
the moBt important historical town and the capital
of the island, presents in its picturesque aspect an
Ivistem town with white walls and minarets
.combined with massive sea-walls and fortifica-
Itioos. The more
I MOIIEUN AKCIIITECTIRAL REMAIN'S
iof Crete include (1) churches and monasteries in
a pseudo-Byzantine stylo, similar to those met
witu in the country districts of Greece •

2) bulld-
ogs of the eirly X'enetian period, in which the
pointed arch was employed

; (3) later Venetian

,?'l2'°f?v'? " P'o^'ncial Renaissance style-
1 lurkish buildings, which are mainly domestic

'tnd m plain stucco. The town of Candia con-
.ains e.xample8 of aU of these, except the first,
hough it has also been sadly deprived of much

T"" 5PPirently interesting of the Venetian
jenod. The great defence of Crete against theLurks in the 17th century was a matter of such
nterest to the Christian Powers of Europe thatve fortunately possess some literature on the
uDject, and contemporary plans of the fortifica-
lons 01

CAXDIA,

I

jhe siege of which lasted for more than two years,

and became one of the most memorable in history.
A plan of that time was made by a French
admiral, the Slarquis de Ville, who commanded a
relief expedition. This plan will serve to show
to the curious the nature and extent of the
origmal fortifications. JIany of these, especially
on the north side, exist to the present day in a
good state of preservation. The nature of the
harbour has been taken advantage of much in the
same way as at Rhodes

; and the fortifications of
the two towns resemble one another, both bein<j
more irregular than those of Nicosia in Cyprus'".
The Candia walls are good examples of their
class, but they have no prominent towers and no
decorative details of interest, except occasional
panels with the Lion of St. Mark and a few small
carved coats-of-arms. So they are probably
inferior in general interest to those at Famagusta
in Cyprus, and those at Rhodes. There are
three principal gates in existence, all Renaissance
of the Venetian period : the Canea Gate, the
Kainourio,_or "New" Gate, and the Liziretto
Gate. This last is probably the most interesting
of the three, and has a long vaulted pissage
from the ornamental inner gate to the outer
entrance. This passage is barrel - vaulted in
rubble, and descends pretty rapidly towards
the outside. It turns sharply to the left at
the end, so that there is an intersection, over
which is a dome lit with a single eye : thus when
the outer gate was shut the passage would not
be in darkness. The form of the inner gate,
with its pediment, is quaint ; but the details are
coarse, and in no way improved by much white-
washing. The part of the wall at this gate was
perhaps the most impregnable, as it commanded a
very deep moat, owing to the rapid slope of the
ground towards the sea. The level square of the
town inside the gate is raised artificially, and a
few steps ascend to a platform which juts out
beyond the main line of wall, being built upon a
forework which originally protected the bastion
here. The raised plateau is now the Public
(rarden, and commands a fine, though limited,
view seawards, and a good sight of the walls. To
return to the other gates. The Kainourio is more
commonplace than the Lazaretto, but is of naked
stone, and has a good quiet cornice. It forms
the entrance to the town from the interior of the
island, and the present roadway really crosses
what was the moat of Mediasval times. It has
also a long vaulted passage from inner to outer
gate, though not so remarkable as the other.
I'he Canea Gate has even less of architectural
interest than the other two. It has no vaulted
passage, being merely in the thickness of the
wall, and it leads to the high road that ruas east-
wards along the north shore of the island, towards
Retimo and Canea. Leaving the walls and gates
now, and entering the town by the harbour,
we see first the remains of the great arches of
Venetian Gothic which formed the arsenals of the
Medi.i'val town. They are marked thus on the
old plan, and were, no doubt, complete before the
great siege. Now, in their ruined state they are
used as boat slips. The responds which exist on
the back wall show that there must have been
ribbed and groined vaults here, and the piers that
exist are massive enough to show the large scale
of the whole. Leaving the harbour, we pass up
a sloping street to the centre of interest—the
market f quire -at the highest part of the town.
The market square has a fine old Venetian foun-
tain m the centre, surrounded by a Turkish
marble and wrought-iron grille, and from this
point can be seen, partly hidden by a large plane
tree, the only large building in the town of any
character—the old Venetian Renaissance armoury
now proposed to be renovated and used as a
museum of antiquities. This building is a very
good example of its period, and exhibits, as do
other little things in Candia, many of those
quaint provincialisms which so often "delight the
careful eye in architectural by-paths. The pro-
portions and details are alike good, and admirably
in scale with the general air of the town. A
crowning balustrade is rather wanting somehow
though Its addition might take awav from the
\ enetian character of the building. AVhite stone
IS the material used, but the lower story has been
whitewashed. The smallness of the rustication
18 noticeable. At the rear of the building, other-
wise plainer than the front, are some quaint
metopes in the Doric frieze, representations of
weapons, &o., carved with great boldness. The
other Renaissance work in the town is frag-
mentary, but the Turks largely adopted details of
the Late Venetian occupation, which causes some
confusion. The Gothic work in the town, or

rather the "pointed arch" work, is in tome
cases even more difficult to analyse, as the
Turks are always at home with the pointed arch,
so that the Venetian Gothic and the Turkish
work are not always readily distinguishable.
Both of Ihcm have probably a Siracenic origin.
Venetian Gothic is certainly quite a unique
flower in architecture, and perhaps belongs
properly to the East, as the Turkish work un-
deniably does. There are one or two charming
fragments of Venetian Gothic in the town,
enough to .show what might have been under a.

more fortunate dispensation. The only Gothic
church in the town, which is still standing, is
now used as a mosque, but is evidently the
building marked as St. Saviour's in Po Ville'g
plan. It has no pretensions whatever, being
merely a barn-like structure, with high, narrow,
pointed windows, all perfectly plain. It has a.
stumpy Turkish minaret of pleasanth original
design. This mosque is illustrated in" Pashley'g
" Travels in Crete." The wall fountain in tho
little square beside this mosque is the only
example I know in Candia of Roman work being
built into a wall by later hands. This fountaia
has merely a qujintness caused by broken-nosed
statues and battered columns, associated with,
some common-sense mouldings. Of Turkish work,
one of

_
the best old fragments is the series of

arches in the main street leading up from the
harbour. The Turkish fountains are mostly at
the comers of the streets, and, generally speak-
ing, are hardly worth taking note of ; but in
one or two cases the simplicity of the mouldings
deserves attention. Turkish work, when it re-
doubles on itself without other iLfluences, has a
tendency to over- elaboration, and most of the
great show fountains of Constantinople are
glorified grottoes in their total effect; so that
it is Tefreshing to come across some things in
this little provincial town which, either from
poverty of workmanship or uncertainty of
style, are simpler and broader in treatment.
A little corner kiosk illustrates the better class
of Turkish bijou in Candia, and though it is
small, has some claims, if one can get behind the
oceans of abuse and whitewash. la the narrow
winding streets one sees Turkish wooden houses-
with latticed windows, usually with a good pro-
jecting comice and pilasters, and the upper story
projected two or three feet, and supported on
wood brackets. In the high walls giving access
to the forecourts of the stone houses, one sees
here and there a Renaissance door and window,
with occasionally a wall fountain, a trough sur-
mounted by a round-arched niche and accessories
being the usual motive. The wood houses are
pretty much the same as those in the streets of
Stamboul, and remind one a little of English
half-timbered work, gables of course being
absent, and a thin, matchboardy effect taking
the place of the solid oak ot the English. I have^
reserved the mention of the earliest work of all,
the Byzantine, till the last; but there is really
no definite building in that style that I am aware
of existing in Candia. Pashley mentions nothing
in his book, and the only thing which Spratt
mentions which I have not identified is (I quote
his own words) " the ruined church of St. Titus,
over the eastern part of the fortifications, for such,
a town of cathedral proportions and architecture.
A handsome entrance and circular window over,
and part ot an elegant baptistery attached to it,

are still standing." It may have been an over-
look on my part, but I certainly know nothing
of such a church, which may, of course, have
been destroyed since Spratt's time (ISG.5). The
church also may not have been Byzintine. This
takes us pretty well over the ground for il'andia.
In general impression, it is a hopeless mixture of
the odds and ends of various periods. There is
not a recent building of any note whatever,,
except perhaps the Greek cathedral, and not a
single mosque which is worth enlarging on. The
best mosque in the town is the plain old building.-
mentioned before as the only Gothic churcti
existing

; but here, beyond a picturesque,
weather-beaten, brick-and-stucco wall, there is
nothing to be noted. The modern Greek cathe-
dral is best seen at a distance, and gives addi-
tional life tj the sea-view ot the town. One can
pretty well take in the town after a walkthrough,
and appreciate what it is—tawdry, neglected,
Medi;oval Eastern—shortly to become more im-
portant, perhaps, through a museum which con-
sists of valuable exhibits with no proper building
to hold them. But, leaving Candia, let us turn
our attention to other parts of Crete, and see

I

what is to be found in the way of architecture.
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And if the result is disappointing, we can re-

member that archajologically, at Isast, the

ancient evidences are of immense value. The
reiults of Knossos, Praesos, Sortyna, (Jhonlas,

&c., and the sundry caves of Zeus are giving

Crete a research interest quite exceeding ex-

pectations. Architecturally, however, it has no
town with a strong Jledioeval interest, like

Rhodes, and no body of work such as is disclosed

to us in M. Enlart's new book on Cyprus. The
results for Crete are in comparison meagre and
fragmentary ; here and there a small liyzantine

church or a picturesque monastery, and for the

rest, merely the plain 1 lomestic work met with in

the country districts of any Eastern land. It is

true that there are two other tosnsof import-

ance on the north coast—C.^nea and Uetimo

—

Canea being really the modern capital of the

island. The growth of Canea is due to the ad-

jacent harbour of Suda, by far the best in Crete,

and its prestige is only on the modern side. It

is the residential town of the High Commissioner,
and, like Ketimo, a commercial centre. It would
be necessary, therefore, to thoroughly explore

the country districts to arrive at a complete
knowledge of all the smaller I retan works. As
the architectural bits are so fragmentary, and
native evidence so little to be depended on, this

would mean a tour of several months' duration.

1 was only able to make a tour of about 1 00 miles

through fairly representative country, but was
thus able to appreciate pretty well what can be
looked for from the island. I could not do
better than illustrate by examples the Cretan
house, church, and monastery.

THE HOUSES

of the Turkish beys are the only ones left to us

of any importance. They are usually farm-
steadings in themselves, but the houses of retainers

are sometimes grouped in a tiny village near. I
can briefly illustrate the better class of house by
the one I have most acquaintance with—the head-
quarters of the excavation at Knossos—of which
I have sketch and plan. The front entrance is

quite a private one, and leads to the little piazza

reserved for the household. The real entrance is

at the back, through a courtyard, and leading out

of this yard, round which are grouped the stables,

is a smaller one descending to the kitchen apart-

ments and entrance to the harem. The selamlik

looks out to the front, as do the other principal

rooms. All have stone-wall fountains, which
cool the air in summer, and a divan, or at least a

platform, round three sides. Glass is a luxury,

ijut hinged wood shutters opening outwards are

indispensable. In the house I am describing

there are loopholes in the walls, presumably for

defence. Joined on to the house, besides the little

piazza in front, is a large water-tank, forming a
reservoir for the irrigation of the garden. This
tank is not conducive to health in summer
time. The house is all whitewashed externally,

and is very sensibly plain, with a square
parapet to the flat mud or cement roof.

The rain - water is carried off by channels

running down the wall, which in the front of the

house are screened by pilasters. The ceilings

are of wood ; stout exposed rafters carrying

boarding. In the back entrance lobby is an olive

press in the waU, for the use of the household.

As for the villages, the small out-of-the-way
ones have the merest shanties, with rough stone

whitewashed walls and flat mud roofs, huddled
ogether in picturesque style. The hill-AJllages

i I summer are pleasant, as one half lives on the

roof. The larger villages have whitewashed
houses, the more important ones with courtyards
opening off the streets, and sometimes of two
stories, as in Cindia. Ited-tiled gabled roofs are

also occasionally met with, though they are really

modern features. The next thing to consider is

THE HYZAXTIXE CHUIICH.

This is often in splendid isolation, sometimes on
a hilltop, and occasionally even on mountain
summits. But every village has its tKk-Xiutt

; at

feasts, such as Easter, a very important place
indeed. The universal plan is an oblong hall,

without a narthex, and with but one feature—the
tiny apsidal projection at the east end, finishing

semi-dome fashion. In this apse is the only
fancy window ; in common cases, usually a queer
little two light, with the luxury of a hoodmould.
The better class of church has a carved door, or
painting, in the plastered vault. Notes from the
two churches beside the ancient site of Lyttos
will ilhistrate. The rough plan and section of

the adjoinini; church of St. (leorgo illustrates

an average arrangement. There are traces of

rude painting in the vault of this church. A very

common type of door-head in small churches
was also sketched. The wood doors of these

churches are sometimes elaborately carvel. The
usual type is a two-leaved square door, with a

rounded centre-post, on which most of the
carving is lavished. Jlany of these wood
carvings are so undoubtedly executed in the full

tradition of good work, that it is astonishing to

find they mostly belong to this century ; in some
cases being done within the last thirty years.

So tradition is dying hard in Crete. It is quite

possible that these churches at Lyttos, not
specially celebrated in the island, mav point to

some fairly interesting tit-bits of Byzantine
work, with, perhaps, one or two new "develop-

ments of plan in other parts of the island. But
there are no outstanding churches of any size,

and I doubt it results would go beyond the
student's notebook. I have the names of three or

four other churches in the island which are said

to be interesting. Following naturally from this,

of course, is the subject of

THE MONASTERIES,

as they always have chapels attached. Thesitua
tion of monasteries here, as elsewhere in the

Levant, is often very delightful. They are usually

more subjects for the sketcher than the architect

in his more practical moods, but the monastery
at Arkadhi shows a front of considerable interest,

with that quaintness of combined Gothic-Classic

influence so instructive often in unhackneyed
forms. Unfortunately, Crete is not rich in

monastery work. Pashley mentions a monastery
at Triadha, and gives rough sketch, which
appears picturesque enough. "The pen-sketch of a
deserted monastery on Jlount luktas shows how
the average of these buildings tell 'uy their group-
ing, but have no particular architectural qualities,

strictly speaking. The second part of the paper,

dealing with some

TmKISH WORK AT J1U0U8SA,

follows somewhat naturally from the first : as

after an examination of the mosques of Con-
stantinople, one feels, as in Crete, the readiness

of the Turk to adopt the indigenous architectural

forms in the territories of his conquests. The
work of the Osmanlis at Broussa, however, is

earlier and more representative than any found at

Constantinople, and holds an isolated position in

Turkish art, somwhat similar to the Cinque-Cento
in the history of the Italian Kenaissance. The
intricacy in the developments of Eastern work
is manifold, but in the vast web of Saracenic

styles the growth of what might be called the
Renaissance of Turkish architecture is at least

clear and distinct. The beginnings are to be
found in Asia Minor, in those large and sug-

gestive and often very beautiful remains of the

Seljouk domination. It may be said that this

pointed work of the Seljouks bears most aflinity

to Persian work, on which it was directly

founded. The work about which I wish to speak
begins with the era of the Broussa Sultans, when
Mourad, Bayezid, and Mohammed—all first of

the name—build the chief mosques of Broussa.

Founded, as it was, on what the Seljouks had
done before, this work seems to have, in addition,

some large and common-sense individualities.

The typical two-dome p'an, which Texier ob-

serves is not found at Constantinople at all, is

best seen here in the Mosque of Mourad II., the

Mosque of Bayezid I., and

THE OREE.X MOSUVE,

or Mosque of Mohammed I. It is of this last, and
of its Turbeh adjoining, that I wish specially to

epeak. The two-dome plan, in its completeness,

has an open porch, or loggia, of the whole width
of the entrance front ; and this feature can be
seen in the Bayezid and Mourad Mosques. The
Green Slosque, however, was left incomplete, and
the porch was never added. It would be in-

teresting to know whether the great canopy of

the central doorway belongs to the original pf.riod,

or was added later. The mosque was built in

U'JO, and one hardly looks for such big, say

Michelangelesque, detail in Anatohaatthat time

In exterior disposition the mosque is, uniformly,

of two stories, finished with a cope, over which is

a low-pitched roof. At the entrance end are two
minarets, originally covered with green faience,

and evidently constructed since the earthquake of

ISaS. The exterior, generally, is all marble
surface, and has exquisite cirving at the doorway,
windows, and niches. The doorway is a parti-

cularly fine piece of design, both in proportion

and detail. The thought displayed in this

building is its essential quality, and this one m%y
realise without elaborate means. The adjoining

Turbeh, or tomb of the founder, is one of the most
delicious creations imaginable. Thelowerpart of

the exterior is of white stone, with large panels of

bright blue -green tiles. The upper part is painted

light green, and it is finished with a domical
lead roof. The following notes concerning both
these buildings were taken on the spot. Begin-
ning with the Turbeh first. Outside, the mould-
ings are large and simple, and the size allows for

great breadth of pcale. There are ornamented
tiles over some of the lower windows, and panels

of same above these. The doorway is a fine piece

of colour, painted, not tiled, and over the door-

way is a good, simple, stone-moulded hood. The
plan of the building is an octagon, with a range

of large lower windows occupying six sides, the

mihrab and door, opposite each ofier, being in

the other two. There are two ranges of upper
smaller windows, the highest being just below
the springing of the dome, in that deep band of

slightly projecting corbelling, triangled out,

which occurs so often in Turkish domes. These
top windows are stained glass, the others plain

;

but the light coming from the lower ones is

subdued, as the wall is very thick, and the

straight ingoings catch a lot of light. The
interior defies description. A rich blue-green

dado of hexagonal tiles, with a border at the

floor and ditto at top, runs right round to a
height of about I Oft. It stops against the

doorway and mihrab, and the windows are

set in it with independent borders. At the

sides of each window — about midway up

the dado—is an ornamental spot of tiling.

At the broader mihrab and door there is only

room for half of this. All is white plaster

above the dado, except for a little centre flower

painting in the dome, not of much account. "The

stone floor has an octagonal centrepiece, raised

one step, and ornamented with tiles on the edge.

Above this, again, is a square tiled platform,

about 18in. high, for the bier. This platform

has a verticil design of tiles of great beauty and

exceeding richness of colour—a perfect harmony
of blues. The mihrab has some exquisite work

;

in fact, it is full of the most delightful detail in

form and colour. The small round pillars,

covered with faience, and the centrepiece over the

pointed niche-head, are specially noticeable. In

the latter one notices the delicacy and beauty of

the contrasts between the main ground colours

:

pale mauve competes with a light blue-green,

helped by a judicious balance of white and green-

yellow. There is an immense amount of study

in the floral patterns. The lighting is perfect.

Leaving the Turbeh, we come to the mosque.

Outside, certain windows have a thin blue strip

of tiles, 2in. or Sin. wide, inside the architrave.

This has a good effect in combination with the

white marble. The interior, considering its size,

for bigness and beauty and rest, impressed me
more than almost any I know. It is on the two-

dome system, and quite successful, owing to some

simple expedients. (1) The entrance domed halli

has two side spaces opening off it, roofed with

hexagonal domes, and with floors raised above;

centre level, which gives the entrance al

breathing room that is particularly valuable.

(2) The floor of the inner domed haU is raised

some '2ft. 6in. clear drop above the other,

with a small centre stepway only. (3) There iSj

a flat marble ardh between the domes, which ie,

good, as it doesn't exclude too much light, Ot

separate the domes too much. (4) There is a

small octagonal fountain under the outer dome,

which helps it to be more obviously an entrame

to a higher shiine. (5) There is a circular top

light over this dome, so that the inner dome,

being darker, has more ot an air of mystery. All

the richness of tile decoration (and this part if

quite as fine as the Turbeh) is concentrated on tie

:

doorway, side recesses, and upper gallery, so thai

the entrance end is bright and cheerful, yet with

an air of quietness about the side niches of thf

door ; the inner part is plain, sombre, and tomb-

lil;e. Vet with all the accessories the two are Bt

perfectly joined together that there can ban'

question as to their being one building. Standing

in front ot the dai <, looking back to the door, on(

notices the fine effect of the subdued light in the

rich tile work there, all in a beautiful scheme

blue. There is a dado in this building asin th(

Turbeh, but not so fine ; the colour is a plain darl

green. There is nothing particular about tb

mihrab and minber. The lighting: arrangement

of this mosque are most instructive for stud.v

there are three small windows in each ( f the man
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domes, at the springing : and the side domes have
each similar windows. The other windows, shown
on the plan, give a subdued light, as in the

Turbeh. The gallery on each side of and above

the entrance is a most interesting feature. It

bears some resemblance to the similar feature in

the Mosque of Jlourad II., of which Texier has a

plan.
OTHEU MOSaVES IN' IIROISSA,

besides those already mentioned, are the TIu
Fami, or Hreat Moeqiio, the Mosiiue of Emir
Sultan, and the Mosque of Mourad 1. at

Tchekirgeh. The former ia a very large build

ing, more like a bazaar than a mofque, and quite

dominates the general view of the town. It is of

large simple-pointed work, with two tall minarets
and a forest of domes. It is finished in stucco,

like most of the Constantinople mosques, and this

poverty of material contrasts rather unfavourably
with the (Jreen Moscjue, which is finished with
marble both outside and in. Some very good
brickwork is also to be seen at Broussa— in the
exterior of the Mosque of Emir Sultan, and in

the various Turbehs at the Mosque of Mourad II.

The type of entrance loggia which was so common
here, and which was continued as a feature in

the Constantinople mosques, may be well seen
from the Mosque of Bayreid I. In considering
the conditions of the problems presented to us by
these Turkish buildings, we can learn by seeing
the use the builders of them made of their

materials to hand in toto ; that is to say, of con-
ditions of climate and religion, as well as hard.

matter-of-fact forces of everyday design ; and
following from this, by the good old lessons on the
justification of apparent eccentricities, common
in some form or other to every period of
architecture. What strikes as boldness in
a design, when we come to analyse its

constructive meaning, may appear simplicity
itself when the effect as it stands is only
taken into account, and unworthy of any
except admiring notice. For example, stripped
of its effects and considered on plan, the corbelling
out of the main domes of the (Jreen Mosque on
three sides only may appear freakish, but in
reality it serves to make one interior of the two
domes, especially as softened by the beautiful
form of corbelling adopted by the Turks and all

Saracen races. The fact, too, in the same build-
ing of a higher shrine inferior in cheerfulness to
the lower entrance part seems peculiar on the face
of it, apart even from any religious motive ; but
when we eee that this effect is balanced by a
stately gravity in the design or the entrance wall,
and, moreover, is quite reasonable in itself from
an .'I'sthetie point of view, we realise a something
here which gives a sense of fresh perception, and,
as such, is, of course, of the highest value. The
sense of strangeness in contemplating Eastern
buildings at the first rush is inevitable to us,
because the real East is far removed from the
West in everything, including such a small thing
as the treatment of an interior. The elements of
the composition in a mosque interior are the foun-
tain of cold water surrounded by cool and restful
colours, and an exquisite diffused light. In the best
cnosquos there is no attempt at strenuousness in
inything. The mihraba, though often marvels
)f detail, are set as a rich door in a plain wall
would be, which means that they draw atten-
tion to themselves, but do not detract from the
iimplicity of the compo5ition as a whole.
Naturally, in Eastern countries the smallness of
;he entire window area necessary for lighting a
building adequately vastly affects the conditions
i)f design. It is this partly, perhaps, that
makes the domical construction of these countries

easy, as there is no need to be eternally fussing
ibout thisor that window which interferes with this
r that corstruction. The total effect of lighting in
wo interiors (one Western and the other Eastern)
iiy be the same : the former with its many
•indows, and the latter with its few. The ad-
aci-a»e, however, for purposes of decoration is

Utin<;tly with the East: the w.all-spaces are
roader and simpler, and the abaence of an

" ippearance of lighting forcing itself on one gives
• reaterrestfulness to the decorative effects. Thus

1 a measure the entire question of Eastern
^coration must be considered with reference to
jSelf alone. The large use of tilps in decoration

I the prevailing characteristic of Persian art and
. 'hat emanated from it. This makes possible the
. irge spaces of plain colour which are necessary
rhen only borders and spots of pure ornament
i-e used. Hexagonal tilei of an exquisite blue-

• ireen, relieved by gem-like touches of pure
)lour, such as we see in the Green Turbeh, are,

under the circumstances, perfectly satisfying. It

is a question of surroundings and mental atti-

tude to a large extent. Coming from the
blinding sun and dusty glare of an Eastern
summer into such a perfectly neutral half-light,

with its cool marbles and fountains, and its atmo-
sphere of satisfying colour, one feels a sense of

the fitness of things. Use and wont and percep-
tion of lonjr ago have made the materials which
best suit the situation. The practical conclusion
of the whole matter is to try and find out how the
Moslem has solved the ordinary problems of his

building, for naturally he has a certain discount
to start with, having Persian tiles, which belong
to the world's chiefest treasures of art, at his

command. But if there ajre evidences of thought
in their setting—as, I think, will easily be found
in such buildings as the (ireen Mosque at Broussa
—we can have scope, after the first burst of

admiration, to contemplate wise solutions of

problems which come very near to us after all.

There is a strange freedom also in the treatment
of much of the Turkish work which makes it easy
to institute a comparison with modern work.
For instance, Mr. Philip Webb's conception of

stone detailing seems to me similar to the attitude

of the Broussa builders in a like capacity. A
strong feeling for material is evident, and a
daring reserve in design which is nearly always
justified in effect.

Jlr. Evans, Keeper of the Ashmolean Museum,
Oxford, the director of the excavations, supple-
mented Sir. Fyfe's paper by some explanations
of the architecture of and fresco paintings
on the discoveries at Knossos, showing that the
work much resembled that found at Tiryns.
Messrs. R. Phene Spiers, A. C. Dickie,
Beresford Pite, Walter Crave, A. T. Boi.tdn,

R. Elsev Smith, and the Chairman joined in the
discussion, and a hearty vote of thanks was
accorded to Messrs. Fyfe and Evans, both of
whom responded.

THE THEARCHITECTURE OF
TWENTIETH CENTURY.

By Baxister F. Fletcher.*

general considerations.

Til transport oneself into the middle of the
new century re(iuires perhaps more

imagination than an architect in everyday
practice has at his command, but it is interesting

and perhaps instructive to try and think out the
problems which are likely to harass the architect

of the present century, and to picture in our
minds how he will solve them. The following
remarks are, therefore, necessarily speculative,

because I am breaking away somewhat from the
hard facts of the present and dealing with what
may come to pass, say fifty years hence. Our
subject is the Architecture of the 20th Century.
Perhaps it will not be unwise to put the question
to ourselves. What is Architecture r .The answer
to the question is really that which we shall give
as the result of our imagination for the coming
century. Architecture is the result, the record
of civilisation, the permanent expression of the
people, the great Recording Angel who writes on
indestructible granite the manners and customs,
the very lives of the people in whose times such
architecture is carried out. Let there be no
mistake in this, that architecture in this respect
is as true now as it was in the times of

the Egyptians, Assyrians, Greeks, Romans, or
Mediicvalists. Then as now it records our lives,

our civilisation, our mental and social conditions,

as truly as does any mirror the man who stands
before it. It is evident that, since the Renaissance,
the record is more subtle, the pictures less clear,

but that is because our civilsation is more complex
and our methods more obtuse. When archi-
tecture a<e of the tree of knowledge in the
I.5th century, and seized upon the outspread
manuscripts and splendid structures of old Rome,
she was doing something which, until then, was
an unknown quantity in the world of art.

Architecture until that time had been the spon-
taneous growth, the natural unbidden fruit of a
tree planted on various soils and hence bore varied
natural fruit, the result of such planting. In the
1.5th century, however, such a natural cause of

growth was abandoned, and architecture, as far as
outward form was concerned, went back like a
bow unstrung to the ancient forms of Classic
times. In other words the revival of the learning

' Read Feb. .S, before the Birmingham Archite::tural
Aasociatiou.

of the ancients tended to produce the revival

of the forms extant during the period of the
Crreek and Roman ascendency. And so it must
always be, architecture is made by the people and,
nnlciis loll IIS, it must bear the impress of the people's

mind, although, at the time, it may be diflicult to

discern. Placing aside for a moment the now types
of structures demanded by succeeding generations

of men for their use, let us glance at the ever-

recurring question of stylo in architecture, and
see it we can picture that style of architecture

which will be paramount in the dim and dis-

tant future. < (f one thing we may be certain,

I think, and that is, that whatever style in

architecture may bo in vogue, Classic, Modi;eval,

or Renaissance, it will bo so adapted to the

needs of the people that its form will bo to all

intents and purposes new. We sha'l be spared

the absurd and pedantic (J reek temples which
were erected as dwelling-houses at the beginning

of this century, or later, the lath-and-plaster

Gothic palaces which were to transport us back-

to the Middle Ages. The world is now too

matter-of-fact and too much addicted to re-

viewing buildings from the practical and sanitary

point of view to put up with such chicaneries,

Fashions in architecture we shall have as we have

fashions in ladies' attire, or, for the matter of

that, in men's garments ; but we can safely pre-

dict that convenience in planning will not be

sacrificed tooutward form, and that the sizes of our

fioors and windows will not lie subordinated to

anything but our requirements and convenience,

iieyond that we may strain our eyes in vain along

the architectural horizon in search of an advance

copy of the style which will prevail. And this

the more so because we must look unsuccessfully

for new forms, unless we have new materials

which will evolve such forms. It must be remem-
bered that we are using the materials that the

Romans used in our architecture, and although

the difference is great compared with Roman
architecture, yet it is comparatively little when
the distance between the one and the other is re-

membered. It is only by " ringing the changes "

on the various architectural forms and features

that we can see the future of architectural

design. I think it was Lord Eldon who
said that '

' architects and lawyers were the

most conservative people in the world."

Perhaps his lordship did not remember that both

Roman law and lioman architecture had reached

a perfection of completeness beyond which it was
ditficult to go, and that, therefore, what appeared

as conservatism was merely the inability to go
further. Certain it is that architecture, like

language, is a structure built up of certain well-

known forms or letters. Now, in language it is

not necessary to alter the number or names of

our letters to produce a 19th-century literature !

Tennyson and Shakespeare use certainly the

same letters, and also largely the same words,

vet one is not a copy of the other. The same
in architecture. Because once or twice in the

history of architecture there have been revolutions

in form , as from Classic to Gothic and Gothic to

Renaissance, people have come to expect what
they call a new style in architecture every

century or so, but such a thing is unlikely. It

is in the putting together of various features that

new phases in architectural art are introduced,

and not by wholesale destruction and invention

of new ones. To tell the truth, such invention

is well nigh impossible; for, if we take such

homely instances as a door, a window, or a fire-

place, it is impossible to alter much the form oi^

either, as long as the size and position of the

same remain similar and appropriate. Thus
architectural style will probably not vary much
from the Renaissance form at present in vogue
for public buildings or the Gothic for ecclesi-

astical buildings. But whatever form is current,

there is no doubt that freedom—almost license, I

had said—will be paramount. Such is the spirit

of the age, thence the architecture will reflect

such spirit. We need, I think, expect no more
revivals. Architects will be honest in this. The
attempt to foist imitations of another century, as

in the Greek and Gothic revivals, will probably

not recur, but design will travel along the smooth
lirwe of careful inventiveness without any revolu-

tionary tendencies. But, in any case, as we shall

see later on, difference in the needs of the people

will produce buildings new in form and outline, if

not of necessity largely so in architectural detail.

It is the age of the democracy, and the buildings

of importance, such as the libraries, public halls,

&c., will tend to show the turn of civilisation in

these constructions. If there is one thing more
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in evidfioe, and likely to be so than another, it

is the complicited and intricate planning which
many modem structures require. I shall refer

to these later, but it must be apparent that these

structures ara quite modern in feeling and form,

aid thit little of their character has been seen

before. It is true that during the great Roman
period of architecture, emperors vied with each

other in the erection of public baths for the

people : but these are isolated instances erected

as a bribe to the populace. From the plan of a

building is developed its general form, from the

functions of its various parts is evolved its

exterior, and as the various types of buildings

alter, so does the architectural elevation vary

with them. But before I pass on I must refer to

the science and profession known as engineering,

which, formerly in the architect's province, has

now quite dissociated itsalf from its elder sister.

There seems no doubt that, to posterity, the great

engineering structures of the day will appeal as

essentially of this century ; such works as the

Forth Bridge, the Eiffel Tower, the Tower
Bridge, the Brooklyn Bridge, and many others

are essentially new in form, bom of a new
material—steel—which, by necessity, has evolved

forms quite ne«r in the world of design. The
number of such works will no doubt be largely

increased, and the 20th century will probably be

known as the " Steel" age. It is only to be
hoped that the hideous structures perpetrated

under the name of engineering will be improved in

outward appearance, as thoy could easily be, by
engineers being trained along with architects in

their ea'ly studies. In France great engineering
structures of this kind are often designed jointly

in the manner indicated above, and this has been
followed by very encouraging results, as at the

Paris Exhibition of 1S89. As far as civil archi-

tecture is concerned, there is little chance of the

use of steel superseding that of other materials.

Steel is not suitable for forming the walls of our

houses. It is a conductor of heat. It is used in

thin lace-like shapes, and is quite unsuited to

keep out heat, cold, or the elements. Hence,
although it is sure to be used for large engineer-

ing structures, or in isolated cases demanded by
peculiar conditions, as at Chicago, it is not likely

to be a factor in the construction of architectural

forms p!'r se. Its increasing use in warehouse
roofs of large span will tend to alter interior

architecture considerably. Instead of the pon-
derous wooden roofs erected in the past, a light

eteel framework, covered with plaster in coffered

panels is likely to be largely used. The lace-

work design and construction of the ribs prevents

any necessity for tie-rods, and thus gives a new
element in architectural design, which should
produce new treatment.

AnCHITECTTRE AN'D I'l'BLIC HE.iLTH.

It is admitted that architecture consists in the

designing of beautiful buildings, suitable for the

special purpose to which they will be put, and
having, therefore, the essential quality of fitn<sx.

There can be no doubt that the healthy arrange-
ment of buildings has much to do with architec-

ture in its highest sense, and considerations

relating to the health of the occupants of build-

ings affect the form and structure, and therefore

the expression of buildings. In the coming
century this will be even more distinctly the

case, because there can be no doubt that the

principles of sanitary science will be more
strenuously sought after, and more rigidly

applied. It might be argued that beautiful

buildings are not necessary to health : but I

maintain that to live among beautiful buildings

set in well-designed streets does help to a healthy
condition of mind. Paris as a city is, perhaps,

too stereotyped in its architecture, too stiffly set

in the framework of her streets ; but one never
visits it without feeling mentally in a beautiful

atmosphere, which is, of course, sometimes
counteracted by the unmistakable signs which
seem inseparable from Continental cities, that

the system of drainage is not quite perfect.

ENVIRONMENT.

I am stating an admitted truth when I say that
environment is a great power—a great factor— in
the formation of character, and in the general
wellbeing of any community. How can we
expect the gutter children of London to <rrow up
ai good citizens, as honest, sober, and manly,
when they nass their lives in the filthy atmo-
sphere of a London slum, with a fquare of dirty

pavement for a playing space, and with a gin-
palace for a background ^ We might as well
try to get blood from a stone as citizens healthy

in mind and body from such a nursery. Slums
are to a certain extent being exterminated ; but
if I judge the future aright, we are only at the
beginning, and that by the middle of the coming
century municipilities will have agreed thit

slums are as dangerous to the community as un-
healthy drainage, and that light and air and
plentiful sunshine shaU find an entrance, as far

as possible, into every quarter of our ideal city.

What more can we look forward to, 5Ir. Chair-
man, than beautiful buildings, filled with light

and suitably built from a sanitary point of view,
and set on to broad streets so aligned that the
sun's rays can penetrate during the greater part
of the day r So much, then, for the element of
fine art in regard to the house proper and its

frame, the city beautiful, which, I contend,
should be considered in relation to health
arrangements. Further, the architectural con-
ception of life is what we want—the idea of one
controlling spirit guiding all others for the com-
mon weal and producing works of beauty, form-
ing part of a general progress, the same kind ot

co-operative labour which resulted in the erection
of the Parthenon and the Medireval cathedrals.

SANIT.ITION.

We may spare a few moments to speculate on the
construction of houses in the new century deal-
ing with the subject:— (a) From the point of

view of plan, (i) from the point of view of con-
struction, (c) materials, [d] ventilation, and we
may well preface these remarks with a suggestion
for the necessity for a minister of public health,
assisted by a committee of experts. Such an
appointment is necessary, in order to codify the
enormous amount of literature on the subject,

and to place the carrying out of the Acts ; if

neglected by local authorities, in the hands of

those who will not be under local influence, and
who will have power to enforce the law. I shall

touch upon this later, when I come to consider

the smoke abatement nuisance.

Sanitation or public health will be the watch-
word of the new century. Pure air, pure water,

pure food, pure soU, clean dwellings, and clean
bodies will constitute the wellbeing and strength
of a nation. The more eflScient sanitary arrange-
ment and construction of our dwellings has been
advancing steadilv in later years, and lectures

and treatises have been written galore on this most
important subject, and yet how much remains to

be done to render our dwellings in a sanitary

condition ! By the more general teaching of

hygiene people may be expected to see more
clearly the necessity for a soundly-constructed
dwelling whereby doctors' bills may be avoided,

and a more eflScient day's work performed by the
occupants. If we consider how often the ills

that flesh is heir to are due to badly planned and
constructed houses, it does seem startling that

anyone is entitled to call himself an architect and
be responsible for that most important of sciences

—the planning of buildings ;—but this will be
referred to later. The advance in the system of

planning buildings has been considerable in recent

years, and no longer are houses arranged with
the sanitary apartments ventilated on to the
staircase or passage. Yet this was a common
practice in the pasc, and there are numerous
houses in London on the great landlords' estates

where such cases exist even now.

COSSTRVCTION.

In the 20th century certain anomalies in the
construction of houses, it is hoped, wUl disappear.

Amongst the most notable of these are the spices

specially provided by architects for the collection

of filth—for the storage and breeding of vermin
—and the dissemination of disease. I refer in

particular to the time-honoured method of con-
structing the ordinary combustible timber floor.

It is useless lecturing on sanitary science while
such a harbour for dirt is erected in almost every
house. Washing such a floor possibly only makes
matters worse—for half of the dirt is Washed
through the open joists between the floor, and
rests contentedly on the laths which support the

plaster ceiling below. Our floors must be solid

if we would have them healthy. Hollow spaces

of all kinds will, no doubt, be condemned by law
in the coming century. Hollow floors, hollow
walls, hollow spices behind skirtings, and the

like will be a thing of the past.

MATERIALS.

Since architecture first began to raise herself to

the level of fine art, there has been very little

change in materials used in the erection of build-

ings. Stone, brick, concrete, marble, terracotta,

and wood have been the materials at command,
and although the minner of working them has
varied, this has been brought about largely by the

social condition of the period. In the 20th century
we can dream of no fresh addition of any
material which is likely to revolutionise form.

Steel we have already at our disposal, but one
can hardly imagine that in works of pure archi-

tecture it will ever oust the older materials,

although it has almost completely done so in the

domain of engineering. 'The use of wood in

buildings seems likely to be less and less adopted

in interior fittings, and it is doubtful whether
many good substitutes for it may not be found,

especially in such parts of a building as floors.

This is foreshadowed for us in the construction of

modern hospitals where the floors are in most
instances made of some non-absorbent material,

of a concrete nature, which can be thoroughly

cleansed. In some modem buildings which are

not hospitals this method has been adopted. In
the Great Central Hotel, London, there is no
wood used except for doors and windows, and
there is really no reason why any architectural

features except doors should be of wood. In the

hotel mentioned the floors are of steel joists and
concrete, the upper surface covered with mosaic,

and the skirtings, which in most houses are of

wood, are of cement, instead of the objectionable

wooden skirting, behind which are the usual dirt-

traps. It does not seem that expense stands much
in the way of the adoption of solid concrete floors,

and the latest decision of the London County
Council permitting fireproof floors to bs con-

structed of fir joists and concrete has much
reduced the cost of such work. One element of

inflammability is therefore done away with,

besides placing the building in a much better

sanitary condition. For all buildings the tend-

ency is to cultivate the use of fire-resisting con-

struction, and there can be no doubt that this will

be greatly extended in the future.

VENTILATION.

Ventilation in general will no doubt proceed

on lines of general advancement, but except in

public buildings nothing that could be called

mechanical ventilation will be attempted, the

expense of such systems being too great. In

theatres, music-halls, public assembly - halls,
]

churches, &c., it may confidently be asserted

that great improvements in the proper provision

of pure air will be effected. It certainly does

seem a curious thing that although the science of

ventilation has passed the preliminary stages, and

may now be said to be an exact science, yet the

amount of air necessary to be pumped into our

meeting-halls and churches is not regulated by

any Act of Parliament. It would therefore

appear that the legislature does not believe fresh

air to be a necessity to existence or even to good

health, although it may be observed that the

Houses of Parliament are probably the best ven-

tilated buildings in the land. Our Building Acts

and Public Health Acts regulate the construction

of buildings, and provide in special cases for a

certain amount of cubic space per person ; but as

regards the ventilation of public meeting-halls,

they are practically inoperative. The improve-

ment which may be expected to accrue to the

health of the community at large by breathing

fresh air, properly warmed and admitted without

draught, when crowded together in large numbers

is not to be overestimated. It is certain that such

provisions cannot be much longer omitted from

the Public Health Acts, and the present dis-

graceful condition of our public meeting-halls will

then be altered for the better. We have been

termed "a nation of shopkeepers" ; but I think

a more appropriate term^ at least during a certain

proportion of the day, would be a " nation oi

lookers on," and I am bound to say that I think

this national characteristic, which, be it said, we

hold in common with other nations, will extend.

The increase in the numbers of theatres, music-

halls, and concert-halls which will be erected to

supply this demand will probably be very large,

and even the small provinciil towns may be

expected to be provided with such buildings,

properly ventilated according to the latest sanitary

knowledge in ventilation.

(7b be concluded.)

The corporation of Richdale have adopted plaM

by Mr. Jesse Horsfall for the extension of the frae

pnblic library, at an estimated cost of £5,000.

I
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the north-west angle of the hall. Th« castle was
measured jointly, in the summer of 1S99, by-
Andrew Hollo and James Smith, at that time
students of the clafgow .School of Art, the
drawings illuslrafed, with the exception of the
view from S.W., being by Jlr. Smith. * "

UAICilEVAK ( 'ASTLE, ABERBEEXSHIKE.
^OREIIOST among the castles erected during

the culminating period 1642—1700 .i.o., ac-
irding to ilcGibbon and Ross, " The Castellated
id DomesticArchitecture of Scotland," Vol. II.),

raigievar Castle is typical of the peculiarly
-Ottish style, and dates from 1610, though com-
eted, as would seem to be indicated by the records
1 various shields and coats- of-arms throughout
le building, in 1026 by John Forbes, of Menie,
ho had, in the interim, purchased what
mained o£ the originally extensive estate. Lord
impill, the lineal descendant of this John
orbe?, is now in possession. The very promi-
;nt turrets, and the ornamental gargoyles—

•

namental, for here they serve no useful
irpose, being placed in some cases as far
I two stories below the eaves—are features
arrowed from the preceding phases of the style,
lOugh, on the other hand, the ogee roofs to the
aircasa turrets, and the balustraded parapets,
ould indicate a leaning towards the Renaissance,
hich, later, displaced altogether the Gothic
ement in the Scottish style. The castle stands
idway between the villagea of Lumphanan and
Iford, and almost equidistant also from the
vers Dee and Don, which at tliis point are
x)ut twelve miles apart. Although erected
ith much more attention to domestic comfort
lan were the earlier structures of the style, the
.stle was yet in some measure fortified, for a
all—part of which, including an angle turret
id the doorway, remains—inclosed the court-
lid, in the centre of which stood the building,
id loopholes for musketry may still be observed
ithin the cistle turrets, though they are now
idden on the exterior by a coating of rough-
ist. To fit the buOding for a modern habita-
on,_the windows have almost all been enlarged

;

id in 1826 a new roof was erected. Also at
lis time probably part of the top floor was
Lserted, giving additional servants' accommoda-

tion. At one time the north-west angle turret,

which had fallen, was replaced by a square turret,

carried up on one side as a crow-stepped gable.

It is peculiar, though perhaps not exceptional,

that the castle has still but the original one door.

The mushroom-shaped stones against the walls

of the castle have simply been placed there for

ornament. They originally were used as sup-

ports for the bearers on which hayricks were
buUt.

As regards the interior, the dungeons in the

basement are now given over to the offices,

which doubtless formerly stood in the courtyard.

The holes through which food was conveyed to

the prisoners can yet be seen in the barrel-

vaulted granite ceilings. The castle is built of

rough granite rubble, of slightly reddish tint, as

seen in the exterior dressed mouldings, and this

is exposed in the interior walls of the basement.

It is supposed that the -straight, or " scale " stair

leading from entrance lobby to the principal floor

was inserted about 200 years ago, the great lintel

over the hall fireplace being unfortunately cracked

across during the operation. The banqueting
hall retains its former arrangement and decora-

tion in as nearly perfect a state as could well be
expected. The hall is a similar feature to that

at Haddon Hall, of the first part of the 16th

century, the "minstrels'" gallery of Haddon
being here styled the " Pipers' " gallery. In
Craigievar the ceiling is barrel - vaulted, in

granite, and groined in the central part, the
whole being encircled with plaster panelling and
ornament. The plaster overmantel is evidently

of somewhat later date than that of the founding
of the castle ; the decoration, representing the

Royal arms, is remarkable in that the lion and
unicorn are on the opposite sides to those on
which they are now invariably shown. A granite

tunet stair, of curious double construction, leads

from the principal floor to the bedroom floors,

which are also gained by a private turret stair at

A. R.

THE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.
nnilE monthly meeting of the Society of

.\rchitects was held on Thursday evening
last week at .St. James's Hall, Piccadilly, the

President, Jlr. T. W. L. Emden, J. P., L.C.C.,
in the chair. The hall was filled with members
and visitors, the latter including a number of
ladies. The Puf.sidknt feelingly referred to the
death of the (iueen, and moved that a humble
address be presented to his Majesty assuring
him of the respectful sympathy of the Society
with him in his great soirow. This was seconded
and carried in silence. Five nominations of
members and students were read, and a number
of donations to the library were announced
by the secretary, Mr. C. SIcAkthi k 13i tler,
F.S.A.Scot.

DESIGNING SMALL HOUSES .4ND C0TT.\GE?.

Mr. Raymond Uxwin, of Buxton, then
read a paper prepared by himself and his

partner, lli. Barry Parker, on "The Art of
Designing Small Houses and Cottages." The
paper, which was illustrated by over sixty excel-

lent lantern views, was published \n cxtinso

in our last issue, p. 183-5. At the close

Mr. H.vROLD Moore, F.S.I., proposed a
vote of thanks to the lecturer, and incidentally

expressed his regret that Mr. Unwin had not
definitely dealt with the question of cost. The
suggested courtyard would often be very
desirable ; but it might in some cases involve

too great an outlay. Certainly, the designs

shown exhibited a great deal of variety, but the
great point would be whether the original owner
could afford the expense necessary to carry out
one of those designs in the small class of hous<s
and cottages.

Mr. W. R. Mallett, F.S.I., in seconding the
motion, observed that Mr. Vnwin had given
them many ideas of originality, and of a character

and originality architects might well be asked
to follow. He agreed with the author's

suggestions in the main. There was, it seemed
to him, a good deal of difficulty in bring-

ing the hall forward, and, again, it was
an open question whether rooms should be cut up
as proposed. Most modern architects had been
brought up in the idea of having rooms broad
and high, and everyone tried to make rooms of

wide proportions. When the apartments were
cut up as in some cf these plans, there was a
risk of not providing sufficiently good rooms, and
certainly it ran counter to current aims. Mr. R.
Lang Pearce thought the lecturer had over
looked one point—the desirability of providing a

staircase for the use of the staff of the house. It

was unpleasant in a small house to have a servant

running into the hall with her broom or pail, and
he believed, with a little care and thought, it

would be possible to work into most of the plans

a back staircase for servants. It would not matter
if this staircase was properly framed, so long as

it gave private access to the upper floors. Such
a staircase was not often found in small houses,

but it would be a great convenience. The
President, in putting the vote of thanks,

added a few hearty words, remarking that

Mr. Unwin in his plans had taken a step in the

right direction. In acknowledging the reso-

lution, which was passed by acclamation, Mr.
Un\\in disclaimed most of the credit for the

schemes shown, explaining that all the sketches

were the work of his partner, and most of the

originality was also due to Mr. Parker. Some
criticisms had been passed on the apparently

heavy relative cost of such small houses, but he
did not think there was much to complain of in

this. They had to reckon that a house such as

he had put before them was practically furnished

when the builders had done. When a house was
planned in less than two-thirds of the space

originally intended to be devoted to it, of course

the house would cost more per cubic foot, but the

total outlay would be less than the original

estimate. A good deal of space was often cut up
to waste in corridors. As to the actual expendi-

ture, two small cottages shown on the screen

came out at £4 70 for the two, giving a good
living-room scullery, and outbuildings.
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THE FUTURE OF THE LONDON WATER
SUPPLY.

t T the ordinary general meeting ot the Sur-
.iTi- vevors' Institution, held on Monday last,

after the President had moved, and the members
had approved, an Address to his Majesty the
King, the discussion of Mr. Middleton's piper
was resumed by Mr. W. Hunter, who, speaking
as a colleague of Mr. Sliddleton's, agreed, of

course, with his general conclusions, especially

as regarded the supply which it was possible

to derive from wells. The paper, it appeared
to him, had been justly described as raising

the question whether we should look for

our future supply to the sources at our doors,

which the author had shown to be amply suffi-

cient to meet all likely needs for many years
to come, or go to Wales or elsewhere for an
expensive supply of not necessarily better water.

Lord Balfour's Commission and the olhcial

examiners of water agreed in describing the
Thames water as being of exceptionally good
quality, and since, in 18'J1, the Thames Con-
servancy had acquired increased powers for pre-
venting pollution, they had used them with such
good effect that the quality of the water—the
raw water in the river—had immensely improved.
Thirty-five gallons a head per day had been
mentioned as a standard ; but many towns did
well with less, and he was sure it would be
possible, with increased precautions against waste,

to considerably reduce this amount. The question
of water supply was, he thought, a national
one, and should be dealt with on national
lines, by which the claims of all cities, towns, and
districts could be fairly considered and met. An
important question was, Which was the least

expensive method by which I^ondon cou'd be
supplied in the near future, or provision made for

the more remote needs of our successors ': The
answer depended on the length of the period for

whicli a supply was to be provided. Lord
Balfour's commission dealt with the next 40
years, which seemed ample provision ; but Lord
L'.andafE's commission anticipated the demands
lor 50 years. Mr. Hunter then went at some
length into estimates for the probable cost of

the Thames scheme, and compared them with
similar estimates for the Welsh scheme. For
121 million gallons per day the Welsh
scheme involved an expenditure for works,
interest during construction, capitalised cost

of pumping and maintenance, of neai-ly 24

millions : while the Thames scheme, under the
same items, showed a total of i) millions. For a

supply of 224 million gallons per day, the Welsh
«stimate, including the above items, was 37
millions, and for the Thames scheme ITj millions

—a proportion in favour of the Thames of 21 to 1

in the former case, and i\ to 1 in the latter.

liOrd Llandaff's Commission, treating the figures

in a different way, by calculating the sum which,
invested in a sinking fund, would pay for the
works during construction and maintenance,
arrived at a proporlion of 2f to 1 comparing the
schemes. With regard to Professor Kobinson's
scheme, it must not be overlooked that
all the charges for maintenance, working, and
interest on cipital sunk, would apply t)

this as well as to any other scheme. A
great objection to the Welsh scheme was that
it could not be carried out by instalments, as

was necessitated by increase of population, but
must be done now, once and for all, the burden
resting on the present ratepayer, and the benefit

not accruing for possibly ten or twenty or more
years. He thought it a mistake to class all water
directors and shareholders as persons out of all

sympathy with the public. It was their business

to provide a good supply, and he thought the
London companies showed an example of what a
city or urban water supply should be, both in
quantity or quality, which would compare
favourably with any large town in Britain, or
even in the world.

Mr. Wheeler, K.C., speaking, not as a water
expert, but as one who had taken very consiJer-
able pait in the Ciovernment of London, said :

The whole matter seemed to him to be at present in

nuh'ihu^^ and the calculations t") be based on some
purely theoretical estimate of what the popula-
tion of London might possibly be in, say, oO
years. He had a profound distrust of statistics,

especially when they were founded on mere con-

jecture, and he very much doubted whether the
increase ot population within the necessarily

limited area of London would ever reach the pro-
portions which Lird Bilfour's commission had
reckoned upon. It might well be, as a previous

speaker had said, that among the upper classes

the consumption of water was greatly in excess

of the 0.5 gallons per head per day, which
has been laid down as an average ; but the
lower classes of a great town, though Kiagara
were let loose among them, would never use as

much water as was reasonably needful. So he
thought the 35 gallons a very fair standard,
which, with reasonable precautions against waste,
might be reduced. One source of wasteful work-
ing was the use of twice-purified water for

cleansing the streets and washing down the
drains. Raw Thames water would do quite as
well. With regard to schemes for the supply of
our progeny 60 years hence, he could see no
moral or logical obligation cast on ua to supply
the possible needs of an increased population
which might never come into existence.

Mr. W. H. Wilkins said that the question had
unfortunately been made one of party politics,

and it had thus become somewhat difficult to find
anyone who would discuss it in a dispassionate
manner. The two commissions had dealt with
the subject in a most iaapartial manner, but still

their conclufions were not universally accepted.
The problem under discussion was, he took it, the
future supply of London ; and, this being so, it

seemed to him that all the available statistics

were merely matters of soeculation. How was
London likely to grow ': When would it reach a
point of growth when a new supply was neces-
sary ': The quality of the present supply, now
that the Thames Conservancy had new powers,
seemed to be all that could be desired, and the
quantity, Mr. Middleton assured them, was
sufficient for years even on the most extravagant
estimate.

Mr. B. Ellis, speaking on the matter merely as

a practical inhabitant of London, said he feared
there was a vague idea in some persons' minds
that if only we went to Wales for water we should
there find an inexhaustible supply ; but Mr.
Middleton had disproved that, and had shown that,

with regard to cost, the AVelsh scheme must be
more expensive than a Thames and sea fcheme.
As having had to do with the construction of

many waterworks in London .and elsewhere, and
in view of the cost of the Manchester and Bir-

mingham aqueducts, he was convinced that
Thames water would be the cheapest.

Mr. R. Baldwin Wiseman said that the com-
parative value of pumpings from chalk and sand-
stone was sometimes insufficiently considered. In
the sandstone there was a free flow through the
interstices between the grains, while in the chalk
the flow was much more complicated and devious,

owing to the capillary action of the pores. Experi-
ment had shown that a sample of chalk from the

Whitewells well of the New River Co. had parted
after 114 days' drying, with over 1\ gallons of

water per cubic foot, nearly all ot which it re-

gained on being re- wetted, the presence of air in

the pores preventing its taking up the full original

quantity. The advantages of chalk water for

drinking purposes outweighed, he thought,
disadvantages in its use for boilers and
cooking.

Mr. T. Hennell, after referring to the dit

ence in the references to the Richmond,
Biltour, and the Llandaff Commissions, expressed

himself in favour ot a system of storage by gravi-

tation, by which water could ba taken at the

time of flood, and returned in time of drought,

thus equalising the flow of the river at the Water
Company's intakes ; but he thought that storage

and river conservancy should be both in the

hands of the same authority.

Mr. C. C. Hutchinson agreed that the one point

on which the whole matter turned was whether it

was wise to abandon the present river supply,

which would certainly be adequate for at least

some years to come, for an expensive and possibly

unnecessary scheme. One little point he would
call attention to. A previous speaker had referred

to the 100 gallons per head in America as an indi-

cation ot superior cleanliness, but 100 American
gallons were equal to but 80 in England. The
present system of filtration he believed to be very
nearly perfect, the organisms which might be

dangerous being reduced from, say, 10,000 in the

cubic centimMre to leas than 20. And even the

Welsh scheme was not necessarily a guard against

all pollution. A single shepherd on the hills

might introduce disease into the whole of London.
Mr. Middleton, in reply, said that Mr. Bag-

gally's phrase, which had been quoted by another

speaker, exactly summed up the aim of his

paper. '* Shall we abandon what we have and
;go elsewhere at an expenditure which must be

the

for

the

burdensome?" It had been said by Professor
Robinson that he advocated a different system of
storage from that which he (ilr. Middleton)
recommended ; but, as a matter of fact, he had
carefully abstained from recommending any
system. He simply said that by me ins of
adequate storage, a supply could be found for a
given population. Professor Robinson was made
to say, possibly by a misprint, that the requisite

storage for 300 million gallons a day would he
\~\ millions ; but what he had said was 17,000,500
millions. The geological question was outside

the scope of his paper. The statement which
had been made that the minimuui flow in the

Thames in September, ISOS, fell to 423 mUlioa
gallons, instead of the minimum ot 200 millions,

wasso far correct, butgave an erroneousimpression,

for the quantity pumped by the water companies
during that month was some 212 millions daily.

The maximum flow ot the Thames was 20,000

million gallons. In giving his figures for the

increase ot population he had been careful to take,

and provide for, the highest possible estimate

;

but, as he had said, he did not believe that those

numbers would be reached in the time named, if

ever they were, but he had endeavoured to prove

that, taking the rate ot increase to be the same as

that between the years 1881 and 1891, even in

that very unlikely event, there would be ample
water supply in the neighbourhood of London to

meet all its demands for many years to come.

THE STATE OF LONDON STREETS.

i T the Parkes Museum, Margaret-street, W.,
jTjL and under the auspices of the Sanitary

Institute, Mr. Thomas Blashill, F R LB. A.,

formerly superintending architect to the London
County Council, read a paper on Wednesday,
on "The Stite of London Streets." Sir

Alexander R. Binnie presided. Jlr. Blashill

said that if he asked them to agree with him
that their streets were dirty and ought to be

cleansed, it was because he could see the dirt and

knew that the means ot cleansing were well

within their reach. He would not say, as some

had Slid, that London streets were the dirtiest o!

any to be found in the cities of Europe ; but

amongst the great Continental towns that he had

seen, whether capitals or not, there was nothing

similar to them. In all such towns the streets,

however they might be paved, were kept clean,

chiefly by manual labour and the free use of

water. The slush in their own streets, however,

even in their best thoroughfares, except in the

City, usually covered the roadway so that it was

impossible to cross it without gathering up a

material portion to be carried home. Their

clothes were fouled and the dust in the street

was allowed to blow about in clouds. He gave a

few examples ot the effectual cleansing of the

streets of Continental cities, such as P.iria,

Vienna, Berlin, Prague, and Brussels. Thirty

years ago the condition ot the roadways in

London, both as to paving and cleansing, was a

matter ot serious consideration. He hid taken

some interest in the matter, and sketched the

design from which was made the " street orderly

bin" that was now used on nearly all their

aspbalte roadways, and might be seen iu the

chief Continental cities. In Glasgow they had

receptacles suck in the pavement. Sometimes

trucks or barrows were used, as in Holland,

where the town streets were admirably kept. He
was convinced that for town thoroughfares that

was the only satisfactory principle. The work

of a scavenger should no longer be considered of

alow class, or even "unskilled"; it should be

well paid and made to attract respectable, able-

bodied men. The horse-broom, where needed,

should be used with discretion, and kept in good

order. He offered suggestions as to the material

for roadways, and sail that " macadam " W8«

never carried out as the inventor intended. He

was reminded by a paragraph in Thf Timet of »

scheme that had often seemed to him feasible. At

Hamilton, in Ontario, they had, after long

experiment, adopted a macadam of limestone

saturated with boiling tar. He thought that if

granite stones which would pass through an inch

and a half ring were mixed dry with boiling

pitch, as was done with large gravel, and laid on

a firm bed, then sprinkled with fine chippingsand

lightly rolled, a good hard roadway wouldbe

obtiined. He expressed a strong and unhesitating

opinion that the dirt in their streets, apart from

odious comparisons, had increased, was increasing,

and ought to be diminished.
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In the course of the discusBion which followed,

tlajor I,ewi3 H. Isaaca (Holborn) slid the lesson

dat he learned from the Continent—where, how-

ver, the circumatanoes were different—was that

he most important factor was the employment

{ water.— Jlr. Emery, for 30 years a member of

I he JIarylebone Vestry, and now a County

t'ouncillor, attributed the state of the streets to

he habits of the inhabitants in throwing refuse

nto them, and urged that the police should

nforoe their regulations more rigidly.—Mr.

ilair (St. Pancras) also thought the conditions

m the Continent, with its toy towns, were

Afferent, and that the fouling of the streets in

jondon was due to a great extent to the refuse

lateriul placid in them by shopkeepers and
esidenta. Restrictions which were tolerated on
he Continent would not be borne hero.—Mr.
'Veaver (surveyor to the I'orough Council of

vensington), who, with several other parish

(Bciala, complained of the disinclination of the

ocal authorities to supply sufficient funds,

bought, however, the evil was exaggerated.

le condemned the employment, from humani-
arian motives, in the removal of snow of worn-
lut men. The disturbance of the streets was
ilso a difficulty in the way of officials.

The chairman, in moving a vote of thanks to

he lecturer, said it must always be remembered
a regard to cleanliness that we were in London
inder the disadvantage, not present in Continental
apitala, that we lived on a clay subsoil, and the

ireaking up of the surface immediately produced
layey matter and mud. No doubt the water
vashing of streets was the plan of the future :

>ut all the authorities would have to work
ogether so that the work was done in an economic
aanner. As to subways in new streets, they
ould be constructed, but in old thoroughfares
hey did not belong to the public, as Parliament
lad given powers to private companies, who
vould have to be provided with new pipes, \c.,

.t great cost.

THK OEilEXr TRADE.

MESSRS. TULLOCH AND CO.'S annual
report states that throughout the major

)ortion of the year juat closed the trade was in

ar from a prosperous condition ; over-production
vaa a marked feature, leading to the inevit ible

onsequence of accumulated atocka and cutting
lompetition. In this country the feature haa
leen the formation of the Associated Portland
('ement Manufacturers, Ltd.—a company taking
iver nearly all the chief works on the Thamea
.nd Modway, alao certain inland mills. Home
onaumption not increasing in proportion to the
arger production naturally affected aelling values,

vhich ruled low during the summer and early
.utumn—varying from Ha. to 27s. 6d. at the
vorks. Owing to the high cost of fuel the
^ondon mills were hardly in a position to meet
onsumers without making a loss. Precisely the
ime conditions—only perhaps more stringent

—

.pply to manufacturing cost during the current
ear. Belgian, and, in a lesser degree, German
omenta competed for British trade, about
00,000 tons having been sold in the United
Cingdom. Export prices started with values
anging from 63. to Gs. 6d. , declining to as low
IS 5a. 9d., but steadying during the autumn to
•3. 3d. and Gs. -td. Since the combine was
'established no actual official announcement as to
jirice has been made, but it ia anticipated that
•ites will rule from 63. 6d. to 63. 9d. f.o.b.

London for standard brands. Exports from the
,'nited Kingdom were 35:t,9S2 tons, showing a
light increase on 1899, but not sufficient to keep
)rogress with the larger output. Exports to the
-'nited States have been well maintained, but
hiefly owing to an improved demand from the
;'acific Coast. South Africa—a market from
vhich much is expected—took lesa, whilat ship-
aents to India showed a fair increase. Australia
.nd Sjuth America were normal customers,
ihipmenta to Canada showed a decided increaae
n previoua seasons. As regards the foreign
)Osition in Germany, an epidemic of over-
)roduetion, coupled with tightness of money, has
aused great depression throughout the trade.
The remarkable growth in the cement industry
jif the Vnited States of America is worth' re-
jording. To-day the American mills are pro-
lucing on a low estimate fully 10,000,000 barrels
early. Xew mills are springing up in every
lirection and a large amount of capital is being
lunk in this industry. Many produce only natural
"ck cements, scarcely suitable for reliable work.

but no doubt the ingenuity of the American
cement makers will overcome in time the diffi-

culties in manufacturing a uniform cement.
Messrs. Tulloch regret that their forecast of

twelve montha ago aa to over-production and
decline in pricea should have been fulfilled, but
venture tho opinion that a more prosperous con-
dition will now prevail, and that prices will

advance rather than decline during the present
year. We are inclined to doubt it.

WESTMINSTER ABBEY.

THERE ia no truth, of course, in the state-

ments which have obtained currency in the
daily newspapers as to the whitewashing of the

interior of Westminster Abbey, though the sur-

veyor in charge of the fabric, Mr. J. T. Mickle-
thwaito, F.S.A., in response to our request for

authoritative information aa to the process in-

tended to be used for the preservation of the

masonry, has not vouchsafed any details of what
ia to be done. In dealing with a great national

monument like Westminster Abbey, it ia as well

to let the public know what is intended : other-

wise incorrect and irritating paragraphs are sure

to be circulated. That somewhat serious dis-

integration of the surface of the stone of which
the Abbey is constructed has of late years largely

developed and rendered reno\ation necessary

every one ia aware. Sir Cxilbert Scott and Mr.
J. L. Pearson renewed, in consequence of its

structural weakneaa, much of the exterior ashlar,

thereby bringing upon themselves the severe

condemnation of the anti-restorationists. Wc
presume that under the new rajim,- a less drastic

scheme of repair will be tried, and it ia more than
likely that the whitewash scare has originated in

a proposal to apply some preservative solution to

the masonry with the oV.ject of arresting further

decay. There need be no mistaken secrecy about
the matter, however, and it was solely with the

object of assisting to allay public anxiety that we
applied to Mr. Micklethwaite for more exact

particulars. In common with a va.st number of

people who have a genuine interest in the

historical architectural value of our national

monuments, we should view with dismay, of

course, any tampering with the glorious colour

and time-worn surface of the stonework of

the interior of Westminster'a great church. We
do not for a moment suppose that the present

survej'or would be party to any such policy of

destruction ; but after the manner in which he
led the attack on the late J. L. Pearson during the

structural reparations of the west front of Peter-

borough Cathedral a few years ago, it ia only

reasonable that inquiries should reich us, and
sotae degree of anxiety be experienced. Any
such scheme as the anti-restoratiouiats advocated
at Peterborough, for draining out the perished

rubble and mortar behind the ashlar, preparatory

to grouting in liquid concrete, would, we are

convinced, be a most risky proceeding—in all

probibility result in forcing out the faced work,
and at best forming an unreliable and composite
construction, which would be treacherous to a

degree. »-^
The death is annonnced of Mr. Charles Lofas

Tomlinson, builder, of Manchester, in his 54th year,
ll-i wa? a native of Hulme, and after passing through
the M-inchester Grammar School was apprenticed
to a plumber. Later he becime a builder and
property owner. From 1S9S to 1900 Mr. Tomlinson
was chairman of the Chorlton BDard of Guardiant),
of which body he had been an active member for
the past seventeen years.

The unveiling of a memorial bust of the late Mr.
Richard Cadbury, founder of the Friends' Hill
and Institute, Moseley-road, Birmingham, took
place on Friday. The bust is placed in the crush
hall, aad is the work of Mr. Brock, R.A., the
sculptor of t^e Queen's atatue in Birmingham. It

19 of white marble, and stands on a marble psdeatal
with black stone base.

Nearly half the sum representing the total of last

week's sale at Tofcenhouse-yard Auction Mart, was
the outcome of a two days' sale of West-end pro-
perties. .Vpart from these transactions very little

business was done, though some weekly houses in

thickly populated districts changed hands at fairly

good pricea. Altogether the sales amounted to
£92,151.

A meeting of the Norwich plumbers was held at
the Technical Institute, in that city, on Friday, in

support of a movement designed to induce the
Government to bring in a Bill making the regis-

tration of plumbers compulsory.

UBITUAUV.
The death occurred on Monday of Mr. Donald

\. Go\v, superintendent of tho works of the

Heriot Trust at Elinburgh. .\ native of Blair

Athole, Jfr. Gow was trained in the office of

Mr. Cirrick, architect, Glasgow, and went to

Edinburgh in 1879 as assistant to the late Mr.
Chossar, superintendent of work for the Heriot

Trust. On the death of that official in 1889,

Jlr. Gow succeeded him, and haa performed the

duties of the office with much acceptance to the

Governora. His main duties consisted iu the

drawing of feuing plana and in looking after

the properties of the Trust ; but his abilities aa

an architect was alao shown in the designs which
he prepared for tho Examination Hall at the

Heriot School, with features adapted for the main
building, and also in the technical school on
the samo grounda. These are his chief pro-

fessional memorials. Fond of shooting as a

recreation, he was one of the original members
and office bearers of the Edinburgh Gun Club,

and he waa also a golfer of some ability. He haa

passed away at the comparatively early age of

forty-four years.

TiiK death, under painful circumstances, is

announced of Professor Max von PErrEXivOKF.ii.

He was born' at Lichtenheim, on the Danube, in

1818, and studied medicine at Munich, Gressen,

and Wiirzburg, but applied himself mainly to

hygienic studies. His researches convinced him
of the value of sanitation, and especially of pure

air and water, in securing health. To his in-

fluence were due many improvements in the

hygiene of German cities. Pettenkofer became

the apostle of a public-health movement, and

professorships in the subject have been established

at most of the German I'niversitiea. He waa

the author of a long series of scientific writings,

and ia honoured iu Germany as the founder of

scientific experimental hygiene.

CHIPS.

The Town Council of Sutton Coldaeld have

decided to adopt a scheme for draining Little Sutton-

hill and Mere Green at an estimated cost of £2,400.

A Parliamentary paper j ust issued show3 that of

the 177 tramway undertakings in the United
Kingdom, 70 belong to local authorities. The total

lenath of the line open for traffic is returned as

1,777 miles, and is almost equally divided between
single and double-line system?.

Mr. Charles Formao, the well-known Glasgoir

civil engineer, died at Davos Platz, Switzerland, on
Friday. The deceased gentleman waa instrumental

in carrying through Parliament many important

railway schemes in the West of Sjotland, and waa
well known in Glasgow and London. He was 48

years of age.

From among S5 candi'lates the County Council of

Northumberland have elected Mr. Joseph Alfred

Bean aa county surveyor.

A stained-gla83 window, the gift of friends in

memory of the late Cinon Douglas, a native of

Market Harborough, was unveiled on .Sunday in

the B.C. Church of Oar Lady of Victories at

Market Harborough. The subjects treated in the

lancets are St. Peter, the Prince of the Apostles, and
St. Edward the Confessor, the King of England,

and the Cinon's Patron Saint.

A new electric car was run over the three un-
opened routes of the Sunderland tramways on
Friday. A single-deck car was used, as this is the

type necessary for the Tatham- street section, on
account of a low bridge. On the trial there were
present Mr. J. F. C. Snell, borough electric and
tramways engineer ; Mr. Andrews, tramways
engineer ; Mr. .T. R. Chrisp, clerk of works ; and
Mr. W. Morrison, traffic manager ; and for the

contractors (Messrs. Dick, Kerr, and Co.), Mr.

W. H. Begg, one of the firm ; Mr. J. H. Hay, of

the permanent way department ; and Mr. Fielder

Smith, of the overhead department.

On Thursday afternoon the Bishop of Guildford

opened St. John's Mission Hall, in French-street,

S)uthampton, on the site of the old church of St.

John's. The work has been carried out by Messrs.

Jenkins and Son, under the direction of Messrs.

Mitchell, Son, and Qutteridge, architects. The
hall, which is 53ft. by 30ft,, is built of brick, and
has seating accommodation for 208 persons. At one

end there is a reredos on a platform. The building

has coat about £1,300.

At the meeting of the town council of Cardiff on
Monday some discussion took place anent corpora-

tion officials' salaries, and it was decided to increaae

the borough engineer's salary for tramway purposes

£100, rising £50 yearly, to £250 per annum, making

his total salary £1,250.
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I.£QAI. INTBI.I.IQBNOK.
Claisi by a Plymoith Aechitect : a Juky's

Teemct Set Jsibe.—Keats v. Eesdle.—At the
Davon A'sizes leld at Eiettr on Fiidsy last, this

c»8e was hfaid before Mr. Jnstice Diy and a jury.
Lord ColeiUge and Mr. W. E Lloyd appeared for

the plaintiff ; Mr. J. A. Foote, K.C , and Mr.
Bodillv for Mr. C. B. Rendle ; and Mr. H. E. Duke,
K.C, M.P., and Mr. Clavel Salter for Mr. E. M. R.
Bendle. Lord Coleridge said the plaintiff, Mr. J. H.
Keats, an architect, brought an action against the
defendants in respect of commissions, and for
wrongfully ceasing to employ him as an architect.
The defendants in 1SS5 were owners of the Van

-

stone estate, and they were desirous of having this

estate laid out and prepared for sale in plots. They
engaged the plaintiff as architect for this estate, and
be was empowered to sell all the various plots at a
price to be agreed upon, and that be should have a
fee by way of commission on the sale of each plot.

He was to have four guineas in respect to the pur-
chase of each plot. The defendants, however,
relinquished his services, and, it was alleged, vio-
lated the terms of agreement, and hence the action.

The plaintiff eaid he had been connected vrith the
estate tince 1S7.5, when he prepared the first plans.
In February, ISSG, be made some sales, and he had
his commission of 5 per cent. This was the same
charge that he received on oth=r estates for which
he acted. The conditions of his appointment showed
that, in addition to the commission from the
vendors, he should receive four guineas on each
plot, and the solicitors three guineas, these sums to
be paid by the purchaser. Contracts were signed
•to this effect. Up to 1896 he discharged the duties
of architect to the estate, selling several lots, some
to Mr. William Law. He did all that was neces-
sary to get the estate ready for building purposes.
•Sscept the 5 per cent, commission and fees from the
purchasershe received no other payment. In October,
1.396, he received notice from Messrs. Rooker,
Matthews, and Co., just at the time he was treating
with Mr. William Law for the sale of a large q uantity
of the estate, dismissing him as architect. Mr. L^w
fold witoess he would only negotiate with him. At
that time he bslieved Mr. Law was wilting to purchase
a put of the estate. If the estate had been sold at
his figure of £12.000, he should have received £600.
The land was practically sold for £12,000 ; but the
necessary document had not been drawn up. Since
ISSG he had laid out the estate, but received no
payment except commission on sales. Mr. Y/. Ham
had been paid £700, he should estimate. He had a
similar arrangement with two of the largest
employers in Piymooth. He did not think it was
an odd transaction that he should be employed as
architect until the whole of the estate was sold. His
Loidship said there was no agreement between the
defecdaats and plaintiff. Lord Coleridge said the
agreement was a verbal one made on Feb. 3. 18S6,
and confirmed by correspondence. Mr. R issell

Rsndle, retired medical practitioner, of Plymouth,

five evidence that with his brother and some others
e owned this estate. Ha employed the plaiiitiff as

architect in the ordinary way, paid him his fees
from time to time, and commission for sales he
effected. He gave the plaintiff due notice, and dis-

pensed with his services. Since then only four plots

had been sold. Mr. Foote submitted that Mr. C.
B. Rendle assigned his interest in the estate in 1891,
and he pleaded the statute of limitations. His
Lordship ruled that C B. Bundle had no case to
answer. His Lordship said the claim of the plaintiff

was an unheard-of claim, ihit he should ba the
permanent architect to an estate and not be liable

to dismissal. His Lordship added that he had never
-heard of soch a case until this one was started.

After fifteen minutes' private consultation the jury
found for the plaintiff. Damages £200. Mr. Duke :

I ask for judgment for the defendant. His Lord-
ship : You shall have it. Oj the application of Loid
Ooleridge his Lr'rdship certified for a special jury.

Issue of Aechitect's Certificate aftee
'Sektino of Notice to Tkeat.—Lole and Liciht-
rooT v. ViDAL.—The Official Referee, Mr. Verey,
heard on the Och inst. this action, brought by a
firm of builders at Chelsea to recover £48.0 10s. and
loss of profit on a building contract, and raising the
question whether architect's certificates should be
issued after a notici to treat had been served on
the owner. Mr. Morton Smith appeared for the
plaintiffs; the defendant, who conducted his own
case, had paid £260 into Couit. Mr. Morton
Smith said that in the latter part of 18119 negotia-
tions took place between the plaintiffs and defendant
as to rebuilding No. 51, Shaftesbury-avenue, and
other premises in Wardour-street. The defendant
ultimately accepted the pUiutiffi' tender of £510
for the work, but afterwards altered his view as to
what was required to be doae, and on March 22,
1900, the parties entered into another contract for
£872, including an addenda which contained p-iced
items commencing with the £iiIO. The contract
contained clauses stipulating that when, in the
opinion of the defendant's architect, work to the
value of £200 was done, the contractor should be
entitled to be paid at the rate of s.'» per cent., that
the defendant's architect should give certificates

from time to time, and that after a stoppage for a
month the contract could be determined. On
April 2, the architect, Mr. J. A. Souttar, authorised

the builders to proceed, and they pulled down and
cleared away the wall next Wardour-street, the

defendant agreeing to pay £.)0 for it. On April 17

both the architect and the defendant wrote to the

builders directing the work to be stopped, as a
notice to treat had been served on the defendant,

the owner, by the Strand Board of Works, the

land being required for widening the street. In
consequence the builders stopped at once : but the
plant and materials were left on the site for about
six weeks. On Miy '> the builders applied for pay-
ment of £485 12s., being the account rendered for

work executed up to the date of the stoppage of

the work. The works having been stopped one
month, and no further orders to proceed being given,

the contract was determined. On May 24 the
defendant's solicitors wrote informing them that
items in their claim were not covered by the
architect's certificate, and mentioning the com-
pensation claim against the Strand Board of

Works. The builders replied fiat the compensa-
tion claim had nothing to do with them, and re-

quired payment by the architect's certificate. Oa
June 25, the architect made out a certificate for

£250 (including £50 for the wall), and again, on
July 20, gave a final crtificite for £100, intimating
also that any claim for loss of prcfit by non-com-
pletion of the contract was not within his province.
The defendant declined to pay for loss of profit

;

and thereupon the plaint iff 3 brought this action.

The job was an awkward one to do, as the land
was only Sft. in depth and 4Sft. in length, and
therefore involved unusual ti^k and difficulty, and
the plaintiff-i had put this prcfit at 15 per cent, on
£572, or £85 lOi. In the certificates of .£350 was
included the £50 authorised by the defendant for

the party-wall. Mr. Wm. Chas. Lole, a member
of the plaintiff firm, said the minimum profit would
be 15 per cent. The defendant, in cross-examina-
tion, raised the question of the amount of work
done. The Official Riferee said he could not pos-
sibly go behind the architect's certificates, which
were binding, both parties having agreed to abide
by his judgment. Mr. Honry F. Williams, sur-
veyor, i49, Fieet-street, EC , agreed that 15 per
cent, was a reasonable profit for a builder to expect
for work of this character. Mr. J. A. Souttar, 41,

Bithnpsgate-street Within, the architect for the
work, said he was employed in the matter by Mr.
Vdal, and exercised his judgment on the amount
of work actually done. Hi obtained the schedule
of prices from the builders. He arrived at the
opinion that £350 was a fair contract price for the
work done, leaving £572 for work under the con-
tract not carried out. A builder would expect 15
per cent, prcfit on an awkward job like that. The
building was up to the grciiud floor. The Official

Referee again said the certificates were binding
upon him, unless fraud and dishonesty were proved.
The defendant said the pirty-wall was condemned
by the district surveyor. Ha was afraid the Strand
Board of Works would say he was not justified in

paying £350 to tha builders for the amount of work
done, and that there was no evidence to show for

it, and not value for the money. Mr. John Andrews,
suiveyor, 34, Bisingball-street, E C, said he had
valued the work done at No. 51, Shaftesbury-
avenue. The Official Referee : I cannot go into

tba^. Witness said he considered a reasonable net
profit would be 10 per cent. The Official Referee
held that the clause stipulating that the builders
could not claim loss of profit if they determined the
contract, did not apply. He gave judgment for the
amount certified by the architect, £350, and for loss

of profit at 12i per cent., £71 15"., with costs.

A MiNOEiES Akbiteation Case.—At the London
Sheriff's Court, on Tuesday, Mr. Under-Sheriff
Barchellanda jury heard the case of "Hickman
V. London County Council," a claim for £4,000
compensation by the freeholder of the tenement
houses Nos. 14, 15, and 16, Queen-street, Tower-
hi 1, in repect of the compulsory acquisition of that

propeity by the London County Council for the
purposes of their Tower-bridge northern approach
scheme. The property was purchased by the free-

holder, Mr. John Roe Hickman. L'nden-lodge,
Lee-road, Blackheath, in June, 1880, for £2,550,

and was leased to Mr. Alfred Charles de Rothschild
for a term of 21 years from D'cember, 1895, at a
rent of £110 per annum. The claimant's witnesses
had capitalised this income on the 3 per cent, table
~ 33^ years' purchase, £3,666, and had added the
usual allowance of 10 per cent, for forced sale.

On behalf of the County Council, three witnesses

expressed the opinion that the rental of £110 per
per annum represented the maximam value of the
propertv, which was only worth 20 years' purchase,
or £2,200, plus 10 per cent. The jury awarded
£3,300.

Sms-CoNTRACTons' REsrONSiniLiTT foe Wore-
men's CoJirENsATiON.—Messrs. Neill and Sons,
builders, of Manchester, brought an action at Man-
chester Assizes last week to recover damages for

breach of contract from Mr. Hamor Lockwood, a
contractor. It appeared that the plaintiffs entered

into a contract with the Lancashire and Yorkshire
Railway Company for the construction of certain
works, and re-let a portion of the asphalte work to

the defendant, a contractor in Manchester, under a
sub-contract. In the specifications and conditions
attached to the sub-contract there was a clause

stipulating that the defendant should include in his

tender insurance of the workmen employed by him,
there being a condition that the plaintiffs were not
to be responsible for any accident which might
befall any of the defendant's workmen. Dating
the execution of the work an employ i' of the

defendant's was injured and died. A claim was
made by his widow under the Workmen's Com-
pensation Act, 1897, and both the plaintiffs and
defendant were made parties to the action, which
came before Judge Parry, of the Manchester
County-court, sitting as arbitrator. Judge P<irry,

following a decision of the Court of Appeal, which
laid down that a sub-contractor was not an " under-

taker " within the Act, awarded the widow £234

damages against the present plaintiff] and dismissed

the case as against the present defendant. Tha
plaintiffs now sought to recover that sum, together

with £31, the costs of the arbitration, from the

defendant. Mr. Rissell, K.C, argued on behalf of

the plaintiffs that the defendant was bound to

indemnify them against any claim for damages for

injuries sustained by the defendant's workmen.
For the defence it was submitted that the defendant,

in taking out a policy of insurance, had fulfilled his

obligations under the clause in question, and that

there was no contract to indemnify the plaintiff i

against damages in any action that might be

brought against them. Judgmeiit was given for

the plaintiffs for the amount claimed, with costs.

A stay of execution was applied for and granted.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

Hove, Beiohton.—A bronzs status of lineen

Victoria, designed by Mr. Brock, R.A., was unveiled

on Saturday in Grand-avenue, Hove, by the

mayoress. The statue, which is 13ft. in height,

faces the sea. Around the angles of the bronzs

plinth are bronza festoons of laurel, and in front a

cartouche bearing the letters V.R.I. The pedestal,

14ft. in height, is of grey Aberdeen granite. A
bronze emblematic panel, in bas-relief, is in each of

the four sides of the pedestal. The front panel re-

presents E mpire ; in the centre is a female figure,

seated, holding with her right hand a pair of scales,

and in her left an orb ; on her right hand stand

figures representing Canada and Australia, while on

her left are figures typical of India and Africa. A
female figure also occupies the central poiition of

the back panel ; the figure is seated, embracing a

child, who is sitting on an anvil with an electrical

machine in his hands ; behind him stands a youth

holding a piece of machinery ; on the left of tlie

female figure is a boy with palette and brush, at hit

feet a mallet, chisel, and compasses. The right-

hand panel is a symbolical group of E lucation—

a

mother with a child at her side, a book upon her

knees, which she is teaching the child to read;

standing behind them, engaged in study, are three

youthful figures. The left-hand panel represents

Commerce; in the foreground kneels an Eistern

trader, with his wares spread out before him, two

merchants standing by ; behind is a figure with a

vase held in the hand ; while in the background the

sea is visible, a galley upon it with sails set. Under

the back panel are cut the words :—" Born 24 M»y,

1S19. Died January 22, 1901."

CHIPS. jl
TheBritish Electric Car Company, of St. S within't-

lane, have purchased about five acres of land nearthe

Ship Canal, Manchester. Works capable of making

120 tramway cars at a time have been commenced.
Mr. Caarles Heathcote, Manchester, is the architect.

L=eut.-Col. P. G. Van Donop, RE., and Mr.

Trotter, inspectors of the Board of Trade, inspected

last week the permanent way and the overhead

elsctrical equipment of the new tramways laid by

the Birkenhead Corporation between Woodside

Ferry and New Ferry. The inspection proved

satisfactory, and a service of passenger- cars has been

commenced.

At the last meeting of the Dudley Board of

Guardians, the bnilding committee submitted tte

block plans of the proposed new infirmary, di^

infectors, boiler-house, and laundry building at the

workhouse, stating that the plans had been favour-

ably considered by the architect of the Local

Government Board. It was stated that the new

buildings would involve an expenditure of from

£63,000 to £70,000. The plan of the infirmary

showed 360 beds, the estimated cost of each being

from £135 to £140. The laundry was estimated to

cost £10,000. Consideration of the question waJ

deferred.

The Board of Trade having refused to renew the

license of the Barrow Tramway Company forsteam-

tractiun, the steam-cars were withdrawn on Monday

and a service of small horse-cars substituted.

{
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ILLUSTRATIONS.
<:OAXK MKDALLIOS DB.^IOX FOR A CLUBIIOCSE. — CBAIGISVAR

X^TLK, ABESDEBSSniBE.— '" SOBFOLK DAILY STANDABD"

'VICES, NOEWICa.— HOCSK AT P1N':«EB.

cotta, supplied by Messrs. DouUon and Co., of

Limbeth, and stands on a polished granite base.

The roof.s have been covered with Cumberland
green slates, and the turrets with copper. The
bas-relief heads in the main front repreaent

Cdxton, introducer of printing, and Defoe, who,
so far as can be ascertained, introduced somo-

thinf? like a journal or newspaper. The clock,

which has been supplied by Messrs. .1. Smith and

Sons, of Derby, and lighted by electricity at

night, is also inclosed in a copper case. The doors,

windows, panelling, counters, &c. , chimney-

piece in the public office, have been executed in

mahogany. The walls are covered with wall-

hanging, painted. Jfessrs. ,T. Youngs and Son,

of Norwich, are the contractors. The architects

are Messrs. (ieorge ,1. Skipper, F.K.I.B.A., and
F. W. Skipper, of N'orwich.

HDISE AT PIX.NEU.

This building is in course of erection in "the
Avenue," Koyston Tark, Pinner. The exterior

walls are faced with red brick and white rough-

cast, as shown. The roofs are to be covered with

green slates. Stone is used for the entrance porch

and front bay window. The builder is Mr. Charles

Eames, of Watford, and the architect Mr. E. B.

Wetenhall, of Fitzroy-street, W.

Our Hlusti'ati0us.

.4 crrv CLVBHOISE : so.vxe medalliox
COMl'ETITIOX DESIGN' rL.\CED FIRST.

This design was placed first and awarded a prize

of £30. Mr. Mathew J. Dawson is the author

of the' design. A clubhouse for a large city

most have some raison intr<\ and be made to look

like what it is. The building is in reality a

large town house on a grand scale : therefore

orientation as regards rooms, the site being fixed,

is an important matter, and the author, with this

idea, located the most important apartments on
the south front, especially the morning room,
which would not otherwise obtain any sunlight

during three parts of the year. The hall is on the

Italian paUtial scale, including the main stair-
' case, which th'j author has endeavoured to treat

I

as worthy of such a building, making a feature

\
of the lighting effect. The light in the vestibule

is sufficient for the porter and for lighting the

steps leading up to the relatively dark outer

hall, prior to entering into the principal hall and
staircase, brilliantly lit from it above. Facing
the entrance occurs the dark cove under the

stairs, by contrast attracting attention with the

glare of light seen through in the coffee-room

Seyond, which is the principal apartment of

the club. The stranger on entering views the
<X)rtile from its vestibule, out of which he is

ushered into the strangers' rooms, right and left

of the entrance. The exterior has been handled
in a broEul and dignified manner, with a simple but
English character. The entrance is emphasised
by a boldly-treated porch of some originality of

idea and scale. The two groups above the
entrance illustrate the expulsion of Discord on
the one hand, and Social Harmony is syjnbolised

on the other. The back elevation is more
domestic in character. The plans given show

I
the two principal floors, and the section affords a

good idea of the way in which Jlr. Dawson
worked out his scheme, which has considerable

\ merit.

CHAIOIEVAR CASTLE, AnERDEENSHIKE.

(For description and further sketch see page 223.)

"NORFOLK IIAILV STAXnAKD" OFFICES, NORWICH.

Our illustration of the Xorfolk Iitiil;/ SlandarJ
new offices shows really an extension of the
present premises, which run a considerable dis-

tance down the side street, the front portion pro-
viding only the accommodation for the editorial

staff, and the public entrance for advertisements,

&c. The basement, which has been built entirely

of white glazed bricks, contains a " Hoe " print-

ing machine, driven by electricity. There is

nothing of special interest to be said as to the
arrangement of the building, beyond that a very
awkward corner site had to be dealt with, and
that it was impossible to get any more altitude

than the drawing shows. The whole of this front
portiom has been carried out in brown buff terra-

. CHIPS.

Dr. J. Ph. Vogel has been appointed to be
archa-Dlogical surveyor, Punjab Circle, with effect

from January 1, 1901.

The salary of Mr. 0. M. Jonas, electrical engineer

to the Dewsbury Corporation, has been advanced

from .£250 to £350 per annum.

The inquiry which had been directed by the Local

GoverDment B Datd into the new regnlations applied

for by the Metropolitan Water Companies concern-

ing fittings, cisterns, ka., was opened on Monday in

Westminster. Couneel for the companies denied

that they were actuated by any desire to put them-
selves in a better position as regards purchase in

making their proposals. I '. was urged that the only

object was to prevent the great waste of water that

occurred, and that new fitting5 would not be

required in cases where those already in existence

were sound and effective. Mr. H. C. B. Bowles,

governor of the New River Company, was examined,

and said that, in his opinion, the cost of putting in

new apparatus should fall upon the householder or

landlord. The inquiry was adjourned till to-day

(Friday).

The first meeting of the shareholders of the

company, which has been formed for the purpose of

constructing a transporter bridge across the river

Mersey between Widnes and Runcorn, was held on
Monday ia Liverpool. Sir John Brunner, Birt.,

MP., the chairman of the company, informed the

shareholders that the whole of the capital had been

subscribed. The Local Government Board had
arranged to hold local inquiries this week, at Run-
corn on Thursday and at Widnes on Friday, into

the applications of the local authorities of those

districts for sanction to borrow money wherewith

to invest in that company (Widnes £25,000 and
Rnncorn £10.000). The board had instructed their

engineers, Messrs. J. J. Webster and Wood, to

jrjceed with their working drawings, which would
probably be ready within three months.

At their meeting on Tuesdav, the London County
Council appointed Mr. John Hall RiJer, chief con-

sulting and resident engineer for electric tramways
and electric lighting under the Plymouth Corpora-

tion, as electrical engineer at a salary of £1,000

a year. Mr. S. G. Bargess, secretary and manager
to the Middle -Class Dwellings Company, was

COMPETITIONS.
Si;VEN"oAics TsoLAri'iN Uosi-iTAi..—At their

last meeting the Sevenoaks Urban District

Council received and discussed a report received

from Mr. Young, F.IM.B A., the nssesfor, who
stated that ho had examined the plans for the
proposed isolation hospital submitted by various
architects, and he had awarded the prize to the
set of plans which bore the motto " Lucidity."
He did not think that those jiliins, or any other

set submitted, however, would meet with the
approval of the Local Govorntnent Board, and he
considered that the estimate of the architect

whose motto was " T,ucidity " was very much
below wh;it the actual cost of the building would
be. It was understood that the estimate of
" Lucidity " was £8,3S1 ISs. 9d. This com-
petitor remarked that the amount would be con-

siderably reduced by having two blocks to contain

22 beds instead of three blocks. Three blocks to

contain 22 beds would result in a very expensive

scheme. Several members expressed the opinion

that the council was not bound, either legally or

morally, by the finding of the assessor. Mr.
Mann, the council's surveyor, told the council

that, having put itself in the hands of an .assessor,

it was bound by the award of that assessor, but

the plans could be modified in any way which was
thought fit. It was eventually decided to write

the assessor, stating that the council could not

accept the recommended design, and rc(iuesting

him to confer with the members en the subject.

Cardiff. — Messrs. George H. Oatley and
W. S. Skinner, of Bristol, are the architects of

the design which the town council of Cardiff has

accepted for the new corporation asylum. There
were five sets of plans in the second stage of this

competition, and the drawings have this week
bean on view in the Assembly-room of the Town-
hall. The exhibition will close to-morrow night.

The premium offered was one hundred guineas.

Mr. G. T. Hine, F.R.I.B..\., was the professional

referee. The building will be erected on the

Velindre Estate, and the estimated cost is

€235,000.
1 ^m I

PaOFESSIONAL AND TBADH
SOCIETIES.

G-LASGow Architectural Ckaftsmf.x's Society.

—The usual meeting of the society was held on
Friday, Sth inst., Mr. Alex. Davie, I.JL, pre-

siding. The subject for the consideration of the

members was " \Vall Coverings," three lecturers

reading papers thereon. Mr. Colin Sinclair, hon.

sec, treated the subject of "Limes," and their

application to wall surfaces, drawing special

attention to the successful use of hydraulic lime

plaster. Mr. Piobt. W. Horn, A.R.I.B A., con-

fined his remarks to the use of "Cements" as

plasters. In the third branch of the subject, Mr.
David Jackson, modeller, lectured on "Patent
Plasters."

We regret to hear that Mr. Thomas Wright, the

venerable clerk of woiks for Westminster Abbey,

has sustained the loss of his wife after 51 years of

married life. Mrs. Wright, who died on the S'.h

inst. at 16, Dean's-yard, was 78 years of age.

An important scheme of harbour extension came
before the Hirbour Commissioners of Aberdeen on

Monday, when it was agreed to acquire 7 J acres of

ground at the south side of the river D.-e, east of

the Victoria Bridge, and contiguons to the con-

templated fish dock. The board's engineer, Mr.

appointed manager of the new housing department R. G. Niohol, C.E , suggests that th^ whole area
_i_ __i— .,* i'QArt „ ,,..«.. Tf TiTBo a»,.a.i.4 fKaf ^ka from Vict yHa Bridge down to and including tho
at a salary of I'SOO a year. It was agreed that the

salary of Commander SVells, the chief officer of the

Fire Brigade, should be raised from £900 to £1,000.

The Court of Aldermen for the City received, on
Tuesday, a letter from Mr. Heniy Thomas Gordon,

F.R LB A., of Finsbury House, Blomfield-street,

E.C , resigning his seat as a Common Commissioner

for Coleman-street Ward, owing to the pressure of

professional work.

Mr. Henry Willis, head of the firm of Messrs.

Willis and Son, organ builders, died on Monday last

at Argyle Villa, Bartholomew- road, N.W., in his

SOth year.

A joint meeting of the council of the Dandee
Institute of Architecture and a Committee of the

Graphic Arts Association was held in Dandee on
Monday to consider the revival of the proposal to

substitute a crown for the cape-hous3 on the old

steeple. From evidence submitted, the meeting was
of opinion that it had been the original intention to

finish the old steeple with a crown. It was agreed

to have further investigation made into the artistic,

architectural, and constructive value and merits of

the proposal.

village of Torry should be bought as essential for

the extension and development of the harbour. This

area is about 30 acres in extent, and belongs to

three owners—the City of Aberdeen L\nd Associa-

tion, the proprietors of Balnagask, and the Town
Council. For the portion next to Victoria Badge,
which covers about 7J acres, and which was pur-

chased on Monday, the Land Association asked

at the rate of 303. per square yard, or in round

figures about 'J5.5,000.

A work on "Ancient Sterling " is about to he

published from the pen of Mr. John W. Small,

F.S. A.Scot., architect, of S'erliag, the author of

many well known books on Scottish architecture.

The new organ erected in S*. John's Church,

Wroxall, Isle of Wight, by Messrs. Hunter and

Sons, of Clapham, at a cost of over £200, was
publicly dedicated on the 7ch inst.

The council of the University C jllege. London,

has appointed Mr. R. J. Garwood, M.A., F.G.S., of

Trinitv College, Cimbridge, to the Chair of Geology

and Miaeralogy, vacant by the resignation of

Professor Bonney.
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Builbing JuUUigtuct

XoRTHAMiTox.—A new Congregational school

-

chapel in Abington-avenue was dedicated on
Friday week. It replaced one huilt in King-
street a century and a quarter ago, and now
closed and sold. The building, which has been
erected from the designs of Messrs. Charles

Dorman and Son, 51, Abington-street, is planned
with the principal entrance from Abington-
avenue, and a side entrance from Roe-road. ( In

the ground floor is the schoolroom, 44ft. Gin. lorg
by 2Sft. wide, with classrooms at one side and an
infants' schoolroom 28ft. Gin. long by 21ft. wide,

with two classrooms 10ft. by 10ft. On the first

floor is an assembly-hall 50ft. Gin. by 40ft. Gin.,

with vestries and retiring-rooms at the rear. This
hall will for the present be used exclusively as a

chapel. The pews from the old church in King-
street are used to provide seating accommodation,
and the pulpit and organ have also been taken
from the old premises to the new, and have been
erected in the chapel. In the basement is a
kitchen, and also a store-room and heating

chamber. The windows have opening casements
for the admission of fresh air. The foul air is

extracted through perforated panels in the ceil-

ings, connected to a ventilating duct in the roof

by means of an air-pump ventilator fixed on the
ridge of the roof. The stairs are constructed of

fireproof material. The total cost has been about
£3,500. Messrs. Wingrove and Stanley, of

Northampton, were the builders.

Se.^forth.—A new Catholic church, dedicated

to Our Lady Star of the Sea, was formally opened
on Sunday. The church, which has seating

accommodation for 600 people, is situated on a

comer site in Church-road and Crescent-road. It

consists of nave and aisles, apsidal chancel, two
side chapels, baptistery ante- chapel, and three

porches. Altogether, the building is 125ft. long
and 55ft. wide, with three confessionals, priests'

and boys' sacristies, and passage behind the
chancel for convenient access from [the sacristies.

Above the ante-chapel and porchfs are a choir

gallery and organ chamber, separ^ited from the
nave by a stone screen, with traceried balustrade.

The nave arcade is supported by granite columns,
with carved capitals. Above these, springing
from carved corbels, granite shafts are carried up
to the roof. The nave is lighted by traceried

windows. The roof is carried up by hammer-
beam principals, with traceried spandrels, &c.
The chancel floor, of oak parquetry, is raised six

steps above that of the nave. A lofty arch divides

the chancel from the nave, and beyond it the
chancel shows five traceried windows, three of

which are filled with stained glass by Messrs.

Hardman, of Birmingham. The church is lighted
by electricity, and fitted with low-pressure hot-

water pipes. Externally the church is built of

Parbold stone, with Runcorn stone dressings. At
the south-east corner of the church a tower and
spire are at present completed only as high as the
nave. Messrs. Sinnott, Sinnott, and Powell, of

Liverpool, are the architects. The contracts were
between £10,000 and £11,000. The greater
portion of the carving has been executed by
Mr. P. Homan, Liverpool.

Daring the past week a stained-glass window has
been placed in the south side of St. Peter's Church,
Humshaugh, in memory of the late Mrs. Cruddas,
of Haughton Castle. The parable of " The Ten
Virgins " is the subject illustrated, the picture
being inclosed in an architectural frame, with
canopies above and bases below. The subject is

depicted in two scenes, Mr. C. E. Kempe, of

London, was the artist.

The water having been runout of Gaorge's Dock,
Liverpool, workmen are now engaged in preliminary
preparations for the continuation of Water-street
to the pierhead. The roadway is to be constructed
on concrete arches, the course to be followed having
already been mapped out on the bottom of the
dock, and the cost, as estimated by the city engi-
neer, is to be about £14,300. It will, however, be
some time before the work of construction can be
commenced.

At the council meeting of the Society of Archi-
tects held on Thursday evening in last week at St.

James's Hill, Piccadilly, the resignation of the
office of vice-president was received with regret
from Col. F. Seymour Leslie, R.E. , of Exeter, who
IB leaving England, having been ordered on foreign
service. The Council of the Society have elected
Mr. Walter W. Thomas, of Liverpool, to fill the
vacancy thus occasioned.

(Bux O^fRce CaMt
Till, annual lectures on matters connected with

building delivered under the auspices of the
Worshipful Company of Carpenters have been
arranged this year to take place on successive

Thursday evenings at 8 p.m. as follows: —
February 21, Mr. H. Heathcote Statham,
F.i; I.B.A., on "Architecture at the Paris

Exhibition" ; February 2S, Mr. II. C. Richards,

K.C., MP., on "Old London"; March 7,

Mr. John Slater, BA.Lond., F.R.I.B.A., on
"Celebrated Ancient Buildings"; March 14,

Mr. W. E. Riley, F.R.I.B.A.. architect to the
London County Council, on " Dwellings for the
Working Classes"; March 21, Prof. T. Roger
Smith, F.R I li.A., on " Westminster Abbey."
The lectures will be illustrated by lantern photo-
graphs. Admission is free, by ticket, to be
obtained from the clerk to the Company, Car-
penters' Hall, London Wall.

The National Society for Checking the Abuses
of Public Advertising has addressed a letter to

candidates in the forthcoming London. County
Council election, in which acknowledgment is

made of the action of the Council in regard to

sky-signs, flashlights, and tramway advertise-

ments. Regret is, however, expressed that the
Council has not followed the example of Edin-
burgh, Dover, Chesterfield, and many other
municipalities in obtaining or applying for legis-

lative power to control advertising display, with
referenc9 not only to life and limb, but to the
amenities of aspect. The letter formulates the
following questions :— (1) Would you support the
insertion in leases of the buildings on the im-
proved areas of covenants restraining the exhibi-

tion on the external walls of signs and letters

which would destroy the architectural effect? (2)

Would you (with a view to making trips by the
contemplated municipal steamers more attractive)

approve of prohibiting the display on the river

banks of unduly large placards and letters :

The formulating of a scheme for providing
Liverpool with a cathedral worthy of so vast a

centre of population has just been advanced a

stage further. It will be remembered that the

Bishop of the diocese (Dr. Chavasse) recently

brought together a body of well-kaown gentle-

men resident in the diocese to consider matters,

and eventually an executive committee was
appointed to deal with such questions of site and,

as far as possible, plans, with a request that they

would report thereon to the larger body. The
executive met on Monday at the town - hall,

Liverpool, when important points were further

discussed. The site was practically decided upon,
and eflorts are being made to obtain the sanction

of some prominent gentlemen associated with the

city to open the subscription list—which will

probably have to amount to several hundreds of

thousands to carry out the scheme as desired—by
a handsome donation. Pending this, it is stated

that nothing will be made public ; but it is hoped
that early next momth the committee will make
their proposals known, and ask for the co-

operation of citizens in carrying them to a

successful issue.

" The First Monastic Church at Furness " was
the subject of an address given before the

Lancashire Antiquarian Society last Friday
evening by Mr. Harold Brakspear. The meeting
was held at Chetham College, Manchester, the
Rev. E. F. Letts in the chair. Mr. Brakspear dis-

claimed any intention of entering into the history

of raonachism, but he reminded his audience that

from the seventh to the tenth centuries the only

regular order of monks in Western Europe were
the followers of .St. Benedict of Nursia. At the

end of this period numberless disputes arose as to

the true reading of the rule that he laid down.
Abuses crept in, and great laxities were allowed

to prevail, in order to check which various

reforms were instituted in individual abbeys. Of
the more than twenty orders of reformed Bene-
dictines which arose in the next 400 years it was
only necessary to consider the Cistercians and
Savigniacs. He went on to show the changes
which had taken place at Furness in or shortly

after 1148, and described the features of the early

type of Cistercian work in this country, illus-

trating his remarks with plans. He showed a

parallel in regard to the structure of the church

at Vaux de Cernay in the diocese of Paris. In
replying on a short discussion, Mr. Brakspear
mentioned that while in the 12th century the

eastern ends of the church were square, in the

13th century they were again apsidal, as origin-
ally in Cistercian churches.

The annual report of the Epping Forest Com-
mittee of the City Corporation states that the
thinning operations—at one time the most press-

ing of the necessary works and improvements
—had been gradually getting lighter year by
year. During the past winter the following areas

were very lightly thinned—viz., Epping Lower
Forest, the southern end of Ambresbury banks,

Theydon High Wood, two portions of Loughton
Manor, and a portion of Bury Wood, Seward-
stone. By such treatment the forest was, the

committee believe, greatly improved in beauty.

They had carefully inspected other parts of the

forest requiring similar treatment during the

present winter, and had instructed the super-

intendent accordingly. They had recently con-

sidered the suggestions made by experts five years '

ago that in some parts of the forest the mono-
tonous stretches of hornbeam pollards which were

so conspicuous a feature should bo treated in

groups, and in others should be thinned in a

bolder manner to open up views of the surround-

ing country. Concurring in that opinion, they

had extended several old openings on undulating

portions in Loughton parish, with the gratifying

result that many charming views had been

obtained, formerly obscured by dense masses of

stunted trees. The additions and alterations to

liueen Elizabeth's Lodge had been completed at

a cost of £1,008. The restorations had given

great satisfaction, and the museum was now in

course of rearrangement, not only in the ban-

queting-room, where it had existed for some

years, but also in the renovated oak room on the

first floor. The old tapestry was being cleaned

and restored with very beneficial result. The
expense of maintenance during the year had been

£5,604, and this year the probable expenditure

would be £5,500.
*-^^^^»^

MBETinaS FOB THE ENSTJINO WEEK.
Monday.— Cleiks of Works Afigociation. 18tli Annual

Dinner, King's Hall, Holbom Restaur-
ant. 6 30 p.m.

Royal Institute of British Arcbitectfl.

Address to Students by the President,

William Emerson ;
" Criticiam of Com-

petitive Designs and Drawings," by J.

Alfred Gotch, F.8.A. 8 p.m.
Society of Arts. "The Bearings of

Geometry on the Chemistry oi Fermenta-
tion." Cantor Lecture No. 2, by W. J.

Pope. 8 pm.
Northern Architectural Association.

Annual S:icial Gathering, Newcastle.
7.35 p.m.
Liverpool Architectural Society.

' Bricks and Brickwork," by Richard
Holt.
Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural

Society. " The Planning and Design of

Churches," by H. C.Corlelte, A.R.I.B.A.
8.30 p.m.

TuESDAV.—Society of Arts. ''The Crisis in China: its

Causes and Solution," by Joseph Walton,
M.P. 4.:mp.m.

Institution of Civil Engineers. "The
Nilgiri Mountain Railway," by W. J.

Weightman. 8 p m.
Architectural Association of Ireland.

" Picturesque Dublin," by O. P. Sheridan.

8 p.m.

WEDNKSDiv.—Society of Arts. "Railway Travelling:

Past and Present," by Frederick

McDermott. 8 p.m.

Thi-bsday.—Society of Architects. "The Architecture

of the Nineteenth Century," by Q. A. T.

Middlfton. A.R.I.B.A.. Member of

Council, St. James's Hall, Piccadilly,

S.W. 8 p.m.
Carpenters' Hall Free Lectures.

" Architecture at the Paris Exhibition,"

by H. H. Statham, F.R.I.B.A.. 8 p.m.

Fbidav. — Birmingham Architectural Association.

"Stonework," by Prof. Beresford Pile,

F.R.IB A. 6.4.'>p.m.

Glasgow Architectural Craftsmen s

Society. "The Practice Of Chimney
Building and Boiler Setting," by John G.

Durm. S p.m.

The Wath and District Joint Infectious Hospital

ia being warmed and ventilated by means of Sior-

land's patent Manchester stoves, with ornamental

tiled sides and with descending smoka-fiues, the

same bemg supplied by MeBsr.". E. H. Saorland and

Brother, of Manchester.

A meeting of the Xorthern Architectural Associa-

tion was held on the 6th inst. at the rooms, 36,

Xorthumberlaud-street, Newcastle. Mr. Ball, of

Sunderland, presided. Mr. Robert A. Wood, B.S.,

M.E., of Manchester, read a paper on "Luxfer

Prisma and Priemitic Lighting." He discussed the

theory and application of prismatic lighting, iMS-

trating his paper with the aid of lantern illostra-

tions.
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REPLIES.

tllG77l-Stone for Window-Sills—Harry Hems
makea s 8n«ge9tion which lies outside the range of

nractical masonry in this country. The whole of several

ol the older Oovernment buildinRs in Philadelphia and

the door and wioilow-sills of endless rows of red brick

bouses there, are of Mt^tamorphic Silurian limestone

ouarried in Montgomery County. Pennsylvania. This

limestone is the only " white marble " found in the State.

Herpcnlioe from Chester County. Pennsylvanii. is a

invourite building stone in Philadelphi.i. It has been

used in the new University Buildings, the Academy of

Sciences, and over twenty new churches in that city.

The ori^n of this stone is doubtful ; but the balance of

opinion is in favour of its having been erupted through
Archirn schists. Another important bui'ding stone

iwed in Philadelphia is a highly-crystalline dolomite.

railed ' white marble." This is quarried at Lee,

Massachusetts. Granite is also uaed. White marble is

not a weather stone in the British Isles, forin a few years

it loses its polish, and in tlfty it is in a state of rapid

decay. All the American marbles hitherto worked are so

coarse in grain that French, Italian, and Belgian marbles
are imported for fine work.—W. E. M.

111677.1- Stone for Window-Sills —Harry Hems
asks. Why not use white marble for window-sills ! I

should be most pleased to do so but for the prohibitive

e^ipense. I practise in London, and find that whilst I

caB obtsio marble mantelpit^ces of the plainest descrip-

tion made of thin slab marble, yet if I want any special

work of white marble 3in. or 4in. thick, I have to pay a
mo6t fxorbitant price for it. Perhaps Mr. Hems will

kindly favour us with information as to kinds and prices

for window-sills and such work 1 His contributions to

your pages are always interesting and welcome. In
London, plain thin marble mantelpieces are so cheap that

they are made by the garret-workers of Bethnal-green,
and hawked about on barrows. In priced quantities of

builders they come out much cheaper than Robin Hood or
Portland. I am not quite certain how white marble
would stand the fclfect of the acid impurities gathered by
rain in London, followed by the destructive action of

frost and the wearing action of dust-laden winds, on such
a hard-workins? member of a building as is a window-sill.
I find it ditticult to get good sandstones to stand, and in

one building erected (not by me) within the last thirty

years, have had to take out nearly 3<X) rotten stone sills.

and replace them with an artiflcial stone of Portland
cement and granite, as being more trustworthy.— A. H.

[116*1.]—BondlDR of Stone Columns to Biick-
^^ork.—" Young Architect " dots not say if the columns
are to be bonded to a stone or brick wall, though the
closing sentence of his inquiry would suggest the latter.

To build one quarter of a circular shaft into a brick wall
is not to bond it to that wall. The great danger to be
guarded against in building stone columns against brick-
work is the shrinkage of the latter in vertical height
owing to the p-eat number of joints in the work, the
coliunns being in this way left to carry all the weight of
the superincumbent work. The method to adopt in bond-
ing a stone column to brickwork will depend on whether
the column is in one length or several lengths. If in one
length it ean be held in position by dowelling it into the
1>aseand cap, both of which can have bonds tailing into
the wall, and if in several lengths the central one might
have a bond worked in which would tail into wall behind
the brick facing, the top and bottom lengths being
dowelled into the base and cap as suggested for the single
atone column. '

' Young Architect " should rather ascer-
tain how stonework rt>"iht to be connected with stone-
work than ho" ii is connected, for many things in build-
ing are not done as they should be.—W. E. M.

CHIPS.
The pieeident and tweoty-ooe members of the

Uoyal Academy, incladiiig Professor Gsorge
AitchisoD, have petitioned the London County
Council to oppose the proposed extension of the
Charing Cross, Koaton, and Hampstead Btilway to
Hsmpstead Heath.

The King of the Hellenes received, at Marl-
borough HouEe on Monday, a deputation from the
Byron Society, who submitted for His Majesty's
inspection designs by Mr. E. Fiampton, A R A.,
of a three-light window, to be placed by the
members of the society to the memory of Mr. and
Mrs. (iladstone in the east-end of the chancel of
the new district church in Hawaiden parish, by
peimiftion of the rector, the Rev. Stephen Glad-
atone. The centre light represents the Crucifixion,
and fhe side lights represent the Blessed Virgin and
St. John in adoration.

Messrs. Christie, Mansoo, and |Wooda began on
Saturday the four days' sale of the collection of
pictures and drawings and the remaining works of
the late Mr. K M. Wimperis, vice-president of the
Royal Institute of Painters in Water Colours. The
first day's sale of ir»!) lots (of which 134 lota were
drawings or p'ctures by the deceased artist) realised
a total of £3,322.

The death is announced from pneumonia of Mr.
J. H. Garrett, of Longton, Staffs, who for a
quarter of a centurv was the surveyor for the
Florence estate of the Duke of Sutherland, a
position which he resigned two years ago. He
rendered good service to the borough by the laying
out cf the i^aeen's Park, the ground for which was
a gift to the town by the late Duke of Sutherland.
He had also given assistance to the town in the
Stone-road improvements, and generally in the
Florence district. Mr. Garrett was -52 years of
age.

Crabt Ociws.

WAQES MOVBUENTS.
GLAStJOw.—A Eettlement of the joiners* dispute

in Glasgow seems imminent. Over 90 men started

work on M>ndav. at the old rate of wages of lOd.

par hour, at the C ty S iwmills, and a further number
of .'iO men resumed employment on Tuesday. This
action on the part of the City Sawmills in with-
drawing the lock-out notice has given great satis-

faction to the men's executive, who consider it an
indication of an early settlement in their favour.

Aa Overnewton lirm has also withdrawn the
notice, and, in all. about 2.10 men started work on
Monday. Several of the employers continue to

hold out against the lt)l. per hour, and 1.5 men,
brought from Miucheater by the masters, started

work at Polmadia at the beginning of the week.

Newc.istle-on-Tyne.—It was understood that

the dispute between the bricklayers of Xawcastle
and Gateshead and their employers, which led to

the lock-out in the north-east of England, was to

be settled bv arbitration, each aide electing an
arbitrator. The employers chose their representa-

tive, but the mtn failed to get one. Uuder the

circumstances the parties concerned have agreed to

ask the Board of Trade to appoint an arbitrator.

Su."JDEEL.iJJi>.—At a meeting of the Sunderland
and District Bui .ding Trades Managers, Foremen,
and Clerks' Association, held on Saturday evening
last, the rules and regulations of the Managers,
Foremen, and Clerks' Union were passed, and copies

of the Fame have been sent throughout the districts

of the Northern Counties Federation.

Tees side Joinees —The Tees-side and Hartle-

pools joiners have sent a demand to the secretary

of the Mister Builders' Association (Mr. W. C.

C^easor, of Stockton) for an advance of wages, to

date from the 13,h of May next, of one penny, or

from 93. to lOd. per hour. Alterations of rules with
regard to permitting men unable to commence work
at half-past six to start at seven, and seeking an
allowance for lodgings when working outside cf the

town, are also included in the demsnd.

Colonel C. H. Lnard, R E , held a Local Govern-
ment Board inquiry at the town-hall, Cromer,
vesterday (Thursday), into the application of the

Urban District Council for sanction to borrow £500
for works of snrfaca drainage.

At their meeting on Tuesday next the London
County Council will be asked to paas estimates for

£023,500 for the reconstruction for electric traction

of the Council's tramways between («) West-
minster Bridge-road and Upper Tooting-road

;

(b) Kennington Fark-road (at its junction with
Kennington-road) and the terminus at Blackfriars-
road ; and (c) St. George's-cirous and the terminus
in Waterloo-road, of sums not exceeding these

amounta respectively in respect of (1) buildings and
railway sidings, and (2) lines, machinery, generating
plant, rolling-stock, and electrical equipment.

The candidates for the netv London County
Council will find an excellent cry in the proposal of

the water companies to make houseownera repipe
their dwellings on the meter system. To repipe a
house of only £45 rental would, it is stated, cost £15.

The municipal authorities at Leicester have for-

mally opened a large extension of the lunatic
asylum, which has been enlarged at a cost of over
£100,000.

PILKINGTON & CO.
(ESTAJBLISHKD 1838),

MONUMENT CHAMBERS,
KINa WILLIAM STBEET, LONDON, B.C.

SUgi»Urtd Trade Hark:

POLOIMWILTE
Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing.

ACID-EESISTINO ASPHALTE.
WHITE SILICA PAVINa.

SETSSEL ASPHALTE.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,
MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, WALNUT,
TEAK, VENEER, and FANCYWOOD

MERCHANTS,
120, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.G.
The most extensive Stock of every kind of

Wood In Flanks and Boards, dry and fit for
Immediate use.

LATEST PRICES.
IRON, «c.

Per ton. Per ton.
BoUed-Iron Joists, Belgian £6 to £6 10
RoUed-Steel Joints. Enfflish 9 0,, 10
Wrought-Iron Oirder Plates 9 0,, 9 IS
Bar Iron, good Staffs 8 7 8,, 976
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Square 20 „ 20

Do., Welsh' ... 6 16 „ 6 17 8
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South StalTx T 17 8 „ 8 6
Best Snedshill 13 „ 13 10

Angles IDs., Tees 20b. per ton extra.
Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, Ac, £6 16s.
Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £15 10b. Qd. per ton.
Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to SO. No.22to2«.
8ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £12 5 ...£12 10

Best ditto 12 15 ... 1.3

Per ton. Per too.
Cast-iron Columns £9 lo £9 10
Cast-iron Stanchions 9 0,, 9 10
EoUed-Iron Fencing Wire 1115 „ 12 15
Boiled-Steel Fencing Wire 1115 „ 12 15

„ „ „ Oalvanised. 13 „ 14
Cast-iron Sash Weights 7 6 0,, 800
Cut Clasp Naila, Sin. to Sin 12 „ 13
Cut Floor Brads 11 16 „ 12 16
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)

—

to7 8 9 10 11 12 IS 14 16 B.W.O.
!1/- 118 119 12 8 12 9 13 6 14 8 15,- 16- per OWt.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

Sin. diameter £6 17 6 to £7 5
4in, to6in 6 15 „ 7
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 8 15 „ 7
[Coated with composition, 2s. 6d. per ton extra; turned

and bored joints, 58. per ton extra.]
Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, laileahaU 105b. to llOs.

Hot Blast, ditto 67a. 6d. to 628. 6d.

Wrougbt-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standard
Lists f.o.b. :

—

Gas-Tubes SO p.o.

Water-Tubea 55 „
Steam-Tubes 50 „
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 47j „
Galvanised Water-Tubes 45 „
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 40 ,,

lOcwt. casks. 6cwt. casks.
Per ton. Per ton.

Zinc, English (London mill) £25 to £25 10
Do., VieUle Montague 26 „ 26 15
Sheet Lead, 31b. per sq. ft. super. 21 „ 22
Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs 20 „ 21

Lead Shot in 281b .bags 23 „ 24
CopperSheets, sheathing and rods 89 „ 90
Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 75 „ 78 10
Tin, Straits 145 „ 14S
Do., English Ingots 160 „ 151

Spelter, Silesian 17 15 „ IS
TIMBER.

Teak, Burmah per load £10 10 to £16 6
„ Bangkok , ... 10 „ 16 6

Quebec Pine, yellow ii .~ 4 5 0,, 500
„ Oak „ .„ 3 5 0,, 4 12 6

„ Birch „ .- 2 15 „ 3 15

„ Elm „ ,_ 4 17 6 „ 5 16

„ Ash , .« 3 5 0,, 3 15
Dantsio and Memel Oak „ .» 3 0,, 4 10
Fir ,1 .- 3 0,, 400

Wainscot, Biga p. log ... „ .„ 2 0,, 350
Lath, Dantsic, p.f „ .- 4 0,, 6 15

St. Petersburg - 4 0,, 8 10
Greenheart , ... 7 15 „ 8
Box „ ... 7 „ 16
Sequoia, U.S.A per cube foot 19,, 080
Mahogany, Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick 6,, 008
„ Honduras 6,, 00 7)

„ Mexican „ ... 4,, 00 4{

„ African „ ..'. 8i „ 5|
Cedar, Cuba 3,, 31

„ Honduras „ .„ 8},, 3}
Satinwood , .„ 10 „ 19
Walnut, Italian „ ... 8,, 00 7}

„ American (logs) „ ... 2 8,. 048
Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120—Uft. by liin.

by llin. :—
(iuebee. Pine, 1st £25 to £30

„ 2nd 17 10 „ 21

„ Srd 12 „ 14
Canada Spruce, Ist 1110 „ 14 10

„ 2nd and Srd 9 10 6 „ 10
New Brunswick 8 10 „ 10 10

Riga 8 10 „ 10 a

St. Petersburg 110 0,, 18
Swedish 12 „ 21
Finland 11 10 „ 12 10
White Sea 13 „ 22 10
Battens, all sorts 5 0,, 12
Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :

—

Ist prepared £0 12 6 „ £0 19
2nd ditto 11 6 „ 14 9
Other qualities 7 0,, 13 6

Staves, per standard M :

—

U.S. ditto £37 10 „ £45
Memel, cr. pipe 220 „ 230
Memel, brack 190 „ 2u0

OILS.
Linseed per tun £22 to £23 10
Bapeseed, English pale... „ ... 28 „ 28 6
Do., brown , ... 26 15 „ 27 5
Cottonseed, refined „ ... 21 10 „ 22
Olive, Spanish , ... 85 „ 88
Seal, pale , ... 24 15 „ 26
Cocoanut, Cochin 28 15 „ 29
Do., Ceylon 25 15 „ 26
Palm, Lagos , ... 28 „ 28 S
Oleine , ... 17 6 „ 19 6
Lubricating U.8 per gaL 7 0,, 080
Petroleum, refined „ ... ej „ 6i
Tar, Stockholm perbarrel 18 0,, 180
Do., Archangel „ ... 19 6 „ 10
Turpentine, Amerioaa ... per tnn 87 Q „ 87 5
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.
Nottingham—Sewerage Scheme for the Parishea of Colwici-
GedliDgand Burton-Joyce C. J. Spencer, Clerk, Paolic Offices, Baatord, Nottiogham Mar. 26

Dudley-Six Villas and Six Cottages £10 Q.W. Waring, Mining Engineer. 42, Wellington-street, Dudley ... —

LIST OP TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINaS.
Annfleld Plain—Shops, &c „ Industrial Co-operative Society Geo. Thos. Wilson. Architect. 121, Duthim-roid, Blackhill Feb. IS
Keswick - Steam Laundry Mrs. Scott, The Forge. Keswick » IS
Bridlingtoa-Alterationsat 7, Queen's-terrace W. Neal ; Samuel Dypr. Architect. BridlinKton » IS
Tonyrefail—Oallerv. Bible Christian Chapel C. Morae. High-street. Tonyrefiil .< IS
Whitehaven -Addiliina to St. Nicholas' Schools J. S. Moffat. Arohi^eI,t. 5.1. Church-street, Whitehaven „ IS
IJandaff—Tennis Pavilion at Howell's County School Geo. E. Halliday, F.R.I.B A., Architect. 14, High-street, Cardiff ... „ IS

Kirkby Lonsdale—Coach-House, &c John Wilman John Kassell. M.S.A., Architect. Kirkby Lonsdale „ 16
Hampsthw.aite— Church Restoration C. Hodgson Fowler. F.S.A.. Architect, The College, Durham ,, 16

Dunt^cht-Farm Offices, Banks of Finnarcy Davidson and Garden, 12. Dee-street. Aberdeen 16
Wolverhampton— Office Extension Lighting Committee W. Edwards, Architect. 2.5. D irlington-street, Wolverhampton „ 18
Colchester—Alterations to Workhouse Kitchen Guardians C. E. Butcher. Architect (iueen-street, Colchester „ IS

Kington— Inflrmaiy at Union Workhouse C. S Delfosse, Architect. Duke-street. Kington, H»reford<hire 18
Eastbourne -Repairing Cottages Highways Committee E. M. Gloyne, A.M.I.C.E.. Boro' Engineer, Town Hall, Eastbourne „ 18
Beccles - Shedding. &c Suffolk Agricultural Aseooiation ... Robert Bond Secretary, Old Bank House, Ipswich „ 18
Wrexham—Fourteen Houses. Hampden-st. and Vietoria-rd E. Hanmer, .17. Penybryn, Wrexham ,, 18

AInmouth—Alterations at River Bank House Wm. Denton M. Temple Wilson. Architect, Alnwick i, IS
Canterhnry - Extension of Electricity Works Lighting Committee The Citv Survevor's office. Tudor Chambers, High-st., Canterbury. „ IS
Reeding—Millhouse. &c Sussex Portland Cement Co., Ltd.. Newhaven , 18
Hoxton, N.—Alterations to Roof of Public Library, Pitfield-8t.. Shoreditch Borough Council J Rash Dixon. A.M.I.C.E , Boro' Ea»., Town Hall, Old-st., E.G. „ 19
Bradford -Additions at Lidget Green School School Board .. Wilson Biiley, Architect. !). Mark-t-street. Bradford „ 1»
Haverfordwest -Additions to Shire Hall Pembrokeshire County Council A. H. Thomas, Aa«i<itant County Surv , Shire Hall, Haverfordwest „ 1»
Todmorden— Board-Room and Offices, Hall-street Guardians Jesse Horsfall, F.R I.B.A . Burnley-road, Todmorden „ 1»
Hull - School Buildings, Thoresby-street Kingston-upon-Hull School Boarl.. Brodrick. Lowther, and Walker, Architects. Lowgate, Hull „ 1»
Stowlangtoft Two Pairs Brick Cottages J. Birmingham. Estate OiH-.e. Stowlangtoft ,, 20
Lerwick-Public School School Board R. D. Ganfoi. Clerk. School Board Offices. Lerwick 20

Huddersfleld-Two Houses, Somerset-ioad, Moldgreen J. Berry, Architect 9, (iieen-street, Huidersdeld , 20
Dundee -Concrete Floors Gas Commissioners Sir Thomas Thornton, Olerk, Dundee „ 20
Six Bells, Mon.- Baptist Chapel The Rev. B. Davies. 9. Roseb'^ry-street, Abertillery > 20
Edgware. Middlesex-Probationary Wards at Schools Hendon Union Guardians J, Hudson, A.R.I.B A., 23. York-place. Baker-streat. W 20
Piatt Bridge -We»leyan Church .Tohn Wills, F.S.Sc, Architect, Victoria Chambers. Derby „ 20

Elland-Dyeworks. &c Edward C. Brooke, Architect, 6. Huddersdeld-roid, Brighouse „ 20
Skipton- Stores. HeUifield Co-operative Society James Hartley Architect. Skipton .. .. 20
Dewsbury— Shed Holtom and Fox. Architects, Corporation-street, Dewsbury „ 20
Manchester—Fire-Escape Staircase at Workhouse Guardians ,

A. J. Murgiitroyd, 23. Strut-street, Manchester „ 20
Blairgowrie - St. Andrew's United Free Church D. and J. R. M'Millan. Ar. hitects, 211, Union-street, Aberdeen ... „ 20
Rainhill, Lanes— Piggeries at Asylum Farm Lancashire Asylums Board Jas. Gornall. Clerk, Rainhill, Lanes ,, 21

Halifax-Circular Brick Chimney at Dapper Mills W. H. D. Horsfall. Architect, Tower Chambers, Halifax „ 21

Devonport—Alterations to Mortuary Town Council The Borough Surveyor. 30, Ker-strest, Devonpwt , 21

Bridgend- Bailiff's Cottage, Pare Gwyllt Asylum T. T.Lewis, Clerk to Visitors, Bridgend „ 21

Rathmines-Dwellings
, Rathmines and Rathgar U.D.C. ... F. J. Hicks. Architect. 2?, S mth Frederick-streat, Dublin „ 21

Balmedie—Additions to Public School School Board Brown and Watt. Architects, Aberdeen 21

HuddersBeld-House, Spinkfield-road J. B. Abbey and Son, Architects. 31a, New-street, Hudlersfleld ... „ 21

Workington— Additions to Furniture Warehouse John Jessop W. G. Scott and Co , Architects, Victoria Buildings. Workington... „ ii
Elland- Four Through Houses, Gordon-street Halifax In lu^trial Society Richard Horsfall andSjn Archts., 22a, Commercial-street, Halifax „ 2i
New Wortley—Classrooms, &c Zion Sunday School Trustees H. Bannister, Secretiry. Hawthorne-ter., Hall-lane, New Wortley. „ it

Armagh—Premises James M'Mahon H. C. Parkinson. Architect. 11. College-street, Armagh „ 2J
Clayton—Malting Premises Sam. Spencer, Architect. 314, Great Horton-road, Bradford 2i
Abercam— Classroom, &c Mynyddislwyn School Board E. L Roberts, Architect. Abercarn « .. .... „ 22

19

Walker-Bowl Pavilion in Park".'". '""!'..!!!!!!!!l!!!!i!!!]!!!!!.!!.]! Urban District Council T. T. Layooik, Surveyor, Mechanics' Institute, Church-st., Walker „
airs - Pair of Villas, (lueen's-road R.Howell J. Jarman. Elim. Ccescent-road, Rimsgate ,

Aberdeen—Octagonal Chimney Stalk 'iOOft.), Dee Village, Town Council Alex. Smith, Engineer, Corooration Gasworks, Aberdeen
Wakefield—Boiler-House at Baths Council The City Surveyor, Town Hall. Wakefleld „ 2S
Bradford—Wesleyan Chapel, Westgate Hill Walker and CoUiosou. Architects, Swan Arcade, Bradford , 25
Camborne- Residence J. M. Holman . Sampson Hill, Architect, Green Lane, Redruth , 25
Stratton St. Margaret—Infirmary, &c Swindon and Highworth Guardians R. J. Beswick. M.8 A., Architect. 35, Regent-street, Swindon „ 25
Hove—Small Alterations at Town Hall H. H.Scott. Borough Survevor, Town Hall, Hove ,, 25
Bristol-Domestic Subjects Centre at Mina-road Schools School Board W. P. Saunder.i, Architect, Rupert Chambers, (inay-street, Bristol. „ 25
Omagh— Business Premises Bernard M'Elhlnny M Sellars.C.E , Architect. Omigli .. >, 25
Rawtenslall-Bactist Church, Kay-street J. H, Spencer. F.Q. a . Architect, liory-road, Rawtenstall „ 25
London, N.W.- Fire-Brigade Station. Euston-road London County Council The Arclit.'s Dept, F.B. Branch, 3. Warwick-st., Charing Croas,S.W. „ 2S

MerthyrTydfil-RebuildingBird-in-Hand Inn, High-street C. M. Davies, Architect, 112, High-street. Merthyr 28
London.W.C-ThreeBlocksWorkmen'sDwellings, Drury-lane London County Council The Architect's Department, 18. Pall Mall East, S.W „ 23
Minster—Laundry Buildings at Workhouse Isle of Thanet Union Guardians ... Leonard Grant. Architect, High-street, Sittingbourne „ 27
liamford - Offices Derwent Valley Water Board Edward Sandeman. Engineer. Bamford, Sheffield „ 27
Wr^xham-County School BuUdings J. H. Phillips. Architect, Clive Chambers, Wmdsor-place, Cardiff... „ 28
Middlesbrough—Bank, Exchange-place Yorkshire Banking Co., Ltd Bedford and Kition, Architects, Greek-street Chambers, Leeds 25
Whitley—Bathing Place Whitley and Monkseaton U.D.C. ... J. P. Spencsr, C.E., Newcastle-on-Tyne 2J

Sheffield-Administrative Block at Fir Vale Infirmary Guardians E. W. Mountford, F.R.I B.A., 17, Buckingbam-st., Strand, W.C... „ 2H

Walthamstow - Four Shops and Office Premises, Wood-street .. Parochial Charities Trustees W. A. Longmore. F.RI.B.A.. Hoe-street, Waltham^tow .. 28
Wallasey- Car-Sheds. &c., Seaview-road Urban District Council J. H. Crowther, Engin»er, Great Float, near Birkenhead Mar. '

Famham-Coimcil Offices. Fire .Station, &c Urban District Council Paxton Watson, Architect, 1, Adam-street, Adelphi ,

rontne\vynydd—Board School (775 places) Trevethin Sjhool Board Lansdowne and Griggs, Architects, Newport, Moo
Wallasey-Exteneion of Engine-House Urban District Council J. H. Crowther, Engineer, Great Float, near Birkenhead „
Aberdare—Additions to Ebenezer Congregational Chapel Rev Grawvs Jones Bryngafel. Trecynon, Aberdare ,,

Felivstowe Balmoral Hotel (200 rooms) Hon. Douglas A. "Tollemaohe Thos. Wm. Cotman, Architect. Northg.ate-street, Ipswich ,

Wallasey-Engine and Pump House, Seaview-road Urban District Council J. H. Crowther, Engineer. Great Floit, near Birkenhead „
Wootton Bassett- Passenger Station Great Western Railway Co G. K. Mills, Secretary, Paddington Station, London „ 6
Downpatrick - Rectory J. Alex. M'Connell, Secretary, Estate Office, Downpatrick „ T
Bristol— Superstructure of Avonbank Electricity Works Electrical Committee Henry Williams. Architect, 24, Clare-street. Bristol ... „ 1*
Camberwell, S.E.-Infirmary Extension, Brunswick-square St. Giles' Guardians Edwin T. Hall, F.R.I.B.A.. Architect, 57. Moorgate-street, E.C. ... „ IS

Cleethorpes -School. Bursar-street School Board F. W. Croft, Archt.. Victoria Chambers, Victoria-st., Qt. Grimsby.. „ 1(>

Felthain-Infant School, Cardinal Estate School Board W. Ralph Low, Architect, 10, Basinghall-street, E.C „ 22
Watford—Lecture-Room, &c Endowed School Governori C. P. Avres, Architect. Burvale, Watford —
Milford Haven—Wesleyan Church John Wills, Architect, Victoria Chambers, Derby —
Hillsborough —New Premises Sheffield Latmdry Co W. J. Taylor. Architect, Bank-street, Sheffield —
Dalkeith -School T. Sturrock, Clerk, Dalkeith —
Kendal— Refronting Shops, 17 and 51. Highgate Q. E. Moaer John Stalker, M.S. A., Architect, Kendal —
Manchester -Plavground and Offices S. M. Chadwiek, Archt.. BindlossChmbs., Chapel-walks, Manchester —
Dunmanway-Offices. &c : Munster and Leinster Bank Arthur Hill, B.E., F.RI.B.A., 22, George's-street, Cork —
Castleford - General Post Office, Bank-street Garside and Pennington, Architects. Pontefraet —
Featheretone -Three Houses and Shop Jos. Walker W. Hamilton Fearnlev, Architect. Featherstone ..• —
Hull-Bakery. &c. Freeman. Son, and Gaskell. Architects, 11, Carr-lane, Hull ..... .._.. —
Leeds - Excavating for Warehouse Crowe and Co., Ltd Corson & Jones & Perkiu & Bulmer.Jt. Archts., Cookridge-st., Leeds —
Horsforth—Ten Through Houses, Featherbank-road G. F. Bowman, Architect, 5, Greek-street, Leeds —
Dove Dale -Additions to Peveril Hotel Evershed, Ltd .. Garlick and Flint, Architects. Buxton —
Leeds-Stable, &c Fred Mitchell, .Architect, 9, Upper Fouotaine-st., Albion-st., Leeds —
Carlii-le- Shops, &c John Harrison ,

Joseph Graham, Architect. Bank-street, Carlisle —
Gorseinon - Baptist Chapel D. L. Jones. Architect}. West End, Llanelly
Scotby- Villa. Copse-hill Ernest Carr Johnstone Bros.. Architects, 39, Lowther-street, Carlisle —
Clay Cross - Six Pairs of Houses Ernest Oxley, M.S. A., Architect, Clay Cross, Derbyshire —
Leeds-Alterations to Tower Works Harding, Richardson, Rhodes, & Co. William Bakewell, F.R.I.B.A., .38, Park-square, Leeds —
Audenshaw-Wesleyan School, Hooley Hill Burton and Percival, Archti., ISOa, Stamford-at., Ashton-u-Lyno... —
Great Yarmouth -Fishing Premises on South Denes E. A. Baker George Waller, Architect, Middlegate-streat, Great Yarmouth ...... —
Middlesbrough -Alterations to Business Premises, Newport-rd A. F. Newsome. M.8.A , Architect, Albert-road, Middlesbrough ... —
Stiiford, Essex -.Schools and Cottage Homes Stepney Union Guardians J. Rider Hunt, 181, Queen Victoria-street, E.C
Clay Cross -Dwelling-House Ernest Oxley, M.S. A., Architect, Clay Cross. Derbyshire —
Leeds - Enlargement of Crown Works, Harehilla-road Arthur W. Midgley Albert E. Dixon, A.R.LB.A., Architect, 5, Park-lane. Leeds ......... —
Middlesbrough-Additions to Villa, Lottus A. F. Newsome. M.S.A., Architect, Albert-road. Middlesbrough ... —
Alton -Dwelling-House Ernest Oxley, M.S.A., Architect, Clay Cross. Derbyshire —
Grantley-Entrance Lodge, Cottages, Laundry, &c Sir Christopher Fomeea, M.P Bland and Bown, Architects, Harrogate

"
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Important to ArchitectSi

GEARY,WALKER, k CO.

'MHYDPS" WOOD-FLOOlt.

AUrr PAKQT/BT PATTERN ADOPTED. p
WITH BOHDEBS, &c.

Fig. B Shows PATENT EXPANSION JOINT.
This form is best adapted for Bugineps Premises, BaJe-
ments, Schools, &c., and can be washed with impimity.

SECTION.

No Bursting-up through Dampness!

No Twisting or Curling of the Wood!
No Cement Screeding Required!

The Patent "ANHYDROUS'' System of PARQUET and WOOD
BLOCK FLOORING has been adopted by many well-known

Architects for Hospitals, Banks, Hotels^ Churches,

Mansions, &c.

SAMPLES, ESTIMATES, &c., ON APPLICATION.

GEARY, WALKER. & CO.,

Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.

\ PARQUET,
MOSAIC,

AND

WOOD BLOCK
FLOORS.
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BUILDIKQS—continued.

Middlesbrongh—Alterations toBuainefs Fremisee, Albert-road A. F. Newsome, M.S. A., Architect. Albert-road, Middlesbrough ...

EasiDgton— Scaling BoaiJ School Thoa. A. WeHord. Clerk, Scaling. Loftas, R.8.0
Dovercooit—Restatirant and Private Hotel George Inward J. W. Start. F.8.I.. Architect. Colchester .,

Leeds— Colliery Workshop Brooks and Pickup's Offices, Pontefract-lane, Leeds
Middleabrongh—Semi-Detached Villas, FbiiUpsvilie Estate A. F. Newsome, M.8. A., Architect, Albert-road. Middlesbrough ..,

Sherbum-in-Elmet—House Miss Clayton J. M. Fawcett and Son, Architects, 26, Albion-street, Leeds
Wejboume-on-Sea—Weyboume Springs Hotel R- Carter, Architect, Cromer

ELECTRICAL PLANT.
Stockholm—Telephone Cables German Telephone Co The Commercial Dep-»rtmpnt. Foreign Offic?, Whitehall, 8.W Feb. 1«
Long Eaton— Electrical Plant. &c Trban District Council Frank Worrall, A.M.I.C.E.. Council UtliceB, Long E-iton „ Jg
Duedee—Underground KUctrical Conduits Gas Commi-sioners Walter H. Tittenaor, City Electrical Engineer. Dundee ,, 20
Huelva, Spain—Telephone System - Spanish Government The Commercial Department of the Foreign Otiice, Whitehall. S.W. „ 2t
Glasgow—Car Equipments (100) ......'. Corporation John Young. General Manager. SS. RenQeld-street, Glasgrow 2*
Bermondsey, S.E.— Svritchboard, &c Borough Council Kincaid, Waller. \- Manville. Eng.. 29. Gt. George-at., Westminster „ 2.5

Brighton—Arc Lamps. &c Town Council F. J. Tillstone. Town Clerk. Town Hall. Brighton „ 25
Taunton—Tramway Plant Corporation Kincaid. Waller. & Manville, Engs.. 29, Gt. George-st., Westminster „ 25
Beckenham— Boilers. Dynamo. Batteries, &c Urban District Council Reginald P. Wilson, (6, Victoria-street, Westminster „ 25
Darwen—Electrical Tramway Materials Corporation R. W. Smith-Saville. A.M.I.C.E., Eng., Munieioal Offices, Darwen .. 25
Bournemouth-Electric Cars (42) Town Council , F.W. Lacey, M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng., Municipal Offices, Bournemouth Mar. 2
Bournemouth -Dynamos. &c Corporation F.W. Lacey. M.I C.E., Boro' Eng.. Municipal Offices, Bournemouth „ j
Luton—Wiring Coiincil-Chamber, Town Hall, Free Library, &c. Town Council The Borough Engineer. Town Hall, Luton „ 4
Leeds—Trolley Wires and Attachments Tramways Committee The City Engineer's Office, Municipal Buildings, Leeds 8
Glasgow-Electric Wharf Crane {3 tons), Prince's Dock Clyde Xavigation Trustees G. H. Baxter, Mechanical Engineer, Xd, Robertson-tt., Glasgow 11

Amsterdam- Electrical Plant, ica The Burgomaster The Direction of Printing Works, Achterbutgwal 213, Amsterdam April \

ENQINEEBINa.
Walsall—Purifiers , &c Gas Committee B. W. Smith, Engineer. Pleck Gasworks, Walsall Ftb. 16

Port ^t. Mary—Two Gasholder Tanks Port Erin A: Port St. Mary Gas Co. Thomas Newbigging A: Son. Engineers, 5, Noifolk-st., Manchester „ 16

Croydon— Boilers Town Council The Borough Electrical Engineer*8 Office, Factory-lane, Croydon ... „ 16

Walsall—Conveying and Elevating Plant Gas Committee B. W. Pmith. Enginf^er. Pleck Gasworks, Walsall „ 16

Plvmouth-Deepeninu' Channel in CattewaterHaibour Cattewater Commissioners H. Victor Prigg, A.M.I.C.E.. 6a, Courtenay-street, Plymouth „ 16

Dawley—Borehole at Horsehay Thoa. 8. Btooke, C.E.. Port Hill-road, Shrewsbury 18

Brigstick—Well Parish Council Beeby Thompson. F.G.8 , Northampton „ IS

Wimbledon—Boilers, &c Urban District Council F. Barnes Spencer. Electrical Engineer. Dumsford-rd., Wimbledon ,, 18

Coventry—Heating. &c.. Fever Hospital J. E. Rwindlehurst, City Engineer, 10. Hay-lane, Coventry „ 18

Swansea— Hot-Water Heating Apparatus, Manselton School ... School Board G. E. T. Laurence, A.R.I.B-A.. 22. Buckiogham-s-t . Adelphi. W.C. „ 19

Headington— Rebuilding Holton Stone Bridge Rural District Council
, Lee Turner. Surveyor, Hartfleld Cottage. New Headiuffton. Oxou... „ 19

Camherwell, 8.E.—Water-Tube Boilers London County Council The Engineer's Department, County Hall, Spring Gardens, 8.W. ... ,, 19

Tottenham, N.— Refuse Destructor Plant Urban District Council W. H. Prescott, C.E., 712, High-road. Tottenham, N », 19
Manchester— Connecting Lines at CoUyhurst (Ij mile) Lancashire and Yorkshire Ey. Co.... The Engineer's Office, Hunt's Bank, Manchester , , 19

Tottenham, N.- Sluice-Valve Hydrants Urban District Council W. H. Preacott, C.E.. Engineer, 712. High-roaiL Tottenham „ 19

St. Anne'8-on-8ea— Bridge over Railway - L. & Y. iS: L A: N.W. Joint Rlys. ... R. C. Irwin. Secretary, Hunt's Bank, Mancheater ,, 20

Dundee— Light Railway Material Gas Commissioners Sir Thos. Thornton. Clerk, Dundee 1, 20
London, E.C.—Fifteen Locomotive Engines and Tenders H.H. the Nizam's State Ely. Co. ... The Secretary, 50, Old Broad-street, E.C .. 21

Briftol-Coal Conveyor, &c Electrical Committee H. Faraday Proctor, City Electrical Engineer, TemoleBaek, Bristol „ 21

Haverfordwefct— Gasholder Corporation R. T. P. Williams, Town Clerk, Council Chamber, Haverfordwest .. „ 21

Nelson—Station Meter, Brierfleld Works Gas Committee A. Allan. Engineer. Gasworks, Nelson . 21

Hitcham- Trial Boring, Hitcham-street Cosford Rural District Council Alfred Newman, Clerk. Churchgate-street, Hadleigh ,. 23

Great Houghton—Sinking Well Hardingstone R D C John Haviland, Clerk, 2. St. Giles-square, Northampton „ 23

Beckenham— Motor-Waggon Urban District Council F. Stevens, Clerk. Council Offices, Beckenham „ 25

Ipswich- Extending Water-Main in Cemetery Burial Board The Clerk to the Board, Ipswich ,, 26

Neville Hill to Crossgates-Widening Railway (2j miles) North-Eastern Railway Co W, J. Cudworth, Company's Engineer, York ,, 27

Christiania— Ten Goods Trucks Norwegian State Railways The Director, Machinery Dept., 8 & 9, Jerobanetorvet, Christiania „ 27

Bristol— Culvert (1,376yds.) Corporation The City Engineer, 63, Qieen-square, Bristol >, 27

Low Fell to Oueton Junction—Widening Railway North-Eastern Railway Co CharlesA. Harrison. Central Station, Newcastle-on-Tyne „ 27

Wanstead- Concrete Tanks, Filters, &c., at Sewage Farm Urban District Council The Clerk, Council Offices. Wanstead, N.E „ 28

Yeovil—Septic Tanks Corporation W. K. L. Armitage, Borough Surveyor. Municipal Offices, Yeoyil .. „ 23

Tipton— Coke-Conveying Plant Gas Committee H. O. Timmins. Engineer. Gasworks, Tipton. Staffs ,, 28

Wellington. New Zealand—Engines, &e Corporation John Duthie and Co., Ltd., 23. Lime-street, E.C. 28

Swansea— Heating and Ventilating Assize Courts Corporation George Bell. Borough Surveyor, 13. Somerset-place, Swansea Mar. 1

Stafford— Steam Boiler Guardians W. Blackshaw. Borough Hall, Stafford „ 2

East Dereham—Four Purifiers Urban District Council B. H. Vores, Clerk, Eabt Dereham ,. 2

Romsey—Flushing Works at Workhouse Infli mary Guardians John Allsop, Clerk, The Abbey. Romsey ,1 2

Lincoln—Deep Boring at Boultham Waterworks Committee P.Griffith, A.M.I.C.E, Eng., 54. Parliament-st., Westminster, S.W. *i 4
Wallasey—Lancashire Boiler, &c Urban District Council J. H. Crowther, Engineer, Great Float, near Birkenhead „ i
Stockpert^Condensers Gas and Electricity Committee S. Meunier, Engineer, Portwood, Stockport *• 6
Bewdley—Two Service ReservoirB attd Water Mains (Similes).. Corporation R. E. W. Berrington, Civil Engineer. Wolverhampton ,. 11

Santander. Spain—Dredger Works Committee The Commercial Department of the Foreign Office, Whitehall, S.W. „ 11

Ilkeston—Widening Gallows Inn Bridge Derbyshire County Council J. Somes Story, County Surveyor, County Offices, Derby 20
Eosario-Harbour Works Argentine Government The Commercial Department of the Foreign Office, Whitehall, S.W. May 10

Rhymney—Large Water-Main Rhymney Iron Co., Ltd The Engine^:, Rhymney Iron Co., Ltd., Rhymney, Walej —

FENCING AND WALLS.
Bicester—New Walls at Cemetery Urban District Cotincil E. F. Willson, Surveyor, Launton-road, Bicester ..Feb. 16

Hull—Wood Fencing at Bromfleet Island Humber Conservancy Commieaionrs Martin Samuelson, Engineer, Bowlalley-lane, Hull „ 18

Glasgow—Larch Fencing Glasgow & South-Westem Ely. Co. The Stores Manager's Office, Kilmarnock .. „ IB

Coventry—Wrought-Iron Unclimbable Fencing (l.OOOyds) Gas Department George Winstanley, Engineer, Gasworks, Coventry „ 22

Ramsgate-Walls Round Destructor Bldgs., Whitehall Fields... Corporation T. G. Taylor, Borough Surveyor, Albion House, Rimegate „ 27

Leeds—Extension of Boundary Wall at Armley Park Corporation The City Engineer's Office, Municipal Buildings, Leeds „ 28

I>eeds— Railings at Armley Park Corporation The City Engineer's Office. Municipal Buildings, Leeds 28

Lowestoft—Timber Protection Wall (length 780 yards) Town Council Geo. M. Hamby, A.MI.C.E., Boro' Engineer, Town Hall, Lowestoft Mar. 8
MusweU Hill—Oak Fencing E. Parry and Co., Contractors, 3, Chesilton-road, Fulham, S.W. ... —

FXrRNITTTBB AND FITTINGS.
Londonderry—Reseating Church DonagheadyPresby. Church Com.... M. A. Robinson, C.E., Richmond-atreet, Londonderry Feb. 21

PAINTINa.
Kirkby Lonsdale—Coachhouse, &e J. Wilman John Kassell, M.S.A., Kirkby Lonsdale Feb. 16

Ashton-under-Lyne-Albion Old Chapel J. Dunkerley. Hon. Secretary, Albion-street, Aahton-under-Lyne .. „ 18

Alnmouth—River Bank House Wm. Denton M. Temple Wilson, Architect. Alnwick ,» IS

Lerwick—Public School School Board R. D. Ganaon, Clerk, School Board Offices, Lsrwick , 21

Blairgowrie— St. Andrew's United Free Church D. and J. R. MMillan. Architects, 211, Union-street, Aberdeen ... ,, 20

Lenzie, Glasgow—Tradesmen's Cottages (14), Woodilee Asylum Glasgow Lunacy District Board J. R. Motion. Clerk, 3.S. Cochrane-atreet, Glasgow 20

Dewsbury- Shed Holtom and Fox, Architects, Corporation-street, Dewsbury „ 20

Huddersfield—House, Spinkfleld-road J. B. Abbey and Sons, Architects, Mk, New-street, Huddersfield... „ 21

New Wortley— Classrooms and House Zion Sunday School Trustees H. Bannister, Sec, Hawthorne-terrace. Hall-lane, New Wortley ... ,. 22

Clayton—Malting Premises 8. Spencer, Architect, 344, Great Horton-road, Bradford ,, 22

NottiDg Hill, W.—Infirmary, Rackham-street St. Marylebone Guardians H. T. Dudman, Clerk, Northumherland-st., Marylebone-road, W... ,. 26

Rawtenstall-Baptist Church, Kay-street J. H. Spencer, F.O.8., Architect, Bury-road, Rawtenatall „ 25

Bradford—Wesleyan Chapel, Westgate Hill Walker and Collinson, Architects, Swan Arcade, Bradford ,, 25

Middlesbrough—Bank, Exchange-place Yorkshire Banking Co., Ltd Bedford and Kitaon. Architects, Greek-street Chambers, Leeds , 28

Burntwood—Asylum Buildings Visiting Committee, Walter H. Cheadle, County Surveyor, Stafford Mar. 8

Cefn—Public Lamps, Pillars, and Brackets (115) Parish Council Edw. R. Evans, Clerk, Cemetery House, Acrefair —
Leeds- Crown Works, Harehills-road A. W. Midgley Albert E. Dixon, A.R IB. A., Architect, 6, Park-lane, Leeds —
London, E.C—Small Public Hall T. B. Hall, Club Union BuUdings, Clerkenwell-road, E.C —

FLtTBEBINa AND aLAZING.
Lerwick-Plumbing and Gasfltting Work to Public School School Board R. D. Ganaon. Clerk. School Board Offices, Lerwick Feb. 20

P^thmines—Plumbing Work at Plunkett's Area & HoUyflelds. Rathmines and Rathgar U.D.C. ... F. J. Hicks, Architect, 28, South Frederick-street, Dublin .t 21

BOADS AND ST&EETS.
Stretford- Paving

,
Urban District Council R. Royle, Surveyor, Council Offices, Old Trafford, Manchester Feb. W

Blackburn- Squaring, Dreseing. and Laying Flags [One Year). Corporation Wm. Stubbs. A.M.ICE., Boro' Eog., Municipal Offices, Blackburn „ 16

Hendon. N.W. - Street Improvement Works Urban District Council 8. Slater Grimley, Engineer, Public Offices, Hendon, N.W „
J8

York-Street Worka Corporation Alfred Creer, City Engineer, Guildhall, York 1^
Egremont— Making-up Middlewood-road We&t Lancashire R D.C C. Law-Green, A.M.I.C.E., Chief Sur.. Union Offices, Onnskirk ... „ J8

Blackburn—Road and Street Works Highway Committee W. Stubbs, A.M. I.C.E., Boro' Eng.. Municipal Offices, Blackburn .. „ 18

Horbury— Cluntergate Improvements Urban District Council C. R. Spencer, Engineer, High-street, Horbury
J^

Eastbourne -Improvement Works Highways Committee R. M. Uloyne, A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Engineer, Town Hall, Eaatbourne „ 19

Wolverhampton- Street Works Streets Committee J. W. Bradley. C.E., Boro' Engineer. Town Hall, Wolverhampton.. „ jH

Alderahot- Forming Herrett-st., Stone-st., and Halimote-road Urban District Coimcil Nelson F. Dennis, Surveyor, Council Offices, Aldershot * ^Tynemouth— Paving. &c
,

Corporation John F. Smillie, Borough Surveyor, Tynemouth t

J*
Dudley—Foiming and Sewering New Streets Public Works Committee John Gammage, Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Dudley »

1^
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UESIGXING EN BLOC OR IN DETAIL.

THERE are two ways of treating a

building or a group : one is to pre-

pare a design for a building, so to say, in

the mass or in the lump ; the other way is

to design it with care for details. Surveyors

treat their special work much in the same
way : they estimate the building in the

"lump," that is to say they "lump" their

trades, or put a " lump " sum down, if they

wish to shorten their labour and avoid de-

tailed quantities and estimates. Both kinds

of "lumping" are useful, and often neces-

sary. The architect's method of designing

in the mass has one advantage, and it is an
important one, over the detailed or analytical

process ; that is to say, it allows him to study
his building or group of buildings as a whole,
to grasp their general effect and grouping. In
the initial stages of design it is generally a good
plan to think out the scheme to a small scale,

disregarding constructive details and fittings

;

and the practice of inviting small sketch
designs for important public buildings, to

select a general scheme before a second or
final competition, has many advantages.
On the other hand, a man may be a skilful

planner, and pay particular attention to his

details of construction, and yet be quite
miable to compose a decent exterior. We
have to consider these two classes of

designers. In the profession they can be
distinguished broadly into those who take
special branches, and those who are general
practitioners ; but th's is not always
true. We find that mental constitu-
tion has something to do with the dis-

tinction. Some men can grasp better
than others : Ihey look at a buildmg as a
composition, as a piece of design or a piece
of music, not as a mere collection of apart-
ments and trades ; they cannot break them-
selves up, to use a Euskinian phrase, into
" segments of men," to study details of

construction, or even of plan, or to take a
special delight in any craft. These men
are good organisers and marshallers of facts,

but they have a distaste for dry details or
analysis. Others, as we know, are masters
of detail and of construction, or of plan, and
they like to begin their design by looking at
the problem as made up of several pieces or
factors without much regard to external
unity or cohesion. But then there is

another class, who like "lumping" their
designs; in other words, they look at the
design really as consisting of so many sheets
of drawings for contract, for whom this plan
of regarding buildings is more profitable. To
them detail is simply regarded as trouble-
some and profitless. We must take care fo
distinguish between the first and last kinds
of designers. The first is a bom artist; the
latter the average and perfunctory practi-
tioner, who avoids detail because it means
extra work, and if he can get his five per
cent, commission on a set of drawings to an
eighth of an inch scale and a set of specifica-
tions, with general supervision, without
extra labour in preparing details, so much
the better it is for him. Our readers will
see at once that this is not the kind of
" lumping " that will commend itself to the
true artist or conscientious architect. The
modem type of professional Philistine who
has a large general practice is an adept at
showing as little detail as he cin, leaving all

construction, fittings, and decorations to the
^neral or sub-contractors. To such fnen it

18 very convenient to adopt an e'ghth of an
inch scale, to hatch over er colour with a

dark tint all sections of floors and roots, to

show nothing definite of any internal detail

or decoration. Special firms and sub-con-
tractors like this indofiniteness of finish and
vagueness, because it leaves them with a
free hand, and does not bind them to any
design. The "lumping" system of this

kind is a rather contemptible way of doing
as little as possible, and of avoiding details.

As a good deal of our everyday architecture

is the result of one or other of these systems of

design, the subject deserves more considera-

tion than has been bestowed upon it. It

will be admitted that there are tome kinds
of building: where attention to detail is

paramount. All those built for special

objects like a technical institute, arestaurant,

or building to be used as a laboratory,

stand on a different footing to the

ordinary block of offices or dwellings. A
special function has to be studied in each.

Ihe architect would not be doing wrong if

he began with the requirements of the

function, whatever it was ; that is, designing
with some minuteness the bar, its fittings,

and space for customers, or the technical

classroom with its special fittings, or the

bath, as the case may be, and making it the

nucleus of the building. A hospital specialist

would begin to arrange one of his wards, in

regard to the number of beds, the floor

superficial to each, the position of windows,
at one end the closets and bath-rooms and
isolating lobbies, at the other the nurses'

rooms, scullery, and other adjuncts, before
he thought of making the design for one
pavilion. In this manner hewould belogicaUy
working out the problem in the best manner,
avoiding any waste of space or material. Or
to take a large block of shops with residences
over. It would be advantageous to com-
mence with one of the shops and its fittings,

staircases, lifts, to give details of the kind of

fire-resisting floor and the ironwork con-
struction, girders required and their strength

;

in short, to study the detail before settling

upon the general scheme. Having decided
upon these details of construction, it is easier

to make the general design to clothe, as it

were, the skeleton of construction with
suitable dress. The contrary method would
entail expense or alteration. In many build-
ings construction enters largely in the shape
of flooring, roofs, galleries, &c., as they
would in a theatre or public hall ; in all such
undertakings the architect, who is a master
of detail, has the best chance of success.
Sometimes a large engineering plant has
to be arranged for, as in heating and
ventilating a theatre, or in hot - water
appai'atus for baths, washhouses, work-
houses ; in which case the special qualifica-
tions of the architect are called for, or he
must perforce be compelled to find to his cost

that his provisions are insufficient for the
requirements of the engineer. We could
instance mmy buildings that cost its pro-
moters a heavy extra percentage above the
contract, owing to the imperfect provisions
made for heating and other apparatus ; they
are of constant occurrence. In law courts,
libraries, schools, and classrooms for technical
education, the wood arid other fittings may
be put down at from .30 to JO per cent, of the
cost of the building. The man wlio knows
the details must necessarily become the more
successful architect for such works.
There are other buildings where a special

appointment occupies a much less place in
the design; as, for example, in warehouses,
factories, agricultural buildings, labourers"
dwellings, and common houses, where every-
thing is of the plainest description, and of
no special design , and where the rooms may
be of any shape. In these the architect may
be free to devote his attention more to the
general effect or mass of his design. It may,
indeed, be an advantage, as in a group of
cottages, to study the grouping and artistic

design, the details being of little importance

;

though, as we say ekewhcre, some skiU is

necessary in the design of small cottages, as

in the provision of certain conveniences that
enable a living-room to become also a cook-
ing-room by providing those little articles

like shelves, dressers, &c., near the fireplace.

Yet in gi^neral it seems, we think, that in

proportion to the simplicity and homogeneity
of the structure, the stronger becomes the
claim for considering the general outline and
mass. The more complex the plan, the lets

it comes undsr the control of the artistic

function of the architect. This is a proposition

that we have not seen stated in works
on design very clearly ; but it is one that
receives confirmation and support from many
of our buildings. The more comple-x they
are in plan the less they appear to be
governed by artistic principles of composi-
tion or modelling. Take, for example,
our infirmaries, our prisons, our hospitals.

Those which are simple in function, such as

the village church or a simple cottage, or a
group of farm buildings, are the most
picturesque and amenable to the artist.

Homogeneousness of structure and single-

ness of purpose are qualities that lend
themselves to architectural composition. A
cathedral, a great monument, a palatial

gallery, a mausoleum, and the like are

buildings that are best treated in the lump
or in mass. A partial or fragmentary study
of them would be unsatisfactory—that is to

say, the architect can in each of these cases

model his structure as a whole, as a sculptor

would model a group, regarding less the
structural detail than the effect uf the whole.
He works, so to speak, as he would in a

plastic material, or as the sculptor does in

stone, and he produces a monumental result.

If he were to differentiate between the

materials actually employed, the result

would be less harmonious, though perhaps
more truthful. In other words, if we are to

consider beautiful form in the abstract only,

we must observe the idea of a homogeneous
structure instead of one made up of several

materials and parts ; but for utilitarian

building we cannot consider design in fh'j

abstract—every part and mateiial must ba
dealt with and expressed. If our readers

have followed this argument, they cannot
have any difficulty in deciding the principles

that should determine which mode of design-

ing ought to be adopted. What can be more
absurd than a building intended for, say,

a warehouse or wholesale commercial house,

designed with porticoes, wings, cupolas, and
other ambitious Classical features, when it ii

largely composed of shops and showrooms,
and in which iron construction and special

fittings enter '^ These palatial features have
no place in such buildings, though they
would be suitable for a town-hall, a court of

justice, or even a sessions house. They are

out of place also because they are intended
for stone. A good example of a monumental
fa(;ade is that for a clubhouse, such as that

awarded the Soane Medallion we gave last

week ; but tho same features would be mis-
placed in a technical college or in a building

half of brick and iron. If we consider that all

palatial and monumental architecture ha*
been evolved from marble and ttone, and
that, therefore, the forms assumed belong to

the historic periods of the art, we shall a^,

once see how ridiculous a thing it is to

drag these forms into modern building re-

quirements. The dome or cupola, the por-
tico with its entablature and pediment, are

types that are associated with temples and
palaces. They are forms also that have
become academical, and that can be treated

better as a whole or "in the lump" than
by piecemeal.

These are forms that, having become, as

it were, colloquial to the Classical architect,

he is apt to uss them in all conceivable occa-

sions, even when his buildings would ba
better expressed without them, or in a quite

different language. The " lumping" system
is no doubt easier : it is impatient of all
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details or structairal methods : it is conven-
tional, more popular, than designing in part

;

it is more artistic and pictorial, and im-
presses the public mind ;—but, for all this,

it is at variance with the spirit of our day,
which absolutely looks for utility in a"ll

things— internal planning and technical
perfection in every detail. The architect who
has, say, a school or a laboratory or
hospital to design, must first study the
best types of plan and fittings, if he desires
to show his professional skill ;—matters of

elevation, grouping, or modelling would be
of subordinate importance. If it is a modern
theatre or hospital, the planner must study
every detail of stage management or sick-

ward ; it is no use for him to have a general
knowledge, it must be special. The con-
sequence of this modern tendency of con-
sidering buildings in detail has no doubt been
one cause of the neglect of composition as an
art. I lutlineand grouping are neglected, and
we have a number of ugly, ill-shaped hos-
pitals, institutes, theatres, and other build-
ings. In proportion as we get more utili-

tarian in our tastes, so will our architecture

lose grace of outline and mass. The cor-

rective is to be found in adopting one Or other
of the principles mentioned, and in making
composition one of the essential branches of

the architect's education. The two methods
of designing we have considered, which may
be termed the synthetic and the analytic,

have their influence in other ways. They
affect draughtsmanship. What we have
called the lump system designing m blue

favours artistic sketching. The arcmtect can
make a rough sketch of his design from a
rough plan, which he can improve and touch
up after he has satisfied himself of the tuitt

tjisiinhh:, the balance or arrangement of
the parts—it thus facilitates composition.
On the other system, plain geometrical
drawing appears to be the most suitable
for delineating a building in detail, as each
part has to be separately defined. In fact,

it is the mode of representation used by
architects and engineers in plain or structural
work, the method of plan, elevation, and
section. As we have hinted, there is one
danger in the first method—it often leads to
slovenly drawing, to easy and rough methods
of indicating detail, and to rough sections. We
find roofs, floors, and walls simply blacked
or tinted one colour, as if they were solid

and of the same material. These are draw-
backs of the system of < u hluc design which
can only be counteracted by detailed sections
to a larger scale.

SMALL HOl'SES AND COTTAGES.
DESIGNING small houses and cottages

is an art that very few architects can
be said to have mastered. They are content
to follow in the conventional path of design-
ing houses as a matter of business and to
the order of the client, from whom they
receive certain definite instructions. The
result is the planning of a house in which
two minds have been at work—often at
variance, the client enforcing his injunc-
tions upon the architect. The traditional
" two-cooks-spoiling-the-broth " theory is

exemplified in many modern houses, where
we find the speculative builder's villa of
very commonplace type flavoured with a
little of the piquancy of the " Queen
Anne " or the old Hall or JManor-house.
In the interesting paper read on this

subject by Mr. IJaymond Fnwin before
the Society of Architects on the 7th inst.,

the subject is treated from the commission
of the architect throughout the various steps
of the design. The architect should certainly
know something about the family life and
personality of his client before designing him
a house : and there can be no question that
the reason of so many failures in house-
planning is because the architect has not
become acquainted with the domestic habits

and taste of t'ne client and his family. As
Mr. L^nwin says: "Each commission is a
fresh problem, full of human interest." The
architect ought to look at the problem from
several aspects, as a " setting;- " for the life

of the client, his tastes, his position in

society, his financial position. As a matter
of fact, he simply receives his instructions in

a perfunctory kind of way, and tries to comply
with them as bast he can. The personality

and family life of the client have to be studied

and satisfied, though each artist will do this

from his own point of view, and will con-
sequently interpret the requirements differ-

ently. The consequence is that no two will

see the problem in the same light, and that
we obtain individuality in each solution.
The process sketched by the author of the
paper, excellent as it is, is not that followed
by the architect, who may have a dozen or
more works in hand at the same time. To
make ourselves acquainted with our client's

wishes, mode of life, and habits can only be
attained by a visit or stay at his house, and
by several conferences and discussions, not as
generally from the casual visits of the client or
his replies to questions put to him. All must
agree upon the importance of this first step

—

namely, the social position and mode of life

of the client ; the next is of equal importance,
a personal examination of the site, and, if

possible, thinking out the plan and design on
the spot. Unfortunately, this is sometimes
not so easy when the site happens to be a
journey's distance. Both the plan and
external treatment must be brought to the
touchstone, and to this end not only should
the aspects and prospects be considered, so

as to obtain as much protection from pre-
vailing winds and rains, and as much enjoy-
ment as possible for the occupants, but the
house should be so positioned as to look in

its place, as a natural part of the country
and landscape. This latter requirement has
too often been neglected : we see a villa

perched on a very uncomfortable hill or'

knole which a little arrangement might
have obviated ; another harmonises badly
with the landscape around—the building
is too flat and horizontal in its lines

for the precipitous rock or spur it occu-
pies ;—it should have, so to say, carried

on the natural lines or accentuated them by
lofty roofs and turrets, instead of abruptly
arresting them. Then we see positions that
ought to be occupied by low and spreading
buildings, as in valleys and under hills,

bristling with turrets that appear puny under
the lofty hills behind.

We cannot follow all the suggestions made
by the author of the paper to which we refer

our readers. The suggestions that harmony
rather than strong contrast in colour of walls

and roof surfaces should be sought, that local

materials and local methods of using them
be employed, letting the surroundings sug-
gest the colouring of the building, whether
low-toned colour or otherwise, are sensible.

As regards the location of rooms in rela-

tion to sunshine, something will depend on
situation : in the South (?oast plenty of sun-
shine may mean intolerable neat for many
weeks in the year ; but in other localities, as

in the North and Midland Counties, the rule

to have the rooms placed to obtain ample
sun may be followed without much restric-

tion. We quote the remark of the author
on this point :

'

' The general rule, then, would
seem to be to so contrive as to get the sun-
shine into a room at the time when it is

likely to be most occupied. Let a study or

breakfast-room be east or south-east, a

general living-room or drawing- room south
and south-west. A good western window in

the room we most occupy in the latter part of

the day gives us many an extra hour of

daylight, while the opportunity it afi^ords us
of habitually seeing the bright colour of

sunset is a privilege which is worth some
effort to obtain. A kitchen is best north-

east or east, for the first coming down

into the fireless house may well have its

cheerlessness red'iced for the servants by
what sunshine is to be had at an early hour -

later in the day, when the kitchen is hot with
cooking, the heat of the sun should not be
added. A bathroom and bedrooms, too, are-

pleasant with an eastern aspect, though
some cannot sleep in a room into which early
sunshine can come." These considerations,

however, may be sometimes modified by
prospect very materially.

Eeferring to planning of small houses, we
quite agree with the remark that it is " in-

finitely less of a sacrifice to reduce the
number of rooms than it is to reduce the size

of them all until they are mere boxes." In
every small house a first consideration should
be to secure one large room, to give comfort
and dignity, and this may be, and has been,
secured in some recent houses by making the
hall the chief living - room ; it may be
carried up two stories to form an organ
gallery. In one plan described, such an
arrangement was made. "The gallery

leading to the balcony, the landing, and
the staircase, are all thrown into the hall,

the stairs being so arranged as to afford a
screen to the fire, forming a sort of deep
ingle with low ceiling under the landing,

and this ceiling continues under the organ-
gallery and balcony, the central part of hall

being open to the full height. The sense of

cosiness in this ingle is greatly enhanced by
contrast with the lofty open space outside,

while the variety in lighting, whether when
the morning sun streams in at the great east

window, or when the ingle glows red in the

gathering dusk,,adds a perpetual charm. In
the gallery is a second fire, with a lounge
seat by the organ under a canopy formed by
the halt-landing of the second-floor stairs."

For this large hall the remainder of rooms
are reduced. A " den" or meal-room, with
kitchen offices and four bedrooms, are pro-

vided. The house of a literary man who
entertained a good deal of society was
l^lanned with a hall at once a comfortable

living-room and a dignified entertaining

room, while the meal-room has been kept as

small as would allow of a little dinner-

party, the fire and sideboard being placed in

the corners. To utilise the corners of a small

room for these requirements and for the door

is the best way to economise room.
Without plans it is of little interest to

describe arrangements ; but the authors are

following the ideas of a few leading archi-

tects who are trying to make the domestic

plan once more as of old—honest, as an ex-

pression of daily domestic life. The staircase

has at last been recognised as one of the

principal features, and instead of inclosing

it between walls, the aim is now to make it

visible, or, at least, to screen it partly off,

and give a glimpse of it from the hall. Study

and bedroom can also be combined for a

literary man. The use of double doors and

windows is of great value to comfort and quiet.

In cottage planning, of course, a good-sized

living-room is quite as essential, for the

functions of a kitchen have often to be added

to it. Very few planners can arrange a

living-room that can be used for cooking as

well. Mr. TJnwin took an example of a

cottage designed for a client near a small

Derbyshire town, and built on a mound,

with fine views in all directions. The main

windows were desired to be on the west, and

the plan was an oblong with plain low^span

roof. We refer our readers to the descrip- 1
tion given in the paper. Oca good living-

!j|

room occupies the western end, with a small "j

window to the north, enjoying a fine
'

prospect. The outer door is placed between

the stair-foot and the other door; the fire-

place on the north side in a deep recess, one

side being devoted to work, the other side

has a low seat. On. the working side is a

small dresser, with small fixed bowl for

washing up, drawers, cupboards, and plate-

rack. There is a hatch between this room
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and the scullery for handing through utensils,

Otc. All the kitchen work is thus done in

the living-room, and confined to one corner

of the tire recess. Four bedrooms are

obtained up-stairs, each with a corner be-

tween the fire and window, where one can

sit.

The author takes a sensible, as well as

artistic, view of the small house and cottage

as a problem of design ; he rejects, and not

without reason, the ridiculous and pretentious

design, with its full complement of rooms
and offices, as we find in our country and
suburban dwellings. The object of a good
plan in a small house should be to provide

for the daily habits and tastes of the

occupants : their real wants should be first

considered in the plan, each requirement met,

and the main living-room at least be made
a dignified unit in the plan, of good
dimensions, and in the humble cottage bo
provided for both as a kitchen and a

living - room. These are principles that

hitherto have not met with the sanction of

the architect, who has been persuaded,
often against his bstter judgment, to make
them repetitions on a small scale of a gentle-

man's residence. The smallness of the rooms,
the cramped entrance-hall and staircase are

quite subversive of comfortable family life

;

the living-room or dining-room is often

little better than a box in which a large

family is unable to stir. Many of the so-

called superior building estates about London
are spoiled by these cramped and ill-studied

dwellings with very ordinary features of

design internally or externally, with no con-
venience in the shape of cupboards and
recesses—an ignoring of the existence and
place of useful furniture, such as dressers,

sideboards, and pianofortes. Indeed the
fault of modern house-designing has been
to make a plan to which all wants and fittings

must subserve, instead of one that shall
adapt itself to the requirements and fittings

of the occupants. We have not referred
to external design or treatment; but, of
course, this in every instance should be con-
trolled by local materials, and be the out-
come, as far as possible, of the plan and the
habits of the owner. <Jur leading architects
have done something in this direction by a
more honest interpretation of facts ; but we
Btill neglect the landscape as a factor in
country-house designing, both in regard to
grouping and colour.

ROYAL ACADEMY EXHIBITION, 1901.

THE one day on which architectural drawings
may be sent in this year is Friday, March 29,

and these muet be delivered by a peraonal agent
to Burlington House, and no works in cases will
be received. On Saturday, March 30, and on
Monday, April 1, oil paintings are to be sent in

;

Taosday, April 2, is reserved for Sculpture. The
necessary forms and labels can be procured
during the month of March only from the
Academy on receipt of a stamped and directed
envelope. Only gilt frames are admissible for
architectural drawings.
We shall be glad if our readers who intend to

submit works will send their drawings to us to be
photographed before they are forwarded to the
l-.xlubition, so that our reproductions of accepted
works may be included in our series of Academy
illustrations, which will be published after the
galleries open, as in former years. We will
receive and deliver works for our contributors

;

but the labels, ic, as above, must be sent com-
plete with the framed drawings ready for despatch
to the Exhibition.
A well-known and accomplished architectural

artist writes with regard to the Royal Academy
Exhibition—"Personally, I have very much
lost interest in it, for the rejection of some of
the best examples of modem architecture took
place last year, and I hear of universal com-
plamts." He adds : "I have good reason to
believe that the hanging was almost entirely, if
not quite, left to servants. I have been wonder-
ing if some sort of direct appeal could not be
made by you to the R.A. and A.K.A. architects,
lurgmg them to take more interest in the

.\rchitectural room, and more especially in the

hanging."
\Ve have from time to time been foremost in

our protests, and, not content with general state-

ments of complaint, we have particularised indi-

vidual instances which have occasional real

grounds for discontent, and sometimes well
justified astonishment as to the selections made
quite as much as to the rejections permitted.
By no standard of merit has it been possible to

explain such unaccountable results, and if we did

not personally know the architect members of

the Academy, we should no doubt be liable to

give credit to the tales which obtain credence as

an explanation for this unfortunate state of affairs.

At one time it was more than likely that no
architect member of the Academy would be
elected on the Hanging Committee. This defect

was provided against by the timely action cf Mr.
Alfred Waterhouse, R.A.,yho3e hanging has given
perhaps more satisfaction than that of any other
architect member. It is impossible to please every -

body, and the task of selection we know perfectly

well is an extremely difficult one ; but we say it is a
positive scandal that half a dozen, and even more,
works from one man should be well placed, to the
exclusion of even one contribution from other
equally capable and artistic architects. Men of

the first rank whose work is second to none are

rejected over and over again to give place,

as if by m"! « pmpos intention, to second-
rate drawings of competition designs and
unexecuted schemes. This is no idle diatribe of

a disappointed disturber of the peace, or of one
who in the least degree desires to disparage or
displease the Hanging Committee, whose
difficulties we entirely appreciate ; but this diffi-

culty is due mainly to the out-of-date rule by
which any contributor may send as many as

eight works. All this has been said before

;

but the scandal remains, and the scramble
goes on. Judging by the results—and good in-

tentions count as nothing—as compared to the
results on the walls : no trouble appears to be
taken to minimise the effect of this octachord rule,

hence the discord and clamour for a remedy. We
hope, however, that those in authority will not
turn a deaf ear, but will insure impartiality to
all by taking a little more personal care to ex-
clude more than a fair proportion of space to any
one man, and to prevent trading firms from
sending in unacknowledged designers' works as
their own, and in this category we mean shop-
keepers pure and simple. It would be hardly
possible in all cases to exclude the contributions
of the commercial architect who keeps a ghost,
and sends his drawings duly signed as if the name
in the catalogue was identical with that of the
real author.

There is this to be said, that the architect
member of the hanging committee represents only
one vote, and as the absurd theory is stUl adhered
to, that the quorum of the committee present
must vote on every exhibit, the rate at which the
frames have to pass makes the process practically
impossible. Tired-out the members necessarily
become, and in this wild-goose chase of a so-called
system many a bird of merit, but possibly modest
plumage, so to speak, gets thrown out and rele-
gated to the vaults below, with a red and a white
chalk-mark on its back, as unfit for exhibition.
The majority of the committee know personally
precious little about what is going on in the
architectural world, and sometimes it is just
possible that some of the members care less.

The architect member is busy with his own
works, and too much occupied with the pressure
of his own practice to notice what is occurring
among his professional brethren, except in his
own circle. It is perhaps for this reason that
care is sometimes not taken to insure good
prominence to the more important works of the
year, instead of filling the walls, as occurred last
summer, with a patchwork of inconsequential
villas and kindred country little buildings or
even speculative designs for same.

If we could do anything to further the sug-
gestion of our correspondent we should only be
too glad ; but the A.R A. members have
nothing to do with the selection directly. They
might indirectly do a good deal of good ; but it

is easy to realise that they hesitate in interfering
with their seniors.

New offices are about to be erected for the Mid-
lothian County Council at the coiner of Lawn
Miiket and George-street Bridge. They will be
faced with ashlar, and are to be built from plana
by Mr. Maointyre Hanry, of Edinburgh.

ROVAL IXSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCnilECTS.

AN ordinary general meeting of the Royal
Institute of British Architects was held on

Monday evening, Mr. E. A. Uiuning, Vice-
President, in the chair. The secretary, Mr. W.
J. l.ciiKK, having announced that the President,
Mr. W. Emerson, was unable to attend owing
to ill-health, read some remarks by the President
on the death of the Queen, and the address of
condolence and loyalty to the King presented by
the Council on behalf of the Institute. The
(uAiKMAN announced that the Royal (told Medal
for Architecture would not Ije awarded this year.
By show of hands, the following seven Fellows,
23 Associates, and one Hon. Fellow were unani-
mously elected:—As Fellows: Messrs. F. S.

B.iker (Toronto), A. C. Blomtield (London), C.J.
Blomfield (London), Or. F. Collinson (London),

W. Flockhart (London), John Leeming (London),

and Joseph I.eeming (London). As Associates:

T. B. Bill (Weston-super-Mare), E. W. Banfield

(London), G. Brumell (Morpeth), H. M. Cautley
(Ipswich), W. G. St. John Cogswell (London),
W. E. B. F. Crook (London), H. A. Douglass
(Crowborough Cross), T. W. Gordon (Notting-

ham), A. H. Goslett (Great Stanmore), Shirley

Harrison (Laicester), C. E. Hutchinson (London),
A. L. MacGibbon (Edinburgh), R. H. J. Mayhew
(London), W. Y. Morgan (Carmarthen), R. W.
Owen (Liverpool), A. Wyatt Papworth (London),

J. Quail (Manchester), F. J. O. Smith (London),

E. J. Trench (Cambridge), C. B. Thomas
(London), H. A. "Tinker (London), P. J. Turner
(London), and W. J. Walford (London). As
Hon. Fellow : Sir Lawrence Alma-Tadema,
R.A., F.S.A.

FLAXSIXG OF ASVLVMS.

A paper on this subject, illustrated by numerous
plans, sections, and elevations, written by Mr.
Gkoroe T. Hlne, F.R.I.B.A., was read by Dr.
Newington. The author observed that asylum
construction embraced the study of almost every
description of building, from a church to a cow-
shed, and the art of combining so many dis-

similar structures info one harmonious whole,
with the engineering skill necessary to provide
for and supply heat, light, and water to what is

practically a little town, made asylum architec-

ture an almost distinct profession in itself.

Further, asylums are built for people who have
to be watched, nursed, and provided with em-
ployment and recreation under conditions in-

applicable to sane people, and to provide for all

these, while the subjects are under enforced
detention, a very special knowledge is required

to make their lives bearable and, as far as pos-

sible, pleasurable. In order to make his paper
of some use to the student of this branch of

architecture, he proposed dealing chiefly with
asylums at home and their most fitting form of

planning, and referring to some of the most
interesting examples in foreign countries. In
the course of a brief

HISTORICAL SKETCH

of the building of public asylums, the author
stated that there was no certain evidence of
asylums for the insane before the Middle Ages.
Up to the end of the 18th century such lunatics

as were not at large were confined in prisons or
in the few houses then erected for their accom-
modation, and were frequently treated worse than
felons, often with the greatest cruelty. But in
the year 1796 the "Retreat" at York was
founded by the Society of •' Friends," an insti-

tution where an intelligent system of treatment
was initiated and carried out under the able
direction of Mr. William Tuke. This institution
and the novelty of its treatment constitute a
landmark in the history of lunacy. It resulted
in the passing of an Act in 1818 permitting
county justices to erect asylums for the accom-
modation and treatment of pauper lunatics. In
1815 another Act was passed, making it com-
pulsory on local authorities to provide asylums
for the insane in boroughs and counties through-
out England and Wales. This Act established
the present Lunacy Commission with six paid
Commissioners, whose work of inspection and
direction has done so much to ameliorate the
condition of the unfortunate people under their

care. Turning to the actual buildings, the author
describes some of the most notable erections since
the Act of 184.5, indicating the various stages in

THE EVOLl-TION OF ASYLUM PLANNTNO,

a study of which is essential to a proper appre-
ciation of its latest developments. Existing types
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of plan are all more or less developments of the
corridor and pavilion systems. In the early days
the corridor system, consisting of a long gallery,

with single rooms opening out of it, was the only
recognised principle on which an asylum could he
huilt. The form was usuallj- quadrilateral. After
the Act of 1S4.5, while the internal arrangements
savoured less of restraint, the principle of the
corridor system still prevailed. The first develop-
ment was an attempt at classification by the
introduction of a ward for the sick and infirm on
each side of the building : the number of cells

was reduced and more patients were allowed to

sleep in associated dormitories. In the seventies

special provision began to be made for epileptics,

and the Lunacy Commissioners in 1S7-) published

a plan designed by Mr. Howell for an epileptic

ward, which has been adopted with trifling

variations in nearly every asylum designed within
the last twenty years. In the decade 1871-80

the most notable departure in planning is met
with in the Lancashire County Asylum, at

AVhittingham, designed in what Burdett de-

scribes as the corridor - pavilion style, and
characterises as one of the finest specimens of

asylum architecture in England. The Gloucester-

shire Eecond county asylum, erected on the

pavilion system, the blocks being arranged in

echelon, was the first of this type erected in Eng-
land, and may besaid to have originated theoblique

or broad-arrow form of corridor now so commonly
adopted in asylum designs. The Surrey second
county asylum at Cane Hill, one of Mr. Howell's
chief works, and accommodating 2,000 patients,

is on the pavilion type, the blocks radiating from
a main corridor of horseshoe form. Criticising

the variation of floor levels in this building,

which necessitated flights of steps in the corridor,

the author was of opinion that this irregularity

could have been avoided by a more careful con-
sideration of the surface levels of the ground and
a little more excavating. He urged architects

designing asylums to give a first consideration to

the site. In many of the plans coming under his

official notice the buildings are generally left to

adapt themselves to the site rather than the site

being adapted to the buildings. Describing the
Claybury Asylum, designed by himself, the
problem to be solved was how to accommodate
2,000 patients within reasonable distance of the
administrative centre without prejudice to the
position and aspect of their wards. The plan he
adopted was a modification of the echelon type,
the wards being approached from obtusely oblique
corridors, the pavilion system being almost a

necessity from the conditions issued. The
asylum is built on the top of a hill, falling all

ways, and by removing the apex of the
mound, representing nearly 100,000 yards of

Boil, which was well disposed of in filling

up a valley to the north of the asylum, a
level plateau was obtained, suSicient to allow
of about half the patients' blocks and the whole
of the administrative department being erected

at one uniform level ; the remaining wards being
slightly lower, but in no case more than 5ft.

below the central buildings. At Bexley Asylum
the author first introduced the villa system on a
tentative scale of three villas holding thirty-five

patients each, and a detached hospital for fifty

phthisical cases or others requiring isolated treat-

ment. In this asylum, which accommodates
2,000 patients, all the wards communicate with
one another, and an ofiicer may pass from one
end of the male or female side to the other with-
out retracing his footsteps or being obliged to

return to the main corridor. Bexley has proved
so satisfactory that the London Asylums Com-
mittee have arranged with Mr. Hine to use the
same plans, with a few modifications and im-
provements, for a second edition of this asylum
at Horton. Xumerous other asylums were re-

ferred to, the author indicating their distinctive
features and in many cases exhibiting plans. The
London Asylums Committee have found it neces-
sary to add

TEMPORAEY IilILniXf;8

to some of their asylums. These erections,

chiefly of wood and iron, provide accommodation
for 1,700 patients at a total cost of about £173,000,
averaging £100 a bed—a costly expedient, con-
sidering the limited life of these structures.

SCOTCH ASYLVMS

are administered by a Board of Commissioners,
whose duties, though similar in many respects to
those of the English Commissioners, are exercised
under different laws and with different results in

the planning of these buildings. The system of

housing in the acute hospital the curable and
incurable cases together is encouraged by the
Scotch Commissioners, who consider it undesirable

to separate entirely the two classes. This view
is upheld by Dr. Conolly, who considers the

absolute separation of the curable from the
incurable to be neither practical nor desirable

—

the incurable patients being generally fitter com-
panions for the curable than the curable patients

are. English medical experts, however, hold
that a hospital, totally distinct and apart from
the asylum, for the reception and treatment of

new cases which are not diagnosed as hopelessly
incurable must prove an important factor in the
cure of lunacy. It is well known that many
forms of insanity are curable at an early stage,

but by neglect or unfavourable conditions often
result in permanent and incurable disease.

HOSPIT.iLS FOU LVX,\TICS.

In 1889 the London County Council appointed
a committee to inquire into and report upon the
advantages of the establishment, as a complement
to the existing asylum system, of a hospital with
a visiting medical staff for the study and curative
treatment of insanity. The committee held
meetings, and invited leading medical experts to

give evidence. Their report showed the evidence
to be greatly in favour of the scheme, and they
summed up strongly recommending the establish-

ment of such a hospital. The County Council,
nevertheless, ignored the recommendation, and
have continued building asylums on the old lines,

lather county authorities, however, have taken
up the matter, and are providing hospitals for the
reception and treatment of curable cases. The
provision of an acute hospital the author con-
sidered to be one of the most important evolutions

in modern asylum planning.

C'OXTINEXTAL ASYLUMS.

Various plans were shown of German asylums,
and details given of the villa system as seen in

the asylum at Alt Scherbitz, which may be said

to have originated this type of planning, now
adopted more or less in modemAmerican asylums,
and more recently, but to a less extent, in

England. The viUas are constructed very much
like boarding-schools, with day and classrooms
on the ground floor, and associated dormitories
above. The doors and windows are open, and
the patients come and go as they please, wander
about or work in the grounds, enjoying com-
parative freedom, but always under the watchful
eye of carefully-trained attendants. No wall
incloses the estate, only a light and easily-

climable fence. The gardens surrounding the
houses in the central establishment are inclosed

with palings, grown over with plants and
creepers. The colony is bounded on the south
by the river Elster, which flows at the foot of a
steep hill in the grounds, and there is nothing to
prevent a patient rushing down the hill and
plunging into the river. Great value is

attached to residence in the colony, and patients

are given to understand that their stay there
depends on their good behaviour, and are thus
encouraged to exercise self-control. Having
given an account of asylums as they are, the
author went on to deal with

FUTURE POSSiniLITIES OF ASYLUM DESIGNING,

and then to give a detailed description of an
asylum as it should be, instancing a building to

accommodate, say, 800 patients, with provision

for future extension to 1,200. As an illustration,

the plans were referred to of the new East Sussex
Asylum now erecting at Hellingly, which has
been designed on the most modern lines, the
whole scheme having been most carefully thought
out by a committee of the county council, with
Dr. Ilayes Newington at its head, whose wide
experience, acquired in many years' association

with asylum work, gave his committee an
immense advantage in determining the basis on
which they should work. To understand the
first principles of asylum construction, it is

necessary to know something of the eccentricities

of insanity and the habits and treatment of the
insane. The author recommended the student in

asylum planning to make friends at all oppor-
tunities with the medical experts, and to study
the subject in the light of those whose duty it is

to look after the insane. The architect can
materially assist the doctor in both the cure and
protection of the patient by the careful con-
sideration he gives to the details of planning
and construction of the asylum, and m doing
this he will find that he must design buildings

which give security without appearance of

restraint. The ever-present sense of detention
is, in a way, as inimical to cure as were the cells

and fetters of the 18th century. In

THE IDEAL ASYLUM

the most important building must be the acute
hospital. Here it is that every patient, unless
hopelessly incurable, is admitted, and during his

stay in this hospital his future life is probably
determined, whether he shall recover and go
back into the world, or whether he shall pass on
to the main asylum for the remainder of his

days, to eke out an unhappy existence at a cost of

more than £30 a year to his country. On every

ground we cannot afford to neglect anything

—

consideration, care, or money necessary to pro-

duce a building which affords the doctors the

best opportunities for treating and curing their

patients. Any money thus spent will prove the

truest economy in the end. 'The various parts of

his ideal asylum having been discussed in detail,

together with the engineering works, internal

fittings, laundry, systems of heating and venti-

lation, fee, the author concluded his p^per by a
reference to the cost. He was of opinion that a

well-built asylum, designed on liberal principles,

and fitted with all modern appliances, cannot be

erected for much less than £300 a bad. Twenty-
five years ago Nottingham Borough Asylum cost

£170 a bed. But that the increased cost is not

out of proportion to that of other building works
is shown by the report of the Metropolitan Com-
missioners, where the cost of fifteen asylums
erected before the year 1845 is stated to have

averaged £200 a bed, some even then approaching

as much as £300 a bed.

In the discussion that followed, Dr. Murray-
Cook, one of the Commissioters in Lunacy, ad-

vocated the plan of providing in all asylums a

separate detached hospital for the special treat-

ment of all recent and apparently curable cases.

The rooms for single cases were frequently too

small. Plenty of steam coils should be substituted

for flues, which often gave a good deal of trouble.

Dr ITrquhakt mentioned that the latest model
in asylum planning in England was that at

Hellingly for the East Sussex County Council.

Mr. Clifford Smith and Mr. Percival Gordon
Smith, of the Local Government Board, also joined

in the discussion, and a hearty vote of thanks was
passed to the author.

ENGLISH ARCHITECTURE OF
NINETEENTH CENTURY.*

THE

LOOKING dispassionately and broadly at the

century which has recently been completed,

it is seen to have opened for England in turmoil,

poverty, and privation, its people being borne up
by a spirit of high patriotism. This period was
followed by one of recuperation and then by
rapid, at times too rapid, trade advancement, as

the power of the steam-engine was developed and

our coalfields were opened up. Contemporane-
ously there came over the country a marvellous

revival of religious feeling, both in the Esta-

blished and Nonconformist Churches. Towards
the close of the century these fiercely rapid

movements settled down into steady commercial

prosperit}' and generous religious tolerance, with

less exuberance but more depth and solidity in

both ; and there has developed a still steadily

advancing tendency to educate the people more and
more highly, and to promote healthy municipal and

family life, with comforts and elegancies within the

reach of all both in their own homes and in public

institutions. Speaking now of the country's

architecture, it will be noted that the 18th

century had seen the gradual decadence of a true

English Renaissance style, and the substitution

of formality and precise rule for the originality

introduced by Wren and maintained by his

immediate successors—alike in important build-

ings and in the comfortable square-brick dwell-

ings of the middle classes. AU design was based

upon the Roman orders, which had been reduced

to a system of precise proportions, on no account

to be departed from, and this had become so

entirely a fixed principle that even the discovery

of the much more beautiful Classic work of

Greece, with its varying proportions, had hardly

shaken it. At the commencement of the 19th

century, conse(iuently, all English architects were

by training and education Classic purists, and

were divided into two schools—Roman and Grecian

—the many followers of Sir W. Chambers form-

ing the first, and Inwood leading the second

—

• Eead before the Society of Architects, Feb. 21, 1901,
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that is if during the first twenty yeara of the

century England can be said to have possessed

any architecture at all, for no buildings of first-

rate, and very few of even second-rate, import-

ance weie attempted. Inwood, however, with his

exact Grecian copyism, as in the Church of St.

I'aneras, was destined to be followed by others

who, like himself, studied Grecian architecture

in Greece, and who, on their return home, erected

dignified and well-proportioned buildings in the

Grecian spirit—not many, but now and again

one, preserving in this country for more than half

the century an appreciation of the simple, the

beautiful, and the refined, which might well

otherwise have been lost. Such buildings were

the British Museum, by Sir Robert Smirke ; the

Liverpool Athenioum, by Thomas Harrison ; tho

Hanover ' Chapel in Kegent-street, by C. K.

Cockerell : and St. George's Hall at Liverpool,

by H. L. Elraes—this last being one of the rtally

great buildings of the century, perfect in its

proportions and in the delicacy of its details,

magnificent in its scale and perfectly satisfy-

ing to the most cultured taste. But if the

Grecian school retained for England an apprecia-

tion of the choice and pure, the Koman school,

capable of widerandmore varied interpretation , was
eventually to have the greater influence, merging
as it insensibly did into a revival of pure Italian

Renaissance. In this form it was responsible for

the Travellers' and the Reform Clubs, by Sir

Charles Birry ; the Carlton Club, by Sir Robert
Smirke ; the Museum of Practical Geology and
the west end of Somerset House, by Sir James
Pannethorne ; and St. Thomas's Hospital, by
Henry Currey—all works of great importance
and worthy of any architectural period in any
country. These, it will be noted, are all Metro-
politan buildings, and except in London and a

few of the larger provincial cities, scarcely any
examples of the style of any value are to be
fooncf. Some thirty years ago, indeed, it had to

fight for its very existence in the now almost

forgotten but then extremely virulent '
' Battle of

the Styles," and its exponents, then mostly old

men, were apparently vanquished by the more
enthusiastic and younger votaries of Ciothicwork.
The Gothic revival had commenced much earlier,

and at that time seemed likely to become a

permanent English style. Vet, like a hothouse
plant, it withered with extreme rapidity after

displaying a few flowers of great beauty ; and it

exists no longer. Originating out of the attention
drawn to our churches by the " Oxford Move-
ment," and from the necessity of repairing and
enlarging the churches and cathedrals in archi-

tectural harmony with their original design, an
immense perpetus to the general employment of

Ctothic forma was given by their adoption in the
Houses of Parliament by Sir Charles Barry, who
had invaluable assistance from Pugin in the pre-
paration of the designs. This truly magnificent
building, a veritable "Wonder of the World,"
owes its greatness to other qualities much more
than to that of style—to its marvellous grouping,
its absolute suitability, and great originality. Its

style, in fact, is mixed, the general lines of the
river front being essentially those of a Renais-
sance building ; and even the Ciothic detail is not
above reproach, if examined separately and con-
sidered as Ctothic detail only, and not, as it

should be, as the suitable and harmonious en-
richment of one of the grandest buildings which
the world possesses. The influence was first felt

by directing the attention of the students of the
day to the possibilities of Gothic architecture,
and attained fruition when these students
reached their practising manhood. Butterfield,

' Sir Gilbert Scott, Paley, Street, Burges, E. M.
Barry, Pearson, Sir Arthur Blomfield, and Bodley
are a few of the names most closely connected
with the Gothic revival ; but Pugin had preceded
them all. and is now generally regarded as the
"father" of the style. The "cross" in the
courtyard of Charing Cross railway station may,
though small, be taken as a typical example of
his work, and in this regard well bears comparison
with the larger but somewhat similar Albert
Memorial by Sir Gilbert Scott. It is, however,
somewhat invidious to single out any one of Sir
Gilbert's Ciothic works for mention more than the
others, for if Pugin was the "father" of the
revival, Scott was certainly its most prominent
exponent, there being scarcely an English cathe-

' dral which he did not touch by way of restoration
'or some small addition, and hardly an eccle-
jsiastical edifice in the country about which he
was not in some way or other consulted. Of his
original churches, the best known is St. Mary

Abbott's, at Kensington, but merely from the

accident of its being in the Metropolis ; for many
are as rich and as perfectly proportioned, and, it

may be added, as mechanically exact in detail.

Irrespective of restorations, the other great

ecclesiastical works of the period may be

reduced to four ; and though there are a

really large number which are eminently
satisfactory, these four stand out unrivalled,

while each is very different from all the

others. Christ Church, Westminster Bridge-

road, the work of Alfred Bickordike, who died

recently in obscurity, is an example of perfect

grouping and graceful detail, worthy of the best

Mediaeval period ; Cork Cathedral is instinct with

(he spirit of original conception and overflowing

artistic inspiration of William Burges ; Truro
Cathedral is the refined result of careful study of

English architecture of the 13lh century, by
J. L. Pearson; and Trinity Church, Chelsea,

exhibits the strong individuality of .J. D.
Sedding, tempered by much sketching both at

home and abroad. The public buildings erected

during and in accordance with the Gothic revival

wore scarcely so numerous, and show by their

general unsuitability that the style was a forced

revival and not a true growth. Thus it is that,

in spite of their great beauty, the word " un-

suitable" has been used as sufficient to condemn
alike the Manchester town-hall, by Alfred

Waterhouse, and the Law Courts, by G. E.

Street—though in the public mind the great

architectural merits of this latter work have been

greatly obscured by its acknowledged defects in

plan, while amongst English architects the fact

that it follows French rather than English

tradition has frequently led to its being only

half-understood. Both, however, are great

buildings, and speak elo<iuently of an endeavour

amongst the more cultured of our race to express

their desire to have things graceful and beautiful

around them. More generally acknowledged as

a successful Gothic public building is St. Pancras

Station, by Sir Gilbert Scott, with its somewhat
formal lines well concealed by clever grouping
and the use of graceful towers, and its special

adaptability to modern requirements. So far as it

is formal and suitable to a modern many-storied

building, it has been followed in many a smaller

building since, but in its higher attributes it

stands alone, l-'or private houses the "revival"
has proved a failure, as it did for street archi-

tecture also, a notable exception being Mr. Astor's

offices on the Thames Embankment, designed by
Mr. Pearson. The Natural History Museum
was erected by Alfred Waterhouse, about twenty
years ago, in what seemed then to be the full

height of the Gothic revival ; and yet marked its

coming sudden termination by the evident attempt,

in a building of the first importance, toevolvesome-

thing fresh. In spite of the deserved popularity of

its author, the first of the great Gothic revivalists

to willingly break away from the employment of

Gothic forms alone, and almost the only one

of those great men still living amongst us, this,

his greatest work, has hardly received the recog-

nition from his contemporaries which it deserves,

and which will undoubtedly be bestowed upon it

by posterity. Not many English buildings dis-

play so perfectly the quality of thoughtfulness

based upon ample consideration of what is best in

many other countries besides our own, and com-
bined with extremely careful colouring. With
the death of Sir Ciilbert Scott in 1879, followed

by the decease of Street and Burges in 1S81,

came the end of the energetic phase of the Gothic
revival, louring the whole strenuous period it

had unconsciously been but preparing the ground
for something else, while the Classic and Renais-

sance traditions which it had apparently over-

whelmed had in reality been but slumbering, and
now awoke with the contemporaneous erection of

the Bolton Town Hall, by W. Hill ; the (rlasgow

Municipal Offices, by William Young ; and the

Brompton Oratory, by Herbert Gribble. The
first of these was, at its opening, commented
upon by the Times as "an edifice, which for

architectural beauty and internal arrangement
and decoration is probably unrivalled by any
building in the country which is devoted to

municipal purposes," an opinion which, at any
rate, received endorsement in the erection of

replicas at Leeds and Portsmouth. Of the

Oratory it need only be said that it is incom-
parably the finest Renaissance church erected in

England since the days of Wren. The next
architectural phase was a curious one—a rage for

the quaint, induced by an over-study of the

buildings in the low countries and the district of

the Loire, in the hope of developing a picturesque
style of small dwelling, and contemporaneoup
with tho " iRSthetic " craze in art generally
It would occupy too much time to consider
any except some works of magnitude to-night,
else a good deal might be said of the highly
satisfactory domestic architecture of the last

twenty years under the leadership of Norman
Shaw and Ernest (.ieorge. But the influence of
this domestic style was felt in larger buildings,

the picturesque grouping and tiny detail suiting
well the comparatively small Law Courts at
Birmingham, by Aston Webb ; the recently
erected Municipal Buildings at Oxford, by H. T.
Hare ; and the English Opera House (now the
Palace Theatre), by T. E. Collcutt ; while it

went far to detract from the nobility of tho

Imperial Institute. This tendency to littleness

of detail was checked by the common-sense
solidity of Xorman Shaw's New Scotland Yard,
still in a distinctly Belgian style (its evident

prototype being the Mont de Piete at Liege),

and by the reversion to a strong Italian Renais-

sance in the Accountants' Institute, by John
Belcher. This last is the most notable build-

ing completed during the last decade in

England or elsewhere, its tine proportions, it.s

strength, and its bold originality, combined with
the free use of the highest class of sculpture,

raising it far above contemporary works. Its

influence, too, appears likely to be considerable,

if one may judge from the published designs for

buildings which are not yet erected. Looking
back over the century as a whole, one cannot help

being struck both by the immense variety of first-

rate building which has been done in England,
and more by the steadily-increasing amount ol

good work which each decade has seen. During
the early decades a few great buildings arose in

London ; but, generally speaking, architecture

was a lost art. Now there are educated practi-

tioners in every part of the country who.are pro-

ducing artisticaUy satisfactory work largely in

accordance with a prevailing fashion or style,

while buildings of importance, hospitalf, schools,

town-halls, &c., are rising everywhere. The
past has shown progress, and the prospect for the

future is good.

THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE
TWENTIETH CENTURY.

By Banister F. Fletcher.*

{(yoiK'liified from p. 222.)

G.\RDEN CITIES.

THE Cili/ Bt-autiful. Is there a city which might
be called beautiful in the whole of Great

Britain '. Some approach beauty ; but there are

foul blots in most—slums, badly- constructed

tenements, and insanitary factories—^which spoil

the picture. What can we say of the heavy pall

of thick, black smoke which hangs over London,

and to a much greater extent over the manu^
tacturing towns of Northern Britain r Is that a

subject of gratification to our municipalities, or a

matter affecting the public health which should

nut be remedied ': I believe I am right in saying

that laws do exist which prohibit these monster

belching chimneys from fouling God's air and
blacking the earth, but that these laws, from
local influences, are often not put in force. The
open fireplace it will always be difficult to dis-

pense with, owing to associations connected with

the domestic hearth, but important improvements

in its construction are already shadowed relating

to smoke consumption which will no doubt be

enforced on all householders. . Personally, how-
ever, I am inclined to think that gas will super-

sede coal for warming the ordinary buildings.

Let us glance at London—London the great, the

picturesque, and far from ugly capital of the

empire.
ROOF SPACES.

In the first quarter ot the new century, when
London, with the assistance of legislative action,

may be expected to have shaken itself clear of its

smoky curtain, and to have removed a large

number of its most ofiiensive factories to a con-

venient distance into the country, the question of

overhead promenades formed upon flat roofs will

probibly be brought to the front, and found to be

possible. The roof promenade may be a feature

of the next century, and we shall perhaps return

to the usage of the Egyptians and other Eastern

* Read Feb. m, before the Birmingham Architectural

AsBociatioQ.
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peoples. These roof spaces, adequately p"o-

tected, could be more generally u'iliaed as

playgrounds, Hower gardens, tennis, and sports

generally, or even as in Chicago to-day,

as a space where shops could he erected. If

imagination does not desert us, we might conceive

a footbill match on such spaces with the attendant
thousands of spactators. Such root gardens will

have this advantage : that in the summer, when
fires are not needed for heating purposes, and when
cooking will be effected by electricity, the air

will be quite free from smoke, they will be
more conveniently used. ''Afternoon tea" on
the roof will probably be the invitation of the

futiire, and with the above suggestion a sub-

stitute would be found for a terrestrial garden.

Public health would be benefited thereby, for the

cool breezes generally obtainable at the height of

a five-story house, with a view from the High-
gate heights to the Surrey Hills, would be a bless-

ing to the jaded office worker. I only mention
this as showing the possible effect of Public

Health problems on architecture, because the

advantages of level roofs are admitted, and it is

possible that when the way is cleared by a better

atmosphere, the great cities, owing to value of

land and increase of population, will wake to the

advantages which they now miss, and a third

London will appear on the house-tops, as there is

already a second beneath the surface. Time will

not allow of pursuing further the fascinating

subject of the future city, for we must pass on.

DOMESTIC ARCHITECTrRE.

In approaching domestic architecture one is

met on all sides with so many " ifs " that the

difficulty is to proceed at all. What is to be
civilisation of the next century r Is it to be
socialistic—the levelling of the rich—or is it to

proceed on the lines of the present day r Will
the people rush from the towns to the country,

or vice versa ? It is plain that the railway, the

cycle, the electric tramway, and the new " flying

machines" will quite as much and end to throw
the people out of as into the great cities. It

would certainly seem that with improved methods
of communication there will be a tendency to live

out of towns and work in them, for those at

least who are able. It is considered now some-
what a feat to live at Brighton, with one's

business in london ; but we may take it that such

a thing will be quite common, and that by the

middle of the century a man may possibly go
much longer distances. Domestic architecture

will be governed very much by the course which
easy transit develops, and such being the case,

the health of the community will no doubt be
improved by the placing of people over a wider
area of ground. But, besides easy transit,

telephonic communication, and the new science

of writing by wire, known as the telautograph,

will ha^e an important effect on the distribution

of population, and hence on the health of the

community, and it is not unlikely that the trend

of events will enable us to carry on our practices

far from the madding crowd. As an instance, I

call to mind how some years ago in the Cnited
States I visited a village ten miles from Bpston,

where the most celebrated landscape gardener in

the T'nited States lived, and where he worked
with his assistants on his designs. Being in

telephonic communication with Boston, and from
thence with other centres of population, he and
his staff had the advantage of being in direct

communication with his clients, and at the

same time of living in the country, with
all the advantages of fresh air and ron-

genial surroundings, an environment which
we must admit is conducive to the production of

the best work. Such is an ideal state for an
architect, and it needs no great stretch of the

imagination to conceive its possibility. But,
even if we work in cities, it is certain that, with
improved means of communication, the dwelling-
house will be the better for being: removed from
the environs of the city. If there is one class of

building which has improved in design and con-
struction during the last fifty years it is the
smaller houses of the suburbs and provinces. It

is true that streets of houses are still erected in

the suburbs by speculating builders, but it is

possibly a hopeful sign of the times that, whereas
formerly such houses had no pretence to being
designed in a sanitary manner, yet now, in many
instances, besides being so designed an endeavour
is also made to give them a pleasing architectural

exterior, which is of course very seldom suc-

cessful, but still the attempt is encouraging. The
drainage ard sanitary fittings are now baldly

advertised and placarded, even to the great
luxury of one bith with hot and cold water.

Other alluring enticements are held out to the

future occupier. In one house on the outskirts of

London which I recently had occasion to visit, a

plan of the drains, engraved in red lines on a

brass plate, was prominently fixed to the wall by
the kitchen dresser ! It is needless to say that

after such a display of careful sanitary fore-

thought the house was immediately sold, and I

give the suggestion to anybody with a house

unlet on his hands as a prescription by means of

which the desired result may be attained. It is,

moreover, a hopeful sign of the times. Although
long, unlovely streets of dwelling-houses are still

erected, all cast in one mould, and people are

obliged to live in them, there is a decided move
towards a desire to live in a house with some
character about it which shall differentiate it

from its neighbours. Will this tendency increase

and will such houses multiply, or will the desire

die out : The discussionmay possibly point the way.
I must be permitted a few words on this important
subject, because I really think it is connected
with the idea of public health in its widest sense.

A house which is to be a home should be made to

suit the occupant in the same way as his clothes

are, or should be made to fit him. A man should
not, if he can help it, stuff himself into any house
haphazard. The growth of individualism in

taste is certainly manifest, and the .greater

interest taken in ordinary art matters by the

coming generations will possibly not be lessened.

But although the country dwelling-house will

possibly increase to a considerable extent, yet

there must always be a considerable number of

dwellers in cities, and their lot in the garden
cities already foreshadowed should be of com-
fortable character. Where will they live and
how? The 20th-century "flat" will be a

creation of its own, something to make the lonely

bachelor of to-day sigh for. Everything will be
able to be "turned on." I do not know how
long we have been able to turn on water in our

houses, but it must have been considered an
immense advance ]in sanitary science, and must
have done much towards the attainment of that

personal cleanliness which has been considered

by some experts to be next to godliness.

Besides turning on water for washing, gas for

heating, electricity for lighting, the liver in the

flat will press a button for breakfast, lunch,

or dinner, and somebody else will do the rest

—

i.e., 8u]>ply it. By the pressure of another

button the "babbling machines" described in
" When the Sleeper Wakes," will be turned on,

and will tell the worker while he eats his break-

fast the morning news supplied from headquarters.

People will be too busy to read newspapers in the

coming days. The life in a flat will be socialistic,

yet exclusive ; for although the menage will

probably be undertaken by one person for the

benefit of many, yet the result will be available

privately. This life is already shadowed forth

in the United States, and in London : but

there seems no reason to doubt but that

it will become very general among the class

of people who will inhabit such buildings.

The great domestic servant problem is going to

account for a good many things in the coming
century. Amongst others, we may expect the

multiplication of fittings, such as lavatory basins

with hot and cold water in each bedroom, the

use of gas fires for heating, the more sanitary

arrangement of servants' quarters. In how many
houses of even fairly good size are there servants'

"oathrooms ? Yet surely our successors will look

back upon such a state of things with wonder '.

THE WORKrXO CLASSES.

We used to hear often about " better days for

the working people," and no doubt better days
have come. The poor we always have with us

;

and bj- a similar method of observation so have
we the working classes. The Kowton houses,

the County Council lodging-houses, and the

immense blocks of flats already erected in

London are but the precursors of other big

schemes which will certainly be pressed forward

as population increases. This is perhaps one of

the greatest public health problems we have to

face. It is, moreovir, so wrapped up in our
commercial system that much will depend in

the way that manufacturers regard it. Will the

factories be removed to the country, or will

they, to a large extent, remain in the towns 'r

Personally, I am inclined to think that a large

proportion will go to the country, and that only

a few will, from their nature, probably remain in

the towns. Let us picture the country factory.

The country factory with the cottages for the

employes is an excellent idea, and one likely to

give the best results to employer and employes.

The employer will construct his factory on land

comparatively cheap, and, by providing his work-
men with house accommodation, also at a low
rent, will have at his disposal a contented com-
munity, living largely in the fresh air ; and,

being under healthy conditions, will give better

results than the town worker crowded into com-
partments necessarily small because of the value

of city land. The growing families will also

have the inestimable advantages of fresh air and
country life. Some of the large manufacturers

of the North have already tried this plan with

good results, such as Messrs. Hartley, Lever, and
Cadbury, and new villages, with the latest sani-

tary improvements both in the planning of the
.

cottages and in the abundance of light and air

and tasteful surroundings, have sprung up. If

such schemes should prosper, we may look for-

ward in the new century to a return of the people

to the country from whence of late years there

has been such an exodus, and the improved means

of rapid communication already foreshadowed will

assuredly assist in such a return.

TEOPLES' TAL.U'ES.

On the other hand, if the study of economics

should compel the abolition of the present wasteful

system of living, the multiplication of fires for '

warmth and cooking, the waste of service, the

extravagance of buying food in small quantities,

then it is possible that the erection of country

palaces for the people -on socialistic principles

—

will be erected. Such palaces with proper equip-

ment could supply all the needs of the community
as to food, service, &c., at probably a quarter the

cost of the individualistic cottage treatment.

Each palace would be contained in its own park,

with lakes, playing-grounds, i'c. Such a build-

ing—a real peoples' palace, a 20th-century home-
stead—may be beautiful, although in the minds

of many not so picturesque as the simple thatched M
cottages of our forefathers. At any rate, the old ^
dark and damp cottages of the present period,

devoid of a proper water supply, will soon sink

on their rotten foundations ; the educated work-

ing classes of the future, who will know the evil

effects of damp, will refuse to live in them, and

they will be replaced by structures dry, well-

planned and lighted, with proper water supply

and drainage, and healthily constructed in all

particulars. The old, picturesque " lichen-

covered " thatched cottages, which we eagerly

pounce on for our water-colour sketches, are, we
may rest assured, more pleasant to sketch from

the outside than they are to live in. Before

returning to the town-dweller, we must spare

a moment to discuss the scarcity of rural

cottages which at present exists. It is a

feature of this period ; and the reason is

that it is almost impossible to erect cottages

which will pay a fair percentage on the

outlay. That being so, it becomes a question

whether some such scheme of communistic living

as hinted above will not be the outcome of this

state of things. I believe such scarcity is partly

due to the present building regulations, which

for this class of buildings are unnecessarily strin-

gent. There is no reason why country cottages

with proper brick foundations and dampcourses

should not be built of wood in the upper part and

make perfectly sanitary constructions, and it is

the usual way of building even large country

houses in the United States.

SVORKEKS IN TOWN.

But a large proportion of workers must always

live in towns ;—the needs of town life demand it.

There is, however, a good deal to be said against

these huge blocks of barrack-like buildingswhich

have lately housed so many persons on a limited

area, even if the sanitary arrangements are per-

fect. The absence of sunshine and fresh air is

bad, not only for children, but also for older

people, to whom the multitude of steps is specially

objectionable. The absence of light and air in

the lower floors of these huge blocks of flats is

specially to be remarked.

MUNICIP.4L UriLDIXGS.

Let us look at a few types of structure which

concern themselves somewhat less with the Public

Health, and speculate in what way they are

likely to be influenced by the progress of civilisa-

tion. The development of municipal architecture

will depend, of course, on the view the masses

take of their citizenship, and whether they will
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regard th3 emulation of the architecture of rival

towns as falling within the scope of citizenship.

In the past ages such has been the case. From
Hellenic period of Greek civilisation, from that

Augustus through the Middle Ages, and in the

tTeat Kenaissance movement of Italy in the 1 5th

century, the emulation between rival cities has

been the means of producing buildings of the first

importance. In our own day the town-halls of

Glasgow, Liverpool, Manchester, Oxford, Col-

chester, Sheffield, and other large towns have

risen in evidence of this feeling, and as if to point

the way to the importance .f architecture as an
exponent of the cities progress. The stately town,

the emblem or visible sign of the harmonious life

of the ;"th-century citizen, will be the product of

the moral forces, of which sanitary science is not

the least important. Municipal buildings are

worthy re^jrds of a city's greatness, and as the

:ountry population appear steadily drifting

;oward8 the towns, thus increasing their numbers
md wealth, the new century may possibly be pro-

luctive of this result. I'.ut whereas in the

Middle Ages in England, the principal building

rivalry often lay between cathedrals, in the 20th
:entury it will probably be more of a secular

rivalry between cities. As regards theatres, we
naay expect a great revival of building, which has,

moreover, already commenced. The love of

nusic and the drama is assuredly on the increase,

ind will continue to grow. The late John
\ddington Symonds, the distinguished critic on
;he Italian Renaissance, said that music was the
)nly true modem art, the only art which seemed
;o appeal to the senses in a modem way. Certain
t is that the public generally take a far greater
nterestin music than in architecture, painting, and
icolpture. -is municipalities expand and increase

n wealth provincial theatres and concert-halls
irill rapidly increase. In this respect, the piece

-

neal decoration of the Royal Exchange in I/ondon
3 an example of how not to do it. Instead of the
lecoration of such an important building being
ompeted for by the beat fresco artists of the
leriod, and the prizes awarded to the finest con-
eption as n w/kj!- , isolated pictures are selected
Tom time to time by eminent artists, the
esult being a want of continuity of scheme
vhich is unfortunate in its results, instead of
he whole series of frescoes forming a continuous
)icture of English, or. say. London history formed
mder one general, comprehensive sequence. There
s, or sho lid be, an intimate relation between
.rohitecture and national life.

l;E G.VLLEBIES, Ml-SEIMS, rUBtlC LIBRARIES,

.111 become a fine gud no» in every provincial
own, and in many cases will form part of a
rioup around the town hall, the building symbolic
f the executive who will direct the formation of
nd undertake the custody of such collections,
n London, the " city of cities," the division into
eparate municipalities, will, it may be hoped,
ngender a broader municipal spirit, so lacking
nder the old vestry system, and so lead to the
rectiou of appropriate municipal structures
forthy of the importance of each , as represent-
ig a city in itself. Public baths and wash-
ouses will be considered as necessary to every
5wn or district as a system of drainage, and our
randchildren will look back with horror at the
isanitary 19th century, in which, although
jcturers were continually priding themselves on
le advance in sanitary science, local authori-
es were not compelled to provide facilities for
:ie furtherance of public health. Properly-
onstructed ahittoirs, provided with the efficient
initary precautions in the slaughter of animals
)r_the purpo-ses of food, will undoubtedly be
atirely under municipal management, as iu Paris
id other large Continental cities. The most
gnificant constructions of the new century will
jssibly be the monster towering hotels, of which
I London we have but seen the commencement,
ach will be the expression of the touring, travel-
ng, and luxurious iOth century : the age of big
ties, art pilgrimages, and personally-conducted
irties : the age of the sight-seer and the '

' looker-
:,"' the age in which people will feast upon the
ones of the past, live in the future, and exijt
• way of contrast in the present. Asylums,
ilice-stitions, fire-stations, waterworks, electric
irks, tramway works, board schools, poor-
luses, anl hospitals, all of which are the out-
me of our modern social condition will iccrease
thousandfold. The greater the science of

iblic health is studied and applied, the greater,
iwever.the chance of the " weaklings " pulling
ough, and being a charge on the public purse.

The strain of living will increase the number of

lunacy cases to an unparalleled extent, neces-
sitating considerable additional hospital accom-
modation for neurotic diseases. People will talk

of the good old days of the 19th century, and
will fondly believe they would have been happier
now than then, and perhaps they would be right.

Within the region of purely Monumental Archi-
tecture can we expect much ;- Possibly not '. The
monuments of the 20th century will be ranked
as works of utility. The great railway stations,

properly planned for ingress, egress, and the
health and comfort of the community, will take
the place of the present cramped inclosures.
\\Tien in. say, 1925, the " flying-machine " shall

have been perfected, it may necessitate a rever-
sion to the huge platforms some 50ft. in height,

and several thousand square yards in area, in use
in Babylonia 2,000 ii.c, and on which the
temples and palaces were placed. Such raised

platforms will be required as resting-places for

the 20th-century flying-machine, these elevated
platforms being reached by lifts continuously
moving. .Such platforms will be constructed of

steel, the best prototype I can give you being
the half- finished Wembley Tower near London.
In the great constructive science, the bridges of

the future will probably be of astounding
dimensions, and the new Brooklyn Bridge may
be regarded as a forerunner of many which will

far surpass it. To bridge from Calais to Dover,
and even from London to Xew York, is a far from
unlikely occurrence. And yet the thought comes.
Shall we do without bridges r—shall we with
the aid of " flying-machines ' fly to Xew York,
fly everywhere and anywhere ? In such cases we
may possibly require resting-places at stages in

the Atlantic for the lubrication of the monster
wings of the flying-machine, such resting-places

taking the form of- the monster steel platforms
of the ^Vembley Tower type already mentioned.
Am I romancing without reason f It may be so,

and yet it is not possible for anyone to say these
things will not happen. If we look at the strides

in every science which have been made in the
past century, we must feel that if the present is

to proceed in a like ratio, not only the things I

have sketched for you, but much more also, wUl
come to pass.

A TWE.NTIETH-CEXTrRy ARCHITECT.

And if this is a correct view of the architecture

of the coming century, what of the architects

—

of the creators of such work r If architecture in
its outward forms has not advanced by any
revolutionary stages along the highway of pro-
gress, yet in the manner of construction she has
and will develop exceedingly. Old Philbert do
L'Orme, an architect of the French Renaissance,
once said that an architect should have four eyes,
four ears, and three hands, and if it was necessary
then, what now An architect nowadays is

necessarily skilled in mechanics, several sciences,

and in various arts connected with architecture.

Xow architecture differs in one essential quality :

that while the latter is a matter of commonsense,
which everyone understands, and therefore can
appreciate, the former in its highest stages is

based on an appreciation of testhetic quality,

which the public can scarcely be expected to

understand. The new century will be a utilitarian

and scientific age essentially, and architects will

have to adapt themselves more to the require-

ments of the time, and hold less to the
antiquated ideals of the past centuries, if they
are to capture and retain the public interest. We
must be of the the 20th centurj' if we would
succeed in it. Therein lies our great difficulty,

prevalent in no other profession, for architecture
is an art, science, and profession. In architec-
ture we have the artistic requirements sadly
hampered by the material needs, and above,
dominating those, the professional qualifica-

tions requiring us. as men of business above
all things, to protect our clients' interests. The
question of architectural education, therefore,

is an important one. The foundation of the
Royal Institute of British Architects and the
Architectural Association in this century, and the
institution of professional examinations are merely
the reflection of the spirit of the age, iu which
the public require to have some indication that
the men they employ are capable, and, in fact,

that they are qualified to practise their profession.

This will undoubtedly lead to a compulsory regis-

tration for architects, when no one will be
allowed to practise without a diploma. To the
public it is a never-ending theme of amazement
that anybody can call himself an architect. .\nd

truly it is quaint. Wo cause the men we direct
on our buildings to be registered. We have our
registered plumbers, our carpenters, bricklayers,
joiners, plasterers, and masons, who have all

served their apprenticeship, besides being techni-
cally educated, and yet anybody can caU himself
and practise as an architect. Let us think for a
moment of the power for good or evil in an
architect's hands, due to his knowledge or ignor-
ance in matters connected with building, and then
who can doubt but that this compulsory registra-
tion is bound to come ': Opposition hcis always
been forthcoming in these matters. In the law,
in surgery, and in medicine, the same well-worn
statements have been Hung back to those who
have advocated progress, and generally this oppo-
sition comes from the older men, the relics of a
past age, who can see no good in change of any
kind. The only real difficulty is the question of

the possibility of examining in art, and, as far as

the public goes, it would not matter if art were
left out of the question, for in nine cases out of

ten the public employ us to protect their interests,

and not to provide them with artistic work,
about which they know little and care less.

The principal thing to remember is that the
public expect us to be thoroughly qualified

all round, to be directors and experts of all

departments of building, and to possess the
business qualifications for guarding their interests,

which are usually associated with the profession

of the law. If a profession or calling which is

employed by the public is to continue to exist,

there must be confidence by the public : and how
are the public to know with certainty the
qualified from the unqualified, unless some
official qualification is available ': Again, a great
part of the architect's ordinary practice consists

in utilitarian work, which requires no artistic

talent, but which does require great scientific

and practical knowledge and business habits. We
have elsewhere hinted that sanitation will be the

guiding star of the next century, and in matters
of drainage, and in everything connected with
the hygiene of the house with which architects

are concerned, and they will, no doubt, be properly
registered to deal with such work. If persisted

in, the present fine-art theory of architecture,

held by a few eminent architects who have clients

enough to support their fancy, will tend to the
gradual absorption of legitimate architectural

work by builders or big firms of decorators, who
probably will employ a " tame " designer to put
a frontal to their stock plans. In regard to the
increasing complexity of our civilisation, the

number, extent, and intricacy of new types of

constructions, it may also be expected that the
tendency to specialise will develop itself, although
the general practitioner will, of course, continue

to hold his place, as in other learned professions.

Such are a few of the thoughts which I have been
able to put together, dealing with the future of

architecture, and although they are far short of

what I had hoped to produce, yet, in the time at

my disposal, I have found it impossible to go
more deeply into the subject, but hope that I

may, at least, have made suggestions upon which
a discussion may be profitable.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLrK.
A MOl'XTAIN CHCRCH.

A CONSIDERABLE variety of ideas has
been displayed by the competitors for this

subject, but the neglect of personal study of

Mediieval work, now somewhat out of fashion

among students as well as their masters, is illus-

trated by far the larger number of the designs

submitted. Several of the plans evince, too, a want
of knowledge of church ritual, and their authors

fail to appreciate the requirements of modem
congregations among whom the idea of worship
constitutes the leading idea of the service. The
conditions reprinted below sufficiently indicate

the leading points to be observed. These have in

many instances been neglected, however, though
in determining the merits of a church plan it is

obvious that the suitability of its respective pattj

must be considered from a Churchman's stand-

point ; besides which, it is necessary in selecting

the details of the arrangements for a mountain-
side church, to discriminate as to their adapta-

bility to the special conditions under whiih the

services in the ordinary way must be conducted.

Provisions which would be suitable for >he work-
ing of a town church are not exactly what arj

required in an outlying parish, where simplicity

of parts is more in keeping with the posubilitie!
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of the prevailing conditions. At the same time

the governing principle must be the same, of

course, in the main in either case, seeing that the
service of the church finds its central object

round about the sanctuary of the altar. A church
is not a preaching place any more than it is a mere
auditorium or concert-room, and while ecclesi-

astical precedent in an historic church must obtain

recognition in determining the architectural style,

there need be no rigid limitations exactly re-

stricting the architect to lledi;eval precision. A
church, however, ought to bespeak its object,

even to the ordinary passer-by, and the designer,

to be successful, should avoid the possibility of a

church being mistaken for a school, village hall,

or a meeting-house.
Whatever may be the shortcomings of the

three designs which we herewith illustrate

to-day, neither of them is open to this particular

objection, and if we should have preferred a

more simple and elementary form of building for

the mountain side than either of these schemes
display, we think that their sturdy towers would
not look out of place among the highlands of the

West-country hills. The following particulars

were issued to the competitors :
—"A mountain-

side church on a site sloping towards the west at

•the incline of one in ten in that direction. The
road is 30ft. away from the siteof the actual build-

ing, and is located on the south of it. The building
13 to have a western tower or belfry for three bells.

The nave is to seat two hundred worshippers,
with a central aisle 6ft. wide. The font is to be
in the S. W. comer of the church. There is to be
a good S.W. porch and room for ringers under
tower, nave level. The vestry is to be on the S.

of chancel and an organ space on the north side

cf chancel high enough to not box in the sound of

the instrument, and there is to be a return way
for the communicants. The chancel to have two
eturn stalls and a dwarf stone screen, with rood-
baam over. The altar is to be seven steps of Bin.

above the nave. One of these steps at the chancel
entrance. There are to be choir seats for eight

men and ten boys. The pulpit is to he on the N.
side of chmcel arch on the nave. No lectern is

necessary, as the Lessons will be read from the
return stalls in chancel. At the outside of the
west-end, under the church, put a shelter for

pedestrians going over the hill in bad weather, or

for mourners waiting for funerals The space
may be the width of the nave and about 15ft.

deep, Sft. head room, and have a paved fore-

court, say, 10ft. deep outside the church wall.

Dressed stone to be used, with rubble regular
coursed walling. Root covered with stone slates.

Style 14th-century Gothic, of plain, sturdy
picturesque treatment. Heating place under
organ-chamber. Scale Sft. to inch. The size

of the church to be fixed by the accommodation
asked for, and space is not to be cramped. The
roof inside may be an open-timbered one, or have
a ribbed segmental vault decorated in bold stucco

ornamentation with a cornice. The exposed
position of the church must be recognised in the
detail and construction. Size of drawing to be
24in. by 18in., including a perspective sketch.

The drawings to be sent in not later than
Saturday, January 5."

We place " Auntie Jlacasser" first, "Embryo"
•second, and " Gillus " third, and these three are
the best out of the forty-five designs submitted.
"Auntie Macasser" has realised our intentions

and the conditions of a church plan more aatia-

•factorily than any of the others, though in some
respects a few of the unsuccessful .schemes had
more suitable exteriors for the site ; by which
we mean that they avoided so many breaks
Hnd omitted florid tracery in the windows,
depending more on a breadth of treatment
of roof, slopes, and picturesque outline. In
their plan or other essential details, however,
-faults had to be taken into account. The
p jrch in the first design well screens the
nave from draught, and the long line of roof

above is a commendable way of treating it

externally in lieu of a gable, the steps sufiiciently

emphasising it as the chief doorway. The vestry
door is perhaps a little too much in evidence, but
It has the advantage of enabling the vestry to be
leached without going into the church, and also

gives a second exit in emergencies. The objection
is that this extra external door in the church is

likely to produce a draught, and its position is

out of place, in full view of the congregation.
The return stalls in the choir ought to have been
fixed close to the screen, so as to avoid a space
between them as drawn. The return passage for

communicants is very good, and, for a small

organ, such as would be sufficient for such a
church, there may be enough height, though none
too ample a space for sound. The preacher would
have been more in view of the aisle people had
the pulpit been in a direct line with the arcade.

The font might have been set further westward,
and so given a little more space in front. No
one should stand behind the priest during a

baptism. The screen to the ringeis' space under
the tower has its advantages, doubtless ; but one
objection is that the inclosed part often becomes
little more than a glory -hole. The church outside

is rather good, subject to what has already bean
said, and the tower is dignified and simple.

" Embryro " is less ambitious. His weit front

is commonplace, however. The closed-in shelter

partakes too much of a parish room. The plan is

suitable, and has very good points. The return
stalls asked for are left out. The sacrarium is

spacious and dignified, but the sedilia are hardly
needed, particularly in duplicate on the north
side. The organ looks boxed in, but the extra
entrance at that point would be a convenience.
The third design, by "Gillus," like the last

named, has no perspective view, which is not
according to the instructions. Its detaU, more
particularly the cusped window-work, is not
nicely proportioned, and the plain, lintel-heided
lights to the sanctuary are crude and ugly. The
interior would be insufficiently lighted with no
east window. We suppose one is intended high
up, but it is not drawn. The plan is ill-considered,

and not studied in detail. The return seats

on the north side would be hidden behind the
pulpit. No provision is made for the seat of the
organist behind the choir, and the Communion
rails are too far from the altar, particularly in a
church like this, where the celebrant would mostly
be single-handed. The circular stairway to the
choir vestry would be inconvenient, and the lower
vestry would be entirely, or almost entirely,

underground. The w.c, between the priest's

vestry and the church, is a doubtful arrangement,
awkwardly placed, facing the entrance doorway.

" Rush " has nearly scored a success with his

one continuous ridge and plain handling of

the subject, but the tower is inconsequential.

The west window appears too squat and small,

and the aisle lights are encumbered with poor
tracery. His plan has merit, and would make a
fairly good church, but the author fails where he
ought to have succeeded. "Blom" is too

ambitious ; but his big square tower is a mastering
feature, and his plan shows some degree of

originality in the arcaded treatment of the
chancel entrance, in order to obtain which the
church is widened out, giving space on the north
for the organ, and on the south to a corresponding
width to balance the effect, and furnish a return
way for communicants. This contrivance is ex-
pensive, and, moreover, it is not by any means
likely that the internal slopes of these quasi

-

transept roofs would come well against the wall

above the cross arcade, forming a sort of tri-

angular pocket and an ugly hip where the mitre
with the nave roof occurs. Tne raking buttresses

to the shelter are not happy in appearance, and
the shelter extends outside beyond the west front,

forming a meaningless terrace. Other sloping

buttresses, like shores to the facade of the church,
give an unhappy effect. "Blom" is more
familiar with Gothic detail than most of the
competitors, but his hipped vestry makes too big
a part of the building to be roofed in this way,
and is out of scale in consequence.
"Robin Hood" ornates a big tower with bay

projections which look strange and meiningless :

but the effect is original, the whole being capped
by a conical spire. The nave dormers would
intensify the sprawling proportions inside. The
vestries are divided, one on the north, the other on
the south. " Jove's church is needlessly big.

The belfry stage of south-west tower is treated

after the manner of canted bays by recessing the
walls, and in this way angle piers are obtained.

The short transepts do not improve the plan, and
internally would be mere recesses. The vestries

are too small, and the ringers' box in the corner

of the porch is objectionable. " Primus " is odd
with a clean-cut sort of church, having massive
piers at the angles of his tower which forms part

of the nave. The priests' stalls are odd triangular

pews, placed like cantors' seats, and the return way
past the li ttle vestry shows that '

' Primus '
' has not

realised the requirements sufficiently. '
' Pierrot

'

'

is neat, and sends a good view ; but his design
is too Flamboyant and expensive with large

traceried windows and ungainly-shaped openings
in the aisles and tower belfry. His transepts

make the nave proper very short, and we regret

not being able to place him higher in the list.

" Dan" is a capable contributor, and his plan is

rather good, with one long ridge line from end to

end of the church, bat the ambitious tower, clever

as it is in some ways, we do not like or approve.

The west front is hardly simple enough, and is

wanting in scale and dignity. " Dan's " ability

is, in this case, misdirected. " Sundial," another

competitor who also fails, though for different

reasons. He could hardly have conceived a more
unlikely design, not that this is to he condemned,

for we are only too glad to welcome any degree

of originality : but it is indispensable there should

he some obvious reason for so marked a departure

from recognised methods. Treated with more
sense of form, "Sundial's" church would have

deserved a much higher place. As it is, the belfry

and aisle windows would spoil any design, and

the porch is very poor. " Pat McKann '' sends a

very Irish-looking building, with square-headed

windows and a bold squat tower, unrelieved by
grace of detail, though its west side is somewhat

clever. The gangway on the south of the nave

is needless. The return passage for the com-

municants should have been in the chancel, not

in the nave. " Yigornia " is very neat. It is

not clear how the roofing would look in the nave

on account of the ugly hips to the transepts. A
very florid screen without the rood is shown to

thechoir, and the outside shelter appears to extend

under the whole of the nave. " Brush " draws

boldly, and with some dash, but the design is

not a success. The plan is fair, but_ there is a

want of "go" in the design which ignores the

relative proportion of solids and voids. The
wheel window and the tower are commonplace.
" Quercus " sends a church which would work

out in execution better than his sketch suggests.

The west end is rather good externally, but it is

very poor on plan. The east window is not nice.

" liuadrant " tries to get away from the beaten

track, for which he is commended ; but the attempt

is not quite so successful as he intended. The
tower top with its overshadowing eaves is scarcely

effective, and the tracery of the windows is un-

gainly and strange, and not beautiful. '
' Harland'

is painstaking ; but we fear his design would lool

bald if built, in spite of his care. The plan is a

best very ordinary. However, he is refined|

" Alphonse" gables his tower, and roofs it wi("

an octagonal spire, rising above the square parapetl

Narrow aisles are used for passages, but tW
detail of the design is wanting in freshness

style ; the arch of the chancel, for example,

depressingly poor. "The Tramp" ought to do '

better ; but he will not improve till he takes more

care both with his drawmgs and in the_ initial

scheme of his designs. The tower top is leT('

with the apex of the west -end gable—an utf

pardonable fault. "St. Giles" has so many
good points that we much regret his defects.

The square, bold, simple tower, the west front,

the two lolty simply traceried windows of the

nave, the exterior of the vestry are all well

designed, particularly the west front. The ramped

walls next the shelter arches would be better

omitted. The traceried opening in the ringers'

room of the tower is shockingly bad, looking like

a piece of perforated tin. Tlie roof of the tower is

designed so that the water must run over the

parapet, as there is no room in the central parts
^

of either face for any gutter. The tower poroka

is wastefullybig, and the ringers' space isa mistakM^

contrived out of it on one side. The plan is badljS

arranged, and the organ is thrust in a chamber UM
a most objectionable fashion. "St. Giles" ig,

in fact, most unequal. "Wisthe" appearqto

have studied Scotch churchwork. He avoids the

conventional, but draws very indifferently, and

has little notion of church needs. We wishM
had worked out his notions better, and had dn- i

played some sense of fitness. The odd tower, the'j

narrow nave front with the Flamboyant west win-
]

dow, and the porch flanking this front combine
i

quaintly, but they clash in scale, and result in a :

jumble. The plastered ceiling in the church is :

after the idea we suggested ; but how it contmues ,

into the choir is not clear. The men and women
«J

closets to the shelter underneath would have to i

be closed as a public nuisance on the hill side.

" Maori "
is more orthodox, and we have little to

find fault with in his west facade of the tower,

save that its belfry lights are too big. He has-^

tried to be simple ; but has failed to follow th»

directions given as to plan. His vestry window-

sill runs into the ground, and the sanctuary floor

is much below the churchyard level. "Gow
Cron"does not draw badly, though his new i»

1^
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poor. U his idea* are not fettered by precedent,
his departures lead to no improvements. The
transepts are a mistake. The wasteful passage
between the vestry and chancel is another, and
the choir-seats are all wrong, and so is the pro-
pcrtion of things in the sanctuary, where there
would be hardly head-room. " Mate's " sense
of suitability is wanting. Externally, the effect

is piled up. Internally, the result would be
squat. The side aisles are merely wasteful
passage-ways. The organ right at the back of
the pulpit ia a novelty without any advantage,
except that an extra opening is made into the
organ- chamber. The treatment is too florid.

The canted - in arrangement of the nave
towards the chancel arch, originated in modem
use by the late G. E. Street, K.A., is a good one
when well worked out. "Mate" manages it

badly. " Le Comte " is sturdy, and odd even to
baldness—a characteristic with which we find no
fault, though his squat tower is unworthy of

commendation. The detail is so poor and thin, in
spite of the massive forms inclosing it. The
interior is unattractive and forbidding. Few
would trudge up a mountain to sit in sudi a bam.
" Caley " displays an entire want of knowledge
of church requirements, and but a sparse ac-
quaintance with Gothic architecture. He must not
use tracing paper again. " Number 15 " draws
neatly, and his elevations are not so bad, but
they a,e tame. We cannot commend his plan,
and have not space to go into its details, which
want recasting. " 1901 " is the motto for a
design which in perspective belongs more to -i d.
•' 1S50." The south side ia the best part of the
scheme, and the plan perhaps is the worst.
" Alpha ' sends a double-aisled church with
apsidal ends to the chancel and vestry, and an
apsed recess for font. The priest's stall is an
old - fashioned pew, with L - shaped seat and
desks facing west and south—a curious idea for a
return stall as specified. The drawings are neat and
carefully worked out ; but the architecture is not
very happy, especially the tower. Another careful
contribution is that by '• Capital de Buch," with
" Decorated" windows, that to the vestry being
arched and lofty, large enough for the chancel.
The western tower is

'
' fair and square

'

' and
inoffensive. " Cjrinium " spoils his design by
poverty-stricken drawinga, showing the view as
if the tower was intended to be erected in metal
plates. If drawn properly, this proposal would
have stood a better chance. "Smugimugh"
delineates with some spirit, but in a coarse, rough
style, which renders his design but indifferently.
The church would look best from the west end,

where there is a fairly well-designed tower, which
might have been improved by the omission of the

big traceried window. As the stair turret space

is devoted to a safe, no room is left to get up the

belfry. The apse to the chancel is ugly and thin

and low. "Scottie" gives us a building filled

with large windows of Geometric tracery, lofty in

scale and imposing in type. The vestries have a

w.c. each, but are not much larger than mere
closets themselves, measuring 10ft. by 6ft. each.

Fancy a choir in a room of that size ! The tower
is over 70ft. high. "Pencil Point" draws in

ungamished outline, showing no jointings save

to the chancel arch, which resembles the bay
of a railway bridge. The author has done
wisely in adhering to a plain and simple

skyline ; but the effect is that of a rubble-

bmlt fabric covered with roughcast, in which
case it probably would look uncommon. The
oddly - proportioned and parapeted tower has

a pencil-shaped spire—a feature which is left out

in the perspective. "Apex" comes next, then
" Meta," followed by " Lime Stone," who works
on acknowledged lines with neatness and care.

His church would be spacious, though it does not

realise our intentions. " Pre-Raphaelite " hardly
justifies such a motto. " Ecolier " draws in such

a " flick-and-dot " style that we hardly know
where we are : but so far as we can make out,

the result would be very strange as seen from
the west. " Perseveranzo " enters his building

from the north, and has taken no little pains,

adopting a style belonging to the Congregational

chapel school of Gothic work " Perseverando "

sends a double-arcaded church of a rich florid

type, worked out elaborately, with some regard
to correctness of precedent ; but his perspective

is a poor performance. The lych-gate is entirely

out of drawing. "Bumpkin" has a circular

tower rising out of the square. " Gargoyle,"
"Ruthra," and "There's 'Air" complete tho

series. We have no doubt that we have chosen
the best for the two first places : but some of the

other designs run the third man very hard in

points of merit. The competition, on the v.hole,

his been seriously gone into, and reflects credit

on the competitors.

" THE STO>rE OF THE TWENTIETH
CENTURY."

WE have received the illustrated catalogue

entitled "The Stone of the Twentieth
Century," giving particulars and illustrations of

the quarries and works and buildings of Messrs.

J. Hodson and Son, quarry owners and stone

merchants, Nottingham, who have their Londoc-
depot at 1.5, Cross-road (Midland Railway), St.

Pancras Goods, N.W. This firm are sole agents-

for Killer Bros.' Hopton-Wood stone, which has
been used for many years in some of the most
important buildings in the country. Tha
quarries yield three qualities—the White Bed,
Grey Bed, and Dark Bed ; the white quality

being used for monumental work, the grey bed
for best finished and polished work, while the
dark bed is the hardest, and is largely used tor-

general masonry where a hard, durable, and im-
peirious stone is necessary. We may state that
the crushing stress, as tested by Messrs. Kir-
kaldy, is SIO tons per cubic foot.

This hard and durable stone, through cost of"

production, has not been brought into general use.

New methods have much reduced the cost of'

labour, so that the hardest beds can now be used
for steps, landings, pavings, hearths, copings,

templates, and bases for columns and stanchions.

Messrs. Hodson and Son can supply this stone-

worked ready for fixing or fixed complete : but
stone in block or sawn to size is probably the
preferable mode of supply. The photo, illustra-

tions of Messrs. Hodson and Son's Cistle

^leadow-road works give some idea of their

large steam sawing, turning, and masonry works,

the Hopton-Wood quarries, and views of several

buildings in which this stone has been used.

These include the Royal Derbyshire Infirmary,

where the steps suid staircases are of Hopton.
Wood stone, executed by Messrs. Hodson : the

Victoria Station, Nottingham, on the Great
Central and G.N. railways, supplied by this firm

with Darley Dale stone from the quarries of the
Dirley Dale and District Stone Co. , Ltd. , which
are also illustrated; County Council Hall, Derby,
executed by the firm, the stone being Killers"

Hopton-Wood stone ; and several other buUdings
in Nottingham, ire. Messrs. Hodson and Son
execute every description of masonry and turning,

and are agents for and supply all the best

building stones.
».^^^^

The congregation of the Unitarian Chorch in

Aberdeen have resolved to proceed with the erection

of a new building at an estimated expenditure of
£5,000. The site is in Skene-street, on the property-

known as " The Galleries.
'

Mr. J. Billi, of London and St. Leonards, has
presented to the Borough of Hastings a bast of

the Queen. It was executed in Parian marble by
Mr. John Darham, R.A , in 1S.;C. Mounted on a
pedestal, it is about .'''t. in height. It has been
placed in the Hastings Town-hall.
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CLASSIC WKOUGHr-IROX WORK.

MR. T. S. ELGOOD delivered a lecture the
other evening before the members of

the Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural Society,

in the Park-street Rooms, Leeds, on the subject

of " Wrought-Iron Work of the Classic Period."
The lecturer dealt severally with national types.

The Italian style of the Renaissance, he pointed

out, was not of a very definite character, and this

was hardly surprising, in view of the extra-

ordinary freedom and exuberance of Italian

architecture and decorative art of the period. It

was characterised to some extent by an absence

of welding. Spanish wrought-iron work, as

manifested on various famous cathedral screens,

was of the noblest order. It was marked by an
effective combination of blacksmith's and lock-

mith's work. The German smiths amused
themselves at the Renaissance by indulgence in

" puzzle pictures " of grille work. Germany,
however, never lost the handicraft of smithing
as an art. while the German locksmiths and
armourers were among the best in the world.

France had done little at the Renaissance ; but
her locksmiths were skilful, and a Strozzi key
belonging to one of the apartments of Henry III.

was sold a few years ago for upwards of £1,000.
The Baroque or Jesuit style, generally associated

with the name of Louis XIV., formed one of the

noblest types of ironwork that could be adduced.
England had twice lost the traditions of smithing
as an art : but in the time of the Stuarts a re-

markably efiective type, known as the Queen
Anne style, had been produced. This style had
the merit of providing the best of effect for any
given cost ; in other words, it was economical and
good, and deserved to rank with the Spanish and
French Baroque styles as among the finest extant.

The lecture was illustrated by a large number of

specially-prepared lantern-slides.

OBITUARY.
TiiK death is announced from Bombay of R.io

Sauii! Sit.\k.\m KH.^xnER.io V.UDYA, of that city,

who had been a member of the Society of Archi-

tects for ten years, having been elected in 1S9I.

An inquiry was held at the Guildhall, Staiford, on
Thursday in last week, before Co). W. Langton Coke,
M.Inst.C.E , into the town council's application to

the Local Government Board for approval of the
appropriation of certain land situated on the north
side of the Crooked Bridge-road as a site for the
erection of working-class dwellings, and for sanc-
tion to borrow £6,500 foi the erection of such
dwellings.

In the choir of Salisbury Cathedral, in front of

the altar, the Earl of Pembroke and Montgomery
has placed two brasses in memory of the various
members of his family buried in the cathedral, but
of whom there has been no memorial. The designs
were approved by the late architect of the cathedral,

,

Sir Arthur Blomfield, A.R.A., and also by the
present, Mr. C. J. Blomfield. The ambry in the
morning chapel has been restored by the Rev. C. N.
Wjild, in remembrance of his long residence in

Salisbury. Extensive repairs and improvements
to the organ have been carried out by Messrs. Willis

at a cost of £1,000.

A new Roman Catholic Church is to be erected in

Ocean-street, Camel's Head, Davonport, to seat

about 1,000 people. In addition to the church, a
presbytery and schools are to be erected immediately
adjoining. The contract for the church has been
given to Messrs. T. Jenkin and Son, contractors,
Marlborough Works, Davonport, the price being
£3,000. The work is being proceeded with with all

despatch. The church will be erected in the Gothic
style, limestone with Ham Hill stone dressings
being used. The seating will be by open benches.
The church, presbytery, and schools will cover
about 20,000ft. of land.

Mr. John Buskin's prolonged associations with
Heme Hill have been commemorated by the un-
veilingin the church of St. Paul of a memorial tablet,

having a height of oft. anda breadth of 2ft. 4in. which
has been placed on the north wall of the church.
Bearing in mind that Mr. Ruskin was the author of
" The Stones of Venice," antffort has been made to
contruct the tablet of, as far as possible, marblea
that would recall the charms of the city to which he
was 80 devoted. The unveiling of the memorial
was performed on Friday by Mr. Holman Hunt.

The Fishery Board for Scotland have offered to

the Harbour Commissioners a grant of £.5,000

towards the construction of a harbour at Portessie.

The Cannock Rural District Council have adopted
plans by Mr. W. E. Rogers, C.E., of Rugeley, for

laying on water mains for the supply of the parish
of Great Wyrley from the South Staffordshire
water mains. Mr. Rogers has been appointed
engineer to carry out the work on the following
terms—viz., £20 for preliminary work and 3 per
cent on the outlay. The clerk has been instructed
to submit the plans and estimate, amounting to

£3, .500, for the approval of the Local Government
Board.

CHIPS.
The Roman Catholic Church of St. Mary, Moor-

fields, which is now being demolished, is to l>e

succeeded by a smaller building erected quite close

to the site of the old— in Eldon-street. New schools

and a chapel will also be built in Bunhill-row. The
funds for all purposes will be forthcoming out of

the purchase money—£202,000—for the site of

St. Mary, Moorfields, The balance has been
allocated towards the building fund of the new
cathedral in Westminster,

Z On Saturday a new Roman Catholic school and
chapel was opened at Witton Park. The building,

which is faced with red bricks, has been erected at
a cost of about £1,400. Mr. Gravdon, Darham,
was the architect, and Mr. Scott, Bernard Castle,
the builder.

At Grangemouth, Iv'.B., a new Y'oung Men's
Christian Association Institute, in Abbotts-road,
has been formally opened by Sir J. N. C uthbertson.
The building has cost about £5,000.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held
last week in the Court Buildings, South Shields,
before Mr. H. H. Law, M Inst.C.E., relative to the
memorial presented by the South Shields Corpora-
tion, praying for an extension of the borough
boundaries to include the parish of Harton.

The porch of Thomage Church, Norfolk, has
been restored and reroofed at the cost of Sir Alfred
.Jodrell. The work was carried out by Mr. T. H.
Blyth, of Foulsham.

The Bradford Board of Guardians have instructed
Mr. J. H. Morton, of South Shields, to prepare
plans for the enlargement of the workhouse nurses'

home.
At the annual meeting of the Royal Cambrian

Academy, held at PJas Mawr, Conway, th's follow-
ing Associates were elected ;—Mr. Licnsl Edwards,
of Conway ; Mr. Shirley Slocumbe, of London

:

and Mr. Richard Gay, of Bettws-y-Coed. The
president, Mr. H. Clarence Whaite; the vice-

president, Mr. C. C. Grundy ; the treasurer, Mr. J.

Finnie : and the secretary, Mr. J. W. Slater, were
re-elected to their respective oHices for the ensuing
year. It was decided to open the next annual
exhibition on May 27, and to continue it until

September 2S. Receiving days were fixed for
May 3 and 4.

The town council of Tenby have resolved to

apply to the Local Government Board for sanction
to a loan of £1.5,400 for the execution of Mr. James
Maneergh's water-supply scheme.

The City Council of Hereford have resolved to

offer the Young Women's Christian Association the
sum of £2,550 for their property in connection with
the new municipal building scheme.

The new United Free Church at Crailing, near
Jedburgh, was recently opened with a dedication

service. The building has been designed after the
manner of 13lh-century work. The church is

built with red freestone, and covered with green
American slates. There are a hall, vestry, an i other
accommodation. The seating is in pitch-pine, and
the pulpit is executed in oak.

A carved oak lectern, provided by public sub-
scription, has been placed in the parish church of

Corby, South Lincolnshire, to perpetuate the

memory of the late vicar, the Rev. Charles Fare-
brother, who held the living for fifty years.

A memorial stained-glaas window, erected by
Dowager Lady Neeld, in memory of her son. Sir

A. W. Neeld, has been dedicated by the Bishop of

Bristol, at Grittleton Ciuroh, Wiltshire.

The Archbishop of Canterbury will, during the

third week in June, lay the corner-stone of the

Walsham How Memorial at Wakefield. The works
in progress include the reconstruction on an en-
larged scale of the eastern portion of the 15th-

century parish church, now the cathedral. The
plans Were prepared by the late Mr. J. L. Pearson,

R A , and are being carried out under the super-

vision of his son, Mr. Frank L. Pearson.

An appeal for funds towards the restoration of

the collegiate church of St. Siviour, Southwark—
the cathedral-designate of the future diocese—as

well as towards the cost of erecting a collegiate

bouse, has been circulated. For the former purpose
a sum of £6,000 is urgently required. Three
hundred pounds of this is for the repair of the tower,

and other exterior and interior work is equally

needed. For the purchase of a site and the erection

of a choir- vestry the sum of £3,000 is required. At
present the choir have to vest and keep their robes

in one of the side chapels. The sum of £4,000 will

be required for the erection of the collegiate house.

Builbhig faitcUigtnct.

Ardkoss.^x and Saltcoats Joint Hospital
A fever hospital has been opened at Springfield.

The buildings are four in number, and are designed
to accommodate nominally 14 patients with the
necessary staff. In the event of an epidemic,

1

however, this number may be doubled without
1

unduly crowding the wards. The administrative

block provides accommodation for a matron, four i

nurses, and two servants, and has kitchen offices
!

of sufficient size to do the culinary work for the

whole establishment. The ward block is divided '

into three sections, thus allowing for the treat-

ment of three distinct infectious diseaseB. Each i

set of wards has its own nurse's duty-room, bath- '

room, &-C., and is entirely disconnected. The
,

wards are well ventilated, and heated by hot- '

water radiators in addition to the fireplaces. The
laundry and discharge block contains a well-

lighted washhouse and laundry, with drying,

room attached, boiler - house, mortuary and
visitors' room, ambulance-house and disinfecting

rooms. Connected to this building are the rooma-

where the patients are discharged, being bathed '

and supplied with clean clothing before leaving^;,

the premises, thus guarding against the carrying f

away of infection. The porter's lodge, which uf,
situated at the gates, is a compact little cottagoi:!

and controls the access to the grounds. The.y
whole work has been carried out from the designs*

and under the direction of Messrs. Fryers and
Penman, architects, Largs. Mr. James Potter,

Largs, was the clerk of works.

XoEWtcH.—The new Technical Institute in St.

George's was opened on Wednesday week. Tha
building, which has a frontage of 190ft. to the

river and of 120ft. to St. George's Bridge-street,

consists of basement, ground floor, and first and
second floors. It is on plan L-s^i^psd, tte river

or north side being parallel with the shaft of the

letter. It is of local bricks throughout, with

Cossey brick mouldings and dressings, and stone-

work to the portico. The second floor is devoted

to art. Parallel with the river is an elementary,

room, a life-room, and a room 25ft. by 90ft.,

capable of sub-division. The whole of the rooms

are supplied with Tonks's patent fittings, by which
casts, pictures, drawings, &c., can be suspended

from the walls. Facing St. George's there are a

modelling and casting-room and a design-room,

fitted up with lecture table and students' tables,

and also with a white board for design purposes.

The electric mains are laid in this room, so that

an electric lantern can be used for demonstration

purposes. On this floor is also an art master's

room, and a room for the assistant art teacher.

The first floor is devoted to science. Parallel

with the river there is a balance-room adjoining

the chemical laboratory, which is 54ft. by 24ft., a

preparation-room, smaller classroom, photo-

graphic-room, &c. There are also a large lecture-

hall, devoted to experimental physics, and a

drawing office. On the ground floor is the general

entrance. To the right is a general olfice ; to

the left is the entrance to the principal's room,

which opens into a committee-room 24ft. by 3Sft.

On this floor there is a students' common room,

and two rooma to be devoted to boot and shoe

work, each measuring 24ft. by 54ft. In the base-

ment there is a students' common room, and next

to this a space of 24ft. by 54ft., devoted to the

heating and ventilating arrangements, which

have been carried out under the direction of Mr.

Arthur E. Collins, the city engineer, who is the

architect, by Blackman's, of London. Facing

St. George's there is a plumbing workshop, 24ft.

by 49ft., and a dynamo shop, 24ft. by 41ft.

Skaftesuvrv-.wknue, W.G. — The Apollo

Theatre, adjoining the Lyric, in Shaftesbury-

avenue was opened on Saturday night. Designed

by Mr. Lewin Sharp, it is French Ronaissance in

style, and is planned so as to give everyone in the

auditorium an uninterrupted view of the stage.

This is secured partly by the absence of pillars,

partly by the fact that the stage slopes less and

the various floors of the auditorium much more

than is usual. The "rake" of stalls and pit is

continuous from front to back. The pit seats are

upholstered in the same manner as the stalls, and

are all made to lift up so as to give room topass,

the house thus being given a harmonius uniform

appearance. The seating capacity is for 1,200

people. The decoration of the box-fronts and

circles is in white and gold. The walls are of a

deep crimson, the seats and hangings red of a

lighter shade, and on every seat is worked a lion

H
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and lizard device, which has been adopted M the

theatre's crest. The act-drop is after Watteau,

to be iQ keepinK with the Louis Quinze scheme

of ornamont. Each separate part of the house

has a separate promenade and pijn- Ihe ar-

rangements behind the curtain include many

novelties in the way of labour-saving and time-

saving machinery. The lighting is entirely by

electricity. Even the orchestra is upon an im-

proved plan, contrived somewhat after the Uay-

reuth system.

SorTHAMPTON.—The borough engineer, Mr.

W. B. «. Bennett, has reported to the housing

committee of the corporation with regard to the

development of the recently-cleared unhealthy

araa north of Simnel-street. Sir. Bennett was

instructed to ascertain if 600 persons could be

housed in blocks of buildings similar to the

artisans' dwellings. He states that, taking as a

data the number of persons which the Local

Government Board will permit to be housed in

auch buildings, he found on this area it was pos-

sible to house 53C people, and this number would

require four blocks of buildings, five stories in

height, at a probable cost of £42,000. He had

also further i onsidered what could be done in

laying out the area in rows of cottages with

12ft. to Lift, frontages, two stories in height,

and found that 7') could be erected at an approxi-

mate cost of £180 to £200 each, thus providing

accommodation for 375 persons. The cottages

contain living-room, kitchen, scullery, coals, and

w.c, and three bedrooms, which was very much
more convenient than blocks. The committee

decided to instruct the borough engineer to com-

plete the plane of both schemes, and bring up a

further report.
I ^^ I

CHIPS.
Colonel A. J. Hepper, D.S.O., E.E , Govern-

ment Insptotor, held an inquiry on Fiiday at the

Public Hill, Hhosllanerchragog, with reference to

an application made by the Wrexham Bural District

Council for a loan of £2,500 required for purposes

of enlarging the Rhos sewage outfall. Mr. Price

Evans, engineer to the council, gave evidence ia

rapport of the scheme.

It has been decided tD face the new public

Library for New Vork, to be built from the designs

of Messrs. Cirrere and Histings, of that city, with
marble instead of sandstone, as originally proposed.

The Xew York Board of Estimates have accordingly

authorised an expenditure equivalent to £570,000 on
the proposed building.

Canon Gee formally dedicated last week a
biptlstery which has been constructed in Holy
Trmity Church, AVindsor, as a memorial of the
Rev. Arthur Kobins, formerly rector of the parish.

The chamber, which is Gothic in style, and is

situated at the aonth-wt:at end of the church, has
open carved oak windows on its east side. The
font stands in the middle of the tesselated pave-
ment, and around the upper part of the walls is an
inscription.

The Godalming Town Council have decided to

preserve the interesting old building wLi^h stands
m the centre of High-street, Godalming, and which
from its shape was locally known as the " pepper-
box." The building was erected as a market-hall

;

it is believed as a memorial of George III. 's jubilee,

and was until recently used as a council chamber.
A proposal was made for its demolition on the
ground of obstruction to traffic ; but it will now be
repaired and utilised as a reading-room.

Captain Pretyman, M.P,, is about to construct, at
his own cost, a sea-wall at Felixstowe, to protect
the Underoliff-road West, from Swiss Cottage to as
far towards the Old Bittery as is necessary.

A largely-attended memorial service was held in

the parish church of Egloshayle on Sundav. in
memory of the late Professor the Rev. H. C.
Sbnttleworth. of St. Nicholas Cole Abbey, London,
who died in October last, and whose remains, in
accordance with the wish of deceased, were
cremated at Wokiog. An urn containing the ashes
were placed under a memorial tablet, executed by
Msisrs. H. Hems and Sons, of Exeter, in the north
wall of the church on Saturday last, the tablet
being unveiled on Sunday afternoon by deceased*6
brother, the Rev. E. Shuttleworth, M.A.. rector of
St. Stephen's-in-Bramwell.

The Isolation Hospital, Barnoldswick, is being
warmed and ventilated by means of Shorland's
patent Manchester grates, the same being supplied
by Messrs. E. H. Shorland and Brother, of Man-
chester.

The Lannceeton Corporation have decided to take
over the lease of the castle from the Dacby of Corn-
Wall. The Lord Chancellor is the present lease-
holder, and he is prepared to reUnquish his lease at
Lady-day,

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADB
SOOISTIKS.

The Architectvkal Assouiatiox.—An or-

dinary meeting of the Association was held on

Friday evening at 0, Conduit -street, W., the

President, Mr. W. II. Seth-Smith, F.R.I.B.A.,

in the chair. Mr. X. Gostello was elected as a

member. The President announced that a special

meeting of the Association will be held on Friday,

March 8, at 7.30 p.m., vhen the committee's

scheme for the establishment of A. A. D;iy-CIas3es

will be submitted to the members. Full par-

ticulars of the proposals, together with those of

intended alterations to the By-laws, will be

posted to every member in due course. Mr. E. S.

Prior then read a paper entitled '' Gothic Archi-

tecture and the Basis of its Beauty." A dis-

cussion followed in which, Messrs. G. B. Carvill,

G. H. Fellowes-Prynne (ex president), H. H.
Statham, Francis G. F. Hooper, and the President

took part, and the lecturer replied.

ArcTioNEERs' Instititk.—The fifth meeting

of the current session of the Auctioneers' Insti-

tute of the United Kingdom was held the other

evening at their lecture-room in Chancery-lane,

the President, Mr. W. A. Hew, in the chair. A
paper on " The Merchandise Marks Act of 1SS7 "

was read by Mr. Tj. B. Sebastian, barrister, who
described the history of this class of legislation

and the provisions of the statute, which, he said,

was the latest attempt on the part of the Legis-

lature to provide a remedy in the Criminal Courts

for the wrongful marking or description of goods.

It had been a subject of discussion, even in the

Law Courts, whether the object aimed at by the

Act of Parliament, or by some of its individual

provisions, was the protection of the trader or the

protection of the public. The view which he in-

clined to take was that the main object was the

protection of the public. Notwithstanding all

adverse criticisms, he considered that it was a

beneficial Act, well conceived, and capable of

conferring considerable benefits upon the com-

munity if wisely administered.

The Clerks of Works' Association.—The
eighteenth annual dinner of the Clerks of Works'
Association of Great Britain was held at the

King's Hall, Holbom Restaurant, on Monday
evening. About 270 members and guests were

present, and the speeches were interspersed with

songs and glees by the Lyric Vocal Quartette.

The chair was occupied by Mr. W. E. Riley,

F.R.I.B.A., Superintending -Architect to the

London County Council, who was supported by
Professor T. Roger Smith, F.R.I.B.A., and

Messrs. Thomas Blashill, F.R.I.B.A., Maurice B.

Adams, F.R I.B.A., F. R. Farrow, F.R.LB.A.,
John Heb'o, F R.I.B.A., William Woodward,
A.R.I.B.A., Howard Chatfeild Clarke, F.S.I.,

John W. Stone, J. H. Freeman, J. C. Hill, F.

Plownan (president of the association), Spencer

Green (vice-president), James Petrie (hon. secre-

tary), F. Dashwood (secretary), &c. The loyal

toast, "The King and Royal Family," was

proposed by the Chairman, who alluded, with

much feeling, to the loss sustained by the nation

in the death of the late (Jueen, and drew bright

auguries as to the future from the opening of the

reign of Edward VII. The toast was heartily

received. The Chairman also gave the nest toast,

that of " The Army and Navy," with the remark

that he had omitted the customary corollary "and
the Reserve Forces," because the Volunteers,

Yeomanry and Infantry alike, had been accepted

as an integral part of our forces, and had bravely

borne their share of the fighting. A martial

response was given to the toast by Mr. J.

Aitchinson, a veteran volunteer. In proposing

the health of "The Architects and Surveyors,"

Mr. Spencer Green, vice-president, mentioned

that the Association had been successful to a con-

siderable extent in their efforts to raise the scale

of remuneration received by all clerks of works,

and they looked to the profession to support

them in that endeavour. Mr. Blashill, in

reply, said he was very glad to hear that

clerks of works were to be more adequately paid,

for buildings were increasing in importance

and complexity, and fresh problems in construc-

tion had constantly to be solved. Among other

directions in which this development in house-

building was proceeding was that due to a general

demand for fire-resisting construction. He would
recommend all members of the Association to pay
special attention to what was being done in the

direction of providing in new buQdings greater

security against the spread of fire. Mr. H. Chat-

feild Clarke also responded, remarking that, as

an architect, he felt that members of his profes-

sion received little attention from the Press, and
certainly figured rarely among the recipients of

Royal honours or favours ; but if that was true of

architects, it might be said that the clerk of works
was totally ignored by the public. He felt that

the architect, and also the quantity surveyor, were
under a deep debt of obligation to the clerk of

works. Mr. J. Spooner, past-president, proposed

the toast of '
' The Worshipful Company of

Carpenters." Professor Roger Smith, the Master

of the Company, replied. He observed that the City

companies were guilds almost, if not quite, unique

in character. Their history went back to a very

remote period, and in most cases, as in that of his

own company, the organisation dated back even

further than their first charters. I'ormerly these

companies regulated the trade, stipulating the

number of apprentices that might be indentured,

and prohibiting "foreigners"—i.e., those not

apprenticed in the City—from exercising their

craft within its boundaries. Gradually these

restrictions became oppressive and fell into

desuetude; but of late the companies, which had.

almost confined themselves to dispensing hos-

pitality, had revived an interest in technical

education, and were applying their largefunde,

arising from the increased value of their pro-

perties, to this purpose. He was glad to say that the

Carpenters' Company had adminstered their trusts

faithfully ; they had, since larger funds had been

at their disposal owing to the increased value of

the estates, maintained and endowed two technical

schools, and rebuilt their hall in London-Wall,

where lectures and examinations in technical

subjects were delivered, and they were also able

to provide free accommodation for the Clerk of

Works' Association, and other societies interested

in the welfare of the craft. From time to time

they held exhibitions of works in carpentry, and

a special feature of the one to be held this year

would be the offer of prizes for models of wooden

houses and cottages—a mode of construction which

would offer one of the solutions of the housing

problem at moderate rents for rural districts. The
Chairman then gave the toast of the evening :

"Prosperity to the Clerks of Works Associa-

tion," remarking that the name was a memorable

one, for "Clerk of the Works" was the

official title of Sir Christopher Wren, as

architect for St. Paul's Cathedral. Many
changes had taken place since then ; building

operations were of greater importance than ever,

and were constantly growing in complexity and
magnitude. He had been examining the rules of

their association, and was glad to note the im-

portance they attached to the moral character of

intending members. He was not fully satisfied

whether the age limit for membership " not

under forty years " was not unduly high, and

would suggest to the committee that this might

usefuUy be modified so as to embrace within the

Association well qualified and experienced men
who were considerably under fsrty years of age.

Without intending any disparagement to those

who had been masons or bricklayers, his ex-

perience went to show that the most competent

clerks of works were those who had been trained

as carpenters. He was glad to see that a thorough

knowledge of sanitary matters was insisted upon

in their examination papers. The clerk of

works, it had been said, was little known
to the general public, and certainly was rarely

alluded to in novels or general literature ;
but a

clerk of works of high character was portrayed in

Cileb Garth by the author of " Middlomarch."by
Clerks of works were not by any means overpaid,

and he was glad to see that the association was

taking up the question of tbeir members' re-

muneration. He would only urge them to keep

out of their ranks the shuffs, and fill up the per-

pends, and they would then insure solid building,

and attain a good standing in the eyes of the

public. The toast was received with enthusiasm.

Mr. F. Plowman, the president, replied in a

speech of considerable length. The association,

which had been eighteen years in existence, had

done good service alike to its members and for

architects, and now embraced 150 names. Death

has been very busy among them during the past

year, among the losses most regretted being that

of Mr. John Woodley. The chairman had

alluded to " shuffs" ; it was inevitable that black

sheep would get into every flock : but if any

architect should have reason to complain of the

conduct of a clerk of works he would confer a

great favour on the whole body by reporting it

to the secretary of the association, and it it

should unhappily prove that the charge was well
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found,ed and the culprit a member, they might
he assured that strong disciplinary measures
would be taken. They were endeavouring to
raise the status of their members, and looked to
the Carpenters' Co., the Royal Institute of
British Architects, and the Institution of Civil
Engineers to assist them in this direction. He
held that the minimum weekly wage offered
should be at least four guineas (Voices: "Five!"
Laughter and applause;, and he appealed to the
chairman to use his influence with the LC.C.
to secure more adequate remuneration. Mr. J.
Dayies, in proposing "The Visitors," said the
chairman had alluded to Sir Christopher Wren
as an early clerk of works ; but if they referred
to the Books of Chronicles, they would see that
the first testimonial given to a skilled clerk of
works was that sent by the Kins of Tyre with
Hiram to Solomon. Mr. John C. Hill (London
Brick Co.), in responding, urged the formation
of a benevolent fund in connection with the
Association. '

' The Health of the Hon. Trea-
surer. Mr. John Oldrid Scott," was proposed by
Jlr. J. Brady, and the long list closed with that
of " The Chairman," given by Mr. J. Watson.

EnrxBURGn Architectihal Society.—A meet-
ing of th:s society was held on the i:Uh inst. in
Dowell's Rooms, Eiinburgh, Jlr. A. F. Balfour
Paul, the president, in the chair. A lecture on
"Electric Power in Buildings" was given by
IMr. Wm. A. Agnew, at the outset of which
reference was made to the generation of the
electric current and to the evolution of the
dynamo electric machine. Tnis was followed
by a description of the various applications of
electricity in buildings, as for lifts, heating,
ventilating, &c. The lecture was illustrated by
limelight views and by experiments.

tSDIXBVRGn AND LeITIT MaSTER BcILnEEs"
•AssociATKix.—At the annual meeting of the
Edinburgh and Leith Master Builders' Associa-
tion, held in the Building Trades Exchange,
-Mr. Robert Lamb, Logie Green, was appointed
president for the ensuing year in place of Mr.
James Miller, who retires! The meeting also
appointed members of the executive and other
committees.

Leeds .ind Yorkshire Architectural Societv—A meeting of this society was held in the
rooms. Park-street, Leeds, on Mondav evening,
«Then a piper was read by Mr. H. C. Corlette, of
London, on the "Planning and Design of
VO'hurches." Mr. Cjrlette said he did not propose
to discuss doubtful points in ecclesiastical archi-
tecture, or the history of churches, but to address
to p^actic^l men a few practical remarks upon
fheit planning of the building, with which their
'interest as architects was especially associated,
in the first place, he pointed out with some
emphasis the necessity of the building being made
to belong to and to harmonise with its surround-
ings, and he proceeded to advise architects not to

put too much egotism into their composition.
Let the personal element be found rather in their

work than in an ostentation, amounting to a
vulgar display, which forced its recognition upon
the notice of all who looked at the building,

proceeding, he offered some advicawith regard
to the selection of sites and the adaptation of the
buildings to their surroundings ; and he went on
to deal with the technical features of plans, such
as those relating to the construction of the
sanctuary, the choir, the nave, the side-chapel,

And the vestries. The lecture was illustrated by
jiumerous plans and coloured drawings.

design in each case. A vote of thanks was
accorded to the lecturer, on the motion of Mr.
Gibbs, seconded bv ilr. Withers, and supported
by Mr. WigfuU, Mr. II. L. Paterson, Mr. T. H.
Waterhouse, Mr. Fenton, and the presilent.

SnEFFiELD Society of Architects and Sur-
veyors.—A well-attended meeting of this society

was held in the School of Art, Arundel-street,
Sheffield, on the 13th inst. , the president, Mr.
Joseph Smith, in the chair. The winners of

prizes in the competition promoted by the society

for measured drawings of old buildings in the
neighbourhood of Sheffield were announced,
ilr. H. W. Inott gains the society's prize of

three guineas and the president's prize of five

guineas, Mr. J. Miller the second prize of two
guineas, and Mr. E. R. Bower's drawing is

highly commended. Mr. H. II. Statham after-

wards gave an interesting lecture on " Our
Cathedral Fronts : a Comparative Criticism."
.He described the different characteristics of the
west fronts of most of our English cathedrals,

showing by limelight illustrations and drawings
Lichfield, York, Lincoln, Peterborough, Ely,
Winchester, Westminster, Wells, St. Paul's,
Worcester, and many others. He described the
French and Italian types of fronts, and critically

«xamined the strength and weakness of the

OOUPBIITIOIfS.
Bristol.—The plans for the new workhouse

infirmary have been on view this week at St.

Peter's Hospital, Bristol. The site, which is a
peculiar one, is at Stapleton. The committee
report, in pursuance of the authority given by the
guardians on May IS last, they invited designs
from the 14 architects then selected by the board
for an infirmary for the sick indoor poor. The
premiums offered by the committee were for the
three best designs in order of merit, as per the
assessor's award—£200, £150, and £100 respec-
tively. In due course seven sets were received,
and have been examined by the assessor, Jlr.
Keith D. Young, F.R.I.B.A., of London, who
was nominated for the purpose by the President
of the Royal Institute of British Architects, the
committee considering it important that an un-
biassed and absolutely independent award should
be obtained. The award of Mr. Young is ap-
pended hereto. It has been considered by the com-
paittee, and is to the effect that the three designs
in all respects the moat excellent and suitable for
the guardians' requirements are as follows:—
1st premium, £200. to design E, Mr. H. Percy
-idaras, ot 28, Woburn-place, Russell-square,
London, W.C. ; 2nd premium, £150, to design
A, Messrs. Giles, Gough, and TroUope, of 28,
Craven-street, Charing Cross, London, W.C.

;

3rd premium, £100, to design I!, Mr. Arthur
Marshall, of King-street, Nottingham. The
committee have accordingly iatimated to all the
competing architects the result of the award, and
now ask that the amounts named may be paid to
the three architects accordingly : and also the fee
of the assessor, Mr. Keith D, Young—viz., 150
guineas. The plans received from all the com-
petitors are of considerable merit. With regard
to the further steps to be taken in the matter, the
committee now recommend that they be em-
powered to consider as to any alterations in the
designs of the architect assigned the first premium
which may appear to them to be desirable with
the view to economy and efficiency. The ap-
proximate estimate of Mr. Adams for the whole
of the building, which will contain 852 patients'
beds, accommodation for the medical and nursing
staff and general administrative work of thewhole
building, is £123,383. but the assessor intimates
that in his opinion the cost will more nearly
approach the sum of £153, 79B, although the
price at which he has made his estimate is con-
sidered by the committee to be in excess of what
the work can be done for here. The committee
further recommend that they then be empowered
to submit the plans as so altered to the Local
Government Board for their consideration and
approval, after which the same will be again sub-
mitted to the guardians before tenders are invited.
The following is the assessor's award :

—
In accordance with your iaatruction^, I have carefully

examined and compared the sevtn sets of desigos fub-
mitted iD competition for your proposed New iDfirmary,
and beg to report as follows :— ',

The three designs which best carry out the instruction x
and to which I consider the iirst three places should be
awarded, are—

1 E.
2 A.
3 B.

In making this award I have considered the com-
parative merits of each set of plans, giving due weight
also to the question of cost.

The estimates given by these competitors appear to be
all more or less inadequate, and the figures on which these
estimates are based appear in each ca?e inaccurately
stated, though not equally so.

The following are the competitors' estimates :
—

General Laundry and m , ,

Buildings. Kitchen Fittings. •'"'ai-

E £1-23,3.83 £2.200 £125,S.S3
A IrtS.nU 6 '.IH) 115 SOI
B 1-27,33S 2,0<lO li9.33S

Of these, the amount given by A. for Laundry and
Kitchen Fittings is, in my opinion, a more reasonable one
than either of the others.
After correcting the errors in cubing and in calculation

in all the three estimates under conplderation, I think the
following amounts may be taken t<j represent approxi-
mately the compiraUve money values of the three
designs ;

—
E £153 796
A 191863
B lBii,834

It must be understood, however, that these estimates
are. as stated, only comparative, atd do not represent
what tuch a Hospital as the Guardians require, if pro-
perly designed in all its paits, w. uld, in my opinion, cott.

In the foregoing estimates e.ach design is priced at the
Sirae tigure per foot cube, and I hive assumed that there
would be no material d fference in the quality of the work
to justify any ditference in the price.

It is clear to my mind that the limit of cost propoied by
the Guardians is very far from being sufficient to provide
the accommodation required ; it would have bean better
if this fact, which must have been obvious to the com-
petitors, had been frankly pointed out by them. They
have, however, preferred to send in estimates which they
ought to have known are hopelessly inadequate.
With rtgard to the general question of deeign, while I

consider E. design to be unquestionably superior in all

important points to the two others, I am bound to point
out that there are many features in the arrangement
which I should expect the Lo3al Government Board would
hesitate to accept or approve.
While placing Design E. first in order of merit, I cannot

but refer to some paragraphs in the report submitted
with that design which constitute, in my opinion, a very
grave departure from the recognised rules governing
every competition on which the strictest anonymity is

intended to be preserved. The paragraphs I refer to are
the second on p. I, the third on p. 9, the second on p, 19,

and the paragraph in brackets on p. 20. While I cannot
say that the statements referred to constitute a breich of
the conditions, I think it is much to be regretted that
any competitor should have endeavoured to advertise his

special experience in this class of work in th^ way, as it

appears to me, the authors of this design have done.
Keith D. Youxa,

Either of the architects whose plans were pre-

miated would, we are .assured, have made an

excellent choice : but there can be no doubt as to

Mr. Percy Adams's experience and knowledge of

this class of building, for which his details are

generally well considered and up to date. Ac-
cording to the referee's figures, his design is the

least expensive, as well as the most suitable.

Leeds —A competition among the architects

of Leeds for a new branch library to be erected

in Nineveh road has been decided. The first

premium of £20 has been awarded to Mr. William

Bakewell, F,R.I,B,A., of Park-square, and the

second prize of £10 to Messrs. Buttery and Birds.

Mr. Leonard Stokes nominated for the position

by the President of the Royal Institute of British

Architects, acted as the assessor. The cost of the

undertaking has not transpired.

CHIPS.
Lord James of Hereford presented on Monday, on

behalf the subscribers, the memorial portrait of the
late Sir Charles Hill, Q C, M.P., Rsoordar ot

London, to the borough council of Holborn. The
portrait, which has been painted by the Hon. John
Collier, and will be permanently hung in the Town-
hall of Holborn, represents Sir Charles Hall in his

Recorder's robes, with full-bottomed wig, and
wearing the star and badge of a K C.M.iJr.

Mr. Charles Herbert Shoppee, F.R.I.B.A , F.S.I,,

eldest eon of the late Charles John Shoppee,
F.R.I.B.A , of 41, MMklenburgh -square. W.C,
and 22. John-street, Bsdford-row, W.C., was
married on Thursday, the 13th inst., at St. Mary
Abbott's, Kensington, to Miss Jemima Fountain,
daughter of the late William Fountaio, of

Leicester.

A lecture on "Switzerland from a Contractor's

Point of View " was given by Mr. John Dawson, of

Sheffield, before the members of the Builders'

Exchange in that city on Tuesday week. The
address was illustrated by numerous lantern slides,

and there was a numerous attendance of members.

A meeting was held in the town-hall, Newcaatle-
on-Tyne, on Friday, of the committee appointed by
the corporation for the purpose of considering the

question of a new town-hall and municipal build-

ings for the city. After a protracted discussion it

was decided by the committee to recommend the

council to secure the Singleton House site, if

possible, for such a purpose.

The death occurred en Friday, at Sevenoaks, of

the Rev. E. Sugden, who, on account of ill-health,

retired about six months ago from the post of

rector of St. Anne's Episcopal Church, Coupor
Angus. The deceased gentleman was a native of

Bristol, and, taking Holy Orders, he was in 18S2

appointed to the Church of the Hily Rood,

Carnoustie, where he remained for a period of five

years, when he was transferred to Coupar Angus.

Mr. Sugden attained some reputation as an amateur

architect, and designed quite a number of church

baildings ia various parts of the countiy.

Mr. G. J. Shier, surveyor to Plympton St. Miry
District Council, left Liira the other night for his

home at Plympton. Subsequently his horse and

trap were found in the road, and on search being

made his body was discovered in the leat not far

from Marth Mills Station. Life was extinct. A
verdict of " Acoidenta'ly drowned " was returned

at the inquest.

At the Conference of Australian Architects held

in Sydney at the begmning of January, it was
decided to take steps to form a Faderal lostitute of

Architects embodying the entire Cjmmonwealtb.
Dalegates from each State were appointed to

formulate an outline scheme of federation.
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CUIRCU.
A MorSTAIN

ILLU8TKATION8.
•commbbce": stained ola>s winoo"- is Blackpool tows
HALL.— episcopal RESIDESCE, BRISTOL.—A JIODSTAIS
CnCRCII.—CAPITAL ASI> COUSTIE3 BANK, BRiailTOS.

—

<;loistbbs. c.loccesteb cathedral.— DESIOS FOR A
Pl'LPlT.— r'F:?ii-.s rOR 'Hoia stali.s and litanv desk.

(^ur Illu5trati0us.

"commerce; OB, the intkoihction of bomax
OKBER "

: 9TAIN'E1>-GLASS WIXDOW, UlACKrOOL
TOWN- HALL.

t'n IS window symbolises the peace and order which
ame into Britain in the train of the Roman
invaders, superseding the chaotic and sanguinary
idministration which obtained under the I)ruidic

-ystem. After Agricola had conquered the
^etantii, he withheld his arras for a time, that
the country might appreciate the blessings of

peace. A matronly female figure, her expression

saddened by the scenes of blood and disorder which
had overrun the land, is represented as arriving
iver the sea, bearing in her arms, in a casket,

the just and equitable laws with which Home
governed her colonies. Under the Koman govern-
ment civilisation was introduced into Britain :

cities (such as Manchester) were founded ; trade
sprang up (amongst other things Britain became
celebrated for its potteries) , and peace and plenty
reigned in the land. The Roman Code, which,
in a modified form, was applied to the Roman
colonies, is the basis of the " Common Law " of

to-day. Three other windows were included
in the scheme as follows:—"The Origin of

Parliament," " The Revival of Learning,"
ind "Xineteenth-Contury Progress." These
four windows have been fixed in the council
- hamber of the new town-hall at Blackpool,
the architects for which were Messrs. Potts,

Son, and Hennings, of Manchester. The original
studies, as well as the cartoons, were prepared by
Mr. George Wragge, of Wardry Works, Chaptl-
street, Salford. The same firm did the whole of

the glass in the drawing-room of the Royal
Pavilion at the Paris Exhibition. They have also
done the glass and the heraldic work for the
Altrincham Town HaU and the Southport Con-
valescent Home lately. Their new showroom is at
-ill, ohafteebury-avenue, Oxford-street, London,
\V., where samples of glass and metal-work will
be exhibited.

BlISeOPAL RESIDENCE, REDL.IXD OREEX, BRISTOL.

The accompanying drawings from last season's
Royal Academy Kxhibition illustrate the Bishop
of Bristol's house, erected from the designs of
Mr. \y. D. C'arde, M.A., the architect to the
Ecclesiastical Commissioners. The plan which
accompanies the perspectives displays the ar-
rangement of the reception-rooms and private
chapel— a feature which obtains recognition in
the treatment of that part of the house. The
chaplain's room adjoins the library, and the
spacious central hall is reached by way of a
vestibule from the entrance - porch, which is

placed in the angle between the kitchen wing and
the house proper. The dining-room is situate
towards the gardens, which are also commanded
from the drawing-room bay windows.

(For description and awards see p. 2'>T.)

THE CAPITAL AND COUNTIES 1I.\NK, HRIGHTOX.

As part of the long- contemplated improvement

of the most important part of North-street (the

leading business thoroughfare of Brighton), the

Capital and Counties Banking Company offered to

set back and rebuild their premises, which adjoin

the Royal Pavilion. In doing so the company also

rebuild part of the corporation property, and the

scheme has now, after some discussion, received

the approval of the town council, and will forth-

with bo proceeded with. The premises, as shown

in our illustration, are to be built of grey

Aberdeen granite and stone, and will form a

notable addition to the buildings of Brighton in

the centre of the town. The architects are

Messrs. (Jlayton and Beach, of North-street.

SOUTH -nULK OF THE CLOISTERS, GLOUCESTER
CATHEDU.VI..

The Gloucester cloisters, entered from the north

aisle of the nave, are quadrangular in form, and

have ten bays in each walk. Perhaps the south

walk is the most interesting. In these carols or

cells, which here replace the lights under the

transoms, the monks read and wrote. In the

north walk is situated the monks' lavatory,

taking up four bays, and projecting into the

garth. The beautiful vaulting is as perfect as on

the day on which it was completed—five centuries

ago.

CHOIR STALLS, LITANY DESK, AND PULPIT :

NATIONAL SILVER MED.U. DESIGNS.

Miss Augusta Trimmer, of New Cross, was

awarded a silver medal for these designs, which

the judges mentioned in theirreport as a " work-

manlike set of drawings, in which the treatment

of the vine is well adapted both for its purpose

and material." The judges were Sir W. B.

Richmond, K.C.B., R.A , and Messrs. Walter

Crane and Seymour Lucas, R.A. We have

reproduced the details in line with the scale

drawn on the sheets. They will, no doubt, be

suggestive to many of your readers, and as an

illustration of the type of work in favour with

the Board of Education and their eminent advisers,

they cannot fail to be suggestive. An additional

interest is insured by the fact that the designs are

by a lady student who is prepared, we understand,

to carry the work into execution.

CHIPS.

The urban district council of Trowbridge are o>

taining, at a cost of £4,092, 2'2i. 25p. of land as a

site for the sewage-disposil works.

The rural district council for Stoneham. near

Southampton, have adopted plans by Messrs. Biiley-

Denton, Son, and L\wford, for the drainage of

North and South Stoneham, and have decided to

apply to the Local Government Board for sanction

to borrow €30,000 for carrying out the works.

The North-Eaetern Riilway Company will forth-

with commence the erection of a new bridge over

the Tyne at Newcastle. The structure is to ba of

steel—the latticed girder type. The bridge will be

approached by 40 ft. ashlar stone arches, and will

cross the river in two spans, resting upon a central

granite pier. The total estimated cost is £477,000,

and a period of three years will elapse before the

completion of the structure, which will be known
as the Victorian Bridge.

The lighthouse which is being erected at Daart
Point, Mull, in memory of the novelist, William
Black, is now beginning to show on that rocky

promontory as tier upon tier is added to the work.

The tower has been designed by Mr. L'jiper,

R.S A., Glasgow, and the contractors are Messrs.

MicDougall and MacColl, Oban. Light will be

supplied by compressed gas contained in a tank,

which vrill be filled periodically by the lighthouse

steamer. The estimated coat of the Black Light-

house is £1,.56:3. Though there is a powerful light

at the western point of the island of Lismore in the

entrance of Loch Linnhe, not much more than a

mile from Daart Point, yet several wrecks have of

recant years occurred there, the last less than three

months ago.

An oak screen is to be erected in the new parish

oharoh at Hornsey in memory of the late Bishop
Creighton, one of whose last public actj was the

dedication of the tower and a memorial window in

the church. The entire cost will be defrayed by
Mr. Frederick Sherlock, a parishioner.

Flans have been drawn for a new Biptist church

at Willesden Green. The cost will be £5,000, and
the seating capacity of the building 723.

d^nsittctrittg ©otts*

HuiiDF.KsriKLii.—'I'he Electric Tramways town
station has been formally opened. The lines have

recently been passed 'jy the Board of Trade in-

spectors, both as regards permanent way and

overhead trolley. I'nder the Act of 18'.I9-1900

powers were obtained for the construction of

19i miles outside the borough and 31 miles inside

the borough, which, added to the 2S miles already

laid inside the borough, make in the aggregate

.o2 miles of single track. The corporation have

also running powers of over throe miles in the

Linthwaite district. The corporation decided to

convert their system of steam haulage to one of

electric traction in February, 1809, after a report

by Mr. K. F. Campbell, C.E., the borough engi-

neer, and after consultation with Mr. II. F.

Parshall, C.E., of London. The borough engi-

neer in carrying out the work has had the

assistance of JNIr. .1. Posson, the manager of the

tramways, and Mr. H. N. Thomas, resident

engineer. The power station is at liOngroyd

Bridge, which is centrally situated for dealing

with a system of branches extending in various

directions, but at present only four routes will be

served, and the rest of the work will be dona

gradually. The site is an acre in extent. Messrs.

Greenwood and Bitley, Limited, Leeds, have

carried out the larger part of the installation,

and Jlessr.^. R. W. Blackwell and Co., Limited,

London, the remainder. The total length cf

tramways electrically equipped is 1.) miles 7 fur-

longs and 8 chains of single track, and of this

total length of nearly 10 miles of lines 10} miles

have been constructed by the corporation's own
workmen. The sections already completed are to

Linthwaite and Slaithwaite, to Paddock and

Longwood, and to Lindley i-u't Edgerton and

Marsh (circular tour), and to Outlane on the con-

fines of the boundary towards the moors The

overhead line equipment has been carried out by

the British ThomTOn-Houston Company, Limited.

The cars, of which there are 2S, have been built

by Messrs. G. F. Milnes and Co., of llidley, and

are not only electric illy lighted, but electrically

warmed, and the outside seats are of rainproof

type. Except for special contracts, most of the

contractors are local.

Mancuesteu.—In north-west Manchester, a

new bridge has been built by the Lancashire and

Yorkshire Riilway Company to connect Corpora-

tion-street with Cheetham Hill-road. Eighteen

months have been occupied in its construction.

It will replace an older and somewhat narrower

bridge that runs almost parallel with it, but

nearer Victoria Station. The new bridge will

carry the street traff.c over the many lines of

railway that, crossing from the north and east,

converge upon the station. The main object of

the substitution of this bridge for the old one is

to enable the railway comoiny to effect some

much-needed extensions at Victoria Station. The

new bridge, which has boeu built by Messrs.

Aston Smith, Sons, and Senior, of Manchester,

is of composite character having as supports steel

girders resting upon iron pillars, steel girders

upon brick and stone columns, and a large brick

arch. This latter is double, the upper arch being

immediately under the roadway, and the lower

one forming the roof of a culvert over the river

Irk. The bridge has nine spans. For the pur-

poses of the railway extensions it has been found

necessary to construct a new culvert into which

the river Irk may be diverted. The culvert is in

the form of a vaulted arch, 2Sft in depth, with a

floor width of SGtt., and a total length of about

800ft. Like the stream itself, the culvert will

eventually be hidden by the new platforms and

the permanent way in the station.

The Union Internationale Permansnte de Tram-

ways has accepted the invitation of the Tramways
and L'ght Eiilwsya Association to hold their con-

gress in London next vear, and the dites fixed for

their rcoeftion are July 1, 2, 3, and 4, 1902.

Arrangements are being made for a light riilwaya

exhibition, which will be going on during the time

of the congress.

The Whitgift Governors have decided to accept

£15,000, the offer of the Croydon Corporation, for

the remaining portion of thirty-five acres at Croham
Hurst, South Croydon, and to apply to the Charity

Commissioners to eancti m the sale. This transac-

tion insures postession in perpetuity by the rate-

payers of Croydon of one of the most beautiful

sylvan spots in the county of Sarrey.
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NOTICE.
The Editorial. Advertisement, and Publishing Offices

of theBriLDiNO News asd Exoineebiko Joi'bnal, are

at—
CLEMENT'S HOUSE,

CLEMENT'S INN PASSAGE, STRAND,
LONDON, W.C,

where all communications should be addressed.

Telegraphic Address :
— *• Timeserver," London.'*

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

Clement's Inn Passage is the turning west of the Law
Courta, opposite St. Clement Danes Church, and our new
offices can he reached in a few seconds from the Strand.

They will be found on the right-hand side of the way,

next door to the Vestrv Hall.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinionB of

our correspondenta. AU communications should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space dotted to correspondenta. ]

It Is particularly requested that all drawings and all

eonunonicationB respecting illustrations or Uterary matter

•honld be addressed to the EDITOR of the BtiiLDiNo

News, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,

W.C, and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
is not nnfrequently otherwise caused. All drawings and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to |>ay for, or be liable for,

unsought contributions.

Cheques and PostrKjfflce Orders to be made payable to

Thb BrajijrD Nkwspajeb Cosepant, Limited.

NOTICE.

Bound copies of Vol. LXXIX. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post

12a. lOd.), as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXEX.. XLI., XLVI.,
XLTX.. LI., Lin.. Lxn.. Lxnr.. lxv., lxvi.,
Lxvn.. Lxvm., lxix., lxxi.. lxxii.,
LXXm., LXXIV.. LXXV., LXXVI.. LXXVn.,and
LXX VHI. may still be obtained at the same price ; all

the other bound volumes are out of print. Moat of

the back numbers of former volumes are, however, to

be had singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbera
to complete volume just ended should order at once,

as many of them aoon ran out of print.

Handsome Cloth Caies for Binding the Bdildijto News
price 23., post free 2i?. 4d.. can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn-passage, Strand, London, W.C.

Jntttcommtttttcatiott.

QUESTIOXS.

[11685.] -Cement. -Will anyonp kindly inform me
how in this colony I may obtiiu " Keene's " cement and
'Martin's" cement, and tell me something of the

properties and advantages of eich?-J. C. Barnstead.
Halifax, N.S.

[11635.]—Oil-Putty for Slates.-Some three years

ago I designed a house which was built in an exposed
position, and in order to make the roof as strong as pos-

sible, the ' Ladies " slates were bedded in oil-putty, for

the purpose procured from a noted manufacturer. The
roof now leaks badly, and upon examination I find that

the nature of the putty is quite gone out of it, and as far

as I can make out, the heat of the sun has evaporated the

oil. and left a substance having no cementing properties.

Will anyone who knows from experience of a reliable and
permanent cement, or other method of keeping the tails

of slates from lifting- in a nor'-wester, kindly assist me ?—
CORSISHMAN.

[116;7.]—Hornbeam.—What kind of wood is this !

One author says it is a species of elm, and another that it

13 allied to beech.—Coen'ishmas-.

WATER SANITAKY

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United States, £1 68. Od. (orBdols. SOc. gold). To France
or Belgium, £1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 Bs. Od.

To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the

Oape, the West Indies, or Natal. £1 6a. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.

The charge for Competition and Contract Advertise-

tnenta, PubUc Companies, and all official advertisements

ta Ifl. per line of Eight words, the first line counting as

ITWO, the Tninimiim charge being 5a. foe four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miscellaneoua

and Trade Advertisemente (except Situation advertise-

ments) ia 6d. per line of Eight words (the first line

counting aa two), the minimum charge being 4a. 6d. for

40 words. Special terms for series of more than six

Insertions can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

Prcmt-page Advertisements 28. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements la. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Adyertisem.ent inserted for less than 5s.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in aerial advertisements
mnst reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure

insertion.
Situations.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations Vacant

"

or •' Situationa Wanted " ia Onb Sbillino b-orTwentt-
FOtTB Words, and Sixpence for every eight words after.

AU Situation Aduertitementa must be prepaid.

Received.—H. F. (Lincoln).-A. L. R.—P. R. and Co.

—J. H,—H. 8. and Son.-E. L. O.

'BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.

DRAwiK'i Re'.-eived.—*' Perseveranzo."

JtEPLIES.

[11677.] -Stone for Window-Sills.—Although I

have crossed the Atlantic many times, and know the

United States, generally, fairly well, I cannot pretend to

pose as an expert in regard to their native marbles ; but
certainly think *' W. E. M." has little or no ground for

his assertion that "all the American marbles hitherto

worked are so coarse in grain" that European marbles
have to be used when it come? to really good work.

1 question whether he would care to make such an
assertion (save anonymously) in Stone, for instance—that
capital monthly, published in New York, and the recog-

nised organ of the trade amongst our Transatlantic

cousins. The reason why so much mirble is imported
from Carrara into the States is undoubtedly because of

its corapirative cheapness—just as in Sjuth Africa the

cemeteries, from one end to the other, show hardly a
decent monument that has not originally been made in

Italy. According to the American Consul at Leghorn's
report for last year (which may be found in ,S'^>"'' for las';

month) the total value of shipments from Carrara of

marble (worked, or in the block) to the United States

for 1899 was valued at £116,09S Ss. 4d. Of all the marble
exported annually from there, that great country
takej 20 per cent, of the whole, whilst England and
her colonies claim 15 per cent. In the Carrara district

there are over 600 different quarries, and the rent charged
for most of these is quite nominal, many quarryowners
paying only 12s. fid. to 16s. 81. a year for good quarries

producing hundreds of tons annually. Wages are almost
equally low. I worked as journeyman there awhile
myself as a young fellow, nearer forty than thirty years

ago, and had to be content (or rather discontent) with
2 lire (.la.Sd.) a day. Wages are not much better now.
At present quarrymen are paid Is. 7d. to 3s. 2jd. a day,
marble masons Is. 7d. to 23. lOd., carvers 28. 5d. to 0*. 5d ,

and clever sculptors, who sometimes produce works of

startling beauty, only receive from 33. 2,Jd. to Ss. a day.

The ordinary run of marble at Carrara costs from 43. O^d.

to 63. 8d. a foot cube. Window-sills in quantity could
probably be delivered from there in this country at ISs.

or 143. apiece. '' W. E. M." remarks that white marble
is not a weather stone, and loses its polish ia a very few
years ; but no practical man would ever think of polish-

ing marble for outdoor work. If white marble will

stand for fifty years in an exposed place, it ia probably
as long-lived as most atones, especially in London
There nothing lasts so well as carefully selected

Portland. When we pulled down old Westminster
Bridge, between thirty and forty years ago, most of the
Portland atone, of which it was built, was found to be as

good -yea, batter, much harder —than ever ; and we used
hundreds of tons of it as dressings for the Victoria Man-
sions,W. , which were then building. Of course, I am speak-
ing now of the comparative lasting powers of atones in

the Southern parts of England. I should not recommend
Portland for Scotland, for instance—and, perhaps, ( /

>

vers'U When I built my present studios, twenty years
ago, red bricks and red Corsehill stone were used. The
latter is a good material for its own locality (Dumfries-
shire) ; but the humid atmosphere of Devonshire has not
treated it kindly, and in a few places it can be pecked
away almost like sand by the fingers. I can assure
" W. E. M " that Ami^rica produces an immense variety

of beautiful marbles, to say nothing of its lovely onyx.
When in the first instance I suggested marble window-
aills, I did 80 purely from an artistic point of view. I

have seen them often enough upon the Continent, and
still more frequently in the United States ; but seldom in

England. Of course, if one requires wiadow-ailh that
will absolutely last for ever, there is nothing to touch
terracotta.—Harry Heus.

C0iTtsp0nlicitce.—»-*-t—
WESTSIIN'STER ABIJFA'.

To the Editor of the Blildixo News.

Sir,—la the rumour which you contradicted

last week, that Mr. J. T. Micklethwaite, F.S.A.,
or somebody else, contemplated whitewashing the

interior of our grand old abbey, so unlikely as

you think 'r Mr. Micklethwaite is, or was, one of

the members of the so-called Society for the

Protection of Ancient Buildings. Thesa people
have recently admittedly ruined the famous old

Ouildhall at Eseter by whitewashing it, iron ties

and all. It is but a step from Exeter to West-
minster.—I am, &c., Pkvoniax.

SUPPLY AND
MATTEBS.

DONCASTEE.—A Local Government Board inquiry

was held at Doncaster by Mr. W. O. E, Maado-

King, C.E., as to the compulsory puiohase of land

for Eewerage and sewage disposal purposes for

A«kern, Diwtry, Bentley-road, and Arksey. The

schemes, which have been prepared by Messrs. D.

Balfour and Son, of Lindon and Newcastle-on-

Tyne, comprise the main sewerage of the above

places, all of which will gravitate to underground

storage tanks, from which the sewage will be

pumped to the site of disposal works there, to be

treated in bacterial tanks and afterwards on land.

Various opponents to the scheme were represented

by council, who objected chiefly on the ground of

cost.

Ilkeston and HEiuOE —In compliance with the

Standing Orders of Parliament estimates have been

prepared by the engineer, acting on behalf of the

proposed Ilkeston and Heanor Water Board, show-

ing the cost of the works proposed to be undertaken

by the Board. The works comprise thesinkmgoi

an intercepting well, communicating with the

Meerbrook Sough, from which well an aqueduct

will be laid down to the pumping station. Another

aqueduct will be laid down to a covered service

reservoir at Chadwick Nick. Two other aqueducts

will also be laid down, in connection with the pro-

posed covered reservoirs at Shipley and Codnor

Park. The agaregate cost of these works is esti-

mated at £1-28,000, including the purchase of

property. The further sum of £6,000 wiU, however,

have to be provided by the CMporation of Ilkeston

and the urban district councQ of Heanor, to acquue

the undertaking of the Meerbrook Sough Co.

POETSMOUTH.—This borough is face to face with

a difficulty. The drainage committee applied to

the Admiralty to grant additional time for the

discharge of the town's sewage into the receiving-

tanks at Eastney, and while no direct reply has

been sent the committee has received from the

Admiralty a letter to the effect that if the neces-

sary work for the discharge of the sewage within

the stipulated time is not proceeded with the

Treasury will probably withdraw its contribution

to the sanitary rate. This means a loss of £2o,00u

per annum, and the committee has therefore decided

to recommend a new scheme of drainage, involving

an outlay of £160,000.

The Housino of the Woekino Classes n
Hackney.—Dr. King-Warry, medical officer ol

health for Hackney, has prepared a report on the

question of the housing of the working classes ui

his district. Dr. King-Warry points out that there

were, according to the last census returns, 4S,loO

tenement dwellings in Hackney, and in one case aa

many as 11 persons occupied a single room. The

number of persons afflicted by overcrowding in

Hackney is estimated at 21,000. He thinks the

following causes have exercised the largest m-

fluencs— (1) Inadequate building of workmen s

dwellings
; (2) increased cost of budding materials

and labour leading to increased value of houses with

corresponding rise in rent : (3) the disposition ol

late years to invest money in house property; and

(4) the clearance of overcrowdad and insauitarj

areas in other districts. Dr. Kmg-Warry suggests

that the difficulty might be met by the borougt

council's providing for the poorest part of the com-

munity a munioipil lodging-house, to be undei

local control and the price of accommoiation to6«

fixed at the lowest figure sufficient to cover work-

ing expenses and a contribution to the sinking fund

The charge should ba not more than Is. Od. K li-

per room per week to attract the pco r classes.
|

Waddesdox—On Thursday week an inquiryW!l
held at the public hall. Waddesdon, by Mr. F. H
TuUoch, M.I.C.E., .one of the inspectors of th«

Local Government Board, into the subject-matte),

of a petition presented to the Bjard by the AjlMJ

bury Rural District Council to issue a provision*!

order to empower them to put in force, with relei-l

ence to certain lands required by them *»' R""?""!

By thirty-six votes to nineteen, the Bristol Board
of Guardians have decided to pay the premiums
awarded in the recent competition for a new work-
house infirmary to the successful architects, and
have instrncted a committee to consult with Mr.
Percy Adams, the author of the first premiated
design, and also to submit the plans to the Local
Government Board for their approval.

The Hoylake and West Kirby District Council
resolved, on Monday night, to permit Mr. Foster to

resign his pDsition as surveyor and inspector of

nuisances to the council, and to appoint him as

engineer for the works authorised by the Improve-
ment Act of 1900, at a remuneration of £l,8O0,

spread over three years, in the hope that at the

expiration of that period he will be able to again

take up the position of surveyor to the council,

the present assistant being mide surveyor iu the

mean time.

of sewage disposal for the township of Waddesdon I

the powers of the Land Clauses Act with respectful

the purchase and taking of lands otherwise than BJl

agreement. The land in question was about XM»

acres of glebe adjoining the Quainton-road. Mr

Guest Luckett, engineer, of Aylesbury, was presem

and explained the scheme to the inspector. Un in

following day a similar inquiry was heia »

Haddenham by the same inspector. Mr. u

Luckett on this occasion was also present as ">?•

neer of the scheme, and explained the plans to m
inspector as on the previousday. In both cases tne.

had to encounter considerable opposition.

Mr. Arnold Mitchell, F.K.I.B.A ,
delivered

lecture on " Media' val Sculpture" at the Londo

Institution on Monday evening.

The B >ard of Trade have recently confirmed

Light Eiilway Order authorising the construotio

of a light railwav in the county of baffjlk Itoi

Long Melford to Hadleigh.

J
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LEOAIi INTBLLIOENOB.

What is "Bluk Lias Lnig"?—The adjourned
earing of the sammona brought under the Mer-
oandise Marks Act, IS'iT, at the instance of the

lue L'M Lime Burners' Awociation, Grosvenor-

3ad, rimlico, against the Cim Portland Cement
.}., L'.mited, of ilaldreth, near Riyston, should

ave besn resumed before Mr, Horaoe Smith at

S'estminster Police-court on Monday last, but

wing to the pressure of other business at the

:ourt, it was further adjourned until Wednesday,
ilarchO, at 11.30 a.m.

A Ee'^seatio:! Ground fob Islewokth.—Mr.
'nder.ShenfT Ruston and a jury sat on Feb. 12 at

he Guildhall, Westminster, to assess the compeuEa-
ion in a claim by the trustees of the late J. F.
'ownall for tire acres and 3'') perches of land taken
y the Heston and Itleworth Distr.ct Council for the
lurpcses of a recreation ground for Huston. When
be case was called a consultation took place, and
ouniel annoncced that an agreement had been
.rriyed at by which Mr. H. H. Pownall, the repre-
entative of the claimants, seeing the public purpose
:>r wbioh tbia land was required, would meet it in

. public manner and accept £3,000. Mr. Biyle
issented, and the jury formally returned a verdict
:or that amount.

What is " Xkulioexck " is Reoakd to Db-
fEcnvE Settees ? — Lambket v, Lowestoft
C:oETOR.iTiON.—In the King's Bench Division on
VIonday, the Lord Chief Justice gave judgment in
in action brought by F. Laml^rt and Son', of
v'orwich, to recover damages for injury to a horse
I'leged to have been caused by the negligence of
he defendants in the defective construction of a
lewer under Cambridge-strett, Lowestoft, and the
iefective 6lling-in of the roadway. The plaintiff
ilso alleged that the defendants had negligently
illowed the sewer and roadway to remain defective
ifter their defective condition had been brought to
:heir knowledge. The case was tried at the last
S'orwich Awizas. Tae Lord Chief Justice, in giving
jadgment on Monday, said that he had held, and
3e 6tiU held, that there was no evidence of
legligence to go to the jury, and he had therefore
lischarged them, and it had been agreed that any
jiferences of fact necessary to determine the case
night be drawn. The plaintiff still sought to
•ecover on the ground that the existence of a hole in
:he road caused by a defect in a sewer constituted
i nuisance, but this contention could not be suc-
:e«sfnlly maintained. The defendants were the
sanitary authority for Lowestoft under sections 13,
l.>, and 1 1 of the Public Health Act. lS7,i, and it

was established that no action lay for the execution
of a statutory duty unless there had been
negligence. It was argued that if the condition of
the sewer did in fact causa a nuisance the plaintiff
could recover apart from negligence. His Lordship,
having referred to "Biteman v. Poplar District
Board of Works," "Borough of Bithnrst v.
Uicpherson," and " Municipal Council of Sydney
V. Bouike " (IS95), said that they did not support
the argument of the plaintiff. H's Lordship
accordingly gave judgment for the defendants with
losts.

Hkavt Pesaitt rOE not SuBMiTTrso Plaxs.—
Luke Rawnsley, quarry owner, of Qaeensbury, was
charged befcre the West Riding magistrates at
Halifax on Saturday with having committed a
breach of the by-laws of the Q'leenabury Rural
District Council. Dafendant, it was shown, had
erected piggeries, &c., in connection with property
belonging (o him in Long-lane without previously
submitting plana to the council for their approval.
He was warned when preparing the foundations
that the submission of plans was required under
the by-laws. His excuse was that, even if he had
sent in plans, the by-laws gave the district council
no option but to sanction them. The magistrates
tined him the full penalty of £5 and the costs.

A.N- Aechitkct's Action-.—At the Xewcaslle-on-
I'yne County-court on Friday, before his Honour
fudge trreenweU, the case of J. C. Persons, archi-
tect, V. Edwin Gowan, cab proprietor, Heaton, was
concluded. The claim was for £37 lOs., for the
preparation of plans, four years ago, for a proposed
livery stable at Heaton. The defendant's case was
that, as the plans failed to pass the town improve-
ment committee, there should be no payment
accotdmg to an arrangement. His Honour, after
having heard the evidence, said judgment must be
given for the plaintiff for the amount claimed, with
>03tS.

Abeiteation Case at Wemblt.—At the West-
minster GuUdhall, last week, Mr. Under-sheriff
Ruston and a jury sat to assess the compensation to
b?paid to a Mr. Palmer, for land to be acquired at
\\ embly by the Great Central RaUway Company
tor the purpose of carrying out the widening of that
company's line. Mr. Boyle, K C. stated that the
state was 140 acres in extent, and the railway ran
icross It, absorbing about two acres. A great
embankment was put up about 30ft. high, which
would shut out any approach to the main Harrow-
toad, ihe estate was near four stations, and the

district would be developed in the very near future.
The embankment would also prevent draining into
the main sewer. The claimant put his damage at

£500 an acre for the land taken, with 10 per cent,

for compulsory purchase, or £1,038. The rsst of
the property would be injured to the extent of at
least £Jo an acre, or £3,500 in all, and thus the
claim was brought up to £4, .338. His clieut did not
want the money, and if the company would give
him a bridge by which he could get into the main
road, it would reduce the damages by half. Mr.
Klwin Fox, of Messrs. Fox and BouBfield, who gave
evidence bearing out counsel's statement, said,

cross-examination, that the agricultural rental was
about SOj. an acre, but the land would probably be
built upcn about a year hence. Mr. William
Walton, of Walton and L^e, valuer, and Mr. James
Green, of Weatherell and Gieen, gave confirmatory
evidence. (Jn the other hand, .Sir John Whittaker
Ellis and other witnesses put the value of the land
to be acquired at £200 an acre. The remainder ol

the estate would not be damaged, and the full com
pensation would be £114. The jury found for the
claimant for £l,7oO.

The Acuuisition of Albeet-suUare, E.—At
the Surveyors' lustitution, Westminster, last

week, Mr. J. H. C utton, the sole arbitrator, con
eluded his inquiry as to the compensation to be
paid by the London County Council for the property
at Albert-square, on the .south side of Commercial
road, E , which they had acquired as an opan space
under their General Powers Act of 1S90. At the
previous meeting evidence was taken from which it

appeared that in 1889 the claimant, Mr. Moriis
Cohen, a mantle manufacturer, purchased the
property at Albert-square, consisting of -iO houses
and the open square, for the sum of ,£'22,000, or

£1,000 more than was paid by the previous pur-
chaser. Mr. Cohen, on obtaining possession of the
properly, proceeded to build workshops in the
rear of the honses, and, as the demand for
such premises was brisk at the Eist-end, got
an extra rental of £20 per annum for each house.
He was about to erect houses with workshops and
shops on the square when the County Council
obtained the compulsory powers. The claimant
had been offered £57,500 for his property, but had
declined the offer in view of its development. The
value of the vacant land at Albert-square as a
building estate was variously estimated by his

witnesses—Mr. Haslnck, architect; Mr. E. J.

Bonsfield, eurveyor : Mr, Douglas Young, sur-
veyor : Mr, H, J, Bliss, surveyor, and Mr.
Alfred Moore, turveyor— at from £16,500 to
£17,187, The case for the County Council was
ooened on Wednesday by Mr, English Harrison,
K.C, who contended that the valuations of the
claimant's witnesses were greatly exaggerated. He
called on Mr, S. Walker, surveyor, whose estimate
was ,£7,603; Mr, Firmer, surveyor (of Messrs.
Dsbenham, Tewson, and Co.), whose estimate was
£3,2)0 at the rate of os. per foot ; Mr. Collins,
surveyor, whose valuation was £7,920; and Mr.
T. M. Kaight, surveyor, who valued the open space
at £7,497. "The arbitrator, at the close of the
proceedings, reserved his decision.

BuiLDTN-G LiJTB AT Chablton.-The Tribn- al of
Appeal have given their decision in the appeal made
by Mr. James Ellis, architect, of Cedar Lodge, Did
Charlton, and the Cedars and ijiarry Ettates,
Charlton, against the certificate of the snper-
iutending architect of the L-ndon County Council,
fixing the general building line of two houses and
shops in Woolwich-road, at the comer of Rinsom-
road, Char'ton, adjoining Xo. 494, Woolwioh-road,
under sections 22 and 29 of the London Building
Aci, 1894. The Tribunal have decided that the
general line of buildings on the south side of
Woolwich-road, between Church-lane and Ramson-
road, in which part of Woolwich- road the building
or buildings in question are situated, is constituted
by the north main front walls of the buildings
Xos. 430 to 492, Woolwich-road, and they viried
the certificate accordingly. By this line the Anti-
Gallican Hotel and the appellant's building are
made to project beyond the other houses.

Haeeooate Aebiteation.—Of late years a great
improvement has been effected in Harrogate, in the
Valley Gardens and Ihe vicinity. Quite recently
the Harlow Moor was purchased, and a large field
adjoining the Valley Gardens has given additional
room for promenading. An additionsJ bandstand
was last year erected, whilst the gardens were im-
proved, and the approaches thereto laid out. Efforts
have been made to secure two additional fields,

situate on the north side of the Valley Gardens,
with a view to protecting the springs, the fields

being in close proximity to the pump rooms and the
Bog's Field. On Saturday an arbitration case was
held at the Crown Hotel with a view to fixing the
price of the fields. The arbitrator was Mr. J.
Farrer, Oulton, Leeds; umpires, Mr. T, (jott,

Bradford (for the Harrogate Corporation), and Mr,
J. E. Powell, Harrogate (for the trustees of the
late" Mr, Thomas Collins). The area of the two
fields is about five acres, and it is proposed to take
them under compulsory powers contained in the
Provisional Order of 1S97. Evidence as to value

was given by Mr. R. Horsfall, Halifax ; Mr, A.
Bown, Harrcgate ; Mr. G, Ranton, Harrogate ;

and Mr, B. W. Jackson, Halifax, for Messrs.
Collins's trustees ; and Mr. Fenwick, Leeds ; Mr.
T. Winn, Laeds : and Mr. A. A. Gibson, of Harro-
gate, for the Harrogate Corporation.

<LXi\U Otfe
WAGES MOVSMBIfTS.

The Skilled Laijoue Mauket. — The Januaiy
report of the Libour Department states that em-
ployment in many important groups of trades
continued to decline during the month, and was
considerably worse than a year ago. For the first

time since November, 1897, the net result of the
changes in wages recorded during the month was a
decline, mainly due to the fall in the iron and steel

trade?. In the 144 trade unions making returns,

with an aggregate membership of 543, JoO, 21,682
(or 4 per cent.) were reported as unemployed at

the end of January, compared with the same per-
renfage in December, and with 2" per cent, in the
136 anions, with a membsrship of 521, S3;i, from
which returns were received for January, 1900.

Employment in all branches of the building trades

continued to decline. The percentage of unem-
plojed nnii n members among carpenters and
plumbers at the end of January was 4 7, compared
with 42 per cent, in December and 2 7 per cent, a
year ago. In the furnishing trades employment
still further fell off, and is now bad. The per-

centage of unemployed union members at the end
of January was 7"3, compared with 6 8 in Dacember
and 5 9 per cent, in January, 1900. The changes
in rates of wages reported daring January, 1901,

affected 54,692 workpeople, and their net effect on
the weekly wages of these workpeople was a re-

duction of Is. 7|d. per head. Of this number,
ol,6:)l esstained decreases averaging Is. lOjd. per

week, and 3,061 received advances averaging
la. 10|d. per week.

DuxBEE.—A stiike of joiners took place in

Dundee on Saturday againtt a ptopoeed reduction

Ott the wages from 9d. to Sid. per hour. Originally
the misters gave notice that wages would have to

be reduced Id. ; but with the object of avoiding a
struggle, a ccnci'iition board suggested as a com-
promis3a leduction of but a halfpenny. On the
ground, however, that trade did not warrant any
interference with the wages, the men decided to

resist the deduction, and all of them, nearly 350 in

number, employed by the federated masters, struck

work on Siturday. It seems, howevar, that the
associated masters had not calculated on such an
extreme step, and the committee decided to withdraw
the reduction notice, so ending the strike.

Glasoow.—The dispute which for a month past

has kept the operative joiners of Glasgow in a con-
dition of idleness was aettled on Monday by the

universal disappearance of the reduction notices

which caused it. The dispute arose from an inti-

mation by the master wrights that wages would
be reduced from lOd. to 9d. per hour. Theatrnggle
from first to last cost the operative joiners a sum
of £3,000, but against this they have the satisfac-

tion of having gained the position, while the Master
Wrights' Association have also spent money and
lost business, and all for nothing in return.

XoETn OF En-glan-d BriLDiMa Tbades Dispute.
—Sir John Taylor, K O.B., the arbitrator appointed
by the B oard of Trade in the dispute bstween the
building trade employers and the bricklayers in the

Newcastle district has given his award. The men's
demand was that th^ir wages should ba Ud. an
hour instead of lOd., and, though the masters
offered that the wages should remain unreduced
for a prolonged period, the men went on strike,

and remained oat of employment for nearly a year.

The arbitrator has decided in favour of the
employers.

Teot'ele rx the Cehext Teade.—Following
upon big discharges of men from the works on the

Medway included in the combine of the Associated

Cement Manufacturera, an intimation has been
given that a new scale of pay for the workmen,
representing a reduction of 40 per cent, in wages,
wul be introduced. The men affected by this order

include, says the S^^'t'^'-Ea^f'rrt Go:'ft'\ those

engaged in loading, unloading, and washmill work,
kiln drawers, crane drivers, and burners. The
workmen have pledged themselves to fight to the

bitter end against the reduction, and on Friday
about 400 men left woik. The reductions proposed
by the board vary from 7J to 33 per cent. It is

stated that the decision was come to owing to its

being found impossible to manufacture cement at a
price to enable them to compete in the C jntinental

and foreign markets. The foreigner, it is said, is

even catting out the Englishman in supplying our
own colonies. The directors had a consultation at

GiUingham on Friday morning, eind decided to shut

down half their factory at once. This will affect

over one hundred men.
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Our (DfRce €Mt
It is highly satisfactory to learn that Hia

Majeety's Office of Works have yielded to the

protests raised by Mr. Alfred Waterhouse, R A.,

and others against the intention to bring forward
the New Lands Kegistry Office 2Stt. in advance
of the general line of buildings on the south side

of Lincoln's Inn-fields. Lord Esher, the secre-

tary, has now officially informed the London
County Council that, in view of all the circum-
stances, Mr. Akers-Douglas has decided that the

building line of the s^iuare shall be, if possible,

adhered to : and in any case, should it be found
necessary to advance the frontage of portions of

the new building, such advance shall not extend
further than 6tt. beyond the building line of the

square.

Pkofessor Flixders Petrie writes from
Arabah, in Upper Egypt, as to the future con-

servation of Stonehenge. lie depreciates any
attempt to break the marvellous effect of the

lonely plain and great masses of stone. The
sight is, he says, the most impressive in England,
and on no ac;ount should it be destroyed by a

hideous iron railing, such as now defaces Kits

Coty house. If a fence were necessary, a sunk
ha-ha would be the only form permissible.

The public might surely provide a guard to

live near by, in a cottage hidden by earth-

banks, so as not to spoil the surroundings. To
trim up the place, by re-erecting every stone
that has fallen, would, he considers, be no benefit

either to its appearance or to arch;eology. A few
stones that have fallen since accurate plans have
been made might be fairly replaced within two
or three inches. But the real eiiort should be to

save those now gradually yielding over, especially

the largest stone of all. When leaning stones

have been pushed up into place, then all the un-
stable ones should have a concrete bed filled

in, below the turf level, as Dr. Petrie pro-
posed 20 years ago. The whole soil under a
stone might be removed while the block was
clamped in a timber frame. While needful
repairs were being made, an important chance of

historical research would be open, and possibly

a thorough exploration might be made at the
time ; but not a handful of soil should be moved
except under the instant inspection of a good
archaologist, who ought to live in a shed at the

site. The workmen should be trained hands, and
full local value should be paid to them for every-
thing they find. A perfect record of every scrtip

—even of pottery—should be kept, and the
ground cut away in such measured slices that

the place of every object is known to an iuch.

Finally, the public must be kept out from all

interference fiom the portion being worked. It

transpired at the meeting on Wednesday of the
AVilts County Council, that a committee of that

body has the preservation of Stonehenge under
consideration, and is in communication with the
landowner. Sir E. Antrobus, and also with the
Society of Antiquaries.

For the last seven years the city surveyor's

department of the Manchester Corporation has
been in what has been described as a deplorable

state of insubordination. Sir John Harwood
informed the city council on Wednesday that the
insubordination was just as bad as seven years
ago. Statements had been made by Mr. Gibbons,
the architect, as to the unsatisfactory way in

which he was treated by the city surveyor, but
that might arise from the difficulties of the
situation. The system at present was that an
architect, having prepared a plan after careful

consideration as to its adaptability, took it,

not to the council or a committee, but to the city

surveyor, who was not an architect. The city
surveyor was an excellent man, but not an
administrator. It was worth £1,000 yearly to
have a man who understood Parliamentary usages,
and could take plans ta the House of Commons,
winning the favour of the committees there by
his thought and knowledge. Sir John believed
that if it were adopted the committee's recom-
mendation would insure the smooth working of
the department which had caused more friction

and feeling than any other he had ever known.
.\fter some discussion, the council adopted the
recommendation.

A MEMORIAL has been lodged with the Royal
Scottish Academy by certain influential water-
colour artists, including three Associates—viz.,

Messrs. T. Scott, R. B. Nisbet, and II. W. Kerr,
and several members of the Royal Water- Colour

Society, against the treatment accorded to water-

colour drawings by hanging them in juxtaposition

with architectural and other black and white
drawings in the present exhibition. This, the

memorialists allege, is in the face of a distinct

arrangement come to in 1899 that a separate

room should hereafter be given to the water-
colour drawings. In consequence, the memorial-
ists, who include three Associates of the Academy,
ha^e withheld their works in this medium from
the exhibition which opened on Saturday last.

A GEXER.iL assembly of the Royal Scottish
Academicians and Associates was held on Friday,
under the presidency of Sir George Reid, for the
election of a sculptor member. On a vote of 20
to 17, Mr. James Pittendrigh Macgillivray was
elected, the other Associate in the running being
Mr. W. Bimie Rhind. The new Member of the
Academy was born at Port Elphinstone, Aber-
deenshire, in 1856. His father was a sculptor

and an exhibitor at exhibitions both in Edin-
burgh and Glasgow. Mr. Macgillivray was a
pupil of the late Mr. Brodie, R.S.A., and a

student at the Royal Institution, Edinburgh. He
settled in Glasgow, and remained there for a

number of years, executing busts of many well-

known West of Scotland citizens, occasionally

exhibiting also pictures in oil. He also executed
decorative work for architectural purposes, some
of which may be seen at the Glasgow Municipal
Buildings, at the entrance of the new Fairfield

Shipbuilding OBices, and at the Medical School.

The Dr. Peter Low memorial in Glasgow Cathe-
dral was also the work of his hand. In 18ii2 he
was elected an Associate of the Royal Scottish

Academy, and shortly afterwards removed to

Edinburgh, where he has since resided. Among
his later works are the colossal statue of Robert
Burns at Irvine, the Allan Monument in the
Necropolis, Glasgow, the Dean Montgomery
recumbent statue in St. Mary's Cathedral, Edin-
burgh, and many busts in bronze and marble,
both of men and women. Mr. Macgillivray is the

sculptor designate of the Scottish memorial to

Mr. Gladstone to be erected in Edinburgh.

MEETINQS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday.—Surveyors' Institution. " The Present Condi-

tion of the Building Industry," by Thoa.
Blashill, I'.B.I.B.A. 8 p.m.
Royal Institute of British Architects.

Address to Students by the President,
William Emerson :

*' Criticism of Com-
petitive Designs and Drawings," by J.
Alfred Gotch, F.S.A. 8 p.m.

Society of Arts. "The Bearings of

Geometry on the Chemistry of Fermenta-
tion." Cantor Lecture No. 3, by W. J.
Pope. 8 pm.

Tuesday.—Institution of Civil EngineeiB. " The
Rotatory Process of Cement Manufac-
ture,": by W. H. Stanger and Bertram
Blount. S p.m.

WEDXE5DAT.—Society of Arte. "The Outlook for the
World's Timber Supply," by Dr. W.
Schlich, C.I.E. 8p.m.
Northern Architectural Association.

" Legal Topics of Interest to Architects
and Surveyors," by Algernon Barker,
B.A., of Newcastle-on-Tyne. 7.30 p.m.

St. Paul's Ecclesiological Society.
*' Notes on the Brasses of Kent. Part I. :

Ecclesiastical and Military," by Mill
Stephenson, F.S.A. , St. Paul's Chapter
House, E.C. 7.30 p.m.

Thcbsday.— Society of Arts. " Railways and Famines
in India," by Horace Bell, M.Inst.C.E.
4.30 p.m.

Carpenters' Hall Free Lectures. *' Old
London," by H. C. Richards, M.P., K.C.
8 p.m.

Feidat. -Architectural Association. " The Paris Exhibi-
tion, 190O," by E. W. M. Wonnacott,
A.R.I.B.A. 7.30 p.m.

^E ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIA-TJ. TlOX—MARCH iBt: ORDINARY GENERAL MEETING
a- No. 9. Conduil-strest, W., at 7.30 p.m. PAPER by Mr. E. W. M.
WONNAGOTT, on "The Paiie Exhibition," lUuattatcd by Lante n

MARCH 2nd : SPRING VISIT to the RoyAl School of Art Needle-
work, Prince "6- gate north-east corner of Imperial Institute- road', bv
kind permieeion of Mr. F. B. Wade.
MARCH 6th: A SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING nillbeheld on

nilHAY, March 8th. at No. 9. Conduit-fttreet, W,. at 7.30 p-ra., when
the Biheme for the establiehment of Day Oourtea of InBtrocIion at
the Architectural AlBociation will be submitted for the consideration
of Members. Various amendments and additions to the by- aw£ will

also be laid before the meeting. Notice of the same is hereby even, in

accordance with By-Iaw9 43 and 41, and a detailed Agenda is

posted uo in the premises of the -Association at 5C, Great Marlborougii-
street, W. The Agenda will also be published in the March issue of
*' .\rchitectufal Association Notes."

G. B. CARVILL 1 ,,„„ c „ 11

R. S. BALFCIUR }
"Ol- *«»•;!

la the case of the application on behalf of Henry
Rye Mercer, of Folkestone, builder, the order of

discbarge from bankruptcy has been suspended foi

three years ending January 7, 190-1.

CHIPS.
I

The recent discovery of Raman remains at Roth-
ley Temple, near Leicester, once the seat of Mr.
Thomas Babiueton, and the birthplace of his
nephew. Lord Macaulay, has now been followed by
the uncovering of a portion of a Roman pavement
in the older portion of Lsicester itself. This
compares favourably with some of the more im-
portant "finds" of previous generations, the
tesseite being small and set in an artistic pattern.
The corporation has been communicated with in
order to transfer the pavement to the already
valuable municipal collection.

The London and North-Western Railway Com-
pany's scheme to construct additional dock works
at Garston will, it is estimated, be carried out at a
total cost of £100,183, of which the actual dock
works will require £37,795, and the channel in front

of Garston Docks a farther sum of £72,3S8. The
dock will extend for a distance of 300 yards in a
south-easterly direction from the south-east end of

the company's existing Old Dock, and from north
to south for a distance of JOO yards. The tim»
required for construction is seven years.

The Bishop of St. Asaph appeals for £5,000 to
complete the restoration of the grand Perpendicolar
paiish church of Wrexham. The work is in pro-
gress under the direction of Messrs. Prothero and
Phillott, of Cheltenham, at an estimated cost ot

£9,000, of which about £4,000 is in hand. Tha
builder is Mr. Thompson , of Peterborough.

A meeting of the Edinburgh Lunacy Board was
held on Monday, at which the cost and arrange-
ments of an asylum at Bangour were gone into. An
asylum at Bangour is to be erected to accommodate
six hundred of the insane poor, capable of extension
to one thousand. Sir John Sibbald reported on th»
Garman village system, and it was resolved to

adopt this method, at an estimated cost of about
£200,000.

A new board school was opened in the Broadway,
Sheernees, on Monday, Feb. 11. There are two
departments—one for the senior girls, and the other
for the juniors. The building has been erected at
a cost of abont £12,000.

The grand organ which is to be erected in the<J

concert-hall of Glasgow International Exhibition I

has been specially designed for its place by Messrs,

.

Lewis and Co., Ltd., London. It consists of threa

manuals and pedals ; there are five spreading stops,

and the total number of pipes is 2,889. The manual
compaBS is from CO in alt. (fire octaves) , and the
pedal compass is CCC to F (30 notes). The action

throughout is on the tubular pneumatic system, ani)

all the interior pipes are of spotted metal. The
organ is blown by an electric motor.

DANIELS & CO.,
Modellers and Manufacturers of

Hlgh-Olass

Imperishable A rchitectural

Concrete Masonry^^
TO ARCHITECTS' DESIGNS, in any deaircd colour.

OriicEs AND Works;—

85, CANWICK ROAD, LINCOl
£nqiii>ies SoUcitfii. Estimates Furnishttl.

ur. ^1
)L^|

W. I LASCELLE8 atid Co.,

121, Bunhill Row, London, E.C.

TELEPHONE Na. 270.

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.
LASCELLES' CONCRETE.

Conservatories & Greenhouses.

WOODEN BUILDINGS.
BANK, OFPIOE, « SHOP FITTINOS.

CHURCH BENCHES & PULPITS, p

WM. OLIVER * SONS,
MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, WALNUT,
TEAK, VENEER, and FANOYWOOD

MERCHANTS,
120, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.G.

The moBt extensive Stock of every kind of

Wood In Planks and Boards, dry and fit rer

IJmmedlate use.
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The "FAWCETT"
FIREPROOF FLOOR

IS SPECIALLY SUITABLE FOR

Factories and Warebouse Buildings.
AS WILL BE SEEN BY THE FOLLOWING RBFEREXCES TO FIFTY OF THE

Aldgate, Atkin & Co.'s Tobacco Factory.

Birmingham Electricity Works.

Birmingham, Dean's Warehouse.

Buckingham Palace, Royal Mews.

Bradford, Brown's Warehouse.

Cheltenham, Electricity Works.

Commercial Road, (Gardiner's Warehouse.

Carnaby Street, Electricity Works.

Commercial Road, Caird & Rayner's Factory.

I Friar Street, Judd's Printing Works.

[Gloucester, Electricity Works.

Hackney, L.G.O. Co.'s Stables.

Homerton, Crown Perfumery Co.'s Factory.

Ipswich, Ransonie, Sims, & Jeffery's

Pattern Shop.
Leicester, Advertiser Printing Works.
Lincoln, Doughty's Oil Mills.

Lambeth, Peter Brotherhood's Warehouse.

Middlesbrough, Electricity Works.

Nottingham, Hall's. Bone Mills.

Pickle Herring St., Prance & Co.'s Warehouse-
Strand, "The Morning Post."

Southwark, Cropper & Co.'s Factory.

Tottenham Court Road, Shoolbred's

Warehouse.
Upper Thames Street, ]Uundell, Spence,

it Co.'s Warehouse.
Whitecross Street, G.N.R. Goods Depot.

Birmingham, R. F. Hall & Co.'s Cycle Works.

Bromley, Dunn's Furniture Warehouse.

Blackfriars, Purfleet Wharf, Cold Storage.

Bristol, Fry & Sons' Warehouse.

Chelsea Wharf. L.G.O. Co.'s Stores.

Chislehurst, Electricity Works.

Carmelite Street, "Daily Mail" Printing

Works.
Coventry, Humber Cycle Works,

Derby, Ice and Cold Storage.

Golden Lane, Sutton's Carriers' Depot.

Gt. Marlborough Street, Erard's Piano

Warehouse.
Holloway. L.G.O. Co.'s Stables.

HorseferryRd., Gas Light& CokeCo.'s Stores.

Kensington, J. Barter & Co.'s Warehouse.

Liverpool, Bibby's Oil Mills.

Leeds, Electricity Works.

Maida Yale, Welford & Sons' Dairy & Stores.

Manchester, Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Ld
,

Warehouse.
Newport, Electricity Works.

Rotherhithe, Union Oil Mills.

Southwark, Barclay & Fry's Printing Works.

Smithfield, Smith's Bacon Curing Factory.

Temple Avenue, The Argus Printing Works.

Upper Thames St , Davidson's Warehouse.

T/adgate Hill, Express Dairy Co.'s Depot.

Many of the abave m New Buildings, others are large Additions or Reconstractions,

^ and have been carried out to the entire satisfaction of the Architects.

Esfimafes Free.^njeceipt of Pencil Tracings showing the Supporting Walls, on appllGation to—

50, QUEEN ANNE'S GATE,
WESTMINSTER, S.W.

.-oi/fHu.ca ricG, un rcuBipi Of rencii i racings shown,

MARK FAWCETT & GO
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.
Nottingham— Sewerage Scheme for the Fdriahes of Colwick-
Gedlinsand Burton-Joyee C. J. Spencer. Clerk. Public OflEcea, Basfera, Nottingham Mar. 25

Ke-"ghler -Public Libraiy. Nolth-st. (limit £9.000 ; Assessor)... £50, 435, £20 W. H. Hopkinson. A.M I.C.E., Boro" Eng , Town Hall, Keighley .. April39
Dudley -Six Villas and Six Cottages £10 ft- W. Warine. Mining Engineer. 4i. Wellmgton-strast, Dudley ... —
Melton Constable—Mission Church (30O places) The Rector, Melton Constable, Norfolk —

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BTJILDINQS.
Walker—Bowl Pavilion in Park Urban District Council T. T.Laycock, Surveyor. Mechanics'.Institute, Choroh-st , Walker Feb. 21.

Lndgershall— Chambers A. Herbert, Surveyor. High-street. Andover „ 23^
Oswestry—Fire Station Town Council G. William Lacey. Boro' Engineer, Guildhall, Oiweatry Ztij*'

Carlisle—Alterations to SI, English-street Geo. Armstrong, Architect, 24 Bank-street, Carlisle , 25gJ
Broadstairs-Pair of Villas, liueen's-road R.Howell J. Jarman, Elim. Creacent-road. Ramsgate ^^^1
Middlesbrough—Purifier House David Terrace. Gas Manager, Middlesbrough „ 2yJ^
Aberdeen—Octagonal ChimneyStalk (200ft.), Dee Village Town Council Al-x. Smith. Eagioeer, Corporation Gasworks, Aberdeen „ 2Jt>|
Barry Island -Schoolroom, &c O. A. Birkenhead, M.S.A.. Architect. Caledonian Chambers, Cirdiff ,, 23?|
Wakefield—Boiler-House at Baths Cooncil The City Surveyor. Town Hall, Wakefield „ Mi^
Ancbnagorth—Farm Offices Davidson and Garden, 12. Dee-street, Aberdeen ,, 2J-^-

Westhoughton—Brick Culvert at Knowles Bridge Urban District Council Thos. Partington. Surveyor. Westhoughton 33''
Bradford—Wesleyan Chapel, Westgate Hill Walker and CoUinaon. Arohitectn, Swan Arcade, Bradford „ 25
Camborne—Residence J. M. Holman Sampson Hill, Architect. Green L%ne, Redruth „ 25
Newcastle-on-Tyne-ConvertiogPresby.Ch.intoBusinessPrem Benjamin P. Simpson, F.R I.B.A., 12. Grey-st.. Newcastle-on-Tyne ,, 2S
Stratton St. Margaret—Infirmary, &c Swindon and Highworth Guardians R. J. Beswick. M.S. A., Architect, 85, Regent-street, Swindon „ 29
Hove— Small Alterations at Town Hall H. H. Scott. Borough Surveyor, Town Hall. Hove 2S
Bristol—Domestic Subjects Centre at I^Iina-road Schools .......... School Board W. P. Saundfra, Architect, Rupert Chambers, Quay-street, Bristol. ,, 25
Kingussie—Villa, Eist^terrace Alexander Mickenzie. Architect, Kingussie ,, 25

Leeds—Alterations to Workshops, Meadow-lane Gasworks Gas Committee R. H. Townsley, General Manager, Gis Offices, L^eds ,, 25
Penyvai- Church R. W. Llewellyn, Baglan Cottage. Britm Ferry ,, 25
Omegh-Bueinesa Premises Bernard M'Sihlimy M Sellars. C.E , Architeit, Omigh ,, 26
Keighley—Three Cottages, Patk-lane John Haggis and Sons. Architects, North-street, Keighley „ 25
Leeds - Shop Premises, &c.. Briggate Hy. Child Thomas Winn and Sons, Architects, 92, Albion-street, Leeds „ 25
Withemsea— Convalescent Home Runton and Barry. Architects, Savile-street, Hull i, 25
Harrogate-Stabling, &c., Trafalgar-place W. R. Milner T. E. Marshall, Harrogate » 25
Whitwood Mere—Warehouse. Cinder-lane Caseboume and Co Arthur Hartley. Architect. County Chambers. Castleford 25

Rawtenstall—Baptist Church, Kay-street J- H.Spencer. F.G.S , Architect, Bury-road, Riwtenatall „ 25
London, N.W.-Fire-Brigade Station, Euston-road London County Council The Archt.'s Dept , F.B. Branch,3,WarwLck-st.,CharingCroaa,S.W. „ 26
Shenley Fields. Harborne -Probationary Home King's Norton Union Guardians ... Edwin Docker, Clerk, Workhouse, Selly Oak ,* *26

Merthyr Tydfll-EebuildingBird-in-Hand Inn, High-street C. M. Davies, Architect, 112, High-street. Merthyr .. 28
Belfast—Additions to Premises. Montgomery-street W. A. Ross and Sons, Ltd Graeme-Watt and TuUoch. Architects, 77a, Victoria-st., Belfast ... „ 28
Harrogate—Extension of BoUer-house Corporation F. Bagshaw. Borough Engineer, Municipal Offices, Harrogate , 26
Carlton—Almshouses R. Hollis, Skirlaugh, Hull >i 2S
London,W.C.—Three Blocks Workmen's Dwellings, Drury-lane London County Council The Architect's Department, 18. Pall Mall East. S.W „ 28
Pudsey—Residence, &c C. S. Nelson Architect, Sun Buildings, 15, Park-row, Leeds 28
Minster—Laundry Buildings at Workhouse Isle of Thanet Union Guardians ... Leonard Grant. Architect, High-street, Sittingbourne „ 27
Dkley—Baths, .i-c W. H. and A. Sugden. Architects, Devonshire Buildings, Keigliley. „ 27
Castleford—Four Houses, Morrison-street Geo. Sidwell Arthur Hartley, Architect, County Chambers, Ca.stleford ,t 27
Hull-Stratten Hall, Cottingham-road Port of Hull Soc.'s Cottage Homes.. W. H. Bingley, Architect, Custom House Buildings, Hull „ 27
Ossett- School at First Baptibt Church Fredk. W. Ridgway, F.R I.B.A., Bond-street, Dewsbury „ 27

Donegal—Renovating Business Premises at Diamond M. Flood J. P. M'Grath, Architect, 28, Carlisle-road, Lindonderry , 27
Bamford— Offices Derwent Valley Water Board Edward Sandeman. Engineer, Bimford, Sheffield 27

Wrexham—County School Buildings J H. Phillips, Architect, Clive Chambers, Wmdsor-plaoe, Cardiff .. „ 28
Cardiff—Electric Tramway Power Station Corporation W. Harpur, M.I.C.E., Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Cardiff „ 28
Middlesbrough—Bank, Exchange-place Yorkshire Banking Co., Ltd Bedford and Kitson, Architects, Greek-street Cliambera, Leed^ .. . ,, 28
Banagher-Improvementa to Parish Church R. Ecclea Buchanan, Architect, Castle-street, Londonderry „ 28
Whitley—Bathing Place Whitley and Monkseaton U.D.C. ... J. P. Spencer, C.E., Newoastle-on-Tyne •• 29
Sheffield-Administrative Block at Fir Vale Infirmary Guardians E. W. Mountford. F.R.I B.A., 17, Buckinghim-st., Strand, W.C. .. „ 28
Caergwrle—Lock-ups and Magistrates' Room Frank Bellis, Architect. Bangor t 28
Walthamstow - Four Shops and Office Premises, Wood-street .. Parochial Charities Trostees W. A. L^ngmore, F.R I.B.A.. Hoe-street, Walthamstow ,. 28

Manchester—Tramway Office, &c Tramways Committee The City Surveyor's Office, Manchester t. 28

Buncrana—New Chancel at Church R- Eccles Buchanan, Architect, Castle-street, L^ndonderry ., 28
Nottingham - Shedding, &c.. Colwick Park NotLs Agricultural Society W. H. Bradwell, Secretary, Thurland-street, Nottingham Mar. J

Great Yarmouth—Cold Storage Premises Norfolk Cold Storage Co G. F. Geoghegan, Secretary, 32. Prince of Wales-road, Norwich „ 1
Bridlington—Wesleyan Chapel, Ulrome Trustees Samuel Dyer, Architect, Bridlington » 1
Stanhope-Town Hall Urban District Council Jno. Thomson. Solicitor, Stanhope i> 2
Accrington-Grand Stand, and Boarding-Round Cricket Field.. Cricket Club James Dirbyshire, Secretary. Accrington <i 2
Newtyle—United Free Church J. Robertson. Estate Office, Newtyle >i 2
Wallasey— Car-Sheds. &c., Seaview-road Urban District Council J. H. Crowther, Engineer, Great Fioit, near Birkenhead ,, *

Famham—Council Offices, Fire Station, &c Urban District Council Paxton Watson, Architect, 1, Adam-street, Adelphi ,, i

Pontnewynvdd—Board School (775 places) Trevethin Sjhool Board Lansdowne and Griggs, Architects, Newport, Moa.. ,, *

Wallasey—Extension of Engine-House Urban District Council J. H. Crowther, Engineer, Great Float, near Birkenhead ,, 4

Aberdare-Additions to Ebenezer Congregational Chapel Rev Grawvs Jones Bryngafel. Trecynon, Aberdire ,, *

Leeds—Black Swan Licensed Premises "Townsend and Longbottom Thomas Winn and Son, Architects. 92, Albion-stree', Leeds 4

Walsall—Enlarging Electricity Generating .Station Corporation A. Wyllie, Electrical Engineer, Wolverhampton-street, Walsall ,
4

Felixstowe -Balmoral Hotel (20O rooms) Hon. Douglas A. ToUemache Thus. Wm. Cjtman. Architect. Northgate-street, Ipswich 4

Wallasey—Engine and Pump House, Seaview-road Urban District Council J. H. Crowther, Engineer. Great Ploit. near Birkenhead „ 4

Welwyn—Additional Infirmary Wards at Workhouse Guardians J. T. Sworder, Clerk. Workhouss Welwyn _. „ ^
Pendlebury-Inspector's Cottage and Store Manchester Corp. Waterworks Com. The Secretary, Waterworks Office, Town Hall. Minihester ,,

Wootton Bassett - Passenger Station Great Western Railway Co 0. K. Mills. Secretary, Paddington Station, W. »
Bradford— Generating Station, Valley-road Corporation Frederick Stevens. Town Clerk. Town Hall, Bradford i>

Worsley - Inspector's Cottage and .Store Manchester Corp. Waterworks Com. The Secretary, Waterworks Office. Town Hall, Manchester
Howth—Fourteen Labourers' Cottages North Dublin R.D.C John O'Neill, Clerk, North Brunswick-street, Dublin ,.

Bideford—Caretaker's Cottage at Reservoir Town Council W. B. Seldon, Town Clerk, Bideford m'joi "
Ehymnev, Mon -Nineteen Villas Ehymney Building Co J. Llewellin Smith. Architect, 60, High-street. Merthyr TydtU „
Downpatrick - Rectory J. Alex. M'Connell. Secretary, Estate Office, Downpatrick „
Fishguard— School Buildings ] ! Managers The Architect's Office, Doldremont, Lampeter «i

Warminster—Technical Schools Urban Council W. H. Hardick, Architect. Warminster .•-• >
Buahey Park—National Physical Laboratory H.M Commissioners of Works The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W »
Bristol-Superstructure of Ayonbank Electricity Works Electrical Committee Henry Williami, Architect, 24, Clare-street, Bristol •>

Strabane—Fifteen Cottages Rural District Council J. E. Sharkie. Clerk. Strabane .^... .......... ,,

Bostall Heath, Plumetead -Cottage Homes Woolwich Union Guardians Church, ciuick, and Whincop, Archts., William-street, Woolwich ... „
Camberwell. 8.E.—Infirmary Extension, Brunswick-aquare St. Giles' Guardians Edwin T. Hall, F.R.LB.A., Architect, 57, Moorgate-street, E.C. ... „
Highbury Vale. N.—Repairing Stonework of St. John's Church Churchwardens The Vicarage. St. John's Church. Highbury Vale, N ;--v--;:~ "
Llanbradach—Hotel Teather and Wilson, Archte, Andrew's Building), Queen-st.,Caraia „
Cleethorpea -School, Bursar-street School Board F. W. Croft, Archt., Victoria Chambers, Victoria-st., Gt. Gcimsby.. „
Belper—Extension to Wards, ^-c.. Isolation Hospital Joint Hospital District Committee.. Hunter and Woodhouse. Architects, Belper
Feltham -Infant School, Cardinal Estate School Board W. Ralph Low, Architect, 10, Baainghill-street, EC. ii

Gorseinon- Baptist Chapel D. L Jones. Architect. West End, Llanelly
Scotby-Villa, Copse-hill Ernest Carr Johnstone Bros.. Architects. 39, Lowther-street, Cirlisle -

Clay Cross-Six Pairs of Houses Bmeat Oxley, M.S.A., Architect, Clay Crosa, Derbyshire
Audenshaw -Wesleyan School, Ilonley Hill Burton and Percival, Archti., 150a, Stamford-at., Asht m-u-Lyne .. -

Great Yarmouth -Fishing Premises on South Denes E. A. Baker George Waller, Architect. Middlegate-strest. Great Yarmouth _.....

Middlesbrough -Alterations to Busineaa Premises, Newport-rd A. F. Newiome, M.S.A , Architect, Albert-roid, Middlesbrough ...

Stafford, Essex— Schools and Cottage Homes » Stepney Union Guardians J. Rider Hunt, 181, tiaeen Victoria-atreet. E.C ;

Clay Cross -Dwelling-Houae Ernest O.xley, M S.A., Architect, Clay Cross. Djrbyshire
Leeds-Enlargement of Crown Works. Harehilla-road Arthur W. Midgley Albert E. Dixoa, A.R.I B A., Architect, 6, Park-lane. Leeds ...... ..

Middlesbrough -Additions to Villa, Loftus A. F. Newsome. M S. A., Architect, Albert-road, Middlesbrough ...

Alton-Dwelling-Houae Ernest O.xley, M.S. A., Architect, Clay Cross. Derbyshire
Orantley -Entrance Lodge, Cottages, Laundry, &c Sir Christopher Farneas, M.P Bland and Bown. Architects. Htrrogate

i-ijl "v" ""i,"'"
Middlesbrough—Alterations to Business Premises, Albert-road A. F. Newsome, MS.A., Architect, Albert-road, Middlesbrough ...

Easington— Scaling Board School Thos. A. Welford. Clerk, Scaling. Loftus, R.S.O
Dovercourt— Restaurant and Private Hotel George Inward J. W. Start, F.S.I., Architect. Colchester
Leeds-Colliery Workshop Brooks and Pickup'a Offices, Pjntetraet-lane. Leeds ... ..

Middleabrough-Semi-Detached Villas, PhiUipsvUle Estate A. F. Newsome, M.S. A., Architect. Albert-ro»d, Middlesbroujn ...

Sherburn-in-Elmet—House Miss Clayton.. J. M. Fawoett and Son, Architects, 28, Albion-street. Leels

Colchester -Six Houses, Harsnett-road J. W. Start, F.8.I., Architect, Colchester ;•••••• "

London, E.C.-Warehouae Blo:k, Old-street Alex. Gordon, M.S.A., Architect, 107, Q leen Viotwia-street, B.t, „
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DWELLINGS FOR THE LABOUETXG
CLASSES.

THE County Council election for London
has a\rakened an interest in tlie Housing

of the Working Classes. Candidates on each

side proclaim the importance of the theme

—

cue side pointing to the progress that has been
made, the other to the mistakes committed,
and to the need of considering the question

from another standpoint. It may be useful,

therefore, at this juncture, to take stock of

what has been done, what has been the

results of legislation on the question, and
how far the action of the old and new
authorities has been beneficial or has
realised expectations. Though progress has
been made since the late Metropolitan Board
of Works' rule came to an end, the problem
has not been solved. Before that time, sites

were disposed of to companies to erect dwell-
ings ; but since the Council have taken the
matter in hand themselves, one of the chief

difficulties has been of a financial kind. The
regulation that the money borrowed for

housing schemes should be repaid within
sixty years has made it necessary to fall back
on the ratepayers, and to charge rentals that
cannot be paid. The magnitude of the work
carried out and in prosress can only be
appreciated by the report lately published,
and by the fact that over 30,000 people have
been housed. The announcement made in

the VV/rc V of Monday, that the County
Council have a scheme prepared and
adopted, to spend a million and a half
on dwellings for the working classes, is

startling ; but, surprising as it is, the
problem has to be faced. The pressure
lor house accommodation is getting greater,
notwithstanding all that has been done,
for we have the fact that dwellings are filled

as soon as they are built, and the working
classes seem to be no better off than formerly.
If we could stop immigration from the
country districts and from abroad, we might
cure the evil at the root ; but since we cannot
do that we must provide accommodation.
Unfortunately, the grievance goes on. When
we have cleared one area of unhealthy
houses, we have only removed the plague-
spot a little further, whUe the new dweUings
erected, by their increased rental, are in-
habited by a totally different class to those dis-
placed and for whom they were built. Here
we have the r.-nr of the matter. The people
that we tried to house have been driven into
worse slums, or have gone into the suburbs
to make lite unpleasant. Take the suburbs,
for instance, in the north and north-east of
London, which are described "to be as bad
as the worse parts of Bethnal Green and
.Shoreditch." It is too true that the mass of
the poor cannot pay the rents which the
County Council demand to pay the interest
on the capital invested in the land. As they
can fill their dwellings with tenants who can
pay, they continue to build, but not for the
class intended by the Act. From a building
and architectural point of view, we are met
also by the diflSculty, How are we to erect
dwellings for this very poor class that are to
be anything better than mere huts, or with-
out building blocks of piled-up stories ':

Let us deal with actual facts and experi-
ences. The increasing number of people of
the poorer class that now swell the more
crowded districts, partly owing to street im-
provements and the demolition of old and
insamtary houses, forces this question to the
very forefront of municipal matters. If the
improvement in the health and conditions of

our huge population is to be maintained,

large areas of dwellings or fiats will have to

be built before long. Mr. Charles Booth, in

his address at the Westminster Palace Hotel,

has struck the keynote of the situation ; a

cheap and rapid system of transportation

radiating from the congested centres, re-

moving a portion at least of the surplus

population to a less dense neighbourhood

—

unless, indeed, we could provide the areas in

or near the centres of work. We should

gladly welcome any scheme for keeping

these classes near their work ; but we have
to face the unpleasant alternative in such

case of concentrating hundreds of families in

blocks of associated dwellings, and thereby

creating a state of things worse in some
respects than that of the old areas. The
many-storied block has not been favourably

entertained by the classes for whom they
were built, and those erected are largely

tenanted by men with small families and
earning higher wages. Eemoval from the

centre of the congested district is therefore one

of the few feasible projects that has to be con-

sidered. It has several drawbacks : it entails

removal from the scene of daily labour, the

daily travel to and from the work with its

many inconveniences ; the cost and delay to

the working man, the spoliation and destruc-

tion of many of the most beautiful suburbs,

by the erection of colonies of small tene-

ments, and new railways and tramlines, and
other evils, such as the deterioration of

residential property. These are matters that

have to be faced if the facilities of locomo-
tion are contemplated. A network of cheap
and rapid locomotion is a double-edged tool,

as we know what tramway extension has
done in some quarters to spoil the districts

traversed. Yet circumstances are com-
pelling us to take this course. If we are to

avoid congestion and unhealthy area?, we
must extend the areas of our towns by
spreading the population over a larger area :

we must do this or concentrate by raising

the height of our buildings—an alternative

strangely out of accord with the teaching

of sanitary science and the principles of

hygiene. A complete system of railways

underground and overhead is contemplated
by such a scheme, and is one of the inevitable

conditions of a fast -growing metropolis.

The action taken by the Council under
recent Acts to meet the demand for dwell-

ings has been brought about by various

causes, one of which is the land required for

commercial purjjoses, factories and ware-
houses, which are yearly extending out-

wards. Building in this direction has been
prodigious during the last few years. Small
house property has been swallowed up or

demolished, and builders have not found it

profitable to pay the commercial value of

land in such parts for building working-class
dwellings. In other parts the small dwellings

have been pulled down to make room for

flats and mansions for another class. Then
the rise of ground-rents and the cost of

building have had a similar effect—to

make it impossible to erect dwellings for

the working classes in the central districts

that will be remunerative. These causes

have operated to lessen the number of work-
ing-class dwellings in the central parts of

London. Central areas are naturally of great

value, and none but commercial buildings

wiU pay. These hindrances to the erection of

dwellings in the central districts were seen

years ago—after the Housing of the Working
Classes Act, lt)90—and several recommenda-
tions were made, which were eventually

adopted. One of these was, that housing
accommodation shoald be provided for the

same number of persons as those displaced

by any scheme under that Act, but not
necessarily in the immediate neighbourhood
of the displacement, consideration being
given to the needs of those living in any
particular area, a register to be kept of such
persons displaced, who were to have the first

refusal of a tenancy. The ('ouncil also ap-

proved of action being taken under Part III.

of the Act, with a view to the purchase of

land and the erection of dwellings thereon,

and of purchasing or leasing suitable houses
built or provided for the supply of accom-
modation. There wero difficulties in the way
of acquiring land outside the county for

those dwellings. The Council, in fact, had
no power for this purpose under the Act

;

but this has been remedied by the Housing
Act of 1000, which extended the powers of

Part III., so that land may bo acquired out-

side the area. AVe may now briefly describe

the last Act as it applies to the Metropolis.

The Council may, by section 1 , establish or

acquire lodging - houses for the working
classes under part III. of the Act of ISOO

outside the limits of the county. Lender

section 3 the metropolitan borough councils

have power to borrow money for carrying

Part III. of the same Act into effect, either

inside or outside the borough. T ^nder section

.5 the Council, or any borough council, with

consent of Secretary of State, may lease any
land acquired by it under and for the pui--

poses of Part III. of the Act to any lessee

under the condition that he will carry the

Act into execution by building and niain-

taining on the land lodging-houses within

the meaning of the Act. These are the main
provisions that affect buUding of lodging-

houses under the Act of 1900.

The legislation in force has been the result

of many years' experience, thought, and dis-

cussion, and the history of the housing

question in London, as detailed in the

Keport lately published under the direction

of Mr. C. J. Stewart, late clerk to the Council,

lately noticed in these pages, is interesting

and instructive, as showing how frequently

the best devised schemes have often failed in

practice. The Housing Act of 1 890, to which
we have referred, was practically a consolida-

tion of previous Acts, such as those of Cross

and Torrens. An official representation by
the Council's medical officer that a certain

area is insanitary sets the ball rolling ; or he
may make the representation upon complaint

by two justices, or by twelve or more rate-

payers. Upon this representation an im-
provement scheme can be prepared, which
must provide for the opening out of the area

for purposes of ventilation, &c. Lands can

be compulsorily acquired for this purpose,

and the scheme must provide for the

rehousing of at least as many persons of the

working class as will be displaced, and
within the area or vicinity, or other lands

purchased by agreement. Should the Secre-

tary of State approve the scheme, he holds

an inquiry by a commissioner as to the

merits of the same, and he may thereupon
issue a provisional order. The plans of

dwellings have to be approved by the same
State official before they are carried out.

The acquirement of the land, the demolition

of the old property thereon ; the laying out

paving, sewering, and buUding are steps that

take some time, and the Act also empowera
the Council to make arrangements for th«
erection of buildings under the scheme, or

may, with the consent of the Secretary of

State, undertake their erection, and these

dwellings are to be sold on the expiration

of ten years. These, in brief, are the main
features of legislation. The rules for assessing

compensation are to be based, first, on the
rental which would have been obtainable if

the house or premises were legally occupied,

and only by the number of persons whom
the house was fitted to accommodate with-
out overcrowding or dangerous to health

;

secondly, the compensation shall be the

amount estimated as the value of the house
or premises if the nuisance had been
abated, or if they had been put into a sani-

tary condition, or into reasonably good
repair, after deducting the estimated cost

of abating the nuisance or putting them into

repair, as the case may be; and, thirdly.
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on the value of the land and of the mate-
rials of buildings thereon. Compensation
thus arrived at has to a large extent made
it impossible for designing owners of houses
illegally used, or in a very unsanitary and
overcrowded condition, to obtain large sums,
and has checked those who ha\ e made capital

out of buildings in a disreputable condition.

Another part of the Act provides for the
purchase and demolition of obstructive
buildings that stop ventilation, or otherwise
make other buildings unfit for habitation or

injurious to health, ic. (section oS}, and
deals with dwellings unfit for habitation, and
orders demolition if owner fails to complete
repairs ; while Tart III., already noticed,

consolidates and amends the provisions

of the Lodging Houses Acts, \^'>l and 18G7.

As we have before said, the Council is now
empowered to establish or acquire lodging-

houses outside the limits of the county, and
the borough councils may borrow money for

the purpose of carrying out this part of the

Act of 1890 outside as well as inside the

borough.
As to the question of tho kind of dwellings,

opinions differ, and the dwellings already

erected by the London County Council are

more or less experimental. The Boundary-
street scheme, Bethnal-green, to which wo
lately referred, is one of the more important
and typical of the schemes undertaken by
the Council under I'art I. of the Housing
Act of 1 NiiO. This unhealthy area of narrow
streets and courts contained about 2j persons

per room, many rooms having five or more
in each, and a large proportion of the area

was occupied by persons of the criminal class.

It goes without saying that the death-rate in

the represented area greatly exceeded that of

Bethnal Green itself, the general mortality

being 40'l:3 per 1,000 as against 22-8, while
the deaths from zymotic and tubercular
diseases were about double that of the
neighbourhood. The scheme displaced nearly
ti.OOO working-class persons, and rehoused
5,000 of the same class. The plans of the
buildings erected vary in accommodation. In
one block there are o2 tenements ; 7 of these

have two rooms, 12 have three rooms, 12

have four rooms, and 1 five rooms in each.

Baths, hot and cold supply, are provided on
each floor, and the rents varj- from Gs. 6d. to

l;js. per week. Workshops are provided in

the rear of the block. Shops are also pro-
vided in some of the frontages. The plan
shows a well-broken group of tenements.
Taking one end of a block on the first floor,

there is a four-roomed tenement, or three

bedrooms opening out of a large living-room
;

two other tenements— a three-roomed and a
two-roomed—are entered by a corridor which
runs between the end block described and
another, and on the inside of corridor we
have the staircase and four w.c.'s, and small
scullery for use iu common, forming a pro-
jecting break. In another instance there

are blocks of one-roomed and two-roomed
tenements of similar arrangement, stairs and
closets being on one side of corridor, and
forming a pi ejection. Tlie principle in most
of the blocks appears to he the same. The
suites of rooms on each floor are arranged
along long and short corridors which
terminate in larger tenements at the ends.
The other side of corridor has the staircase,

closets, and sculleries, which form a break.
Tenements of two and three rooms let from
()S. Cd. to 12s. Gd. per week. 8ome of the
bettor tenements are self-contained, and have
each a private w.c, and private scullery

outside the tenement. These buildings at

least exhibit a regard for the amenities of

life. Architectural appearance has been
studied in many of them, as in the Molesey
Buildings, the Cleeve, and tho Marlow,
Shiplake, Wargrave, and other buildings,

by breaking the external walls round the
end blocks, by projecting bay windows to

the living-rooms, thus giving them pro-
minence. The angles, whether acute or

otherwise, and the j unction of corridors have
also been planned for effect, instead of being
left to accident, as is often the case. The
least expensive of these dwellings are, how-
ever, beyond the classes to be reached. Single

and two-roomed tenements, with rents from
about 2s. to 33., all appear to be demanded.
One Trust provides rooms at 29. l^d. each,

and this rent includes baths, hot and cold

water, laundries, club rooms, and coster

sheds. If the County Council can erect

dwellings of this class in well selected areas,

they would be meeting a great demand, and
be removing the reproach that only private

munificence or Government can adequately
undertake the work. A scheme has been
submitted to the L.C.C. for acquiring and
laying out an estate at Tottenham of 22,3

acres in two detached portions. It is about
six miles from London. Accommodation for

33,000 win be provided in 4,~o0 self-con-

tained two-story cottages, and 2,000 more
will be provided for in tenements over shops,

and there will be 2.50 shops. Advantage is

to be taken of the river Moselle which runs
through the estate to lay out gardens. The
estimated cost is £1,5.30,858. This is an im-
portant proposal, and the idea of self-con-

tained two- story cottages is excellent.

A "PUBLIC BUILDING" DECISION.

THE term "public building" has been
defined in the London Building Act in

section 5 (27) as follows:—"The expression
' public building ' means a building used, or

constructed, or adapted to be used as a
church, chapel, or other place of public
worship, or as a school, college, or place of

instruction (not being merely a dwelling-
house so used), or as a hospital, workhouse,
public theatre, public hall, public concert-

room, public ballroom, public lecture- room,
public library or public exhibition-room, or

as a public place of assembly, or used or con-
structed or adapted to be used for any other
public purpose ; also a building used, con-
structed, or adapted to be used, as an hotel,

lodging-house, home, refuge, or shelter,

where such building extends to more than
250,O00c.ft., or has sleeping accommodation
for more than 100 persons." So apparently
comprehensive a definition has been shown
not to be inclusive of all buildings used in the

public interest. Theterms of thedefinition ap
pear to exclude certain buildings used ashomes
having a less cubical capacity than 250, 000ft.,

or having sleeping accommodation for under
one hundred persons; so that, in point of

fact, a great many houses of a semi-public
character, in which the public only took an
interest, would be outside the Act. The
important appeal case of " Moses v. Mars-
land," reported in this journal, illustrates

this position. The Metropolitan Asylum
District Managers have, under a Local
Government Board order, the care of

children who, from defect of iotelleot or

physical infirmity, cannot bo trained in

ordinary schools. A scheme was framed
for the purchase of dwelling-houses for

lodging these children, and No. IG, Elm-
grove, Camberwell, was purchased. Plans
were prepared for alterations to the house
to provide for a cubical capacity of

50,000ft The plans were submitted to

the district surveyor under sections GS and
79, and presumably therefore as a public

building; but when the district surveyors'

requirements were made, th^ promoters con-
tended that the building was not '

' public."

When the case came before the magistrate,

the learned stipendiary decided that the
building was under control of the Metro-
politan Asylums District managers, and was
adapted to be used for a public purpo.se. In
confirmation, the 5th section, 27 subsection,

we have quoted above was pleaded, and it

was contended by the counsel for the re-

spondent that the building was fjusiUux (jeneria

with a hospital, and therefore within the term
building used &c., for any other public

purpose." But the Court allowed the appeal,

and the opinions expressed by Justices Brace
and Phillimore are so important that we
refer to them here. Mr. Justice Bruce
gave his opinion that the building in

question was not a " public building

within the meaning of the Act," and he
"disagreed with the contention that it

was a hospital. Originally, the word hospital

had a very wide meaning, and meant
any place of lodging ; but in these days it

meant a place for the treatment of the sick

and infirm ; but the building in Elm-grove
was not a hospital in that sense, nor was it

within the section on the ground that it was '

a building used for ' any other public pur-
pose.' " He went on to affirm that "the
substance of the decision in ' Josolyne v.

Meeson ' was that the phrase ' public pur-

pose' indicated not a place in which the

public had an . interest, but one where they

could gain admission." A building used,

moreover, "for any other public purpase,"

must be one used for a purpose ijusdein

'jfiii. ri.< with those of the enumerated build-

ings, and would not include a house used for

the purpose described. The building did not

come within the term ' home,' because it

had not a cubical capacity of 250,000c.ft., or

sleeping accommodation for 100 persons.

The magistrate therefore came to a wrong
conclusion, and the appeal must be allowed.''

Mr. Justice Phillimore said also, the

building was not a hospital in the modem
sense of treating physical ailments. He
showed that the building in question was
provided for the reception of children who
were incapable of being placed with ordinary

children, and was really an adjunct to

schools of the ordinary kind for receiving

children for education and not for treatment,

under the Elementary Education (Defective

and EpUeptic Children) Act, 1899. It was
therefore in no sense a hospital. He also

concurred in the opinion that the building

did not come within the phrase " building

used, &c., for any other public purpose."

The words involved only admission of the

public as a lecture-haU, and therefore he

thought the building did not come within

the terms of the section.

These opinions will have their weight in

future decisions on this question, and will,

no doubt, be often quoted. The term "public

building " has long been a source of con-

fusion and litigation. Though a building is

a public building within the section we have

quoted, it may be a dweUing-houge within

section 13 (5). In the amended definition of

this term several words have been added to

extend the meaning. Thus the words " or

constructed or adapted to be used," extend

considerably the application of the term as

originally defined, and the latter clause of

the term which applies it to "an hotel,

lodging-house, home, refuge, or shelter,

where such building extends to 250,OOOo.ft.,

or has sleeping accommodation for more than

100 persons," is one of the new clauses

inserted. In the latter sentence the words

lodging-house, home, refuge, extend the

term public building to all those dwell-

ings which are large enough to comply

with the above cubical contents or accom-

modation ; but it will be seen there must

be thousands of such lodging-houses or

homes which are within the limits and

are therefore excluded. Any house of

ordinary capacity which, nevertheless, re-

ceives adults or children for shelter or

treatment, and to this extent is of pubhc

interest, is exempted. Thus a good-sizsfl

dwelling-house may be turned into a home

or hospital measuring, say, 25ft. frontage,

lOOtt. in depth, and GOft. in height, or more,

that would still be within the capacity

given, so long as it is not provided with

more than one hundred beds. It we are to

take the section, therefore, as it stands, a

I
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very large number of Imililings are excludeil

Bimply by their limits as to size or aooom-
modation. The words of the definition

—

"not being merely a dwelling-house so

•used," after churches, chapels, school,

college, or place of instruction—appears

still more to limit the meaning of tho term

strictly to buildings intended to admit the

public. The definition is not satisfactory,

because it does not limit itself to function or

use, but includes a class of buildings of over

a certain size, such as lodging-houses, thus

bringing in another and very diflerent

element, .ind it is also troublesome and vexa-
tious. The district surveyor may be thwarted
in the exercise of his duties by the technical

objection thit the building is not a public

one, and the promoters are put to the
expense and trouble of appealing against the
magistrate s decision. What is still more
objectionable is that buildings are converted
or adapted to be used for purposes of accom-
modation without fulfilling the regulations
imposed for public buildings under sections

78, 79, 80 as to walls, roofs, floors, and stair-

cases, which render it necessary to inclose

by brick walls every staircase, to provide
certain widths for it and corridors, and
means of exit, &c. The question raised
affects largely houses converted into build-
ings intended to receive invalids and
the infirm, also those useil for school-
buildings of inferior construction, insani-
tary, and combustible, intended at first for
private families. These buildings are often
without sufficient staircases and entrances ;

their floors are ill-adapted for the purpose of

carrying a number of persons, and the
sanitary condition inadequate for the in-
tended use. The Building Act under these
sections provides that houses converted shall
be constructed in a manner to be approved
by the district surveyor, or if there is dis-
agreement, the questions are to ba deter-
mined by the tribunal of appeal. The
question, therefore. What constitutes a
public building:- lies at the basis of the
inquir}-, as upon it rests the operation of tho
law.

ROY.VL INSTfTUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

THE eighth ordinary meeting of the present
session of the Royal Institute of British

.\rchitecti was held on llondiy night, Ihe
President, ilr. William Emeksux, in the chair.
This being the annual prize distribution evening,
many students and a number of ladies were
present.

THE PKESIDEXTIAL ADDRESS TO STIDEXTS

was, owing to the hoarseness from which ilr.
Emeraon was obviously suffering, reid by the
secretary, Jlr. W. J. Locke. The President
reminded his younger friends that it is of the
highest universal importinca that thoae practising
it, on nhoee skill and taste its proper employment
is dependent, should bs so educated as to plan for
uss, to design with appropriate beauty, and to
construct with scientilic knowledge. To this end
he had pointed out last year how a thorough
education should not only be gained by study of
man's work in the arts and sciences, but also by
etody of God's work in nature. There should be
besides an inquisitive, diligent searching into the
reasons of things. The constant use of our
faculties ia effort with application and judgment
is essential, and our highest duty. Idleness will
not compass proficiency. Architecture should be
more than mere building in the best material and
manner. The thought and needs of the time
must be expressed. It does not suffice to satisfy
the one only who hai conceived it, but should be

I

capable of pleasing all people in all times. Such
a true expression of the architect's mind

Lite the unchan^ng sua
Clears and improves whate'er it abines upon :

It gilds al! objects, but it alters nune.

It is the divine element in man mitetialised in

i

his works ; his two natures, the human and the
spiritual, are evidenced in his individual con-
ceptions.

IX KEAL ARCHITEi.TlRE

there must be not merely the individual bias or

personality exliibited by ont/s partiiuUr devices,

peculiarities, or the excellences of one's draughts-

manship : but there must be the expression in all

sincerity of spiritual sentiment also. The artist's

material personality or mechanical dexterity

should not bo predominant so much as the

spiritual or divine influence inspiring him. If

such be our aim, we sha'l rightly use any
powers of architectural design with which we
may be endowed, and be enabled to express the

highest mind that is in us by the forms of which
draughtsmanship will convey the conventional

rendering. This habit of mind, combined with
constant practice, care, and accuracy, will lead to

dexterity of expression of feeling which is

essential. l>ut more than habit of mind for

fitting expression in our art is necessary for

successful practice. There should be habit of

method in study, and attention to apparently
trifling details, and in business conduct. For as

to study it has been well said ;

If not to some peculiar end desi{?ned

Study's the specious trifling of the mind.

As to the details and little points that con-
stantly arise, if there is not the methodical habit

of carefully looking into them, things seemingly
insignificant are easily overlooked, resulting in

endless trouble to both the client and the archi-

tect. In regard to habits of method in business, I

believe that the men with methodical habits usually

get through infinitely more work, and do it better

and quicker than those lacking in this respect.

Methodical habits tend to avoidance of worry, for

an architect's life consists, to a large extent, of

attention to details of all kinds, which should
all have methodical attention in turn. And
there is nothing so prejudicial to artistic effort as

worry. It should be avoided in every way : a
quiet and les'.ful mind is essential to the right

exercise of thought and creative power. There-
fore the architect whose soul is in his art

should strives by methodical habits and rules

of business to render himself as impervious
as possible to worry. Rules, no doubt, are
irksome, and perhaps especially so to the
artistic temperament ; but without method or rule
one is apt to bo slovenly. Une good rule is to

encourage a habit or work every day, and this—
however disinclined one may feel, and however
little in the humour—with the effort to work the
imagination will fire. It may be said the artist

cannot work without the inspiration ; but he can
go on waiting so long for the inspired feeling
that it may never come. An architect has this

advantage in his life, that effort in the same
groove does not recur each day ; the variety of

the claims upon his attention is one charm of his

work. Cultivate earnestly methodical habits. I

speak with some reason, the President naively
interpolated, for I was never brought up with
these habits, .and have learned the great necessity
of them, particularly to the architect. The im-
portance in practice of study with thoroughness
in both the theoretical and practical sides cannot
be too strongly inculcated. There have been
articles in some of the papers lately pointing out
how, it England is to retain her position in trade
and power, the highest intellectual education is

necessary in all modem businesses. Not merely
smartness or push is wanted, but intellect

thoroughly trained, and of a type in which it is

stated this country ia wofuUy deficient. If it

be true that in trade this highly-trained intellect
is so essential, in how much greater degree must
it be so for the profession of architecture r For
beyond the mere business element, without which,
to a certain extent, it is impossible for the archi-
tect to practise successfully, there is the necessity
for a thorough knowledge of art, with much of
many other subjects, such as science, history,
&c., combined with the study necessary for the
acquirement of that dexterity without wtiich he
cannot express his ideas. How superior the
educational methods in regard to architecture are
in America to those in this country has lately
been shown in a most able manner by Mr.
.\rthur Cates. Therefore a serious reflection
for the young student in this country is how very
much his education must depend upon himself
and his own exertions if his work is to be more
than that of an amateur and have \ ital force, and
if he wishes to succeed by his power and com-
petency rather than by smartness and push, or
playing off upon the public the eccentricities or
fashions of the moment. The days of mere
building by architects in this country are, we
hope, fast passing away : and this century the
public wUl demand, not only that the architect
be versed in all practical details of his calling,

but that, by really cultivated taste an 1 intellect,

he may build with power, beiuty, and perfect

utilitarianism. But by those who wish to excel
as artists time must be allowed for

THE STCDY or XATI'RE.

The delicate tones of colour in the trees and
herbage and sky, tho perfection in drawing and
beauty of colour in details of leaves, flowers,

fruit, animals, birds, insects, &c. , and the forms
of fishes are lessons in decoration which should be
learned at first hand. I'dductions and inspira-

tions innumerable may be gathered from them,
with a freshness no study at second hand from
man's work can jjive. IJurges used constantly to

make his pupils draw all sorts of flowers and
insects and colour them, as well as study from
the life in his olhce. Emerson says : "In every
landscape the point of astonishment is the meet-
ing of the sky and the earth, and that is seen

from the first hillock as well as from the top of

the .VUeghenies." And whit a truth is here 1

It is in the meeting of heaven and the earth, the

spiritual and the material, that art is rendered
capable of conveying sentiment and lessons. The
study of Nature, no matter under what aspect,

puts some germ of life, soma sentiment, into the

spirit of the artist, whether he be an architect,

sculptor, painter, poet, or musician. Incon-
sistencies or vulgar eccentricities are never
found in Nature, though infinite wonders are

discoverable to the observant mind ; and in its

study one may learn aU beauties of proportion,

form, and colour.

HIOHEE EDUCATION IS ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY

if the status of the architect is to be raised. It

should be remembered that doctors and barristers

are almost always University men, and it will be

well to bear in mind that the sooner it becomes
the rule, rather than the exception, for architects

to receive a higher, or perhaps a University edu-

cation, the sooner wiU the acknowledged status of

the profession be elevated. Then, for facility of

practice, the architect should

CULTIVATE IIIS MEMORY,

and as all cannot perform feats of memory, a

practice of writing down useful information

should form another habit. Tfie architect in

designing not only requires to remember details

of old and other work, as a guide, incentive, or

restraint to his own, but he must recollect endless

details of construction and many specialities for

building purposes necessary in modern structures

;

and this is no trivial matter. But, above all, he
must remember the effect certain proportions,

details, and compositions have given, in isolation

or when in juxtaposition in former examples,

ancient or modern. He will thus be enabled to

reject or improve the crude, and profit by the

excellent. Originality of design is not shown
by the utilisation of forms which better and more
cultivated men than ourselves have seen good
reason to discard. An educated perceptive faculty

and a good memory are necessary to realise the

full teaching of past times. There is also, in

connection with the practice of the art of archi-

tecture, such a word as

PROPORTION.
,

To the architect's mind may probably imme-
diately be suggested the comparative relation of

one architectural detail to another and to the
whole composition. But besides the objective

symmetry and harmonic degree of form or size,

proportion may be considered by the architect in

other ways. Of course, proportion in this sense

is the very first essential of fine architecture. Ir,

should be an inherent faculty in the architect and
artist, but it may be cultivated. It is by the
proportions as much as—or even more than —by
the beauty of detail that the mind is impressed by
works like the Parthenon, the Pantheon,
Westminster Abbey, Chartres Cathedral, the
"Mercury" by Praxiteles, the "Venus de
Milo," Michael Angelo's "Moses," or Cellini's

"Perseus," or by the delicate refinement of the

proportion of scale and relief in the decoration of

the Villa Madama. And proportion must descend,

also, to the smallest details.

PROPORTION IN COLOUR

is also a most important factor in the excellence

of artistic work. The study of Nature is the

guide as to how much of any one colour will

harmonise with another. How often is work
spoiled by the introduction of too much colour or

by its tone—by the coldness or excess of blue, or

the foxiness of too much red, or the unpleasant-
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ness of a superabundance of yellow ! Sucli

faults never occur in nature. The Uwen Jones

prize is given as an incentive to study of colour in

reference to architecture. It might well include

in the students' works studies from nature. It

seems a pity that a greater proportion of colour

cannot be effectively introduced in the buildings

of our towns, which are usually so fearsome in

their somhre dulness. But there can be no
doubt much colour in buildings requires

a bright sunshine, as in Greece, E^ypt,

and India, to give it its true value. Isevertheless

we might be a little more cheerful in our streets

with some advantage. There is also a proportion

in architectural work, which requires to be main-

tained, between coarseness and refinement. This

is a very subtle point in all good work. Too
much refinement in architectural work tends to

weakness of effect, and deprives it of its mascu-
linity. .\t the other extreme, "muscular"
architecture may degenerate into coarseness. It

18 the carefully bilanced proportion between these

that avoids either extreme. The effect of all the

finest architecture has been attained by a com-

bination of strength and power with refinement

of well-proportioned and beautiful detaO. Too
much care cannot be bestowed on the proportion

that sculptured and other decorations bear, first,

to the whole composition, and, secondly, to each

other. They either give scale or destroy it. They
either adorn it or make it appear tawdry. In all

this the architect's should be the guiding spirit,

however much may be done by the craftsman or

sculptor. Then there is the proportion that the

worship of one's art should bear to one's life. It

is often said, as if it were the greatest praise,

" He lives solely for his art." This could scarcely

be said of any truly great man. It is too cir-

cumscribing and belittling. The larger the en-

vironment the greater the sphere of usefulness in

life, and so long as the time occupied in other

affairs is not out of proportion to the valuable

hours necessary to one's life's work, mingling

with others and doing work in other ways enlarges

the mind, is our moral duty, and should benefit

our art. Success is an object in life, but need

not involve a want of sympathy with others, nor

pushing on self, regardless of their claims, nor

flinging on one side all other considerations on

the road. Success in the practice of an archi-

tect, as in other callings, should be aided by a

proportionate feeling sympathetic with a life full

of effort and enthusiasm. Nevertheless, success

in the art of architecture should be the settled

purpose of him who proposes to practise, and
that to the fuUest extent, " in proportion to his

being a human being, living his life amongst his

fellow-creatures, to whom he can impart or derive

something. The aim of culture is to make us

better company as men and women in the world."
The greatest men, like Michael Angelo, Dona-
tello, Cellini, and Goethe, were all men of other

affairs besides their art, and were in sympathy
with their surroundings of thought, work, and
politics. There is also a proportion that should

be observed between

THE IDE.iL .\ND THE SENTIMENTAL.

The one is the spiritual in our art, the other
the simply sensuous. There should be a proper
proportion maintained between artistic sentiment
and practical purpose. The man who sacrifices

the purpose to the art is not a useful member of

the community. While he who sacrifices his art

altogether to utility does not elevate the com-
munity. It is the correct judgment weighing
the proportionate values of the one and the other
which makes the architect. It has been said the
aim of the ancient philosophies was to raise man
above common notions of happiness, an endeavour
to crush his humanity and develop his divinity,

to make him happy by refinement of mind and
Eoul and by the ignoring of his material pleasures
—meaning complete self-denial, not so much for

the benefit of humanity at large as for the in-

dividual's own exaltation. The Baconian philo-
sophy which marked the beginning of the great
strides in scienco and utilitarianism that have
taken place during the last century was very dif-

ferent. It taught that nothing can be beneath
our attention that may minister to the physical
or material benefit of mankind. The first was
grand, but scarcely attainable, or alone desirable

for our human natures ; the second was attain-

able and useful to man as he is. So the art part
of architecture, the soul of it, a most potent factor

in mental pleasure, is for the satisfaction of the
divine side of humanity, but alone it does not
altogether satisfy the requirements of humanity

;

the utilitarian side of architecture is also most

necessary for the satisfaction of our physical

needs. In architecture it is the hopeful spirit of

the men of imagination coupled with practical

common sense, a level brain and a cultivated

taste that is wanted to weigh well the boun-
daries of the respective values of a practical

idealism and a maudlin sentimentalism. Then
there is the necessity for a proper propor-

tion being maintained between work and rest.

There is such a thing as staleness. The
want of recreation makes a man dull, unfit for

companionship or sympathetic mingling with or

interest in his fellows, and his work suffers in

consequence. Also, there must be margin for

reflection and thought. Great achievements

usually germinate in quiet moments. An over-

worked brain and no physical activity or recrea-

tion must have a bad result both on a man's work
and his life. So time should be proportioned that

there is leisure both for light reading, the study

of nature, and for recreation ; then there will be

freshness and vigour in your work. And if you
always aim above your mark, and remember that

what you do should not only be for your own
personal satisfaction, but for that of others and
for future generations, your restful moments may
benefit the world. Then of much importance in

connection with the practice of the architect, as

in all other businesses in life, there is another

thing that must be borne in mind, and that is

E.IGHT nUNCirLE.

This in architecture will mean an avoidance of

shams and false construction, which somehow
always manage to look wrong, even though
worked on such a grand scale as the external

walls of St. Paul's, or the impudent ugliness of

our shops with stone fa(,'ades, apparently standing

on nothing. Truth makes work look consistent

and correct ; lack of it offends good taste.

Palatial decorations in ofiices, ecclesiastical em-
bellishments in restaurants, the affectation of a

cottage simplicity in a palace, or rice versa, imply

a want of appreciation of the fitness of things,

and are wrong in principle ; and this element of

truthful principle in architectural art should be

carried down to the smallest detail, if the work
is to live. Then there should be right principle

in your motive of action, and this a most import-

ant point if you desire not only your personal

position to be respected by others, but also wish

to uphold the dignity and status of your pro-

fession generally. Professional respect must
ever depend on the character, conduct, and
aims of the units in the profession. Each
individual has his own particular influence on
the appreciation with which his profession as a

whole is viewed by the public. Dubious trans-

actions entered into for the sake of emolument,
a too great regard for personal advantage, or a

disregard of the interests of others, tend to acts

lowering to the profession. On this ground there

should be due consideration before entering into

competitions. See at least that the conditions

are not derogatory to the dignity of a great pro-

fession, and see that they are fair as much in

your competitor's as your own interests ; and let

no unworthy thoughts of possible interest or

influence induce an activity which in the long

run not only must be disadvantageous to you
personally, but also detrimental to the profession

as a body. The highest principles of morality

should be the guide in professional practice, not

only in regard to art, but also in all dealings

with employers, contractors, tradesmen, crafts-

men, and others with whom business relations

bring you in contact. Work cannot be obtained

without employers, nor carried out without

tradesmen and labour of all sorts, and your suc-

cess is bound up with these ; therefore it is to

your interest to treat all with a high-minded,
unsparing sympathy. The architect should, on
principle, enrich his mind and render himself

proficient in all branches of his work, as his duty
to his clients, and should deal fairly and avoid

harshness in dealing with those over whom he is

set as a supervisor. A high principle in these

directions would avoid much of the litigation

and many of the unsatisfactory arbitrations so

constantly arising. It wants a kindly spirit

united to a firm will—the iron hand in the velvet

glove—to perform all an architect's duties in the

highest manner, and to render himself and his

profession honoured and respected by the public

and those with whom he has business. Always
remem^ier the words

—

selves. Principle also should not only lead you
to strive after success in your own practice,

which is, of course, your high duty to yourself,

but also to aim at helping others who may have
less experience or knowledge than you have, and
thus assist in elevating your profession. With
this view you cannot interest yourself too much
in the work of this Institute, whose objects are

to encourage the art of architecture, to uphold

the interests of the profession, and improve its

status. This obligation will be the best served

by a high-minded way of looking at all sides of

thought, and by cultivating broadness of views

in our art of architecture, with a proper con-

sideration for the sentiments of others, and not

by the pushing forward of any particular school

or clique. In combination we are strong ;

separated we are comparatively weak. There is

room in this Institute for architects who are

capable and honest in their views and endeavours,

and the wider the circle of thought it enfolds, the

greater the sphere of its usefulness will be, and
the more it will foster education and dispel

ignorance, and maintain the reasonable humility

that should distinguish all those who claim to be

artists ; for, as Prior says :

By ignorance is pride increased :

Taey most assume who know the least.

REVIEW OF WORKS SUBMITTED TOE PRIZES AND
STUDENTSHIPS, 1900.

Mr. J. Alfred Gotch, F.S.A., F.R.I._B.A.,_ of

Kettering, read a paper on this subject, in which

he remarked that there would be one novelty, at

any rate, in the criticisms springing from the,

ho believed, unprecedented fact of the critic

having read the essays. An essay such as the

Institute see^ks should, he remarked, first of all,

have some literary merit, always granted, of

course, that it deals adequately with the subject

in hand. The subject should be handled in a

manner broad and yet pointed. So, too, with the

illustrations, they should be to the point also

;

they should elucidate and enforce the arguments

and the statements of the text. Give us portraits

of CiBsar by all means, but do not throw in

portraits of his distant relatives who have nothing

to do with the story. Bat, to be of any use, the

essay must have life, it must be readable. To
be readable it need not be flippant, but it must

not be dull. Too much learning has a tendency

to overwhelm the author, as the knight was

smothered in his armour ; and when you go to

the Wallace Collection, you wonder how so many
escaped suffocation. Allusions and quotations

there should be, but not so recondite as to offend

the less informed reader, and humour should bo

there, but quite subdued. Like the onion in

Sydney Smith's salad, it should

lurk within the bowl,

And, unsuspected, animite the whole.

Of the essays submitted this year one was read-

able and to the point, but had no illustrations

;

another had less of the first two qualities, but

had many illustrations, some of which, however,

were beside the mark ; the third was fairly to

the point, but for its style, as Holofemes said

of the poetry in Bon Armado's verses, "for the

elegancy, facility, and golden cadence, caret."

One sometimes wonders why there are not mora

essays submitted, and why their quality is not

better. It is a matter worthy of reflection, for,

taking us architects as a whole, we are singularly

lacking in literary style and in the facility for

expressing ourselves in a manner at once attrac-

tive, elegant, .and lucid. The next subject in the

order of the official list is that of

Thy credit wary keep, 'tis quickly gone,
Being got by many actions, lost by one,

and our reputations are the immortal part of our-

MEASURED DRAWINGS

of ancient buildings, of which eight sets were

submitted. It is a significant sign of the times

that one of the prizes should be taken by drawings

of a building so late in date as St. John's, West-

minster, and that the silver medal and the other

prize should have gone to those of Elizabethan

houses, leaving what Gothic buildings there were

without reward. But the justice of the awMd
will hardly be questioned even by the unsuccessful

competitors. The Gothic drawings were hardly

up to the requisite standard in two of the cases;

whilst the third presented such an intricate

mixture of small scale, large scale, and full-size

drawings on every sheet that the mind reeled m
the endeavour to unravel them. It is curious that

the Silver Medal and one of the others have been

given to drawings of two buildings in the same

county— Kirby Hall and Burghley House—both

of them masterpieces of the Elizabethan period.

I should be the last to quarrel with this selection.
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whether of the students or the Council, but I

should greatly regret to see Gothic work dis-

appear, even temporarily, from thia competition.

So far as mere draughtsmanship goes, its study is

even more arduous than that of Elizabethan work.

It is to be hoped that the taste of the rising

generation in selecting subjects of study will be

as catholic as ever. Although not next on the

official list, it will be convenient to take the allied

subjects of the two studentships next in order,

and first for

THE riGIN STlDENTSHir

—perhaps (he most fascinating of all the prizes

offered by the Institute. For it is earned, not by
laborious plodding in a dull office, not by a con-

sideration of dreary formul;c, or a study of the

wants of man in his various capacities as the user

of a dub, or a stroller in a park, or a foot-

passenger desirous of crossing a stream, but in

delightful journeys from one village to another,

either in our own richly-endowed land, " t 'r by
the lazy Scheldt or wandering Po "

; journeys

in which every sketch has its own memory—the

qoiet of a country church, the gloom of a castle

guard-room, the rain pattering on lead roofs, the

sun drawing shadows across lichen-covered walls,

amid the scent of old-fashioned flowers and the

hum of the distiint reaper. That is how the

Pugin is earned, and it is spent in a more
systematic prolongation of the same delights. Yet,
uterall,the Pugin is only a means to an end. Its

object is not merely to make young men facile

eketchers, but to lead them, through the observa-

tion of the work of the men of old, to do their

own better. The winner this year, Mr. Cotman,
has worthily won the prize. There is a variety of

sabject and of treatment about his sketches such
as none of the other competitors attain. His per-
spective is accurate ; his figures are delightful.

He attacks the Gothic work of Lincoln Cathedral
with as much address as the Kenaissance of the
council chamber at Oudenarde. Not only does

he give us finished drawings, but, what is more
important, pages from his sketch-books just as

they left his hand. In tliis respect the other two
prize-winners, Mr. Forbes-SraithandMr. Pitcher,

are shortcomera. Their sketches are clever, and
the subjects are varied ; but of that intimate
relation between the hand and the book which
tells us so much we see little. Mr. Shirley
Haiiison's sketches are free, clever, and accurate,
bat they are, as it were, his speeches, not his

homely talk. The same may be said of Mr.
Cook's drawings, which also are excellent. Of
the other sketches some are too laboured, and
others hardly strong enough. There is one thing
which I should like to see practised more than it

is, and that is sketching in ink instead of pencil.
Its tendency is to induce accuracy— for there is

no rubbing-out possible—and to impart a sure
touch and vigorous handling. For

THE OWEN JON'ES STCDF.XTSHIP

there were six excellent sets of sketches sub-
mitted, and here again the winner of the student-
ship, Mr. llervey Rutherford, was easily first in
the variety of his work. Both in drawing and
colouring his sketches were admirable ; and it is

satisfactory to find that in this competition, as
well as in the Pugin, the quality of the studies
tends to improve year by year rather than to
deteriorate. I endeavoured to note those draw-
ings which struck me as being the most
pleasing or remarkable, but I find that in Mr.
Uatherford's case I was obliged to say "all."
The high standard attained in this competition
is proved by the fact that, in addition to the
studentship itself, there were three honourable
mentions awarded, and out of the four prizes three
go to Edinburgh. The three gentlemen who
obtained honourable mention were ilr. Percy
Xobbs, whose beautiful water-colour sketches of

1 lings were among his most pleasing contri-
tions; Mr. Ramsay Traquair, whose best work

ime from abro.'id, and included some gay Spanish
tiles, and some delightful intarsia panels from a
church in Milan : and Mr. E. H. Bennett, whose
facility with his brush was not surpassed by any
of the others, nor his appreciation of colour '; but
the somewhat meretricious style which he adopted
in his most important contributions undoubtedly
told against him. They were very clever, but
cleverness is only one of the factors which go to
win a students' prize. It is highly important
that this should be so, for there is a very general
tendency to worship cleverness for its own sake,
apart altogether from the nature of the thing
upon which it may be bestowed. Clever draw-
ings, like clever people, are sometimes both

shallow and disagreeable. There was one point

among these colour sketches which afforded food

for reflection, and that was that there were two
representations of the same subject, an enamel
plaque of (Jeoffrey Plantagenot, in which there

were two entirely different versions of the colour.

Which was the more correct rendering of the

original it was, of course, impossible to say ; but
it was not difficult to decide which one h^fd was
the real colouring. .So, too, of a panel from Kin-
worth Church. Mr. Rutherford had one version,

andtwo of the Pugin competitorshad each hisown,
and they all three differed from each other mate-
rially. It might, perhaps, be well for students,

when engaged upon such work by themselves, to

bear in mind that some other student may come
along, and eventually exhibit the same subject on
the same wall at the same time as the first comer.
We now come to the three competitions which
involve design as well as draughtmanship, and of

these the first is that for

THE S0.4XE UEDALLIOK.

Xow, as there were twenty-two designs submitted

for this, twenty-six for the Tite Certificate, and
eighteen for the Grissell Medal, comprising a

total of nearly 300 strainers, you will forgive me
if I am unable to exhibit a very profound know-
ledge of the contents of each strainer. You will,

perhaps, even go further, and forgive me if, of

the sixty-six designs submitted, I do not mention
all. Indeed, it was impossible to master the main
points of every design, let alone the minut;p.

This great increase in the number of designs sub-

mittel is very gratifying. We may conclude that

it indicates among students an increasing interest

in their work. Whether it also implies an in-

creasing slackness of work in the respective offices

to which they are attached I do not know. We
may also say that with the increase of numbers
the number of fairly good designs has proportion-

ately increased. It is not merely the fringe that

is longer, but the garment itself. At the same
time, so far as the Soane is concerned, the in-

crease has not produced the master-hand, and
this competition must be pronounced disappoint-

ing on the whole. It is no secret that the reason
which led the Council to withhold the medal was
the absence of a really good plan, and it is of the

utmost importance to impress upon young
designers the vital necessity of a good plan.

There was more than one design in which the
plan was sacrificed for the preconceived necessities

of the front fa(,ade. As a matter of fact, neither

plan nor elevation should be preconceived—they
should grow up together. It is quite as much
from the influence of modem life upon the
arrangement of our Ijuildings as from the intro-

duction of new materials that we may look for

the characteristics of a latter-day style. It should
be borne in mind that the money prize accom -

panying the Soane Medallion would represent a
very fair premium even in a competition for an
actual building. It is, therefore, worth taking
as much pains for as it the Soane buUding were
actually to be erected, and to perfect the designs
of an important building actually to be erected

no pains were excessive. But there is about the
Soane competition an absence of enduring
responsibility which surely ought to stimulate the
imagination and prompt young men possessed of

all the freshness and daring of youth to

embody some of the lofty ideals which
they must have conceived. Do we find

much daring originality among the twenty-
two designs submitted this year ': I can
hardly say we do. It is true that out of that
number there are seventeen or eighteen which
might be built without materially decreasing the
sum of human happiness, so far as their external
appearance is concerned. But is there one which
could be regarded, even by the most enthusiastic,

as epoch-making r" However, we cannot reason-
ably expect a new epoch to be started every year,
and although, from this particular point of view,
my remarks may have been disparaging, yet, if

we apply a more ordinary standard, there is

something to gratify us in nearly aU the designs.
My own feeling is that the most poetic in con-
ception is the design with the motto " Ars," by
31r. M. .J, Dawson; but "Hiawatha" (Mr.
H. M. Cantley) has a simple and dignified
fa(,ade, and " Ionic " (Mr. J. B. Fulton; sends,
as might be expected, an extremely fine set of
drawings. The elevation of his front fa(;ade I

thought the most attractive of the whole series
;

but the perspective brings out one or two weak
features, particularly the long segmental pedi-
ments at either end, which spring from solid

abutments, but which are themselves too thin,

being perhaps 12ft. or 15ft. long by 7in. or Sin.

thick. As far as mere draughtsmanship goes,

the competitors may bo congratulated, for out of

the twenty-two sets there are very few which
would have to bo excluded on this account, and
quite half of them are as good as anyone could
wish. They are in varying styles ; two, which
happened to be placed together, illustrate extreme
examples. " Elsa " sends delicate pencil draw-
ings, with all the detail very nicely put in, whUe
his neighbour "Thor," like his somewhat bois-

terous namesake, has a heavy and determined
hand, expressing itself in lines of amazing thick-

ness. Nevertheless, there seemed to me to be a

considerable amount of originality about the

general disposition and some of the detail of

"Thor's" elevation, and it had at least the

distinction of not conforming to that particular

rendering of Lite Classic which is so much in

vogue at present. In many of the sets there

were various little bits of happy design, such as

must have given pleasure in the producing, and
will continue to give pleasure in the contem-
plating ; and although no one succeeded in

carrying off the medal, yet the mere fact of

having attacked the problem, and endeavoured to

solve it, will bring a certain amount of reward

with it to all who really set their minds upon the

task. Turning now to

THE TITE CEKTIFICATE,

we find a subject requiring less elaborate prepara-

tion than the Soane, for an entrance gateway to a

public park has less complicated requirements

than a club. Either this fact or something else

h,<»8 attracted a large number of aspirants, and
the result has been the production of a consider-

able number of passable designs and a few very

good ones. The proportion, however, of those

which, if erected, would give satisfaction, or, at

any rate, fail to inspire regret, is not so large as

in the case of the Soane, for here I can only con-

scientiously admit 14 out of the 26. The
notions of what was intended by an entrance

gateway to a public park appear to vary consider-

ably among the competitors, as do the ideas of

what the Tite Prize was founded for. It was
founded for the study of Italian architecture, and
how that can be reconciled with a design which
consists, like " Le Nord's," of a marvellous mix-
ture <3i French Kenaissance, Dutch gables,

Genoese ornament, English 18th-century windows,
and telegraph wires in the sky, it is not easy to

see. As to the accommodation to be provided,

some competitors were content with an archway
only, others included a porter's lodge, and one
had an extensive frontage of such attraction that

two steamboat piers were provided for the traffic

it was likely to occasion. Nevertheless, although

the design was rather too vast, its detail was to

the point ; and I, for one, am not going to

quarrel with "The Bard" for exercising his

imagination. The awards made by the Council

meet the merits of the case, for "Corona's"
design is dignified and interesting, and shown in

a well-drawn elevation and perspective. " St.

George " is also simple and fairly dignified, but

it has the appearance rather of a subsidiary

entrance to an important park than its chief gate-

way. The drawings are well executed, and
include some capital metal-work in the gates,

but they are not altogether free from the rather

widespread vice of affectation. It is not so

rampant here as in some of the other

sets in this competition and the Soane, but
it is to be detected in the balloon - like

drapery of the statuary and the hard, marble-like

clouds. The third premiated design, by " Marble
Arch," is also simple, dignified, and well drawn.
I must protest against the affectation already

mentioned as being prevalent among certain

draughtsmen. It affects the accessories chiefly :

skies are made to look like masses of telegraph

wires, or are divided into parallel strips of dark
cloud divided by thin regular lines of sky

;

figures are introduced hard and badly drawn,
imitating the unpleasant style of Aubrey Beardsley.

Sometimes the building itself suffers : coarse lines

obliterate all delicate detaU—and it should be
borne in mind that very often " thick lines hide

thin designs "
; or the elevation and perspectives

are put in with quavering, hard-drawn lines.

These are only some of the forms which affecta-

tion takes—-and occasionally with the hope of

attracting attention which would never be be-

stowed upon the design itself. All such devices

ought to be eschewed by abroad-minded student.

But let no one be discouraged by finding that he
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is not 60 expert a Jraughtaman as his neighbour, said that

Drawing and designing are by no means inter- — ^
*--'

changeable terms, and a study o£ the lists of past

prize-winners may not only gratify the prize-

winners of to-day, but go far towards comforting

1 niuccessful competitors with the thought that

though their names do not appear on any of those

iiBtP,they may, nevertheless, be ultimately written

in some corner of the scroll of Fame. But there

still remains
THE GRISSELL m6i>.M.,

for which eighteen designs were submitted. The
subject is a simple one—a Timber Footbridge

across a Stream—and it has brought forth from

their modest retirement several designers of un-

ambitiouf aims. Ambition should be made of

sterner stuff than they appear to oiTer. Bat there

are several defigns which appropriately meet the

case, and give us clear, simple, constructional,

and yet eyable results. As I am just now playing

the part of a critic, I will venture to do that

which I should otherwise refrain from doing, and

that is to aay that I hardly agree with the

Council's award in this case. Not that the suc-

cessful design ie not pleasing—it is, perhaps, the

most monumental of all. But the Grissell Medal

is primarily offered for problems in construction :

the problem here is a timber bridge ; and I

venture to think that the covering of "Pons
Asinorum's " bridge is treated in a manner more
suitable to stone than to timber ; it is, indeed,

strictly speaking, mere surplusage. The bridge

itself is constructionally designed, but so are

many others, and one or two of them have
coverings which, in my opinion, are more con-

structionally designed than that of the prize-

winner. The ideas about this bridge vary as

much as those concerning the club and the

gateway. Some competitors are content to cross

the stream in the simplest and cheapest way
possible, in such a manner as would endear itself

to the heart of an economical railway director :

others prefer to lounge over the water under cover

of a roof. Most of them cross at the level of the

ground on either side ; but one provides for some-
what lofty traffic on the stream, and makes his

foot-passengers climb a staircase at each end.

One competitor, forgetful of the main object of

the work, elaborates the detail of his stone piers

too much. Taking the whole set of designs,

there is hardly so large a proportion of success as

in the other two competitions. This is, p'erhaps,

hardly to be -wondered at, because the problem
involved in the Grissell competition is one of the

most difficult which architects have to solve,

namely, to make construction itself beautiful.

Well, I have said my say. I am afraid you will

not find your doubts and difficulties much lessened

by my remarks and criticisms. My desire has
been to raise rather than lower the standard of

endeavour, and if I may slightly paraphrase
Brutus's words, I would say, "Who is here so

vile that will not love his Art'r If any, speak,
for him I have ofiended."
The PuEsiDF.XT afterwards distributed the

prizes in accordance with the list published by
us on January 25 last, p. 113, and at the close

a vofe of thanks was passed to the President,
Mr. Gotch, and Mr. Locke, on the motion of
Messrs. Joux Sl.itek and Aston Wedii, A.R.A.

the best landscape is improved by a

good hotel in the foreground." It all depends

upon one's p int of view. We cannot conceive

aa artistic house-builder, call him by whatever

other name you may, willingly eschewing the

consideration of the gardens round his house,

and, therefore, it seems to us that the charming

book of photographic reproductions of "Gardens
(!lld and Xew," just issued by George Newnes,

Limited, in the " Country Life Library," will be

widely welcomed and highly valued by numerous
readers. As a record alone of the stately

homes of England, the volume takes a prominent

place, while as a pictorial folio of beautiful places

it cannot fail to charm all who consult its pages.

Blany famous and familiar houses are neces-

sarily included, and of these, works such as Nash's
"Mansions" and Ciotch's "English Renais-

sance " include admirable illustrations ; but

beyond these in the work before us, the architect

will iind country seats and rural dwellings of less

conspicuous importance as compared with the

more leading examples, but which, nevertheless,

are posses^edof considerable interest and suggestive

ideas. Possibly, as in the case of the entrance to

Cleeve Prior, the gateway to which furnishes the

frontispiece, only a mere detail is represented, or,

again, the thatched summer-house in the Quad
Crarden of Kelly House, Tavistock. Both of these

make views which all will be glad to see included.

By the courtesy of the publishers we have chosen

two typical plates, printed herewith, by way of

giving an idea of the style and beauty of the

photographs thus brought together. The first

represents a triumph in garden architecture

—

viz., one of the pavilions flanking the inclosed

quad on the park side of Montacute, Somerset,*

the seat of Mr. W. R. Phelips, erected between

1.580 and 1601 by hie ancestor. Sir Edward Phelips.

Jlaster of the Rolls, and Speaker of the House of

Commons. The house is too well known to need

any particular description here : suffice it to say

that those who are most familiar with its many-
windowed f8i;ides will most value the charming

series of views of the mansion and its surround-

ings which figure in " (iirdens. Old and New."
The second subject selected by us to-day shows

the garden front of Blickling Hall, Norfolk, near

Aylsbam.X the country home of Constance

Marchioness of Lothian. This view will be new
to the majority of our readers, as it is taken from

the hi^h ground beyond the confines of the great

formal garden stretching to the eastwards

of the mansion laid out by Nesfield, Sen.

Lord Chief Justice Hobart erected the house

1620, and round it there is a sunk garden

Tremayne'a residence, built in a hollow, is quite
[

out of the ordinary track, though so close to the
[

railway ; a thoroughly English piece of work.
Belton, near Grantham, the magnificent home of

!

Lord Brownlow, has grounds of such extent and
beauty, that few can compare with them, and the

same may be said of Aahridge Park, another seat of I

E trl Brownlow's at Great Berkhampstead. Con-
|

dover, in Shropshire ; Ven House, Somerset ;
1

Chatsworth, Derbyshire, and War wick Castle need

only be enumerated to indicate what subjects

they make for pictorial illustration, and all are

done justice to in the volume before us. Ham
House, Richmond, a well-known favourite at

Petersham. Cleeve Prior, Worcester, we have

previously mentioned, but we did not name the

Apostles and Evangelists in Yew leading up to

the house. Athelhampton Hall, Dorchester

;

Ightham Mote in Kent ; Fountains Hall, Yorke
;

Prior Park, Bath ; and Penshanger, Herts, are as

varied as architecture could make them, but each

in its turn reveals a beauty and grace not to be for-

gotten. And so with Mr. Kemp's house, Old Place,

Lindfield, Sussex ; Broughton Castle, near Ban-
bury ; Hardwick Hall and Drayton in North-

amptonshire. We recall them one and all, and

still- we have not e.xhausted the limits of this

volume with its wealth of illustration, of which

there are several hundred, and the price is only

two guineas net. We should only tire by

enumerating more ; but we cannot close without

including a reference to Brome Hall, Norfolk,

where formal gardening is seen carried to the

extent of its limit, and yet in many ways at its

best. The iron gates, lead statues, and terrace

steps from several places make quite a feature in

this book for useful reference in illustration of

garden architecture and ornament.

ITSTHE COUNTRY HOUSE AND
ENVIRONMENT.

[with illustrations.]

THERE could hardly be presented to the
artistic-minded Englishman a more de-

lightful subject than this, so suggestive of an
ideal home surrounded by gardens, terraces,
lawns, and avenues, with landscapes beyond.
The architect, of all men, should realise the im-
portance of the environment of a building ; but
experience shows that in these days of decadence
this ie by no means always the case. Indeed,
only the other day one of the Past-l'residents of
the Architectural .Xssociation gave young archi-
tects, by way of a new-century greeting, this
epigrammatic piece of advice :

" Eschew garden-
ing 1

" It is very possibly true that an archi-
tect's calling is sufficiently onerous already
without adding another field for his overtaxed
energies. The specialist in fireproof construction
or the expert in the London Building Act, on the
other hand, is scarcely likely to design a country
house of sufficient artistic interest to make it

matter much what itji immediate settings might
be, though a hideous house may bo improved by
good gardens and shrubberies round it. Someone

once used as a moat. The charm of the place is

greatly enhanced by the fact that the house and
the gardens are in perfect accord, and in both

beauty is amply realised. There is no more
delightful house in the Eastern Counties, and

none more artistically preserved, free from
ostentation, and yet well kept up. Thousands of

tourists visit this home of the Lothians every

year.

Clevedon Court, though not much of a house
architecturally speaking, has some remarkable

terraces, and Levens Hall, Westmoreland, is, of

course, most noted for its ancient topiary work
and formal ipiaintnesses combined in such

a way as to make a most delightful place.

Tensile evergreens shaped into a variety of

forms" can alsi be seen in great perfection at

Elvaston CjsMp, the Earl of Harrington's Derby-
shire seat. In one of the views the " Topiarus "

is seen at work in the " Alhambra Garden"
there. Rom Lench Court, Worcestershire,
" Stoneleigh Abbey," Wilton House, Salisbury,

and Longford Castle, -with their grand gardens,

are all shown. Midst these we stop to renew our
acquaintance with St. Catherine's Court, not far

from Bath. It is a small house, relatively speak-

ing, but taken with the church few can surpass

its beauty. The great grass stairway deserves

mention. Sydenham House, on the borders of

Devonshire, close by Launceston, Mr. John

• A plan of Montacute appeared in the Building Ne\v^
for Feb. 18, 1867, with view of garden front ; Aug. 24,

1883, some sketc'hea by Mr. T. G. Jackaon, R.A. : a view
by Joseph Naah waa given in the Bitii.ding Niiwa for

March ".6, 1895 ; Mr. O. S. Elgood's sketch in the garden
was published April 1, 1892.

^ A plan of Blickling Hall, with a view of the south
front iind bridge over the mnat, by Mr. Maurice B. Adaraa,
waa given on .Tan. B, 1894 ; and in tho following number
of the BniLDi.s-a Nkws a report appeared of Mr. Adama's
paper on the work he carried out at Btickling, read before
the R I.B.A. His Royal Academy view of tbc mansion
figured in th Building Nbws for Feb. 6, 18.85. showing
the entrance front. The garden front was illuatrated by
us on April 14, 1893.

THE PRESENT CONDITION OF THE
BUILDING INDUSTRY.

AT the ordinary general meeting of the

Sarveyois' Institution, held on Monday
last, an important paper bearing the above title

was read by Mr. Thomas Blashill (Fellow), for

many years superintending architect to the

London County Council. It seemed, said Mr.

Blashill, that the present was a time when the

condition of this important industry might use-

fully be brought under review, and for studying

the question in all its aspects, the surveyor had

peculiar advantages. He was personally dis-

interested, and was trained to fair and impartial

dealing in matters where the importance of

accuracy was paramount. There was, to begin

with, a radical difference between the crafts

which made up the building industry and the

class of solitary trades and manufactures. How-
ever complex the work of designing and erect-

ing a house may now have become, it was still a

single thing that was wanted, the separate con-

tributions to it being useless if they stood alone.

Combination alone gave them value. But outside

the partnership of all the arts and crafts necessary

to accomplish the end there stood outside the one

who set the whole to work—the employer, or

client, who was really the motive power, and

the source of all fees, wages, and profits, and was

perhaps entitled to more consideration than he

usually got, even from the architect. No pains

were too great to insure getting from a client his

true intention. Any architect who had the reputi-

tion of one who, from failing to do this, had to

find that the ultimate cost exceeds his estimates,

was not likely to satisfy either client or con-

tractor. Where a building was simple and

alterations were avoided, or if it could be easily

supervised from the office, the clerk of works

was often not necessary—otherwise he was in-

dispensable ; but he should in all cases be paid in

proportion to his responsibility, and not as a mere

foreman. The architect should act fairly as be-

tween client and contractor ; and the contract,

while strictly binding the latter, should be

incapable of being used unfairly against hitn.

To get a good tender from a trustworthy builder,

three things were necessarj' : it must be clear

what he must do and what he will be paid ;
he

must not be hampered by troublesome restric-

tions and conditions ; and the contract must be

so drawn that he will not fear the application to

himself of clauses meant for a builder of another

sort. To gain the first point and encourage

speed, it was necessary to first of all have full

detail drawings, as every quantity surveyoi

would agree. The importance of e-verytmof

that promoted speedy construction was immenee

The client wanted his building noir, and for non-

I
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speculative work the money was, as a rule, forth-

comiog as soon as the work could be completed.

The monev gain to the contractor was enormous,

and the avoidance of changes of plans was to the

architect a distinct advantage. It was worth the

architect's while to choose such materials and

methods as made for speed, and to avoid con-

fusing variations and alterations. The old prac-

tice of leaving it to the builders to select a

quantity surveyor had given place to selection by

the architect, the builders having the option of

tendering or not, knowing his usual method of

taking ((uantities out. A client of moderate

means might have to be protected from the

possibility of having to pay more money than he
could afford ; but in the case of public bodies and
clients to whom the possible risk was not a serious

consideration, the quantities should form the basis

of the contract, and, if reasonably priced, of

settling the accounts. Sub-letting by a con-

tractor must be carefully watched, and kept

within bounds. Serious misunderstandings, on
the other hand, arose from the architect arranging

for special works with other parties whose tenders

he put down in the specification, stipulating that

the general contractor should adopt and pay these

parties as "sub-contractors." The contractor

complained of being deprived of his right of

bargaining and dealing with a known firm, and
disputes might arise as to the presence of other
workmen than his own. The author hoped that

the conditions of contract now under discussion

by the Institutes of Architects and Builders would
remedy this ; but he thought that the items
needing special treatment should be reduced to a
minimum. If in a specification £1,000 were pro-
vided to pay a sub-contractor, say, for ironwork,
and the contractor was to add his own profit, the
lowest tender often included nothing for profit,

the contractor reckoning to get from the sub-
contractor 10 per cent, profit in addition to dis-

count. If £100 were added so that the
contractor might get his 10 per cent., he struck
this item out, and delayed payment with the
same object as before. In either case it

was very unsatisfactory. A careful architect

I
ought to know what he wanted, and could select

I alternative suitable makes of material, so that the
I contractor might have a choice of selection and
, bargaining. It had been said that the secret of

I

trade lists could not be penetrated by architects,

I and that the system was unalterable ; but the
I architect might ascertain by direct inquiry what
I

was the lowest price of the goods to a safe
I purchaser, and then allow the contractor a fair

profit. The worst of varying trade discounts
was that they formed a fund out of which "secret
commissions" might be paid, but this practice
was repudiated by .ill respectable architects. The
best course was to let a contractor make or buy
and fix every article that could safely be left to
him. It was best to have ironwork details cal-
culated and completely worked out in the office,

and, subject to tests, let the contractor make his
own arrangements for their supply. As iron
superseded timber, a builder's yard would contain
more smiths and less carpenters, and should
indeed be less a storage place than a factory. The
two main questions under a contract werej faith-
ful execution of the work, and, if alterations
arose, the final settlement of the accounts. A
contract was a legally binding business document.

I

The specifications and drawings must clearly set
out what was to be done. The contract was not
to do as much of the work, or to do it as well,

j

as the closest watching could compel ; but, unless
I it were lawfully modified, to do the very thing set
down, as a thing which is to be paid for and there-
fore mast be honestly delivered to the purchaser.
The settlement of accounts under a contract
affordei much legitimate opportunity for dis-
cussions on details of extras and prices for articles
outside the contract. But there was no excuse
for throwing dust in the surveyor's eyes, or mis-
representing the things done or left undone. The
question of " prime cost " was in a very unsatis-
factory state. It should be easily definable : but

I
at present the amount of the client's ultimate

I

payment did not depend so much on what he got
for it as on the skill or pertinacity, or the sense

I
of honour, of the parties .irguing over the final
settlement. Extras due to a client's change of
mind were a nuisance to the architect and the
saiveyor; but the extras arising from an ill-

considered design, or some change of the archi-
tect's plan, gave real trouble. If twice the time
were spent over drawings, one.half might be
saved over the building in settling extras.
^Vithout a special guarantee the queintity sur-

veyor was only legally bound to do his best with

reasonable care and skill. He should not have

the responsibility of deciding everything beyond
the artistic beauty of the design, lie could not

know, as the architect should, what was wanted,

and at what cost ; but could, at best, only suggest

means o£ attaining the end. The general con-

tractor began practically to exist in the Cubitts'

day, at the beginning of the century. The old

system of separate contracts worked fairly well

in its time, but the modern system was more
satisfactory. The modern builder on a large

scale employed machinery in every possible

way, and the workman in many trades

became a fixer and fitter instead of an
artisan. Xew methods and new machines were
constantly being introduced, and the enter-

prising foreigner, when taking your checjue for

the very latest machine, was thinking of the

next year when he could show you one which
infinitely surpassed it. In discussing the English

builder of to-morrow it was quite .impossible to

ignore the American builder of to-day—a man
who would run an eighteen-story building, 100ft.

by soft., on plan, at the rate of two stories a

week, or, for the more artistic parts, one story a

week, even in the winter. The noble building

of the Surveyors' Institution, if erected at the

same speed, would have reached its present height

in less than one month, and would have over-

topped the pinnacles of Westminster Abbey in

fifteen weeks '. Whether the duplication of

work, as between architect and builder, was
entirely satisfactory was a question. Many
builders had retained a staff of skilled architects.

Osborne House was an example of the m3thod.

The question of building upon a schedule of

prices was now frequently adopted, and, he
I thought, on an increasing scale, with the result
' that often the prices were lower than any to be

got by open tendering. The man, somewhat
curiously called the "speculating" buUder, was
a useful product of the times. He invested

money, he exercised skill in acquiring land and
materials, and employing labour. He was a

manufacturer and a merchant. The elevations

were modern. He paid fair wages, gave the

authorities no trouble, and turned out his houses

as a purely business transaction. The " Jerry
"

builder, on the other hand, had nothing to lose.

He got hold of sites, was financed, mortgaged, and
was gone. He was old enough to have had practical

experience of the operative of fifty years ago, and
he was conscious, after his long acquaintance with

the class, that, however well the professional

man and the operative might work together, there

was still a great gulf between them, and it was
difficult to get the one class to enter into the

other's feelings. The professional man, even if he
entered his profession .at the very foot of the

ladder, might hope to come to eminence ; but the

workman had seldom the same chance. Toe
trade-unions hoped to accomplish what the indi-

I ddual workman could not. Apsirt from unem-

I

ployed and sick benefit, and the preservation of

! internal harmony, they sought to protect trade

rights and the privileges of members. They
went beyond the rules of professional societies,

but did nothing which such societies might not

do if they saw fit. Wages were regulated, not

on any fixed principle, but with reference to time
and place and circumstances. It was really at

1 the prevention of "sweating" that the trade-

I unions aimed. Where a machine could, by
driving it faster, produce more work, while the

man who minded it remained the same, that was
day-work " sweating." But if, in doing piece-

!
work, a man continually turned out better work
than his neighbours, the employer might level

down his pay to what he thought he ought to

earn, and all his fellow-workers would suJier in

j

proportion. The author was afraid that most of

I

us got into a habit of talking of " time" as if it

were a term interchangeable with "labour"

—

as if it were something valuable by whi-ih money
could be made. But time itself was worthless.

I Xo employer would think of paying for it. What
: the employer buys is so much improvement to

the material which he puts before the workman
as may reasonably be expected to be done in the

; time by which the payment is calculated . It was
' simply a measurement by the town clock instead

I

of by the five-foot rod, and if a day's work were
a fixed quantity, the clock would measure it more
accurately than the rod. But directly this altered,

and one interfered with the amount of work done
in a given time, payment by time became piece-

work under another name. The desire to have

J

an easy life was common among tlmeworkers of

every class, and when men worked together all

at the same pace, it was the pace of the slowest,

or possibly the most idle, and a judicious em-
ployer would very carefully select his slowest

hand. There was, howe\er, a more serious

matter than mere idleness—he referred to de-

liberate loitering to delay the day when the hands
would ho p lid off, or to keep longer in hand for

the benefit of workmen in general. A paper read

by Mr. Brassey before the It I.E. A. in 1S7S

brought out evidence on this point. It was shown
that a rise in the cost of building of 20 to 30 per

cent, was not due to the cost of materials having
risen, but to the small amount of work done

by the men, who, the contractors found, did

little more than half the work for 9d. an hour
than they formerly did for Gd. One employer
then said that the unions forbade piecework,

with the object of obtaining " the larges*.

amount of pay for the smallest amount of

work in the least number of working hours."

Space does not permit of our following Mr.
BlashiU'a paper through all its interesting argu-

ments : but the instances he gave of deliberate

loitering went far to prove that tha British

operative was in many ways ill-advised in his

methods of trying to " hit the public " in every

way. The plumbers of Chicago had a better

way. They fixed what they considered a fair

day's work of seven hour; ; they did it in five

hours, and they drew a full day's pay. The
author spoke somewhat bitterly of workmen who
claimed to do work which other men thought to be

theirs, and did it in their own expensive way.

He instanced a dispute between plasterers and
bricklayers, in which the former objected because

the labourers carried plaster or mortar in a

barrow instead of a head-board, and because

they mixed plaster on a board with a trowel

instead of in a bucket stirred with a stick.

A foreman plasterer in another case was fined a

sovereign by his lodge because he stayed a few

minutes behind to finish oil some moulding which,

if left undone on the Saturday, would have de-

layed other trades who were ready to start on the

Monday. Besides the eSect of machinery, the

demand for new materials (such as fireproof con-

struction) seriously aifected many trades. Car-

penters' work was now superseded by iron . Joiners

were mere fixers of imported materials in many
cases : masons' work and cut brickwork was
being ousted by terracotta, and aU work
which required special skill was being done

by men or by processes outside the trade.

After dealing with the possibility and prac-

ticability of workmen undertaking co-operative

contracts, of the success of which experience led

him to doubt, Mr. Blashill repeated that at the

back of all—architect, surveyor, contractor, and
workman—the one motive power was the client,

who was the public, and who would not wait

indefinitely while his servants squabbled over his

work. As artists, as craftsmen, as men of busi-

ness, all were in the same boat. The whole

industry was one, and all engaged in it should

learn to travel together, though some might
journey on to the higher grades, while others

were content to remain doing their best at less

exalted levels.

A vote of thanks to the author was propoted

by Mr. Howard Chatfeild Clarke, and seconded

by ilr. Daniel Watney, and the discussion of the

paper was then adjourned to the next meeting.

The Watford Sehool Board has agreed that com-
petitive designs for the new Tiotoria Boys' School

be invited from Mr. Ayres, Mr. Brewer, Messrs.

Pridmore and Anderson, and Mr. Syme (ill of

Watford), and that Mr. T. J. BaUey, architect '.to

the London School Board, be appointed assessor,

with a fee of 1.5 guineas.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held at St.

Mary's H»U, Coventry, the other day, before Col.

W. R. Slake, K E., into the application of the

corporation to torrow £32,962 for sewerage and
surface-water drainage works, and £1,150 for the

purchase of land for street improvements. Mr. J. E.

S windlehurst, the city surveyor, explained the

proposals.

Doe hundred and fourteen private Bills dealing

with the construction of railways and tramways,

street improvements, and other cognate matters,

were read a first time in the House of Commons on
Monday evening, and a number of the measures

which are to originate in the L'pper House were

also advanced a stage in that Ghambsr. The time

for the deposit of the opposing petitions expires on

Friday in next week, March S, and after that data

the second readings can be taken.
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BiKY St. EnurNT)9.—A light roof in three
spans has been erected over the sale ring and
adjacent cattle and sheep pens of Messrs. Simp-
son's auction mart, the area covered measuring
90ft. by 70ft. The work has been carried out by
Messrs. Hill and Smith, of Brierley - hill,

Staffordshire, from plans and details prepared by
Mr. Arthur J. Lacey, M.S.A., Norwich, and
under his personal supervision.

Selby.—A cottage hospital, having attached to
it a dispensary, was recently opened at Solby,
by the Countess of l.ondesborough. The hospital
.stands at the bottom of New-lane, opposite the
School of Art, and makes no pretence to archi-
tectural merit, It is a two-story building of
brick, with stone dressings. (In the ground floor

are waiting-room, dispensary, matrons' room,
store-room, and accident ward, with bath-room.
The height of this ward is 12ft., and the walls
are plastered in Portland and Parian cement.
The floors are of pitch-pine boards, and the place
is heated by means of Shorland's patent down-
draught stove. Upstairs are three bedrooms, and
adjoining are the bathroom and linen closets.

The roof is covered with Penrhyn slates and
Staffordshire red ridges. The yard at the back is

laid with cement concrete, and in front is an
ornamental wood palisade. The cost of the
building is said to have been about £1,500. It
was erected by Mr. T. S. UUathome, of Selby,
fromdesignsby Mr. BrownlowThompson, of HuU.

OOUFBTITIONS.
Devizes.—A meeting of the committee for

carrying out the Joint Isolation Hospital for the
urban and rural district of Devizes have con-
sidered the report of Mr. C. E. Pouting, F.S.A.,
of Marlborough, the assessor, who had been
appointed to examine the 45 sets of plans sent
in for competition, in response to an offer of two
premiums of £20 and £10. Five sets of plans
were selected, and the committee awarded the
first premium of .£20 to " Hygiene II." (Messrs.
E. C. Isborn, Devizes, and G. Boughton, Wood-
lands, Ryde, Isle of Wight). The second premium
of £10 was awarded to " Q" (Messrs. C. Bell,
^\'ilton, and Meredith, Salters' Hall-court, E.G.)
Three other sets were accepted in reserve—viz.,

"Efliciency" (Mr. J. H. Goodman, Reading),
" Esculapius " (Mr. R. E. Brinkworth, Chippen-
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ham), and "Deviser" (Mr. H. H. Clark, Bow
lane, E.G.) The committee decided to adopt
for execution "Q.," the second premiated set
of plans, as being most likely to come within the
amount they wished to spend ; specifications will
be prepared accordingly, as soon as the sanction
of the Wilts County Council and the Local
Government Board has been obtained. The un-
fairness of thus passing over the plans placed
first alike by the assessor and the committee is

obvious.

CHIPS.
The urban district council of Bromsgrove have

appointed Mr. Cadi as architect for the new market
hall and public bui Mings. The estimated cost with
shops in the frontages is £7,000.

Mr. J. Passmore Edwards has promised that, if
the scheme now before the London County Council
for the housing of .35,000 people at Tottenham is
carried through, he will be happy to provide a
public free library for them.

At the town-hall, Bootle, a Local Government
Board inquiry was held on Friday by Mr. H. W.
Law, M.Inst.C.E , into the application of the
Bootle Town Council for sanction to borrow £S, 150
for additions and alterations to the town-hall and
ofiices, and a further 17,000 for the purpose of
carrying cut sanitary improvements under the
provisions of the Bootle Order, 1897.

Mr. C. F. Parkinson, of Morecambe, has been
appointed electrical engineer of the borough of
Paisley, at a salary of £250, with a free house.

For family convenience, the firm of Messrs.
Greaves, Ball, and Likin, of Warwick and Har-
bury, Leamington, have converted their business
into a limited liability company, and the style of
the firm henceforlh will be " Greaves, Bull, and
Lakin, Limited." On Saturday last the chief offices
of the firm were removed from Warwick to Har-
bury, Leamington. This alteration is rendered
necessary by the great extension of the business.
The branch office? in London and Birmingham will
remain as at present.

The Peterborougb, Sittingbonme, and Birming-
ham brickyards will be visited by members of the
German Institute of Clayworkers on April 17 to 27.

In connection with the recent disastrous floods
at Coventry, a report has hem published by Mr.
J. E. Swindlehurst, the city engineer, stating that
to avoid similar catastrophes in future, no merely
local scheme will be adequate. He urges that either
the area of the river bed should be increased, or
that a cectam proportion of the water in the higher
part of the watershed should be "ponded," or a
combination of the two. The
estimated at £l,S5,0ii0.

B.^RRow-iN-FuRNE.ss. — A Competition was
recently held, open to local architects only, forja
board school to be erected near the new town
which Messrs. Slickers, Son, and Blaxim are
building on Walney Island. The Barrow-in-
Furness School Board appointed Mr. Thos. Bell,
of Burnley, assessor, and he placed the plans of
Mr. Henry T. Fowler, architect and surveyor, of
Kamsden-square, first, those of Mr. J. B.
Macintosh, second, and of Mr. W. Moss Settle,
A.R.I.B.A., third, and this decision has been
confirmed by the school board. The school is to
provide accommodation for 600 children, in-
cludingtemporary accommodation for 180 infants

;

but these latter will be removed to a separate
iEfants' building, if the i progress of Vickerstown
renders increased accommodation necessaiy.

Sevenoaks.—The urban district council have,
after much discussion, adopted the report of the
assessor, Mr. Keith D. Young, F.E.I.B.A., of
London, on the plans submitted for the proposed
isolation hospital, and have awarded the premium
to "Lucidity," who proved to be Mr. W. H.
Ansell, A.R.I.B.A., U, Great James-street,
Bedford-row, W.C. Mr. Anaell, who has been
appointed architect for the hospital, has been
requested to meet the committee with a view to
modifying his plans and reducing the cost of
erection.

SANITAKTWATEB SUPPLY ANB
UATTEBS.

The Dumfeies anb Maxwi:ixtown Sewage
Question-.—The resolution of Dumfries Town
Council to proceed with an independent scheme of
sewage purification was communicated to the town
council of the adjoining bnrgh of Maxwelltown at
a special meeting. It was eventually decided to
carry out the scheme submitted for Maxwelltown by
Mr. W. A. Carter, C.E.

mmimum cost

Tne First Division of the Scottish Court of Session
has recalled a judgment of Lord Pearson and given
the Chppens Oil Company decree against the Kliu-
burgh and Di5lrict Water Trust for the sums of
£8,0,9 and £2,2'.0 awarded to the company by
Sheriff Jameson in a reference as to the value of
the company's minerals underneath the Water
Trust pipe track.

The new higher-grade schools, erected ntar the
h»ndown railway-station by order of the Brading
School Board, were formally opened on Wednesday
week. The buildings are from designs by Mr
James Newman, of Sandown, and were built by
Messrs. .lames Ball and Sons, of Cowes. Includins
the furnishing, the cost altogether was £7,210.

New Wesleyan Sunday-schools in West Hill-
road, Cowes. built at a cost of £8.000, were opened
last week. The chief room is 48ft. by 50ft., and
adjoining is an infants' room for 150 children.

The Local Government Board have approved
plans prepared by Mr. Fredk. C. Ruddle, P.A.S.I.,
Union architect, Blackburn, for a uew wing and
maternity wards on the female side of the work-
house infirmary, Blackburn. The arcommodation
at tlie infirmary will be increased by 75 beds.

A marble bust of Dr. Robert Brown, the dis-
tinguished botanist, who was the first curator of the
botanical department of the Biitish Museum, and
died while holding that position in 1858, aged 84,
was unveiled yesterday in the picture gallery at
Marischal College. Aberdeen. The memorial bust
was executed by Mr. D. W. Stevenson, R.S.A.,
Edinburgh.

Cilonel A. J. Hepper has held an inquiry at
Sheffield into the application of the corporation for
sanction to borrow £79,135 for works of sewerage
and street improvements.

The members of the Aberdeen Association of
Civil Engineers inspected, on Saturday, the im-
provement works in that harbour, over which they
were conducted by Mr. R. Gordon Nicol, C.E., the
harbour engineer, and his senior assistant, Mr.
William Simpson. These works, which include the
new Regent Bridge, were commenced about two
years ago, and are now about half completed. It
is estimated that the works in progress will cost
about £100,000.

Workmen's Compensation.—Definition of the I

"TniETY Feet" Rule. — In the Manchester
County-court, on Friday, his Honour Judge Pany
gave judgment in a case which involved anintet-

!

esting point under the Workmen's Compensation
|

Act. At a previous sitting of the court, Christopher '

M'Grath, bricksetter, Alliance-street, Harpurhey,
brought an action against his employers, Messrs.
E. Neill and Sons, building contractors, for
damages in respect of an injury sustained while I

working on some warehouses that were being
erected in Hdton-straet. Mr. Jordan, for the re-

spondents, set up the defence that the building on
which the applicant was engaged, had not reached
the height of 30ft. required by the Act. His
Honour, in a written judgment, said he had to

decide how a bmlding should be measured under
section 7 of the Act. The words of import-
ance in the section were ;—" This Act shedl

apply only to employment on, in, or about any
building which exceeds 30tt. in height." The
question for consideration was, When did a building
reach the height of 30ft. ? and the first point wu
why the Legislature introduced the 30ft. test. It
had been suggested that the risk to workmen waa
the sole reason, but he did not think so, for he noted
that a man " about " a building 35!t. in height was
within the Act, although the risk of being " about"
a 30ft. building could scarcely be greater than being
"about" a smaller building. It seemed to him,
also, that if risk had been the consideration in the

mind of the Legislature, and risk only, 20ft., 15ft,,

or even 12ft. would have been the measure taken,
for there, experience of building accidents showed,
risk began. He thought the real view of the
Lsgislature in choosing 30ft. was to make large

builders and contractors liable, and to keep outside

the Act a poorer and smaller class of builders, whose
work had to do with cottage and other small property
which rarely reached a height of 30ft., however
measured. In this case four measurements wero
practically agreed upon—from the footing of the

building, from the top of the footing, from the base-

ment floor, and from the level of the street. The
applicant sought to prove a brick course or two
above the second-floor joist, but the finding was
against the applicant on this point, and the second,
floor joist must be taken as the highest point of the

building. In his view the object should be to find a'

bottom point, the measurement from which waa
capable of being found with certainty, and which,

when a principle of measurement was laid dowo,
would leave nothing for the employer and the

workman to do but to take a 2ft. rule and find oat

whether or not the building was within the Act. The
street level did not give such a bottom, because no

street level was absolutely level, and many were on

distinct slopes. Edinburgh Castle was suggested aa

a building almost impossible to measure from the

street or ground-level with any chance of opposing

litigants agreeing on the measurements, and many
other more normal buildings would present similar

difficulty. A building might be surrounded by dif-

ferent streets and different levels, and therefore

he rejected the proposal to take the measure-
ment from the street level as unsuitable because

wanting in precision and certainty and as being

an encouragement to litigation, which the Act could

not be taken to intend. For similar reasons the

measurement from the basement seemed nusuitable.

The basement of a building in course of construc-

tion was often full of debris, trenches might be dug
in it, and at no place had it, in most buildings, a

uniform level. Either of the first or second forms

of measurement seemed to comply with the words

of the Act and to give a definite measurement. He
held that from the footing to the second-floor joiat

was the right measurement. The difference between

the highest point the building had attained and the

lowest brick of the actual building was the height

of the building. If he was right in this deoisioo

the points of measurement were sufficiently definite,

top and bottom, to leave little room for litigation

and dispute, and to be in harmony with the in-

tentions of the Legislature. His verdict was that

in the case under consideration the buildings ex-

ceeded oOlt. in height, and he awarded the applicant

93. 5d. per week and costs. Leave to appeal would

be granted.

What is a " BmLDEu's " Commission ?—Acnoy
BY AN Auckland Aeciiiteot. — On Feb. 20 at

Darlington County - court, his Honour Judge

Teropler was occupied for several hours in hewing
an action brought by Mr. William Perkins, archi-

tect and surveyor. Bishop Auckland, against Messrs.

Sykes and Co., wholesale and retail ironmongers,

Darlington, to recover a sum of £33, alleged to have

been overpaid in the accounts between the parties.

The defendants counterclaimed for £88 9j. 8d. in

respect to commissions to which they said tho

plaintiff was not now entitled. Mr. R. Luck, M..4.

(instructed by Messrs. Maw, Teale, and Tomlinson,

Bishop Auckland), appeared for the plaintiff, and

Mr. E. Wooler for the defendants. Mr. Luck, in

opening the case, stated that since 189G the plainhn

had had transactions with the defendants, who
formerly carried on business at Bishop Auckland.
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In that year the plaintiff came to an understanding

with the defendants by which he was to be allowed

lU per cent, on all business which he brought them
in hia capacity as architect. Bssides acting as

architect, the plaintiil biiilt houses on his own
account, and from time to time purchased articles

for them from the defendants. A contract was
entered into on June lo, ISUS, between the Bishop

Auckland Industrial Co-operative Society and Mr.
Thomas Hilton, for the erection of 13 houses in

Etherley-lane. Xine of these Louses were built

by ilr. Hilton under this contract, and in

respect lo them £3j was expended in gas-fittings.

Mr. Hilton sub-let the contract to the defendants,

and the plaiutilT went to the defendants' shop
and selected the fittings. There were various

transactions between tham, and the plaintiff sent

(begnes from time to time—£100, £60, £'5, and
1200. The defendants included the £33 in their

accounts against the plaintiff, who, however, dis-

puted his liability, and brought the action to recover
that amount as being overpaid. Mr. AYilliam

Perkins, the plaintiff, stated that he entered into a
verbal contract with the defendants to have a
builder's commission of lu per cent, on all orders he
inflaenoed. Hilton had the contract to build 13

houses, but only nine were erected. A sum of £C5
was allowed in the quantities for the gas-fittings :

only £33 of it was required, distributed over the
nine houses. As architect, he selected the gas-
fittings, but had nothing more to do with them.—His
Honour ; l>id you get any commission on them ? I
think there is something in the account.—They
would credit you with 10 per cent. P I believe they
have done so.—In reply to Mr. Luck, the witness
said he had sent cheques to the defendants for sums
of £100. £50, and £75, and, on January 13, 1900, one
for £200. He subsequently received a letter from the
defendants stating that they had debited him with
i33 for the gas-fittinge. As soon as he received it,

he wrote to say that a mistake had been made : that
the contract was sublet, and he must not be charged
with it. Subsequently, Mr. Riine called, on behalf
of the defendants, and offered a cheque for
£15 193. 5d. to settle the account. He, however,
refused to take it, and explained his position with
i3Bpect to the gas-fittings. Mr. Baine said he
would explain the matter fully on his return to
Dirlington, and a cheijue for the full amount would
be foiwaided. A letter was subsequently sent, in
which they said he had been debited with the £33.
He accepted the cheque inclosed, but not in settle-
ment of the account. The sum of £S8 9s. 7d. repre-
sented commission upon orders influenced by him.

1
Cross-examined by Mr. Wooler, the witness said

I

h6 was previously employed by the Co- operative
Sjciety to build fifty houses in Hutchinson-street,
Shildon.—What were the terms of your employ-
ment ? On commission,—What was your com-
mission - I forget ; perhaps 3 par cent. I ordered
some of the goods aud got 10 per cent, on them.

—

Under what principle are you entitled to 10 per
cent. : For the goods supplied under the contract,—Did the Co-operative Society know you were
getting it ? I should say not.—Have you ever dis-
cloeed to them that you were getting 10 per cent. ?

Certainly not.—Was not it your duty to do so, as an
architect':' Csrtainly not.—His Honour said he did
not see how this question arose : and Mr, Wooler
replied that his clients had only just discovered that
this was an illicit commission. Mr. Luck : How
can yon say that, when you show it in your
account ? His Honour said it might be a question
for the Co-operative Society. Mr. Wooler said the
defendants had repudiated the commission. Mr.
Luck ; Until the action was brought it was never
mentioned. Mr. Wooler : We did not know all the
circumstances. His Honour: You say he was
getting a commission of 3 per cent, from the
Co - operative Society, and, as he owed a
duty to them, it precluded him from getting
any further commission y Mr. Wooler : Cer-
tainly. In answer to Mr. Wooler, the witness
further stated that he wrote to Mr. HUton and got
a cheque for £200 on account of grates and ranges
lor the houses. Out of that he expended £137.—
What have you done with the difference ? Mr.

i

Hilton owed me more than that.— You have
qoairelled with the Co-operative Society ': I have
not quarrelled, but there is litigation.—In your
account with the society, will you tell me where
yon have credited them with the difference between
£13G and £200. That has nothing to do with it.—
Have you not put the difference between these two
sums into y«ur own pocket. Certainly not. The

. witness added that the balance went to square a
pieviong account with Mr. Hilton. The £33 was

I not inoladed in the £200 paid to him by Mr. Hilton.
Ha sent his own cheque to Messrs. Sykes for £200 to
pay for the ranges an! metal goods at Etherley-lane,
and also towards his own account. He would get con-
mission on £137 of it. His Honour read the letter
from the plaintiff asking him for £200 on account
of the metal goods for Etherley-lane, and the
witness replied that that sum also included the
indebtedness to him on a previous account. He
added that, perhaps, his request for the cheque was
not correctly worded. Kafereuce was also made
by Mr. Wooler to the specification under which the

contract was let, and the witness adhered to his

statement that the £200 paid to him under it by
Hilton did not include the gas-fittings.—Have the
Co-operative Society dismissed you ? I decline to

mention thit.—His Honour: Are you still their

architect: I maintain I am.—You say they have
not power to dismiss you ? Certainly not.—They
say they have discharged you ? It ie the first time
I have heard it. Mr. Wooler : Have you not em-
ployed Mr. Tomlison, and the Co-operative Society

Mr. Simey, and did not an interview take place
on Monday 'r Yes.—You still maintain that you
are the architect of the society ':' I maintain my
position.—Do you consider it honest on your part to

take this 10 per cent, commission ? Certainly.—Are
you justified in doing so when employed by the
society : It was upon the contrast between Mr.
Sybee and myself.—That was a secret contract f It

was his own suggestion. His Honour asked whether
architects were in the habit of receiving a com-
mission in this way, and the witness replied that

ironmongers were in the habit of paying it. His
Honour said a commission obtained in that way
could only be held as a trustee, and would not
belong to the architect, but to the person employing
him. The witness said Messrs. Sykes distinctly

offered to share their profits upon any orders he
brought in. They did not know that the £200 he
sent came from Hilton. In answer to Mr. Luck,
the witness said he had given Hilton credit for the

balance between £137 and £200. He had not yet

rendered a statement to the Co-operative Society.

There was no foundation for saying that the £33
was included in the balance of £G3. On behalf of

the defendants, Mr. Wooler contended that they

were justified in appropriating part of the £200
towards the payment for the fittings, as the plaintiff

ordered them. Had the plaintiff not ordered them,
he would not have got his 10 per cent, commission.

He called Mr. Hilton with reference to the payment
of £200, and, in reply to questions, he stated that he
was asked for the money to pay Messrs. Sykes, but
he did not know whether the fittings were included
or not. Mr. Sykes said he did not know at

the time ihe plaintiff selected the goods what his

position was, but he considered he was entitled to

look to him for the money. He had always looked
to the plaintiff as the person liable to the firm. In
answer to his Hononr, he said he offered the plaintiff

10 per cent, commission becaute plaintiff said some-
one else had done so in respect to the SO houses.

After hearing the arguments on both sides, his

Honour said the plaintiff was entitled to recover
the £33. Unless the defendants could show that

he was a party to allowing it to be taken out of

the £200, they had no business to do it. Hilton
had accounts with the plaintiff, who could do with
the balance of the £200 as he liked. By giving
judgment against Messrs. Sykes, he did not think
they were prejudiced, as they could recover the
amount from Hilton, who would be justified in

paying it, and the society would see that it was not
paid twice. It might be that Hilton would want
credit from the plaintiff for it in his current
account. As to the commission, he did not think
it was for the defendants to say it was a dishonest
transaction. If so, they were parties to it. He
should not, therefore, ask the plaintiff to give the
commission back. Whether it was open to the Co-
operative Society to claim it was another matter.

Some architects took commissions, others did not.

He thought, without saying it was dishonest, that

it was a very undesirable practice, and he would not
say whether the society could succeed or not. He
therefore gave judgment for the £33 claimed, and
dismissed the counter-claim, allowing costs to the
plaintiff on both. At Mr. Wooler's request, pro-
ceedings were stayed for a month.

Pt-iii.ic AurnOKiTiEs A>n5 the Eepaxe of Foot-
r.iTHS.—At the Southwark County-court on Tues-
day, before his Honour Judge Addison, KG., and
a jury, a commission agent named Bygrave sued
the Southwark Borough Coimcil to recover .£50

for personal injuries sustained through the wrongful
act of the defendants' servants. It was stated

that the defendants' servants were repairing the
footpath of Walworth -road, and filled up a vacant
space with sand. This was washed and worn away
by rain andtratli;, and the plaintiff fell in conse-
quence and seiiously injured one of his ankles. It

was urged on behalf of the defendants that the
place was filled in the manner usual throughout
London. Judge Addison said that if a person or
body made a hole in the highway that was a
nuisance. They did it at their peril, and they must
use the highest degree of skill in making it good.
The jury found for the plaintiff, damages £40, and
Judge Addison gave judgment accordingly, with
costs.

Akciiitect and RE3TA.UBATET7E. — Mr. Gaorge
Palmer Smedley, architect, of 110, St. Martin's-
lane, sued Mr. Alfred Thomas Wilmot. proprietor
of the Eieter and Davon Rssturant, Devonshire-
street, Bishopsgate, to recover £23 ISs. for pro-
fessional services rendered in the preparation of
certain plans for alterations to the defendant's
premises. The plaintiff said that the defendant, to

whom he was introduced by Messrs. Miskins and

Sons, a firm of builders, wanted certain alterations
made to his restaurant. He was told that it would
be necessary to have properly prepared plans before
the work could be executed, and that 10 per cent,

was the percentage allowable by scale. Plaintiff,

however, arranged to do the work for 5 per cent.

He prepared the plans, and on September 13
the defendant expressed his satisfaction with what
had been done. The plans were left with the
defendant for the purpose of getting the sanction of
his landlord. Afterwards the defendant wrote
saying the landlord would not sanction the work,
which, therefore, would have to stand over until

after Christmas. Afterwards the plaintiff asked the
defendant for a cheque of 1'20 on account, but it was
not sent. He had estimated the approximate cost

of the alterations at i;4.'^o, and the present claim was
for commission on that sum. Mr. C. W. Misktns
and Mr. G. Gard Pye, architect, said they had seen

the plans prepared by the plaintiff, and thought
they were necessary for the work to be satisfactorily

carried out. The latter added that the charges were
reasonable. The defendant said he asked the

plaintiff to give an estimate for making structural

alterations m the basement, which he wished to

turn into a dining-room. He only gave instructions

for a rough sketch of that part of the work to be
prepared. He had other work he wished done, and
if the landlord did the alterations he thought that

the plaintiff would be employed to execute all the

work. He had no intention of spending any money.
His landlord was to do the work. He did not

instruct the plaintiff to prepare the plans, or make
the survey. He had offered the plaintiff £5 53. for

the work he had done. The j ury found a verdict

for the plaintiff for the amount chimed.

Action as to Geovb Asylum, Tootino Bec.—
Klkk and Randall v. METKOrOLiTAN Asylums
BoABD.—In Dacember, 1S9S, Messrs. Kiik and
Randall, builders and contractors, ol Woolwich,
issued a writ against the Metropolitan Asylums
Board in respect of a claim for £34,415, subse-

quently increased to £41,17-i 43. lid., in respect

of the building of the Grove Fever Hospital at

Tooting Bec, S.W., chiefly on account of damages for

alleged delays by the architect, Mr. A. Hessell

Tiltman, F.R.I.B.A., of Russell - square. The
action was commenced last week in the court of

Mr. Pollock, Official Raferee, Mr. Raginald M.
Bray, K.C., and Mr. Ratcliffe appealing for the

plaintiffs, and Mr. English Harrison, K C, and
Mr. Smith for the defendants. The opening state-

ments of counsel occupied the four days, and the

hearing of evidence on behalf of plaintiffs three

other days. At the end of the third day's evidence

the plaint iff3 made an offer to withdraw the whole
ol their claim, providing they were not asked lor

costs. This proposal was considered by the Metro-
politan Asylums Board in committee on Siturday,

and when the case was again mentioned in Mr.
Pollock's court on Tuesday in this week, counsel

stated that an agreement had been arrived at on
these terms. Judgment was accordingly entered

for the defendants, each party paying their own
costs.

Is THE Architect an Arbitkatoe oe Aoent?—
Important Appbal Cases .

— In the Court of

Appeal, on Wednesday, before the Master of the

Rolls, Lord Justice Collins, and Lord Justice

Romer, judgment was given in two important

appeals, in which imputations of apparent negligence

by architects were alleged by clients when applied

to for the payment of professional fees. The first

case considered was that of " Chambers v. Gold-
thorpe," an appeal by the defendant from the

judgment of the Divisional Court (Mr. Justice

Channell and Mr. Justice Backnill) reversing the

decision of the Judge of the Holmfirth County
Court. 'The plaintiff, who was an architect, sued
for fees. The defendant counterclaimed for negli-

gence. The plaintiff had been employed by the

defendant to prepare plans for houses wnich defen-

dant was about to have built, to superintend the

work, and to measure it up when completed. The
defendant entered into a contract with a builder,

whereby the latter was to erect the houses. This
contract was in the usual printed form approved
and issued by the National Association of Master
Builders of Great Britain, the important clauses so

far as the present action was concerned being the

well-known ones numbered 1, 8, 16, 19, 20, and 22.

After the houses were completed the plaintiff

measured up the work done, and gave his final

certificate. The plaintiff, having sued the de-

fendant in the County Court for the amount ol his

fees—viz., 4 per cent, upon £622 Us., the total cost

of the work, the defendant counterclaimed for

negligence by reason of the plaintiff having in-

correctly measured np certain of the work done,

whereby the certificate was for a larger amonnt
than it ought to have been. The County Court
Judge gave judgment for the plaintiff on the claim,

and for the defendant on the counterclaim lor

damages to be assessed. The Divisional Court held

that the architect was, under clause 20 of the con-

tract, placed in a judicial position between the

building owner and the contractor with refer-

ence to giving his certificate, and, therefore, was
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Sacondly, even if

poaitioQ of an arbi-

for his fees under
the defendant wa?

not liable for negligence. They accordingly
entered judgment for the plaintiS on the counter-
claim. The defendant appealed. Mr. Liwenthal,
for the defendant, contended first that the plaintiff

was not made an arbitrator by the contract between
the defendant and the contractor. The plaintiff

occupied the position merely of the defendant's
agent. In the case of " Lloyd Brothers v. Mdward,"
which was not cited in the Court below, the Court
of Appeal, upon a contract in the same form as the
present, decided that the moment there was a
dispute between the buildiog owner and the con-
tractor the architect could not give a certificate.

That decision showed that the architect was not in

the position of an arbitrator. The architect could
only give a certificate when there was no dispute.
If there was a dispute, he could not give a certifi-

cate, and the dispute had to be determined, under
clause 22, by the special referee. The architect

could only be an arbitrator when he had to deter-
mine a dispute. A person who was not permitted
to settle a dispute was not an arbitrator. He also

referred upon this point to " Clemence v. Clarke
and " Pappa v. RMe."
the plaintifi was in the
trator, as he was suing
an independent contract,

entitled to counterclaim for negligence under that
contract, and the plaintiff could not nly upon his

position as arbitrator under another contract. He
referred upon this point to " Rogers v. .James."
Mr. Scott Fox, K.C., and Mr. E. W. Harper, for
the plaintiff, argued that the proper inference to be
drawn from the terms of the bnilding contract was
that the architect was intended to be placed in the
position of an arbitrator. He was bound to exercise

his judgment impartially between the two parties

to the contract, and his certificate was to be con-
clusive. It was well established that a person
placed in such a judicial position was not liable to

an action for negligence.—At the close of the argu-
ment, the Master of the Balls said that the Contt
would hear the case of "Eestell v. Nye," in
which it was understood a similar p:iot arose.
"Restell v. Xye " was then heard. This was an
appeal from the judgment of Mr. Justice Mathew
on the trial of an action without a j ory . The action
was brought by a building owner against an archi-
tect to recover damages for negligence. The de-
fendant was employed by the plaintiff as architect
in connection with the building of a bungalow for
the plaintiff in Sussex. The defendant was to be
paid by the plaintiff for " plans, specifications, and
supervision of works " 5 per cent, upon the amount
of the expenditure, travelling and out-of-pocket
expenses to be charged extra. The defendant pre-

.pared a specification, and a tender submitted by a
firm of builders at Brighton for the erection of the
bungalow for £1,790 was accepted. The work was
completed, and the plaintiff paid the contract price
together with the cost of certain extras on the
defendant's certificates. The plaintiff alleged in
this action that the defendant had omitted
to check the buader's account with due skill

and neeligence, and had passed as extras works
included in the contract, and had ceif.fled
for sums improperly passed. The tu'lding con-
tract was in substance the same as that in the
previous case of "Chambers v. Goldthorpp." The
only put in which there was any material varia-
tion was the arbitration clause. Mr. Justice
Mathew gave judgment for the defendant, on the
ground that he was in the position of an arbitrator
and that an action would not lie against him for
negligence. The plaintiff appealed. Mr. Brav,
K.C., and Mr. Morten appeared for the plaintiff

;

Mr. Ilorton Smith for the defendant. The Court
dismissed both appeals. Lord Justice Rimer dis-
senting. The Master of the Rolls said Le would
deal first with the ca<e of "Chambers v. Gold-
thorpe." The plaintiff. Chambers, an architect,
sued the defendant, Goldthorpe, a building owner,
for payment of fees. The building owner counter-
claimed for damages for negligence on the part of
the architect in bringing out his final certificate.
The only question raided on the appeal was one
which aro«e on the counter-claim, and was this

—

whether Chambiirs was placed in the position of an
arbitrator, or whether he was merely m the position
of a person acting as agent for the building owner.
If he was an arbitrator, then the building owner
could not sue him for negligence ; he could only
sue him for fraud or collusion, and there was no
suggestion in this ca'e of anything of that iind.
When they looked at the building contract it was
p'ain that nndermany of the clauses of the contract
Chambers was only to act as agent for Goldthorpe.
But when they came to clause 20, the question
arose. Did the architect still remain merely the
agent of the building owner, or was he not an
arbitrator ';- With regard to clause 20, the archi-
tect undertook the duty of bringing out a final
certificate. With respect to that, he owed a duty
to the builder as well as to the building owner, his
duty being to hold the balance fairly between the
one and the other. Ilia Lordship referred to the
cases of "Clem'n-» v. Clarke," "Llnyd Brothers
V. Milward," and " Stevenson v. Watson," and
pointed out,with reference to'the last-mentioned case.

that Chambers had not merely to iraka an arith-

metical calculation, but to use professional know-
ledge and skill. He thought that the case of

"Tharsis Sulphur Company v. Loftus." which was
the case of an average adjuster, had a strong

bearing on the case before them. He carne to the

conclusion that Chambers was in the position of an
arbitrator. With regard to "Rogers v. James,"
bethought that case had nothing to do with this.

For the same reasons he thought that the claim in

the other case, " Restell v. Nye," could not be
maintained, and that the appeal in that case should

also be dismissed. Lord Justice Collins said he was
of the same opinion. The question seemed to him
to be the same in both ca«e3—viz , whether the

architect was iu the positionof a '/H'I.m -arbitrator. If

he was, then the case against him iu each instance

must fail. He thought that the present cases were
governed by "Pappi v. Rose," "Tharsis Sulphur
Company v. Loftus," and " Stevenouv. Watson,"
and that the architect in each case was in the

position of a ipinsl - arbitrator. He therefore

agreed that the appeals should be dismissed. Lord
Justice Romer said he regretted to differ from
his learned brethren. Ha would state his views on
what seemed to him to be a question of principle.

In his opinion, if a person undertook for reward to

value or estimate for another work about to be
done for his principal by a third person, he did not,

BO far as his principal was concerned, become in the

position of an arbitrator in regard to his valuation

or estimate merely because he knew that his principal

and the third person had by contract between them
agreed tha*, in default of dispute previously arising

with regard to the matter, his valuation or estimate

was to be taken as conclusive and as determining
the price to be paid by his principal for the

work to ba done by the third person. In such
a case, in giving his valuation or estimate he
would still be acting for his principal, and, so long
as he acted without fraud, he would be under no
obligation or liability to the third person. And
acting, as he would do, for his principal, if he was
guilty of negligence causing damage, he would be
liable to his principal in an action brought by him.

He conld not bring himself to think that that view
was wrong. And yet, undoubtedly, the contrary

view must be maintained by the architect in the

present case to enable him to succeed on this appeal.

If in doing work, for which ho was to be paid by
his principal, the architect was guilty of negligence

from which damage ensued to his principal, he
would be prima facie liable. To enable him to

escape from that liability, the onus would be on
him to show that by the terms of the contract

between his principal and the contractor he
was freed from that prima fucie liability. He
might do BO if he could show that by those

terms he was undoubtedly placed in the posi-

tion of an arbitrator with regard to his certifi-

cates, and that the principal's complaint against

him in regard to the certificates was for some-
thing done in his capacity of arbitrator. But
the architect would not succeed in showing this

merely by reason of the fact that his principal and
the contractor had by the contract agreed that in

the case of no prior dispute arising with reference

thereto his certificates should be treated as con-
clusive between them. Clause 22 of the contract

was an arbitration clause which did provide for the
settlement of disputes by an arbitrator who was not
the architect, and in that clause the architect was
clearly recognised as the agent of the building

owner. And clause 8 was not without signifi-

cance. They found that though the architect's

principal would be bound under clause 20

by the architect's certificate in reference to

these matters, yet under Clauss 22 the con-
tractor might challenge the certificate and go to

arbitration upon it. Iu fact, on this contract, far

from it enabling the architect to discharge the

onus mentioned, it was strongly against him. The
cases of "Wadsworth v. Smith" and "Jenkins v.

Betham," supported his view strongly, and the

ba'ance of all the authorities saemed to be iu favour
of his view rather than of the contrary view, and
also to be more in consonance with natural justice.

He, therefore, thought that the appeal in the first

case—" Chambers v. Goldthorpe"— ought to be
allowed. He took the same view with regard to

the other case—" Restell v. Nye."
Electric Abtbrtisinq Signs.—Huii v. The

London Codntt Council.—This appeal, decided
in the King's Bench Division, on Friday, by Mr.
Justice Broc* and Mr. Justice Fhillimore, was
brought by Mr. Hull, a shopkeeper carrying on
business in the Siven Sisters-road, Islington, from
a conviclion for exhibiting over his shop an electric

advertising sign. The conviction was for a breach

of the London Biildinga Act, which provided that

no obstruction, lamp, bracket, projection from a
building beyond the general building-line, &c.,

should be permitted without the consent of the

County Council. For the appellant it was con-
tended that the sign was erected in a window over
the shop, and was no projection within the meaning
of the section, and, therefore, that the conviction

was bad. It was further submitted that the

summons was taken out too late. The case was

fully tirgued some time since by counsel on both
sides ; and at the close the Court reserved judgment.
Mr. Macmorran, K C , for the appellant, then con-

tended that section 73 of the London Building Act,

1894, did not apply to jrrojeotions such as the pro-

jection in question, which did not form a part of

the building. Such projections had been dealt with

in earlier Acts—such as, for instance, the Metropolis

Local Management Act, 1855, section 119 of

wh'ch gave the local authority power to deal

with projections endangering or incommoding
the passage of the public along the streets. To
place the construction upon the section contended

for by the Council would include shop-lamps,

re fl actors, clocks, and other like projections, with

which it would not have been intended to deal in

a building Act. There was nothing in section 200,

sabiiction .3, wbioh made it a continuing offence,

and express words were necessary. "London
County Council v. Cross " and " Marsbam v.

Smith " were iirustrat'ons of that principle.

" Welsh v. West Ham Corporation " (1900) and
" Metropolitan Board of Works v. Antony" were
also referred to. Mr. Avory, K.C., for the Londoa
County Council, contended that sections 73 and 22

must be read together. This was a projection

within section 73 — "Goburg Hotel v. London
County Council." The erecting the thing was the

cff enoe, the retaining it was the continuing offence

—"London County Council v. Warley " (1894).

Mr. Justice Bruce, in delivering judgment, said it

was contended by counsel for the respondents that

section 73 was wide enough to extend to anything

attachable to a building. They did not think the

words were to wide as to do that, as it was clear

the intention of the Statute was to preserve the

width of the s'reet in order to maintain archi-

tectural uniformity. They felt strengthened in the

conclusion at which they had arrived, because no

inconvenience was likely to arise. The County
Council had po*er to make by-laws for the

regulation of lamps, signs, projections, and such

like, and a penalty might be imposed for any breach

of the by-laws. They were of the opinion that

the action taken by the respondents was barred by

lapse of time, and after giving the whole matter the

best consideration they could, they came to the con-

clusion that the conviction must be queshed, and

that the apnellant was entitled to the cos'.s of the

appeal. Judgment accordingly entered for the

appellant, with costs.

CHIPS.

The Sturtevant Engineering Company, Ltd., in

consequence of the continued growth of i*s businew,

has removed into more suitable offices at 147, Queen
Victoria-street, E.C., where all communications

should now be addressed.

The old-established business of Messrs. Wm.
Woollams and Co.. carried on for some years at

110, High-street, Marylebone, together with the

extensive stock of hand and machine-made wall-

paper, printing-blocks, machinery, and trade

fittingp, with the goodwill of the business, was
offered for sale at the Kolborn Restaurant on

Tuesday last by Messrs. Fredk. Miller and Reid, of

Clement's Inn. The result of the sale was that

(lot 1) the trustee's interest in the business, trade

fittings, machinery, and goodwill realised £1,900.

Lot 2, which comprises the lease? of the premises,

was not sold, in consequence of the same being

somewhat heavily charged.

Of the total amount of £150,000 required for the

rebuilding of the Glasgow and West of Scotland

Technical College, £64,189 Qs. 5d. has now been

subscribed. Mr. W. R. Copland, the chairman of

the Governors of the College, read a paper on

Friday night as to the rebuilding scheme at a meet-

iog of the Glasgow Building Trades Exchange.

Mr. Thomas Brock, R.A.. has been commissioned

by the Flower Memorial Committee to execute a

bust in marble of the late Sir William Flower,

director of the Natural History Museum, South

KensingtoD. The trustees of the museum have

consented to accept the bust and erect it in a suit-

able position in the building at Cromwell-road, It

ia also intended to place a memorial tablet to the

late director iu the great whale-room of the

museum.

The destruction by fire of the old observatory on

the Seeberg at Ootha has brought ito naught the

plans formed by the late Duke Alfred for the

reitoration of that historical building. The Ob-

servatory was erected by Duke Ernest II. of Sixe-

(iotha and Altenburg in 1787-1791, and owes its

existence to a visit of the Duke to England. Tae

erection of the observatory marked an epoch, for

it was the first example of a style of architecture

suitable for the purpose intended. It was built on

natural ground, whereas up to that time people had

erected observatories in towers, which were very

unsuitable for the object in view. The transit

instrument stood between two pillars of porphyry,

each of which consisted of one block Oft. high,

25in. broad, and 25iD. thick.
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l;T»AIT OF SIS HKS-Br O.CILDFOKD, DV HOLBBiy.

—

^*OXTASI!II FISAX PALACE, VBNICB.—BU9ISBS3 PREMISES,

aimoA.v.—TWO tavebxs at oldhas.—the gardes
irOrSE ATMOXTArni:.— Till: .-.AHDEX FBOST, BLICKLISil.

<Bur ]:llustrati0ns.

UL HEN-RY OriLDFORD, K.O. , 1>AIMED BY HOLBEIX,
WDjnSOK CASTLE COLLECTION".

Sib Henry Gin.DFOHi), bom in 1489, was the
son of Sir Richard Guildford, and becFime Master
of the Horse and Controller of the Koyal House-
hold. At the time of the accession of Henry
Vni. he was 20 years of age, and was a great
favourite with the new kirg. His ability in the
•dramatic arts imade him very popular at Court,
and he designed the pageants with which the
revelries at Christmas concluded. One feature of
the/?f. in 1511, which he arranged, took the form
of a Bioviag mountain, which, in the course of its
progress towards the king, opened to set free a
party of mummers and morris-dancers. Eirly
in the following year Sir Henry took part in the
tournament, sigrning the articles of challenge, the
festivities being held in honour of the birth of
a prince. He went to Spain to fight the Moors,
and was dubbed knight by Ferdinand at
Burgos, in September of that year. The
following spring a knighthood was conferred
upon him by his own sovereign on the pro-
rogation of Parliament. The same year he
married Margaret, daughter of Sir. Thos.
liryan, and the King granted him the Manors of
Hampton-in-Arden in Warwickshire and Byker
in Lmcolnshire. Sir Henry Guildford became
bailiff of Sutton Coldfield in Warwickshire, and
keeper of Sutton Park early in December, and on
Christmas Eve Constable and Doorward of Leeds
Castle, and Keeper of the Parks of Leeds and
Langley in Kent. In 1513 he embarked from
Southampton and invaded France, and in May
was appointed King's standard bearer. His pay
was five shillings a day as joint-captain of the
ship the Sovireigii, in which he crossed the
Chuinel. At the winning of Tournay he was
made a knight-banneret. His advance in favour
continued its yearly course, and he was a Justice
both in Surrey as well as Kent, and before him
mdictments were found against the unfortunate
Ihike of Buckingham. Next year the Duke's
Manor of Hadlow in Kent was granted to Guild-
ford, who soon after was engaged in Wolsey's
team to Calais, and in May, 1522, he went with
the Cardinal to meet the Emperor at Dover. He
speedily amassed a fortune with lands and manorsm various parts, lie was assigned lodgings in the
King shouse, andbecameone of the Council to con-
sider personal complaints made to Henry VIII. as
hejassed from place to place. About 1526 he and
bir Thomas Wyatt built a banqueting hpuse for
the King at Greenwich. He went with Wolsey
in his progress through France in 1527, and was
received by Francis as an ambassador. He was
achwlly receiving at this time a pension of
218i crowns from Francis under the treaty of the
Moors. When Cardinal Campeggio came to
-Lngland m 1528, .Sir Henry met the legate on
iJarham Downs, and arranged for his reception
in London. On Dec. 1, 1529, he signed the
articles brought against Wolsey in Parliament,

and he affixed his name to the celebrateii letter to

the Pope, urging him to comply with the King's
wishes as regards the Uoyal divorce. He was,
however, strongly opposed to the jiolicy of the
King for casting off his wife without Papal
sentence. Anne Boleyn consequently warned him
that when she became queen she would deprive
him of his office of Controller. The King told

Guildford to take no notice of what women said,

and twice insisted on his taking back his baton
of office ; but for a time Sir lienry retired from
court. He died in May, 1.5:>2, at the earlj' age
of 43. He was twice married, but left no issue.

His second wife, Mary, daughter of Sir Uobort
Wotton, survived him, and afterwards married
Sir Gawen Carey, or Carew, of Devonshire.
These notes of Sir Henrj-'s life are based upon
Mr. James Gardier's article in the "Dictionary
of National Biography."

V.\LAZZO^OXT.\RINI FAS.Uf, VENICE.

Tnis palace, generally shown as the House of Des-
demona, is one of the most exquisite of the small
Gothic buildings in A'enice, having charming and
refined detail of the 14th century, with corded
angle shafts richly ornamented window arches
and columns, as well as balconies of surpassing
traceried panellings projecting on moulded
corbels gracefully contrived and built into the
w,ills as in all Media?val work, being real struc-

tural bracVets. " The very pleasant little terrasse

that jutteth or butteth out from the main build-

ing, with many pretty little turned pillars of

marble to leane over."* Our photographic plate

is taken from the last pirt recently issued of

Professor Otto PiaschdorS's interesting folio
" Palast-Architectur von Oberitalien und Tos-
cina (Venedig^," published by Mr. Ernst
Wasmuth, of Markgrafenstrasse, Berlin. The
work includes measured drawings and enlarged
details, which add to its value. The photographs,
too, have figured dimensions of the heights and
widths of the buildings and their parts shown
in the margins of the prints to give their

actual scale. The Palace Pesaro, designed by
the architect of the Salute, Baldassare Longhena,
about 1650, is herein well represented. 'Though
conceived in a free and somewhat over-orna-
mented manner, the facade of this palace is

eminently suggestive, and has of late served as a
model, at least in point of detail, for some of the
more up-to-date architectswho lead the fashion in

types of the Later Renaissance, which now obtains
adapters in London with the aid of the sculptor's
art advisedly intermixed with constructive detail.

The building perfectly expresses that it was
designed as the residence of a rich and luxurious
noble, for it is ornate from water line to cornice,
with its ornament well dominated by the inclosing
architectural lines which mark its proportions.
The Palace Foscari of 1400, and the Palace
Cicogna, of Uke Gothic style, need only be men-
tioned as we pass on to the Palace Grimani S.

Polo, dated 1475-85, and noted for its beautifully-
sculptured capitals. Pietro Lombardo's well-
designed and extremely well detailed palace,
known as Palazzo Comer-Spinelli, erected in

1500, has some exquisitely refined balconies and
mouldings to them. One of the most useful illus-

trations in the volume is the beautiful staircase of
the Scuoladi S.Giovanni Evangelista, attributed
to Pietro Lombardo, and leading to the church
famous for its decorative pictures by Dom.
Tintoretto, beautiful even in its squalid misery,
as Kuskin says, " the most characteristic example
in Venice of the architecture that Carpacoio,
Cima, and John Bellini loved." The court of the
Scuola has a lovely screen (dating 1481) of grey
and white marble and black sandstone, with an
eagle surmounting its entrance. The staircase
recalls to the mind Mr. T. G. Jackson's Examina-
tion Schools at Oxford, though actually of course,
it is more refined and exqusitely detailed. The
last remaining subject which we shall here notice,
from ilr. Wasmuth's book, is the front of the
Palazzo Comer della Ca' Grande, now the
Prefetoria, a noble work by Jacopo Sinsovino,
with its beautiful courtyard, inclosing a statue
fountain, by Francesco Penso. The building was
commenced in 1532, and has rightly been
described as a noble specimen of its time. A
sheet is devoted to its detail drawn in outline to
scale.

NEW BtrSIXESS rHEMISES, DtTRBAJ.", NATAL, FOR
MESSRS. HARVEY .VND GREENACEE.

The illustration shows the West-street or prin-
cipal front of Messrs. Harvey, Greenacre, and

Thomas Corrat, 1608.

Co.'s business premises in Durban, Natal. The
site occupied by the building has U7ft. frontage
to West and Smith streets, and 30oft. frontage to

an adjoining lane, covering over an acre of ground
in one of the most valuable parts of the town.
The premises are used for the wholesale and retail

business of the proprietors, one of the largest of
its class in South Africa. The reconstruction of
the buildings has spread over a petiod of almost
four years, and has been carried out according to

the designs of and under the direction of Mr. W.
E. Robarts, architect, Durban. We give a smcdl
view of the original store used by the same firm
on the same site as erected in 1S5S. The front
towards West-street, shown in our plate illus-

tration, contains the principal branches of the
retail business. The building is fitted with electric

light, hydraulic lifts for passengers and goods,
cash railways, and sprinklers for protection from
fire—the tank for the sprinklers being placed in
the upper part of the roof of the comer tower.

aCEEX INN, OLDHAM.

Tins building, which has been recently erected
in Huddersfield-road, replaces an old beerhouse
which stood on the same site. The walls are

faced with AccriDgton bricks, relieved with stone
and terracotta dressings, the front wall up to

base-course being tiled, and the parapet being
entirely of worked masonry. Spacious cellars

are provided extending under the whole of the
premises, with ground floor throughout consisting

of steel joists and concrete, with surface tiled in

kitchen, taproom, vestibule, lobbies, &c., bar-

parlour being finished in wood block. Walls of

vestibule and lobbies have tiled dado, and kitchen
glazed-brick dado. The inside joiner's work is of

canary wood stained and varnished, ceilings of

parlour and bar are of varnished pitchpine. The
lead lights, which are of a very effective

character, were supplied by Mr. George Wragge,
Salford. The whole of the building contract has

been executed by Mr. J. W. Kent, Koyton, under
the superintendence of Charles T. 'Taylor,

A.R.I.B.A., Clegg-street, Oldham.

nOOI) INTENT, OLDHAM.

These premises, erected in Lees-road, also replace

an old beerhouse. The walls are faced with
Accrington bricks, finished entirely with red

terracotta dressings supplied by Mr. J. C.

Edwards, Ruabon, the roof being covered with
red tUes by the same maker. The internal finish

of the premises is very much similar to the last-

named tivern. The whole ot the contract has

been executed by Messrs. J. D. Blunn, builders,

Oldham, under the superintendence of Charles T.
Taylor, A.R.I.B.A., Clegg-street, Oldham.

the cocxtry' hovse and ITS environment:
MONTACUTE AND BLICKLLXG HALLS.

(See article on p. 292.)

CHIPS.
The S3c\ety for the Preservation of Pictorial

Records of Ancient Worki of Art, which has already
given nine or ten interesting pictures to the Bir-
mingham Corporation Maseum and Art GiUeiy,
has just presented to that gallery a water-colour
drawing of S^nlis Cathedral, a pinel about Sift, by
by Uft., by T. M; Rooke, A.R.W.S.

Mr. Lr. F. Metzger, of B»th, wap. at the last

meeting of the Manchester City Council, appointed
chief electricil engineer at a salary of £S00 a year.

Same well-known artists and lovers of art are
endeavouring to raise a fund for the purpose of
finishing Alfred Stevens' monum!nt to Wellington
in St. Paul's Cithedral by the addition of the
crowning feature, the equestria n statue as originally
desigued by Stevens,

The Marthyr Urban Distriet C iuncil have received
a letter from the Local Government Board sanction-
ing the borrowing of £1.5,000 for the erection of a
block of houses under the Housing of the Working
Classes Act.

The foundation-stone of the Davonport Corpora-
tion Electricity Works, in course of erection in
Newport-street, Stonehouse, was laid oa Friday.
The site occupies an acre, and Wis purchased from
Lord Mount Edgcumbe for £15,000 ; the buildings
themselves will cost £69,000. Mr. C. Famess is

the engineer, and Mr. A. N. Coles the contractor.

Recently at a public auction sale at Liverpool
Messrs. Alfred D obeli and Co., timber brokers, sold

on behalf of Messrs. Rider and Piimock a log of

mahogany from Sissangra, West Africa, weighing
'2i tons, which realised 9s. 6d. per foot, or a total

sum of £534. This is a record pried for mahogany
from that district.
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BUSINESS PREMISES, DUEBAN.—THE OLD PREMISES IN 1858.

PBOFESSIONAI. AND TRADB
SOOIETIES.

ARCniTECTlIlAL AsSI ICIATIOX 01' IRELAND.
On the 21at iilt. Mr. George Coffey lectured on
"Optical Refinements in Classic and Mediaeval
Architecture." Examples were shown from the

Parthenon of the Greeks, from Pisa and Sienna
Cathedrals the most beautiful specimens of Italian

and Romanesque and 11th-century work, and,

among many other examples, some arcading from
Cormac's Chapel at Cashel, where the same
peculiar inaccuracies occur ; and Mr. Coifey

stated his intention of going down to Cashel with
M'Carthy, the city architect, to unravel more of

these reflnementa. On March 5 Mr. .John Good
will read a paper on '

' Some Aspects of the Labour
(J'lestion."

Edini!vu<;h ARcniTECTVRAL Association.—
The members of this Association visited St.

Oswald's Church and Llruntsfield House on
Saturday. At the former they were conducted
over the building by Mr. Henry I'. Kerr,

A.R.I. B..A., president of the -Association and
architect for the church, the cost of which, in-

cluding all furnishings and furniture, amounted
to 17,481. By kind permission of Sir George
WaJrrender, Bart., Brunfstield House was next
visited, Mr. J. X. Baillie acting as leader.

Jlentiou was made of the various families who
have successively owned the estate since Richard
Broun—its first recorded owner—who sold it to

Sir -Man de Lawedre in 138J, from which time it

remained linked with Hatton till the Landers
parted with it to John Fairlie, a descendant of

whom sold it to the George Warrendor, who was
afterwards Provost of Edinburgh under three
Sovereigns, and created a baronet in 1715. In
viewing the mansion-house, the features of the
plan and the exterior were dwelt upon, and ap-
preciation was expressed of the fact that, although
additions have from time to time been made, the
oldest part of the existing house still clearly dis-

plays the architectural characterL-itics of its

period, and is still inhabited by its owners.

The Glasgow anu West op Scotland Tech-
nical CoLLEOE Architectvral Ckaitsmen's
Society.—-At the usual meeting of the society,

held on Friday, Feb. 23, Mr. .lohn G. Uunn
read his paper on the " Practice of Chimney-
Stalk and I'jiler Building." To insure the

stability of a stalk, he said, foundations must bo
built with best Portland cement, with footings
projecting the thickness of the wall, or inverted
arches used. The stalk should have a scjuare

base, a batter of ,in. to the foot, with hoop-iron

horizontal ties. The brick courses should be at

right angles to the batter, and no port-holes cut

after the stalk had taken its bearings. Further
remarks were made on the subject of efficiency of

draught and architectural treatment, and then
the lecturer passed on to the consideration of

boiler-setting, explaining carefully the various

types of dues, boilers, and fuel economisers, the

entire paper being of a most practical nature.

Nottingham Master Builders' Association.

—The yearly dinner of the members of the

Nottingham JIaster Builders' Association took

place on Feb. 22. Mr. H. Vickfrs, the presi-

dent, occupied the chair, and Mr. F. H. Fish the

vice-chair. Mr. J. F. Price proposed "The
Mayor and Corporation," and coupled the toast

with the names of the sheriff {Dr. Brown Sim),

and Councillor J. "Wright, both of whom re-

sponded. In submitting " Success to the Notting-
ham Builders' Asssciation," Mr. J. W. Woodsend
remarked that the association had had a fair

amount of success, but they would all like it to

have more. The toast was acknowledged by Mr.
F. H. Fish, who said the builders were never in

a better form for dealing with the men, and the

relations between employers and employed were
never better. Up to the end of last year they

were very much troubled with the plastering

section of the trade, hut through the instru-

mentality of that association, which formed a

company to deal with the matter, they were
enabled to get a very good settlement with the

men. Mr. James Wright gave the toast of the
" National Federation and Kindred Associa-

tions," coupled with the name of Mr. A.
Chambers, president, and that of Mr. J. B.
AUiot, who both responded. Mr. J. H. Vickers

proposed " The A'isitors," Mr. John SuUey
replying. The health of " The Chairman " was
submitted by Mr. W. Edgar, and duly re-

sponded to.

1
The Society oi' Architects. — The fourth

ordiuary meeting of the Society of Architects, for

the session 1900-1901, was held at St. James'
Hall, Piccadilly, W.jOnThursday, February 21 st..

and was largely attended. Mr. Ellis Marsland
(hon. sec.) occupied the chair, in the unavoidable
absence of the president, Jlr. Walter Emden.
The following gentlemen were duly elected by
ballot : —As a member, K. L. Llewellyn, t.'i,

London-road, Sevenoaks, Kent ; as students

:

B. C. E. Bayley, Elm Cottage, Jlitcham, Surrey ;

E. Eamshaw, 31, Castle-street, Southport ; J. A.
Hallam, l.'i, St. Mark's-crescent, N.W. ; A. F.

Jenner, Toorak, New Maiden, Surrey. Mr.

G. A. T. Middleton, A.R.I.B.A. (member of]

Council), then read a paper on " Engli.jh Archi-

tecture of the Nineteenth Century." The paper, (

which was illustrated by a number of lantern-

1

slides, was published in our last issue, p.p. 254 -&.

A discussion followed, in which Mr. William
|

Cooper, hon. corres. secretary, Mr. J. Williams]

Dunford, and the chairman took part, and a|

hearty vote of thanks was accorded the lecturer^
|

who replied to the points raised.

CHIPS.

The EUerbeck Hospital, Workington, is being-''

warmed and ventilated by means of Shetland's

patent Manchester grates, the same being supplied

by Messrs. E. H. Shorland and Brother, of Man-
chester.

Some indignation has been caused in Richmond
by the proceedings of H.M. Offije of Works, who
felled, on Tuesday, every alternate tree in the long

row of limes on the west side of Richmond Green,

immediately opposite the Old Palace. The tree-

trunks are about 18in. in diameter, and they stood

eleven yards apart, thus giving a continuous line of

shade on that side of the Green, but every other

one has now been removed.

In the Court of Arches, on Tuesday, Sir Arthur

Charles, Daan of Arch is, sat to hear an appeal from

a judgment of Dr. Tristram, Chancellor of the

Diocese of London, refusing to grant a faculty for

the erection in St. Anselm's Church, Pinner, of a

wooden screen containing life-size figures of the

Saviour on the Cross, the Virgin Mary, and St.

John, and estimated to cost £450. After hearing

arguments in support of the appeal, his lordship

reserved judgment.

The Sunday opening of the Victoria and Albert

Museum, South Kentiogton, the Branch Museum
at Bethnal Green, and the Geological Museum,
Jermyn- street, will be, until further notice, from

two to five p.m.

The mayor of Hampstead, Sir Henry Hatbea,

opened on Thursday in last week a new branch

library at West Hampstead, erected from designs

of Mr. C. H. Lowe, the borough surveyor. The

new building, including the site, has cost about

£3,500. The number of free public libraries under

the control of the Hampstead Borough Council is

now five, including the Central L'brary, which was

erected at the expense of Sir Henry Ilarben.

The death is announced by cable from Sydney,

New South Wales, of Mr. Philip Walter Lenthall,

architect, of that city, at the early age of 33 years.

Mr. Lsnthall, who died on Saturday last, the 2ord

inst., was the second son of Mr, Walter Ellison

Lantball.
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"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.

iRA'.viNC* Received. — " Perseveranzo," *' Primu?,"
Absque Lahore Nihil."

FK.I.B A. We are mtending at an early date to

iUuEtnte tbe premiated designs for the Swansea
Baibuur Offices, vhen perhaps you will be able to see

why you were "out of it this lime'* with the ninety

thtr unfiuccestful competitors.)

Ontsponbtnct.

AKCHITECTS' ILLICIT COMMISSIONS,

ib the Editor of the Building News.

Siu,—In your coming issue of to-day, you will

Drobably report the case of an architect suing a

inn of ironmongers for a certain amount. In

ihe course of the evidence it was alleged that

such architect has been in the habit of taking

from such firm " 10 per cent, commission on all

business which he brought them in his capacity

as architect," and that he jus'.iEed such practice

as usual and proper. As an architect of long expe-

rience, I dfjiy that such practice is either usual or

prop<>r. .^^11 architects of any standing look upon
it as improper, and, in my own case, if a builder,

merchant, cr manufacturer says " I will allow

you snch-and-such commission," I say " If you
can afford me such commission, you can allow

my client the same, and you must reduce your
accoant or estimate by that amount, as I don't

take illicit commissions." I think the e\'idence

in this case is very unfair to architects, as the

public may think that we are all alike in taking

illicit commissions, and I hope the professional

papers will take the subject up. There is no
doubt that a client can recover from his architect

the amount of any illicit commission taken by
him, and everyone knows that if Lord Kussell of

Killowen had lived a little longer, he would have
got his Bill passed making such illicit com-
missions criminal both on the part of giver and
r. f oiver.— I am, \c.,

Islington, Feb. 21. Ax Architect.

THE NATIONAL SILVER MEUAL
DESIGNS FOR CHTRCH FURNITURE.
.Sin,—We always and instinctively look with

kindly eyes at the hanuiwork of amateurs, and
more especially so when the latter happen to be
ladies. But, although we possibly tell every
young married mother we meet that her par-
ticular baby is the handsomest we ever saw, it is

well at times to be passingly honest with the sex.

Permit me, therefore, to point out that, at a
glance, the double sheet of illustrations you
favour us with this week of these particular prize
drawings are disappointing in the extreme. Vou
somewhat facetiously remark the designs are the
sort of thing that find " favour with the Board of

Education." If this assumption be correct, we
ought to be very sorry for the precious Board in

question. It is, albeit, a most humiliating ad-
mission. Surely dear old James Kellawaj' Colling,
in his "Art Foliage for Decoration and Orna-
mentation," published in the middle "sixties,"
has been the unconscious motif for nearly all the
suggested carved detail which appear* to occupy
BO prominent a part in the drawings ': As for the
stalls (therf is no front shown—can it really be
assumed that the feeble elevation of the prayer-
desk gives that:)—in the only place where a
section is given, the perfectly fiat, low seat,
with a tall, sloping back, would represent to the
smallest choir boy discomfort unspeakable. The
scantiness of thickness in the stuff shown in the
prayer-desk is evidently intended to be repeated
in the standards. This suggests, at best, the
board-school fiauiture type, such as one some-
times sees prominently displayed in a shop-
window in the Strand.
No ecclesiastical tailor, who measures his

clerical client for a pair of inexpressibles, and
presently afterwards as deftly measures his
customer's church for an altar, and who might
alao aspire to an illustrated catalogue, would
think of purloining the design shown for a
pulpit
As one gazaa upon these sketches, my mind's

eye recalls the picture where Mr. llirry Furniss
and myself happened to be co-judges at an exhi-
bition of amateur woodcarving, holden at a
fashionable watering-place. At the particular
show in question, we mutually decided that as
everything in that Ime was so particularly bad,
we would award all the competitors first-class
prizes—and so we did.

If .Sir W. B. Richmond, K.A., and Messrs.

Walter Crane and Seymour Lucas, R..\., have
no more wholesome ideas upon architectural

detaU than is surmised by their pronounced
approval of the drawings in question, then, for

the credit of Eoglish architecture c;enerally, and
for the protection of the church -loving com-
munity in particular, the sooner such R A.'s and
birds of prey leave these things to skilled

judges the better.

In common, I am sure, with every other reader

possessing a practised eye, I distinctly deny that

these designs, viewed from any possible light

whatever, can be fairly designated as a " work-
manlike set of drawings " '.—I am, &o.,

Exeter, Feb. 26. H.^kry Hems.

In;terc0mmtttticatian;.

QUESTIOXS.
[llfiS''.]—Classic Gables and Pediments.—

Would any of your correspondents give their experience

of tbe cost modem constructioa of pedimented Classic

gables, where same overhang, and are supported by
columns, sav. 10ft. from centre to centre, columns '2ft. 3in.

at top. spandrtrl being on faci of column (as sketch). Is

anv special iron construction requirei to support the
soffit or prevent the pediment from going outwards 7 In
other words, to form a counterpoise or tie ? Slany pedi-
ments, as in St. Paul's Cathedral, appear to have iron ties

inserted 'probably recently) for this purpose. Any hints
as to the construction of pediments would oblige.—
A Rkgcl.vp. Sn;-;cRiiiEa.

[11&59.]—West "Walton.—Will any reader kindly
state some subjects worth measuring or sketching in and
about West Walton. Norfolk ! The tour will last about
ten days. —STroEST.

[11603.1—Tombstone.—Will someoneof long experi-
ence kindly tell me whit wjuld be the best stone to use
for a recumbent tombstone in South of England (Wilts) ?

The design is quite simple, with mouldings, but hardly
any carving, and I am anxious to have a stone of good
appearance which will stand the weather thoroughly well.
—Memorial.

[11691.]—Diaphanle*-—Can any reader inform me
where the above substitute for stained glass can be
obtained ' It used to be manufactured by Messrs.
Altertoaand Ci.^ of Loadon and Liipzic.—W. G. L.

hill stone spoken of so disparagingly by Mr. Hems haa
been u8»rd in New York in the Consolidated Stock Ex-
change, the Qallatin National Bink, the Astor Building,
Pine-street, and several others; but I am no advocate for
the use of flne-graioed red sand'stones in expowd posi-
tions in any climate like ours. I do not need Mr. Hems's
assurance as to the marbles quarried in the States, being
fairly well acquainted with them : but will he t«ll me
where in the States any decorative onyx marble is raised
at all equal to the Travertine brought from Teoalli in the
State of Puebla, Mexico .' Onyx, I may say, is not u»d
for decorative purposes in any building, and the orna-
mental stones BO called are only marble. How has Mr.
Hems ascertained that terracotta " will absolutely last
forever**; His statement cannot be baaei on the per-
sonal experienc? of himself or any of his frienls. What
a loss to London that the engineer of the Thames Etn-
bankment did not use terracotta in facing the retaining
wall along the river front ! —W. E. M.

[11683.1 -Oil Putty for Slates.—The slates would
absorb oil from oil-putty. To prevent this, the slates

should have been painted with oil-paint wherever the
putty was applied. It is most unusual to bed roof-slates
in oil-putty. Slates nailed through the shoulders are
more securely fixed than if nailed through the heads.
Rendering, pointing, or, as it is sometimes called, ** torch-
ing," with haired mortar inside the slating, will steady
the slates and keep wet cut. When slates or tiles are
bedded in mortar or ceoaent. it is absolutely necessary
that a pat only of the cement be laid under the centre of
each, and in no case must it reach th? edges or tails of

the slates, for if it does the slatiog will tike in wet. In
large slates ("tons") I have had to put a brass screw
throi^h the tail of each to the slating batten underneath,
and in some cases copper bars along the whole length of

the bottom rows of slate T A good '" bell cast " will close

the lower comers of slates on each other, and thus pre-
vent stripping. The ordinary tilting fillet affords a most
ineUi'aent protection in this respect, for it seldom rises

more than an inch above the plane of the slating b itteos.

—W. E. M.

[11684.]—Bonding of Stone Columns to B rick-
work.-In reply to "W. E. M.," to whom mj- thanks
are due, the title of the question was, I thought, suffi-

ciently clear that the columns had to be connected or
bonded to a brick wall. The dangler mentioned by
"W. E. M." I have anticipated. I simply wanted to

know of the best plan of connecting or bonding the stone.

which I intend to be in short heights to the courses of
brickwork. I thought of using copper dowels or ties at

intervals. " W. E. M." does not give any definite form
of tie. My object is to elicit information as to how stone

is usually connected tO brickwork ; but I have not over-

looked the further question of how it ought to be con-
nected, as my correspondent has pointed out.—Yoc:JCr

Abcuitect.

[11657.]—Hornbeam,.—Is of genus Carpiaua betului
or (C. betula) indigenous British tree, thriving well in

poor soil, and attains height of 40 to 50fC and circum-
ference of 30 to 4'.in. ; wood white in colour, close in
grain, hard, tough, and of moderate weight; pores
minute ; medullary rays plainly marked ; no sap or
alburnum : worked up with great advantage for many
purposes : useful in husbandry ; agricultural implements
made of sound healthy wood, wear well, as it stands
exposure without much effect, &:c. Sometimea in the W.
States called ironwood; also blue and water beech.—
Regent's Park.

[116^7.]—Hornbeam.—This is a kind of hazel ; the
wood is white, tough, and stringy. The foliage is like

that of the beech; hence it is much used for hedges
closely clipped. French hornbeam is importel in logs
averaging about 20ft. cube each. They ran from 14ft. to

33ft. long, and square from 8jin. to llMn. They are sold
wholesale by Customs String Measure at about Is. per
cubefoot.-W. E. M.

REPLIES.
[11677.]—Stone for Window-Sills.—I have found

that if Portland stone is too expensive, or not procurable,
that Purbeck or Swanage stone will suit. I have used
this stone tooled for window-sills iu some situations. I
do not think white marble would stand the acids and
moist smoke-laden atmosphere of some towns - notably
London. I should recommend in preference the hard
quality of Killer's Hopton-Wood stone, which is very
durable and hard, or some good artificial stone. The
latter has been largely used for dwellings for the working
classes in London, and is very durable, hard, and quite
impermeable to moisttire.—G. H. G.

[11677.] -Stone for Window-SUIs.-It may inter-

est Mr. Hems to know that the leading authority in

building stones in the United States has frequently, over
his fnil signature, made the same statement, with refer-

ence to the States marbles that I have made, and it has
never yet been contradicted. That I should repeat it over
my full signature in theiStates.or anywhere else, is there-
fore superfiuous. The American Consul at Leghorn may
know something about building stone, or he may not. In
either case, as I do not take my geology from Consular
reports, his statistics have no interest for me. Whatever
rent the Carrara quarry owners may pay for their
quarries, they know how to charge for selected blocks, as
XJnited States sculptors and others have to pay them from
12s. to 188. per cube foot for such blocks in the quarry.
This is, I think, rather more than they would pay for the
home-quarried article, so that I am safe in saying the
Italian marble is not imp<:)rted on economical grounds, as
Mr. Hems a.*^serts. Currara marble has a waxy, semi-
translucent surface when polished, totally unlike the dead
white of the be.-tt XTnited States marble quarried iu Ver-
mont : hence its greater value for ornamental work. I did
not say that white marble would stand for fifty years in
an exposed place in this country— in fact, I should be
sorry to guarantee it for half that tira?. I have pulled
down some thousands of feet of Portland stone used in
London buildings from 35 to 20O years old, and amongst
the ruins were blocks of good weather stone, and some
that were not worth carriage off the site. The red Coree-

MEETINQS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
Saturday (to -morrow). — Edinburgh Architectural

Association. Visit to Glasgow Inter-
national Exhibition Buildings. Leader,
Mr. James Miller, I.A., architect, Glas-
gow. 1.5 p.m train from Princes-street
(Caledonian) Station.

MosDAT.— Society of Arts. "The Bearings of Geometry
on the Chemistry of Fermentation,"
Cantor Lecture No. 4, by W. J. Pope.
8 p.m.
Society of Engineers. *' Details of

Drainage Construction," by Gerald J. G.
Jensen. 7.30 p.m.
Liverpool Architectural Society.

'
' Architectiiral Treatment of Stone-
work," by Beresford Pite.

Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural
Society, "Logical Building and its In-
fiueuce on Design," by Geoffrey Lucas.
8 p.m.

Tuesday.— Society of Arts, "Early Playing Cards and
their Decoration," by Richard Steele.

8 p.m.
Architectural Association of Ireland.

'The Labour Question in the Building
Industry," by John Good. Grosvenor
Hotel, Dublin. 8 p.m.

Wedsesday.—T-Square Club Concert. Ladies' Night.
Covent Garden Theatre. 8 p.m.

Society of Arts. "Modern Artillery,"

by Lieut. A. Trevor Dawson, R.N. 8 p.m.

Thursday.— Carpenters' Hall Free Lectures. "Cele-
brated Ancient Buildings," by Joha
Slate, B.A., F.R.I.B.A. 8 p.m.

Civiland Mechanical Engineers'Society.
"Authoritative Ftules for Unit-Stresses

in Railway Girders," by James R. Bell,

M.I.C.E. 8 p.m.

FaiDAY.—Birmingham Architectural Association. ".Some
Thoughts on Planning,'* by Arthur T.
Bolton. 6.45 p.m.
Glasgow Architectural Craftsmen's

Society. " The Decay of Building Ma-
terials,'* by James Lochhead. 8 p.m.
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OBur ^f&tt CaMt
Step by step, and more rapidly than could have

teen expected, in a county so comparatively poor
and 80 largely Xonconformist in tendencies as

Cornwall, the late Jlr. John L. Pearson's noble
conception of a cathedral church for Truro is

assuming complete realisation in stone. The
choir and transepts, the foundation-stone of which
was laid in Slay, 1880, by our present Iving, have
long been completed and used for service ; the

nave is now being added under the direction of

Mr. Frank L. Pearson, and from the plans of his

distinguished father, the whole of the necessary

funds having been subscribed by Christmas last,

and now the proposal launched last week
to erect the central tower as a memorial to

Queen Victoria has happily been rendered abortive

by the action of an anonymous donor—probably

the same one as that to whom the build-

ing fund is already largely indebted—who has

written this week to Dr. Gott, the Bishop,

offering, for the purpose of the completion, the

noble sum of £10,00(1, the entire estimated cost.

There now remain to be provided the twin
western towers, the cloisters and chapter-house,

and the internal fittings for the nave to complete

the magnificent scheme.

The London County Council lighted the Vic-

toria Embankment and Westminster Bridge with
electricity for the first time on Saturday night.

A generating station has been erected, from
designs by Mr. W. E. Kiley, superintending

architect to the Council, adjoining the Charing
Cross Railway Station. The plant, which has
been erected from plans by Sir A. R. Binnie,

chief engineer to the CouncU, includes four con-
tinuous-current dynamos, each with an output of

70 amperes given out at a pressure of about 500
volts. From the dynamos the current passes to

a main switchboard, whence it is distributed in

15 circuits to 67 parapet lamps, each of 1,000

candle-power, and to SO kerb lamps, each of 2,000
candle-power, the latter being placed alongf the
Embankment kerbs and on Westminster Bridge.
To enable some of the lights to be extinguished

at midnight, the lamps are alternately on inde-

pendent circuits. The installation cost ,t25,000.

The London County Council decided, on Tues-
day, to oppose the Metropolitan District Railway
and the British Westinghouse Electric Manu-
facturing Company's Bills, to spend £12,500 in

constructing a river embankment adjoining
Wandsworth Park, and to refuse its consent to

the construction of such tramway lines by the
London United Tramways Company as would be
within the county of London. An important
report was presented by the Housing of the
Working Classes Committee. It dealt with the
scheme for the development of Reid's Brewery
site. Leather-lane, Clerkenwell, on which accom-
modation would be provided for 2,614 persons;
the arrangement of the Totterdown Fields Estate,

Tooting, on which 8,532 persons would be housed;
and a new proposal to acquire a large estate at

Tottenham for the housing of 42,500 persons.

As the last recommendation of the committee
involved an expenditure of over £5,000, it stood
by standing orders adjourned for a week, but
the remainder of the report was adopted.

The falling of an upright of one of the
trilithons at Stonehenge is shortly to be investi-

gated by a special committee, which is being
appointed for the purpose of considering the
advisability of replacing, in an upright position,

the stone that recently fell, as well as that which
fell in 1798. The committee is to be composed
of members selected from the Wilts ArchiBo-
logical Society, the Society of Antiquaries of
London, and the Society for the Protection of

Ancient Monuments, joined by one or two local

well-known archirolojists. Sir Edmund Antro-
bus, the owner of Stonehenge and the surround-
ing down-land, has appointed his own architect,

who will superintend any works that are decided
upon ; but, fully appreciating the great archa>o-
logical interest and value of Stonehenge, Sir
Edmund Antrobus is prepared to accept any
scheme which the committee may suggest. The
committee will meet at an early date, and what-
ever plan is devised as to the restoration and
protection will be immediately carried out.

Sir ARCimiALn Geikie, Director General of
the Geological Survey, who retires at the end of
this month, will be succeeded by Mr. .T. J. Harris
Teall, president of the Geological Society and a

member of the Council of the Royal Society. He
was educated at St. .lohn's College, Cambridge,
obtaining a First Class in Natural Science in

1872, and afterwards the Sedgwick Prize Essay.
He was for some years a I'niversity Extension
lecturer. In 1888 he published a work on
"British Petrography," and was subsequently
appointed Petrologist to the Geological Survey,

a post which he has held to the present time.

He is also the author of a number of papers on
geological subjects.

In a paper read at the last meeting of the Royal
Society, Mr. F. C. Penrose dealt with the subject
of " The Orientation of Greek Temples." During
a tour in the spring of last year he had been able

to examine the sites of six temples, two in

Greece and four in Sicily ; three of which were
fresh cases. Of the latter, one—a very ancient
temple —was in the Isle of Delos, the orientation

of which agreed with the approximate date, 1530
B.C. The second was a temple recently excavated
at Selinus, in Sicily. Here the axis of the temple
differed by thirteen minutes from the position

which, if arranged for the summer solstice, it

should have occupied at the time when it was
founded ; but this might be explained by the fact

that, as the temple was low down in a valley, the
position of the rising sun could not be seen, and
an error might be made. The third temple, near
the theatre of Taormina, suggests that it was not
connected with that city, but with the more
ancient Xaxos, on the sea-coast, about SOOft.

below it. Work at the other sites enabled him
to obtain more accurate measurements, which
brought the actual results into closer conformity
with the hypothesis.

LATEST PRICES.
ISON, «o.

Per ton. Per ton.
to £6 10

„ 10

„ 9 15

„ 9 7 «

^rabt ^tbs.

WAOES UOVEMENTS.
The Steike in the Cement Teade —On Satur-

day the directors of the Associated Cement Mana-
factorers, owners of the large group of factories on
the Lower Medway, met representatives of the
nearly 500 men who are still out on strike against
the reorganisation of works scheme and revised
scales of pay. The meeting was at Frindsbury, and
the men demanded the continuance of the old terms
of employment, which, it was explained by the
employers, would be impossible under the altered

system of working the factories jointly. Tie repre-
sentatives of the men, however, were not prepared
to oiler other terms on which the strikers would
return to their work. After a consultation, the
directors announced that they would give the men
until Wednesday in the week to consider the matter,
with the intimation that if they then remained in

the same frame of mind as on this occasion there

would be a general lock-out, the kilns of all the
factories being shut down for six months,

Abeedeen.—The operative plasterers have re-

solved not to resume work under the new con-
ditions as to wages which the employers intimated
to them some time ago—<i- , a reduction of Id. per
hour, or 7jd. instead of Sid. per hour, which has
hitherto been paid. The men, at a meeting on
Siturday evening, unanimously reaffirmed a pre-
vious resolution to resist the reduction. By the
lock-out 140 men will be thrown idle. One firm,

not connected with the Employers' Association,

has decided to continue the present wage to their

hands.

KiEKCiLDT. — The local society of operative
masons have received intimation from the Masters'
Association that they intend to reduce the wages
from Sid. to 8d. per hour, commencing at the end
of May. The society unanimously agreed not to

accept the reduction, as they believed the state of

trade in the district did not warrant any such
reduction, seeing that one-halfpenny per hour had
been taken off the wages last year. The operative

j >iners also received notice of a reduction from Sd.

to TJd. per hour. They also have decided not to

accept the reduction. Notices have also been posted

at most of the buildings of a reduction of the brick-

layers' wages from 9Jd. to 9J. per hour.

BolIed-Iron Joists, Belgian £6
BoUed-Steel Joists, Kng^lisli 9
Wronght-Iron Girder Plates 9
Bar Iron, good Btafls 8 7 6
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20 „ 20

DcWeUh 6 15 „ 6 IT 8
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs T IT 8 „ 8 B

Beat Snedshill 13 „ 18 10
Angles 10a., Tees 208. per ton extra.

Bnilders* Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £6 168.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £15 lOa. Od. per ton*

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet lion—
No. 18 to 20. No.22to24.

8ft. to 8ft. long, inclualTe Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £12 5 ...£12 10

Best ditto 12 15 ... 13
Per ton. Pet ton.

Catt-Iron Columns £9 to £9 10

Cast-iron Stanchions 9 0,, 9 10

Eolled-Iron Fencing Wire 10 5 „ 10 10

EoUed-Bteel Fencing Wire 8 6 0,, 8 15

„ „ „ Galvanised. 12 „ 13
rjaat-Iron Sash Weights 7 B „ 8
Cat Clasp Nails, Sin. to 6in 12 „ 13

Cut Floor Brads 1115 „ 12 15

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)-
to T 8 9 10 11 12 18 14 16 B.W.G.
11/- 11/6 119 12/8 12 9 13/6 14/3 15/- 16/- POT OWt.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £6 17 6 to £7 S

4in. to6in 6 15 „ 7

7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 6 15 „ 7
[Coated with composition, 28. 6d. per ton extra; tamed

and bored joints, &b. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Fer ton.

Cold Blast, Lilleshall lOSs. to llOs.

Hot Blast, ditto 578. 6d. to 62s. 6d.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standard
Lists f,o.b. :

—

Gas-Tubes 60 p.a.

Water-Tubes 55 „
Steam-Tubes 50 „
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 47} „
Galvanised Water-Tubes 45 „
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 40 „

lOcwt. casks. 5owt. caaki.

Per ton. Per ton.

Zinc, English (London mill) £25 to £25 10

Do., Vieille Montagne 26 „ 26 15

Sheet Lead, 81b. per sq. ft. super. 21 „ 22
Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs 20 „ 21

Lead Shot .in 281b .bags 23 „ 24

Copper Sheets, sheathing and rods 89 „ 90

Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 75 „ 75 6

Tin, Sti-aits 122 „ 122 5

Do., EngUsh Ingots 126 „ 127

Spelter, Silesian 17 10 „ 17 12 S

TIUBEB.
Teak, Burmah per load £10 10 to £18 5

Mr. H. H. Liw, lone of the Local Government
Board's inspectors, held an inquiry at Prescot, on
Fiiday, into an application by the Preaoot District

Council for the confirmation of a scheme of im-
provement under the Housing of the Working
Classes Act, 1890.

Bournemouth Town Couocil, through the
generosity of Mr. J. E. Cooper Dean, the ground
landlord, are about to construct a grand marine
drive and promenade on the West Cliff, also a
pleasure and recreation ground, the total cost being
about £10,000.

,. Bangkok..
Quebec Pme, yellow i,

„ Oak „
„ Birch „
„ Elm I

„ Ash ,*

Dantsic and Memel Oak „
Fir 1.

Wainscot, Riga p. log ... „
Lath, Dantsic, p.f „

St. Petersbiurg , --

Gieenheart „ ... 7 16

Box 7
Sequoia, U.S.A per cube foot

Midiogany, Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick

10
4 5
3 6
2 16
4 17 6
3 5
3
3
2
4

16 6
5
4 12

6 15
5 15

3 12
4 12
4 2

3 6
6 IS

8 10
8

Honduras ... „ ...

„ Mexican
,, African „ ...

Cedar, Cuba , ...

,, Honduras , ...

Satinwood. , .m

Walnut, Italian „ ...

American (logs)

1 8

8
6
4
S:

3

Si

10

2

IS

8
7>

o4

3i

1 »

o?i
4 '

„ American tiogsj u i o „ ^ ' -

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120—lift, by IJin.

by llin. ;

—

Quebec, Pine, let £25 to £30

„ 2nd 17 10 „ 21

8rd 12 „ 14

Canada Spruce, 1st U 10 „ 14 10

2nd and 3rd 9 10 „ 10

New Brunswick 8 10 „ II W
Riga 8 10 „ 10 8

St. Petersburg 11 „ 18 10

Swedish 12 „ 21 C

Finland H 10 „ 12 10

White Sea 13 „ 22 10

Battens, all sorts BOO,, 12

Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :

—

Ist prepared £0 12 6

2nd ditto 11 6

Other qualities 7

Staves, per standard M :

—

U.S. ditto £37 10

Memel, cr. pipe 220

Memel, brack 190
OlliS.

Linseed per tun £22 to £23 10

£0 19

14 6

13 8

£46
2.30

2U0

Rapeseed, English pale... ,, ... 2(i

Do., brown „ ... 24 15

Cottonseed, refined „ ... I'.' 10 „
Olive, Spanish „ ... 35 „
Seal, pale n ... 25 15 „
Cocoanut, Cochin 20 15 h
Do., Ceylon i ... 25 15 „
Palm, Lagos „ ... ^^22"
Oleine •> ..• 17 6 „
Lubricating U.8 per gal. 7 0,,
Petroleum, refined „ ... 6} „
Tar, Stockholm perbarrel 16 0,,
Do., Archangel „ ••• " '? S "
Turpentine, American... per tun 87 h

26 10

29 5

S
6
8
0^
«

6 a
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CHIPS.
The town council of Aberdeen have adopted plans

fnt a new electrical station to be buQt at Dae
\'mage at an eitimated cost of £23,000.

The fine RDmin pavement recently discovered on
the ontekirts of Dorchester has been transferred by
Italian workmen to the Dorset County Museum,
and now covers a large part of the floor of that in-

stitution. The cost has been covered by sub-

scriptions. The pavement was given to the Museum
by Mr. Alfred Pope, of Dorchester.

H.M. Office of Works have purchased the pro-

perty in Birkenhead embraced in the area bounded
on one side by Oliver-street, on the other by Bick
Oliver-street, and at each end by the Hiymarket
and Argyle-street respectively, for the purpose of

constructing upon the site a new general post-office

for the borough.

The urban district council of Kettering have
decided to adopt a scheme of electric lighting,

which is also to embrace the question of a refuse

destructor and possibly the question of public baths
also. The tot^ expense is estimated at between
£30,000 and £-40.000.

Mr. J. R. Davidson, of West Ham, F.., has been
appointed one of the surveyors and sanitary in-

spectors to the Taunton I! oral District Council, the

office being vacant through the resignation of Mr.
J. J. Goode, who had accepted a similar position at

Langport. There were 97 applicants.

Mr. C. D. Taite, the Siuthport borough electrical

engineer, having accepted a similar, but more im-
portant, post at Salford, the 8outhport electricity

committee have recommended the appointment of

Mr. Downe, second in charge at the Liverpool

electricity woiki, at a commencing salary of £iM.

PILKINGTON & CO,
(EsTiBLISHKD 1S38),

MONUKENT OHAUBEBS,
KINO WILLIAM STREET, LONDON, E.O.

iUiHiUrid Trndt Mark:

POLONCEflO ASPHALTE

Patent Asphalts and Pelt Roofing.
ACID-RESISTINa ASPHALTE.

WHITE SILICA PAVINa.

PYRIMONT 8EYSSEL ASPHALTE.

LIST OP COMPETITIONS OPEN.
Nottinffham—Sewerage Scheme for the Parishes of Colwick- _ „ . .. «..,»,..- t »r nr
oSfngandBuXwoyce C. J. 8peacer. CTerk. P.ibhc Offlces, Basford.Nottmjham ... Mar.25

KeifChlrV -Public Library. North-st. (limit £9.000 ; A.sses80r)... £50, £33, £20 W. H. Hopkinson, AM I.C E., Boro Eng
,
Towtt Hall, Keighley... Apnl30

Melton Constable -Mission Church (SOOpUces) The Eector, Melton Constable. Norfolk ^. —
Twquay-niuminated Clock-Tower on the Strand C. S. WoUen and S. BuUeid, Hon. Bees., 1, Lowcr-ter., Torquay ... —

LIST OP TENDERS OPEN.

stanhope—Town Hall
BlaiTROwiie -Alterations on Property, Harriet-row
Reeolven -Police Station
E«remont—Four Cottages
Catjnu -Cbapel
.\arington- Grand Stand, and Boarding-Round Cricket Field..
''aerau—Police Station
N'ewtyle— L'nited Free Church
Kirremont—Alterations to Rosewell Garth
Wallasey—Car-Sheds. &c.. Seaview-road
Famham—Council Otficefl. Fire Station, &c
Wicklow— Rooflcg, &c.. Pound House
Pontnewynydd—Board School (77.5 places)
Walla«ev—Extenpion of Engine-House
Erith. Kent — Cottjtges ^^S" and Superintendent's Lodge
Aberdare—Additions to Ebenezer Congregational Chapel
Leeds—Black Swan Licensed Premiaea.'.

Walsall—EnlaTRing Electricity Generating Station
Feliitstowe - Balmoral Hotel (2C0 rooms]
Wallasey— Engine and Pump House, Seaview-road
Frome— Separation Wards
Norwood. Yorks— Primitive Methodist Chapel
Wbiteh.iven—Chimney Shaft (ISOft. high)
Bawtry—Two Villas
Welwyn—Additional InOrmary Wards at Workhouse
Pendlebury- Inspector's Cottage and Store
Wootton Baasett - Passenger Station
Glasgow—Workshops, Rnchill Park
Stoke-on-Trent- Sliphouse, 5:c

Bradford— Generating Station. Valley-road
Halifax- Converting Thorpe Buildings into Bank
Worsley - Inspector's Cottage and Store
Bamaley—Boiler and Dynamo Houses at Workhouse
Llttlemore, Oxon—Passenger Station, &c
rtley—Detached Eesidencc
Plympton St. Mary—Vagrants' Wards at Workhouse
Howth— Fourteen Labourers' Cottagea
Bideford- Caretaker's Cottage at Reservoir
Huddersfleld— Six Dwelling-Houses
Aberdare—Additions to Abeiaman-Uchaf
.Sheffield-Lodge, 4:c.. Hillsborough Park
Gateshead- Business Premises, Eastbourne-avenue
Brymbo -Schoolroom, &c
Rhymney, Mon— Ninrteen Villas
Downpatrick - Rectory
Ulstou-on-Hill - Clubroora !'.!!..!...

Swindon— Stores, i:c.. Milton-road
Glasgow—Tiling at Pinkaton Power Station
Fishguard- Pchool BniMinga
Treorchy—Calvinistic Methodist Chapel *

''".".'.

Beckenham - Council Chamber. &c
Culham. Oxon— New Wing at Diocesan Training Colie^ie .....!!.

Gateshead- Victoria Junior School, Teams
Wainiinster-Technical Schools .'."....'..'.'.'."..".".'..'.'....'

Leigb-jn-8ea—Six ViUas and Five 'Terrace Houses ........!........

' iateahead - Kelvin-grove School
Amside- Cemetery Chapel ".!"".!!!!!!"!!"!!!

Dagenl.am. Essex—Djnamo-Hoofe at Small-Pox Hospital 1."!.

Busbey Park-National Physical Laboratory
Strabane- Fifteen Cottages "..",...'.*.'.'.'.'."'.'.'.'.'.',*.'.'.'.*.'.'.

Alperton, Harrow—Classroom ."*."!!."!.'."!!."!."!!!.'

Gloucester—Refuse Destructor !!.!"!"!."!!!!!!!!!!!!'.

Bristol - Superstructure of Avonbank Electricity Works ..".'
Stiabane— Fifteen Cottages
Bostall Heath. Plumstead- Cottage Homes "'"..^'"".

Camberwell, 8, E.— Infirmary Extension. Brun-swick-equare !!.!.

Meltham—Additions to Church Infants* Schools
Belfast -Additions to Willowfleld Parish Church !..!!!...!..
Manchnjter—Extending Retail Fish Market
Halifax—House. Greenroyd Ettite
Ballymacreely- Villa '..".'..[''."".

Highbury Vale. N.—Repairing Stonework of St! John's Church
Llaobradach-Hotel
Clesthoipes - School. Bursar-street... "!]!!!!!!.!!!!!!*!!!

Distington - Converting Museum into Houses \...'".\'".'.',',i.'!,

Edmonton, N.—Junior Mixed School, Raynham-road
Brentwood -School
Blairgowrie—Enlargement of ilanor Farmhouse, Marlee '.

Belper -Extension to Wards, A.-c.. Isolation Hospital
Feltham—Infant School, Cardinal Estate
Bolton-Enlargement of Head Post-Office ....!!!!!!."!';!!!
Clay Cruss - Six Pairs of Houses
Audenshaw-Wesleysn School, Hooley Hiil .!".."!!."!."!!!!!."!!!!

?r^t Yarmouth -Fishing Premises on South Denes
uliddleabrough -Alterations to Business Premises, Newport-rd.
bUfford, Essex-.SchooIa and Cottage Homes
^-.lay Cross—Dwelling-House
Leeds—Bnlargement of Crown Works! HarehiUs^road "!!"."

"

BITILDINQS.
Urban District Council

Glamorgan County Council

.

Bible Christian Trustees ....

Cricket aub
Glamorgan County Council

.

J. E. Syme
Urban District Council ..

Urban District Council ..

Urban District Council ..

Trevethin School Board.

.

Urban District Council .

.

Urban District Covmcil ..

Townsend and Longbottom....
Corporation
Hon. Douglas A. Tollemache .

Urban District Council
Guardians

Electricity Committee
John Howard
Guardians
Manchester Corp. Waterworks Com.
Great Western Railway Co
Corporation
W. Kirkham and Sons
Corporation
Commercial Banking Co
Manchester Corp. Waterworks Com.
Guardians
Great Western Railway Co

Guardians
North Dublin R D.C..
Town Council

Dr. Thomas Finney
Gen. Purposes and Parks Committee

School Board
Rhymney Building Co. .

Loyal Farmers' Pride Lodge, 1. 0.0.
Dr. B. H. Bale
Corporation
Managers

Urban District Council

.

School Board ...

Urban Council

.

School Board
Parish Council
West Ham Town Council

H.M Commissioners of Works .

Rural District Council
United Distiiot School Board...
Corporation
Electrical Committee
Rural District Council
Woolwich Union Guardians ....

St. Giles' Guardians

Select Vestry..
Corporation ,.

James Osborne..
Churchwardens

School Board .

School Board
Metropolitan Asylums Board

.

Joint Hospital District Committee.
School Board
H.M. Commissioners of Works

E. A.Baker

Stepney Union Guardians

AJrthurWMidgiey.'.".'....."!,

Jno. Thomson, Solicitor, Stanhope
Wm. Cameron, 30. Princes-street. Perth
W E. R. Allen, Deputy Clerk. County OfHcjs, Westgate-st.. Cardiff

Edmund Jackson. C.E.. Tangier Buildings, Whitehaven
Frank B. Smith. Architect, Port Talbot

James Darbyshire, Secretary. Acerington ..-

W. E. R. Allen. Deputy Clerk, County Offices, Westgate-st., Cardiff

J. Robertson. Estate Office, Newtyle
Edmund Jackson, C.E., Tangier Buildings, Whitehaven
J. H. Crowther, Engineer, Great Floit, near Birkenhead

Paxton Watson, Architect, 1, Adam-street, Adelphi

The Town Surveyor, Wicklow
Lansdowne and Griggs, Architects, Newport, Mon
J. H. Crowther, Engineer. Great Float, near Birkenhead

Charles H. Fry, Clerk, District Council Offices, High-street, Erith ..

Rev Grawvs Jones. Bryngafel. Trecynon. Aberdare
Thomas "SVinn and Son, Architects, 92, Albion-street, Leeds

A. Wyllie, Electrical Engineer, Wolverhampton-street. Walsall

Thos. Wm. Cotmau, Architect, Northgate-street, Ipswich

J. H. Crowther, Engineer, Great Float, near Bickenhead

J. Ac? Beynon, Architect, Nunney-road, Frome
J. Caleb Petcb. Architect, Bank Chambers. Scarborough
Thos. Brown. Town Clerk, Town Hall, Whitehaven
J. Howard. Bawtry, Yorks
J. T. Sworder, Clerk. Workhous;, Welwyn
The Secretary, Waterworks Office, Town Hall. Manchester
G. K. Mills, Secretary, Paddington Station, W
A. B. M'Donald. City Engineer, City Chambers, Glasgow
Scrivener and Sons. Architects, Hanley
Frederick Stevens, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Bradford
T. C. Hope and Son, Architects, 2). Bmk-street. Bradford

The Secretary, Waterworks Office. Town Hall, Manchester
Herbert Crawshaw, Architect, 13, Regent-street, Barnsley

G. K. Mills. Secretary, Paddington Station, W.
Barber Hopkinson & Co., .A.rchts., Craven Bank Chmbrs.. Keighley

F. A. Clark. Avcht., New Town Chambers, OldTown-st., Plymouth
John O'Neill, Clerk, North Brunswick-street, Dublin
W. B. Seldon. Town Clerk, Bideford
J. Berry, Architect. 9, (iieen-street, Hudderstield

J. Llewellin Smith. Architect, Aberdare
C. F. Wike, O.E., City Surveyor, Town Hall, Sheffield

L. H. Armour, Architect, 16, West-street, Gateshead,
Davies and Moss. Architects, 2, Temple-row, Wrexham
J. Llewellin Smith. .Architect, 60, High-street, Merthyr Tydfll

J. Alex. M'Connell, Secretary, Estate Office, Downpatrick
Henry Nouri-'h. Illston-on-the-Hill, BiUesdon. Leicestershire

R. J. Beswick. M S.A . Architect. 35. Regent-street, Swindon
John Young, General Manager, >^S. Renfleld-street, Glasgow
The Architect's Oflice. Doldremont, Lampeter
Roderick Morgan, 215, High-atreet. Treorchy
F. Stevens, Clerk, Beckenham
J. G. T. West, M.8.A., The Kuowl, Abingdon

,

•Thompsonand Dunn, .\rchitects, St. Nichola8'sBuilding3,Newcistle
W. H. Hardick, Architect, Warminster
Alfred J. Martin. A.R.I.B. A., 11, Prittlewell-sq . S)uthend-on-Sea
J. Landell Nicholson, Architect. 55, Northumberland-st., Newcastle
G. L. Hoggarth, Architect. 69, Highgate. Kendal
The Borough Engineer's Office. Town Hall, We'it Ham, E
The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W
J. E. Sharkie, Clerk, Strabine
Houston and Houston, Architects. 5, York Buildings, Adelphi, W.C.
Harry A Dancey. Architect. 26, Clarence-street, Gloucester
Henry Williamf, .\rchitect, 24, Clare-street, Bristol

J. E. Sharkie. Clerk. Stvabaoe
Church, Q'lick, and Whincop, Archts., William-street, Woolwich ...

Edwin T. Hall, F.R.I.B.A.. Architect. 57, Moorgate-strest, E.C. ...

John Kirk and Sons, Architects, Huddersfield
W. J. Fennell, M.B.I,A I., Scottish Provident Buildings. Belfast...
The City Surveyor's Office, Town Hall, Manchester
Walsh & Nicholas, Archts., Lanes & York Bank Chambers, Halifax.
W. J. Fennell, M.R I.AI., Scottish Provident Building!, Belfast...
The Vicarage. St. John's Church, Highbury Vale, N
Teather and Wilson, Archts, .Andrew's Buildings, Queen-st., Cardiff
F. W. Croft, Archt., Victoria Chambers, Yictoria-st., Gt. Grimsby..
Wm. Carmichael, Partoo, Whitehaven
H. W. Dobb. 61, London-wall, E.C
C. and W. Henman, .Vrchitects, 61. Cannon-street, E.C
Anderson, Chapman, and Co., Solicitors, Blairgowrie
Hunter and Woodhouse. Architects, Belper
W. Ralph Low, Architect, 10, Basioghall-street, EC
The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W
Ernest Osley, M.S. A., Architect, Clay Cross, Derbyshire
Burton and Percival, Archts., 150.V, 8tamford-st., Ashton-u-Lyne ..

George Waller, Architect, Middlegate-stre^t, Great Yarmouth
A. F. Newsorae, M.S.A , Architect, Albert-road, Middlesbrough ...

J. Rider Hunt, I'^l, Queen Victoria-street. E.C
Ernest Oxley, M.S. A., Architect, Clay Cross. Darbyshire
Albert E. Dixon, A.R.I.B.A., Architect, 5, Park-lane, L?9ds

Mar. 2
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BTTILDINOS—eontinued.

Middlesbroush—Additions to Villa, Loftos A. F. Newsome. M.S.A., Architect. Albert-road, Middleabrougrh ... —
Alton-DwelUng-House Ernest 0.iley, M.S. A., Architect, Clay Cross. Derbyshire —
Granlley-Entrance Lodge, Cottages, Laundry. &c Sir Christopher Furoess, M.P Bland and Bowo, Architects. Hirrogate _
Middlesbroogh—Alterations to Business Prenuses, Albert-road A. F. Newsome, M.S.A., Architect. Albert-road. Middlesbrough ... —
Easmgton— Scaling Board School Thos. A. Welford. Clerk, Scaling. Loftus, R.S.O _
Dovercouit—Restaurant and Private Hotel George Inward J. W. Start, F.S.I.. Architect. Colchester _
Leeds— Colliery Workshop Brooks and Pickup's Offices, Pontefract-lane. Leeds _
Middlesbrough -Semi-Detached Villas, Phillipsville Estate A. P. Newsome, M.S. A.. Architect. Alberl^road, Middlesbrough ... —
Sherbura-in-Elmet—House Miaa Clayton J. M. Fawcett and Son, Architects, 26, Albion-street, Leeds —
Colchester -Six Houses. Harsnett-road J. W. Start, F.S.I., Architect, Colchester —
Weybouine-on-.Sea—Weyboume Springs Hotel R. Carter, Architect, Cromer „., —
Stanley- Hotel, Front-street A. H. Higginbottom T. Ernest Croesling, Architect, Stanley, Durham —
Leeds—Alterations to Maeoni' Arms G. Fredk. Bowman, Architect, 6, Greek-street, Leeds —
Talybont-on-Vsk. Mon—Alterations to Benaiah Chapel J. Yorath, Maesmawr, Talybont, Men —
Harbledown—Two-Kiln Oast, Brotherhood Farm Prior of St. Nicholas Hospital W. J. Jennings, Architect, 4, St. Margaiet's-street, Canterbury —
Stalejbridge— Liberal Club, Mottram-road J. Eaton, Sons, and Cantrell, Architects, Ashton-imder-Lyne —
London. E.C.—Warehouse Block, Old-etreet Alex. Gordon, M.S.A., Architect, 107, Queen Victoria-street, E.C .. —
Hull- Rebuilding Wheat«heaf Hotel, Proepect-stwet Hall Brtwery Co Freeman. Son, & Qaskell, Archts., Albert Chambers, Carr-lane, Hall —
Gplisle—Hotel, Castle-lane Castiglione and Gibbings, 31, Lowther-street, Carlisle —
Newchurch, Lanes— Cottage Henry Cunliffe F. J. Hobaon, Architect, King-street, Rawtenstall —

.

South Hiendley—Two Cottages George Moxon, Architect, 213, Church-street, Barnsley —
York— Alterations to Branch Stores, Haxby-road York Equitable Indus. Soc., Ltd. ... Atbron and Beck, Architects, Doncaster —
Nottingham—Motor-Car Works, Canal-street

,
W. D. Pratt, Architect, Cauldon Chambers, Long-row, Nottingham —

Heath, Chesterfield—Cottages (79) Hardwick Colliery Co., Ltd W. M. Ashmore, Architect, New (iueen-street, Chesterfield —
Waterfoot—Enlargement, &c., St. James' School Rev. J. T. Munn, Vicarage, Waterfoot — ,-
Oulton—Coalhouse at Workhouse Mutford TTnion Guardians Alfred Clarke. Architect, 12S, London-road, Lowe.stoft — \Bedlinog—Cottage J. Radford, Gwyrthwynt. Bedlinog —

_i!
•*

York—Four Houses and Shop. Balmoral-terrace York Equitable Indus. Soc, Ltd. ... Athron and Beck, Architects, Doncaster
Mossley- Rebuilding St. George's Vicarage John Brooke, A.E.I.B A.. 18, Exchange-street, Manchester
Bury, Lanes—Shop and Offices. Fleet-street W. W. Ciompton Openshaw and Gill. Architects, 6. Fleet-street, Bury
Newcastle-on-Tjne-EebuUding Theatre Royal Joseph Carr, Secretary. 41, Mosley-strect. Newcastle-on-Trne
HoUinwood—Terracotta and Steel Work for New School Oldham School Board J. Hilton, Architect, 36, Clegg-street, Oldham .'.

ELEOTBIOAI. PLANT.
Boumemoiith—Electric Cars (42) Town Council F.W.Lacey, M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng.,Municipal Offices, Bournemouth Mar. »
Bournemouth- Dynamos, &c Corporation F.W. Licey, M.I C.E.. Boro' Eng., Municipal Otficea. Bournemouth „ i
Manchester— Electrical Equipment of S7 Cars Tramways Committee J. M. M'Elroy. Gen. Man., Tramways Dept., Town H., Manchester „ tLnton—Wiring Council-Chamber, Town Hall, Free Library, &c. Town Council The Borough Eogineer, Town Hall. Luton *
Egremont- Overhead Equipment for Tramways (10 miles) Urban District Council J. H. Crowther, Engineer, Great Float, near Birkenhead
Leeds-Underground Conductors Tramways Committee The City Engineer's OBice, Municipal Buildings. Leeds
Leeds -Trolley Wires and Attachments Tramways Committee The City Engineer's Office. Municipal Buildings. Leeds
Southampton- Cables, &c Corporation Kincaid, Waller, and Manville, 29, Great Georn>-8t., Westminster..
Glasgow- Elf ctric Wharf Crane (3 tons). Prince's Dock Clyde Navigation Trustees O. H. Baxter, Mechanical Engineer, 16, Eobertaon-st., Glasgow
Biay, Ireland- Plant for Electricity Works Urban District Council Robert Hammond, M.I.C.E., 64, Victoria-street, Westminster, S.W. „ „
Amsterdam— Electrical Plant, &c The Burgomaster The Direction of Printing Works, Achterburgwal 213, Amsterdam April 1

o. „ ., o. ENOINEEBINO.
Btafford- Steam Boiler Guardians W. Blackshaw. Borough Hall, Stafford Mar. t
Ea.>;t Dereham-Four Purifiers Urban District Council B. H. Vores, Clerk, East Dereham
Dunecht— Dyke Works (3,560 lineal yards) Davidson and Garden, 12, Dee-street, Aberdeen
Eomsey—Flushing Works at Workhouse Infirmary Guardians John Allsop, Clerk. The Abbey, Romsey
Lincoln-Deep Boring at Boultham Waterworks Committee P.Griffith, A.M.I.C.E., Eng., 54. Parliament-st., Westminster, S.W.
Wicklow - Six Timber Pile and Sheet Groynes Urban District Council John Pausing, Town Surveyor, Church-hill, Wicklow
Ranby, Horncastle—Wooden Bridle Bridge over River IBain Rural District Council W. H. Holmes, Surveyor, Homcastle, Linos
Kirkintilloch— Storage Reservoir on Corrie Bum Town Council Wm. R. Copland. C.B., 146, West Regent-street, Glasgow
Wallasey- Lancashire Boiler, i-c Urban District Council J. H. Crowther, Engineer, Great Float, near Birkenhead
Canickfergus- Extending Sea Wall and Roadway Urban District Council James Boyd, Clerk, Town Hall, Carrickfergus
Amble-Water Pipes, &o Urban District Council W. Gibson, Surveyor. 31, Queen-street, Amble
Portlaiid-Iieconstructing Viaduct Great Western Railway Co G. K. Mills, Secretary, Paddington Station, W
york—Steam Supply Guardians Penty and Penty. Architects, Lendal Chambers, York
Stockport— Condensers at Electricity Works Gas and Electricity Committee The Chairman, Gas Department, Portwood. Stockport
Rochdale -Laundry Engineering Works Baths Committee James Leach, Town Clerk. Town Hall, Rochdale
Nelson, Lanes-Livesey Washer Gas Committer A. Allan. Engineer. Gasworks Xelson
Manchester—Three Steel Lancashire Boilers Gas Committee C. Nickson.Supt.. Gas Department,Town Hall. Manchester „
JUmdon, S.W.-Fire and Watering-Engines and Gear The Director of Navy Contracts, Admiralty, Whitehall, S.W „ 7
Manchester-High-Pressure Hydraulic Lift, Poland-street Gas Committee C. Nickson, Supt., Gas Department. Town Hall, Manchester „ ,»
Hull-Steel Lancashire Boiler Corporation A. E. White, City Engineer, Town Hall, Hull „ mt
Tavistock-Girder Bridge over the Tavy Rural District Council John Northey, Surveyor, Lake, Lifton „ .S
Glasgow— Hot-water Heating. Poesilpark and Langside Depots Corporation John Young. General Manager, SS, Renfield-street, Glasgow ^m
Stopeley, Luton—Water-Supply Works Luton Rural District Council B.B.Franklin, Surveyor, 21. Market-hill, Luton „ M^
Bewdley—Two Service Reservoirs aEd Water Mains (9.3 miles).. Corporation R. E. W. Berrington. Civil Engineer, Wolverhampton „ ff
Aughrim, Ireland—Water Supply Rathdrnm Rural District Council ... B. Manning, Clerk, Board Room, Workhouse, Aughrim .U
Bantander, Spain-Dredger Works Committee The Commercial Department of the Foreign Office, Whitehall, S.W. „ S
Btopsley, near Luton—Water-Supply Works Luton Rural District Council B. B. Franklin. Surveyor. 21, Market-hill, Luton , 9
Wargrave- Mains Extension Wokingham Rural District Council John P. Sargeant, Clerk. Wokingham „ S
Aberdeen—Fuel Economiser, &c Electric Lighting Committee J. Alex Belt, City Electrical Engineer, Cotton-street, Aberdeen „ IB
Wamngton—Pumping Plant Corporation James Deas, A.M.I.C.E., Municipal Offices, Warrington „ IS
Bollington-Pipe-Laying, &c. (2} milesl Urban District Council W. H. Radford, C.E., Albion Chambers, Kiug-street, Nottingham.. „ It
Trowbridge-Heating and Ventilating Technical Institute H.Ledbury, Sec, Timbrell-atreet, Trowbridge „ IS
Lowestoft-Removal of Old Sewer Outfallat Ness Point Corporation G. H. Hamby, A M.I.C.E.. Boro' Engineer, Town Hall, Lowestoft. „ IS
Dundee-Sea-wall (S80 yards) Town Council Wm. Mackison. C.E., Municipal Offices, Commercial-street, Dundee „ IS

S*??'*''"^^*" ^"P"' *° Corporation Arthur Ellis, M.I.E.E., Old Post Office Buildings, Cardiff „ J|Belfast-Three Timber Jetties, Musgrave Channel Harbour Commissioners G. F. L. Giles. Harbour Engineer, Belfast JR
Llanfair and Welshpool—Light Railway (about 9 miles') Cambrian Railways Co A. J. Collin, Engineer, Oswild-roid, Oswestry I'^K
Pontypool—Widening and Repairing Bridge over.ifonLlwyd ... Urban District Council David J. Lougher, Engineer, Bank Chambers, Pontypool „ W
Hkcston-WicUning Gallows Inn Bridge Derbyshire County Council J. Somes Story, County Surveyor. County Offices, Derby „ m
Dorchester— Sewage Purification Works Town Council G. J. Himt, Borough Engineer, Guildhall, Dorchester SB
Crosthwaite-Widening Smithy Bridge Cumberland County Council Geo. Jos. Bell, County Surveyor, The Courts, Carlisle AprilU
Smaithwaite- Stone Bridge across St. John's Beck Cumberland County Council Geo. Jos. Bell, County Surveyor, The Courts, Carlisle 11
Eoeario—Harbour Works Argentine Government The Commercial Department of the Foreign Office, Whitehall, S.W. May 10
Warrington -Low-Pressure Heating for Police Buildings Cackett & Bums Dick, Archts., 24, Grainger-st., Newcastle-on-T. —
Brandon-Heating Co-operative Stores Wm. Perkins, M.S. A., Architect, Bishop Auckland —
Nevin- Sea-wall (20Oft.) and Dock Enlargement Nevin Bay Granite Quarry, Ltd. ... Smith and Sidebotham. C.E., 1, Priacess-atreet, Manchester —
Woolston, .Southampton -Extension of Jurd's Wharf E. Cooper Poole, A.M.I.C.E., 4, Portland-street, Southampton —
Newhaven-PUe Driving, &o , F. J. Riyner, Engineer, 8. High-street, Newhaven, Sussex —

FEKTOINa AND WALLS.
Lowestoft—Timber Protection Wall (1,780 yards) Town Council Geo. M. Hamby, A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Engineer, Town Hall, Lowettoft Mar. 2
Radchffe-Walls and Railings at Public Park Urban District Council W. L. Rothwell, Surveyor, Radcliffe, Lanes J
Fulham-BoiindaryWall at Electricity Works, Townmead-road Borough Council C. Botterill, A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Sur., Town Hall, Walham Green ... „ 6
Wanstead—Boundary Walls and rnclimbable W.I. Fencing ... School Board John T. Bresaey, 71, Bishopsgate-street Within, E.C , U
Rettenng—Wrought-Iron Fencing and Gates Urban District Council T. R. Smith, Surveyor, Market-place, Kettering , 1} .

Unngarvan—Rebuilding Quay WaU (135ft.) Urban District CouncU Thomas M'Carthy, Town Clerk, Dungarvan i J3U L
Uxbndge-Oak Fencing Burial Board Wm. L. Eves, A.R.I.B.A., 54, High-street, Uxbridge „ I»n|

FT7BNITUBB AND FITTINOS.
Ramsey, near Harwich—Desks, ic School Board G. D. Hugh-Jones, Clerk, Harwich Mar. 6
Widnes-Infectious Diseases Hospital Corporation H. 8. Oppenheim, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Widnes „ 16
Newport, Mon.—New Hospital Directors J. K. Stone, Secretary, 26, Dock-street, Newport, Mon —

PAINTING.
Stanhope-Town Hall Urban District CouncU Jno. Thomson, Solicitor, Stanhope Mar. i
Northampton Passenger Station Midland Railway Co The Company's Architect, Cavendish House, Derby 8
bt. Oeorge-in-the-East-Casual Wards, Raine-street, E Guardians G. A. Wilson, Vestry Hall Cable-street, St. George-in-the-East JNewtyle-United Free Church J . Robertson, Estate Office, Newtyle . ii JIJerby—Twelve Station Buildings Midland Railway Co The Company's Architect, Cavendish House, Derby *
Manchester- Labourers' Dwellings Sanitary Committee The City Surveyor's Office, Town Hall, Manchester > •
Leeds- Black Swan Townsend and LongboMom T. Winn and Son, Architects, 92, Albion-street, Leeds > |Bavttry-Two Villas j. Howard J. Howard, Bawtry. Yorks i. fDarlington-PubUc Baths Baths Committee H. G. Steavenson, Town Clerk. Darlington °

Manchester— Iron Bridges on Aqueduct, Ambleside to Agecroft Corporation The Secretary, Waterworks Offices, Town Hall, Manchester 6
Leeds-Bandstand, Fountain, Lamp Arches, Seats, &c Corporation The City Engineer's OIHce, Municipal Buildings, Leeds n °
Bumtwood-Asylum Buildings Visiting Committee Walter H. Cheadle, County Surveyor, Stafford ii

»
Amalde- Cemetery Chapel Parish Council G. L. Hoggarth, Architect. 6<) Highgate. Kendal .• "
London, EC-Small Public Hall T. B. HalLaub Union Buildings, ClerkenweU-road, E.C —
Carhsle-Arc Lamp-Posts and Brackets (47) Electricity Committee C. D.Burnet. A.I.E.E., City Electrical Engineer, Jamc3-st., Carlisle —
irantry-Patish Church The Rev. Gordon Scott, Brantry Glebe, Dungannon —

»

J
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The No. 1a

Folding Pocket KODAK.
PRICE £2 10s,

The No. 1a Folding Pocket Kodak is specially adapted for L;idies' us:-, beiug light, compact, and portal-Ic. It opens and closes

with one simple, instantaneous movement, and is readily mastered by anyone in a few minutes. The manual of simple instructions supplied free

to every purchaser clearly and fully explains each step in photograph-taking with a Kodak.
No dark room is needed for changing the films, and, if desired, the spools of exposures may be posted to us or any dealer for development

and printing.
OP ALL PHOTOGRAPHIC DEALERS, OR OF-

43, Clerkenwell Road, LONDON, E.G.
Bti.n! Braitches: 60, Cheapside, E.O.: 115. Oxford Street. W. : 171-173, Regent Street. W. ; 59, Brompton Road. S-W.

Also at 96, Bold Street, Liverpool ; and 72-74. Buchanan Street, Glasg-ow.

THE PATENT MATERIAL FOR

GLAZING BRIGKS, TILES, AND WALL SURFAGES.

THE OLD GLAZE SUPERSEDED BY A SUPEKIOE AND
CHEAPER PROCESS, WHICH CAN BE APPLIED
TO BOTH OLD AND NEW BRICK WORK.

Prices specially quoted for Glazing Old

and New Brick Work.

o i^ •fe
%.
^.^ 5»

Orders can now be promptly

executed, and Architects' Designs carried

with care and despatch by competent workmen.

WM. GRIFFITHS
(Loadon Conoeasionniire o£ Patent Rights of the National Opalite Glazed Brick and Tila

Syndicate, Limited),

39, HAMILTON HOUSE, BISH0PSG4TE STREET WITHOUT, E.C,

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF JOINERY MADE

IN HARD OR SOFT WOOD.
ESTIMATES GIVEN.

STIMPSON&CO.
OFFICE:- WORKSI-

TE, Brompton Road, S.W. Candahar Road, Battersea Park Road, S.W.

TH&TlEm »TO»r£S^Wr,^\.lRtE3 ESS.

V^A^^^n^^rtiJ^j' ^^I2r72.€xi/i2yce^

.

a/nA^. )Bl

[.A.SS.^X^Xji'S 'E*A.T'EiS9'V JOXAa-TTS.
j^^'c^'^'v^aLiJBSi «s c:^o.•» Manufacturers.

Oepotsat Star Wliarf. Kegent's Canal, King's Eoad, St. Pancru, N.W. ; M. Ey. Goods Stns., St. Panoras. and Child's HiU and CricUewoid, N.W. ; L. .fe N. W. Ry. Goods
ita.i Old Ford, Bow, £. ; N. L. Ey. Goods Stn.. Hammersoiitli and Chiswick, W. ; L. & 8. W. By. Stn.. Twickenham; O. N. Ey. Stn., Palmer's Green, Southgate, N,

Knight's HiU Station 'L. B. & S. C. Ey. and L. & N. W. Ry.), Dulwich. S.E. ; Bromley, L. C. cS: D. Ey.
Ch)ods delivered by Vans to any Part of London. ILLUSTRATED PBICE LISTS ON APPLICATION.

Works: Wooden Box, Barton-oa-Treat. Sheffield: 35, Green Lane. Nottingham: Brougham Chambers, Wheeler Gate.
Glasgow : 37, West George Street.

Chief London Office: 38, KINGS ROAD, ST. PANORAS, N.W.
Telegraphic Addresses :—London Office, " JOHN' KNOWI^ES, LOXDON." Works Office, ' KN0WLE3, WOODYILLE." Loadon Telephone No. 7337.
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FLUMBINO AKD GLAZING.
Glasgow—Workshops. Eucliill Park Corporation A. B. M'Donald, City Engineer. City Chambers. Gla?^3w Hir. 5
Halifax—House. Greenroyd Estate ;

Walsh and Nicholas, Archts., L. and Y. Bank Cbambere, HUifdX.. „ 15
Blairgowrie—Manor Farmhouse, Marlee Anderson, Chapman, and Co., Solicitors. Blairgowrie.

,, 20

SOADS AKD STBEETS.
Earlsheaton- Street Improvement SoothiU Nether V.D.C J. H. Ward, Surveyor. Council Offices, Earlsheaton Mir. •/.

Beverley— Street Works. Lurk-lane Corporation J- Willis Mills, Town Clerk. Beverley 4
Lame. Ireland—Road Works Rural Pistrict Council William Hay. Clerk. Lame, Ireland ,, 4
Cbingford—Making-up Warren-road Urban District Council Walter Stair, Surveyor, 14, The Parade, Cbingford ,, 4
Eckington- Reconstructing Pathway Francis Shaw. 10, Church-street, Eckington „ 4

Wandsworth. S.W.—Making-up and Paving Lydden-grove... .. Borough Council H. G. Hills, Town Clerk, Council House. Wandsworth. S,W ,, 5

Maidstone—Road Maintenance and Repair (One Year) Kent County Council Fredk. W. Ruck, County Surveyor, 86, Week-atreet, Maidstone „ 5

Tottenham—Wood-Paving West Green-road Urban District Council W.H.Pre9cott,C.E..CoombesCroftHou3e, 712, High-rd., Tottenham ,, 5
Wandsworth, S.W.-Maliing-up and Paving Bartop-road Borough Council H. G. Hills, Town Clerk, Council House, Wandsworth, S.W 5

Harrow— Roads and Sewers, Headstone E.'tate Clarke and Charts, Harrow Estate Ottice, Harrow 6

Seaford—Paving Works Urban District Council B. A. Miller, % Clinton-place, Seaford „ 6
Pentre-Street Improvement Works Rhondda LTrban District Council ... W. J. Jones. Surveyor, Council Office. Pentre „ B

Wealdatone—Roads and Sewers, College Estate Clarke and Charles. Harrow Estate Office, Harrow ,, 6
Felixstowe—Making-up Streets Urban District Coiincil Geo. S. Horton, Surveyor, Town Hall. Felixtowe ,, «
Southend-on-Sea—Making-up Streets i Corporation Alfred Fidler, A.M I.C.E., Borough Surveyor. Southend

, T

Huddersfield- Forming Two Streets John Kirk and Sons. Architects, Huddersfleld „ 7

Eah'ng, W.- Making-up Manor-road Urban District Council Charles Jones, MI.C.E.. Engineer, Public Buildings, Ealing. W
, n

Riflhworth—Widening Park-roaTl Urban District Council A. Holroyd, Surveyor, Rishworth „ Jf.

liittlehampton— Brick Paving. &c Urban District Council H. Howard, F S.I , Surveyor, Town Offices, Littlehampton
.,

Andover-New Road (5C0 yards Allan Herbert, Estate Agent, Andover ,:

Bromley. Kent -Widening London-lane Urban District Council F. H. Norman. Clerk. 1>.strict Council Offices, Bromley
,,

Leeds-Asphalting (1.350 square yards), Holbeck Moor Corporation The City Engineer's Office. Municipal Buildings, Leeds ,

Barking. E.<--sex -Levelling. &c Urban District Council C. F. Diwson, Surveyor. Public Offices, Barking

South Shields-Wood-Pa\-ing King-street and Rnssell-Btreet... Corporation 8. E. Burgess, M.I.C.E,, Boro' Engmeer, Chapter-row, South Shields „

Sxmbury-on-Thames—Kerbing, &c Urban District Council Harold F. Coalea. Surveyor, Sunbury-on-Thames „

Tynemouth-Laving Cement Concrete Footpaths Corporation John F. Smillie, Borough Surveyor, Tynemouth „ ,
Crosthwaite-Road Works Cumberland County Council Geo. Jos. Btll, County Surveyor, The Courts, Carlisle ...April|

Ollerton, Newark-on-Trent-Eoadmaking and Repairing Rufford Hunt Committee H. Hill, Thoreaby Park, OUerton, Newark

Radcliffe—Drainage Works at Public Park
Loughborough, Leics.— Sewer, &c
Paddington, W.— Public Convenience, Edgware-road
Darlington—W.C.'s, Urinals, &c., Public Park
Lurgan, Ireland— Sewer, Longh-road
Pontypool—Sewers
Clacton-on-Sea- Sewer, &c
Bitteme—Sewere, &c
Southend-on-Sea— Sewers, Park-street and Queen's-roid
Cannock—Sewage Works
Harrogate— Pipe Sewer (1,000 yards of 12in.)

Littlehampton—Convenience at Sluice-Houee
Ossett. Yorks — Sewerage Works
Guildford—Surface-Water Drainage for the Workhouse
Woraley, Lines— Sewers
Kirkcaldy—Sewer, &c
Evesham—Three New Culverts
Rugeley— Sewers, &c
Preatwich- Sewering and Paving Robert-street
Dorchester-High and Low Level Main Intercepting Sewers .

Hipperholme—Sewage Tank

Keighley—Socket Pipes (560 yards of 12in.)

Caatleblajmey- Cistern, &c., at Workhouse
Shoreditch, E.C.— Steel andiron Work, Whiston-street

London, E.C.— Bridgework (twenty-five spans of 20ft.)

Barnsley—C.I. Pipes (5 miles)
Workington—Cast-iron Pipes (5,000 tons)
Norwich—Cast and Wrought Iionwork at Cattle Market
Copenhagen—Rails and Fastenings (4.300 tons)

Bollington— Cast-iron Pipes (2-^ miles of 3in. and 4in.)

Chriatiania-Axlesand Wheels" (476), Wheel-Rims (200)

Soerabaya, Java—Asphalted CI. Flange Pipes (3,000 tons)

Pietermaritzburg, Natal—Water-Pipes, &c
6outhwick,Erighton—Steel& Ironwork, ElectricalPowerHouse

Whitby, Northumberland-Whinstone, &c
Doncaster— Dross and Granite (One Year)
Penryn—Blue Elvan Quarried Stone (1,500 tons)

Wolverhampton—Portland Cement, Paving Bricks, &c. (1 Year)
Abingdon—Hartshill Stone
St. Ptincras, N.W.—Roadway and Footway Materials (I Year)
Manchester—Ventilating Grids and other Castings (One Year).
Armagh—Whinstone (500 tons)

SANITABT.
Urban District Council W. L. Rothwell, Surveyor, Radcliffe, Lanca Mar.

A.H.Walker, A.M.LC.E..Boro' Snr.,Town Offices, Loughborough „
, Borough Council The Surveyor's Department, Town Hall, Paddington, W ,,

. Parks Committee The Borough Surveyor. Town Hall, Darlington ,,

, Urban District Council Fred W. Pollock, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Lurgan ,

, Urban District Couucil The Surveyor, Town Hall, Pontypool „
. Urban District Council A. R. Robinson, Surveyor. Town Hall Buildings, Clacton-on-Sea... „
,
Rural District Council F. Wentworth-Shielda. M.I.C.E., 1, Cranbury-road. Southampton.. ,,

. Corporation Alfred Fidler, A.M.I.C.E., Borough Surveyor, Southend ,

. Urban District Council C. Lorraine Whitehead, C.E . M E., Cannock, Staffs .. ,,

, Corporation F. Bagehaw, C.E , Borough Engineer, Municipal Offices, Harrogate ,,

. Urban District Council H. Howard, F.S.I., Surveyor, Littlehampton, Suaeex ,,

W. Brook, Town Clerk, Ossett „
, Guardians Peak and Lunn, Surveyors, High-street, Guildford „
, Urban District Council J. T. Proffitt. A.M.I.C.E.. Sur., Hilton-lane, Walkden. Manchester. „
, Town Council William D. Bang, C.E., Kirkcaldy „
, Rural District Council Edward Wadams, Clerk. Union Offices, Evesham „
Urban District Coimcil Pritchard. Green, and Co., Engs , 37, Waterloo-at., Birmingham ... ,,

, District Council L. A. Orford, Clerk, Bury New-road, Prestwich „
Town Council G. H. Hont, Borough Elngineer, Guildhall, Dorchester „

,
Urban District Coimcil G. H. Elliott, Architect, Lightcliffe —

STEEL AND IBON.
Gas Committee John Laycock, Engineer, Keighley Mar.
Guardians Peter Cahill. C.E., Dundalk „
Borough Council C. N. Russell, EleC'rical Light Station, Coronet-street, Hoston N.. »,

Burma Railways Co., Ltd The Company's Offices, 76. Gresham Houee, Old Broad-street. EC. ,,

Corporation T. andC. Hawksley. Civil Engineers, 30, Great George-street, S.W.. ,,

Corporation Joseph Eden, A.M.I.C.E.. 58. Pow-street, Workington „ 1

, Markets Committee Arthur E. Collins, M. I.C.E. , City Engineer. Guildhall, Norwich ... „ 1:

, Danish State Railways The Engireer-in-Chief, 11, Colljornsensgade, Copenhagen B „ 1

, Urban District Coimcil W. H. Radford, C.E.. Albion Chambers, King-street, Nottingham . „ I
, Norwegian State Railway. Railway Station Offices, Christiania „ 2
. Dutch Ministry for Colonies Martinus Nyhoff, Bookseller, The Hague , 2
Corporation Ford Bros., 12, Southampton-street, Fitzroy-square, London April I

Town Council F. J. Tillstone, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Brighton „ %

STORES.
Urban District Council J. Moore, Assistant Surveyor, Council Offices. Whitby, R.S O Mar.
Rural District Council W. R. Crabtree, Highway Sur., Union Offices, High-st., Djncaster.. „
East Kerrier Rural District Council G.Appleby Jenkins, Clerk, Penryn „
Streets Committee J. W. Bradley, A.M. I.C.E., Borough Engineer, Wolverhampton ... „
Rural District Council E. M. Challenor, Clerk, Council Offices, 59, Stert-street, Abingdon,. ,,

Vestry W. Nisbet Blair, C.E . Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Pancras-rd., N.W .. „
Corporation The Manager of the House Drainage Department, Manchester ,,

Urban District Council Thomas G. Peel, Town Clerk, Armagh ,,

EXPIRATION OF LEASE: STORE ST. YARD.
Thoroughly Seasoned Stock

TO BE SOLD at cost for nett cash

More particularly Quebec

Birch, Walnut. Oak, Ash,

Teak, Rosewood, Holly.

Satinwood, Mahogany, and

all English Woods in all

thicknesses thoroughly Dry.

All kinds of Veneers.

Dry Spanish, Cuba, and

Honduras, Panel Mahogany,

American Wainscot, Brown

Oak, Beech, Pitch Pine,

Sycamore, Pear, and

Limetree.

Telegraphic Addres.s

:

"Beefwood," London. HUDSON & SONS, 31-37, WHITFIELD ST., LONDON, W.
Telephone Nos.

2719 and aoir aeriati.

\\
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' MODERN Sl'ECIALISM.

ASELECTIVK process— a method of

defining more precisely the functions

and uses of buildings, and of their plan and

design—has been no less active in architec-

ture than in the natural world. In the latter

it is called the "survival of the fittest."

The evolution of architectural forms has

been controlled by similar laws, though the

average professional man goes on in his own
thougMesa way of designing buildings

according to precedent or rule, without

thinking of the inevitable laws that are at

work ruling his work. At every turn he is

interrupted by the demands of his client or

the requirements of the law and its officials,

of the manufacturer who is carrying out his

details, and in a hundred other ways, and his

work or plan is the result of these influences.

Everythmg is tending to make his design

more exact or utilitarian, more agreeable to

modem requirements and tastes; but he
heeds it not in his shortsightedness.

Specialisation is the outcome of aU these

factors, and it is one of the principles or

processes of which the architect would do
well to make a study by the light of past ex-

perience. Blunders in plan, mistakes in

coDstruction, the misuse of material are

common enough, mainly because this prin-

ciple has been altogether neglected. Let the

architect study the problems of living in

cities, the varying aspects of social life, the

V demands of business and of pleasure, the
wants of the poor and the sick, the statistics

and reports of commissions of Poor Law
guardians, the Local Government Board,
elementary school boards, and the like, and
they will instruct hi'a more than volumes of

architectural literature.

I'lan has been much specialised during
• the last forty years to suit the various uses

I
which it subserves. Even the planning
of the ordinary dweUing-house has received
some attention at the hands of competent
architects. Uf late years we have seen
many attempt to adapt the several functions
of the house to the habits and requirements
of its occupants—such, for instance, as tlje

adaptation of the kitchen offices, the pro-
vision of serving lobbies between the kitchen
and dining-room, of hoisting-lifts from base-
ment kitchens to the upper rooms of town
houses, and latterly the turning the hall of
small houses into a general living-room.
Various modem economical cooking arrange-
ments—gas stoves and kitcheners—have led
to a reduction of the size of the kitchen,
which formerly was a very large room,
and the scullery and outer oifioes have
been reduced in size by means of more
compact sanitary and culinary appliances.
The smallness and compactness oJ modem
sanitary fittings have led to correspond-
ing reduction in the size of lavatories
and bathrooms. Taking, for the sake of
comparison, the town house of fifty years ago
and a modern dwelling of the same character,
it is remarkable to find a reduction of floor

area of quite yo per cent. Our modern town
houses are small and compact compared to
the old ones. We lose their roominess, but
we have gained in the concentration of the
service parts and offices ; there is less waste
in passages and useless comers ; the architect
is more definite in arranging his rooms for

j

their special purposes, and in utilising his
space. The paper read before the Society
of Architects by Messrs. Barry Parker and
Raymond Unwin, to which we referred
lately, pointed to a few plans of

small houses and cottages arranged on the

principle of considering the problem of house-

design from the habits, family Ufe, and
personality of the client, of providing a suit-

able "setting" for the life of a particular

family. In one example the hall was made
a living-room, and carried up two stories

with organ-gallery, with the stairs on one
side, and lighted by a large mullioned window
in the opposite wall ; the landing and balcony

formed a gallery round the open well-hole of

hall of Vlit. square or thereabouts. The
dining-room or " den " for meals was a small

room on the other side of entrance-hall, and
the kitchen and offices formed the north-west

comer of the remaining area. The hall

living-room was '2 1ft. (Jin. by 25ft. 9in.,

including stairs, and had windows on the

south, east, and north sides. We might refer

to other instances of the desire to utilise

room, and to turn each compartment to the

best account. A eood living-room is essen-

tial to every small house and cottage, and
next to it in a cottage the functions of a

kitchen should be added. A cottage living-

room serves as the cooking-room, and the

architect has to consider how he can arrange
his fireplace to make it subserve the purpose
of cooking by combining with it a dresser

fitted with crockery, a washing-up bowl,

plate-rack, and other cooking utensils. This

has been done, and very satisfactorily, in

recent cottages.

The process which we are considering cuts

at the root of every imitational feature.

Take as an example the angle window, and
what is known as an "ingle" or recess.

We constantly see this feature copied simply
as a picturesque addition without any reason

for so doing, or the motive which called

it into use. The original reason for an
angle window was to afford a view in some
desired direction, or to bring the sun into

the room ; but we see it often reproduced for

quite a motiveless purpose—merely to give a

quaint eSect to the room which it otherwise

renders uninhabitable by cold, or over-hot

by the sun. The ingle was made as a
pleasant recess for sitting in near the
fire, to avoid draught and to give a cosy seat.

Now we see it so ludicrously small that

it is not comfortable to sit in, or the
modem tiled register stove is out of accord

with the original conception, and the recess is

a mere mockery. By referring each feature to

the bar of utility or common sense, we may
eliminate a number of features and arrange-
ments. Has not our architectural progress
been due to the process of defining more ac -

curately the functions and uses of each class

of building, and of making our plans of

public buildings like workhouses, hospitals,

asylums, baths, museums, and libraries,

square with well - ascertained facts and
stetistdcs ? The modern workhouse or
hospital or asylum is a remarkable out-
come of the specialising processes, that

have been the result of Poor Law com-
missions and legislation, of Local Govern-
ment Board inquiries and commissions,
and of medical and psychological science.

Pacts and evidence have been obtained,

formulated, and classified that have led to

precise information as to the requirements of

the pauper, the sick and infirm in body and
mind ; and these have been embodied in rules

and regulations as to plan and construction.

Prom uncertain, loose, and often mistaken
notions—crude and false conclusions—build-
ings have been erected for the poor or the
sick fundamentally wrong in principle

—

or little better than fever - traps or

prisons. We have now much clearer and
more precise ideas of what these public
institutions should be. The modern hospital

or asylum-ward is now a complete and fully-

organised room for the treatment of the sick

or insane, providing the several necessary
adjuncts and accessories within the smallest
area and in the most economical manner.
Direct and easy administration is studied.

The principle of isolating acute cases fiom
the ordinary inmates has produced many
important improvements in planning. In the
treatment of ordinary patients, convales-
cents and chronic patients, cheerful day-
rooms and balconies are provided, and these
principles have all tended to mike hospital

Elanning more specialised. The science of

ygiene and sanitation has indicated the
amount of cube space to every patient, and
shown that in the acute cases a larger
amount of air is essential. It also enforces
the principle of isolation, efficient ventila-

tion, &c., and these considerations have
influenced plan and construction. We have
spoken of domestic dwellings, and there is

one other class of habitation that has been
developed in our great cities—namely, the
" flat,"—a problem that still to some degree

awaits solution, if it is to become a mull'int

ill purr, I of city Hfe, or, as Mr. Banister

P'letcher has suggested, a habitation where
everything will be able to be " turned on,"

besides . water, cold and hot: 'gas -heating,

electric-lighting—even our breakfast, lunch,

and dinner, " babbling machines," and what
not. The design of a small flat for a family,

or even for a bachelor, calls for a very exact

and precis? knowledge. Pittings and ap-
paratus, such as hot and cold water, electric-

ligting, gas fires, and sanitary fixtures have
all helped the architect to economise space,

and to make his planning more precise and
special.

Specialisation of construction is seen to a
large extent in the construction and design

of theatres, which have become during the

last decade or two very complex structures.

We all remember what the old-fashioned

playhouses were like—their heavy supports

and pillars carrying timber-framed tiers and
roofs. Time has changed all this. We have
now to design buildings with large and un-
impeded auditoriums, with means of safe and
direct ingress and egress, a system of fire-

proof staircases, and galleries, and roofs. The
cantilever system has allowed the tiers to

overhang, and thus to do away with vertical

supports which intercept the view of the

stage.

It would be exceedingly interesting to

trace the development of theatre con-

struction, the chief features in which have
been (1) an unobstructed view of the stage

from all parts of the auditorium (2) the

acoustical requirements, (3) good ventila-

tion, (4) easy and safe entrances and exits,

(.3) fireproof construction, (li) modern stage

machinery and appliances for spectacular

representation. Under each of these heads

we might show how the architect has been
called upon to modify and alter previous

plans and types ; but such a task would lead

us too far, and would require a volume to do

it full justice. If we compare any of our
older theatres with the latest structure—say

the Apollo Theatre, in Shaftesbury-avenue
—it will be easy to trace the modifications

that have been made both in plan, construc-

tion, and detail. As it has been often

observed, the theatre architect has so much
to do as a financial agent that he has very
little time to devote to the architecture

of his particular branch, or as a designer

in tfie true sense. His duties are neces-

sarily of a more or less perfunctory kind
—to plan a playhouse according to the

latest models, and to conform to the regula-

tions of the London County Council, under
the Metropolis Management Act, or to the

Lord Chamberlain's requirements. AU
structural ironwork he leaves to the firm of

constructional engineers, as he leaves its

upholstery and decoration to a firm of

decorators, and its ventilation to a firm of

ventilating experts. Except the valuable

and costly work on theatre construction, by
Mr. Edwin O. Sachs, we have no literature

oa the subject, and we are, therefore, very

backward in the design of these buildings

when we compare our playhouses to those of
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other Continental countries, as the Vienna
Court Theatre or the Paris Opera House.
The construction of the auditorium has
undergone considerable improvement. Its

form on plan, the support of its tiers, the
ceiling, and roof have received much atten-

tion. The employment of iron and steel for

large houses instead of the ordinary materials
is now regarded as the most economic, whether
the construction is on the cantilever principle

with overhanging tiers, or vertical support.

In the Vienna Court Theatre the auditorium
is a perfect framework of iron, though having
the usual vertical supports, and it is note-
worthy for this reason. Here the containing
wall of the auditorium, the tiers, and the
roof, ceiling, and lloor are of metal. The
design has been also materially influenced by
the necessities of ventilation and heating
and acoustical experience.
There are few classes of buildings which

have developed more in this du-ection than
farm buildings and dairy homesteads, where
scientific agriculture and various dairy
appliances have considerably economised
labour, and have introduced modifications

into the plan of the buildings and yards.

Whether the architect will, or not, apply the
law of differentiation due to functions to his

buildings, the tendency of the day is towards
greater economy and specialisation. He
cannot aSord to lose sight of this modern
tendency to design with reference mainly
to the fitness of things, to precision in

plan, economy in space and the proper use
of material.

If we consider for one moment the greater
precision in methods of construction, to take
for instance iron and steel work, floor con-
struction, concrete and iron wall building, to

say nothing of the numerous building ap-
pliances that have come into use of recent
years, it will be seen that the architect of the
twentieth century will have to account for a
great deal more than that his building has
been carried out in the style of the day, or
according to the traditions of the past. Mr.
William Emerson in his Presidential address
to students at the Eoyal Institute of British
Architects, did not say anything of this dis-

tinctive requirement of the architecture of

the day, though he spoke of a proper pro-
portion that should be observed between
artistic sentiment and practical purpose.
The architect is apt to sacrifice utility

to art, if we can imagine such a
severance. At one time there could be
no art without utility, though we now
talk of art as if it was the antithesis

of utility—and so it is if we take art to be the
traditional teaching of the schools. As the
modern average architect practises, his art is

often a contradiction to the useful—that is to
say, he can seldom combine them satis-

factorily—and he comes to regard architec-
ture as so much expensive art added to the
building. Comparing ancient philosophy
with the Baconian or inductive philosophy
of modern times, Mr. Emerson pointed to
the fact that the latter was the beginning of
the great tide of utilitarianism that has
swept over the country ; that nothing was
beneath our attention that ministers to the
physical or material advantage of manynd.
Architecture has at last begun to feel

this now spirit, though for a long time it

was under a cloud. Since the Revival it

has become more of a potent factor.

That we should place art and utility on
opposite sides, more or less in conflict, is not
true, nor that art should be regarded
as ideal or sentimental merely. We are
forcibly reminded of those religionists who
desire to draw a sharp line between the
spiritual and the material, as if nothing cor-
poreal can be good—a sort of asceticism that
carries its own refutation, contradictory to

both the teachings of reason and Revelation.
So in architecture, we have no ground for
separating art from the dictates of utility and
common sense,

AGENT OR ARBITRATOR P

LAST week we reported two appeal cases

bearing upon the question whether the

architect is an arbitrator or an agent. We
refer the reader to the full report we gave
in our "Legal Intelligence" columns, and
will now simply summarise the facts and the

decision of the Master of the Rolls and Lord
Justice Collins and Lord Justice Eomer. The
fir.^t case was that of " Chambers v. Gold-

thorpe," an appeal by the defendant against

the judgment of the Divisional Court re-

versing the decision of the Holmfirth County-
court judge. The plaintiff, an architect,

sued the defendant, a building owner, for his

fees, and the building owner counterclaimed

for damages for negligence on the part of

the architect in bringing out his final

certificate. From the evidence, it appears
the plaintifi architect had been employed to

prepare plans for houses which defendant
was to have built, and to superintend the

work and measure it up when completed. A
contract was entered into in the form ap-
proved by the National Association of Master
Builders. After the houses were completed
the architect measured up the work, and
gave his final certificate ; but the defendant
counterclaimed for negligence, and for having
measured up incorrectly certain of the work,
whereby the certificatewas fora larger amount
than it ought to have been. The County-
court judge gave judgment for the plaintiff

for his fees, and for the defendant on the

counterclaim. The Divisional Court held that

the plaintiff was, under clause 20, placed in

a judicial position between owner and con-

tractor with reference to giving his certifi-

cate, and therefore was not liable for negli-

gence. The defendant thereupon appealed.

For the defendant it was argued that the

plaintiff was not an arbitrator by the

contract, and was merely the defendant's

agent. It was urged that in the case of
" Lloyd Brothers v. Milward" the Court of

Appeal, upon a contract in the same form as

the present, decided that the moment there

was a dispute between building owner and
contractor the architect could not give a

certificate, and this decision showed that the

architect was not in the position of an
arbitrator. The architect could only give a
certificate when there was no dispute, and
this question had to be determined under
clause 22 by the referee. The architect could

only be an arbitrator when he had to deter-

mine a dispute. Reference was also made to
" Clemence v. Clarke," &c. Secondly, it was
contended that oven if the architect was in

the position of an arbitrator, as he was suing

for his fees under an independent contract, the

defendant was entitled to counterclaim for

negligence under that contract, and the

plaintiff could not rely upon his position as

arbitrator under another contract. These

were the chief arguments used for the

defendant.

Taking this ease first, the Master of the

Rolls said :

'

' The only question raised in the

appeal was one which arose on the counter

claim, and was this—whether Chambers was
placed in the position of an arbitrator, or

whether he was merely in the position of a

person acting as agent for the building

owner. If he was an arbitrator, then the

building owner could not sue him for negli-

gence : he could only sue him for fraud or

collusion, and there was no suggestion in

this case of anything of this kind." Under
many of the clauses of the contrart, the

architect was only to act as agent for the

owner, and his duty was to look after the

interests of the owner, he being liable for

negligence ;

'

' but under clause 20, which
stated that the certificate of the architect or

an award of the referee was to be taken as

conclusive evidence of the works having

been duly completed, the question arose.

Did the architect still remain merely the

I
agent of the building owner, or was he not

an arbitrator ? The architect undertook
the duty of bringing out a final certifi-

cate. With respect to that, he owed a duty
to the builder as well as the building owner,
his duty being to hold the balance fairly

between them." Referring to the contention
that there could be no arbitration unless there

was a dispute, his lordship thought "there
might be an arbitration to settle what other-

wise might be the matter of a dispute," and
he referred to the cases of '

' Clemence v.

Clarke," " Lloyd Brothers v. Milward," and
"Stevenson v. Watson," and pointed out
that the architect had not merely to make
an arithmetical calculation, but to use
professional knowledge and skill. He
thought that the case of " Tharsis Sulphur
Company v. Loftus " had even a stronger

bearing on the case, and he came to the

conclusion that Chambers, the architect,

was iu the position of an arbitrator. He also

thought the counterclaim could not he
maintained, and that the appeal must be
dismissed. Lord Justice Collins concurred ;

and he said an architect who was bound
to give a final certificate which should

be binding on both parties could not

be said to be free from duty to the other

party, and when a person was bound
to exercise judgment between others in-

volving professional skill, he was an arbi-

trator, or in the position of a quasi-

arbitrator.

In the case of " Eestell v. Nye " a similar

question arose. It was an appeal from the

judgment of Mr. Justice Mathew in an action

by a building owner against an architect to

recover damages for negligence in connec-

tion with the building of a bungalow in

Susses. The defendant was to be paid by
the plaintiff for " plans, specifications, and
supervision of works "—5 per cent, upon the

amount of expenditure, travelling and out-

of-pocket expenses to be paid extra. A
tender was submitted by a firm of builders

at Brighton for the erection of the bungalow
for £1,790, and was accepted. The plaintiff

paid the contract price, together with coat

of extras on the defendant's certificates.

In this action the plaintiff alleged that

the defendant had omitted to check the

builder's account with due skill, aijd

had passed as extras works included in

the contract, and had certified for sums

improperly passed. The contract was in.

substance the same as that in the last-cited

case, though the arbitration clause was

different. Judgment was given for the

defendant on the ground that he was in the

position of an arbitrator, and that no action

would lie against him for negligence. The
plaintiff appealed; but the Master of the

Rolls and Lord Justice Collins thought that

the claim could not be maintained, and on

similar grounds, the question in both cases

being whether the architect was in the

position ofquasi-arbitrator. The appeal was

therefore dismissed.

The opinions thus expressed appear to ba

borne out by other decisions given in the

cases we have mentioned ; in fact the archi-

tect, in giving certificates, is performing a

j udicial function which protects him from any

liability to the building owner. For certain

purposes, especially giving final certificates,

he has judicial fauctions ; both parties

agree to his decision, and are prepared to

be bound by it as between themselves. The

building owner, therefore, cannot turn

round and charge the architect with any-

thing he has done in this capacity as if he

were only an agent. There is common sense

in such a view of the case. In the case cited,

"Pappa v. Rose," there was an ordinary

contract. A broker was appointed in a con-

tract to settle differences as to (juality in some

produce. The judge (KeUy) said: "I am
clearly of opinion that he did not undertake

to bring any degree of skill to the investiga-

tion." The principle is better affirmed ia the

judgment in the case we first gave, in which

I

I
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the judge said the architect was put into the

position of an arbitrator under a contract to

act for him, "then in so far as he acted as

agent mdii of the building owner, he was

liable for negligence ; in so far as he acted as

arbitrator between the owner and the builder,

he was not liable for negligence." We have

here a clear statement of principle which it

is well for the profession to bear in mind in

•their contracts.

Lord Justice Eomer's dissension from

this view is of interest only as it bears

on similar cases. In his opinion, " If a

person undertook for reward to value for

another work about to be done for his

principal by a third person, he did not, so

far as his principal was concerned, become in

the position of an arbitrator in regard to his

Taluation merely because he knew that his

principal and the third person had by con-
tract between them agreed that, in default of

dispute previously arising, his valuation was
to be taken as conclusive, and as determining
the price to be paid by his principal for the
work to be done. In such a case, in giving
his valuation he would still be acting for his

principal, and so long as he acted without
fraud he would be under no liability to

the third person. And, acting for his

principal, if he was guilty of negligence
causing damage, he would be liable to

his principal." His Lordship admitted that
such a view, which he thought the right one,
could not be maintained by the architect in
the case under review. We commend to the
reader interested in this important question
this decision as printed in our last issue in
its entirety. The point which differentiated
this from the other view was that the
work of valuation was to be done for
and paid for by the principal, and it

followed that if in doing such work for
which he was paid by his principal the
architect was guilty of negligence from
which dama^ ensued to his principal, he
would be liable. He could only escape from
liability by showing that by the terms of
the contract between principal and con-
tractor he was freed from liability, and he
conld only do this by showing he was placed
in the position of an arbitrator with regard
to his certificates. But this the architect
could not succeed in showing, "merely by
reason of the fact that his principal and
the contractor had by the contract agreed
that in the case of no prior dispute arising
with reference thereto, his certificate should
be treated as conclusive between them."
His Lordship also referred to the arbitration
clause (122), which provided for the settlement
of disputes by an arbitrator who was not the
architect, and in which the architect was
clearly recognised as the agent of the build-
ing owner, as one opposed to the contractor.
But we have said enough to show the point
made in this divergent opinion. We believe
the question is still a debatable one with
lawyers m spite of the clear decisions that
have been given. It is, however, satisfactory
to be able to record the opinions of two
eminent judicial authorities on the subject,
which will go far to strengthen and confirm
the previous findings of the Courts. If the
architect is to be reduced to a mere agent in
matters to which he is specially engaged,
and to which he is supposed to bring skill
and judgment, it will be impossible for him
to exercise any authority in building beyond
the most perfunctory duties, and it will,
moreover, very seriously restrict his useful-
ness.

ASYLUM DESIGN.
'pHE design of asylums is, as Mr. »>. T.
-- Hine said in his useful paper on this
subject read at the Institute, a distinct pro-
fession. It is the art of combining dis-
similar structures into a whole, with the
special knowledge necessary in providino.
for the requiiemeuts of the inmates, and

for the heating, water supply, lighting,

and other technical and engineering neces-

saries. The whole collection of buildings

may be compared to a town in miniature, so

varied and complex are its wants, and the
architect who undertakes this class of practice

must be one who has studied the eccentri-

cities of the insane poor, their habits, and
treatment, as well as the best types of

buildings on the Continent, as well as

those in this country. As a preliminary
study, the requirements of the medical
expert and the nurses and attendants

at institutions of this kind are of the utmost
importance ; or we may go on repeating
errors in plan and construction and detail, if

we attempted to follow models, however
good. If it is necessary to know the wants
and habits of life, of a client before de-

signing a house, it is much more requisite

that the designer of an asylum should make
himself familiar with the daily wants of

incurable patients, and the treatment they
ought to receive. As t) the general prin-

ciples of asylum design, they are now pretty

well understood, and are mainly based on two
systems known as the corridor and pavilion

systemSj principles ot planning that are also

applied to hospitals and other allied buildings.

First we have the old quadrilateral plan of

asylum, which consisted of single rooms
connected by a corridor round a quadrangle,
or the interesting Wakefield Asylum, oae
the earliest models. Then there came
a more classified arrangement, in which
wards for the sick and infirm were pro-
vided on each side ; cells became reduced
in number, and the idea of association came
into existence, by which some of the patients
were allowed to sleep together in wards

—

these modifications were to be seen in cor-

ridor plans. Afterwards we get plans based
on pavilion and corridor-pavilion systems, as

in the County Asylum of Whittingham,
described by Burdett as one of the finest

specimens of asylum architecture in England.
One of the first in stances of the pavilion plan is

shown in the Gloucestershire CountyAsylum,
the blocks arranged (« eclnloii, and this

principle of planning has been developed of

late years. Mr. Hine says: "It may be
said to have originated the oblique or broad-
arrow form of corridor, now so commonly
adopted in asylum designs. The Surrey
second county asylum at Cane Hill, one
of Mr. Howell's chief works, and ac-

commodating 2,000 patients, is on the
pavilion type, the blocks radiating from
a main corridor of horseshoe form." The
provision for epileptics made by the Lunacy
Commissioners about 187-1 is embodied in a
plan of a ward designed by Mr. Howell,
which has been, Mr. Hine says, "adopted
with trifling variations in nearly every
asylum designed within the last twenty
years." These types of plan have been
followed more or less. Mr. Hine's fine

example, the Olaybury Asylum, is described
as " a modification of the echelon type, the
ward being approached from obtusely
oblique corridors, the pavilion system being
almost a necessity from the conditions
issued." Here the problem was how to
accommodate a large number of patients
within reasonable distance of the administra-
tive centre without prejudice to the aspect of
the wards or day-rooms. This has been very
ingeniously solved by the directions of the
raking corridors, which diverge from the
front corridor. The fall of the ground on all

sides necessitated some of the wards being
lower than the central buildings.
Important as the principle of distributing

the pavilions is for the purpose of giving the
right aspect, suoshine, and shelter, for
bringing all the patients within the influence
of the administrative centre, the details of
asylum planning ought not to be neglected.
The housing together of certain acute cases,
such as the curable and incurable referred
to by the author, is still a question. The

Scotch Commissioners think they should be
provided for ia the acute hospital ; but
English medical experts believe in a hospital

quite distinct and apart from the asylum for

new and undiagnosed cases, and think this

separation necessary in the cure of some
kinds ot lunacy. The isolation or division

of the acute wards is necessary to avoid the
evil of excitement. The provision ot an
acute hospital for the treatment of curable
cases is certainly of the first importance in

large establishments. The villa or cottage

system for the chronic cases, as carried

out in Germany and America, is another
development ot the greatest interest. Thesfe

villas are designed like boarding-schools,

with dayrooms and classrooms on the ground
floor, with associated dormitories above ; the
patients are free to come and go as they
please (the doors and windows are open), or

wander in the grounds, but always under the

attendant's eye; there are no high walls,

only light fences grown over with creepers.

Such is the description given of those abroad.

Mr. Hine's asylum at Bexley exhibits this

system. Three villas holding 3.5 patients

each, and a detached hospital for .50 phthisical

or other cases of isolation, are arranged, the

wards communicate, and the officer can pass

from one end to the other without having
to return to main corridor. And this

experiment has proved so satisfactory that

the Asylums Committee have adopted the

same plans with certain modifications for

an asylum on the same system at Horton,
This development, we think, is likely to find

favour among many, but theccrridor-pavilion

plan has its merits. In the cottage system
the continuous principle or corridor is

adopted combined with villas. The Bexley
Heath Asylum has an entrance block for

officers, electrical staff, &c., in a centre block

south of the last are the stores, kitchens,

dispensary, and other administration offices

;

and on each side are buildings for nurses and
attendants, and in the rear are blocks of 120

working patients on each side. The patients'

wards are on each side of the administrative-

block—the females on the west, and males on
the east. Each side of main corridor forms a
quadrant, the blocks being stepped back
southwards, and are arranged in a continuous

series, so that the officers can go their

rounds without having to retrace their steps.

This asylum accommodates 2,000 patients.

Details of plan such as those of each
department, the general administrative block

and store, the ward blocks or pavilions, each
separately considered in its various appoint-

ments, sanitary annexes, staircases, nurses'

room, and adjuncts have all to be carefully

studied in the plan. Those of our readers

who are interested in the design of county
asylums will do well to read Mr. Hine's

paper and his remarks on an ideal asylum,
of which the planning of the acute hospital

is the mo?t important part. Here, as we are
told, every patient, unless hopelessly in-

curable—in which caee he goes into the main
asylum—has to be admitted to be attended
to and treated, and here the greatest expert
skill is required. If the patient goes back to

the asylum for the remainder of his days, he
costs his country £30 a year or more.
The design of internal cupboards and latches,

heating and ventilation (the plenum system
of heating is recommended), and laundry
appliances, must not be neglected if the
building is to aid the nurses and medical
staff in their daily duties, and in removing
every impediment to easy administration.

Mr. Hine thinks a well-built asylum
fitted with all modern appliances cannot
be erected for much less than £300 a
bed. A very ordinary figure for building

only is from £150 to £170 per patient. The
cost of recent asylums have, however, shown
an increase, due to various causes ; the
average has been nearly the figure given
above. The author does not dwell on the

architectural question of asylum planning;
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nor can we wonder at ttis when so much has

to be done bj regulation, so much on the

lines laid down by the Local Government
Board, and on precedents. The principle or

system of planning largely affects the ques-

tion of grouping and design. If we recur to

the cottage system, we shall lose a sense of

the unity and coherence of a large institution

which is to be found in the corridor and
pavilion plan ; besides, there are the diffi-

culties of administration and siipeivision,

which a number of scattered villas would
increase ; but there are ways by which the

architect can make even this system agree-

able if he really takes the trouble. Wo think

that quiet chronic patients would have their

lives rendered happier if they had buildings

more like their own homes; in fact, the

whole tendency of treating disease, whether

mental or physical, appears to be to

individualise, to consider the individual

unit, and to bring into being the principle

of segregation. The architect possesses few
books on the subject ;—the large and hand-
some volume by Burdett, and a few other

works not generally accessible, are the only

sources of information, except the papers and
illustrations published in the Building
News and works by medico-psychological

experts.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE fortnightly meeting of the Architectural

Association was held on Friday evening,

the President, Mr.AV.H.Seth-Smith, F.R.I.BA.,
in the chair. Messrs. D. Hill and A. Gilbert

Scott were elected as members. The President

announced that a special meeting would be held

that day week (to-night, Friday) at 7.30p.m., to

consider certain proposals for establishing day
classes of instruction in connection with the

Association (see p. 328).

THE PAKIS EXHIBITION OF 1900.

A closely detailed paper on this subject, illus-

trated by over 140 lantern slides, was read by
Mr. E. W. M. Wonnacott, A.R.I. B. A., the
winner of the travelling studentship available

at the Exhibition, offered by Mr. Arthur
Gates a year ago. The lecturer described

the preliminary and final competitions for

plans for the Exhibition, and showed that a
final ballot, with M. Alfred Picard, inspector-

general of roads and bridges, as " reporter

"

(assessor), brought out the name of M. Girault as

architect for the Petit Palais, while for the Grand
Palais were selected (I) M. Louvet, (2) MM.
Deglane and Binet, and (3) M. Thomas.
Eventually most of these were associated to-

gether in the desigfn and construction of the
Grand Palais (except M. Binet, who received as

consolation the commission to erect a monu-
mental gateway at the principal entrance to the
Exhibition). The architects who were placed
second in the competition for the Petit Palais

were commissioned to execute the architectural

decorations of the new bridge, forming the con-
necting link between the Champs Elysees and
the Invalidea. MM. Cassien Bernard and Cousin,
the architects referred to, were to work hand-in-
hand with the engineers already appointed, MM.
Eesal and Alby. The architectural department,
which worked under the direction of M. Picard,
was housed in a fine red - brick pavilion,
with offices on the Avenue la Bourdonnais.
The 1900 Exhibition resulted in a deficiency of
over two million francs ; but this applies to the
official work only. There are in addition the
unofficial shows also to consider ; 670 projects
were submitted in the preliminary competition,
60 of them retained for the final selection, all of
which had to pay extortionate rents for their
groundspace, and were, moreover, over-capitalised,
many of them having to close their doors early in
the summer. The total amount of capital raised
for these unofficial shows was 46^ million francs,
nearly £2,000,000. Much money was thus sunk
by the concessionaires, and nothing was reaped
from it.

MOItKS AND CONSTRUCTION.

The wreckers (those wolves of architects, as
they have been called) and the navvies were
looked after hy a Committoo of Hygiene. All
the immense masses of earth that were moved,
Whelh ;r in foundations, road or tramway cuttings,

were profusely sprinkled every day, when work
ceased, with pulverised sulphate of iron 100 parts

to quicklime 200 parts to every square metre.

This precaution to us may seem absurd, but Paris

is a very insanitary city, and still abounds every-

where with hidden cesspools and middens.

DEMOLITIONS.

The old Palais de I'lndustrie was removed
for the sum of 200,000fr., only the colossal group
that crowned the structure, by Elias Robert,

being preserved. The dome, the Dome Centrale

on the Champ de Mars site, cost 20,000fr. to pull

down ; and the Pavilion of the town of Paris

—

from the last Exhibition—20,000fr. Besides these,

there were rased the Palaces of the Fine and
Liberal Arts. It is estimated that it would cost,

to remove the Galerie des Machines, which still

stands, l,000,000fr. if it had been decided on.

WORKY.tUDS.

The contractors' yards for heavy materials

were laid out in a most methodical manner,
amply provided with tramways and railways,

cranes, hoists, and everj'thing desirable to facili-

tate despatch ; and despatch was the order of the

day. The daily labour roll amounted to over
5,000 hands, in spite of the fact that everything
that could be fitted together before arrival on the

site was so done. There were twenty-three of

these workyards, each under an architect—in

some cases under two architects working to-

gether.

STONE.

That most largely used was the calcaire

grossier (a white freestone largely found in the

Paris basin), from the quarries of Chateau
Lindon, near Nemours (Seine et Mame), as

was used for the Arc de Triomphe ; also the

stone from the Aisne and Oise Valleys, as the
new Louvre ; those of Charentenay and Courson
(Yonne), as we see in the HGtel de Ville. The
ashlar work of the Petit Palais was a hard free-

stone from Coutamoux (Yonne) up to the first

band, and above that a freestone from Mery. In
the Grand Palais, where there were about 40,000

French tons (17,000 cubic metres) used, the

lower part was from Villebois, and was the only
example one could trace of a quarry-worked stone.

All the rest was cut and worked on the site, the

freestone being from Euville, Lerouville (Meuse),

and Larrys (Bourgogne) for the socle, and from
Villers, Adam, and Vic sur Aisne. We also see

pink mottled limestone from the Cote d'Or, or

Burgundy, employed in decoration and pilasters,

similar in appearance to our Devon limestones.

Also grey granites from Calvados, white and
golden-yellow freestone from Poitevin sources,

and the valley of the Oise.

STUCCO.

But the material most profusely used through-
out the Exhibition for the temporary buildings

was the stucco or " staff " applied over the light

wood or iron skeleton of the structures on fire-

proof lathing or wirework. As most of the

buildings were temporary, they were executed

almost wholly in this way. This "stuc" was
very largely used in the 17th and 18th centuries,

and is now the universal material employed by
speculating builders in Paris, for the vestibules,

staircases, entrees, &c., and an old example can
be seen in the Presidency of the Chamber of

Deputies, where the stucco was coloured : the

work was by Jules de Joly, then architect of the

Palais Bourbon.
CIMENT ARMBE.

Then there was the ciment armee, or concrete

with steel cores, used in large masses, profusely

used in nearly all the buildings, whether perma-
nent or temporary, especially for staircases and
landings of wide span.

STEEL.

But looking back over the century just passed,

the material that has come most to the front is

steel. In 1900 steel had become almost the uni-

versal material for the framing of structures, even

if temporary. Specially to be noticed is that

magnificent bridge, the Pont Alexandra III., the

metal work of which cost over two and three-

quarter million francs. Over 50,000 tons of steel

were used in the two Fine Art Palaces alone. An
example from the statistics will show the great

economy effected as the result of previous experi-

ence, gained in the former Exhibition. In 1878

it cost nearly Sfr. per cubic mf^tre to erect the

steelwork coverings ; in 1899 this was reduced

to 2-77fr., whUe in the recent Exhibition the

figure barely reached 2fr. per m^tre cube.

FOVNDATION IN BAD GUOVND.

A singular process was employed in the marshy
part of the Exhibition site, where the ground was
soft and spongy—that was, mechanical com-
pression, in which a steam pile-driver was first

used to perforate the ground to a hard bottom,

then to enlarge the bottom of the hole thua

formed, and finally beat down and consolidate the

concrete thrown in to form the foundation, a

large concrete pile, thus standing on a kind of

mushroomed foot on the bird bottom. This

avoided the necessity of removing large masses of

poor soil, and gave at the same time a stable sub-

structure for the subsequent erections.

ESTIMATES.

A word on the system of estimates prepared by

the architects for the builders. Instead of pricing

a bill of quintitiea, as with us, and the job going

to the lowest tenderer, the architect, or his sur-

veyor, gives in his estimate at a given figure.

Invitations are then sent out to the contractors,

and the game then is to find out who will give the

greatest rebate below the already quoted price.

DESIGN.

As regards the buildings collectively, one must
regard this Exhibition as a spectacular achieve-

ment, an architectural fairyland, and one can

overlook the faultj of too exuberant, or fantastic

detail, bearing in mind th.at these productions

were for a festal occasion. Great was the variety

of form and mass, extraordinary originality and

vitality were displayed in the detail and decora-

tions, while most vigorous was their execution.

PicturesquenesB was supplied by the row of

foreign pavilions on the river bank, the Chateau

d'Eau and the gardens of the Trocadero, and

other parts of the Exhibition, while dignity was

worshipped in the symmetry displayed in the

vistas of the Champ de Mars and the Esplanade

des Invalides.
I'LAN, ETC.

The Exhibition was laid out on four main sites,

two on each bank of the river, with connecting

strips bordering immediately on the river itself

;

but these four sites fall into two groups, each of

which consists of a piece of ground on one side of

the river connected with another similar plot on

the other by means of a bridge, which forms the

axis of each group. Thus we have the Champ de

Mars—the largest of these four plots—connected

with its opposite neighbour, the Trocadero

gardens, by the Pont d'lens. Similarly we have

the Esplanade des Invalides joined to the Champs
Elysees portion by the magnificent Pont Alex-

andre III. Then these two groups are connected

themselves by narrow inclosures or strips of

ground on the banks of the Seine. But the axes

of these two groups are inclined to one another,

almost meeting on the south side, and diverging

to the north. The area of the site covered was

much more than in previous exhibitions, and

amounted to 112 hectares, including the overflow

site in the forest of Vincennes.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PLAN.—CHAMPS ELYSEI.S

rORTION.

At the main entrance, overlooking the Place

de la Concorde, we find the Porte Monumentale,

the principal entrance (of forty-five in all) giving

access to the grounds. This was designed by M.

Binet. We pass along a broad walk, parallel to

the river, leading to the new Pont Alexandre III
,

and we then find on our right the two Palaces of

the Fine Arts, the one nearest to us as we emerge

on to the avenue being known as the Petit Palais,

and facing it on the other side of the avenue the

Grand Palais, the rear of which abuts on to the

Avenue d'Antin. These features, the two palaces

and the bridge, are intended to be permanent

embellishments of the town of Paris. We pass

along the continuation of the broad walk above

referred to, cross the Avenue d'Antin and the

Pont des Invalides by a picturesque footbridge,

and enter a narrow inclosure between the Cours

de la Reine and the river, known as the Rue da

Paris, containing chiefly the large pavilion of

the town of Paris, by M. Gravigny ; the Palace

of Horticulture, with its aquarium in the centre ;

and the Palace of Congress and Social Econom y.

Each of these structures borders on the iiver,

and on the other side of the Rue de Pans

is a miscellaneous crowd of small shows, quite

Parisian. Then by another footbridge by

the Pont de I'Alma into the picturesque

< lid Paris, also bordering on the river, past

several bakery exhibits, and emerge on the large

garden of the Trocadero, where iiro situated the
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French and foreign colonial exhibits. The Palace

)f the Trocaii'ro, remaining from the 1878 exhi-

jition, was not itself a part of the I'JOO eihibition,

ilthoQgh included in the site [a portion of the

Da?ement and cellars excepted , and at the

aorthem extremity at the rear of the palace a

arge panorama of Madagaacar. The Champ de

Slare is connected with the Esplanade des

Invalides by the H le de« Nations, where we find

the most picturesque spectacle of the Exhibition,

:he row of foreign pavilioiu abutting on the river,

iestined to be wiped out of existence by this

ivening, although a few of them are to be re-

jected in various parts of the world. On the

same bank of the rivor, before entering the Street

5f Nations, we pass the Palaces of Forestry,

S'arigation, and that of the Land and Sea Forces.

Then coming to the Esplanades des Invalides, we
ind, as on the Champ de Mars, two parallel

-anges of buildings devoted entirely to the de-

srative and industrial arts, the avenue between
hese two rows being a continuation of the
Avenue Nicholas II. and the Pont Alexandre III

,

ind terminating southwards in the fine vista of

he H<'ipital das Invalides. It is in this portion of

.he exhibition that we find the buildings designed
m s high artistic level : the faiades are very fine,

he masses happily grouped, and the details, if

omewhat exuberant, are extremely suitable.

.\ rOBTl IIONIMBST.U-E, UESIG.VED BY M. BISET.

This is a difficult structure to describe without
1 plan and drawings, but the secret is easily seen
ind its construction grasped in a lantern-slide,

ogether with the drawings on the walls, the con-
truction being of three large arches on a
riangular plan, supporting a large gilded dome.
t was well set back from the rciadway, and was
isible from all sides. An immense archway
onus the main enti»nce, 65ft. wide, flanked by
eootative minarets, 160ft. high. Behind were
ther two archee, the whole covering the numer-
us turnstiles giving access to the grounds, while
t the rear was a large wrought-iron gateway,
he " Porte des Echevins," reserved for oflicial

r<x;eaeiona, these all supporting the immense
ecorated dome. The whole was covered with
ich colour, freec-oes, and glass mosaics, inter-
persed with innumerable taJated electric lamps,
nite indescribable. Its effect to the mind of an
rchitect can only be described as " Arabesque."
.'he crowning feature of this composition was the
iqoant figure of Modem Paris in the attitude of
relcoming the nations, represented by a lady in
rich evening dress and cloak. This figure was

iie work of M. Moreau-Vauthier, and was the
lose of a lengthy and rather hot discussion.
"hen the Ship of State also the arms of the City
f Paris)—a motif in high relief—ornamented
he spandrel portion of the main arch, and
t the base of the flanking masses was the
rigin>l »nd powerful conception of M. Guillot,
fine bold frieze in bas-relief, the ' frise da

ravail," representing the contribution of labour
3 the Exhibition. An ingenious arrangement
f the tumatilee must not 1^ overlooked, calca-
ited to accommodate the passage of over 60,000
ersons per hour. An exact model was first made,
nd from this M. Binet produced his final studies.
he whole structure stands on a foundation of
iles ; the skeleton was a very Ught construction
( iron, overlaid with a framework of wood, and
overed with plastic or '•staff," then enamelled
r painted in colour. Its estimated cost was
•20,000. Recently this was advertised for sale,

8 old materials. There were 200 tons of iron,
50 cubic metrts of wood, l.OOOof building stone,
'lO of brick, 7>0 of other materials, and 7,50'.'

i-?ces of glass and lamp globes. The price it

;d was £408, about 10 200fr.

LE OR.4X11 i-ALAIS DES BEArS <KTS.

This building was, during the Exhibition, the
ome of the French and foreign displays of the
ne art«, painting, sculpture, and architecture :

ut it will remain as the permanent home of the
rench annual Salon. The building is of im-
lense size, covering nearly ten acres ; its plan
;sembles the letter H- Th" commission for
IS was given to three architects, who worked
(gether most cordially in its production, and so
icoessfully treited Uie various portions as. to
lake them appear one great building externally,
he front portion, that facing on the Avenue
Ticholas II., was intrusted to M. Deglane, who
as responsible for the immense fE(;-ade, and the
reat hall forming the sculpture haU. M. Louvet
lecnted the central link portion, with the grand
ateue, " I'Escalier d'Honneur," for ceremonial

use, leading to the concert rooms and picture
galleries on the first floor. The rear portion
was alloted to M. Albert Thomas, comprising the
front facing the Avenue d'Antin, a large central
hall, covered by an elliptic dome, and the wings.
The cost of this was estimated at 25,300,000fr.
The foundations, over 5.50,000fr., were put in

with great difficulty, as a portion of the site was
a mere marsh, with beds of peat and clay ; part
of the ptlace is therefore con'itructed on oak
piles, and part on concrete bedded on a sandy
clay. The stonework, 40,000 French tons, in a
brilliant white freestone, the calcaire grossier,

was all cut on the site by a diamond saw, fed by
a 10-ton traveller, running on rails. Stone was
exclusively used on the external fronts, but the
inner walls were of rubble and brick, faced
with stone. Ciment arme— i -., cement concrete
strengthened with steel wire of large gauge—has
been largely adopted for the staircases and gal-

leries. Then for the roof were used about 6,000
tons of stoel, executed by Dayde and PUle, of

Creil. The strains were so carefully calculated

that the resultants pass through the points of

support, thus relieving entirely the masonry con-
struction forming the inclosing screen -walls of

the palace. M. Deglane was obliged to alter and
modify his first conception in order that the Petit

Palais, facing it, should not be overpowered by
its more important neighbour. Inste.d of one
large entrance porch, as originally intended, of

great height, we find now three wide bays with
doorways and a colonnade : the basement was
considerably lowered, and the roof put almost
out of sight. But the glory of the farade was
retained in the glass mosaic frieze, about 2.50ft.

long, designed by M. Foumier. The immense
nave or sculpture court, 600ft. by 16oft., is under
one great glass roof, the central part being dome-
shaped, of about 230ft. diameter, carried on curved
principals formed as box-girders, grouped in pairs,

and decoratively treated with wrought-iron scrolls

and ornaments. The intermediate part, by M.
Louvet, or bridge of the H > comprises a return
of the nave and the Staircase of Honour,
with two short faijides on the north and
south sides respectively, each 210ft. long. M.
Louvet had a knotty problem to solve when
asked to provide for exhibitions of all sorts.

At the head of the wrought-iron staircase,

aumptuonely gilded, is the ?reat concert-room,
for 1,.500 persons. M. Albert Thomas, who did
the rear portion of the great palace, had a fine

opportunity, and has produced a very fascinating
work. It comprises a rectangle of .510ft. ty
145ft. wide, covering nearly 7,000 square yards,
with an important farade on theAvenue d'Antin,
set well back from the frontage, and raised about
14ft. 9in. above the roadway, giving a well-
lighted basement to be utilised as stables daring
the horse competitions, with room f -r 600 horses,
and accommodating also all the auxiliary gervioee
of this vast editice, such as police, fire, and ambu-
lance posts, telephone service, office staff, tobacco
bureau, ic. A large hall, nearly circular, forms
the central feature on the ground floor, being
about 92ft. diameter and 104ft. high, top-lighted,
and of great beauty and originality of design ; a
large gallery, 17ft. Sin. wide, running all round
the outside, on two floors, and two triangular
halls in the two wings, 63ft. by 144ft., two
stories high, containing the means of access
to the upper floor, and giving an uninter-
rupted vista from end to end of the build-
ing. The front of the Avenue is treated with
coupled columns, partly detached from the wall.
This portion is intended to be uied for special
exhibitions and functions, independently of the
reraninder of the palace. A line frieze in bas-
relitf, by M. .Joseph Blanc, about .300ft. long,
represents the history of art, and is placed behind
the colonnade above mentioned. It has been
executed at Stvres, in opaque pottery or ceramic,
and gave a most remarkable effect, being obviously
inspired by the Assyrian friezes of Darius.

THE PETrr PALAIS, BV M. GIEAITLT.

This very fine boiUing, indeed, the gem of the
Exhibition, covers a surface of 7,000 tquare
mitrts, or nearly IJ acres. It is intended, like
the Grand Palace, to be a permanent home for
French art, a State Museum in fact, and vrill

become the property of the City of Paris, for
which the Municipality gave twenty million
francs. As part of the Exhibition it contained
the retrospective exhibit of French art, such as
ivory, bronze, and ceramic work, furniture,
jewelry, glass, &c , from the earliest times to

the most recent. In constrnction it ^oald

be noted that in this building steel was
used to only a limited extent. The walls
were all of rubble faced with ashlar, the
vaults and floors of brickwork set in gypsum,
and the roofs, with a little steel, covered all.

These vaults in the Petit Palais were of brick set
in plaster of Paris, which is the universal cement-
material, without any centring, only a small
curved template being used as a guide; the men
worked very rapidly as plaster sets quickly) in
laying the rings or courses of the domes or vaultt
till the shell was complete. This formed a centre
for the next, and even a third, if required, shell

on top of this. The cost of this style of work,
very light and very strong, was 40 francs per
square metre ; it was very quickly built, and
exerted practically no thrust on the walls. The
internal stucco decoration was then laid over the
surface of the vault as required. Several de-
velopments of the ciment-arme were worked out
by M. Giriiult. One 'Dorner of the palace was
built entirely in cement, with a criss-cross of iron
rails bedded in the concrete, whereas the adjoin-
ing walls were on piles in the ordinary way.
Then his floors were largely in ciment-armo.
In plan this palace was D -shaped, the in-

terior being a garden surrounded by a semi-
circular colonnade, round which was grouped
a double range of galleries in a semi-hexagonal
form for the exhibits ; the straight part of the
D formed the faf,-ade, the main entrance being-

in the centre, leading into a fine domed hall, off

which were two lateral galleries at a slightly

higher level, and at the ends or comers two
saloons, from which one enters upon the galleries

at rear. Several modifications were made in the

design in M. Girault's final drawings, and even
during the progress of the works, in order to

harmonise with the great palace opposite. In
front, the chief feature is a semicircular porch,
approached by a fine expansive flight of steps,

and at the head of this a " gate of honour," with
beautifully-designed iron gates, gilded. The
order employed in the fai,ide is an I.jnic one>
with lofty bays in the Intercolumniations.

Sculpture is used in abundance. Internally, the
decoration is as surprising as the scheme of the
exterior, the vaults and domes being covered
with relief ornament and sculpture, very fine in

treatment, and used unsparingly. The columns
and pilasters are of a cheerful pink tone. The
architect of the Petit Palais was M. Girault.

InNT ALE.\A,VDKE in.

On the Pont Alexandre III., two leading
Parisian architects were employed to co-operate
with the engineers, the allied artists being MM.
Resal and Alby, the engineers, and MM. Caaeien-

Bemard and Cousin, their architectural col-

laborators. The bridge is constructed entirely

of steel, 330ft. span, in one low sweep, the rise

being nearly 23ft., composed of fifteen girders

representing the width of the bridge, which ia

of the noble dimension of 40 metres), each girder

being in two pieces, hinged, or articulated at each
abutment, and in the centre to allow of the neces-

sary spring. The roadway had to be kept level,

or nearly so, with the approaches, in order that

the vista of the Invalides should not be interfered

with when seen from the opposite bank. The
cost of the metalwork used in this biiJge was
about 2 1 million francs, and the accepted tender
for the foundations amounted to over Ij million

I

more, 12 per oent. below the engineers' price.

I The contractors were JIM. Letellier and

I

Boutringuien, who had already done the founda-
tions of the Pont Mirabeao, under the same
engineers. The chief decorative features are the

! pylons, the statues, the lamp standards, the
parapets, and the cartouches. The pylons or

monumental piers, 1 7 metres high, are two at each
end of the bridge, with as many allegorical figiire&

by MM. Lenoir, Michel, Coutan, and Marquesta.
On each Pylon is a gilt group of Fame and-
Pegasus, each by a different artist, and designed

j

with great freedom and vigour. The strain on
the atiutments is about fifty kilogrammes per
Uqaare centim.l-tre. It took over 7,000 tons of
' steel, all from the Creusot works, laid from a

j
latticed-framed temporary bridge, first erected to

! facilitate the placing the girders in petition, and
j
then removed. The abutments are in granite

1 blocks from the Vosges. The setting out was so

carefully done that on joinirg up in the centre

the discrepancy amounted to seven-tenths of a
millimetre on a total length of over 3.50ft. The
foundations had to be carried down to a depth of

•54ft. on the light bank, and nearly 60ft. on the

other. CdiaBons were sunk in the proper positions.
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and afterwards filled with concrete and granite.

Compressed air was employed in the subfluvial

excavations. Very massive castings bedded in

the abutments receive the ends of the fifteen

steel girders, a pin, circular in section, separating

the ends of the girders from the cup in the cast-

ing to allow of the necessary movement. Each
outer girder weighed 167 tons, and the othersm tons. The other bridges of the exhibition

are all merely temporary, and comparatively un-

important. The Pont d'lena, one of the existing

bridges of Paris, was absorbed in the exhibition

site, and effectively disguised by being widened.

All this extension work is to be removed, and the

bridge restored to its former state. The numer-
ous and picturesque footbridges of timber over

streets and ways in the Exhibition itself were
artistically treated in rustic woodwork, with

domes in trellis-work over.

THE FAL.VCE Ol' HORTICl'LTrRE.

The first of the temporary buildings along this

bank was designed by JI. Charles Uautier. It

was constructeid wholly of iron and glass, with

lateral galleries separated by a central nave, and

a rotunda at each end. The framework was of

extremely light iron angle-bars and trellis-work

in wood, and groupings were freely used to con-

ceal the ironwork. The dimensions of this palace

were 270ft. long, 100ft. wide, and G7ft. high. It

is proposed to hand over this building to the City,

to be re-erected, in all probability, at Passy, or

to be retained in its present position, if the

municipal authorities so choose.

P.WILIO.N' OF THE TOWN OF F.iRIS.

Then we arrive at the dignified pavilion, which
the municipality had commissioned the architect,

M. Gravigny, to erect—a large structure, cover-

ing more than 5,000 square metres, constructed

entirely of timber, for easy removal. It was
planned with a large central court, surrounded
with galleries on the first floor, with central stair-

cases for access to the galleries as the principal

feature at each end internally.

P.iL.iCE OF 80CI.\L ECOXOMV, ETC.

Passing along, we came to the Palace of Social

Economy, by il. Jlewes. It is about 330ft. long
and 100ft. wide, and its execution was carried

out in a peculiar manner, eight of the best known
co-operative industrial associations combining to

do the work. It is entirely of timber covered
with '

' staff," and no steel was used because there
happened to be no trade-union representing the
metal trades. It contained, besides galleries for

exhibits, ample and lofty rooms for meetings and
congresses of all sorts. Passing down stream, we
come to

OLD PABIS,

on the same bank, lending itself to the picturesque.
It extended over 750ft. along the right bank,
built almost entirely on piles, and in the hands
of M. Robida has given nsa delightful conception
of a Mediaeval town. M. Robida was assisted by
seven other architects. For the Champ de Mars
buildings, the four on the flanks and the one at

the end, the bill for the iron and steel construction,
which was of the most economical materials, came
to a total of 6,000,000fr. The terraces, on which
stood the Palaces of the Fine and Liberal Arts,
by M. Formige, from the time of the 1889 Exhi-
bition, have been removed, and the inclined plane
formed leading up to the Palace of Water and
Fire. On our left is the Mining and Metallurgy
Palace, by M. A'arceiller ; next it that of the
Textiles, intrusted to M. Blavette; these are
balanced by the Civil Engineering and Education
Palaces, the former by M. Hermant, and the
latter by M. Sertais. At the end is the Palace of
Mechanicjil Science, with the grand set piece the
Chateau d'Eau, by M. Paulin, and behind it is

the Palace of Electricity, which takes the place
of the centre dome of the 18S9 Exhibition. The
area of the Champ de Mars thus covered is more
than sixty acres.

THE PALACE OF MIXES AND METALHROV,
by M. Varcellier, architect, is a well-designed
building, facing on the central avenue for an
extent of 315(t., and on the return front, parallel
to the river, of 250ft. At the angle where the
two fronts join is the entrance, surmounted by a
lofty dome, flanked by pavilions, containing each
a circular staircase for access to the broad open
gallery or loggia on the first floor. The steel
framework is covered with wood, over which is

the usual wire lathing and plaster painted in a
happy scheme of polychrome decoration. _ _^

THE PALACE OF TEXTILES

was stUl larger than the last, being 923ft. long

by 424ft. wide. It was undertaken by M.
Blavotte. It had similar conditions imposed on
it as the others of this group

—

i.e., a broad open

arcade on the avenue front, the first story being

about 23ft. from the ground. The large entrance-

porch was verj- dignified, and treated, as were

nearly all the buildings on the Champ de Mars,

with a polychrome scheme in very good taste.

At the end of the Champ de Slars we have the

two palaces, or rather one palace in two halves,

devoted to mechanical science and to chemical

industries, with the masterpiece of M. Paulin in

between, the Chateau d'Eau, closing the vista at

the southern end. These two palaces are con-

nected at the rear of the grand cascade by a

broad corridor at the first-floor level. In plan,

each half- palace consists of three wide halls

separated by narrow galleries. Each build-

ing is almost square, being about -ISeft.

by 453ft., with an external arcade. The
Chateau d'Eau, M. Paulin's elief-d'trune, was
placed in front of the Palais de I'Electricite.

It was built on rubble piers, at the head of the

immense slope where the fountains and basins

were laid out. Its principal feature was a vast

architectural niche, 24 metres in diameter, from
the head of which issued the water, the fall and
jets being arranged in a very artistic and original

manner.
THE PALACE OF ELECTRICITY,

by M. Henard, was at the rear of, and masked
by, tke Chateau d'Eau : therefore the architect

raised the roof of the gallery, and threw all his

inventive genius into the skyline he thus formed
—a broad open cresting of metal and glass, like

lacework by day, and suggestive of a fairy em-
broidery by night, with its changing lights. The
palace measures about 230ft. high, and its front

extends the whole width of the Champ de Mars
avenue, 150 metres long. Its construction was
entirely of iron and glass. M. Henard had also

another delightful work in hand—the Hall of

Illusions. 'The astounding effects of changing
colour and infinite space that one ean scarcely

describe were produced by large mirrors and
coloured lights.

THE PALACE OF CIVIL ENGINEERING,

by M. Hermant, is the counterpart, as regards

size and disposition, of the Palace of Textiles,

which it faces. Instead of the ordinary iron

lathing or wire netting we usually find as the

foundation of the decorative plaster work the

contractors here used flat sheets of metal punched
or stamped out into tongues, which projecting

formed the key for the plaster.

THE PALACE OF EDUCATION,

by M. Sortais, architect, covering over 27,000

square metres, is simUar in its general lines to its

fellow opposite, the Palace of Slines, first de-

scribed. Its angle pavUion is very charming,

with a delightful campanile of about 150ft. high.

The steel construction of this and the building of

Civil Engineering was exceedingly economical,

being built up entirely of small sections, which
meant easy handling, quickness and facility of

construction, and cheapness of execution.

THE S.ILLE DES FETES,

by M. Raulin, was one of the attractions of the

Exhibition, and is destined to remain for some
time to come, although its fate is not yet settled.

It must be remembered that the old Machinery
Gallery of the 1889 exhibition remained standing,

and was absorbed into the lOiK) one, but the

centre portion of this was screened off, forming
a square in plan, and will accommodate
20,000 to 25,000 people. Its dimensions
are 535ft. by 460ft. on plan. The dome
is 300ft. diameter, and is 147ft. from the floor.

Two artistic facades form the screens which divide

the hall from the two ends of the Machinery
Gallery. The four great panels were by M.
Francois Flameng, M. Hochegrosse, M. Maignan,
and M. Cormon. Before leaving the Champ de

Slars there are a few little buildings at which we
might glance. The Luminous Palace, the creation

of M. Penswin, carried out by 51. I^atapy, on a

special site near the Eiffel Tower. Glass formed
almost the entire' material of the structure, and
at night the whole was illuminated, walls,

columns, and all, by electric lights skilfully con-

cealed, and arranged to change the colours at

will. The next is the Women's Palace, for the

exhibits connected with the fair sex, and-is a type

of the temporary structures. Next we have the

Pavilion of Ecuador, at the foot of the Eiffel

j
Tower, which is rather more flamboyant than the

last. Lastly the Cafe de la Belle Meuniere.
Turning our attention to the buildings on the

left bank of the river, beginning at the west end
and proceeding up stream, we see first t'ne Globe
Celeste, the most unfortunate of the private

speculations of the exhibitions. Then we come
to the Palace of Forests, over 600ft. long on its

river front, constructed entirely of wood, and
decorated with the various forestry exhibits and
ornamental timbers. It was designed by MM.
Tronchet and Rey, who were also intrusted with

the neighbouring Palace of Navigation. This

was also ou the river front, beyond the Pont
d'lena, with a facade of 480ft. long. This also

was a timber structure, built in a fashion similar

to our steel construction, and covered with

staff." After this is the Creusot Pavilion, the

exhibit of the great firm of Schneider, who
carried out the steel work of the Pont Alex-

andre III., a hideous huge-domed pavilion,

painted in red oxide. The diameter of the dome
was 140ft., and in height it was 165ft. internally;

this was covered with a lantern or beUiy.

The entire weight of the lantern and dome
some 400 tons. Then we pass on to the Army
and Navy Palace, an immense building, border-

ing on the river, ifor more than 340ft. in length,

designed in a style more or less medi;Bval. It

was buUt ol wooden framing, trussed up with

iron tie rods and bolts, and the plaster covering

was attached in slabs nailed to the timbers, then

an external finishing coat, and the decorations

were laid on this. Next came the Palace of

Hygiene and the Pavilion of Mexico. Passing

on and crossing the end of the Pont de I'Alma,

by another picturesque footbridge, we come to

the remainder of the Exhibition buildings on the

Esplanade dea Invalides. In order to preserve

the vista ending in the dome of the Invahdee,

M. Picard, the Commissioner, arranged the

palaces of the diverse industries on each side of

the continuation avenue. Two haU-palaces at

each end and two others in the centre form the

group that borders on the east and west sides

of the Esplanade des Invalides, all too

narrow in width. Looking towards the dome,

the buildings on the left were reserved for

French work, and those on the right for the

various foreign nations. All are of the lightest

possible construction consistent with safety.

The two palaces facing the quay are those of the

National Manufactures, with curved porticoes,

the work of MM. Toudoin and Pradelle. J»

extent these cover a surface of 12,000 squaw

metres. In the large wall surfaces and panels

are fine allegorical frescoes by such eminent men

as Paul Buffet, Vauthier, Chabas, and so on. Oi

the two centre palaces looking south, that on the

left is by M. Esquie, and is balanced on the right

by one similar in extent, and following the

general lines, by MM. Larche and Naohon. At

the south end of the esplanade are two half-

palaces by M. Tropey-BaUly for ceramic work,

and for glass work, with the wonderful InvalidM

front, on the Rue de Grenelle. This elevation'

consists of two symmetrical fai,ades, with a well-

treated frieze in bas-relief representing th(

Decorative Arts and Labour. The grouping

and, in fact, the general arrangement and treat-

ment, of M. Tropey-Bailly's work is most happy

In front of the half-pavilion here shown stood i

remarkable exhibit of Sevres ceramic ware, th(

fountain This is destined to stand in the Champf

Elyeees after that thoroughfare has recoverec

from the upheaval caused by the Exhibitioi

works. The portico, too, also in Sevres wars

which also stood in the Esplanade des InvaUdes

is destined to be re-erected in the Square of St

Germain des Pres, or its immediate neighbour-

1

hood.
IN THE STREET OF NATIONS

the more important buildings are near the Pon

des Invalides, where the Rue des Nations com

mences. Italy has on the Quai d'Orsay th

largest and most imposing of all the foreig)

pavilions, a florid building in 15th-century style

consisting of a cathedral-like structure, wit

suggestions of Venice, Florence, and Pavia. Thi

has a central dome with four angle cupolas, a

gilt. The windows, which -are very large, "
filled with tracery. The architects were 515'

Carle Coppi and Salvaderi. The Ottoman Pavuio

is more modest than the Italian, and has mor

reserve, and the work was intrusted to a Frenc

architect, M. Dubuisson, who has suggestsd or

of the innumerable mosques of Stimboul. ir

Vnited States Pavilion was boM and dignifiet

I

I

I

i!
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rith a great porch on the river front, forming the

ackground to the equestrian statue of George

Vashington. The building is simply planned,

nd effect is produced by the lavish use of statues,

roups, and the omnipresent American eagle.

•he architects were MM. Coolidge and ilorin-

.lousliaux. Austria : The architect was M.

'iaumann, who has produced a pleasing exterior

.uggestivo of the Louis X\'I. style. In the

;!osi\ia building the wooden eaves are very bold,

ind the corbelled-out balconies are suggestive of

'urkish work. The architect was II. Panek,

i;ho adopted rather a rural style for its corapo-

ition. llungary was rather a medley of styles

mbodying nearly all that had existed since the

jundation of the Magyar State. 5IM. Zoltan-

alint and Jambor, of Buda I'esth, were the

rcbitects. The British Pavilion was very small

jside some of its neighbours. It was intended

V the British Commission to make this the

>ecial show of our native construction and
icoration, and the plan decided on was to repro-

uce an old English manor-house. Mr. Lutyens
as intrusted with the commission, and he has

iven us in the north front a replica of that of

ingaton House, near Bath, the other fai,ades

ding adapted from contemporary buildings. Its

>nstTuction was entirely of steel framework for

isy and future removal, for which Sir B. Baker
IS responsible. Various well - known firms

ndertook the decoration and furnishing of the

terior. The city of Bath sent the pieces of

lizabethan work in the library ; the great gal-

ry was adapted from the Cartoon Gallery at

nole, near Sevenoaks. Jlr. Geo. Wragge has

nt for this evening some photos and a cartoon of

8 stained-glass windows in the dining-room,
n the other side of an open space, on which
luts the British Pavilion, is the Pavilion of

jlgiom, an exact reproduction of the Town
all of Oudenardo, with all its florid Gothic detail

id profusion of carving. This was intrusted to

JI. Acker and Mankels, who preferred to pre-
nt to us the masterpiece of Flemish work in the
e 15th century (152.5-1-530). Now destroyed,
orway had arranged a pavilion distinct from
vedea, and the commission was intrusted to M.
nding- Larsen. It was entirely constructed of

ood, lavishly coloured. Germany has quite a
|9tal appearance, with its elaborately-coloured
|Ulg and exuberant detail. Next to it, in this

jew, is the Pavilion of Spain, the work of M.
ifioste y \'elada, who has suggested the Sevillian

pe of arihiteclure, the details being taken from
rious well-known buildings of the Renaissance,
le pa> ilion hsa been recently destroyed, fetch-

g about £1,000. Next we see the PaviUon of
onaro, which has presented us with an Italian
pe of architecture, and a fine tower suggestive
the Palazzo N'ecchio in an imitation granite,
veden was an extraordinary, and, indeed, in-
scribable, building, which I confess I am unable
describe to you. M. Boberg was the architect,

reece comes next, the production of M. Magne,
chitect, in the Byzantine style, an imitation
ick building with a stilted cupola covered with
I tiles. Servia affects a florid type of Byzan-
le. M. Baudry was the designer. It is at
esent uncertain if any of these foreign pavilions
II be preserved. In conclusion, the lecturer
:ntioned that the British made the best display
the furniture department.
.\ hearty vote of thanks was accorded Mr.
onnacott, on the motion of Mr. C. H. Brodie,
iionded by Mr. Bamiokk Slack.

AECHITECTCUE AT THE ROYAL
SCOTTISH ACADEMY.

HHE 75th annual exhibition of the R.S.
Academy has just been opened, and on the

ine lines of arrangement as for some years past.
' lis provides a comfortable and easy inspection
I the works exhibited, and gives general satis-

Ition to the public, whilst it reduces greatly the
1 mber of exhibits. Old as the institution is,

1 wever, it has never succeeding in providing,
:i probably never attempted to provide, a satis-

3 tory arrangement for the architectural branch
tthe Academy—at least, in the way of bringing
iwaid architectural designs for exhibition. In
1

8

respect the Glasgow Institute is far ahead of
3 When, as was the case 20 or 30 years ago,
il'hitectural perspectives were all in water-
<our, the lack of a special apartment was of
1

9

consequence, and there was no unseemly con-
! St between exhibits in the two departments
(_irt. But of late years, the water-colour

i

' hitectoral perspective is a rara avi>, and its

place is taken by black and white. These have

generally been located along with the water-

colour section—not much to the advantage of

either.

In all probability the small octagon was
designed for architectural drawings, but the

light is sadly deficient, and nothing has ever

been done to improve it. With the discovery

and development of the " Luxfer" prism lights,

there is no apology for the management con-

tinuing to keep this apartment in its present

unsatisfactory state. But the commercial uses

of the exhibition have always outweighed the

academical, and the oil paintings have always

usurped the lion's share of the rooms. Having
by inadequate provision reduced the character

and number of architectural exhibits to a

minimum, it is little wonder that the archi-

tectural department has never been representative

of the architecture of the day, except to a very

limited degree. This year it is less so than it

has been in former years. Glasgow generally

did most for it in the way of providing the better

class of design, and is this year conspicuously

absent. The war outlay and other expendi-

ture accompanying naturally tends to limit the

prospects of the better class of design, and there

is nothing this year to record worthy of note in

this department. The architectural drawings

are located in the south room on the north side.

Mr. W. Bailey sends a drawing of Gogar
House, Midlothian (639), which is not .a large

mansion, but a Scotch house of considerable size,

and has the good altitude, without which the

details of the corbel-stepped gables and angle

turrets are of doubtful character as ornamental
features.

80G, "The Hollies," Barnton, by Messrs.

Hamilton, Paterson, and Rhind, is also of

moderate size, with details of Georgian Classic.

The only other design in this category is 809,
" Fairyhill," Surrey, by Messrs. Niven and
Wigglesworth, which has an extensive plan, with

a large circular comer tower and Flemish gables.

Public buildings bulk more largely as repre-

sentative of street architecture. 621, " The
National Bank of Scotland," Nicolson-street,

occupies a corner site at Hill-street, and Is erected

in red freestone, of four floors and an attic. The
style is Renaissance, with large circular windows
on the ground floor, the fa(,'ade in both streets

pleasantly relieved with pilasters, pillars, and some
good sculpture ornament judiciously arranged.

622, "Business Premises," Rose-street, is a

large tenement of four floors, also Renaissance,

with a large semicircular window and angle

turret at the street comer. It is also executed in

red freestone.

638, "Design for Municipal Offices," Dukin-
field, by E. Maldman, shows a building of two
floors of Elizabethan character.

795, "First Premiated Design for a Public

Library," Falkirk, by H. Taylor, shows a plain

and businesslike building. 798, " Kirkcaldy
Police Buildings," by Messrs. Williamson and
Inglis, is a plain and severe two-storied edifice of

considerable extent.

802, " New Royal Infirmary," Glasgow, is a
bird's-eye view, showing a building of portentous
height, having six floors, presenting a very
striking contrast to a somewhat similar archi-

tectural design by the same architect, Mr. H. J.

Blanc, R.S.A. This latter is 618, " The Ban-
gour Village Asylum," about which controversy

has recently been vexing the public with accounts

of the enormous amount of expenditure rec[uired

to carry it out—something like half a million.

The design is represented as a model located in

the centre of the small octagon, and shows all the
arrangements, which provide for the cottage

accommodation of patients, administrative build-

ings, attendants' houses, &c. There is a church
with tower, and recieation hall, all apart, with
villa accessories in the way of garden-ground, &c.,

though these cannot be shown on the small scale

of the model. Some villas are larger than others

—those for males on one side of the extensive

grounds, and those for female patients on the
other. The designation of each building is

printed legibly beside it, and there are a few
vacant sites providing for extension.

SIO, "Public Library," Stirling, by H.
Taylor, is a well-lighted and stately edifice, with
ordinary Renaissance detail.

Ecclesiastical design also forms a leading
feature of the exhibition.

632 is a water-colour perspective of lona
Cathedral as restored by Messrs. Honeyman and
Keppin. The building stands in solitary grandeur,

with rather much of landscape round it, and tha
point of the spectator shown has not been very
happily selected.

620, " St. Mungo's Parish Cnurch," by Messrs.
Dunn and Findlay, in built in Easter-road, with
transepts and a largo tower at side of its western
front, with the usual arrangement of an interior
having narrow side aisles. 628, by J. Manuel,
is a very spirited sketch of " .ledburgh Abbey,"
or, rather, the south-east portion of it. 636 is

the most original of this class of design. "ITnited
Free Church and Hall," Clydebank, by A.
Paterson, shows a circular interior flanked with
transeptal projections, and fairly succeeds in
imparting to that novel plan a pictureeciue and
not undignified character, without suggesting
comparisons with the circus and the theatre.

640, " Blackridge Church," West Lothian, is

a nice water-colour sketch of a village church with
clerestory, transept, and very small aisle windows.
647, " New Chancel and Transepts for Holy
Trinity Church," Melrose, by Messrs. Hay and
Henderson, in Early Geometric Gothic, shows
these additions to be very considerable contrasted

with the church itself, which is too indistinctly

represented, and looks like another building far

away. "St. Serf's," Golden Acre, which is a

northern suburb of the city, has had justice done
to it in 796, 797, 803, 808, and 812.' These are

representations, however, of two separate designs

by Mr. G. Watson. One shows the nave and
narrow aisles and double transept of Decorated
Gothic detail, with large buttressed and pinnacled

tower, having a lofty but attenuated spire on top.

The interior piers are without any impost mould-
ings and ceiling is a timber vault. The other

design, which is selected, is a nave with tran-

septs, chancel, and a central tower in Early
Decorative Gothic. 807, "The Interior of St.

Oswald's Church," by YL. Kew, shows a good
arcade with moulded capitals and bases on the

pillars, and has no lath - and - plaster on the

walls. 811, " Dean Parish Church," by Messrs.

Dunn and Findlay, is also a church with nave,

transepts, and clerestory, and the narrow aisle,

with good tower and spire at the side of its front.

The style is the plain Lancet Gothic with some-
thing of the Early Geometric. The transept is

rather bulky, being evidently Intended for nave
and gallery, and the whole, like most others of its

kind, lacks good proportion as to length.

799, "St. John the Baptist Church, Thaxted,"
Essex, by J. Mitchell, and 792, " Study for a

Church," by W. M. Page, complete the list of

churches. The former a good example of the

English village church, and the latter a water-

colour of the west front and tower, of Early
English Gothic, with three lofty lancets and
double pinnacles adorning the topmost weather-
ings of the buttresses in front.

There are also a few examples of public schools.

629, " School for Anstruther Easter," by William-
son and Inglis, has some odd-looking gables, and
630, "New Academy," Linlithgow, by G.
Fairley ; 634, " Another Design for Anstruther

School," by J. Scott and Mr. Campbell, in

cottage style.

633 " New Chapter Room," Queen-street, by
P. L. Henderson, is the most interesting interior

of the exhibition. It is a brilliant water-colour

—giving a very good account of the details of

decoration—with Egyptian pillars carrying a

coved projection, enlivened with Masonic
symbols. The queen-post frames carrying the
roofs are richly ornamented with much display

of timber, and there is something like a white
marble Roman altar standing in the middle of

the long apartment. 661, "The Benedicite,"

is also a water-colour sketch of part of the mural
decoration for the chancel of St. Ninian's Church,
Glasgow, by W. Hole, R.S.A. There are five

panels, each having its figure representing

respectively the Green or Vegetable Kingdom,
the Sea and all therein, the Animals, the
Heavenly Bodies, and, lastly, the Servants of

the Lord.

801, " Delia Robbia Work in Pistoja," by
.T. A. R. Inglis, is an interesting water-colour

sketch of an Italian arcade, with frieze of figures

on a blue ground. The figures are extremely
small, but indicate distinctly the various cha-

racters represented with great purity of colour

and delicacy of detail. 'There are also a good
many interesting sketches of architectural

subjects.
»-^^.v*

The rural district council of Bromley, Kent, have
raised the salarv of their building tuivtyor, Mr.
Winter, from £234 to £295 per annum.
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THE NEW A A. DAY COURSES
INSTRVCTIOX.

OF

AN important step forwards in the direction

of providing more systematic training for

those entering the architectural professi'n is

foreshadowed in the scheme of day courses of

instruction, tohe brought forward for ratification or

modification by a special committee at the meelicg

of the Architectural Association convened for this

(Friday) evening. Twelve years ago the exist-

ing evening school at 56, Great Marlborough-

s treet, \V .
, was established , and under the direction

of a strorg and representative body of practising

architects (nearly all of whom wtre trained in

the A. A. ciasfes) has done excellent work. \Ve

are glad to learn that the effort to extend its

operations has resulted in the promulgation of a

broad, simple, and feasible scheme for eupple-

mentingthe present inadequate pupilage system.

The present premises will be utilised for the next

few years ; but it is obvious the question of the

building of an Architectural College will have to

be faced soon. The present scheme is substantially

guaranteed by some of the leading workers in the

Association: — Messrs. Arthur Gates, H. L.

Florence, Alfred and Paul Waterhouse, and

Aston Webb subscribe £100 each as guarantors,

while Messrs. Frank T. Baggallay , Francis Hooper,

(J. H. Fellowes Prynne, John Slater, Lewis

Solomon, Leonard Stokes, and David Seth-

Smith, " with one another," make up another

.£500.

The subjoined is the report to be brought before

the members of the Association at to-night's

meeting :

—

Eu-lyin the present session a strong Ednciktion

Committee was appointed to consider and report

upon the whole subject. This Committee consisted

of Messrs. Cole A. Adams, F. T. Basgallay, R S.

BUfonr, G. B. Carvill, Arthur Catee, B. F.

Fletcher. H. L. Florence. F. T. W. Goldsmith,

H. T. H*re, F. G. F. Hooper. P. J. M»rvin,

E. W. Moxmtford. Beresford Pite, W. A. Pite,

H. W. Pratt, G. H. Fellowts Prynn?, E. Howley
Sim, H. D. .Searles-Wood, W. Howard Seth-

Smith, John Slater, Leonard Stokes, and Aston
Webb, A.R.A. After six meetings their report was
presented. The General Committee of the A.A.

has practically adopted the whole report with few
amendments. The prof o sals are as follows :

—
1. That the Studio be opened during the day, and that

Day Classes be eetablished forthwith. The work In

these Classes and in the Studio to be of a preparatory and
supplementary natxu'e suitable for those who have
entered or are about to enter Architects' offices as pupils.

2. That this branch of the work of the Architectiiral

Association be known as the Day School, while the

present classes be called the Evening School.

3. That the first course of studies be arranged to cover

one year, but students be afforded the opportunity of

taking a second year in the Stud o when they might
also attend some of the Evening Classes.

4. That each year be divided into three terras—
namely, Autumn. Spring, and Summer -consisting as

nearly as may be of 13 weeks each.

5. That the work in the Studio be supplemented by a
certain number of lectures on History and Construction,

so that the students may better understand their work.

6. Iha'. a Master of the Studio be appointed at a salary

to be nxed by the Committee, who shall deliver lectures

on the History of Architecture and Elementary Building

Construction. The Master to nominate an Assistant to

help him in the Studio, such Assistant, if approved, to

be remunerated as may be deemed expedient by the

Committee.
7. That the Studio be open from 9.30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

(1 p.m. on Saturdays), and that the Assistant Master l>e

in attendance during these hours. The Master himself,

however, would attend at stated times to inatruct the

students and deliver his lectures.

8. That the fee for the fu'l course be 12 guineas per

term or 35 guineas per annum ; but students taking only

the lectures to pay a fee of 2 guineas per term for each

course, or 6 guineas per annum. Students wishing to

enter the Day School must submit a letter of recom-
mendation.

9. T at after payment of the fees for the first year's

course students shall be eligible for election as Ordinary
Members of the Association without paying the usual

entrance fee.

10. That students should be encoxuraged to cultivate

a thorough knowledge of the French and German
languages (if they have not already ac-juired same), as

these langaagea are particularly useful for purposes of

.fltudy and when travelling abroad.

11. That the Studio Library be augmented as may be
found necessary, and be available at all times when the

tSchooIw are open

.

12. That the management of the School be under the

direction of the Committee of the Architectural Associa-

tion, assisted by an Advisory Board of eminent Architects

and other gentlemen.
13. That the following subjects be included in the

C trriculum :
—

KIRRT VRAB's C0UB9E.

(«) The use of instruments and scales.

(ft) Freehand drawintf.
[r.) The five Orders of Clas.sic Architecture.

Id) The elements of the various Styles of Architecture.

l^) The principles of Mechanics.

{/) K'ementary Con^t^ucti'(n.

In) sketching and Measuring details and portions of
txisliog building".

{!>) Thirty-six lectures on the History of Architecture

'illustrated by visits to buildings and museums).
'

(i) Thirty-six lectures on Elementary Construction

and Materials (illustrated by visits to workshops and

buildings in progress)

.

Each student will be expected to take up a course of

reading under the direction of the Studio Master.

SECOXD SKAR'S COl'ESE.

(.ii Continuation when necessary of the subjects

forming the first year's course.

(M Perspective and Sciography.

(r) Descriptive and Applied Geometry and Graphic

Statics. , „ .

(d) Principles of Architectural Design.

Each student will be expected to take up a course of

reading under the direction of the Studio Master.

N.B.- Students taking a second year in the Studio

should attend such lectures or classes, day or evening, as

the Master may advise.

The Master of the Studio will direct students as to their

vacation studies.

The following is an approximate estimate of

revenue and expenditure per anixnm a/fey tlic first

tu-clve months^ u-oHiny (see footnote) :—

ANNT7AL EXPENDITUBE (FIE3T AND SECOND TEAB
COrKSES).

Silaries,aaverti8in? and printing, library £ s. d.

books, contingencies, &o 650

Estimated balance 37 15

687 15

ANNUAL EETENUE (FIRST AND SECOND TEAE OOUESES).

£ 8. d.

Say twelve first-year students at 35g?. . . 441

Say five first-yearstudents taking lectures

only, at 6gs. per annum 26 5

Say six second-year students at 35gs .... 220 10

687 15

N.B.-In consequence of there being no second-year

students during the first twelve months working the

revenue arising from them would not be available, and
there would consequently be a loss of £182 153. on the

first year's working on the basis of the above-estimated
numbers of students, which have been put at the very
low computation of twelve students taking the whole
first year's course with five others who would only attend

the lectures, and six students taking the second year's

course.

AMERICAN ENGINEERING
COMPETITION.*

THE above is the title of a small volume—

a

reprint of articles that appeared in The

Times during the early part of last year. The
articles are the result of an inquiry made towards

the end of 1899 by Mr. English, engineer, who
visited the chief engineering centres of the

American States. The conclusions of the writer

have been generally accepted by critics and

engineers, both in England and America, though

a few have tiken exception to the remarks,

amongst them the veteran ironmaster. Sir

Lowthian Bell, and several American writers who
considered the picture The Times drew as ex-

aggerated or overdrawn. There is little doubt,

however, that the British iron industry does not

compare with that of the Tnited States and of

Germany. British manufacturers have lost a

great deal of trade, in spite of its geo-

graphical advantages and colonial possessions,

and it was because of this The Times appointed

their special correspondent to inquire into the

question. These well-written articles ought to

open the eyes of our manufacturers to the growth
of American industries, the size of the factories in

the States, the completeness of the plant, the un-
restricted way the men work, unchecked by trade-

unionism and other restraints. The official

figures given, and the imports and exports of the

two countries are astonishing, and, taking the

trade in manufactures which this country has

always looked to for bringing the foreign trade

essential to our existence as a great nation, it is

said that in the States there was, to go back over

10 years, an excess of more than 28 million

dollars of imports over exports. In 1898 the

American exports had gone up to .£276,343,000,

and the imports had fallen to £128,343,000;
" therefore, instead of buying more than they

were selling, as in the first period, the Americans

were selling more than they were buying, and

that to an enormous extent." '.>iir total excess

of imports over exports was more than 89

millions, so that both countries 11 years ago

imported more than they exported. In 1898

our exports had fallen to £294, 013, 988 in_Talue,

but our imports had risen to £470,378,583,

showing an excess of imports over exports of

• American Engineering Competition. Articles re-

printed from the Tinra. London and New York;
Hirper and Brothers.

£176,364,595. "11 will be seen, therefore,',

says the author, "that in this year, whilst we
according to official figures, bought 176 millionil

worth more than we sold, the Americins sole

over 128 million pounds' worth more than they

bought." These figures speak for themselves

On the other hand, it must be said that our largd

imports bespeak industrial success and wealth

and that the " possession of wealth is the measurii

of material prosperity," as has been said. W(
must not trust too implicitly to returns, howevet

corre::t. As the writer says, the bulk of busi-,

ness done should be stated in terms of the popu-

lation. According to this view, the Americar

returns for 1898 gave merchandise imported foi

consumption at 33s. per head, whilst our pro-

portion of imports per head of population

is £11 148. Id. Our exports also showed

per head for the same year nearly double

as much as America. But these figures are

apt to mislead, and the writer gives us many
proofs of other factors, such as the blending o'l

the blood of other races in America, the develop-

ment of engineering, and the value of materials

for making pig-iron, such as ore, coal, and

flux. These are advantages which the Americanf

have, whereas our coal is getting deeper and

more difficult to obtain. Skipping a few inter-

esting chapters on imports and exports, heavy

iron and steel trade, ore supplies, and manufac-

ture of steel, we come to a chapter on "Struc-

tural Steelwork," as of more interest to the

builder and engineer. It is well to remember

that the Americins have imposed the prohibitiv.

duty of four dollars (168. 6d.) a ton on foreign

pig-iron, £1 12s. 3d. on steel rails, &c., ac

as to keep their home market in theii

own hands. Of course, this duty explains the

falling off in our exports of iron and steel t<

America. In constructive steelwork great advanc;i

have been made in America, and many facti

are given to prove this. The demand for bridgei

in the United States is great. Where one firm,

the Carnegie Steel Company, can construct t

railway bridge across a river as wide ae th(

Thames at London, simply to connect their tw(

factories, we may imagine bridgo-building is nol

expensive. Those who contract for structura

work are often producers of steel. The Cirnegi(

Company have over 100 draughtsmen in theii

Pittsburg office, and they will furnish designi

for a building containing thousands of tons o<.

steel without charge if they get the contract foi

the material. " A marked contrast," as the writei

says, " to our usual procedure with heavy archi

tect's fees." Steel has largely taken the pl.-icec

wood, brick, and stone for big steel buildings, am.

one of these, 20 to 25 stories high, will contau

20,000 tons of steel. The parts are prepatec

accurately to size at the works, so that they hav.

only to be put in place and erected. The hole:

are drilled for rivets and bolts. The write

relates that "arriving at an hotel I saw out of ra;

room window a substantial stone building. Fou

days later it had entirely disappeared. In fact, th

visible part went almost in a night. A little over

;

week after there was what appeared to be ai

enormous steel cage in the same place. Thiswa

the framework of the new building fast workioj

up to the 20 stories of its nextdoor neighbour

The foundations of the new structure had beei

put in whilst the old one was being pulls'

down." Many of these steel buildings hav

masonry panels filled in to give protection froc

the weather. The parts are bolted or rivete

together, the whole of the metalwork is protecte

by cement or terracotta. The writer thinks ou

steel-makers may take a leaf out of the Cirnegi

book, and introduce steel building into th-

country. It an architect does not like to us

steel in place of wood, the steel-maker employ

an expert to show it can be done. Reference i

made to the Atbara bridge which created sore

evcitement, and the writer visited the Pence;

Works, near Philadelphia, where it was mad

In England it was thought impossible tor th

bridge to be made in the time ; at Penco>

they work in 10-hour shifts by day, and L

hour shifts at night, and use 170,000 tonsof stC'

a year, and have U 35-ton open-hearth furnace

Other appliances used include a Welltnin tiltir

furnace, which can be revolved, and the 70 w>i

of molten steel poured out as from a teapo

Other improvements in machinery and practi<

show the greater value placed upon time ai

Ubour by the American manufacturer, and tl

lavish expenditure to serve their ends. _Mii

instances we notice. Thus, it a company is to

how many castings c! a given type are require
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I y will supply a foundry laid out for the pur-

fO. Experta are employed for any special

jign, and special factoiies providtd. The

J tor says :
' In America there are a number

t designing engineers ; hut the work is

) more in the hands of men who have

H fpecial fxperitnce io the execution of

rk." The remarks on '• Locomotives" ought

I open the eyes of the public. We remember

t) excitement caused last year by the purchase

(American locomotives for the Midland RaU-

'.y, and the writer goes on to point to the

satisfactory position of Uritibh engineerirg

dustry ; but wo leave this and other questions

ised to the interested reader. The chapters on

ichine tools are instructive : the writer relates

ireisationa with managing partners of great

aerican firms. The impression is that England

iatis6ed to go on in the old way : Americans

i I never sati^lied, and many instances are given.

16 remarks on the labour question are, we think.

imd; but we have no time to discuss the

'uments here. Kvery engineering lirm and

inufacturer should read these reprinted articles.

BRITISH AND IRISH BUILDING
STONES. —XXI.

IIRKCIINSUIUE.

l''HE rocks in this county are Millstone Grit,

Carboniferous Limestone, Old Ked Sand-
nne, Wcnlock Shale, Tarannon Shale, May
11 Sandstone, Ba'a and Llandeilo FlagE>, and
'ngmynd Beds. Brecon is built on Old Red
ndstone and Alluvium ; Builth : Wenlock Flags
id Shale, Alluvium, Ureenetone : Ctickhowell
ilHay: Old Red Sandstone, Alluvium. Evi-
ices of Glacial action are seen in the grooves

: i etriie on the rock surfaces in the south of the

mty. Glacial Bouldets in the drifts are

lally derived from the local rocks, but Chalk
ints are met with in some places. Recent sands

1 1 gravels are found in the river valleys. This
: inty is chiefly on Old Red Sandstone : Silurian

j'ks are found on the noith-east, and the South
'ilcs Coal Measures, with Millstone Grit and
' rboniferous Limestone, are found along the
fith-west boundary. Old Red Sandstone is

STy where used for walling and dressings,

tl the Silurian slaty rocks for walling and
iigh steps and quoins, with "Old Red"
cissings. The Caibcniferous Limestone is

lid for rough walling, lime. burning, road-
I tailing, and as a tlux for iron ore in

ti South Wales blast furnaces. Millstone
< it, a few hundred feet thick, is found along
1i northern margin of ihe coalfield. The
; ndpal quarries in it are : Penwyllt Silica,
• rkeSl by the Penwyllt Dinas Silica Co.

;

gaborfawr, Penderyn, Messrs. X. B. Allen
:d Co., Ltd. ; Sandpit, Penwyllt, the Dinas
:ica Co.; Cilsanws, No. 1, Mr. J. James:
(-:anws, No. 2, Mr. L. Rogers. There are
ines at Cwmcoirin, Glynneath, Messrs. .1. B.
. ikina and Co. ; Lluest and Tongylfach, Pont-
nth Vaughan, worked by the .\berBant Dinas
iici Brick and Cement Co. ; Torfole, Penderyn,
; «sr8. N. B. Allen and Co. , and Kilhepste and
ir-msen,Glynneath, the vale of Neath Dinas
:-ebrick and Cement Co. The principal
I rboniferous Limestone quarries are Gilwern
(rdach, the Biaenavon Co., I^td. ; Previl
1. 1, Nant-y-Bwch, the Ebbw Vale Steel,
]m, and Coal Co., Ltd. ; Vaynor, Cefn Coed,
!;s8r8. Cransbury Bros.; LUanelly, Cljdach,
ti Llanelly Lime and Stone Co. ; Clydach, the
l.dach and Abergavenny Lime and Stone Co.,
d. ; Penwyllt, the Penwyllt Lime and Lime-
ene Co., and Llwynon, Penderyn, Messrs
J well and Co., Ltd. There .ire smaller quarries
e Black Rock, Blaenonney, I'newr, Dinas, and
>iart, Penderyn, all worked for lime-burning
'e Black Mountains, or Brcconshire Beacons,
8 Old Red Sandstone, the rocks on the summit
c isisting of quart zose conglomerates, underlying
lich are red, yellowish, and greenieh-grey
6 dstones, wiih an upper bed of white, marly
'iirtzoBe conglomei ate, which is really a transi-
ta deposit between the brown stone series and
t conglomerates en the summit of the hills.
I ing to the presence of much mica in thb
tiding planes of these sandstones, they are
f luently fissile, and are quirtied as paving slabs
al stone tiles. The rocks described are classified
a Jpper Old Red Sandstone. A division known
a;" Lower Old Red" is sometimes called the
" omstone series " from the presence in it of beds
o: mailstone filled with concretions of compact

limestone. These beds extend as lenticular masses

from a hundred yards in length to two or three

miles, the limestone in some places entirely dis-

piacir.g the marl. The Lower Bed consists

chiefly of massive beds of dull red and greenish-

grey micaceous sandstones, the fine red rocks

having in places marl holes, which unfit them for

dressed work. .Speaking of Old Red Sandstone

generally, all fine-griiined dull red micaceous

blocks should be avoided as being bad weather

stones, and those only of a greenish-grey or red-

dish-grey and fine conglomerates with iiuartz

pebbles 'should be selected for basecoursea or

other exposed work. The same quarry frequently

furnishes block paving, fine - giained con-

glomerate, and in colour red and greenish-grey,

stone. There are quarries opened wherever stone

is required for local use, a few of the most im-

portant are : Incline, Llangattock, Mr. T. Jones ;

Tregraig, Bwlch, Mr. D. Jfiinwaring; Wenallt,

Gilwern, Mr. T. Regnallt ; Cillunow, Llanigon,

Mr. J. Evans : and Brynderwen, Brecon, Mr. F.

Phillips. These are in constant work ; but others,

which are used for temporary purposes only, are

abandoned or closed when the stone is no longer

required. It may be as well to add here that the

Old Red Sandstone of Brecon and the adjoining

counties is the equivalent in time of the

Devonian rocks of West Somerset, Devon, and

Cornwall, amongst which are the Torquay and

Plymouth limestones. As pointed out before,

the "Old Red" is an estuarian or inland-sea

deposit, whilst the "Devonian" is altogether

marine. The maximum thickness of both deposits

is about the same—viz.. 10,000ft. to 12,000ft.

The Silurian rocks at Henallt, Builth, Mr. J.

Prichard, are worked for rough slate ; and those

at Cnwch Rhayader, by the Birmingham Cor

poration, for grits and conglomerates. A quarry

at Craig Gallt-y-Bont, Rhayader, is also worked
in Silurian rocks by Mr. W. B. Hamer. None
of these quarries furnish stone suitable for dressed

work, and it may be said that the ([uarries in

this county furnish stone for local use only.

Some of the finest dry stone wallirg the writer

has ever seen is executed with the fissile stones of

the "Old Red" when they vary in thicknefs

from Uin. to Sin. The beds of the stones are

parallel^ and as perfect planes as if they were

rubbed, and the joints are frequently as smooth

and at right angles with the beds. In fact, the

wall faces, when carefully executed, look like the

best ashlar, the courses are all so regular, and
the joints so clean and true. Bricks in this

county are made of Drift clay and Coal Measures
fireclay. Finer firebricks are made with Coal

Measures clay and ground millstone giit.

CARM.UlTnESSHIRE.

Upper Coal Measures, Middle Coal Measures
(Pennant Giit), Lower Coal Measures, Millstone

Grit, Carboniferous Limestone, Old Red Sand-
stone, Ludlow Beds, Wenlock Beds, Lower
Silurian rocks not yet classified. Carmarthen is

built on Silurian rocks and Alluvium ; Kidwelly :

Coal Measures, Millstone Grit ; Llanelly, Coal

Measures, Alluvium ; Llandovery : Alluvium,
Llandovery Beds ; Lougfaarne, Old Red Sand-
stone ; Newcastle Emlyn : Alluvium, Silurian

rocks ; Saint Clears : Upper Silurian Sandstone,

Alluvium. North of Whitland Abbey, Car-

marthen, Llandeilo Fawr, Llangadock, and
Llandovery, the county is occupied by beds of

sandstone, conglomerates, shale, and elate, all

belonging to the Silurian system, but not yet

worked out and classified by the Geological Sur-

veyors. Small areas have been thoroughly

examined by geologists and classified with special

reference to the fossil contents of the beds ; but
the whole area has not yet been brought into

any general systematic arrangement, such as

has been adopted in other districts. South
and west of the line indicated above are found
narrow beds of the Upper Silurian, Wenlock,
and Ludlow Beds, followed by Old Red Sand-
stone in the west, and Old lied Sandstone,
Carboniferous Limestone, Millstone Grit, and
Coal Pleasures in the south, the latter forming
part of the .South Wales Coalfield. Coal Measure
Sandstone is worked at liettws, Ammanford, Jlr.

David Davis: Black Mountain, Blaen Llynfel),

The Black Mountain Co. ; Cenrhos, Burryport,
Mr. II. Evans; Cwmryhyririn, .\mmanford, Jlr.

W.Jenkins; Dimpath. Llanelly, Jlr. J. Williams;
Penyfan, Llanelly, Mr. L. P. Nott ; Ty-Isha,
Llanelly, Messrs. D. Davies and Sons ; Tjr Lan,
Llanelly, .Mr. D. Thomas; and Waunwasted,
Kidwelly, Messrs. Smart. Millstone Grit is

quarried at Greenhall, Jlynydd-y-Gareg, Messrs.

Stephens aad Co. ; and at Llyn and New, by the

same firm. The strata are worked by them ex-

clusively for silica. t_>ld Red Sandstone is

quarried at The llills (South), Langhaine, by
the Corporation of Lingharne, and along the
outcrop around by the South of Caermarthen
to the Brecon county boundary. Carboniferous

Limestone is quarried chiefly for limeburning at

Glangwynluis, Llanfihangel, Aberythick, by the

I.Iundebio Lime and Stone Co. ; Punmynydd and
Craig, Kidwelly, Mr. A. Young; Pistill, Llande-
bio, Messrs. D. Jones and Co. ; and at Gam,
Llanfihangel - Aberbythick, Mr. J. .Jenkins.

Silurian Sandstone is quarried in a G.W. R.
siding between Bronwydd Arms and Conwil,

north of Caermarthen ; Penbach, Cifiig, Mr. J.

Uurel ; Pentremawr, Llanpumpaaint, the Car-
marthenshire County Council ; and in various

other places in or near any village in the county,

in the Silurian rocks. Lower Silurian slate is

(juarried at Whitland Abbey, Gilfuch, by Mr. A.
Pritchard. The colour of the Whitland Abbey
slate is greenish-giey, something like West-
moreland slate, but the former frequently

abounds with small cubes of iron pyrites, which
are found imbedded in the surface of the slate..

The cleavage of the slate rocks here is not so fine

as that of the Penrhyn slates, which is ar

advantage from the architect's point of view, as

they give a thicker and more substantial slate.

All the rocks of the county yield stone, which is

used for building almost entirely within the

county. About three-fourtha the entire surface

is occupied by Silurian strata, which yield fairly

good walling stone and rough quoins and sills,

but nothing suitable for fine-dressed work. The
town of Llandeilo in this county gives the name
of "Landeilo Flags" to a series of beds of

bluish -grey and black micaceous and calcareouB

flags, which are clashed as Upper Cambrian rocks.

They are chiefly remarkable as yielding the

earliest Umestone of importance. Alluvium, and
Coal Measures clay are used for brickmaking.

THE FIRE RESISTANCE OF DOORS.

SOME time ago we brought to our readers'

notice the results of experiments conducted

by the British Fire Prevention Committee on
pine and teak doors, and we now refer to other

reports of that committee, edited by Mr. Edwin
0. Sachs, the chairman of the executive council,

on doors of 2 sin. thick of oak and of teak, both

made in three thicknesses. These doors were

constructed with wood|piti8, and the boards are not

g'ooved and tongued, but butt -jointed and
secured by Jin. double wedge-shaped wooden
pins of the same material as the doors, driven

through the whole thickness. They are hung with

wrought- iron cross- garnett hinges screwed to

doors and frames, nine lin. screws to each hinge,

and the doors were secured on the outside with

four 6in. iron barrel bolts to frames 4Jin. and 3in ,.

rebated and splayed. The object of the test waa

to record the effect of a fire of one hour and s,

quarter, gradually increasing to a temperature of

2,000° Fahr., the fire being applied on one tide,

and the doors to open inwarils on the fire aide

The door openings were 7ft. by 3ft. The oak.

door resisted for 60 minute?, when flame came
through one corner, and glow appeared at bottom
of door. In 67 minutes the boards at each side

of centre joint bulged outwards )iin. , and joint

opened. In 75 minutes the centre opening

widened, and flames came through, and the flames

at top of door extended across whole width ; two
of the three thicknesses had disappeared, the

outer thickness remaining in position. The teak

door began to show flame at top corner in 17

minutes ; in 36 minutes the flame had extended
acre 88 two-thirds of top of door; in 57 minutes
glow appeared at bottom of door; and in 75

minutes flames extended across the whole of the

top of door, and holes along bottom. The inner

thickness had disappeared, the centre thickness

was charred through, but in position ; and the

outer thickness had about lin. of the top burnt
away. We refer our readers to the automatic

records of the tests and the observations made
from the outside and inside, and also to the

interesting photographs given, showing the

progrees o* the fire and condition of b. th
doors after certain intervals. From the report

we gather that the oak door for one hour
presented an invulnerable appearance, whle
the teak door showed the flames in the

top corner in 17 minutes. The outer thick-

ness of the teak door was almost intact,

except the top where flames had broken
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through, the outer thickness of the oak door also

remained in posirion. These tests confirm the

view that solid doors or doors of well compacted

substance and uniform thickness resist the flames

for a considerable time.

Turning to the tests with deal doors, one

lodged with inch boarding and the other a 2in.

deal, four-panelled (moulded both sides) door, we
are able to compare the fire resistance. The
object was to record the effect of a fierce fire of

one hour, increasing to a temperature of '2,000-

Fahr. The deal-ledged door of wrought yellow

deal with vertical boards, tongued grooved and

beaded, each Gin.wide and lin. thick, strengthened

by ledges 6in. by lin., chamfered on edges, and

screwed together with Uin. screws. Frameofyellow

deal 4iin. by 3 Jin. rebated for doors, oak sill, door

hung "with pair of 24in. cross-garnetts. In four

minutes tlame appeared over top of door, in eight

minutes it had extended all plong the top, in

21 minutes the upper half of door was fully

alight, and in 25 minutes the test was closed, as

the door was practically destroyed. The deal

four-panel door resisted the flames for 15 minutes

before thev appeared over top rail, a minute later

flame came tliough top panel, in 21 minutes they

came through lower panels, and in 25 minutes

the door was practically destroyed. The obser-

vations on inside and outside, and the photographs

given of the two doors showing their condition

during certain intervals of time during the test,

are of interest. These door-tests have a practical

value for architects and others interested in fire

rasistance, as they show the resistance offered to

fire by doors of ordinary construction. We
recommend to our readers an attentive perusal of

these instructive reports, several of which have

been published by the committee, and which we
have noticed. .^

DRAINAGE CONSTRUCTION.

AT a meeting of the Society of Engineers held

at the Royal United Service Institution,

Whitehall, on Monday evening, a paper was read

on " Notes on Certain Details of Drainage Con-

struction," by ill. Gerard J. G. Jensen. The
author, at the outset, pointed out the desirability

of giving attention to the merest details in

drainage construction, and he then proceeded to

discuss certain matters which up to the present

have been misunderstood or neglected. Amongst
these, none, he thought, clamed greater attention

than the construction and arrangement of

ventilation-pipea. He drew attention to the

reprehensive practice of constructing ventilation-

pipes of iron, as they were invariably found to

rust in the interior, thereby not only deteriorating

and making renewal necessary, but also becoming

blocked and thereby rendering insanitary that

which might otherwise he a good system of

drainage. This latter, he pointed out, was

especially serious in view of the fact that the

householders who have their drains periodically

inspected are still in the minority. Amongst
other details of construction pertaining to

ventilation-pipes, he further brought under

notice the still inexact knowledge regarding the

action of drain air upon the human constitution.

Pending a more complete knowledge on the

subject, he urged the necessity of erring upon the

safe side in choosing positions for liberating drain

air through ventilation pipes. As tending to

prove the evil effects which might ensue from

neglect on this point, he instanced the case of a

large school in which he had traced the cause of

various outbreaks of follicular tonsilitis to the

faulty arrangement of ventilation pipes, which in

most cases were placed near the dormitory

windows. The wards of a recently-erected

sanatorium at the same school, he stated, were

under similar influence, and though it still re-

mained to be seen whether any evil results would

ensue, he regretted that those about to be experi-

mented upon were not guinea pigs, nor rats,

but human beings. Continuing, the author

touched upon the still frequent practice of

providing waste-pipes with hopper heads at

the points at which branches from fittings

within the house join the main pipe. He could

imagine no more insanitary and offence-giving

construction, and thought that the fullest

measure of the evils of the system was perhaps

experienced under the, at present, fashionable

flat life. An alternative and more satisfactory

system of arranging and constructing waste-pipes

was described, as were also the most eSicient

methods of arranging their discharge into surface

traps. Some observations on manholes and drain

joints followed, the paper concluding with some

remarks on overflow-pipes from lavatory basins,

baths, ard sinks. The author considers that too

little attention is, as a rule, bestowed upon these

details, andsuggests that the musty smells in bath-

rooms and similar apartments might frequently

bs ascribed to faulty overflows. The continued

manufacture and use of uncleanly overflow-pipes,

he thought, must be one of the wonders of house

drainage, since their evils must be patent to all.

A TIMBER.FRAMED MUSIC-HALL.

THE Music-Hall of the Pan- imerican Ex-

position, at Buffalo, will be, from the

drawings and details published, a structure of

some importance, from at least a constructional

point of view. It is to be "Oft. high to the main

roof, and forms a square of 150ft., the main walls

forming the sides of an octagon, with semi-

octagonal projections on alternate sides. This

arrangement will therefore come within the

circumscribing square. Internally these pro-

jections will be elaborately treated. Their roofs

intersect the main walls, which are about 70ft.

high. The central hall of octagon will be formed

by eight arches which wiU intersect the lower

domical ceiling, to he highly ornamented and

adorned in each of the segrments of dome by
ornamental shaped windows of rich design ; the

structural dome above is much higher, and is

formed of trussed timber, framed so as to neutralise

the thrusts. The details of the building

are given in the Engineering Record of Feb. 9,

from which we learn, "Around the inside of the

main walls there is a flat annular roof about 15ft.

wide in the clear, and about 50ft. high from the

ground, with a hipped skylight in each of its

eight panels. In each panel adjunct to the semi-

octagonal extensions there is a 10ft. by 14ft.

pedestal, 15ft. high, for a statuary group. From
the annular roof the walls of the second story of

the music-hall rise to a height of about 90ft.,

where they terminate in a cornice, above which

the roof dome rises to a total height of about

130ft. terminating in a crown-shaped cornice

inclosing a flat roof about 39ft. in diameter. . . .

In the interior there is an unobstructed octagonal

auditorium about 100ft. in diameter, with domed

ceiling rising 67ft. above floor." Above this

rises the framing or trusses of the external dome.

A centre ventilating shaft traverses this external

dome, also the light shafts for each of the

windows in domed ceiling panels. The plan

practically occupies the centre area of the cir-

cumscribing square of 150ft.

—»<
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Cakdiff.—At this part for some years pas']

gigantic scheme of reclaiming land tor do'

purposes has been in progress. On the radaiml

land a new dock of large dimensions is bei!,

formed, with a separate entrance lock and ooil'i

municating passage with the Roath Dock, openj

some years ago. The contract is being execut,

by Messrs. Topham, Jones, and Railton, cd I

tractors, of Great George-street, Westminsttjil v-

The area of the new dock is 50^ acres. Itsleng'^ *
is 2,250ft., with a breadth of SOOft. between tlj] i^j

wa11o onH « r^pnth nf 50ft- below the ennini4 ^'

S

'^

fliS

waUs, and a depth of 50ft. below the copinii \

which is the same level as at the Roath Dock, j *

the north-eastern end, however, where a passaj

to the Roath Dock is being made, the water ar-

1

spreads out to 1,000ft. The narrowest part •

this communication passage is 90ft., the lengi

being about SOOft. The entrance to the da
consists of a lock SOOft. long by 90tt. wide. Tl

dock itself will be finished early next year; bi

the excavation for the lock has only been OOD

menced

at
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OBITUARY.
Mk. Thomas R. Jacksos, architect, of New

York, died last week, aged 74 years. He was

born in London, but, when five years of age, his

father emigrated to New York, and established a

bookseller's business in Broadway. The son was

placed in the office of the elder Upjohn. Among
his work in New York are the old Academy of

Music, on Fourteenth-street ; Wallack's, now
the Star Theatre ; Tammany HaU ; the Jerome

Park Clubhouse ; and the building on Madison

-

square, originally intended as a private residence

for Mr. Lawrence Jerome, but occupied sub-

sequently by the Jockey Club and the Manhattan

Club. Later, Mr. Jackson was appointed by the

Secretary of the Treasury, Superintendent of the

Federal Buildings in New York, and, in the five

years during which he held that oflice, much
important work was carried out under his

supervision.

Mr. Benjasiix Silliman, another well-known

architect in New York, also died in that city

recently. He was a son of the famous Professor

of Chemistry in Yale University, and himself

graduated there in 1870. After graduation, he

studied architecture for three years at Charlotten-

burg, and, returning to the United States,

became a member of the firm of Vaux, Withers,

and Co. On the dissolution of this firm, he

established himself in business alone, and de-

signed some noted structures, among others the

Morse Building, on Nassau-street, one of the first

many-storied office-buildings.

^-^
Through the munificence of Sir E. Walter

Greene, Bart., M.P., of Nether Hall, a new organ,

by ."\l988r8. Henry Willis and Sons, of London, has

just been erected in Thurston Parish Church. The

instrument occupies an organ- chamber on the north

tide of the chancel.

Tit

CHIPS.

A Local Government Biard inquiry was ooD

ducted at the Sunderland Town-hall last week I

Mr. M. K. North, A.M.I.G E., into the applicatio

of the c:)rporation for sanction to borrow £73,0!

for purposes of electric lighting. The electrioi.

engineer, Mr. J. F. C. SnelT, explained the plui

and proposals.
'

At the Norwich C:)nsi8tory Court, last week,

citation was issued for the reflooring and repewioil

and refitting of the nave and aisle of West Wine

parish church, the cost to be borne by Mr. W,

Lancaster.

A meeting of the Birmingham ArohajMogiei

Society was held recently, when a description <

the Middleton HaU was given by Mr. Egbert d

Hamel. Mr. Da Hamel deBcribed the h»U M t.

interesting old mansion situated on the eztrao

edge of Warwickatire, oa the high roid betwae .

Coleshm and Tamworth. It hid bean a noteW '

residence for a period considerably earlier than th
{

Norman Conquest. It possesses an ancient chaps | m
and at one time maintained its own private print

The old mill is one of the oldest in the country, tb

internal arrangements being just as they »lw«J

were.

Last week, Bishop Sjndford dedicated tw

stained-glass windows, each of two lights «n

tracery, in St. Andrew's Church, Bsamiah, lut

scribed for by the parishioners and frieada of tt

late vicar, the Rev. J. CrenneU, M.A. They a

situated on the south wall of the chancel. One

fiUed with figures of St. Andrew and St. Peter, ac

the tracery is of foliage design. The larger oi

depicts Christ as the "Good Shepherd." Tl

Bubiect in the second light is " Christ, the Light '

the World," after Holmau Hunt's painting U
memorial has been executed by Messrs. Wales at

Strang, of Newcastle-on-Tyne.

New board schools in Love-lane, Fletton, Hant

were opened on Thursday in last week Aooon

modation is provided for 240 infants on the grow

floor, and for 360 in the mixed school on the ttr

floor The schools are from the designs of Mr. >

Boyer, architect, of Peterborough, selected m ^

open competition, and are planned on the centra

hall system, the classrooms being divided therelio

by glazed sliding partitions. The central hall >

each floor is 76ft. by 26tt. On the ground flo^

there is a room for babies, and three olMsroora

each 24 ft. by 19ft. The walls are of Flatton bni

with Ketton stone dressings. The contiaotor w

Mr J. L. Bridgefoot, of Woodstone, and the outli

has been £6,000. The girders and sUnchions n»'

been provided by Messrs. "?""«.»
i;'??"

London, the wood block floors bemg laid by Mem
Geary, AValker,and Co., of London.

Aid. Fairless and the assistant borough engiae

(Mr. Hodgson) waited, on behalf of the bands

and CorpSration, upon Mr Harrison, the engme

to the North-Eistern KaUway Co., at the CO"

pany's offices in Newcastle the other day. with

^ew to pushing f«w"d the scheme for the ne

high-level bridge across ths Wear f"-n DapMo

toSouthwick. ParlUmentary P^^-^" '?'
>J^ fJ

struction of the proposed I'^'^P,''*™ *^!«*^J^*
obtained. Mr. Harrison stated that he was

present engaged in preparing drawings for the ne

Tyne bridle, which drawmgs would he compW

in April or May next. He added /hat 'he m

who were engaged upon
'J-^'^f°°'i^'<,° ^l"i

prepare drawings for the P^P«°'^* ^.^^.^^^e'^
Bridge. The Sunderland drawings w™

f
be oon

menced about May next, ""d would take .bo

three months to complete. The contracts won

probably be let about the fall of theyf'.andt'

work commenced about the early part of 19W.
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NOTICE.
he Editorial, Advertisement, and Publishing Offices

,
ctheBriLDiNO News and EsaisEEaixa Journal, are

^ CLEMENT'S HOUSE,
- iLBMENT'S INN PASSAQE, STRAND,

LONDON, W.C,
^ '>re all communicatiuns should be addressed.

T^-legraphic Address ;
— '' Timeserver," London."

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

lement*8 Inn Passage ia the turning west of the Law
( irts, opposite St. Clement Danes Cliurch, and our new
^ce8 can be reached in a few seconds from the Strand.

\^y will be found on the right-hand side of the way,
lit door to the Vestry Hall.

TO OOBBESFONDENTS.
[ e do not hold oor^ves responsible for the opinions of
ol oorrespondents. All communications ^ould be
mwn up as brieily as possible, as there are many
Aimaata upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

t is p&rtjcularly requested that all drawings and all

( unomcations respecting illustrations or literary matter
I old be »ddie«sed to the EDITOR of the Buii-dino
1 ws, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,
' C, and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
I lot unfrequently otherwise caused. All drawings and
' er eommnnications are sent at contaributora' risks, and
' Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,
• lought oontxibutions.

heqoea and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
' I Ateavd Nswspapbb Cohfasy, Luutkd.

NOTICB.
Imd oopiea of 'Col. LXXJ^. are now ready, and
loold M ordered early (price 123. each, by post
is. lOd.), as only a limited number are done up. A
?w bonnd volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI.,
:Lrx., LI., Lrrt., Lxn.. Lxni.. lxv., lxvi.,
.xvn., Lxvrn., lxlx., lxxi.. lxxh.,
-XXin., LXXrV.. LXXV., LXXVI.. LXXVII. ,and
^XXVIU. may still be obtained at the same price ; all
he other bound volumes are out of print. Most of
tie back nnmbers of former volumes are, however, to
e had ringly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers
1 complete volume just ended should order at once,
I many of them soon run out of print.

Ildsome Cloth Cases for Binding the Building News
rice 2s., post free -is. 4d.. oan be obtained from any
ewsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,
lement's Inn-passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS or 8UB8CBIPTI0N.
ne Poimd per armum (post free) to any part of the

llted Kingdom; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
I ited States, £1 6e. Od. (or 6dols. 80c. gold) . To France
cJelgiom, £1 6e. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 68. Od.
1 any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cl^ the West Indies, or Natal. £1 6g. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
li« charge for Competition and Contract Advertise-

r its. Public Companies, and all olflcial advertisements
I «. per line of Eight words, the drst line counting as
k I, the minimum charge being 68. for four lines.

Iie^arge for Auctions, I^nd Sales, and Miscellaneous
>l Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertise-
rots) is M. per line of Eight words (the drat line
cntingas two), the minimum charge being 43. 6d. for
< words. Special terms for series of more than six
I artioM can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
. .er.

tcot-page Advertisements 28. per line, and Paragraph
Jrertisements Is. perline. No Front-page or Paragraph
i reitisement inserted for less than 6s.

.dvertisementa for the current week must reach the
i: » not later than a p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
i rertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
tst reach the office by Tuesday morning to secore
~ irtioo.

SiTUATlONB.

he charge for advertisements for " Situations Vacant

"

c Slttiations Wanted " is Oni Sbillino toe Twkntt-
f r» Words, and Sixpence for every eight words i^ter.
i AdudOM Ad»tTti»«ment» mutt be prepaid.

Ibcjtted.—H. C. O.-P. M.—W. M. and Son.—T W.-B. A. and Co.- J, T. R.-S. L. R.

'i"',:~^??^'"'''" "=*" l"^ obtained of the Secretary
)f the B.LB.A. at 9, Conduit-street, W. °^«^T

1
"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.

SI.KTH LIST OF SL-B.FBCTS.

3-A. block of PubUc Baths and Washhouses, comprising
2 first-class shpper-bsths and 20 second-class sUpper-
iaths for men, also 6 ttrst-class slipper-baths and 13
eoond-class slipper-baths for women. Each depart-
aent to have smaU wa iting spaces or rooms, a w c and
soiled-towel place. The tieket-otfice to be so placed
8 U> serve for both men and women's departments as
peU as for the laundry entrance, which is to be distinct

I°°SJS^J °' '^* ''*""'• The women's baths to be on
he first floor, extending the whole length of the front-
ge. Ihe washhouse to provide for 30 tubs and 30jymg horsee and two hydros ; adjoining the washhouse
irovide an ironing room, with two mangles and tworonmg tables and an ironing stove. Two w.e'a for
.-ashers. Th3 superintendent's oitice is to be centrally

'i^l,J ,°J
I'fi""''^ supervision. Provide pass-door«tween the first and second clas^ men's bath depart-

atnts, for use of attendant, and upstairs provide aniaUmolosure for attendant supervising both first and
. oond class baths for women. In basement provide an

!^tif.'^'«°u '^""t'"'
'itJ^/o^P-tub, waahing-tubs

-I two, emaU mangle, one hydro, and an ironing-table

and stove. Oce w.c. for staff. An engineer's room,
with 6H. P. engine. Officers' mess-room. A boiler and
heating-room, with two boilers, lift, by 6ft. each, and
a coal-place. On the first (L>or provide a general store
reached diifct from washhouse by spiral staircase. Put
asphalte flats over rear buildings which will be of one
.story only. The site facing the south is soft, wide
towards the street, with houses on either side, and fi4ft.

deep. Light cannot be obtained on any but the front-
ages of the land, and access only from the street.
Chimney shaft from boilers 60ft. high. Use red brick
and stone dressings, and elates for roofs. Treatment,
a plain rendering of the KenaLssance style, with shaped
gables, not bald in efl'ect, but made appropriate to a
municipal block of buildings. The pavement is level,
and there will be a forecourt 10ft. deep incloaed with
dwarf wall and wrought-iron railing. Ground floor 2ft.
above level of street. Scale, 8ft. to the inch for eleva-
tion and section

;
plans may be drawn, if necessarv,

I6ft. to the inch. Include a sketch view. Size of
paper, 2Jin. by I8in.

Drawiniis Receivf.d.—"Maori," "Brush," "1901,"
"PatMcKann," " Tom Thumb," "lolanthe." "Jove,"
" Pencil Point," "Robin Hood," " Cambria." " Dan,"
"Gow Chrom," " Lisca," "Tatty," "Pierrot,"
"Quercus," " Perseveranzo," "Primus," "Absque
fAhnre Nihil*' " Rloir, '* " Rr„f„a "Lahore Nihil,' Brutus.'

ANTI-RESTORATIONISTS AT WEST-
MINSTER ABBEY.

To the Editor of the Buildinq News.

Sir,—When, on the death of Mr. Pearson, a
prominent member of the S.P.A,B. was appointed
as architect to the Dean and Chapter of West-
minster, I confidently expected that the misdeeds
of Scott and Street in tampering with the vener-
able fabric were to be expiated by a judicious
policy of liiisse: faiie, and that the works of
"unnecessary repair" and of "architectural
forgery," against which I have so often been
pleased to hear Sir. J. T. Micklethwaite, F.S.A.,
declaim in eloquent periods, would be summarily
stopped. I was mistaken, for it seems " the new
presbyter is but old priest writ large." Soon
after the new appointment was made scaffolding
was erected against the north-west tower, and
one of the mouldering and discoloured buttresses
and pinnacles on the west front was replaced by a
brand new one. One can imagine the way in which
we should have been bidden to contrast the
hard sharp arrises of the modern copy with the
" time-worn and lichen-covered work of our
forefathers" The work has now been continued
to the niches on the north side of the tower. Nor
do the reparations stop at the west front. In the
south aisle of nave, the doorway leading into the
north-west angle of cloisters has been replaced by
a heavy and uncouth double one in oak, Late
Fifteenth Century in style, so far as any has been
followed in the battlemented cornice, and en-
cumbered with big and thick iron strapwork, of a
type that would look clumsy and ill-proportioned
if applied to a seagoing chest. This door is

screened off from the aisle by an insignificant
property lobby, which offends the sense of pro-
portion even in the presence of eighteenth century
marble monuments. In the cloisters themselves
the gifted architect has been trying experiments
in whitewashing. Part of a bay was treated with
lime and water, and another pait with a mixture
in which, I am told, white lead formed an in-
gredient : but I am glad to hear that the proposal
to freshen up the cloisters by coating them
with whitewash failed to commend itself to the
Dean and Chapter. I shall narrowly watch
developments of the anti-reatorationist movement
at the Abbey, and am, &c., Anti-Scbape.

THE PRESENT CONDITION OF THE
BUILDING INDUSTRY.

Sir,—Mr. Thomas Blashill's remarkable and
suggestive paper, which you reported last Friday
as read by him before the Surveyors' Institution,
covers a large field, and necessarily opens up
naany subjects for discussion. I only propose to
direct attention to one, and on this one, though
the lecturer was evidently against the system of
specifying specialists' work, as being in hie view
unfair to the builder, he did not clearly explain
why this method of working is objectionable in
the broader aspects of the case.

He says it deprives the contractor of " his
right of bargaining and dealing with a known
firm, and that disputes might arise as to the
presence of other workmen than his own." Now,
I fail to see the hardship of the case as against
the builder, provided it is stipulated in the con-
tract and specification that So-and-So shall, for
example, do the steel construction and concrete

or fireproof work (so-called) at a net sum of so
much, which is to be subject to no discount what-
ever, but that the builder shall provide water
and use of his scaffold, so f.ir as it applies, and
that he must in his estimate allow for this, as
well as add his own profit ,„i the specialist's work.

It he fails to put down any profit, and so
obtains the job unfairly as against other firms,
that IS his own look-out, and surely Mr. Blashill's
.sympathy is wrongly placed.
The architect who wishes to do justice to his

clients obtains estimates beforehand from certain
well-known firms for such things as steol con-
structive work, and the concrete or other fillings.
lie then selects the most suitable and most ad-
vantageous offer, in order to insure which, he tolls
the competing firms: " I want a net price, subject
to no rebate at all." He cannot run the risk of
allowing a general contractor to sublet the work,
as he certainly will do if it is thrown in as the
builder's right to bargain over, and get taken at
the lowest possible figure. This undoubtedly
would take place, especially among contractors
who go in for open tendering on advertisements,
such as public bodies are compelled by law to
issue. The architect who is worthy of his posi-
tion is quite as desirous of seeing justice done to
the builder as to his clients, and he knows that
the wisest plan of working, quite apart from the
morality of the question, is to let the builder
know that while he will stand no humbug, it is

his intention to deal fairly with the builder, come
what may. What I looked in vain for in Mr.
Blashill's paper is the way—or the suggestion of
a way—-which he has to propose as to how an
architect can insure, in the ordinary everyday
manner of dealing, a more satisfactory result
than the method which I have described, and
which he says is fraught with dilHcuUies, and
open to so many objections.

The builder who knows beforehand that a
certain firm is to do certain work should either
decline to tender under such conditions, or, if he
agrees to tender, he ought to put down his
10 per cent., or whatever profit he thinks suit-
able, and then loyally carry out his bargain.
Instead of this, in many instances he sets to work
to create difficulties ; refuses to give orders to the
sub-contractors, and in a variety of ways makes the
architect "pay " for the care he has taken in the
interest of his employers—makes the architect
pay for his forethought by giving that individual
all the trouble and bother he can—the object
being to gain extras, it possible, and, if not, to
make the architect determine to give up this

practice of obtaining tenders beforehand.
Mr. Blashill seems to me to side unduly with

the builders in the manner in which he has
stated the case. Of course, if the architect has
to depend on the specialist for the design of the
iron construction, and accepts any weights and
scantlings which the specialist chooses to show,
then the client has to pay more than possibly he
ought for such construction ; but it is no remedy
to allow the general building contractor to hunt
up the cheapest possible way of doing the work
and use the slightest possible scantlings.

If a fully detaUed specification and drawings
are prepared for the steel construction, the
ordinary builder only does what the architect has
already done ; he gets in prices, and that, be it

noted, in the interests of his employers, whereas
the builder's interest mainly will be directed
towards his own gain. Looking the matter
fairly and squarely in the face, will Mr.
Blashill tell us how the architect ought to
meet the problem to the best advantage of all

concerned f He has stated a difficulty we all

feel—he appears to lean towards one side a trifle

too much ; but he leaves the problem unsolved,
adding only the warning as to the advisability of
minimising the specialist's work as much as
possible. What about plumber's work ? In the
best jobs specialists are employed. What about
electric lighting, heating, terracotta work,
metal casements, loaded glazings and coloured-
glass work, mosaic and wood-block floorings r

These and other things an architect is bound to

go into, obtain prices for, and insert net sum. If
not, why not, and in what way can better result."

be obtained:- Mr. Blashill has had a unique
experience. He has no object to serve save the
right one—to give us the advantage of his know-
ledge. At present he has left us in the dark.—

I

am, &c., A Fellow of the R.I.B.A.*-^
Messrs. E. H. Shorland and Brother, of Man-

chester, have just supplied their patent Manchester
grates to the Fathhe&d Public School?, Fifeshire.
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Intmommnnicatifltt.

QVESTIOXS.
[n692.]-Car Stone.-W,U aome reader plea&e ffive

rarticuIarB of Cur ctone, which ia. I uodt-rfttaDd, p-H:ulii»r
to thp (X)Uiity of Noifolkl What i< the nature -oolit*«.
gritstone, or tlint .' How is it worked and n«fd rubble
or couiNPd work? -and probable coet ptr foot cub;?, or
super.—H J.

fll693.1-Iietterin(p of Roof Diag rams -Will
pome student Vf Hied in (irapbte stHtips it_f.nm me which
JH the bt'&t and simplest mode of lettering the apafea
betwt-en the forces to present confusion, and alfo the
reciprocal dispr^amT The cyhtera known as the " Bow "
eolation is said to be the be^t. What ia IhisT— STin»RNT.

f 11694 1 -Bedding: Trussea.— Ia it uBual to place
»ny b*ddir<?ra»tttn»l under the cfc*t-iron bedding plat< 3 ^f
roof tiu<*ea .' If 8o, what is the btst materifll to u«e, and
thould the anchor-platfs go through it? I am not sure
whether some aj^phalted maTerial or Uad ia best —A. L.

[11695 1—Aichitecfs Authoritv to Order.- If
in the progre>M of a build'Uff it in deemed advinable to
order any alteration in the design that will not feriously
aflfi^tthe Jesuit, ia the arrh't^^t in a piMttion to do so
viihout consulting Iheowner?- iNExrRRiENc.e.

SEPllES.
[11677 1—Stone for Wlndow-SlUa.-As under

thw heading work and material in the United Statea have
been several times referred to, the following may be of
pa»iog interest. The extracts are from a letter written
by Mr. Oliver Bardett. of New York city, a former pupil,
And for mnny years a valued member of my own staff.
for the la»>t 8'xt«en or seventeen ye^ra he baa been resi-
dent at New York, where, through mu-^h natural ability
and unwearying perseverance, he haatiaen toa de-S(>rvedly
good and prominent a position. Writing under date of
Feb. 17 he favit

: "The harbour and Hudson river are
atiU packf d with ice. stopping all ferry-boats, to the
intense dfti'y inconvenience of tens of thousandj of
I>ropIe. The winter up till the present month has been
exceptiorally mild, but now it has come in uncommonly
severe. Masonry and carved work have gone through a
gr.^at change dur'ng the last few years in this country
generally, and more especially in New York. The pre-
vailintr otyles undoubtedly are now those of Louia XIV.
and XV. This, of course, has been persistently intro-
duced everywhere by the younger school of architects,
most of whom have been students -more or less— in the
Ecole dea Beaux Arta at Paris. They take unwearying
and df ep intereat in the production of chaate detail, both
as regarris mouldings and ornamentation. AU the latter
is cirefuUy modelled, and the effect of auch models, as a
rule, are considered in situ before the work ia actually
done. In the ^e^idential portions of the city the old
brown stone houses— once a wealthy American's ideal
"onie : - are faat fading away They are being ayetematic-
ally puU^d down, and upon th^'ir sites costly modem
residene 6 are being erected, chiefly in Indiina limestone,
but very miny of white marble, whilat there are also a
good sprinkling of th-m constructed wholly of granite
The new Custom House and the Hall of Recorda are both
fine public buildinga, now in course of erection. E*ch
will cost aoraething over £l,000,0(iO to put up. The
amount of the granite contract alone upon the Utter
structure iq something like £400,000. Thia granite is all
worked at the quamea, almost entirely by Italian work-
men. ' Skyscrapers * have not yet run their final race in
regard to height. A hu^e hotel is now budding here a
monstrosity that will eclipse in altitude any other habif'a-
tion m ihe whole world. It will consist of eigbte^'n lofty
8tone«. and these will contain over 2,000 bedroom i

Machmery. aurely and steadily, is making grfat inroads
into the stone trade of New York. That honest crafts-
man, the poor stonecutter, ie now practically a thing of
the past. He is scarcely wanted at all. All he is now
required to do is, ever and again, to ' set-in ' a mould
for the machine to work, or here and there to re-turn a
moulding. To masons the present state of things dis-
tinctly means etarvation. and ultimate annihilation
altogether. There are considerably over 1,200 stone-
roaaona in their own trade union here in New York but
there are not 3^0 of these in employment. Thia is not the
effect of dull times—practically trade was never busier—
but entirely owing to the vast amount of work the labour-
saving machinery turns out. Tailing the stonework at
present m hand in New York City alone, if there were no
machinr^ry, wnrk would at once be found for from six to
*even thousand stonemasons. By the English papers we
see that Americana are making great inroads into the
Ifinglish markets especially as regards the construction
and erection of metal bridges: and at home people are
wondering, with labour ao much dearer on this aide than
on yours, how this can be possible. The real aecret ia the
great centralit-ation of capital in the way of trusts. These
ave cheapened the production of almost everything

Then the Amenoan ia trained to produce far more forwhat la called a fair day's work than he does in England
or in Continental countries. I remember when I was inyour employ (what bright and happy daya to lookback
upon U I UH*-a to think I had to work hard ; but if I had
thoae times over again, I should call it a mere snap. AnAmerican workman certainly produces, day by day asmuch again as an English one contrivea to turn out inJ^ndon. Wh^n next you pay us one of your flying visits,
I hope to have th- pleasure of conducting you through a
typical up-to-date American atone factory. I know you
will be astonished at the system, and how things aremanned. Manual labour ia practically not in it.'*-Hop-
ton-Wood. as '• O. H. G," very corrrntly remarks, ia an
excellent weather atone : but one rou-t think twice before
recommending Purbeck or Swanage atone for exposed
paces. I remember a severe and aerioua practical leason
leamwin regard to stone quarried from thoae localitiesoccuinng in or about 1874. We were engaged upon avery large new mansion, church, schools, &c , a group ofbuIldlng^ practically embracing a whole paruh. and
9itu8t*d upon the extreme aouth-eaat comer of thia
county, overlooking the English Channel, and close by
,Qo«^**'^Tl'i"^ r"*^

celebrated landslip that occurred in
itWQ, probably the largest subsidence that haa ever taken

place in England. The place is called Rousdon. and was
at: that time in course of erection from the designs of
Me'sra. Ernest George and Vaugban (the latter—of whom
I entettain very pleasant recollections as being one of the
b'st of good men— has, alaa ! joined the great majority
fully a quarter of a century ago). The dre<"singa were, in
the m4in, of Purbeck atone. The locality was much
exposed to sea-foga, and once, after a lengthened experi-
ero<^ of that sort of thing, a severe frost set in. with the
ultimate result that the stone "burst" and "flew"
everywhere. The damage done in a single night must
haveamountei to over a thousand pounda. What our
excellent all-round correapondent " W. E. M.'* writes
rathfr m-tkea one cry for more. Practical men do not
care to jump at anonymous statement*". The latter are
only of value when names and placea are vouchsafed.
'•WE M." alludes to "the leading authority in build-
ing stones in the United States," but by carefully hiding
the name of the reputed "leading authority " nullifies

the Wfight of bis reference. Cynical readers might be
inclined to suppose it may possibly be simply a thinly-
v-^iled personal reference. He go^a off at a tangent, too,
when referring to the price paid by sculptors in the
TToited States for selected statuary m^^ble from Carrara.
No pri3r referenc** has been made to that variety of
marble. Furthfr. he must be in error in assuming
really good statuary can be usually purchased at
BO low a tigure as from 12s. to 18s per foot cube

!

I know I have had to pay a great deal more for
it. But the Fubject at ia^ue is not marble such as
sculptors u»e, but the ordinary kinds in demand in aome
parts of Ameiii.a for window-sills, doorsteps, and that
particular clats of ordinary masonry. I remarked in
some former notes [Feb. 221 that " America produces an
immense variety of beautiful marbles, to say nothing of
its lovely onyx." " W. E. M.," whilst apparently
quf stioning this remark relative to onyx, imconsciou>ly
confirms it by writing he knows none " at all equal to
the Traveriine (onyx) brought from Tecalli. in the State
of Puebla, Mexico." If *' W. E. M." resides in town,
and will utilise his Saturday afternoon holiday by taking
a stroll through the galleries of the British Museum, he
will quickly discover where my authority is obtained for
asserting there is nothing to surpass terracotta for lasting
qualities. Surely '• MV. E. M." is mi-^taken in supposing
any man of experience would polish Carrara marble
intended for such outdoor purposes as window-sills T

Therefore, whether it comes out when so treated with
"a waxy, semi-translucent surface" (fliie words are a
trifle delusive at timea !t *'or the dead-white of Vermont
marble, matters very little." " W. E. M." says :

" Onyx
is not used for decorative purposes in any building."
Surely he has seen the beautiful font of that material in
the late Mr. Bedding's church at the bottom of Sloane-
slreet, 8 W. ? A hundred other instances of the use of
onyx for decorative purposes might be quoted. Is this
incorrect information based on statements made by " the
leading authority in the United State?," who—eecond-
cousin to George Wsshington !

— " has never yet been
contradicted 1

"—Habrv Hems.

[11677.J-Stone tor Window-SUls. -Purbeck or
Swanage stone tooled will not be cheaper than Portland.
Killer's Hopton Wood stone is carboniferous limestone,
and the labour on it would be as great as that on Port-
land

; moreover, it is an encrinital marble -in fact, it

furnishes the Derbyshire maible. No artificial stone
made with a Portland cement matrix is impermeable to
moisture. I repeat that a cheaper atone than Portland—
and one that will do nearly as well -ia Box Weather
stone.—W. E. M.

[11684 ]—Bonding Stone Column to Brick-
"work-—" Young Architect" cannot bond columns in
short lengtha to brickwork by dowels or tiea at intervals.
He can cramp column in abort lengths to blocks of atone
built into the brickwork. These blocks will form a good
anchorage ground- To explain this thoroughly we should
know the size of the column-^ and the thickness of the
walla to which they are to be bonded. The word
" dowel" is usually meant to apply to a vertical pin of
gunmetal or slate -such as would be used in setting a
mullion on a window-sill. And '* cramp" applies to a
horizontal tie of same material, used to connect the atones
of a cornice or coping.—W. E. M.

niG'te.] — Cement. - I have looked at Kelly's
"Merchants. Makers. Importers. &c ," of Trades. See
nothing as to Nova Scotia; but in New Brunswick. St.
John, there are several building material and oilmen
dealers : latter in England often keep cements.— Regent's
Pabk.

fll685.]-Cement. — Ordinary plaster of Paris is
gypsum {hydrated calcium sulphate, Ca0303 + 2HaO),
ground to powder, and ita combined water partly driven
off by exposing it to a temperature a little under that of
boiling water. 212' Fahr. Thia powder, when mixed
with water, seta as a soft, friable mass. Hence many
attempts have been made to impart hardness to it for
builders' work. The commonest method ia to soak
the calcined lumps of plaster in a solution of alum
(aluminium sulphate, AJ.,330,9H,;0). These, when burnt
again, and ground, yield a plaster which seta bird
enou'h to take a good polish. The same result may
be obtained by steeping raw gypsum in a 10 per cent,
solution of sulphuric acid (hydrogen sulphate H.SOj),
and then firing to a dull red heat. Keene's cement is made
by soaking calcium gypsum in a solution of borax (i^odiura
biborate Na-.BjOjlOH.O, and cream of tartar (sodium
tartarateNn.>0,H,Or,) ; borax alone has almost the same
fffect. In Martin's cement potassium carbonate (K-.CO ,)

is used, instead of borax or alum ; but all such additions
are made with the object of hardening the plaster when
set Wherever gypsum ia found plaster of Paris may be
made.—W. E M.

ril686 1- Cement.—Keene's : Made by steeping the
calcined stone in a strong solution of borax and cream of
tartar (1 borax, 1 cream of tartar) dissolved in 18 water;
allowed to remain until thoroughly impregnated with the
salt. Then taken out. dried, and reburot at temperature
of dull redness for six or eight hours. When cool, ground
to powder. Borax alone gives equally good results. The
more concentrated the solution into which pla'^ter is intro-
duced, the slower the set. Thua, if to 1 of saturated
solution of borax be added 12 of water, and employ this
liquid as bath, eet will take place in about 15 minutes.
If only 8 of water, then the cement will take one hour at
least to set ; and if only 4 of water, then several hours

elapae ere setting. Martin's cement : Solution ia carbon-
ate of potash, stages very aimilir. Longman's " Notes,"
part 3. on Materials, givea Keene's as made in two qualities
— coarse and superfine ; former is white, capable of high
polish ; latter not so white, or able to take so good a
polish, but sets hard. Bold in casks of 3J bushels.
Martin's in three qualities - coarse, fine, and superfine*
coarser being reddish white colour, and finer pure white!
Is said to cover more surface in proportion to ita bulk than
any other similar material. Of course neither well adapted
for situations much exposed to weather on account of
their solubility, cost, and moderate strength under favour-
able circumstances renders them unsuited to engineering
work. Have come across cement importers and building
materials dealers, &c .at St. John. N.B , suitable, very.
A. Christie. 24'>. City-road ; Haley Bros, and Co , l'
Broad ; Mabie, 212 Main ; J. W. Smith. 6. Ward ; Stet^
son, Cutler, and Co , Pollock-road ; J. M. Taylor, 8
Nelson; W. H. Thome. 44, Prime William—the above
are building materials. Lime, plaster, cement: O. Miller
A. Mills, n. Union; J. W. Smith, 6, Ward; J. U.
Taylor. 8 Nelson -all of St. John. Cement importers,
Toronto: C. D. Morris, 111. Yonge; National Co.. ditto ;

Ontario Association, 11?, E^rplanade ; Rathbume Co., 310*

Front-street. Louiabourg, Cape Breton : A. Baker, &c.'
storekeeper. Halifax: Dominion Colour Co., Henderson
and Potts—may stock like colourraen in England. Plaster
makers : Alabastine Co., Paris Canada. Ottiwa. Canada:
Granite Co.. 34. Court; E G. Laverdure. 71, William ;D!
O'Connor, 298, Bank ; Wright and Co , 43, Besserer. If
any difficulties arise of getting, all can be had through
such a firm as Eastwood and Co., 47. Belvedere-road,
London. 8.E , who stock bricks, cements, limes to the
largeat extent probably of any firm in tiie world.—
Regent's Pabk.

ril687.1-Hornbeam.—"Regent's Park" says that
this tree has no aapwood or alburnum. Will he kindly
say if he knows of any exogenous tree with a stem or
trunk of duramen or heartwood only! Aid if so, how
the crude sap ia conveyed from the rootlets to the
chlorophyll cells of the leaves ? -W. E. M.

[11689.]—West Walton.- The pariah church iaone
of the finest in Norfolk. Ten days may well be spent ia
measuring and sketching the stoneworK alone, lliereu
some splendid typical conventional Early English curing
in the capital-s of the south doorway. " Student" ahoula
take hia camera.—W. E. M.

111690.1—Tombstone.—Selected Pennant from the
Bristol district. It is a Middle Coal Measure stoae.—
W. E. M.

[11690.] -Tombstone.-If "Memorial" wiU place
himself in communication with us, we shall be glad to

give information with reference to durable stone for

recumbent tomb.—Emlet and Sons, Ltd., Newcaatle-on-
Tyne.

[11690] -Tombstone.—Probably the best ataDding
material to use for a recumbent monument of simple
design, to be erected in Wiltshire, is finely axed {not

poliahed) grey Dartmoor granite; or Irish limestone
(Ballioaaloebypreference) isequally good.—Habev Hems.

ril691.]-Diaphanie8.-If think of glass deooration,
like painted glass, am not quite sure where at present.

Some time back near N. end of Gray's Inn-road or west
side there was a trader therein, but where gone to do not
know. However, perhaps inquiry in Charing Croas-ro&d
from about 100 to 130 on west side might help.—RHOSifT's

Pauk.

Ill

I

I

Before the membera of the British lastitnte of

Certified Carpenters Mr. W. H. Batambean read a
paper, on Saturday evening at C irpenters' Hall, on
"Wood B<aiD9: their Prnperties and DdsigD."

Profeesor R. Elsey Smith, F.R I.B.A , me-preei-
deot, occapied the chair.

The memorial-stone of a new infants' school to b«
erected in connection with AU Stints', Bo}theD,

S'oke-on-Trent, was laid last week, by the

Bishop of Lichfield. The new school is to be built

of red brick, on a site lyini; betwesn the present

schools and the church. It will consist of one large

central hall and two classrooms, and will provide

accommodation for 250 children. The es'imstei

cost is about £1,000.

The Scarborough Burial B«rd have adopted,

after a competition, plans by Mr. F. A. Tiigwell

for the erection of a chapel, gatekeeper's lodge,

and other buildings in the new cemetery.

The Tredegar Urban District Council have
retained the serricps of Messrs. Bpnnley, Son, and

Nichols, of 11, Victoria -street, Westminster, in

connection with the sewerage and sewage disposal

of the town.

Mr. R'cbard Carruthers Ivy, surveyor to Ibe

Ormskirk Turban District CouDoil, died at his resi-

dence, St. Helen'sroad, Ormskirk, on Fiiday. after

a short illneds, at the early age of forty years. He had

filled the pflise of surveyor for twelve years, coming
from the Southport Corporation cfiioes.

The Biikenhead guardians, at their meeting on

Tuesday, sanctioned the erection of a new hoard-

room aud offices for the union, at a cost of £21,060,

on a site purchased in Conway-street, Argyle-street,

and 0:iver-street for the purpose.

Ssnor Jaan Facnndo R'ano has died in Miilrid at

the age of 72. He was one of the most competent
autborities on the fine arts, and was P/o'essor of

Art in the School of Diplomacy. Sanor Riano was

intrusted by the authorities of South Kansingtou
Museum with the preparation of a catalogue of the

Spanish collections and a volume relating to in-

dustrial art in .Spain. Senor Riano married the

daughter of a former assistant at the British

M usenm.
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DESIGN FOR A CLUBHOITSK IN A LARGE CITY.—BOURNE-

MOUTH SCHOOLS.— RED LION HOTEL, PEN-Y-OEOE9.

—

HEW PREMISES, NEWCA.9TLE-0N-TYNE.— SOME ENGLISH

FURNITURE EXHIBITS FROM THE PARIS EXHIBITION.

—

TORONTO BIBLE TRAINIVO SCHOOL.

'ur illustrations.

ST. STEPHEN S CATHEDRAL, VIENNA.

This etching, by Mr. A. Wallace Kimington,
R.P.E., ia reproduced by permiesion of the Fine
Art Society, and it gives an interesting interior of

that building ; bat the artist has not favoured us

with any particulars in time for this week.

SO.\N-F. MEDALLION- DESIGN lOR A CLUBHOVSE.

We published Mr. Mathew J. Dawson's design,
with plans, elevations, and view, on February 1.5

last, when we gave some particulars of his work,
ior which he gained the first prize. To-day we
print a reproduction of his detail of the main
entrance.

BOURNEMOl'TH SCHOOL.

This school has been built at a cost of £9,000 by
funds provided by the Bournemouth Corporation
aided by a grant from the County Council of

Hampshire. It is a secondary school and has
accommodation for technical subjects, the minor
school being a municipal feature. The building

is executed in Milton red - faced brick, with
Portland stone dressings, and covered with dun
Broseley tiles. The work has been carried out
by Messrs George and Harding, contractors, of

Bournemouth, from the designs and under the
supervision of Messrs. Crake, Gifford, and Oakley,
also of Bournemouth.

red LIOK hotel, PEN-Y-OROES, north WALES.

This hotel, which has just been built, is from the
designs of Mr. Richard Hall, architect, Bangor,
N.W. The building is faced with Ruabon red
bricks with terracotta dressings. The roofs are
covered with green slates. The builder is Sir.
William Parry, of Bangor.

IIISINESS PREMISES, NEWCASTLE-ON-TVXE.

These two blocks of commercial buildings, both
faced with ashlar, have been erected at New-
ca«tle-on-Tyne, from the designs of Messrs.
Marshall and Tweedy, architects.

SOME ENGLISH FURNITURE EXHIBITS FROM THE
RECENT r.VRIS EXHIlflTION.

These examples, drawn from photographs, are
typical of some of the more up-to-date types of
English furniture, based, at least, to some extent,
upon the "Arts and Crafts Exhibition" work.
The Bath Cabinet Making Company's China
Cabinet displays more originality, and having
glazed doors at differing angles round its bay -like
form, is thoroughly well lighted for the display
of works of art. Mr. Henry's work is light in
construction, aiming at elegance and practical
utility. The Mahogany Table is certainly curious,
and rather strained in effect. T/ie American
Architect also gave, in its opening number for the
new year, a series of illustrations of French and

German furniture exhibited at Paris, and, as

might be expected, some very extravagant designs

are included among the specimens thus repre-

sented. The Austrian work is particularly fan-

tastic and strange. Imitators of this class of

work in London have been credited with some
originality, but their ideas are often only second-

hand. »-^
KOVAL ACADEMY EXHIBITION, 1901.

THE one day on which architectural drawings

may be sent in this year is l!"riday, March 29,

and these must be delivered by a personal agent

to Burlington House, and no works in cases will

be received. On Saturday, March 30, and on

Monday, .\pril 1, oil paintings are to be sent in
;

Tuesday, April 2, is reserved for Sculpture. The
necessary forms and labels can be procured during

the month of March only from the Academy
on receipt of a stamped and directed envelope.

Only gilt frames are admissible for architectural

drawings.
We shall be glad if our readers who intend to

submit works will send their drawings to us to be

photographed before they are forwarded to the

Exhibition, so that our reproductions of accepted

works may be included in our series of Academy
illustrations, which will be published after the

galleries open, as in former years. We will

receive and deliver works for our contributors
;

but the labels, &c., as above, must be sent com-
plete with the framed drawings ready for despatch

to the Exhibition.

PBOFESSIONAX AND TR&J>B
SOCIETIES.

Devon and Exeter Aucititectiral Society.

—At the Athen^um, Exeter, on Thursday even-

ing in last week, Mr. Charles Cole gave a lecture

to the members of the Devon and Exeter Archi-

tectural Society, Mr. C. J. Tait, president, being

in the chair. The lecturer took his audience

from Harwich to the Hook of Holland, thence

fid Rotterdam, Nymingen and Cranigen, and so

on to Cologne ; from thence in the Rhine Valley

to Kemagen, describing the scenery and the con-

struction of houses in course of erection, remark-

ing on the low platforms at most of the railway

stations. Slides were shown illustrating the

above as well as the old church with a Roman-
esque nave and Gothic choir ; also a 12th-century

archway with grotesque sculptures, and the new
Gothic four-towered Apollinaris Kirche. From
Remagen visits were paid to Coblentz and the

fortresses of Ehrenbreitstein. At Cologne the

well-known bridge of boats and Cologne Cathe-

dral were described, as well as many of the chief

places of interest in the city. A trip up the

valley of the Ahr, with sketches of the pictureeque

Bunte Kuh, and the villages of Ahrweiler,

Marienthal, Dernach, Rech, to Altenahr, were

shown on the screen, and the curious wayside

shrines described. Visits to Bonn, Bophard, and
Erpel concluded the address.

Edinburgh Architectural Society.—A meet-
ing of the Edinburgh Architectural Society was
held on Feb. 27, Mr. A. F. Balfour Paul, presi-

dent, in the chair. A lecture, entitled " Why
we go to Italy," was given by Mr. Percy E.

Nobbs, M.A., A.R I.B.A. The paper took the

form of an answer to the i[uestion why the student

of art should go to Italy particularly, the general

finding being that there the real beginnings of

modern architecture were to be found, and that

the decorative arts attained a marvellous degree

of perfection in the splendour-loving days of the

Renaissance.

EniNiiuRGH Architectural Associ.\tion.—The
members of this association journeyed to Glasgow
on Saturday on a visit to the buildings of the

International Exhibition. In the party were the

president of the association, Mr. Henry F. Kerr,

A.R.I.B a., the vice-president, Mr. A. Hunter
Crawford, and the secretary, Mr. W. M. Page.

At the Exhibition they were joined by about
twenty professional brethren of Glasgow. At
Sandyford-street entrance to the Exhibition they
were received by Mr. James Miller, the architect

of the buildings, and under his guidance they
studied with a lively interest the principal archi-

tectural features and the industrial hall, the

machinery hall, the grand avenue and bridge

leading between these two halls, the dome, with
its mural decorations and modelled spandrels, the
ceremonial entrance, and the piazza. They also

viewed the prospect from the balcony which sur-

rounds the dome. Then they passed to contem-
plation of the typical styles of architecture shown
in the Russian buildings, and of the atoel and
fibre construction of the grand concert-hall,

visiting, by the way, the various other erections

throughout the grounds.

SuavEYOKs' IxsTniTiox.—The annual dinner
of this institution was held on Monday at the
Holborn Restaurant. Mr. .lohn Shaw (presi-

dent) occupied the chair, and the company in-

cluded Mr. T. M. Rickman and Mr. Daniel

Watney (past presidents), Sir J. F. L. RoUeston,
M.P., and Mr. Arthur Vernon (vice-presidents),

Sir John ^\'olfe-Barry, Sir Alexander Binnie,

Mr. J. F. F. Horner, Mr. C. J. Owens, Mr.
Andrew Murray (city surveyor), Mr. A. E. de
Bock Porter, C.B., Mr. H. T. Steward, Mr. J. L.

Wilkinson, Mr. I). J. Ross, Mr. (}. M. Freeman,
K.C., Mr. li. EUett (president of the In-

corporated Law Society), Mr. T. Blashill, Mr. J.

W. Penfold (hon. secretary), and Mr. .1. C.

Rogers (secretary). The chairman proposed " The
Houses of Parliament." Sir J. F. L. RoUeston,

M.P., who responded, mentioned the fact that he
was the only surveyor with a seat in the House
of Commons. Sir John Wolfe-Barry proposed
" The Legal Profession." Mr. Freeman and
Mr. EUett responded. In giving the toast of the

evening, "The Surveyors' Institution," Sir

Alexander Binnie said that he looked on the

institution with a great deal of pride and
pleasure. Though a comparatively young organi-

sation it was making rapid progress, owing,

he felt sure, to the efforts which were being

made to see that the profession should be

kept up to the highest standard possible in an
advancing age like the present. The chairman,

in replying, said that when their first report was
published in 1869 they had 200 members, and
now they had between 3,000 and 4,000 members.

Their museum had been rearranged, and they

had a library containing about 8,000 volumes.

After paying off the debt in connection with the

new building, £31,167, a considerable balance

remained in hand. Their benevolent fund had

only been founded two years, but already they

had invested funds to its credit amounting to

upwards of £7,000. The institution was now
firmly established, and he felt convinced that, if

carried on on the same lines as in the past, it

would continue to be of great benefit to surveyors,

especially to the younger members of the pro-

fession.

CHIPS.
The London Brick Company, of Pietton, have

secured the order for 25,000,000 bricks, to be used

for the widening of the London and North-Western
Railway from Easton Station to WiUesden.

The foundation-stone of the Crahb Memorial
Institute was laid in Victoria-road, Tunbridge
Wells, last week. The bo'lding will inclu:te a large

hall, with gallery, seating in all 350 persons, gym-
nasium, two reading-rooms, games-room, kitchen,

izi. The walls will be of red brick, with dreeaings

of stone. Messrs. H . H. and E. Cronk, of Tun-
bridge Walls, are the architects, and Messrs. J.

Leney and Sons, of the same town, the builders.

At the last meeting of the city council of

Peterborough, a letter was read from Mr. A.

McKewan, who received the premium of £25 in the

recent abortive competition for altering the town-
hall. The advertisement had stated that the atcbi-

teot of the selected plans would be intrusted with
the work. But the scheme had since been abandoned,
and Mr. M 'Kewan thought he was entitled to soma
compensaticn. The council thought the case was
one for compromise, and directed certain proposals

to be made.

The Aberdeen School Board have approved of

plans for the enlargement of the Central School,

with the object of forming a higher-grade school

and pupil teachers' centre. The estimated cost, ex-

clusive of furaishings and heatiog, i% £25,000,

Mr. A. A. G, Malet, Local Government Board
inspector, held an inquiry at Middlesbrough ou
Friday with respect to the application of the cor-

poration to borrow £23,963 for a-ylum extension

purposes. There was no opposition to the applica-

tion. The proposed loan was to cover the estimated

cost of erecting six additional cottages for the staff

employed at the asylum, and also the cost of the

proposed extension of the asylum. The amount
required for the asylum extension was £22,638, and
for the staff cottages £1,325. The proposed exten-

sion comprises a block on either side ot the existing

buildings for 80 patients each, and quarters for four

night nurses. The scheme was explained in detail

by the architect, Mr. A. J. Wood, of 22, Surrey-

street, Victoria Embankment, London,
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TORONTO BIBLE-TRAINING SCHOOL.

THE plan of this Transatlantic School is a
very good one, and as seen in the accom-

panying perspective sketch, its exterior, with the
high-pitched roofing slopes and dormered gablesm half- timber, might almost be taken for an old
block of country-side buildings in Normandy.
The main part of the premises in front, facing
College-street, is more monumental in style, with
ttone muUioned windows, and having a central
gable flanked by octagonal turrets, imparting an
importance to the entrance. The lecture-hall has
a hammer-beamed roof, and the walls, with the
arcades, are finished in brickwork. Messrs
Burke and Horwood are the architects, and the

Canadum Archiied mid Builder gives some photo-
graphic views of their work. The accompanying
pen-and-ink study, by Mr. A. H. Chapman, was
drawn for the same journal, which has now
reached its 14th volume. The "Architect's
Edition " is admirably printed, being produced
with style and finish.

A large clock with three dials is to be placed in
the tower of St. James's Church, Wolverhampton.
It will strike the hours, and have all the latest
improvements. Messrs. John Smith and Sons,
Midland Clock Works, Derby, are doing the work.
A few years ago the same firm put up the large
clock in the pansh church, Wolverhampton.

OOMPBTITIONS.
Lef.ds.—A joint meeting of the members of

the watch and library committees of the Leedfl

Corporation was held on Friday to consider com-
petitive designs for the erection of a new police-
station and public library in Dewsbury-road, the
estimated cost of which is not to exceed £12,000.
The designs accepted were those of Messrs.
Bedford and Kitson, Greek-street, Leeds. The
other premiated designs selected by the assessor,

Mr. Leonard Stokes, of Westminster, were those
of Messrs. Hanstock and Son and Mr. W.
Ascough Chapman.—The school of art scheme,
which the committee of the Institute of Science,

Art, and Literature have in hand, has now
assumed a definite shape. The schedule of re-

quirements shows that 31 rooms are necessary for

carrying on the advanced and applied art work
in Leeds. The area of these rooms will be
16,139eq.ft. It is proposed tliat the building

shall consist of four principal floors—viz., base-

ment, ground floor, first floor, and second floor.

The basement will be used chiefly for applied art

work, and the corridor will be of ample width to-

admit of showcases being placed against the

wall. Deputations from the school visited the

Royal College of Art, South Kensington ; Glaspjow

School of .Art : Birmingham School of Art ;

Battersea rdytechnic ; Central School of Arts

and Crafts, Regent-street, London; and Cam-
berwell School of Arts and Crafts, in order to

insure that all the latest improvements might be
embodied in the Leeds school, and an elaborate

schedule has been printed for the guidance of the

competing architects.

Norwich. — The directors of the Norwich
Union Life Office have for some time past found
their existing head offices in Surrey -street afford

but inadequate accommodation, and have, there-

fore, acquired the whole of the property facing

their present office, and extending from the Water
Company's building to the chambers of Messrs.

Cross and Barnard, with the gardens behind.

The property includes the whole of Surrey Court,

and although exhibiting no special architectural

features, possesses historical interest as having at

one time been the residence of the Earls of

Surrey. In response to a limited invitation,

architects in Manchester, Birmingham, London,
and Norwich sent in competitive designs for the

new headquarters, and the directors usanimously
awarded the palm to a design which, when the

sealed envelope was opened, proved to have been
sent in by Messrs. G. J. and F. Skipper, London-
street, Norwich, who have been appointed archi-

tects for the building. The design placed second,

and for which a special premium of £50 was
awarded by the directors, although none were
offered by the conditions, was by Mr. Arthur R.
Mayston, A.R.I.B.A., of 7, Great James-street,

Bedford-row, W.C.

SiLroRD. — The competitive plans for St.

Matthias' Schools were referred to Mr. Royle, of

Messrs. Royle and Bennett, architects, Man-
chester, as architectural assessor, to choose out of

the number of plans sent in—viz., 72—not more
than 10 as designs for the consideration of the

committee. A subcommittee examined thes*

plans with the assistance of the clerk to the

Salford School Board, and eventually made the

following awards : —1st, plan No. 69 ; 2nd, plan

No. 29 ; 3rd, plan No. 22. The corresponding

envelopes containing the names of the competing
architects were thereupon opened, and the suc-

cessful architects are :—Plan 59, Mr. Benjamin
Bower, architect, Birmingham : plan 29, Messrs.

Woodhouse and Willoughby, architects, Man-
chester ;

plan 22, Mr. Alfred H. Mills, architect,

Jlanchester. The plans which have been received

will be on view at the Town-hall, Salford, on
Tuesday and Wednesday nest, the 12th and
13th inst.

Sir F. Dixon-Hattland, M.P., chairman of the

Thamfs Conservaicy Board, and Lady Dixon-
Hartland are defrajing the cost of recasting th»
peal of bells of Sunbury Church to commemorate
the beginning of the new century.

The plans for the entire restoration of the ancient

parish church of Macclesfield were prepared in 1S97,

and the nave, cbancel, tower, and chapels are now
completed. The committee have succeeded in

raising the sum of £1S, 000, and £1,000 in addition

will be given conditionally on the whole sum of

£21,250 being raised before the reopening on,

April 24. A proposal has been made, with the

approval of the committee, to raise the remaining:

£2,250 by means of a shilling fund.
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CoLrsTox, EDnjiiiRGH.—The late Sir William
Fraser, K.C.B., left a sum of £J5,000 for the
purpose of founding and erecting a set of homes
for poor persons. In the selection of beneficiaries,

preference was to be given to authors and artists

who are in necessitous circumstances. Shortly
after his death, which took place about three

years ago, his trustees intrusted the preparation
of the plans to Mr. A. F. Dalfour Paul, archi-

tect, 21, St. Andrew-square, and the completed
buUdings were opened on Saturday. The site is

at Colinton, on the top of the hill behind the
station, on the Hailes estate. The general plan
consists of twelve houses and an administrative
block, forming three sides of a square, and facing,

on the south, a central court, round which runs a
flagged terrace walk, reached by steps from the
level of the court, and protected by a stone
balustrade. This terrace culminates at the open
ends in two lead-roofed belvideres, from which
steps lead down to the ground level. The haU,
which is in the centre on the first floor, is

panelled in oak, with a large open fireplace, with
overmantel at the end, is lit by windows on both
sides, and has been furnished with specially-

designed oak furniture. Flanking the haU block
on either side is a dwelling-house consisting of a
living-room, scullery, &c., and two bedrooms.
Two larger houses, with kitchen, sitting-room,
two bedrooms, scullery, kc, enter from angle
towers at the comers of the court, of which the
two remaining sides are devoted to eight dwelling-
houses, four on each side, each containing a
living-room, scullery, &o., together with a bed-
room and bed- closet. Each of the houses is

self-contained. The building throughout is two
stories in height, and is of a Scottish Domestic
character. It is built of stone from local quarries,
harled and whitewashed, with red Corncockle
stone dressings, and green slates cover the roof

;

while in the centre of the court stands a stone
fountain, the water of which, issuing from the
figure of a Triton, and falling into an octagonal
basin, pours itself thence by gargoyles into a
larger circular basin beneath.

East H.^m.—The chairman of the East Ham
Urban District Council on Wednesday laid the
foundation-stone of the town-hall and municipal
offices now in course of erection by the council at
the comer of Barking-road and High-street
South. The general arrangement of the plan
of the buildings is in the form of the letter |_.
The official department, including town clerk's,
engineer's, surveyor's, and accountant's offices,

are in the left arm of the letter, parallel with the
large assembly-hall over ; the committee-rooms,
mayor's parlour, and other departments are in-
the foot portion, and the councU-chamber with
police-court under in a shorter vertical arm on
the right. The assembly-hall is 100ft. by 50ft.,
and wUl provide seating for 1,200 people in-
dependent of the platform and organ-recess at
end. The council department is compact. The
mayor's hall and ante- and waiting-room are all
•rn si'ite with two large committee-rooms, and the
latter are capable of being thrown into one. The
council-chamber has side stained-glass windows
and dome light in centre, having stained-glass
panels therein. A public gallery for 100 bur-
gesses will be at one end, with separate staircase
approach. The room will be surrounded with
carved oak dado, and the floor will be of polished
oak. The police-courts beneath this chamber are
practically separate, though communicating by
corridors. Externally the building is designed in
the Renaissance style, with a blending of German
and Dutch features, suitable for town-hall. The
materials adopted are red bricks and terracotta
dressings of biscuit colour, and Westmoreland
green slate roofs, the whole dominated by a
clock-tower, 22ft. square to a height of about
150ft., with open belfry stage, and breaking up
into pinnacles and open features at the summit.
The total cost is about £35,000, exclusive of
furniture. Messrs. Cheers and Smith, whose
design was chosen in competition from U sets
submitted, are the architects, and Jlr. D. W.
liarker is the builder.

London-, E.C.—The new fire-brigade station
in Hedcross- street, which has been erected to re-
place the smaller station in \\'hitecros8 -street,
has been opened by the chairman of the
Fire Brigade Committee of the London County
CouncU. Mr. Adams (manager of the Works
Department of the County Council), Mr. J. Bird

and Mr. Owen Fleming were present. The
site occupied by the station has a frontag-? of

about 90ft. toRedcross-street, and was purchased
for £'30,000, while the cost of the building has

been upwards of £12,000. The engine-room is

equipped with two steamers, a horsed escape, a

long fire ladder, and a hose cart ready for

immediate use. ITie chief " run out" isarranged
so as to be immediately opposite the scene of the

great Cripplegate fire. In the upper part of the
building there are thirteen suites for married men
and a number of single men's quarters. The
station, which is lighted with electricity through-
out, has been built by the Works Department of

the County Council under the direction of Mr.
W. E. Riley, the superintending architect.

There was also opened on Saturday a new fire

station which the County Council have erected in

Pennard-road, Shepherd's Bush, at a cost of over

£12,000.

N.VFSiivRV, St. Aliun's.—The foundation-
stone of a new lunatic asylum for the county of

Middlesex was laid last week. The site of the
new buUding is 140 acres in extent, and was
purchased at a cost of £45,000. It is situated

just outside St. Alban's, at Napsbury. The
necessity for the new building has long been
apparent, though the County Council have several

times enlarged the asylum at Wandsworth. The
plans are by Mr. Rowland Plumbe, F.R.I.B.A.,
who has designed the buildings in the pavilion

style to accommodate 1,150 patients, 100 of these

to be in a separate building, which is to be used
only by paying patients. A hospital to accom-
modate 22t persons is included. The estimated
cost of the buildings alone is £358,100, or £311
per patient.

Newcastle- on-Tyxe.—The Town Improve-
ment Committee have approved a block plan for

the erection of new buildings in the Side and Dean-
street, submitted by Messrs. Marshall andTweedy,
architects, of that city. The new buildings will

cover land now occupied by old property at the
head of the Side, extending from Messrs. Harvey
and Davy's warehouse down to the corner of

Dean-street, embracing a large site on which
Messrs. Robinson's warehouses stood until de-
stroyed by fire last year, together with the
Grapes Inn adjoining and the corner block at the
junction of Dean-street and the Side, and extend-
ing up Dean-street to the new offices of the
Manchester Fire Assurance Company. In addi-
tion to this, a large portion of the property facing
the cathedral behind Amen-corner has been pur-
chased. It is the intention of the new owners to

erect a block of offices, &c., the area of which
will cover about an acre. Messrs. Marshall and
Tweedy will prepare the detailed plans and designs
in conjunction with Mr. R. J. Leeson. 'The
cost of the undertaking is estimated at between
£200,000 and £250,000.

Newport, Shropshire.—The Harper Adams
Agricultural College at Edgmond, Newport,
Sfilop,will be opened for the reception of students
early in April. The college has been founded,
under the will of the late Thomas Harper Adams,
for the purpose of teaching practical and theo-
retical agriculture. A sum of about £50,000 was
available for the scheme. The college buildings
comprise chemical, physical, and biological

laboratories, museum, library, lecture theatre,
classrooms, students' common-room, and dining-
hall. Accommodation is also provided for 50
resident students. The college farm consists of
about ISO acres—mixed arable and pasture—and
lies within a ring fence surrounding the college.

The farm buildings have recently been erected at
considerable expense upon a modern system, and
a large and varied assortment of stock can be
kept. All the necessary machinery and imple-
ments have been provided. The dairy is a sepa-
rate building, and contains milk-room, butter
and cheeserooms, store, and ripening-rooms.
The workshops include a carpenter's shop, with
benches, lathes, and tools ; and the blacksmith's
shop and pent- house are fitted up with forges
and tools for horse-shoeing and other purposes.

Oxford.—When the stonework of the inner
faces of the old schools quadi-angle, which now
forms a part of the Bodleian Library, was carried
out some 25 years ago, the new label bosses were
left uncarved, although it appears from the view of

thequadrangie in Loggan's " Oxonian Illustrata
"

(published in 1674) that their predecessors had
been fashioned in the shape of conventional heads.
These bosses have now been carved, and form a

series of portraits of persons connected with the
studies prosecuted in the "schools" which

formerly occupied what is now the ground flooi

of the library, or with the history of the librarii

itself. The authorities for the portraits have, fo]

the most past, been found among the Hope collec-i

tion of engraved portaits. The carving has beei|

executed by Mr. E. E. Hammond, acting undeil

the direction of Messrs. Farmer and Brindley.
'

WATEB SUPPLY AND 8ANITABT
UATTEIBS.

Septic Teeatment of Sewaoe.—At the last

meeting of the Royal Scottish Society of Arts!

Mr. James ThomGon, C.E., Edinburgh, read i

paper dealing with the engineetiog aspect of thii

treatment of sewage, and with the problems pre.

sented to engineers of sewage purification works
The day, he said, was past when " paying " sewagt
woika could be looked for, as the cost of recoverinf

manure from the sewage was not a commeioia
success. The most important bacterial systemao'
sewage purification were shortly referred to anc
described, and the septic system was recommendec
on account of the very small area of ground w hiol

it occupied, the minimum amount of attentior

which its works required, the minimum amouot o:

sludge they produced, and the smallest poesiUt

amount of smell which an installation of that kinc

created. Mr. Thomson was in favour of dotec

septic tanks and open bacterial beds for small com-
munities, bat for large communities, like Man-
chester, he was in favour of both open septic tanki

and open bacterit beds. He was in favour of con-

tinuous filtration in preference to intermittenl

filtration for small communities, and for large com-

munities of intermittent filtration. The sewagi

purification works in connection with the proposec

lunatic asylum at Bangcar for the Edinburgh Pariat

Conncil were referred to, and it was pointed oat

that there it was intended to dispense with auto-

matic gearing, and to have an attendant to actuate

the valves when required. The paper was illustrated

by drawings.

CHIPS.
The memorial to the late R^t. E. L. Berthon,

late Vicar of Bomsey, will take the form of t

stained-glass window, containing a medallion por

trait, to be placed in the Abbey Church.

Mr. R. H. Bicknell, M.I.C E., one of the in

spectors of the Local Government Board, held u
inquiry at the Rochdale Town Hall on Wedneadaj
week into the subject matter of an application b]

the Rochdale Corporation for " sanction to borros

£3,600 for the provision of an open space, and fo'

purposes of street improvements." "The money i

required, the borough surveyor, Mr. S. S. Piatt

eznlained, in connection with the preparation of thi

land in Drake-street, upon which Halstead'

foundry now stands, as an open space, and the im

provement of School-lane and adjacent thorough

fares.

At Rodborough, near Stroud, Glos., anew boan

school was opened on Friday last. The building

which cost about £3,500, has accommodation fo

300 children. Mr. W. H. 0. Fither was the archi

tect, and Messrs. Isaac Lewis and Sons were th

builders.

One of the finest collections of ancient Eomsi

pottery ever found in Kent has been discoverei

near Walmer Lodge, in the course of th

laying out of the ground as a pleasure garden

by Messrs. Mawson Brothers, of Windermere

The collection comprises about forty pieces, am

they have been removed to one of the baildioK

adjoining the grounds, where they are beim

privately exhibited. They were found in tw

separate sets, some distance apart, 2ft. below th

surface, and evidently maiked the sites of tw

interments, for beneath each collection was

cinerary urn containing human remains. Doe o

these urns is a green glass vessel, which was foun'

inside a large wine j »r of the period, together wit

a water-bottle. Some of the articles still bear th

name of the maker.

A memorial brass has been placed in Binhai

parish church in memory of William Cole, foundei

and for forty years head master of the gramma

Eohool in that Norfolk village. It was designed b

Mr. John Gaymer, of North Walaham, and execute

by Mr. H. East, of Norwich.

At the Thames Police-court on Wednesdaj

Messrs. J. H. Cooks, Ltd., builders, of Arnold

road. Bow, were fined £5 and ordered to pay 6

costs for neglecting to properly fence a ciroula

saw.

The Mayor of Richmond, Sir J. W. Szlnmpe

formally opened on Wednesday a new elemental

school established by the National Union <

Teachers, entirely at their own cost, for tlie boj

of the town. The school, which will acoommodat

310 children, is built in a populous part of tl

borough.
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I^EOAI. INTBLLIOBNOB.
What is Blub Lias Lime '—The hearing of the

summons issued at the instance of Alfred Andrews,

of the Blue L'as Lime Burners' A"S0cia1i ^n, Med-
way Wharf, Grosvenor-roaii, Pimlicj, against the

Cam Portland Cement Company, Limited, of

Moldreth, near Koyston, for an alleged infringment

of the Merchandise Marks Act, 1SS9, was to have

been resumed before Mr. Horace Smith at West-

miuster Police-court on Wednesday, but to suit the

convenience of the counsel enjaged, it was at the

lut moment adjourned until Wednesday text, the

I3th ioBt., at U 3il a.m.

The Value or Woon cabviso.—At the County-

couit at Silbj, last week. T. Hardisty and Son,

joiners and cabinet-makers, Salby, sued for the

recovery of tl.i balance of account on work done

for Mr. John Wm. H-pton, architect to the E»rl

of Londesborough. The defendant paid into court

£7 10s., and pleaded that the plaiatiffa' charges

were unreasonable and extortionate. The evidence

of Mr. Richard Hardisty (a partner in the firm)

was to the effect that in April of last year the

defendant visited their premises, and asked him
to undertake to restore a ITth-cantury oak cabinet.

The work was finished on September 25, and in-

cluded a great deal of carving, with which the

defendant expressed himself highly satisfied. When
the account of t'S.i was sent in defendant forwarded

£20 on account, and asked for detailed statement.

Defendant requested h'm to reduce the account, to

which he could not agree, as it had occupied SOO

hours—thirteen weeks and two days—at the rate

of ten hours per day. He had only charged 9d

p)r hour. For the defence it was declared that

the accounts were "cooked." Toe work had been
wall done ; the action was de'ended purely on the

ground that the charges were excessive, unreason-
able, and even extortionate. His honoar said, with
the exception of one item, £1 13i. $d., which could

not be recoveired, the verdict would be for the full

amount with costs.

A FEISBUEY - CIECU3 lUTBOVBMENT AWAED :

Appeal DisxnssEO.—At the City of London Court
on Feb. 26, Messrs. RalliBcos., 2.5 Finsbury-oircus,

sued Massrs. Wemher, Bait, and C)., 120, Bishops-
gate Within, by way of an appeal under the Londoa
Building Act, ISOI. for an order to set aside an
award, dated Dec. 18, which had been made by Mr.
Thomas Blashill and Mr. H. T. G ^rdcn as surveyors
in an arbitration with respect to premises in Fins-
bury-circus. Mr. K. M. Bray, K C, said that the

flamtiffd were the occnpiers and lessors of Nos. 25,

6, and 27, Finsbnry-circns. Their buildings were
surrounded by a number of other buildings, of
which, apparently, Messrs. Wemher had taken a
(ease fron the Corporation. They bad pulled down
those buildings, and they now wanted to pull down
all Messrs. Balli's outside walls except the front
wmll. There was a west wall (the wall of No. 27),

and there was an east wall (at Xo. 25), while Uie

outh wall formed the back part of the premises.
The defendants wanted to pull all three of them
down. It this were done the plaintiffj would be
compelled to move from their premises for some
montha, and that would involve serious expenditure,
probably amounting to £500. That they naturally
did not want to do. The defendants' contention
was that onder the building Act they were entitled,

aa building owner?, to do what the award had said
they might carry out. Mr. C:>mmiBsioner Kerr said
the point in dispute was simply concerned with the
construction of the Act of Parliament. As both
parties had stated that they intended appealing
whichever way the decision went, he would say at
once that be was incliued to diemisa the appeal
from the arbitrators. Before doing that the case
might stand over so that the parties might go direct
to the High Court, and have the matter decided
there.

—•-•-•

—

Tin; well-known and long-estaMished firms of

Messrs. W. O.iver and Sons, of Bunhill-row, and

\V. W. Howard Bros, and Co., of Fenchurch-

street, E.C., are amalgamating into a limited

company with a share capital of £290,000, divided

into 100,000 :).V cumulative preference shares of

tl each, and" 190,000 ordinary pound shares.

There will also be issued £150,000 of U per

cent, first mortgage debenture stock. The

vendors take one-third of the issued capital of

each class in part-payment, and the remainder is

offered to tho public, the list opening next

Tuesday and closing on Wednesday. The

antecedents of both firms are too well kniwn to

need comment here, and there can be little doubt

that a prosperous and lucrative future is before

the shareholders in the new company.

The Queen Victoria ilemorial Committee

appointed by the King recommend that a

memorial be erected in the neighbourhood of the

Abbey and Palace of Westminster, or of Buck-

in"ham Palace ; the memorial to include as its

most prominent feature a statue of tho (iueen.

In connection with this recommendation, Mr.

Shaw Lefevre again brings forward his proposal

originally made in 1886, that a monumental

chapel be added to Westminster Abbey at the

south-east angle of the choir, and on the Bite of

Mr. L^bouche^e'8 house in Old Palace-yard. It

will be remembered that at the time Qaeen

Victoria expressed herself favourable to the

scheme, but considered that it would be more

appropriate to her death than to her Jubilee. The

proposal, for which the late Mr. Pearson, R.A
,

made some plans and designs was unsuccessfully

revived in 18S9, and was again reopened in 1899

by the handsome offer of Mr. Yates Thompson to

contribute £10,000 for the erection of two aisles

of Mr. Pearson's design on a site adjoining

No. 5, Old Palace-yard, provided the Govern-

ment 'would undertake to remove all the

houses in Poet's Comer and in Old Palace-

yard up to No. 5, This offer led to an under-

taking on the part of the Government to

remove all these houses at a cost of about £50,000.

When this was effected a beautiful view of the

Chapter House and of the south front of the

Abbey was opened out, and there was a general

The King has appointed Mr. Lionel Henry Gust,
M. A. , F S. A. , to be Surveyor of Pictures in O fdinary
to his Majesty, in succession to Sir John Charles
F.obinaon, who, on retirement, is gazetted a C.B.

Colonel Luard has held an inquiry at Ilford into
the application of the urban district couucil for
Fanotion to borrow £1,000 for fire hydrantp, £500
for a manual fire-engine, fire-escape, and other
aecesfories, and £350 for waggons tor scavenging
purposes.

At the Liverpool Cjueistory Court on Tuesday
Clsnoellor K»pin granted a faculty authorising the
Bishop of Exeter, Dr. Kvle, and the other children
of the late Bishop of Liverpool to erect in the
Cathedral Church of St. Pater, Liverpool, a
memorial in memory of their father. The memorial
will consist of a Siena marble tablet sur-
mounted with broEze mitre and the arms of the
see. The Chancellor also decreed a faculty for the
erection by fellow offijers, in St. Augustine's,
Liverpool, of a memorial tablet for a volunteer
officer killed at Hamelsfontein, and another for
filling in the windows of Christ Church. Waterloo,
with stained elasa at a cost of over £1,000, entirely
dQfiayed by Mr, James Barrow.

consenus of opinion that no part of the site thus

cleared should be built over. Mr. Thompson's

offer was therefore not accepted, and since then

the scheme has again slumbered. Meantime, as

Mr. Shaw-Lefevre points out, under the West-

minster improvement scheme, recently adopted

by the London County Council and about to be

carried out, the whole of this part of London will

be greatly altered and improved. The Govern-

ment have co-operated in the project by promising

to remove the five houses belonging to them at

the end of Abingdon-street nearest to Old Palace

Yard, at a virtual cost of about £50,000. When
these houses are removed there will remain only

Nos. 5 and 6 in Old Palace Yard. It is now

possible, therefore, to revert to the original

scheme of 1886-87, and to erect a monumental

chapel such as was then proposed in memory of

the Queen. For this purpose there are only two

possible sites—that in Old Palace Yard, advo-

cated by Mr. Shaw Lefevre, which subtends an

awkward angle with Henry VII. 's Chapel and

the south transept ; and the site of the Refectory,

south of the Cloisters, which has the greater

objections of being too remote from the Abbey

to be regarded as an integral portion of the

historic group of edifices, and of involving need-

less destruction of the scanty remains of the

monastery buildings, the oldest portions of the

Abbey.

The members returned on Saturday to the

liondon County Council include Mr. T. Walter

L. Emden, J. P., President of the Society of

Architects, who retained his seat for the Strand

Division by a decisive majority ; while Mr. Lewin

Sharp, architect, was one of the new Progressive

members for Brixton, and Mr. J. E Sears,

F.lv.I.B.A., sained a seat in the same interest

for North Hackney. Mr. William Goodman,

builder, retained his position at the head of the

poll for West Islington.

The trustees of the National Portrait Gallery

have accepted the following as gifts to the gaUery,

selected from the collection of theatrical portraits

formed by the late Charles J. Wylie, and pre-

sented by Mrs. Wylie in memory of her husband;

—

Anthony Leigh, Charles II. 'a favourite comedian,

painted at fuU length in 1689 by Sir Godfrey

Kneller, in his famous character of Dryden s

" Spanish Fryar "
; Joseph Shepherd Mundon,

famous comedian, painted by G. Clint, A. R.A.

:

William Makepeace Thackeray, a full-length

statuette, modelled by Sir J. E. Boehm, R.A. ;

and a small inodbl of the monument to William

Shakespeare in the church of Stratford-on-Avon,

made by S. Brown in 1840. The trustees have

also accepted the following portraits, aa gifts to

the gallery ;—John Tyndall, F.K.S., painted by

J. McClure Hamilton and presented by Mra.

Tyndall ; Sir Francis (Jrant, P.R.A., painted by

himself, and presented by his daughter, Miss

Elizabeth C Grant ; the Rev. Charles Kingsley

and Henry K'ingsley, pen and ink drawings made

and presentei by Mr. W. S. Hunt. The trustees

have also acquired by purchase a full-length

portrait of Francis Bacon, N'iscount St. Albans,

attributed to Paul Van Somer. At the wish of

the trustees, Sir J. C. Robinson, C.B., F.S.A.^.has

deposited on loan in the National Portrait Gallery

a bronze relief, containing the portrait of Sir

Thomas Lovell, K.G., Speaker of the House of

Commonsin H85 and ChanceUor of the Exchequer

to Henry VII., which waa formerly affixed to the

mansion built by Sir Thomas Lovell at E«t
Herling, in Norfolk.

The Royal Commission on Sewage Disposal,

appointed in May, 1898, state, in an intenin

report issued on Monday, that they are unabie at

present to state with any degree of precision

when their inquiry will terminate, inasmuch as

some of the questions submitted to them can be

properly determined only after careful and pro-

longed scientific research. Their aecretary re-

ported to the Treasury on Dec. 3 that they had

held fifty-two meetings, had taken the evidence

of eighty -seven witnesses, and had visited twenty-

two sewage works. He added that, under the

direction of the Commission, a large number of

chemical and bacteriological investigations in

relation to sewage disposal had been made by

experts, and that a systematic examination of

the land treatment of sewage was in progress.

The report of the sub-committee appointed by

the Bolton Technical Instruction Committee to

visit various technical schools in England and on

the Continent has just been pullished. In

England the Committee visited ten places—viz.

,

Birmingham, Leicester, Derby, Salford, St.

Helens Northampton Institute (London), North-

ern Polytechnic (London), Chelsea Polytechnic

(London), Battersea Polytechnic (London), and

the Goldsmiths' Institute (London). On the

Continent twenty-six schools were visited, these

being in Berlin, Dresden, Chemnitz, Nurem

berg, Stuttgart, Reutlingden,Winterthur, Zurich,

Mulhausen, Darmstadt, Crefeld, and Lille.

The sub -committee are of opinion that the

schools at Battersea, Chelsea, Darmstadt, and

Salford are more on the lines of the school

which should be erected in Bolton than any of

the others visited. They are unable to indicate,

even approximately, the cost of such a building,

\..,t tKii, ^^nai^oTti'R nninta to a minimum cost of
but their experience points to a minimum i

£60,000, which, however, may be exceeded,

the future requirements of the town are to be

anticipated, the cost may be £80,000.

The charges for labour in connection with the

transit of timber by water to tho Midlands from

Hull ia arousing some attention. About a score

of firms in Leeds, Halifax, Huddersfield, and

other places have agreed to resist the extra

charges for labour at Hull or at any port which

adopts the scale. The L^eds circular is signed

by more than twenty very well known firms

and large buyers. It binds the respective signa-

tories to refuse to pay any charge for labour,

thus threatening the customary 2s. per standard,

which has been in vogue for fifty years. The

reason assigned for this is because the circular

issued by the Hull Association is deemed " un-

necessary and vexatious." When the circular

reached Hull, the local association had already

decided to decline to quote f .o.t., f.o.b., or carriage

paid to those firms which had been in the habit of

buying at a price in Hull and usual labour. Thus,

if both sides adhere to their respective agreement,

the Hull firms will lose many ordinary orders to

rail, although their own circular did not levy any

extra labour on rail orders of one standard and

upwards.

The late 13th-century archway of masonry

found last April on the site of the old Blackfriars'

Priory between St. Andrew's Hill and Queen

Victoria-street, E.G., has been re-erected m
the grounds of Seladon Park, Croydon, by
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Mr. Wickham >.'oake8, a past master of the
Merchant Taylors' Company. The arch and the
half-arch on the north wall measured about 14ft.

in length, and the remaining arch on the east

wall, at right angles to the other, added another
length of some lift., giving a total of 2oft. of

the walls of the Elackfriars' Priory remaining.
The height of the main arch, which was formerly
pierced by a window, was 13ft. from the lowest
stonework then excavated to the apex. The
Priory was built about 1270, with which date

the character of the masonry agrees very closely.

Ix the current Cantcrhiini Diocesan Gazette
" A. H." gives the details of" a bill, dated 1621,

lor the reparation of the chancel of Now Komsey
parish church, as follows :

—" Item, for one tonne

of tymber and too putte 21s. ; item, for a payen
a Sawer two days and half to cute the planks and
half the boords 8s. ; item, for four hundred and
a half of lates Gs. i'd. : ^\illiam Wode for 4 hordes

4d. : for 15 days work to the Carpenter 21s. fid. :

for 12 bushell of lyme "s. : to the mason and his

man for ten days work at 2s. 8d. the day 2lJs. 8d. :

one load of tyles 228. ; one load of sande Sa. ; for

two thousand of Reparation priges at 28. 6d. the

thousand 5s. ; one hundred and half of brades

3s. lOd. ; for spicket 3d. ; for three hundred of

7 penny nails 21d. ; for three hundred of 5 penny
nails 15d. ; for one hundred of 4 penny nails 4d. :

sum total £6 133. Od." Having regard to the
extent of the work held to be necessary, the total

looks in these days very modest indeed. Accord-
ing to a presentment made at the same time to

the archdeacon, two of the main pillars of the

chancel were " like to fall having been about half

a year last past under propped, and the leads (of)

the roof very much in decay.
'

'

Ax address on "Enamels "' was given on Friday
evening at the Royal Institution of Mr. H.
Hardinge Cunynghame. Daring the 18th century
and the early part of the 19th the art of enamel-
ling on metal, which flourished three centuries

ago, became, the lecturer explained, debased and
discontinued, and as no adequate written accounts
existed the processes had to a large extent to be
rediscovered. This, however had been so com-
pletely done that there was no pigment known
to the Medi;eval craftsman which we do not now
possess, and we could imitate and surpass all their

colours. "Where modem art failed was in the bold
and subtle arrangement which ancient art dis-

played and in the delicate tints which the old
workmen knew so well how to use. The lecturer

sketched the history of enamelling, mentioning
the chief styles—-cloisonne, champleve, baisse-

taille, Limoges, Limousin, &c. Coming to the
to the process of making the enamel itself, he
shewed that true enamel consisted simply of

glass coloured by means of small quantities of

iron, cobalt, copper, chromium, kc, and melted
on the surface of metals or of pottery by means
ol intense heat. It was, he held, a scandal
that English workers in enamel, instead of pre-
paring their own enamels by processes which
were perfectly simple, should go abroad for them
and pay 20f . a kilogramme at Geneva of else-

where. He showed how the enamel was put upon
the metal, to produce the plate upon which the
design was subsetiuently (frawn, and described
the subsequent operations required to finish the
work. In conclusion he said a few words on the
manufacture of jewelry, expressing his regret
that from the universities down to the board
schools knowledge seemed to be valued in propor-
tion as it was divorced from practical utility.

Mr. W. D. Carije, M.A., F.S.A., a past-president
of the Architectural Association, who succeeded
to the practice of the late Mr. Ewan Christian, to
whomhe was managing assistant, has been appointed
architect to the Dean and Chapter of Canterbury.

A refnse destructor was opened at Barry, Ulam.,
on Wednesday week. It is the first of the kind ia
Wales, and was constructed from plans prepared by
Mr. J. C. Pardon, the surveyor to the coanoil, and
built by Messrs. Lloyd and Tape, Barry Dock, at a
total cost of £S,0O0.

A great deal of work has been done during the
three years in the way of bridge building and bridge
repairing in Norfolk, necessitated in some degree
by the passing of the Locomotives Act, 1S9S. No
fewer than thirteen bridges have been rebuilt in the
last three years, and two new bridges have been
conBtructed, both over the Nar—one at Castleacre,
and the other at Westacre ; while thirty-four bridges
h»ve been strengthened. The bridges rebuilt at
Wilton, Hilgay, and Stoke are considerable struc-
tures, made of steel. The coat of the Wilton bridge
was borne jointly by Norfolk and Suffolk.

MEETINQS FOB THE ENSTJINa WEEK.
Mo-VDAY. — Society of Arts. "Electric Eailways."

Cantor lectiu-e No. 1. bv Major Philip

Cardew. RE., M.I.E E. 8 p.m.
Bristol Society of Architects. '•Con-

structional Steelwork in Building," by
Archibald Dawnay. A.M.I.C.E.

Clerks of "Works' Asaociation. Car-
penters' Hall. London Wall. Monthly
Meeting. 7.30 p.m.

Tuesday. — Society of Arts. " Some Examples of
Romanesque Architecture in North
Italy," by Hugh Stannns, F.R.I.B.A ,

Sp.m.
Institution of Civil Engineers. " The

^Esthetic Treatment of Bridge Struc-
tures," by Joseph Husband, A.M.I.C.E.
Sp.m.

Wednesday.—Carpenters' Hall Free Lectures. "Dwell-
ings for the Working Classes," by W. E.
Riley. F.R I.B.A , Superintending Archi-
tect, L.C.C. 8 p.m.

Society of Arts. " TheProposed High-
Speed Electiical • Monorail ' between
Liverpool and Manchester," by F. B.
Behr, Assoc.Inst.C.E. 8 p m.
Edinburgh Architectural Association.

"The Work of Cockerell," by J. M.
Brydon, F.R.LB.A. 8 p.m.

Tei-bsdat. — Society of Arts. " The Growth and
Trend of Indian Trade—A Forty Years'
Survey," by Henry John Tozer, M.A.
4 30 p.m.
Northern Architectural Association.

Annual Meeting. 7.30 p.m.

Fbidat.—Architectural Association. " Rowton Houses,"
by H. B. Measures. 7.3(i p.m.
Birmingham Architectural Association.

" Registered Architectiu-e—an Analysis
of the Society of Architects' Prescrip-
tions," by Bulkeley Cresswell. 6.45 p.m.

THE ARCHITECTURA.L ASSOCIA-
TION.—MARCH 9th i VISIT to Messrs. BroadMood'a Exhibi-

tion of Pianofortes designed by Architects and others. Members to
meet at Meears. Broadwood'e, Great Pulteney-streel, W., at2,3n p.m.,
and to produce their passes for the current seB»ioa.
MARCH 15th: ORDINARY GENERAL MEETING at No. 9.

Conduit-Btreet, 7.30 p.m. PaPER by Mr. H. B. MEASURES on
" Rowton Houses."
MARCH 16th : SPRING VISIT to Stanhope House, Park-lane,W , by kind permission of the Archit«ct, Mr. W. H. Romaine-Walker.

Members to produce their passes for the current session, and to meet
at the building at 2.30 p.m.

G. B. CARVILL ) ,, „ «
R. S. BALFOUR / "°°- *"^-

Wcit Socutg of titijittcts.
Founded 1884. Incorporated 1893.

ST. JAMES'S HALL, PICCADILLY, V!

.

An EXAMIXATION lo Qualify for MEMBERSHIP will be held on
APRIL 2nd, 3rd, and 1th 1901, at St. James's Hall, Piccadilly. W
Entries close March 21st. Syllabus free. Past Examination Papers
A:c. ar.e pubUshed in the Year Book, price Two ShiUings.

C. McARTIIUR BUTLER, Secretary.
Society of Architects.

OHIFS.
An inquiry was held at the town hall, Newcastle-

under-Lyme, on Tuesday week, by Mr. H. P.
Bulnois, M.Inst.C.E., and Mr. L. W. Dirra Mair,
M.D., on behalf of the Local Government Board,
concerning an application by the town council for
sanction to borrow f 15,00(1 for the purpose of con-
structing sewage-disposal works on the bacteria
principle. Mr. J. E. Willoox, C.E., the engineer,
explained the details of the sclieme.

At the annual meeting of the Artisans', Labonrers',
and General Dwellings Company, held on Wednes-
day in London, the chairman, Mr. E. Noel, and Sir
R. Farrant criticised the housing schemes of the
London County Council as likely to arrest the
operations of the small builders and to reUeve the
great landowners of a responsibility which they
might otherwise be willing to accept.

To celebrate the completion of the Ejst Ham
Electric Power Station shaft, Messrs. Wilson Eros,
and Lamplough, the builders, invited the men who
had been engaged on the work to join them at
dinner at the Denmark Hotel, Eut Ham, on
Tuesday evening, when several members of local
governing bodies were present.

Lord Rosebery will open the new art gallery,
Whitechapel, on the afternoon of Tuesday next,
the 12th inst. The new gallery, which has been
built at the cost of Mr. J. Fassmore Edwards, the
donor of the adjoining free library, has been
erected from designs by Mr. C. Harrison Townsend,
F.R I.B.A., and was illustrated by plans and a
double- page elevation in our issue of Jan. 20, 1.S99.

In addition to the promises already announced, Mr.
Frank Verney is sending for the loan exhibition
three notable works—Van Dyck's portrait of Sir
Edmund A'erney, Lely's portrait of Sir Ralph
Verney, and an Italian shepherd, by Leighton. Sir
Philip Burne-Jonea has promised his assistance in
the hanging of the collection. There is still a great
need of *' watchers'* and "guides," however, and
any ladies or gentlemen who can undertake either
of these duties during the whole or any part of the
exhibition should communicate with Mr. Aitken,
the curator, at the gallery, High-street, White-
chapel, £.

LATEST PRICES.
IBON. dfco.

Per ton. Per ton,
EoUea-Iron Joists, Belgian «6 to £6 10
RoUed-Steel Joists, English 9 0,, 10
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 9 0,, 9 15
Bar Iron, good Staffs 8 7 8,, 976
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Square 20 „ 20

Do., Welsh 6 18 „ 6 17 8
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 7 17 6 „ 8 S

BestSnedshiU 13 „ 13 10
Angles lOe., Tees 20a. per ton entra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £6 163.

Builders' Hoop Iron, ealvaniBed, £16 10s. Od. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No. 16 to 80. No.22to24.
6ft. to 8ft. long. inclusiTe Per ton.

£12 5gangs
Best ditto 12 15

Per ton.

Per ton.
£12 10
13
Per ton.
£9 10
9 10
10 10
8 15

13
8

13
12 16

Caet-Iron Columns £9 lo
Cast-Iron Stanchions 9 0,,
EoUed-Iron Fencing Wire 10 B „
Boiled-Steel Fencing Wire 8 6 0,,
„ „ „ QalTanised. 12 „

Oast-Iron Sash Weightfl 7 6 0,,
Cut Clasp Nails, Sin. to 6in 12 „
Cut Floor Brads 1116 „
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)

—

to7 8 9 10 11 IS 18 14 16 B.W.O.
11/- 11/6 11/9 12/8 12/9 13/6 14/3 15/- 16/- per owt.

Oast-Iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £6 17 6 to £7 6
4in. to6in 6 16 „ 7
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 6 16 „ 7
[Coated with composition, 28. 6d. per ton extra; turned

and bored joints, 5s. per ton extra.]
Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, LilleshaU lOSs. to 110s.

Hot Blast, ditto 678. 6d. to 623. 63.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standard
lists f.o.b.:

—

Gas-Tubea 60 p.o.

Water-Tubes 55 „
Steam-Tubes 60 „
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 47^ „
Galvanised Water-Tubes 46 „
Qalvanised Steam-Tubes 40 „

lOowt. casks. 6owt. oaaki.
Per ton. Per too.

Einc, English (London mill) £25 to £25 10

Do., Vieille Montague 26 „ 26 18

Sheet Lead, 81b. per sq. ft. super. 21 „ 22
Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs 20 „ 21
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 23 „ 24
CopperSheeta, sheathing and rods 89 „ 90
Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 76 „ 76 5
Tin, Straits 122 „ 122 6
Do., English Ingots 126 „ 127

Spelter, Sileaian 17 10 „ 17 12 6
TIMBEB.

Teak, Bnrmah per load £10 10

Bangkok ,
Quebec Pme, yellow „ .~

,1 Oak , ...

„ Birch -
,1 Elm -
„ Ash , *M

Dantaic and Memel Oak „ .m

Fir „ .~

Wainscot, Riga p. log ... „ ._

Lath, Dantsic, p.f „ «
St. Petersburg _

Greenheart „ .«

Box „ ...

Sequoia, U.S.A per cube foot

U^ogany, Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick

10
4 5
3 6
2 16
4 17
5 6

7 16
7

1

to £16
„ 16

6
6

6
4 12
6 16
5 16
3 12
4 12
4 2
3 5
8 15

10
8

16

to £30
„ 21

6 „ 8

Honduras 6,, 007;
Mexican > .•• 4 „ 4

African „ ... SJ „ 6

Cedar, Cuba „ .- 3,, 003
„ Honduras „ .- 8i „ 8

Satinwood „ .- 10 „ 19
Walnut, Italian 8,, 00 7i

„ American aogs) „ ... 2 3.. 48
Deals, per Bt. Petersburg Standard, 130—Uft. by Ifln.

by 11m. ;

—

Qaebeo, Pine, 1st £25

,, 2nd 17 10

8rd 12

Canada Spruce, Ist 1110
„ 2nd and 3rd 9 10

New Brunswick m 8 10

Eiga 8 10

St. Petersburg 11

Swedish 12

Finland H 10

White Sea 18
Battens, all sorts 8

Flooring Boards, per square of lin, :

—

Ist prepared £0 12 6

2nd ditto 11 6

Other qualities 7
Staves, per standard M :

—

^ ,
U.S.ifitto £W 10 „ £46

Memel, or. pipe 220 „ 230

Memel, brack 190 „ 200

OII.S.
Linseed per tun £22
Bapeseed, iJ^ngiiah pale... „ ... 2(;

Do., brown 24 15

Cottonseed, refined „ ... 19 10

Olive, Spanish 86

Seal, pale ,. ... 25 16

Cocoanut, Cochin 29 16

Do., Ceylon , ... 26 18

Palm, Lagos „ ... 27

Oleine n ••• 17 6
Lubricating U.8 per gal. 7

Petroleum, refined „ ... BJ

Tar, Stockholm perbarrel 16
Do., Archangel „ ... 19 6

Tn^entiue, Amerioas .„ per ton 87

14
14 10
10
11 10
10 e
18 10
21

12 10
22 10
12

£0 19
14
13

to £23 10

„ 26 10

„ 2.) 6

„ 20

„ 89

" ?^

:: ?2

.•

ih
«

6
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WAOES KOVEUBNTS.
CiiESTEE.—The painters, with the exception of

those employed by one tirm, have gone out on
strike. They are demanding increased pay for work
out of town, and also for travelling time. At a
meeting of the men on Saturday it was agreed to

persist in their demands. The strike affects about
sixty union men and a number of non-union men.

Leeds PLniUEES.—Six months ago the operative
plumbers of the Leeds district asked their employers
to increase the rate of wages from SJd. to 9M. per
hour. The notice expired on Friday, and the
matter having been considered by the employers, it

was decided to offer the men 9d. an hour, and at the
same time consent to certain modification of rules.

The offer was accepted, so that there will be no
interruption of work. One of the changes is that
the men shall be paid wherever they chance to be
working at the week-end, instead of being obliged
to go to the shop for their money. A new rule is

also being introduced to the effect that, before any
steps are taken with regard to points likely to cause
a dispute, three days' notice shall be given on
either side, in order that an opportunity may be
given to settle the question amicably.

Teesiee.—A temporary standstill has occurred in

the negotiations between the Teeside master builders
and their joiners concerning the composition of the
proposed Board of Conciliation. Objection has been
taken by the masters to shipyard joiners, with
whom they have nothing to do, sitting upon the
Board. The men claim the right to include members
of their union, wherever they may work. Applica-
tion has been made by the Middlesbrough plasterers
to the Master Builders' Association for an increase
of Id. per hour in wages. The association has
Trailed that the state of trade does not warrant an
advance, but expressing a willingness to discuss the
question with the plasterers.

CHIPS.

A tablet of alabaster and mosiac has just been
erected on the walls of Sootney Chapel, Lamber-
hurst, in commemoration of the late Mr, and the
Hon. Mrs. Hussey. The tablet has been executed
by the firm of Messrs. Powell and Soup, of White-
friars.

In connection with St. Michael's Church, South-
ampton on Tuesday in last week, the dedication
tock place of the parish rooms and church buildings,

after alterations and repairs, by the Lord Bishop of
Winchester. The building has been newly roofed
and a new floor provided on the ground floor, and
the row of columns which formerly ran down the
entire middle length as supporting pillars have
been removed and iron girders placed across the
top instead. A new porch and steps have been
erected at the entrance door, and the electric light

installed.

At the Leeds Town Hall, on Friday, Mr. R. H.
Bicknell, an inspector of the Local Government
Board, opened an inquiry with reference to a
petition of the Corporation for the issue of a Pro-
visional Order to confirm an improvement scheme
for the (J aarry Hill Insanitary Area. Mr. Wedder-
burn, K.C., raised the question of jurisdiction,

contending that the requirements of the Housing of

the Working Classes Act, 1890, had not been com-
plied with, and the inspector promised to submit the
matter to the Board.

There were few features of interest in the pro-
ceedings at the Auction Mart, Tokenhouse-yard,
last week. The most important property brought
into open market was the Beech - street building
site, which, however, failed to go. The sale of free-

hold waterside premises at Wapping was an en-
couraging sign, whilst some West-end busineos
premises went as usual without difficulty. But the
supply of investments of a moderate class was
particularly light for this period of the year. The
returns of sales of property amounted to £53,680.

CHAPPUIS
DAYLIGHT] REFLECTORS

SUPERSEDE
ALL OTHER METHODS OF LIGHTING

DARK ROOMS
IN DAYTIME.

WBrTE FOR LIST AND PBESS XOTIOES.

69, Fleet Street, London.

W. q. LiSCELLES atid Co.,

121, Bunhill Row, London, E.C.
TELEPHONE Ns. 370.

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.
LASCELLES' CONCRETE.

Conservatories & Greenhouses.

WOODEN BUILDINGS.
BAlfK, OFFICE, « SHOP FITTIKaS.

CHURCH BENCHES & PULPITS.

MSTIKiTMB OIVEIt Olt ArPLICATION.

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Nottingham—Sewerage Scheme for the Pirishes of Colwiok- . , », oc
GedUng and Burton-Joyce C. J. Spencer, Clerk. Public Offices, Bastord, Nottingham ...Mar. 26

Keighley -Public Library, North-st. (limit £9,000 ; Assessor) .. £50, £30, £20 W. H. Hopkinson, A.M I.C.E., Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Keighley... Apnl39
Ennis, Co. Clare—Additions. *c., to District Lunatic Asylum _ ,.

(limited to Irish Architects ; Assessor) £50 John Enright. Clerk, Eanis District Lunatic Asylum. Co. Clare June 1(1

Melton Const-able —Mission Church (300 places) The Eector, Melton Constable. Norfolk —
Torquay—niumioated Clock-Tower on the Strand C. 8. Wollen and S. BuUeid, Hon. Sees., 1, Lower-ter., Torquay ... —

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILCIKaS.
Glasgow—Tiling at Pinkston Power Station Corporation
Hope. Derbyshire—House
Stafford—Three Cottages, Corporation-street Eley's Stafford Brewery, Ltd
B&lqahain, Aberdeen— Alterations to Farm Offices
Fishguard— School Buildings Managers
Treorchy—Cahinistic Methodist Chapel
Enzie— Additions to Clochan Public School School Board
Orrell, Wigan— Converting Property into Brandi Store Equitable Co-operative Society, Ltd
Fonnall, N.B.—Farmhouse
Beckenham- Council Chamber, &c Urbaii District Coimeil
Swanage—Lanndry, &e Steam Laundry Co., Ltd
Antrim—Business Premises Rt. Hon. Viscount Massereene
Culham. Oxon-New Wing at Diocesan Training College
Botherham- Rebuilding Crown Hotel Whitworth, Son, and Nephew
Oateehead- Victoria Junior School, Teams School Board
Cuskinny—Two Cottages Savage French, D.L
Laleston— Curate's House
Glasgow—Works at Partick Pumping Station '.

......,., Corporation
Leed.5- Alterations to Swinnow Store Industrial Co-operative Society
Warminster—Technical Schools

, Urban Council
Leigh-ou-Sea—Six Villas and Five Terrace Houses
Oateshead- Kelvin-grove School School Board
Downham-ReslatiDg Roof, &c.. Bridge-street Chapel Methodist Free Church Trustees ..

Arasjde- Cemetery Chapel Parish Council
Dagenham, Esse.x-Djnamo-House at Small-Pox Hospital West Ham Town Council
Busbey Park- National Physical Laboratory H.M. Commissioners of Works
Ipswich—Alterations to London-road School School Board
Glatgow-Seven Tenements, Baltic-street, Bridgeton Corporation
Strabane- Fifteen Cottages Rural District Council
Heaton—Five Houses and Shop, Highgate
Alpertcn, Harrow—Claaeroom United District School Board
Gloucester—Refuse Destructor Corporation
Bristol- Superstructure of Avonbank Electricity Works Electrical Committee
Strabane-Fifteen Cottages Rural District Council
Downham—Two Cottages, Priory-lane Methodist Free Church Trustees ..

Kelso—Two Double Cottages at Mainhouse Farm
Wetherby— Passenger Station North-Eastem Railway Co
Eoatall HFath, Plumstead - Cottage Homes Woolwich Union Guardians
Lame—Fever Hospital Improvements Guardians
Newca.*tle-on-Tyne-6table3. &c., Cookson's-lane North-Edstem Railway Co
Hull— Extension of Nurses' Home at Royal Infirmary
Bristol—.\dditions to Police Station, Avonmouth Dock Watch Committee
Hull— Parkkeeper's Ledge, West Park Corporation
CamberweU, S.E.— Inflimary Extension, Brunswick-square St. Giles' Guardians
Fraserburgh-Workshops and Store, Hanover-street James Hendry
Bcarbor.>ugh— Goods Warehouse and Ollices. Gallows Close Noith-Eastem Railway Co
Meltbam—Additions to Church Infants' Schools
Kilkenny-Twenty-One Labourers' Cottages, &c Rural District Council
DeWBbury— Enlargement of Moorhills . ..

Belfast -Additions to WUlowfield Parish Church. .'.!.'!!!.!. .'.".'..'.'.'. Seltct Vestry

John Young. General Manager, 83, EenBeld-street, Glasgow Mar. 9

A. E Tumell, Architect, Foster's Buildings, Sheffield >• 9

George Wormal, Architect, 19, Greengate-street, Stafford , 9

Davidson and Garden, 12. Dee-street, Aberdeen i. ^

The Architect's Office, Doldremont, Lampeter .» *

Roderick Morgan, 215, High-street, Treorchy ». ^

Sutherland and Jamie^on, Architects, Elgin, N.B < ^

R. Pennington. Architect, Clarence Chambers, Wigaui .•
JJ

L. and I. Falconer, Architects, Blairgowrie
JJ

F. Stevens, Clerk, Beckenham i*
JJ

Clifton and Robinson, Architects, Swanage. Dorset i

JJ
Wm.J.Fennell, M.R.I.A., Architect, 2, Wellington-place, Belfast „ U
J. G. T. West, M.8.A., The Knowl, Abingdon .. IJ
H. L. Tacon. Architect, 11 . Westgate. Rotherham it

Jj
ThompsonandDnnn. Architects, St. Nicholas's Buildings, Newcastle „ U
W. H. Hill and Son, Architects. 2.S, South-mall, Cork ..

JJ
Cook and Edwards, Architects, Masonic Buildings, Bridgend <> II

J. Lindsay. Interim Clerk, City Chambers, Cochrane-st., Glasgow... „ 11

John W. Fiiwcett, Secretary. 10, Albion-street, Leeds 11

W. H. Hardick, Architect, Warminster »» 11

Alfred J. Martin, A.R.I.B.A., 11, Prittlewell-eq, Southend-on-Sea „ 11

J. Landell Nicholson, Architect, 5.5. Northumberland-st., Newcastle ,. 11

John L. Bennett, Downham, Norfolk »»
J*

G. L. Hoggarth, Architect, 69, Highgate, Kendal 1*

The Borough Engineer's Office, Town Hall, West Ham, E .. 12

The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W ., "
Eade & Johns, Archts., Comhill Chambers, Thoroughfare, Ipswich „ 12

Frank Burnet and Boston, Architects, 180. Hope-street, Glasgow ... ,. 12

J. E. Sharkie, Clerk, Strabane ..
J*

Rycroft and Firth, Architects, Mancbester-road, Bradford ,» 12

Houston and Houston, Architects. 5, York Buildings, Adelphi.W.C. „ 12

Harry A Dancey, Architect. 26, Clarence-street, Gloucester „ 12

Henry Williams, Architect, 24, Clare-street, Bristol »t 12

J. E. Sharkie, Clerk, Strabane 12

John Iv. Bennett. Downham, Norfolk .» "
R C Cameron, W.8., Bank of Scotland, Elgin 12

William Bell, Architect, York 13

Church, Quick, and Whincop, Archts., William-street, Woolwich ... ,, 13

J. Pinkerton, Point-street, Lame, Ireland 13

William Bell. Architect, Central Station, Newcastle-on-Tyne „ 13

Botteriil. Son, and Bilson, Architects, '23, Parliament-street, Hull.. „ 13

T. H. Yabbicom, M.I.C.E.. City Eng., fi3. Queen-square, Bristol ... „ 13

Joieph H. Hirst. Citv Architect, Town Hall. Hull ., 13

Edwin T. Hall, F.R.I.B.A., Architect, 67, Moorgate-street, E.C 13

William Reid, Architect, Saltoun-square, Fraserburgh ,
13

William Bell, Architect, York .. 13

John Kirk and Sons, Architects, Huddersfield .» 1^
Kieran Comerford, Clerk, Kilkenny, Ii-eland .. 1«

John Kirk and Sons, Architects, Dewsbury ., 1*

W. J. FenneU.M.R.LA.L, Scottish Provident Bufldings. Belfast... „ "
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MoDkBretton. Toris- Vestry Enlargemfnt. St. Psiirs Church Wade and Tamer, Architects, 10, Pitt-ktreet. Bamaley Mar. H
London- BerairiBR 4: MaintainiEKPoliceStations (Three Years) MetlopoIitanPoliceDistrictReceiver The Police Surveyor, New Scotland-yard, S.W. ,, 11

Dew8bury-Two Villas, Nnrthaeld-ioad F. W. Ridgway, F.R I.B.A., Boro' Chambers, Bond-st., Dewsbury.. „ 14
Manche-ter—Estendins Retail Fish Market Corporation The City Surveyor's Office. Town Hall. Mam-heater „ 1<

Bowness-Rough-CasfiDg Albert Hotel John Stalker, M.S.A , Architect. Kendal i. 15
Invercauld. N.B.—Additions to Corndavon Lodge Jenkins and Marr. Architects, 16. Bridge-street, Aberdein '"'

Glascoed—Hcuse and Outbuildings
,

E. Bremner-Sinith and Bremner, Architects, Oiwestry
Ancoats-Washhouse, Laundry, &Engineer'.»8hed.TaDie^6trett Chorlton&ManchesterJtCjmmittee A. J. Murgatroyd. Architect, 23, Strutt-street, Manchester
Bowness— Alterations to Brookside Hotel, Windermere John Stalker, M.S. A., Architect, Kendal
Halifax—House. Greenroyd Eetate Walsh & Nicholas. Alcht8.,Lanca & York Bank Chambers. Halifax.

AbertridWT— Independent Chapel. Eglwysilan-road Dltvd Thomas, P.A S.L, architect. 17, Quay-street, Cardiff

Saiile Town. Dewsbury—Block of Cottages, Mill-street Eaat C. Marriott, Son, &Shaw, Archts..Church-st. Chambers, Dewsbury
Ballymacreely—Villa James Oabome W. J. Fennell. M.R.I.A.I., Scottish Provident BuUdin<;,<, Belfast

.

Llanbradach- Hotel '"..,...!
'!'"' Teatber and Wilson, Aichts, Andrew's Buildings, Uueen-st., Cardiff

Highbury Vale. N.—Repairing Stonework of St. John's Church Churchwardens The Vicarage, St, John's Church. Highbury Vale, N. ;•..•.
Blackburn- Spiritualists' Hall, St. Peter-street Stones and Stones, Architects, 10, Richmond-terrace, Blackburn ...

Hayle— Stables and Residence '..
'.'.

'.. Mudge and Co Sampson Hill, Architect, Green-lane. Redruth
Cleethorpes- School, Bur.sar-street.. .!!...!.. Sohool Board F. W. Croft, Archt, Victoria Chambers, Victoria-st

,
Ot. Grimsby..

Glasgow—Additions to Rutherglen-road Washhouee Corpoiation J. Lindsay, Interim Clerk, City Chambers, Cocbrane-st., Glasgow ..

Cardjflf—Warehouse, Paradise-place Joseph Spiridion Veall and Sant, Architects, Cardiil
Alfaghaderry—School House Eev. John Doherty Edward J. Toys. Architect, Strand, Londonderry

1.5

15
15
15
15
15
15
16
IS
16
16
17
18
18
18

__^ ^^ ^ _^ _
18

Distington- Converting Museum into HouEes .... Wm. Carmichael, Parton, Whitehaven i
J8

Famwonh-Car-Shed Urban District Council Walter J. Lomax, Engineer, 11, Fold-street, Bolton <
Southampton—Army Medical Stores at Docks London & South-Western Ry. Co. .. John Dixon. Superintendent, Docks Department, Siathampton
Carlton—Eneine and Pump Hruees Urban District Council R. Whitbread, M.S.A., Surveyor, Carlton, near Nottingham ,

EdEonton, N.- Jumor Mixed School, Rajnham-road School Board H. W. Dobb. 64, London-wall, E.C i.

Brentwood — School Metropolitan Asylums Board C. and W. Henman, Architects, 64. Cannon-street, E.C **

Cwmaman— Six Houses Cwcpaman Cottage Co., Ltd J. Llewellin. Smith, and Davies, Architects, Aberdare »
Blairgowrie—Enlargement of Manor Farmhouse, Marlee Anderson. Chapman, and Co.. Solicitors. Blairgjwrie, m
Manchester- .Shed. &c.. Bradford-road Station Gas Committee - J. G. Newbigging, C.E., Rochdale-road Station, Manchester •.

Belper—Extension to Wards, &c.. Isolation Hospital Joint Hospital District Committee.. Hunter and Woodhouse. Architects, Belper tt

Manchester- Chimney, Bradford-road Station Gas Committee J. G. Newbigging, C.E., Rochdale-road Station, Manchester ,

Feltham—Infant School, Cardinal Esta'e School Board W, Ralph Imw. Architect, 10, Basintrtiall-street, E.C
Wimbledon—Additions to Electricity Station, Duinsford-rcad Urban District Council The Surveyor's Office, The Broadway, Wimbledon >

Bolton—Enlargement of Head Post-Offlce H.M. Commissioners of Works The Secretary, H.M. OflSce of Works, Storey's Gate. 8.W »
Ash by-de-la-Zouch- Girls' School and Head Mistress's House.. Grammar School Governors Barrowcliff and Allcock, Architects. Loughborough »
Norton Lees- School School Board J. Norton, Archtect. Alliance Chambers. George-street, Sheffield ... „
Elland- Public Paths, South House Estate Urban District Council George Hepworth, Architect, 20, Bradford-road, Brighousc »
Newport, Mon.—Power-Houfe Foundations Corporation R. H. Haynes, Borough Engineer, Newport, Mon >
Sudbury, Suffolk- Police Station and Quarters W. Suffolk Standing Jt. Committee Frank Whitmore, Architect, Chelmsford • Apn.lO
Middlesbrough- Semi-Detached Villas, Phillipsville Ettate A. F. Newsome, M.8.A., Architect, Albert-road, Middlesbrough ... —
Sherbum-in-Etoet— House Miss Clayton J. M. Fawcett and Son, Architects, 2«. Albion-street, Leeds —
Colchester- Six Houses, Hartnett-road J. W. Start, F.S.I. , Architect, Colchester —
Wejbourne-on-Sea—W(ybourne Springs Hotel E. Carter, Architect, Cromer
Stanley— Hotel, Front-street A. H. Higginbottom T. Ernest Crossling, Architect, Stanley, Durham —
Leeds— Alterations to Masons' Arms G. Fredk. Bowman, Architect, 5, Greek-street, Leeds —
Talybont-on-L^sk. Mon—Alterations to Benaiah Chapel J. Yorath, Maesmawr, Talybont, Mon
Harbledown—Two-Kiln Oast, Brotherhood Farm Prior of St. Nicholas Hospital W. J. Jennings, Architect, 4, St. Margaret's-street, Canterbury —
Staleybridge-Liberal Club. Motlram-road J. Eaton, Sons, and Cantrell, Architects, Ashton-under-Lyne —
London. E.C—Warehouse Block, Old-street Alex. Go^dor^ M.8.A., Architect, 107, Queen Victoria-street, E_C .. —
Hull-BebuildingWheatsheaf Hotel, Prospect -street Hull Brewery Co Freeman, Son, &Ga8kell,Archt8., Albert Chambers, Carr-lane, Hull —
Carlisle-Hotel, Castle-lane Castiglione and Gibbings, 31, Lowther-atreet, Carlisle —
Newchurch, Lanes- Cottage Henry Cunliffe F. J. Hobson, Architect, King-street, Rawtenstall —
South Hiendley—Two Cottages George Moxon, Architect, 26, Church-street, Bamsley —
York-Alterations to Branch Stores, Haxby-road 'fork Equitable Indus. 8o«., Ltd. ... Athron and Beck, Architects. Doncaster •

Nottingham-Motor-Car Works. Canal-street W. D. Pratt, Architect, Cauldon Chambers, Long-row, Nottirgham —
Heath, Chesterfield-Cottages (79) Hatdwick Colliery Co., Ltd W. M. Ashmore, Architect, New Queen-street, Chesterfield —
Waterfoot— Enlargement, &c., St. James' School Rev. J. T. Munn, Vicarage, Waterfoot
Oolton-Coalhcuse at Workhouse Mutford Union Guardians Alfred Clarke, Archiiect, 126, London-road, Lowestoft —
Bedlinog—Cottage J. Radford. Gwyrthwynt, Bedlinog
Y'ork— Four Houses and Shop, Balmoral-terrace York Equitable Indus. Soc., Ltd. ... Athron and Beck. Architects, Doncaster
Moesley— Rebuilding St. George's Vicarage John Brooke, A.E.I.BA., 18, Exchange-street, Manchester —
Bury, Lanes-Shop and Offices, Fleet-street W. W. Ciompton Openshaw and Gill. Architects, 6. Fleet-street, Bury —
Newcaatle-on-Tvne- Rebuilding "Theatre Boyal Joseph Carr, Secretary, 41, Mosley-street, Newcastle-on-Tyne —
Hollinwood—Terracotta and Steel Work for New School Oldham School Board J. Hilton, Architect, 36, Clegg-etreet, Oldham —
Wombwell- Three Houses. Hough-lane Jno. Robinson, Surveyor, Wombwell, Yorks
Bomercotes-Additions to Premises Geo. Beastall Percy B. Houfton, Arthitect, Furnival Chambers, Chesterfield —
Castleford— House, Red Hill Garside and Pennington, Architects, Castleford •"
Harrogate— Detached House, Duchy Estate A. E. Wynn Bland and Bown, Architects, Harrogate
St. Mellon's, Wales—Two Cottages S. Eooney, 9, Quay-street, Cardiff .•

Great Yarmouth-New Premises, South Denes Fish Selling Co George Waller, Architect, Middlegate-street. Great Yarmouth
Manorhamilton—House A. A. Algeo, Manorharailton, Ireland
Whitehaven- Rebuilding No. 19, Church-street R. Burlington J. S. Moffat M.8.A., Architect, 53, Church-street, Whitehaven —
Egremont—New Tower to St. Mary's Church Oliver and Dodgshun, FF.RI.B.A., Architects, Carlisle —
Stanley-Hotel, Front-street A. H. Higginbottom T. Ernest CrossUng, Architect, Front-street, Stanley, Durham —

ELEOTRIOAI. PLANT.
Southampton- Cables, &c Corporation Kincaid, Waller, and Manville, 29, Great George-et., Westminster..

Glasgow- Electric Wharf Crsne (3 tons). Prince's Dock Clyde Navigation Trustees G. H. Baxter, Mechanical Engineer, 16, Robeneon-st., OJas^ow
Sutton Coldfleld- House Wiring Corporatiori W. C. C. Hawtayne, Engineer, 9, Queen-street-place, b.C
Buxton- Extension Plant at Electricity Works Urban District Council E. Calvert, Chief Elect. Engineer, Electricity Works, Buxton .^...

Hammersmith, W.-Electiical Stores (One Year) Borough CouncU G. G. Bell, Engineer, 67, Fulham Palace-road, Hammeramith, W...

Egremontr-EIectrical Tramway Cars Wallasey Urban District Council ... J. H. Crowther, Engineer, Great Float, near Birkenhead ....^.

Bray, Ireland- Plant for EU ctricity Works Urban District Council Robert Hammond, M I.C.E., 64, Victoria-street, Westminster, 8.W.
Wimbledon— Cables and Transformers (One Year) Urban District Council The Electric Lighting Works, Dumsford-road, Wimbledon
Shipley- Electrical Fittings Urban District Council J. 8. Rhodes, Clerk, Manor House. Shipley, Yorks ....^.

Fulham, S.W.- Electrical Stores, &c. (One Year) Borough Council W.H.J. Denselow, Town Clerk, Town Hall. Walham GrMn. 8.W.
Warrington- Electric Tramways Corporation Preece and Cardew, 13, Queen Arme's Gate, Westminster, 8.W
Bimderland—Cables, &c. (One Year) Corporation J. F. C. Snell, Boro' Elect. Eng., Dunning-street, Sunderland

Amsterdam-Electrical Plant, &c The Burgomaster The Direction of Printing Works, Achterburgwal 213, Amsterdam

Mar, II

„ 11

,. 11

>. 1«
„ 13
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„ 16
„ 19

.. 30

>. 27
29
1April

Tavistock- Girder Bridge over the Tavy
Glasgow— Hot-water Heating, Poseilpark and Langside Depots
Stopsley, Luton— Water-Supply Works
Bewdley- Two Seivice Reservoirs asd Water Mains (92 miles)..
Aughrim. Ireland— Water Supply
Luton—Water-Supply Works
Santander, Spain— Dredger
Stopsley, near Luton-Water-Supply Works
Wargrave- Mains Extension
Beverley- Steam Rollfr
Newmarket—Pumpirg I'lant at Sewage Farm
Maidenhead—Weighbridge
Aberdeen— Fuel Econcmiser, &c
Warrington— Pumping Plant
BoUington— Pipe-Laying, &c. f2? miles)
Cunscougb, Laces- Rebuildicg Biidge
Trowbridge— Heating and Ventilating Tedbnical Institute
Eakefoot, Lanes- Bridge Works
Lowestoft— Removal of i ild Sewer Outfall at Ness Point
Dundee— Sea-wall («0 yards)
Bangor—Water Mains
Cardiff-Steam Pipes, &c
Belfast— Three Timber Jetties, Musgrave Channel
lisnfair and Welshpool- Light Railway (about 9 miles)
Carlisle—Archway tbrough Eden Bridge
Pontypool—Widening and Repairing Bridge over Afon Llwyd...
Ilkeston—Widening Gallowf* Inn Bridge
Clitheroe-Water-Supply Works at Sabden
Buxton-Steel Gasholder Tank and Telescopic Gasholder
Newport, Mon-Constructional Steelwork, &c
Kettering— Refuse Destructor
Dorchester— Sewage Purification Works
Penryn—Harbour Works

ENanrEESiNa.
Rural District Council ..;

Corporation
Luton Rural District Council
Corporation
Bathdrum Bural District Council ...

Rural District Council
Works Committee
Luton Rural District Council
Wokingham Rural District Council
Town Council
Urban District Council
Guardians
Electric Lighting Committee
Corporation
Urban District Council
Lancashire County Council

Lancashire County Council

.

Corporation
Town Council
Urban District Council
Corporation
Harbour Commissioners ....

Cambrian Hallways Co
Corporation
Urban District Council
Derbyshire County Council

.

Rural District Council
Gas Committee
Corporation
Urban District Council
Town Council
Harbour Authority

John Northey, Surveyor, Lake, Litton
John Young, General Manager, 88, Renfleld-street, Glasgow
B. B. Franklin, Surveyor, 21, Market-hill, Luton
R. E. W. Berrington, Civil Engineer, Wolverhampton
B. Manning, Clerk, Board Room, Workhouse, Aughrim
B.B. Franklin, Surveyor, 21, Markef^hill, Luton .•.-y m"
The Commercial Department of the Foreign Ofilce, Whitehall, 8.W.
B. B. Franklin, Surveyor, 21, Market-hill, Luton
John F. Sargeant, Clerk, Wokingham
The Borough Sur\eyor, Guildhall, Beverley
J. W. Metcalf, Surveyor, Town Hall, Newmarket
William Weed. Clerk, Queen-street Chambers, Maidenhead
J. Alex Bell, City Electrical Engineer. Cotton -street, Aberdeen

James Deas, A.M.I.C.E., Municipal Offices, Warrington ... .

W. H. Kadford, C.E , Albion Chambers, King-street. Nottingham..

W. Compton Hall, County Bridgemaster, County Offices, Preston ..

H. Ledbury, Sec., Timbrell-street, Trowbridge .^..^

W. Compton Hall. County Bridgemaster, County Offices, Fre8ton_..

Q. H. Hamby. A M.I.C.E.. Boro' Engineer, Town Hall, Lowestoft.

Wm. Mackison, C.E., Municipal Offices, Commercial-street, Dundee
E. L. Woods, C.E.. Bangor, Ireland .......^

Arthur Ellis, M.I.E.E., Old Post Office Buildings, Cardiff

G. F. L. Giles, Harbour Engineer, Belfast

A. J. Collin, Engineer, Oswald-road, Oswestry j.... .....

Henry C. Marks, A.M.I C.E., City Eng., 36, Fisher-street, Carbsle

David J. Lougher, Engineer, Bjnk Chambers, Pontypool

J. Somes Story, County Surveyor, County Offices, Derby
John Eastham, Clerk, Church-street, Clitheroe, Linos
Harold Barker, Gas Engineer, Town H ill, Buxton

i'"i:'n"
H. F. Parshall, Consulting Engineer, 8, Princes-street, Bank, B.I..

T. Reader Smith, Survevor, Market-place, Kettering

G.J. Hunt, Borough Engineer, Guildhall, Dorchester .....

J. Partridge, C.E., Engineer, Town Hall, Penryn, Cornwall
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TBADE C(^MMIS3I0XS TO THE
AKCHITECT.

THE letter we published from '

' An Arclii-

tect " a fortnight ago on ' Illicit Com-
missions," and the report of the case he
refers to in the same issue, is very instructive

reading, as disclosing a condition of business

transactions between the trade and the pro-
fession that is. to say the least, far from
being satisfactory or straightforward. As
our correspondent says, such a practice as
that recorded is neither usual nor proper. As
we have fully reported the facts of the case

(see our "Legal Intelligence" Columns of

March 1";, we must refer the reader to

the report itself. Suffice to relate, an
architect and surveyor of Bishop Auckland
brought an action against a firm of

wholesale and retail ironmongers of Darling-
ton to recover a sum alleged to have been
overpaid in the accounts, and the defendants
counterclaimed in respect to commissions to

which they said the plaintilf was not entitled.

The proceedings before the judge of the
county-court showed that the plaintiff had
entered into a verbal contract with the
defendants to have a builders commission of

10 per cent, on all orders he influenced, and
it was in connection with an amount for

^as-fittings which the defendants included
in their accounts against plaintiff that the
disagreement arose. The latter disputed
his liability, and brought the action to

recover the amount as being overpaid. The
plaintiff ordered goods and received the
commission on them, as goods supplied
under the contract. The facts disclosed that
there was a contract between the Bishop
Auckland Industrial Co-operative Society and
Mr. T. Hilton for the erection of thirteen
houses. Xine of these houses were built bv
Mr. Hilton, and in respect of these £33 was
expended in g\s-fittings. Hilton sublet the
contract to the defendants, and the plaintifi

went to theii- shop and selected the fittings.

A sum of £05 was allowed in the quantities
for the fittings, but only £33 of it was re-
quired for the nine houses. The plaintilf

selected the fittings, but had nothing more to
do with them, and received a commission, or
was credited with 10 per cent, on them.
The defendants, who had received various
cheques from plaintiff, one for £-.'00,

debited the latter with the £33 for gas-
fittings ; but this was by mistake, as
the contract was sublet. The cross-exami-
nation of the plaintiff showed that he received
a 3 p.c. professional commission from
the Co-operative Society, that he ordered
some of the goods and got a 10 per cent,
commission on them under the agreement as
well. The plaintiff said the £33 was not
included in the £200 paid to him by Mr.
Hilton. He sent his own cheque to the
defendants for £200 to pay for ranges and
other goods, and also towards his own
account. He would get commission on £137
of it. The plaintiff maintained, of course,
that the 10 per cent, commission in the
circumstances was honest. It was a contract
between the defendants and himself ; it was
a secret contract not necessarily known to
the society ; and in reply to the judge the
plaintiff' stated what was quite true, that
ironmongers were in the habit of paying
such commissions, and they often offered
it to the architect for their influence. After
hearing the arguments oa both sides, his
Honour said: "The plaintiff was entitled to
recover this sum of £33 : unless the de-
fendants could show that he was a party

to allowing it to be taken out of the £20o,

they had no business to do it. Hilton had
accounts with the plaintiff", who could do
with the balance of the £200 as he liked.

By giving judgment against Messrs. Sykos,

he did not think they were prejudiced, as

they would recover the amount from Hilton,

who would be justified in paying it, and the

society would see that it was not paid twice.

It might be t&at Hilton would want credit

from the plaintiff for it on his current

account. As to the commission, he did not

think it was for the defendants to say it was
a dishonest transaction, as they were parties

to it. He should not, therefore, ask the

plaintiff to give the commission b.ack.

Whether it was open to the society to c'aim

it, was another matter. Some architects

took commissions, other did not. He thou;i;ht,

without saying it was dishonest, that it

was a very undesirable practice, and he
would not say whether the society could

succeed or not. He therefore gave j ulgment
for the £33 claimed, and dismissed the

counterclaim, allowing costs to the plaintiff

on both." The judgment, on the face of the
facts, is reasonable. There was a priva'e

business agreement between plaintiff and
defendants as to the 10 per cent, commis-
sion on all business which he brought to

them in his capacity as architect ; besides

which, the plaintiff built houses on his own
account, and purchased articles from the

defendants. Apart altogether from this

particular case, however, the practice of

receiving commissions from tradesmen is

objectionable, and to a certain extent dis-

honest, for it means that if a tradesman can
afford to pay a commision to an architect, he
can afford to reduce the price of his goods, and
that the purchaser—the man who pays for the
goods—is the right person to obtain any
benefit. There would be some excuse for

this double system of commissions if the
profession was inadequately paid by their

emjiloyers and it was a recognised thing for

the architect to obtain a commission on the
goods he ordered ; but the architect's pro-
fessional percentage is supposed to be a
sufficient remuneration for his services to

his client. The strongest objection that can
be urged against the practice is that it must,
in the nature of such a transaction, con-
siderably weaken the attitude of independ-
ence that ought to be maintained by every
architect in the discharge of his professional
duties to his client. He cannot conscientiously
accept fees or commissions from builders or
tradesmen at the same time as he is engaged
in looking after his client's interests. The
two things are incompatible with strict im-
partiality or honesty. And, as our corre-

spondent hints, the practice is unfair to the
profession, and creates a very unfavourable
impression in the mind of the public. If the
case we have referred to awakens the pro-
fession to the question of taking commissions,
even in a business-like way, and to a sense
of the wrong done to the employer by such
transaction, it deserves notice.

A
THE LONDON SKETCH CLUB.

VERY interesting collection of the
sketches of this club are on view at the

Modern Gallery, 175, Bond-street. The
president, Geo. C. Haite, E.B A., is well
represented by several water-colour drawings
and sketches, some from Holland, brilliant

and firm in touch. We especially note his
" Clouds, Dordrecht," " Spring Time,
Amalfi " (s), a view from acolonnade looking
towards the bay, with its cliffs and town at

the base. Mr. Haite has given us colour and
bright sunlight effect in these sketches. '

' On
a Canal " is broad and free. The view of

"EichmondHill" (3s), "Coming Rain"(54),
are examples of directness and good colour.

Harry P. Chfford's work shows a keen sense of
nature and broad handling, as in ' Coming

Rain," " Marshlands " (-15}. Robert Sauber's

spirited oil sketch of an after-dinner party,

"For He's a Jolly "iood Fellow" (U), is

remarkab'.e for its vigorous touch and
suggestion of hilarity,

'

' The Return of the

Haymakers" (OCi)—a good-looking lass and
her lover loading a party of merrymakers

—

is also full of life and cilour, and we notice

also his other vivid sketches, " When Love
is Young " (27), "In Fairyland" ((ii), and
his deliahtful piece of character painting,

"After the Soiree" (!00)—a beautiful fair

girl putting on her cloak, behind whom
stand two gentlemen paying her attention.

W. Lse-Hankej- sends two or three of his

charming grey studies of Cornish fisherfolk.

These are chalk sketches with faint sugges-
tions of colour, as in " A Colour Scheme" (43),

"Collecting" (47)—a girl carrying a little

boy—is delightful in its sentiment, and
there is also charm in his " Trees and
River" (9(5). Two very clever sketches

Cecil Aldin's " Horses Ploughing "—two
horses pulling the plough over the brow of a

hill, and Itudley Hardy s "A Good Harvest,"

a crowd of fisherfolk on a beach, are to be
noticed—one as a clever study of horse

labour, the other for its grouping and
sugjestion of a wet beach.

Dudley Hardy's boat and quay scenes are

as usual breezy and fresh. Here we see the

rain-beaten beach, with its grouD of fisher-

men ; then, as in "Blow, Blow, Thou
Wintry Wind" (40), a river and quay, the

wind tearing through the sails of boats ; or a
rain-beaten coast in its grey tones and
atmosphere (04). Tom Browne sends several

sketches of character, slight in outline,

of a semi-humorous kind. His old woman
trudging along behind her dog on an
open common with bread in a bag, is

comical, "Coming Rain" (30); and his

studies of " A Cavalier " (103), "Father
Xmas," &c., all breathe the same spirit o£

humour. The old man's head in (22), by
Dudley Hardy, is full of character. Claude
Sheppsrson, in 65 and other sketches (59,

50) exhibits many admirable examples of

effective colour bv simple means. Starr

Wood, in "An Old Custom" (SO), " Xear
the Canal" (01), "The Appointment,"
"Masks and Faces" (100) "CoUecting"
(121) has shown his deftness in depicting

character. In " Masks and Faces " we have a

crowd going into the pit of a theatre, very

cleverly drawn. F. S. Spenlove his a good
canal scene (33). Cecil Aldin is a born
artist. There is character and a sense of

humour in " ABit of Colour" (90), an old man
without coat and spectacled, watering a red

rose-tree in his cottage garden. Two or

three clever sketches of a humorous kind

may be noticed. " After the Ball " (86) is

a capital piece of caricature—an elderly,

bibilous - looking, red - faced gentleman
with white shirt-front, by John Hassall,

who send also comicalities in '
' Hunting

Land" (89) "Collecting" (93), "Have
wo Met Before?" a man fallen on the

snow-covered ground confronting a rat,

who is looking at his discomfiture.

".Judgment" is another amusing study.

Cecil W. (Juinnell draws the face of a pretty

girl wearing a black hat with red roses

and a black veil, over which snowflakes are

driving (119). His "Wild Flowers," "Sybil"

(74), and the pretty dark face of " Carmen"
( 1 25) are clever. Adrian Jones has also a few
admirable sketches of landscape effect.

Probably the contributions of the President

are more finished, and may even be thought
beyond sketches ; but the majority of the

contributions are really true sketches in

which the artist has seized some pleasing

impression of nature, some aspect of sun-

light, or has given us a touch of humour and
character. Many of them, especially those of

Lee-Hankey. E Sauber, Starr Wood, Dudley
Hardy, Cecil Aldin, are impromptu studies of

impression in w'nich all the qualities of good

sketches are to be seen. Some of them have
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been sketched against time ; but neverthe-

less they corroborate the truth that it is not

go easy to make a gootl sketch as to paint a

picture, and that the pictui e may be often a

spoiled sketch. Every painter is aware that

there is often more vivacity and interest in

his rough sketches— qualities that are lost

when they are worked up. The London
Sketch Club, convinced of this fact, and
desiring to save the reputation of many a

talented artist who is impatient of finish

and elaboration, yearly in this exhibition

foster the art of sketching, and rescue many
a vivid idea from oblivion or neglect.

THE LEYSIAN MISSIONCOMPETITION'.

THE selected design for the proposed new
Leysian Mission Hall and settlements

to be built in the City-road, near Old-street,

were on view this week in the hall at Errol-

street. This is a very important scheme of

the Wesleyan body, and the requirements of

the committee include the provision of a

number of clubrooms, classrooms, reading-

rooms, residential apartments for students

and others, besides drill-hall, a large hall and

a small hall for public meetings, a row of

stores and shops towards the main street.

The buOding will be the great centre of the

Leysian Mission, and will occupy an im-

portant site in the City-road.

The design selected by the committee for

their extension scheme is that of Messrs.

Bradshaw and Oass, F.E.I.B.A., of Bolton,

and displays much ingenuity in the arrange-

ment of the buildings on the irregular quad-
rangular site iu the City-road, near Old-

street. The boundaries on the east and south

form an acute angle, and the City-road

fai.adc to east is occupied by a row of shops,

KJft. frontage and 24ft. deep. In the centre

of this frontage is the main entrance and
vestibule, of good width, with a semi-
circular end, and on each side the main
staircase to the great hall and upper stories.

Behind this main frontage of shops on the

ground-floor level are the women's rooms,
approached by two corridors from entrance-
hall, running east and west; classrooms, and
ladies' reception and sisters' rooms; club-

rooms for women and girls, parlour,

secretary's offices, the latter near entrance.

Another cross corridor along the top gives

access to a number of classrooms in the rear,

and there is al-o a semi-detached block of

classrooms at the north side of site separated

by an area, and on the other side are

the lavatories and stores, separated by
an area from the main block of class-

rooms. The staircases are cleverly arranged,

and give easy access from hall, and the rear

block of classrooms has also its own stair-

case. The architects have arranged their

main entrance vestibule square with the
raking front of the City-road, and by making
the end semicircular have managed to meet the

difficulty of preserving the rectangular cor-

ridors and classrooms by a sort of "rule-
joint" arrangement, the main centre corridor

being divergent or turned some degrees to

the right of the axis of the entrance-hall.

By this plan the obliquity is concealed.
There are about four shops on each side of

the entrance vestibule. The basement floor

beneath is occupied by stores under the front

shops, and the main centre block below the
ladies' and girls' rooms provide for boys'
club-room, coffee-room 27ft. by IGft., class-

rooms, billiard-room o(jft. by .'Jlft. On the
north side is a small hall 7:ift. by 41ft., and a
drill-hall at the back 59ft. by;iiift. Gin., with
separate end staircases. The small hall is well

approached through an angle ante-room from
central hall, and the lavatories, &c., on the
south .<ido are convenient to the band
corridor. On the first floor is the large hall,

9()ft. by 74ft., with accommodation for 9.is

on the floor level, but the deep galleries sur-

rounding the hall on three sides will provide

for over 2,000 people in all. There are

pillars along the sides, and the main end
entrance is in direct communication with the

crush hall of central staircase, the central

flight being lift. i'in. wide, with large

well-hole. There is a commodious recess at

west end of the hall for the orchestra, and
underneath it for vestries, &c , and on each

side of hall are fire exits in accordance with

L.C.C. regulations. In the front over the

shops the rooms will be let as offices. The
side gallery stairs are direct, and lead to

the street level, connected with the main
central stairs and vestibule. The hall has

a bold segmental ceiling in one large

span intersected by the side lights, and the

hall is lighted by an open area on
each side. On the second, or gallery, floor

the front is also occupied by offices, with
steward's cloak-room, stores, &c. On the
third and fourth floors on the north side

of centre staircase are a suite of dining and
drawing-rooms for young men who come up
from the country to attend the classes and
meetings, to be termed the Moulton House
Eesidence, and on the south side is a corre-

sponding suite of rooms for students from
Cambridge, to be known as the Leysian
Settlement. The floor above provides for
three longitudinal rows of bedrooms or

cubicles, with two corridors intervening ; the
centre row of bedrooms will be top-lighted.

The fifth and last floor contain the kitchen
and offices, sisters' room with matron's apart-
ment and common room in the centre. Every
block will be well lighted and ventilated.

When we say the great hall, settlements,

&c., will cover an area of about 21,.500sq.ft.,

an idea of the extent of these compact
buildings will be realised.

The main fa<;ade is treated in a free but
restrained Eenaissanoe spirit. The centre
which forms the main entrance and stair-

case is carried up as a tower slightly hollowed
at the sides along the upper story, and
crowned with a dome. The south an ale of

fai;ade has also a circular cupola termination,

and the front is well relieved by the succes-
sion of flat, canted bay windows of the
offices, and the arcaded balcony of the settle-

ments. A sepia perspective, and several

clever ink sketches of the crush hall, great

hall, balcony, lower vestibule, &c., ac-

company the plans.

We believe seven other sets were sub-
mitted—one or two of these exhibit elliptical

shaped halls ; but the plans of the club and
classroom, the entrances and exits are not
so satisfactory or perfect, and we think the
committee have made a good choice.

k'

THE A.A.'S NEW SCHEME OF DAY
CLASSES.

SPECIAL meeting of the Architectural

Association was held on Friday evening
last, at 9, Conduit-street, W. , to consider the
scheme for day courses of instruction, to be
carried on at the Great Marlborough-street
Studios, brought forward by a special committee.
This report was published in our last issue, p. 3iS.

The president, Mr. \V. H. Seth-amith,
F.K.I.B.A., occupied the chair, and the proceed-
ings were marked by unanimity, the only jarring

note to the tone of cordial approval of the forward
movement which characterised the meeting being
a letter from a past president, who has recently

accepted a lucrative professorship at South
Kensington.
The President, in opening the proceedings,

said the selected hen had laid an egg concerning
which she felt perhaps a little maternal pride as

she presented it to the members for their inspec-

tion. Two courses were open to members

—

either to cook the egg, or to return it to the
hen to be duly hatched and reared as a chicken.

Mr. AsTOX Wkjih, A.R.A., past-president, ex-

plained the proposals of the committee, giving
credit to Messrs. Stokes and Slater for the energy
they had thrown into arranging the scheme. He
thought the questions for consideration were :

—

Were day courses of instruction required and
worth organising : .\nd, if bo, was the Archi-
tectural Association the proper body to establish

them 'r The opinion of the Special Committee
was that a youth would he better taught the ele-

mentary matters concerning his profession, the

history of architectural styles, the methods of

construction, and draughtsmanship, in regular

classes than in the necesgarily haphazard and often

perfunctory manner that must prevail in an office,

and there could be no doubt that a youth who had
spent a couple of years in such classes would be a

far more valuable assistant in an architect's office

than the raw pupU who was picking up know-
ledge in a desultory manner. It would, however,

be a great misfortune if the youth who had passed

through a two years' course in such day classes

were to regard himself as a fully-qualified

assistant, or even to set up in practice. He wrote,

therefore, to Professor F. M. Simpson, of Uni-
versity College, Li'-erpool, where simOar classes

had for some years been in existence, asking if

his experience showed that this was the result of

such courses of instruction. Professor Simpson
replied that, so far as they could tell at Liverpool,

there was not the slightest danger that a youth

after two years' tuition would consider himself

independent of training in an office. That
difficulty disposed of, he regarded the scheme
as an excellent one, and likely to be of

great benefit to those entering the profession.

Architects could not be too well informed

as to the mttters of construction and the great

styles of the past, and their training ought not to

be narrowed down to the absolutely essential

duties of the occupation. The fact that a similar

scheme had been successfully adopted in Liver-

pool might be looked upon as an augury for good

as to London, and he hoped all would agree in an
appreciative answer to his first question. As to the

second one, whether the Association was the

proper body to establish such classes, he thought

all would be agreed. It was true there were now
already art classes at South Kensington, and
technical classes organised by the London County
Council, hut they required courses of instruction

arranged by and taught by architects in practice.

The Royal Academy had an excellent archi-

tectural school, entirely free, and very properly

it insisted that intending students should already

possess some knowledge of architecture before

receiving this free instruction. The K.I.B.A.

might possibly be expected to take this matter up,

hut as a matter of fact they had not done so, and
thus the path was left open for the Association.

As the experiment was going to be started in

their own studio in Great Marlborough-street, at

present unoccupied during the daytime, and as

friends had come forward to absolutely guarantee

them from loss during the first two years, while

the classes were being organised, members would

see that in adopting the proposals they were not

running any financial risks at the outset. On
the other hand, a real want would be met, and

a great benefit would be conferred on all entering

the profession if the scheme were adopted. The
proposals were open to variation and development,

as experience in working might dictate. As
soon as the scheme was approved the classes would

be advertised, and whether a sufficiency of

students presented themselves or not would

depend very largely on the attitude assutned

towards the class by the senior practising

members of the profession. If sound instruction

were offered, principals would soon begin to advise

parents and guardians to send their sons for two

years to these day classes before coming to them

as pupils, and, as was found with regard to

T'niversity training, the years thus given to

study would prove to he by no means wasted. If

these day classes proved successful—and he

believed they would do so—their success would

enable the Association to greatly extend its scope

and work. There was a great need for additional

accommodation at 56, Great Marlborough-street,

and hitherto lack of funds had hindered the

expansion absolutely needed. In advocating the

adoption of the report he would only add that it

marked an important departure, and one which

promised to be most beneficial to the younger

members of the profession.

Mr. .TciMN- Slater, B.A., past-president, in

seconding the motion for the adoption of the

report, remarked that when the Association

adopted ten years ago Mr. Leonard Stokes's

scheme putting an end to the voluntary system 01

teaching, it virtually committed itself to the pre-

sent proposals. It was impossible to expect

yonng men to give up their evenings all the year

round to the study of their profession, and it

therefore became necessary to provide day classes.

Some of the success of the new movement would

i

1
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depend on the reception given to it by the senior

members of the profession ; but still more would
depend on the attitude assumed towards it by
parents and guardians. If the latter realised how
far better equipped a man would be for having
been trained for a year or two in such classes,

there would be plenty of applicants for admission

to the schools. The day courses would not clash

with anything now in existence in London.
Mr. Lf.oxauii Stokes, past -president, sup-

ported the motion in an earnest speech. They
would have, he remarked, great difficulties to

face at the outset, and much would depend on
the calibre of the professors appointed at the

initiation of the classes, lie believed that

parents and guardians would hail the advent of

a day-class scheme, and he, for one, felt that a
youth could not lierive anything but good from
receiving a training in professional work before

entering an office, where, unless a youth could
discriminate, he wasted much valuable time. His
experience had been that the more pupils knew
when they entered an office, the more easily they
learned, and the more speedily they became
useful to the principal. Youths were better and
more patiently taught by a paid instructor than
by a busy and wearied practitioner.

Mr. AuNOLi) S. T.wLEu asked if the school

would be open to men who had already served a

three years' pupillage, and whether the full scale

of fees would be charged to those who attended
the classes on only one or two days a week.
The Peesident replied that it would be im-

practicable to discuss the scheme at that stage in

aetail. As to the second question, he had no
doubt that the present practice of the Association
would be followed, and a proportionate reduction
would be made to those who only took up part of

the programme. The Special Committee had full

power to arrange and modify the scale of fees,

and would take the question into consideration.

Indeed, for a time, as was the case originally at

Liverpool, they must expect to have a number
of pupils who could only give partial attendance.
Mr. Arthi 11 J. Str.itton, till recently a

lecturer on architecture at University College,
Liverpool, said it was begging the question to ask
whether any instruction was needed or not.

There was an urgent need for day classes to be
established in London. The evening classes of

the Association was insufficient to properly train

the student, and involved too much hard work on
a young man after a day's duties in an office. In
Liverpool it had been a constant source of

wonder that such a system as they had been
carrying on with success had not been started in
London. So far from being too long, they had
lound that the two years' course might with ad-
vantage be extended to three years, and it had
not had the effect of raising a youth above hia

proper level. The teaching offered in schools of
art and in technical institutes was carried out in
an amateurish way, and not to be compared in
practical results with that afforded under Professor
Simpson's guidance. The advantage of such
teaching as that given in the University College,
Liverpool, when supplemented with visits to
work in progress, was very great. By the time a
youth entered an office he was of immediate value
to his employer, and began to reap the benefit of
this tuition straightaway. As to the curriculum,
it was too early to discuss its details , but it was
desirable to teach perspective in the first year's
coarse. The three months' vacation was a great
drawback as compared with the steady routine of
pupilage. The scheme could not be in better
hands than those of the A. A., and if properly
inaugurated it could not fail to be a success.
Mr. Arxolii B. Mitchell urged that there

was no time to lose in starting such an insti-
tution. Other nations were securing the industrial
supremacy England till recently held , and unless
our young men were highly educated they would
be left behind even in architecture.

Mr. Fraxcis G. F. Hooper also supported the
scheme, which he wished had been started twenty
years ago.

Mr. H. P. G. Maile had entertained doubts
as to the practicability of the scheme, but had
been converted that evening. The premises in
Great Marlborough-street were not worthy of the
Association, and the new classes ought to be
housed from the first in a better building with
more adequate accommodation.

Mr. R. S. Balfour, Hon. Sec, also supported"
the system, and proposed a vote of thanks to the
Special Committee for their ungrudging and pains-
taking labour.

The Preside.nt said he had received the fol-

lowing letter from a past-President, who had
recently obtained a valuable appointment else-

where :
— " Dear President,—I am sorry to see in

the current number of the A. A. iVu/ts the circular

announcing the clauses of the Committee on the

day-classes including my name as if agreeing
with their recommendations. As you Icnow that

I am clearly of opinion that the proposal is unwise
in the true interests of the A. A., 1 rely on your
explanation to the meeting this evening that I

entirely dissociate myself from the recommenda-
tion of the Committee to the present meeting.

An important business engagement will prevent
my attendnnce to-night.— Yours very truly,

Bi-REsioKi) Pete, 43, Harley-street, W., March 8,

1901." He would only add that Mr. Pite was
nominated a member of the Special Committee,
and had never withdrawn from that boly, and
was, indeed, the only member who objected to

the proposals. He could assure Mr. Maule that

the Committee had in view the desirability of

securing new premises. Three gentlemen had
promised fi^.'iO each towards that object, and be-

tween £1,000 and £1,.')00 could be readily ob-

tained from members. The only difficulty was
to secure at a reasonable rate a site of suOicicnt

size and well situate, not far from Oxford- circus,

and if anyone could make a suggestion it would
be thankfully received. He then put the resolu-

tion for the adoption of the report. This was,

amid hearty cheering and applause, unanimously
adopted, as was the vote of thanks to the Special

Committee.
The remaining business was to pass the fol-

lowing necessary amendments to and alterations

of the by-laws, all of which were, after some dis-

cussion, adopted :^

1. Add to By-law No. 14 : -" Each i tuitnl who has nllenrlnl

the Dai/ Coui'om of IiiHtrurtinn /or one t/ear shall h^ rlif/i'jlc

for e\ction (IS an Ordinary Member tcHhout patfineiU ofan
entrane' J'ee.y

2. Add to By-law No 15, after the words " each Ordi-
nary Member ":-*' ("/?/< the exce^'lion stated in Btf-lair

No. 14)."

3. Add to By-law No. 27 at end *'or cne of the Hon,
Srfrctaries."

4. Add to By-law No. 30 before the woid *' Auditors,"
*' /fonorar't.^*

5. Add to By-law No. 36 the word " llonorar;/ " before
"Auditors" in every cate.

6. By-law No 43 to read as follows:—"wl Spe'ial
General Meeliiff .shall be called b// the Jlonorari/ Serreta'ies
tvhen reijuired b>/ the Committee, or at any time, not less than
tivotreeks nor more than eitjht weeks, after the reciijit of a
requisition, stating the })urposc for ich'ch the ineetinij is

required, oni signed by at least. tieeU'e Ordinary Mejnhera.
The pre ince of twenty-Jiue Ordinary Members shall be
necessary to constitute a quorum at anu meetiny ealled under
this By-law, and in each cise tite agenda of business to be
considered, with time and place of meetiny, shall be dulif

posted up in the premises of the Associxtion, advertised, stnt by
post or otherwise, as may be determined by the Committee, at
least one clear tceek prior to the meetiny, and noottter business
shnll be taken at such meeting.''^

7. Omit By-law No. 44.

8. Add the following new By-law :
—*' A^o member of

the Committee shall be appointed to a paid office or lectureship
in connection trilh the Architectural Association."

DWELLINGS FOR THE WORKING
CLASSES.

AT Carpenters' HaU, E.C., last (Thursday)
evening, the fourth of the present weekly

series of lectures to the members of the building

trades was delivered by Mr. W. E. Riley,

F.R I I5.A., superintending architect to the
London County Council, the topic being "Dwell-
ings for the Working Classes." Mr. K. M.
Beachcroft, L.C.C. , occupied the chair. The
address was illustrated by some forty slides, depict-

ing matured schemes or executed buildings
planned for the County Council. Mr. Riley pre-

faced the more practical portion of his lecture by
briefly examining the legislation which is in

operation, and its effect on building proposals.

The measures referred to ranged from the
Common Lodging Houses Acts, carried through
both houses in 1861 by the seventh Earl Shaftes-
bury, amended and extended in 1863 and 1866,

the Torrens' Acts of 1868 and 1879, and Cross's

Acts of 187''), to the Artisans' Dwellings Act of

1883. The Royal Commission of ISSi-."), on
which the King sat, resulted in the Boundary-
street Improvement, Bethnal Green, which
was carried to a successful issue by the lecturer's

predecessor in office, Mr. Thomas Blashill,

the buildings being opened by the King and
Queen on March 3, 1900. The report of the
Royal Commission found, continued Mr. Riley,

that overcrowding was becoming greatly aggra-
vated, although many improvements had taken
place in the condition of the houses of the poor.

It pointed out how evils arose through demoli-
tions for improvement schemes, erection of public
buildings, and the extension of railways. It

urged more, stringent regulations in regard to

cellar dwellings, also that the number of in-
spectors employed by the district boards to control
sanitation and building construction should be
increased, and that there had been a failure in

the methods of administration rather than a want
of power to enforce an improvement in the
direction of the Housing of the Poor. The sites

of Millbank, Coldbath Fiolds, and Pentonville
Prisons were recommended to bo conveyed to the
Metropolitan Board of Works with the view of
erecting dwellings thereon. It further recom-
mended that pressure should bo put on the
railway companies to provide workmen's trains

within certain distances from London as oppor-
tunities arose, and that in case of demolitions
caused by their extensions, they should bo accom-
panied by an obligation to rehouse the persons
displaced, and that the process of demolition and
rehousing be carried out as near as possible simul-

taneously. The results of the Royal Commis-
sion's labours are to be seen in the Housing Act
of 1886, the Local Government Act of 1888, and,
lastly, the Housing of the Working Classes Act
of 1890, which, with its most recent amendments,
forms the basis of the operations employed in the

County of London and most of the provincial

cities and towns, for effecting the demolition of

insanitary areas and erecting sanitary dwellings.

This Act may be considered as a consolidation of

most of what is worth preserving in previous

legislation. The author then epitomised Parts 1,

2, and 3 of the Act, pointing out that the clearing

of the Boundary-street area and the scheme now
in hand at the Churchway area, St. Pancras,

were undertaken under Part 1, while under
Part 2 the Brook-street, Holborn, and the
Ann-street, Poplar, schemes were carried out

;

and under Part 3 schemes had been put in hand
for housing over 8,000 persons on the site at

Totterdown Fields, Tooting, and another large

estate had been purchased at Norbury. Mr.
Riley then gave some pitiful details as to

overcrowding, and exhibited a slide showing
a typical slum in Seaton-street, St. Pancras.
The scarcity of dwellings in central districts

arises, he showed, from many obvious causes

besides the large improvement schemes and the

clearing of slums. One insidious cause is an
operation which is not so apparent to the general
public— i.e , the constant displacement of poorer
dwellings in order to make room for buildings of

the warehouse and manufactory class. A limited

number of these private enterprises had come
under his notice since November last, and he was
astonished to find that as many as 3,028 persons
will be displaced by only three schemes. It is

proposed to rebuild houses to accommodate about
55 per cent, of those removed, and the new
houses will probably be built under better sani-

tary conditions than the existing ones ; but in all

these cases displacement will occur long before

the new accommodation is provided, and the
temporary difficulty of finding houseroom will be
thereby increased. These schemes are to take
effect in districts of London which are already

overcrowded. The lecturer proceeded : I now
ask you to assume that an area has been con-
demned as insanitary, and has been cleared

under, say. Part I. It will at first sight suggest

itself that the conditions on which the land and
the buildings could be valued under the Act of

1890 would have made the process of clearing

and rehousing those who lived on the area a
simple and facile matter ; but the meaning which
is attached to the valuation clauses may be stated

at the outset to prevent any scheme in the centra!

districts of London being carried out without
some financial assistance either from the rates or
from the improvement itself. It would seem evident
to all who have given any thought to this question
that the thousands of small two-story cottages

which exist in various districts of London— ill-

constructed, badly-adapted, and in the last stages

of habitable use—if they are paying a fair return
at the time they are seized, could easily be re-

placed without financial difficulty by healthy block
dwellings, which have far more economic arrange-

ments, planning, one staircase serving a number of

tenements, which are carried to a greater height on
the one foundation. Practice, however, does not
justify this assumption. AVhen the area is seized

and cleared, the land is valued according to its

position at what is called its "commercial"
value. This commercial value is, almost without
exception , far in advance of the price that any
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rehousing scheme can possibly pay when the
calculation is based on the rents which can
usually be paid by the poor in the neighbourhood
of the improvement. Although money can be
borrowed on the security of the rates by not
only the County Council, but by most other
municipal bodies, at about 3 percent., the diffi-

culties of removing the poor from crowded and
insanitary conditions of life and placing them in

sanitary and healthy dwellings, even on the
poorest standard permitted, is well-nigh an in-

superable difficulty unless financial relief is forth-

coming from some quarter. Having quoted a

typical case showing tte impossibility of

providing at a remunerative rental adequate
accommodation for the extremely poor, the

author remarked that some people waste
their energies in critic'sing the rent levied

and the dwellings built by the London County
Council. They do not appear to understand that

the operations of the Council in this work have
necessarily to be conducted on a paying basis,

and that there is no other authority building
dwellings for the working classes at the present

time in the county whose financial proceduie is

strictly comparable with theirs. It is thus evi-

dent that those who urge the County Council or

other authorities who are engaged in clearing

insanitary areas to replace unhealthy, over-
crowded dwellings by healthy ones, replete with
modern sanitary appliances, and which provide a
cubic air space of 400ft. per person at the same
rent paid under the old conditions, are demand-
ing an impossibility unless financial support is

forthcoming from some quarter or other. The
problem of rehousing has been accomplished when
healthy accommodation can be provided at the
same rate per foot super, as was paid by the poor
for the squalid overcrowded dwellings which were
cleared away. It is not generally understood that
much of the land on which the large dwellings
companies in the County of London built prior to

the advent of the London County Council in 1889
was sold to them by the Metropolitan Board of

Works at a reduced rate, with an obligation to

build dwellings thereon. Over 27,000 persons
were housed in this way, and this reduction in

the price of land which was charged to these
companies is now recognised in housing questions
as '

' writing down " land to housing Talues.
Several of the sites on which the County Council
is now building were cleared by the Metropolitan
Bo ird of Works, and have been offered for sale

without success from time to time by public
auction, with the same obligation. That is, the
Metropolitan Board of Works sold many of the
best sites, and were unable to dispose of the
inferior ones, which were left as a legacy to the
London Ciunty Council, and to some extent
qualified their success in their earlier efforts to

rehouse the poor. It may be accepted as a broad
rule that the price of land, and the most economical
use of it, govern the maturing of any housing
scheme in the central districts of London. The
site of lieid's Brewery in Clerkenwell-road
was purchased recently for £'200,000, and after
careful consideration was valued by an expert at
f4.'i,000 if its use were limited to housing purposes.
Broadly, it costs 15s. to 17s. per foot super, to
clear slums in central districts ; but very few
housing schemes can be made to pay if the charge
for land alone is more than Ss. per foot. The
price paid by the ratepayers for clearing areas
and rehousing the poor upon them is an invest-
ment which it is presumed repays itself in better
sanitary conditions and in the general welfare of
the community. Let us assume that the cost of
the_ land has been assessed, and that it has been
decided to erect blocks of flats as being the most
suitable appropriation of the site. A number of
sketch plans is prepared showing what accom-
modation can be provided on the site. The plan
giving the largest number of rooms, which it is

thought will comply with the requirement of the
Government Department, is then valued by an
independent valuer at the rents ruling in the
particular neighbourhood under consideration.
Aitei deducting the outgoings named above, and
also the cost of collecting rents, management,
and losses by empty tenements, the balance of
the income is capitalised. From this capitalised
balance the value of the land is taken, and the
sum which will insure the redemption of both
land and buildings in fifty-nine years is further
deducted, and this final balance i.s devoted to
constructing the buildiugs ready for occupation.
The iiisurinre for redemption in fifty-nine yenrs
is called the "Sinking Fund." It will thus be
seen that all the County Council'* dwellings

which pay their way should be handed over free

to the ratepayers of London in fifty nine years
after completion. If thismuch-talked-of " Sink-
ing Fund " period were extended from ftfty-niae

to ninety-nine years, the reduction of the rents

of the County Council's dwellings would be very

considerable. How much greater a reduction

would be effected were there neither a "Sinking
Fund " for land nor buildings, as is sometimes the

case with certain municipalities, trusts, and com-
panies ! The site of the old Millbank Prison is one of

the estates recommended by the lioyal Commission
to be appropriated for housing purposes. It is

laid out for seventeen blocks of workman's dwell-

ings, comprising over all two one-roomed tene-

ments, 485 two-roomed, 392 three-roomed, 16

four-roomed, and one five-roomed tenement, and
will provide a total accommodation for 4,434
persons. The estate is situate at the rear of the
Tate Gallery, and the blocks are (therefore

appropriately) named after famous English
painters. Hogarth, Landseer, Leighton, Millais,

Romney, and Turner Buildings are already
occupied ; the rest of the blocks are in course of

erection. The planning was arranged to insure
a through current of air and sufficient ventilation
under all circumstances. St. Oswulf-street is

GOtt. wide, and the remaining streets are 60ft.

To converge the traffic east and west towards the
Embankment, and ultimately give direct com-
munication in the same quarters by opening
up the ends of Dundonald- street, a large
uncovered patch in front of Turner and
Ruskin Buildings is to be used as a garden.
The Reid's Brewery site, Clerkenwell, was
acquired by the Council for the provision of

accommodation for persons to be displaced by the
formation of the new street from Holborn to the
Strand. The site has frontages to Clerkenwell-
road, Leather-lane, Portpool-lane, and Gray's
Inn-road. The plan has received the approval of

the Secretary of State, and provides for the
erection of five-story block dwellings all round
the site except on the frontage to Gray's Inn-
road, where the existing buildings will remain
for the present. The main interior of the site

will be occupied by five five-story transverse
blocks of dwellings divided by yards and gardens.
The narrow end of the site next Gray's Inn-road
will contain another short block of five- story
dwellings, and the remainder of the site between
this block and Gray's Inn-road frontages will be
laid out as a playground and garden. An estate

office and 23 shops will be provided on the ground
floor of the dwellings facing Clerkenwell-road
and Leather-lane. The accommodation will

consist of 551 tenements, of which only 13

will be "associated" and the remainder "self-
contained." The 13 associated tenements all con-
sist of one room; there will be 361 two-roomed
tenements, 136 three-roomed tenements, and 41

four-roomed tenements. Accommodation will be
provided in all for 2,014 persons, exclusive of the
shops. There are various types of buildings (as

were shown by lantern slides), which practice in

different parts of the country has indicated as the
most suitable in their respective localities for re-

housing work. These may be summarised as
{fi) blocks of flats with (1) associated tenements,
and with (2) entirely self-contained. There are
combinations of these two types, but I will not
trouble you with too much detail

; (/<) cottages of

(1) independent self-contained character, and (2)

cottage fiats; (c) lodging-houses (1) for men,
(2) for women, and (3) for collective families. In a
typical associated tenement the two sculleries and
domestic offices are common to three three-room
and three two-room tenements. This is generally
considered the cheapest form in which block
dwellings can be constructed. Most of those more
recently built by the Peabody Trust are of this

type. One-room tenements let for about Ss.,

two-room for 5s. 6d., and three-room for Cs. 6d.

Most of the buildings erected by the Guinness
Trust are also planned on somewhat similar lines,

and there is little difference between the rents
charged and those obtained by the Peabody Trust.
Another slide was here shown taken from a plan
of workmen's dwelling* erected at Liverpool in

Victoria-square. They were designed by Jlr.

Clement Dunscombe, the then city engineer of

Liverpool. Five blocks of buildings were erected
round a largo courtyard fronting Casneau-street,
Juvenal- street, Kee-street, and Lond-street.
They are five stories high, constructed in brick.
These are of the associated type, having a laundry,
two sculleries, and two sets of domestic con-
veniences to serve two two-room and two three-
room tenements. The rents charged are Sj. fid.

and 4s. 3d. for two-room, 5s. and 5s. fid. for

three-room tenements per week. These and other
areas in Liverpool were cleared under local

powers. There appears to be no provision made
for the redemption of either land or buildings in

the scheme, which cost a little over £68,000 for

land and buildings, and returned an average for

the ten years 1890. 99 of £2 7s. percent. The
next slide showed a block of superior-class tene-

ments on the Millbank Estate. There are 43

two-room, 39 three-room, and three four-room
tenements. The block is five stories high, and
contains accommodation for 430 persons. The
average net area of living rooms is 157ft., and of

the bedrooms I12ft. This block is one of the

most recent opened by the L.C.C. It cost about

£87 per room, which cqaals 8d. per cube foot.

E ich tenement; has an independent scuUery and
domestic conveniences. The plan shows the

requisite furniture, and it will be seen that the

apportionment of the area can be made
so as to accommodate without difficulty the

number of persons for which it is designed.

The next slide showed an arrangement of

ingeniously planned tenements built lately by
the Htyles Trust in St. George's-road, South-
wark. The type shown provides two three-

room tenements to each staircase landing. The
unproductive scullery which is provided in the

self-contained plans is omitted, and an open

balcony in the rear of the blocks containing a

copper, food -cupboard, coal-box, and domestic

conveniences is provided in lieu. These are

readily let at an average of 7s. 6d. and 7s. per

week. They were designed by Messrs. Waring
and Nicholson. The outgoings for these dwellings

are not more than 33 per cent., out of which a

sinking fund is provided to redeem the buildings

in 30 years. The cost of management in this

case may be considered as very economical.^ I

commend the plan as very ingenious, and if I

could feci assured that the necessarily frequent

visits to the copper from the living-room sinks on
washing-day in cold weather were not in j urious

to the health of the persons concerned, I should

regard the type very favourably. The cost

was 8jd. per cubic foot, though only a very

limited portion of the flooring is constructed

in fire-resisting materials. The next slide

illustrates a carefully thought out plan giving

sketches of the domestic ofiioes only of one

of the cheapest types of self - contained

tenements in the County Council dwellisgs. The
motive of this plan is to obtain a ventilating

lobby between the scullery and the closet without

sacrificing outside wall space. It contains copper

and washing-sink with coal-box under in a very

compact manner. This part of a tenement is never

counted as habitable space, and is not in itself

considered rent-producing. It is, however, fre-

quently reproduced in block dwellings, -where

rigid economy in planning is of great inport-

ance. Another type of three-story self-contained

flats has lately been constructed in Dryden-street

and IHchel-street, Liverpool. The cottages

contain one four-room tenement on the ground-

floor, and four two-room tenements on the two

upper floors. There are the usual domestic

oHices to each tenement, except to those on the

first floor, where, instead of a scullery, a sink is

brought into the living-room to allow of the con-

struction of a balcony to give access to the second

floor. These cottages are an improvement and

adaptation of a type designed by Messrs. H. Percy

Boulnois and W. Goldstraw. The rooms are

unplastered, and cost per cube foot averages

about 8}d. Any reduction, therefore, on the rent

level of Loudon must be economised out of

management, repairs, and cost of land, which is

written down to about 12s. a yard super. I am
indebted to the Deputy Surveyor of Uvorpool, 5Ir.

Turton, for the information and the loan of the

plans. In the Totterdown scheme, which was fully

described, it is proposed to put 8,532 persons on

an estate of about 38.f acres. The Norbury site

lies on the west side of the main road (London-

road), running from Streatham to Croydon, and

about a quarter of a mile from the county

boundary. The whole plot has a frontage to

the road of 500tt., and is well suited from a

building point of view, rising gradually frO"" t°^
London-road to a slight eminence, from which

it slopes gradually in the direction of Mitcham

Common. The frontages will be reserved by the

vendor for the erection of shopi, leaving two

4 5ft. openings for roads to develop the back-

land. The estate is about a quarter of a milo

distant from Norbury Station. The estate pre-
.

vides for the erection of 551 single cottages of
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three, four, and five rooms each, and 211 cottages

- each containing tenement flats of two and three

Tooms. Two roads 45ft. in width, planted with

trees, run east and west through the estate, and
subsidiary roads, -lOft. in width, will also be

formed. Provision for a small open space dividing

the site is also made. It is estimated that about

5,800 persons can be accommodated on the site, or

195 persons per acre, and the average number of

cottages per acre would be about 2ii. The rents

proposed to be charged arc approximately as

follows :—Single cottages, three rooms, 7s. to 98.

;

two rooms and small kitchen, 6s. ; four rooms,
98. 6d. ; and five rooms, lis. to Us. iJd. The
Mill-lano Lodging House is a type of lodging

house devoted to men only, the charge being 6d.

a night. It closely follows the type of those

known as the Rowton Houses. It is intended to

accommodate 799 lodgers, not counting the staff,

who must reside on the premises. The admini-
gtration rooms and staff i^uarters abut on two
sides of the dining-room, and are cut off from the

.
portion of the lodging house devoted to lodgers.

A great service has been rendered to housing
questions by the mignificent efforts of Lord
Rowton in the direction of common lodging-
houses. His houses have the great recommenda-
tion of cheapness, and are models of cleanliness

and comfort. The one just described closely

follows the lines of the most recent Kowton
Houses. T^seful work in this connection has been
done in Glasgow between 1S6S and 1879, six

lodging-houses for males and one for females
having been erected. The charges are from 3|d.

to 43d. per night. The houses are built in a
substantial manner, and each lodger has at least

400c.ft. of space in the dormitories. Recreation,
smoking, and dining-rooms are somewhat similar

to those described in detail above. The women's
lodging-house in Glasgow accommodated 125
very poor persons, mostly of the class known
as charwomen, and even at the low rents
charged there is a substantial profit on the
nndertaking. Glasgow has become the pioneer
city in this particular part of housing work.
The next slide shows a plan of a collective

lodging-house devoted to the use of widowers
with the maximum of three children. It is called

a family home. It contains 160 single rooms
each capable of accommodating one adult and
three children ; two cots are provided in each
bedroom for the children. Each room is self-

contiined, lighted by electricity, heated by hot
water, and plainly furnished. The children are
cared for by the staff during the day. The
establishment contains a large dining-hall, re-
creation room, kitchen, scullery, &c., on the
ground floor, and there is a playground attached.
The room adjoining the recreation-room, called
the day nursery, was originally designed as an
observation room for children suspected of in-
fectious diseases. The home was opened in
March, 1896. Save for slight trouble on one
occasion with measles, there has been no need
for this room to be used : it has been since
devoted to a day nursery. It was designed
to admit widows with children also at a charge
per week of a shilling less than for widowers.
I am convinced that this is one of the most
earnest attempts which has been made for helping
the very poor, who need to spend their limited
income to the best advantage for themselves and
their children. When I visited the establishment
the nursery was well filled with infants from the
age of two months, and the loving care with
which they were treated by the staff employed by
the corporation di8.irmed any criticism which
might arise on realising that the effort is not a
financial success. The loss appears to be about
£500 a year, but the benefits obtained by trans-
ferring the children from their original surround-
ings to the comforts of this home amply com-
pensate for the outlay. I am deeply indebted to
Jlr. A. B. M'Donald and Mr. W. llepzies for
plans and other information furnished me from
Glasgow. In conclusion, the lecturer showed and
explained ten other slides, illustrating the internal
fillings and arrangements of dwellings.

THE PRESENT CONDITIOX OF THE
BUILDING INDUSTRY.

t T the ordinary general meeting of tte Sur-
J\. veyors' Institution held on Monday last,

ihe discussion was resumed of Jlr. Blashill's
paper bearing the above title, and reported in our
issue of March 2.

pioyer, on whom the whole working of the ma-
chinery depended, would sometimes take the

architect more fully into his confidence— as fully,

for instance, as ho would his solicitor. He quite

agreed that it was one of the conditions of suc-

cess in carrying out the work that the architect,

having ascertained his client's wishes and fully

thought out and completed his drawings and
specification, should stick to these as closely as

possible, although many persons would be inter-

ested in his not doing so. The architect should

have the selection of the builders, for if this was
left to the client it was impossible for an archi-

tect to work smoothly with a builder who was
strange to his methods and reiiuirements. Works
were frequentl)- delayed by using materials such
as terracotta, the delivery of which was often de-

ferred, to the annoyance and loss of everyone.

He saw no object in making the quantities part

of the contract, although they should be de-

posited as priced bills in case of variations. The
question of subletting was an important one, and
he thought the contractor should be careful to

bind the sub -contractor to the same termsas he was
bound to. The architect should have the selection

of certain materials, but he should not put in more
provisional sums than were absolutely necessarj'.

Many of the disputes of which one heard or knew
were occasioned by improper drawings and in-

complete specifications. He thought that the

architect, and not the quantity surveyor, should
draw the specification. It was true that Osborne
and many other very fine houses had been built

from plans prepared in the contractor's office ;

but such a system, if generally pursued, would
render very lax the checks on prices and materials.

The most satisfactory plan was, he thought, a

schedule of prices, which gave the client the best

value for his outlay. There was, besides the

class of speculating builders, another body of

men who might be called financial architects,

who took laud at ridiculous ground rents, and by
some financial scheming, succeeded in erecting

buildings on it. These did much more harm
than the ordinary speculating builder with regard
to the labour question : but he was afraid, from
what he could see, that the welfare of the many
was being sacrificed to the good of the few.

Whether increased facilities for education had
resulted in any improvement in the workmen he
did not know, but it was a matter which must
be considered in looking to the future. Had
technical education improved the work turned
out f Could a painter, for instance, be left to

himself to artistically finish a door, or must he
be looked after at every point ? There was a

great opening for any workman or body of work-
men in whom such confidence could be reposed.

Better than all the technical schools he held the
apprenticeship system to be. He had himself

been apprenticed, as had most professional men
and good craftsmen, and he could not think
that the modem workman, by decreasing the

number of skilled men, was helping to keep his

trade flourishing. The trade - unions should
seriously consider this. He knew of cases where
fittings for doors, &c , were being imported by
men who would gladly have used home-made
work, and even of a case where a leading con-
tractor seriously contemplated erecting works on
the Continent in order to avoid labour troubles.

Mr. Clarke then quoted a passage from Mr. W.
Woodward's article in the current Nineteenth

Century, showing how wages in all classes had
risen by £115,000 per week in 1899, compared
with £95,000 in 1898, and £45,000 in IS97, the
rise during 1900 being about £150,000 per week.
Were the mechanics better offr He held, in

spite of what trade-unionists taught, that the only
way to make trade flourish and increase were for

the workmen, the contractor, the architect, and
the employer to recognise the fact that they were
all in the same boat, and must pull together.

Mr. H. Lovegrove said he agreed with Mr.
Blashill that a clerk of works should be a man
not selected by favour, but one on whom full

reliance could be placed to act fairly between
contractor and architect. Some clients, he feared,

thought that directly a contract was signed it was
quite legitimate to grind down the contractor in

every possible way, as if he had no rights. In
the case of sub-contracts, the builder should
be careful to bind the sub-contractor by terms
similar to those by which he was bound.
It was quite true that the delayed delivery

of certain materials was often a source of

trouble—terracotta and ironwork being espe-

cially unsatisfactory in this respect. The pracMr. Howard Chatfeild Clarke expressed an
^ ^ _ ^_

opinion that it would often be well it the em- 1 tice of sub-contractors' commission to architects I due to want of organisation on the part of th?

was, of course, to be condemned in any case.
It was obvious that the larger modern con-
tractors could hardly be skilled craftsmen in the
sense that their country brethren were, but they
could always command the services of skilled
assistants. Few people thought nowadays of
the way in which a dwelling-house was built, so
long as it was well decorated and finished
attractively, and thus the speculating builder
came in to do the work which could not bo done
under tenders. He agreed in deploring the
decline of the apprenticeship system, and he
doubted whether technical education, good as it

was in its way, could ever produce the same class
of craftsmen as the old plan turned out.

Mr. J. Ivandall said he held that, before a
buUding was started, the drawings, specificitions,

and details should be in the quantity surveyor's
hands, for without them it was impossible to give
a satisfactory estimate. This was always done in
the case of large Government contracts, with
which he had had much to do. and the system
applied also to smaller jobs. Many builders (his

own firm among the number) now prepared their

own steelwork, and so avoided another profit.

Provisions were often not necessary. It was easy
to ascertain the exact quantity of material
required, say, for gasfittings, and so avoid un-
necessary expense. As to technical education, he
thought that a reversion to the system of ap-
prenticeship would produce better results than
the modem plan of teaching a man outside his

workshop. The action of the trade-unions had
made it almost impossible to get sub-contractors

to agree to a contract without a " strike clause,"
and work went abroad in consequence.
Mr. C. John Mann wished to emphasise the

value of careful preliminary estimates. The
employer knew what he had to spend, and it was
disappointing to everyone to find that the original

estimate had been exceeded. As to quantities

forming part of the contract, he thought that
they should in every case be so carefully pre-
pared that it mattered nothing whether they
formed part of the contract or not. It would be
hard to prevent a client from adding to or vary-
ing any part of the original plan because of the
difficulty of adjusting accounts afterwards.

5Ir. H. H. Bartlett feared that, while recog-
nising the defects of the present system, Mr.
Blashill saw no clear remedy for them. When a
sub-contractor was selected by the architect, the
contractor had very little hold over him, whether
as to time or the manner of carrying out his
work. He thought that in many cases the
principal contractor might be allowed to make his

own selection. His experience of technical

education was that the ordinary British workman
of to-day was not one degree more intelligent

than his predecessor of thirty years ago. For the
introduction of foreign materials the trade- unions
were not alone to blame. Rent, rates, taxes, and
outgoings were so much higher in this country
than where, for instance, joinery was made, or
where steel and iron girders were produced. He
quite agreed that apprenticeship was the solution

of at least one part of the difficulty. If there

were no skilled men to carry on the work, it

would be done abroad, or superseded by some
other method. When trade was brisk, and
masters must take whoever they could get, many
men got on the books of the unions who were not
really mechanics at all, and when the unions
assured employers that they could find any
number of mechanics required, these men were
included among the number. It was not the
written and printed rules of the unions of which
employers complained. It was the unwritten law
that a man should do only such or so much work,
that he should lay only, for example, a certain

number of bricks per day, that was tending so

seriously to destroy trade, and deter capitalists

from investing money in buildings.

Mr. H. R. Taylor, L.C.C , said that the

author's reference to the good work in carpentry
and masonry turned out 50 years ago showed
that the men were allowed more time and better

materials than at present, and as they began and
finished their work they naturally took more
interest in it. To-day wealth was increasing at

a far greater rate than were wages. Wealth had
doubled in 25 years, and the population in

50 years, but wages had certainly not doubled in

25 years. In comparing prices of brickwork it

must be remembered that conditions varied con-

siderably. The low prices quoted were probably

for straightforward work in the open, not grouted

or flushed up. Much of the increased cost was
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builders themselves. If the unions forbade pie3e-

work, or would not allow it to be done in the

least possible time, this was merely the swing-
back of the pendulum. He remembered when
the policy of the employers was to grind out as

much work for as little wage as possible, and
this was the reaction. He challenged the state-

ment that an unwritten law of the unions forbide

more than a certain amount to be done. He was
sure no such thing existed, with the knowlege of

the unions. He did not believe in the union
deciding what was one man's work and what
another's. That was the employer's business

;

but if he put round men in square holes, he must
suffer. He had never advocated a strike when a

peaceful settlement was possible. The Employers'
Liability Bill of 1880 gave a distinct impetus to

sub-contracting, but matters were changed now.

He agreed that apprenticeship was desirable, and
if only masters and unions could meet, terms might
easily be arranged. He believed that the workmen
had distinctly advanced as their wages had
risen, and he "hope! to see still further advances

He suggested that most, if not all, of the men
who were referred to by a previous speaker as

loafing about on Mondays were not neglecting

their work, but, having been stopped on Siturday,

were in search of fresh work. He did not believe,

either, that the work on a job was regulated by
the pice of the slowest man. His experience

was that the more expert helped the leas capable.

Mr. William Woodward expressed some sur-

prise at the mildness of the last speaker's re-

marks, but he seemed hardly convinced by his

arguments. He asked whether Mr. Taylor could

state as his honest conviction that there was no
unwritten law limiting the number of bricks per

day which a man might lay f That gentleman
having replied by a decided negative, Mr. Wood-
ward said he was astounded, for Mr. Taylor's

positive statement was in direct opposition to his

own absolute personal experience. Ha had the

word of several builders that such a limit existed.

The question of a fair day's work for a fair day's

pay was one of contract entered into between
employer and workman, and as binding on one as

on the other. It would be no use for him as an
architect to scamp his work because he did not
consider the commission fair. He must either

make new terms or carry out his contract. With
regard to loitering on the works, he was astounded
to hear that it did not exist, in face of the fact

that he had repeatedly found men idling in

groups on roofs and elsewhere, and had noticed

that they did so openly, without even a pretence
of returning to their work. The interference

with each other's trades was not so small a
matter as Mr. Taylor represented it to be.

He knew of a case where a bricklayer had to stop

work while a mason was brought from a distant

part of the building to fix a small template, which
he could just as well have laid. Again he re-

membered a strike caused by his refusal to allow
bricklayers to lay a plain tiled roof which he
wished done by proper tilers. In another case he
found work stopped because on returning from
the dinner hour one man was hopelessly drunk,
and the clerk of works refused to admit him. The
rest of the bricklayers struck, regardless of the
fact that if the man had been allowed to work,
the Employers' Liability Act would probably
have involved the master in considerable loss.

He differed from Mr. Clarke as to the quantities
forming part of the contract.

The discussion was then adjourned, the chair-
man expressing a hope that those visitors who

of the profession in June last. In view of the

large number—some five thousand architects—to

whom the appeal was made, the result was
scarcely as favourable as might have been antici-

pated ; but it was successful in so far that it

enabled the council to afford a larger measure of

practical help where it was urgently needed than

it would otherwise have been possible : the

amount received or promised in new annual

subscriptions being £98 9i. 61., and in donations

£151 ITs. Od., while the total coat of issuing

the appeal was £33 8s. Sd. With reference

to the society's Income account, the council

desire to draw attention to the fact, not-

withstanding that the amount received in

subscriptions for the year was £522 Us. 6d., as

compared with £469 3s. Od. received in 1399,

there was a balance at the debit of the account

on December 31 of £42 lis. Ud. It is the first

time in the history of the society that such a

deficiency has occurred, and it is due to the large

number of urgent applications for assistance

which were considered and relieved. This bears

eloquent testimony to the great need of the

society for further support. It is hoped that

the deficit may be promptly covered by the

acquisition of a sufli-jient number of new annual

subscribers. The number of applications for

relief has been greater than in any previous

year, being 55, as compared with 40 in 1899.

The sum thus distributed was £677 13s., while

£112 10s. was paid to pensioners, making the

total sum expended in relief £790 33. Two of

the society's pensioners having died during the

year, their p'aces were filled by eligible and
deserving applicants.

The President, in moving the adoption of the

report, made an earnest appeal to members of the

profession for further support.

Mr. J. MacA'icar Anderson said that, in

response to the appeal so eloquently made by the

President, he would give a donation of £50 ; and,

contingent on nine other architects contributing

like sum, he would increase the amount to

at Homsey, two miles nearer ; another at Stam-
ford Hill, another at Canonbury ; on the south,

in the same line, is one at Walworth, another at

Heme Hill, another at Sydenham, and the last

at Norwood, and so in other six directions or lines

of radii. The plan is thought to be suitable to the

present ratio of the population becoming more
dense as the wells cjnverge to the centre. It is

estimated that these 32 wells will supply 42

millions of gallons. Provision is made for pumping
this volume of water into storage tanks or

reservoirs daily, and distributed through mains
to the houses and public buildings. The present

supplies of the companies will ba devoted for

manufacturing, street- watering, fire-extinguish-

ing, flushing, and other purposes. Tbe author

estimates this schemeapproximately at £3,140,000.

Plans and elevation of one of the well stations and
water towers and other views are given. The
original drawings were exhibited at the Architec-

tural Koom of the Academy last year. The scheme,

though not original, deserves notice as one of

the numerous proposals for the water supply of

London. The Esset Review (Chelmsford : Tin-

dall and Jarrold) contains an in iiirinoriam notice

with portrait of the late Edmund Durrant, the

founder, managing director, and publisher of this

excellent county quarterly. (Jther articles of

interest are " Life on an Essex Farm Sixty Years

Ago," a biography and portrait of D. M. Collier,

the Essex historian, and an article by Gurney
Benham on " Legends Connected with the Arms
of Colchester."—-Croi/doji , New and Old (London

:

St. Bride's Press) is a second and revised edition of

one of the Homeland Handbooks, and is written by
E Jward A. Martin. It is illustrated by numerous
proosss blocks, and contains a map of the district

and a plan of the town. Bermondsey : its

Historic Memories and Associations. By EowAUD
T. CL.1RKE (London: Elliot Stock).—This isau
interesting narrative of a very prosaic district,

though at one time the site of a Koyal palace and

the famous abbey of St. Saviour, the court of

which monastery is now Bermondsey-square.

the donor
Subsequently Mr. John T. Christopher and

Mr. George Inskipp each promised a donation of

£25 : and the president promised a donation of

£50, subject to Jlr. MacYicar Anderson's appeal

being responded to.

The council for the ensuing year of oflice was
elected as follows :

—
President, the President of the R.I.B.A., Mr.

T. M. Rickman, Mr. R. A. Briggs, Mr. Arthur
Oates, Mr. E. A. Gruning, Mr. G. T. Hine,

Mr. Jeph. King, Mr. H. C. Boyes, Mr. G.
Inskipp, Mr. J. T. Wimperis, Mr. Arthur Green,
Mr. E. Monson, Mr. .Sydney Smirke, Mr. H. L.

Florence, Mr. Graham C. Awdry, Mr. J. T.
Christopher, and Mr. G. H. Fellowes Prynue.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
'Pare Water for London, by R. P. Whellock

A.R LB. A. (London : Simpkin, Marshall
Hamilton, Kent, and Co., Ltd.), is a little bro
chure on a scheme for the supply of pure water
for drinking and domestic purposes only to the

County of London. Mr. Whellock has long been
interested in the subject, and refers to the works
of Mr. Joseph P'restwich, F.G.S., Mr. J.

Swindell, MR I.B.A., and other writers whose
researches in this direction are well known. The

if'

1

ARCHITECTS' BENEVOLENT SOCIETY.

MR. WILLIAliI EMERSON, the President
of the • Architects' Benevolent Society,

took the chair at the annual general meeting,
held in the rooms of the Royal Institute
of British Architects on the 13th in.st. The
council state that, notwithstanding the many
calls upon private benevolence during the period
under review, the income has not only been main-
tained, but increased. The society's income,
through the careful management of successive
councils, has not been permitted to diminish ; but,
on the other hand, the financial progress has
scarcely kept pace with the demands on the
charity of the society. As a special effort was
necessary to enable the council to carry on their
work, the president, with the honorary eeorotary,
undertook to issue a letter of appeal ta membars

£100. A cordial vote of thanks was accorded to This great monastic foundation has been called

by Sir Walter Besant the " Westminster of South

London." It was an interesting group of con-

ventual buildings, according to the views given,

and in the gorgeous pageant of the coronation of

Anne Boleyn the Abbot of Bermondsey played a

chief part as one of the most eminent personages.

Bermondsey was an occasional residence also of

the sovereigns, and the priors and abbots of the

monastery were invested with great dignity. The
earlier chapters of this interesting book give an

account of the Benedictines and the early founda-

tion of the monastery, its growing importance,

and the illustrious noblemen who became monks,

the chief of whom was William of Mortain, Ewl
of Cornwall, who died there. After the fall of

the monastery a stately mansion was built on a

part of the site by Sir Thomas Pope, and was called

Bermondsey House, which afterwards became

the residence of the famous Earl of Sussex.

" Bermondsey House and its Occupants " forms

two interesting chapters, and afterwards we have

an account of " Modern Bermondsey : its Growth,

its Leather Industry and Mmufactures." Sec-

tion II. describes the history of the ancient

parish church and of St. Mary Magdalen, and

many familiar names and associations are men-

tioned. The chapters dealing with the Middle

Ages are derived from Dugdale and local anti-

quaries, and the author expresses his gratitude to

the valuable assistance rendered by Mr. John

Frowde, the librarian. A ground plan of the

abbey from an original drawing in 1679, and

many interesting local views of Jacob's Island,

mentioned in ''Oliver Twist" as the scene of

Sikes's death ; old stone houses in Grange-walk

;

the Leather Exchange, Jamaica House, St.

Miry Magdalen (long since despoiled of i's

treasures by the avarice of Henry) ; the views of

the north gatehouse and west gate of Bermondsey

Abbey existing in 1777, of the conventual build-

ings demolished in 1805, and other relics are given,

and attest the antiquity and importance of the

district before modern Puritanism and commer-

cialismbanishedthe spirit and traditions of the past.

-Rouen : its Cathedral and Churches, by Rev.

Thom.^s Perktns, F.R. A.S. Rector of Turnworth,

Dorset: with Illustrations (London : George Bell

and SDns).—This is the second of Bell's Hand-

books to Continental Churches, and is profusely

illustrated with many excellent photographs by

the author. Mr. T. Perkins describes what he

has seen during ft visit to this city in May of las.

author thinks the vast subterranean storage of

had been unable to speak on that occasion would i water below the London basin is both available

attend the next meeting on the 25th inst. at 8p.m. and sufiicient ; for other than drinking purposes,

the companies may still supply all that is

required. The author's opinions have been shared

by many others, who think that the deep chalk

and deeper beds of greensands of the London basin

give us the means of an adequate water supply.

For this purpose Mr. Whellock proposes to

penetrate the London clay, and tap the deeper
springs some 400 to 900ft. deep now sealed in the

chalk and greensand beds underlying the blue

clay, especially the greensands of the home
counties—Herts, Bucks, Surrey, Kent, and parts

of Essex. We cannot follow the author into the

details of his scheme, which is briefly "to con-

struct 32 artesian wells arranged in a series of

concentric zones having eight stations and wells

to each, formed on radiating lines, say from St.

Paul's, and two miles distant apart radially to

the extent of eight miles, and so covering the

whole of the County Council area." A plan of

this distribution of wells is given. On the north,

for instance, there is a well at Edmonton, another
year, undertaken for the purpose of examining

and photographing the chief churches there.
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NEW MANSION HOUSE OF KILDEUMMT, ABERDEENSHIRE.—Mr. A. M.uishall M.iCKEXziE, A.R.S.A., Architect.

Other hUtorical works hare been consulted on
the local antiqnities. The cathedral choich of

Kotre Dame ie first described and illustrated, and
the author compares it with the Benedictine

church of St. ()uen, well-known to all archi-

tectural tourists as a most beautiful example of

Gothic of the 14th century, and for the external

unity of its parts, though the western and central

portion exhibit Late Gothic or Flamboj ant fea-

tures. The western towers of the cathedral are
said to be nearly as high as the central tower of

Lincoln, and surpass any of the western towers
in England ; the central tower is spoilt by
the cast-iron spire which makes it higher than
any English spire : but we prefer to dwell on the
architectural proportion, not the mere physical
dimensions of these churches. Comparing them
with English examples, Mr. Perkins says that the
two French churches are each about equal in

ngth to Salisbury, and that in proportion of

Dgth and breadth these two churches do not
liifer from Salisbury, which is a typical English
Example : but the nave of St. iJuen exceeds that
of Westminster Abbey by a few feet. Again the
proportion of height to width is greater than in

the English example, as in most French cathe-
drals. St. Ouen stands on a fine site, and
is open all round, while the cathedral is hemmed
in by surrounding buildings, and a go:d general
view is unobtainable. luternally, St. i »uen,
as all visitors know, is harmonious and
impressive : but its details are not 90 pleasing as

those of Xotre Dame. There is more repetition,

while in the latter cathedral we are delighted by
the greater variety. The church has " grown up,"
ind has been added to and altered from age to

^9, as in our English cathedrals, and this makes
more interesting. Its monuments also are

jre numerous and pleasing. The beautiful
. iamboyant church of Sc. Maclou is also described
and illustrated. Every part and feature of these
three typical churches are treated, and the minor
churches of Rouen are noticed. There are fifty

illustrations, and the boak is well printed, and
bound in red, uoiform with the other series.

Mr. E. K. Fishsr, J.P., head of a we'.I-known
firm oi land ajjeuts at Market Harborougb, aud
agents for L;)td Biraard, died on Friday at the
age of 74.

Colonel A. J. Hepper, D.S.O., R.E., inspector of
the Local Government Board, attended the town-
ball, Singsbridge, on Friday, for the purpose of
inqniriog into the subject of a petition by the
Kuigebridge Utban District Cjtmcil for power to
acquire lands, other tban by agreement, required by
them fcr the porpoiea of water supply. There was
no opf oaition.

KEW MANSION HOUSE OF KILDRUMMY,
ABERDEENSHIRE.

THIS house has been built of a light cream-

coloured sandstone found on the site. Within
the purlieus are the ruins of one of the largest of

Scottish castles, at one time belonged to King
l\obert I. Kildrommy is now the property of

Mr. James Ogston, Aberdeen, and is a well-

known sporting estate, situated in the upper
valley of the Don. The architect is Mr. A.

Marshall Mackenzie, A.R S.A., Aberdeen. The
plans show the internal arrangements of the

bui ding.
^^ I

CHIPS.
Memorial-stont 8 of new Sonday-echools to be

erected in connection with the Robert Hall
Memorial Chapel, Xtirborcugh-road, Leicester, were
laid on Thurtday in last week by the mayor. The
buildings will accommodate about SOO children, and
are to be built in a rapidly growing eubuib.

Plans for the laying out of a new pleasure grouiid

on Manor-road have been approved by the Scar-

borough Cjrporation. The estimated cost is £710.

The K'?lso District Committee of the Roxburgh
County Canncil have instructed Mr. Harry W.
Tajlor, A.M.I.C.E., of Newcastle-on-Tjoe and
Birmingham to report open the water supply of

Jloreb&ttle.

An auction sale tock place at Newton, MaUon,
the other day, of the fiitings of the disused church

of S".. Nicholas. The church, as it stood, was
recently sold to tfce Newtcn Urban District Council

for the small sum of £12, and they are about to

make a public swimming-bath at the back of the

churchyard, and have given £60 for the site, as well

as the £12 lor the fabric of the choich itself. The
sale of the oak fittings, kc, resulted in a total of

£143 153. being realised. Tne council's bargain in-

cludes a valuable lot of lead rocfiag, as well as a

fine stained-glass window.

At the Leeds Town-hall, on Friday, Lient.-Col.

A. C. .South, R.E , an inspector of the Local
Government B:ard, conducted an inquiry with

regard to the appUcation of the corporation for

sanction to borrow the sum of £77,C62 for recrea-

tion-groond purposes ; £3 S53 for the purchase of

land in York-road and Broad -lane, Bramley, as

sites for the erecticn of public baths : £1,433 for

the purpose of the town- hall and municipal build-

ings ; and £409 for the purchase of land in Hough-
lane, Bramley, as a site for a branch library.

A bust of the late Mr. D.puty Bedford, who
rendered excellent service in the acquisition of

Epping Forest for the free cs3 of the public, was
placed yesterday (Thursday) in the lobby at the

Guildhall. The bust is the work of Mc. W. Merritt,

and it is the first time that a Common Councilman
has been thus honoured.

OOXEPBTITIONS.
HvLL.—The committee of the Royal Infirmary

have received the report of the assessors (Messrs.

Young and Hall) en the designs submitted in

competition for the extetsive alterations and

additions to the above. They report that " The
designs are all of high merit, and show that great

care and thought have been expended upon

them." First, Messrs. Worthington and Sons,

Manchester, premium £100; second, Mr. H. Percy

Adams, London, premium £50. The other com-

petitors invited to send in designs were :—Metsre.
Roger Smith and Son, London ; Messrs. Simpson

and Allen, London; Mr. W. A. Pile, London

;

Messrs. Botterill and Bilson, Hull ; Sir. Jacobs'

Hull ; Messrs. Freeman, Son, and GaskeU, Hull.

Stockport Isfikmai.v.—The committee have

received the assessor's award on the designs

submitted in this competition (for a .500-bed

infirmary), and in accordance therewith have

awarded the premiums as follows :—First pre-

mium (£150), Messrs. Giles, Gough, andTroUope,

London ; second premium (£100), Mr. H. Percy

Adams, London ; third premium (£50), Mr. C.

Harvey, Liverpool. The competition was a

limited one, seventeen architects being selected to

compete.

The New Norwich Uniun" Life Ixsuba-vce

Offices.—With reference to the paragraph in

last week's issue, stating that Mr. Mayston

received a special premium of £50, we are re-

quested to add that all the competitors received a

premium (except the successful competitors, who
are now instructed to carry cut the work), the

directors having from the first intended to

recognise the labours of the unsuccessful csmdi-

dates in that way, although not making it one of

the conditioES.

A new station on the London and Colchester main
line of the Great Eastern Railway Co.'s system

named Goodmajes, between Seven K-'ngs and
Chadwell Heath, was opened en the Sth ult. It

opens up for suburban residential occupation a

large area of which have hitfcerto been maiket-

gardens and agricultural land, but will now donbt-

lesi be built over as rapidly as the Ilford and the

Seven Kings neighbourhoods have been.

The dea'h is announced of Professor Giuseppe

Poggi, of Florerce, Knight of the Civil Order of

Savoy, who had been an hen. corr. member cf the

Royal Institute of British Architects since 1SG9.

The Scarborough Town Council adopted on
Monday plans and estimates for the erection aid

fainishmg of an infectious diseases hospital, at a

cost of over £17,000. Tte hospital will ccntain 38

bsds.
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TO OOBBESFONDENTS.
£We do not hold oarselvea responsible for the opinions of
OUT correapondente. All communications ^ould be
drawn np as briefly as possible, aa there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents. ]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all
communications respecting iUastrations or literary matter
should be addressed to the EDITOR of the Buildino
Nbwb, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,
W.C, and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
is not unfrequer.tly otherwise caused. All drawings and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,
unsought contributiona.

CTheques and Fostr-office Orders to be made payable to
TaK Stbuid Nswspapbb Coupant, Liuitbd.

NOTICE.
Baand copiee of Vol. LXXIX. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 123. each, by post
12s. lOd.l, aa only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXXX., XLI., XLVI.,
XT.TX., LI.. Lin.. LVILI.. LXL. LXU., LXni.,
Lxv.. Lxvi.. Lxvn.. Lxvin.. Lxrx., lxxi.,
Lxxn.. Lxxirr., lxxiv.. lxxv., lxxvi..
LXXVn., and LXX VIU. may still be obUined at the
same price ; all the other bound volumes are out of
print. Moat of the back aumbsrs of former volumes are,
however, to be had singly. Subscribers requiring any
back numbers to complete volume just ended should
order at once, as many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the BuiLnrsa News
price 2»., post free 2^. 4d., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Cxem^^nt'a Hou^e,
Clement's Inn-passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom: for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United States. £1 63. Od. (or6dola. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium. £1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c,) To India, £1 63. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Gape, the West Indies, or Natal. £1 63. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARCJE3.
The charge for Competition and Contract Advertise-

ments, Public Companies, and all official advertisements
Is Ifl. per line of Eight word^, the first line counting as
two, the minimum charge being 5a. for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miacellaneons
fcnd Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertise-
ments) Is 6d. per line of Eight words (the first line
counting as two), the minimum charge being 4a. 6d. for
40 words. Spacial terms for series of more than six
Insertions can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-page Advertisements 2a. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 58.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to aecure
insertion.

SlTaATIONS.

The charge for advertiaementa for " Situations Vacant *'

0» " Situations Wanted " ia One Shilling pobTwkntv-
FOOB Words, and Sixpence for every eight words after.
All Sitttation AdvsrtisemeHta muH be prepaid.

Rbceivkd.—R^y, Son, and Co.. Ltd.—A. B. (Belfast).—
J. A. M.-N. H.-F. A. R.-J. B.-N. C.

Blackik.— 1. No such articlea have appeared of late in
our pagea. 2. No. The plates published in back
numbers of the Blildino News cannot be obtained
separately.

occasion and in writing, expressei your personal wish
that the agreement were at an end.
During the negutiationa, owing to certain action taken

by yourself and friends, counsel's opinion had to betaken
on a point at issue, when the Directors of this Association
received some unexpected advice as to the enforceability
of this Agreement.
This was communicated to you at once—not with a view

of determining the arrangements between thia Asaociation
and the Merchants, or of putting pressure on you and
your frienda. but with the view of hastening the negotia-
tions for a modification of that Agreement, as the .idrice

received from counsel greatly increased the then existing
difficulties.

My Directors from the first expressed a desire to loyally
work with the Merchants on mutually advantageous
term?. But teeing that you had already expressed your
wiah for an end to the Agreement

,
they were not surprised

at your hasty re^^olution to terminate the Agreement, and
as you had so strongly expressed yourself that under no
circumstances would you continue negotiations for the
necessary modificitions thereof, my Directors acceded to
your views and the Agreement was terminated. Surely,
we are right in saying " by mutual consent."
My Directors rr-gret that your committee should have

taken up the line they have in reply to a communication
from themselves, which should have g me far to show
that we were desirous of working on a friendly footing
with your Association.
My Directors, however, trust you will continue to send

ua copies of your price liats from time to time, as it will
be our endeavour to adhere to your prices and to co-
operate with you as far as we possiblv can.—Yours,
faithfully,

{Signed ) ALrBBD Stkves'S, Secretary.

"BUILDIN'Q NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
Drawing^: Received.—" Brutu»," "Nemo."

Cflvitspiti:rtitct—•-•-•

—

THE CEM:EXT COaiBINATXON.
To the Editor of the Building News.

Sir,—I should be much obliged if you could
find room in your columns for the following
correspondence which has passed between myself
and the Aasociated Portland Cement Manufac-
turers (1900) Limited.—I am, &c.,

George E. Wraggf,, Hon. Sec,
The London Association of Lime, Cement,

and Brick Merchants,
47, Belvedere-road, Lambeth, S.E., March 13.

The Associated Portland Cement
Manufacturers (190O), Ltd.

3, Tokenhouse Buildings, Kiug'a Arms Yard,
London, E.C., Feb. 20, 1901.

Georof. E.'Wr.AGnE, E'q., Secretary, The London
Association of Lime, Cement, and Brick
Merchants, 47, Belvedere-road, S.E.

Drar Si n,—l am instructed to reply to your favour of
the 18th inat., and to point out with regard to the late
Agreement between this Association and certain Cement
Merchants, that the same was put an end to by mutual
consent.
Almost from the date of it? execution negotiations were

in hand for certain modification?, owing to the Agreement
being found unworkable in several respects; and during
these negotiations I understand you, on more than one

February 26, 1901.
DearSik.—I have to acknowledge your letter of the

20th inst. It gives no reply to the questions which, as
instructed bv my Committee, I asked in my letter of the
18th inst. On the other hand, you point out, and in
several paragraphs attempt to prove, in order, I presume,
to try and justify your position, that the lite Agreement
between your Company and certain Cement M-^rchmta
was put an end to by mutual consent. In reply, I have
to say that this i J absolutely incorrect. In my letter of
January 25 I aaid :

" They (i e., the merchants) have
always been willing to carry it out and it is the manu-
facturers who now put an end to it "

; and, in conclusion,
I go on to state that "they (i.e., the merchants) have,
after due consideration, decided to accept, under protest,
the position taken up by your Company."
In my letter of the 1st inat.. in reply to yours of the

29th ult.. in which you stated, " and my Directors under-
stand that by mutual consent." I stated, " the Agreement
between the Associated Portland Cement Manufacturers
(1900), Ltd.. and Broad and Co , Ltd., and others, is at
an end." My letter of the 25th ult., however, clearly
points out that as far as the merchants are concerned, it

is " 'ni'h:r pmies'.." I do not think that can be construed
into "by mutual conaent." The merchants have always
been anxious to carry the Agreement out.

I repeat the merchanta have always bsen anxious to
cany the Agreem^int out. The position taken up by them
was that tne Agreement containel the terms as settled
on behalf of your Company by Mr. O'Hagan, and on
behalf of the Merchants by myself, on which the cement
merchants of London would take their cement from your
Cjmpaay and on which your Company would supply
them. The merchants were always willing to carry out
the?e terms, and it was only the position taken up by your
Company that put an end to the Agreement.
On Jan. 25 Mr. O'Hagun informed me that your Board

considered that the Agreement was not enforceable, and
that, as far aa they were concerned, it was at an end.
The position as I understood it. taken up by your

Company was that they considered that under sec. 26 of
the Trades Uninn Act (1876) Trades Union, which meant
\' any combination " between masters and masters, or for
imposing restrictive conditions on the conduct of any
trade or business applied to the Agreement, and that
therefore it was not enforceable by any of the parties. If
that view were correct no modifleatian of the Agreement
would get over tbe difficulty. At the same time, and this
is the strong point of the merchants upon which they feel
moflt bitterly— it couU not affect the honourable under-
standing upon which the manufacturers were to supply
the merchants with cement on the terms agreed by Mr.
O'Hagan and myself.
When these views as to the Agreement not being

enforceable were in the first place ci>mmunicated to me
by Mr. O'Hag'iU and Mr. Brooks, it is true certain sug-
gestions were made on behalf of your Company, but they
were not suggestions for a modification of tbe Agreement,
or suggestions to get over the legal difficulty raised by
your Company ; they were proposals for new terras upon
which the Merchants should be supplied. I declined to
discuss them, for the reason which I have always held —
viz., that the terms had been already settled.

If your Directors " from the first expressed a desire to
loyally work with the Merchants on mutually advantage-
ous terms," I can only say that they have proceeded in a
most peculiar manner. From the very first ditlioulties
were created, our reasonable requests refused, our advice
rejected. In my letter of Nov. 30 I protested against
the action taken by the Manufacturers, and in conclusion
said :

" I do not complain. I only think it fair, injustice
to myself, to place these views on recard. The responsi-
bility must now rest with the Manufacturers. In my
opinion, the result will be that the Agreement will be
practically valuless to us Merchants, and, I am afraid, of
very little good to the Manufacturers.

"

With regard to your remark as to the " hasty resolu-
tion to terminate the Agreement." I would point out to
you that it was on Jan. 9 that I was informed of the posi-
tion taken up by your Company, and that it was not until
Jan. 25, after repeated interviews with representatives of
your Company and consultations with counsel, and only
upon being tuld that the Agreement was considered at an
end by your Board that the Merchanta decided upon their
position.

I am alwaya anxious to keep personal matter out of
any controversy, but I must protest against your under-
standing that I on more than one occasion, and in writing,
expressed my wish that the Agreement was at an end.
On the contrary, I have done my best in every way -and
it has been admitted—to carry the Agreement out, and it

is a very bitter disappointment to me that all my efforts
have failed. I never conceived that your Board would
take advantage of a clause in the Trades Union Act to
put an end to an Agreempnt the terms of which I believed
the Manufacturers would carry out, and which I was
certain the Merchants would.—Yours faithfully,

(Signed) Geobi'.e E. Wr.vuge, Hon. Secretary.'
Alfred Stevens. Esq., Secretary.

The Associated Portland Cement Manufacturers
(1900). Ltd.

The Associated Portland Cement
Manufacturers (lOnO). Ltd.

3, Tokenhouse B jillings, King'a Arms Yard, E.G.
March 6th, 19ol.

Grobok E. Wraquk. Es(>., Hon Secretary,
The London Aaaociation of Lime. Cement,
and Brick Merchants, 47, Belvedere-road,
Lambeth.
Dear Sir —I am directed to reply ti your letter of

the 26th of February, and to inform you that as the
suggestions contained in my letter to you of the 31st of
January were not accepted in the same friendly spirit by
which they were prompted, my Directors did not feel
called upon to enter into any definite aa 1 binding Agree-
ment as to the future conluct of their trade. So long aa
they coatmue to receive the custom of a large number of
th<? ra.ember3 of your Association, as they are now doing,
they consider it the right policy not to extend their retail
trade, but so far as possible to keep a uniformity in
prices. They wauld therefore be obliged by your con-
tinuing to supply them from ticne to time with your price
list, in the same manner as certain of the firms we have
taken over received that courtesy in the past.
With regard t3 the references contained in your letter

as to the terminal ion of the Agreement, my Directors
thought it right to send a copy of your letter to Mr.
O'Hagan, who is in the South of France, and they adopt
his reply, which they hive just received, as follows :

—

*' March 5th, 1901.
"Alfred Steven-s, Eg<,t.

*'My Dear S'r.—Having read Mr. Wragge's letter to
you of the 26th Feb., I feel bound to write piinting out
thiit I put a different construction altogether upon recent
events, and in many respf^cta I entirely disagree with the
version put forward by him.
' It ii true that on m')re than oie occasion at my inter-

views with Mr. Wrigge, I agreed with him that if it

should turn out that the Agreera=?nt with the Merchants
was mt enforceable, then the Manufacturers could not
work under iu without certam modificitions which wcre
at that time under dismssioa. But where we differed
was in this : that I suggested we should at once ' test ' the
question at issue and get it decided, making meanwhile
arrangements providing (in the event of its being held
that the Minufacturers had not the right to enforce the
obligations against the Merchants) for the carrying out of
a working arranj^ement as near to the original Agree-
ment as possible, having regard to the portion of the -

parties. While, on the other hand, Mr. Wragge would
not listen to any such suggestions, saying thi^ if the
Agre?m^nt was not enforceable, then it should bs eided,
and tue Manufacturers should have the hostility of the
whole of the Londm Merchants—a threat which I cjn-
sidered quite uncal'ed for, and which elicited from me the
remark that he was treating the whole oaatter more like
a ' naughty bjy ' than as a * serious business man.'
" It is not correct for Mr. Wragge to say that I, acting

on your bahilf. told him that as the Agreement was not
enforceable as far as you were concerned it was at an
end. Previous to Mr. Wragge'a committee considering .

the matter when they decided to eni the Agreement nnin- *

/"iiff?.s? (whatever that may mean), he called upon ma,
told me his meeting would take place that afteraooa, and
wished to know what position the manufacturers took
up. I repeated that we ought to get a test cise when, if

it was held that the Agreement was enforceable, the
manufacturers would loyally act up to every letter of the
Agreement Oa the other hand, if it were decided that
the manufacturers were unable to enforce the provisiona
of the Agreement against the merchants particularly in

regard to :

—

'*!. The obligation of all the merchants to purchase only
from the manufacturers for a term of seven years.
" 2. The guarantee to take at least 160,000 tons in each

and every year, of which, as I pointed out, only about
10,000 tons had been taken in the first five m>uth3, shov-
ing that there would probably be a heavy liabJity upon
the guirantors at the end of the first year.
"1 said if these provisions were not enforceable by the

manufa(!turers, ttien without the removal of some re-

strictive! cUuses in the Agreement (which, while of but
little benefit to the merchants, were pressing hardly on
the manufacturers) it could not be exp3cted that the
manufacturers should act up to the letter of the Agree-
ment ; but I repeatedly stated that it would be yout
desire even then to act up to the spirit of it. But there

would have to b3 a little 'give and take,' so that the
Agreement should not tell unfairly upon the manu-
facturers.
"Again and again I impressed upon Mr. Wragge

that you were most anxious to keep fiith with tbe

merchants, and to help him in every reasonable way
in the object he had in view—viz., to bring about a
'united front' amongst the London cement merchants,

I pointed out that in tbe event of the Agreement bemg
held to be unenforceable, he and I would find no difficulty

in agreeing upon satisfactory terms, waich should put an
end to the i"ipzsse, prove of mutual advantage to both
manufacturers and merchanta, and put him in a position

to command the retail trade.
"My opinion is, however, that Mr. Wragge had then

fully realised that the task he had set himseU to control

the retail trade was hopeless, as many merchants had
allowed personal feeling to override the business advant-

ages, and thus it was that Mr. Wragge would listen to no
reason. He fully showed his hand when, to my surprise,

he said :
' Well, suppose at our meeting this alternoon we

decide to end the Agreement, will the manufacturers
endeavour to hold us to it ?

' I replied that if it should

be the desire of the merchants to put an end to the Agree-

ment, I was sure the manufacturers would not object, as

an unenforceable Agreement would be of but little use to

them. He then said :
' Well. I understand we shill not

be accused of breach of honour if we act in this manner,

to which I replied, ' Certainly not.*
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" That is my recollection of the interview, and I im-
mediately reported to yon that, in mv opiDion, Mr.
Wrji^^e meant, to advise his colleagues to terminate the
agreement. You were, thtrtfore, not much surprised the

nest day when you received notification of the decision

of his committee.
** I believe the object of that interview was to satisfy

himself that if hia committee wished to terminate the
agreement, they would be safe in so doing. Certainly

I never threatened that you would put an end to the
Agreement. I know it could only be done by mutual
L'ln^eQt. and after all my labours to bring about a satia-

LctoryAgreement between mantifacturer^t and merchants,
I was far too anxiooa to have the full benefits of The
Agreement, or some modification thereof to be secured to
loth parties.

'MyfiBghas always been the same -viz., to put the
t/ide upon a fair and proper footing. The manufacturers
ust enter into close relations with the retail trade, and

•e that ita interests are properly protected. It was,
'lerefore, to me a sad blow when the Agreement waa
-rminated, and Mr. Wragge declined to accept or con-
aider any terms which you were prepared to » ffer.

"That Mr. Wraggr© waa for some months in earnest in
his desire to carry out the objects of the Agreement, and
that he worked loyally to that end I have no manner of
doubt : but that he sickened of the whole affair when he
found that by his own manner of proceeding and by his
want of popularity with certain sections, he failed to get
in the bulk of the merchants, I am equally certain.
Probably by thia time also, Mr. "Wragge had discovered
that while he could rule the majority of his colleagues
with a 'rod of iron,' he utterly failed to dictate his
measures to the Manufacturers when they felt that tuch
dictation waa not of mutual interest. Another probability
for a desire to terminate the Agreement may have been
the fact that if the Agreement was enforceable, there may
have come a serious liabilivy upon the guarantors of the
IfiO.COO tone of cement during the first year, seeing that
only 10,000 tons had been taken in five months. The
realisation of this mi'^ht have caused a little flutter of
excitement, especially when it was realised, aa I pointed
out to Mr. Wragge, that outside merchants were getting
their cement on the same terms without any obligations
or undertakings.

" If none of the above matters playei^ a part in actuating
Mr. Wragge to take up his extraordinary position, thpo
I am at a loss to account for his motives ; and I can only
say that his subsequent attacks on the Company in the
Prese disgusted me, for they were more like the actions
of a stockjobbing clique trying to depress the value of
your securi'iefl than of a man interested in keeping up
goodwill in the cement trade.
"I cannot close this letter without repeating what I

have cover failed to state; * That the attempt by Mr.
Wragne to fasten on the manufacturers the imputation
'^'f their being guilty of any breach of faith was quite un-
worthy of Mr. Wragge. and can only have been made for
•he purpoee of covering up the real cause of the failure of
' ne whole of the wholesale and retail arrangements.'
"If the recent actions of Mr. Wragge are a sample of

:^ general conduct of business, I can well understand
:^ unpopularity in some quarters—I am. dear Sirs,

.-iithlully yours, (Signed, H. Osbocse U'Hagan."

Further, I am directed to say that it is a matter of
regret to my Directors that our friendly relations were so
abruptly terminated.—Yours faithfully,

,Signed), Alfbsd Sievexs, Secretary.

March 13.
DtiAR Sib.— I have to acknowledge the receipt of yours

of the 6th inat. I do not think that any good can be
done by continuing the correspondence. It can only lead
to further friction, and, as a consequence, cause greater
disorgaLiaation in the cement trade than exists at the
present time. It is to my interest, representing my firm,
and it is ray duty, holding the position of hon. secretary
of tb< London Association of Lime, Cement, and Brick
Merchanta, to do everything in my power to ameliorate,
if possible, the present disastrous condition that that
trade ia now in. I will, therefore, close at any rate my
part of the correspondence by restating as briefly as
possible the position which I have always maintained.

1. The Agreement between the manufacturers and the
merchants was in force and acted upon by both sides
from August, 1900, to January, 1901.

2. That agreement waa the baais settled by Mr. O'ECagan
and myeelf, on which the Merchants were to be supplied
with cement by your Company at the teimination ot their
then exi:^ting contj^cta (see clause 34).

3. On Jan. 9 Mr. O'Hagan and Mr. Brooks informed
me at an interview that your Directors were advised that
the Agreement was not enforceable (.see my letter of
Jan. lu and your reply of the 12th).

4. The Merchants thereupon took steps to obtain the
very best advice, and on Jan. 17 Mr. Burtt and I, on their
behalf, saw Mr. O Hagan. and informed him that the
Merchants were advised that the Acrreement waa enforce-
able, and that they intended to enforce it. so much so
that we left with Mr. O'Hagan a notice signed by the
three Merchant Members of the Joint Committee to put
in force Clause 24 of the Agreement. At that interview,
at Mr. O'Hagan's suggestion, Mr. Burtt and I agreed
that there should be a meeting between counsel for your
Company and counsel for the Merchants. If our counsel
converted yours, your Company would recognise their
position ; on the other hand, the Merchants would know
where they would be.

5. The conference waa held. Counsel for your Company
contended that the Agreement was not enforceable, and
couneel tor the Merchants contended that it waa.

6. On January 25 I wrote Mr. O'Hagan as follows :—
"Mv Dear 8ib.— I have a special meeting of the

Merchants thia aftemocn, and it is important that I
should be in a position to reDurt to them whether the
Manufacturers have been converted by Mr. Swinfen Kady
that the Agreement is valid and enforceable, and the
Merchants' Association legal. Perhaps you will let me
have a reply by bearer.-Yours faithfully,

^ „ "(Signed). Geoege E. We.vgge.
• To H. 0. O'Hagan, £sq."

To which I received the following reply : —

• .T\ tr -m "January 25,1901.
Dear Mr. Wea.-joe.-I have your letter of this date.

1 am afraid that the opinions and explanations made by

Mr. Swinfen Eady. although very interesting as showing
what his case is, did not in any way convince Mr. Kirby,
or in any way shake his opinion already given. He re-
garded Mr. SwLnien Eady's argument as wide of the
mark. I think nothing short of a test case can put
matters in a satisfactory position.—Yours very truly,

*'H. Osnor.xK CHa-jas.
" To George E. Wragge, Esq."

7. As Mr. O'Hagan'a letter seemed to me to be some-
what indefinite, I called upon him specially that after-
noon before the meeting of the merchants, and Mr.
O'Hagan .'stated to me-I took it down from his own
lips—that I might take it that your Board considered the
Agreement was not enforceable, and that us /'ar as rfn

Atsori.rtrd Portland C'-'iunt Munu/actui-ers (1900),' Lcd.^ "ws
coito rifd, tc'i.t at att imd. (See my letter of January 25th.)

8. This has never been repudiated by your Company.
9. The Agreement was therefore not put an end ttt by

the Merchant?, but by the Manufacturers. The Mer-
chants have always been willing to carry it out.

10. With reference to the aecond jtait of your letter

incorporating Mr. O'Hagan'a letter of March 5th, I must
respectfully dtcline to indulge in peraonalities. I have
dealt with ihe controversy all through as being a matter
of principle, and prefer so to treat it. It is, of course,
'luite open to Mr. O'Hagan to express his opinion of me
in what terms he thinks fit, and to impute to me whatever
motives he thinks proper. I am, however, very sorry that
your Directors have thought fit to adopt his letter.

I am quite content to leave my character and my con-
duct of the negotiations between your Company and the
Merchants to the judgment of the trade with which I have
been connected for sj l'>ng. and in order that they shall

have a full and perfect means of passing such judgment,
I purpose making the correspondence public.

In conclusion, I can only again express my great regret
at the termination of the iriendly and close relations

between your Company and the Merchants.—Yours
faithfully, Geob'.e E. Wbaooe, Hon. Secretary.

Alfred Stevens. Esq , Secretary.
Associated Portland Cement Manufacturers (1900), Ltd.

I<B3AL IKTELIiiaKNOB.
"What is " Blue Lias Llme '' r—The adjourned

hearing of the summons issued at the instance of

Alfred Andrew?, of the Blue Lias Lime-Barners'
AsscciatioD, M-adway Wharf, Grosvenor - mad,
Pimlico, against the Cdm Portland Cament Co.,

Limited, Meldretb, Rjyaton, Cambridge, under the
Merchandise Marks Act. was resamed before Mr.
Horace S^nitb at the Westminster Pjlice-court on
Wednesday. The summons charges the defendants
with '

' unlawfully and with intent to defraud
applying or causing to be applied to certain goods

—

namely, four tons of ground hydraulic lime not
being blue lias lime, a false trade description as to

the place in which the said goods were produced,
the mode of producing the same, and tli9 material

of which the same were composed, whereby the
aatd goods were falsely described as being Ground
Blue Lias Hydraulic Lime, contrary to the pro-
visiona of the Merchandiea Mirks Act, 1887."

Mr. Willis, banister, again appeared for the pro-
secution, and Mr. Horace Avory, K.C., defended.
Henry Preston Hirt, of Cambridge, manager to the
defendant company, said he had been connected
with the cement and lime trade in Cambridgeshire
for 18 years pait. It was within his knowledge
that hydraulic lirae which set and hardened in water
had been made in that county and sold as *'blae
lias lime " for the la^t 16 years or 17 years. Lime
of that kind had been manufactured and sold as
" blue lias lime " by the defendant company. This
lime was manufactured from a natural deposit of

stone or rock containing a large proportion of silica,

and was consequently hydraulic in its nature. It

had been accepted in the building trade generally
as a *'blue lias lime." No complaint had been
lodged against the company until a letter was
received from the complainants' solicitors in

June of last year. The defendant company's
lime was sold at from 2?. to 33. leas par ton
than that of complainants. Witness's lime was
manufactured by burning the stone in its

natural btate without adding any other material to

it. Witness did not know that it signified lime from
the Lias district, as understood by geologists.

Witness further knew that lime could be made from
Lias rock which was not hydraulic—indeed, it

varied considerably. Witness had obtained samples
nf this lian lime from Lyme Regi', and also from
Uplyme, Dorset, and from Tolsisi, near Axoainster,
which were submitted to Mr. Dibdin for analysis.

Witness had aUo obtained from Mr, Lawford a
sample of blue lias lime, from Messrs. Greaves and
Co., and also a sample from Messrs. Xelson and Co,
Tnese were also handed to Mr. Dibdin, together
with a fair sample of the Cim Company's lime,

taken from the bulk in the kiln, and a sample of
duDcb. In July last witness sent samples of blue
Has lime from Ellis and Son, Barrow-on-S"'ar,
XelsoD, and Greaves, to Mr. Knight, of Cambridge.
Cross-examined : Had not beard particularly of
the bine bias lime formation until June last, and
still more since this case was commenced. Witness
was not a geologist ; be did not term the stone in
Cambridgeshire *' blue lias limestone." but he
called the product "blue lias lime." Witness had
known that for years past he had produed this

bine liaa lime from 2?. to 33. per ton cheaper than
that from Warwickshire. Had not read any
books cu building materials, and therefore could
produce no works or authority that defined

Cambridgeshire as blue lias lime. Only on one
occasion, nearly a year ago, bad he seen a
warning in a building journal that persons were
selling as blue lias lime a material that did not
come from the iiaa formation. That produced no
imprefsion on witness's mind that bis description
was objected to, as for 15 or 10 years he had sold
Cambiidpe shire lime as *' blue liap." There weretwo
kinds of lime, easily dittinguished from each other,
made in Cambridgeshire—one produced by burning
limestone, the other from clunch. The one sold by
witnesses company resembled that from Warwick-
shire—indeed, architects would find it diflicult to
distinguish it from the Warwickshire quality, which
waa 23. or 3s. per ton dearer. Witnees's company
only made from one material—a limestone—and
did not use clunch at all. Witness had had on several
occasions aamplea of limes from other places to
subject them to tests for tensile strength, for com-
parison with that made by witness. Witness had
bad lime returned on one occasion as too slow-
setting, but on investigation he found too much
sand had been added by the builder ; besides which,
the weather was very wet. On retesting the neat
s'uft" it proved to be of very good tensile strength.
Witness supposed that lias lime was 2s. a ton
cheaper in the London markets than tbe Warwick-
shire limes because tlie Cambridgeshire carriage
rates were less ; but be could not tell that the same
merchants bought in both districts. Witness
put on his invoices, ** ground blue iias hydraulic
lime," to show that the output was hydraulic in

character, for in eaily years, 15 or 10 yars ago, it

was not generally understood that the Cambridge-
shire lime was hydraulic. Witness knew of lime-
buiners in Ctmbridgeshire, including thn Royaton
Co., the late Standard Ptrtland Cement Lime Co.,
in whose employ witness formerly waa, who had for

years sold hydraulic lime as blue lias lime; the
witness could only account for the evidence given
for complainants by Messrs. Swann Brothers and
by Mr. Reading, Cambridge lime-burners, to the

efifect that they did not sell their product as blue

lias lime, on the ground that they usnd the clanch
already referred to.—Ra-examined : Witness's firm

had used for ten years the same headlines on circulars

and on business cards **Cam Portland Cament
Company, manafactarera of Portland cement and
blue lias lime, Meldretb, Cambs." Witness's bags
were about the jobs where work was going on.
As to the difference in price, as a fact Messrs.

Xelsonand Co. and Messr?. Greaves, Bull, Likio, and
Co. were both much older than witness's company.
William Joseph Dibdin, analytical chemist of 25
years' standing, and for 15 y«ars chief analytical

chepaist to tbe Metropolitan Brnrd of Works and
the London County Council. The expression

'blue lias lime," as used in the trade, signified a
thoroughly good, sound hydraulic lime, and, until

this case arose, witness never heard it restricted to

any one formation or locality ; witness regarded it

as a generic term. Witness had examined the

product of defendants' company, and also a sample
of their natural material. Witness would have passed
the product as from blue lias lime. Witness had
tested it, and found it hydraulic and slow-setting.

Witness received, at the same time, from the last

witness, Mr. Hart, samples of lime from Greaves
and Co. and Nelson £Uid Co., and a sample of the

Cambridgeshire clunch (aUo produced). It would
be impossible to make hydraulic lime from the

clunch, which was a "fat" lime. In Greaves'
sample witEess found 1058 per c°*nt. of soluble

silica; in the Cam (defendants'), 15 15 per cent.;

and in Nelson's, 11*63 per cent. Of lime,

in Greaves' sample, 64*29 ; in defendants'

sample, Gi'97 : and in Nelson's, 59 92 per
cent,, showing that the Cam sample was a better

hydraulic lime than that from Greaves or Nelson.
Witness would still pass defendant's sample as a
blue lias lime of excellent quality. A letter from
S'"anger and Blount, the witnesses for the com-
plainants, dealt with a typical sample of blue lias lime.

The silica should be, according to that report, of

which witness had not heard till after his own
repDrt had been sent in, 15 per cent., and the lime
05 per cent., showing an almost ridiculous con-
currence with defendants' sample. Witness always
judged in analysing mortars for the London County
Cjuncil, that the proportion of lime should vary
from 65 to 70 per cent. Witness experimented on
the slaking properties of defendauls* lime, and
found that it staked very slowly. An ordinary
chalk lime would rapidly slake, and would
produce a " caulifiower head." Witness also

analysed for the witness, Mr, Hart, samples of

limes stated to come from Lyme R^gis, Uplyme,
and Tolsis, and found that they varied in com-
position very greatly—from 64 to 94 per cent, of

lime; in the last sample there was only 110 per
cent, of soluble silica, and witness would have un-
hesitatingly rejected it as too fat. Witness
also tested the defendants' lime and the other two
makes for tensile strength. After six days' rest,

defendants' sample was just midway between those

of Messrs. Nelson and Messrs. Greaves, but witness

regarded the time allowed as unduly short. De-
fendant's sample was a slower- settins cement than

the other two. Cross-examined : Witness made for
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the Connty Cocncil, in comp&ny with Mr. Blishill,
the chief architect, Dumer^QS analyses of cements
and other building materials before the present
London Building Act of 1S94 was framed. Witnets
always regardtd the term "bine lias lime"
lilcethe name "Portland cement," as supplying a
particular quality, rather than as denoting material
Jrom the liaasic formation. P/obably some archi-
tects and engineers insisted on lime from the lias

formation, jast as many insisted on a certain brand
of cement or lime. Witness had just publiahed a
work on "Limes, Mortars, and Cements," and on
page S witness showed the qualify of certain lime-
stones in a table, in which the Cambridgeshire lime
was not specified as hydraulic. Witness regarded
the term " blue lias /i,>ic" as indicative of quality
and not cf crigin of locality: "liaa s/,iiii" was
from a particular geological formation, and from
that formation it was possible to get a stone
which was not hydranlic. Witness was exceedingly
glad that the book had been produced, for it had
only just been publiehed, and it did not distingni'h
in detail points which had come out in the case. He
hoped to bring out a second edition, in which the
Cambridgethire lime, to which his attention had
now been called, would be included in the list of
hydraulic limes, and he would also indicate the
enormous difference apparent in the qualities and
composition of stones from the blue lias formation.
Witness knew of no authoritative statement as to
the actual percentage of lime and silica that should
characterise atypical blue lias lime.—Ks-examined :

A specification demanding " blue lias lime " would
not be complied with by such famplea as those from
Lyme Begis or I'plyme, which had been sent to him
foranalysis. James WfstKoighfs, F.I.C, analytical
chemist to the corporation of Cambridge, and a di-
rector of the defendant company since its formation,
said in witness's experience the term "blneliaslime '

signified in the building trades a lime containing a
considerable quantity of alumioa and silica, suf-
ficient to render it hydraulic, and had no reference
to the place from which it came. It included lime
from the liassic formation, but did tot exclude
others of like quality. Cjmbridgeshire lime had been
known as " blue lias." In 18S3 witness took
samples from a quarry at B iddington, a mile or so
from Meldreth, for the late Mr. Prime, and
examined other samples for Mr. Prime's manu-
fac.ured material which was sold as "blue lias."
Witnesb'd view was somewhat lower as to the percent-
age of lime and higher in tilica than the witnesses'
already examined, as the constituents of the
highest quality of hydraulic lime ; in a sample of
their lime examined for defendan's some time
back he found 58-6 per cent, of lime and 28
per cent, of lilica. Witness last year tested
samples of lime from defendants, Messrs. Ellis,
Messrs. Greaves, and Messrs. Nelson, for tensile
strength, and found that after three months
defendants' sample bore the greatest strain, and
Mtssrs. Nelson's came next. The defendant's
sample was the slowest-setting of those submitted.
Cross-examined: Witness would call any carboni-
ferous limestone which set under water blue has.
It was impossible to tell, apart from information
as to its origin, the geological formation from which
a given limestone was derived. Witness had never
made a building contract himself, but he had been
largely consulted by builders and architects as to
building materialr. and knew the trade names
under which simples were submitted to him. For
some years between 18S4 and 1891, witness made
weekly analyees of the Baddington lime and saw
the manufactured material made up in bags labelled
'• blue lias lime." That business was now known
as the Eoyaton Cjmpany. Several other locil
makers had for years been selling hydraulic lime,
but witness could not say under what name they
were sold. Witness could not recollect any book
of authority used by architects or builders in which
witness's definition of "blue lias lime " was used ;

the reason was that in nearly all authoritative works
the material was termed "hydraulic" and not
" blue lias " lime. To the magistrate : On the
Cam Cd.'s invoices the terms "blue lias hydraulic
lime" WIS used, the first being the trade, the
second the scientific title of the material. Ki-
examined : "Hydraulic' lime might ha only
slightly slow-setting

: "blue lias'' meant perfectly
slow-setting. From the label produced he saw that
John Ellis and Co., of Birrow-on-Soar, called
their material " blue lias hydraulic lime." Until
this case was raised witness never heard that the
Company's product was sold under a false trade
description. Charles Riley, F R I.B A., of fit.

Swithin's-lane, EC, for twenty-seven years past
architect to the Drapers' Co., said in his experience
" blue lias lime " simply meant " hydraulic lime."
Witness had never associated it with stone
exclusively from the liaasic formation. Witness
would pass hydraulic lime as such, although
he knew it had not been derived from that
formation, nor would he pass lime from the liassic
beds which did not pass the requisite tests as to
hydraulccity. Cr05S-ex»mined : When witness did
not use Portland Cement, as was invariably the case
mthe City, on account of its rapid setting, witness
specified blue liaa. To a large extent he had

practically discontinved the use of slow-eetting
lime : the last time was in the fcundaticns of the
People's Palace. Could not give an instance where
he had used hydraulic lime which was not from the
lias formation. Cbail»s Stanley Peach, F K IB A.,
architect to the Westminster E'ectric L'ght
Company, and to most of the electric-lighting

companies, regarded "blue lias lime" as an
eminently hydraulic lime, with no restriction as to

locality of crigin. The limes from the liassic forma-
tion varied very coneideratly in character. When
good, blue lias lime should be slow and continuous
in setting. When inspecting a building for a
client, witness came across lime from the de-
fendant company. Witness was struck with its

behaviour, and had since used it frequently.

He had specified it to be " blue lias lime from
the Cam Company," and found it to l>e of excel-

lent quality. Until this action was raised witness
did not know that the defendant company's product
was not derived from the lias formation.—Cross-
examined : Knew of no dtfiaition in any textbook
of blue lias lime, nor in an accurate specification

was the unqualified term "blue lias lime" em-
ployed. Witness knew Rivington's "Notes on
BuUding Materials." It was an elementary work,
full of inaccuracies, although very interesting ; it

was certainly not an authoritative wo:k. The term
blue liaa was as vaguely used as "whaling boards,''

which originally meant boards taken out of an old

whaling ship, but for many years it had been laxly

employed. At this stage the caae was adjourned
until Saturday (to-morrow) at 11.30 a.m.

What is a Peivileoed CoMMtrNicATiON ?

—

Sadgkove t. Hole.—An application was made on
Friday in the Appeal Court by the defendant asking
for judgment or new tiial in an action for libel

tried before Mr. Justice Ridley and a Common
Jury, when judgment was entered for the plaintiff

with £o damages. The costs had since been taxed,

and were returned at £140. Mr. Firminger, in

support of the application, said the defendant desired

to throw two shops into one, and he employed Mr.
Webb, an architect. The contract was submitted
to several buiMers, and it came to his kcowledge
that the quantities submitted to two of the builders

were in excess of the amonnt which he thought was
permissible. He, therefore, solely to save the

builders wasting their time, sent a hurried post-

card to each, saying the quantities submitted were
incorrect, and would they come round to him and
see the plans before making their tenders. The
plaintiff, who was the person intrusted by Mr.
Webb with the estimating of the quantities, said

that these postcards reflected seriously on his

business capacity, and although he was not named,
the builders would, of course, know the statements

on the postcards pointed at him. The trial ended
as above stated, and the grounds of the appeal
were that the communication on the postcard

was incapable of being regarded as a libel

at all ; secondly, that the communication was
privileged ; and thirdiv, that there was misdirec-

tion. Mr. Kemp, K.C., and Mr. E«le submitted

that there was evidence to support the finding of

the jury. The Master of the Rolls, on giving
judgment, said the alleged libel was contained on a

postcard from a building owner to a builder, and
the point raised was unique. So far as material the

libel was this :— " Quantities sent to you this morn-
ing by architect are entirely wrong." The question

was whether that constituted a libel on the clerk of

the architect, who was not named, but who came
forward as the plaintiff in the action, and said that

this sta'ement was a lib?l on him as baing the

"quantities clerk "of the architect referred to in

the document, and answerable for the correctness of

the estimates. He could not say that the words
were incapable of being a libel ; but, in his opinion,

they were written on a privileged occasion. It was
suggested that the fact that they were written on a
postcard and not sent in an envelope destroyed

privilege. But plaintiff did not prove any publica-

tion of the postcard before it got into the hands of

the builder. The circumstances being privileged,

was the privilege destroyed by evidence of express

malice f In his opinion there was none. For these

reasons judgment would be entered for the defen-

dant, with costs, here and below. The other Lords
Justices concurred.

RosHEE V. TouNO.—In the Chancery Division on
Tuesday, Mr. Justice Farwell heard this action, in

which the plaintiff, Frederick Howard Rosher,

claimed an injunction to restrain the defendant,

Divid WUIiam Young, from trading as a lime,

cement, brick, and general builders' merchant
under the name of "F. Risher and Co.," or, in the

alternative, an injunction to restrain the defendant
from using the said name so as to cause confusion

in the minds of customers of the plaintiff, and
railway companies, and others. The plaintiff and
hia family had carried on for many years in London
and elsewhere under the name of " Rosher " in

different forms the business of lime, cement, brick,

and general builders' merchants, and also the

business of horticultural builders' merchants. The
head office had for .'SO years been at the Old Jamaica
Wharf, Blackfriars, S.E , and amongst the branch

depots was cne at '297, K'ngsland-road, N., where
the plaintiff had for some time been carrying on the

business alone under the title of " F. Eosher and
Co." On May 12, 1S97, the plaintiff entered into

partnership with Stephen Ellis and Henry Charles

Cooley, and it was agreed that the psirties

should cjrry on the business of lime, cement,

brick, and general builders' merchants at 297,

K'ngsland-rcad, and that the style of the partner-

ship should be " F. Rosher and Co." By an
agreement cf August 17, 1899, the partnership, so

far as the plaintiff was concerned, was dissolved,

and it was provided that the share and interest of

the plaintiff in the assets and goodwill of the

paitnersbip should be assigned to Ellis and Cooley,

and that the plaintiff should not for 21 years carry

on a similar business at or within half a mile of

297, Kirgsland-road, and that he should not trade,

either directly or indirectly, under the stvle of

"F. Rosher and Co." so long as E lis and Cooley

should continue to trade under that name, but that

he (honld be at liberty to trade under any other

style though similar. On November 16, 1899, the

plaintiff' assigned to Ellis and Cooley all bis share

and interest in the assets, business, and goodwill

of the partnership absolutely. Since August, 1899,

the plaintiff has continuously carried on the business

of a lime, cement, brick, and general builders'

merchant at the 0!d Jamaica Wharf as "F. H.
Rosher and Co.," and the business of a horticultaral

builders' merchant as " F. Rosher and Co." Messrs.

Ellis and Cooley conducted the business at 297,

Kingsland-road, until May 30, 1900, when they

assigned the lease of the premises to the defendant,

which assignment the defendant now alleged the

parties executed in the belief that the goodwill of

the business was included in it. By an indenture

dated December 4, 1900, the goodwill of the

business formerly carried on by them at 297, Kings-

land-road, was formally assigned to the defendant

by Messrs. Ellis and Cooley. The plaintiff now
contended that, on the proper construction of

the afre ment of August 7, 1899, by which the

partnersbip was distolved, Messrs. Ellis and
Cooley were not entitled, on giving np the

business, to dispose of the right to the name
"F. Rosher and Co.," and, in the alternative,

that the use of that name by the defendant

created confusion in the minds of customers and
railway companies, and thereby exposed the plaintiff

to serious liability and damage. Evidence as to con-

fusion, delay, and consequent loss was called. Mr.
Butcher, K.C., for the plaintiff, on the point of

exposure and liability to damage, referred to

"Thynne v. Shore." "Chatteris v. Isaacson,"

" Barchell V. Wilde." "Chapel v. Gnffilhs," and
"Levy V.Walker." Mr. Upjohn, K C, for the

defendant, was not called upon. Mr. Justice Far-

well said no case had been cited by plaintiff's

counsel which went anything like so far as the

Court was now asked to go. " Chatteris v. Isaac-

son," perhaps, came nearest to the contention that

Mr. Botcher had advanced ; but it was still a long

way off. The only proper ground of complaint

would have been that what the defendant was
doing amounted to a holding out that the plaintiff

was his partner in bueinefs, so as to involve him in

liability, and no attempt had been made to make
out such a case. The plaintiff had sssigned to use

the name, and the defendant was using it legiti-

mately. The action failed, and mast be dismissed,

with costs.

The governors of the general hospital at Tan
bridge Wells have decided to invite open compsK-
tion for plans for enlarging the institution to 76

beds, including a new children's ward, out-patients*

department, operating theatre, and nurses' rooms.

The sub- committee of the Qieen Victoria

Memorial Committee met at St, James's Palace

on Monday, when there were present 'Viscount

Esher, Lord Windsor, Maj ,r-Ger.eral Sir Arthur

Ellis, Sir Edward Pojnter, President R A., Mr.

A. B. Freeman Mitford, Mr. William Emerson,

President of the R lyal Institute of British Archi-

tects, and Mr. Sydney Colvin. The sub-committee

agreed to a report, which has been submitted to the

King and to the general committee.

Mr. A. P. Trotter, of the Board of Trade,

offinally inspected on Friday the electrical equip-

ment of the new east-end route and o'. the Perth-

road extension of Dundee Corporation Tramways.

Some time ago Colonel Danlop examined the

permanent way and found everything satisfactory.

In the case of the application on behalf of Franoia

Thomas Verily, of Sickville-street, Piccadilly, W.,

late of Burnham Abbuy. Burnham, Bucks, archi-

tect, a discharge from bankruptcy has been con-

ditionally granted.

Au inquiry was held on Firday at the Town-
hall. Buinham, Somerset, by Mr. M. K. North,

A M.I.C.E., representing the Local Government

Board, into a proposal by the Burnham Urban

District Council to boriow XI, '200 for the purpose of

erecting new shelters, bandstand, and lavatories on

the sea front.

-^
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orFICES rOK THK SWAN-SE.V HARHOVK TRUST.

Thk plans and view illustnte the design which
was placed first among 97 competitors in the
recent competition for this building, the first

premium being awarded to the author, Mr.
Edwin Seward. F.KI.B A., of Cardiff, ^>y the
assessor, Mr. "SV. JI. Fawcett, M. .\., of Cambridge.
The work is to be carried out in red brick, with
dressings of local stone and slate roofs.

NEW SUXSION- HOI-SE OF KILDRUMSIY,
ABERDEEXSUIBE.

F'jK description and ground- floor

page 363.)

plan, see

I HESTEH CATHEDRAL CHOIR STALLS : ruGIN
STUDEXTSHir nilAWINGS.

SiTLMTED in an edifice which is not one of the
most attractive of English cathedrals, these fine

-examples of English woodwork, excelled only by
the famous stalls at Lincoln, have some beautiful
carving and interesting misereres, and are in
excellent preservation. The drawing is by Mr.
James McLachlan, the Pugin Student for 1900.

THE CiRISSELL GOLD MEDAL DESIGN FOR A IIBIDGE.

The design is for a timber bridge, by Mr.
Edwin Forbes, who was awarded the R I.B.A.
Grissell Gold iledal this year. The con-
struction is founded on Philibert Delorme's
theories, which are exemplified in his " Nou-
velles Inventions pour bien batir et u petits
Frais" (16th century). This method of car-
pentry, -which still goes in France by his name,
consists of substituting for the ordinary system
of framing and rafters curved ribs in two equal
thicknesses, -ft'hich are connected in section and
tie, according to the form of curve, with a very
ingenious form of mortise and wedge. The main
ribs rise one-sixth of the span. Its curve is

divided into five parts, the joints of which radiate
to the centre of the segment. Mortises are cut
about 4in. by Sin. to carry the Joists, which
should have a shoulder inward and a mortise in
them outward, through which keys are driven to
keep the whole together. The superstructure is

as simple as possible. The effect of an entablature
being got by the lintel as architrave, the frieze is

really the space taken up by the roof truss which
rests on the columns ; abo\-e these are the pro-
jecting rafters. The roof is covered with semi-
circular tiles of Spanish section. The whole is

proposed to be constructed of English oak.

XE-n- IXriRMAKY liUILDiyGS FOR THE RICHMOND
INION.

These new buildings form part of a general
scheme for the improvement of the accommodation
at the workhouse. The new buildings are being
erected on ground attached to the existing work-

house, which stands on land to the left of what is

shown in our illustration. The architect is Mr.

E. J. Partridge, F.S.I. Six separate buildings

are now being erected by Messrs. S. N. Soole

and Son—viz., female infirmary block, lying-in

ward, nurses' home, male infirmary, lunatic

wards, and ambulance house and mortuary. The

five blocks intended for habitation have been

arranged so that they each run longitudinally

N.E. and S.W., and by this means the rays of

the sun are enabled to shine during some part of

the day on every side of eaA building. This, of

course', is a very potent factor in obtaining

cheerful and healthy apartments. The female

and male infirmary blocks arc connected on each

lloor by corridors, from which short branches

(onnect the lying-in ward and nurses' home,

liy this arrangement thedilficulty of superintend-

ence is reduced to a minimum, access being as

easily obtained between the upper floors as the

ground floors. The female block comprises :
—

Ground, first, and second floors, each containing a

large ward, which provides for 24 beds, a smaller

ward containing throe beds, a dayroom and duty-

room, besides larder, iincn store, brush store, and

the necessary sanitary accommodation. .Vccess

to the twenty-four-bed ward is obtained by fold-

ing doors from the landing at one end, and at

the other it opens on to an external balcony. To
pro-vide a second means of exit in case of fire,

there is an iron external staircase, and a balcony

along the whole of one side of this large ward,

and the placing of this balcony with a south-east

aspect will increase the comfort of its use. The

ward floor is of pitch-pine blocks, wax polished,

and there are two independent stoves with

descending flues. These stoves are intended to

supplement hot-water radiators. The walls will

be plastered, and the junction between the floor

and wall will be formed with a slight hollow, so

that no corners will be left. The duty-room is

immediately adjoining the large ward, and has a

small window for supervision purposes. This

duty -room will be fitted with sink, dresser, and

small range. Opening ofi the same landing is

the three-bed ward before referred to, and this

small ward may be used for separation purposes,

distinct w.c. and lavatory accommodation being

provided. The day-room is 20ft. in length, with

a bay window at one end, and opens off the same

landing. The larder and stores are arranged

opposite the day-room, and adjoining these a

passage leads to the sanitary annexe on each

floor. This annexe, separated from the main

building by a cross-ventilated lobby, contains a

bathroom, a range of lavatory basins, two w.c 's,

and a slop-sink. It is intended to line the walls

of the sanitary apartments with white tiling.

The flooring, as also that of the sanitary annexe

and w.c.'s, will be of terrazzo. On each landing

will be fixed a fire hydrant. Over the stores on

the second floor is formed a small chamber, in

which an aluminium fan will be placed to assist

the ventilation of the whole building, and access

will be obtained through this chamber by means

of an iron stairway to the room over the large

storage tank, to which admission can be gained

for purposes of cleansing or otherwise, through

galvanised iron gratings. The only accommoda-

tion provided below the ground level is a coal-

cellar and a boiler-house (under the stores and a

portion of the ground-floor landing). The lying-

in ward is placed next in order to the female

infirmary. The accommodation of this block

comprisesa lying inward for six beds, two labour-

rooms, duty-room, larder, bath-room, and store.

The ward and labour-rooms will follow the

general description of the large wards in the

female block. The ward has separate w.c.'s and

slop sink. In connection with the labour-room

is fitted a slop sink, which may be approached

from either room through a lobby. The duty-

room is verj' similar to those in the female block,

but there is no supervision window. The corridor

from which these various apartments are ap-

proached will be paved with terrazzo, warmed by
means of a radiator, and have also a fire hydrant

fixed on the side wall. The dispensary is arranged

in this block, but is approached by a separate

entrance from the corridor. The nurses' home
is placed between the lying-in ward and the

male infirmary. This block consists of three

floors, from each of which access is obtained

by short branches to the main corridor. The
general arrangement on each floor is a central

passage or corridor, with the various rooms
opening directly from it, and by placing the

internal staircase at the end farthest from the

corridor, the architect has met the necessity for a

secondary means of exit in case of fire, without

having to provide a separate stairway for this

purpose only. The ground floor contains nurses'

dining and sitting rooms, with separate dining-

room for the subordinate nurses or wardmaids,

and a private sitting-room with bedroom attached

reserved for the superintendent nurse. .-V kitchen

is provided next the nurses' dining-room, with

serving hatch thereto, and commodious larder

attached. A linen-store and bootroom are also

provided, and at the mil of tho block lavatory

and w.c. The male infirmary, which is the next

block, is placed at the other end of the main cor-

ridor, which runs in a direct line from the female

infirmary. This building is very similar in

general arrangement to the female infirmary

before described The fifth block is that pro-

vided for the reception of lunatics, and as by the

orders of the Local (Jovernment Board such

persons cannot be permanently retained in the

workhouse, the accommodation required for these

is not extensive. The building consists of a

ground floor only, and comprises two separ.ite

two-bed wards, with attendant's room adjoining

each, fi'.ted with supervision window. There is

also a padded room provided. The necessary

warmth for the padded room is provided by a small

independent stove in an adjoining apartment.

The sixth building, a small detached erection in

the corner of the site, contains the ambulance-

house and mortuary. The whole of the buildings

are to be erected in stock brickwork, with brick

facings of red, relieved by lintols and strings of

Portland stone, and tho roofs will be covered

with green slates. The time fixed for the com-

pletion of the buildings is September, 1902.

KOYAL ACADEMY EXIIIBITIOX, 1901.

THE one day on which architectural drawings

may be sent in this year is Friday, March 29,

and these must be delivered by a personal agent

to Burlington House, and no works in cases will

be received. On Saturday, March 30, and on

Monday, April 1, oil paintings are to be sent in;

Tuesday, April 2, is reserved for Sculpture. The
necessary forms and labels can be procured during

the month of March only from the Academy
on receipt of a stamped and directed envelope.

Only gilt frames are admissible for architectural

drawings.
We shall be glad if our readers who intend to

submit works will send their drawings to us to be

photographed before they are forwarded to the

Exhibition, so that our reproductions of accepted

works may be included in our series of Academy
illustrations, which will be published after the

galleries open, as in former years. We will

receive and deliver works for our contributors ;

but the labels, Sec, as above, must be sent com-

plete with the framed drawings ready for despatch

to the Exhibition.

Mr. E, A. S. Fawcett, one of the Local Govern-

ment Board inspectors, attended at the Urban
Council Offices, Kmgswood, on Friday, when an

inquiry was held respecting the proposal of the

utbin district council to borrow £27,000 for the

purpose of carrying out a sewerage scheme.

Mr. F. H. TuUoch. one of the inspectors of the

Local Government Bjird, held an inquiry at the

Council House, Bristol, last week, relative to

the application made by the corporation to the

Board for powers for the oimpuLory purchase of

lands required for street improvement purposes.

The properties referred to are situate ia Fishponds-

road, Witohell-road, Weight-road, Si. Lionard's-

road, and Avondale-road. St. Gwrge; Stillhouse-

lane, Eist-street, and Upper Porry Hill, Bed-

minster ; Broadway-road, Bishopstoa ; the Grove,

Welsh Bick ; Bdll-avenne, Saneca-straet and

Church-road, St. George, and property also required

for making a new road from Q leon-square to the

Grove.

A special meeting of the visiting committee of the

Lindsey, Holland, Grimsby, an! L'acola Asylum

was held recently at Lincoln, for the purpose of

adopting a report, to be forwarded to each of the

contributing authorities, setting forth the cost of

the proposed additions to the asylum. The cost of

land was placed at £6,16S 2i. 6d., cost of buildings

and alterations £65,000, and architect's commission,

fees of quantity surveyor, travelling expenses, &!.,

£4,450 Ss. 6d.—a total of £75,618 Us. With the

report were the minutes of the building and sini-

tary committee, in which the terms of employment

of Mr. A. E. Gough as architect were recommended

to be 5 per cent, upon the total cost of the works,

and, in addition, out-of-pocket travelling expenses,

and'his fees as quantity surveyor IJ par cent, on the

cost.
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Builbius ]^ntclligcnct

Lichfield Catiiedkal.—The small but beauti-

ful cathedral church of Lichfield was reopened
on Saturday, after complete restoration, carried

out at a cost of about £105,000, of which Cia.OOO
had been expended since 1892. In that year the
Dean and Chapter asked for .C14,000 to complete
all that was necessary to be done, but they have
received no lets than £24,000, of which nearly

£9,000 was especiaUy for sculpture and ornament.
From 1856 to ISGl the cathedral was closed, and
during that time, in addition to structural

repairs, the whitewash was scraped from the

walls, the bricks filling up the choir arches were
removed, and the altar screen and high altar re-

placed on their original site at the end of the

choir. The great feature of the second stage of

the work, begun in 1877, was the restoration of

the famous west front, with its statues of kings,

saints, and bishops. The hundred statues were
represented at that time by ore row of kings in

stucco, the rest of the front being covered with

Koman cement and stucco. In 1884, the stucco

had been removed from the whole of the west

iront, and nearly every niche had been filled,

one of the statues being that of Queen A'ictoria.

Two additions have just been made to this famous
gallery—Dr. Maclagan, Archbishop of York, and
Archbishop Theodore, who called St. Chad to the

Mercian Church. The organ was another of the

.gifts of the second period. Externally the central

tower and spire have been put into structural

repair, the buttresses and two of the windows of

the Lady -chapel have been restored, the south

transept has been repaired, though the restora-

tion of the buttresses has been postponed, while
the north aisle has been secured only against

further decay, the Dean and Chapter having
decided to leave this part of the cathedral

undisturbed. For the same reason they have
left untouched the arcading on the west wall of

the south transept. It was suggested that the
roofs should be raised to their original pitch, and
that the stone groining in the nave should be
restored, but this, which would have cost £5,000,
was not regarded as a pressing work. The Lady-
chapel has been restored. The reopened windows
—one in each flank of the apse—and an altar with
a carved wood triptych from Oberamnergau,
having been provided, the chapel was reopened
two or three years ago. A similar service has
been done, at a cost of £1,200, borne by the Dean,
for St. Chad's Chapel, a small square building on
an upper floor, from the gallery on the south
side of the choir. The Etirly English lancet
lights, with their light detached columns, have
been filled with stained glass, the groining has
been restored, the floor has been laid with marble
and mosaic, and an altar with an alabaster reredos,

representing the Crucifixion, has been provided.
Tne old Consistory Court, adjoining the choir,

and the old treasury, with its aumbrys, or vaulted
cupboards, the muniment room adjoining the
library over the chapter-house, and other parts

of the cathedral which the havoc wrought in the
Civil War had touched, have been repaired and
beautified. In the Consistory Court a part of the
wall of the second church, dating from 1050, is

now to be seen ; while in the same place the seats

are remains of the stalls put into the choir by
Bishop Hacket. To the present choir stalls

canopies still remain to be supplied. Eighteen
windows, four of them of considerable size, have
been filled with stained glass, at a cost of about
.£4,400. Forty-seven statues, 22 of alabaster and
25 of stone, have been added. Altogether there
are considerably over 200 statues, large and
small, and no niche which was ever filled is now
vacant. Unegift is that of the large verd -antique
marble table, with bronze and glass case, placed
in the Lady-chapel by Mr. Yates Thompson, for
the safe custody of the famous MS. of St. Chad's
Gospels. All the repairs of the fabric both in
wood and stone have been executed by Mr. R.
Bridgeman, of Lichfield, under the direction of
Mr. J. Oldrid Scott. The windows are chiefly

by Mr. C. E. Kempe.

HonFiELD, Bristol. — The now Franciscan
Ohurch of St. Bonaventure, adjoining tho Friary,
Ilorfield, was opened yesterday (Thursday). The
building has been erected at an expenditure of

£4,000. The design is Early English in style,

and consists of a nave, chancel, side chapels,
aisles, baptistery, confessionals, a choir at the
west end, and another choir for the friars over
ihe chapel on the Gospel side, pierced with arched

openings into the chancel. The nave consists of

five bays. The bays at the west end are flanked

by the tower on the Apostle side, and by the

baptistery on the Gospel side. The nave is

divided from the aisles by an arcading 3tt. in

height, supporting the main principals of the

roof, which has a span of 4Sft., and covers both

nave and aisles. "The west end of the nave is

pierced with three lancet windows. The baptistery

is apsidal in form, and is lighted by a lancet

window in each bay. The tower, baptistery, and
west end bay were not included in the contract

for £3,800. The total length of the church is

OOft., the width of the nave being 22ft., the width

across the church 48ft., and the height from floor to

roof 50ft. The church is built of rubble stone with

Bath stone dressings and facings of blue stone.

It will accommodate about 350 persona. The
whole was designed by Messrs. Pugin and Pugin,
including the Friary, the contractors were Messrs.

R. W. AVilkins and Sons, of Bristol, and Bro.

Patrick acted as clerk of works.

PKOFESSIONAI. AND TR&.DB
SOOIETIES.

Architectiral Association" of Irelaxh.—

A

meeting of this association was held on the 5th

inst. , in the Grosvenor Hotel, Westland-row,
Dublin. Mr. F. Batchelor, F.RI.B.A., presi-

dent, occupied the chair. Mr. John Good (hon.

sec. of the Master Builders' Association) delivered

an address on " Some Aspects of the L^bour
(iuestion as Applied to the Building Industry."
The building industry in Dublin was, he re-

marked, a large one, comprising upwards of

7,000 hands. It was generally recruited from
apprentices, indentured and unindentured, for

improvers. The indentured apprentice system

—

a very ancient one—had been found to yield the

best results, although capable of immense improve-
ment. The conditions of apprenticeship varied

considerably in the different trades. In the car-

penters and joiners the apprentices were princi-

pally bound to the employers, and there was no
limit as to numbers. However, the percentage
of apprentices and improvers here was too small,

being 22 8 per cent, instead of 33 33. In the

second largest skilled branch of the building

industry—the stone and the bricklayers—the

apprentices must be the sons of a member of the

trade ; but under some circumstances the rule

was relaxed on the payment of a £30 fee. One
would scarcely have thought that this hereditary

or" caste " system could exist in these enlightened

days. There were only 3 2 per cent, of apprentices

in this trade, and 1 per cent, of improvers—le^s

than one apprentice and improver to every 24

men, instead of one to three or 33 33 per cent.—
the necessary number to keep the trade in a
healthy and efficient state. In the plastering

trade, where the " caste " system in regard to

apprentices also prevailed, and no improvers were
allowed, there were 25 per cent, of apprentices, or
8'33 per cent, below the necessary number. In
the stoneoutting trade, in which the " caste

"

system also prevailed, the percenta3;e of ap-
prentices was 19. In other words, in the entire

trade there were 17 '75 on an average of

apprentices, as against the necessary 33 33 per
cent. Thus sulBcient men were not being trained

to fill the gape in the ranks, tradesmen were
coming from other places to fill the positions,

and thousands of able, but unskilled, hands were
forced to seek a living elsewhere. The speaker
trusted the present system would soon be amended
through the exertions of the now Department of

Technical Instruction. A discussion followed, in

which Mr. Beckett, Mr. Clarke, T.C., and others

took part, and Mr. Good replied.

Formation or A Devom Valceus' Association.

—A general meeting of valuers was held at the
Half-Moon Hotel, Exeter, on Friday, to receive

a report from a committee relative to the Agri-
cultural Holdings Act. ~ The report also recom-
mended the formation of a Devon A'aluers'

Association. Mr. J. M. Pratt presided, and there
were present Messrs. Ilellier, Osmond, J. G.
Drew, Drew, Hussey, Birmingham, Jutson, A. E.
Ellis, Rendell, Sanders, R. May, Barrington,
Aplin, King, Chaplin, Passmore, Ayre, (i. W.
Bosswell, Loveys, Perrett, Winsley, Knowlman,
Siwdye, and Powlesland. The report of the

joint committee formed from the Devon valuers,

and from members of the Devon and Cornwall
branch of the Surveyors' Institute, was received

and adopted. The question of compensation to

be allowed for manures used on land not having

been settled by the committee, the meeting, afte

a long discussion, came to a decision on th

matter. It was decided that the committee'

report should be printed, and circulated amongs
all valuers in the county. It was agreed that th

joint committee shoufd draw up a scheme for th

formation of a Valuers' Association.
j

Glasgow Architectural Craftsmen's Society

—The usual meeting of the society was held oi

Friday, the 8th inst., Mr. Isaac Low, jun.

presiding, when papers by Mr. Jas. McKiaaacl

and Mr. jas. Lochhead, A. R.I. B. A., were rea(

on the subject of " Planning of Tenements fo:

the Labouring Classes." Mr. McKissack con.

fined his remarks to tenements constructed oti

the " common close" system, with referencet*

the arrangement of two-roomed and single.,

apartment houses on the most sanitary am
economic principles. The lecturer advocated th{

desirability of providing a separate w.c. to ead I

house, and showed suggested plans of sue) i

arrangements. Mr. Lochhead's paper dealt will

that type of dwelling to which entrance is gainei :

from a balcony at each flat, with common stai

placed either outside or within. In planning oi

the " balcony " system, the following points wer

to be considered : —The staircase should be placec

outside preferably, and no bedrooms should over

look the balcony, the scullery or w.c. bainj

placed adjacent to this. The site would requiri

to be fairly level, in order that the level balconjflJ

might serve a sufficient stretch of building. S|l

The Surveyors' and Auctioneers' Clerks •

Provident Association.—At the Auction Marl

Tokenhouse - yard, on Wednesday week, th

seventeenth annual meeting of the Surveyors an.

Auctioneers' Clerks' Provident Association wa

held, Mr. Daniel AVatney in the chair. Th
report showed that the number of members oi

December 31 was 153. The financial positio; j.

was highly satisfactory. The income for the yea 9

was £542, against £514 for the preceding!^
months. The expenditure was £206, leavin,

«

a net balance of £335. Added to the amoun'.g

brought forward on December 31, 1899, a gran;|

total of £5,150 was shown. The chairman ii§

moving the adoption of the report, said thatthS

membership showed a net gain of 16 on the yeai '4

Oa account of sick allowance £83 had been paid

They had now £4,800 invested in Governmeil

securities, and that was very satisfactory oon

sidering that the association had only been fountej

for 17 years- Ko claim had yet been made'^]

the life assurance fund, but they had all hesii

the sad news of the death of a member recently

and probably a claim would be made shortly

Tha committee, after mature consideration, ani

by the advice of the actuary, decided to recom

mend the reduction of the amount for which i

member could insure his life from a maximum o

£ 100 to one of £20. At the inception of the associa

tion the limit was £20, and the committee judgsi

it prudent to revert to that figure. The pro

posed alteration only applied to the future. Mi

\V. Cudlipp (hon. secretary) said they wor

thoroughly solvent, and had plenty of money

Nevertheless, they thought it would be a wis

step to talie the actuary's advice. The adnptioi

of the report was seconded by Mr. H. W. BiUby

and agreed to. It was decided, on the motion o

Mr. A. II. Sturley to reduce the life assuranc

maximum as recommended by the committet

Mr. J. Payne was elected the hon. secretary i^

the place of Mr. W. Cudlipp, who resigns

because of inability to attend the meetings.

The council of the Royal Institute of Britifil

Atchiteots having again brought before the Looa

Government Board the que3tion of the Admiaistra

tion of Building By-!aw3 in noa-Metropolitai

districts, the Pirliamentary secretary of the Loca

Government Board, Mr. Grant Liwaon, received i

deputation from the Institution on TuesdayM
The deputation urged the views laid before Mi

T. W. Russell when they were received by him i

October, 1899.

The rural district council of Hexham hav

adopted plans by Mr. Rjunthwaite, of Newoastl

for a joint fever hospital, estimated to cost £3,701-

without site.

Messrs. Wm. Potts and Sans, clock manafao

torers, Guildford-etreet, Leeds, have j ust comolete

anew hour-striking clock showiug th«timeupo:

one large external dial, which is painted and gin

with gravity escapement and compentation pendu

lum and all the latest improvementB itsarted, at t6

prbtty little rural parish church of Diugley, ^ortli

amptonshire, for the Right Hon. Viscount Bo wni

Dingley Park.

.«J
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QUESTIOXS.

111696.1—Testing Portland Cement.—Many de-

scriptioBB and ruks are given for testing Portland

cement, but they vary. Are there any instructions of a

simple kind that may be followed .' The following

oufsiicns I ebruld like answered :-How should an

avtr«ge sample be eelecttd, and from how many sacks !

In the fifltijt'cg. how much wa'er should be used for the

^omple ' Sbculd the paste be rammed into the mould ?

How long should the briquettes remain in the moulds.

and should they be placed in water till testiDg '. What
mimber should constitute the average for tensile strength !

Wbatthouldbe the average tensile strain at three and

seven days! Should the strain be applied slowly ! An
snaver to any or each of these questions will oblige.—

A

P»*rTiCii.Mjx.

SEPLIES.

I1I677 l-Store torWindow-SIlls.-What Ihave
Mid I adhere to, and to prove the accuracy of my infor-

maticD, I will ^^uote frcm the writings of Mr. George P.

Meirill, which are circulated broadcast over the States.

and which lave not yet been controverted. Mr. Merrill

is Curator of Building Stones in the National Museum,
sod admittedly the best authority on building and orna-

mental stones in the United States. He says: 'The
chief defect in nearly all American marbles is that they

are too coarsely cryetalline. It is this fact, and this alone,

that renders American marbles now in the market
inferior to eucb as are imported from Belgium, the French
Pyrenees. Italy, or North Africa." So much for American
marble. Now I assert that the so-called onyx used for

decorative purposes here and abroad, and which is im-
ported from Mexico, Calif'irnia, and Algiers, is not onyx,

but onyx- like marble, or onyx-marble. Onyx is a crypto-

cryiitaUine vsiiety of quartz, like chalcedony, whilst

onyx-marble is carbonate of lime and nothing more, the

two substances havirg totally different chemical and
physical propel ties. The rame onyx is therefore in this

connection mi-applied, misleading, and incorrect. I quite

uoderetand that a Satuiday half-holiday spent in that

munumtnt of hoary antiquity, the British Museum, would
satisfy any reascnable man that terracotta " wiU last for

erer" ; but I am not a reasonable man. and must there-

fore remain unsatisfied, even after the assurance of such
an eminent authority as Mr. H. Hems. lam not suffi-

ciently interested in sham medi.cval gimcracbs to waste
time in viewic:^ tbat "beautiful font" in Sloane-street.

I leave the cult of such modem antiques to those who
mtkke money out of the manufacture of them. Mr. Hems
mjs: "What our excellent all-round correspondent
• W. E. M.' writes rather makes one long for more." I

thank him for the compliment, and am sorry I cannot
reciprocate it. Mr- Hems is sometimes unconsciously a
humourist- for instance, where he says that anonymoua
statements are enlv of value when names and places are
vouchsafed :-W. E. M.

4in. thick : tor self-faced rough-boasted, tooled and rubbed

for tooled land ngs per foot super., 7d. to Is. Id. from

25in. to Tin., i:c. Cemetery headstones or landings

2s. 6d. foot cube. Do not notice it in Laxton under

Mason. He speaks of New Park spring stone put en at

Poteley Bridge, a light colour, even-grained sandstone :

price at quarry Is. ti. to Is. Sd. cube ; Ixindon terminals,

23. 2d. to 2s. 4d ; to beatTildesley, Shepherd, and Mason,

Paddington. Laxton quotes Scotgate Ash Is. 6d. foot

cube (at quarry, I expect). Railway rate to Londcn
10s. lod. per ton of average 1-lc.ft. Scotgate Ash Co.,

Ltd. Longman's Notes (Part 3) on JIatetials speaks of

Scotgate Ash as sandstone, white, light green, and rag-

stone, suitable for heavy engine bases, foundations, &c.

This stone appears to be in or about Millstone or Coal

Measures in Yoiksbire. No particulars as to working

that I note.— ltE<iF.NT's Pakk.

[11692. l-Oarstone.-This is a ferruginous sandstone

of indefinite composition, which occurs irregularly in

certain divisions of the Lower Oreensand oi Norfolk,

Kent. Surrey, Sussex, and Hants. The older writers on

geology applied the names '-ironsand" and " carstone "

to the entire Lower (Sreensand formation. Bee BriLDis.^

Ne"s Quarry List, No. 212, for particulars of the car-

stone quarried at Snettisham, Norfolk, and the article on

Norfolk in the series now being published in the Biii.o-

is-o News on "British and Irish Building Stones."—

W. E. M.

[11677.;—Stone for 'Window-Sills.- 1 am much
amused at the disfU'ticn between Mr. Harry Hems and
"W. E. M.'' Mr. Hems has evidently got out of his

depth. Onyx is silicon di-oside, SiO, (oxygen 53 3,

silicon 46-7 - 1001. Onyx-marble (erroneoudy called

onyx by Mr. Hems) is calcium carbonate, CaCO^ (carbon
di-oxide ii 0, lime B6'0 = ICO'. Travertine is likewise

calcium carhorate. CaCt i,i. From the above you will

oheerve tlat Mr. Hems does not know the difference

between the two sub--»tance8, while "W. E. M." is

apparently well versed in the tubjeet.- Chemist.

[116S7.]—Hornbeam.— Carpinus: C. Betulus, the
Hornbeam, and C. Ameiicanus are well ^nown for their

timber, which is pr'ncipally employed for making agri-
cultural implements, and f'ir the cogs of mill-wheels.

—

(Bentley's " Botany)." T.LasIett, in "Timber and Timber
TYeee," Admiralty timber inspector (1875, Macmillan and
Co.l , gives thus on C. B. :

" Is an indigenous British tr* e,

which thrives well even upon a poor soil, and attains the
height of 40ft. or 50ft.. with a circumference of from
3Cin. to 4o)n. The wcod is white in colour, close to the
giaiu. hard, tough, strong, and of moderate weight; its

pores are min'Jte. the medullary rays are plainly marked,
.and there is no sap or alburnum. It may, therefore, be
worked up to great advant£ge. Hence we find it employed
for a variety of purpost s. It ia useful in husbandry, and
agricultural implements made of the sound and healthy
vood wear well, as it stands exposure without being
much affected by it. Also used by engineers for cogs in
machinery. If pollarded becomes blackish in colour at
centre, owing to the admission of moisture, rendering it

unfit for many pujposes where clean, bright surface is

requited ; Rentially it pio^es detrimental to quality and
detrimental. When subjtcted to vertical pressure, can-
not be CO niplet* ly destroj ed ; ita Sbres, inste ad of break ing

' off short, double up like threads, showing itj* tle.xibility
' and fitness for service in machinery. He could not get

suitable specimens of standard dimensions to test trans-
verse strength." This la'ter paragraph ia the source of
information. I suppose Laslett, if alive now, is an ex-
perienced man, and I cannot go outside of him. See his
"•irks in public libraries.—Keoent's Pakk.

11690.;—Tombstone. — Limestone from Bracker-
: >.;h quany. EalliDastoe, is a compact, highly-crystalline
weather stone (see Quarry List. No 269). It is, like
Hopton Wood stone, a carboniferous limestone. The
carriage of Brackemegh stone to Wilts would be con-
friderable, aa the quarry is one mile and a half from the
station, and this latter ia 80 miles west of Dublin, the
nearest port for transit to Biistol. Tliere are other
Qoarries in the Iiish Carboniferous Limestone nearer
Dublin which yield a good bui'ding stone. If the white
marble used in Philadelphia and other American cities is

a good enough weather-stone for window-sills, why not
try it for recumbent monuments^ The Irish limestone
is a dark bluish grey, a most unconventional colour for a
tombstone:-W. EM.
rU692.1— Carstone.- Tou mav be thinking of stone

called Wild Carr, mentioned in Young's (Spon'si Price
Book. On truck at Pateley Bridge, near Leeds, same
prices as Scotgate Ash stone, which is priced at from
1«. .Td. to 4a. '.,}. per jaid super, for tlags, from IJin. to

CHIPS.

The city council of Darbain have accepted the

gift from Lord HersoheU of a portrait of his father,

the first Baron, by Prof. H. von Herkomer, B.A.,

to be hang m the town -hall.

In the Arches Court, on Monday, the Daan of

Arches (Sir Arthur Charles) delivered judgment in

the appeal of the vicar and churchwardens of St.

Anselm's, Pinner, apainst a refusal of Dr. Tristram,

Chancellor of the Diocese of London, to grant a

facultv for the erection in the church of a screen

with figures, on the ground tbat it was illegal, as

tending to the enccnragement of saperstitious

reverence. His Lordship now allowed the appeal.

He could not regard the proposed erection, either

from its character or intended position, as in itself

unlawful : and no evidence had been given to lead

him to suppose that it was likely to be treated

otherwise than simply as an architectural decora-

tion. The faculty would be granted.

The lew infectious diseases hospital, East

Boldon, is being warmed and ventilated by means

of Shorland's double-fronted patent Manchester

stoves, the same being supplied by Messrs. E. H
Shorland and Brother, of Manchester.

At Chester Consistoiy-court, on Fiiday, Cinon

Cooper Soott and the wardens of S;. John's Church,

Chester, applied for a faculty to place a stained-

glass window in the church as a memorial to the

late T. M. Lockwood, architect to the church, who
was for many years a parishioner. The cost, about

£1.50, will be defrayed by the master builders of

Chester and others. The ircumbent and the

wardens of Holy Trinity Church, Gee Cross,

applied for a faculty to take down the present

wooden tturet at the western end of the church,

and to erect in lieu thereof a tower ;
to place a

clock and peal of bells therein ; also to erect a lych-

gate at the principal entrance in Higham-Iane. The

expense, about £600, will be bcrne by voluntary

contributicna. The faculties were decreed.

Mr. Walter Ives, of Sydney, has beeii elected, for

the third time in succesfioD, as president of the

Master Builders' Association of New South Wales.

At the last sitting of Glasgow Daan of Guild

Court, Lord Dean of Guild Gourlay presiding,

linings for new buildings to the value of £83,000

were granted.

An extensive group of buildings is about to be

erected at the corner of Wells-street, with a

frontage in Neate-street, S.E.. by the corporation

of Camberwell, to provide public baths and wash--

houses for the northern district of the boroogh, and

including a new public Ubrary. Towards the cost

of the scheme Mr. J Passmore Edwards has under-

taken the expense of the public library, thus adding

to his many previous and notable gifts of public

buildings to this vast Sauth London parish. The
buildings will be carried out from the designs of

Messrs. Maurice B. Adams, F R I B.A., and

William Oxtoby, AM.I.C.E., the borough en-

gineer, as j«.int architects.

The Board of Trade have recently confirmed the

following L'ght Rjilway Orders :— (1) WestHartle-

pool L'ght Railways (Deviations, &c) Order, 1901,

authorising 'he deviation of a light railway author-

ised by the West Hartlepool L'ght Kiilwavs (Jrder,

1S97 ; (2) Otmekirk and Southport Light Railways

Order, 1901, authorisiog the construction of light

railways in the county of Lancaster from Ormskiik

to Southport ; (3) Kelvedon, Tiptree, and Tolles-

bury Light Railway Order, 1901, authorising

the construction of a light railway, in the county of

EiSf s, between Kelvedon and River Blackwater
;

(4) Morley and District Light Railways Order, 1901,

authorising the construction of light railways in the

borough of Morley and the urban districts of

DrighlingtoD, Gildersome, and Eist and West
Aidsley, in the West Riding.

©ur OfRce Cable,

The latest acquisition of the National Trust

for Places o! Historic Interest or Natural Beauty

is the old court-house at Long Crendon—a pic-

turesque village on tho low ridi^e which forms the

western boundtiry of the Vale of Aylesbury. It

is proposed to repair this remarkable building,

which was threatened with destruction by

weather ; but there is to be no attempt at

"rt.storation." The building, which is locally

known as Staple Hall, is peculiarly ioteresting as

forming a link between the feudal life of the

riantagenet period and of the present day. It is

an ancient half-timbered house, dating probably

from the 14th century, and seams to have been

erected as a storehouse for wool belonging to the

Dormers of Thorne and Crendon.

Pkofessor G. C. Mkhkten- discusses in a

German contemporary the relative advantages of

pia-connected over riveted bridges. When the

great influence of secondary strains on the degree

of safety of a bridge was recognised, it was at

first believed that pin-connected structures would

be less effected by them than riveted ones.

Gerber, consequently, introduced his character-

istic pin-bridge type, patentedin 1860. Manderla

pointed out, however, that his observations in-

dicated the occurrence of a rotary movement of

the pin only in the rare cases when its friction la

overcome by verv strong shocks. It is only in

short spans that' impact ever produces a turning

motion on the pins. In such cases, the excessive

flexibility of the construction invariably proved

troublesome, and the majority of American

engineers have been led to make bridges of short

span up to 180ft., with riveted connections. In

large spans, the heavy tight-fitted pins form aa

rigid a connection as a riveted one. One great

advantage of pin-bridges over those with riveted

joints is their easy, rapid erection, even in the

absence of skilled workmen. For this reason

pin-bridges have been growing in importance in

German bridge shops which are building up an

export business. .Some of these have been bo

perfected that not a single rivet need be inserted

during their erection.

The continued progress of the Prudential

Assurance Company is simply marvellous. For

more than fifty years we have read its annual

reports, and whoever, in another fifty, has to

comment on them for this journal will almost

certainly have to deal with totals in billions ot

pounds sterling. The company's total assets

to-day are close on forty miUiona sterling : Its

premium income last year was more than eight

and three-quarter millions, and the total number

of policies in force was 13,891,667. Its Staff

Provident Fund alone reaches £S6,"4'2. Many

a company would be glad to boast such a total

income ! It is our firm conviction that the

Prudential Company wiU, one of these days, pay

off the National Debt, as a free gift to the

nation 1

At a meeting of the Kirkintilloch Town Council,

on Monday, it was reported that the offer of a free

site for the proposed town-hall bad been made by

Mr. William Muirhead, Townhead. The site bad a

frontage to the canal in Luggiebank-road. Esti-

mates were opened for the construction of a new
reservoir at a cost of nearly £20,000.

The Glasgow District Lunacy Board have adopted

a proposal to extend the accommodation of Woodilee

and Gartloch Asylums, which will entail an ex-

penditure of about £'200,000.

At a meeting of the Kiutyre District Committee

of the Argyll County Council in Campbeltown on

Monday, Mr. William Robertson Morton, C.E.,

surveyor, Newmilns, was appointed road surveyor

for the Kintyre district in room of Mr. James

MollisoD. resigned, at a salary of £150.

An improvement was shown in the character of

the property, and a slight increase in the supply, so

that business at the Mart was conducted with satis-

factory results last week. Ground-rents of upwards

of £800 in amount, with remote reversion, were

almost entirely disposed of at 261 years' purchase.

On the other hand, an important property, com-

prising freehold and leasehold premises, close to

Smithfield Market, failed to reach the reserve.

Toe E»rl of Northbrook, Lord Lieutenant of

Hampshire on Siturday afternoon opened a new
drill-hall at Portsmouth, which has been built at

the cost of the Admiralty, who have acquired, for

the purposes of the Naval barracks, the buildmg

previously occupied by the 3rd Volunteer Bittalion

Hampshire Regiment.
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MBKTINQS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday.—Eoyal Institution of British Architects. *'The

Arts of Pictorial Mosaic," by C. Harrison
TowBsend. F.R.I.B.A. 8 p.m.
Society of Arts. " Electric Railways,*'

Cantor lectiire No. 2, by Major P. Cardew,
8 p.m.
Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural

Association. '" French and Eoglieh
Abbeys," by Francis Bond. 6.30 p.m.
Liverpool Architectural Society. '' The

Restoration of Ordsall HalJ,'' by Neville
Hampson.

Tuesday.—Institution of Civil Eog'ineers. Discussion on
*' The -ilsfhetic Treatment of Bridge
Structures." 8 p.m.
Architectural Association of Ireland.

*' Architectural Amtnitiee," by E. C
Orpen. 7.45 p.m.

Wednesday.—Society of Arts. "Evolution of Foim in

English Silver Plate," by Ptrcy T.
Macquoid. 8 p.m.

St. Paul's Ecclesiolosical Society.
'* Notes on the Brasses of Kent, Part II.,

Ladies and Civilians," by Mr. Mill
Stephenson, F.S A. 7 30 p m.

Thcrsday.—Society of Architects. *' Dilapidations," by
W. J. Jennings, of Canterbury, Member
of Council. St. James's Hall, Piccadilly.

Sp m.
Carpenters* Hall Free Lectures.

" Westminster Abbey," by Prof. T. Roger
Smith, F.R.I.B.A. 8pm.

Friday.— Glasgow Architectural Craftsmens' Society.

*' Temporary Carpenter's Work," by R.
Stuart, R. Wilson, and W. H. Baxter.
S p m.
Birmingham Architectural Association.

"The B.A A. Excutf^ion to Stamford,"
by C. E. Bateman, F.R.I.B.A. 6.45 pm.

The Stockton-on-Tees Corporation have accepted
the offer of £5 000 made by Mr. Frank Brown,
J. P., a local resif^ent, for the provision of a school
for the higher education of girls.

The foundation-stone of a new Baptist chapel and
school, in course of erection in Walton-lane, opposite

Stanley Park, Liverpool, was laid on Wednesday
week. The school is to seat 400 and the chapel 700,

and the total cost is estimated at £G,000.

A new volunteer drill-hall will be opened at
Blaydon-on-Tyne on Wednesday next. It is built

of local &tone, and contains an assembly-haU 90ft.

by 40ft. The frontage is occupied by a block of

offices, which cooiprige on the ground floor the
orderly room, armoury, and sergeants' meas. Oa
the first fl^or are the offi:;erb' mess and the store-

loom for clothine. & \ The building, which had
been erected by Mrp. M. A. Armstrong, of Blaydon,
from the plans of Mr. M. H. Graham, architect,

Newcastle (who is also captain of the Blaydon
company), is estimated to cost about £l,.')00.

Cvabc f^cbs.

WAQES MOVEMENTS.
Belfast.—In connection with the diepute between

the Belfast baildeis and the carpenters and joiners,

a conference was recently held, under the presidency
of Sir James Musgrave, Bart., when CouQcillor
Babert Andercon snbmitted impartially a proposal

from the employers that the old wage of S|d, per
hour should be paid, no reduction to be sought by
the masters for the next two years, with a provision

that in the event of an improvement in the building
trade the employers would be prepared to consider
the question of an advance. The proposals have
been discussed by the men at a meeting of the
Amalgamated Society, when it was unanimously
resolved to reject the proposals and adhere to the
terms originally demanded.

BlEMINGHAM AND DiSTEICT BUILDINO TeADES
Fbdeeation.—In their report on the six years'

woik of this Federation, the executive say that for
four years they have been able tn report a state of

trade eminently satisfactory. The war has been
one of the causes of a change for the worse, which
has visited all the branches of the building industry
in the district. The last year of the 19th century
will, however, compare favourably with any since

the federation came into existence. Two societies

have been added to their number, the wood -carvers

and the hot-water fitters, making the total sixteen,

which is second to none in the Kingdom. Their
relations with the master builders were never better.

The working rules and wages now prevalent were
cot likely to be disturbed for at least another year.

There is, however, a feeling that a uniform work-
ing time for all trades should be the rule, and
efforts to bring this about will be made in the near
future. Financially their position is good. Saven-
pence a year per member has enabled them to

manage the organisation, and to show a balance in

the bank of more than £600.

A girls' department added to Norlham Board
School, Southampton, was opened last week. It

has bei>n built by Mr. H. Steven«, the architect

being Mr. J. H. Blizird, also of Southampton.

The Duke of Cornwall and York has accepted an
invitation to open the new Towu-hall at Pieter-

maritzburg during his visit to Natal. The former
town-hall, which was destroyed by fire on July 12,

189S, was illustrated in our issue of September 12 of

that year, when we ^ave some details of the disaster

written by Mr. Hirry Hems, of Exeter. The edifice

has been rebuilt from designs by its original archi-

tect, Mr. W. Street Wilson.

CHIPS.
The directors of Pitlochry Gaslight Company

resolved, on Tuesday, to proceed with the erection
of the new gasworks according to the plans pre-
pared by Mr. Carlow, Arbroath, at a probable cost
of £1,500.

Mr. Onslow Ford's bust of the late Sir George
Grey is now complete, and will shortly be placed
in the Crypt of St. Paul's Cathedral, whers the ex-
Calonial Governor was buii"d. The half-length
portrait in oils by Professor Von Ilerkomer is also

finished, and is about to be hung in the National
Portrait Gallery.

The Lord Bishop of Sodor and Man (Dr. Straton)

reopened, on Sunday, Maughold Parish Church,
after extensive alterations. The building is the
oldest in the Isle of Mtn, and in the course of th&
repairs s number of antiquities of great interest

have been found, and will in time be placed in tho
Manx Museum.

The Manchester Corporation has decided to
apply for sanction to borrow £22,000 for the
erection of a police-station in Mill-street, Bradford,
and £(3,000 for the erection of a fire-station in the
same street.

PILKINGTON & CO.
(ESTABLISHKD 1838),

MOITTTMENT OHAMBEBS,
KINa WILLIAM STREET, LONDON, E.O.

&tffistered Trade Mark:

POLOMCEAO ASPHIILTE

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing;.
ACID-EESISTING ASPHALTE.

WHITE SILICA PAVmO.

PYRIMONT SEY8SEL ASPHALTE.

WM. OLIVEE db SONS,
MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, WALNUT,
TEAK, VE2TOER, and FANOYWOOD

MERCHANTS,
J20, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.G.

The most extensive Stock of every kind of
Wood in Flanks and Boards, dry and flt for
immediate use.

4

%

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.
Nottingham—Sewerage Scheme for the Parishes of Colwick- , _, ^^^
Gedlingand Burton-Joyce C. J. Spencer. Oerk. Public OBiocs, Bisford, Nottm^ham Mar.»«

Kcighley -Public Library, North-st. (limit £9,000 ; Assessor) .. £30, £3), £20 W. H. Hopkinson, A.M I.C.E., Boro' Eng , Town HiU, Keighley... AprUSOt
Ennig, Co Clare—Additions, &c., to District Lunatic Asylum t «a^

(limited to Irish Arcbitecta ; A-Ssessor) £50 John Enright. Clerk, Eanis District Lunatic Asylum, Co. Ware JunelU.
Melton Constable -Mission Church (300 places) The Rector, Melton Constable. Norfolk
Torquay—lUuminated Clock-Tower on the Strand C. S. WoUen and S. BuUeid, Hon. Sees., 1, Lower-ter., Torquay ... —

LIST OP TENDEES OPEN.
-^

BUILDINGS.
Devonport—Extension of Premises H. J. and E. A. Boolds R. Hansford Worth, 42. George-street, Plymunth
Southwaite -Byres, &c J. F. Donald Donald and Tate Architects, 14, John-street, Workington
Reading -Caver^ham-road Presbyterian Church Lewton, 6, Forbury. Reading
Manchester— Stores at Moneall Hospital Sanitary Committee The City Surveyor Town Hall. Manchester

;;*v*'"i""
Ballymaereely—Villa James Osborne W. J, Fennell, 'M.R I.A.I., Scottish Provident BuiWinga, Belfast.^

Llanbradach-Hotel Teather and Wilson, Arehts, Andrew's Buildingi. Queen-st.,Car<lin

Highbury Vale, N.—Repairing Stonework of St. John's Church Churchwardens The Vicarage. St. John's Church- Highbury Vale, N
Manchester—Joiners' Work, City Art Gallery Art Gallery Committee.. The City Surveyor. Town Hall, Manchester
St. Bees -Additions to Property Spencer Thompson, Coulderton
Summerhouse. Durham—Three Cottages Lord Barnard J. Fawcett. Clerk of Works, Staindrop ••

Aberogwrn. Llandovery-Honse Dr. Edwards Griffiths and Jones, M.8.A., F.S.L. Architects. Tonypandy
Blackburn- Spiritualists' Hall. St. Peter-street Stones and Stones, Architects, 10, Richmond-terrace, Blackburn ...

Guildford - School lor 240 Boys, Pe»ley Hill National Schools Managers William G. Lower, Architect, 12,\, High-street, Guildford

Scarborough—Jubilee Primitive Methodist School J. Caleb Fetch, Architect. Scarborough
Bridlington—Stables. &c J. Burrell J. Eamshaw, Architect, Wellington-road, BridUngton

Hayle Stables and Residence Mudge and Co Sampson Hill. Architect, Green-lane. Redruth ......

Kirkburton- Enlarging. &c.. Vicarage William Wataon. Architect. Barstow-stjuare, Wakefield „.

Glasgow-Additions to Rutherglen-road Washhouse Corporation J. Lindsay Interim Clerk, City Chambers, Coehrane-st., Glasgow...

Cardiff—Warehouse, Paradise-place Joseph tipiridion Veall and Sant. Architects. Cardiff... a""\ "
Hazel Grove. Stockport-Minister's House J. Adshead. Secretary. Wesleyan Schools, Hazel Grove, Stockport..

Bradford -Enlargement of Thoinbury Board School School Board E. P. Peterson, 49, Sunbridge-road, Bradford
Altaghaderry—School House Rev. John Doherty Edward J. Toye, Architect, Strand, Londonderry
Distington- Converting Museum into Houses Wm. Carmichael, Parton, Whitehaven .. .... ..... .-......., ••••

Liverpool- Jobbing Repairs to Parochial Buildings (One Year) Select Vestry H. J. Hagger, Ves. Clerk. Parish Offices. Brownlow HUU Liverpool ..

Clesthoipes- School. Bursar-street School Board F. W. Cr.pft, Archt., Victoria Chambers, Victoria-st., Ut. Unmsoy..

Whitehaven-Rebuilding 19, Church-street .-. J. 8. Moffat. M.S A., 63, Church-street. Whitehaven
Preston —Alterations to Holme Slack Farm Corporation The Borough Surveyor, Town Hall. Preston

Inglewhite—County Police Station Lancashire County Council Henry Littler. Architect. I'juuty Offices. Preston

Ardleigh - Rebuilding Badley Hall Farmhouse and Stables J. W. Start. F.S. I., Architect, Colchester
Famworth Car-Shed Urban District Council Walter J. Lomax, Engineer, 11, Fold-street, Bolton

Royston - Three Housss, &c., Overcarr-lane Allen Beaumont Herbert Crawahaw, Architect, 13, Regent-streBt, Bamsley ^........•

Heaton-Four Houses and Shop Rycrnft& Firth, Architects, Bank Bldga, Manchester-rd., Braorora

Bristol-Superstructure of Avonbank Electricity Works Electrical Committee H. Williams, Architect, %i. Clare-street. Bristol ... ,;,—••
Bradford-Additions to Keelham School, Thornton School Board Thos. Oatbutt, Clerk, School Board OlHic, Manor-row, Braarora ...

Mar. IS
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N BTJIIiDINOS—continued.

Abersycban— Additions to Baptist Chapel Habershon, Fawckner, & Groves, Architects, 41, High-«t., Newport Mar. 19

Southampton—Army Medical Stores at Docks London & South-Western Ry. Co. .. John Dixon. Superintendent, Docks Department, S luthampton , 19

Bftildon—House ,* Rhodes Calvert, F.R.I B.A., 1, Forster-square, Bradford „ 19

Carlton— Engine and Pump Houses Urban District Council R Whitbread. M.S. A.. Surveyor, Carlton, neir Nottingham 19

Alford, N,B.- Alteration.* on Farmsteadin? Cneliran and Macpheryon, Advocates, 16'2, Union-street, Aberdeen., „ 19

Edmonton, N.— Junior Mixed School, Eaynham-road echool Board H. W. Dohb. 61, London-wall, E.C „ 19

Huddersfield—Houae. Somerset-road .T. Berry, Arcliitect, 9. uueen-ntveet, lIudderBtleld ,, 20
Brentwood -School Metropolitan Asylums Board C. and W. Henman, Architects, ai. Cannon-street, E.C 20

Colne, Lanes— Elcctric-I-ighting Station, &c „ ... T H. Hartley. Doruugh Surveyor. Town Hall, Colne ,, 20
Mytholmroyd— Public House L.Coite.'i A.R.I B. A., Yorks Hank Chiubrs Waterhouse-st,, Halifax „ 20
Cwlnaman—Six Houses Cwmaman Cottage Co., Ltd J. Llewellin, KniUb, and Davie'*, Architecin, Ab^^rdare ,, 20
Blairgowrie—Enlargement of Manor Farmhouse, Marlee Anderson. Chapman, and Co., Solicitors, Blair^iwrie „ 20

Mountain Ash -Tbirty-si-xDwelling-Houses Park Building Club Morgan and Elford, Architects, 1, .TeU'rey-street, Mountain Ash ... „ 21

Grimsby—Volunteer Headquarters Fredk. W. Croft, s7. Victoria Chambers. Grimsby „ 21
Carditl'-iiliii'es at Fish Market Corporation W. Harpur, M.I.C.E. Borough Engiu"er. Town Hall, Cardiff ,, 21

Manchester- Shed, &c., Bradford-road Station Gas Committee J. G. Newbigging, C.E., Roclulale-road Station, Manchester „ 21

Shipley—Hou-iie, &c William Wileock. Architect. 9, Leeds-road. Bradford ,, 21

Cardiff—Chimney Shaft (IBOft.) .' Cornoration W. Harpur, M.I C.E., Borough Engineer, Town Hall. Cardiff „ 21

Sedbergh- Additions to Gillas House C. W. Baxter. Stephen Shaw, F.H.I.B.A., Highgate, ivendal , 21

Belper -Extension to Wards. &c., Isolation Hospital .Toint Hospital District Committee.. Hunter and Woodhouee, Architects, Belper n 21
Manchester-Chimney, Bradford-road Station (las Committee J. G. Newbigging, C.E., Rochdale-road Station, Manchester 21

Fort William-Isolation Hospital L. and J. Falconer, Architects. Fort William „ 21

Wimbledon—Additions to Electricity Station, Dumsford-road Urban District Council The Surveyor's Oltice. The Broadway, Wimbledon n 22

Bolton—Enlargement of Head Post-Otlice H.M. Commissioners of Works The Secretary. H M. otiice of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W ,. 22
Newtownards -Alterations to Retort House Urb.an Council William Heron, Clerk. Newtownards , 22
Feltham-Infant School, Cardinal Estate .school Board W. Raloh Low. Architect, 10. Basinghall-street, EC , 22
Chard—Alterations and Additions to Furnham Schools Rev. Father Elvington A. W. Yeomann, M.S. A., Architect, Chard, Somerset » 23
Ogmore ^'ale— Altering. ,^e., Craigrhiwglyn Schools Llandyfodwg School Board Jacob Rees, Architect, Pent re Khondda i* 23
Aahby-de-la-Zoucb- Girls' School and Head Mistress's House., Grammar School Governors Barrowelitl and Allcock, Architerts, Loughborough 23
I^obus—Wesleyan Day School Sampson Hill, Architect, Green-lane, Redruth 23

Chard—Alterations and Additions to Buildings, Cornhill Chard Con''ervative Club A. W. Yeom'ans. M.S. A., Architect. Chard, Somerset ,. 23
Norton Lees- School School Board J. Norton, Archtect, Alliance Chambers. George-street. Sheffield ... „ 25
Homaey. N.—Chimney-Shaft, Tottenham-lane Urban District Council E. J. Lovegrove. Surveyor, Southwood-lane. Highgate-Une, N 25

Leeds—Vagrant Wards. Beckett-street Guardians Thomas Winn and Sons. Architects, li2. Albion-street. Leedi „ 25
Elland-Public Biiths, South House Estate Urban District Council George Hepworth. Architect, 21), Bradford-road, Brighouso i> 25
Newport, Mon.— Power-House Foundations Corporation R H. Haynes, Borough Engineer, Newport, Mon , 25
Ditchampton - Cottage at Pumping Station Wilton Town Council H. J. King. Town Clerk. Municipal Otlices, Russell-st , Wilton , 28
Thomer -Two Semi-Detached Houses J. A, Booth Henry Walker, Architect, 8, Upper Fountaine-street, Leeds t, 2S

Cherry Tree, Blackburn- Goods Warehouse Lancashire »& Yorkshire Railway Co. The Engineer's Otiice, Hunt's Bank, Manchester 26

Whitley- Rebuilding Briar Dene Hotel Joseph Potts and Son. Architects, 67. John-street, Sunderland ,> 27
Dublin—New Buildings at Workhouse N. Dublin Union Guardians J. Morris, Clerk of Works, North Brunswick-street, Dublin tt 27
'Bishop Auckland- Pei manent-AVay Shops North-Eastern Railway Co Wm, Bell, Ai-cbitect, Central Station, Newcastle .. it 27
Catchgate- Cementing Teacher's Residence Greencroft School Board Thos. Wilson, Arcbitect, l:il, Durham-road, BUckhill >, 27
Hackney, N.E.—Wharf. Arc. Lighting Committee Robert Hammond, M.I.C.E., 61, Victoria.street, Westminster „ 28
Hull— Destructor Buildings. West Dock-street Corporation A. E. White. City Engineer, Town Hall Hull i> 29
London, N.W.— Orphanage, 108, Hampstead-road, N.W Sydney G. Goss, 3, Broad-street Buildings, E.C i> 30
'Whitehead— Premises Fleming and C'o John kussell. Architect. 22, Waring-street, Belfast » 30
Chew Magna- Enlargement of School School Board W. E Milton. Clerk, Chew Magna » 30
Wilmslow- Police Station H. Beswiok, County Architect, Newgate-street, Chester April 1

Brede-Cottage Villa Thomas Reid, Architect, Conster Manor House, Brede, Sussex „ 8
Sndbury, Suffolk—Police Station and Quarters W. Suffolk Standing Jt. Committee Fr.ank Whitmore. Architect, Chelmsford n 1"
Clown—Lock-Up Derbyshire County Council J. Somes Story, County Sur. County Offices. St. Mary's Gate, Derby „ 2*
Middlesbrough -Semi-Detached Villas, PhillipsTille Estate A. F. Newsome, M.S. A., Architect, Albert^road, Middlesbrough ... —
Sherbum-in-EImet— House Miss Clayton J. M. Faweett and Son, Architects, 2ii. Albion-street. Leeds —
Colchester - Six Houses. Harsnett-road J. W. Start, F.S.I. , Architect, Colchester —
Wejbourne-on-Sea— Weybourne Springs Hotel R Carter, Architect, Cromer —
Stanley— Hotel, Front-street A, H. Higginbottom T. Ernest Crossling, Architect, Stanley. Durham —
Leeds—Alterations to Masons' Arms G. Fredk. Bowman, Architect, 5. Greek-street, Leeds —
Talybont-on-Usk. Mon— Alterations to Benaiah Chapel J. Yorath. Maesmawr. Talybont, Mon —
Harbledown—Two-Kiln Oast, Brotherhood Farm Prior of St. Nicholas Hospital W. J. Jennings, Architect, 4, St. Margaret's-street, Canterbury —
Staleybridge- Liberal Club, Mottram-road J. Eaton, Sons, and Cantrell, Architects, Ashton-under-Lyne —
London. E.C—Warehouse Block, Old-street Alex. Gordon, M.8.A., Architect, 107, Queen Victoria-street, EC.. —
Hull- Bebuilding Wheatsheaf Hotel, Prospect-street Hull Brewery Co Freeman. Son, & Gaskell, Archts., Albert Chambers, Carr-lane, Hull —
Carlisle—Hotel, Oaslle-lane Casiiglione and Gibbings, .31, Lowther-street, Carlisle —
Newchurch, Lanes-Cottage Henry Cunliffe F. J. Hobson, Architect, King-street, Rawtenstall —
South Hiendley- Two Cottages George Moxon. Architect, '26. Church-street, Barnaley —
"Vork—Alterations to Branch Stores, Haxby-road York Equitable Indus. Soc, Ltd. ... Atbron and Beck, Architects, Doncaster ,. —
Not1ingbam-Motor-C.ar Works. Canal-slrcet W. D. Pratt, Architect, Cauldon Chambers, Long-row. Nottingham —
Heath, Chesterfield—Cottages (79) Hardwick Colliery Co., Ltd W. M. A>,hmore, Architect, New ftueen-street, Chesterfield —
Waterfoot—Enlargement. &c., St. James' School Rev. J. T. Munn, Vicarage, Waterfoot —
Oulton— Coalhoupe at Workhouse Mutford Union Guardians Alfred Clarke. Archiect, 128, London-road, Lowestoft —

,

Bedlinog—Cottage J. Radford, Gwyrthwynt, Bedlinog —
York-Four Houses and Shop. Balmoral-terrace York Equitable Indus. Soc, Ltd. ... Atbron and Beck. Architects, Doncaster —
Mostley—Rebuilding St. George's Vicarage John Brooke, A.RI.B.A.. 18. E.xchange-street, Manchester —
Bury, Lanc3-8hop and Offices, Fleet-street W. W. Ciompton Openshaw and Gill. Architects, 6. Fleet-street, Bury —
Newcastle-on-T;ne- Rebuilding Theatre Royal Joseph Carr, Secretary, 41, Mosley-street, Newcastle-on-Tyne —
Holllnwood—Terracotta and Steel Work for New School Oldham School Board J. Hilton. Architect, 36, Clegg-stieet. Oldham —
Wombwell—Three Houses. Hough-lane Jno. Robinson, Surveyor, Wombwell, Yorks —
Somercotes—Additions to Premises Geo. Beastall Percy B. Houfton. Arthitect, Furnival Chambers, Chesterfield —
gstleford—Hou^e, Red HUl Garside and Pennington. Architects, Castleford —
Harrogate-Detacbed Home. Duehy Estate A. E. Wynn Bland and Bown, Architects, Harrogate": —
Bt. Mellon'a, Wales-Two Cottages S. Rooney. 9, Quay-street, Cardiff —
Great 'iarmouth-New Premises, South Denea Fish Selling Co ,., George Waller, Architect. Middlegate-street. Great Yarmouth —
Maiiorhamilton-House ... A. A. Algeo. Manorhamilton, Ireland —
Whitehaven- Rebuilding No. 19, Church-street E. Burlington J. S. Moffat M.8.A., Architect, 53, Church-street, Whitehaven —
Egremont-New Tower to St. Mary's Church Oliver and Dodgshun, FF.RI B.A., Architecta, Carlisle —
Stanley-Hotel, Front-street A. H. Higginbottom T. Ernest Crossling Architect, Front-street. Stanley, Durham —
Moor-Allerton—Two Houses, Shadwell-lane J E. Preston, Architect, 8, AUerton-terrace, Chaoel-AUerton —
^ i~4 '°™ '" ^^ "'' *" Spring Bank. J. J. Walton T. Brownlow Thompson, 16, Parliament-street, Hull —
Cardenden-Two Blocks of Tenements Williamson and Inglis. Architects. Kirkcaldy —
LichHeld-Two Scmi-Detached Villas Mrs. Heath and T. Heath J. W. Oodderidge. Architect, 4, Bilebridge-street, Tamworth —
Kendal-Congregational Sunday Schools, Lowther-street John Hutton, M.S.I. , Architect, Kendal —

.

ELECTRICAL PLANT.
Edinburgh -Electrical Stores (One Y'ear) Corporation The Resident Elec. Engineer's Office, Dewar-place, Elinburgh Mar. IS
Bhipley-Electrical Fittings Urban District Council J. S. Rhodes, Clerk, Manor House. Shipley, Yorks „ 19
»aUiam, S^.- Electrical Stores, &c. (One Year) Borough CouncU W. H. J. Denselow, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Walham Green, S.W. „ 20
Ayr-Electric Lii.;hting P.ant Corporation A. G. Young, Town Clerk, Town Buildings, Ayr ,. 20
rjinam, B.W.-Wiring (.entral Library, 692, Fulham-road Borough CouncU W. H. J. Denselow, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Walham Green, S.W. „ 20
west ilam-Electrical Supplies Town Council The Boro' Elec. Eng.'sOlfice, Central Electricity Station, West Ham „ 22
IjOlwyn Bay-Dynamo &c Urban District Council Lacey, Clirehugh, & Sillar, 2, Queen Anne's Gate, Westminster ... „ 22
«^neltenham-Llectriu Light Installation, St. John's Church J. Weaver, Carlton-place, Hewlett-street, Cheltenham , 25
Manchester-Switchboard, &c Electricity Committee F. E. Hughe.s, Sec. Elect. Depart., Town Hall. Manchester 25
wamngcon-Eiectric Tramways Corporation Preece and Cardew. 13, Queen Anne's Gate, Westminster, S.W „ 27
Bunderland-Oibles, ic. (One Year), Corporation J. F. C. Snell, Boro' Elect. Eng., Dunning-street, Sunderland 29
Amsteraam-JUectncal Plant, &c The Burgomaster The Direction of Printing Works, Achterburgwal 213, Amsterdam April 1

ENQINEEBINO.
Bollington-Pipe- Laying, fro. (2} mUes) Urban District Council W. H. Kadford, C.E , Albion Chambers, King-street, Nottingham.. Mar. 16
uunscough. Lanes -Rebuilding Bridge Lancashire County Council W. Compton Hall, County Bridgemaater, County Offices, Preston .. „ 16
Trowbridge-Heating and Ventilating Technical Institute H.Ledbury, Sec, Timbrell-street, Trowbridge „ 16
Kaneloot, Lanes- Bridge Works Lancashire County CouncU W. Compton Hall, County Bridgemaster, County Offices, Preston .. „ 16

k?Jj1 ~ ^m™°7l,?' V'"^
^^^" Outfallat Ness Point Corporation G. H. Hamby, A MICE., Boro' Engineer, Town Hall, Lowestoft. „ 16

n™i^o IP Yf'"' iv Bredbury and Romiley U.D.C William Spmks, Engineer, 20, Park-row, Leeds 18

B^„.f^ TO *.'"*; r • ^""'' Town CouncU Wm. Mackison, C.E., Municipal Offices, Commercial-street, Dundee „ 18

0?iSt„ H ,^1 r?'°? • Vw-VC '• Urban District CouncU E. L. Woods, C E., Bangor, Ireland „ 18

ofSliff c^ "^ ^ •*' ^"''''°'"* Incorporation Directors E. Bremner-Smith and Bremner, C.E.'s, Oswestry , 18

Peif,rt~Tf!f
^

i''""v' ?•.;-;> ™ Corporation Arthur Ellis, M.I.E E., Old Post Office Buildings, Cardiff 18

TW.- iro ,"? ','^H'.'^?'*'™S™™^''»°°''' Harbour Commissioners G. F. L. Giles. Harbour Engineer, Belfast „ 18

nnJ^.fi A V .?"'~P.g?'^5""»y(»'>o°'9mUe8) Cambrian RaUways Co A. J. Collin, Engineer, 0,sw,Ud-roid, Oswestry 19

R=^l!fi„~7^ f*' -*'"0"8l> EiJ™ Bridge Corporation Henry C. Marks. A.M.I C.E., City Eng., 36, Fisher-street, CarUsle „ 19

Por^ri^l Wi^"*''"'^ •'i-i-
.••.••••• Urban District CouncU R. Fowler, Surveyor, Swinton, near Rjtherham „ 20

Colne T^L.^.K^S" ^fuP?,'""? BndgeoverAfon Uwyd ... Urban District CouncU David J. Lougher, Engineer, Bink Chambers, Pontypool 20

IJttleiltr 1»™.- ^t'
^biUips-lane Electrical Committee T. H. Hartley, Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Colne, Lanes 20

iJiiieAine-Alterations to Horse Bridge oyerEiver Alceater Rural District CouncU Charles Gander, Surveyor, Alcester ., 20
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Dkeeton—WidenJDp G«llr.w8 Inn Bridge Derbvphir** Conntv Council J. Sotnee Story, County Surveyor, County OSicea, Derby Mw 2iPentre—Steam Eoed- Roller (10-ton) and Scarifier Ehondda Urban District Council ... W. J. Jones. Snrvejor. Council Offices. Pentre R 8.0 , Glam „
'

2I
Harrogate— Pteam Roller (12-ton) and Scarifier Corporation F. Bapsbaw, Borouph Enginfer, Municipal Offices, Harrogate „ 2'
Clitherce—Water-Supply Works at Sabden Rural District Council John Eastham, Clerk, Church-street, Clitheroe. Lines „ 2'

Manchester- St^el Lancashire Boiler. Bradford-road Station ... Gas Committee C. Nickson, Sopt , Gas Department, Town Hall, Manchester „ 2
Buxton- Steel Gasholder Tank and Telescopic Gasholder Gas Committee Harold Barker, Gas Engineer, Town Hall. Buxton

, 2
Newport, Mon—Confitruct»ODal Steelwork, ic Corporation H. F. Parshall. Consulting Engineer, 8, Princes-street, Bank, E.C. „ 2.

West Ham— Steam Boad-Eoller (10-ton) Corporation The Borough Engineer's Office, Town Hall. West Ham
, %

Shcehuryne.is - IrcnPtoTageTank8,LayingMains[3,10Cyd.),&c. I.'iban District Council Harold Harris, Surveyor, Clarence-street, Southend 2,

Ketteiing— Refuse Destructor ". Vrban District Council T. Reader Smith, Surveyor, Market-place. Kettering
,j 2;

Dorchet-ter—Sewage Purification Worka Town Council G. J. Hunt, Borough Engineer, Guildhall. Dorchester „ 2t
Guildford— Steel Arch Bridge Corporation John J. Webster. M. I.C.E., 39. Victoria-street. Westminster, 8.W. „ 3'

Penryn- Harbour Works Harbour Authority J. Partridge, C.E., Engineer, Town Hall, Penryn, Cornwall 3f
St. Albans-Bacterial Be^s. &c. (6.900 yards) City Council Beesley, Son, and Nichols, 11, Victoria-street Westminster, 8.W... April ij

Crofcthwaite-Widening Smithy Bridge Cumberland County Council Geo. Jos. Bell. County Surveyor, The Courts, Carlisle
,, 3JJ

Smaithwaite- Stone Bridge across St. John's Beck Cumberland County Council Geo. Joa. Bell, County Surveyor, The Courts, Carlisle
, n

Southwick Steel and Iron Work for Electrical Power House... Brighton Town Coimcil. F. J. Tillstone, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Brighton
2t|

Eosario -Harbour Works Argentine Government The Commercial Department of the Foreign Office, Whitehall, S.W. May 1C|

Brandon-Heating Co-operative Stores Wra. Perkins. M.8.A., Architect, Bishop Auckland —
Nevin- Sea-wall (2C0ft.) and Dock Enlargement Nevin Bay Granite Quarry, Ltd. ... Smith and Sidebotham, C.E., 1, Princess-street. Manchester —
Woolston, Southampton- Extension of Jurd*s Wharf E. Cooper Poole, A.M.I.C.E , 4, Portland-street. Sonthamptoa —
Newbaven— Pile Driving, &c F. J. Rayner, Engineer, 8, High-street, Newhaven. Sussex
Betbnal Green. N.E.— Condenser, &c Guardiana TheEngineer, Steward's Office, Infirmary, Cambridge-road, N.E.
Edinburgh— Coal Elevator. Portobello Power Station Corporation Colam and Cooper, Engineers. 67, Henderson-row, Edinburgh ...

PENDING AND WALLS.
Dudley—W.I, Tubular Unclimbable Fencing Estates Committee John Gimmage, Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Dudley Mar.lg|
Blackiill—Ft nee Walls. &c., at Cemetery Joint Burial Board G. T. Wilson. Architect, 121, Durham-road, Blackhill, Durham .. .. „ ](l
Salford—rr.climbable Railings (366 yards) Parks Committee L. C. Evans, Town Clerk, Town Hall. Salford „ igl
Eastleigh—Boundary Wall and Railings Eastleigh and Bisbopstoke U.D.C .. W. Stringfellow. C.E., Surveyor, Leigh-road, Eastleigb „ sgl
Buxton- Retaining Wall, \c., at Gasworks, Asbwood Dale Gas Committee Harold Barker, Gas Engineer, Town Hall, Buxton j|l

FXTBNITVBB AND FITTINGS.
Widnes- Infections Diseases Hospital Corporation H. 8. Oppenheim, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Widnes Mar. 16
Longhrea—Twelve Iron Bedsteads, &c., for Hospital Use Guardians Laurence Conway, Clerk, Loughrea, Ireland „ 16
Goldeithney— Reseating Wesleyan Chapel Rev. P. M. Philbps, Goldsithney, Marazion „ 19
Newport, Mon.—New Hospital IHiecton J. K. Stone. Secretary, 26, Dock-street, Newport, Moa —
Blackpool—Benching St. Cuthbert's Church James H. Mangan, Architect, Church-Btreet, South Shore —

PAINTINO.
Kirkburton—'Vicarage Wm. Watson, Architect, Baratow-equarc, Wakefield Mar, IJ
Accriigton-Baths Baths Committee The Borough Engineer's Office, Town Hall, Accrington ,, 18
Glasgow—Hutherglen-roadWashhoiMe Corporation J. Lindsay, Interim Clerk, City Chambers, Cochrane-st., Glasgow... „ 18
Neath- Zoar Chapel Trustees David Morgan, Architect, 21, Alfred-street, Neath »
Beaton Junction - Shute Arms Hotel Mitchell, Toms, and Co., Ltd A. W. Yeomans, M.8.A., Architect, Chard, Somerset U
Norton Lees-School School Board Joseph Norton Architect. Alliance Chambers, Sheffield a
Tremain-FfyDonbedr Independent Chapel .t. J. Williams, Trefere. Wales ,, St
Leeds—Vagrant Wards Guardians T. Winn and Sons, Architects, 92. Albion-street, Leeds „ 5S
Elland-Pnbbc Baths, South House Estate Urban District Council G. Hepworth, Architect, 20, Bradford-road. Brighouse , 25
Brantry-Paiish Church The Rev. Gordon Scott, Brantry Glebe. Dangannon —
Littleborough-Four Houses R. Norbury, 4. yueen's Road-terrace, Littleborough, Lanes

PLtJUBINO AND GLAZING.
Belfast—Plumbing Work (One Year) Corporation The Snpt. of Works Office, Townhall-street, Belfast Mar.„
Pnlham, S.W.—Plumbing Work (One Year) Borough Council W. H. J. Denselow. Town Clerk, Town Hall, Walham Green, 8.W. „ 20
Blairgo'ffrie—Manor Farmhouse, Marlee Anderson, Chapman, and Co., Solicitors, Blairgowrie

BOADS AND STBEETS.
Blackpool— Street Works Highways Committee The Surveyor's Office, Town Hall, Blackpool
Wlgton-Road Maintenance (One Year) Rural District Council W. Brown, Surveyor, Bank, Wigton. Cumberland „
Swindon—Road Works Corporation H. J. Hamp, Borough Surveyor. Town Hall, Swindon „
Kingstown- Concrete Pavement (1,100 yards), Harbour-road ... Urban District CouncU John Donnelly, Town Clerk, Town Hall. Kingstown. Ireland „
Aeton-Paving on Main Road Footpaths Middlesex County Council H. T. Wakelam. County Engineer, Guildhall, Westminster. S.W... „ _
Sunbury-on-Thames-Kerbing, &c Urban District Council Harold F. Coales. Surveyor. Sunbury-on-Thames „ H
Leith—Paving Works Town Council The Borough Surveyor's Office, Town Hall, Leith, N.B „ H
Warrington- Street and Passage Works Pa\ing and Sewage Committee Thomas Longdin. Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Warrington „ 18
Hale—Paving Works (1,700 yalds) Urban District CouncU P. J. Lobley.A.M I C.E., Surveyor, Albert-rd, Hale, urAltrinoham „ 18
Tsnemouth- Laying Cement Concrete Footpaths Corporation John F. Smillie, Borough Surveyor. Tynemouth „ 1*
Walsall—RoadmakiDg. &c Corporation The Borough Surveyors Office, Bridge-street, Walsall U
boutball—Wood-Paving Works County Highways Committee H. T. Wakelam, County Engineer, Guildhall, Westminster, S.W , 19
Horwich-Beconsttucting Chorley New-road Urban District Council The Surveyor, Public Hall, Horwich, Lanes JO
Btockport-Pnvate Street Works Highways and Sewers Committee... J. Atkinson, A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Burv., St. Petersgate, Stookwell. ... „ SO
Greenwich—Paving Portion of Ashburnham-road Borough Council The Borough Engineer's Office, Town Hall, Greenwich „ SO
Leeds-Excavating lor Five Streets Victoria Freehold Building Assoc... Albert E. Ilixon. A.R IB. A., 5, Park-lane. Lefda „ SO
Reading- Makmg-upLynmouth-road Sanitary Authority John Bowen, Borough Engineer. Town Hall, Reading M
bowerby Bndge-He-forming Causeway, Watson-lane W. Clement Williams. Architect, 29, Southgate, Halifax „ Jl
Great Harwood, Lancs-Making-up Streets and Roads.... Urban District Council R. Chippendale, Clerk. Town Hall, Great Harwood. Lanes 83
Blairgowrie—Forming and Macadamising Streets George Cunnison, Burgh Surveyor, Blairgowrie, N.B 23
Hemsworth and Kinsley-Two Roads Rural District Council T. H. Richardson, Surveyor. Hemsworth: near Wakefield „ 85
Elland-- Paving Saddlewortb-ruad Urban District Council P. H. Whitwam, Council Offices, EUand, Yorks „ 25
Beckenham-New Approach Roads to Three Way Bridge Urban District Council John A. Angel, Surveyor, Beckenham 55 '

Homsey—Making-up Campsbourne High-street Urban District Council E. J. Lovegrove, Engineer, 99. Southwood-lane, Highgate, N „ J6
Burgess Hill Road Works Urban District Council A. F. Hardwick, Clerk, Church-road. Burgess Hill „ 97
bale-Asphalting Footpaths (l,500sq yd.) Urban District Council David Halliwell, Clerk, Council Offices, Sale, Cheshire „ SS
Whitwood Mere- Making Marchant, School, Cross, &Mos8-Bt8. Urban District Council A. Hartley, Surveyor, County Chambers, Caatleford 30
Crosthwaite- P.ciad Works Cumberland County Council Geo. Jus. Bell, County Surveyor, The Courts, Carlisls Aprilll
OUerton, Newark-on-Trent-Eoadmaking and Repairing Eufford Hunt Committee H. Hill, Thoresby Park, Ollerton, Newark —

SANITABT.
Evesham-'Three New Culverts Eural District Council Edward Wadams, Clerk, Union Offices, Evesham Mar. K
Bandiacre- Sewer, Sfantou-lane Shardlow Rural District Council ... Gorman and Ross, Architects. Sandiacre. near Nottingham , 16
Kugeley- Hewers, &c Urban District Council Pritchard, Green, and Co., Engs , 87, Waterloo-st , Birmingham 16

^""Vr^^ers. .:..,. Urban District Council F. J. Lobley, Engineer, A.M I.CE., Albert-road, Hale, Cneshire 18
tteatwich- Sewering and Paving Robert-street District Council L. A. Orford, Clerk, Bury New-road. Prestwich , 18
Kutherglen-Sewers Town Council Warren and Stuart. C.E.'s. 116. Wellingtun-street, Glasgow „ 16
±ort01asgow-Dramage Works Town Council W. R. Copland, C E , 146. West Regent-street, Glasgow ,> SO
Islington. N.-Drainage Works at Relief Offices St. Mary, IsUngton, Guardians Wm. Smith, Architect. 65. Chancery-lane, W.G .. !'
tyrooReaiiolm- Hewers and Sewage-Uisposal Worka Special Drainage Committee John Sturrock, jun , C.E., 2, Market-'ane. Kilmarnock „ 25
Manchfster- Circular-Backed Urinal Stalls Sanitary Committee The City Surveyor, Town Hall, Manchester » S6
bouth Kiikby- Sewer ExteuMon, Mill-lane Em'<worth Rural District Council ... T. H. Richardson, Surveyor, Hemswurth, near Wakefield :',. 25
JLjmmgton- Sewer Outfall Repairs Town Council J. Pym Jones, Borough Surveyor, 83, High-street. Lymington So
Mancbester-TbrHe Public Urinals Sanitary Committee The City Surveyor, Town Hall, Manchester S5

Woodlord-cum-Membris-Sewerage Works Daventry Rural District Council ... J. B. Williams, Engineer, Moot Hall, Daventry .^ J^iulham, S.W.-Dramage WoTks Borough Council J. C. Jackson. D.P.H. iCamb.), Town Hall, Walham Green, S.W S6
Fontardawe-fcewerage Works Rural Di-trict CouncU J. Morgan, Engineer, Herbert Chambers, Pontardawe .. SJ
i,nHeld-Five bewers ... Uibm District CouncU E. Collins. Surveyor, Court House. Eafidd

-J,Minster- Drainage Works at Infirmary Isle of Thanet Union Guardians ... Leonard Grant, .Architect. Sittingbourne £
l»ickenham-bewer8,Hartington-roadandAmyand Park-road Urban District CouncU Fred. W. Ptarce, Surveyor, Town Hall. Twickenham ,.

2f

t"Io .J "ir^^ ,?.'-?'' ^'^'^'*'*™1'''«'«P'"=S8«»«8" Town Council G. H. Hont, Borough Engmeer, GuUdhall, Dorchester „ «
LlchHeld- Sewerage Works Urban Uiiirict CouncU H. RusseU, Town Clerk, .',. Mirket-street, Licitteld ,. .89
«ew Cossall-Sewers .. Basford Eural District CouncU 8. Maylan, Surveyor, Public Office. Basford, Notts AprU 1

Hipperholme-Senage Tank Urban District CouncU G. H. Elliott, Architect, L-ghtcUffe -

STEEL AND IBON.
Bollington-Cast-Iron Pipes (25 miles of .3in. and 4in.) Urban District Council W. H. Radford, C.E., Albion Chambers, King-street, Nottingham .

Mar. 16

Glasgow-CI. Pipes (400 tons) Corporation James M. Oale, EngiLeer, Water Dept., 45, John-street, Glasgow.,. „ 16

ChiiBtianm-Sleeper Plates (98,000) ; Norwegian State RaUways The Railway Manager's Office. Chrisuania r'-^-ii- " ,ni*ndon, t.C.—Cast-Steel Asle-Cones, &c Eenjal-Najrpur Railway Co., Ltd.. The Company's Offi;e. I'M. Gresham House, Old Broad-street, B.C. „ »u
l-hiistiania - Axles and Wheels (476), Wheel-Rims (200) Norwegian State Railways The Railway Station OlBccs. Christiania >•

»"

^nii.uama- Bteel Rails (2,9uo tons) Norwegian State Railways The Railway Director's Office. Christiania >• JV
iilland-lron and l-teel Work for Public Baths Urban District Council G. Hepworth, Architect, '-'J. Bradford-road, Brighouse ..

J?Hoerabaja. Java—Asphalted CI. Flange Pipes (3.000 tons) Dutch Ministry for Colonies Martinua Nyhoff. Bookseller, The Hague ".•• "
uundee-bteelGuderEaUs (1,640 tons). Fishplates (60 tons) ... Town CouncU Wm. Mackison, C E., Engineer, 91, Commercial-staeet, Dundee. '
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PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION AND
PR.'VCTI<:'E,

AN attempt has been made by many who
inculcate the principles of architecture

and of ecucatiqn amongat the younger
members of the profession, to elevate the

subject, and to lift the teaching of the art

to a higher plane. Some professors and
instructors of the art dwell on the questions

of beauty and of taste, others .=>peak of the

need of cultivating the imagination, of

artistic inspiration, of the importance of the

stud)- of nature, of proportion, of colour. In
an essentially prosaic jirofessiou it is neces-

sary to dwell on the higher ideas and attri-

Tjutes of art in ihe abstract. Building in

•=6lf is particularly practical and utilitarian,

;.d a mind absorbed in bricks and mortar,

eaaurementSj and the every-day require-

-lents of construction, cannot rise always
] the occasion or to the '• high calling"

,t art. The ordinary building mind has a

tendency to fall to the level of the workman,
to become so engrossed in matters of detail

as to become narrow and excessively matter-

of-fact in everything else. Nothing can be
eo engrossing as building construction and
the practice of measuring or estimating
'builders' work : they are exercises which give

he mind or the iinafrination very little desire

r aptitude for the artistic side of the archi-

ot's vocation. There is nothinj: in such
.-. ork to inspire the emotions or give wing to

[he imagination. We cannot wonder, then, at

;he great cleavage there is between the
practical and the art following of the pro-
le'sion, and why it is so hard for an architect

who has once obtaioed a general every-day
practice with a fair sprinkling of surveying
ud quantity-taking, to turn his attention

:o btuldings of a monumental or artistic

haractor ; nor can we be surprised to find

.;s earlier tiste for art losing its keenness as
:he duties of practical lite increase, and with
t the absorbing attention to details. Mr.
;:2mer8on, in his address to students the other
day, spoke of the value of methodical habits
as tending to the avoidance of worry, than
which there is nothing so prejudicial to

artistic effort. .A. worried brain is too rest-

less to concentrate attention on any work of

this bind. For creative efforts and the
thought necessary in conception, the mind
should be perfectly easy and at rest. No great
work or design has ever been done in a hurry :

-t cannot be forced, but must come as a
spontaneous effort of the mind, the reason
why the busy architect with a large practice
.? so often feeble and commonplace in his
designs and details, while many of the most
able designs and the happiest conceptions
have been produced by men with leisure.

These considerations invite us to inquire
whether our modern architectural practice is

the best for the development of gifts of a
high order '; It will be argued by acme that
the art function is better practised by men
who can confine their whole time and
attention to art, and that in the case of archi-
tecture these functions may be divided—there
may be designets of churches and monuments,
of secular and commercial, of domestic build-
ings, and so on. They would separate the
designer from the practical builder ; but sucU
a distinction has been to some extent in
force. There has been an unreality about
such a division and it has to a large degree
contributed to maie the practical man more
forgetful of art, and to loosen the bond
between it and building. Nor has it done
anything to elevate the designing of buildings success.

as a special science. Then we take a number of sttuction in the

commissions, including many given to the knowledge, the

leading men of the profession, who receive

their •) per cent, for works of a very diverse

k ind. Can it be honestly said that art improves

by multiplying the number of its applica-

tions ' We think not. Is it not better that an

architect should bring his art into touch

with a certain class of buildings, so that he

may be able to throw his energies into

certain channels, that his best thought

and artistic skill may be devoted to his

purpose 'i We know that there was no

separation between designing and building

amongst the old masters ;—the designer and

builder went together, though the scope of

his work was limited, lie did not tackle

houses and shops and churches and hospitals

as the modern architect does, but expended

his best thought and art in the design and
execution of buildings that have been models

for all time. V,j making materials and con-

struction the vehicle of his art in one or two
directions, he overcame the modern danger

of lapsing into a mere prosaic builder or un-

real draughtsman. His work was inspired

by a common enthusiasm ; his aspirations

were kindled with the desire to express the

thought and requirements of his age in his

buildings. Now it is otherwise : the archi-

tect becomes either an expert building

surveyor or a mere designer of build-

ings in general. If we complain of the

prosaic, matter-of-fact tendency of our

practice it is chiefly because we have not

learned to understand and appreciate this

wholesale kind of practice— the reaction

there exists between craftsmanship and

building. We have considered them as

distinct too long, and our method of teach-

ing has been largely at fault in promoting

the study of architectural style apart from
building.

The education question has been urged

from opposite standpoints. There are those

who would make it a compulsory pressure

from without, and those who would inculcate

the instruction of the student from his own
internal convictions without pressure. The
great majority of those who enter the pro-

fession are accidentally thrown into it.

The old architects—those who have left

their works and their mark during the

Middle Ages and the Renaissance, to

say nothing of the ancient practitioners—
were men who had an intuitive gift for the

work, or at least the bulk of them. Beyond
their apprenticeship to certain crafts, there

was nothing compulsory about their educa-

tion — they learned the traditions handed
down from father to son. But the condi-

tions of modern architectural practice have
changed :—it now becomes necessary to

qualify those who enter the profession as a

living, but have no particular prnrlmnt.

The ranks of the profession have multiplied

enormously since the days of the early

pioneers of the Italian Renaissance iii this

country. Many of the great architects of

the 15th, 10th, and 17th centuries and
later were more amateurs than professional

men, and they practised the art for the

love they had for it. With them a

compulsory examination, or even a curri-

culum of knowledge was not required,

nor even thought of. It has been reserved for

the 'JOth century to "manufacture" archi-

tects : they are no longer all born artists as

formerly. Hence the necessity of providing
schools and establishing sources of instruc-

tion. One experiment is worth noticing

here. The proposed Architectural Associa-
tion Day-Glasses are arranged to give pupils,

or those about to enter otlioes, a preparatory
or supplementary course of instruction, and
for this purpose the Studio of the Association
is to be opened during the day, and new
classes are to be established. The scheme
has been guaranteed by some of the leading
members, and there is every prospect of its

A one year's course includes in-

elements of architectural

use of instruments and
scales, freehand drawing, the Eive Orders of

Classic Architecture, the elements of the
various styles, elements of mechanics
and construction, sketching and measuring
details of buildings, a course of lectures

on the history of architecture, illus-

trated by visits to buildings and museums,
lectures on elementary construction and
materials, illustrated by visits to workshops
and buildings in progress. We believe these
facilities afforded to pupils in offices to

acquire supplementary instruction is in the
right direction. They will assist the pupil

to educate himself in the elements of his

profession—to supplement his office training.

A second year's course will comprise per-

spective, descriptive and applied geometry,

graphic statics, priuci])les of architectural

design and other subjects, and a course of

reading directed by the master of the studio

will be given. These day-classes promise to

supply the deficiencies in the education of

the ordinary pupil by helping him to com-
plete or supplement his studies, of which he
feels the need. The process of education that

is the most beneficial is that which realises

our requirements or comes from within

:

it begins in the pupil, and develops with his

requirements. It does not force upon him
subjects for which he is not prepared, and
for which he has little sympathy, such as

course of mathematics, languages, lectures on
ancient history, or the like. The official curri-

culum is of value to the university studentwho
is going in for a complete course ; but the

ordinary architectural pupil is not prepared

for it. If the Association scheme of day-

classes can be made to show him that he may
carry on his office duties and his classes side

by side—that one is really supplementary to

f^e other, we have no doubt of its success.

At present the pupil is apt to look upon the

collegiate courses provided for him as some-
thing quite apart from his daily work—as

completely outside the profession. Instructors

have to get rid of this notion—to show that

architectural work and education can go
hand in hand. Technical schools have
failed to enlist the class of men they
were intended to help, because they have
tried to give the building apprentice and
workman too much at first, and he does not

see at once the connection there is between
his work and the studies put before him.

From these considerations we are disposed to

regard the individual system of instruction

as the right one for the pupU. The academic
system is justified when the pupil has ample
time and means. Mr. Arthur Catob's very

useful summaries of the systems pursued in

the leading Continental and Americm uni-

versities, and to which we have referred,

afford opportunities to students who are

limited in their time. They can take up
certain courses and leave others. The
American methods of instruction seek to

bring out and develop the student's powers
by showing the application of theory to

practice, and the useful lists of subjects

of different American universities given

by Mr. Gates will be found in the Insti-

tute Jni/nu'l for last year. The American
systems of education differ; but they all

agree on the necessity of a preliminary

education before beginning the four-year

course of special study ; also on the value of

a continuous study of drawing and design.

According to a table giving the percentage

of time devoted to certain groups of studies,

it appears that mathematics and construction

occupy very different proportions of time.

At the Massachusetts Institute 'i'j per cent,

of the time is taken during the first year

;

in Gomell University only 25 per cent, is

given dui'ing the third year ; Illinois devotes
4'2 per cent, during the first two years. In
architectural drawing and design on the

average about half the time is absorbed,

though the percentage varies. In nearly
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all these courses we find that construction, as

the basis of architecture, holds a large place.

Great stress is laid on continued practice in

design and drawing, and the principles of

the art. Preliminary technical instruction

begins during the first year, and is continued
through the remaining term. During the

second year in Harvard University, ele-

mentary design, structural and architectural,

is taught, and during the third year archi-

tectiiral design and the artistic treatment of

materials, besides the theory of design. Thus
we find that the student begins to loam the

elements of his art in a technical and special

manner directly he joins the courses, and
that these increase in technical directness of

application to building during the last year.

A serious omission in some of the archi-

tectural courses we have seen is the neglect

of the spceial principles of architecture. The
submission of designs of buildings does not

teach the student the elements of construc-

tion, or such artistic matters as composition,

proportion, grouping, light and sha<le, colour,

and other esthetic elements, which ought
to be taught in a systematic manner as in

the architectural schools in France and
Germany. We quite agree, that it is desirable,

from a due sense of the importance of archi-

tecture as a i>rofessional study, that archi-

tects should receive a higher education thait

they have been receiving. At the same
time a general education will not entirely

comiiensate for a neglect of special archi-

tectural subjects, such as a thorough
knowledge of materials of construction

in various directions, of details, of build-
ing appliances, of a proper knowledge of

composition and proportion and colour, in

all of which special and artistic subjects, we
are being run very hard by our brethren
both on the Continent and in America. The
late Paris Exposition has opened the eyes of

many to the fact that our English designs,
though not wanting in vigorousness and ex-
pression, often show a lack of the sense of

good composition and a due proportion and
refinement of detail, especially of relief and
decoration. These are questions that can
only be learned by helpful and systematic
instruction by men of reputed skill in their

ait.

GOODS AND FITTINGS.

THE modern practitioner is beset with
innumerable hindrances and perplexi-

ties, not the least of these being the pre-
liminaries through which he has to pass
before he is prepared to begin his work.
It well known in the profession, he is

overwhelmed with solicitations and cata-
logTies from manufacturers and trade firms

:

they pour in upon him at every post—that
makes it necessary that this literature should
be quickly digested or disposed of through
means of the waste-paper basket. Quicker
they come, quicker they go ; there must be an
outlet as well as an inlet for them ; the con-
sequence of which is that the few deserving
ones are thrown out with the worthless, and
are not even read. A strong reason, perhaps,
that what the manufacturer or firm has to say
should take a more permanent form in a pro-
fessional journal. As it is, a great deal of
information of much value to the architect
and worth his digestion is thrown away as so
much rubbish because of the enormous out-
put and the demand it makes on him
to read and consider it. Every new
invention in the building world, from a red
brick or tile to a patent latch, is the subject
of a prospectus or is published as a catalogue,
and we all know the costliness and attistic

merit of many of the catalogues repre-
senting artistic wares, ironmongery, venti-
lating and other appliances. Many of
them furnish in concise form the prin-
ciples of the invention, or give ex-
amples of the application to, or employ-
ment on, buildings. What woiild be of

special use to the architect and surveyor in

practice would be a summary or digest of the

most approved things to be found in separate

catalogues, in which reference could be made
alphabetically, or in some classified order, to

bricks and all kinds of clay wares, sanitary

ware, plumbers' work, constructional iron-

work, ironmongery, furniture, decoration,

and other subjects, including their prices,

which the architect is in quest of every time

he writes a specification, or the quantity

surveyor wants in preparing his quantities.

Only as an aid to the memory such an
illustrated index would be of service. To
some extent Laxton's and Lockwood's
builders' price-books supply the informa-
tion. The immense increase of industries

connected with building has made it ex-
tremely difficult for the architect to keep
pace with literature of this kind, or to digest

it properly ; the younger men are bewildered
with the rival claims of firms and products.
Sometimes the young architect has to select

a tj'pe, as that of a sanitary apparatus or
fitting, or to make a choice between two or
three different modes of carrying out the
same object, as in those of, say, a fanlight
opener. He finds it very difficult to decide
when each invention claims to have many
advantages over others in the market. To
cut the knot he selects one which has the
imprimatur of the name of a well-known
firm, or one which has the largest number of

testimonials to recommend it. But this

may be misleading, as a patented im-
provement is often made or sold by a
big firm because it has been forced
into the market by a wealthy capitalist,

or is more profitable to make. Unless a
certain degree of technical knowledge is

brought to bear upon the invention, there is

little to guide. A material like terracotta

varies greatly. An architect who does not
know the nature of the clay, may easily

make a mistake by specifying the manu-
facture from an illustrated catalogue off-

hand. There is nothing more misleading
than an illustration ; without personal ex-
perience in the material, qualities, accurate
shape, true lines, porosity, colour, and other
matters cannot be ascertained. And for

these and others reasons, museums of build-
ing m.iterials and appliances or "ex-
changes," as they are called in America, are
of value in enabling the architect to see and
test for himself. In the selection not only
of materials but of fittings, a great deal
must be learned second hand by the in-

experienced. Students and young prac-
titioners would be employing their time to

the best advantage by visiting buildings in

progress and workshops, and by carefully

examining the materials and fittings used,

and in making inquiries;—somuchin a build-
ing is now manufactured and contracted for

that at one time would have been specially

made for the work. jNIachinery and labour-
saving processes have taken a good deal of

the architect's work out of his control. Special

joinery, office and .shop fittings, metal-work,
ironmongery, architectural pottery, even
decoration of various kinds are now manu-
factured by firms who make these things
specialities. The illustrated designs sent out
by these firms are often very good. Many
of them select leading artists for the work,
and the architect is saved the trouble of pre-
paring designs of his own. Take, for instance,

chimney - pieces of wood or cast iron

overmantels, such fittings as hinges, door-
furniture, finger and lock - plates ; or the
designs for terracotta and decorative faience,

and the profuse assortment of patterns sent
out for walls, dadoes, and ceiling decoration.

The architect has simply to make his choice,

to specify the catalogue number or page and
the price, and the contractor carries out the
work, taking care to add his commission.
Hut there is also a fatal facility in all this.

It tempts the architect to bo idle, to do loss

;

it encourages him to look upon art as a

commercial transaction—to depend entirely

on the firm;—and these are hindrances.
There is the temptation to be led away by
the tricks of trade. Representatives or
travellers from several firms will wait upon
the architect, will bring .specimens of their
goods, and will undertake to carry out the
work at a reduced rate or on advantageous
terms, and even go so far as to offer a
commission on all orders received. The
excellence of the manufacture or goods is a
question that falls into the background ; it

is obscured by various misrepresentations on
the part of the agent. Perhaps the archi-
tect gives way : his building suffers as a
conseijuence of a want of firmness on his
part. An inferior material is introduced, or
the workmanship turns out to be defective.

Commercial importunities and trade cir-

culars dog the stops of the young practitioner

;

but he is confronted with another difficulty

at the commencement of his work. He may
be made the victim of a designing firm or

company who want to introduce their goods
at any price. It may be worth trying,

they "think, to get hold of him. How
can they sound him without wounding
his dignity ? It is easy to offer a trade

discount of so much per cent, on goods
supplied. A firm of tile-manufacturers some
time ago circulated a pattern-sheet of their

tiles among architects with the words written

across it :
" Fifteen per cent, commission

allowed to the profession." In another case

circulars were sent round to the architects

by a firm of marble chimneypiece makers,
offering a discount of 50 per cent, to the
architect or builder only—an offer that could

be understood if addressed only to those in

the trade, but certainly suggestive of an
illicit commission to the profession. But
these offers are generally made verbally, or

in an indirect manner, and we all know the
" discount " dodge. It does not come from
firms of repute. Trading firms have some-
times found it necessary, in sending their

price-lists to architects, to acquaint them, as

a matter of business only, with their trade

discounts, but without any suggestion from
them that such discount would be paid to the

architect as a commission for introducing the

business. But two interpretations can, of

course, be put on such statements. With,

we fear, some of the profession, the bait is

too tempting to be resisted in all cases. The
evil compact is made, and the trading firm

are the first to take advantage of the position

they have won. The acceptance of any bribe

makes it difficult, if not impossible, to com-
plain of any defect of quality, or to demand
any redress. The architect is practically in

the grip of the tradesman, and is obliged to

look with forbearance on any shortcoming.

In several ways the architect may find it

hard to enforce his claims. His design

may not be followed ; the tradesman is

anxious to get one of his stock patterns

introduced, and persuades the architect

that he will like it just as well, he puts

something very different in the place of a

detail furnished by the architect, because he

has it in stock, or it does not cost so much
labour, or he persuades the architect to

forego certain requirements, or to modify the

scheme. " You leave the work in our hands,

and we will give you every satisfaction," is

one of the customary persuasions used. How
often we hear of clandestine dealings between

officials of corporations and private firms of

contractors ! In some cases we have heard

of firms for the supply of coal or sanitary

goods putting a small percentage on the

goods, which is received in some form by the

official for his recommendations. There are

several ways by which a bribe can be oliered

and received ; but it may be worth while to

say that it is a recognised law that a secret

commission received by an agent contrary to

his duty can be recovered by the principal

from the agent. A principal can also reclaim

from the contractor the excess over the
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market price which the latter receives, as

damages.
In the choice of goods and the selection of

fittings and decorative work, the younger
man must necessarily depend on the recom-
mendations of others and on his own judge-
ment and sense of the fitness of things. To
a large extent in matters like sanitary
fittings the experience of impartial persons
must be taken. "Self-praise is no recom-
mendation,' 50 that we must take care that
we steer clear of the mere puff. A kind of

selective process is unconsciously at work in

this matter. The architect's experience
and judgment gradually make a choice.

He specifies certain firms or their fittings

on every occasion ; the same names and
types are introduced, and he seldom troubles
to make any inquiry as to the claims of new
inventions. Such conservatism of taste can-
not, of course, always be right ; new and
better things may come into the market, and
it is a duty he owes to himself and his client

to make himself acquainted with them, so
that he may determine whether any real im-
provement has been made. Attention, there-
fore, should be given to circulars aud adver-
tisements which appear, or the architect may
find himself a little out-of-date. It must
not be assumed that a fitting—say a sanitary
fixture—is the best arrangement in every
circumstance; that because it answers in
one situation or on the ground or first floor,

it will also be the same on the upper floor.

:>irapler arrangements are required in fac-
tories and workshops or dwellings for the
labouring classes— simpler sanitary fittings,
siinpler door-fastenings and stoves. Those
suitable for an ordinary dwelling are out of
place in a workman's cottage, and this modi-
fication and adjustment ought to apply in
other directions. AYhat Mr. Brown or Mr.
>mith may tolerate in the form of iron-
mongery will not probably suit the taste of the
fastidious owner ; or the lock-furniture and
decoration suitable for a country residence
may not be quite the thing in the reception-
rooms of a house in Mayfair. Xot only
position in the same building, but locality,
environment, and personal taste ought each
to be consulted in the choice of fittings and
decoration, though we are constrained to say
that these factors are not always studied by
the ordinary practitioner—that the same
types and patterns are used everywhere, and
always without any discrimination or dis-
cernment of adaptation.

ROYAI. INSTITUTE OF PAINTERS IN
WATER-COLOURS.

nrUB exhibition of water-colours in the
-- ijalleries in Piccadilly is rather dio-
appomting. There are a large number of
subiects hung of the usual landscape and
'ler.r. classes that have interest for the
ordmary picture admirers, careful in execu-
tion, but lacking in motive. Of those in theW est ( rallery we must notice a fresh little
rendering of landscape, " Near Woking,' by
Uaude Hayes, with its bloom of wild flowers
thistles, and furze,al3oAlfredHeaton Cooper's
"Dawn, Coniston" (t;;, rosv-suffused hills
and mist over lake : two clever subiects bv
Oecstraton Fenier, R.S.W., " Edinburgh
Castle and 'St. Mary's Loch," a diploma
picture, a strongly painted lake scene with
bare hills in the background ; also '

' Moorland
sunset" [1-i). views in Fifeshire (200, 243),
all showing vigour and breadth of colour ai.d
handling. Less vigorous, but conscientious, is
the work of Thos. I'yne. His •

' Cleeve Prior
on the Avon" (6), "From the Bungalows,
Langham, Sussex" :i94,\ and the views
on the Avon exhibit that careful and finished
landscape treatment that we are accustomed

T ^^®tP
'''® earlier masters of the school.

John HassaU has given us a strong sugges-
tion of character in his deep-toned, oil-like
head, "A Cavalier." His large, amusing

work is in the East Gallery, " All the King's
Horses and all the King's Men" (4S7), full

of character in the faces of the crowd that

are marching in procession through the gate-

way of a medi;i>val city, though we do not
see Humpty Dumpty. It is certainly gro-

tesque and humorous in its composition, aud
shows Mr. Ilassall's power as a depioter of

the serio-comic ' side of human nature.

There is delicacy and feeling in D. Y.
Cameron's drawing of " \'enetian Door-
way "

(9). W. W. CoUins's picture of

"A r»uel " (l.j) between two aborigines is

a skilful piece of figure composition and
drawing. The savage combatants are of

the prehistoric type, half-clad in fur skins,

and are armed with spears and primitive

shields, and the scene is laid in a rocky fast-

ness. Alfred I'owell's " Moorland Valley
"

(17) is a fine piece of landscape, smooth and
clear, only lacking vigour, ilax Ludby, in

his " Dusty Tim," a lad driving sheep along
a dusty road, is a clever drawing. His
'•Milking Time" (i)2), "lUeaners" (H')),

and the atmosphere in " The llayle River,"
and other Cornish studies, are all delicate

renderings of nature. We notic 9 Walter J.

Fowler's " A Hillside," nice in colour (29)

;

Frank W. W. Topham's scholarly subject
" A Roman Triumph," a Roman Emperor
with his little son in his triumphal chariot

(36) ; A. W. Weedon's "Glen Logan, Ross-
shire "

(40), a river torrent through a rocky
valley. Mr. Weedon sends several broad
and vigorous landscapes, '

' After Rain,
Hampshire" ;'.)4), " Ilythe Common " (211),
"Milford Pool, Hants" (251), and other
works, all agreeable in colour and fresh,

putting us in mind of the late Mr.
Wimperis's work. George 0. Ilaite sends an
example or two of his crisp brilliant colour-
ing and broad handling (44), and a fine
view, "Granada " (47). Thurston Laidlaw
Shoosmith has a simply grey-toned sketch of
" Place Eau do Robie, Rouen," charming in
its drawing, and we notice at the end of
Gallery some effective drawings by James
E. Hill, R. B. Nisbet (.52), a black and white
nocturnal harmony, and his "Loch Exrn"
(100) ; a study in Kirkcudbrightshire (61).
by Alex. Macbride, whose subtle and
technical handling of sunlight effect deserves
notice. Of other works we may mention in
commendation J. I). Ferguson's "In the
Bay, Tangier," a piece of intense blue water,
J.Shaw Crompton's "A (>entleman of the
Rxjid," a cleverly drawn coach incident—

a

highwayman, holding a pistol behind him,
politely taking his hat off to a lady who has
stepped out of her coach, while her footman
is seen in the rear of the vehicle binding
up a wound on his wrist ; also John F alley-
love's drawing of the Erechtheon (si).

Leopold Rivers sends two of his serene and
tranquil landscapes—" After Rain" (102),
a wet road with village at dusk, and a
charming road scene " Near Cromer "

(278).
Gordon Browne's "The Raiders" (10.5), and
his humorous "The French in Holland"
(.14.5; and "Spliciug the Pigtail" (289), in
the next gallery, are clever and facetious
studies. A pleasing piece of sentimentalism
is "Just a Song at Twilight," a voung gu-1
singing at her piauo. The blending of the
lamp and evening light is well rendered.
W. Lee Hankey has one of his charming
harmonies in grey, " Standing with Peluotant
Feet, Where Womanhood aud Childhood
Meet" (98)—a country lass, one hand resting
on the side of a rustic footbridge, very
plaintive in the expression of the face, and
the handling is full of subtle grace and
expression

; and here, and in his larger
subject picture in the central room (306), a
country lad on a stile conversing with his
sweetheart, we can realise the painter's power
in the clear washes of grey colour put on with
a full brush—both pictures full of poetry
and harmony of tone. Stuart Richardson
throws a spell over his "Whitby Har-
'^""'"

(93). A clever sunlight effect inhour

'

meadow with horses is by .\. Winter-
Shaw

; 9,)}. I If figure subjects, E. C.
Clifford's "Little Lady Bountiful," a child

walking along a path through a common

—

highly finished in execution; HenryRylaud'a
ideal Italian subject of an Italian girl rest-

ing on a marble bench, her lover behind(lll)
—a little too artificial—are to be noticed.

Henry M. Rheam's " Pandora" (92) seems a
little out of drawing ia the long, strained

arm reaching the magic casket. Kate
Street's clever little study, a procession of

children through thickets of blossom near
the sea, "The Golden Age" (127), ispleasing
in sentiment ; and near it Arthur Severn has
a powerfully - painted btidge scene with a
swollen river torrent rushing through thu
arches, " A Spate in the Highlands" (132),

very realistic. Harry Uine's view of

Gloucester from the S.W. (120) is a delicatfl

drawing of the central tower of the cathe-

dral, gleaming in the sun.

In the < 'entral Gallery, in addition to

works we have mentioned, is a dexterous
drawing of a steamship ".Coaling" (144),

by Charles Dixon, whose other views of the
River Thames—" Greenwich " (233), " The
Lower Pool " (246)—and his more important
contribution, " The Fleet's Last Farewell to

Oueen Victoria" (407), in the East Gallery,

exhibit a technical skill in marine subjects

and naval ironclads.

The President, E. J. Gregory, sends only
one subject (288) "The Brink of a Dis-
covery," though what the discovery is we are

at a loss to see. This is one of the upper
reaches of the Thames on a delightful sunnjr

day, with its sunlit foliage and a group of

young ladies picnicking on the grassy banks,

and two lovers in a punt. The work has all

the finish and vivacity of the master. Frank
W. W. Topham has a finished and somewhat
laboured episode from Pepys' Diary during
the Plague of London, 16()5—a naked child

being lifted up into the arms of a friend

through an oriel window. Mortimer Menpes's
figure "Mariamne" (Miss Maud Jeffries)

(1-54), with long auburn hair, in dark robes, is

gracefully drawn. His " Dorothy " (3S6), in

pink dress, and ''A Puritan" (427), a fair

girl carrying a large Bible in a sort of

meditative ecstasy, are also characteristic

studies. The golden tone in J. Aumonier's
"Corn Ricks," and his drawings "On the

South Downs " and other works are

pleasing landscapes ia that sunny atmo-
sphere he delights to paint. Arthur
Burrington's "A La Fontaine" (16')),

a charming country maid at a well leaning
against a wall, is delightfully painted, and
admirable in colour and sentiment : and the

same comment is applicable to Xo. 23-). We
pass on to Walter Langley's realistic Cornish
scene, a fisherman and his wife looking at a
picture on an easel outside a cottage-door,

admirable in character, drawing, and tech-

nique. .James Shaw Crompton has also

an amusing incident, a soldier in red uniform
standing near a table outside a country inn,

the wonder of two yokels, refreshing them-
selves and the waitress. Yeend King's '

' View
on the Stour" (17")). a sunset effect, and his
" Iford Bridge, Hants" (179), are in a
healthier and less chalky tone than is usual
with him. A picturesque view of Dinan,
by F. .Stuart Richardson (184) ; the delicate

flowers in R. Meyerheim's cottage scene

(192), and the characteristic Dutch studies

by J. Finnemore (197), " In a Dutch
Orchard," &c., may be named.

Sir James D. Linton has a Classical figure

subject "Music,' a half-draped maiden seated
in marble alcove by sea with a <Treek lyre.

It is technically clever and refined. Another
figure composition, "Enid," by Henry M.
Rheam (218), a figure of a maiden clad in

figured robe at the entrance to a grove or

avenue, and holding a bowl of violets, is

more of a decorative or symbolic treatment,
but refined ia drawing and colour. An
evening misty effect, by A. Winter Shaw
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(206), Miss Mary S. HogartT's "A Village
Street" (20S); H. E. Steer's old ornithologist,

like one of Stacy Marks' interiors : I'rank
Dadd's "Horses for the Kin^," two officers

of the Georgian era inspecting horses for

cavalry, drawn with skill and brilliant colour,

are noticeable. A. Winter-Shaw's delightful

subject, cows in a meadow, "The I'ay is

Ending," is full of tenderness. The grouping
of the animals, and the effect of dusk are very
convincing. I'assingmany trivial productions,
we come to G. G. Kilburne's brilliant

interior of a ballroom— a rich I'impiro in-

terior. A young, flattered lady in white
satin is seated on the couch, rather awk-
wardly, as it appears by the folds of hor
dress, while two or three young dandies are

attracted by her beauty. ()ne is handing the

maiden a cup of tea ; another, with morose
face, holds a bunch of flowers for her

acceptance, while se% eral flowers are strewn
on the floor. The painter calls it " Moths."
Frank Walton's work, chiefly views of

"Sark," "The Epergnerie," " l.a Garde,"
and " Bude. Cornwall," exhibit his usual

fii!(.<si in coasts and rocks and blue seas ; all

display brilliance of colour. Tom Browne
sends only two figure-subjects. His " Old
Fisherman " in red coat is very clever as a

portrayal of character. We also notice Miss
Gertrude T>. Hammond's delicate portrait of

a lady (207); Harry Hine's "Bell Tower
and Market Cross, Chichester " (26G). John
Fulleylove's large interior of St. Paul's

Cathedral (272) is a clever and firm

drawing, showing a rood screen not carried

out. G. Davies paints a Welsh stream—

a

vigorous torrent dashing over rocks—in a
masterly style, and we have in John E.
Keid's "A Perilous Voyage" and "A Keen
T-ittle Fisherman " (2SG, 292) both delightful

bits of coast scenery, with turquoise-like

seas of intense green. H. E. Steer's head
of a girl with rich auburn hair is strong,

and Gordon Browne's " Splicing the Pig-
tail" (298) humorous. Miss Nellie San-
som's " Difficulties," an old woman threading
a needle by candle-light, is a sincere piece of

work, and L»avid Green's "Coming Ashore"
(.'J27), a boat coming through a surf, with
a crowd on the beach, is fresh in colour.

Another little piece full of subtle drawing
and charm of colour is Edgar P.undy's " To
Sedgmoor " (337) and Francis Barraud's
"His Master's Voice," a dog eagerly attentive
to the sounds through a phonograph.
The East Gallery contains only a few

pictures of interest. Claude A. Shepperson,
a promising painter, paints a figure com-
position of much pathos, suggested from
Tennyson's "The Promise of May." We
have also the work of two veteran painters
of landscape. James Orrock exhibits
"Showery Weather" (34.5), "Stirling
Castle" (477), and "Carting Peat on a
Yorkshire Moor" (-539); and Bernard Evans
is still forcible in three subjects, one a view
near Cannes (24.')) and his favourite theme, a
view in Wharfedale, Bolton Abbey, in a
storm (4(34) wonderful in drawing and depth
of tone, though rather heavy in the trees.

Hal Hurst's "A Fresh Fancy" is certainly
the cleverest subject picture on the walls.

It represents a snow-covered scene near a
castle, a gaily- dressed lady with cloak over
one shoulder and basket in arm, smilingly
returning the effusive bow of a young
gallant whose true young lady stands rather
surprised partly out of sight at one end of a
wall. The figures are drawn with vivacity
and grace, and the colour is delicate in the
handling. Dudley Hardy's large centre
picture, "The Close of Day" (470), a few
tisherfolk loading baskets of fish on the
beach, is remarkable in its freshness and
grey tones, and the boldness and breadth
of the handling. We must notice also
Olive Baker's sunlit view of Whitby from
the house-tops ; Joseph A. 1 'owell's '

' A Rising
Moon," a very tenderly-painted landscape

;

R, B. Nisbet's soft and serene " Lonely Pool

at Eventide "
; Adrian Jones, " A Breezy

Day ' (496). three horses harnessed to a
rake ; and the idealised figure-subjects, bv
Henry Eyland, "A Temple Ministrant

"

(461) and "Dione" (.306). St. George
Hare s very realistic face of an infant crying,

his red face indicating temper, has been
aptly named " The Old Adam " (520).

Drawings by Miss Catherine Wells of

Henry VII. s Chapel, by Miss Bertha
Lamentbal — quadrangle of Oriel (Jollege

(.511), Thomas Ireland's clever woodland
study, " Monarchs of the Wood" (031),

E, Wake Cook's fine interior " Cappella del

.Sacramento," St. Mark's, Venice ('544), are

worth notice for clever drawing and technical

skill. Miss Marion Chase, who is known for

her dainty little interiors in a very finished

style, is certainly painfully minute and hard
in"A Pleasant Duty "(543)—a lady arranging
her flowers in vases. Charles E. Sainton has
a study of luminous sky and sea (570). Many
of the pictures in this gallery are disap-
pointing.

A part of the West Gallery is set apart for

the works of the Society of Miniaturists, and
more three hundred miniatures, some of

them of individual and pergonal interest and
beauty and delicacy of execution, but our
space does not allow us to mention any of

these. The works of the president, Alfred
Praga, Miss Lillie Stein, Miss Nellie Haddon,
Mrs. Debillemont Chardon show facile execu-
tion and delicacy of colour. We think the
Council of the Institute of Painters could
with advantage have reduced the number of

works and thereby raised the standard of

merit of the exhibition.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
AKCHITECTS.

THE ninth ordinary meeting tor the present
session of the Institute was held on Mon-

dayevening, the President, Mr. William Emeraon,
in the chair. Mr. ALEx.ixriER Grah.im, Hon.
Secretary, announced the decease of Mr. Xewton
Edward .Jennings, Fellow, of Melbourne.
Mr. Joseph Henry Brewerton, of Kichmond
Chambers, The Square, Bournemouth, .and Glen-
road, Boscombe, was unanimously elected as a

Fellow.

THE ROY.^L OuLD MED.4L.

The Pkesujent mentioned th.at owing to the
death of the Queen the award of the Royal Gold
Medal had lapsed, and as her Majesty's decease

occurred near the time at which nominations
would in the customary course be made, and
when it was impossible to approach the King on
the subject, there could be no award for the pre-

sent year. Members would be glad to hear, how-
ever, that the Council had received a letter from
Sur Dighton Probyn, stating that the King would
be pleased to be the patron of the Institute, and
to oSer, as was done by her late Majesty for over
fifty years, an annual Royal Gold iledal to be
presented on the nomination of the Institute to a
distinguished architect or architectural writer of

any nationality. (Applause).

THE ART OF PICTORI.IL MOSAIC.

A paper on this subject was read by Mr. C.
Harrison Towxsexd, Fellow. It was illustrated

by a collection of specimens of mosaic work, some
coloured cartoons, and over eighty large photo-

graphs displayed on screens, and also by four-

and-forty lantern - slides portraying examples
at Rome, Ravenna, and Venice, the two final

views thrown on the screen depictine; work
by the lecturer at the new Horniman Museum
at Forest Hill now in course of erection, and
the panel proposed to be placed on the front

of the Passmore Edwards Art Gallery at White-
chapel opened last week by Lord Kosebery. The
author, in an interesting and exhaustive paper,
traced the history of mosaics from the time of

their first use in the service of Christianity in the

4th century. A fragment of mosaic foimd in the
cemetery of St. CaUisto, Rome, and now in the

\'^atican, is apparently of this 4th century, and is

probably the earliest representation of the tradi-

tional features of Christ. This work, which
shows the high level to which mosaic art had
attained in the 4th century, may be regarded as

a compendium of the early or Roman manner,
untinctured by the influence, later to he pre-
dominant, of the Greek canons and ideals.

Constantine, after his removal of the seat of

empire to Constantinople in 330 a. d., especially

favoured the mosaic artist, and during his reign
and that of his immediate successors a great
number of churches in the eastern part of the
empire were beautified by this art. In the 5th
century the Empress Galla Placidia, widow of

Constantine 1 1. , made Ravenna her seat, and it is

to her that the city owes three of its treasures

—

the baptistery of the Orthodox, the chapel of the
archbishop, and the mausoleum of the Empress
herself. Describing and illustrating the mosaic
work in these buildings, the author drew atten-

tion to the pagan symbols introduced in the .

Christian subjects represented, and remarked
on the distinctly Roman treatment of the forma
depicted. The series of mosaics on the Triumphal
Arch of St. Maria Slaggiore, also of the fifth

century, are important among the early works of

Byzantine art, and show the last effort for many
centuries towards dramatic representation, before

pictorial art became crystallised into conventional

and traditional forms. The fifth -century mosaic
work of the Basilica of St. Paolo fuori le Mara
show how the earlier— the Roman—symbolism
was passing away. The sixth century is rich in

material for study, in both the Eastern and
Western portions of the Empire. The gorgeous
mosaics at St. Sophia, Constantinople, completed
under Justinian in 559, lay concealed for mans
centuries under coats of whitewash. But in 184^8

and 1848 an opportunity of studying the By-
zantine mosaics occurred, and Salzenburg made
his well-known series of drawings of the old

work. There seems to have been a consistent

scheme of decoration, a general tone of har-

monious quiet colour, with silver largely used forj

the high lights, and soft green or blue folds in

the drapery, and throughout a feeling of th»

antique or Roman style as it began to be in-

fluenced by the sterner, more rigid canons ot

the East. Touching the present condition of

the mosaics of St. Sophia, the author stated

that five years ago he examined, with the aid of

strong glasses, the ceiling of the gallery, and

came to the conclusion that the present white-

wash serves as substitute for now p.bsolutely

vanished mosaics. The author then described in

detail the 6th-eentury mosaics at Ravenna.

Regarding the art at Rome at this period, the

dominance of the Northern races, after the

accession of Theodoric in 493, had led to the

selection of subjects appealing to and models

selected from the strenuous and vigorous

Northerner rather than the dreamy and ascetic

Eastern. The work is characterised by freshness

of treatment, but with a kind of grim hardness in

the type of countenance selected—the Roman
ideal at base, but with an all but barbaric respect

for physical strength. Seventh and 8th century

examples were to be seen at St. Agnese fuori le

JIura and St. Theodore, Rome. The achieve-

ments at Rome and Constantinople during the

9th century must be contemplated in the light of

ttie great dispute of the preceding century as to .

the representation in religious subjects of the

human or divine -in-human form, and the effect

that the various church rulings had exercised on

Christian pictorial art. The result was to check the

art along the particular lines affected, but to lead

to a reaction during the following century, and

the ultimate production of many great and im-

portant works. From the second quarter of the

9th century till near the middle of the 12th the

art underwent in Rome a period of absolute

stagnation. During this period, however, notable

work was done at St. Mark's, Venice—worl; in

which a Greek or Byzantine influence is manifest.

The existence of a purely Sicilian school in Sicily

is doubtful ; it would rather seem that the

Normans, under Roger II., called to their service

Greek artists. There is much similarity of

sentiment between the St. Mark's and the Sicilian

work. In the Western world the 12th century

produced at Rome the apse of St. Maria in

Trastevere, the character of the work still Roman
rather than Greek or Byzantine ; St. Franoesca

Romana, a very unusual and beautiful design ;

St. Clemente, Rome, the work exhibiting a

treatment rather apart from the usual molifi

of Roman work. The author discussed the

mosaic decoration carried out in the 13th

century in the Baptistery at Florence and in

the cathedral at Pisa, and the further prosecu-

tion in the 13th and 14th centuries of the

mosaic scheme for St. Mark's, Venice. The

1%'
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Oreek mosaists cow btcaire widely spread over

the north of Italy, and did notable work at

Florence, Pi^a, Siena, and Orvieto. R >me saw

me important works achievi 1 in the 14 th

ontury. The really important work of the

i >th centary occurs in the chapel of the Mascoli

in St. Mark'B, Venice. These repreient the

principal legends of the Virgin, and in com-
poBi:ion, colour, and execution are alike admirable

The state of design rapidly became worse and

worse. The 17th and 18th centuries taw work
accepted and praised, though it transgressed in its

realism, ita exaggerated movement, its rendering

of accidentals, all the rules and canons that should

roc;ulate mosaic work. But it was reserved for the

th century to strike the worse note of imitation,

.nd not only to execute indifferent mosaic*, but
•j falsify the history of the Church as recorded

y and on its walls, by treating their mosaic

designs as pseudo-thirteenth-century work. The
author concluded with Eome observations on
recent mosaic art in England. It cannot be said

hit some of the works are successes, save as to

xecution. The author expressed his conviction,

however, that it would have been impossible to

( find in either France or Italy an artist who would
J have carried out work recently executed in

; England without falling still more egregiously

into the errors which the great examples of the

past showed to be present therein.

A short discussion followed, and a vote of

thanks was accorded the lecturer on the motion
of Mr. Walter Cr-ixe, R.T., seconded by Mr.
R. Ansixg Bell, and supported by Messrs.

T. K. Spence, John- D. Grace, Lt.-Col. Lenox
Prexdergast, and the President. ?Ir. Towxs-
ND briefly replied.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION'.

AX ordinary fortnightly meeting of the Archi-
tectural Association was held on Friday

evenbg at 9, Conduit- street, W., the president,
Mr. W. H. Seth-Smith, F.R.I.B.A., in the
chair. Messrs. R H. JIurray and C. K Pinsent
were elected as members.

ROWTOX HOtSES.

Mr. H. B. Measi !,i s read an exhaustive paper
n the self-supporting lodging-houses for men

tmilt from the lecturer's design, and at the cost of
L^^d Kowton. The lecture was illustrated bv
pUns and sections and numerous illustrations of
the interiors of the five groups of buildings. The
author dealt first with the house at Xewington
r.jtts, and having described the site, continued :

—
The central courtyard above ground floor has a
wid th of ."iSft, 6in. This is wider than those at

! either Cilthorpe-street or Whitechapel, the latter

\.
being intt. Cin. wide, which gives ample width,

t
but is not so convenient for planning the ground-

; floor rooms as a width of, say, uOft. In all tho
plans, the plan of a cubicle floor is based upon an
elongated letter (J. This is the most satisfactory
form for planning, and preferable to an inclosed
quadrangle, although with the latter it may be
possible to produce a large central staircase. The
shape adopted gives an abundance of light sun-
light and fresh air into the courtyards, and lends

• itself to the disposition of staircases at the
axtremity of each arm. The elevations are built
in pressed Leicester bricks and mingled gaults,
and the dressings in pinky buS terracotta. The
whole of the interior waUing is built with gault
bricks, excepting where glazed brickwork is used.
Ttie brickwork throughout the building is in
:'ortland cement. The floors are breeze with
-teel joist*, the breeze covering the underside of
•ists il-.n., the top screeded over joists for

t!3oring. The front roof is constructed "of breeze
slabs 4in. thick, with angle iron therein, and the
slating nailed direct on to the slabs: all other
roofs are flit, of breeze and steel construction,
covered with asphalte. For administrative pur-
poses the house is

DIVIDED IXTO FIVE SECTIONS

as follows .—(1) Lodgers' dayrooms ; {2) lodgers'
cubicles

: (3; catering section, which includes
sleeping accommodation for females employed in
shop, kitchen, and scullery; 4; beimakers

:

{."J) superintendent's apartments, with separate
accommodation for the office clerk. I will
assume that you are accompanying meupona
tour of inspection, following verv much the
course that a lodger would take. On entering
the building, an office is provided in the vestibule.
Here the lodger makes application for a bed
ticket, for which he is charged sixpence ; this

frees him to the use of all the duyrooms of the

house and separate sleeping accommodation for

one night. The office front and fittings in same
are in polished teak. Opposite the oflice window
turnstiles are fixed: they serve ^s a "moral
barrier," it being impossible to use them for

checking purposes. I'he space beyond the vesti-

bule is a provision not only to give room where
there is much traffic, but, in addition, to give

sitting accommodation in what is a favourite

place with the lodgers to watch the arrivals.

These spaces and the corridors leading from
them past all the dayrooms to the two
cubicle and basement staircases have glazed

brick walls from floor to ceiling, with a dado in

chocolate and cream coloured bricks and ivory

above. The floor is cement and granite chippings.

The dining-room has a floor-space of o, 300ft.,

and seating accommodation is provided for 440

men at tables. The walls have a glazed brick

dado in chocolate and cream, 4ft. 9in. high, with

plastering above distempered to tint. The floor

is oi oak blocks laid herringbone. The tables

and seats are teak, carried on cast iron standards,

the length being 7ft., giving a provision for eight

at each table. Four large cooking ranges, with

ovens, hot plates, and grills are provided. These
are placed out of the line of traffic, and are

built into glazed brick chimney breasts from floor

to ceiling. The portion of dining-room between
the front and back wings is, in addition to

windows, top-lighted and ventilated by four

lantern lights, the whole of sidelights in which
open for ventilation ; in addition, all the windows
are hinge-hung to fall in above transoms, and
casement-hung below : ventilation flues are also

provided in walls. Between the two large sections

of the dining-room a lodgers' scullery is provided,

with walls built in glazed brick work from floor to

ceiling, fitted up with glazed fireclay sinks and
teak draining-boards. The crockery and service

room between the dining and smoking-rooms is

built in glazed brickwork from floor to ceiling,

and fitted up with shelving. This is provided for

those who cook their own food, and is furnished

with pots, frying - pans, teapots, plates, cups
and saucers, which are at the lodgers' service.

The shop has a teak front with sliding sashes,

and is fitted up with counters in teak, hot plates,

urns, and drawers and shelving. The lift delivers

into a service lobby outside Kitchen and also into

the scullery on basement, and the staircase gives

access to same. The smoking-room is approached

J
from corridor and from dining-room. The fljor

space is 1,600ft. : the s. ating at tables is for

112 men, with an additional seating accommo-
dation in wooden easy-chairs. The chimney-
pieces are in glazed faience, and large open fires

are maintained. At the back of buUding is the
reading-room. There is an [_-shaped room with
an area of 2,550ft. : the walls have glazed brick

dado with plastering above as in dining-room, the

chimneypieces in glazed faience. Seats at tables

provide for about 170 men, and a large number
of easy-chairs are placed around the fireplaces.

In all these rooms the doors are set into a recessed

lobby : this allows them to open outwards with-
out projecting into the corridor, and, in addition,

it is possible for the superintendent to obtain a

view of the room while standing in this lobby to

see that order is maintained. Adjoining the
dining-room are locker corridors. In the house
under notice they are 1ft. 6in. cube, with a shelf

dividing into two parts. Of these lockers there

is a provision of 800 ; they are arranged in

tiers four in height, and each locker is ven-
tilated and numbered, and has a separate key.
Above these lookers a number of larger lockers

of double the cubic capacity are provided for those
who require additional space. In the locker

corridors small tables are placed against the
piers for brushing or sorting articles in lockers.

The corridors are lighted and ventilated at ends
by windows, in addition to top-lighting and
ventilation. The waterclosets and urinals for

day use are placed at the reir of building, and
are disconnected from it by a ventilated lobby.
The walls, partition walls, and divisions to

urinals are all ivory-glazed brickwork. The roof
over is in lantern form, glazed from end to end,
in f-iron bars, with vertical pivoted louvres.

There are forty-one waterclosets, being a pro-
vision of one for every twenty men. The division

and front walls are 6tt. Sin. high with a moulded
capping and open above. Each watercloset is

fitted with a flushing cistern, having an iron
supply pipe; when lead piping has been used, it

has disappeared before long. The pan and trap
used are of the short hopper type, or glazed brick.

" .'^o:ip size " is used for risers, and the whole of
the space inside same, around pan and trap, up (o
the top of pan, is filled in solid with cement
concrete. Ttii is found to be a perfectly effective

means of avoiding breakages. The seats are
teak, bedded and screwed down on to the concrete.
The doors are kept up Sin. above floor for ventila-

tion. The door-stops and the hinges are slightly

out of the perpendicular, the effect of which
arrangement is that, excepting when the door
is bolted, it automatically opens back on
to the division wall. The door frames are
dowelled down to Sin. cement base-blocks. The
floor of waterclosets is laid with a fall towards
door, and constructed in concrete with granite
chippings. The urinals are white glazed fire-

clay backs, finished on the front edge with 9in.

double bull-nose divisional piers, which are
carried to a height of .5ft. I'he top of urinal

backs is covered down with slate overlapping

copper sparge-pipe with automatic flushing. At
the extreme end of back corridor a staircase is

constructed, giving access to the roof over the

portion of ground-floor rooms within the centre

courtyard : this roof is at first-floor level, and is

paved with asphalte, fenced-in, and provided
with seats as an open-air lounge and smoking-
space.

BASEMEXT.

The two main staircases are continued down at

the end of ground-floor corridors to the basement

;

a corridor leads from each into the lavatory. The
whole of the basement, where used by the

lodgers, is built in white glazed brickwork from
floor to ceiling, and aU the floors are cement
concrete finished in cement and granite chippings.

The lavatory his a dado in French grey and
ivory, with ivory above. There are eighty

basins, fitted with hot and cold water supply.

Each set of ten is carried on three divisional

walls, with angle-iron bearers to carry slate top :

the basins are white enamelled fireclay, with

outer rim bearing on iron bar on edge bearers,

shaped to basin and bolted to outer angle irons.

Immediately under the slate top two horizontal

water-pipes, hot and cold, are carried from rising

mains, on main walls, through to end division,

with a plug for clearing in the event of a stop-

page ; branches rise vertically to gunmetal
screw-down cocks. Iron waste-pipes are used,

discharging over channels in floor : for basins,

loose turned-wood plugs are employed. We
began with brass plugs and chains—they speedily

went ; but the worthless wooden plugs we never

lose. The floor is laid with falls to the channels

under these lavatories. Towel-rails are fitted at

ends of ranges and on walls, with round towels

supplied thereto. Central over each range of

basins, and running longitudinally, a hat and
coat rail is fixed. A portion of lavatory is screened

off by a glazed screen, and fitted up with white

glazed fireclay feet-washing baths, with teak

draining-boards between eich. Hot and cold

water is carried to each, and the wastes discharge

over a channel similar to the lavatories. In the

front corridor leading from lavatory to the foot

of main staircase there are bath and dressing-

rooms : the walls are divisional walls. Oft. Oin.

high, in glazed work, and the baths are white

glazed fireclay, with a riser of glazed brickwork,

and finished with a teik top. Biths uncased

were tried in the first house, but the space

around them, next to the walls, too often proved

a receptacle for discarded underwear. The
dressing-rooms are to all intents and pur-

poses as bathrooms, minus the bath. In the

corridor connecting front and back staircase you
will find the lodgers' washhouse. White glazed

fireclay washing- troughs are fixed on walls, with

hot and cold water supply and draining-boards.

A wringer is part oit the equipment, with tables

for the folding or sorting of garments. A Gill

stove, surrounded by a galvanised-iron frame-
work clothes-horse, is used for drying. In the

same corridor, adjoining the lodgers' washhousOj,

is the porter's dayroom, fitted with lockers,

tables, and easy-chairs. On the opposite side of

corridor two rooms are allotted to a repairing

shoemaker and a tailor, who find constant

employment from the lodgers. Returning to the

main back corridor, a space between porter's

room and lavatory is used as a boat-cleaning and
clotheB-brushing space, tables and foot-rests

being placed therein. <_"lpposite this space is

another partlj in u^e, the unused portion being a

provision for extra locker aceommod.ation, that in

use being a parcel-room. The knife-cleaning

room and the fitter's room adjoin, the latter

being fitted with vice, kc, for minor repairs, la
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the furnace-rocm two toilers supply the whole cf

the hot water ueed by ledgers for lavatotie?,

hathp, &-C. These are connected to two cylinders,

each cf 25" gallons' capacity, placed in linen and
blanket store. A dryiDg-room, fitted with
galvanised iron framework, is built upon the

setting of boilers, and utilises waste heat for

drying purposes. In the passage outside, at left

«nd of buildings, all ashes and refuse from day-
rooms are placed in sanitary pails for removal by
authorities by steps in area. All area walls and
voids are in glazed brickwork.

Si:CTMX II.— CIIIICLE ILUOUS.

Returning to the ground floor of building, you
will note the two main staircases s'ving access to

the cubicle iloors : these are carried up the full

height of building, with steps of a uniform width
•of 4ft. Cin. to the flat roofs at top. where a gang-
way is railed in from one staircase to the other,

enablinfr lodgers in case of fire to ascend one
staircase and descend by the other. The stair-

case ia built in ivory glazed brickwork the full

height, and the steps are formed of Portland
cement with two angle-irons in each ; the

balusters and handrail are wrought iron. On
each landing, approached by a door off same, is

a sink space, with hot- water supply for cleaning
ptirposes, and cold for drinking, carried to a

glazed fireclay sink. < in each side of sink space

a water-closet is formed, constructed as those
previously mentioned on ground floor, for night
use only. The cubical floor, as a general scheme,
•consists of a central corridor 4ft. wide, extending
around the I'-shaped building from staircase to

staircase. It is divided by partition walls into

sections, varying (according to convenience in

planniDgl of from twelve to sixteen cubicles in

each. Where possible, I plan in sections of six-

teen. Among other reasons, for the subdivision

of cubicle floors into sections, are the checking
and possible isolation of an outbreak of fire

;

another advantage is that, in a case of infectious

or contagious disease, isolation and disinfection

can be arranged without closing the whole of one
floor of cubicles. Swing doors between each
section conduce to quietness between each sec-

tion: fanlights over these open for ventilation.

The flooring is yellow, nailed direct upon the
screeded breeze floor. The staircase in the internal
angle of front section admits of the women bed-
makers obtaining access to the various floors

without passing through any of the lodgers' day-
rooms. The space where staircase exists on first

floor is occupied on all the other floors by a linen-
room, with lift from clean and soiled linen- rooms
in basement. This is placed as near centre of

cubicle corridors as possible. On each floor,

including one on each staircase, there are five

"fitted fire-hose boxes with glass panel in door
for access to bolt. A typical section of cubicles
is planned eight on each side of corridor,
handed right and left from the centre of sec-
tion. This method of handing from the centre
is most essential ; it enables each bed to be
against a cubicle partition on the other side of
which is the passage space of the next cubicle,
and not the bed ; any reversal of this arrange-
ment means that sleeping next to a restless or
noisy sleeper would lie a most unpleasant experi-
ence. Every cubicle in the building has its own
window opposite the door, leaving a pier against
the head of sleeper. The windows all have a
high bottom bead permitting the raising of sash
for ventilation at meeting rails, and the sashes
are double - hung and of a uniform width of
1ft. 'lin. in the brickwork, carried up to within a
few inches of ceiling. The framing for cubicle
partitions is 3in. chamfered frames filled in with
IJin. V-jointed and tongued boarding, painted to
a cream shade and twice varnished. The cross
partitions are 7ft. Gin. high, and the partitions
next corridor 6ft. Gin. high : the height of cubicles
from floor to ceiling is iift. The door of cubicle
is kept up 2in. above floor for ventilation, and
has a bow handle outside and liolt inside. At the
foot of bed three hat-and-dothes hooks are fixed,
with a shelf projecting over and covering same,
making it impossible for garments to be lifted off
hooka over the partitions at night by other
lodgers (a necessary safeguard). The cubicles
are, excepting where breaks on elevations increase
their length, uniform in size throughout the
building, the minimum standard of 5ft. wide by
7ft. Gin. being adopted ; the heds are Gft. Sin. by
2ft. Gin. over all, the space at the end next corridor
permitting the drawing out of bed for making and
the hanging of clothes on pegs : the minimum
floor space of each cubicle is, therefore, 37ft. Gin.,

and the cubic air space, taking half the corridor

for each cubicle, is a minimum of +27ft. Gin. To
provide for ventilation, independent cf the win-
dows in cubicles, which the occupants may keep
closed, windows are planned at the end of

corridors, and these, the fanlights over swing-
doors, and the staircase windows enable the

officials to let a current of fresh air through the

various sections. AVith reference to the materials

used for cubical partitions, the result of experi-

ence extending over seven years' use of these

partitions is that, although there have been
several attempts to set them on fire by setting

alight to the bedding, they have charred only,

and they are not troublesome in dealing with an
occasional case of vermin. They are free of

carving or writing, and any damage by the

shifting of bed has been of the nature of an in

dentation of the surface only, whereas wiere
plaster is used on the external and other walls,

damage is done which is not easy to make good.
I would claim your indulgence, when viewing a
Rowton House outside, for the regularity of

windows and piers. I have told you my reasons
for the arrangement of windows and piers so far

as they affect the sleeper. From time to time I

am asked. Why don't you group your windows ';

If I yield to that temptation, then the sleeper

has to pay the penalty for the sake of my eleva-

tion. (Jn the top floor of building, at the back of

sloping roof, you will notice a row of cubicles.

These are on one side of corridor only (excepting

in gables, where they are on both) , and the dormers
on front are a provision for cross-ventilation. On
each floor two rooms are reserved for ofiicials,

who sleep there and are responsible for order.

They are fitted as small bedrooms, and the space
from top of partitions to ceiling ia glazed for

privacy. The staircases are lighted by a point

on transom of door leading to sink space. This
gives in addition sufiicient light into sink space
and water-closets through glazing of fanlights
and doors. Taking a typical section of sixteen

cubicles, two gas points are suflicient for lighting.

Each is set opposite the second cubicle partition

from door, and thus lights four on each side.

The gas points on staircases and at points in

ground-floor corridors are alight all night, and
in addition at the change of direction in corridors

on cubicle floors a point is also alight all night.

The furniture of a cubicle consists of an iron

bedstead, spring mattress, a mattress cover, a
horsehair mattress and pillow, two twill sheets,

a blanket under same, and any reasonable number
over, with a quilt, a wooden chair, and a chamber
utensil. A lodger can go to bed at any time after

seven o'clock by presenting his ticket to an official

at the foot of one of the staircases. One stair-

case only is generally used, and found sufficient.

He then finds on each floor direction-boards
gi-ving the numbera of cubicles on that floor.

Wrought-iron gates bar access to the cubicles

during the day, and at night, except by pass-
ing an official, these gates are secured by a
weak chain and padlock, which the weight of one
man will easily break. It answers its purpose as

a moral barrier, and its weakness removes possible

danger in case of fire.

SECTION ill.—CATKKIXti DEP.\RTMENT.

The whole of this department is placed in the
basement, and is acceasible only by way of the
tradesmen's entrance by passing through the
office lobby, or from the superintendent's private
residence. The kitchen is built in glazed work
from floor to ceiling, and has a wood block floor,

except where cooking apparatus is fixed, where
red adamantine tiling is laid. In addition to a
large range, steam and gas- cooking apparatus is

provided ; a kitchen store is provided for cooks'

use and dwarf cupboards and dressers. Adjoin-
ing is the scullery, built in glazed work, with
cement floor, fitted with large white glazed fire-

clay and teak sinks with draining-boards and a
large range of plate-racks. A lift from here
opens into the lodgers' crockery store above and
another into the shop. The larder, the walls of

which are tiled, is disconnected from the kitchen
by a service passage (in which is placed the lift

for kitchen and larder service to shop), slate and
other shelving is fitted up in same. A staircase

from shop, constructed in teak, gives access to

service lobby and also to the corridor to stores

and female staff-rooms. A store is provided for

storage of spare crockery. The large store room,
adjoining this corridor \?. for groceries and pro-
visions generally : the linen and blanket store

has the hot-water cylinders therein, as previously
mentioned, and is fitted from floor to ceiling with

racks for storage ; in the pa?sage portion of the
store a bench extends in front of windows for the
purpose of sorting linen, cfec. ; this is then
despatched by lift in corridor to the upper floors.

Kitchen coals, meter-room, and water-closet for

catering staff are provided. The catering staff

sleep on the premises, under the reading-room,
and have a sitting-room and five bedrooms ; the
walls of these are plastered, papered, and
furnished with pictures, and the floors are wood
block. A private door at basement level enables
the superintendent's wife to obtain access for

supervision.

SECTION IV.—BEDMAKERS.

The bedmakers are not resident upon the
premises. They enter the building by the door
at side of office, and descend to their room ia
basement by a staircase in full view of the office

;

the staircase is carried up, as previously mentioned,
to the first floor of cubicles. A room, known as
the bedmakers'-room, is provided at the foot of
stairs, fitted with a small range for preparation of

their meals, table and chairs. Adjoining the
room is a cloakroom, fitted with sink, and a
wiiter-closet opening out of same ; a door gives
access to the soiled linen-room, which is built in
glazed brickwork from floor to ceiling, and has a
cement floor. Having given you a somewhat
detailed description of an ideal site, I now
propose to describe in a general manner the three
other houses, taking them in their order of

erection. You will thus the better judge where
experience has dictated alterations of the general
scheme.

King's Cross Souse.

This is erected upon a site which presented a

good many problems in planning. It has quite

a fair share of troubleaome angles, added to

which the paving around had a rise of 8ft. from
the entrance to the staircase end of the frontage
in C'althorpe-street. In consequence, the base-

ment floor is at a level varying from 8ft. to IGft.

below paving. Despite this, the setting-back of

frontage in Calthorpe 8ft., and the facing of the
heavy retaining wall with white glazed bricks,

coupled with the use of ivory glazed work in the

basement, has aecured good lighting. There is a
frontage of 200ft. to Calthorpe-street and r2.5ft.

to King's Cross-road, with a superfi^Dial area of

17,180ft. A portion of the foundation work was
troublesome, although interesting, as on the west

side (the lefthand boundary) the old Fleet ditch

followed the line of boundary. Generally the

construction and materials throughout are as at

Newington. The arrangement of superinten-^HI
dent's residence, office, and entrance are planned^J
in the same relationship, and also the aame
provision of bedmakers' staircase for access to

cubicles and their room in basement. There
is also the same complete isolation of lodgers'

portion of building from all other parts.

The house has cubicles for 677 lodgers. The
smoking-room has seating accommodation at

tables for 128 men; the floor area is l,G00tt.

The dining-room has seating accommodation at

tables for 376 men, the floor area is -t, 000ft. The
reading-room has seating accommodation for 112

men at tables ; the floor area is 1, •528ft.

H.A.SEMENT.

The lavatory has eighty basins ; this is rather

excessive, and in the other houses that number is

found to be sufficient for 800 men—a basis of one

basin for ten men is ample. The baths, feet-

washing and lodgers' washhouse are on lines

similar to Newington. Water-closets are pro-

vided for day use in proportion of one in twenty.

The catering section and accommodation is pro-

portionate to Newington. The vaults on site

existed, and are used for coals, crockery, and

meter- room.
cuniCLES.

In general planning, sizes, and construction

these are as Newington, with the exception that

the staircases are not quite so ample, and but one

water-closet for night use is placed on each of the

various floors. Railed communication across the

roofs is provided.
Hainmi:rsmifh.

The building is erected upon a site within 200

yards of Hammersmith Broadway. The site

consists of two parallelograms, the smaller of

which forms the frontage to Hammersmith-road,
the frontage to which is G5ft. by a depth of 102ft.

to its junction with the larger, which has a width

of IGOft. by a greatest depth of 27Gft. ; the total

superficial area is 44,000ft. The space was

ffic;
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sufficient to permit the erection of a building

upon the tack portion, reserving large areas for

light and air, while utilising a portion of the

frontage for business premises. It proved possible

to place the whole of the accommodation other

than cubicles upon one level, sinking a small

basement for furnaces, bedmakers'-room, and
parcels-room only. Materials and construction,

excepting in a few minor details, as at Xeivington.

The superintendent's residence is here a three-

atory building above pavement, the lower story

being used for office, and is situated in relation to

entrance and access from same as in other houses.

The ground- floor main corridor has been made
2ft. wider than at Newington. The smoking-

room has seating accommodation for 1C4 men at

tables. The floor area is 2,42Sft., it is top-

lighted, in addition to large bay window ; the

fireplace in bay is covered down at sill level, and
the win low runs over it. The dining-room has

seating iiccommodation for 464 men at tables

;

the floor area is 5,722ft. The reading-room has

seating accommodation for 176 men, and a floor

area of o,r2Sft. Lavatories, water-closets, baths,

and feet washing are proportioned as at Newington.
The lockers here are all 3ft. lin. high by 1ft. 6in.

square, with shelf and space for umbrella. They
are placed three in height, and may be taken as a

new standard of size.

In consequence of the length of site it was
found possible to throw out an arm from the

usual U shape towards the north with suflicient

lighting, east and west, for the cubicles. This
gave such increased accommodation on each floor

that the building was built to a height one story

lower than Newington or King's Cross, and still

provides accommodation for 800 men. The
lengthening to the north made a third staircase

necessary.
ll'/iitccliapel.

This, the latest of the Kowton Houses, is in

course of erection in Fieldgate- street, which runs
' raUel with Whitechapel-road, and is im-

iiately behind the St. ilary, "VVhitechapel,

'ion. It has a frontage to Fieldgate-street of

.ft., and a back frontage of 259ft., by a depth
in front to back of 12Sft., giving a total area
.9,5S9ft. While this gives an area somewhat
txcess of the Xewington site, the departure

.rjm the rectangular form, and the decrease in

depth, gave some little difficulty in planning the
d lyrooms and catering and other portions of the

lildings. For cubicle planning the site is good,
! permits of the omission of one story as C3m-

j' ired with Newington, yet giving an accommo-
dition of over SOO beds. To plar the dayrooms
on a ground floor with a basement under would
have provided excessive space in basement, and
also increased the height above paving of build-

ing by a height of about 6ft. I have therefore
planned the entrance on paving level, and placed
all the usual ground floor accommodation down
on a sub-ground floor, the ceiling of which is

eft. 6in. above paving. The only room dis-

placed by this arrangement is the reading
room, which will be approached from entrance
hall by a staircase rising 7ft. only. The
entrance planning is as in other houses, with

differences—the clerk has his bedroom,
approached from the office by a staircase over the
enlrance ; the superintendent's residence is two
stories in height, and underneath his lower story
ii third story is obtained by lowering the floor (in

the height of two stories of main building), thus
forming a basement containing bedmakers' room
•id porters' room, approached by separate stair-

oes
; the bedmakers' by the wooden (teak) stair-

.50 at end of entrance, and the porters' by a
lircaee from lower ground-floor level under
lircnse to reading-room; parcel-room adjoins

porters' room. The dining-room is chiefly top-
lighted, and seats 464 men at tables : the floor

area is 5,832ft. The smoking-room accommo-
dates at tables 1 12 men, and has an area of l,9ij0ft.

The lockers are of the size mentioned for the
'^mmersmith House, and provision is made for
:ie for each lodger. Lavatory, bath, feet-wash-

ing, and water-closets are practically the same.
The staircase up to reading-room gives access to
the roofs over the rooms in central courtyards :

i

these will be railed in as a smoking-lounge. The
reading-room seats at tables 144 men, in addition
• easy-chairs, A:c., and has an area of 2,430ft.

'p. the same floor cubicles are planned, the central
rridor leading to a staircase at each end. The
pper floors of cubicles are served by three stair-

.^lies. In conclusion, stress may be laid on the

point that a site must be adequate to house at

least 400 men in order to pay its way.

A discussion followed, in which the President,

Messrs. Thomas Blamiill, A. T. Bolton, and

C. H. Bkodie took part, and a hearty vote of

thanks was awarded to the lecturer.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.

A rAllOCni.iL CLVll FOK WORKINO MEN'.

WF. can hardly express our satisfaction with

any of those designs judged as a whole,

though several of those submitted display in-

genuity, and no little skill. The majority fail to

quite realise the treatment suited for a village

building, and we cannot say that " Obit," whose

scheme is placed first, has produced a very satis-

factory elevation, and certainly it does not

express the idea embodied in its plan. The air of

simplicity and odd quaintness which the facade

displays constitute no small merit ; but the com-

position has a sort of chance crudity about it,

indicating a lack of thought. The plan is well

adapted to the site, with shapely rooms skilfully

contrived. The entrance-hall evidently is none

too light, for the windows over tho rear side

of the bar, extending as they do the whole width

are none too ample. The space in front of the

bar is better than in the majority of the plans,

and the retiring-room with its own lavatory is

less cramped than in "Dan's" plan placed second.

"Obit" does not depend upon light from the

adjacent land, and he has no small areas, which

admit very little light when carried up more
than one floor high. He has not provided a

stage-door from the side street, which some have

ingeniously made a feature of, and for which we
have given credit in judging the respective

merits of the designs. " Obit's " card-room and
smoking-room are a justification for the staircase

leading to same, and in themselves are rather

good. In "Dan's" design the staircase would

come in an ugly way above the entrance inner

vestibule—a difficulty overlooked by him. The
reading-room in " Obit's" design is a more ample

one than in the plan placed second, but it has to

do duty for the magazine-room as well, and less

space is lost in passageways. A private approach to

the bar, too, which " Obit" gives, is an advantage.

The central bedroom in his attic floor gets its

window in a questionable fashion over the gutter

between the two main roofs, and at the far end

of the room. The head-room in the so-called

"lumber" space in the roof over the living-

room would be rather limited. We have thus

tiken a somewhat comparative view of the two
plans put first and second for the reason that

they run each other very closely in some respects.

" Dan" gives an exit door by which means the

big room could be used irrespective of the club,

which would be an occasional convenience. His

elevations are clever. The view does not enhance

their good effeit. "Obit" avoids representing

the flank wall of his hall by taking the sketch

from the other side of the club, and so shirks a

difficulty which would be patent enough in

execution. The first, second, and third designs

are all illustrated herewith. Here is a copy of

the instructions issued for competitors :

—

"A parochial club for working men, to be

erected on a south-west right-angled corner site in

a village street, having a main frontage of 80ft.,

with a depth of 45ft. at its east end, and 65ft. on

the return frontage at west end. The accommoda-
tion to include a hall for meetings 50ft. long by
25ft. wide, and of proportionate height : and in

this room there is to be a platform or stage

arrangement adaptable for stnoking concerts, ko.,

with a retiring-room. The club-rooms to con-

sists of a reading-room for newspapers, 25ft. by

18ft. , or of that area. A reading-room for books

and magazines, 18ft. square, or tbereabouts, this

room being used for smoking. A biUiard-room

for two full-sized tables, and a card or writing-

room, 12ft. by 14ft. Provide a lavatory with

three w.c.'a, and stand of four urinals, for use of

the club. The entrance-hall should be central,

and a small bar counter on one side of it, about

12ft. long. The steward's room to be on the first

floor, and consisting of kitchen, pantry, living-

room, and three bedrooms, one being for a maid-
servant. Offices to match. Yard to be formed
on asphalte, flat if necessary, over some of the

club-rooms. A mezzanine arrangement might be
adopted for one or more of the smaller rooms if

desired. The entrance to the club to be on the

main front. Scale, Sft. to inch. Two plans, two

elevations, section, and view. Materials optional.

Size of paper, 25in. by ISin. Style, Renaissance.""

The third design, by "Thrums," presents a
family likeness to " Dan's " proposal, but is not

so good. The windows, cramped agiinst the

party lino to the rear of the site, make a fatal

objection. The pretentious kind of dog-legged

staircase leading to the card-room would allow not

too much headway at thn main entrance. The
plan would be dark in its centre, and the news-
paper-room would not be light enough at the far

end. The perspective dots not do the design;

justice. " (!ow Chrom" has some individuality-

in his facades, but is very similar in the general

arrangement of his plan to both "Thrums " and
" D.in." The get-up, too, bears a family likeness.

If tho competitors are frienis, we would advise

them to work separately, and thus give a personal

character to their own wor'c. The same objection

noted before as to windows located along the

party-fence line at the back is seen here. A fatal

fault on tho first lloor is that the living and

bedrooms can only be reached through the kitchen

.

In some respects " Pat ilcKann," more than

anyone else, has hit off a country-side type of

building in its general gabled cantour ; but his

plan is cramped and faulty, with w.c.'s right

in the middle of the house. Externally, the

semicircular windows flanking the entrance are

not in keeping with the rest. The billiard room
would be very dark, and so would the entranc*

hall. " Quercus " makes much of his perspective,

and b}' giving a separate entrance for tho

assembly-hall renders the exterior too much like-

two buildings. The reading-room and magazine-

room are both upstairs. "The bar is too small,

and the w.c.'s too much in evidence between the-

two entrance-porches in front. ArchitecturaUy,

his detail is somewhat lumpy. The front is-

relieved by Dutch -like shaped gables. "Robin
Hood" is too pretentious in his style with

muUioned windows and dome-capped tower. Hie

plan is overweighted with passage-ways and a

dark entrance-hall. The billiard-room is lighted

from one side only. The back rooms have

windows right on the party-wall line. This is-

not so objectionable as in the previous cases-

named, where they are located just within tho

boundary-wall line, for the bjundary-wall would

in that case block the windows up. "Robin
Hood" draws carefully, but he plans poorly.

Thus there is no chance of reaching the stage in

the hall, excepting by passing through the room
itself. The side columns seriously curtail the-

seating space of the hall. "Sundial" sends-

a suitable exterior, brightly delineated
_
in

pen and ink. The plan is lacking in study giving

contrivances which seem to have resulted too

much from chance. The author ought really to

do better. "Brush", is a painstaker, though,

the clouds in his perspective look as if a water-

spout was in progress. The figures in the view-

are too big. The plan is workable, though the

adjicent buildings would block up his lavatory

windows at rear of the stage, to which no access

is provided save through the hall itself. The bar

is too small, too isolated, and too close to the front

door. The w.c.'s are badly placed. The eleva-

tions are crisply drawn, but we do not admire the

style of design adopted, looking too much like a

school. " Cambria " uses semicircular arches for

his ground-floor windows, and runs them in in

the flank wall as an arcaded treatment. The
plan is one of the best submitted, though the

segmental bar obtrudes itself unduly into the

hall. Upstairs there is an ugly long passage.

The exterior is so indifferent that we cannot place
" Cambria " higher. " 1901 " comes next with a
school-like design, partly worked out in half-

timber. There is a dome light over the central

entrsince hall, and the steward's house is reached

by an iron circular staircase, both of which ill

accord with the old-fashioned air aimed at ou';-

side. The hall has a rounded end at the stage.

The billiard-room is too long and too narrow.
"Smugimugh" has a poor idea of architectural

fitness, piling up his elevations incongruously,.,

without much sense of good lines. His plan,

puzzlelike, fits in, excepting where it projects-

over the boundary-limit, with its odd angularities.
" JIaori " is original, and puts the billiard -room-

over the hall in the roof. He radiates the build-

ing with the contour of the ground, a fourth oi

which he throws into the street. In some ways-

the plan is very commendable, and the eiiect is

picturesque ; but the drawings are exceseiyely

poor, and the stage arrangement is absurd, witb

the doorway to the retiring-room a good way
down the hall. " Perseverando " makes a good
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plan, and carefully works it out in detail in rather

a commonplace way, not attempting; to m»ak the

awkward shape of the land in his billiard-room

The magazine-room can only bg approached
through the newspaper-room. The esierior is

too elaborate in idea, and the perspective is out of

drawing. '• Pierrot" seems to believe in dormers
breaking the eaves-line on both fronts, which have

ten stackpipes. Ilis assembly-hall is on the first

5oor. The plan is very well worked out, even if

we cannot approve of the exterior, which is very

neatly shown in a workmanlike way. " Jove "

is also a careful man. Ilis hall stago has two

retirini;-rooms. but so arranged that it would be

impossible to communicate with anyone in the

second room without traversing the stage, and
neither can he got at from the club without pass-

ing through the hall, or else by going out into

the street. The other designs come in this order.
" Tom Thumb " sends a Baptist-chapel-looking

hall. Simplicity is its recommendation ; but the

hall is quite distinct from the club. It would be

a cold, unhappy'room. " Scottie" ia'too curious

with his lopsided assembly room. "Willie" has

three doors in one front, and one in the return.

The building might be taken for a cottage

hospital. " Ivanhoe.'' with very massive doors

and thin partitions, .Scotch in idea, but poor in

plan. " Blom " is a Classical mode, indifferently

realised. "Primus" precise, but primitive in

idea; "Solnaes" similar; "Pencil Point,"

"The Kid," "Mate," unsuitable; "Quiz"
queer, but some good points in plan; "Taffy"
triding ;

" Embryo " elementary in notion ;

"Ecolier" all ingle nooks and notchinga

;

"Rathra" rather after the cabinet-maker's

type; "Girgoyle," ''Perseveranzo," "lolanthe,"

"Brutus," " MuUion," "Mare," "Sisyphus."
The last named is most carefully drawn, but any-
thing more unsuitable ive cannot conceive for an
English country town.

HOW TO ESriM.\TE ; OR. THE ANALYSIS
OF BUILDERS' PRICES.—I.

By John- T. Rea, F.S.I., Surveyor, War Dept.

ESTIMATIXG is undoubtedly the moat im-
portant part of the builder's business.

Many who tender make up their prices in a some-
what haphazard manner, often from published
price-books, aided by their own judgment and
experience, and without a full knowledge of the
scientific methods which underlie the formulating
of a tiue estimate.

The analysis of prices has not advanced much
beyond where such men as Gauthey, Anselin,
Nadaud, and Blottas left the matter many years
ago. It is not proposed to make this a mere series

of articles on builders' prices ; but it is intended
to serve as an introduction to the principles upon
which estimating is based rather than to set forth
standard rates, which vary according to circum-
stances in every locality.

For the sake of uniformity, however, the
author has endeavoured to approach London
values. Provincial prices are generally from ") to

15 per cent. less. In competitive tendering lower
figures are, of course, often adopted.
The prices of most building materials have

gone up from 20 to 30 per cent, within the lait

few years, chiefly by rings and corners, thereby
creating artificial values. This constant fluctua-

tion must be borne in mind in reading these
articles.

Before a builder can tender properly, he must
take many things into consideration, for if he is not
careful a faulty estimate may mean a heavy loss

and the decrease of his reputation. Low esti-

mates, indeed, are often caused by an improper
conception of what is required, and a loose con-
sideration of the values of different features.

The bills of quantities and every point in the
plans and specification should be thoroughly
examined, as well as the amount and class of
work, and materials to be supplied. Quotations
for special parts should be obtained direct from
the merchants. The various markets ought also

to be closely watched, ao that the contractor may
be quite up-to-date as regards the values of
timber, metals, and other materials.

If the work is in a distant neighbourhood,
a visit should first be paid to the place, and full

information obtained as to the formation of the
soil, the cost of cartage, railway rates, lime, sand,
gravel, bricki, w.oges, Arc.

To be successful, a builder must strictly attend
to his book-keeping, so that he can ascertain the
profit and loss on various jobs, and such volumes

as Material, Journal, Abstract, Wages, Ledger,

and Balance books should bekept. Estimates ought
always to be retained and put away, whether

a job is secured or not, for they will be valuable

for future reference ; and a builder should note

each article sent to the ground or returned, and
enter the cost opposite the item. A correct

account of all labour, and how spent, should

likewise be kept ; and most contractors, when
they have ascertained by this means precisely

how much certain work costs them, and the

relation between estimated and actual cost, being

the loss or gain on each item, should make a

record of it in their prime-coat or other ledgers.

The variation in tenders for the same job is

quite remarkable, and this is particularly the case

when builders take out their own quantities. The
chief explanation certainly lies in the fact that

no proper system of estimating has been adopted,

but that the clerk has relied upon a price-book,

and has concocted prices which are only empirical.

The object of these articles is to show how to

avoid such random methods of work.

nflLDERs' TRICE-HOOKS.

The published price-booka are naturally the

first resort of the inexperienced estimator ; but,

as a matter of fact, the trade does not rely upon
them for serious pricing. They are no doubt
compendiuma of handy information connected

with building, but the prices given are not al ways
compiled in a scientific way. For example, some
of the prices include trade discount, some do

not ; while others are merely list prices from
merchants' catalogues. The discount in itself

largely varies, and there are two discounts : a

trade discount and a discount for cash. More
over, the percentage of profit does not appear to

be uniform, and the proportions of material and
labour are not shown. The diversities are in-

numerable, so that modifications to suit special

cases are impossible.

A builder's price ia broadly made up of two
things : material andlabour, to which maybe added
a third : profit. The cost of material and the cost

of labour vary from time to time and from pla'^e

to place, and do not fluctuate similarly. Some
pricea being for material only and some for labour

only, and the rest for both in varying proportions,

a rise in wajes must affect them very differently.

The manual labour is often the moat expensive

item in a price, ps it include? the preparation of

the material and fixing.

From this it is obvious that a price-book to be

capable of adaptation must necessarily set out

separately in each case the time occupied and the

material consume!, or, which ia the same thing,

their values at stated rates. It ia, therefore, out

of the question to aet up a standard of prices

suitable for every edifice, as there are ao many
points affecting the value of the work which
must be taken into consideration, and the circum-

stances attending the erection of different build-

ings are rarely alike. Such things as closeness or

slackness of supervision, misunderstandings as to

quality of workmanship, worrying by the archi-

tect, delay in furnishing detail drawings, dif-

ferences in locality and site, frost and bad
weather, sudden rises and falls in the mirkete,

&c. , will all helj to alter the conditions of profit

or loss lor the contractor, and the extent of which
no price-book can measure.

When, however, the builder has worked out a

series of prices for himself, he must be on the

alert for parallel cases to avoid the great labour
involved in making calculations afresh every
time a new estimate is made. In fact he should

carefully prepare an adaptable price -book of his

own, and revise it from time to time. Thus a

consistency in pricing would result, which is of

aome consequence.
PRIME COST.

The P.O., or net-cost, me.an8 the prime or

net-cost after deducting from the merchants' list-

price in his catalogue the trade discount. But it

does not include the discount for cash, which is

only given when the buyer pays cash down, nor
the builder's profit. The definition of this

expression becomes important when dealing with
provisional amounts in bills of quantities, as

different interpretations are put upon it, such as

that the letters P.O. are intended to imply the

publiahed catalogue price. Thia, however, is the

"liat price."

TRADE niSCOttNTS.

As already atated, there are two diacounts : a

trade discount, and a discount for cash.

I

The former is given by firms supplying build-

ing requisites to those in the trade, and the
amount varies from 10 to 50 per cent., and even
the discount allowed by one merchant differs

according to those with whom he deala.

The discount for cash is usually 2^ per cent.,

and is generally conceded by all wholesale firma.

A profit of 10 percent, is the least that buildera

like to accept, exclusive of establishment charges.

It is almost invariably added to each individual

price, although in the case of pricing a bill of

quantities some would prefer it inserted as a
lump sum at the end of the bill.

For work or material in small quantities, the

profit should be higher, as the total expenditure

in such a case ia more in proportion. Therefore

add 15 per cent, for small jobs, up to. Bay,

£5,000 ; above this, 10 per cent, should pay.

The large contractor, who perhaps owns a

brickyard or a quarry, in addition to extensive

premises full of rapid-working machinery and
labour-saving appliances, can naturally turn out

work more cheaply and expeditiously, and at a
bigger profit to himself, than the small tradesman
or jerry-builder. The latter, indeed, scamps,

because that is his only means for keeping him-
self afloat, and he cannot rival his moresucoeasfal

competitor. Dozens of similar doora and windows,

.

and hundreds of feet run of moulded work in

stone or wood, can be rattled out by machinery
at comparatively little cost, and these, of course,

are produced at a fraction of the rate of similar

articles laboriously effected by hand labour. Bat
in any case, experience and judgment are re- ^

quired before a definite profit can be settled upoa

'

in making out an estimate, and the proportion is

not always uniform, some items yielding a large

profit and others very little.

With reference to the terms of payment, it is

considered that the larger and the more frequent

the payments on account of contract, the greater

will be the facility with which the contractor cau

execute his work, and the lower will be the terms

at which he can offer to perform it. The reserve

to be deducted from each payment should never-

exceed 25 per cent, on the value of the work
executed.

ESTABLISHMENT CHAUQES.

These consist of salaries, depreciation of plant

and machinery, rent of preraiaos, gas, water,

interest on capital, &c., which muat be taken into

consideration in the output on a new building.

Establishment charges and profit 'should be kept

separate, and both allowed for when estimating,

careful office accounts being kept of each. Such

charges are commonly reckoned at 5 per cent.,

and even as much as 71 per cent. ; or, say, 5 per

cent, interest on capital, and 21 per cent, for

depreciation. "Occasionally they are classed in

two categories : 5 per cent, on work done at the

building, and Tj per cent, on work done at the

builder's shops " (Leaning).

CAKAL ANO RAILWAY RATES.

CiinaJs.—Transport by canal ia cheaper than by
railway, and the three principal cauaea are:

—

'

First, on a canal there is no item of cost corre-

sponding with the wear and tear of rails, sleepers,

or fittings, though the cost of maintaining banks

and locks must be taken into account. Second,

there is a corresponding aaving of the repairs

required by rolling stock and locomotives in con-

sequence of their running on a rigid permaient

way. Third, the most important reason ia that

the maintenance of works on a canal ia much less

costly on an average than the corresponding

outlay on a railway, not only from the absence of

vibration, but also from the smaller magnitude

of the works themselves. It is to be regretted,

however, that these waterways have fallen into

nfglect and gradual decadence, and canal traffic

seems to have declined in proportion to the

development of railways. Perhaps this may be

attributed to the slowness of transit and general

inability to receive large barges, yet good cinal

systems, like those on the Continent, are of

undoubted benefit if properly managed.
A complete map of all the canals and inland

navigations is embodied in the report of the Select

Committee on Canals, May, 1883, Vol. 13.

Parliamentary papers. Among some of these

may be mentioned the Midland Canal, the Clracd

Junction Canal, the Regent's Canal, the Grand

Surrey Canal, all of which are connected with

London. The dues vary with the canal and the

distance carried, aa well aa differing with the

material. A common rate for the discharge of

j

cargo at a London canal wharf is 10s. per day.

t
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RAILWAYS.

A knowledge of railway rates is necessary for

lie contractor, for these must te generally added
1 the cost of the goods as quoted by the
|.ercbant. Materials, too, are often worked at

'le builder's shops in town, and have to be pent
. f rail to the site. Here again the charges differ

ith the goods and the company ; but the cost of
)nveyance is much less in proportion for long
istances than for short ones. Articles go more
leaply by goods trains, which are slower, than
y ordinary passenger trains, and there are two
ites, one called company's risk, under which the
jmpany is liable for damage ; and a lower rate,
lUed owner's risk, under which the company is

, 3t 80 liable.

. The carriage of goods on railways to port of
lipment in England is Id. per ton per mile, and
I Belgium and Germany id. per ton per mile,
'he classification of charges, however, and the
lodes of measurement of different companies
lave much to be desired.

AddlSper cent, for carriage and packing of
«res in the United ICingdom.

TERMS A.Nl) CONDITIONS OF MERCHAXTS.

The following are the principal business terms
Dd conditions of sale as usually set forth by
lerchants in their catalogues, but they vary with
le firm :

—
frkes and Deliveii/.—The prices in this cata-
igue include (if a London firm) free delivery
ithin town limits

—

i.e., Carter, Paterson, and
o.'s radius, about 10 miles from Goswell-road

—

) London wharves and railway companies' ter-
lini. (It is frequently stated, "Prices quoted
re, unless otherwise specified, at our works.")
'hey are subject to alteration, without notice, in
le event of any particular rise or fall in the
alue of materials or labour.
Jie/erences.—To prevent delay, first order should

e accompanied by remittance : and, in order to
lOilitate future business, trade references should
e given to well-known firms in the United
.ingdom (London houses preferred), before
dger accounts may be opened.
Acrnillances.—Remittances should be made pay-

ble to " & Co.," and cheques crossed
Bank."

Tirma.—-Accounts rendered monthly, payable
uring month following, less 2A per cent, dis-
ount. Qiarterly and running accounts, net.
Cash Biiiouni.—A discount of 2| per cent, will

€ allowed for cash if paid within one month from
lie date of invoice. Prompt cash, 5 per cent.
Overdue Accounts.—yio discount whatever will

« allowed off overdue accounts, which, if not
•aid within three months, or upon application,
'ill be charged with interest at the rate of 10 per
ent. per annum.
Packiuics.—'Ho charges are made for packing

.nd direction. Packing-cases are charged extra
or separately, but two-thirds are allowed for
'empties" returned in good condition within
ourteen days from date of invoice, carriage paid,
.nd duly advised. The following are the usual
)rice8 inserted in invoices for packing-cases :

—

n_ 1.. I*er ft. super.
t^uking-casea, Im. deal, close 3ja.

>• . ... t. open, skdeton or crate 2p.
M .. 3'0. i> close 3(1.

• jW i" ." " open, skeleton or orate 2d.
Ada to above ii zmc-lined 4^.

llittkagc ill Transit.—Goods are sent forward
ilway company's risk, and if damaged goods

I "turned for replacement, they must be re-
urned by same carriers, marked " Carriage Fiee
-Damaged in Transit." In the event of pack-
ges appearing, when delivered, to be in a damaged
tate. it is recommended that delivery notes be
igned as " Contents Not Examined," as, in the
ivent of damage, claims can be sustained if
lotice be given to carriers within three days of
bdvice of arrival or delivery.

Shipping Orders.—A pro rata charge of 5 per
ent. on the value of the goods is made on all
ihippmg orders, to cover cost of packing and
lelivery to the docks in London. If required to
)e delivered free on board ship in London, a
urther charge is made to cover shipping ex-
lenses, dock dues, cranage, &c. If the goods
ire shipped from any other port than London,
he cost of carriage to such port will be charged
ixtra.

Xpecial Quotations.—Where a quantity of goods
'I a simUar description is required, a special
luotation will be furnished on application.
The trade discount, as a rule, is not publicly

i.ated in catalogues, but can only be obtained on

private application. Its amount greatly depends
on the quantity of goods ordered, and the larger
the order the larger the percentage given.

{To bi continued.)

DILAPIDATIONS.*

DILAPIDATION is variously defined. One
of the best definitions from the architect's

point of view is that given in the report of the
committee appointed by the Institute of British
Architects; there it is stated that "Dilapidations
are in usual practice considered to be those
defects only which have arisen from neglect or

misuse, and not to extend to such as only indicate

age so long ae the efficiency of the part still

remains ; but if the effects of use or age have
proceeded so far as to destroy the part, or its

efficiency in the structure, this argues neglect or

misuse, it being the presumption that at the
commencement of the term the tenant was
satisfied that every part was sufficiently strong to

last to its close." Dilapidations arise from
waste, either voluntary, permissive, or malicious,

the term "waste" being thus defined by
"Grady"—viz., "Whenever there is a parti-

cular estate in lands or tenements which must,
after the determination of such estate, devolve
upon another, any defect in their condition is

properly dilapidation, and the act of permitting
or committing such act is called waste." It is

necessary to consider

'
' WASTE '

'

in some detail and to refer to the. principal
divisions which are, as stated above, voluntary,
permissive, equitable, or malicious. There is

also ameliorating waste, as to which the archite;t
is not often troubled. Of these the first two
divisions

—

i.e., voluntary and permissive waste,
are of great practical importance to the architect,

being the kinds most prolific in disputes. Volun-
tary waste is actual or commissive. Permissive
waste is a matter of negligence and omission only.
Equitable or malicious waste consists in acts of

gross damage, usually the cutting down of orna-
mental timber by a tenant without impeachment
of waste. Ameliorating waste is such voluntary
waste as improves the demised premises, such,
for instance, as where the tenant puts a new
front to his house. Having considered the
meaning of the terms, "Dilapidation" and
" Waste," it is proposed to consider the

OllLIC.iTION OF LANDLORD .VXD TENANT

under two heads, viz. :— (1) The obligations im-
posed by the Implied Covenants under the
Common Law. (2) The obligations imposed by
the Repairing Covenants in the lease. First,

then, with regard to the implied legal liability to
repair under the common law. Generally speak-
ing, the lessor is under to liability whatever to do
repairs. Where, however, the premises become
subject to a structural defect, such as the drains,
which may give rise to a nuisance or be danger-
ous or injurious to health, the tenant may, if

the steps directed by the Public Health Act be
taken, throw the liability for this repair or
removal, in the absence of any agreement relating
to the matter, upon the landlord. There is an
exception to the rule that the lessor is under no
liability to a tenant in the case of small tenements,
for under the provisions of the Housingofthe Work-
ing Classes Act (53 and 5-1 Vic. c. 70) a warranty
that the tenement is reasonably fit for habitation
is implied in the case of tenements let to members
of the working classes at rents varying accord-
ing to the locality ; thus in London the rent must
not exceed £20, in Liverpool £13, in Manchester
and Birmingham £10, elsewhere in England £8,
in Scotland and Ireland £4, but the landlord may
contract out of his liability, and in practice
generally does so. It often happens that during
a tenancy the drains prove defective, causing
possibly illness, expense, and death : but if the
landlord has given no undertaking in the form of
a] guarantee that the sanitary arrangements are
satisfactory, he cannot be called on by the lessee,
except as stated above, to put right what is wrong,
nor to recompense the .tenant for the expense and
loss he has been at. If the premises are let

furnished it is an entirely different matter, for in
that case there is an implied covenant on the part
of the lessor that the house is in a fit condition
for immediate occupation. One of the leading

• A Paper read before the Society of Architects,
March 21, 1901, by Mr. W.' J. Jemninos, F.S.I. (Member
of Council)

.

cases on the implied covenant that a furnished
house is fit for immediate occupation is that
of " Wilson and Another v. Finch-Hatton,"
Exchequer Div. 2, ISTG-V. Tn this case the
defendant agreed to rent the plaintiff's house for
three months from Jlay 7, but having at the
beginning of the tenancy discovered that the
house was, owing to defective drainage, unfit for
habitation, refused to occupy. The plaintiff's

immediately set about repairing the drains, and
on May 2C tendered the house in a wholesome
condition to the defendant, who refused to occupy
or to pay rent. The plaintiffs thereupon sued for
the rent. It was held that the state of the house
at the beginning of the intended tenancy entitled
the defendant to rescind the contract, and that he
was not liable for rent or for use and occupation.
The decision in this case is founded on the well-
known case of " .Smith v. Jlarrable," generally
alluded to as the famous " bug" casewhichil»cide'd
as long ago as 1843 that it is an implied condition
in the letting of a furnished house that it shall be
reasonably fit for habitation, and that if it is not fii

the tenant may quit without notice, and he would
be justified in repudiating the tenancy, and, if ho
has incurred loss, be entitled to recover damages-
With regard to the implied liability of the tenant
under the common law, his responsibility is much
greater than that of the landlord. There is the
the implied covenant to use the premises in a
tenant-like manner. In dealing with houses or
buildings, this obligation resolves itself into one
to do repairs of a certain kind, the amount or
character of which in the case of leases for years
has apparently never been defined with precision,

the reason probably being that such instruments
almost invariably contain an express covenant
which displaces the implied one by the tenant to

the same effect. It will seem, however, from the
authorities, that a tenant at will or a yearly
tenant is bound to keep the premises wind and
watertight ; but as to this expression there seems
to be considerable doubt in the minds of lawyers
what it really amounts to. Woodfall considers
that on the whole it is understood that the ex-
pression ought to be construed strictly in favour
of the tenant, and quotes as an example that the
broken glass of windows need not be replaced by
new glass, but that the exclusion of wet by
boards or other unsightly modes would be
sufficient. In the case of a tenant for years he is

liable under the implied covenants for permissive
waste, but not for damage by accidental fire. A
tenant for life is, in the absence of covenants to
the contrary, under no implied liability to repair.

We now pass to the consideration of the second
head of the subject—viz., the obligation imposed
by covenant. The distinction as between the
common law obligation to repair and the liability

as expressed by covenant is thus expressed in

Gibbin's work—viz. :
" The obligation imposed

by the covenant to repair differs from the
common - law obligation against permissive
waste in this. The common law obligation
is merely to guard the fabric of the building
from decay, and is not infringed by an external
dilapidation unless the fabric is injured in con-
sequence. By the covenant, the tenant is un-
conditionally bound to repair all dilapidations,

whether the fabric of the building is injured or
not. Injuries to the building caused by inevitable
accident are excepted from the common-law
obligation, but not from the obligation of a
general covenant." In the practice of valuing
dilapidations under a repaiiing covenant the
architect has to interpret the words of the
covenant and then survey the property and
prepare the schedule and claim, and it will be
convenient to consider the subject under these
two branches. Speaking broadly,

THE REPAIRING COVENANT IN THE LEASE

generally consists of two divisions : (") An under-
taking in general terms

;
(b) au undertaking to

do certain acts of reparation, such as painting and
papering, at specific periods. With regard to the
general undertaking, it varies very much. In the
more common forms it consists of an uudertaking
either to "keep and leave the premises in gooQ
tenantable repair," or to "keep and leave the
premises in substantial repair." In considering
repairing covenants for a proposed lease, the first

point to be mentioned is the desirability, in fact,

the necessity, if the tenant is to be properly pro-
tected, of milking a survey of the premises. It

should be pointed out to a tenant that a pre-
liminary survey is absolutely necessary, when it

is remembered that where the leasee covenants to

"keep .and leave the premises in repair " he is
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bound to p'l them in repair, if at the commence-
aient of the term they require it. " Pavne v.

Hayne " (IC M. & W. -54 1) decided this point. It

should also be remembered that the measure of

Jamagee for want of repairs during the exiatence
of the lease is not necessarily the amount which it

will cost to execute the work : for not only is the
tenant bound to carry out tha repairs necessary,
Tjut is liable in damage if it can be proved that
the value of the reversion is lessened. The rule

for this is laid down in the case of '
' Williams v.

WiUiams'' L.U. 0, C.P. G59). As to the
covenant to repair, take the case first suggested

—

:i,-., whore the lessee undertakes " to keep and
leave the premises in good tenantable repair."

The architect is asked to prepare a schedule of

dilapidations to be served upon the tenant for

him to carry out, or a claim for a money payment
in lieu thereof, and the question arises, What is

"good tenantable repair": Previous to 1890,

there was considerable difference of opinion as to

what was meant by the words, but in that

year the case of " Proudfoot v. Hart "

was tried, and a determined effort made by the
1 udges in the Court of Appeal to deal with the

•luestion, and they proceeded to give a definition

of the words and to illustrate the application of

the principle they laid down. It was a cise

originally tried before an Official Referee, who
held that the tenant's obligation was to repaper
with similar paper to what was on the walls

l)efore, and to repaint with similar paint to that

which was on the painted portion of the premises.
' )n appeal to a Divisional Court it was held that

the Official Referee was wrong. Mr. Justice

Cave stated that tenantable repair extended to

commissive waste undoubtedly, and, he also

thought, to permissive waste, and that the tenant
must make good the damage going beyond
ordinary wear done by his family and servants,
but that he must also make good the damage
done by other causes, such, for instance, as a
casual atorm that takes off a slate from the roof,

or a stone thrown from outside which breaks
a window, and if the tenant neglects to do these
things, and the result is that still further damage
is caused to the structure, then he must make
good that further damage also, because it comes
of his not performing his covenant to do tenant-
able repairs. With regard to paper and paint, he
thought that the tenant could not be bound to

repaper or repaint simply because the former
paper was worn out and the paint worn off, so
long as no damage is done to the walls and wood-
work by omitting to paper and paint ; also with
regard to whitewashing, if the ceilings as a
natural result of tenancy became black the tenant
was not liable to whitewash them. So with regard
to the walls, the floor, the doors, the windows, and
all the different parts of the house. Justice Cave
thought the tenant was bound where there was a
breakage, whether arising from his own family or
from some external accident, to repair it to the best
of hisbbility, but was never bound when a portion
of the structure had become absolutely worn out,
and it was necessary to substitute a new structure
in place of it. X\\ he thought that the tenant
undertook to do was to patch the thing up so
long as it was in the nature of things right and
reasonable that the thing should be patched up,
but when it had got to such a state that patching
up was of no avail, then the tenant was not bound
to put in anything new or to pay any proportion
of the cost of putting in the new thing because
the old one had become unfit to discharge its duty.
Had this view been successful it would have
rendered a tenant's liability under a covenant for
tenantable repair even less, or at any rate of not
greater value than it is now with the addition
of the words "fair wear and tear excepted";
but when the case came before the Court of
Appeal, the Court, without holding that the
iudgment of either the (Official Referee or the
Provisional Court was wrong, adopted the alter-
native of themselves saying that they did not
agree with either, and proceeded to lay down the
principles upon which the case should be decided.
The Master of the Rolls, Lord I'^aher, adopted the
definition of Lord Justice Lopes as to good
tenantable repair, which, ho said, meant, " .Such
repair as, having regard to the age, character,
md locality of the house, would make it reason-
ably fit for the occupation of a reasonably -minded
tenant of the class who would be likely to take
it," and he proceeded to point out that while the
lueetion whether the house was or was not in
tenantable repair when the tenancy began was
-'mmateriul. yet the age of the house is very
oiaterial with respect to the obligation both to

keep and leave the premises in tenantable repair,

it beingobvious that the obligation is very different
when the house is -50 years older than when the

tenancy began ; the age of the house must, there-

fore, be taken into account, because nobody could

reasonably expect that a house 200 years old should

be in the same condition of repair as a house
lately built. The character of the house must be
taken into account because the same sort of

repairs that would be necessary to a palace would
bo wholly unnecessary to a cottage, and the

locality of the house must be taken into account
because the state of repair necessary to a house in

Grosvenor-E(iuare would be wholly different from
the state of repair necessary for a house in

Spitalfields. There is no liability on the part of

the lessee to put the house in the same state of

repair that it was when he took it ; it need not be
put into psrfect repair, nor is there any liability

to paint or paper, but if the paint and paper is in

such a condition that no reasonably-minded
person of the class likely to take it would live in

it, then the lessee is bound to paint and paper.

.Vgain. it does not follow that the painting and
papering must be of the same class as at the
commencement of the lease. There might be
such expensive papers and such decorative paint-

work as would be inconsistent with the require-
ments of the class of persons likely to take the
house, and because special painting and papering
existed at the commencement of the lease this

would not render it incumbent upon the lessee to

paint and paper of the same character. It must
not be forgotten that if the premises are out of

repair when the lease is entered into, the tenant
is bound to put them into good tenantable repair.

It is also clear that the tenant must commit no
waste. The application in actual practice of the
principles laid down by the Master of the Rolls is

not so easy as it might appear at first sight. The
Judge allowed himself a very wide latitude in the
illustration he gave, for he said : "If when the
tenancy ends the paper on the walls is merely in
a worse condition than it was when the tenant
went in, the mere fact of it being in a worse con-
dition does not impose any obligation on the
tenant to repaper. If it is in such a condition
that a reasonably-minded tenant of the class

likely to take houses in CJrosveuor-square (the

hypothetical case with which the Judge was
dealing) would not think the house unfit for

occupation, but suppose the damp had caused the
paper to peel off the walls and it was lying upon
the floor so that the tenant would think it a
disgrace, I should say then that the tenant is

bound to put up new paper. The same view
applies as to painting. If the painting is in such a
state that the woodwork will decay unless it is

repainted, it is obvious that the tenant must
repaint ; but I think that the obligation goes
further than that. A house in Spitalfields is

never painted in the same way as one in Gros-
venor-square ; if the tenant leaves the house in
Grosvenor- square only good enough for a house
in Spitalfields, he has not discharged his obliga-
tion : he must paint it in such a way as would
satisfy a reasonable tenant taking a house in
Grosvenor-square." To pass to the obligation
under the second kind of repairing covenant

—

viz., under which a tenant is bound to

" WELL .VS'D SriiSTANTIALLY REPAIR,"

great difficulty often arises in the cases of old
buildings under a lease granted many years ago
containing a general covenant to repair in some
such terms as the following— viz., that the lessee

shall " well, sufiiciently, and substantially repair,

uphold," &c. At the expiration of the lease the
tenant may be called upon to carry out such
sweeping works as amount practically to re-
building. Generally the matter is settled by
a money payment ; but before this can be
arrived at, it is necessary to say what repairs
the tenant is legally liable for under the cove-
nants of the lease, and in arriving at a
decision it is very important to consider carefully
the age and general condition of the building as
it would have been at the commencement of the
term, as where an old building is demised and the
lessee enters into a covenant for substantial repair,

it is not meant that the old building is to be
restored in a renewed form at the end of the
term, or of greater value than it was at the com-
mencement of the term. What the natural
operation of time flowing on effects and all that
the elements bring about in diminishing the
value constitute a loss which EO far as it results

from time and nature falls upon the landlord.

This was laid down very clearly by C. J. Tindall

in " Gutteridge v. Maynard" (1 Moad and Rab:
at p. 336), and this view w.as adopted in the I

Court of Appeal in the case of " Lister v. Lane "
I

(1893, 2 O B. 217). This case is so important
that a short summary of it may be found]
useful. It was a lease of a house in Lambeth, '

containing a covenant that the lessees would, '

when and where, and as often as occasion

shall require, well, sufficiently, and substantially

repair, uphold, sustain, maintain, amend, and!
keep the demised promises, and the samej
so well and substantially repaired, upheld,

sustained, maintained, amended, and kept, and
at the end of the term yield up to the lessors.

Before the end of the term one of the walls was
bulging out and after the lease had expired the

house was condemned as a dangerous structure

and was pulled down ; the lessors sought to

recover from the lessees the cost of rebuilding

the house. The house was at least 100 years

old, and probably much older ; it was built

upon a timber platform resting on a boggy
or muddy soil, and the bulging of the wall

was caused by the rotting of the timber.

The solid gravel was 17ft. below the surface of

ground. 'There was e\idence that the wall might

have been repaired during the term by means of

underpinning. It was held that the defect, having

been caused by the natural operation of time

and the elements upon a house, the original con-

struction of which was faulty, the lessees were not

under their covenant liable to make it good. With

regard to the question of underpinning, which it

was contended might have been done to prevent

the wall bulging, it is to be borne in mind that i

this would not have been " repairing " the

thing that was put in originally

—

viz., the timbm
platform, but it would have been something of <

quite a different character, and this being sothew
[

was no liability upon the tenants to carry ont
j

underpinning, and it was out of the question to

repair the timber platform without pulling down

the house, and however large the words of the

covenant to repair may be, a covenant to repair •

is not a covenant to give a different thing to that I

which the tenant took when he entered into the
|

covenant ; he has to repair that which he took|
:

not to make a new and different thing, and,
j

moreover, the nature and condition of the house
I

itself, the result of time upon that state of thing, !

is not a breach of the covenant to repair. The

Lord Chief Justice in this case said ; " You

have to look at the condition of the house at

the time of the demise, and amongst other

things the nature of the house, what kind of

a house it is ; it it is a timber house the lessee

is not bound to repair it by making a brick or a

stone house, if it is a house built upon wooden

piles in soft ground the lessee is not bound to

take them out and put in concrete piles."

ALL FIXTURES .4ND I'lTTINGS

belonging to the freehold are subject to the same

conditions as regards repairs as the house or

building itself, but in practice cases occur where

the ownership of the fixtures is disputed. The
j

rule with regard to fixtures used to be much

more stringent than it is now ; at one time every-

thing aflixed to the premises was held to go with

the freehold, but this rule has been considerably .

relaxed by recent decisions. There is a very
'

recent case bearing upon the question of fixtures,

which was decided by the Court of Appeal only a

month or so ago. It is the case of " Ward v.

Taylor bi rr Do Falbe," where Mr. J. Byrne

held that some pieces of tapestry which had been

affixed by the tenant for life of freehold estates to

the walls of the drawing-room of the mansion

house passed on her death as fixtures, with the

estates, to the persons entitled in remainder. The

residuary legatee under the will of the tenant

for life appealed. Lord Justice Rigby, in giving

judgment, said that the representative of the

tenant for life stood in the same position as the

tenant for life herself with regard to the re-

maindermen. At one time anything whatever

affixed to the freehold was held to go with the

freehold, and it was only by slow degrees that

that unbending rule had been modified. But m
later times important exceptions from the rule

had been established. One exception entitled a

person who had put up fixtures for trade pur-

poses to remove them. That exception was not

confined to the case of landlord and tenant, but

extended to the case of a tenant for life

and remaindermen. Another very important and

well-established exception existed in the case of

articles affixed to the freehold, not for the purposf

of enhancing its value, but for purposes of orna-
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meDtation. .Such articles were removable by the
person who had fixed them. This exception
applied as between tenant for life and remainder-
men, and it was of general application. The
question here was whether these tapestries were
affixed to the freehold so as to become part of the
house, or so as to be removable at the will and
pleasure of the person who had affixed them
diuing her lifetime, and by her executor after

her death. They were no doubt as firmly fixed

as though the person who had put them up had
intended to remnin there always, but that was
not of much importance. In all cases where the
article was aflixed to the freehold simply for

purposes of ornamention, the exception applied.

(To be eoiitimiii.)
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Laicyers and their Ctimts (London : Effingham
Wilson, Royal Exchange).—This is a practical

guide for clients, and contains just such informa-
tion that a client ought to know before consulting
lawyers. It does not profess to teach people to

be their own lawyers, but to give them some
knowledge of the two great branches of the pro-
fession, and to instruct the ordinary client that a
first-class solicitor may be a very poor lawyer,
and vice leisd, and how to obtain legal advice in

the best way. A barrister can be consulted, and
is equally accessible to all, so long as a case for

opinion, accompanied by a fee, comes to him
from a solicitor or any other person. It is

QSual to obtain the advice or opinion of

a barrister through a solicitor, but this is

by no means necessary. The chapters on the
history of the Bar and of the Solicitor's profes-
sion, the relation between barristers and their
clients, Shall I consult a solicitor or a barrister r

selection of counsel, &c., are useful to everybody
who has any legal business or question. The
direct consultation of a barrister, though the fee
may be greater, is often lees expensive and
troublesome. The Law ofBanlrupU-y; shau-iug
^- 'eiiiniis from Bankruptcy to Discharr/i , by

E. Stkwakt, M.A., of the Inner Temple,
irrister-at-Law, ic. (London: Effingham,

V. Us on, and Co.)—This is a very handy guide
f^r practitioners and the general public with
reference to decided cases and to Acts of Parlia-
ment. The general rights of creditors and the
duties of trustees in bankruptcy are clearly stated^
and the appendix of costs and fees, and a list of
cases make it valuable for all who wish in-
formation, whether as debtor or creditor.
The Esuex Review (Chelmsford ; Tindall ,and
Jarrold).—This excellent county quarterly is

being continued on the lines laid down by the
founder, the late Mr. Edmund Durrant. "A
Legend of St. .Tohn's Abbey, Colchester," anent
a chattering corpse, is well told by Mr. Alfred P.
Wire, of that town. Miss Charlotte Fell Smith.
of Great Saling, has an illustrated article on
"The Western Family of Rivenhall," and the
Rev. O. W. Tancock writes on "Essex Parish
'-'>;ister Bjoks." CaMnet-JLikin^ (London:

[..ockwood and Son) is an addition to Weale's
lentific and Technical Series, written by

Richard Bitmead, a London practical cabinet-
maker of 2.') years' experience. It goes directly
into the difficulties of dovetailing, mortising and
tenoning, clamping, mitring, and dowelling,

.
and the ways to got over them, and is illustrated

I by plans, sections, and working drawings.
' A handy and practical guide which ought to be

.d and re-read by every cabinet-maker.
ori/ of Enginecrinij Construction for Civil

-cmnncers ami Students, by Ernest H. Essex,
Assoc.M.Inst.C.E. (London: Toe St. Bride's
Press, Ltd., 24, Bride-lane, and New-street
Hill, Fieet-street).—This volume is a reference-
book for civil engineers and students of construc-
tion, and comprises a selection of notes and
formula; on the theory of construction arranged
in the form of answers to the questions set at
examinations for associate members of the Insti-
tution of Ciril Engineers. For those students
who are preparing to pass the examination of this
institution, as well as others of the same kind,
Mr. Essex's well-chosen examples will be found
useful. The book is not a textbook, but a
8\immary of questions with the answers. The
latter are printed in smaller type, and are illus-
trated with the necessary diagrams. Subjects
I. and II., Theoretical and Elementary AppUed

;

Mechanics, include such a generally - useful
qnestion as " Give a graphical method for deter-
mining the resultant of a number of forces on one

plane : (i.) When tht-ir lines of action pass

through one point, and (ii.) When they do not

pass through one point." The answer is full, and
the polygon of forces is worked out to a scale.

Subject III., dealing with the Theory of Struc-

tures, includes some very important questions and
answers, as to the horizontal pressure upon a

caisson for a dock entrance, the answer being
worked out graphically and by formula also ; the

section of a m.aeonry dam so that the line of

pressure may be kept within the middle third of

tha thickness ; how to determine the pressure on
each joint of a masonry segment.al arch 30ft. span,

also the line of resistance. The questions and
worked-out answers of loaded roof stresses,

shearing, and rolling loads on girders, by calcu-

lation and by graphic construction, are concise,

and the theory of beams is fully dealt with. The
interleaved pages inserted after each example are

useful for notes. We can recommend the work
as a useful reference book of worked - out

problems.
9-^^^^*

CHIPS.
The West H irtlepool Corporation have accepted

the recommendation of a special committee to erect

a municipal lodging-house, at a coat of £5,000.

Mr. J. F. Bentlev's Roman Citholio Cathedral in

Ashley Gardens, Wes'minster, is now, so far as the

shell is concerned, practically completed, and the

expenditure incurred in its erection up to date has

exceeded £140,000. It is Cardinal Yaughan's
intention to carry out at once the completion of the

campanile, the total height of which, when sur-

mounted by its cross, will be 2S3ft. Efforts are

being made to decorate one or two side chapels with

marbles and mosaics before the date of opening.

The new Archbishop's house, connected with the

apse of the cathedral by a bridge, will be ready for

occupation about June.

The Corporation of Xewcastle-on-Tyne have
decided to remove the Rutherford memorial
fonntain from Ca'h;dral-Equare to Bigg Maiket.
This arrangement will leave the whole of the fquare

opfosite S-. Nicholas's Cathedral at the disposal of

Sic W. H. Stephenson for the erection of the

Queen's statue, which he has given to the city.

At the last meeting of the urban district council

for Wrotham, near Maidstone, Mr. P. Monckton
produced the plans of the proposed isolation hos-

pital, which will provide accommodation for twelve
beds, and will cost, it was stated, nearly £2,000.

The plans were adopted, and it was left to the

architect to advertise for tenders.

The Homeland Association are appealing for the

small sum of £70 required to take down and re-erect

a Jacobean tomb in Cadleigh church, near Tiver-

ton. The monument has an elaborate canopy sup-
ported by marble pillars, and was erected early in

the 17th century to the memory of Sir Symon
L'.ach. The canopy overshadows the recumbent
effigies of Sir Symon and his lady, and two life-size

kneeliag effigies of his eldest son and daughter, the

detail of the costumes being well shown. Oa the
base of the monnment are the kneeling effigies of a

large family of sons and daughters. Owing to a
sinking of the ground this monument is in a dan-
gerous condition, and furthermore the outer wall of

the church is cracked owing to the weight.

The directors of the North-Ejstern Railway have
let the contract for the widening of a part of Team
Valley line to Messrs. T. D. Ridley and Son, of

Middlesbrough. The amount of the contract is

said to be close upon £50,000.

Now premises are to be built off Prince's-street,

Edinburgh, for the Commercial Bank of Scotland.

"The building will be a five-story one, and it will

have a froatage to Shandwick-place of 55Et., and
105ft. to Q leensferry- street. The lower floor will

be arranged for a branch office of the bank and for

shops, and the other floors will be used by the

Caledonian United Ssrvice Club. The basement
will be in polished granite and rusticated ashlar,

with arch-headed windows. The design is to be in

Renaissance style, and the corner will terminate in

a dome cupola. The architects are Messrs. Sydney
Mitchell and Wilson, Edinburgh.

At their last meeting the urban district conncil of

Tonbridge decided to pull down the old, inadequate,
and unsightly town-hall now occupying a good site

in the High-street. The building is regarded as

mmecessary, as the council meetings are now held
in the historic castle.

An arbitration case has arisen ont of the scheme
for the extension of the joint station at Aberdeen.
Among the lands required for the enlargement is a
block or ground known as Clayhills, lying on the
north side of the line. It belongs to the Town and
County Bank, who ask £30,000 for 209 acres. As
the parties cannot agree as to the value, the matter
has been referred to arbitration, and the proceedings
will take place shortly in Edinburgh.

uBirUAUY.
Mr. Nkwion Edwahii Jkxxini.s. F.R.I.B.A.,

M.Inst.C.E., of the Town Hall Chambers,
Slelbourne, Victoria, died on February 7, in

that capital, aged 01 years. Mr. Jennings was-

the eldest son of the late Joseph Jennings, of
Tunbridge Wells, and practised as an architect

for many years in India, afterwards proceeding
to Melbourne. He had been a Fcliow of the
Royal Institute of British .Vrchitects sin:e 18GT.

An addition is to be made to the Merchant
Company's offices in Hanover- street, Edinburgh,
involving the taking down of the whole premises at

present occupied by a firm of publishers and news-
agents. A new building is to be erected to corre-

spond, so far as external appearance goes, with the

company's present structure, having a fs>;ade of

over OOtt. to Hanover-street. The ground floor, to^

bs let off, will include a board room, banking hall;

lit by a dome, cash and book safes, caretaker's

residence, &?. The upper floors are to be used as a
new board-room and committee-rooms, A::., for the

Governors of the Merchant Company. The tuchi-

tect is Mr. T. P. Marwick, York-place, Elinburgh.

St. Matthew's Church, Donnington Wood, ha»
received a memorial stained-glass window to the
late R9V. S. 0. Ragan, vicar of the church for

many years, which has been placed in the chancel.

Mr. T. W. Cimm, of Smethwick, was the selected

artist, who has designed and executed the window.
The principal subject is the Crucifixion, and with
figures of SS. Mary and John in the sidelights,,

under canopies, and with the figure of St. Matthew
in the centre base, and on either side are figures of
English saints, St. Aidan and St. Chad.

Mr. Watson Armstong has announced his inten-

tion to give £liiO,000 to the Newcastle-on-Tjn&
New Infirmary Fund as a memorial of his great-

uncle, the late Lord Armstrong. Another £100,000
was raised by subscriptions, and a th'rd sum of

like amount was given by the late Mr. John Hall, a
local shipowner, while a site of ten acres of land on
an open space of moorland was jointly given by the
Corporation and Freemen of Newcastle.

Messrs. Wm. Potts and Sons have just erected

a Cambridge quarter-chime clock, vrith gravity

escapement, compensation pendulum, and all im-
provements at Weetwood, near Leeds, showing the

time upon four external illuminated dials 4ft. each
in diameter, at the residence of Mr. Joseph Pickers-

gill, Bardon Hill, Weetwood, near Leads : also 8i.

large illuminated turret clock, showing the time

upon four 5ft. external dials, with automatic gae
apparatus, gravity escapement compensation pendu-
lum, at the Corporation Free Library, Fire Station,

and Tramway Waiting-Rooms, Woodhousa Moor,
Leeds.

An arbitration court for the purpose of deter-

mining the price to be paid by the Great Eastern,

Great Northern, and Midland Joint Railways
(known as the Norfolk and Suffolk Joint Com-
mittee) for certain pieces of land, the property of

the corporation, which are required in the con-
struction of the new railway from Yarmouth to
Lowestoft, that has been held at Lowestoft. The
arbitrators were Mr. T. W. Balls, anctioaeer, &c.,

Lowestoft, and Mr. M. C. Elwell, land agent to the

Great Eastern Railway Company. Mc. A. L,

Byle, rating expert, of London, was umpire.

Considerable evidence was taken, and fnrthei

proceedings were adjourned to London,

A Local Government Board inquiry was held at

the Audit House, Southampton, yesterday (Thurs-

day), into the application by the Southampton
Corporation for sanction to borrow £8,880 for

various purposes coimected with water supply.

On Sunday a new oak pulpit was dedicated in the

church of St. Thomas the Martyr, Barras Bridge.
Newcastle-on-Tyne, by the Bishop of Newcastle.
The pulpit is of octagonal form, and has been
carved by Mr. Ralph Hedley, of Newcastle. In
the three panels exposed to the congregation are

figures of the three Northumberland saints SS
Aidan, Cuthbert, and Columba. The woodwork
harmonises with the new reredos and screen in the
sanctuary, and has been carried out under the

supervision of Mr. J. W. Dyson, of Newcastle,

The Arbroath Corporation, having resolved to

apply for a Provisional Order to confer upon the

corporation borrowing powers to the extent o^
£40,000 to enable them to carry out the installatior

of the electric light in the burgh, have appointee

Messrs. Matthew Bachan and Hogarth to b« theii

electrical engineers.

The Countess of Dartmouth laid on Friday .the

foundation-stone of a chancel which is being

erected on the site of a Church mission-room in tie-

New-road, Great Bridge, and will form part of a
new church to be dedicated to St. Luke, The
chancel is to cost £000. The work is being carried

out by Messrs. Smith and Son, West Bromwicb>
from plans by Mr. Jatez Pearson, Great Bridge,
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Bf.eston.—The foundation-stones of the new
Weelejan Church, Bees'on, Nottingham, were
laid on the Hlh inst. The premises comprise
church with nave, transept, and choir gallery, and
school in the rear portion of the site. In the

church, which has a gallery round three sides,

there is accommodation for about I'lO persons.

Ample vestry accommodation is provided for the

minister, choir, &c. The organ will be placed

behind the choir gallery, and the rostrum in front.

The school premises consist of a large assembly-
Toom, an infants' school, an adults' classroom, a
ladies' room, and eeven classrooms which are

grouped round the largo room and open out of it.

The exterior, designed in the Decorated style of

Gothic architecture, is of pressed brick with
facings and tracery windows in stone. At the

eouih-west comer is placed a tower and spire,

rising to a height of about lOOft. The cost of

the entire building will be about £7,000, and the

church portion is at present in course of erection.

The architect is Mr. W. J, Morley, F.E.I.B.A
,

of Bradford and Harrogate.

SiiREWsiuRT.—The railway station, which is

jointly owned by the Great Western and the

London and North -Western Companies, has for

years been not only inadequate, but positively

dangerous. The work of building a new station

has now been commenced. The engineering
difficulties have been considerable owing to the

fact that the existing station—which occupies the

only available site—is closely hemmed in by the

Castle on one side and by the gaol on the other.

All the space available is, however, being taken
advantage of by doubling the width of the present

bridge over the Severn. The new scheme pro-
vides for approaches to the station from either

side, instead of the Castle side only as hitherto,

and in addition to up and down platforms for

through traffic, there will be an "island" plat-

form for local traffic. A subway, lined with
enamelled white bricks, will provide access to the
various platforms. The building of the new
station has necessitated the demolition of many
old houses in the vicinity, and a portion of

Howard-street has been diverted. The existing

bridges over Castle Foregate and Cross-street will

-be extended laterally.

The foundation-stone was laid on Friday of an
\nfant Bmrd eohoDl for Bilby aid Hexthorpa. The
Echool is necessitated through the rapid giowth of
the township. The laud has coat ,£800. and the
contract price for the building £3,321. Mr. F. W.
Masters is the architect, and Messrs. D. Gill and
Ssn are the hailder.".

The industrial district of Merthyr Tydfil is now
provided with an electric railway, which has bsen
constructed by the British Electric Traction
Compiny. The new lines, connecting Merthyr
with Dowlais and Cefn, will serve localities im-
mediately occupied by a population of .50,000 people.
The road to Djwlaia (two miles) is as steep as one
in twelve in some parts.

It has been decided, en the invitation of the
Hampshire, Dorset, and South Wilts Provincial
Committee, to hold the next county meeting of the
Institution of Suiveyors at Sonthampton, on May
30 and 31. The first day will be devoted to papers
and discussions, with a dinner in the evening ; the
second day to excursions to various places of
interest in Sonthampton and its neighbonrhood.

Steady progress is being made in building the
rave to Truro Cathedral, under the direction of
Mr. Frank L, Pearacn, the architect. The flying
buttresses are now all completed, the whole of the
tracery to the windows of tte north nave clerestory
is fixed, and that of the windows of the south
clerestory is rapidly approaching completion. The
tracery of the great west ross window U already,
to a large extent, visible from the High Cross, and
the walls of the western towers are beginning to
riae. The noble gift of £10,000, anonymously given,
will allow of the immediate undertaking of the
great central tower as a (iaeen N'lctoria memorial.

The Castle Ward Rural District Council have
approved of the sewerage and sewage disprmal
hoheme let Dinnington Colliery, prepared by Mr
Hirry W. Taylor, A.M.I.G.F , of Newcaatle-on-
Tyne and Birmingham, and application to the Local
Government Bsard for borrowing powers for .£2,000
has been made. The sewage will gravitate to' the
outfall, and be treated baoterially. The Ashbourne
Rural District C luncil have engaged Mr H»rry W
Taylor, A M.I.C.E., of Newcastle-on-Tyne and
Birmmgham, to prepare a scheme of water-suDDlv
for Kirk Ireton.

PBOFESSIONAI. AND TBa.X>B
SOOIETIES.

EniNBURGII AR(-HITECTIR.\L AsSOCI-iTIOX.

At the last meeting of this association Mr. J.

II. Brydon, F.K IB A., of London, gave an
address in the Royal Institution on " The Work of

Professor Cockerell, R.A." Mr, Henry F. Kerr
occupied the chair. In the course of an apprecia-

tion of Cockerell's great work as architect and
student of sculpture, Mr. Brydon spoke of the
architectural environment of his time. Then the
battle of the styles was in full swing, and there
was found in Cockerell a groat artist and scholar

who combined the adaptability of the Italian

with the refinement of the Cireek, while all

through his work there ran the impress of the
individuality of the man himself. In the design
of the National Slonument on Caltoa Hill, Mr.
Brydon afforded evidence of Cockerell's partici-

pation. He admitted that his connection with
the work came as a surprise to him, as doubtless
it won!d be to some of his audience. Cockerell's
original sketches and drawings (which were
exhibited to the meeting) were the first idea
of the monument, which was to be a repro-
duction of the Parthenon. The foundation-
stone was laid in 1S22, and Cockerell's sketches
enabled one to seethe mode by which the interior

of the monument w.is intended to be lighted.

The method seemed to forestall the clerestory

theory of the lighting of Greek temples. There
were also shown the working drawings by Play-
fair of the portion erected in 1826. Between the
preparation of Cockerell's sketches and the laying
of the foundation-stone of the actual commence-
ment of the work of Playfair's drawings, said
Mr. Brydon, there was an interval of some years,
and one could only conjecture that something had
occurred which caused the transference of the
work from one architect to the other, or that the
two architects went in conjunction under some
arrangement, the traces of which were now lost.

The two must have been congenial spirits, alike
in their knowledge and devotion to the study of
Greek art. Vaulting ambition again, however,
overleaped itself. "The monument was never
completed, and to-day it looked more like the
ghost of the Parthenon that was. Nevertheless
the spirit of the Greek temple was in the frag-
ment on the Calton Hill. Its exquisite pro-
portion, its beauty of detail, showed the artist's

true spirit. Fortunately also were they in
the magnificent stone of which the fragment
is built—being as sharp as on the day in which it

was put up. The site plan curiously was not
among the Cockerell collection. Whether that
was sent to Playfair or not he could not say.
There was no doubt the intention was to repre-
sent the Parthenon. In the elaborate account of
the laying of the foundation-stone there was
curiously not a word said about the architect. It
had always been his impression that they began
the building with the idea that they were going
to make a reproduction of the Parthenon, and
that they went on until the money stopped.
Playfair's drawing was the contract drawing for
exactly the piece that was built and nothing more.
In the discussion following upon the puper, Mr
Hippolyte Blanc said the information about the
monument was certainly new to him. The
question of the completion of the monument had
been recently opened up as a suggested memorial
to the late Queen, but he could not but feel that
with the evidence of the intention to build only a
certain part of the structure there was a sacred
thought in the minds of those who had schemed
the monument that it should never be other than
the suggestion of a ruin. On the motion of
Professor Baldwin Brown, Mr. Brydon received
a hearty vote of thanks.

Edinjiuuoh " Architecturai, Society. — A
meeting of this society was held on the 13th
inst. in Dowell's Rooms, Mr, A. F. Balfour,
president, in the chair. Mr, J, Stuart Syme
gave a lecture upon " .Sanmicheli and his Work,"
in which, after referring to .Sanmicheli's position
in regard to the architecture of the It»lian

Renaissance, he described his early training and
studies at Rome and Orvietto, The great
achievment of Sanmicheli in military architecture,

and the palaces and ecclesiastical work designed
by him, were also referred to ; and the lecture

concluded with remarks upon his chief artistic

and personal characteristics.

NdllTHKRN ARCHITKCTI'R.\I. ASSOCIATION.
Mr. Wm. Glover, F.R I.B.A., has this year,
because of rule, to retire from the presidentship
of the Northern Architectural Association, after

holding the office for two years. So pronounced
a success has he been in the chair that but for the

forbidding enactment referr.id to he would have
been asked to remain as chairman for another

twelve months. This was made known at the

annual meeting of the Association, held at 36,

Northumberland-street, Newcastle, on Thurs-
day, the Uthinst. Mr. Frank Caws, F.R I.B.A.,

of Sunderland, was chosen to tnke Jlr. CTlover's

place. The annual report, presented by Mr.
Arthur B. Plummer, showed that daring its

forty. second session the association had become
increasingly successful. During the year one

member, five associates, and twelve students had
joined, making the roll stand at—54 members, 71

associates, and 61 students, or ISO in all.

Reference was also made of the promise of £500
made by Mr. Glover towards obtaining a build-

ing for the association if an equal sum could also

be raised, and to the good progress made with

regard to securing other money gifts. The
report was accepted. The statement of the hon.

treasurer, Mr. J. T. Cackett, showed a balance

in hand of £80, or a gain of about £35 on the

year. This, too, was agreed to. An election of

officers followed, and resulted as under :—Vice-'

president, J. W.Taylor; hon. secretary, A. B.

Plummer ; lion, treasurer, J. T. Cackett ; hon.

librarian, H. C. Charleswood. Council : U. B.

Dick, J, W. Donald, R, J. Leeson, J. Oswald,-

T. Reay -members; J. W. Boyd and R. P. S.^
Twizell— associates. J

I

OHIPS.
The Winsford Urban District Council have decided

to purchase the undertaking of the Over and
Wharton Gas Company for £15.832. It was re-

solved to apply for a loan, extending over 30 years,

of £17,500.

The restoration of Canterbury Cithedral is

steadily progressing. The latest work taken in

hand is the cleaning and polishing of the two pinkish

marble columns in Trinity Chapel. These pillars,

wtiich came from the ruins of ancient Cirthage,

were sent to Canterbury in 1176 by Pope Alex-

ander III., to form part of Thomas a Becket's tomb.

They were not, however, used for that purpose, but

were placed in the positions they now occupy. The
relics discovered in the tomb of Archbishop Hubert
Walter some 16 years ago have now, by order of

Daan Farrar, been deposited in a cupboard in the

Henry IV. Ciiapel, and, together with Archbishop
Walter's pastoral staff, can be readily viewed.

The War Ofiice has decided to purchase additional

land at Colchester with a view to the more effsotive

macceavres of troops, and they have also ordered

that the already extensive range of buildings known
as the Mobilisation Stores shall be added to at a

cost of £6,000.

Ths subject of the housing of the poor diE-

posE.essed of their dwellings by the demolition of

insanitary property was discussed bv the Liverpool

C;ty Council at their last meeting. It was resolved

that the Housing Committee be instructed to submit

at an early date a scheme for the adequate rehousing

of the tenants of the 8,181 insanitary dwellings in

the city that are to be demolished.

The Duke of Norfolk has agreed to purchase tho

Brooke at Arundel from the town council for

£31,000, and to present to the borough property

worth £10,000 for public improvements.

The new town-hall and county-courts recently

erected at Merthyr Tydvil, from designs by Mr.

E. A. Johnson, F.R I.B.A,, of Abergavenny and
Merthyr, are about to be painted and decorated

under his superintendence by order of the council.

Tiiaily Wesleyan Church, Whitley, Northum-
land, was reopened for service on Saturday after

enlargement and decorition. The enlargement
comiita of a new Sanday-school and vestries, acJ

the addition of a chancel to the church. A staiood-

glass window has been erected as a memorial. The
cost of the additions, including the enlargement of

the organ and the decoration of thechurch, amounts

to £3,000. Mr. J. L. Miller, of Tyneworth, waJ
the contractor.

Anew Board school, accommodating 800 children,

and erected at a cost of £6,100, was formally

opened on Saturday by the Mayor at Baarwood-
toad, Smethwick.

The River Tyuelmprovement Commissioners have

decided to raise the salary of their enginter, Mr.

Walker, from £1,200 to £1,500 per annum.

The King has, as is mentioned elsewhere, con-

sented to continue to be the patron of the Riyal

Institute of British Architects, and to off jr, as her

late Majesty did for over fifty years, an anuoal

Royal Gold Medal to be presontei on the nomina-

tion of the Royal Institute to a distiriguished

architect or architectural writer of any natioaality.

iJ'
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XL %"ICTOaiA IKFiaUAHT, N£'.VCA3TLE-0S-TVXE.—ST.

ohn's ciirEca, kewhaves, ooks.— dbsigss for a

vaOCniAL CLQB.—H0U8S AT BALISO.—A 8HEET OF

:iAia3.— THIRD PB2HIATED DESIGN FOB THE NEW
lAftOOtlB OFFICES. SWANSEA.

(Bvix ]:llusti*ati0its.

XEWrVSTLF, ROTAX ISVIRMAIIY.

Wk publish this week a perspective view of the
above, the erection of which is now to be pro-
ceeded with, part of the work already being
commenced. When completed, the new infirmary
will undoubtedly be the largest building in New-
castle. Standing upon a site of ten acres on the
Leazes, it will occupy an area of over 108,000
superficial feet. There will be accommodation
for over 420 beds, of which about 180 are for
medical cases, and 220 for surgical cases. There
are eight ward pavilions : all the surgical patients
are accommodated on the ground floor, the
medical wards being on the first floor, and the
children in a separate pavilion. The adminis-
trative department is centrally situated among
the wards, and entered by way of a carriage
porch. It contains all the necessary rooms for
officers and staff, as well as students. The
kitchen department is arranged on the second
floor. The nurses' home, accommodating over
100 nurses, is arranged at the extreme west of
the main corridor on the highest part of the site,
and is reached by way of a spacious glass corridor
and conservatory. The chapel is on the north of
main corridor and west of the central staircase,
and will seat over 1.50 besides having a gallery
for the nurses. The outpatients' department is
at the east of the main corridor and close to the
porter's lodge. This building is only one story in
height. The rooms for the reception of accidents,
&c., are at the rear of the administration building.
The operating theatres are on the ground floor,
i"vel with the surgical wards. The laundry and

;iler house are at the south-west corner of the
te, this being at the lowest level. The eleva-

tions will have red brick and stone facings, and
the roofs will be covered with Westmoreland
slates. It was announced last week that Sir.
Watson .Armstrong had given £100,000 to be
ised at the discretion of the committee for the
iirmary, and Mr. John Hall, some two years

,'0, left a iimilar sum, while Sir Kiley Lord has
raised over £100,000 in public subscriptions for
the same purpose, so that the committee have

nsiderably over £300,000 assured. It is antici-
.tsd that the buildings will cost rather over
:00,000. The architects are ifr. W. L. Xew-
mbe, of Newcastle, and Mr. H. Percy Adams,

: 28, Woburn place, London, who are in this
. itter acting conjointly.

.lOHS's rABISH CHCRCn, XEWn.VVEX, coxs.

iis Episcopal church, from the designs of Mr.
^ . R. C'omstock, architect, of New York city,
has been erected in Connecticut brown stone, and
roofed with black slates. The roof inside is
executed in solid quartered oak. The sketch-

!

plan, which the architect has sent us with the
two perspective sketches, shows the manner of
'Cating, and the church rooms flanking the

chancel, which is apsidal. The organ is on the

right of the choir, and the pulpit on the northern

respond of the chancel archway.

" BUILDING NEWS " DESIGXI.no CI.VB : A P.\B0CHI.\L

CU'll FOR WORKINfi MEN.

(For description and awards see p. 397.)

HOUSE AT EALINO.

The accompanying drawing illustrates a house

recently erected from the designs of Messrs. \.

Burnett Brown, F.S.I , and Ernest R. Barrow,

ARI.BA., at Ealing. The lower portion is

faced with red bricks relieved with ftane

dressings ; the upper portion being treated with

rough-cast and half-timber, and with a Broseley

tile roof. The plan gives the arrangement of the

ground floor, and there are seven bedrooms and

usual otficfs over. The building contract has

been executed by Messrs. T. H. Adamson and

Sons, of Ealing and Chiswick.

A SHEET OF CH.URS : N.\TIONAL SILVER MEDAL
DR.iWINGS.

Mr. Wllliam L. Whelax, of Dublin, won a

silver medal for these drawings, and the following

notes describe the objects selected for illustration.

Roman Armchair found at Herculaneum, now in

theMuseum at Portica. The Chair of St. Peter is of

the Byzantine period, made of wood, and overlaid

with carved ivory and gold. The front is

elaborated with eighteen compositions represent-

ing the Gospels, delicately carved, and worked
with pure gold inlay. The chair is square, and

the front is solid. The Bisellium or JIagisterial

Chair, of antique Roman date, is now in the

museum at Dublin. The four ornamental pillars

or legs are bound together by horizontal bars,

damascened in silver. The upper part is filled in

with a voluted ornament, terminating with heads

in medallions. It was found at Pompeii, and
is made of bronze. The Saxon chair, from
Leycester's Hospital at Warwick, is reputed to be

of that period. The triangular seat and details

are very primitive, the ornament being simply

incised with gouge forms. The famous and well-

known Coronation Chair is made of oak, fastened

together with pins, and has a crocketed-gable

back. The whole is covered, or rather was

covered, with gesso and gilded. Inside the curved

shaped arms the panelling is plain : but outside it

is traceried ; it was decorated by "William
the Painter " for Edward I. The Chair

stands in Westminster Abbey, behind the

reredos of the High Altar. The famous
Fi-opheiic or Fatal Stone of Scone, on which

the Scottish kings were crowned, was in-

closed within the body of this chair by Edward
III. (1328) and an iron handle is provided to

lift it by. The chair has for some long period

been covered with cloth of gold when used at

coronations, and by this means much of the

original decoration already mentioned has been

chipped off by the use of nails. In this chair all

the Kirgs of England since the time of Edward I,

have been crowned. Even Cromwell was installed

in it as Lord Protector in Westminster Hall, and
that was the only occasion on which it has been

carried out of the Abbey. For coronations it is

placed in the centre of the choir in front of the

high altar. Shakespeare makes Eleanor Duchess
of Gloeter say :

—

Sletbinke I sate in feat of ma,ie%ty

In the Cathedral Church of Westminster,
And in that Chair where kings and queens are crowned.

— 2 Henry VI. act i. sc. 2.

The Vestry Chair of York Minster is of late Hth
century. There is a Gothic chair- to be seen also

in St. Mary's Hall, Coventry, of 1.5th-century

date. The Yorkshire chair, ad. 1620, is of a

common pattern in those parts. The bridge shape

of the back, with the acorn droppers, makes
a curious variety, and the crescent shape is

unusual, as are the planted - on turned orna-

ments applied to the fronts of the uprights.

Tlie 16th-century carved and turned Chair

has pierced cross-rails, and on the bick the

stamped buff leather is relieved in gold elegantly

detailed. The second leather backed Seat of

same date, also of Italian design, has a carved

front rail and shaped floor pieces. The whole is

painted and gilded, a feature being made of the

large and small headed nails with which the

leather is fixed. The detail is refined, and the

piece is very heavy, so that the chair evidently

was not intended to be moved frequently. The
English Chair from Dublin of 50 years Uter date

(1670) is now in replica in Dublin, and bears the

initials H. P. I. on the top panel of the back.

The Rush-seated Chair from Dublin Museum is

curious from having a dish-shaped top rail to its

back and turned balustered filling. -V sketch of

a somewhat similar back from the same collection

is also shown as typical of Jacobean design in

furniture. The Queen Anne Chairs are both

from Dublin. The richer one has the carved

back, the cabriole legs and splat made up of a
greater number of curves than the other, while

round the seat are carved verge adjuncts. The
top cross rail is finished off in a shell-like shaping.

The plainer example is characteristic of the ISth

century— i';., the cabriole leg^ and splat-shaped

back very different from the earlier oak chairs.

No piercings relieve the splat, which look3_ all

the better for being simply curved in section.

The nth-Century Scroll-design Chair, well and

ingeniously proportioned, made in walnut, and

carved with a little inlay on the back, is prettily

patterned in the Italian manner. On Jan. 2-'i

last we gave another sheet of chairs from the

same prize set of drawings.

SWANSEA H.A.RBOCR TRUST OFFICES.

Tins design wag favourably mentioned by the

assessor, Mr. W. M. Fawcett, F.S.A. i mly two

premiums were offered, and we illustrated the

first premiatf'd last Friday, and shall illustrate

the second premiated design shortly. In the

present design the main block of buildings is

shown to be of two stories throughout, and faced

on every elevation with pressed Ruabon red brick,

with terracotta or stone dressings. The ground

floor provides accommodation for the shipping

oflice, the accountant and the clerk and solicitor,

with suitable lavatories. The first floor is planned

to accommodate the general superintendent and

the engineer and their staffs : also the board-room

and chairman's room, &c. A caretaker's house

of two stories is also included, and the cost of the

whole buildings complete was designed not to

exceed the sum of £12,000, which was the_ limit

fixed by the competition conditions. Mr. William

C. Laidlaw, of Edinburgh, is the author of this

design.

ROYAL ACADEMY EXHIBITION, 1901.

THE one day on which architectural drawings

may be sent in is Friday next, March 2'J,

and these must be delivered by a personal agent

to Burlington House, and no works in cases will

be received. On Saturday, March 30, and on

IMonday, April 1, oil paintings are to be sent in

;

Tuesday, April 2, is reserved for Sculpture. "The

necessary forms and labels can be procured during

the month of March only from the Academy
on receipt of a stamped and directed envelope.

Only gilt frames are admissible for architectural

drawings.
We shall be glad if our readers who intend to

submit works will send their drawings to us to be

photographed before they are forwarded to the

Exhibition, so that our reproductions of accepted

works may be included in our series of Academy
illustrations, which will be published after the

galleries open, as in former years. We will

receive and deliver works for our contributors

;

but the labels, &c., as above, must be sent com-

plete with the framed drawings ready for despatch

to the Exhibition.

A well-attended confersnce on the housing of the

working classes was held at L^eils on Siturday,

under the auspices of the Natimil Reform Ciuncil.

A resolution was pafsed ursing the city council to

make a vigorous csi of their powers ondtr the

Housing of the Working ClasEes A'^t, 1S90. and it

was further decided to form a L^eds Housing

Reform Cjunoil to work on non-pirty lines in the

directioa of practical lousing rtform.

The town council of Torquay have decided to

grant increases of salaiies to the following officials:

Town clerk, £350 to £450 ;
water engineer, £250 to

£325 ; and electrical engineer, £200 to £300.

Mr. R H. Bicknell, Locil Governmsnt Board
inspector, held an icq liry on F/iday into an appli-

cation by the Silford Town Council for sjnction to

borrow £8,771 for purposes of electric lighting,

£.5,500 fcr the c:>nstiu^tion of a footb-idge over the

Irwell, and £2,017 for purposes of a highway depot

in S'rawbeiry-road, Pendleton.

CJonel C. H. L'i?.td has held an inquiry at

Nottingham intoihe application of the city council

to borrow £24,000 for purposes of street improve-

ment in Parliament - s'reet, Nittingham, and

£10,000 for the reconstruction of Ctriington-street

Bridge.
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OOUFBTITIONS.
South Shields JIiNifii-AL Bvilpings.—

A

special meeting of the New Municipal Buildings

Committee of South Shields Corporation was held

on Monday night, the Mayor presiding. The
business was to consider the communication con-

taining the assessors' awards on the 72 plans sub-

mitted by architects for the erection of the new
municipal buildings on the Ogle-terrace site at a

cost of about £30,000, and the disclosure of

the names of the successful architects. The
awards were as follows :—Mr. Ernest Fetch

1st, Mr. Rupert Savage 2nd, and Mr. Louis

Ambler Srd, all of London. The committee,

having been acquainted with the names of the

sucoessful architects, passed a resolution to the

effect that Mr. E. Fetch be appointed to carry

out the works of the buildings subject to the

approval of the town council.

CHIPS.
Birkenhead Town Cjuncil has appointed a special

committee to consider the desirabUity of extending
the boundaries of the borougb. It is proposed to

take in the urban districts of Lower Babington,
Port Sunlight, and Higher Bebington, and the

townships of Pienton, B dston, Xoctorum, I'pton,

and Moreton, a total area of about 600 or 700 acres.

A crieis has been reached in the Dundee building

trade by the suspension of Messrs. James Morrison
and Son, quarry-masters, Duntrune, Westhall,
Kingcoiie, and L'Ojh Qiariiei, Dundee. Tne
establishment is one of the largest of the kind in

Scotland, nearly three hundred men bnng em-
ployed. A movement is on foot to have the quarries

floated as a limited liabihty company. It is under-
stood that as a going concern the assets of the

firm would be considerably in excess of their

liabiUties.

Fending its ultimate transference to the Xational
Portrait Gallery, the portrait of the late Sir Frank
Lockwood, by Mr. Arthur Cope, A.R.A , subscribed
for by members of the Bir and friends of the late

eminent lawyer, has bsen placed in the Banchers'
Drawing-room at Lincoln's Inn.

Mr. Gsorge Cadbury has conveyed to trustees an
estate of 350 acres at BonrnviUe, four miles from
Birmingham, with a number of cottages already
erected on it, in order to secure the provision of
healthy dwellings for the working cUsies. The
value of the gift is estimated at nearly £180,000.

A temple in a walled Equate was found, the
other day, at Niundorf, in the Hunstiiok Moun-
tains, in Rhenish Prussia. The square is about
220lt. long by 200ft. broad, and the temple, which
etands in the centre, covers an area of about (jOft.

by 50ft. About 100 figures of terracotta have been
found, most of them being of goddesses, with fruits
or a little dog in their lap, or a child at their breast.
Small brocze statues representing Mars, Jupiter.
and Mercury have also been found. Tie temple is

richer in terracotta relics than any other hitherto
discovered in Germany.

By an Order in Council, the operation of the Land
Transfer Act, 1S97, has, as regards the City of
London, been further postponed until Jan. 1, 1902.

On Wednesday in last week a very iatarestmg
ceremoay took place in the Drawing OBicss of ths
Works Dapartment of H.M. Dockyard, Chatham,
when the officers and draughtsmen bade gjod- bye
to Mr. H. Floyd, the aseistant consulting engineer,
who bad for the past three years baen in charge of
the Drawing Office. Mr. F/oyd was presented with
a handsome pair of binoculars, subacribad for by
the heads of the department and the draughtsmen,
and an autograph letter wishing him every success
in his new appointment from Iha clerical staff. Mr.
Floyd commences duties under th? L C.C. on the
29th inst.

The Milnrow Urban District Council have ap-
pointed Mr. W. H. Foster, surveyor to the Lither-
lands District Council, as surveyor to the council in
succession to Mr. Rothwell, who has resigned.
There were 48 applicants for the post.

Sir Richard Temple presided, on Saturday, at the
annual meeting of the Himpstead Hospital. He
announced that the council had secured a site at
Hamostead Green for the proposed new hospital.
Mr. K^ith D. Young had been appointed architect
of the building, which was to contain ')0 beds, and
to cost £20,000. Oi this £9,000 had been paid or
promised.

A memorial to the late Q leen is to be placed in
Hereford Cithedral which will take the form of a
new west window and stained glass. The funds
are being provided by the ladies of the county.
The Dean and Chapter have appointed Mr. J.
Oldtid Scott, their architect, to carry out tho work,
and it is hoped that this may prove the first step
towards the complete reconstruction of Wyatt's
hideous travesty of a Uth-ce ntury west front.

NOTICE.
The Editorial, Advertisem*?nt, and Publishing Office3

of the BuiLDiNO News akd En"'>in'eerin*q Joubval, are
at—

CLEMENT'S HOTTSE,
CLEMENT'S INN PASSAGE, STRAND,

LONDON, "W-C,

where all communicationa should be addressed.

Telegraphic Address:—" Timeserver," Lonion."
Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

Cletnent*a Inn Passage is the turning west of the Law
Courts, opposite St. Clement Danes Church, ani our new
offices can be reached in a few seconds from the Strand.
They will be found on the right-hand side of the way,
next door to the Vestrv Hall.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of
our correspondents. All communicationa ^ould be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the ^ace allotted to correspondents. ]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all

aommunications respecting illustrations or literary matter
shonld be addressed to the EDITOR of the Buildino
News, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,
W.C., and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
is not unfrequently otherwise caused. All drawings and
other communicationB are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to

Tqs Btbutd Newspaper Coupakt, Liuitbd.

NOTICB.

Banud copies of Vol. LXXIX. are now ready, and
ahoold be ordered early (price 123. each, by post
12s. lOd.), as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI.. XLIV.,
XLYI., XLIX., LI., LHI., LVIII.. LXt.. LXH.,
LXni., LXIV.. LXV., LXVI.. LXVII., LXVin.,
T.XTX..LXXT., LXXn., LXXin.,LXXIV.. LXXV.,
LXXVI.. and LXXVII. may still be obtained at the
same price; all the other bound volumes are out of
print. Most of the back numbsrs of former volumes are.

however, to be had singly. Subscribers reiuiring any
back numbers to complete volume just ended should
order at once, as many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Ca'^es for Binding the Buildino News
price 2?., post free 23. 4d.. cin be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn-passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the
United Kingdom: for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United States, £1 6s. Od. (or 6dols. 30c. gold). To Prance
or Belgium, £1 6a- Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 63. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cftpe, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract Advertise-

ments, Public Companies, and all official advertisements
Is Is. per line of Eight words, the first line counting as
two, the minimum charge being 53. for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Laud Sales, and Miscellaneous
uid Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertise-

ments) is 6d. per line of Eight words (the first line

counting as two), the minimum charge being ^s. 6d. for

40 wotSs, Special terms for series of more than six

insertions can be ascertained on application to tha Pob-
lisher.

Front-page Advertisements 28. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 58.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reac^ the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

SiTCATIOKa.

The charge for advertisements for "Situations Vacant'*
or *' Situations Wanted " is 0ns Shilling ^oaTwaNTv-
FODB WoEDS, and Sixpence for every eight words after.

All Situation Advertisements must be prepaid.

correction in your next issue, and oblige.—We
are, ilt'^. John Thompson .\nd Co.

42, Wood-atreet, Peterborough, March 18,

Revived.—H. W.—J. L. C—A. P. and Co.—L. C. P.-

B. W. and Son.—K. W. D.-H. G.

C0i'itsp0uiitnce.

LICHFIELD CATHEDRAL.
To the Editor of the Building News.

Sir,—Referring to your deacription in last

week's BriLorxf; Nkws of work done at the
above, stating that all the repairs had been done
by Mr. Bridgeman, we beg to state that between
1877 and 1881 upwards of .£:iO,000 worth of the
work was executed by the late Mr. John
Thompson, comprising the entire restoration of

the stonework of the west front and its towers,
the repair of the centnl tower and spire, the
restoration of the three vestries, &c., on south
side of Lady-chapel, and other smaller works.
We shall be glad if you will kindly insert this

COMPETITION FOR THE HEAD OFFICES
OF THE NORWICH UNION LIFE IN-
SUR.iNCE SOCIETY.

.Sir,—In the paragraph which you inserted in

your last week's issue re the above competition,

you state that " all the competitors, and not only

Mr. Mayston, received premiums." This is per-

fectly true : but, taken in conjunction with the

paragraph in your previous week's issue, it is,

perhaps, rather misleading, and does me as
unintentional injustice, as my design was placed

second, a special premium of £50 being awarded
to me. The other competitors received £25 each.

—I am, &c.. AuTnrii R. M.^yston.

7, Grea: James.street, Bedford-row, W.C.
March 20.

{tttetcommutticattott

QUESTIOXS.
[11697.] -Sound Through Floors.—I should be

glad to know if any of your correspondents have found
that electric light wirea, telephone wires, and gaa tubea

in modem buildinffs have a tendency t3 cause sounds to .

be heard through floors to a greater extent than used to

be the case. I am referring to floors consisting of 9 by 3

joists, lathed and plastered ceilings on underside, with

Jin. boards and strips, and a 2in. layer of pugging or

mortar on the top, and lin. floor-boards nailed down on

the joists.—Enquieee.

[11698.1 -Height of Buildtng-s.—Buildiogj erected

on roads formed or Uid out before Aug. 7, 1862, can goto

any height nat (X2eeding SOft.-as I understand. Daea
this apply only to the Metropolitan area, or may I take it

as being applicable to the provinces? Can any of your

readers kindly say ? Of courte, roads made after above

date must not have buildings exceeding in height the^^

width of street. - A. M.

SEFLIES.

ril677.1-8tone tor Window-Sill8.-"'W.E M."
at last gives an authority for one of his several rash

assertions. He says: -"A Mr. George P. Merrill, a

curator in the National Museum [whether in jhis country

or in the United States is not apparenti. Las asserted

that the marbles of the O'.d World are superior to those

in the New. and that, up to the moment of writing, no

one has troubled to contradict this statement." Both

these assertions may. or may not, be accurate : it matters

very little. The mature judgment of a good all-round

clerk of works, one of wide experience, or that of an in-

telligsnt foreman of masons in a large stoneyard, are

opinions worth more than are those of all the curators of

museums put together. "W. E. M." asserts that onyx
is not onyx, but something else; but the ordinary run of

readers are content to call a spade a spade.—Habrv
Hems.

[11696.]—Testing Portland Cement.-Select the

sample for testing from as many sacks as possible. Ton
will thus get a better average. The amount of water

required for gauging will vary according to the cement—
mually from 16 to 20 per cent. ; but I have known aa

much as 26 per cent. used. The paste should not be

rammed into the moalds, bat gently pressed home, cate

being taken that it completely fills them, and that no air

bubbles .are preseat, ' Practical Man " should make six

bri'i'jettesfor teatmg, three of which should be kept in

air and three in water 21 hours after mixing. The average

tensile strain will depend on the quality of the cement.

The floest ground cement [W per cent, residue on 14,400

mesh per square inch) that I have seen tested, gauged

neat, and immersed in water, broke with 3901b. per

square inch at seven days, 4301b. at 14 days, and 5101b. at

•2 j days. Three days is too short a time to test. If the

finest ground cement is obtained, and tested for soundness

with good results, little need be feared about the tensile

strain. A simple teat for soundness is to mix on glass a

small pat of neat cement, about 3in. diameter and Jin.

thick at the centre, tapering off to a feather edge. After

24 hours sst it in water, and watch the result. If It

blowa, reject the cement; but if it does not. it may be

taken as a sound and reliable samp'.e. Make three p»t»

to get a good average.— J. 8. N. C.

nml

The City of L:)naon Corooration hava raised the

s»lary of their engineer, Mr. Divid J. Ross, from

£900 to £1,000 a year, to date back from Febrnary,

1899.

The tender of £1,360 of H. Dwse, King -street,

Cradley Heath, has been accepted for additional

schools at HUesowen, Worcestershire.

The Douglas Town Council have increased the

salaries of the deputy town clerk, the borough

surveyor, and asBistint surveyor by £25 a year each.

For the drainage of Rsdruth »nd Portreath, Mr.

T Clement Jones, C.E , engineer and surveyor to

the Eddruth Urban District Council, has laid before

that body three schemes. The proposal recom-

mended by the sanitary committee for adoption at

an estimated coat of £4,07G propoies to carry the

sewage to the saa at Partreeth. The other schemes

submitted were a septic tank system, estimated cost

£4,201, and tunaolUng to Silly B )ttom at a cost ol

£7,913.
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I.BaAI. INTELUaBNOB.
What is " Blue Lias Lime "

: — Magistrats's
Dbcisios.—The adjourned hearing of the summons
issued at the instunce of Alfred Andrew?, of the

Blue Lias Lime-Burners' AsscciatioD, iledway
Wharf, Grosvenor-rcad, Pimlico, against the

Gam Portland Cement Co., Limited, Meldreth,

Roystcn, Cambridge, under the Merchandiee
Marks Act. was resumed before Mr. Horace Smith

at the Westminster Police-couit en .Siturdsy,

when the evidence was closed, the mapibtiate's

decision being given, as stated below, on Wednes-
day last. The summons charged the defendants

with "unlawfully and with intent to defraud
applying or causing to be applied to certain goods—
namely, four tons of gronnd hydraulic lime not

being blue lias lime, a false trade description as to

the place in which the said goods were produced,

the mode of producing the same, and the material

of which the same were composed, whereby the

said goods were falsely described as being Ground
Bine Lias Hydraulic Lime, contrary to the pro-
visions of the Merchandise Marks Act, 1SS7."
Mr. Willis, banister, again appeared for the pro-
secution, and Mr. Hence Avory, K.C., defended
—Wm. Tregothnea Douglas, M.I.C E , Victoria-
street, Westminster, late consulting engineer to the
corporation of Trinity House, and now architect to

the Royal Lifeboat Institution, the first witness
called on Saturday, said he had had constant ex-
perience of the term " blue lias lime "

: it denoted
lime eminently hydraulic, and did not indicate
either the place or origin or the particular rock from
which it was derived. Some of the Cambridgeshire
limes were eminently hydraulic, others were only
feebly so. Witness was prepared to accept for

constructional putpoEes any lime which satiefied the
testa. The name lias was an old one, the addition
''blue" qoite a modern one, not known to or
recognised by geologists. Witness had read the
works of Sir Chas. Lyell, Sir Archibald Geikie, Dr.
Divey, Sir Koderick Murchison, Dr. Jukes Brown,
and Professor Seeley, and the Geological Survey
of England's reports. In none of these works was
the word ''blue'* given: but he constantly came
aerosa the name " lias lime." Witness bad not
nred Cambridgeshire lime himself : but bad seen
it in use in the Eistern Counties. It was
similar to Haikyn Mountain !ime from Flint-
shire, and was properly called a blue I'as lime,
l^rosa-examined Was not aware that lias was
applied to either lime. Witness had for '23 years
past spec fied lime from Aberthaw, Rugby and
Halkyn, Flintshire, as "blue lisis."— Francis
HaatiDgs Medhurst, B.Sc, consulting engineer, of
^"lctoria Chambers, Westminster, had supervised
use of large quantities of so-called " blue lias lime."
The only signification of the term was a good
hydraulic lime fit fcr making concrete when mixed
with gravel. The name did not refer to any
locality or origiual stratum of rock. A geologist's
definition of a material wai of no- interest or value
to practical engineers. Witness had used to his
knowledge •• blue lias line '' from Cambridgeshire,
and bad accepted it as satisfactory. Witness always
inquired of a contractor where the "lias lime"
came from, and only accepted or rejected the
material after submitting it to tests. Witness
ttsoally tested lime before seeing the bags in which
it- was delivered, showing the place of origin.
Cioss-ezamined : Witness thought as a matter of
fact there were many instances of hydraulic
limes derived from other sources than the liassic
formation. WiJness had only learned during the
last eighteen months by letters in the building
journals that " blue lias " did not denote the
stratum from which the lime was derived, and this
had induced him to give special attention to the
matter. Witness bad a conversation soon after the
letters appeared with Messrs. Nelson's manager,
who suggested that the lime from Meldreth did not
come from the lias formation. Witness said he did
not believe it, as it was a novel suggestion.—
Christopher George Baldwin, builder and con-
triuitor. West Hampstead, of Zf. years' experience,
bad bought thousands of tons of blue lias lime, and
regarded the term as purely generic, and denoting
gronnd poor limes, which did not evolve heat in
taking, in contradiction to rich or fat limes.
It did cot at all indicate the place of origin. These
limes were perfectly well known to the trade, and
builders depended on the analyses and tests fur-
nished. Cross-examined : Witness chiefly bought
lime from Bamston, Notts, and Xormanton, near
Ashby. Had never purchased the Cam Co.'s lime,
but he knew the stuff well. Witness thought tbe
geologists were all wrong, and that they should
have found out that the Cambridgeshire grey lime
or indurated marl was brought by the action of
water from the lias formation. Witness would buyM a good lime one containirg 60 per cent, pf lime
and 20 per cent, of silica. Re-examined : Witness
had no interest in the Cam Company's works, but
witness had been four or five tunes to the Cam-
bridgeshire quarrie', and had inspected the marl
and taxen eamples to be tested.—William Saight,
builder, of Cimbridge, employing from 1.50 to 200
bands, had frequently u£ed blue lias lime. If the
came of the place was not add-.d to this in the

specification, witness sent samples of the local slow-
setting Cambridgeshire limes to the architects to be
tested. They always asked wheie it came from,

and he never knew the local product to be refused

on the ground of its place of origin. Cambridge-
shire hydraulic limes bad been known for about
1*> years. Witness had purchased in 1S85 and
lbS6 tJOO or 700 tens of hydraulic lime from
the late Mr. Prime's works at Biddington,
Cjmbridge, for the Cambridge cattle market.

It was well known to the local architect

that it came from Cambridgeshire. He also bonght
Messrs. Xelson's lias lime, and knew no difference

between that and the local lime. Cross-examined :

About half the specifications stated the name of the

maker. Witness had not needed to refresh his me-
mory as to the Cattle-market contract and the lime

used, as it was the first time be used the Cam-
bridgeshire blue lias lime. Xaturally, the local

lime was most used in Cambridge, as the carriage

would be less. Warwickshire and Leicestershire

lime were sometimes specitied in Cambridgeshire.

—

Rtf-examined : Witness had used Cambridgeshire lime
in Rutland, where the Leicestershire lime was
cheaper.—John Jackson, of Stratford, E.. con-

tractor, said that where blue lias lime was specified

without any particular place, a builder would get

it from the cheapest firm that would supply the

kind of lime wanted. In ordering for a job, the

nearest place was selected because of the heavy
cost of carriage.— Tames Wiggins, of Hammersmith,
builder's merchant, turned over yearly 1,200 tons of

th" Cam Cj.'s lime, besides much f'om many other

makers. For about ten years he had bought blue

lias lime of the defendants ; it was supplied in bags
marked " blue liaalime,'' and " Meldreth, Cimbs,"
and witness sent it oat to builders in the same
bags. The name "blue lias" did not signify any
particular place or formation, and witness would
be complying with a specification by supplying it

from Cambridgeshire. Witness had once a complaint
from a customer that lime suppUed by the de-

fendant company was too slow-setting, but never bad
a suggestion that Cambridgeshire lime was not blue

lias. Cross-examined Ten years ago when witness

first dealt with the defendant company, he asked
for a guarantee or undertaking that the product
was genuine blue lias lime—this was because the
Cimbridgeshire stuff was offered at a lower quota-
tion than >s'el8on's and others asked. To the

Magistrate : This was because we wanted to know
if engineers and architects would accept the

defendants' lime as coming under that definition, as

the price was low. Cross-examined: The cheaper
price, if quoted by any firm, would arouse witness's

suspicion. Witness would not take the risk as to

whether the lime was the genuine article. R3-
examined : Had not known an architect or engineer
obj»ct to lime because it came from Cambridgeshire.
—Herbert Lawford, of the firm of Lawford and Sans,
Great College - street, Camden - town, cement
merchants, bad purchased Cambridgeshire lime for

Id years as bine lias lime, and had sent it out in the
same bags. Had never known it objected to on the

ground by architects or engineers. Witness spoke
to purchasing samples of cement of Messrs. Nelson
and of Messrs. Greaves and Lakin, which were sent

by the witness Hart with samples from the de-
fendants' works to Mr. Dibdin for analysis. Cross-

examined : Witness usually sold cement and lime in

his firm's bags Witness had no recollection of a
conversation in 1S9S with Mr. Bljth of Messrs.
Nelson : ncr of telling him that he was not putting
Cambridgeshire lime on the market as blue lias.

—

Henry Green, builder and contractor, of North-
ampton, who had been an employer for 30 years,

corroborated previous witnesses' statements that
blue lias lime now meant merely an hydraulic lime.

Witness had procured so-called blue lias lime from
Cambridgeshire, but on account of the high carriage
rates witness chiefly had it from Rugby.—John
Inwood, in the employ of Messrs. Olney and Sons,
Northampton, formally proved that a sample of
cement submitted to the witness W. J. Dibdin for
analysis was obtained from Messrs. Nelson. This
closed the evidence, and the magistrate promised to
give a written j udgment on Wednesday. — The
learned magistrate in giving judgment said the
whole question in this case was. Were the defendant
company entitled to call the lime which they manu-
factured "blue lias hydraulic lime"? or still

more shortly, were they entitled to use the words
" blue lias " ': It was contended by the prosecution
that the ose of the words "blue lias" indi-
cated that the lime was made from stone taken
from the lias formation. Oa the part of the
defendant company it was argued that " blue lias

"

was a well-known quality of lime, and had nothing
to do with the lias formation. Apart from any
rebutting evidence, it appeared that the contention
of the prosecution was clear and simple. Lime
would never have been called " blue lias lime " had
it not been that it was for many years made from
the lias formation. But as time went on, many
persons began to make lime out of limestone which
was very different from lias, and did not belong to
the same formation or stratum ; but the lime made
from the new qcarries was as good, or neatly as good,
as the blue lias lime, possessing the same valuable

qualities in an almost equal degree. It became,
therefore, a sort of custom to call the new lime by
a name which had acquired a fame in the world,
and which indicated that it was of a certain quality

and fit for certain purposes. It had been admitted
that the new lime could be, and was, as a matter of

fact, sold for a less price than the real blue lias

lime. The defendant company had for a period of

ten years, or perhaps tifteen years, constantly sold

their lime as " blue lias hydraulic lime." He did

not think that the fact that the new lime could be
sold for less than the old was conclusive for the

prosecution : nor did he think that the length of

time during which the defendants had sold what
they called " blue lias lime " was conclusive in

their favour. Nor did he think the fact that several

other firms had done the same was conclusive,

although these were considerations which had to be

we'ghed on the one side or the other. But there

had been brought forward a considerable body of

evidence showing that merchants, architects, engi-

neers, builders, and chemists were in the constant

habit of using tho term " blue lias lime " to denote

a lime of a particular hydranlicity. " Hydraulic
lime," it had been said, might mean lime which was
scarcely hydraulic at all ; but " blue lias hydraulic

lime " meant " eminently hydraulic cement." That
meaning bad been generally attached to it, and it

was asked for by that name, and accepted under
that came by the general consent of merchants,

architects, engineers, and builders, from whatever
locality the stone was taken. L^pon the whole,

he found the weight of evidence as to the

general user of the term as expressing quality, and
its acceptance by all branches of the trade could not

be resisted. He had considered the many cases

where fines had been inflicted where American or

Canadian hams had been described as "York" or
" Bath" hams, and where English cigars had been
sold as " Havannahs." It was obvious that in

those cases a particular locality was fraudulently

ascribed to the article scld ; and if in the

present case the defendants had called their lime
" Warwickshire hydraulic lime '' a conviction might
have followed. The summons would be dismissed,

but without costs. Mr. Barham, for the com-
plainant company, said he was afraid the learned

magistrate could not under the circumstances grant

leave to appeal. Mr. Horace Smith said he feared

he could not, as the decision turned on a question of

fact ; but if he should be wrong he should be glad to

be set right, and if it were practicable to frame an
appeal he would be happy to grant leave.

Action Against a Chxstee AEcniTEOT.^At
Chester Assizes the resumed hearing took place on
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, before Mr.
Justice Bruce, of an action brought by Salomon
Harding, formerly accountant, of Chester, to

recover damages from Charles A. Ewing, retired

architect, of Chester, for alleged negligent valua-

tion of property in Ailsa-roid, Liacard. Witnesses

were called fcr the defence, chiefly professional

valuers, to show that Mr. Ewirg's valuation was
not an unreasonable one, and that since the time it

was made—1S93—the property had depreciated.

The judge having to proceed to Cardiff before the

case was completed, it was agreed that coansels'

speeches shculd be heard in London, where also

judgment will be delivered.

A YOU^-G AeCHITECI'S ChAEGES — PAE.SONS V.

Jones.—This case was opened on Wednesday week
in the King's Bench Division, before Mr. Justice

Lawrence and a special j ory. Mc. Cabale said the

plaintff was a joung man who only attained his

majority last year, and was an architect. Defendant

was a private gentleman, and the action was
brought by the plaintiff, Mr. Charles F. Parsons, to

recover £120 for services rendered to Mr. Jones in

the preparation of plans, &c. , respecting property

at Lowestoft, Walthamstow, and S:oke Newington.

In May, 1898, Mr. Jones was having a bungalow
erected at Lowestoft. He had had the plans pre-

pared by a Mr. Roberts, of Lowestoft ; but

when it came to the building of the bungalow
Mr. Jones suggested that the plaintiff, who
was the son of the builder who had the contract,

should make fresh plans. This was done by
plaintiff, and 16 rooms were provided in place of 9,

as originally intended. The plaintiff acted as his

father's foreman, and it was in that way that ha

got the instructions. Tiie plaintiff was subsequently

employed by defendant Jones to prepare plans for a

boat-bouse at Lowestoft. But after this was done

the defendant thought be would turn the house into

a hotel. The plaintiff prepared the plans, and
defendant applied for the license, but failed to obtain

it. When payment was asked for, the defendant

suggested that all this work must be taken as part

of the price paid for the buildings to the father.

The plaintiff detailed the facts, alleging that oil one

occasion when the defendant gave him instructions,

he said he would pay him well. Cross-examined

:

Plaintiff said he was studying architecture at a
Polytechnic institute at Hollowsy. Mr. F. Parsons,

the father of plaintiff, was called, and repeated a
conversation which took place between the defen-

dant Jones and witness's son, the plaintiff, with

regard to the btmgalow. The defendant gave the
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job to plaintiff, as he said he preferred him to the
aichitecthebad.who, he thought,wasa dilatory man,
like the rest of the LDwestoft people. Mr. Jone?,
the defendant, denied that he bad ever employed
the plaintiff as alleged. He objected to psyioe
twice over. The plans put forward by plaintiff

were builder's plans, and not architect's plans, and
yet the plaintiff, who was only a youth, charged
much more than an experienced architect of good
standing. The case was then adjourned till Thurs-
day, when, the evidence having been concluded,
Mr. Powell, couniel for the defence, said the
charges made for these plans were clearly an after-
thought, because the defendant had a receipt for
the money paid by him for buildicg, the receipt
being given to include "all drawings, plans, A.?."

Mr. Cabatu, in reply, said it was clear that the
defendant bad made himself liable, as the plaintiff

st&ted that in every single case he got the orders to
make plans express from the mouth of Mr. Tones,
the defendant himself. His lordship having summed
up. the jury gave a verdict for the plaintiff with
£4o damages. Judgment was given for that amount
with costs.

Ceethted Plans axe the Lonhon Buiuiixci
Act —At North London Police-court, on Wednes-
day week. "W. J. Bush and Co., Ltd., manufacturing
chemists, of Artillery -lane, Bishopfgate, were sum-
moned before Mr. Fordham for failing to comply
with a notice to set back the external fence of a
new building which they have caused to be erected
in Sheep-lane, Hackney, to a distance of 20ft. from
the centre of the roadway. Mr. Macmorran, K C

,

appeared for the defendants. Mr. Childera, who
conducted the case for the London County Council,
explained that the London Building Act of 1894
and the Amending Act of 1S9S required that where
new buildings were erected on the site of old build-
ings, a plan of the old buildings should be certiSed
by the district surveyor before the new buildings
were begun. Unless such plan was certified, the
buildings were to be treated as entirely new, and
no part of them or the external fence could be
erected within 20ft. of the centre of the roadway.
In the present iastance the defendants were the
owners o! property on the east side of .Sheep-lane,
a very narrow thoroughfare. A number of old
cottages on this land were pulled down, and on
July 13 last the builder, Mr. Nightingale, gave
notice of the erection of a new factory and
stables. On July 25 the surveyor to the Hackney
Vestry called the attention of the London County
Council to the fact that the buildings were in
course of erection. On August 1 the Council caused
a survey to he made, and it was then found that the
buildings had been begun. On August 2-5 Mr.
Hamilton, the defendants' architect, submitted to
the district surveyor a plan of the old buildings, and
the district surveyor certified the line of the old
fence. The case for the Council was that this plan
was too late, and being late, the building came
within section 13, subsection 1, of the Building Act.
Section 200, subsection 2, fixed the penalty at no less
than 40j. or more than £.j. Mr. Macmorran, K.C.,
said that it was a purely technical offence : the plan
was late and the defendants admitted it, but the
point was whether it was absolutely necessary for
the certified plan to be sent in before the building
was begun. Mr. Fordham said that he should find
that the plan which had been certified by the district
surveyor was sufficient to comply with the Act, but
it was not submitted in time, as the Act contem-
plated the production of the plan before any new
building was begun. He must therefore convict.
He fined the defendants £3 Ss. with £2 23. costs, but
he would, if asked to do so, state a case for the
opinion of the superior Court.

MAuiESiiiTEY Wateewoeks Aeeiteation.—Sir
J. Whittaker Ellis. But , sat as umpire in an
arbitration case at Milmestury, for the purpose of
determining the price which should be paid by the
town council for the undertaking of local water-
works company. The arbitrators appointed were
for the company Mr. John H. Fielder, of the firm
of Messrs. Dore, Fielder, and Matthews ; and for
the town council Mr. J. W. Uastler, M.Inst.C E
chief engineer to the Vauxhall and Southwark
Waterworks Company. Mr. Fielder contended
that the company were entitled to 33^ years' pur-
chase of the net annual profits during the last three
yeat3-£n,793. But inasmuch as the company did
not possess any statutory powers, he deducted from
that sum the probable cost of an unopposed Act of
Parliament, say £700, and that brought his valua-
tion to £11,092. Mr. Ksstler, basing his valuation
on the present worth of the plant as a going
concern, arrived at a total of £4,G64 5s., original
value, and, allowing for deprecation, he found the
present value to be £3,743 10s. Sir JohnW. Elis
said he did not think 33,^ years' purchase was ap-
plicable

; but, on the otner hand, it must not be
forgotten the corporation were buying a business
and not merely a plant. He reserved his award. '

^u„.^'w",^ ^*?' ^f-f-^' E., engineer to thehehea Waterworks Co., died on Sunday at
urbiton, after a long illness, aged 57 years.

O^ur (DfRce €Mt
The scheme for adding a Campo- Santo to

\\'estmin8ter Abbey as a national memorial to

(Jiietn \'ictoria has been finally killed by the
decision of the provisionil committee, made
public en Wednesday, that the most fitting site

for the monument will be the broad, open space
in front of Buckingham Palace, and that a statue
of the late Queen shall form the principal feature
of the design. At the public meeting, to be held
next Tuesday afternoon at the Mansion House,
further details will doubtless be decided upon :

and, provided the appeal to the generosity of the
nation is adequately responded to, a great oppor-
tunity will be presented to our architects and
sculptors.

FiiuM a statement made at the last meeting of
the Court of Common Council, it appears that
Mr. Edward W. Mountlord's designs and plana
for the rebuilding of the Old Bailey Sessions
House, selected in competition nine months since
(and illustrated, it will be remembered, in the
iSriLDiNG News for June 29, July 13 and 20 last

year) have been approved by all the authorities
interested. Mr. Mountford is now proceeding
with the working drawings : but Newgate Prison
is hardly likely to be formally transferred from
the custody of the Home .Secretary to the City
Corporation until June 24, 1902, owing .to the
time necessary for the enlargement of Brixton
Prison, Should possession of Newgate be given
before that date, the City Lands Committee will
be quite ready to start the work of rebuilding the
Sessions House.

The London County Council Sites A'alueBill,
introduced on Tuesday by Mr. Buxton, provides
for the separate valuation of land as distinct from
the building, and the assessment of the land
values for local rates, each interest in the land
paying its fair shareof the rale placed upon it. The
rate proposed is 2s. in the pound on each site

value. The rate is to be collected from the
occupier, and he will be entitled to deduct from
the next rent he pays an amount equivalent to
his payment of such rate, less any part of it for
which he himself is liable. This will be shown
on the demand note. The person receiving the rent
from the occupier is (unless he be the free-
holder) in the same way to deduct from his
next payment of rent the amount deducted
in rsspect of such rate, except such pro-
portion for which he is shown to be liable.
Every assessment committee is to appoint a site

valuer to make a valuation of the site value of
each hereditament, and to proportion such valua-
tion amongst the various persons having interests
in the hereditament. Notices and forms are to
be served on the occupier, requiring him to make
returns as to hie own interest in the land, and to

I

send on to the person to whom he pays rent
similar forms and notices, such person being
required in turn to send on forms and notices to

|

the person to whom he pays rent, and so on. One
of the objects of the Bill is to utilise as far as
possible the existing rating machinery for the
purposes of the site value rate. Unlet building
land is also to be assessed.

MEBTINQS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
MoN-DiY.—Sotdety of Arts. " Electric Railways." Cantor

Lecture No. 3, by Major P. Cardew
8 p.m.

TcESD.iT.— Society of Arts. '"The Commonwealth d
Australia." by Sir J. Alexander Cock-
burn, K.C.M.U. 4.30 p.m.

Institution of Civil Engineers. Dig-
cussion on "Ttie -T'.^thetic Treatment of
Bridge f^tiuctures* " ; paper on ' The Bui-
retor WorkaforPlymouth Wat£rSupply,"
by E. Sandeman. 8 p.m.

Wednesday.— Society of Arts. ** Clocks, Carillons, and
Bella," by A. A. Johnston. S p.m.

Thubsday.— Society of Arts. "The Greek Retreatfrom
India," by Sir T. Hungerford Holdioh,
K.C.I.E,C.B. 4.30 p.m.

Fbidav. -Architectural Association. " Small Suburbaa
Hooses," by H. D. Searles-Wood and
H. E. Appelbee. 7.30 p.m. ^ .

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIA*
TIOX.—M.\RCH2yth ; ORDIN.^RYGENERAI.MEETINGak

No 9.Conduit-9treet,W,7,3'lp rn. PAPERS by Mr H. D. SEARLBS-
WOOD and Mr. H. R. APPELBEE on ** Small Surburban Hoana,"
illuBtrated by Lantern Views
MARCH 3:ith: SPRING VISIT to the new Buildings of the Pn>.

dential Assurance Company. Holborn, by permiBSiun 0^ the Archi-
tects, Messrs. Alfred Watethouse, R.A. and Son. Membets tomect
at the buildinz at 2.80 p ni., and to produce their inemt)er'B paes Car
the current session.

G. B, CARVILL 1 ,,„„ „ „
K. S. BALFOCR J

"°°- »"»'

The extensions to the Grimsby Workhouse
Icfirmary are being warmed and Tentilated by
means of Shorland's patent Manchester stoves with
descending smoke flues, patent Manchester grates,
and Shorland's inlet and outlet ventilating panels,
the same being supplied by Messrs. E. H. Shorland
and Brother, of Manchester.

Lord Lonsdale is taking in hand at Workington
an important project. This is the making of a new
channel from Lonsdale D:ck about 1,000 yards in
length out to sea. Its depth will be 4ft. bslow the
present dock sill. Dredging will start forthwith in
the old channel so as to give greater depth of water
for steamers entering the river. The probable cost
of the entire work is £10,000. Tenders are being
advertised for.

One of the first msmorial windows of the late
Qaeen Victoria is that designed for St. Peter's
Church, Streatham. It contains three figures repre-
sentiog Sslf-Kuowledge, Salf-Reverence, and Salf-
Control, surmounting a bust of the Qaeen. The
artist is Mr. G. V. Ojlrahan.

The second annual dinner of the Norwich
Master Builders' Association was held on Thursday
in last week at the Rjyal Hotal, in that city, where
a company to the number of about 90 sat down.
Mr. Hawes occupied the chair in his capacity of
president of the association.

CHIPS.
The sewage committee of Glasgow Corporation

have consideied a report by their engineers regard-
ing the proposal to widen the Clyde at Dilmnir
by cuttirg off a strip of latid at the new sewage
works. Tfle report has been remitted to a sub-
committee, who have been instructed to endeaTOOt
to arrange matters with the Clyde Trustees.

The new works to be carried out at Dover by the
Hirhour Board will. acc:>rding to the Parliamentary
estimate, cost £1,207, SOS. The marine station and
covered pier for the use of the mail packets will

cost £755,425, the viaduct and connestion of the
Prince of Wales' Pier with the railway system and
seven new railway lines to the marine station will

cost £187,817, the new lock £147,950, and the im-
proved outer harbour £UC,11S.

Morrison's Hotel, one of the old landmarks of
Diihlin, is being razod to the ground to afford a site

for offices for an insurance company. It was
famous as Parnell's resort. It was originally one
of the town houses of the Fitzgerald family, who
owned a great deal of property in the vicinity. Orer
the door of the hotel at the present day are the
Fitzgerald arm?, and in the supporters are promi-
nent the figures of t wo monkeys.

The trade at the Ejtate Market last week chiefly

consisted of small holdings at the East-end. A few
ground-rents went at 27 years' purchase, but a
larger portion was passed. The week's total mm
£55,000, mainly the proceeds of the sale of small

investments.

A Baptist church has just been erected atCradley,
Worcestershire, at a cost of £3,700, by Mr. H.
Dorse, builder, King-street, Cradley Heath, Staffs,

from designs by Mr. A. Butler, of H'gh-street,
Ciadley Heath. On Saturday evening last the

workmen who have been employed on the work>
were entertained by the building committee to a
coffee supper in the church parlour.

The Boman Catholic Church of St. Bonaventure's,
Bishopston, was opened on Friday. The architeob
were Messrs. Puginand Fugin,of Westminster, and
the builders Messrs. Wilkins and Sons, of Bristol.

The outlay has been £1,000.

The restoration of the parish church of Wausford,
near Peterborough, is about to be undertaken. The
architect is Mr. J. C. Traylen, of Stamford, who
estimates that about £1,500 will be required to

build a new chancel, vestry, organ-loft, underpin
the tower, and provide a new roof for the nave. Of
this sum, all bat £250 has been subscribed.

Replying to a question in the House of Commons
on Monday, Mr. Akers D.>uglas stated .that the

work of widening Piccadilly will be begun by
the London County C juucil about the end of the

summer.

The Enperor Williim on Tuesday received Herr
Erhardt, the architect, in order to inspect the plans

and models for the restoration of the '

' Hoch-
konigsburg" near Sohlettstadt, in Alsace, for

which the necessary funds have j ust been granted

by the Reichstag and the Alsace-Lorraine Diet.

The death occurred on Tuesday week at his resi-

dence, Glanrafon, Bingor, of Mr. E?an Williams-

a

leading Bingor builder, who in his time has been

responsible for the erection of some of the principal

educational and other buildings in Bangor. In

former years Mr. Williams, who was a member of

the first city council, took a very prominent part m
Freemasonry. He leaves a widow and several

children. Mm
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WAOES HOVBMBNTS.
The Skiixed Laboue Map.ket.—The Labour

Dapartment reports that the state of employment
daring February showed but little change when
compared with the previous month, but was worse

than a year ago. A considerable fall of wages has

been reported during the month, mainly in the

mining and iron and steel industries of Scotland and
the North of England, la the U3 trade unions

making returns, with an aggregate membership of

o4.;,4S7, 21,159 (or 3 -9 per cent. ) were reported as

unemployed at the end of February, compared with

4 per cent, in December, 1900. and January, 1901,

and with 2 9 par cent, for February, 1900. Em-
ployment in all branches of the builoing trades has
continued to decline. The percentage of un-
employed union members among carpenters and
plombers at the end of February was 5'2, compared
with i'T per cent, in .Tanoary. The percentage for

February, 1900, was 31. In the furnishing trades

employment has slightly improved. The percentage

<rf unemployed union members at the end of

Febroary was 1, compared with 7 3 in January
and i> 9 per cent, in February of last year.

Twenty-five disputes began in February, 1901.

involving 0,04.5 workpeople, of whom 4,2S7

were directly, and 1,75S indirectly, affected. Of
these new disputes two occurred ia the building
trades. Of the 29 new and old disputes, involving

7,027 workpeople, of which the termination is re-

ported, 11, involving 3,o6'. persons, were decided in

favour of the workpeople: 12, involving 2,644

persons, in favour of the employers, and four,

involving Sll persons, were compromised. The
changes in rates of wages reported during February
affected 220.203 workpeople, and their net effect on
the weekly wages of these workpeople was a re-

daction of 23. O^d. per head.

E^.I^•E^BaI^ A>fD Leith.—A largely - attendei
meeting of the members of the Joiners' Society

was held on Fiiday night to consider the pro-
posed reduction in wages, and alterations in the
working rules and regulations. It was unanimously
reeolved that the proposed alterations should be
atrenuously resisted, as some large centres had
maintained the preseut rate of wages. The men, at

the same time, agreed to meet the employers in

conference at any time. It is proposed to reduce
the wages from 9J. to Sd. per hour.

The partnership heretofore subsisting between
James Cubitt and G. F. CoUinson as architects at

Broad-street Buildings, E.G., under the style of

Cubitt and CoUinson, has been dissolved.

Messrs. Andrew and Batterworth, of Manchester,
have been appointed architects for tiie new hospital
at Wardle, to be built at an estimated outlay of

110,000.

At Mondav's meeting of the Glasgow town
conncil, the Watching Committee submitted (ketch
plans for halls, library, and police station for

Kingston Ward at a cost of £1.5, SOO, and recom-
mended that, subject to the approval of the
Libraries Committee, it be remitted to the city

engineer to prepare and submit detailed plans and
elevations. The recommendation was adapted.

The Waterworks Committeeof the Leeds Corpora-
tion were informed at the last meeting that the
fourth 30in. main from the Swinsty Easervoir, in

the Washburn Valley, to Eocup, was completed
from Arthiogton to the village of Leithley, and that
the ISin. pumping main from Headingley pumping-
station to Bnmley was completed from the pump-
ing-station to Kirkstall.

A general assembly of the Royal Scottish Academy
was held on Wednesday, when the following were
elected Associates :—R. Gemmell Hutchison, E. A.
Homel, and William Walls. There were three lady
candidates, but their claims were not considered.

DANIELS & CO.,
Modellers and Uanufacturera of

Hlgh-OlaBS

Imperishable Architectural

Concrete Masonry,
TO ARCHITECTS' DESIGNS, in any Jeiired coloar.

Offices and Wobss:—

85, CANWICK ROAD, LINCOLN.
EnquiTxes SoIi-.-iUd. Eititnnt^s FumishfJ.

'AFE

"Whit with . ,

ihouM no: k'-ep tti

KEEPING
OF SECURITIES.

S4fr I'e;.i).:t no r.-.»3on «t;j ciienu

The OHANOERY-LANE SAFE DEPOSIT
ea<raBi'e at 61-62, Cti.iBCcry-lnnei provtdr^ nii'*n« of pUciag la
-Vbsolute Safety, under the depositor's oun control and opeo to
ditl}- inspectiOD. All kinds of Sccuntiet. Boodx, Pl»t«, -Tevrels,

M&nuBcripts, and Valuables of every descriptios.

S.VFES frore £1 1«. per aDnuiu..
STRONG ROOMS from £5 5s. per unoum.
DEPOSITS fgr SAFE KEEPING from 5s.

The CHANCERY-LANE SAFE DEPOSIT
AND OFFICES COMPANY, Ltd.

Yiastora ;irf iQMted to iDsppct thi- Siifr- Depuitt, which is Open free
from y a m. tj 6 p m, Descriptne Proioecfjs and ftiU Darticulari
mriy be i htained from the Manasjer and Secretary, at the Compaay't
I imcKi. 63-5i. rhancery-Une, London, W C-

W. I(. LiSCELLES aiid Co.,

121, Banhill Row, London, £.C.
TELEPHONE Ns. 270.

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.
LASCELLES' CONCRETE.

Conservatories & Greenhouses.

WOODEN BUILDINGS.
BAirC, OFFICE, ft SHOP FITTINaS.

CHURCH BENCHES <fi PULP/T8(
t

MSTIiLATIS OrFMN ON AFPLICATIOlf. *

WM. OLIVEB ft SON^
MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, WALNUT,
TEAK, VENEER, and FANGYWOOD

MERCHANTS,
120, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.C.
The moat extensive Stock of every kind of

Wood In Flanka and Boards, dry and &t for
Immediate ose.

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.
'ttingham—Sewera^ Scheme for the Parishes of Colwick-
Gedlmgand Barton-Joyce C. J. Spencer, Clerk. Public Offlses, Biaford. Xottin?him Mar. 2S

Keighley -Public Librarj-, North-et. (limit £9.000 ; Assessor) .. £50, £3), £20 W. H. Hopkinson, A.M I.C.E., Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Keighley... April30
Eonis. Co. Clare—Additions, &e.. to District Lunatic Asjluca

(limited to Irish Architects ; Assessor) £50 John Enright. Clsrk, Enni.s District Lunatic Asylum, Co. Clare June 10

Helton Constable -Mission Church (300 places) The Bector. Melton Constable. Norfolk .. —
Torquay—lUuminated Clock-Tower on the Strand C. S. WoUen and S. Bulleid. Hon. Sees., 1, Lower-ter., T«r<ioay ... —
Parkgate, Darlington—Row of Shops and Houses H. G. Steavenson, Town Clerk, Darliogtoa —

LIST OP TENDEES OPEN.

BUIIiDINSS.
Chard—Alterations and Additiona to Fomham Schools Rev. Father Elvington
Amble— Six Houses, Acklington-road
Balford—Repairing Workhouse Chimney Stacks Qoardians
Kilmarnock-Generating Station '

Ogmore Vale -Altering. &c., Craigrhiwglyn Schools Llandyfodwg School Board
Aihby-de-la-Zouch- Girls' School and Head Mistress's Hotise.. Grammar School Governors
Probus—Wesleyan Day School
Chard—Alterations and Additions to Buildings, Comhill Chard Coneervative Clob
IJanharry-Six Houses W. Griffiths
Byker—Police and Fire-Brigade Station
South Shields—Retort House, Sec Gas Company
Cragganmore - House Restoration
Norton Lees- School School Board
Horasey. N.—Chimney-Shaft. Tottenham-lane Urban District Council
Bradford-New Roof to Weaving Shed, Holme Top Mills
Camarron-St mi-Detached Villas Wesleyan Chapel Committee .......
Leeds—Vagrant Wards, Beckett-stieet Guardians
Yealmpton—Two Cottaaes. Kitley Estate
EDand-Public Baths, South House Estate Urban District Council !

Cole»hill—Seven Cottages. Coventry-road Oddfellows' Committee
Blyth—New Premises, Bridge-street ^
Newport, Mon.— Power-House Foundations Corporation ...........'."..,,."

Ditchampton - Cottage at Pumping Station Wilton Town Council
Mount Bellew—Workhouse Improvements
Bala and DoIgcUey-Two Cottages at Level Crossings Great Western Raiiwav Co...!!'.!!!!...
Thomer-Two Semi-Detached Houses J. A. Booth .".

Cherry Tree, Blackburn—Goods Warehouse Lancashire & Yorkshire RaiiwayCo.
Boothby, Lines-Pair Labourers' Cottages
HuU-PuUinj-Down Engine-Shed North-Eastern !Raiiway"Co. !!!!!!!!!!!!
Arrowthwaite. Cumberland—Two Houses J. Carruthers
Poiston, Yorks-Three Vjllas D. F. and S. Littlewood
Whitley—P.tbuilding Briar Dene Hotel
Dnblin—New Buildings at Workhouse ! !,!!.!!...!!!.!!!.!!.. N. Dnbiiii Union Guardians !!!!!! !!

I«eds-Subwiy Lighting Committee
Aboyne- Additions to Public School Aboyne & Glen Tanar School Board
l^leford-Rebuildmg Shops, Bridge-street J.Schofleld
Bolton—Bakery, &c . Lever-street
Ferndale -Additions to Premises !.!.!!!!.!!!!!!!.!!!.!!!!!!!!!! Co-operative .Society !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Bishop Auckiind-Permaoent-Way Shops North-Eastem Railway Co
<*tchgate-Cementing Teacher's Residence Greencrofc School Board

^, <°'.?")n^~^c'l°'^'"" H. and T. Littlewood
CasUeford—Three Shops, Bridge-street Walter Shepherd

A. W. Teomans, M.8.A., Architect, Chard, Somerset Mar. 2S

William Gibson, Queen-street, Amble .... »» 23

F. Townson, Clerk, Union OiEoes, Ecdes New-road. Salford ,. 23

J. and E. S. Ingram, Architects, 116, King-street, Kilmarnock , 23

Jacob Rees, Architect, Pent re Ehondda ,i 23

Barrowcliff and Allcock. Archite-ts, Loughborough , 23

Sampson Hill. Aichitect, Green-lane. Redruth <> 2*

A. W. Teomans, M.S.A.. Architect, Chard, Somerset ,. 23

E. Jones. Architect, Forth i» 23

Cackett .fc Burns Dick. 24, Grainger-st. W?st. Newcastle-upon-Tyne „ 23

The Engineer's OtEce, Gasworks. South Shields ,» 23

Charles C. Doig, Architect, 147. High-street, Elgin 23

J. Norton, Archtect, Alliance Chambers, George-street. Sheffield ... ,, 2»

E. J. Lovegrove, Surveyor. Southwood-lane, Highgate-lane, N »
25

J. W. C. Atkinson, Architec!;. 1, Ivegate, Bradford » 25

R L. Jones, Architect, 14, Market-street, Carnarvon ., „ 2a

Thomas Wiun and Sons, Architects, 92, Albion-street. Leeds „ 25

Body and Son, Surveyors, Princess Chambers. Plymouth „ 2a

George Hepworth, Architect, 20, Bradford-road, Brighouse „ 2»

Tom Dale, Secretary, Coventry-road, Coleshill, Birmingham „ 23

J. Goulding, jun.. Architect, Blyth » 25

R. H. Havnes. Borough Engineer, Newport, Mon ,i 25

H. J. King. Town Clerk. Municipal OlKcss, Russell-st , Wilton „ 26

J. Smith, .\jchitect, Ballinasloe, Ireland ..- 26

G. K. Mills, Secretary, Paddington Station, W <• 25

Henry Walker, Architect, s. Upper Fountaiae-atreet, Leeds ,, 25

The Engineer's Oiiice, Hunt's Bank, Manchester „ 26

W. Mortimer and Son, Architects, Lincoln » 26

Wm Bell, Architect. York 27

J. S. Moffat, M.S.A.. 53, Church-street, Whitehaven „ 27

Garside and Pennington, Architects, Pontefract n 27

Joseph Potts and Son. Architects. 57. John-street. Sunderland „ 27

J. Morris, Clerk of Works, North Brunswick-street. Dublin 27

Milnes and France, .\rchitects. Swan-arcade. Bradford ,i 27

Jenkins and Marr, Architects, 16, Bridge-street, Aberdeen 27

Garside and Pennington. Architects, Castleford ,* 27

T. G. Lumb, Architect, 26, Birley-streat, Blackpool. ,, 27

Jas. J. Jenkins. Secretarv, Ferndale - ... ». 27

Wm, Bell, Architect, Central Station, Newcastle 27

Thos. Wilson, Aichitect. m, Durham-road, Blaokhill „ 27

Garside and Pennington, Architects. Pontefract „ 27

Arthur Hartley, Architect, County Chambers, CasUeford „ 27
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Faisley—Brick Chimney (llOft.)

Hampetead, N.W.— SwimmiDg-Batb, FinchJey-road Borough Council
Barry-Keiding-Rcom. &c "Urban District Council
ITsk, Mnn -Schoolroom National School Managers
Lud^erBfa»ll Small Block CI ChambeiTB
Hackney. NE.—Wharf. &: Lighting Committee .. ..-.

Ferrdale—Two Villas Rev. D. Dalies and E. T. Jenkins...
London. E.-Nursee' Home. &c.. Raine-stxeet St. George-in-the-East Guardians ..

Holl - Destructor Buildinga, West T>ock-8tre€t Corporation
London. X.W.- Orphanage. lOP. Hampstead-road
Bi^ca. Mon.—Additions to Town School School Board
East Rtftford -Gasholder Tank Gas Committee
Br ghton—Motor-Room, &c . Bread-stzeet
Whitehea-J -Premisee Fleni'ne and Co
Haytor. Ilsington—Boaiding-Honse Mrs. Helleir

Chew M«gna - Enlargement of School echool Board
Lisnaskea. Ireland —Teacher's Residence-
Armagh -DiHpfnsary Guardians
Wilmslow— Police Station
Uoss Side— Cell House, &c Urban District Council
Tbrelkeld-Pnblic Room
Holl—Prfmises Thomas Gillett

Ecflesfleld- Caretaker's Cottage, &c Wortley Rural District Council
Wilton. Wilts -.Addition to Workhouse Infirmary Wards
Oilfjnydd -Police-station Glamorgan County Council

Port Talbot—Weights and Measures Buildings Glamorgan County Council
Bxynmawr—Additions to Dart-nfeltn School Llanelly (Brecon) Sc'ool Board
Pontypridd—Weights acd Measures Buildings Glamorgan County Council
Warrington-Wood-Block Floors. Infectious Diseases Hospital Health Committee
Caerphilly-Additions to Police-station Glamorgan County Council
Coleraice—Alterat ions to Town Hall, Urban District Council
Brede- Cottage Villa
Winwick — Farm Buildings. &c Lancashire Asylums Board
Bodbury. SufTolk -Police Station and Quarters W. Suffolk Standing Jt. Committee
Winwick—Additions to Farm Buildings Lancashire Asylums Board
Brighton—Villas.. Madeira Estate Freeliolders
Bbbw Vale, Mon—Forty Houses at Steelworks Pretoria* Bloemfontein Bldg. Club
Tnyshir- School Works Y^trddyfodTj? School Board
Merthyr Tydfil—Sixteen Pairs of Semi-Detached Villas Lancaster Building Club
Clown-Lock-Up Derbyshire County Council
Sunderland- Workmen's Dwellings, Hat Case Area Corporation
Kewcastle-on-Tjne—Rebuilding Theatre Royal
Hollir.wood—Terracotta and Steel Work for New School Oldham School Board
Wombwell- Three Houses. Hough-lane
Somercotea—Additions to Premises Geo. Beastall
tSstleford-House. Red Hill .

Harrogate- Detached HouFe. Du<hy Estate A. E. Wynn
St. Mellon's, Wales-Two Cottages
Great Yarmouth— N'ew Premises, South Denes Fish Selling Co -

Manorhamilton— House ;

Whitehaven- Rebuilding No. 19, Church-Street B. Burlington
Egremont-New Tower to St. Mary's Church
Btanley- Hotel. Front-street A. H. Bigginbottom
Moor-Allerton—Two Houses, Shadwell-lane
Hull - Additions to 63 asd 66. Spring Bank J. J. Walton
Cardenden-Two Blocks of 'Tenements
Btapleford- Seven Cottages, Boundary Walls, &6 Rtapleford & Sandiacre Co-op. Soc.
Lichfie!d-Two Semi-Detached Villas Mrj. Heath and T. Heath
Kendal- Congregational Sunday Schools, Lowther-street,
Warrington—Wood Flooring at Police Buildings Watch Committee
Btapleford— Cattle Lairs, &c Stapleford & Sandiacre Co-op. Soc .

Horsforth-Five Houses
Bamston-Rooflng-inTwoCrew Yards, North Fields Farm .... Wm. Pacey
]E/ong Eaton—Alterations and Additions to Stores .. Working-Men's Co-op. Soc, Ltd..

Walter D. Gill, Architect, 2. Summerville-terrace, Stanningfley ...

C. H. Lowe. M.I.C.E., Surveyor. Town Hall, Hampstead
H. Snell. Architect. 6, Stanwell-road. Penarth
B. Lawrence and Son, Architects, Newport, Mon
C. J. Slade. Engineer. Millway-road, Andover
Robert Hammond, M.T.C.E., r.l, Victoria-street Westminster ...

J. Llewellin Smith and Davies. Architects, Aberdare .

J. H. May, Quantity Surveyor. 2*9}. High Holborn, W.C
A. E. White. City Engineer, Town Hall. Hull
Sydney G. Goes, 3, Broad-street Buildings, E.C
George Rosier, Architect. Risca
J. B. Fenwick, Gas and Water Eagineer. Retford
F. J. O. May, Borough Engineer. "Town Hall, Brighton
John Rdgsell. Architect, 22, Waring-street, Belfast
Samuel Segar, F.I.A.8 . Architect, Newton Abbot
W. E Milton. Clerk. Chew Magna
The R-?y. J. Coulter, Methodist Manse. Newtownbutler
The Chairman, Board of Guardians, Armagh
H. Beswiek, County Architect, Newgate-street, Chester
H. B. Longlev. Engineer. Council Offijes. Moss Side, Manchester ...

J. Whiteley. Secretary, Threlkeld
B. Jacobs. Archt.. Lincoln's Ion Buildings, Bowlalley-lane, Hull..

G. E. Beaumont, Engineer, Greonide. near !5heffield

John Harding and S^n, Architects. 5S. High-street. Salisbury
W. E. B. Allen, Deputy Clerk, Westgate-street, Cardiff
W. E. R. Allen. Deputy Clerk. Westgate-street, Cardiff
John Thomas, Clerk, Brynmawr, Breconshire
W. E. R. Allen, Deputy Clerk. Westgite-street, Cardiff
Thos. Longdin, B'>rough Eagineer, Town Hall, Warriagtol
W. E. R. Allen, D;puty Clerk. Westgate-street, Cardiff
William Eccles, Clerk, Town Hall, Coleraine
Thomas Reid, Architect. Conster Manor House, Brede, Susses
J. P. Muspratt, Clerk, County Office. Preston
Frank Whitmore. Architect, Chelmsford ,

J. P. Muspratt. Clerk, County Office, Preston
Byfleld and Son, Solicitors, 3, Stone Buildings, Lincoln's Inn, W.C. ...

J. P. Divies. Eureka-place, Ebbw Vale
,Tac)b Bees, Architect, Hillside Cottage, Pentre
E. A. Johnson, F.R IB. A., Merthyr
J. Somes Story, County Sur., County Offices. St. Mary's Gate, Darby
J. W. Moncur. Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Sunderland
Joseph Carr, Secretary, 41, Mosley-street, Newcastle-on-Tyne
J. Hilton. Architect, 36, Clegg-street, Oldham
Jno. Robinson, Surveyor, Wombwell, Yorks .,

Percy B. Houfton, Arthitect, Farnival Chambers, CheaterQild
Garside and Pennington, Architects, Castleford
Bland and Bown, Architacta, Harrogate
S. Booney. 9, Quay-street, Cardiff
George Waller, Architect, Middlegate-street, Great Yarmouth
A. A. Algeo. Manorhamilton, Ireland
J. S. Moffat M.8.A., Architect, 53, Church-street, Whitehaven .. ..

Oliver and Dodgshun, FF R.I B. A.. Architects, Carlisle

T. Ernest CrossUng Architect, Front-street, Stanley, Durham
J E. Preston. Architect, 8. Allerton-terrace, Chaoel-Allerton

T. Brownlow Thompson, 15, Parliament-street, Hull
Williamson and Inglia, Architects, Kirkcaldy
E. B Eidgway, M.S.I., Architect, Long Eaton
J. W. Godderidge, Architect, 4, Bolebridge-street, Tamworth
John Hutton, M.S.I., Architect, Kendal
Cackett & Bums Dick. Architects, 24, Grainger-st,, Newcastle-on-T.
B. B. Bidgway. MSI., Architect, Long Eaton
T. Throup, Woodside, Horsforth
J P. Dixon. Archt., Brougham Chmbrs, Wheeler Gate, Nottingham
E. B. Bidgway, Architect, Long Eaton
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„ 28
,, 28
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„ 30
„ 30
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I
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3
3
3
3
3
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24
26

ELECTHIOAL PLANT.
Hotherham—Free Libr,-iry and Baths Corporation

, H. Hampton Copnall, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Rotherham ;

Cbellenham—Electric Light Installation, St. John's Church J. Weaver, Carlton-place, Hewlett-street, Cheltenham Mar, 25*
Manchester— Switchboard, &c Electricity Committee F, E. Hughes, See. Elect. Depart., Town Hall. Manchester 25

'

Famworth—Wiring of Electricity Works, Albert-road Urban District Council J. D. Pcmber. Electrical Eagineer, Council Offlies, B'arnworth „ 2S-3
Warrington— Electric Tramways Corporation Preece and Cardew. 13, Queen Anne's Gate, Westminster, S.W. „ 27 ,

Sunderland-Cables, A-c. 'One Year) Corporation J.F. C. Snell, Boro' Elect. Eng., Dunning-strect, Sunderland ,, 29' i i

Amsterdam- Electrical Plant, 4c , The Burgomaster The Direction of Printing Works, Achterburgwal 213, Amsterdam April 1 :-'

Chnstiania -Telegraph Wire. &c Norwegian State Telegraph Dept.... The Technical Department, Telegraph Office. Chriatiania „ »1«

Homsey. N.-Plant for Electricity Works Urban District CouncU E. Hammond. M.I.C.E . 64, Victoria-street, Westminster, S.W „ U.,
Kirkcaldy- Plant Corporation Kennedy and Jenkin, 17. Victoria-street, Westminster, S.W . „
Palencia—Telephone System Spanish Government The Commercial Department of the Foreign Office, Whitehall, S.W. ,1

Leith-Steam Dynamo (350 kw.) Town Council J. Gray Scott, Burgh Electrical Engineer, Leith

Clitheroe-Watcr-Snpply Works at Sabden ^..
Stoke Gabriel—Pipelaying '..

Manchester- Steel Lancashire Boiler. Bradford-road Station ..'

Wootton Wawen—Wooden Footbridge
Buxton-Steel Oa-holder Tank and Telescopic Gasholder .....!.
Dundee-Steam Koad-Boller. &c
Workington - Foreshore Works at Harbour and Dock
Newport. Mon— Constructional Steelwork, &c
West Ham-Steam Boad-Roller (10-ton)
Bhoeburynesa - Iron Storage Tanks, LayingMains (3,10Cyd.), &c.
Kettering— Befuse Destructor
Bkipton-Water-Mains '...'...'..'.'.'.'...'.

Dorchester-Sewage Purification Worki!
*.'

Skenfrith, Mon—Water Supply ,„
Castlederg—Water Pipe
Gnildford- Steel Arch Bridge !.!!..!..!!.!..."...

Wath-npon-Deame- Waterworks Extensions ......'
Portinscale-Water-Main
Eveeham-Steam- Roller ;iO-ton)
Blairgowrie -Water Main
Penryn -Harbour Works ...................'.......,..
Caversham—Water Mains '..."'..'.'.'.'.','""."".

East U'-tford—Teliscopio Gasholder
Pen-y-rhwarel-.St.*l Loading Stage !

Armagh-Steam Roller (10-ton)
Midhuxat-C^ooking Range at Workhouse
St Albans-Bacteriul Beds, &c. (6,900 yards)
Scarborough—Waterworks [,.'"

, Bamsley- Pipelsying (two miles)
Todmordon— Riv, r Divoreion, &c
Easingwold -Waterworks
Penjbont -Waterworks ".'.'.'.'.".'.'.'.'.'.'.

Braunton - Covered Ser\ice Reservoir, &c !'.*.".!'.!'.'.'.!',',',

Crosthwaitc -Widening Smithy Bridge
Locheamhead and St. Fillana—Railway (9 miles) ...."."!!!

flmaith«ait<.' - Stone Bridge across St. John's Beck
Leeds—Pipes. &'c \"\\
gonthwick Steel and Iron Work for Electrical Power Honse"
Roeario-Harbour Works
Brandon-Heating Co-operative Stores ...'......'.

Nevin- Sea-wall I'J'Kift.) and Dock Enlargement .

Woolston, Si.uthampton - Extension of Jurd's Wharf .'."

"

Newhaven-Pile Driving, &c
Befhnal Oreen, N.E.-Conden8er,frc. ..!.!!,
Bdmburgh-Coal Elevator. Portobello Power Statioii.

ENGINEEBING.
Bural District Council
Totnea Bural District Council
Gas Committee
Rtratford-on-Avon E.D.C
Gas Committee
Town Council

Corporation
Corporation
Urban District Council
Urban District Council
Urban District Council
Town Council
Parish Council
Bural District Council
Corporation
Urban District Council
Ciwkermouth Bural District Council
Town Council
Water Committee
Harbour Authority
Urban District Council
Gas Committee

County Council
Guardians
City Council
Bural District Council
Corporation
Sanitary Committee
Rural District flouncil
Rural District Council
Barnstaple Rural District Council ..

Cumberland County Council
Lochearnhead & St. Fillans By. Co.
Cumberland County Council
Lighting Committee
Brighton Town Council
Argentine Govemraeat

Nevin Bay Granite Quarry, Ltd. ,.

Guardians ...

Corporation

John Eastham. Clerk, Church-street, CUtheroe, Lame Mar.

Thomas W. Windeatt, Clerk. Totnei
C. Nickson. Supt , Gas Department, Town Hall, Manchester
W. H. Coles, Surveyor, Alveaton, Stiatford-on-Avon
Harold Barker, Gas Engineer, Town Hall, Buxton
W. Mackison, C.E„ Burgh Engineer. 91, Commercial-street, Dundea
Joseph Eden, A M I.C.E., SS, Pow-street, Workington .

H. F. Parshall. Consulting Engineer. 8, Pcinces-street, Bank, E.C.

The Borough Engineer's Office, Town Hall, West Ham
Harold Harris, Surveyor, Clarence-street, Southend
T. Reader Smith, Surveyor, Market-place, Kettering
J. Mailioson. Waterworks Manager, Town Hall, Skipton
G.J. Hunt. Borough Engineer, Guildhall, Dorchester
J. S. Corbett, Galway, Ross
William Hamilton, Clerk Board-room. Workhouse, Castlederg .^.
John J. Webster. M.I.C.E., 39, Victoria-street, Westminster, S.W.
H. Cecil Poole, Engineer, Town Hall, Wath-upon-Deamc
J. B. Wilson, A.M.I.C.E., Court Buildings, Coekermouth
The Borough Surveyor. Town Hall, Evesham
George Cunnison, Burgh Surveyor, Blairgowrie
J. Partridge. C.E., Eogineer, Town HaU, Penryn, Cornwall

8. Percy Andrews. Surveyor, 22, Prospect-street, Caversham
J. B. Fenwick, C.E., Retford • ,•—

Formans and McCall, Civil Engineers, 160, Hope-street, Glasgow ,„

Jos, T. Hinton, Secretary, Armagh ••

Edwin Albery, Clerk, Council Offices. Midhurst ._•— ••

Beesley. Son. and Nichols, II, Victoria-street. Westminster, S.W...

W. 0. Woodall. Clerk, 32, Qoein-strert, Scarborough viV"""
T. andC. Hawksley. C.B 'a, 30, Ot. Gcorge-st., Westminster, S.W. ..

C. B. Pease, Engineer, Town HaU, Todmorden
Fairbink and Son, Engineers. 13, Lendal. York .••,' i
Jesse Hurley and Son, Engineers, 10, Bridgend-roid, Ab3rkeDng_.
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KIUllY HALL, XOUTHANTS: It.I.K.A. SILVEU MEDAL
UltAWlNGS.

KiRBY Hai.l,* illustrated by the Silver Medal
prize sot of (hawiiif;;*, is so much associated with
the Hattuu fuiuily that Me are apt to overlook the
fact that it is not to the Hattons that it owes its

existence, hut to Sir Huiuphrey Staffonl, of
Hlatherwick. l>roof of this is by no means
wanting, for uiion t wo of the panels of the parapet
to the north elevation of the inner quadrangle his
name is distinctly carved. The Stafford crest,
the Aylesbury i-rest, and the Stafford knot
alternately repeat in the two carved friezes run-
ning round the inner ([uadrangle, and they again
appear, along with (he initials " H. S.," on the
friezes of the small doorways. John Thorpe was
the architect, and, according to a note on his
original plan, he laid the first stone in 1570. The
likeness the plan bears to the arrangements now-
seen is striking ; but the building was either not
completed as clrawn, or has been altered since. In
all probability the portion lying to the south of
the inner quaiirangle was completed in 1.175,
for on the j)arapets may be found this date: the
•einaining portion follovjol immediately, and in
_I575-'S0 the outer quadrangle was " inclosed,
including the large gateways. (.)n the porch to
the great hall is the date 1572, dividing the
motto "le Seray Loyal," showing when this
portion of the- work was completed. The house
appears to have been completed inside and out by
Thorpe, for the roof to the great hall is of the
same date as the exterior, and is the only piece of
original work left. The other rooms have been
redecorated at a uuich later date. Sir Humphrev '

Stafford did not lire long to enjoy this beautiful
'

mansion, for in 1575 (the very year the parapet is
!

dated) he died, and the property was sold to Sir
Christopher Hatton, who seemed in no hun-v to
view his new purchase, for in loSO, writing to
Sir William Heneag(!, he was about to -i-isitand
siu-vey Kirby for the first time ; this probably
was on account of its unfinished state. T)ie
stabling was erected, according to a stone said to
have been in the gable end, in 1595. Nothing
now remains but the foundations. About IBSU
alterations and reconsti-uctions were can-ied out bv
Inigo Jones. The arcade on the south side on
the inner quadrangle had new windows put in,
and a clock-tower was added. The elevation to
the outer (piadrangle was (mtirely remodelled

;

only slight indications of Thorpe's work ;wereleft!
1A window and balconv was inserted over the

porch entrance to the great hall. In the front to ;

the garden a wiiulow and balcony were put in, as I

also in the back elevation. The doorway and '

steps, with window and balccny over, known as

.
'Other iUustmt ions of Kirby Hall were given incur

iKiues of Feb. 25, April 7, and May 12, 1876; Aug. 12,
1882, and Jan. 23, 18t>.5.

,
.o.u„. j..

Detail er

LOCKRATE

AM&Umi-

SCHEME FOR THE DECOEATK.lX tiF A BEDKOI IJI.

" Queen Elizabeth's doorway," the entrance
fi'om the grounds to the great hall, are of this

date. In the outer quadrangle a small gateway
was added, and a niche and seat were erected in

the garden wall, which, though very dilapidated,

may still be seen. AVhat is now left of a palace
once so beautiful and fair? Of all ruins in

England, one of the saddest is that of Kirby. It

is now desolate and dreary : the home of birds

and bats ; and j-et so late as 183G it was occu)iied

by the family I But since that date it has been
fast going to decay, a process which is all but
complete. First the agent lived in it, then a

farmer, and now a shepherd, and his family act

as caretakers, and live in the libraiy of one of

the finest examples of Elizabethan houses ever
built. At many places Time has done itji worst:
one can look on that ivith calmness ; but to see,

as at Kirby, the very action of decomposition
going on is sad beyond words to express. A little

outlay might at one time have saved what it would
now cost much to repair. Here was once a fine

collection of paintings and statues, and this was
formerlj- esteemed one of the best-funiished
houses in the country. The gardens were ex-
ceedingly fine, and the park contained nearly
every species of English tree. ICothing is now-

left but shreds of tapestry, crumbling stucco, and
falling timber and masonry. The macliinery of

the clock which told the passage of time in Sir

Christopher's day has fallen, and now lies rusty
and broken in the cellarage, hopelessly inter-

mingled with portions of broken finials and
chimneys. Of the chapel, nothing remains to

indicate its exact position, except by heai-say.

Five years ago the grand staircase and kitchens
fell, bringing w-ith them the beautifidly-decorated

plaster ceiling to the staircase. The only portion

of the whole house that seems to be resisting the

ravages of time is the inner quadrangle—thanks
to the splendid weathering stone employed by
John Thorpe, which was quarried on the estates

at ^^'eldon, some tlu-ee miles distant. The mould-
ings and carvings on this stone are as sharp as the

day they were done. Lawuexce G. Bkioht.

SCHEME FOl! THE DECOU.VTION" OE A KEBKOOM.

This design, by Sir. Arthm-H. Baxter, Liverpool,

obtained a National Silver Jledal. The essentially

English sentiment expressed by the w-ord "home"
is the symbol of indoor life, comfort, and rest, but

more often the idea is outraged by the inroads of

so-called art. In many houses a glamour of

"art "is aimed at, with taste .so mistaken that
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where art comes in at the^door comfort flics out
at the window. No decoration, in any artistic

sense of the word, is possible unless it be the out-
come of a tasteful entire scheme of a mom con-
sidei-ed .•».* a whole, and no scheme can have any
success where comfort and utility have been
insufiBciently considered. I If all the rooms in a
mo<lem dwrllinir, the latter jirojiosition applies to

none more than to a bedroom- an apartment to

which most householders think they have done
their duty after tilling it with the conven-
tion.J nquisites manufactured by the fur-

nishinjr trade, toi;ether with such a'sthetic

trilles as may have been superannuated from
the dr.iwinij - room below. 'ITie plcusaiitisl

element in Jlr. Baxter's Scheme for the Decora-
tion of 11 lledroom is the notion that a bedroom
deserves individual and characteristic treatment,

and that such treatment should express the iilea

of reiio.^c and comfort, not merely by the literary

aid of the inscriptions carved upon the woodwork,
hut bv a restful harmonv of colour, bv the absence

i'<rnA dAHtrCfW'

kBi^
of discordant and unnecessary embellishments.
?rr. Baxter has chosen a room of a])propriate pro-
jiortions. Without havinj,' it s])eciaUy built few
will be able to command an ai>artment so in-

vitini^ : hut there is really no reason why bedrooms
should not he more picturesque in construction
than the square cell, M-hich. in various sizes, has
been for a century oi' two I'onsidered appropriate
to sleep. The chii/f feature in Jlr. Baxter's room
is its fircpjlace, with its ingle. The furniture is

part also of the architectural idea of the whole
scheme. In all essentials the room is complete.
The colour is a blended aiTangement of tints of

ereen crowned by a simple frieze. The panellins'
of the walls is simple, without sepaiating them
into disccnnected areas.

NEW OFFICES, SWANSEA HAKIIOIU TllVST : SF.tOND
PKEMIATEl) IlESIGX.

This design was placed second bv the assessor,

W. JI. Fawcett, F.R.I.B..\., of rambriil-e, and
was awarded the jireuiium of i'.iO. The con-
ditions were ver\- carefully followed in i)lannini,',

and the respective departments are self-contained.
The main entrance w.as placed in the centre of
the Adelaiile-street front, whilst a sejiariite en-
trance was afforded to the shijiping office from
Somer.'^et -place. The style adopted in the desia-n
of the building is a simple treatment of Late
Knglish Kenaissancc, and it was endea\oured
to give the block the official charact<'r which it

demands. A caretaker's house is jirovided, having
easy access to the main building, and a ])lot for
future buildings is reserved on the south -western
comer. It was proposed that the main frontages
of the buildings Vie faced with red Hnalion pressed
briiks and the dressings of Kuabon butf ten-a-
<otta ; the wood <'asemenls and frames being
painted ivory white ; and the roofs covered with
green Westmorland slates. Interior : Tht; halls,
landings, and general offices to have faience
dadoes, the upper portions finished in fine plaster ;

the jinncipal's and jirivate offices to have haril-
wood dadoes ; board and chairman's room to have
fifilished mahogany dadoes and ])ilasters ; harbour
offices with fibrous plaster above same, and to the
reilings

; the main staircase to be Stuart's gi-ano-
lithic steps, with teiTacotta stringers, handrail, and
balustrade : floors throughout firepioof. Total
cost, including heating, ,tl2. 000. The desiifn
was submitted by Jles.srs. Fairhurst, .\.1{.1.B..\.,
and Thornely, architects, 7, Chapel-walks, 3Ian-
chester, and .51, Church-street, Blackburn.

HIGH SCHOOL, MIDDLF.TOWX, CO.VXECTICIT.

Tills building, designed by its architect, Mr. F. K.
Comstock, of Xew York, for a comer site, is for

\m\^?A \m\^B
DESIC4N FOR A TIMBER BRIDGE.—Bv J. H. Cokam, A.R.I.B.A.

Middletown High School. The lower part is in
Connecticut brown stone rusticated, the upper
portion of the walls being in light-coloured
pressed brick, with slate-covered roofs. The
interior is finished in hard woods. The plate is

taken from an original di-awing lent us by the
architect.

"OVEUIIIIOOK," WIXDLESHAM, SL-RHKV.

This countiy house in hjilf-timber and brick wiis
ere ctcd for "jlr. C. I). Kemp-Welch, from the
plans of Mr. W. West Neve, a gi'eat feature being
made of [)u: large bay .seen in the .sketch illustrated
herewith. We ha\e no e.xact i)articulars in further
description of the building.

DESKiX rOU TIMHEIl liUIDGE.

This design for a timber footlu-idge was in the
la.st compitition for thc> Grissell medal at thi-

Royal histitutr. .\ bridge with a span of liOft.

construiti'd entirely of timber was required, and
to meet this requirement more fully, brick or
stone abutments were not considered. Two arches
were used—one for the main stream, and one for
an assumed side-way. It w.as thought that the
small shingled roofs might be of some service to
the wayfarer as coverings for the seats, and also

that they might serve to break the somewhat long

line of railing. The whole design was kept asi

simple as possible. The author is Mr. J, Si
Coram, A.R.I.B.A.

Two syndicates of considerable impoii^ince are

present being promoted to develop the slate ti'ad)

of the Coniston, Toi-ver, and Ulpha district. Onl

is being promoted by Mr. John Poole, solicitor

and coroner for Funiess, who has already acciuiicd the

Sturdy Hall royalty at Ulpha, and is negotiating for

other royalties iu the Coniston neighbourhood.

Quan-ying operations will commence at once at

Ulpha. The other scheme is in connection with the

Broughton Moor quarries, and is being backed with

East Coast capital.

The electric railway between Coulltournbrook,

near Stourbridge .and Kiuver,' was inspected by Col.

Yorke, R.E., of the Board of Trade, on Friday. It

is four miles in length, and for some distiiuce follows

the main road, and then is can-ied in a direct line

from Wollastou to Kiuver. In this part of the route

the windings of the river have necessitated the con-

struction of five bridges, and there is also one thrown

across the Staffordshire and Worcestei-shire Canal

Mr. Sayers was the chief electrical engineer, M]

Hedersted the engineer, and Mr. George Law,

Kidderminster, the contractor.
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(Dur Office eablt.

The London County Council (lisrus:scil at some
lenirth, on Tuesday, a report of the Housing of

the AVorkinjLj Classes Committee submitting for

approval an estimate of £2G,2S5 for expenses con-

nected with the erection of three blocks of dwell-

ings on the Duke's-court site, Drury-lane, for

the accommodation of 010 persons of the working
classes to be displaced by the carrying out of the

Clare-market -Sti-and scheme. Kxeeption was
taken to the high rents to be charged—viz. , one

room, 3s. to Ss. Gd. ; two rooms, Cs. to 6s. Gd.

:

three rooms, Ss. to 8s. Gd. ; and four rooms, 10s.

to 10s, Gd. Jfr. A. L. Cohen pointed out that

the charge made by the Ciuinness Trust was
2s. lid. per room, while the Four per Cent.

Industrial Dwellings Company charged from
2s, GJd. to 3s. Of d., but in the latter case a bath-

room was provided. He contended that, until

the Council gave their architect instructions to

prepare plans for houses which would allow of a

rent of 2s. a room being charged, the difficulty

would never be solved. Eventually the report

and estimate was agreed to, Dr. Collins having
explained the committee had instructed their

architect to prepare plans of the simplest cha-
racter, and that it was the way in which the
jJans had been received by the Home Office which
had caused the increased cost. The tender of

Messrs. Martin, Wells, and Co., of Auckland-
street, Vauxhall, was then aceeiited at £23,600
for the erection of the buildings, it being stated
that this was £1,365 below the estimate of the
superintending architect.

A VAiiLi.\MENTAitY C'ommission, consisting of

Lord Justice Wright, Viscount Cobhani, and
Viscount Peel, .sat on Tuesday in London to

decide a question as to the railway carriage rates

to he charged on English timber affi-cting the
ingrown timber trade of the entire kingdom,
which arose on a dispute between Messr.s^ Low
and Co., of 'NVolverhamjiton, and the London and
North-Westem and Great Western Eailway
Companies. ITie traders have hitherto claimed
that English timber be estreated for conveyance
rates at String measure loidcr bark 144 divisor,
whereas the railway comjianies of the L'nited
Kingdom have hitherto claimed Ta])e measiue
urm- bark 144 divisor. The ruling of theEailway
Commissioners was that in future the reckoning
ho by String measure under bark 113 divisor,
meaning practically 27 per cent, more than the
traders have hitherto claimed, and 12 per cent.
more than the railway companies ha\e hitherto
claimed. It is therefore manifest that in the end,
unless the railway companies will meet the timber
trades in some way, inland trade wiU be greatly
checked, unless the merchants can buy the timber
cheaper than hitherto ; and, as a matter of course,
the decision will affect other home-grown timber
industries in the same way, so th.at the judgmc-nt,
however satisfactory for "the time being to the
raUway companies, will in the end be a severe
blow to home trade, and an additional stimulus to
importers from al/roul.

ViscovxT MiULKTox presided on Saturday
afternoon at the annual meeting of theSuirey
Archaiological Society, held at Guildford, anil
made an appeal for subs< rijitions towards the cost
of completing the excavations at Waverlev Abbey,
near Farnham. The work, he said, had been at
times very perplexing owing to the many and im-
expected\valls and footings found of the Norman
abbey mixed up with, and sometimes made use of
in, the later buildings. Last year the little
presbytery of the Norman church^ forming jiart
of the south transept of the l.-iter magnificent
church planned by William de Bradewater, had
been discovered. The long, narrow Norman nave
had now been traced below the cloister. The plan
of the infirmary hall and kiti-hen was clear, and
it had become evident that there was no building
between that portion of the Abbev and the river.
Some interesting features had come- to light in
the direction of the monks' dormitory, where
much Norman work remained. Th(> i)lan of
Bradewater's church was nearly complete. There
was a good deal of important work to be done
west of the cellarium, where the guest houses, the
infii-mary of the conversi, and possibly a g.-iteway
might be looked for. These build'ings of' the
<juter court had never been worked out properly
anywhere

; both at Fotintains and Furness Abbey's
the remains of them were anything but complete,
and at the foi-mer it was known that there were a
number of buildings of which no trace could be

found. The society, has, therefore, an opportunity

of adding materially to what was already known
of the plan of a Cistercian Abbey. About £250
had already been spi'Ut m\ the work, and another

£150 would he required to complete it.

The excavations at the ruins of Furness Abbey,
which have been going on for some years now,
under the direction of Mr. St. John Hope, on
behalf of the Cumberland and Westmoreland
Archa'ological and Anticpiarian Society, have
been resumed within the past few days, and the

guide, Mr. Jesse Turaer, ^\hile wtirking in the

refectory, has come across a s\ib-vauU of Norman
dormitories or burial-place in the south wall,

while at another point the ren;ains of a very fine

fireplace has been discovered. Mr. W. H.
St. John Hope, writing in the "Transactions of

the Cumberland and AVcstmoreland Antiquarian
Society," just issued, in referring to the later

excavations at the Abbey, says :
—" A trench was

dug in front of the sedilia in the hope of finding

some remains of the Norman east front. None
were met. btit at a depth of 3ft. .5in. below the

step on which the sedilia stands an old floor was
exposed. It consisted of two bands of slabs

extending across the presbytery, with othir slabs

laid diamondwisc. The northern end of this

strip of flooring was uncovered by the guide last

year. It was shown that a step crossed the

presbyteiy just to the east of the blocked Norman
arches, and as it is lOMn. lower than the old

floor, there was probably a second step or two up
to the higher level. There must also have been
another step fm-ther west from which the floor

extended westwards through the crossing and
into the monk's choh- into the nave."

The controversy on the possibility of obtaining
an innocuous glaze for pottery is carried a further

stage by the report from Professor Thorpe now
issued by the Home Office. The questions at

issue are, first, whether it is possible to preclude
all danger of lead-poisoning by using a leadless

glaze, and if not, then, seconiUy, whether the

i lead can be so "fritted" as to be rendered in-
' nocuous. In reply to the first question Professor

Thorpe states that there is no Icmger any doubt

I

that leadless glazed ware is commercially possible,

and certain firms are now prepared to supply iL
It is not, however, proposed at present to insist

I on a leadless glaze in all cases. That would he

j

at least premature, ^^^lat is proposed is to insist

on a "fritt" conforming to a certain standard,

I

and Professor Thorpe gives evidence of the prac-

ticability of the standard proposed by the Home
Office. Professor Thorpe shows, first, that a

numbc'r of fritts are commercially practicable.

He adds an earnest protest against the proposed
relaxation of the standard, to agree to which
would, he says, be to tnrow away the practical

outcome of what we have learned during the hist

three years. The report shows that there is a

satisfactory willingness on the pari of the bulk of

the manufacturers to co-operate with the Home
Office in abating the scourge of plunibism. .

A Pupil Teachers' Institute at Govan was fonually
opened on Friday. The iustitude is situated within
Bellahouston Academy grounds. Paisley-road, is

two stories in heiglit, and is in the .Scottish baronial
style. The buildings have cost £10,500.

At a meeting held on Tuesday, at the Limehouse
town-hall, in connection with the 57th amiivci'sary
of the Dockyard Seamen's Mission, particulars were
given of a .scheme of extension about to be earned
canned out. A site has been purchased at Poplar,
opposite the Board at Trade offices, East India
Dock-road, at a cost of £3,000. Upon this site it is

proposed to erect forthwith a Wesleyan seamen's
home and institute, also model dwelUngs for sea-

faring men and their wives, at an estin ated outlay
of £10,000. Already gifts and promises amounting
to £4,.550 have been secm"ed.

At CUfton, near Brighouse, on Friday, Mr. W. A.
Ducat held a Local Government Board inquiry into

the appUcation of the Halifax Kural District Council
to lioiTow £6,350 for the )nircliase of the Clifton
Water Supply Company, Limiteil, which supplies

the villages of Chftou and Hartshead with water.

A remarkable instance of length of service is

reported from Lancaster. Mr. William Ban'ow, the
timekeeper at Gillow's cabinet works, has been in

the employ of the firm for 66 years. Although over
80 yeai"s of age, be is still active, being invariably

the first on the premises eve.iy morning and the last

to leave at night. His father held tlie keys before
him, having joined the house of Ciillow's in bSOl, so

that the present year crowns a '• century of service
"

by father and son. Mr. BaiTow was presented with
his portrait a few days ago by his fellow-workmen.

CHIPS.

The Shipley School Board have decided to maki
extensive additions to the premi-ses of the Centra
Board School, in Saltaire-road, Shipley, at an esti-

mated cost of about £4,700.

The Episcopal churcli erected at Guardbridge.
near St. Andrews, N.B., was foimally opened Ioi|

pubUc woi-shix) on Sunday by Bishop Wilkinson

Very few properties of nwy importance were sub-l
mitted at the Tokenhouse-yard Auction Mart during
last week, whilst many of the most substantia^!

items received })ut .scant attention. The tots

realisations for the week were £97,023.

With the object of preventing any further huild-l

iug operations taking place in the inunediate vicinitjfl

of Ai'undel Castle the Duke of Norfolk has made aa
generous offer to the Arundel Town Council for Uiel

Corporation Brooks. In return for this land, whicbl
is 100 acres in extent, the Duke has offered £31,000,1
and also 45 acres of land on the opposite side of iheS
town, valued at between £9,000 and £10,000, and
in addition to this he promises to pay legal expense;

incurred by the transaction up to £500. At present

the Brooks bring to the corporation a net income o!

£285. The members are naturally in favour ol

accepting these teims. \

A stained-glass window by Messrs. Ward aod !

Hughes, of Loudon, has been placed in the parish
j

church of Uttoxeter as a memorial.
,j

In connection with the large !ocf)motive engine

works which are being built on the Springfield Estate,

adjoining Darlington, by Messi-s. Robert Stephenson
and Co., Ltd., there is a project for the ei-ection of

582 houses oh land in the same locality. The com-
pany have hifcd plans drawn of various kinds ol

houses and cottages, including semi-detached budd-

ings of a somewhat better class. It is not intended

by the company to buUd houses themselves ; but the

laud will be sold to buildere and others to carry out

the scheme upon the scale and plans laid down by

the company.

The plot of land in Manchester on which the,
" Hanging Bridge " stands was olTered for sale by
auction on Tuesday, with other Corporation lands.

The reserve price was not reached, and consequently

the plot was not sold,

Charles Cazin, landscape and histm-ical painter,

expii'ed at Nice on Tuesday. He was awarfed a

gold medal at the Paris Exhibition last year.

M. Cazin, who was born in 1840, at Samer, in the

Pas-de-Calais, studied drawing under M. Lecoq de

Boisbaudran, and in 1876 his tii-st production, "lie

Chantier," appeared in the Salon. One of his most

famous works, "Agar et Ismael," was in 1880

acquired for the Luxembourg. For some years in

his early career he was professor at Trelat's School

of Ai'chitecture, and when the Franco-German War
broke out, in 1870, he came to England, and for five

years held the position of teacher of drawing at the

South Kensington Schools.

In consequence of the death of Queen Victoria,

the annual banquet of the Eoyal Academy will not

be held tliis year.

Ilkeston and Heauor propose to tap, for domestic

purposes, a huge mineral underground lake, known
:is Meei-sbrook Sough. It is said to accumulate

16,000,000 gallons per day, winter and summer, kv

experts who have explored the natural cavern and

traversed the lake in boats. This peculiar reservoir

belonged to a local company, which ha.s been

bought out for £5,000. The proposal to tap it has

excited much local feeling, and Derby, Nottingham,

Leicester, and other coiT)orations are ojiposed to the

lake being interfered with.

It has been decided to place a new Cambridge

quarter chime-clock in the ancient churoh of

WadtUngtou, showing the time upon two large

external dials, to the memory of the late Mr. James

Walmsley, New Hall, Waddington, who was a great

benefactor to the church, and for many years acted

as churchwarden, whose family had been residents

of the village for a great many generations. Messrs.

Wm. Potts and Sons, clock manufacturers, G uildfonl-

street, Leeds, have the work well in hand, aii'l

it will soon be erected in the church tower.

Mr. J. H. Denms, of ^Liverpool, the donor, as

stated elsewhere, of £13,000 to build the central

tower of Truro Cathedral, as a memorial of Q"^"
Victoria, has further offered, at a cost of £8,000, a

jwifl of bells and a set of chimes, and an organ to i

the old Collegiate Church of St. Bunyaii, West J

Cornwall.

Mr. Hugh McPberson Mitchell, resident engineer

on the G.I. P. Railway, only son of the late L.-tol.

Sir Charles BuUeu Hugh Mitchell, K.M.1-I-,

G.C.M.ti., died on the 18th inst., at i-anOuU,

Bombay, of pneumonia, aged 30 years.

The rural district council of Erpingham, Norfolk,

have adopted plans for the sewerage of the rismg

watering-place of Mundesley. Tlie work is esti-

mated to cost £4,2110, and the plans have been

prepared by Mr. J.Inglis Ooldie, C.E.
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NEW APPLICATIONS TO BUILDINGS.
'piIE contiu-y lately I'loseil has adilcd much
A to our store of methods and a]>j)Iicatious.

When we cast our eye round on the niimher
of inventions and new aiipliwitions of old
inat<^rials we possess — on our buikliug
appliances and mechanical aids to construc-
tion —we may be well astonished at the extent
jindvalueof them, and wonder how we should
get on without them. Scientific discovery
has been a great help to the builder. One
wise man has told ns there is " nothing new
under the sun "—which is tnie, in a sense.
The Ancient Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans
knew as much as wo do of the forces of
nature, and could, from what we know by
recent discoveries, transport huge monoliths
to great heights, and mo\e them hundreds of
miles ; they could throw across rapid cun-ents
and wide rivers temporary bridges of marvel-
lous ingenuity ; and they could conceive and
design buildings that have been the wonder
of succeeding ages. All this they accom-
plished with a knowledge of practical
mechanics that is marvellous. What, then,
is the great success we have achieved in
the mechanical arts? Wo -shall find that
our progress has been largely one of making
fresh applications. That the ancients knew
the five mechanical powers, and were able to
apply them with consummate skill wo have
now clear evidence from tomb inscriptions
;ind recent excavations. It was the prac-

il side of mechanics, of hydi-aulics and
HT sciences, that first received attention,

w'X though these were more limited they
» re .applied most efficiently to the practical

uirements of architecture and engineering.
; 'rwardstho theoretical principles became

subject of study, and to some extent
-'iired the practical issues. To om- day it

- been reserved to discover all the practical
I lications of science; hence our buildings

I the operations connected with them
libit a multiplicity of contrivance unknown
.uu- ancestors. Most of these are new
Miicatious of old methods. To take, for
iiuple, our modern lifting machinery. The
lie as we use it is an im])ro\ed application

! he wheel and axle thi-ough the interven-
u of .sheaves, ,ind the Ai-mstrong crane is

form of the hydraulic crane, where the
tion of the piston is multiplied by the
lin which passes over blocks. Om- builders

Iiighly appreciate the value of this appliance
when fitted up high above the buildings upon
lofty tripods for lifting huge blocks of stone
and ironwork, and placing them in position.
''-' ancients knew the lever, and used it,

I we can trace it back as far as the time
Menes, the first recorded Egyptian king,
"lived 4,-l()(> years before the Christian

;
now we have many applications of the

10 mechanical power, such as the weigh-
ndge, which consi.sts of three levers, .several

ionnsof laboratory instruments for testing
materials

; then the builder of to-day can use
many appliances which depend on water
pressure. He can not only work cranes and

. hoists, but forging and welding machines,
punching, stamping, and riveting machines,
fhus a riveter with a short ram of 8in.
liamoter, can accomplish a vast amount of
work; when used with accumulator and

,

pumps, it can exert a pressure of 1 ,40(>lb.
nev square inch. Again, by the .same power,
vork of gi-eat mass and weight does not
''luire to bo brought to a machine; but a

> xjmpact little appliance of 3 or 4 cwt.,
Mln be brought to the work—say a huge
;irder at a considerable height above the

ground, which will jninch the holes and
finish tho riveting. Thus instead of huge
beams and cog-wheels, hydraulic power
thi-ough a small flexible ])i]ie will do

the work much more sim])ly. In this

connection wo may recall tho many useful

applications to building of water pres.suro, as

that used for warohou.se and hotel hoists,

where a small-jiressuro cylinder with its ram
in tho basement can be made, by a block with

sheaves, to raise or lower a cage or hoist.

The most perfect lifts—as the hydraulic

balance lift—are the results of this power,

where tho vortical I'am, actuated by low or

high pressure, is always in compression sup-

porting tho load or cage, and whore the

pressure of water can bo regulated to suit tho

load instead of balancing tho dead weight of

ram and cage by a weight at the side. The
hydraulic lift in its improved form is a good
example of how the old mechanical and
balanced lift has been superseded. Those
are a few instances of modern applications

of old mechanical and hydraulic powers to

building of tho present day.

Modern ingenuity has done much more in

making our buildings comfortable, in making
their sanitary arrangements ])erfect, and in

these directions it may be said truly that we
have sui-passed the dreams of ancient builders.

Mechanicallj', our improvements have not

gone so far as to show any great advances.

Our modem buildings cannot be said to

exhibit any great mechanical progress in

constructural excellence over those of the

Romans and Mediteval ages. Our vaulted

structures are not more perfect as examples of

.skilful equipoise notwithsfcinding our inven-
tions : our gi'cat bridges and roof-trusses

show the one advance we have made in the

employment of iron and steel, though we
cannot affimi they show any progress
in building construction. The greatest

achievements in mechanical science are

shown in engineering. But when we come to

sanitary science, our progress has been
more decided. In this sphere wo .seem

to have sui-passed the ancient builders in

some directions. We have no evidence of

their sanitary and hygienic arrangements,
excejit those furnished by tho Roman therms
or baths. The system of heating by hj-po-

causts has been described by Vitruvius and
others. He describes hypocausts or hollow
floors used for heating the hot rooms ((»//-

dari(i). There were tubes of jointed clay

pipe from tho hypocaust through which
heated air and smoke circulated between
floors and escaped by a flue in the wall
filled up with concrete. One method of

heating was used during the later Empire.
This was by lining the wall surface of

bath-room with vertical lines of hot-air

flue-pipes of rectangular section from the

hot chamber, wliich had their escape above
the roof. The recesses of the atlidaria in

the Baths of Caracalla were occupied by
hot baths, made by such a hot-air jacket of

flues. Then we know what the great arched
cloacfe of Rome were, which drained every
street of the citj-. These were marvellous
constructions, prototj'jies of our modern
arrangements. But when we come to the
dwelling-house, we may as.sert that at no
previous epoch have sanitary arrangements
and applications been so perfect as they are
to-day. We do not stop at public or muni-
cipal uses, but our sanitation has been
applied to the smallest dwelling. It affects

the individual citizen as well as the com-
munity. AVe have only to look over the
sanitary manual or the trade catalogue of

appliances of the sanitary manufacturer or
plumber, where we shall find numberless
mvention.s and fittings adapted with great
ingenuity to closets, baths, lavatories,

sinks, hot and cold-water apparatus, venti-
lating appliances, to every requirement of

hou.se drainage and water .supply. These
are mainly new applications of old prin-
ciples, the results of experiment and a

more thorough knowledge of tho laws of

fluids and gases, of tho laws of pneumatics
and heat. Practical chemistry and bacterio-

logical researches have enal)led us to adopt

methods of sewage purification, and of storage

and filtration that our forefathers were (juito

ignorant of. Chemical analysis has com-
pletely I'hangod our modes of dealing with
sewage and efHuents ; wo liave sterilisation

by heat, chemicals, and electricity. Eloctricity

has been applied in various forms to building

in tho form of niotoi's for driving machinery,
for electric lighting, for bells, &c., and we can-

not sot any limit to its further dcvi'lopmont.

Inventive genius has called out nuinerous

applications in tho fomi of materials for

building to which it is needless to refer here.

The modem architect is besot with several

patented artificial .stones, now plast(jj-s, linings

for walls and ceilings, motiillic laths, and
many fireproof slabs quite unknown to the

old builder and ])lasterer, the uses of which
have considei-ably modified building. Thoir

effect on architectural design wo can hardly

foresee at present. In the earlier ages the

architect had simply to deal with stone, brick,

and plaster, materials ofwell-known properties

that could be wrought and bonded, and the

mechanical laboiu- upon which in time evolved

styles of architecture. But the same methods
of conversion, of working and handling can-

not be used for the block of artificial stone.

It must be cast or moulded before erection ;

it cannot be cut or carved like stone, and the

artificial substances or linings used for

walls and ceilings must also be made or

moulded before fixing. In the latter tho ma-
terial has to bo fixed in sheets or pieces

that have .already been made to designs. The
manufacturer does the architect's work, a

contradiction to the conception of architecture

to begin with. In tho old craftmanship days

every material was submitted to the archi-

tect, and was fashioned by his directing

mind. It was designed directly for the

building, and with special reference to it,

and was never intended to bo jilaced in any
other position. But in many kinds of

decoration in the market, made of embossed
materials and in those materials that are

cast or moulded, tho old piinciplo is con-
travened. The same design is applied to a

variety of different situations that have no
conditions in common . Several very valuable

new materials have been introduced during
recent years, or rather now applications of

natural substances, mineral and other,

that have rendered the architect's labour

much less difficult, and have inti'o-

duced methods of accomplishing various

important objects in building. The ancient

builders did not know, for example,
of any lining that would bo light, thin, and
non-conductive of heat and cold to cover the

walls and roofs of his gi'eat interiors ; they

had nothing approaching the (lualities of

many of the fire-resisting and fibrous sub-
stances that wo have ; no fibrous plaster or

asbestos slabs like "LTralito," which wo
noticed last week as a material of great value

;

nor any preparation of wood that rendered it

non-inflammal>lo. They only used plaster or

boards below their outer roofs ; the cathedral

builders soft stone for their inner vaults. If

j
they wanted to render their walls and base-

ments imperviou.s to damp they wore unable
to apply such materials as Callender's puie
bitumen or tho Ilygeian Rock composi-
tion. The ancient architect, if he wanted
to ceil his church, could only do so by
turning a vault of thin .stone, or make a
waggon-headed coiling of wood ; but the

modern architect has the choice di one or

more materials—such as fibrous plaster and
other compositions—that can be used for

ceilings or vaults, and at the same time form
a decorative covering. He can now vault his

buildings with a shell of concrete or soinn

other material. We are continually hearing

also of new applications of old materials for

decorative purposes. One of these is the
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omployment of copper or bronze for

decoration.

The inhoductious in the shaiie of fittin<;s
i

and hardwaie are too nulnero^l^^ to mention.
I

The ancient builder had to design and get

forged his own liinge.* or door-fa.-*tenings

;

now the architect has only to i^jiecify or onler

his patterns from the ironmonger or smith.

The supply is unlimited. But what are the

conclusions to be dla\^^l from the siip2>ly of

ready-made maiuifactured articles ': Have
those modern facilities really helped us in our

ait !" Have they been an unmixed blessing

or otherwise !' (>ne of the points coming into

notice is that the old designer or craftsman

im]>resscd e\ery requirement and material

with his own individuality ; everything bore

the impress of his mind. It is far otherwise

in these days: the manufacturer, as we
have said, designs and manufactures. The
old designs show a directness which tlu^

modem do not. The architect and art crafts-

man went, as it were, direct to Nature for

their inspiration ; each work ])assed through

the alembic of the miiul of the artist from
its conception to its execution ; the old

architect saw his own design carried out.

Now we have lost a gi-cat deal of this

dii'ectness of aim. The architect's design

goes through many hands. The designer

delegsites his work to the woi'kman, or

to several factory hands, before it comes
out finished ; the architect also loaves his

details to draughtsmen, and these in turn are

handed to the builder and foreman before

tbey are executed, so that often one sees the

original design terribly modified or travestied.

Again, this transference of the artist's work '

has made the architect more iTidependent and
indifferent, and there is a danger of his lapsing

into a mere professional agent for other
\

people's work. He delegates his work to

engineers, large fimis of masons, sculptors

and carvers, smiths, metal-workers, keramic
manufacturers, and decorators, and the

result is often very much mixed, confused,

and inhanuouious. Our buildings are apt to

suffer in integi'itj" and unity of character

for another reason. In the old time there

were only a few well-understood mate- I

rials, and" these were directly dealt with
j

by the architect. We have now niimberless

new materials that cau'only be dealt with by
specialists and manufacturers, so that the

architect has lost touch with a groat deal of

his work. Our gi'eat city buildings, .suites

of offices, hotels, and warehouses are the
results. "We cannot say they repre.scnt the
highest art in their execution. Their fittings

and e(|ui],)ment are the chief things aimed at,

and it is just this eiiuipnient tliat marks them
off from the buiUlings of a jirevious age. The
many-storied tenement house of Xew York
or Boston, of steel framework, which sup]iort

the walls, the terracotta projections, the fire-

pro(jfing, the hydraulic and electric ele-

vators, and electric-light wiring is jirob.ably

the mo.st modem scientific building, but wo
cannot regard it as a model. We have to

look . back to more primitive times, when
materials were few and more higlil\- valued,
and entered largely into the design i'or ai-chi-

tectui'al inspiration. Progi'ess in scientific

discovery has been a gi'cat aid to the
builder; but it has outrun art.

shafted piers, and painted glass, and its colour-

ing is also of that mystic subtilty of blended
hues which Sir AVyke Bayliss is so great a
master of. The colour is heightened by the
touches of scarlet and white in the cassocks,

vestments, and sui-])liccs' of the priest and
acolvt

vigorous sketch of a wurzel field (46). His
"Surrey Cornfield," and other landscapes
show W. Haite's finn handling of colour.
" .Vutumn Gold," a solid mass of foliage

bathed in glowing colour, is rather a piece of
impressionism. On the end wall Miss Ivo Eae

proceeding to the elegant shi-ine in paints a charming riverscajie in shimmering
the foreground. On the opposite wall is a grey pearly tones (S9) ''Winter Evening";
figureofa fair young girl ''.A ('ajitive Briton

(()) with a wreath of oak-leaves, clad in a

blue embroidered rolie, whit'h discloses her
bare shoulders and arms, canying a salver of

also a girl reading, " The Story Book,"
unaffected in pose and coloiu' (915). Eobert
Morlej-'s '-An Old Crofter" (109), an old
man over his porridge and biscuits, is

the girlish figure with delicacy, liut a little

too much is made of the jiedestal of flowers

at her side. No. 33 we have a cleverly

paiTited study of a little girl nursing a rabbit
near a hutch. The liaekgroiuid of rich

;

fruit. A backgrouml of white marble sets off
I

pathetic; and " Novenilier." by C. II. East-
lake, in its breadth and fiat tones of the trees

and cottages and river, is marked by sincerity,'

and truth of colour. Then we have a strong

portrait of a lady (117), by B. C. Burnet;
and J. J. Shannon's full-length '' Portrait of

lossom of tulips, peonies, poi)]iies, and other
j
Mrs. H.arold Burke," in low-cut dress of

flowers is painted with nuich breadth and > figured satin and fan, graceful and refined,

feeling, and the dazzling sunlight on the Other pictures in this gallery are a pleasing-

face and shoulders of the gul make a
j

harmony, "Blue and Gold,"' a Eingwooa
subtle study of light and colour by W.

j

landscape, by W. W. Planning (12j), Beat
Graham Eobertsou. Other subje(.-t pictures Yicat Cole's large, solid, and finished landg
to notice are Walter Blundell Thompson's

i
scape, "Banks of the A\Tiarfe " (136), Toi]^

"The Life Class" (62), a large cla-ssroom Robertson's " Cool September Mom," a weM
with students drawing a nude model of a girl handled riverside, and works by Giffard !ffi^

seated, very reserved and quiet intone; J. ' Lenfesty (142), and Adam E. rroct<n- (13).

Milner-Kite's "La Toilette," a girl combing i Eutland Banington has two delightful

out her hair before a mirror in the daik. K Hampshire landscapes (34 and 140). In

I

vase of wallflowers stands on the shelf, and
the dark blue of the girl's dress makes a nice

contrast of colour ; the dark sombre tones are

helpful; andT. F. M. Sheard, the secretary's,

largo snow scene "The Outcast" (119), a
snow-covered landscape with sunset sky.
Trudging along the road, a young woman,
her .shawl covering her head and shoulders,,

passes a comfoi-table roadside homestead
cottage with glowing light in the window.
Behind, two other figures watch the lonely

the South-east and Xoith-east galleries a
few works call for notice. Fred. F. Foottet;

has a fiery-red landscape, "The Sower!'

(152), rather sensational, and near it EaljJi

Hedley's large pictiu'o
'

' Scottish Prisoners

in the" Tower of St. Nicholas, Newcastle,'^

an episode in the EebeUion of 1644, somj^

amied soldiers under the flying buttre.s.s|p

of the tower lantern. One holds a beacc^

light aloft, and we see the distmt view of

city. It is bold and dramatic. Hal Hull

one, and in the distance is the village with I whose work is always strong and convincii

its church. Mr. Sheard's scene has pathetic
|
sends a full-length portrait of Mrs. T. Bel

interest, and his rendering of the hoar frost ! (166), a fair woman in a rich, low-cut, K
on ti-ees and hedges is well painted. Mr.

j
velvet dress with blue lined ennine cloak, a

Sheard's " Portrait " in .another gallery (222) very stately figure. Gilbert Foster's little

and his " Witch " (35S) are clever. Eobert landscape study of an imdergi-owth (160) is a

Christie, a young painter, has an ambitious
;
ch,arming jrieco of colour ; the grass is speckled

II

.: I

1,.r

theme in his conception of "Juno" (130), a

large woi'k, decorative in its handling and
blue colour. His goddess is apjiarcntly the
Greek legend as she isdescribed in the ' Iliad,"

and is shown riding through the sky in a
chariot drawn by eagles; on each side of

her are peacocks ; round the head of

the goddess is a cloud of amorini and
attendants. Landscapes and coast scenery
are ably dei)icted in several works. Eeginald
Smith is masterful in his rugged cliffs

and wild seas. His rocky coast scene (S)

is forcible, and we notice the wave-beaten
rocks in " Pentre " (163), a vigorous coast

view. H. Perev Heard his

with bluebells very tender in quality. A.

study of a girl reading (173) absorbed in hfijr

book, by William Kneen, is natural and ii4^

affected in colour and style. A long, decorative

de.sign for "Panel or Frie7,e : Conflict," by
Edgar Davies, deserves notice for invention

and force : the conflict between men and the

dragon is powerfully painted. George A.

Holmes has a little subject, " Great Expecta-

tions," a boy holding a root through a stye

filled with clambering young pigs, cleverly

painted; and there is a rich colour and sin-

cerity of handling in " :Moorland Eoad :
Otley

Church," 1)V W. Manners (191). Flora M.

Shore" (1), ii sky and calm sea expanse,
I'oflecting sunset clouds, is a fine coloiu-

harmony, and F. A. W. Annstrong's "Ll_\ni

Bochlwyd. N. Wales " (22), a large rock-bound
inlet of the sea, is imi)ressive in its very
darkness. Bcale Adams's " ]\[orning, St.

Ive.s " (9) is delightfully limpid and fresh ; long
lines of wave crests tumliling in a sandy beach,

and the colour chamiing. Wo must note
also Alfred J. Edwards' very largo sea piece,
" The Sea Toiler's Home," witli its liquid sea

and harbour, admirable and rich in colour

(29), and his other Scotch coast scenery

Lonely i Eeid's little ' market-piece, " Ecturning iron

Market, Eoucn," is full of her wonted strength

and character. Leonard Watts's portrait of

a lady in bright pink silk is a trying subject

to iia'int. and quite kills the comjdexion of

the young lady. Very hard and unpleasant

in colour also is F. Hamilton Jackson's

classical figure-subject, " Autumn " (204).

Percy E. Craft has '"A Naturalist" (205), «^

boy ' engaged in mounting specimens of

butterflies," A commonplace work is P.

Percy Wild'.s "Sunny Backwater," a girl Ml

apuiit; and several "other indifferent works

of <ienvi! that would have been better excluded.
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(216). Percy E. Craft's (36) large coast view
{

There is not much in such a picture ji the

THE EOY.VT. SOCIETY OF BEITISH
ARTISTS.

IN the .spring exhibition of this ohl sf>ciety,

some discretion has been shown by the
hanging committee in excluiling ])ictures of

n commonplace and feeble kind, and to this

extent it favourably compares with t'. epro-
ductionsofanother rcccntlj' opened e.xhibition.

But there is s-till room for imprnvement.
In the central galleiT we notice a few bold
cinvases. The president's large interior of

Louvain Cathedral (91) imjn-essesby its noble
perspective of receding vistas, its richly

["Flirtation," a coujile of young women
walking along the beach, and a young fi.sher-

I

man looking back, has freshness and light.

I

We must also notice some clever .studies of

fig-ures bv Ilaynes King, "A Young
Alother's Care" (47), "Watching," &c.,,in

his usual finished style ; a portrait by J. J.

Al.sop, a ladv in low-cut satin dress, delicate
i

.„._..„.- .. „ ._- -

in colour (55); M. A. Bell's " Gathering
j

(221). A portrait by T. F. if. Sheard, ami

Apples," girls in an orchard, a studv of sun- E. Borough Johnson's " Lady in Grey arc

light gleams flat in treatment; F'rank redeeming among a good deal that is trashy m

I

Spenlove-Spcnlovc's " Fai-m Road," a finelv- sentiment, affected in comjiosif ion and colour,

toned evening effect, dark cottages and hills
\

E. Grant Eowe has a large landscape, rather

'against a light skv, and Geo. C. Haitfe's i agi'eeable in colour; but it lacks vigour ami

Stat-ue on the Grass," a young cavalier

looking at the white headless trunk of a

marble goddess Iving stretched on the gi'a.ss

with her head in'another sjiot—rather night-

marish in idea ; oi'' in others near to warrant

hanging them. F. 'Wliitehead's
'

' Worcester-

shii-o Cottage " (212) is bright, also Jiimes

Townshend's " jVmong the Golden (iorso

mMMu
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.li't;ul ii) tlic f()ros:i'o>iiiil. W- Tattmi "White'.s

•• liinTing Boats" (241) alono; a quay is

ailmiriililc in (lrawin]sr an*l atmo.-iihere, and
w,] have also a poetical oompo.-iition by the

>i't'rrtavy. " Music oV>i- the Senses Softly

Stealing" (-Ha), and " Warm September
"

(•J4.'5), by J. Ireland, over the fireplace.

J. D. Fer<»usson's Tangier subject is a strong
-tiidy of sunli;^lit and blue sky, with figures

ou the sh.idow of a wall. W. Ayerst Ingram
})aints a few strong seascapes. " Eescue," a

arge screw vessel bearing down on a shij)-

nTe<'keil crew ("Jfi^), "A Liner " in the Jiay

of Biscay, indicate power and reserve in this

branch. A. Moiilton Fowerakor. in a road
-cene. "Cornwall" (2(i2), has a ijuiet and
.-yin])athetic landscajie—an ojieu country road,

with its line of telegraph poles along a field,

very characteri.stie of the scenery. Alex.
Madear's "Edge of the Spinny " is also

•truthful. The light and atmos2)here in
" Normandy I'astures," by W'ynfVn-d Dew-
burst (271), is subtle in its vibratory effect of

nnliglit. Very clever, too, is J. W. Parson's
The >\lute Sands of Kilmorey " (208).

i^liss Agnes Stringer, in "Anxious Moments,"
<lcpicts a cottage room, with a mother watch-
ing by the bedside of a child (209). Chas.
F. M. Cleverly has a fantasy, " Children of

the Mist," a rock-bound landscape ; in the
ri.sing mist fairy figures are desporting them-
selves.

There are a few interesting water-colours
in the north galleries. "Under the South
Downs " (2X7), a meadow with girls at work,
hy Herbert Shroder, is broadly handled in

flat washes of colour ; and we also see some
truthful colour in "Old Houses on "\Miitby
Pier" (290), by W, Matthi.son. Giffard H.
Lenfostey sends several studies of land-
scape, amongst them " A Hurrying Wind"
(294) ap])Oals to oiu- sense of cijour and
moving atmosiihere. The two persons walk-
ing' over the common under a stormy skv,
Iiressecl forward by the wind, and the old
tower in the distance, make a pleasing scene.
"Silver Light" (•i42), a moonlight effect,

and "The Storm," full of freshness and
colour in the sea, arc other vigorous studies.
Two pleasing studies of face and figui-e are
' Simidicity " (289), a child's face very sweet
in exjuession and simple, bv J. Ernest Breun

;

and • • Margaret " (290), by Victor W. Burnand,
a study from Teiuiyson's poem, a three-
quartcn- length figure of a girl in pale green
skirt lUciiUeti-, with a large black hat, one
hand holding the .skirt of the dress, exceed-
ingly graceful in (bawing and colour.
J Libert Coop's " Acro.ss the Sands." a large
pictiu-e showing a sandy beach near sea ; the
painter ha^ very realistically depicted the
iilllocks and rocks. The President's interior

i "BasUica of St. John Lateran, Eome

"

-()). is masterful in drawing and colour.
1 thur Tucker has a large picture. ' • A "West-
Ireland Sheep Farm" (329), a hilly land-
ipe illumined by the sun and "partly
i^cured by mist—Very skilfully rendered';
id we notice also W. H. C". Groome's
I'lickoring Shadows" (333), W. H. J.

JJoot's " Dcvon-shire Mill" (34.5): "Isoult
la Desirous " (340), illustrating Maurice
Hewlett, Ls clever and quaint, a luule figure
scate<l on a river's bank, by Arthur Stewart.
J. J. Alsop, in "The "Lovers" (351), a
happy couple tripping over a field overgrown
with wild flowers at sunset, has given us a de-
-Utful study, simply and feelinglyeonceived;
'
IS "ADevonshu-eCottage, Clovellv" (36.5).

» harles Low in the "Village Inn" (348), Mi.ss
• 'burton's St. William's College, and Thomas
'unning's "Moorland Road" (360) .are of
terest. The chalk cUff and figures (369),
Summer," by W. H, C. Groome, are deftly

dnuvn. Arthur Legge's " The Sentinel,
Wmchelsea" (370), a windmill study, is

J

'load and unaffected: and Arthur Tucker
has a jdeasing village sketch (3791. A rich
piece of colour is Miss Ida Eett's '" Visitors
ti'om ConiwaU " (3,S7). Over the fireplace is

1 cleverly-drawn figure study, " A Pressing

Engagement—Who said 'Cats'?" by W.
Henry Gore, a young girl holding a dog in

her lap, restraining him (39.5). The colour

is rehned. Lance Thackeray's "Breezy"
(400) is delightfully fresh, and suggestive of

strong wind; a number of people on an exposed
prt)menade to the sea, simple and unaffected in

handling. A few works on the screen,

notably "A J5r^ezy !M'orning." by F. Spen-
love-Sjieulove :

" .V Birch Study " (4 17), the

"Bluebell (Jatherer " (429), and a view at i

Mineheatl, Somerset (459) by J. J. AU.so]),

and some cajiital studies and sketches of Kly
Cathedral, by Laurence Davis (444) ;

" Silver

Sands," by Tattoo Winter, may be mentioned.
W. T. M. llawkworth's drawing of an old

church interior, with carved pulpit (457), and;
E. Gouldsmith's " A Westian Shore," a

vigorous sea study (472), must be noticed. In
the vestibule the admirable sketches by Tom
Browne, including about thirty subjects,

many of them brimful of humour, as in
" Jack Ashore," " The Showman," " The
Strong Man," "Finishing Touches," "The
Race " : also a few broad sketches of land-
scape, as the "River at Blackwall," cannot
be passed. Full of human spiijiathy and
comicality, they are excellent examples of

the work of this dei>icter of character.

I..AXDS CL,VU5ES COXSiH.lDATlox ACT, ViVi.

Pinr/nisf n/' fttnds hy aiirfanftil

:

—
ruwi-r to purchase land by iigri-eement :... Section 6
Parties under tlis;ibility enr.blod to i^ell and
convey ! „ 7

Parties under di8.ibilitv to exercise their other
P"wci-a ; „ 8

.Vniount of comijcnsation in case of paities under
disability to be ascertained by valuation and
paid into the bank '. 9

Power to purchase lands required for additionnl
aecc.niniodation

.Vuthority to sell and repiu'chnse such lands
Kestiiiint on purchase" from incapacitited per-
sons

Munieij)al corijorations not to sell ^^-ithout the
approbation of the Treasurj' .^

VALCATIOXS AND COMPENSATIONS..

XOTF.S ON" THE LAW.

-X.

I'll rchase of htmls otherwise than ht/ af/rt'oim-ut

:

—

-

Capital to he suliscribofl before compiilsovy
jiowoi-s of purehiise put in force ".

CertiHcntv of two justices to be evidence that the
ciipital has been subscribed .'.

Notice- (if intention to take lands to be given by
the promotei-s

Notices to be served pei-soually upon the pai-ties

intei-ested. if jiossible

Notice upon eoii>oration aggregate to be left at
principa 1 oftices

If iKii-tics f:iil to traat, or in case of dispute,
iiuostion to be settled ashcronft^r imntinnfil

Jiutlces:—
Disputes to bo settled by two justices \\liere

claim does not exceed £')()

Where claim execrds £.50, to be settled by arbi-
tnition or a juiy, at the option of the pai^ty
claiming .'.

Sections 2ii, 24, to 37 or.

tto,i Ai-.t, 1889.

L.VSDS CLAl'SES AjCTS—FOKM CODE OF LAW FOR PUBLIO
UNDKRTAKINGS— AVOID REPETITION- OF PROVISIONS FOR
seen WORKS—APPLY FOR PUBLIC UNDERTAKINGS ALSO
TO PREVIOl'S ACTS—" REO. V. LORD MAYOR OF LONDON "'

—.TITDOMENT, BLACKBITRN J. — INTENTION OF LEGISLA-
TCRE TO FOLLOW THIS CODE.— SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL
ENACTMENTS AS THEY AFFECT SURVEYOR — LANDS
CLAUSES CONSOLIDATION ACT, lS45 — PURCHASE OF
LANDS BY AGREEMENT — PURCHASE OF LANDS OTHER-
WISE THAN BY AGREEMENT — SETTLED BY TWO
.lU.STICES, THE CLAIM DOES NOT EXCEED £50—PROCEDURE
BEFORE .lUIlV—ENTRY UPON
—LANDS LET ON LEASE—OMITTED INTERESTS IN LAND
SUPERFLUOUS LAND—LANDS CLAUSES CONSOLIDATION ACT,
1860—EXTEND SCOPE OK THE 1845 ACT—LANDS CLAUSES
CONSOLIDATION ACT, 1869—THE LANDS CLAUSES UMPIRE
ACT, 188.3—THE RAILWAY CLAUSES CONSOLIDATION ACT,
1815—THE RAILWAY CLAUSES ACT, 1863—THE REGULATION
riF RAILWAYS ACT, 1868—THE WATERWORKS CLAUSES
ACT, 1847—THE ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ACT, 1870—THE
PUBLIC HEALTH ACT, 1875—THE HOUSING OF WORKING
CLASSES ACT, 1890—THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT, 1874

—

ENACTMENTS AFFECTING THE METROPOLIS—THE METRO-
Pi)I,IS LOCAL MANAGEMENT ACTS—TABLE XIV.—COSI-
PULSORV PURCHASE—NUISANCES : SEWERS—THE LON-
DON BUILDING ACT, 1894—FRONTAGE LINE—BUILDING
OWNER—MICHAEL ANGELO TAYLOr'S ACT—RELATES TO
PAVING AND IMPROVING THE STREETS.

IT is not our purpose in any ^vay to invade
the legal portion of this subject except so

so far as just to touch on those points that the
surveyor should know. The Lands Clauses Acts
comprise many different enactments. They fonn
a code of huw that ai)plies to the acquisition of
lands required for undertakings or works of a
public nature, and to the compensation to be
paid for the same. They, therefore, avoid the
necessity of repeating- such provisions in each
separate Act authorising- such undertakings, and
insure greater uniformity in can-^-ing out such
works. .Such Acts apply for all undertakings of

a public or quasi-public nature. They also apply
to Acts passed previously to such Lands Clansos
Acts where the former are varied by a fresh Act.
In *'Reg. V. Lord Mayor of London" (1867

L.R., 2 Q.B. 29-2, L.T." 280), Blackbuni J.,

in his judgment, said that "The Lands Clauses
Consolidaiiun Act ^v;is p;Lssed to make a general
code regulating llie manner in which lands might
be taken under the authority of Parliament, and
compensation made for injmy occasioned by
what was thus legalised by the legislatm'e ; and
we think that construing any Act of Parliament
passed since that Act, we ought to suppose
that the Legislature intended to follow this
code, excejit where, by the express language
of the Special Act, or by necessary intendment
fi'om its pro-visions, it appeai-s that the intention
of the Legislature was in some particulars to
depart from that general code and substitute
something else."

The Lands Clauses xVcts therefore regulate the
procedure', &o., by which compensation cases are
regulated. We will now give a .short summary
of tlie principal enactments so far as they affect

our subject. It is hoped that such summary
may prove a useful guide to the surveyor :—

Method of pmc&idhitf j'lh

justices

Jury

:

—
Promotei-sto give 10 daj-s before .summoning a
jury

Wumuit for simimon^ to be addressed to the
sheriff

Pro\isions applicable to sheriff apply to coroner. .

.

A jiuy of 24 to be summoned
A jurj' of 12 to be empanelled
The slieriff t^) preside ; -\\-itnesses to be sum-
mtmed ; view by the jury

Sums tci be assessed separately for pui-chase of
lands and for damage .'.'....

Vei-dict and judgment to be recorded
LANDS—MORTGAGED LANDS Cost of thc ilUIuiiy, hoW bomC

12
13

U

15

16

17

IS

VJ

20

21

23

affttctt'tl hij the Arbttra-

r^fttliiifi 'fi.'-;p)'(ts fn r'orc

Special juiy to be summoned at the request of
either pai-ty ".

Corapensatinii to ali^^eiit ]iaities to be assessed by
a survi'vor appuintcd by two ju.^tices

Citmix-Jisiitiiiii tn iiichidr iliiMage for severance-..
.\!>i"''il ;i:j:iiiivi vahiatii-ii of nominated suireTor

^r, r, .-,K l,y abs.-nt p;irty .'....

I'aity in pnsscssion to he deemed the owner
Cost of conveyances to be boiTie by promoters ...

Eiitr'i itp'm lamlx :
—

Payment to be made by promoters previous to
entiy, except to .suiTey

Promtitei-s may enter by making deposit by way
of secuiity and giving a bond

Penalty upon the promoters for entering without
consent, &:c

Parties not to be reqmred to sell part only of a
house or other building

Where lands so cut through as not to leave mora
than a statute acre on either side, owner can
compel promoters to buy. Exception where
owner has other land adjoining

Pi'omoters may insist on purchase where expense
of bridging. A:c., exceeds the value

Copyhold lands to be enfranchised .';..

Compensation for common lands, how to be paid,

&c

Mmiyii.j^dla.uU:-

Power to redeem mortgage-
Procedure when moi-tgage exceeds value of the
land

Sum to be paid when p?.rt only of raortgaged
land taken

Lands subject to rent charges .. .

Lfiirls hi on lease :—
Where part only taken, rent to be apportioned...
Tenants to be compen.satpd
Compensation for yearly tenants, &c
Lease to be produced when a greater interest

than from year to year
Compulsoiy purchase cannot be exercised by

proraotei's after the expii'ati(m of the pre-
scribed period, or, if none, then three years
from the passing of the Act is the limit

.33

39
40
41
42

40
50
51

5^
63

84

85

89

92'

04

, lOS

, no

, 112

, lloto
118

110
120
121

OmUttd ;,>t<:. id :

Wlicre promotoi"y, through mistake, have omitte<l
to pui-chase an interest affecting land, when
such right is estjiblished by law, promotoi"s
shall pay compcni^tion, including for mesne
profits .

'

How tlie value of the above shall be estimated ...

Promotoi"s to pay costs of such litigation.

Snp-'i-jhtour: lowh:—
Lands acquired, but not required for puipoL^c
under the special Act t<i be sold witliin the
])rc.scribed period, or if none within 10 ycaiv; of
the time limited for completion. In default
sucli land rests in owniers of adjoining land ...

Such lands to be offered to pei'.sons who origin-
ally held same, or to adjoining ownei-s

121

125
126
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THE L.\NDS CLAl'SES C0N80I.IPATI0S ACTS AMENDMENT
ACT, IStJO.

Sections 10 and 11 of t«nds C.C. Act, 1S13, ex-
tended to all sales where p:irties under dis-
abilities „ 2

The scope of the IS 15 Act extended to purchaser
of land for pubUe purposes „ fi

The Secretiin' for "War to have power to u-se tlie

Act in the same way as a pivmotfir „ 7

THE LANDS t'LArSKS CONSOLIDATION ACT, lS(il>.

Cost of arbitrations, where either partj* re«iuii¥s,

may be settled by a master of the superior
courts „ 1

THE LANDS CLAUSES (rMIMRE"^ ACT, 1SS3.

Extends the p.>wer of appointment of umpire
by the Board of Ti-ade

THE RAILWAY CLACSES CONSOLIDATION AOF, 1815.

Construction of railway to be subject to this Act,
and also to the Lands Clauses Consolidation
Act „ 6

limiting de\'iation from Datum lines describi'd

on sections. \-c „ 11
Public notice to be given before such de\iations.

.\djoininfr owners gui appeal to Hoard of Trade
apiiust such de\Tations ,. V2

limitini^ de\iiitions from gradients, ciuves, A:c... „1 ItSrlS

List of works comivtny may execute „ 16
Power to take tem[s>r.»ry pos.session of land with-
out previous pjiyment „ 32

Compiiny to give notice before such temporary
p<isscs,sion „33&IW

Owner may object that other lands should be
taken „ 35

Power of two justices to order tliat lands and
materials shall not he t;iken 36

Ditto that other lands be t-ikeii ,, 37
Ditto to sunimnn other oH-nei-s before them ,, .38

The company to give sureties if required ,, .3!'

The compauy to separate lands before using .sjime ,, 40
Lands tilcen for getting materials therefrom. &c.,

to be worked as surveyor or owner may direct ,, 41
Owners of ditto may compel compiny to purchase
lands so tempomrily occujiied „ 42

C'ompensjition to be paid for temporaiy occu-
pation ,, 43

Compensation to be a.scci'taincd under Lands
Clauses Acts „ 44

L.and may be taken for additional station.s, i:c. . . . „ 45
Gates, bridges, fences, drtiins, watering-places

for cattle, &c., to be nuide and maint-uned by
the company „ 66

Ditferences as to such accommodition works to
be settled by two ju.stices „ 69

Execution of such works by owner on default by
the company ,, 70

Power of owner to make additional accommocU-
tion works ,, 71-73

Owners to be allowed to cro.ss until accommoda-
tion works are made „ 74

Company not entitled to minerals „ 77
Company may puivhase mines or minerals ad-
jacent to railway wliich, if worked, would
damage their works ,, 78-80

Company to make compemtition for injuiy done
to mines „81&82

Powei-s of compiiny to enter and inspect mine.s,
and to require means to be adopted for the
safety of the railway ,,83-85

Arbitrations, powers, procedure, costs, aw,irds.,.. "^'^^,ot

THE RAILWAY CLAUSES At'T, l.S(J3.

Parties aggrieved by extension of time may be
compensated for additional damage „ 20

Extension of time not to affect existing contract-*
and notices „ 21

THE REGULATION OF RAILWAYS ACT, 1868.

Company may apply to High Court to hear ca-sea
of compen.sation under Lands Clau.ses Con-
solid.aticm Act, 1815 ,, 41

THE waterworks" CLAUSES ACT, 1SI7.

Consolidated pro\isions usually contained in Act*
anthorising the making of waterworks for
supplying towns with water

THE ELEMENTARV EUUC.VTIOX ACT, 1870.
An Act to pro\ide for public element.ar\* educa-

tion in Knglani and Wales, and enabling
School Boaixls eompnlsoi-ily to purcha.se sites.
rhe Lands Clauses Acts are incoipcnuted in
thisAct

THE rURLlC HEALTH ACI', 1S75.

Consolidated and amended Acts relating to
public health. The Ljinds Clau.ses Acts are
incorporated, witlx a few exceptions

THE HOUSING OF THE WORKINO CLASSES ACT, IBiW.

Con.'iolidated the ,\cts relating trj the housing of
the working clas.ses. Many of the provisions
of the Lands Clauses Acts are inconiorated . .

.

THE LOCAL C.OVERNMENT ACT, 18!>(.

Makes further proi-i.sion for I^tKavl Government
in England and Wales, and incorpin'ates the
Lands Clauses Acts

WITH KKGAHI) TO THE METllOPOHS, THE FOLLOWING
liXACTMENTS Al-FF.CT THE .SUllVEYOU :—

T!ie Mi/yopoIi-1 J.ornl Miiiin//fm/-iif Acta.—These
ooiui.risea .strie.s of fnactrncnt.s pa.ssod in <h<- years
18').), 1.S.56, 1862, 1S7S, 1878, 1870, and 1882.
Among the jiowcrs conf-n-iil on local authori-

ties are the foUowing :

—

Table XIV.
To repiir sewers, and from time to time construct new

one.*.

To in.spect drains, privies, nnd cesspools.
To cover over ditches, open drains, fcc.
To provide and maintain urinals and other public con-

veniences.
To remove existing projections in front of any building

in r.r.y street.

Compiihorii Purchase.—X.^nlike the case of a
railway company, the Council can only be com-
pelled to jmrchase land where the sewer affects

the surface of that land. The Council may, as

aliove stated, inspect drains and cesspools ; and
where these are found to be in projier order, they

are to be reinstated at the expense of the Council,

compensation being made for all damage caused

by the inspection. Also, in covering over any
open ditch, they must make compensation for any
rights to the use of the water or stream destroyed

or interfered with,

Xiiiiances.—An action for a nuisance will lie

where a stream becomes polluted by reason of a

new system of drainage executed by a district

board." Damage occasioned by the erection of

urinals or other public conveniences is to be
defrayed as portion of tht expense of sewerage.
^NTiei'e the Council act under their power to

remove projections, they must give seven days'

notice ; and in eases where the projection is

removable imder any previously-existing Act, no
compensation need be made.

Srucrs.—It is to be noted that should a sewer
be constructed by any district board, and injury
subsequently arise to such sewer by reason of

works done on the adjoining land, the Board are
not entitled to compensation. Should, for in-

stance, the lateral support of the adjacent ground
be necessary to the stability of the sewer, this

must be secured by the purchase of the ground by
the Board.

For these and other purposes the London
County Council and district Boards are em-
powered, by the 18 and 19 Viet. cap. 120 (with
which is incorporated certain i)ortions of the
Lands Clauses Act, 1845), to purchase lands, or
any right or easement in or over lands, which
they may deem necessary for the formation or

'

protection of the works which they are authorised
to execute.

No land or easement over land can be com-
pulsorily taken without the written consent of the
Secretary of •State ; and before applying for such
consent the London County Council should adver-
tise in a London daily pajjer at least once in each
of four consecutive weeks, stating the nature of

the works proposed : a place where a plan of such
works may be seen ; and the quantity of land or
nature of the rights proposed to be acquired.

In addition, they should serve a notice on the
owners or lessees, four weeks before application is

made to the Secretary of State, stating the par-
ticulars of the land or rights required, and that
the Council is wiUing to treat for the purchase
thereof, and as to the compensation to be made
for damage.
The modes of settlement of disputed cases

are :—Before two justices, where claim does not
exceed £50, or by arbitration where claim does
exceed £50. There is no provision for a jurj'

under this Act.
Where the works of the Council will interfere

with those of any i-ailway or canal, notice,

accompanied by plans, is to be given to the com-
pany ; and if within seven daj-s objection be
made, the works are not to be commenced, but
reference is to be made to an engineer appointed
by the Board of Trade on application by either
party, to determine the manner in wliich the
works are to be done.

VXDEK THE LONDON' HIILDING ACT, 1894:

Frontni/c Zinc.—The Loudon County Council
may take down and set back buildings projecting
before a general street line, making eoraperLsation

for all damage and expense caused thereby. I*

should be noted that an en-or in the deposited
plans does not invalidate the power to purchase
compulsorily.

Disputes between building and adjoining
owners are to be settled by a surveyor, or by a
third surveyor appointed by those of the respective
parties. An appeal to theC'ounty-court from the
decision of the surveyors is allowed ; and an action
in the superior courts may be brought if the
appellant can prove to the satisfactiiui of the
County-court juilge that, if the matter be decided
against him, he will be liable to pay a sum,
exclusive of costs, exceeding £50.

JIdiMiiif/ Ouiier.—A building ownerha-saright,
under certain conditions, to raise any party
structure iiermitted by the .\ct to be raised ; but
he must make good all damage occasioned thereby.
'JTic damage here refen-ed to is structural damage
only, as surveyors called in to arbitrate on the

,

di.sputu woulil liavi' no jurisdiction on a point of
i

damage tip light and air. I'nrlcr the .-Vet, the
I

building owner is liable to a cumulative penally
for neglect to make good such structural damaL.'( .

Michael Aiirjch Tiii/lor's Act (37 Geo. III.) \v:iv

passed for the purpose of the better paving, im-
proving, and regulating the streets of the Metro-
polis, and removing and preventing nuisances
therein. Compensation is assessed on the sam..-

basis as under the Lands Clauses Acts.

HOW TO ESTIMATE ; OR, THE ANALYSIS
OF BUILDERS' PRICES.—III.

By John T. Rea, F.S.I., Surveyor, War Dept_

THE ratio of labour to material is an importauC
factor in the calculation of the value

builder's work, and good or bad artisans mi
_

frequently make the difference between profit an!

loss on a building. Idle and indifferent workmen
always mean a loss to their emjdoyer, and this har
been emphatically brought home to the writer
after four years' experience on Government works
in the West Indies, where it was found that the
economy of execution wholly depended on the
strict supervision of the negro. The British

mechanic, however, is capable and energetic when
he likes to exert himself, but trade-unions have
lessened the amount of his work, and by insisting'

upon a uniform rate of wages have reduced the
good operative to the level of the indifferent one.

This, and the risk which contractors run as a
result of the various trade disputes, have caused a
general advance in rates to meet contingencies.

From 1865 to 1875 the general rise in the cost of

building in London was oyer 12 per cent., while
that between 1885 and now is assessed at 15 jicr

cent. Within the last forty years workmen's
wages show a total increase of SO per cent., and.

materials have risen in cost nearly 60 per cent./

This increase may likewise be attributed to the

building regulations now in force, and to the

greater conveniences and ornamentation in

present-day houses.

The following table shows the proportion which
materials and labour bear to each other in the

different trades :

—

Trade.
Proportion for Plant

and Materials.

Excavator
Dniinage work
Bricklayer
Mason
Slater
Tiler

Carpenter
Joiner
Smith
Plasterer
Plumber
Painter
Glazier

'/s

Proportion for
Labour.

"As

J-'

Vt
Vi
V,
"/a

Wages and hours alter according to localit

and, it may be added, according to strikes ; but,

genei'ally speaking, the time is about nine or ten

hours a day, and five or six hours on Saturday.

This may "be taken at, say, 50 hours jier week in

summer, and 44 in mid-winter. The trade-

unions are constantly dictating lesser hours and

higher wages. The National Association of JIaster

Builders of Great Britain issue statements frOm

time to time as to the condition of trade, showing

the state of the labour market and comparative

lists of the hours worked jier wctk, and the rate

of wages per hour in the various branches of the

building trade throughout the United Kingdom.
For the purposes of calculation, ten hours jier dajr_

have been allowed in this work. .^1'

The rates of wages in London maj' be taken 83-3

Per hour. Per day.

E.xcavatoi's 7d. or Ss. led.

Bricklayers lOd. „ Ss. 4d.

L.abourers (id. „ 5s. Od.

Masons lOd. „ 8s. 4d.

Pariors i»d. „ 7b. (id.

Slaters lid. „ 98. 2d.

Tilers .....:... IM. „ 8s. 4d.

C'.ai-penters lOil. „ Ss. id.

Joiners lod. „ 8s. 4d.

Smiths led. „ 8s. 4d.

Pliunbers lid. „ »s. 2d.

Plasterers KM. „ 8s. 4d.

Painters !>d. „ 7». 6<'-

Glaziers , . »d. „ 7s. Bd.

Paperhangeis 9(t. „ 7b. Gd.

Gasfitters lOd. „ 8s. 4d.

The London radius, within which is the agree-

ment as to wages and hours of labour between

the Central Association of JIaster BuiMers of

London and the various unions' npcratives, is

twelve miles, measured in a straight liuo from
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Chiiritiif Cross. This limit his be(>n adopted by author of constants in these articles, as they are
the Works Department of the London C'junty ' often ridiculously minute as re^'ards the number
L'jimcil. of decimal placi'S, tliouifh they serve as a ^uide in
For (viYiVi/ji- in London th' following; rates are thiMUorc )iractic.il adaptati(m of time as repre-

aduiitled :—From leivin;;-o.f (im-; until 8 p.m.
;

sentativo of thr. labour required,

tini:* and a (piartiu*, fi"om 8 ji.m. to 10 jlui. tim.; I The crises ^iven are very simple ones, ami have
an 1 a half, after 10 p.m. iloulilr lim '. The extra been purposely chiwen to illustrate the tirst ajipli-

Mu Saturdays from leavin^:-o!f tiiue until 4 p.m. caticjn of tlu'se factors. Terhaps, on the whole.
i^ tuue and a half, after 4 p.m. double time
For tiilf u-ork the work in water or licpiid mud

is .allowed as ordinary tim ? and a third ; work
interrupted by tides is alloweil as ordinary time
and a half : and when work is in water and
interrupti>d by ti<le8 double ordinary time will bo
allowed. The contractor finds w.iter-boots with- i

out extra charge. I

Each mechanic will require a ]»rtion or the
whole of a labourer's time to attend u]ion him in

supidying- material, &c., to the spot. Two brick-
|

layei-s will rerpiire one labourer or hoilsman
between them; a mason will reciuire one labourer;
a .slater w.inls a labourer or lioy ; two carpenters
or joinei's need one labourer between them : two
]ilaslercrs one labourer between them : and a
]ihimber nearly always requires a boy. Painter's
work is often perfonned by a labourer, as well as
whiti'washin;,'. &c., which means a considerable
sivinir. Takinur down old walling- and timberinf;-

can likewise be frequently done equally well by
labour

owiustothesn\alluessof most items, it is handiest
to use constants dealing- with the decimal parts
of hours than those treatinj; of the fractions of
d.iys, thou.ijh the results an^ the same. Diffia-ent

authorities icive dificrcnt constants, aceordinj;- to
how Ihey rey-ard the capabilities of the workmen

;

Rut those of Hurst and Fletcher may be rej^arded
as pretty aeeurati'.

{To Itc coittimtctf.)

rj-'HKfortniijhtly r

_L Association wji

TlIK .VKCmTL:L'TUR.\L .VS.SOCIATION.

meeting of tho Architectural
IS held on Friday evening,

Jlr. H. T. Hare, vice-president, in the chair.
Tho foUowine; new members were elected : W.
Boyd, E. K. Sl.adens, H. Lawrence, and H.
Prince. The chairman announced that Mr. W.
Hampden ^\'. Pratt having resigned the office of
trustee of the .V. .\. Travelling Studentship, the
committee had nominated in his stead Jlr. H. Drers.

C'ONsT.iXTS OF L.vuoru.
|

Seiu'Ics-Wood. The nomination was unanimously

Constants of labour are valuable when it is
j

''in'roved. The chairman also read the

required to ascertain the time it will take a man
|

uoisi; list
to execaitc a particular .lass of work Thev are

; of nominations by the committee for the ensuing
useful in maknig approxnnate estnna es, and are session 1901--2 :-President : *W. H. Seth-S,uith
based on the principle that a man works a certain Vice-Presidents : »G. B. CarviU and E iinyaverage aiuount per hour or per day. as the case Dawbor. Committee (ten to be elected) : H. H.

^nl f";
""'''^'"''' li««-ever cannot he relied Appelbee, C. H. F. ComjT. A. C. Duckie, R. H.upon for works as a whole as they only represent \v,.v„,outh, F. Dare Clapham, V. H. Raffles,

the actual labour expended u])on a certain piece ' »w' \ jjjt^. ,^ pj Goolett
'" " ~

of work, and do not cover that wasted in the
j
jj,,^

\'
J[(.(;argi'l

intervals between for re-^t and miscellaneous ' Bolton '*W
occupation. Those given in Fletcher's •' tjuan-

'

titles " are for the hour, while those in Hurst's
"Architectural Surveyor's Handbook" reckon
similarly. 'J'hesc latter are simply invaluable,
and are the best yet formulated in this country,
indicating great "thought and long experience.
Gauthey, in his valuable work, " Traitc de la
Consti-uetion des Pouts," has also given very
many constants from experiments made upon
the labours of French workmen.

Constants are simply multipliers, and one has
only to multijily the rato per hour or per day by
the con-esponding constant to find the price of the
labour on any item. To this must be added the
cost of the material, and the total Avill give the
estimated prime cost of the work, to which would
he affixed the 10 per cent, profit.

1. For example, when the constant is given by
the hour :

—

Excivttting in gravel or hard ground, per Consbmt.
yardcube fShours.

•in excavator gets 73. per hour ; therefore—

7d. X 1*5 = loJd. prime cost per yard cube.
- cost of maten'al.
1 add 10 per cent, profit.

llkl. totDl cost per y.ird cube.

2. The same example, when worked out by the
'fiiistant for the day of ten hours, would appear :

ICiCivating in s:i'avd or hard ground, per Constant,
y.u-dcubs -15 day.

-Vn excavat.jv gets 7d. p2r hour x to hours = 5s. lOd.
p.^i- day ; therefore—

03. lOd. X 'lo = lOia. pi-ims cost psr yard cube.
— cast of mateiia!.
1 add 10 per cant, profit.

Hid. total cost per cube yard.

How are the constants an-ived at 'r The follow-
ing will explain :—If a mason can saw 12-5 super. !

feet of stone per day of 10 hours (whole sawing).
[the constant will bo obtained if we diWdo 1 day
;

by the number of feet he has sawn, or 1 - V>-'o >

= -OSO of a day. I

In the same way we can find the constant for
'

>• particular w-ork. Take, for example, the
Hst.ant for laving 4in. pipe. This is obtained

!'i the following manner:— It has been found by
iirful observation that a bricklayer and labourer
u lay lOOft. run of 4in. socket-pipes in a day
10 hours ; so if we divide 1 dav bv the length

: pipe laid, we get lip = -010, the" coastaiit of
l^tbour of a day.
The practical estimator seldom makes much use

' constants, as he generally refers to former
ed bills of quantities, private notes, mer-

mts' quotations, &c., to enable him to make up
prices. Little use is therefore made bv the

W. J. Tapper
Hogg, L. .\mbler, *A. T.

on, '\\. A. Forsyth, *H. T. Hare, *.\rnold
P.. Mitchell, nj. H. FeUowcs-Prynnc, .and *E.
Howlcy Sim. Hon. treasurer, *F. G. F. Hooper

;

hoii. librarian, F. J. Gsborne-Smith. Other
officers.—Assistant librarians : C. H. F. Comyn
and W. A. Jeckells ; hon. secretaries : *R. S.
Balfour and H. P. G. JIauIe : hon. auditors : E.
tireenop and G. 31. Nicholson ; hon. solicitor,
•W. H. Jamieson ; secretary and registrar, *1). C4.

Driver. [An asterisk denotes members of present
committee.] A letter was read from the Home
Secretary, the Right Hon. C. T. Ritchie, formally
acknowledging on the King's behalf the recent
vote of condolence on the death of Queen Victoria.

SM.\LL SUKUUB.W HOtSKS.

The following two papers on the subject were
read by Mr. H. D. Su.iULES Wood, Past-Presi-
dent and 3Ir. H. R. Api-elhee, the second
address being illustrated by nearly thirty lantern
slides of plans and sections of the houses described.

Jlr. Se.\rles Wood observed : I propose to
deal with houses of the rental value of from £80
to £200, Mr. Appelbee ha-ving kindly undertaken
to treat on houses of the terrace and small semi-
detached types. I take it that the majority of
the men-in-the-street live either in one or other
of these various types of houses. One of the
peculiarities of the suburban tenant is that he
seems to wear the neighboui-hood out in the first

term of the tenancy, and it thus happens that the
oldest inhabitant in most suburbs has been in
occupation about seven years. Now, this being
the case, it is obvious that in planning those
houses they must bo designed to suit tho multi-
tude, and not individuaLtastes. The man-in-the-
street is a man of social habits, with a fairlv large
circle of acquaintances. Let us take a t\i)ieal
family, consisting of the father and mother] with
a grown-up family of four, two boys and two
girls, the father and two boys plapng golf and
bUliards, the mother and girls devoted to cards.
Now, what should bo the proportion of the various
rooms to suit such a family, supposing we fix

the rent at £200, and give ail acre and a half of
ground at £2.5 per acre per iinnum :-" This leaves
in round figures £.'5,000 on a o per cent, basis as
the cost of the house. The relative size of the
several reception-rooms is the first consideration.
The Wews of the man-in-the-street and his wife .

are apt to differ in regard to which should be the \

'^Pening. and the

larger

THE mi.\WIXG-ItOOM Oil THE DINIXG-llOOM.

I get over this difficidty sometimes by making
the drawing-room, din'ing-room, and billiard-
room all the same size, and it makes a very satis-
factory house ; but I find it better to give the

advantage to the drawing-room as being the
room ill which most of the social functions take
place, and the general living-room. I know it is

dilHciilt to conviiwe the mere man that this is the
case. Pipes and the old clothes dear to the heart
of every man lose some of their flavour or comfort
in the surroundings of the drawing-room, and
hence the loeic man is apt torched at the drawing-
room biang larger tlian the dining-room; but my
cx[ierience is that in the inevitable compromise
the drawing-room comes out the larger room.
In houses of this kind the luxury of a large
hall cannot b(! afforded ; it is a beautiful
feature: in large hcjuses, but where it can only
be, obt.iinial liy tlie sacrifice of size in tha
dining-room and drawing-room, I am convinced
it docs not pay. (1 generally lay a parquet
floor in the drawing-room, thcuigh nowadaj-s
dances are generally given in the various public
halls that are found in most suburban districts.)

r had some few years .ago to (uhase trustees as to
advancing their money to build a small house for
.a young couple who were just manied, who
thought they would like a quaint little house
built out of the wife's trust money. When the
plans were submitted to me I re|K)rted that in the
event of the house being to let considerable
additiiuis would have to be made. I remember
one of th(! features was a Large entrance-hall,
which was obtained by making the dining and
drawing-room a combination,—the drawing-room
one encl of tho room and the dining-room the
other end. In spite of my advice the house was
built .and occupied by the young couple for about
two yeai-s, and they then took an ordinary house
in the country, and the quaint conceit remaining
empty for over a year, was then let to a tenant
who insisted o:i tho trustees .adding another
wing, with a dining-room and some other accom-
modations that by no stretch of the inmgination
could be considered quaint. This incident has
often occurred to me when I have seen similar
designs in the professional papers, and I wonder
what alterations will be made in the course of
time, and such thoughts as these have a chastening
infiuence whenever I feel disposed to attempt the
unusu.al. I hope I shall not be misunderstood.
I have a gTeat admiration for the work of iiianv
of our t.alented architects whose houses will
always interest, but small suburban houses must,
to a certain extent, follow the more or less
stereotyped plan which, iiftcr all, is the concen-
trated experience of many generations of buildci's.

I personally have a great objection to that form
of hall which consists of a passage from the fi'ont

to the back of the house. It quite, to my mind,
destroys the comfort of the hall, and in small
houses what is called the garden entrance is

unnecessary. I like also, if ]iossible, to shut off
the stati-case from the hall. The position of

THE mLLI.iED-KOO>[

in relation to the house wants careful considera-
tion. I always try and make a sejjarate approach
to the biUiard-room from the outside. In the
suburbs it is usual to have certain e\-enings in the
week for billiards, when it is understood that
your friends will drop in without a special
invitation for a friendly game, or to play in a
handicap. If there is a separate entrance these
visitors can come into the room without disturbing
the other members of the family, and can leave
without rousing the household if the bUliard-room
is kept open late. It always seems to me that a
billiard-room in a small house such as we are flow
considering is an expensive feature, if you look at
it in the light of the largest reception-room in
the house being devoted to a game which on the
average is not played for more than four hours a
week. To obviate this, I have found Burnett's
patent machinery for lowering the table into a pit

and allowing a floor to be laid over the space
makes this room available for other purposes of
entertainment. This machine consists of four
screws which work in a steel frame, and are con-
nected by means of bevel cogs so as to all work
together, and thus prevent the travelling table
jambing ; the screws bring the table up to
the steel bed plate, and the table comes
up each time to a dead level. When the table
is lowered a beam of oak is laid across the

flooring, made in convenient
widths, is laid down on the beam, and the ends
caught by a hinged board secured with cups and
screws, which hold the false floor in its place. It
takes about twenty minutes to get the table down
and the false floor laid, and about thirty minutes
to get the table back again and the false floor

stowed aw-ay in the pit. I find it suits the man-
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Vt>oin, ami }»i!liar(l-vouiii. llu- last lakinir tlif phu-c

of thf small sittinii:-rooia usually falk-d the niorn-

ins-vooia or libr.uy on Ihe ground Hoor. The
billiard-room in this ease has usually a writint;^-

dc-sk in it where the men of the family do what
Anitinjr they have to do, and, in fact, use it as

a greneral moniini;-rooiu. 'lliis room should

always lie heated liy hot-water jiipes. ^^othinJr

is more misenihle than to sjo into a cild billiard-

room after dinner, and the open fire is ai>l to

make one set of cushions softer than the others.

If this jdan is adopted, the ladies want a room
uixstairs for work, and this ran often conveniently

be made in the attic, and when so placed, piano

or violin practice can ho indulged in without

stint for fear of the feelinirs of the rest of the

household. The

UEL.VTIVK rosmox

to the dinins-rooni

>: Tin: kitchcv

another point which

into ilii- lui'.l, wliieh is an-.uigeil .Mjas tu b: u.^^' 1 as

a uiornins-roi>;u. or in eonjunet ion with the draw-

injif-rooia. The vestibule is approached through

the housemaid's pantry, thus allowing the ser-

vant to answer the door without passing through

the hall. The houseraaid's pantry is arranged

with a large gas-stove, so a.s to make it a summer
kitchen. The kitchen is .i fair size, with a

scullery as a place for dish- washing only.

ox TUK Fir.sT ri.oou

are four bedrooms, corresponding in area to the

four rooms on the grouml floor, the bathroom and

water-closet being over the vestibile. In the

attic are two bedrooms, dressing-room, linen-

closet, and cistern-room. I think it is very

important, from a sanitary point of view, to put

the cistern in such a. position that it can be

readily ami easily examined. Making the same
comparisiin as before, the areas are:—

Dinin<^-r(ii)m :Ji^

Druwiiig-riKua 28

Hall ,- 10

Stuii-c:r' • <>

Kitchen 13
Scullery 1

Hou.iL'ni;li(i's pautin' *J

Lavatory -^

100

This house, with reiluced area, still gives good

accommodation for reasonable social usages, and

in both you will see the endeavour has been to

work out the plans with the minimum amount of

•niK iciTeuKX

regulates the idan to a great e.\tent, so as to avoid
;

as much as ]iossible having to cross the house in '

serving the me:ils : but it is a moot point whether,

in the sized dining-rooms that are nsutil in the

class of house under consideration, two doors —
j

one from the hall and one from the service passage

—are not more conducive to draught th:in the

convenience of the service warrants. But 1 am
not in favour of hatches. The dining-room

should never be less than 1.") ft. for the conveni-

ence of serving round the fable. A recessed fire-

place on the side is also a i)le;isant feature, and
;

passage-waysr I think that this has been over

gives interest to the room. ' done myself, and both plans would be improved

by more space in the staircases ; but this would

I

have been at the expense of the rooms. In giving
.should be so placed that the housemaid's pantry

|
j^je percentage areas I have been endeavouring to

can be reached without passing through tha
I an-ive at the just proportion between the various

kitchen. This jiantry should be as large as rooms in hou.ses such as we have under considera-
possible, and all the gla.ss and silver should be tj^n. It appears to me that it would be a useful
washed and cleaned in it. The kitchen should (..j^e if we could arrange some such scale. The
alsj be a gooil size. It should be remembered problem appears to me to be as follows :—Given
that, in addition to the work of preparing the ^j^j. rental value of the house and no conditions as

food, it is the living-room of the servants. It is
j

j-f, the gjzg of particular rooms being imposed,
not usual, in houses of the size we are consider- < ^rj^t has been found to be the relative area of

ing, to iirovide a servants' hall, and therefore the pach room as the result of experience 'r (Jf course,
kitchen should be made larger to suit the double

,
having' fixed the areas for the ground floor, the

purpo.se. (iood light on the right-hand of the other Hoors must follow more or less these dimcn-
rangc is very important, and a cheerful outlook, sions. The comparison also depends on the houses
if )»ssible. In these houses I always make the compared being equ.ally well built. I have now
Ixiilers in the ranges of the kitchen and scullery described two plans at either end of mv scale,

both work the hot-water systc^m, so that when in
[
The intermediate plans show a gradu.al increase

lerr.ue Lou.se the fronts should be south-east and
north-west ; in others where side-light is also

obtainable more latitude is jiermissible. As to

prospect, it is nearly always the same thing for

the dweller near a large town—buildings every-

where. There should, however, be trees both in

the road in front and in the garden, and creejiers

on the house itself. T'he next point that will

come under consideration is

THE COST,

which will fix the size and number of the rooms,

and the amount that can he expended on their

fittings and decoration. The common system of

making approximate estimates by cubing or areas

is apt to be very misleading. For ex.-imple. the

areas of all, fi-om the sitting-rooms to the pantries,

may be increased by .")0 per cent., while the cost

is only increased about '20 per cent., assuming^

that the heights arc kept the same and the fittings

of the same quality. To illustrate this, take a

terrace house Uift. between the party-walls, and
2oft. from front to back : Area = 2.5ft. bv 16ft.

= lOOsq.ft. Enlarge to 2nft. from party-wall to

partv-wall, and 30ft. from back to front : Area
= -Shft. by iOft. = GOO.sq.ft. Assume the heights

to be the same, and compare the cost. Party-
walls 50ft. and liOft. hmg = "20 per cent, increase,

front and back walls li'lit. and tOft. = say, '20 per

cent, increase (is really rather less). Skirtings

and cornices will follow the walls. The finish to

floors and ceilings and the rooting will obviously

show a .50 per cent, increase. The joists of the

upper floors will, however, show more, and more
depth being required owing to increase of span,

and will be found to require in the particular

instance quoted an additional 20 per cent.

Many items require no increase whatever

—

i.e.,

range, copper, stoves, and mantels. With the

drainage and jdumbing work, which is very ex-

pensive, the main iteurs of manholes, vertical soil

pipes and service pipes, bath and water-closet ap-

paratus and sinks are not increased, and it is only

the horizontal pipes hetween them and these to

the very small amount of 20 per cent. For the

purpose of this paper I have analysed the Ijill of

quantities of a £1,4.50 house, ami I find on thoj

above principles *

About £210 with 110 increase = £240

the summer the cooking is done on the smaller

range, there is still a circulation of hot water over

the house. I find it a good plan also to have a

copper cylinder on the floor on the first floor as

well as the hot tank in the cistem-room. This
cylinder heats the linen-closet and gives a good

in the scale of the accommodation, and you will

find that as you rise from the lower to the higher

rent the tenants become much more exigent. The
question, I think, that would be most profitable

to discuss is whether modern planning is abreast

with the spirit of the age. Most buildings

the head of the

enables the bath to be used much more quickly.

THI: ST.\IUr.\SE

is one of the few opportunities in a hou.se of this

character that ott'cr sco]ie for a little careful detail.

Of the three types of stairs—the open well, the

dog leg, and the stairs between walls—I fancy the

last gives a little more mystery to the jilanning,

the u)>per floor not being disclosed until the hiilf-

space is turned. A second staircase is a good
feature, if it can be an-anged. For the family we
are pl.anning for, eight bedrooms, a dressing-
room, and a worJvTOom at least are needed. As a

comparison, taking the area of the rooms on the
ground floor as 100, the following is the propor-
tion of the jdan marked A :

—

I'illinrd-room
r-)nnvin},'-rornn

Dinin^-riinia
Jli.ll

Kit<'hcii .

Scullin-
Miiircisi-

Houwrnaid's jvnitry, cni>-
tfiianl:*, wuter-clfwL't, and
!"l>by

21 Bedroom . . 12
l!l 7

ir> . l(i

11 . !.=>

<)
. n

.1 !)

4 i3

1.1
»i • . 9

82

I

£930
£280

20 per cent, increase - 1,107

50 „ „ = 420
And for extra depth of floor-

joists, siiy i:i

storage of hot water. If the family are given to
: designed for particular pm-posea nowadays are

tikingcoldbathsin the morning, there is a great highly .specialised. Do our domestic buildings
run on the bathroom, and I find that a second compare successlidly with these specialised build-
bathroom is a good feature, if possible : but if not, jngs in suiting the' requirements of the persons
a .spray bath on the head of the slipper-bath

;
occupying them, or are they governed by con-

siderations other than tenants' needs, such as the

reproduction of old buildings whose ajqjropriate-

ness to modern usage is r.ather open to question !'

TEllU.VCE AXn SEMI-DET.iCHED HOUSES.

Mr. Ai'PEi.iiEE, in his paper, said : I do not pro-

pose to do more than glance at a few of the

points which influence the design of small sub-

urban houses. My illustrations are limited to

houses of not more than ten rooms, and of these

I have excluded the very smallest where it is

probable no servant would bo kept. Also
excluded are houses having rooms for special

purposes, such as doctors' and artists'. The first

point to inlluonco the design is

THE SITE.

It is obvious that aU, especially in London, can-

not have the advantage of building on gravel or

high kind, lint the scdeidion of a particular road

is open to most. Personally, I woidd not care to

own a house in a road running east and west, or,

even worse, north-west to south-east, unless thi'

site is large enough to permit side lighting as

well as from front and rear. Kooms should be so

arranged that the sun may enter at least once every
24 hours. 'I'hisisnolal ways possible; buttoarrange
living-rooms where it is impossible, even diu'ing

long summer days, seems to me little short of

criminal. (!reat care is, however, necessary, as

difl'erent rooms require the sun at dift'ercnt times
of the day, the general rule being that it follows

with our day's work ; our bi'drooms should face

the i.-ast or south-east, the break fast-room south-

east, the drawing-room south to south-west, the
kitchen south-east, while a study or library north

AX r.ionTV-i'orxii norsE.

"We have been considering a plan for a house
of the rental value of -£200. Xow let us see what
ivduilions are required for one of £H0. '\V(! will
lake the ground as a tliird of an acre ; this woukl i

i].resent a plot 00ft. by 240ft., and the ground
1 -ot woulil be i\;i 10s. This leaves, on a .5 ]ier

cnt. basis, XI,:!00 for the house. I make the
dining-room Ifift. by lOft., with a large Iwiy, the
drawing-room 1 Oft. by 15ft., with folding-doors with a sunny window as well, or east. In a e.sque

£1,450 £1,780

or between 22 per cent, and 23 per cent, increase

of cost for 50 per cent, additional accomuiodation.

This point is somewhat emphasised because its

not ha\'ing been realised seems to sccounl for

much of the cramped accommodation we shall

find in the plans appended. AVhile on the sub-

ject of cost,

A WORD or WAliXIXO

should be said on what is perhaps the greatest"

architectural sin of the Victorian age—viz., the

fac,-ade built in a more expensive manner than the

return faces. This arrangement gives a thin

cardboard -like efi'ect and entirely destroys arehi-

tectur:il solidity. It woidd lie cheaper as well a.s

more artistic to build the main front of similar

materi.als to the sides and back. Perhajis a now

reign and new century will alter this. Thr first

sketches should always show the princi]ial furni-

tiu-e, and the relationship of doors, -ndndows, and

fireplaces should he considered as regard to oiicjl

other and to furnitiu-e.

IXSIDE V. oiTsniE ciiiMxi;-. ^.

If the fires are well grouped, two or, at the^

most, three chimney-stacks will be requiri'd. If

they are on inside walls, the house is more eeono-

mic'ally warmed, and there is less chan(:e of a

down-draught from a cold flue. On the other

hand, a coiupact plan usually brings theinlei-nnl

doors -together around a siiiall hall or landing,

and in order to preveid the doors spoiling the

sittiiig-space around the fires, or the plan fioni

becoming straggling, the chimney breasts have

usually to lie iJanned in the cutsido walls. f
THE CASEMEXT V. THE IJOVltLE-nVXO SASH,

The double-hung sash is unquestionably con-

venient for lighting, ventilation, cleaning, and it

is easy to keep clear of blinds or eurlai;is :
it is

easily' made weatherlight, and is simple to fasten ;

but 'it probably requires more skill to niiike its

aiiiiearanee equal to that of a casement, ihc

mullioned window, especially when long and low,

and without a tran.some. is' umloubtcdly )iictur-

The casements are iliinciilt to Iceep weathc'r-
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tight unless (luy open outwards, in which case
i

used h*s a roll top edge and no casing ; this seems never be curved on plan (as they often are at the

one at least of an odd number of lights can never ' to me a great niislake. As a nJe. casings should ! foot of the stairs) if it is intended to carpet tliom.

be cleaned fvoni tlu' inside of the room, and they be omitted whenever possible, that every jiart ISulky furniture will also have to go up and down,
interfere with (lowers on the window-sill. An may be kept clean : but a bath is so big in bulk, and at times a coffin.

even number of lights for cleaning purposes must and has usually to be place<l against the wall, so i the I"L.\n".

have all to open in pairs. Opening inwards over- ' that no one can possibly reach over to clean the Tlie widlh of the site is the ne.\t point tliat

(Mines the cleaning, wliich is perhaps the greatest
,
vertical space between the side of the bath and ! will determine the plan. Narrow sites must

.litliculty, but niaki's others with blinds, curtains, the wall. Tlie shallow s]i;ice between the bottom
j make the house one of a row : at 25ft. it is

111 a windiiw-.scat, and the ahsenceof the weather- I of the bath and the floor is_ almost as bad. i possible to make it "semi-detached" tOl't. to
tight qualities.

[
Splashing over of water, often so;ipy, is inevitable,

|

oflft. is the least on which the smallest detached
TitK iiixiXG-nooM

I

and the dust clings. .\s near as po.ssiblc to the

;i. a hou.se of this class is the most important I

'""^"'*'"™. '^''""''""^ ''^'^ upstairs water-closet, but

v....m. and in planning this the furniture should "f
"' '° ''• i>"l'0"ffli <>"" sees illustrations of this.

- ----- I hcsc two apartments seem to be the most diilicult

of all to arrange ; they should be near the bed-
rooms, since the bathroom partially acts as a

dressing-room, yet so retired that persons using

the water-closet should not advertise their move-
ments all over the rest of the house : and to this

end do not permit any boiTowed light from one
or the other to a m^ighbouring pa.ssage, and be very

room, therefore, .-hould not be too sraaU (as it i

'arefulinthesele<-tionof thewatcr-closelapparatiis

often is), .and in tliis room in particular it is weU i

''"'^ "^"^ ^™'''i' ^^•'^''' preventer that they may be as

to remember tliat doubling the .area will not .

*"™' "'^ l'"'"'"'''''- '""^t '* '* '"*'*** important to

double the cost of a room.'" ITie best aspect for i

^'""""'"''' "!'' ' ".itcr-clo.set is not merely

this room is south-east. Where this room is
•ipartment Gft. by tft. or thereabouts which may

be sketched in, and its dual use ,as a room for

meals and the family sitting-room taken into con-
sideration. A dining-table varies from 3ft. 6in.

to tft. fiin. wiile, and there should be room for

one 6ft. to 7ft. long, and more at times, and a
siileboard, oin'or two annchaiis, often a couch or
settee ; ami if there is no study, the books of the
house and a writing-table will be here also. The i

gcncRil living-room as well as dining-room, a
large bay or transept, making the room " L "-

shaped, gives an interesting as well as convenient
room. T^ic bay is purely living-room, the other
end of the "L" having the dining-tablo : the
remaining portion has the fireplace and may be
considered as belonging- to each branch of the
'• L " in turn.

THE Dlt.\WIN-Ci-UOOM

in small houses .shotdd be generally somewhat
smaller than the dining-room, and is pleasant if

it has tlie afternoon sun.

A THIKl) SITTIXG-KOOM

is a useful addition, and if on special occasions it

can be thrown into connection with one of the
others, so much tlit better. It serves as a break-
faet-rooiu the day the dining-room is " turned
out " (in tmo house I know the hall serves this
purpose well, callei's being unlikely at so early an
hour). Its chief use will vary very much in
different houses, as breakfast-room, morning-
room, librarj-, and den,

IlEMtOOMS, ETC.

be partitioned off anywhere, it must not be over-

looked that it is often 30ft. high ; in other words,
the soil-pipe is an essential part of it, and if you
place a w.ater-closet on the principal elevation

near or over the entrance door, this soil-pipe and
the ventilation jiipe which extends it will spoil

the effect of everything. Bath and lavatory

wastes are nearly as bad. Over the scullery, or
some of the adjacent ]>antry or kitchen parts, is

the natural place ; but see that the water-closet
is not put over the larder—a point to which it

always seems to gravitate. All places having
water supplied to them should be as near to one
another as possible, for economy of pipe work and
also because of accidental overflows. A long
distance, too, from the kitchen boiler to the bath
or lavatory generally means that the circulating-

pipes have to cross hall or sitting-room ; and as

few people care to see them exposed here, they
get boxed up in floors and other im; roper and in-

accessible places. To sum up this part, the bath-
room and water-closet should be regarded as very
large, their wastes extending down to the th-ains,

their supply and ventilation jripes go up to the
ci.stern and ridges of roof, and the batii has also a
horizontal extension to the kitchen boiler.Koughly one-thitxl of our time is spent in bed.

and, therefore, the bed-rooms of the house should
have particular care in their planning. An adult .„-.,,
should have from 1,-JOOc.ft. to -.;, ')00e';ft. of air per ^^ ^^"^ London houses are usuaUy very cramped

" " ml f,i » vr.T,,,, f"i<l deficient—at least, to those like myself who

THE KITClIEX, OFflCES, .IXD SEUV.iXTS QVAllTEKS

hour, the latter dimensions being equal to a room
n-.-irly 20ft. by 13ft. by 9ft., therefore the
necessity for insuring the repeated change of air
in a room is obvious. Not only an exit flue, but
an inlet is required. A deep bottom bead on a
push window enables air to enter at the meet-
ing rail ; I do not think the casement can
be made to give this advantage. Sun also is

have had some country training first. The jioints

about increase of size .should be borne in mind
here in jparticular. The kitchen is also the
servants' li\-ing-room, and, therefore, should
have as good an outlook as possible, and some
sun, prefet-ably in the early moi-ning. Adjoining
should be the scullery, primarily intended for the

verv- essential to keep the room sweet and f

'''•^eping and cleansing of the cooking utensils and

healthv, and should enter earlv in the dav A *'^"^ fougher part of the preparation of the food,

hedroom hot in the evening from a settin-- "sun is '

^^^ °''™>' °"^''^' '^*^'"^*^ '"''^ ""^^ thrust on to it.

disliked bv most ji.-ople. If the room is near an
I

^* ^*^ "^'-'
l'^'"^^'^'

^^''^^'^''^ neariy 'all the dirty work of

internal angle of the buildin"-, see that the win- '

'^'^ ^™*'" '•'* ''"""' '^"'''^ ''-^ cleaning boots and
dow is not commanded bv one in the return wall «:mves, trimming lamps, washing up greasy plates

In planning the room, show the principal furni-
' '""''^ dishes ; it is also fi-cquently fitted with a gas-

liirc, the bed, mlh the light, if possible, from the
^*°^"^' ^^^^ becomes the chief cooking place in hot

and space for a wardrobe. The dressin"--
""'eather. It needs a copper for the rougher

I'.shoidd have the back of the mirror to the
nlow, or between the windows if there are two:
idei-ation should also be given to the moi-ning

iiing of the window without ha^•ing to move
liture first. In .artiBcially lighting this room
light should be so arranged with regard to
ilressing-lable, that the "light falls on the

-•er's face and not on the mirror. In a small
11. if the bed occupies the position already

-j'Stcd, this one light will probably serve the
le room. If electric, it is convenient to be

laundry work that is alwaj's done at home. It

also the storage place for bru.shes and brooms, yet
we are frequently asked to believe that a space
about Git. square is all that is neeessai-\-. The
larder must be placed so that it can be kept
cool and away from the steam of the scullery

copper. A lock-up store should be provided,
where the lady of the house will keep extra
groceries in reserve and where best dinner and
other serricfcs and glass arc stored. An exceed-
ingly useful .addition, even in the smallest house,

to switch it on and off from either the door ^^ '* '*'"'' "^'^ housemaid's pantry provided -n-ilh a

lead-lined sink. Here tea and breakfast serv.1 hUe lying in bed

lUTH, LAV.ITOKY, .^XD -nATEE-CI-OSEI.

In connection with the bedrooms the bath-
.1 will be much used, and in these small
-•s it assumes a much greater relative
irtance than in large houses. In adtUtion
lie bath there should be a fitted lavatf)ry,

in to have hot and cold water (this aiT,ange-
il means a great saving of "lalxiur in the

' i-e by lessening the- amount of hot and cold
1- carried to each beili-ooui, and subsequent

I 'V.al of slops). Some polished copper hot-
r rails for airing towels are useful, and help

ices

are wa.shed and stored, also plate and glass.

Table-linen is also kept here. By attending to

the lighter work here the mistress and young
ladies of the house can assist without iuterfering
wilh the servants. If planned as an anteroom
between the kitchen and main house, it mil also

act ,as a ventilated disconnecting lobby, and help
to prevent an unavoidable cookery smell extending
all over the house.

THE STAIHS

may be made the most picturesque part of the
house, but they must be practical also

have to be used by the very youn.

house will look avcII. The varieties of plan
possible arc more than is commonly supposed.
In a terrace house the simplest is to put two rooms
on a floor facing the front and back of the site

resjiectively, a part of one being cut oil for the
staircase, or the staircase may be put in lietwcen

them. In these cases the kitehi-n and offices

occupy a liascment story, two sitting-rooms on
the ground floor, with probably two floors of

sleepiiig - rooms over. (.'onstruetively clieap,

owing to small amount of foundation and roofing,

which the increased thickness of walls will not
outweigh, they are very inconvenient, owing-
to the amount of stairs. There is, of (-oiu'se,

three times as much staircase in a four-story

house as in one of two stories. The first varia-

tion is to bring the kitchen to the ground floor

in a wing behind the stairs, with the result

that the- look-out from one sitting-room is quiti-

si)oiled, till- scullery or coals enjoying the view.

.Vnother arrangement transposes sitting-room and
kitchen departiueut, opening the kitchen fi-om

the centre of the house. In both these types the
getting in and out of coals and dust is a great

difficulty unless there is a back way. In the
Midlands it is a common practice in small houses
of this kind to make a passage at the side common
to two houses for this purpose, and as a trades-

men's entrance. Larger ten-ace houses are ob-
tained by jilacing the drawing-room or a study
tipstairs, and an additional floor of bedrooms. If

this is done, great care must be taken with the
approach. ?Iost of us can probably call to mind
exam2)les where the stair is too narrow, and the

bath and water-closet department too conspicuous
rn route. All terrace houses arc open to many
olijections— the difficidty of getting simshinc to

all rooms has been mentioned, and the difficulty

with coals and dust where there is no basement..
To these must be added that the drains, with rare

exceptions, must pass under the building, and
the transmission of sound from one house to

another is very considerable. Piano-playing,
singing, the running- of children up and down
staii-s, and even conversation may be heard.
As generally planned, the sitting-rooms of
different liouses have only a thin wall between
them, and the front doors of two houses will
adjoin. Tlie passage of sound, of course, can
be lessened by another arrangement, where the
rooms have the staircase between : but the cost is

greater, there being more brickwork, and the
light and air to the centre part of the house is

much damaged. In the London district there is

also the ioslhc-tic objection that the party-w-aUs
must show above the roofs, .and they are very
difficult to treat in a satisfactory way. In many of
the London districts external walls within 10ft. of
another house have also to have parapets above
the roof. These points much affect the design.
For example, a .series of gables, with their
ridges over the centre of each hou.se, and
pai-iillel to the jiarty-waUs, "n-ould ,\voi-k out
in a most distressing and expensive manner.
Wide-fronted terrace houses

—

i.e., those having
two rooms on the front, have not beeri
mentioned, as except on plots vei-y- shallow from
road to back, or with a sharp fall to or fi-om the
road, where the long type is not easily fitted ; they
are not much in request. The chief advantag"c
of dwelling in a suburb as against living more in
town in a flat or house of ecjual value lies in
having a garden or open sj^aco around the
dwelling ; and the desirability of this and of
access to it for a wheelbarrow, ire, make the
detached or partially-detached house a necessity,
and these latter, moreover, get us over many "of

our previous difficulties. On narrow plots "the
semi-detaebid house is \-eiy like the terrace house
already described. The front doors can. however,
be put at the side away ii-ora the party-wall and
thus secure greater privacy, but this gen(!raUy
requires a wider plot. These pairs of s\iumetric-
ally-planued houses seem to me to be among the
most unsatisfactory designs ever produced. >V

symmetrical elevation to the road has a great
they will pier instead of opening as the central feature, and
and the this is usually c.-ippe-d by the end of the parapet

arm the room. The bath most commonly
I infirm. AVinders are often dangerous, and should , of the party-'wall, which goes up by all sorts of
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irregular I urns so imuli lii^-hcr than all tho root's,

tuiTets, donuers, ic, within U't. or so of it.

Sooner or Liter the houses drift into different
ownership, and one paints his woodwork white
and the other black, and thi' disaster is complete.
The remedy is simple : do not plan a symmetrical
p.iir. Larjter detached and semi-detached houses
are so vari(>d in jdan they are difKeult to classify :

a few actual examples were therefore jciven, with
same slight comment on each.

TEUIiACK HOISK,

20ft. fronta<»e. Ground falls sharply to rear of

])lot. Drawinij-roora placed at hack on (ii-st tloor

and only ten steps ahove dinini^-room at entrance
level. Kitchens are thus half-basements so far as

levels are concerned, but are themselves entirely

above (ground. Kitchen frets a good look-out.

The ammgemcnt of bathroom in front of house
on first floor sugge-sts dittiiuhies with the hot-

water service from the kitchen boiler unless the
pipes are boldlv exposed to view in the entrance-

hall.

si;mi-deta(Hi:i>,

Simple, open, and piclurescjue arrangement,
pcrhajw more in character w ith the suburb of a

small town than near Liiiulon. Frontage 40ft.

Is an attemjit to get rid of the \isual run of houses
in this locality with the door in the middle and a
room on either side. Here we have a hall 8ft.

wide, sitting-rooms to the south-east, and both
to the front as being the most interesting out-

look. Kitchen dejiaiiment well cut off. Kitchen
fair size. Two good pantries ;food and crockery).

Large scullery cross ventilated, with sink, copper,
and gas cooker. Three bedrooms over sitting-

room and kitchen. Servants' bedroom over pantry
portion. 15ath and water-closet over scullery.

Two larg(< store cupboards for linen, &c. The
hot water for bath and lavatory is required long
distance from boiler.

Sini;-KV-.SII)E HOUSES.

Can be placed side by side and treated as semi-
detached. Frontage of house, 33ft. ; plot not less

than 40ft. to 45ft. An ingenious arrangement is

that of the back wing. Si ullery, larder, coals,

&c., are less in height than the principal rooms,
and a .sort of mezzanine over them is approached
from the half-landing up-staircasc. The mezza-
nine contains bathroom, water-closet, and a good
sized linen-room ; these in turn are kept verv
low, and the servants' bedroom is placed over.
This part of the house is, therefore, three floors

high against two elsewhere, but the top floor of
the wing is only some six steps above the general
first floor. This placing of the servants' bedroom
would be generally appireciated both by servant
and mistress.

DETACHED HOUSE FOK CORXER SITE.

Frontage of house, 32ft. House is entered
through a large sitting-room hall. An exceptional
appearance is given by placing the main cornice
of wood at the level of the first-floor window-
sills, and above this a mansard roof, the .upper
story being thus half in the roof. As the lower
slope of the roof commences near the outside edge
of the cornice (top member of which is the rain-
water gutter], it is possible to obtain mside a
height of fift. before any slope begins, and even
then it is T-i", the steeper pitch of the mansard
and brickwork being filled in between the rafters.
.Ml the external walls are as solid as usual 6ft.
from the flrjor. Frontage of plot 70ft. to SOft.
lioad end of site faces north. Charming view-
looking aw.-iy fi'om road. Therefore, rooms look
down ganlen. Sketch was made because client
held that a house on th.-it site must have sitting-
rooms looking north, or the outbuildings would
be next to the front door.

COUXF.U SITE.

Trincipal front of about TOft. had excellent
view across the Avon. Principal sitting-rooms
both face this way, and the entrance was from
th(^ side road. House limited to two floors ; five
bcflrooms anil dressing-roou\ req\iired. Sash-
wimlows Ihnjughout insisted on. Attemiit made
to keep all the water services together, and to so
arrange the biith-wastes and soil-pipes that thev
do not disfigure; the principle fronts.

DETACHED HOUSE IX CillOUNDS.

Detached on a plot not less than 100ft. wide.
Extreme ovi-rall of house, C.lft. Large sfpiare
hall on the norlh-we.sl or entrance side. Two
large sitting-rooms, with removable ]>ar1ition,
facing .south-i'ast, and looking down garden.
Three bedrooms over the last two. I'iers so

arr,mgrd that th*.- u]iper di\'iding partitions do

j

not throw all their weight on thin dividing

walls on under. The space.s between these

I piers liavc beams or arches over, ]»roducing

j
the effect of recesses in a very thick wall rather

than piers added im to a very thin wall. .\ room
upstairs w.as intended as a study. This house,

though much larger than most described in this

paper, has only two chimney-stacks. Sanitary
an-angements not compact. A smaller scheme

j
substituted for No. 18, and sanitary arrange-

ment made very eomjiact. Two biffh-dass

houses for a large estati'. Kitchen offices seem
very small. Plumbing and water arrangement
exceptionally compact.

Jfr. S. Flint Clarksox, past-President, in pro-

posing a vote of thanks to the lecturers, said he
was compelled to disagree with 5Ir. Searles-

Wood's system of proportion. As a minimum for

certain subsidiary apartments must be observed in

the simplest eottagi;, Sir. Searles-Wood's system
of relative proporticm could not possibly be uni-
versally ap]ilied. He would take, for example,
middle-sized houses, letting at from £100 to £120
a year. It was obvious that some parts must
have at least a certain area in the smallest house
of the kind. He would imagine a family consist-

ing of two parents, four children, and two female
servants—of course, if the family were larger a

more expensive house must be taken or a different

class of accommodation provided. If in this in-

stance they regarded a dining-room as 1 , say about
19ft. by 1.3ft. minimum, the drawing-room might
be .about r2, but the morning-room must be at

Ie;i.st 170 super, feet, the kitchen 210s. ft., the
scullery 95s. ft., the pantiy 8s. ft., and the
larder 60s. ft. In relation to a dining-room
of 1 unit, the principal bedroom might be
about '9, but each dressing-room must bo at least

80s. ft., and while the relative proportion of '8

might be observed for the second bedroom, each
of the bedrooms for the sons and daughters of the
household must be at least 170s. ft., the servants'

bedroom also at least HOs.ft., and the bathroom
and box-room each at least 80s. ft. There were,
indeed, frequently only four parts of a house which
woidd ha\e the same relative size in several

houses—thedining-room, drawing-room, principal

and second bedrooms ; the dimensions of the

other parts of a dwellings could not, he held, be
settled by any system of proportion. He trusted
that, notwithstanding Mr. Searles-Wood's argu-
ment for dwellings that would suit average
families, we should have houses designed for
indi^'idual persons, and not erected from the pro-
portions enumerated in a table to be brought out
hereafter by some enterjirising publisher. They
could see in East and West Bournemouth the
effects of the employment of an architect, and of

intrusting the work to the ordinary land speculator
and estate agent. East Bournemouth exliibited a
well-thought-out building scheme devised by Mr.
J. M. Perry, who laid out his roads to the best ad-
vantage, and set all the buildings back ; at West
Bournemouth, the more usual course was adopted.
He agreed with Mr. Appelbce that if two or more
houses were built side by side that they should
not be replicas of each other, but unequal, so as

to meet the views of people of about the same
social standing, but of differing views and require-
ments. There was a great objection to three-
storied buildings, but the problem was to get the
accommodiition demanded on a given site of a

limited area. The usual talk about the north
aspect being given to the dining-room was mon-
strous nonsense. The dining - room was not a

place for periodical feeding, but the actual living-

apartment, and thus should have the choice of

aspect—S.W. by S. if possible. A good propor-
tion of heights -would be 10ft. for the ground
flooi-, Oft. 6in. for the first floor, and 8ft. 6in. for

the upper stor\'.

Jlr. Hexkv Loveorove, in seconding the vote
of thanks, said there was much discussion as to

whether the dining-room or the drawing-room
should be given fht^ best position and largest

dimensions ; he inclined to Mr. Clarkson's view
that the former was the central living-room.
The question of cost of a house wiis a most im-
portant one in face of the increasing expense of
laljour anil juaterials, jind he should like to have
from Mr. Searles-Wood the actual cost of the
houses he described. Too often an architect
designed a house to cost £1,200, and was told by
the building owner th.at a house with like accom-
modation in the next road w-as for sale for £900.
The easerui-nt window was inconvenient in action,
and in the way, whether hung to swing outwards
or inw.-irds, but was certainly more picturesque

th.m tlie sasli wimlo\^-. The nuisaneo of noise in
a water-waste preventer, could be obviated bv
lengthening- the pipe, and so bringing it close tj
the outlet. The best place' for the bath and w-.c.^
was over the scuUerj", as the pipes were shorter,';;

and should there be a leakage, not much damagag,
w-ould rcsnlt from the destruction of the ceiling'
below. In his own practice he had never designed?
pairs of semi-detac'ned villas alike, for sooner or(!

later they -n-ould pass into sciarate ownerships. .!|'

The Chairman-, in putting the vote of thanks^-
remarked that the papers were among the mosl^'
intelligent and practical they had had read befori

the Association, for nine out of ten architect
begin independent practice by ili-signing a smal
house. This was, in fact, so familiar a problei

that there w-as a great danger that young archi-

tects should get into a groove and imaginethere w;
no field for thought in w-orking out the proble;
of accommodation and cost. In small terraco'
houses, a small tradesmen's p>assage between everv
tw-ohou.ses obviated a very apparent defect in this,
type of dwelling, ^\^len the drawing-room waa'
placed at the back of site it generally tended to'r

Ijeeome long and narrow, and something shoul
be done to improve its proportions. As to the'-i

relative proportions of rooms, no hard-and
rule could be laid down ; but he held that the
drawing-room should, if practicable, be larger*',

than the dining-room, as in the former rooiif?
space was needed to move abont. A billiard- ''.

room could hardly ever have a top light in a
private house, and such illumination -was little

needed, but abundance of side light could be
aiTanged for. The question of casements r,

sashes had always been a vexed one ; but it waa
impossible to adopt a sash treatment for long, low^ .

w-indows ; and again, in sashes, the upper por-

tion was obviously on a different plane to thi

lower half. He might refer to the houses it

Bedford Park, Chiswick, as an example of

common-sense treatment of villas, -without sho'

but w-ith great variety of effect.

Mr. Searles-Wood, in reply, said he hai

recommended architects to take a eommon-seni
view, and plan a stock article of house, whii

when it eventually came into the market, owi)

to change of ownership, would be saLable.

Mr. ArPELiiEE also briefly replied, pointing out

that a large house was relatively less costly than

a small one, for as BIr. Clarkson had shown, the,

outlay on the minor rooms was almost the same i^

both cases. He should be thankful to see the

water-waste preventer that made no noise when
being emptied. It was true there w-ere great

difficulties in treating long, low window-s as

sashes ; but he personally preferred higher rooiiia-

with sash ivindows which could be gTOuped-
tog-cther for external effect. :/"

i
-i.

R.I.B.A. CONDITIONS OF BUILDINGr
CONTRACT.

LAST Jlonday, at a business meeting of the

Royal Institute of British Architects, Mr.

Edward A. Griining, Y.P., in the chair, the

members considered the amended clauses brought

forw-ard by the special committee appointed by the

Council to confer with the Institute of Buildera

as to an agreed form of Conditions of Contract.

It having been, how-ever, found impossible to

secure a uniform form of centraet agreed to

by both Institutes, fiu'thir negotiations -with

the Builders' Institute had been withdrawn, and

the present meeting was held to settle to what

exteut the suggested alterations iu the exist-

ing form of agreement issued by the Royal

Institute of British Architects should be incor-

porated in the revised form about to be pub-

lished for use of members of the R.I.B..\. La.it

Friday we printed in extoimo the existing clauses

and the suggested amendments. These latter

were fully considered on Monday in consecutive

order, with the result that all wore adopted w-ith

one or two minor verbal alterations, excepting

the proposed new arbitration clause. No. 32,

w-hieh w-,as unanimously rejected, the old form of

the same clause being confirmed with the addi-

tion of a reference to clause No. 16, so as to

include all mattei-s concerning materials as beiug

exclusively determined bv the sole discretion of

the architect. 'I'he clause will therefore read,

with the modified interpolation of exceptioiia,

•' under clauses 4, 9, 16, and 19, and the exercko

bv him (the architect), under clause IS, of the

right to have work opened u]i. Thus,

instead of enhancing the powers of the arbitrator

under a contract, his scope of review of questions
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i n dispute- will lie mure limited than htretoforo.
The argiimtnt used hy those who advoeated on
'

' half of the coutr.ictors for increasing the faeili-

• s of interferenee on the part of an arbitrator,

,
irtieularly during the progress of the work,

^ijipeared to be that some architects are lacking in
I^nictical experience, or are actuated by malignant
;;iitive8. On the other hand, architects are com-
Ued to adhere to dearly-defined restrictions as
the powei-s of arbitrators on account of the fact

lit some builders are unduly litigious and un-
nscionable. ITie aim of the Royal Institute of

r.ritish Architects has been directed towards a
iiir and reasonable form of contract which shall,

- far as possible, insure justice to all parties.

; liis determination was manifest at Monday's
Tiieeting, and it is a matter of regret that the
Institute of Builders has not seen its way to adopt
the view taken by the Architects. As' the form
' 'f agreement will now stand, we think that every
l^ruvision has been incorporated which could be
I'Foperly devised, though, of coui'se, no set foi-m
• if agreement of contracts can be framed to meet
special and individual cases, in which instances
^•pecial contracts must be prepared as heretofore.
The vast number of the official fomi of contract
II use is the best evidence of its acceptable and
improved character, and in the altered form in

\\\\\i\i it will now appear the further extension of
U adoption may be looked for in the near future.
Mr. Edwin T. HaU, F.R.I.li.A., has done con-
:ilerable service to the Institute and the pro

-

-sion generally by the part which he has taken
further these improvements. Those who took

;

irt in the proceedings on Jlondav included Jlr.
1'. E. CoUcutt, Jlr. John Slater," Mr. FeUowes
I'rynne, Mr. Maurice B. .Vdams, Mr. Rowland
I'lumbe, Jlr. H. H. Langston, Sir. C. H. Brodie,
Ir. Prj'ce C'uxson, and Mr. E. W. Hudson,

FURNITURE FROM TUE S.iLE ROOJI.S.

'puis Armchair is from the collection of the
L late J. H. Calderon, R..\., and is of a
atieularly roomy type, well enriched with
iiage

; it has a shield at back, with griffin
ipporters above a stamped and painted leather
uel. The rails and. legs .are spiral, whilst the
It and arms are also of stamped and painted
ithcr. The small High-back Chair is of Charles

Ue Second's period. The back is pierced, and
eHr\ed with panels and foliage : the seat of red
morocco leather, studded at sides with nails : the

whole carried on carved legs, with X -shaped
stretcher. The sketches were made at Messrs.
Christie's Rooms.

BRITISH AND IRISH BUILDING STONES.
—XXII.

CAliDIOANSHIUE.

THE rocks here are of a few- kinds, and all

lielong to the Silurian system, the divisions

of which have not been worked out in this district

or coiTelated w-ith those of other centres in Wales,
Scotland, or Ireland. Three main divisions of

the system are recognised elsewhere—viz., the
Upper, or Ludlow ; Middle, or Wenlock ; and
Lower, or Landovery ;—and the rocks in C'ardigan-
shire are provisionally placed with the latter.

Aberj-stwith is built on alluvium and blown
sand

;
Cardigan, sandstone and shale ; Lampeter,

sandstone and slate rocks ; Newcastle Emlyn,
alluvium of the Teifi river, sandstone and slates:

Tregaron, Greywacke, sandstone, and rough
slates.

The rocks of Mid-AVales are remarkably similar
throughout the district. They consist of beds of

grit of the type known as Greywacke, originally
a muddy sand. Coarse grit and sandstones pass-
ing into Conglomerates, all known as arenaceous
deposits ; and irregular shale, mudstone, Rab,
Wrack, Pencil Rab, clay slate, coarse black slate,

and bastard slate, all originally deposited as clay,

and called Argillaceous, to distinguish them from
the sandy or Siliceous rocks. Greywacke is a
coarse slate, which, in the finer-grained varieties,

passes into clay slate. When the fragments
included are large and numerous, the Greywacke
passes into breccia or conglomerate. This dis-

sonant German name is therefore applied to a rock
which may be a slate, a sandstone, or a con-
glomerate ; it is, in fact, a slaty paste or matrix
in which is imbedded particles of other rocks,

varjnng in size from the smallest grains to pieces
two or more inches in diameter. Rab breaks info
small fragments when exposed to the weather.
I'encil Rab breaks into long fragments, and
Wrack is a coarser and larger form of Rab. The
sandstones and rough slates are used for wall-
ing, the dressings of the important buildings
being generally of Bath stone or some other
oolite, or soft sandstone. Many of the Silurian
grits, slates, and sandstones have been worked as
quoins, sills, and other dressings on which there
is not much labour. -Vt Devil's Bridge and

Llantrissant the sides and roofs of piggeries and
other otJices are made of large flags quanied in

the upper part of the .\.berystwith grit beds.

These flags are generally from -Jft. to dft. square,

and 3in. to 4in. thick. Slates are worked in small
quarries for local purposes, but these are mostly
of an inferior kind for roofing. Slate slabs of

good quality are obtained in several quarries—in

fact, slate rocks run across the county in a

northerly direction from Cardigan to Machynlleth.
Coarse sandstone from Ystrad Meurig quarry,
within li- miles of Strata Florida, was used in

building Abeiystwith stone pier. This stone is

remarkable for its contorted structure—a feature

common to the gi-it rocks of the district,

and supposed to be due to the percolation

of water through the once sandy beds after

they were deposited, thus altering the arrange-
ment of their constituent particles. The grit

stones here are not in solid masses : they are

divided by natural side joints and beds into

separate blocks, which may be removed with
wedges and levers without splitting any of the
stones. Many of the coarser grits used for walling
show crj'stals of fels]iar on their weathered sur-

faces, which would go to show- that they have been
derived from the degradation of older igneous
rocks, which iirobably existed at one time in this

locality, or close to it. The brassy-kudiing

mineral common to these rocks is ire n sulphide,

and to iron carbonate is probably due the lenti

cular concretionary nodules known as " Cone-in
Cone," so common along (he coast between
Aberystwith and Berth. The late Professor

Keeping elassif eJ the Cardiganshire rocks thus,

in descending order: (1) PI™limmon Grits,

(2) Metalliferous Slates, and (.3) Aberystwith Grits.

All these he correlated with the Taraunon shales of

Jlontgomcrj-shire and the Birkhill Idack shales

of the Moffat district in Scotland, both beUnging
to the Llandorerj- di\-ision of Silurian io:ks.

jVberystwith is in the centre of what geologists

call an Anticlinal axis—that is, the rocks of the

entire district are arched up towards that town
;

in fact, it is built on the crown of such an arch,

but in this case some of the highest beds have
been denuded or washed away along the axis

refcn-ed to, and the lowest are met w-ith eastwards

towards the Devil's Bridge. The thickness of the

.\berysfwith Grits and JletaUiferous Slates is

estimated to be about three and a half miles

!

There is no good slate near Aberystwith, and
the Argillaceous rocks are represented there by
irregidar shales, soft and bastard slate. The
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hartl. (iarlv i;iit< :fH"l tiit-ywacke shales, witli tlir

imjK-rfeit slates of this district, ai-e found in

reiyid^r beds from 4in, to 6in, thick. Fiu-ther

south, towards Alltwon and Alieravon, the beds
ai from lit. to lU't. thick: at Llanswvfryon
thtV are ihlt. thick ; at C'efn t'och. Pen I'egwvns,

and aloni; the coast south of Abervstwith hard
2iits from SJ't. to 4ft. thick arc worked for build-

inur. The i)rinci]>al sandstone quarries are

:

Liwarallt-y-i'erdre, (j\ miles from Llandyssil, the

< ardii-tin Stone Co., Ltd. ; Penrhyn New Quay,
Trustee of the late Ilrs. Elizabeth Thomas

:

Pen?Ioi;-au, Abcravon, JIajor Price : Pantfrwvn,
-Vbervstwith, Jlr. 15. W. J^wcU : Cwm Cast'eU,

Jlr. "H. Hushes : Coed Park, Beltws Bledrws,

}lr. J. ('. Harford : and C'iljrraig, Llandysill,

Jlr. T. Jenkins. The ^li' (l"'"''''*
'"""^

• Allt-y-

Giais. Abcravon, Jlr. A.Gwvinie : Boarthmawr,
Abensiwith. -Mr. JI. Bwlch fastell,

Cilcennin, Mr. AV. V. I). .Saunders: ('loi;iryn.

Jlr. A. Gwynnc ; C'rais;-yr-Ogof, the Earl of Lis-

hurne ; Glenydd, Abervstwith, Earl of Lisbunie ;

Llanddewi Breli, Tregaron, ?lr. D. Dalies : Park
Ciliau, .Miei-iyron, .^Ir, 1!. Jones ; Queen's Koad,
Abervstwith. ?Ir. J. .lenkins ; and Ystrad Meurig,
Strata Florida, the Corporation of Abervstwith.
There is a good slate ([lutrry at Cwmere, Machj-nl-
leth, Messrs. Jones and Jenkins ; and coarse slate

slabs are quarried at Cawrcnce, near Cardigan,

^.h-. T. K. Lloyd ; Craiglais, Abersytwith, Jlr.

li. C. Richards : Cwmrhys, Lampeter, Jlr. J. C.

Harford: Pentalwr, the County Council; and
Pont Geri. near KcwciLstle Euilyn, Jlr. S. J.

Davis, 'iliere are no Igneous rocks in this comity
standing detached from or interstratified with the
Silurian strata described. There are evidences
of intense glacial ion all o^•er the county. Abcryst -

with is built on deposits of the Great Ice Age. In
the cliffs along the .shores of Cardigan Bay, seven
miles south of Abervstwith, the glacial beds arc

washed down by the sea, showing large blocks of

St. lie and pebbles in a coarse, saiuly, and clayey
iiuilrix, every stone having a smoothed and
scratched face from having been forced bj' ice

pressure over solid <mderl\-ing rocks. These
great bouhlers are grits, grcywacke, slate,

shale, and umdstone. The solid rocks are also

polished and grooved where glaciers passed over
j

them. (In the hills and in the valleys glacial

!

depo.sit3 of stony day, with large stranded
blocks left by the melting glaciers, may be seen
scattered all over the county : in some places
they are found on the hillsides at a level of about

,

1,000ft. above the sea : in fact, in nearly all the
valleys there aiv thick sheet* of till and moraines.
Abervstwith beach is noted for its pebbles : these
are rounded pieces of grit, greywackc, and shale
from the adjoining cliffs : also quartzitc, cjuartz

felsite, granite, hornblende, syenite, greenstone,
flint, agate, jasper, and ony.v. All the recent
de]iosits are worked for sand, gravel, ;ind brick-

clay. As a stone-produciug county, Cardigan is

one of local interest oidy. Over 700 men are
/raployed in the lead, zinc, and copper mines.

nkiil of evtry kind- Jlouldings, carvings,

irjjoiisx work, panels in low and high relief,

pilasters, capitals and bases, fi'iezes, tinger-

I

plates, cabinet panels, and other details of the

architect's own designs. "We understand that

arrangements have been made with JJessrs.

George Koselieb and Son, the sculptors, and a

jiatenl has been obtained for an entirely new pro-

cess of ]u-oducing high relief and undercut
ornament ami metal-work of a class which has
hitherto been )iroliibitive on account of th(! cost.

( )ne great advantage of copper for decoration is

that it is imperishable and weather resisting, and,

therefore, ivell adapted for the bases and capitals

of external columns and pilasters, Avhereas the
usual plastic substances are scon destroyed.
Mes.srs. Dellagana and Co, use a material
which is hard when cold. Another advantage of

coliper is its rich colour, and the firm has made a

sjiecia! study of thi.'ir finished cojjper work in
this respect, and can produce bright polished
or beautiful green bronze effects, and a very
effective contrast can be produced by making the

relief ornament on bright metal, standing out
from a didl or white metal ground. We have
seen some tine specimens of these copper decora-

tions, one a cast of female head in plaster covered

by copper, and some very beautiful panels, copper
replicas of panels for music and drawing-room
decoration, panels for doors and furniture, finger-

plates, lice, and we confidently believe the new-

method w-ill supersede the ordinary plastii- decora-

tions for a great many uses, as it introduces to the

average building owner and decorator duplicates

of many of the choicest carvings and rrpoiisse

woTk at a price that is within the reach of all.

Thus we believe that replicas of finger-ijlates for

doors will cost only about I^s. each, and a large

door-panel wiU not cost more than 30s. to 40s.,

if from the c\istomer's own moulds. Jlessrs.

Dellagana have made anaugements with leading

English and Italian artists and sctdptors by which
they win be able to supply replicas of originals at

very reasonable ju-iees.

Not onlv architects and decorators will find these

metal reliefs valuable ; cabinet-makers, manufac-
turers of ornamental boxes, hand mirrors, and a
host of other art craftsmen wiU be able to intro-

duce them into their work. By the "Kupron"
cojiper-covering process of this tinn many kinds of

decorative relief can be made permanent, having
the appearance of bronze, retaining all the
individu:ility of the artist's design, and afford-

ing him the opportunity of retaining his designs

for his own use. Specimens of this process can
be seen at 11, Shoe-lane, and will be on view at

the forthcoming Building Trades Exhibition,

GBITUAKY.
Tnr. death Ls announced from Kew York of

Jlr. EuwAUD Hale ICexuai.i., who was the
President of the American Institute of Architects
during the year 1S91-2, and before that helil thj
similar oihcc in its Kew York Chapter, for the
five years ending with 1889. Born at Boston in
1842, the son of a dry-goods merchant, Jlr.

jvendaU graduated at the Latin School of that'
city, his course there being inleiTupted by two
years' residence and study in Paris. He after-

wards entered the office of G. J. F. Bryant and
.\rthur Gilman, remaining there until 18U5. In-
1SG8 he formed a partnership in New York with •

Jlr. Gibnan, >\hich lasted only one year, but*
during which the Equitabh- B\iilding, on Broad-J
way, in its original form, was designed andS
built at a cost of a million and a half dollars, f
From that time on to the ilate of his death, causedg
b}- an attack of pneumonia, he practised alone in^
New York City, where he built, amongst other!
strucliu'es. the Washington Building on tKe;

Battery Park, the Jlethodist Book Concern, on<
Fifth Avenue ; the houses of Robert and Ogden^,
Goelct, the German SaN-ings Bank Building, the'!

Gorhaui Building, and many houses and com.
mercial structures of less note. Besides this, he^

designed impoitant buildings in Porto Rico and,''

Peru. Jlr. Kendall was also consulting architect for

the Washington Bridge, in Upper New York, was
architect to the Department of Docks, a memlier
of the ^Villard Architectural Casts Commission,
and was frccjuently called upon to act as an exj)ert

in public and pri\ate competitions of importance.

NEW 3IETAL DECORATION.
rOHE architect }i.-i.s often wished to give
J. accentual i(jn and point to his designs,
especially internal decorations, by the emplov-
meiit of a material that is at once capable "of

reproducing the delicacy .and finish, as well as the
hardiness and durability, of metal. To some extent
this has been done by bronze .and other mct.al
bands roimd shafts of coUmms, and by introducing
metal capitals. We call attcmtiem now to a new
method of i.roducing metallic decorations intro-

i

duccd by P.. Dellagana and Co., Ltd., the
j

well-knon-n art electro-metallurgists and electro-
'

typers of Shoe-hme, Fleet-street, E.C., which
appears to oijcn a new field for achitectural
decoration of a high ' cla,ss. By the method
invented and ainilied by Messrs. Dellagana,
an exact reproducti(m in copper and other
metals is made of any design in the most plastic
and perishable materials, such as wax pilaster or
wood. The process liy which this new decorative
method is atlaincil is a method of electro-deposi-
tion, which surjiasses the results of casting, and
possesses all the beauty and relief of npoirm;
reproduciiii.'llie most deliciile lines of high or low '

relief by a thin metal film at a very reduced cost
jcompared with ordinary high-relief under-cut

!

metal-w Ilk. If it is desired, as in some eNleraal
I)arfs of a building or the caiiil.al of a column, the

'

metal ran be strengthened in thickness. The
thickness of the metal deposited can really be
increa.ied as it may be necessarj-. The method
can reprodiico designs for architectural onia-

ANOTHER EAST RIYER BRIDGE FOR
NEW YORK.

rpHE fourth bridge across the East River at

JL New York w-ill extend from Sixtieth-street
and Second-avenue, llanhattan, across Black-
well's Island and both channels of the river, to

Hunter-avenue and James-street, Long Island

City. Each ajiproach will consist of a masonry
ranip and a plate girder viaduct. The lengths tif

the different parts of the structure will be as

follows: — Jlanhattan .approach, l,101f't. ; west

anchor arm, 4G0jft. ; west channel span, l.l.iSft.
;

Blaclcwell's Island connecting span, 59'iift.

;

i:ach channel span, 1,002ft. : Queen's anchor arm
siian, 469ift. ;

Queen's approach, 3,441 -Cfl.
;

total length, 8,231-lft. The minimum clearances

above the ground of the main spans are about

GOft. at the west anchor arm, 100ft. at the east

anchor arm, and llOft. at the connecting span.

Tlie minimum heights above mean high water
will be about 118ft. for the west channel span,

and 12oft. for the east channel sjian.

There will be two lines of trusst's in vertical

planes 93ft. apart on centres, in each of which
there will be a vertical post IToft. high on the

centre lino of each pier, and from the tops of

these posts the top chord w-ill slope both ways to

the extremities of oppo.site cantilever arms, or to

the middle of the connecting span between the

island jiiers. Over each channel the cantilever

arms will be connected by a five-panel su.spended

.span about 3l)0fl. long.

CHIPS. i:

A monument to the Earl of Airlie and Lieut.

Ramsay is being constructed at Alyth. The ground
is to be inclosed b}- a low wall and ornamental rail- ,^.

ing, wlule around the monument will be a walk, fho;',

sides of wliich wdl be planted w-ith trees and/,
shi-ubs. Messrs. Bow-er and Florence are the con-j
tractors. \>

At a special meeting of the Middletoii, Laucaffi

Towni Council a resolution has been passed snnction^
ing aijplication forloans to the extent of .^12,lli6 for,

money spent above the sanctioned amount on sewage-
disposal. It w-as stated that a sei>arate scheme for''

the treatment of the sewage of Birch, Bowlee, and.

Slattocks, on the bacteria principle, is being pre-

pared.

The Leeds City Council have authorised the erection

of a police-statHon and branch library premises in

Dewsbury-road, in accordance w-ith the design of

Messrs. Bedford and Kitson, ftt the estimated coat

j

of £12,000.

A Local Government Board inquiiy w-a.s comlucted

at Peumaeumaw-r on Friday by Mr. H. P. Biduois

toucliing the promenade which it is intended to con-i
struct at that place at a cost of £17,000. Mr. Eniestw

i Worrall, engineer to the counoU, explained the plans',^

and proposals.

The borough of Harwich has ilecided to erect a
'"

statue to tl-e memory of the late Queen costing over,

£.500.

A special sub-committee of the Leigh Town
Council have recommended the council to purchase

i
for £18,000 the twenty-three acres of land belonging

to the Walmsley estate between the railway and

Back Glebe-street, Leigh, for a public park and

recreation gi'omid.

Colonel Yorke, on Saturd.ay morning, made the

final Board of Trade inspection of the lines of the

London ITnited Tramw-ays Company from Shep-

herd's Bush to Acton a"nd Goldhawk-road and

Hammei-smith to Kew Bridge. The car travereed

the whole system at present adapted tor electrical

traction except the very short Brentford section.

The surveyors of the various cUstricls through which

the hues run—Hammersmith, Acton, Chiswick, ant*

Brentford—expressed themselves as liighly satisHcil,

and pressed for an early opeiung of the eleutiical

equipment. When tha't consummation is reached

now deppnds on the action of the Kew authorities.

The order for the construction of the Kothwell

to Hunslet Light Railwav has been passed by the

Board of Trade.

i

I

It is understood tint Mr. William Emerson,
F.K.LB..\., will in all probability be rc-clei-tcd

President of the Koyal Institute of British Architects
for the ensuing year, the standing order limiting the
term of office to two years having to be suspended
to enable this to be done.

[3oar(l ot Irade. '^a

All inquiiv was held at the Town-hall, Tunsttill, flB
_ast week by Mr. H. P. Bouluois, M.I.C.E., on f«
behalf ol' tbe'Local Govci-nment Board, coiiccndiig

an application by the Tunstall Crliaii Distnct

Council to boiTOw- £2,600 for sewerage works at

Pittshill.

Mrs. Huds.m, wife of Mr. G. B. Hudson, M.P.,

opened at Hitchin last week the new towii-liall,

which has been erected at a cost of over £7,001), from

designs by Mr. E. W. Mountford and Mr. Geoffrey

Lucas, jo'int architeet.s. The contractor was Mr. S.

Redhouse, of Hitchin.

'KS;
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PROFESSIONAL AND TKADE
SOCIETIES.

>ii,iKTV III" ( liu'AixiiD Sri;vEvii::s. — At the

second aiinuiil meeting of this society held at

Eilinljmtrh this week, the report o£ the ooiineil

tor the ijast session refened with deep reRret to

the (loath, in the coiuse of the session, of its first

j.itsiilent. Jlr. Peter Lawrence. The council

elected Mr. Ambcw Lawric to the ottice of presi-

dent, and ih\ A. K. Smith to the office of viee-

]iresijent. At the last annual general meeting
the society adopted the modes of measurement for

mason-work dated May, 1S97, and joiner-work

datid .Vpril, 1899, prejiiired by a joint committee

of oit'.ained surveyoi"s and master laiilders, and
the sarnie coumiittee of surxx'vors was appointed to

meet with a couuuittee of tradesmen in tlto other

trades for the purpose of compiling unifonii modes
of measurement for these tiadcs. At the last

^ annual general meeting a committee of three was

I
ai>]>ointed to consider as to the (|uestion of scale

I of fees, and to report to the society. The council

i has apiM>inted a committee to make inquiries as

to the most suitable coiu'se of study for (he

guidance of apprentices, and to I'oport thereon to

the council. The annual report of the general
e-Kamining hoard was also of a satisfactoiy

nature, as was likewise the treasurer's halanee-
sheet, which showed that the funds of the society

at the close of the financial vear amounted to

fjiit ICs. 9d.

CHIPS.

Tlie opening of the new mebillurgical laboratory
and assay-room of Peuzauce Minuig and Science
Schools took place last Aveek.

A bequest has just been m.^de to Xortlimolton
church in the form of a lych-gjvte, which was dedi-
cated at a sliort .sei-vice on Suuda}'. Tlie gate, with
its wing walls and accessories, has been erected
to the memory of the late John Terrell Shap-
land and Chavlotto, his wife. The walls are
of local stone, the diiessiiigs of Dartmoor granite,
the woolwork of Enghsh oak, and the roof
of tiles. Tlie masonry lias been done by Messrs.
S;iudci-s and Son, of .'>outhmolton, and the oak work
by Messrs. Harry Hems and Sons, of Exeter, from
designs by ib. James Crocker, F.R.I.B.A., of
liieter.

The Fifeshire County Council accepted, on
Satuniay, the I'csignation of his situation by Mr.
Petherum, [their road surveyor, and resolved to
advertise for candidates at a -salarj- of £2.50 per
annum. "

.

Mr. Brock's statue of Sii' 'William Tliomas Lewis
was unveiled at Merthyr—of which town he is a
native—yesterday (Thursdaj').

The town council of Sjhaerteek has voted 2.5,000
fiiuiis towards the cost of a memorial to the painter
Verwce. .A design by tho sculptor Vandersbippen
has lieeu approved, and the monument will be
erected at the corner of the Rue Venvee and the
Place Coliguon.

Through the generosity of Mi-s. and the Masses
Gilbey a new reredos has been erected in the historic
parish church of Woobiun, Bucks.

Tlie dealings at the Auction Mart, Tokenhouse-
yard, last week were brisk, the total realisations
amounting to £11(5,2X5.

Mr. H. M. Cttutley, A.E.I.B.A., has been feiken
into partnei-ship by Mr. E. F. Bisshopp, diocesan
aicliitect, of Ipswich.

A meeting in connection with the South-Westeni
BuiKUug Tr.ade Employers' Federation was held on
Friday at Taunton, when sevcr,al subjects affecting
the liinkhng tr-ade of the cUstiict came up for dis-
viis<i..u. Mr. A. Ki-auss, of Bristol, the president of
the Xational Federation, was present.

The Speaker will unveil, on Monday, the 22ud
inst.. in Committee Room XXV. of the House of
Commons, the bronze bust by Com-ad Dressier of the
late Sir .Tohn Mowbray, "Father of the House,"
which has been subscribed for by member's generally.

A dastardly attempt to destroy Xoi-th Lancaslure's
venerable yew tree is reported from Cark-in-
Cartmel. The tree stands on the Birklev estate,
near to Cark, and is one of the sights of the district.
It is said by Stockdale in his " Annals of Cartmel

"

at one time to have been one of the landnmrks for
vessels coming up Morecambe Bav. The members
of the Cark Fii-e Brigade put out the fir-e. Very
grave damage has teen done to the yew.

Extensive altei-atious and additions ai-e beuig
made to the Bruce-grove Brewery, Tottenham, for
Messrs. WooUidge, Hill, and Co. The work is
lieing carried out by Mi-. Albert Svmes, contractor,
of Stratford. E., under the superintendence of the
ai-clntects, Messrs. Law and Allen, Dacre House,
Arundel -!rr»e;. W.C.

BuilMua ^-utclliacnct.

B.VTii Anin;Y Kestouatio.v.—A further nicct-

ing was held on Friday at the Guildhall, I'ath,

on behalf of the fund for repairing the Abbey,
\mder the chairmanship of the Mayor (Jlr. T. 15.

Silcock], who was supported by the Bishop of

Bath and Wells. The Rev. Canon (}uirk sub-

mitted a statement from the executive committee,
which now reported that (he last bit of work on
(he west front was in hand. Tire repairs have
cost £2,000, (he whole of which sum had been
subscribed. But other work had been found
necessary, and the architect, Jlr. T. (!. Jackson,

I\..\., had pointed out the condition of the flying

but(resses on the south-east choir aisle, and that

(he ])innacles ami ba((leraen(s were loose and
decayed. The five bu((resses on (hat part of (he

chiuch were in a bad state. Two of (hem must
be a( once comple(ely rebuili, and (he remaining
thi-ee could only Vie saved .after considerable

repair and res(oration. He es(inia(ed (hat each
buttress would cost £3.50, and the various smaller

repairs £200. In addition, a dangerous defe(d

had been found in the wooden roof of (he

choii'. and to strengthen that portion of the

church the cost would be £235. Towards the

increased expenditure of £2, .500 the commi((eo
. had in hanil a sum of £500 or t'GOO over ami
above (he liability of previous contracts. To meet
the cost of the extra necessary repaii-s, (he eoni-

mitteehad now decided to appeal to the public at

I

large for £2,000. The town clerk (JMr. B. H.
I
Watts) as honoi-aiy treasurer, presented a

,
finaneial statement, which showed that the sub-

' scriptions up to Harch 27 were £3.0.57. At the

close of the meeting a telegram was received

from Mr. Jackson inci-casing his estimate of the

money required to £3,000.

Leeds. — The Leeds Industrial Co-operative

Society opened on Saturday a specially-erected

bakery in David-street, Holbcck. The building

forms a square block with fi-ontages of 92ft. to

David-street, and 85ft. to Front-row. ItisoOft.

high, and the elevations to the two main streets

are faced with local pressed bricks, the rest being
relieved with stone from the Wrose HiU quarries.

The roof is in three spans, (he centre one being
Wit. wiile, and the outer two 23ft. each. On the

ground Hoor the priiu ipal room front of the ovens
has an area of (iOft. by 40ft. There arc also

cooling and despatch rooms measuring 62ft. by
23ft. I In thi! outside of the main room abutting
on Front -row is a range of six of AVerner
Pleiderer and Perkins' "Telescocar" Ovens, the

fronts of which are built into the main bakehouse
wall. The remaining space on this floor, 50ft. by
14ft., is devoted to confectionery store, cake-
making room, galvanised iron steam proAnng cup-
board, offices and lavatory accommodation. The
fii-st floor contain.'; the bread-dough mixing
machine, biscuit oven, and provision is left for

further ovens. The flour store and fruit-cleaning

room, sweet packing, and other rooms, ,as well as

a gii'ls' dining-room, are placed on the second floor.

The various machines are ilriven by electricity,

the building throughout being electrically lighted.

The area of land occupied 1,540 square yards.
The plans for the building have been prepai'ed by
Jlr. W. S. Br-aithwaite, architect, Leeds. The
biuJding, with the exception of the slaters' and .

plasterers' work, has been erected by the society's
;

own staff, under the superWsion (if ?Ir. Philemon
Rump, the society's building manager. i

PoPLAii.—A -visit was paid on Monday' by a I

number of naval architects, marine engineers, and
those interested in the shipbuilding industry to

the new yard and engine-shops w-hich Messrs.
Y-aiTow and Co. (Limited) have recently erected

at Poplar. These w-orks oceupv elevi'U acres,

with a frontage of 700ft. to the Thames, on the

site of the works of Westwood and BaiUie. The
general offices are on the gr-oiind floor facing the

main road of the district. ?.Ir. Yarrow's office

forms the centre of the group of four main work-
shops, each of which is 360ft. in length. There
,are two engineers' shops, of a width of 50ft. and

j

36ft. respectively, and the boiler-makei-s' and
slripbuilders' depar(ment occupies a still larger I

area. These shops have been erected by Sir 1

William Ai-i-ol and Co.
:
Limited). Electric'

dj-iving is adojited (hroughoiit, the large number
of machine tools being actuated from main shaft- I

ing in connection .with two I'arker dj-namos,
driven dii-ect by two Belliss compound engines.

Each of these dj-namos is capable of an output of

430 amperes at 210 volts. Some of the kargsr

.

machine tools have independent elei Iric i.iotoi-s

attached (o (hem. The gi^ncraring plant is

Si(uatcd in (he main shops without any divi.sion

or separate engine-house, as is usual. The
travelling cranes iU'e all electrical, and there is a.

complete eiiuipment of compressed-air lifts and
cranes. I'lie boiler-shojjs arc similar in construc-

tion to the main engineering shops, and cover a

large space of ground . The hydi-aulic plant here

has been specially constructed by Messrs. Henry
Ben-y and Co.

The ToTTKxiiAM Hovsisg .SenEMr.. — .\t

Tuesday's meeting- of the London County Council
(he Housing of (he Wmking Classes Committee
submitted their schemi^ for the erection of a large

number of workmen's cottages on a site known as

the Lordship-lane estjitc, in Tottenham, A\'ood-

grcen, and Edmonton. 'I'he site covers 225 acres,

and it is proposed to erect thereon 5,779 cottages.

It is contemplated to deal first with the southern

site, comprising 179 acres, on which 33,000 persons

are to be accommodated in 4,750 self-contained

tw-o-story cottagiw, and 2,000 more will \io.

provided for in tenements over .shops. The esti-

mated cost of dealing with this portion of the

estate is £1,530,858. The commiKee now recom-
mended that the estimate of £91,500, submitted

by the Finance Committe, be approved ; and that

the Council do acquire under Part III. of the

Housing of the Working ( 'lasses Act, 1<S'.)0. and the

Housing of the Working Classes Act, 1900, about

225 acres of land at Tottenham, Wood (4reen,

and Edmonton, known as the Lordship-lane

ostate, at £400 per acre, subject to the Council

accepting the areas apjioai-ing on the Ordnance
Sm-vey, paying vendors' surveyors' fee and all

expenses of sale and pui'chase, and taking the

land subject to existing tenancies and (i(he.

The Finance Committee reported that the

scheme is likely to be self-supporting if the

capital can be raised at 3 per cent. jVi'ter con-

siderable discussion, an amendment was rejected

by 82 to 21 votes, and the proposal of the

committee was approved.

Waltiiamstow.—The opening ceremony of the

United Jlethodist Free Church, ShcmhalJ-sti-eet,

Walthamstow-, took place on I'hursday afternoon,

March 28. Tlie buildings are erected on a pro-

minent site at the comer of Shenrhall- street and
Oliver-road. The .style of the buUdings is Early
Decoi-ated Gothic. The church is flanked on one
side by'a bold square tow-er, which rises to a con-

sidei-able height. A l:u-ge church parloru- is

placed alongside the church on the opposite side.

The facings are of red brick -with Bath stone
dressings. The roofs are of green slates. Boldly
moulded triple arches of Bath stone, supjiorted by
Norwegian granite shafts with carved caps, divide

the nave from the apse, where the choir and org-an

are accommodated. The choir has a ti-iiceried

stone front, or dwarf screen. The pulpit occupies

the space under the central arch, and is the cfntrc

fi-om which all the seating radiates (the seats being
circidar on floor), so th.at all the congi-egation

immediately face the preacher. The roof is of

hammer-beam coiLstruction, w-ith open-timber
s])andrels of tracery work. The metal-work is all

of wTOught iron and copper. The chirrch will

accommodate .about 750 persons in a mixed con-

gregation, all on the ground floor. Provision is

made for future small end gallery to accommodate
about 100 persons. The contract was let to Mr.
J. A. Carter, Grays, Essex, for £5,609. The
ar.-hitects, w-hose desig-n w-as selected in eompeli-

(ion, are Me.s.srs. George Baines, F.R.I.B.A., .ind

Reginald Palmer Baines, 5, Clement's Inn,
Strand, V.'.C.

Mr. Akers-Douglas introduced on Friday a Bdl
for the acquistion of certain land near the Xational
Gallery in London, and for pui-poses comiected
therewith. The Bill was read a first time.

The new chancel which has been built by Lady
Tate at Brixton Congregational church as a memorial
to her husband, Sir Henry Tate, the founder of the

Xational Gallery of British .irt and of manj- free

Ubr-aries in South London, was opened on Sunday.
The chancel is in the form of a large bay, and takes

the place of a small clioir wliich toi-merly was
occupied by the organ. Leading features of the

new work," for which Mr. P. Morley Horder was
architect, are a pulpit, rood-screen, organ lofts

—

one at each side—and rich wood panelling round the

lower part of the wall. Five lancet windows of

stained glass are the only parts of the old chancel

which have been put into the new one.

The name of Mr. E. C. Scrivener, architect, has
been placed upon the commission of the peace for

the borough of Haiilev.
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NOTICE.
The Editorial. Advoi1i>*ment, and Publishing Offices

of the BriLDisG Ni:us and Enuiseering Joibnal arc

"^
~

CLEMENT'S HOUSE.
CLEMENT'S INN PASSAGE, STRAND,

LONDON, W.C.,
where all communications should be addressed.

Telegraphic Address :—" Timesener, London^"
Telephone No. 1633 Holborn.

Clement's Inn Passage is the turning west of the IjUW
Courts, opposite St. Clement Danes Church, and our new
otiices can be i-eached in a few soconds from the Strand.

They will be found on the right-liaud side of the way,
next door to the Vestiy Hall.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves i-esponsible for the opinions of

our coiTesix)ndcnt-;. All conimunituitions should be
drawn up as briefly as p<^)ssible, as there aiv many
claimants upon the space sillotted tn cori-espondcuts.]

It is particularly request^ tliat all dmwings and all

communications respecting; ilhistrations or Jit^'rury matter
should be addi-es-scil to the EDITOR of the Bi'ildino

Nkws, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passafije, Strand,

W.C., an»i not to members of tbe statf by name. Delay
is not unfre<iueutly otherwise caused. All drawings and
otlier communications are sent at contribut<»rs' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to

The Stkasu Newspaper Company, Limiteo.

NOTICE.

Bound copies of Vol. LXXIX. are now ready, and
t^ould be oi-dered. early (price 12s. each, by post

12s. H>d.:,asonIy a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXfX., XLI., XLTV.,
XLVI., XLIX., LT.. LIU.. JA'III., EXI., LXH.,
EXni., LXIV., LXV.. LXVL, LXVII.. I^VIII.,
LXIX.. LXXE, LXXH., IJCXIII.. LXXIV., LXXV.,
LXXVI., and LXXVII. may .still be obt;iined at the

same price ; all the other bound volumes are out of

print. Most of the back numbers of fonner volumes are,

however, to be had singly. Subscribei-s requiring- any
back nimibers to complete volume just ended should
oi-der at once, as many of them soon nin out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the Bnn,»iNO News,
price 2s., post free 2s. 4d.. can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TEEMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum Jpost free'; to any part of the
T'nitcd Kingdom ; for Caniida, Nova Scotia, and the
United States, £1 6s. Od. (or Gdols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium, £1 6s. Od. lor 3;5fr. 30c.) To India, Jtl 6s. Od.

To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to tbe
Cape, the "West Indies, or Natal, £1 6«. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The chai*ge for Competition and Contract Advertise-

ments, Public Companies, and all official advertisements
is Is. per line of Eight words, the first line counting as
two, the minimum charge being 5s. for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miscellaneous
and Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertise-
ments) is 6<i. per line of Eight words (the first line
counting as two), the minimum charge being in. 6d. for
10 words. Special terms for series of more than six
insertions can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

Frontr-page advertisements 2s. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 5s.

Advertisements for the current week mu.st reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-])age
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

SlTCATIONS.

The charge for advertisemeuts for " Situations Vacant

'

or ** Situations Wanted" is One Shimj SO for Twkntv-
FOUB Words, and Sixpence for ever>' eight words after.
All Situation Advertisements must be prepaid.

Rrceived.—M. D. P. and Co.—W. H. C—H. W. G.~
P. G. and r>. M.—A. W. and Co. — W. H. (Belfast)—
J. B. and Co.

''BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
SEVENTH LIST OF SrB.TKCTS.

0.—A Cottage Hospital for an open site, the ground of
which is level. The aceonimodjitum is to comprise two
wards of eight beds each for either sex, and an isolation
ward for special cases with two beds. A day-room for
men and women, each 14ft. square or of that artra ; a
matron's room about 12ft. .square, and a st<>re for her
use; a day-room for nui-ses. of similar size; a kitchen,
and officer. Each wing to have a bath and two w.c.'s
:ind urinal for men ; also nest of sixteen lockers for
patients' belongings, eight in each department. I'pstairs
three bedrooms—twt> for nurses and cme for scnants—
and a bedroom for the matron. Rjith and w.c. (m same
floor, with good linenroom and br)xrf)om. Entninco
front t-j face S.W. Style adapted to brick, with stone
sparingly used, and tiled ror)fs. Ward ceilings rnay
extend into their rtMjfs, and not be less than Kift. high.
Other moms on ground flofjr Tift., first floor £>ft. piU-h
from fl<M>r to ceiling. Two elevations, one section, two
I-luu'*. and view. Scale 10ft. U> the inch ; size of sheet
24in. bv 18in.

Drawi.sos Received.—"Jove," "Primus."

—»«

—

KOJIAX TEt^SELATED FLOORS.
To the Editor of the Building News.

SiK,—Some few years ago, while excavations

were in progress at Box, near I'ath, some interest-

ing remains were discovered. Amongst these was
a tesselated Roman bath Xft. hy 411. Tin. by 3ft. ;

a pavement 24ft. by 5ft. of labj-rinlliine fret pat-

tern, and a quantity of loose tesserae suflicient to

cover an area of some iiiii. by 30ft. The whole
are oifered for sale liv their present possessor, Mr.
M. Slier, Alpha Villa. Bath. Jlr. Stier"s idea is

that the mosaic would fonu an exceedingly inter-

esting floor for a chancel. The curious point to

nu^ speaking as an oiitsider in the matter of

Roman antiquities, is that some of the tesserce

have sham joints

—

i.e., the hirgcr stones (marble)

have been cut across the face with saw and
cutting grtivel—and the apparent joint tilled in

with the same mortar the whole floor was origin-

ally laid in, so single pieces of marble are made
to look like two or three stones. Is this dis-

tinctly a " trick of the trade " tisual in old work 'i

—I am, &c., St.\tuaey.

Aiiril 2. »-^

f;uttrc0mmuuication.—<

—

[11700.] — Softening 'Water.—Will one of yom-
readei-s kindly sug-gest u simple antl ine.xpensive method
for .softening water in a cistern supplying a house .' I
hai'e just moved into a district where the water sujiply is

drawn from a chalk fonnation, and it is necessarih' hard,
rendering it useless for domestic purposes, and bad for
gout and rheumatic subjects.

—

Anti-Chalk.

[11701.]—Iron Church.—Can anyone give reliable
intormation on the length of time that an iron churt;h may
be expected to last with careful usa^e and reasonable
attention.'—No Sig.

The Committee of the London Architectural
Association announce that the new conunon-room
at the Studio, Great Marlhorough-street, W., will

be completed shortly after Easter,^ when it is pro-
posed to hold a students' smoking concert. It is

further stated that, '* owing to a variety of circum-
stances," the committee has decided "this year to
postpone the wtree and annual play. Particulars
will be aunounced in due course.

Tlie governors of George Heriot's Trust yesterday
approved ofan agreement with Edinburgh University
Court for inauguratiug a joint curriculima of study
for a degree in eugineeiiug in the Uuivereity and
the Heriot-Watt College.

The Archbishop of Canterbury will, on Friday,
the 12th inst., lay the foundation-stone of the new
premises of the Canterburj' Dispensary.

An attempt is being made to resuscitate the
Plumbers' School, Lincoln. The old school, which
became defunct in 1896, consisted of masters only ;

but the suggestion now is that the school should be
earned on by masters and men conjointly. At a
meeting of employers and employes in the plumbing
trade recently held in Lincoln, a unanimous feeling
was expressed in favour of re-establishing the school,

and a committee was appointed to consider a schgme
to that end.

The seventh annual Free Picture Exhibition, held
in the borough of West Ham, was opened on Friday
in the Public Hall, Canning Town.

The Bill to enable the Corporation of London to
widen London Bridge has been reported l\y the
Committee of the Chairman of Ways and Means in

the House of Commons with certain amendments.

The new branch line from Coombe, the junction
at which the Liskeard and Looe ILoilway will be
connected wdth the Great Western system, has now
been completed, and will be opened early iti May.
Col. Yorke, a Board of Trade inspector, passed over
the line a few weeks ago, submitting it to examina-
tion, and he has given a satisfactory report.

Mr. Luke Fildes, R.A., has been honoured by the
command of the King to paint a full-length State
portrait of his Majesty. This picture will be repre-
sentiitive of Ins Majesty in robes, and will be the
oflicial portrait of the King.

Tlie Mallaig Railw.ay, the extension of the West
Highland line to the Atlantic coast, Wiis successfully

opened on Monday. The railway, which is single,

with necessary passing places at stations, is 4 1 miles
long, and has cost f.5.')(),000, of which sum the
Government giaarantee 3 J>er cent, on £200,000 for

thirty years. The line passes through a part of the
West Highlands rich in scenes of natural grandeur
and t>cauty, and made cl;xssic by its association with
"Boimie Prince Charlie.'*

WATEK SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

BiEKEXiTEAD Watee Sttply.—The corpoitition

have accepted the offer of Messrs. R. F. Craig and
Co., Ltd., Paisley, to supply, erect, and tit up com-
plete, at the FoihI Waterworks, two sets of air-lift

apparatus and pumps, capable of raising 16,000,000
gallons per week from a depth of "SOft. m the bore-

hole, and delivering the same into the tiink on the
water tower at Flaybrick Hill. As the question of

the water supply to the borough is of pressing im-
portance, the contract will be entered into without
delay, in order that the supply of water at Ford
Waterworks may be utilised to a fuller extent than
has hitherto been possible, and to meet the increasing

consumption of water in the area suppUed by the

corporation.

CoNiSBtmoH AXD Denaby.—The Doncaster Rural
District Council have decided to apply to the Local
Government Board for sanction to a loan for £11,720
for works of sewerage and sewage disposal tor the

towns of Conisburgh and Denaby, with a popula-
tion of 16,000. The scheme comprises main and
outfall sewers for the towns, also underground
storage tank, with a capacity of 80,000 gallons,

engine-house, duplicate engines and pumps, bac-

terial tanks, and laying out of land, from the design

of Messrs. D. Balfotir and Son, of London and
Newcastle.

CHIPS.
Messrs. E. H. Shorland and Brother, of Man-

chester, have just supplied their patent Manchester
grates to the Clare County Infirmary, Eunis.

The town council of Tynemouth have appointed

Mr. F. R. Hull as engineer for the Font reservoir at

Moorhouses, at a salary of .£30 per month.

At the last meeting of the City Court of Common
Council it was decided to lay Snow -hill. King-
street, Smithfield, and Shoe-lane with hard wood at

a cost of £2,820, and Leadenhall-street, Hounds-
ditch, Angel-court, Finch-lane, and other thorough-

fares with asphalte at an expense of £7,376.

A serious fire occmred on Thursday in last week
at the Penketh works of Messrs. B. Gamett and
Sons, cabinetmakers, at Warrington and South-

port. Tlie premises were completely gutted, and
the damage is very considerable, a great amount of

work beuig in progress.

Building operations are about to be commenced
on the Fisheiy Estate, Maidenhead. Designs for

several bungalows have been prepared by the archi-

tects, Messrs. Palgrave and Co., Westminster.
'

The partnei-sliip hitherto subsisting between

J. Tavenor Pen^ and F. H. Reed, arclutects and

siu-veyors, John-street, Adelplu, W.C, under the

style of Pen-y and Reed, has been dissolved.

Sir Coui-tenay Boyle, the permanent secretary of

the Board of Ti-ade, sat on Thui-sday in last week to

hear objections to the Order of the Light Railway
Commissioners, authorising the construction of light

railways in the county of Nottingham, in the

borough of Mansfield, and the urban districts of

Mansfield Woodhouse, Suttou-in-Ashfield, and
Hucknall-under-Huthwaite.

Tlie Manchester Racecourse Co., Ltd., and the

Trafford Park Estates, Ltd., in the Second Court of

Appeal on Mondav, asked the Lords Justices to set

aside an injunction granted by Mr. Justice Fanvell,

restraining the Racecoui-se Co. from selling the race-

course without fii-st offering the property to the

Manchester Ship Canal Co. at the same cash pnce

as the intending purchaser was willing to give,

according to an agi'eement entered into some ye.ar3

since. The Lords Justices held that the Judge in

the Court below had come to a right decision, and

dismissed the appeal.

The foundation-stone of the new Foresters' Hall

at Dundee was laid on Saturday with Masonic

honoui-s. The building scheme has been entered

into by the Dundee Couiis of the Ancient Order of

Foresters, and, when finished, the cost will. 1)8

between £13,000 and £14,000. At tlie present time,

however, the part of the scheme which provides tor

the erection of a large hall with two small halls is

being proceeded with, and will cost about £8,000.

The halls are to be erected on a site bounded by

Ward-road, Rattray-street, and NicoU-street, in

rear of a block of tenements already the projierty of

the Foresters. On the ground iloor the small halls

will he situated, giving accommodation for 300

pereons, while the main hall mil lie on the first floor,-

accommodating 900 persons. Attjiched to the hall'

will lie a reading-room, and on the second Hoi

thei-e wUl be committee-rooms and reading-rooms,

A branch library', reading-room, and public ha

' was opened o" Saturday at Irlams-o'-th -Height.

i

The building, which has cost £6,000, has beenerected

by the museum and libraries committee of the

Salford Corporation, with the help of Sir Arthur F.

!
Ho-wood and other membei-s of lus fimuly ,

who pre-

sented the site, and contributed largely towards the

I cost of construction.

t
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HEI.l'AST ASSEMItLY H.VLL : Till.:!) I'".;i:jIIATI:D

DKSIGX.

I'm; jilot of ifi'ound on which thu Ijuililing's are to
111' crccteil lias frontas'f-s to Fishci-wick-place,

lloward-struot, and \Vvlling-lon-street, and ex-
li'nds to '.',700 viU'ds in area. Tho frontage to

l''ishiT\vick-idac'u has bppn treated as the most
'iiiportant elevation, containing the principal
itranee to the asseiubly-hall and offices, while a

•' ;onil entrance has been provided from Howard-
ritrcel. The assi'iubly-hall has been placed on the

W \\"ollinp;ton-slreet frontage, and set well back
from Fishcrwick-plai'e. in order to avoid the
ii.'ise of traffic in the strcels, and is in-

I ««! with well -lighted corridors containing
!ic .several entrance doors to the area of h.-iU

Mil tho galleries. The hall is adapted to a
;i libcrative asseuAly, and the sealing is ai-ranged
II lines similar to that adopted in the general
i-sembly - halls of the Scoteli I'rcsbyterian
iiiirches. The area of hall seats with comfort

''Jl, exclusive of space for division lobbies, and is

- I arranged as to be available for 188 additional
- its in case of hu'ge meetings. Tho galleries

icommodate .>IH), and the whole, including the
I i visiim lobbies, will seat nearly 1 ,600. A spacious
Mslibulo or lobby is placed along the side of the
hall, well lighted from large cujiolas on the roof,

"hich might form a gallery for portraits or other
like use. Tho aecomu'.odation provided for on
L:round-floor compi-ises : Assenilily-hall, news-
riKim (l,0.50sii.ft. in area), cash offices with strong-
room below, office for secretary of missions, rooms
fur Sabbath-school society, five otKccs for letting,

which are connected with stores in the basement
under the . assembly-hall ; also retiring-rooms,
< 'oaki'oom and lavatories, and caretaker's room,
•.''1-. The main staircase and tho lift are located
iu a central position for communication with all

the apartments on the upper floors. The accom-
I .nidation on first floor consists of a minor hall
l..S00si|.ft. in area, height equal to first and

-1 iDiid floors), a lecture-room, young men's and
.\"ung women's parloiu's, orphan society's offices

Old three committee rooms, city mi.ssion room,
:ind cloaki'ooms and lavatories ; also a suite of
<itKces for letting, and on the second floor a
gvmnasiura )'2,400sq.{t. in area, side walls 20ft.
high, with o)jen steel roof), a recreafion-rooni,
• lassrooms and lavatories, and a caretaker's house.
Tlie staircases are continued up to attic floor, but
nothing more was to be done in the way of com-
pletion, cxcpjit finishing in the ceilings and flom-s
=md glazing the windows; the walls to be built
"f lirick and the floors of concrete and steel, with
wood Tilocks. Tho exterior -ivas intended to be
faced with red brick and red sandstone dressings
Irom Dumfriesshire, and the roofs covered with
ureen slates. Panels for sculpture of a suitable
ihai-acter are shown at the principal entrance

door and in the two front gables. .\s the si>il

is an estuarinc deposit, about oOft. deeji,

piled foundations were necessary. The total cost

of the proposed Vmildings was stijiiilated not to

exceed the sum of -t':;i),000, which, however, does

not include heating and ventilating or electric

lighting. The author of this design, which was
placed third in the kite couipelitiou is Jlr.

^^. C. Laidlaw, of Kdinburgh. We illus-

trated the second iiremiated design in the Bi'ii.ii-

ixi: Ni;ws for Dec. 11, lUOO, and .shortly shall

publish dr.iwings of the design placed first.

KIUllV IIAI.I., XOllTUAMl'TOXSUniE: IM.ll.A. SII.VHl;

.Ml'.ilAI. nUAWIXOS.

Last Friday wi^ )iiiblishcd the general drawings
of this remarkable .-md famous old mansion, for

nu;asuring wliich Mr. Laurence L. I'right was
awarded the Silver J[ed;il of the Koyal Institute

of British .\rehitects this year. To-day, from the

same set of drawings, we publish a sheet of details

of the porch in tlu- inner ipiadrangle, and also a

section through tliegreat h.-ill,givingthe minstrels'

gallery with its Later UenaLssance panelling and
doorway. The coi-nices drawn at large make
useful details of historic interest.

AVAI.SOKKX cnVRCll, XOIU'OI.K.

?diss ?.lAr.v S. Fkck's very interesting watei'-

colour, gi\ing a view of this nolalde church,

shows the nave looking towards the north-east

into the chapel on the north side of the chancel,

and includes the pulpit. The picture was awarded

a National Silver Jledal, and was seloclcd by the

Science and Ai-t Dciiartmcnt for the exhibition of

rejiresentative works last year at tho Paris

F.xbibition. We gave another view of the same
chureh, also from Miss Peek's pencil, in the

BiILDixo l^EWs for Jan. '25 last, . when a

description of the building was printed.

SELECTED UESIOX VOV. THE GILTUUOOK Al.MS-

norsES, XOTTIXGHAM.

These drawings illustrate the selected design in

tho recent comiietition. It is intended to use red

sand-faced bricks for the lower story and I'ough-

cast, liuu^-whitened, for the upper parts of the

walls, using red Broseley tiles for the roofs. The
perspective shows two of the blocks placed at

right angles one to tho other, forming a qiuid.

The plans show the arrangements of the houses,

but there is a slight modification as an alternative

given in tho contrivance of the bays to the

ground-floor rooms.

t.vxxe::s :\iano:i uox'se, svsskx.

History records that in the year 158.5 Sir P.

Sidney died "siezed of the 3,Ianor of Tanners."

From" l()0:i to 1617 this estate belonged to the

Sackville family, from whom it was purchased by
one Jlr. Samuel Fuller, the builder of the original

mansion, his initials " S. F." appearing over the

entrance porch. After being held for many years

bv the Fullers (whose names are associated with

the now extinct iron -quarrying industry of

Sussex), the estate was purchased by the present

owner, Mr. B. S. Ha^sell, from Jlr. JhTick Fuller,

of " Rose Hill," Brightling, in 1877. Like many
other old houses, it has had its period of neglect,

until the present owner took it in hand. In
renovating and adding to the manor house the

selection of materials has received careful con-

sideration, in order that the new work may be as

closely assimilated to the old as possible. The
works have been carried out in a satisfactory

manner by Jlessrs. Strange and Son, of Tun-
bridge Wells, under the supervision of tho

architect, Mr. R. C. Tuppen.

SKKTCUES OF HELGIAX WOOnWOUK .VXII

CASEMEXTS.

The well-proportioned- door and chair from the

Plantin JIusEum, Antwerp, shown herewith, are

only slight examples of the many sketchable

objects which the museum contains. The
chimneji)ieces, with pictui'e panels, ceilings,

staircases, &c., provide studies in plenty for the

student, and have often been illustrated. The
old Chairs fi-om Notre Dame des ^'ictoires,

Brussels, are interesting fi'ora the fact that they

are reminiscent of the work of our foremost

designers. The church itself. Late tiothic in

character, is suggestive in ideas for present-day

work. The Casement Windows, of which working-

sections are given from Bruges and CTlient, sfiow

how our Continental friends endeavour to keep

out wind and weather. An opening-out casement

is seldom used, hence a greater difficulty in

getting a tight job. D.iviD Beveuidge.

COMPETITIONS.
BaisToi,. - ,\ ditinitr slc|) liiw:iids c.irrying out

the needed enlai-giMnent of the Bristol Police-
courts has just been talceii. At a special meeting
of the corporation finance committee, on Monday,
the plans submitted in competition for premiums
offered for the extensions Were considered.
Seventei u designs were sent in, from which the
connuitlee selected five : and, after consideration,
the first )ireiaiiim of £100 was awaided to Ilr.

Henry Williams, Bristol, and the second of £50 to

Messrs. Buckland and Farau'r, of Birmingham.
The th' «" others of the five selected wi!re those of

Messrs. Holbrow and Sotis, ^Ir. K. C. Hanson,
and Messrs. Jia Trobe and Weston. Tho adjudica-

tion took place before the envelopes containing

the architects' names were opened.

QiEEX Victoria Memorial.— Five wcU-kuuwu
architects, three practising in Loudon, our in

Edinburgh and one in Dublin, liavi; been chosen

to submit compel itive jilans for the structure

which is to be erected iks a National ?lemoriaI to

Queen X'icloria in front of Ibu'kingham Palace.

It will enshrine Mr. Brock's statue ah'eady co:u-

missioneil by the Jlemorial Committee, with tho

aiiprov.'il of the King. The architects invited to

send in plans ami designs to H.M. ( tflice of Works
are:-?lr. T. CL Jackson, K.A. ; Mr. Aston
\\'ebb, .\.R.A. ; Jlr. Ernest Geiu'ge ; Sir Thomas
Drew, of Dublin ; and Dr. Rowand Anderson,
of Edinburgh. The designs are to be forw;irded

to file Office of Works in Storey's Ciato by tho

end of June, and they will be e-vhibifed imme-
diately, so that the public nuiy judge of the way
in which it is proposed to spend the sum which

is being so rapidly collected.

CHIPS.
Frensham Pond Hotel, situated amongst the phie

woods of Surrej', near Hindhead, is beijig enlarged

by Mr. Chuter, builder, of Frensham, Surrey, under
the direction of Messrs. Laiv and Allen, architects

and surveyors, Daere House, Aruudel-street, W.C.

The Presbyterian congregation, wliich for many
years worsh pped in Blackett-sfaeet, Newcastle-on-
Tyue, held services for the first time on Sunday in

the lecture-hall of the new buihlings now being

erected in the College-road, Barras Bridge, New-
castle. Some t.me ago the congregation sold the

Blackett-street edifice. It is expected the new
buildings wdl l:e completed by the end of the present

year. The lecture-hall is built of stone, and has a
fi'ontage of three stories, which contain session-

room, vestries, cloakroom, and other apartments.

A corridor leads to the koture-hall, a room holding

600 persons. At the Eldou-strcet end of the hall

there is a platform with vestries behind. Electric

lights are supplied, as well as a he.ating apparatus.

A pitch-piue dado runs round the room, and the

fittings and the roof are of the same material.

Messrs. Badenoch anl Bruce, of Newcastle, are the

architects, and Mr. G. Mauchleu is the contractor.

A meeting of the Edinburgh Architectural Society

was held on' Weiluesday, March '27, when Mr. Wm.
Scott Morton gave a lecture upon " Helps and
Hindrances to the Development of Design." Mr.
Scott Morton referred to the laws and limitations in

form and colour of design, aud the scope for its

expression. Some public hindrances to good design

were mentioned, aud what for desiguers was the

most profitable line of study. A number of luue-

Hght views were shown.

The total amomit reahsed in the three days' sale

of the Duke of Beaufort's Monmouthshire estates

was £36,000. Tiie ruins of Monmouthshire Castle

received no offer.

The trustees of the late Mr. Macdouald, of

Kepplestone, formally handed over to the coi-pora-

tion of Aberdeen, on Saturday, the important col-

lection of paintings bequeathed to the art gallery of

the city by that gentleman. In ailditiou to the

collection, 'the trustees will very shortly have to

hand over to the town, as a third of the residue of

the estate, a sum tor investment of between £16,000

and £17,000, the interest of which has to be accu-

mulated for acei-tam period, and then e.xpcnded on

pictures and other works of art, so as to be adding

contuniaUv to the collection bequeathed. To the

original c'oUeLtion Mrs. Macdonald has added

niu'eteeu oil paintings, all except one portraits of

artists, two bronzes, aud a marble bust of Mr.

Macdonald on a gi-anite pedestal.

A large clock is now being erected in the parish

church of Cold Overton, near O.akham. It is fitted

with all the latest improvements, and is to the

designs of Lord Grimthorpe. There is one dial

facing south, and a larger one facuig east, and the

hours" are struck upon the largest 1 ell. Messi-s.

Jolm Smith and Sons, Midland Clock Works, Derby,

are can'yiug out the work.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
A Steant) lMrKovi;jiE>T Akbiteatiox.—At the

OuUdhall, Westmiiistor, on Fridiiv, Mr. John Trout-
lic^k, the High Bailift', .lud a special juiv sat to

assess the amount of compeusation to he paid hy tlie

London County Council to Me.'s.si^s. John William
and Walter I)avies, pawnbrokers, for tl»e com-
jiulsorv acquisition of theii premises, 31, Catherine-
street, Strand, in connection with the Strand im-
]«ovement scheme. Mr. Freeman, K.C., said his
diojits' business was established in 1 703 at No. 3S,

Catherine-sti-eet, and in 1883 Messi-s. D%vies pur-
chased for £1,001) the goodwill, subject to making
goo<l heavy dilapidations. They did a successfid
trade dovni to lsy3, when the laudloril took the
premises, and they removed to Xo. 31, Catherine-
street. They siwnt .t'2,000 in the erection of a
strong roomaud fitting-up the place. In LSiCl they
were granted a .Ml years' le,ase, the rent for the fiiist

2-i years being tKiO a year, and £'J00 a year for the
next £2.3 years. Tlie jiosition was an ideal one for

a pawnbroker's business. His claim was made up as
follows:—A'alue of letuse, £2,410 : fixtures ;isagi-eed,

£372 ; three yeai"s' net profits, £1,7.').') : forced sale of
stock,-^1,320 : cost of tempoi-aiy premises, removal,
vV-c, £l-,270—total, £7,127. Mr. J. W. Davies, one
of the claimants, in cross-examin,ation by Mr. Boyle,
ailmitted that he could not pi'oduce any document
to prove that he paid even as mnc-h as £S00 for
fitting up the premises. He added that he had
l.T,000 pledges in hand, and his stock was worth
£3,300. Mr. Boyle contendeil that if Messi-s.
Dai-ies were awardcil £l,i)00 they would be amplv
compensated. At the close of the evidence the jury
awarded the claimants £3,462.

Dr.iix or Sewek r—In this case, heard by Mr.
Jiistice Cozens-Hardy last week, R. (i. Marchant
was, from December 31, 1798, until January 17,

1901, the owner in fee of two plots, being 113 and
114 of the Longlands Park Estate, Sidi'up, and of
one-half of Park Hill-ioad, running in front of the
two plots. On Jauu.iry 17 he conveyed the two
plots and the half of the road to the" plaintiff, J.
Hedley. From November, 1899, tlie defendant, S.
AVebb, had been the owner of the adjoining plot,

numbered 112. together with half the road in front
of it, and on this plot he had erected a paii" of semi-
detached houses. In the same month he laid down
two sets of pipes from the water-closets of his two
houses, which nltim.-itely joined and ran ijito one
common coiuluit which was connected with the
sewer in Park Hill-road. This connection with the
sewer was made under that paii: of the road which
was in fi-ont of plot 113, and now belonged to the
plaintiff. The plaintiff claimed a declaration that
the defendant was not entitled to drain his premises
through the plaintiff's premises, an injunction to
restrain him from pennitting the connection to
remain, and an order for removal of the same.
The defendant contended that his two houses
were two buildings withiji the meaning of
the Public Health Act, 1S75, and therefore
that, from tlie point of junction of the pipes
from the houses to the sewer, the conduit was
it.selt a "sewer" witliiii the meaning of the Act,
.'iiid that, being a sewer, it was now vested in the
local authority. The plaintiff, on the contrary,
argued that the two houses were only one building,
and that the coniluit was only a diain, but that,
whether it was a sewer or a drain, the defendant
could not by what was a trespass and an unlawful
act deprive the jilaintiff of his rights in his own
land. Mr. Justice Cozens-Hardy, in giving judge-
ment, said that what the defendant had done was
jti-iindfiiiii a tresjias.s-, but it was said to be justified
in several ways. First it was said that Marchant,
the plaintiff's jiredeccssor in title, had acquiesced in
the making of the connection through hLs land, but
there was no evidence of that. Then it was said
that the culvert from the pah' of detached houses
was not a drain, but .-i,

" sewer " within the mean-
ing of the Public Health Act, and was vested in the
local authoi-ity, and that the plaintiff had no right
to interfere. Ajiart from authority, this was the
case of the drainage of one building onlv. A
structure might 1 e one building, whether it was
occupied by one or more pci-soii or persons, and
whether in fiats or not. The term " one building "
was not equivalent to the tenn "one house." A
piiir of semi-detached houses might be one building
only. In " Kershaw v. Taylor," lS9,i, a Divisional
Court held that from the point of junction
the culvert was a .sewer, and not a drain within
the Metropolis Local Management Act, but there the
drainage came from two separate pairs of semi-
detached houses. In " Travis v. Hutley " (1894) it

!

was held that a pipe receiving the drainage of more
than one "buiMing" was a sewer within the
meaning of the Public Health Act: but in the pre-
sent case the crertion was only one building,
although it consisted of two semi-detached houses,
.and this culvuit, so far as it ran throU','h the
jilaintilf's land, was not a sewer. But even if it

was a sewer, there would be a further diRiculty, as
to which, as at present advised, his Lordslup" w.as
against the defendants. Could a man by making a
culvert wrongfully on another man's land without
hi.s consent make it a sewer, so as to vest it in the

lucal authority, and divert the property from the

owner of the land r The observations of Mr. Justice

Chitty and the Court of Appeal in " Meader v. West
Cowes Local Board " (1892), were against the
defendant on this point. Webb could not by a

trespass on the iilaintiif's own land make something
a sewer so as to prejudice the plaintiff. He helcl

that the defendant was not entitled to drain through
the plaintiff's premises, and ordered the defendant to

take uj) and remove the drjiu complained of.

LABOtTKEES' AVaoes IX Ceoydox Di.steict.—The
cases of "Powell v. Hanscomb and Smith" and
" Purkiss V. ' same '

" came before Judge Russell at

the Croydon County-couit on March 26. Plain-
tiffs, bricklayei-s' laboiu'erei-s belonging to the United
Labourers' I'nion, sued the defendant builders,

c:iiTying on business at Croydon, for difference in

wages p.aid at 6.UL per hour and "d. per hour
demanded. Mr. "Gtirdiner, instnicted by theij-

Union, appeared for the plaintitl's, and the defend-
ants were represented by Dr. Xewnliam, LL.D.,
under iustriictioiis from the Croydon a.nd District

Master Builders' Federation. It appeared that
Powell had been engaged on the defendants' works
for two weeks and one day, and Purkiss for a few
days only, both the men being started by the fore-

man of works without any specific agi'cement as to

the wages paid. The foreman gave evidence to the
eft'ect that the only time 7d. per hour was men-
tion.^d by plaintiffs before dismissal was when
Powell approached him with a view to taking
over the scaffolding at an increased rate of

.'d. per hour. He also produced defendants'

wages book, shpwing that the whole of the
remaining labourer's on the works were receiving

6U1. per hour. Plaintift"'s solicitor asked witness
whether the London rate of 7d. jwr hour was not
generally paid in Croydon on account of the town
coming within the twelve-miles' radius, as fixed by
the London Master Builders' Association and the
workmen's unions r But witness stated that, after

many years' experience as a builders' foreman for

the largest finns in the town, he had never known
a labourer's wages to be more than G!d. per hour.
Messrs. S. Page and D. Waller, builders, of the
town, and Mr. E. J. Fairchild, secretary to the
Federation, gave evidence as to the tivade custom of

setting-on and pajTnent, and also to prove that the
before-mentioned arrangement as to the ratlius had
never been acknowledged by the Croydon builders,

who have an entirely independent organisation,
comprising aU the most important firms in the
district, and whose maximum rate of wage for all

ti-ades has always been ^d. per honr less than the
London union rate. The names of John Tidy and
Messrs. Wenliam and AVaters were put forward
by the plaintiff's solicitor as firms for whom Powell
had previously worked in the town at the higher
rate : the fii-st was proved to be a piecework brick-
layer or sub-contractor, aud the others the well-
known firm of electrical engineers. His Honour
held that Powell,, fi'om the fact that he worked ;it

the lower rate after receiving his wages the first

week, had in eft'ect agreed to it, and that both he
and Purkiss, not inquiring as to the rate paid in the
works, was therefore set on by the foreman in

accordance with the usual custom, and entitled to
the same rate of payment as other labourer's in the
distiict, which he held the evidence had conclusi%'ely

proved to be 6.kl. per hour. He therefore gave
judgment for the defendants in both cases. The
defendants' solicitor stated his clients did not ask
for costs.

RotrsH - AXD - Ready Freightixg foe AA'ood
Blocks.—Mr. Commissioner Kerr delivered a con-
sidered judgment on March 28 in an action brought
by the Medway Navigation Company (Limited),
139, Queen Victoria-s'reet, against the Acme Wood
Flooring Company (Limited), Gainsborough-road,
Victoria Park, for £71 'ys. for freight. Tlie pl.aintiffs'

case was that they were the owners of the steam-
ship Test, which was chartered by the defendants,
who in the early part of October loaded her with
.iSO tons of Yarr.ah wood blocks. She proceeded
from the Victona Dock to Liverpool. The ship was
lo.-ulcd with the oSO tons of blocks, but they were
not weighed when put on board. They were simply
dropped into the hold.' When the ship aiTived at
Liverpool on October 27 the cargo was takeu out
and piled up on the quay. Then the Corporation of

LiveiinM)], to whom the lilocks had been consigned,
sent fortliem in carts. The defendants had paid £190,
and they now refused to pay the balance sued for
because they said that only .)07 tons of blocks arrived.
The defendants had p.xid £40 into court since the
action was started. The defendants' case was that
they had ])ai<l freight for all the blocks carried. The

[

plaintiffs had only carried oD" tons, and the
defendants had had to send the rest of the cargo >>y

railway at considerable cost. Tlie plaintiffs replied
that no one weighed the wood as it was put on
board, but the captain was satisfied by the draught
of the ship that he had .'iSO tons "in her. The
defendants .showed that that was just what she had
not. Mr. Commi.ssioner Ken", at the trial, said that
the (piestion for him to dctennine was whether the
plaintiffs' cai>tain had the duty cast upon liim of
seeing whether he had the flSO" tons or not. Both

the plaintifts and the defendants were to blame in

not having a tally kept as the blocks were put into

the ship. Tlie next time the plaintiffs took a charter
they must agi'ee to weigh or count. In delivering

his considered judgment, the learned .Judge .said*

that the captain" was apparently misled by his ship's
'

marks as to the quantity of blocks he had in her.

He came to the conclusion that he had his fidl

quantity on board, but that was a ^vloug conclu-

sion to come to. The defendants were justified,

under the ciieumstances, in refusing to pay the
freight on the blocks whicli tlje plaintiffs had not
earned. There must be judgment tor the defendants,

with costs.

1

CHIPS.
Owing, through a printer's eiTor, to its being

inserted under the wrong heading last week, the

advertisement of the HaiTOW U.D. School Boar(l^

ma}' have been overlooked. AVe would, therefore,

call the special attention of architects to it in this ..•

issue. >

On Friday, at the town-hall, Yarmouth, auiji.

inquiry was held by Lieut. -Colonel A. C. Smitli'S

with regard to an application to the Local Govern-.'-,

ment Board for a loan of £7,500 for improvements
at Gorleston. It was explained that it was mtended
to continue the existing cliff' improvement by the

'

addition of a strip of cliff' 2,394ft. long, the top oR
which would be laid out with grass, for use as a
public promenade, whUe at the foot a concrete

.

retaining wall would be built, which would con-
.,_

tribute to shore protection. A further applicatioiii^

was made for £2, .580 for pavmg pui-poses. -Wf

A new tower screen has been placed in Roch-^"
dale parish church. It has been worked by Mr. '

Henry Hoyle from the design of Mr. F. P. Oakley,

'

the church architect.

Colonel Duniford, R.E., an Inspector under the

Local Government Board, held an inquiry at the

town - hall, Cleiklieaton, on Friday relative t.i

applications made by the distiact council for powers
to borrow .£25,000 for pui-poses of electric lighting

and the provision of refuse destructor, and £120 for .

the purchase of land at Hartshead Moor for the

pui-pose of a depot.

The AA'hitehaven Board of Guardians have

,

unanimously agreed to build a workhouse infirmary

at a cost of £8,112.

The Bo.ard of Trade have, after moiliticatiou,

confinned an order made by the Light Itailwajr

Commissioner's, and entitled the Cleobury Mortime:'

and Ditton Prioi-s Light RaUw.ay Order, 190ti

autliorisuig the construction of a light railway :

the county of Salop from Cleobury Mortimer;^

Ditton Prioi'S.

New schools erected at Stockstield by the Broofl

ley and Bywell .School Board was opened

Saturday. The site is near the railway station, i

the accommodation provided is for 2S6 childn

although the plans have been so arranged asj

provide facilities for future enlargements,

general contractors were Messrs. Davison and

Bolam, of Blaydon. The work has been carried

out from the designs and under the superintendence

of the architect, Mr. J. AV.Rounthwaite, A.H.I. B.A.,

of Newcastle-on-Tj-ne.

The town council of Stafford have ree'veJ a

letter from the Local Government Boardsanctioning

the loan of £6,.500 for the erection of worldng-class

dwellings in Crooked Bridge-road, and the ajipro-

pri.atiou of land belonging to the coi-poration as a

site, the tenn of repayment to be 40 years.

On Thm-sday in last week Mr. J. AA^ Bradley,

borough surveyor of AA'olverhampfon, wasap]ii>inted

surveyor to the new corporation of AA'estmiiislcr.

There" were .500 cantUtlates, and the number was

reduced to three, Mr. Bradley being appointed at a

salary of £1,000 a year, rising to £1,200 iu three

years. Mi-. Bradley went to Wolverhampton, where

liis salary was £4.)0 a year, six yeai-s ago from

Nelson, Lancashire.

The Mersey Docks and Harbour Board have

resolved, on the recommendation of the AA'orks

Committee, to construct a new gi-aviiig dock at an

estimated cost of £136,000. The new gi-avingdock.

which is to be constructed on the site of the South

Can'iers Dock, one of the old obsolete docks at the

south end of the Board's estate, is to be 720ft. long

and 100ft. wide.

At a meeting on Friday of the Ludlow Town

Council, a report having refereme to the electric

lighting of the town, which had been prepared by

Mr. John Parker, city surveyor of Hereford, wa.s

adopted, 'llie cost of the proposed installation, it

was mentioned, would be £7,350.

A portrait of Queen A'ictoria in stained glas-'

made about fifty years ago by Wailes, from the old

house in Shicldtiold, Newcastle, where the late I.oifl

Armstrong was born, has been presented to the

Antiquarian Society of Newcastle-on-Tyne by the

North-Ea.steni Railway Company
Irving).

(per Mr. O.
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The sailaiul niy^irrioiis ik-ath,fourtocn months

since, of Mr. Horaii' James Biydon, son of Jlr.

James 31. Brydon. V.l'.K.I.B.A., was referred

to in the Prnbatn Court on Friday la.st, on a

motion for leave to swear death. Sir. Priestley

mentioned that Mr. Brydon was an eleetrieal

engineer engaged on the construction of eketrie

tramways in Dulilin. Tn August, 1899, his wife

hud returned to Kngland for her eontinoment,

and from time to time Sir. Brydon came over to

sec her in London, where she was residing with

her mother. On February 10, 1900, he left

Dublin )<y thi' London and North-M'estorn

IJaihvay t'omi)auy'a steam.shi[i Jfiaintrr : but when
the ship arrivi'd at Holyhead Mr. Brydon had
disappeareii, and there was not the slightest doubt

that he must havr fallen overboard, a.s there was

K heavy sea running and a snowstonu raging at

the time. Mr. Brydon's luggage was found on
l)o:trd, but of the seven first-class tickets issued

that night only six had been given up. ITie

deceased was insured for £400 in the Atlas

As-surancf Coniiiany, who had been served with

notice of this molii>n. Mr. .histire Gorell Banies
{{ave leave to swear the death on or since

Fcbniaiy 10, 1900, .subject to the filing of a

further affidavit verifying the notice to the

insurance conijiany.

The Building Trades Exhibition, which opens

on the 17th inst. at the Royal Agricultural Hall,

.'ind remains ojien until the 'I'lnd inst., will bo the

largest and most representative in point of ex-

hibitors of its kind. Every foot of the ground-
floor space has been allotted. Special sections are

this year being devoted to fire prevention and
smoke abatement. Visits to the hall, as in previous

years, will be paid by professional institutions

inteixsted, the dales of which will be given in next
week's issue. Lorel AVolseley has been preventeel

from ojx^ning the exhibition owing to tlie fact of his

being sent as aniba.ssador to foreign courts ; but

Lonl Roberts has kindly consented to pay the

exhibition a visit between the dates .above nanieel.

The Bishop of Winchester has addressed to the

Lord Mayor of London a letter setting forth the
reasons why the Diocess;en Tnistets of Wolvesey
I'al.iec eannot concur with a letterfromhis lorelship,

on behalf of the Centr.d Association fejrtheCedelme-

tion of the King Alfred Millenary, advoe-ating the
acquisition of the ruins of Wolvesey and a jMirtion

of the aeijeiining grounds by the corporation of

Winchi'ster. Dr. Randall states that so far from
the ruins having "for long bc-en gradu.ally and
aiipareiitly erumbling away,"' a considerable
cxjienditure has been recently incuned by the
Ecclesiastical Commissioners, under the advice of

siK-ciaUy competent advisei-s, in securing the jire-

scr\-ation of the ancient walls. Indeed, but fe r

the fact that the^se ruins were happily under the
custodianship of the Ecclesiastical "authorities,

Ihcy would pi-obably have long since shared the
fate of the ancient walls and gateways Ijelonging
to the City of Winchester, which, with the ex-
ception of the Westgate .and Kingsgate, have
wholly disappeared. The Bishop explains that
the area of the gi'ounel is but twelve acres, of
which the only portion that could be converted
into recreation gi-ound is less than four acres in
extent, and adds that all persons who wi.sh to
^TSit the ruins are freely admitted to them under
reasonable restrictions."

Finally Ur. Randall demolishes the tradition
that at Wolvesey King Alfred was educated and
held his court by showing that there is no
historical cWdencc to support these claims. He
.says :—'• The present ruins of Wolvesev are the
remains of a castle fortified bv Bishop "Hem-\- in
1138, which continued to be one of the chief
reeidences of the Bishops of Winchester until it

was dismantled by the Parliamentary forces in
the civil war of the 17th century, the present
hejiLse was built by Bishop Morlev, the second
Bishop after the Restoration. Thu.s the castle and
the w-hole of the adjoining grounds inclosed by
their ancient wall, outside the city, have been
episcop.ll property for nearly 800 " years. The
•issociations of the spot wit"h King" Alfred are
shght and shadowy, depending, at the best, upon
probable inference only. At any rate, none of
the buildings are of his time. Un the other kand,
the connection of the castle and the grounds with
the episcopal see has been- continuous fre)m the
I2th century to the present day, .md the associa-
tions of the place with a long "line of illustrious
()relates are full of interest,"

The election of a Slade- Professor of Fine Art

will be held at Cainbriiige on .Saturday, May U.
Tlie preife.ssor is e-le^<tcd for three years. He
receive'S a stipend of about £310. He is not re-

eiuired to reside. He is to delive-r annually in the

l^nivei-sity a coui-se of ne)t less than twelve leeteires

on the histoi-y, theory, anel praetice of the fine arts.

I'hc leeteue'S must be di'live'red in full term and

five of charge as regarels me'iubcrs of the Uni-

versity. Tiie outgoing professor is eligible" for re-

edectiem. The clcctoi-s are the Vice-Chancellor,

Mr. Austen Leigh (Provo.st of King's), Sir Richard

Jebb (Regius Professor eif (Jivek), Dr. Sandys (the

Publie' (Irator), the President of the Royal

Academy, the President of University Ceillege,

London! ami the Direeteir of the Art Museum,
Seaith Keiisingtem. Caniliilates are requested to

.si-nil tbe-ir names to the Vice-Chancellor on or

be'fe>re' Jlay 3.

The beirgh engineer e)f Edinburgh has reported

on the development feir building ]}urposes of the

Lochend .and Ci-aigentinny Jleadows, and fore-

casts that the area may in time become a
'• sjilubrious seaside re>.sort." For ye.irs this

groeinei, which is situateel in a triangle fonned by
Edinburgh, Leith, and Portobello, has been for

building purposes looked ujion with suspicion,

but recent events rather tend to disjKise of such a

prejudice. It has a fi-ontage to the Firth of

Forth, is surrounded on all sides by both the

North British and Caledonian Railways, and is

immediately in touch with the Edinburgh tram-

ways on the Portobello-road and the Leith tram-

ways by Seafield. According to the feuing plan

of the Craigentinny estate it is intended that there

should be streets running south from Seafield,

and from the vicinity of the crossing on the Leith

and Portobello-road "to the Edinburgh and Porto-

bello-road. Akeady great changes have been

effected on the appearance of this district by the

extensive building operations begun on the

Edinburgh and Porte)bello-road, and the erection

of blocks of dwelling-houses at the PortobcUo end

of the meadows, and at the .Seafield comer, under-

takings which have so far proved commercially

successfid. This seems to she)w that the area -wiH

probably become within the next few yeai-s a

profitable field to the builder. >\'ith the sweep-

ing away of all the inigation works between

Eiiinburgh and the sea, anel with the foreshore as

a continuation of the I'ortobello promenade up to

the Leith boundary, an ideal seaside resort would

at once be provided for the city. The centre

portion of the property might, it is suggested, be

reserved for pleasure grounds, while, in Large

measure, to recoup themselves for the capital cost

the corijoration cenilii sell or feu the sun-ounding

portions. In cour.sc of time it is anticipated that

the neighbouring Leith and Portobello-road will

become one of the most attractive drives on the

shores of the Firth.

Drafts of two new sets of by-laws were con-

sidered by the Liverpool City Council on Wednes-
day. One lot has reference to new buildings,

ashpits, and the removal of hoiLse refuse ; .and it

is therein provided, with respect to the structiu-e

of foundations for new buildings for securing

stability and for purjioses of health, that every

person erecting a new domestic building shall

cause the whole grounei surface or site to be
properly asphalted with natural asphalte on a

suitable foundation, or to be covered with a layer

of good cement concrete, at least 4in. thick.

Provision is ako made with regarel to bringing

the site up to the level of the surface of the ground
immediately surrounding and aeljoining it ; and
as to ventilation it is set feirth that six inches of

space must exist between the surt'ace of the site

and the floor, such space to be thoroughly venti-

lated by means of suitable and sufficient air bricks,

or by some other effectual method. The other

by-laws have reference to locomotives, and it is

provided that a pei'son in charge of a traction

engine, or other locomotive, shall not use it between

[
the houi-s of 7 a.m. and 12 midnight, on certain

main highways on account of theii- being crowded.

Last week, says the MiiUaiid Mail, we related

how the humorists of the War OflSce went to

arbitration because the owner of land required for

barracks at Woking a.sked £333 more for it than

the surveyor of the W.O. valued it at, and let us

in for three times the price required feir the land

in the first instance. Now we have another little

joke from the same department, funnier still.

Some baiTack building was being done at Malta,

and the Royal Engineer officers, who were acting

as architects, were instructed to give certificates

"Xo the contractor from time to time to the extent

of "•> per cent, of the value of the work done.

While the work was still in preigiess they had
issued certificates to an aiuo\mt which exceeded

the total eif the contract by £344 17s. 9d., .and

some e>ther official paiel the> meuiey. In the

auditeir-general's report nothing is saiel about the

cash ha\ing beem recovered. We' know one or

two builders whose mouth will water feir the

opportunity e.f de>ing senne work for the War
t)ffice, with those same engineer officers as archi-

tects, when thi»y read this.

JIessks. Haudmith's pencils are: well known
anel justly appreciated by arehitee-ts, so that in

introducing the same finu's " Kohinoor " tracing-

cloth to the attention of our readei-s little recom-
mendation is necessary, the name of the makiTS
furnishing a guarantee as tei its e'xeellence. The
edoth is of even ti-xturc, anel proves itself

theiremghly tough and durable, is easy to work on,

and, being transparent, is adapted to all the usual

purix)ses for which cloth of this kind is required.

The pliability of the material rendei-s it devoid of

the hai-shne'ss peculiar to some trae'ing-cloths,

and it is neit spoiled by an excessive' glaze. It

has found favour in America, and among the

testimonials secured in consequence of its use in

the Bureau of the Vnited States Navy, the Chief

Constructor at AVashington has expressed the

e-ntire satisfaction of his department with the

expe'rie'nce of the " Kohinoor."

The secretary of the Fine Art Seiriety WTites

that at the present time it is impe.ssible to get

good picture glass of English production, no

matter what price is paid for it. English i>late-

glass, which had until recently the first place in

the world for quality, has, he asserts, been con-

tinually deteriorating, emtil it has now lost all its

brilliancy and whiteness, and all that is produced

is of a" bottle-green colour. Complaints are

constant from artists and the public as to the

appearance of pictures and water-colours which
glazing with glass of this ceilour produces, and

the brunt of these has to be borne by those who
are franiemakers, and not by the makers, who
are callous to complaints. As a result, those w(ho

require glass of good colour have to go to Belgian

and French sources, one of which is certainly

tainted with suspicions as to whether the glass is

not chemically unfitted for use upon valuable
' works of art.

" The amount of gla-ss which is used

in this country for the purposes above nameel

i

nmst be a large one, and the trade worthy of

b.'ing retained in this country- ; but this the

makei-s elo not seem to appreciate.

The recent fall of stones at Stonehenge having

led to much public eiiseussion, Su' Edmund
Antrobus, of jVmesbury Abbey, Wiltshire, invited

the Society of -Vntiquai-ies, the Wiltshire Archaeo-

logical Society, and the Society for the Protection

of Ancient Buildings, to adrise him with regard

to the better preservation of the famous monu-
' ment. A committee representing these three

bodies met on the '26th ult., under the presidency

of Viscount Dillon, the President of the Society

j

of Antiquaries, at which meeting the following,

! among other, resolutions, were passed :— (1) That

this committee approves of the suggested protec-

tion of Stonehenge by a wire fence not less than

4ft. high, following by two sides the existing roads,

and crossing on the west from the 331ft. level on

the north ro.id to the 332ft. level on the south road

shown on the Ordnance Sui-vey m.ap. (2) That

the committee recommends, without prejudice

to any legal question, that the local authorities be

requested to agree to elivert the existing track-

way or ridgeway fi-om Netheravon, now passing

through the earth circle, so as to pass from the

302ft. level to the 331 and 332ft. levels in the

Ordnance Survey map immediately west of Stone-

henge. (3) I'hat stones C and 7, with their lintel,

and stone 5(3, according to the numbering on Mr.

Petrie's plan, be first examined with a view to

maintaining them in a position of safety. (4)

That in the opinion of this committee stone 22

should be replaced, stone 21 be made safe, and

the lintel of 21 and 22 be replaced in the most

.safe and conservative manner. The committee

.also recommend the re-erection of stones 57 and
58 and their lintel 158. (.5) That the instructions

to custodians already in force be approved with a

The Norwich City Coimcil have adopted Part 3 of

the Housuig of the'Working Classes Act, 1890, and
have decided to lease for 999 years from the Ecclesi-

astical Commissionei-s 25 acres of land near Silver-

road and 7 acres in Angel-road,
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MEETINGS FOR THE ENSTJING'iWEEK.
Aumir.l I£astek ilu.NDAV.—Bristol ^uiUtj' of Architect:^,

Geuei-al Mtt-tin^. -S p.m.

rHiOAY.— Olatisow Aivhitectiu-.il Cnift.smeirs Society.
"'• WaiTa-Air Ueiitin? App;iriitns,'' by J.

Kendiick Kdwai-ds. t^ p.m.

S.\TL'EOAY.—Edinbmvh Architectur.il AsscKi;ition. Visit

to Siiuchie and Clackmannan T()wers.

Train fmm "Wuverley Stiitiou 1.5 p.m.

Cralit f>tliis.

CHIPS.

Ml'. Diu-stoii has lieeii ajipoiuted clerk of the

works to the new iulirmarv wliich is tv be erected

Iiv the Cambenvell Board of tTiiardians at a cost of

,i"! 74,000.

A set of flats are in coui-se of erection at the corner

of the Piatt, Lower liichmond-road. Putney, facing

the river, and will lie called • University Mansions."
'llie ground Hoor is to be adapted to shops. Messrs.

Paljrrave and Co., AVestniinster, are the architects,

and Messrs. 'Wnutehead and Co., Ltd., arc the con-

ti-actoi^. The cost, with the site, is about i';iO,000.

A block of self-contained residential fiats, to be

known as Crescent Mansions, has just been erected

on the site of No. 122, Eljrin-cre.scent, Notting
Hill, W., from plans and under the direction of

\

Messrs. Palgi-ave and Co.. architects, Victoria-

street, S.W. The contractoi-s were Messrs. E.
Collins and Co.

At the Board of Trade Oflice, on Tuesday, Sir

Courtenay Boyle hcanl the objections of tlie Black-
pool Corporation and the Cyclists' Toui-ing (.'lub to

an electric light railway order from Blackpool to

Gai'stang, a distance of 11 miles. The Blackpool
Coi-poration objected to the promoters' taking
power to work the railway by steam or other
motive power when it was stated before the Light
Eailway Commissionei-s that it was to be worked
liy electricity only. Sir Courtenay Boyle said tb.at

before the Board would sanction the working of the
light railway by steam, the whole matter would
hiive to be submitted to the Board of Tnide. Tlie

solicitor to the Cyclists' Touring Club asked to have
the schedule for bicycles reduced, and Sir Courtenay
Boyle made an order accortUngly. The order, as

amended, was approved.
j

The town council of Preston have appointed Mr.
James BaiTon as resident engineer and superin-
tendent for the superintending and watching of the
dredging of the Kibble, i.*cc., at a salary of £400.

A series of stained-glass windows has been placed
in the north and south walls of the nave of St.

Jcthn's Church, Eastover, near Bridgewater, from
designs by Mr. J. Dudley Forsyth, of Hampstead,
son of the weU-known sculptor. The style is based
upon that of the 13th century, freely treated : gi-eeii

is the predominating colour, the tones on the south
side being kept deeper than those of the north wall
windows.

Designs for a sculptured monument to be erected
over the burial place of Robert Owen, the philan-
thropist, and founder of English Sociahsm, as part
of the projected (Jwcu Memorial, have just been
accepted from Mr. Albert Toft, a C'lielsea sculptor.
They were finally approved by Mr. G. F. Watts,
K.A., Mr. Felix Moscheles, and a few other pro-
minent admirers of Owen's wol'k in social science,
whom the committee had consulted from the artistic

standpoint. The treatment is mainly allegorical, the
figures of Hojje and .Justice being iutrodured in con-
junction with that of the reformer himself, and
industrial workei-s.

The new Roman Catholic schools which have been
erected in High-street, Evesham, were solemnly
blessed on Sunday. The schools will provide .accom-
modation for 160 children, and have cost, including
the site, £1,8.50.

It has been decided to complete Kew Church to
perpetuate the memory of the late (iueeii Victoria. 1

Upwards of £430 has already been promised. The I

lirovision of a large vestry for the use of clergy and
clioir, and the renovation of the pii-cli is contem-
plated, and it is also proposed to erect a tablet with
or without a portrait medallion of the late Queen,
as the funds may permit.

.St. Joseph's Roman Catholic Church, Brighton,
has been reopened after completioti of the chief
front from revised and reduced plans by Mr. F. W.
Walters, F.S.A., of Westminster. A generation ago
the rector, from plans of his brother, William Kc(4o
Broder, conmicnced a church on a commanding site !

in Brighton, intended to be complete with nave and
'

chancel, north and south transepts, porch, and lofty
spire. The generous founders failed to realise thei"r
fullest hopes, and for thirty years without its spire,
with maimed transept and untinished front, it has
teen an eyesore. With somliered IkjIjc in IS8(i the
original iihnis were replaced by the more modern
design of Mr. Joseph S. Hanson, F.K.I.B.A., but
even these were rehmjuished through lark of funds.
The completion of the front, which has been executed
in Kentish rag from pla,ns by Mr. Walters, and on
lines in hai-mony with the rest of the building, has i

now been celebrated.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
AiUiKOATH.—At a mass meeting of the .iVrbroath

operative joiners on Saturday evening, it was

resolved to come out on strike on Monday, because

the masters have not signed the annual by-laws

with respect to the rate of wages, houi-s, and over-

time in the county. No change was proposed on

the existing by-laws, but the masters do not wish

to commit themselves by signing for another year.

Belfast axd Dublin.—Owing to the extension

of the Belfast building trade dispute to Dublin and

the operations of the Employers' Association in the

Irish capital, the Belfast executive of the Amalga-
mated Carpenters and Joiners threaten to bring out

every man lielouging to theii- trade union in both

cities. Tlie Belfast secretary states that the strikers

are receiving satisfactory financial support not only

fi-om the headquarters in M.aiichester, but from

other trade societies, and there is still a fund of

£270,000 to fall back upon.

BtTRY, La>xs.—On Saturday, the dispute in the

painting trade in Bury tenninated in the men being

locked out. Six months ago the men gave notice

for a penny advance in wages, the notice expii-ing

on April 1. Meanwhile the masters and men
arranged matters so that the men made small con-

cessions regarding the apprentice question and the

overtime question, the masters agreeing to grant a

halfpenny per hour advance in wages. The dif-

ference arose, however, with reference to the time

for giving notice, the masters contending for any

time, the men holding to the present practice.

Neither would give way, with the above-mentioned

result.

CovESTET.—Mr. A. A.Hudson, barrister at-law,

who was appointed by the Board of Trade to act in

the building trade dispute at Coventiy between
employers and operatives, sat on Monday. Notice

had been given by the Master Builders' Association

of a reduction of Jd. per hour, and shorter hours

during the two midwinter months. The carpenters,

joiners, plumbers, and painters agreed to arbitra-

tiou, but not the bricklayers and labourers, who
were consequently locked out. Mr. Hudson found

that the notice given was bad, being delivered a

day too late, and therefore the existing rules would
stand.

Dudley.—About 100 carpenters and joiners of

Dudley came out on strike on Monday, having

refused to comply with the demands of the em-
ployers, who had given notice of theii" intention to

reduce wages from Sid. to Sd. per hour, in con-

sequence of bad trade". Carpenters are being paid

9d. per hour at Wolverhampton, and Oid, at

Biiiningham.

DtTKBAx, Natal.—A building crisis has arisen in

the building trade owing to the demand of some
trades for increased pay of a sliilling a day. By
employers the demand of the workmen is considered

to be altogether unjustifiable. Carpenters were
working only eight hours a day, and " charge " men
—those who" were placed in charge of certain work
—are already receivmg 14s. a day. There is an
abundance of labour to be had, and employers

regard themselves as strong enough to fight any
eombmation that might be brought against them.

(iEEAT Yaeiiouth.—All building operations at

Yannouth have come to a standstill through the

carpentei-s and bricklayers coming out on strike for

an increase of a Id. per hour in wages. The mayor
has offered to act as arbitrator.

Hakeogate.—The joiners of Harrogate have for

some time been in an unsettled state with respect to

the rate of wages. The present rate is 9d. jier hour.

The masters proposed tlnit it lie reduced to 8d.,

whilst the men urged it sliould be increased to lOd.

Representatives on both sides have met, and they
have resolved that for the present the men eonthiue

to work,at the present rate, and that the matter be

referred to arbitration.

The Medway Cement Trade.—The strike in the

Medway Cement Works, att'ecting some 800 men, is

practically at an end. The men li-ave resumed work
on the employers' terms, with concessions at some
of the works. Some weeks must elapse, however,
before all the works are in full swing.

A beautiful old Georgian house, known as Finmere
house, near Buckingham, is being enlarged for Dr.
Symes Tliompson, of Cavendish-square. Amongst
the numerous aIt<;rations is the addition of a hand-
some billiard-room, which i.s to be panelled in oak,
and liung witli tapestries. The floor will lie in oak,
and the coiling panelled with oak beams, the details

following the lu-esent quaint recei)tion rooms. The
work has been given to Mr. Marshall, Vtuildcr, of

Buckingham, and will be carrioil out under the
personal care of the architects, Messrs. Law and
Allen, of Aruudel-street,'W.C.

LATEST PRICES.

—

IRON, &c.
Ter ton. Per ton.

Eolli.a-Iron Joists, Bclsiaii £6 to £U 10

KolU-tl-Stc.lJwsts. Kiifzlish 9 0,, 10

WiT.udit-Iion i;irdcil'lates S „ II 15

Bar Iron, good Stall's 8 7 6,, 7 (i

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Kound, or

Square 20 „ 20

Do., Welsh 5 15 ,, 5 17 6
Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 7 17 „ 8 5

BestSuedshill 13 „ 13 10 n

Angles 10s., Tees 20s, per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £6 15s.

Buildci-s' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £15 10s. Od. per ton.

CTnlvauised CoiTugated Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to '20. No. '2210 2^.

6ft. to- 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge : £f2 5 (..£12 10

Best ditto 1'2 15 ... i:!

' Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-iron Columns £a to £9 M.
Ca.st-Iron Stanchions 9 0,, 9 lOo

RoUed-Iion Fencing Wire 10 5 „ 10 10

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 8 5 „ S 15

„ „ ,. Galvanised. 9 5 0,, 10 .A

Cast-Irnn Sash Weights 7 5 0,, 8.00
Cut I lusp Kails, Sin. to Bin 12 „ 13

Cut Floor Brads 1115 „ 12 15

Wire Nails iPoints de Paris)—
0to7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.
9/6 10/- 10/3 10/9 11/3 12/- 12/9 13/6 U, 6 per CWt.

Cast-Iron Socket Pipes

—

.Sin. diameter £6 17 6 to £7 5

4in.to6in 6 15 „ 7

7in. to •21in. (all sizes) 8 15 „ 7

[Coated with composition, 2s. Gd. per ton extra ; turned

and bored joints, 5s. per ton extra.] ^

Pig Iron- Per ton.

Cold Blast, LilleshaU 105s. to llii.*.

Hot Blast, ditto 57s. Ud. t. t;2s. GJ.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Kttings—Discount ott' Staudai-iJ

Lists f.o.b. :

—

Gas-Tubes ™ ?<!.

Watei-Tubes 6d ,.

Steam-Tubes , 60 „
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 60 ,,

Galvanised Water-Tubes •• Sa ,.

Galvanised Steam-Tubes.. 50 ,

lOcwt. casks. 5c\vt. cosies.

Per. ton. Per ton.

Zinc, English I
London mill) £'AS 10 to £24

Do., Vieille Montagne 24 „ '24 10

Sheet Lead, 31b. per sq. ft. super. 17 „ 18

rig Lead, in lent, pigs 13 15 „ 14 15

Lead Shot, in '281b. bags 19 „ 21

Copper Sheets, sheathing and rods 87 10 „ 88

Copper, British Cake and Ingot.. 73 5 „ 73 15

Tin, Straits 115 „ 117

Do., EngUsh Ingots 1'24 „ 1'26

Spelter, Silcsian 16 „ 16 lo

TIMBER.
Teak, Burmah per load £10 10 to £16 5

„ Bangkok „ ... 10 „ 15 6

auebec Pine, yellow ...4 0,, o

„ Oak „ ... 3 5 0,, 4 12 8

„ Birch „ ... 3 15 „ 6

Ehn „ ... 5 0,, BOO
;, Ash , ... 4 0,, 6

Dantsic and Memel Oak 3 5 0,, 4 I'i S

Fir , ... 3 0,, 4

Wainscot, Eigap.log... „ ... 2 0,, 3 !;

Lath, Dantsic, p.f „ ... 4 0,, a 1= »

St Petersburg „ ... 4 „ 6 10

Greenheart „ .- 7 15 „ ? »
Box 7 0,, lo

.'fequoia, iJ.S.A.. per cube foot 19,, 020
Mahoganv, Cuba, per super foot „ . »

lin. thick 6,, 008
Honduras ... „ ... 6 „ 7i

Mexican 4,, 004'
African „ ... 3J „ S5

Ced^r.Cuba „ ... .3 „ 3i

„ Honduras „ ... 3J „ Jt

Sntinwood „ ... 10 „ 1 1»

Walnut ItaU.an „ ... 3., 7s

„ American (log«) „ ... 2 3 ,, 9 4 1;

Deals, per St. Petei-sbm-g Standai-d, 120—12ft. by Ijm.

auebe'c^Pi'n^, 1st. ... f -2.5 to £30

2nd. 17 10 „ 21

3rd 1-2 „ 14
(!

»

Can,ada Sprace, 1st 11 5 „ 14 c v

2ndand3rd 9 10 „ 10 5

New Branswiek 8 15 „ 111?''

Riga . 9 „ 10

St Petersburg.'::.;.:, 11 „ 19 «

Swedish :. 12 „ 21 ,0

Finland H W " • ';^»
WhiteSea 13 „ 'J

Battens, all sorts : 5 „ 1.! I"

Flooring Boards, per square of Im-j—
,., . fn ig o

Istprcpared to li o „ »
J"

•2nd ditto "" S " OS
Other quaUties 7 0,, 18 k

Staves, per standard M :— , . „
U.S. ditto fSTlO „ £45

Memel, or. pipe '220 „ 230

Memei; brack 190 „ 'JOO

Linseed °pertun'£2.i 0_ to £25 6 »

Eapeseed, EngUsh pale 2; » „ 2/ Ju «

Do., brown „ ... tola „ 26 S "

Cottonseed, leflned „ ... 19 l-J „ '20 10 O

Ohve, Spanish „ ... 3? , 39^0
<>

SrX cochin::::::::::; ;; ;;: 2S15 o :: 3« «

j

l>o., Ceylon 2o lj> „ 2B »

Palm.Lilgos „ ... 2< „ i, a

Olcinc V '1 2 „
"

II 8
Lubricating IT.S per gal. ' ,,

" »

Petrolc.nn, refined „ ... » " ^ ••
"

^ ""J
Tar, Stockholm per ban-el 1 ^ 9 "

} o
Do., Archangel...... „ ... 19 b „ i

^^

Tuiijentinc, -Vmencan ...per tun 37 O « >.

'4^
1

!
H

1,3

Ifti
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MirrPvOPOLITAX loconstructioii lias

alroaily begun in ojirncst. Tho first

]iha-c lias been ontoreJ. Domolition of old

tumble-down and iusanitiry iinjperty has
been jjoin;; un behind the .Strand on the north
side for .some time, ;ind in a short jieriod we
may begin to see the erection of a portion of

the new frontiige. Rumours are now current

tif making tho Xational Memorial t<i the late

Uueen take tho form of a grand Metro]iolitau

avenue ailorued with seul))ture, which will

fonu a momimental \istii or promenade that

will vie with those of some of the luiropean
ea))ituls. AVhat a grand vista is that now j>ro-

jiosed by extending the Mall to t'haring Cross,

80 that liuckingham I'alaco may be made
the western end of the avenue. Its archi-

tectural ]ireti'nsious. however, as a centre
ai-e hardly worthy of the scheme. Such
a vista might, indeed, be prolonged into tho
Strand, if we couUl only remove a few costly

buildit\gs and acquire their sites. Agsiin,

what a fine sti-cot might have been made
from Charing Cross to the Houses of Parlia-
ment, which, as the map .«hows, are well in

lino. A noble focus or centre could have
been formed by bringing Whitehall and tho
Victoria Embankment together on the west
side of Westminster Bridge, and thus making
the Houses of Parliament the centre object
of attraction. Li a short time we may ex-
jicct to see the now Government Offices

nuiking nrogi-ess. The area thrown open
into Parliament-stieet enables the visitor

to take in a large view of the Abbev
and its ])recincts. and to extend the visual
angle. Mr. J. M. IJrydon's elevation to I'arlia-

meut-strect will be well broken by a centre
attic and corner towers, connected by an
arcade to Sir Gilbert Scott's Home and
(^'olonial office block, and tho Treasury, a view
of which we gave in Marchand Ajiril of 1899.
Tt will bo a considerable time before a coherent
whole is made m Whitohall. At present it is

in a chaotic condition, large areas on the east
side are still unfilled, and the buildin;;s

erected of late years ai'e of a fi\agmentary kind.
The new War <3ffice will to a large extent give
an imposing fai^ado south of Whitehall-place.
Imagine what might have been jiroiluced if

\Miitehall on the east side had extended to the
I'hiibankment. and had been laid out with
gardens, as if Inigo Jones's contemjilated
palace had been ciinied out. But these
schmes arc of course visionai-y; wo have
to make the best we can of opporttniities
us they occur—fallen-in leases, demolitions,
t'ao erection of pubKc offices, and the like.
Gur civic autnorities could retrieve much :

if the}- exercised control over the building
frontages of our mam streets, and made those <

widenings here and there that are nece.s.sary,

and when renuired straightened the lines of
frontages at certain point-. The bringing
into line of two streets that are at present
divergent or crooked is one way of improve-
ment, making them subserve a dignified
aiipearance. A long spacious thoroughfare
always commands the highest gi'ovuid rents,
and atti'acts buildings of architectural pre-
tensions. We do not undervalue the '

picturesnueness that results from naiTow,
in-egalar sti-eets, such as we have in the City,
These may be allowed to remain, whenever
there is no direct benefit to be derived from
altering their lines. To drive a new straight
route through a crowded area of houses and
crooked stieets is a policy th;it defeats its pur-
pose, unless such a dii-ect route is a necessity,

^

as in the approach to a bridge. The straight
lines intersect disagreeably various houses at

all manner of awkward angles, and create a

I
number of unsightly corners, as may be seen
in the Chiiring Cross-road and other places in

London.
Our municipal authorities have not studied

the question of ])launing in the abstract, of

the value of aligning streets, of giving th(\m

a formal character, and so on. Xor have
they made uj) tla^ir minds as to wliether new

: streets should have a formal or irregular

character. A great deal may be urged for

I

either [jrinciple. For the present irregular

j

architecture of our streets, a connnon
i organic law is claimed -namelj-, that the

;
individiial builder should have his own
expression : the elevation develops and
and shapes itself from within. .Vccordiiig to

this view, each exterior is the " jdiysiognomy
of tho beingwithiu." On the other hand, there
is nuich to say for "formality" in archi-

tecture : it conduces to dignity of character
' and unity, A nninicijial aiithority likes to

stamp on its new str(_'et buildings a character
of this sort. The places and boulevards of

Paris are typical of the State and municiijal

control, and are of that formal type of design
of which we have too little in Ijondon. If

we are to prodiu-e any moiuimental character

and stateliness of impression in the Holborn
;
to the Strand thoroughfaix' on the mind of

our visitors, we must do so bj' adojiting the

formal treatment and the quality of unity.

On the other hand, to make our streets

rows of iudivi<lual units between two

i

party-walls can hardly be seriously con-
templated when an extensive frontage is

proposed. It has been trvily observed
by the writer of the Institute Essay on
" Formal and Irregular Street Architecture "

that irregularity bases itself on a temporary
use ; but formality on a more permanent
use. Yet those who advocate irregularity

assert that use is the basis of the outward
form—that is to say, they think that every
fi'ont should be designed with reference to

the business carried on ; but the vicissitudes

and changes of business render such an idea
ab.surd, as many different trades may occupy
the same house. So that to make tlie archi-
tectui'e represent the business carried on is

not practicable, unless the particular use is

unchanged during the existence of the Imild-
ing. According to the theory of fonnality,
a building is not restricted to a particular
use, it assiunes a more permanent foiin,

and, therefore. Classical composition is more
appropriate to such expression.
We can show very little of the monumental

as a particular expression of the architectural

mind in the Mi'tropolis, What ha\-e we at

that centre of Metropolitan traffic and life,

Trafalgar-square, but a .solitary column on
its jiedestal, and its Lions—as far as it goes a
Siitisfactory erection for its day ; but look at

the surroundings, the "squirts," the paved
area, the surrounding balusti'ade, and the
connection with the only two buildings of

any architectural interest—the church of St.

Martin's, by Gil>lis. and the National Galleiy
by Wilkins. H<jw differently might the whole
site have been arr.auged if a ]n-oper scheme
had been prepared, and the Xelson column
and its base have been designed in connection
with the approaches, the fountains and basins,

and the buildings I Can we show monumental
designing or gi'oiqiing in the planning of the
Albert Hall Memorial and its .surroundings
that is worthy of ojiportunity offered ': Wiat
a unique site was that of tho old Horticul-
tural Gardens !—but look at the jiacking
together of three costly buildings that now
cov-er the site, anj- one of which w-as worthy
of the s23ace. The City and Cruilds Institute,

the Imperial Institute, the School of Music,
and the Xatiu'al History Museum are crowded
together on no preconceived plan, and even
the styles of the buildings are at complete
variance,—one of the consequences of our
way of proceeding, of selecting one man for I

j

each design, thereby perjietuating for all

time the individuality of each architect ; but
; .saci'illcing the o]i]iortunity for a monumental
grouping of buildings that wdll not occur

I again. Nor can we boast of our llyile Park

I

Corner, or the approaches to Ihn'kingham
Pahic(utself. Xo, The fact is, that for wdiat we
may call not ina]iproiiriately the " CA'U'emonial

disphiy of aichitecture," the inqiosing gi'ou]i-

ing of public edifices productive of grand
monumentjil effects, tint English has little

taste. When wi; had the means of foraiing

one of the noblest river promenades the world
knows— the Victoria Embankment— how
meagrely w-e went to wcu'k to connect each
bridg(?-approach with the Embankment, to

make each landing-stage or pier Worthy of

the Thames highway, or even an emliankment
wall and lamps that would give dignity to

the roadway. One of our contemporaries

.

observes that " experience warns us that our

j

monuments have not been successful in tho

past, and that the architectural achievements
of one generation do not commend them-
selves to the ne.x.t." But wdiy do they not Y

Because we are in the habit of doing these

things piecemeal—doing ;i little at a time, in

a higgling sjiirit, and of selecting certain

architects to do the work, instead of jne-

paring a comprehensive scheme at the be-
I ginning.

The jiresent awakens new jiossibilities.

The proposed architectural frc^itmeiit of the

Mall fi'om Buckingham I'alace to Trafalgar-

!
square is a grand scheme if carried out with

' the joint aid of both tho architect and thi?

I sculptor ; but we ought to have the best the

I
profession can give—tho noblest scheme that

the two professions are capable of producing.

i

Is it desirable that the architectural part of

the scheme should be limited to five archi-

tects, however able or well chosen ? Are we
sure that the highest architectural expression

of the age can bo secured in the selected

architects ? These are (juestions that can -

not be lightly set aside. If not an open
comjietitioii, we might at least have a

largia- selection of architects, representative

of the Ll^nitod Kingdom, of the various

schools of design, and we think Mr, Ijconard

Stokes's suggestion to have an ojieu comj^eti-

tioii in the first instance confined to sketch

schemes, fi'om which to select the kind of

memoiial most suited, and aftei'wards to

j
select a few representative men to develo]>

j

the idea, is one deserving of con.sideration,

for, as he observes, the busiest men are
; certainly not the most likely to think of the

most felicitous treatment. < )ther opinions
are strongly in favour of a very much
wider selection of architects for a com-
petition for a national memorial to Queen
Victoria, an (opportunity that is not likely

to occur again in this century. But
we are not now discusssiug so much the-

means and methods t ) be pursued as the
fonn of the meiiKirial. To design a scheni"

to connect Buckingham Palace with Tra-
falgar-square will embrace mauj' important
features—a large and imposing area before

the Palace itself to connect it with the Midi,

groujjs of sculpture, or possibly a iriuniiihal

archway ; erections of a sem i - sculiitural

character at intervals along the avenue, and a
grand eutiuncc into Charing Cross, to say
nothing of the sjieciil memcrial (jf the Uueen
at the I'alace end. The sculptural groiqi-

might significantly express t'rie progrc-^

during the Queen's reign, or be emblematic
of national events and thedevclojaneiit of the

arts of peace. In such a schem<; a remodelling

of the Palace front on the Mall side would lie

necessary to make it worthy of connection
with the avenue and its architectural acces-

sories. Xo scheme will lie worthy of the

occasion that dues not include sculptural

embellishment, and to this end wc believe a
competition among architects and sculptors

for sketch designs is desirable, as it would
enable the possibilities of grouping to be
cojid?rol bjforj a des'ga is fi c-il'y s-;lecteJ.
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Alreudy the Memorial Siib-cDimiiitteo have others, and tliis has heoTi niainly owing to

placed the i^euliiturc in the hands of Mr. the permission given by the Local (jovern-

Thomas Brock. K.A.. who has been asked to nient Board to rural authorities to take to

jii-epare a design for the groii]>s of sculi)ture. themselves " urban jiowers." The other day

including a
"

rtatiie of the Queen to a deinitation ot inlluential members appointed

be jilaccd opposite the entrance gates to by the ('ouueil ol' the lloyal Institute of

Buckingham Palace. The five architects

invited are requested to prejiare designs

for the western end of the Mall, where
sculptured gi'oujis are to be placed . also for a

genei-alscheme of architectiual embellishment,
including an entrance' archway at tlie Spring
Gardens end of the Mall, and groups of

i5culj)tiu'C at intervals, so as to form a pro-

-suinal avenue. These designs are to be
.limitted within the next three months.
So large and important a srheme demands

the exercise of much thought and artistic skill

in the disposition of the parts. There must be

continuitv in the design fiom end to end—

a

B'ritish Architects waited on Mr. Grant
T<awson, the Parliamentary Secretary of the

Local Govcrnnu-nt Board, to lay before him
the views of the Institute. We gave lust

week a summary of the conchi.sions arrived at

(]), -112!)) to which wo refer the reader. The
points make it clear that there ha.sbcen of

late years a great increase of interference by
public bodies and their officials with buiUlings

in country jilaces arising from the iiowers

conferred by the L.G,B, in the manner \vc

have stated, llural district councils are not

under any obligation to make by-laws of this

kind, and, as it is stated, such an assumption

unity of conception throughout, so as to avoid of jiowi-rs by a local authority is unnecessary.

the appearance of a fiiigmentary arrange-
| and a ' vexatious infringement of the liberty

nient. It would he un-satisfactory to erect a
; of the individual." The " points " laid before

• -costly and elaltorate memorial or archway at
]
the .secretary also made it clear that there is

• cither end, and have the intermediate parts
]
no desire on the part of the E.I.B.A. to Limit

poor and of .stinted design, and scul])turesque the application of such by-laws as are strictly

features ought to fonn an integral ]iart of sanii.trv' in their object, or as to the width of

the scheme. An\-thing like a number of streets ; while an efficient party-wall by-law
disjointed architectural erections, jiedestuls, would sufficiently protect one house from
niches, or cohmms left for the sculi)tor, to be ar.,ther in country places. On the other

completed as the funds permit, would lead to 1 h,md, minute requirements of the by-laws
a failure such as wo have had to lament in

i

against fire are unnecessary and vexatious.

nearly all our public memorials. The .sculp-

tor and the architect must work together,

nuist combine their abilities and energies in

the tusk, instead, as too often, of working on
independent lines. We should, therefore,

have liked to have seen models or sketches

prepared by an architect and sculjrtor of

•eminence for the whole design, rather than
t^e placing of the.se insejiaralde ])arts of the

scheme into the hands of inde]iendent artist:

These requirements are often I'endered
" grotesque by the erection of large struc-

tures in wood under the form of balconies

and verandahs."
The suggestion made by the Institute is

that the " Local Government Board .should

arrange their model by-laws in divisions, and
sanction in each district only such as are

really needed therein." and so protect the

It is alsopublic from vexatious interference
Such suggestions, in the foi-m of models, suggested that the system of dealing with
ought to be submitted to the puldic for

' party-walls by the appointment of three

criticism and improvement liefore a final de- surveyors, as re-enacted in the London
sign is selected. Again, it is not ])ossible Building Act. 1.S94, has ]n-oved successful,

rto jn'oduce a design that is at once dignified
;
and that it should be extended to the growing

•and monumental, unless it follows Classical i suburbs around the area under the London
lines ; but have we any assurance ol Classical

;
Goiuity Council, and such towns as are with-

treatment from the names of those selected
! out special legislation on the subject. That

for the task :' Other countries besides Italy,
j

a tribunal of appeal in connection with the
France, Austria, have surpassed us in the

,
Local Government Board should bo estab-

tasto and energy displayed in can-ying out
public improvements. Tlio monumental
grouping ot the Governmental Iniildings in

Wa.shington has Ijeen tliscussed lately liefore

the Convention of the .\uieriean Institute of

\rchitects. GeneraF Washington selected

'le site of the Xational Cajiitol in an
amphithcatfP of hills through wliich the
P(jtomac runs. Here he selected the
engineer to lay out tlie city

Charles L'Enfant, one who had had i

lished for settling differences, &c. As will

be seen from Mr. Lawson'fe reply, efforts have
been made to adojit some mode of meeting
these difficulties, and, as he jiointed out, a.

difference in the codification of by-laws for

rural and urban ch.stricts should be made

;

but the function of the Local Government
Board is only to ajiprove of by-laws sub-
mitted to them by local authorities, it not

- PieiTC
I

being theii' duty to take the iiiitittive. He
French

| oxidained it was not in the ])ower of the
iiiilit.ary education, and who, with a grasp , Board to compel a local authority to adopt

f the sitiiation, saw at once how best to
j

any particular set of by-laws, and only in
plan the city. One writer has pointed out
the main monumental features of the jilan.

the dominance of the Federal building and an
,1 venue direct between the Ca]iitol and the
White House, the dome of the Capitol form-
ing a centre of eig^ht radiating avenues. AVe
hear of the maguiticent ]iossibilitios of the
proposed " Centeiniial Avenue," with which
the Avenue des Champs Elysefe could kardly
lie compared for dignity, accessories of land-
scape, and sculpture.' Is it not time that
London, the ' richest city in the world,"
sliould attemi)t, at least, to emulate the
younger cities of the West, in learning how
to make the be.st of the ojjportunities now
-offered ?

BUILDING BY-LAWS IX
WSTPICTS.

i;n;.\L

b•^PHE administration of buildin
J- country districts is a cmestioii that has
"n before the j)rofe.«sion for a long time.

- bodies in the rural districts have
many jiarts to impose rules and

•'ations on building owners and

cases where very insanitary conditions pre-

vailed did the Board encourage a local body
to take " urban powers."
The Board has drawn up a set of by-laws

for rural di.strict councils, on which he in-

vited the Institute's opinion. These include

interpretation of teiTus, exempted buildings,

structure of walls and foundations of new
buildings for purposes of health, with respect

to sufficiency of space about buildings and
with regard to ventilation ; with respect to

drainage of buildings, water-closets, water
su])ply to same, alsi) in respect to earth,

clo.sets, ashpits, cesspot)ls, to the closing of

buildings unfit for habitation, and in

res]iect to deposit of plans. These are mainly
sanitary in their application, and regulations

as to materials and structural details are

omitted. A jn-oinise was given as to the

extension of the London i)arty-wall s^'stem

to all country districts. These ]iroposed by-
laws are to be (considered by the committee.

lict us briefly refer to the legal asjiect of the

question, liural districts may fie in vested with
urban ]iowers uniler sect. 'I'd of the Publ'

relate to the level, width, and constniction of

streets, and the sewerage thereof ; to the
structure of walls, foundations, roofs, and
chimneys of new buildings ; to the sufficiency

of sjiacc about buildings, to secure free cir-

culation of air and to ventilation ; to drainage
of buildings to closets, ashjnts, and cesspools,

and to the closing of buildings or parts unfit

for human haliitation (see Sect. 1.57). The
Local Government Board may, on application

of any rural district authority or of persons
rated to the relief of the poor, whose assess-

ment amounts at least to one-tenth of the net

ratable value of the district, declare any
)U'ovisions in force in lu-ban districts to be in

force in such rural district or contributr.iry-
"

place, &c.

There are, as we have urged before, certain

essentials necessary to lioth iiiral and urban
districts, such as to secure ample sanitary

areas round buildings, dry and substantial

buildings, safely against fire, air-space,

ventilation, and drainage to all new build-

ings ; but the question is whether these

essentials should be secured by by-laws of -

the same minuteness as those which apply to

urban districts.- As iirovention is better than
cure, it is necessary to make streets wide
enough for growing districts : that the di'ain-

age and removal of refuse should be provided
for by proper and efficient means during
the construction of new buildings ; but
as to questions of materials and construc-

tion of new buildings the case is not

so evident. Why .should we compel the
builder of a private dwelling - house or

cottage to comply with liy-laws framed to

meet urban districts, to ]iri.ihibit him from
using hollow walls, wooden construction,

timber framing to outer walls, weather tiling,

or to make any deviation from prescribed

wall 'thickness, which are found to be
economical, and suitable to the materials of

the locality? Neglecting exempted build-

ings luider the Act, we have certain pro-

visions of a very definite and exacting kind -

relating to the materials of walls and their

thickness, aiKl these niles are pretty general

in their application, for the term " domestic
building " includes all not exempted except

the ''public" and " w.arehouse " classes.

The rules applying to roofs exclude all those

artistic and 2)icturesque accessories which the

architect is most concerned with, such as

cottages with thatched roofs, timber-fi-amed

gables and turrets, shingled erections, aud
many other m.aterials that; one expects to see

in country districts. Even the wooden sheil oi-

lcan- to, so dear to the country farmer or

cottage, is prohibited in certain forms : on
the other hand, parapets above roofs as a
protection against the .spread of fire are made
compulsory. With every desire to jirotect

the safety of the labourer's cottage from fire,

and to insure sanitary conditions, vvhicli

should be made the subject of regulatitm,

we think a little common-sense consistency

ought to be .shown to the rui'al builder. Let
the by-laws apply to '• ]iublic buildings " and
" buildings of the warehouse class," or even
dwelling-houses in certain semi-urban areas

;

but exempt from their opei'ation those

numerous dwellings, farm buildings, and

cottages -which largely make up the rural

districts. To build a cow-shed hundreds of

feet away from any other building \\ ith

9in. brick walls is rather superfiumis.

Agaui, it has been well pomted out

there is no valid reason why, in pairs of well-

built cottages, the S»in. party-wall should lie

can-ied up to slates or tiles. Also, it is

objected that a large number of fann Iniild-

ings, such as .sheds, do not come within tho

exemptions. There arc strong objections to

a hard-and-fast code of by-laws framed
to meet urban requirements and dcfisely-

crowded neighbourhoods, and therefore wo
recommend every rural council to hesitate

before it adopts a set of regulatiims tliat

]U-esses verv hardly and unfairly on the

Health Act, 1875, by the l-.G.B. These powers !
country building owner. The codification of
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the- liy-lawfi as siigget^tcd by the Luuil
( iiiMiiniH'iit JJoiiid. or its i)enni.-!#ioii to

allow only cacli laiial aiitliority the ]iower to

adojit by-law.s that are absolutely lociiiii'Cil,

would put an enil to the ]presout vexatious

interference with a man's private rights.

THE NEW EXOLISir ART CLUB.
rilllE S]iiiii!>r exhibition of (his club at the

J. l>adlov (iallery fairly sustains the character

wliirh liiis sTini rally distinguished it—a depart lu-e

fionu(invcntii>n;d rules of treatiULnt and handling:;

,ud to those who appial to the imlinarv standards
! work it is, thmtoie. disappointinir. Tliereare,

..luloubledly. a fewsomewhat enidt-'attenii)ts whioh
the selecting jury might have rejected, and which
i-ither tend to the dispai'ag'ement of the show.
Several sketches in water colour and wash draw-
ings, some of them mere impressions of cffcet, are

hung at the entrance end of the g.allery, and of

these we may name the " Valley of the Lesse "

l\ by Juhn lluirhead, a rather heavily-coloured
K etch, but effective. Erancis E. James has two
lictchcs of Dartmouth Harbour (o and 14)

>ti-ongly drawn with a full brush, and Jfoffat

1 .indner sends several specimens of his delightful
work, •' Hi-eezy Day on theHiver Maas "

(6),
'• St.

Ives U.irbuur," (.58; a grey-tonetl moonlight effect,

and " Uoshaui' by Jloonlight :7f>J. His "Dor-
drecht View." a seaandskj- of amber tint, is a

dclightfid impression of hazy siuilight. Eather
hlotchy. but effective in its colour, is Ci. Thomson's
•(i.xwich" (7) and his '•renrice Castle."
H. H. Bnibazon has four subjects, all slight

sketches in .simple washes, but con\"incingly

honest in colour, as his "View of Ventimiglia"
(8), " .-V View ne,ar Amiens" (13), and a chalk
and wash sketch, "In Hamburg" (38), an
impression. The works of A. "W. Rich—such as
•'Vhc Mill Lock." "Rye, Sussex" (10), and
"The Harbour" {2o)—are truthful and effective.

W. Daci-es Adams is a clever jioi-trayer of cha-
racter. " A Contrast " is simiily a study of two
heads—one a jo\-ial, contented man seated at

a window smoking his pipe ; just below him
passes in the street an unkempt man of the tramp
onicr, with forlorn expression, torn coat—two
vcn- 0]>pf>site expressions. -Another contrast is

" Youth and .\ge." a'^nllage street : on the road
a young housewife is standing, while an aged
m-.m. with scythe on his shoulder, jesses, furtively
glaiuing as he goes. The drawing and colour

1- excellent.

I >ther subjects areFrank L. Emanuel's "Sketch
1 Kouen." in i>encil ; Miss Jlillie Fisher's " A
-itutly Da^-." a hu-ge landscape of open

,
loughed fields, over which two hoi-ses are draw-

ing a eai-t ov(:r rough ground. There are much
force .and character expressed. We cannot find
much to admire in Chas. Conder's " Strolling
I'layei-s," a small idyllic scene, with di-essed

ladies, rather artificial and weak. The s,ame
artist's pictiu-e of "The Fountain" (76) is also
thin in colour and feeble in sentiment. " Dieppe
Harboiu:" (IS), by D. S. JlacCoU, is a pleasing
sketch, and his "Hai-ble HiU Meadows,

j

Ttt-ickenham.'" is a slight sketch of a well-known
spot, broad and delicate in colour. There are
also interesting studies in ijcncil, ink. and colour
by William Orpen, " The Happy H\-pocrite

"

'12], "Norwich." by C. L. Thomson, an ink
Study for At;danta,'"' by Miss E. Clark-HaU,
rink Tulips," by Francis E. James. Miss-

Ethel Walker's " Resting," a lady recum-
bent on couch, is delicate and refined in draw-
ing and colour. Commendation is due also
to "A PeacefiJ Evening," by James Charles.
and a portrait of Miss Spencer Edwards,
by Jliss JI. .Spencer Edwards. An interior, bv
A. A. M'Evoy. showing a lady looking at an
engra\-ing on a mantelshelf is unostentatious
and homelike. Another large interior is

William Ui-jien's pictme, "A Jlere Fractme "
"'7), dejiicting a surger)-. A surgeon is

' ircfidly examining the " leg of a j-oung
1 :in, who is seated, his legs on a rest, while an
lundant stands over him—a clever piece of
dism.
In the centre of gallery hangs a dexterously

painted figure subject "Hydrangea," by P.
Wilson Steer—a lady seated on a couch'ho'lding
up a pearl necklace" to a black kitten which is

playing with it. But the attractiveness of the !

picture is the subtle charm of delicate coloiu-
andshimmering lightin the richlyfigured silkwith
hydrtmgea flowers, which produce a rich sparkling
ft'^.t. A< a s;heme of colour hai-monv or

dccoratiuii, this work is a success. His sketch

in oil of "The liather "
(.51). a nude girl bath-

ing her feet in a pool, is \ngorous. dashed off

bv a few rapid strokes of the brush. Tho
effect of light in "Regent's Park" (54), by

' Bemhard .Sickert, (he sparkling sunlight on field

in " Bean Harvest." and wurks hv Francis Dodd,
R. E. Fry (CO), and Jlark I'lsher's pool scene,

gleimis of sun on trees and grass, though rather

sjiotty, are to be noticed. Bemhard .Sickert has

a nice study of old houses in " Spring Gardens "

(()8), and his view of " Florence from Fort
Vccchio" (93), and "Brentford" (lU) exhibit

a (rue sense of (onalKv. ligh(, and sliadow.

WaKer Sickert, in " La Halle" au civ " (67). has
a sombrely-coloured view of (he old marke(-idace.
ra(her leaden in i(s hue. .Sunny and fresh is

Miss C.L.Christian's "Spring Time" (69), a

glimpse of cottages through spring blossom and
foliage. W. W. Russell, in bis "Edge of the
Forest." paints solidly a dark cavernous chasm in

a (hick fores(. The fringes of the dark masses of

trees, .and the woodmen, are lit >ip by sunshine.

His other subjects, "Ethel," a studio with a

young lady looking at a small sketch (84), and his

"A Holiday" (90), a picnic p.arty of girls on a

common faking refreshiuents—are both sincere

and tnithful exjtressions. There is much subtlety

of light and shade in H. Belling'ham Smith's
" Croquet JIatch." Will Rothenstein's large

study of a dining-room—a lady in black slanding
a( a gi'ecn-shu((ered window (urning back the
blind—is a quiet and sincere piece of work, with
the old-fashioned piano and wall-hung pictures.

and the light and colour good. R. E. Fry has
a \-iew of "The Grand Canal" (81), rather want-
ing in colour. Miss Tyrwhitt's fig-ure of a girl

with "a bead necklace" is not prepossessing

(86). l"he large centre portrait of Mrs. Geoffrey
Buxton at end of gallery is not ^\-ithout graceful

di'awing. The lady is f>dl-Iength. and seated in

a garden before a balustrade, atfired in a light

fawn di-ess, with white lace scarf over her
shoulder, and with a large hat trimmed with
black feathers, and wearing a veil. She has a
bfisket of roses at her side. The painting is

severely restrained in colour.

Very (ruthful and direct is W. H. Clarkson's
" Sheepfold "

(96). a suu and mist effect, and
we may also mention approvingly L. Blather-
wick's "Winter," a snow scene and cottage;

Miss Bland's " September " (98), the plea.sant

ruddy face in large hat with grey dress, wi(h kitten

on lap ;
" Caroline " (100), broad and sti'ong, by

S. J. Douglas : !JIrs. W. Beaumont's interiors, a
blind lady on couch plaj'ing with her infant, a nui*se

behind (107) . R. E. Fry in "St. George," repre-

senting the legendary hero anJ the dragon, a

landscape, tapestry-like and cold in coloui-.

Miss Jlillie Fisher has a. simple, true, and re-

freshing piece of work, "Pigs Drinking," T\-ith

the glimmer of light through trees. P. Wilson
Steer's portrait of Mi-s. iloftat Lindner is strong
and characteristic. David Muirhead's " In-
terior" (122), a young girl in brown silk

dress standing before a small table, is also

strong and rich in colour. Low tones and
fl.at treatment characterise M. Garstiu's view,
" Le Jloulin de la Ville Guimpesle " (123). The
landscapes of Mr. James Henry are alwaj-s re-

freshing and truthful, as in his " Hayle Harbour '

'

(12-5), with its bright bo.ats, and "The River
Bar," with its deep-blue water ',121). " A Lady
in Black " (126), by William Oi-jjen, is a graceful

figure-study, well di-awn. But the chief work
on this wall is A. S. Hartrick's "The Land of

Make-Bolieve." There is a mystic charm in this

dexterously-treated suhject, poetic in conception.

A thicket of roses and brambles, on which a lady
and child are deftly introduced. A specimen of

C. Conder's tender and idyllic ai't,is seen in
" Behind the Avenue " ^129). but spoilt by over-

gxeenness. The "Happy A'alley,'' by Arthur
Tomson, a gleaming sunlit valley, with its back-
ground of hills (133). The nice colo>u' harmony
in W. Shackleton's poetic conception, " Wind
and Spray"'; the expressive portrait - study

'

"Bridget," by S. W. Douglas, a young lady t

in black, on a gai'den seat, looMng at an
[

album ; Miss -•Uice Fanner's sunny " View of '

Brentford" (138). Hugh Carter's" simple and
direct work. "Close of Day" (137), and works
liy J. R. K. Duff—a flock of sheep at the edge of

a precipitous cliff—Bellinghjim Smith, and Von
Glehn are to be noticed for their simplicity and
interest. On the whole, the Xew English artists,

with a few exceptions, ai'e as strong and direct in
'

their work as ever ; and the exhibition will serve
as a warning to many that some artists see

;

Nature very ditterently to others, and that there

are as many ways of piiinting her as there are to

be found varieties of personality .and feeling. In
the general picture collections these individual

expressions are kept in check and considerably

tone<l down.

PR.VCTICAL BOOKS OX ARCHITECTUKK
AND BUILDING.

rilllERE never was a time probably when those

_L engaged in building operations were more
alive to llie need of a (jractical acquaintance ^^ith

structural questions than at (he present, ami
certainly all who have tcj do either with the

design or erection of buildings must reali-e more
and more the necessity of making themselves

actpiainted with the constantly increasing variety

of ai>plianccs and materials which moilcrn com-
petition is bringing into use. This knowledge,

however great one's experience may ha^e been, is

nevercomplete, while comi)li<a(i<ms andditli :-ul(ics

consequenl upon labour questions on the one
hand and cuKing schemes and prices on (he o(her

nms(, by the very nature of things, greatly aug-
mcn( (he every-day labom- of all architects, and also

laiilding surveyors who have any practice. The
almost universal contract system under which
most buildingwork is now (-xceuted, combined with

jealous and litigious interpretation of building-

agreements, make it incumbent upon all pro-

fessional men who have to do with such under-

takings, to devote more .and more of their

energies tow.ards the mechanic;d or practical side

of (heir art, as also (he legal pi>si(ion of (heir

calling. In (he main, no doub(, (here is nodiing-

particularly new as to the condition (hus

I

indicated ;' but in actnal detail of practice the
' architect of to-day is experiencing dcveloijments

of a very i-eal kind, such as we have enumerated

—

conditions forced upon hiui by a combination of

cu-cumstances beyond his control—all tending

to increase his responsibilities and enhance

his pei-sonal labour. The publication, there-

fore, of more books dealing with the

practical branches of the building business is

not surprising, and although those who h.ave

I
gained their information more by actual experi-

ence in w-orkshops and (he (rade na(urally enough
! speak slighlingly of book knowledge or whal (hey

call work of the schoolmen, it is beyond doubt

that reli.able publications of this kind have

become essentials in the educational methods of

the day—a fact none can gainsay, however much
they may regret the lack of a comprehensive

scheme for the technical instruction in this

country of iiU classes engaged in the ci-afts of

building, based on a definite plan whereby the

architect, contractor, or builder, and the artificer

might each, with a view to his particular position,

be made .acquainted with the economic conditions-

and technical essentials of his calling. Some day
international competition may rouse us to a keener

appreciation of the question m itslarger aspect, and
the trend of everj'day experience is towards its

development. In the mean time (ho worker, if

he be -n-ise, will leave no effort untried for in-

creasing his own capabilities as a craftsman, and
books such as those before us v.-i\\ serve to aid in

this du-ection, supplementing his experience of

the bench .and banker. In -Vmerica technical

books of an extremely v.aluable character ,ai-e being-

issued more .and more frequently.

The first of the English volmnes before us is a

capital book on " Building Specification?,"'' by
Mr. John Leaning, F.S.I., the (|u-,tntity

siu-veyor. The author's phan aims at firmish-

ing ,a general specification comprising items

common to every building, and then sup-

plementing the
" general sijecification with

othei-s for special purposes, such as schools,

churches, wai-ehouses, &e., omitting the ordinary

items embodied in the more general outline pre-

viously mentioned. With a \ievr of amplifying

the varioiis notes on the different trades, sketches

of fittings and details of construction arc fur-

nished, giWng information not commonly aj-ail-

able in books of this cLass. The needful sizes of,

say, school-desks and spacings, rise of children's:

gaUeries, and the like are ready to hand : at the

same time the -m-iter has endeavoured to avoid

making his volume an imperfect and incomplete

manual of building cons(ruc(ion. The sketches

are merely illustrations such as -n-ould appear in

an ordinary specification, though on this point it

may be useful to remark the necessity of making

- Building Specifications. Bv Jens Lkasin.-.. F.S.I-

London : B. T. Batsford, Ul, High Holticn-n, ^y^:. 18s.

net.
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'' _*'- iL.liiiL-<iii"iis of this kiii'l as simidu
•r till' lithographic ilrauirhtsmun niny

- leh a roiiflering, when the specifica-

liuii i^ i-upitl. as to tniblo a litigious builder to

irive considirable troulilo, by porhips lakinji the

liaffraiu too literally, without askin;; for farther

iiiformation. It wouM be IkvoiicI our limits to

_ni fully into the seheino and manner adopted by
Mr. Leaning in dealin;^ with his subject. 8utlice

it to say that he has treated the construction of

liis model in a thoroti^'hly practical and work-
manlike manner, furnishius a vtist amount of in-

lormation, and pfivins references which cinnot
tail to be useful to anyone eii;;a^'e I in compilin^^

-peciliealions. while to e.\|.crienced writers of such
loiumonts it is no small sjain to study through a

^dumeof this character, in which many a sug-
gestive hint will be found in superintending a

iiuildiug, or in preparing the contract for one.
I In contracts the writer gives various forms
iiitherto in vogue, including those for spi'eialists

and forms of tender, &c. There is a chapter

on the relative value of items of work and
I useful triide list of firms, though of neces-

sity this is not very comprehensive. Addeil

lo these arc lists of specification books, and
works on materials ami construction. There
is also a good index. Thi- volume is cleai'ly

[rinled, and is not too bulky for easy referenci

as most unfortunate, arid for uunlurn church ser-

vices it leaves much to be desired, with no side

-

chipcl and its crowded-up chancel, tine building

as it is, n.> doubt in some ways.

The thinl work to which we have to direct

attention is the Iir4 volume of a Dictionary of

.Vrchiiecture and liuilding, published in New
York, under the direction of Mr. Russell Slurgis,

Fellow of the Am n-ican Institute of Architects,

assisted by some others*, whose name; include

many architects, engineers, and other specialists.

"The contractor to keep an approved anl
responsible foreman constantly on the works.''

On no person connected with a building job

docs so much really depend as upon the foreman,

for he is, in fact, the chief sujiervisor and general

factotum. It is to his intelligence and ability

that all good work is due, for he is responsible for

good or bad workmanship and materials, and for

the diligence or slothfulnrss of the men under
him. He keeps the accounts of the quantity of

Students can hardlv do bettiT than add the work freelv for notices of English architects, and refer

-

This compilation of comprehensive intormation is •

gt,,g ^^^^^^ ^^i^ rendei-s the daily and weekly
more than a mere glossary ;

and familiar term^ to
| rpUirns of the number of men employed, when

be found m an ordinary dictionary are omitted
;
tj^^,,^. ;g ^^ derk of works. C4ener.aU"v he rises

-

Tile alpliabetical arrangement adopted is carried
j
£j.^„^ jj^p j.^j,,.3 ^^f (j^^ carpenters, but often from

to minute siibdivisicm with cross references m .-,^jq„„ jj^^ bricklayers or masons. The gener.il
abundance, by which means needless repetitions of

I

^„.jpgg ^^.^ |,ggj calculated without taking the
the substance of previous or following paragraphs . foreman into account, and the cost of his main -

are avoided. The editor has been at some pams (gnanee should be kept separate. In order that
to secure the co-operation ot several well k-uown

j^^, ^^^. g^j^^ ^jjg ^.g^lig properly, rather more
experts, and the illustrations have been borrowed

t^.,„ {j^p ^j.^tp^i ppi.jojj pf erection should be
from many sources, such as ^csBeId's Jledueval allowed for his wages, which may be averaged at

Sketches, which ai-e freely introduced, blocks
: £3 pgj. ^ygek.

from Viollet le Due's works. Street's " Spain,"

Mr. T. (r. Jackson's " D.ilniatia." .and other

hooks too numerous to mention. A list will be

given at the end of the third volume, in which
the dictionary will be completed. Sydney Lee's

Dictionary of National Biography " is quoted

10 their essential sources of information.

"The Principles of I'laniiing,"* by 3Ir. Percy
L. Harks, is an illustrated an.alysis of the leading

characteristics of planning for various buildings,

illustnited by typical exanijdcs. The scope of the

tyjies chosen for consideraticm is for the main
part neces.sai-ily devoted to ordinary buildings,

though Royal Palaces, Parliament Houses, Koy.il

Ac:idemies, Government Offices, (ieneral Post-

otfices, and the like are included in the review. The
specimens illustrated comprise executed buildings

In- Sir G. G. Scott. K.A., ?.Ir. A. Waterhouse,
li.A., Col. Edis, Sidney .Sraii-ke, R.A., Mr. Thos.
Ulasliill, Jlr. Maurice P>. Adams, Mr. H. Saxon-
Snell, Mr. A. X. Prentice, Messrs. T. W.
.Mdwinckle and Son, and Mr. T. J. Bailey, th-

architect to the London School Board. The list

is enough to indicate the variety introduced, and
'ach architect enumerated has been chosen as the
reprcientativc of one particular cla.ss of building
with which he has become specialised, so to speak.

We do not think we can do more than thus
suggest the contents of Jlr. Marks' volume, which
eont.ains much handy data for calculating essential

features and areas of accommodation, though, of

course, anything like exclusive expert intormation
on special buildings cannot be looked for in such a
treatise, particularly where detailed features by
the verj- nature of things vary with altering

ideas, and where standard requirements have to

be adapted to local conditions.
The author has. however, taken considerablecare

to show rejjresentative examples of different types
of buildings, and he has taken the parts of houses
in detail forexamination. The ordinary convenient
style of double -fronted dwelling is represented by
a villa at Xorth Finchley. We cannot say we
.admire the plan for a country house on plate 36.

The drawing-room is so ungainly in shape ; the
front door appears so awkward with the vestibule
door opening at right angles <dose upon the
entrance ; and further, the dining-room fire-

plnoe would be most uncomfortable to sit

round, placed .as it is away from the light

at the far end of the apartment, and having
doorways one on each hand of the chinmi.'v

oreast. These are items of planning which
It is needful to point out, and Jlr. Marks
has given other examples of what to avoid, and
among these a specimen of culpable symmetry,
where the b.ays forming leading' features
externally only serve to accommodate ugly w.c.'s
within, and so balance with a window well fitted

for a drawing-room on the other side of the
house. The end of the vcdunic includes an
.abstnict from the by-laws of the L.C.C affecting
the planning of places of enterbiinment anl par-
ticulars from the schedule of the Education
Department for regulating the planning of public
elementary schools. The volume would have
lx;cn increased in utility if the plans of the hirger
buUdings could have been shown to a more read-
able scale. The plan of St. Mary Abbots, Ken-
sington, is given as a specimen of "an effectively
planned church." The way in which the build-
ing is ovir-cranimed with pews always strikes us

* Tlic Principles of Planning : an Analytical Treatise.
By Pkrcv l. Mirks. Architect. Uluiitmted. London :

B T. B.itstord, \)t, Uigli U..lbom.

eiices to the source of information accompanies

the exti'acts, which, for the most part, are brief.

Practically there is no architectural dictionary

available to the oi'dinary student in English save

the expensive folio work issued by the Archi-

tectural Publication iSoeiety at great cost a few

WATER roll THE WOUKS.

"Allow for supplying water for all the works,

including fees, tempor.ary plumbing, and storage

of Wiiter."

Water is .always required on the works for

mixing mortar, concrete, wetting bricks, &c.,

and in provincial towns, when supplied by a local

water company, it is generally put down at about

£i or £-5 per job of medium size. If in country

places, the water can often be conveniently ob-

tained from adjacent rivers or lakes, or a well

may have to be dug, and the w.ater drawn or

years ago, after long periods of delay, which did not pumped up, in which case the use of the pump
improve its up-to-d.ate cliar.acter. This dictionary,

; and hose must be included. The hire of a -iiu. to

therefore, will be found acceptable to a large class
[
6in. diam. wrought-iron contractor's pump is 7d.

of students and others who need a h.andy work of per week after the third week, plus .5s. chain

reference. Some contemporary London buildings
, hire ; but a large contractor would possess his

are utilised as illustrations, and a long article by own plant of this sort. Taking water supplied in

the editor is devoted to architecture in England London by meter at Is. per l,000gal., we have

in which he sums up his remarks with the opinion less ttan jd. for a y.ard of concrete.

that English architects have found their more London is supplied by eight water companies,

perfect success in their humbler and less am-
! each publishing its own set of regulations and

bitious buildings, and that is why the smaU
churches in this country are so inv.ariably charm-
ing, and that our large buililings, especially on
Classic lines, are often lacking in interest, and
inferior to Italian and French work.

This first volume of nearly a thousand pages of

closely-printed matter and numberless illustra-

tions gives a good idea ot the inclusive

character of the work as a whole, vnxh. a tendency
to be more scientific, perhaps, than artistic

in its preferences — an impression to .some

extent suggested by the want of uniformity

in the style of the illustrations introduced,

and which consequently are of \-arying merit.

The dictionary deserves success, and com-
manding the lield as it necessarily does, owing
to the absence of competitors^ no doubt the

publishers will find their enterprise widely
welcomed both in England and the Ignited

States. The following volumes will be looked

for with interest, and it is to be hoped the entire

work will be completed without appreciable

dilav.

£100 .

125 .

150 .

175 .

200 .

225 .

250 .

275 .

300 .

10s. each. £325 .. 32s.

13s. „ 350 . . 33s.

15s. „ 375 ... 389.

18s. „ ^ 400 ... iOs.

20s. ., ioO . . 42s.

23s. „ .500 ... 43s.

25s. „ 600-700 ... 30s.

283. „ 800-900 ... 60s.

30s. „ 1,000-1,200 .. ... 708.

HOW TO ESTIM.-VTE ; OR, THE ANALYSIS
OF BUILDERS' PRICES,—IV.

By John- T. RE.i, F.S.I., Surveyor, War Depl.

PKELIMIX.VRY AXl) PltOVISIOXS.

T'>EFORE proceeding to the various trades, it

^ will be well to discuss the various items
whicli appear under the above heading .as a pre-

face in a biU of quantities, ;is these require to be
.analysed quite as much as builders' prices for

other work. Those items that do not require to

be thus dissected have been omitted.

COPY OF QCAXTITIES roll AltCHITECT,

'

' E.ttras and omissions to be valued at the

prices of the conti-act, for which purpose a fully

priced and moneyed out copy of the quantities

shajl be deposited with the architect, and any item

of extra work which does not exactly agree with
the descriptions of the original estimate to be
valui.'il at a price analogous thereto."

'I'his is understood, and it is not usual to enter

any sum against such item, as the smaU e.xtra

exjicnse is covered by the amount ])ut down for
'

' Cost of lithography and expenses '

' at the end
of the bill of quantities.

• A Dictionarj- of Architecture and Building. Vol. I.,

.V—E. The MacmiUan Company, New York. 25s. net.

Above £1,200, 5s. per cent, .additional.

(}raml Jioic'ioii.—Charges on estimated cost of building

;

8.S. Od. percent.
7s. Od. „ „
6s. Od. „ „
5s. Od. „ ..

4s. Od
33. Od. „ .,

28. Gd

£100 and under £500
500 „ „ 1,000

1,000 „ „ 3,000

3,000 „ „ 10,000
10,000 „ „ 20,000
20,000 „ „ 30,000
30,000 and above

«

charges, which differ extremely, and the details

of which may be obtained on application. The
opening of the ground, connection with the main,

and reinstating, is always made by the com-
pany's servants, for which a ch.arge is made,

varjdngin diiierent localities. These eight com-
panies are :—The Chelsea, New River, Grand
Junction, Kent, West Middlesex, East London,

Southwark and VauxhaU, and Lambeth. The
charges for temporary water supply are based on

different values as follows :

—

Che'.va.—5s. iS every £100, or J per cent., of estimated
'

cost of building, to be paid in advance.

Xftf U'wer.—Reckoned upon the estimated cost of 5

building :

—

each

f

Ktnt.—A. printed notice has to be ftUed in for building

supply, with the estimated cost of building. A chiugo of

12s. including iin. ferrule stoji-cock and acrew-hox. is

made for connec'tion, and the company is not responsible

for repairs to ro.ads, &c. Per estimated cost of building :

—

Not exceeding £100 lOs. each.'

Exceeding £100 and not exceeding £150 15s. „ r.

1-50

2IX)

„ 250 .,

„ 3')0 „
3.30

„ *X) „
.300

COO
700
800
900

1.000

„ 1,100

Above £1,200 by special agreement.

'
ll'is) .W(W!tsr.c.—A printed form has to be filled in foi

building supply, with the estimated cost of building.

Cliarges are payable in advance, at 5s. per cent, on the

estimated cost of building. The company's cxp.Mises ot

laying on the supply have to be paid tor at the liiif th'

connection is made, at the rate of 5s. for r.pcriin;7 ...n-ouu'l

I and pvovi.ling femile. Their charge fur houses is*!. 01

200 .... .... 209.

250 ... .... 25s.

.000 .... .... 80s.

.350 .... .... 35«.

400 .... .... 409.

300 .... .... 453.

HOO ... .... 509.

700 .... ... 559.

800 .... .. 609.

900 ... .... 653.

1,000 ... .... 708.

1,100 .... .... 759.

1,200 .... ,.. 803.
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the £ on the rental v;Uue of the house, for six months'
|

F,i r I.,.wlm,.—yo printed tchcdule foi- buiUlini.' sniir'y

in issued ; but particulars of -norks to lie executed have to

be filled up on form supplied. Rates arc Is. per rod on

brickwork, and Id. per yard cube on concrete.

SmillncarkanJ I"(iru7w,7.—Infonnation is not published,
;

but char(jes are issued on application. I

/,<im'.r(/<.—No &5ed scale is furnished fiu- builib'nn sup-

iilies. but each case is dealt with indi\iilunlly. Charge
i.ir onneetion, ineluding stopcock, fen-ule. opening

,

..rdinary ^ound, and reinstating, constant-supply dis-

trict only, Jin., is 15s.

An analysis of tlu^ cost of a huiUlinif supply

from a London company (say the Grand .1 unction)

for a job to cost £1,000 would thorcfove be :

—

.\N.VI.YS1S.

Cost of water. 6s. percent, on £1,000 Ci
( "umpany's charges for opening gi-oimd and pro-

\iding ferrule 5

I'se and wa.stc only of, say, 80ft. run of Jin. lead

pipe at 4d. per foot 10

Ditto of ball-cock 1

.'Soldering joint of Jin. lead pipe and ball-cock ... 1

.! 17
6

ON NEW nClLDINOS,

For any building not e.\eeeding aOsij.ft. in arva

and m.t c.\c.-.^linj.' 10ft. in height £0 10

Fur evi-rv building not excelling 400s(i.ft. in area

and not iiioix' than two st^iries in height 1 10

For every additional htor>' 5
For every additional siiuaro of 100ft. or fraction

of a s<iuare '-2

For every building not exceeding 400sq.ft. in

area and of one st<uy only in height .- 15

ON .VltOITlONS, .\I.TKK.V'rK»NS, Olt UTUKU WOIIKS.

For ever>' addition or alt<?ration, or other work to

which the provisions of this .\ct apply, made or

done to or on any building att«r the roof

theix-f»f has been covered in, one-half of the

fee chai-ge<l in the case of a new building,

calculated upon the urea of the whole building —
For inspecting the itivhes or tire-resisting tloors

over or under public ways .€0 10

For inspectuig the fonuation of openingii in

party-walls for each < »l)ening) 10

For insjM'cting the clo.sing of openings in party-

walls (.for each opening) 10

" Fi-ovided that in the case of public buildings, build"

inL'>; constiucteil of eoncivtc, and buildings divided into

seiMir.ite sets of chambei's or tenements by party stnic-

tures, the fees before speciMed shall in every case be

increased by one-half.*'

There are also fees for chimney shafts and

flues, for certifying plans, and for attending at

Coiu't when an order is niade on the builder for

complying with the notice of iiTCgularity. The

foes required for inspection of any wooden or

temporary structiu-e are the same as for a new
building.

In addition to the foregoing, by the by-laws of

the London County Council, there is a fee to the

district surveyor of .is. on any new house or

buildim;. in respect of the; duties imposed upon

him by the Metropolitan Management and Build-

ing Acts Amendment Act, 1S7S, and these

Add 10 per cent, profit on fii-st two items

Totjil £t 4

The piping, &e., used is only for tcmporaiy

purposes, and will, therefore, revert to the con-

tractor, who merely charges for use and waste.

riKE IXSIU.VXCK.

" Allow for insurance from fire to the amount

of tender, and deposit the policy with the archi-

tect."

It appears to be more customary to have

buildings insirred during erection in London
than in provincial towns, where they are gene- ^^ ^^^^ _ _^^

rally not insured at all. In the former, it is jj"?_jj^.^yg^ ^^^^.j^ fggg ^g be payable in the manner
umisiuil to insure before the roof is on, or until

I

j^^^j ^^. ^j^,-, jj^^g prescribed by section .il of the

some combvistilde material is fi.xed ; and then it is T^ietropolitan Building Act, 18o.5.

By the same Acts it is necessary to conform to

the "regulations of the various Jletropolitan ves-

tries, district boards, :ind pai'ishcs, chiefly as

regards sanitary measures and connections to

drains and sewers, &c., and plans must be sent in

of the proposed systems. The rules and charges

i are best obtained on aiiplication : but those of

St. George's, Hanover-square, may- be quoted as

1 being fair and reasonable.

! The parish connects di-ain with sewer, inserting flap-

1
trap and two lengths of pipe at the following rate ;—

frequently stated for oidy two-thirds the amount

of contract. A reasonable senile may be taken as

below, to which the contractor may add 10 per

cent, profit.

Three
Months

I Six •
' Nine 1

Twelve
. 5Ionths.3Ionths. Months.

For each £100 assured
i
Is. :td. Is. 9d. 'is.Od.

9in

12in

The builder digs and fills in.

W.MCHIXC. .A..VD LIOnTIXG.

" Allow for any necessary watching and lif

Description.

XOTICliS TO .WTHOUITIKS.

•' AUow for giving all notices to the local

authorities, and for supidying any drawings or

information required by them, and pay all fees."

Copies of local building by-laws and regulations

can be obtained on application at the borough
surveyor's office, where tracings by the architect

of the plans, sho'wiEg drains, &c., have to be

deposited in time to be laid before the council or

building committee for approval.

In so vast an area as the Jlefropolis, the London
Budding Act of 1H9-1 specially controls the erec-

tion of all buildings, which are subject to the

supervision of the district surveyor appointed to

the district in which the structure or building is

situated. Of these there are 6i, and by par. 1-1,t,

Part XIIL, the notices to be given to the surveyor

by the builder are

—

" l-l.i. In the following cases and at the follow-

ing times, that is to say :

—

.» "Where a building or stnictui'e or work is about
to be begun, then two clear days befoi-e it is begim

;

and
,'-; "Where a building or stinictnre or work is, after

the commencement thereof, suspended for any period
exceeding three months, then two clear days before
it is resumed ; and

•
' Where, during the progi-ess of a building or

.etnieture or work, the builder employed thereon is

changed, then two clear days before a new builder
enter* upon the continuance thereof

;

the builder (or other person causing or directing

the work to be executed) shall serve on the district

surveyor a budding notice respecting the building
or structure, or work. Every building notice

shall state the situation, area, height, number of

stories, and intended use of the building cr

structure and the number of buildings or

structures, if more than one, and the particulars

of the propiosed work, and the name and address
of the pei-son giving the notice (and those of the
owner then in possession of, and the occupier of

_

^"s^on or^cart^two wheel

the building or structure, or of its site or intended -Wheef a'n'd'rope

site). AU works in progress at the same time to,
"

in. or on the same building or structure may be
included in one building notice."

The following are the fees payable to district

surveyors :

—

£0 15
19

1 U

•ht-

It is frequently desirable to keep on the pre-

mises a day watchman during non-working hours,

and a night watchman, . to prevent theft of

material. The pay of such is -id. pci hour, plus

id. p<>r hour for use of lamp, including oil and
wick, and his total period of watching can easily

lie cah-ulated from the length of time put down
for thi- coiupletion of the buililing.

If it is found necessary to perform work of anj-

description by artificial light, the contractor is

allowed the cost of the lif/li/ oiili/ in addition to

the contract rates. The " Wells' light " and the
" Lucigen light," which generate oil into vapour

iind burn it in large powerful flames, are the

artificial lights best adapted for contractors' and
geix'ral outdoor pm-poses, as they arc portable and
self-contained.

CLEUK or WORKS.

" Allow for an office for ch-rk of works and Ihc

requisite tiring, light, and attendance, and for

all sheds, &c., required for materials."

Contractors eithererect a temporary wooden office

on the site for the clerk of works or dse have a small

]K>rtablc structure, which can be taken about from

their yard to the job. The liinuer would bo

knocked together from atiy old pieces of boarding,

and might cost £10 ; while if the latter were con-

structed of galvanised iron, and consisted of one

room about Sft. by Sft., it woidd come to about

£1.5 when purchased new. A small stove or tire-

lilace would be required in the winter months, for

which allow (id. per day for fuel.

One or two rough wooden sheds may be neces-

sary in which to store cement, limber, and other

materials from the weather, or to provide shelter

for the masons when cutting ovit stone. The
nimiber and size of these would entirely depend

upon the kind of job.

M.\KE GOOD AI.l. DUrECTS.

" Allow for keeping the works in proper repair

for six months after completion, and for making
good all ilefects or damages that may arise during

that period and during the progi-ess of the work,

including injury by frost, ice."

A careful builder will avoid risks in this con-

nection by attention and foresight, and by seeing

that all workmanship and details are properly

carried out ; otherwise the sum put down for this

item win have to be higher than need be. The
amount will be more or less speculative, but a

valuation of £6 per £1,000 of work is not out of

place.

ATTEXD.iXCE ox E.\CH T11.\]1K.

" Allow for each trade to attend on all others,

and do all jobbing work required."

Such a clause affects builders more in the North
than in other parts of the kingdom, where the

system of separate contracts for each tradesman

obtains. Kach tradesman has to attend and make
good the work of others, as when a bricldaycr has

to pin in the end of a beam vrith cement, or a

mason cut a hole in a wall for a gaspipc and make
good. The charge for this item is very un-

HIRE OF PLANT.

Barrows, wheel each
Blocks and full, of size oi'dei'ed per set

Blocks, pullcv, differential, with chain ... ,,

Boards, scatlold perdoz.

Cords, scaffold „
Crab, double purchase, complete each

Cramps, floor ; „
Engine, portable, for pumping or other

jmrposes, not exceeding fiH.F., in-

eluding coals and attendance ,..-, „
Engine, ringing, or crab pile, including
rings for heads and every necessary

article for driving piles ..i „
Jacks, screw, to lift U tons
Laddei-s, 20 roimds
ladders, 40 rounds ,,

Ladders, 00 rounds ,,

Mill, mortar, with pan 5ft diam., &c.... per set

Planks, wheeling per doz.

Poles, scaffold, under 22ft. long ..:. „
Poles, scaffold, over 22ft. long „
Pumps, "V\'.I., c ontractor's 4in. to Cin. dia each
Putlogs perdoz.
Tarpaulins each
Trestles fortwo boards on top, Stt.high... „
Trestles for two boards on top, 9ft. high
"Waggon, four wheel

Fii-st "Week. Second "Week.

Day. Week.

Third "Week.

Day. "Week. Day.
i
"Week.

per doz.
'each

"WTiecls ,ir piUIeys, 12in., contractor's

rubbish, vsith frames complete, and
150ft. of rope ,,

"Winch builders", with two wheels, and
baskets and rope ,,

30

s. d.

u
4
8
l:'

f-i

1

s

2.3 '123
I

10 G

3 4

5
3.:

8
10

6

07

S
1

8
1 .?

2
17

10
8

1 2
1 2

4
2

10
1

5
3 4

After Third
"Week.

Day. "Week.

d. :

03 !

2
4

OJ
0}
(!

4

s. d.
4
10

1 8
2

10
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rtain. ami incroase-s flora £3 upwards, il ])Cr

-1,000 of work is a rough sort of guide ; but £:5

- gcnorally the lowest, and the ri.so not jno-
^'jrtionatc to the amount of contract.

CLE.IK AWAY UIKKISU, KTf.

'
' Allow for clearing away all dirt or rubbish

and superfluoiLs niateriak, and for washing all

floors and ItMving the premises clean on com-
pletion, .ind for levelling up round the building."
The cost of this is likewise speculative, and

would be pretty much the same as last item,
• ing based accordingly. Allow, say, from £2
jpwards.

scArroi.i>i.\(;.

"Allow for all scaffolding, rods, &c.. and
stakes and labour in setting out works."
This comes under the heading of liuiklers'

Plant, and Leaning, in his "Notes on liuiMing
IVices," says :

—" The use of scaffolding and sheds
may be looked upon as establishment charges ;

but they are most conveniently and e.xaetly dealt

with in their connection with a jjaiticular build-

ing. As they are means to the cTid of obtaining
a profit, they had better be treated as a net

outlay, and no profit added. Some builders

calculate cost of scaffolding at so mucli for each
rod of brickwoi'k. Probably under ordinary
circumstances it costs Is. per rod."

If scaffolding and other plant have to be hired,

then the charges on preceding page would have to

be reckoned, wliieh include delivery and depositing
in position where dii'ected, removal, w(^ar, tear,

and repairs.

Horse, with proper harness, in good
workinfij condition each Sd. per lioiu"

Lamps, use of. for iii^ht watchman,
including oil and ^\-ick ,. Okl. ,,

When the hiring is for more than one; week,
the price for the first week is allowed, and the
remaining time at a proportionate rate of the
above table. Fractions of a day to be reckoned
as a whole day.
Most contractors, however, do not rely upon

hiring, except for special purjioses, but usually
])Ossess their own plant, the list prices (exclusive
of discount or profit; of some common articles

' t ing as follows :

—

PCaCIIASE Or- ri,.\NT.

BaiTows, excavators', stout ash, with £ s. d.
cleats, and well-holted eacli 17 u

Buckets or pails, galvanised iron, riveted,
I'Jin. diam. „ 2 t)

I labs, dmhlepxmjhase, with strap-brake,
to lift G tons „ H

Cramps, joiner's. W.!. bench, 6ft. long ... ,. loo
Bnginx; and boiler, ordim-ii-j* portable, on

wheels, <! hor.se-power ,. i.so

Jacks, screw, to lift (J tons, 2jin. diam.
screw, with iron case ,. .1

Ijadders, 12 romids and under per round ."J

„ 13 ,, not exceeding 30 „ 6
-., SI „ „ „ 45 „ 7

46 „ „ „ 55 „ 8
n 56 „ „ „ 60 „ 85
i< 61 „ „ „ 65 „ 9J
.1 OB „ „ ,. 73 „ 11

>. "e „ „ .. 8,> „ 1 5
•. 86 „ „ „ 100 „ 2 6
„ p.iinting three coats plain colour,

e.xtra „ IJ
,, iron bolts to, cxti'a each 6

Mills, moitar, .Mt. diam. pan, on wheels 52
M'fi-ti.sing, boring, and tenoning machine,
complete „ 12

ricks and pickaxes per cwt. 1 13
Handles for ditto each 9
I'lunj), W.I. galv. conti-actor's, 4in. diam.
suction-pipe, "ft. long

,, 2 10
Pump, W.I. gKlv. contractor's. Gin. diam.

suetion-piix?. 7ft. long
,, .^2

Putlogs, hewn birch, 6tt. long by 3.lin. by
3in •

" „ 05
Rammers, earth

,, 1

Hope, tirred, of any size required per cwt. .') 5
,, white, European „ ,, „ .3 10

Scaffold boards, iron bound, 12ft. long.. .per doz. 12
„ birch putlogs, best ,, 7 ri

,1 cords „ 7

„ poles, 22ft. long . each t G
„ 2.Sft „ 2 !)

„ „ Soft. „ .^

„ 4-m „ 7
Scrcen.s, builder's, for sand, gravel, &o.,

6ft. hi^h, jin. mesh 15
Shovels, helvid. univei-sal, common ", 2
Weves, .H;ind, tine, iron wire. 18m. diam. ..

, ,, 3 6
Spades, helved, common „ 2 6
^rpaulins persq.yard 2
Trestles, 6ft. high each 1«

„ i'ft. „ „ 12
Trowels, bricklayer'a, 12in „ 2 6
"WelU Light." No. 1 fHand pattern),

l..VHHyindle power, complete
,, 10

Whwls or pulleys, rubbish, 12in. diam.,
for lin. rope

^^ ,012

Builders wi.shing to buy or dispose of spare
plant would do well to consult the Contruclm 's

Moiithhj Register issued by Li.'wis and Lewis,
nginoers, London, wherein second - hand
machinery and jilant of all kinds are advertised

for' sale or hire. Insertions .are fi'cc; but a com-
mission is charged if a purchaser is found thereby.

The Tool ii/itl Miichiiirrii Hc;/>.ilti\ published

i

monthly by the Britannia Co., Colchester, fulfils

' a similar jiuri)ose.

I

stArroi.Ds.

I
The Court of Common Council, under the City

Corporation, have regulations and fees for

scatl'old-s (as well as for boards, raising shoves, Sec.)

within the City of London, and issue licenses.

; These duties were formerly discharged by the
' Counnissioners of Sewei'S. No scaffold is to pro-

I ject beyond the footway Jiavement where it is

{

n.-irrow, nor more than lift, where it is wide

]

enough to admit of such projection. Laeh st.age

[

lo have fan and edge boards, and other such pre-

cautions to prevent dirt or wet falling upon the

j

public. The following are the
|

vEE.s roa LU'KssEs Fou .sc.^Froi.os.

If to remain not more than 2 weeks, per foot
j

lineal of fl-ontiigc £0 4

If over 2 weeks and not more than 4 weeks
per foot liue.al 10

.. •» ,. „ .. 8 „ „ 3
i

., S „ ., .. 12 „ „ n 6 i

.. 12 16 „ „ 10
,. IG weeks, for evciy month or

part of a month „ 5

No fee to be more than £10 without the right to adver-
tise.

HOAUinxr;. ,

j

".\ How for erecting, maintaining, and altering

as nr;iy be required, a proper hoarding for the
protection of works, with all necessary gates,

fastenings, &c., to the satisfaction of tlie local

authorities, length of frontage being —ft., with
two returns."
The regulations of the Court of Common

Council state that hoards within the City of

London must not have doors opening o\itwards to

interru])t foot-passengers, and that whei'c needed
a boarded platform 4ft. wide, and as much wider
as may be necessary for the trattic, with stout

posts, rails, and wheel kerbs on the outside of it,

are lo be constructed outside the hoard, as may be
directed. The license for hoarding rises to over
OS. per foot run per month ; but an average charge
is '2s. 6d. per month. About nOs., say, for every
£1 .000 of work is a rough estimate. That below
is the proper scale :

—

FEIiS IfOK LICENSES FOR HOAnDS.

If to remain not more than 2 weeks, per foot
hneal of frontage £0 6

If over 2 weeks and not more than 4 weeks
per foot lineal 16

„ 4 -, ., „ 8 „ ., 4
8 „ ., .. 12 „ „ 9

,, 12 weeks, for every month or
part of a month ,, ,, 5

No fee to be more th:iu £10 without the right to adver-
tise.

In addition to the above scale of fees, the
following payments have to be made for the right
to ..advertise :— 10s. per 100ft. super, per month
in fir.st-class streets, and 3s. ditto in all other
streets. If the hoarding is in a good position, a
considerable profit may be made on the adver-
tising.

Hoardings are generally made u]) of ,any old
timber the contractor may have on his hands, and
the )n-ice is, therefore, for the use and waste only
of this old stuff, including cartage to site, fixing,
and romov.al. A hoard of the usual height of 7ft.

is worth Is. lid. per foot run, plus 6d. jier foot run
for the fan over, plus Is. 3d. per foot run for a
4ft. wide planked footway and rail fence—or, say,
3s. per foot run complete for the three items
added together. .S])e(nilati\-e contractors put down
10s. to Vis. per square for the lioarding only.
This includes wear and tear and profit. A more
precise method of estimating this item is to take
out quantities of all the stuff, and price for use
and waste" only, as before staled.

i'UOVISIO.Ns.

" Provide the following sums to bo expended
as directed, or to be deducted in full if not re-
quired. If contractor desires a profit, he must add
it to the amount named in each ease, and he must
allow for packing, carriage, and fixing. P.C.,
or net cost, shall mean the net cost after deduct-
ing from the mirchant's list-price the trade dis-
count : but not the discount for cash."

" Provide the sum of £500 for carving.
Provide the .simi f>f £170 for chimneypieces.
Provide the sum of £3.3 for stained-glass window.

;

Provide the sum of £200 for counters and flttings."

^
The above cases are only ly]»ical ones, and pi-o-

j

visional amounts may be inserted for anything.
The object of thus stiimlaliug that the ciuitnietor
shall provide a certain sum of money in his

tender for a particular purpose is to avoid anything
inferior being introduced, as would probably be
the case if the selectioVi and cost were left to him
to do as he pleased. Without this precaution
there is a temptation to evade the letter^and
spirit of the pro\-ision, to get a jirice quoted that
will enable the contractor to make an extra profit

out of the transaction. On the adjustment of

these sums there is much misunderstanding, un-
less there is a clear definition as to )n-ime cost,

inclusion or exclusion of profit, deduction of sum
if article is not required, error in extending the
provisional amount in the monci- column of the

priced bill of quantities, &c. The best way to

guard against any future diflieulty is to carefully

word the clause relating to these pi'ovisions in

some such manner as described at the beginning
of this item. The definition of " prime cost," in

particular, is frequently loosely specified, or even
omitted altogether, leading to a dispute between
the architect and builder as to whether P.C.
means list prices or net cost after deducting the
trade discount from these list prices.

Mr. Thomas S. iTcrome, F.S.I., surveyor. War
Department, stated in the BiiLoixt^ Xuw-s of

Oct. S, 1897, that "A provisional sum in a bill

of quantities should alwiiys be considered a fixed

one, entirely under the control of the architect or

surveyor, no matter how it has been treated by
the contractor. If he ignores it (and probably
obtains a contract by so doing), is the client to

have the cost of his building increased, if the

pro^-isional work be executed, or suffer by it not
being done, through a conti-actor's negligence or

wilfulness '? If a pro\'isional sum be magnified,

it militates against the tender being the lowest

;

if it became a rule to deal with the ' extended '

sum (if it differs from the provisional amount),
difficulties must arise. Having stipulated that a

contractor shall provide a certain sum of money
in his tender for something (seen or unforeseen)

to be-tlone. nothing more, nor less, should be con-

sidered when squaring up the contract, whether
he increases, reduces, or omits it, is entirely his

affair-. In the quantities for the erection of a

large p\iblic institution in a suburb of London,
the pi'OTision.al sum of £2,000 was inserted for

carving. The contractor omitted to 'extend'
it ; nevertheless, the carving was executed, and
no extra was aliowed."

(To be poll till licit.)

THE BUREATOR W.VTERWOKKS.

AT the Ordinary Meeting of the Instilulion of

Civil Engineers on Tuesday, April 2, Jlr.

James Mansergh, president, in the chair, the

paper read was "The Barrator Works for the

Water Supply of Plymouth," by Edward
Sandeman, M.Inst.C.E." The waterworks of

Plymouth dated from 1.590, in which year .Sir

Fivmcis Dr.ake, under powers confciTcd by an Act
of Parliament of 1.585, had commenced to build »

weir on the river 3Iewe or Meavy, and to excavato

an open watercoui'se or leal from the weir to

Plymouth, a distance of lOi miles in a direct line,

but liS-jl miles along the route taken. The
draining area above the weir was 4,88.5 acres.

The work had been completed, and water had

been brought into the town in April, 1.591.

Water taken from the river by this means had

supplied the town for 300 years. The open

watercourse, however, was liable to be blocked in

times of snow and frost, and for this reas{m, and

also because the increased population demanded a

larger and more certain supply, various schemes

had been" promulgated for the storage of flood-'

waters and the protection of the leat. In 1891,!

the author had been appointed water engineer,

and a few months later he hiul presented a report,

which had been adopted, advocating the building

of a storage-reservoir and the substitution of a line

of pipes for the open leat. An Act of Parliament

had been obtained in 1893 for the construction of

the necessary works, which had been commenced
in August of that year, Mr. James ]\Iansergh,

President Inst.C.E.,actingas consulting engineer.

Bv the new scheme the drainage-area bad been

increased from 4,88.5 acres to 5,360 acres. Neiirly

the whole watershed lay on thcgi'anite formation,

a small portion on the west side being on the

Upper Devonian. The rainfall was about .58in.

or coin, annually, and an interesting fealure of

this gathering-ground was the unusually high

dry-weather flow from it. 'I'lie Burralor reser-

voir was formed by two dams, oni: of masonry

across the narrow- gorge through w-hich the

River Meavv flowed, the other of earthwork

î^.
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Ix iiig between two hills, Sheepstor and Burnitor.

iho greate.xt (loi)th of watei' was 77ft., and the

area covered by water was 117 aevc.s, the qnantity
of water inijionndod being' 6.t7,000,0O0 gallons.

nie masonry dam (called the Bunator dam) was
built of larpre routrh blocks of granite in cement
ill the interior, and faced with iiTCgularly coui-sed

Liinite on both sides. Fi-om bottom of founda-
iImu to coping of parapet wall, the height was
1 t'ift. Uin. A roadway 18ft. wide was carried

ovtr this dam on live segmental arches of 2.)ft.

>pan. The earthen dam was remarkable for thi>

tut that its construction had involved the cutting
if a very di'cp trench for the foundaticjns, !

allliough the dam had to withstand but a small
^

Ih .id of water. The trench had been cut through
ilrcomposed gTanile to a depth of 10.5ft. in the
lutrc, although the di'pth of water against the
dam was oidy 17ft. This trench was interesting-

on account of the pi'culiar geological features met
with. The watertight core of the dam was of

concrete (.">ft. in thickness)\ip to within a fewfeet of

ground-lcvi'l, and of clay from that point upwiirds.

Water w'as drawn from the reseixoir through two
pipes, .36in. and 2.iin. in diameter respectively,

laid in a 10ft. culvert built in the masonry dam.
There was no valve-tower. There w is a specially

designed valve to close the mouth of each outlet

-

pipe, worked by gunmctal rods and chains from a

ehamber at the to]i of the dam, in addition to
-1 11 ice-valves in duplicate in a valve-chambor on
the lower side of the dam. The water drawn for

r-'Hsimiptitm was ]iassed thi'ough screen-chambers
brfore entering the pipe leading to the service-,

reservoirs. The flood-water nmning- to waste
was measured over a weir .5t1ft. wide, the height
of the water over the weir being recorded on a

dnm> tuiTied by clock-work. The compensation-
water was measured by an orifice-gauge placed
immediately below the weir. The watersupplied
I I the town w.as measured over a gauge- weir Tift,

wide, after which it passed through a 2jin.^'enturi
meter, which automatically reji'orded the How on a

diagram. Tlie pipe-line, which had been laid in

lieu of the old lent, was 4i miles long. The pipes
wei-c "25in. in diameter, and were capable of

|

deliveringbetween 8 million and 1 1 million gallons
|

per day. The pipe-line had been completed in

May, 1S94, and the reservoir and other works in

June, 1899, at a total cast of £178,000.

BUILDING TRADE!> EXHIBITION.

TUE Intel-national Building Trades Exhibi-
tion will open at the Agricultural Hall,

Islington, on Wednesday next, the 17th, and
remain opert to the 27th inst. The Great Hall
will be devoted to General exhibits, the Jlinor
Hall to the exhibition of Fire-prevention JIaterials

and Appliances, while the Coal-smoke Abatement
section will be found in King Edward's HaU:

' The following fixtures have been arranged, and
"thers will be announced :

—

Iiiilay, April 19. Visit of Institute of BuilJere.
Saturday,
AVednesctiiy

,

Thursday, ,

Friday.

20. Visit of the Aicliitectural Association.
24. Visit of the Sanitjiiy Eng-ineers.
25. Visit of the .Society of Aroliitects.

Annual Meeting and Dinner of Insti-
tute of ClajTvorkers.

2G. Conference on Stiindardising of Bricks.
4 p.m.

In respect to the standardising of bricks, this

' nferenco has been arranged jointly b\- tlie

!;"val Institute of British Architects, "the Asso-
• iation of Civil Eng-ineers, and the Institute of
I layworkers. The chair will he t.aken by Jlr.
Tbos. Blashill, E.E.I.B.A., and anyone desirous
"f attending the meeting may obtam admission
upon application to 43, Essex-street, W.C.

I In ^londay the Institute of Clayworkers will
1 utertain at a banquet a party of fifty Germans
1 11 gaged in the building industries, who are pay-
ing a \nsit to England for the purpose of visiting
the exhibition.

I

We shall in our next issue note the principal-^
^elties in the cxhiliition. We can here only

uiect the attentiup of intending visitors to the
stands and exhibits of the following firms, all of
-which -w-ill be found interesting :—?Ie.ssrs. B.
DeUagana and Co., J. Aristin and Sons, JlcXeill
and Co., B. Ward and Co., W. Griffiths, JIark
Gentry, British Uralite Co., JIark Faw(;ett and *

Co., New Expanded Jletal Co., Crittall ?danu-
facturing Co., Hobbs, Hart, and Co., ,T. Knowles
and Co., British Compo" Board Co., .St. Pancra.s
Ii-onworks Co., Banks Fireproof Flooring Co.,
AspinaU's Enamel, Kipolin, British Luxfer' Prism
Oo., Tahuer's Travelling Citidles, Ewart and .Sons,
E. A. Williams and Son, Eatner Safe Co., J.
^Voodward, Ltd., Jos. Fishbum,

BKirisii A.Mi iKisii r.rii.niNG stkxes.
—NXlil.

(-AEUX.lRVOXSIUUi:.

^I'^lIE rocks in this county are Co.-il Jleasures,

i. Carboniferous Limestone, Lower Cai-boni-

ferous Sandstone and Marl, I'jiper and Lower
Silurian Jnot yet separted), .\renig of the

Grdovician series, Tremadoc Slates and Lingula
Flags of the I'pper Cambrian, Harlech and
Harmoulli Bcils of the Lower Cambrian, Pro-
Cambrian, and Igneous. Alluvium and Glacial

drift are found all over the county.

Cairnarvon is built on Lower Silurian rocks,

Porjihyi-y, Coal Measures, and Carboniferous

Limestone. IJangor : Lingula Flags, Camlirian

Slate, (-'onway : Caradoc and Wcnlock rocks,

Felspathie .-Vsh. Llandudno : Carboniferous

Limestone. Pwlhelli : Serpentine, Greenstone,
.\lluvium. Caradoc rocks.

There is a remarkable deposit of Glacial drift

covering- the whole west side of Snowdon ; it

e.vtends from Clynog Fawr, south of t_'aeriiarN-on,

in a north-easterly directioti to I'enmaenmawr,
near Conway, and is over 24 miles long by 3

miles wide ; it completely conceals the underlying
igneous rocks by thick beds of gravel. On the

coast near Clyiiiiog, this Glacial drift forms cliffs

neai-ly 100ft. high ; it passes inland east of

Caci-narvon and Bangor, terminating northwards
on the coast bet-ween .Vlicr and IV-nmaenmawr.
It is made^ up chiefly of pebble s and boulders

derived from the Snowdon rocks. Similar ac-

emnulalions are found in the lower parts of the

Lleyn peninsula. Tho newest solid rocks in the

county are the unproductive Coal Measures, found
in a narrow band along the Monai Straits bet«-een

Caennarvon and Llanfairisgaer. This is suc-

ceeded by a belt of Carboniferous Limestone which
extends to Gored-Ciirth, near Bangor. A fault

thi'ows these rocks .og-ainst a mass of igneous
rock which runs from Caernarvon to Bangor, and
scparatesthe Carboniferous strata from theSilurian

and Cambrian rocks of tho adjoining district.

Carboniferous Limestone is also found at Great
Orme"s Head, and to the south-east of it near
Eglwys Ehos. The most important quarries in the
Carboniferous Limestone are Llysfaen and Pentre
Gwydool, Albci-gele, 3 miles ; Messrs. Kneeshaw,
Lnpton, and Co. (240 men) ; Llysfaen, Abergele 3

miles, Messrs. Raynes and Co. (182 men) ; Little

Orme's Head, Llandudno, 2h miles, the Little

Onuc's Head Limestone Co., Ltd. (81 men).
There are several small quarries in the same
rocks within a mile of Llandudno. The Denbigh
grits, which are local representatives of the
Wenlock Series, consist of shales, flagstones, and
sandstones ; they are seen at the mouth of the
(Jonway, from which place they extend to

Melenydd ; the sandstones are used for rough
walling only. The rocks of this age are cal-

careous in Shropshire, the nodular limestones
being bimit for lime at Wenlock ; but in this

district they ai'C arenaceous and flaggy. Tarannon
shales, like the Denbigh gTits just described, are

found only in the extreme north-east of fce

county b}' Conway, from which place they extend
to Bviilth in Radnorshire. They underlie the

Denbigh grit, and form the lowest part of the

Silm-ian rocks in this county, which rest nncon-
formably on the underlying Cambrian strata. The
Tarannon shales arc slates and shales of various

colours. The surface rocks of the east, centre, and
south-west of the county are Silurian, not yet

separated bj' the Geological Surveyors ; all over
this area there are great masses of intrusive

igneous rocks. There are important slat e quarries in

these Silurian rocks, some of the most noted bei'ng

(ilanrafon : Glanrafon Siding, Glenrafon Slate

Quarry Co. (240 men) : Bettws-y-Coed : Bettws-
y-Coed Slate (Quarry Co., Ltd. : Bwlch Cwmllan,
Snowdon : Bwlch (_'wmllanSlateQuarry Co., Blaen

y Cwm, Ffestiniog : Blaen y Cwm Slate Quariy
Co. : Crffnant. Trefriw, Jtr. J. W. WiUiams":
and Penllyn Dolwyddelan, Mr. T. IManiUe. The
Bala beds are sandstones, sometimes flaggy,

shales, slates, and limestones, much interbedded
with felstones and volcanic ashes. They are

found at Camedd-dafydd, Y-Glyder-Fawr, Snow-
don, and Moel Hebog, crowning- the mountain
heights. Lower down in the same mountains
thick-bedded traji rocks and ashes are found,
which were deposited during- the much earlier

Llandeilo times. Tremadoc slate rocks arc slates,

flags, and sandstones, found in the Cambrian
rocks west of Tremadoc, and other places in the
county. They are used chiefly for rough walling.

Lingula Flags are well developed. They arc

seen near Bangor and Portmadoc to consist of

altered slates, gi-its, and sandstones, with intru-

sive dykes and bosses of igneous rocks. In North
Wales the Flags of this series are usually divided

into Dolg(dly, Ffestiniog, and Macntwrog beds,

which consist of soft black, hard blue slates,

micaci'ous flags, pyritie flags, and grey-blue

slates. The- Cambrian i-o(-ks include the Llanberis

slater and grits, in which arc the two most im-
portant slate cpiarrics in the Briti.sh Isles—viz.,

Penrhyn and Llanberis. These supply more
than one-half the entire roofing slate raised in

the I'rincipality. The slates worked West of
' Snowdon no doubt all belong to the same bed ;

but it has been so tossed about by earth move-
ments, due to igneous action, that it is repeated

many times in the same lot-ality. The actual

slate bed lies between tho metamorphic rocks of

Bronllwyd on the east and a ridge of greenstone

on the west. It is i-qually upheaved against

I

these rocks on both sides ; consequently it dips to

j
the centre at an angle of about 4.')°. Tho thick-

ness of the Ik^iI of good slate, whith is known by

I

its rich puriile coloui, with green spots and green

lines at the junction of the bedding, is about

200ft. Underlying it is another bed of slate of

the same colour, but too hard for use. Beneath
this (-omes a hard green slate, followed by coarse

schists, the whole resting on the igneaus rocks of .

I the district. Though llu- purple slates are worked

]

in many ]daces. they really form a single bed
wliieh reaches from Aber. near Bangor, south to

i
Llanllyfni. Everywhere along,lhis line the slates -

overlie the coarec schists of the Snowdon chain.

The most important slate (|uari-ies in the Cam-
brian rocks are Dinorwie, Llanberis, li- niUe,

Jlr. G. W. Assheton Smith, c-nii.loying", 2,926

men ; I'enrhvn, Bethesda, 1 mile. Lord Penrhyn,

2,740 men;" PenyTorscdd, Kantllo, H mUe,"
Penvronsedd Slate" (juarry Co., Ltd., .5.53 men;
Dorothea, NantUe, 1 mile," Dorothea ."^latc Quan-y
Co., Ltd., 490 men; Cilgwyn, Ilantlle, Cilg-n-yn

Slate Co., Ltd., 347 men ; Glynrhonwy, Llan-

beris, 1 mile, Glynrhonwy Slali- Quarry Co.,

Ltd., 275 men : M"oel Tr\-i'aii, Bryng-wyn, J milo,

Jloel Tr\-fan Slate and Slab Co., Ltd., 258 men;
Talysani, Nantlle, ^ mile, Mr. T. Robinson,

250'men ; Alex.indra Bryngwj-n, 2 miles, Alex-

I

andra Slate Co., Ltd., "231 men : I'pper Glyii-

rhonwy, Llanberis, lA mile, T'pper Glynrhon-wy

ISIataCo., Ltd., 185'i,ien: Cefndu, Llanberis,

2 miles, Llanberis Slate Co. Ltd., 155 men;
Coed Madog, Nantlle, Coed Madog Slate Co.,

Ltd., 150 men ; South Dorothea, Nantlle, -j mile,

ijirs. M. Dawkins, 120 men ; Cloddfa'r Coed,

Nantlle, Mr. T. Robinson, 104 men ; Gallt y
Fedw, Nantlle, 1 mile, (jallt y Fedw Slate Quarry
Co., Ltd. ; Xew YronlunUog, Nantlle, l-?r mili^

New Vronheulog Slate Co., Ltd. : Braich, Bryn-
gwyn, 1 mile, Mr. T. Robinson : Pant Dreiniog,

Bethesda, jmile, Bangor. Slate, Slab, and Quany
Co. : Cook and Ddtl, Llanberis, li mile, Cook
and Ddol Slate Quarry (_'o. : Penybrvii, Nantlle,

1 mile, Dorothea Slati- (jiiarry t'o. ; Tynyweir-
glodd, Penygroes, 2 miles, T}-i\yweirglodd Welsh
Slate (iu.ariy Co., Ltd. : Vron and Old Braich,

Bryngwyn, IJ mile, Vron and Old Braich's

Slate (jiiarries' Ltd. : Bwlch-y-Groes, Llanberis,

2 miles, Llanberis Slate Co.", Ltd. There are

slate mines at Penmachno, Bettws-y-Coed, i

miles, Penmachno Slate Quarry Co., Ltd..

Rhiwbach, Blacnau Ffestiniog, Zh miles, Rhiw
bach Slate (^uany Owners: and Prince Lle-n-el)ii,

Dolwyddelen, imile, Prince Llewelyn Co., Ltd.

Prc-Cambrian rocks are, accordmg to Dr.

Hicks, the so-called intrusi\-e rocks at Carnarvon

and Llynpadarn, and the altered Cambrian of

Moel Trj^an and Talys.arn. Pre - Cambrian

areas are "identified at Glj-nllifon, Craig-y-Dinas,

and in the Lleyn Promontory. Professor Hughes
classifies the Prc-Cambrian rocks in the neigh-

bourhood of Bangor and ('arn.-irvon thus: (1)

Granitoid Series, the "Carnarvon Beds": (2)

Felsitic Series, "Dinorwie Beds," quartz felsites

of volcanic origin, near Llandeiniolon and Dinor-

wie : and (3) a Volcanic Scries, "Bangor Beds,"

consisting of volcanic fragmentary ejectamenta,

agglomerates, and ash beds. The Carnarvon

Beds are again subdivided into Upper and Lower,

the former being the pink and grey, compact,

fine-grained, felspathie rocks of Crug ; and the

latter the coarse, crystalline aggregate of quartz

and felspar, which forms the base of the Cambrian

System at Twt HiU. Diu-ing the deposition of

tlie Lower Silurian rocks, volcanoes in the Snow-

don district poured out immense lava flows and

showers of dust and ashes. These latter fell into

the sea, forming beds 2,500ft. thick in some

places, this hugedcposit being the result of many
violent eruptions. Snowdon itself consists of a
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base of giits and slatos, on which rest three beds
of porphyry : still hiiihcr are beds of felsp;ithio

sand and calcareous ash : and highest of ;ill are
thii k- sheets of fels]Kithie lava. The whole of the
Sihirian and f ambrian rocks of this county are
pierced by intrusive ma.sses of igneous rock.

These alter the stratified rocks wth which they
( ome in contact, and are altered tliemselves in
turn, the alteration or metamorphosis affecting
ihe chemical, mineralosrical, and physical struc-
ture of the rocks involved. The oldest igneous
rocks lUX' those intcrstratified and contemporaneous
with the Cambrian schists of the hiUs near Bar-
mouth. Ne.Kt are the jwirallel dykes of gieen-
stone which intersect th(> county, and have a
strike to the Xorth-Xortli-K:ust. ' The eruptive
rocks, poi-phjTyies, and felsites of Cader
Idris and Aian J[owddy, the Arenigs and
the gneiss j)lateau of thi' Ceiriog were all

deposited after the Wenlock and prior to Lud-
low rocks. East of Bangor a ma.ss of traps

1ms thrown up a ridge of Lu<iIow rocks, and the
(rap of the .Menai Straits is <if more recent date
than the Coal Pleasures. During the Silvu'ian

jteriod CarnarvonsJiire consisted of a few volcanic
islands rising out of a sea into which were
thrown the lava and ashes now found forming
the thick beds of solid rock already described.

There arc important quan-ies in the igneous
rocks. Diorite is obtained at Penmaenmawr, 1

mile, Jlessi-s. Brundrit and Cm., .552 men; and
Darbishires" lTranit(\ IVnmaenuiawr, 1 mile,
^.lessrs. Darbi.shires, Ltd.. SGO men ; Augite
l'ori.h>T>- at Eifl. rwlheUi, 7 miles, \^"elsh

(iranite Co., Ltd., -toO men: rorph\Tite at

I'ortnant, Chwilog, Hh miles, Jlessrs. Kneoshavv,
Lupton and Co.. \-ii men: Diabase at Gimlet,
Pwlhelli, i mile.-. I'wlhelli Granite Co., 127 men:
Moel-y-Ge.st, rortmadoc. IJ miles, Portmadoc
(iranite Quany Co., 31 men: (Quartz Porphyry
at Gwvlgwyr, Pwlhelli, fl miles, Welsh Granite
Co., Ltd.. tiS men : Llanbedrog, Pwlhelli, 6 men,
Llanbedrog Gnuiite Co., Ltd., .36 men. Aplile,
Nanhoron. Pwlhelli, G miles, Jlr. W. Beardsall.
Felsite, Clogw\-n-y-wern, Carnarvon County
I'ouncil : Dolorite", Carreg-y-dinas, PwlheUi',
S miles, Llaniestyn Parish Council : Ehyolite,
(!arreg-y-defaid, ' Pwlhelli, 3 miles, Mess'rs. S.
Andrew and Sons

: Felspathic Ash, Bryniau,
Llandudno. Llandudno t'rban District Council..
Volcanic Agglomerate, Brj-nllwyd-bach, Ban-
gor. I mile. Mr. I). Kcw': Gamedd, Jlenai
Bridge, 1 mile. Carnarvon Countv Council;
N'olcanie Ash and Lava, Penma(;n', Pwlhelli,
Ij miles, Carnarvon County Council. It will
be seen from the foregoing description that,
though the ( 'aniarvcmshire rocks do not pro-
duce any stone suitable for dressings, yet they
furnish good walling stone for Ljcal use and
living setts and roofing slates for export. The
litter are so e.'itensiveiy worked in this county
that a more detailed description of the rocks pro-
ducing them may bo given here. True slates
always split along a set of planus, which arc, as a
nde, highly inclined or vertical, and generally
independent of the oi-iginal liediling of the slate
rock. This jwoperty, which is called "cleavage,"
is not due to stratific.ition of any kind. Primarily
all slate rock.s were comjiact day in a state of fine
mild, and this fissile slructure' has been super-
induced by e.'itreme laferal pressure, the particles
of which the slate is compo.sed having become re-
an-anged in planes at right angles to the line of
maximum yircssure. The finer thi- rock, the finer
the cleavage

: and as thi' latter always passes
in parallel j.tanes through highly-contorted and
Hexured strata, independent of "all disturbances
of the rock beds, it follows thai the change known
as " cleavage " has been produced subsequent to
the deposition and njiheaval of the rock beds.
The conversion of (he appan-ntly homogeneous
mass into one having a fi.s.sile structure has been
effected artificially over and over again . .Stearine,
white wax, white lead, graphite, and several
other substanci's, if carefuHv kneiuled, so as to
obliterate all traces of wha't might correspond
with joints and beds in rocks, and subjected to
lomprcssion, will be found to have a' cleaved
structure finer than the best Welsh roofing .slate.

l''ine roofing slates are consolidated Quartzose
I'elsitic Ash, the micaceous basis of which has
lieen giound to j.owdiT in some volcanic crater
or decompos-ed by weathering, and subsequently
washed and sorted by running water. It is
beyond ,'ill doubt that such fine-oT;iined micaceous
f.-lsites only could have fumish(,'il maferial for the
linrd fissili- roofing slates now worked for roofing
it Penrhyn, Llanberis, and other places in W.iles.
In ordinary sandstones mica is at once recognised

by its glistening apj)e;u-anee, and the jdates are

sufhcientlv large to be seen by the naked eye,

but. in a good rooting slate the mica is al-

together invisible without some magnifying power,

the particles never being moi'e than euuuin.
thick and ..u'ooin. long : many are much less, and
serve only to give lustre to the slate face or the

cleavage plane. Haughton has pointed out that

the material of Welsh roofing slate is chemically

sudi as to suggest its derivation from the waste
of gi'anite rticks, which were ground to powder
and then deposited on the bottom of a sea in deep
water by the action of marine currents. Suspen-
sion in water would account for the removal of

some of the quartz and alkalies, which are found
in greater proportions in granite than in clay-

slate. {To be continued.)

OBITUARY.
llu. Hexi'.y Hoi.tom, of Ely-place, Stratfoi'd-

on-Avon, and ftinnerly a well-known architect in

large practice at 1 tewsbury, died on Thursday
night in last week at the age of sixty-four years.

The deceased wiU probably be best remembered
by his public work extending over a period of

twenty-seven years at Dewsbury, in Yorkshire,
where he was connected with the cor25or.ation,

first as councillor and then as .alderaian, after-

wards filling the mayoral chair. He was asso-

ci.ated in his professional capacity as architect and
surveyor with several most important municipal
undertakings in the Xorth of lingland. He was
the architect of the new town-hall of Dewsbury,
the co-operative stores in the same town, and
numerous churches, ehajiels, and other public
buildings. He also designed the new town-hall
at Burnley and the municipal buildings at

Swansea, and was the selected architect to no less

than forty different school boards, discharging
also important duties in various places as arbi-
trator for the Great Northern Railway Company.
3Ir. Holtom had in succession .as partners Mr.
W. Buhner, Mr. J. Wreghitt Connon (now of
Leeds), and Mr. G. A. Fox. On leaving Dews-
bury about eleven years ago, relinquishing his
practice and returning to his native town of

Stratford-on-Avon, he was the recipient of several
jjublic presentations in acknowledgment of his
services. Soon after coming to Stratford Mr.
Holtom was elected a member of the town council,
and for several years he discharged the duties of

chairman of the Finance Committee, tjuite re-
cently he was appointed chairman of the Water-
wrorks Committee. On more than one occasion
he was offered the mayoralty, but he declined the
proffered honour on the ground that he had come
to Stratford for rest. His active disposition,
however, led him to take a leading part in several
important schemes, .among which were the pro-
posed, restoration of the Avon navigation, im-
proved railway facilities from Birmingham, and
the pro\-ision of a hydropathic establishment and
winter gardens at Stratford. Mr. Holtom was a
cojjnty justice for the Dewsbury division, and
also for South Warwickshire. He "leaves a widow,
three daughters, and a son.

Mr. W. O. Meade-King, C.E., has held an inquuy
at St. Columb Minor respecting an application bj'

.St. Columl> Rural District Couuoil for permission to
borrow £1,H00 for a diaiiiage scheme for .St. Columb
Minor. Mr. Worth, C.E., of Pljonouth, explained
the plans and projKisals.

Mr. R. W. Marshall, of Fenton, Staffs, has been
.appointed road surveyor and sanitary inspector to
the urban district council of Uttoxeter.

The MerthjT Electric Light Eadways were opened
for passenger traffic on Saturday, a certificate of
fitneiis having been received the previous day from
the Board of Trade. Tlie railw.ays connect MerthjT
with Cefn Bridge and Dowlais, the latter being a
veiy steep section rising ;541ft. in a distance of
1 mile 2 furlongs. In one jiart there is a steep up-
grade of 1 in 11. Two brakesmen will lie employed
on the Dowlais-Pontmorlais section, and there will
be compulsory stops, in accordance with the recom-
mendations of the Board of Trade inspector. Major
Druitt, R.E. Mr. E. P. Trotter repoi-fed favounably
to the Railway Department of the Board of Trade
on the electrical equijiment of the raihv,ay.

The Leeds Board of Guardians have finally
adopted plans for the extension of the workhouse
uifirmary and the erection of a nurse's home pre-
\ared by Mr. Wain, of Leeds, and modified Ijy Mr.
Saxon Snell, of London. The cost of the new
works is estimated at .tlO.nOO fftr 700 beds, or
£70,000 for the entire scheme of 900 beds.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

EllIXlUUOH --Vrchitixtikal Assochtiox.—
The jnembers of this association journeyed to

Clackmannanshire on Saturday afternoon for the

purpose of visiting the Clackmannan and Sauchie
Towers. At the former, Mr. A. F. Balfour Paul
acted as cicerone, and after the architecture of

the ancient structure had been examined, 3Ir.

Paul proceeded to narrate the legendary lore of

the luiilding. The party afterwards drove to

.Sauchie Tower, an unaltered example of a

memorial residence erected about the middle of

the I.')th centtiry. Here Mr. John Watson acted
as guide, and remarks were made on the building

bv Sir. W. M. Page.

CHIPS.
The John .Stewardson Scholai-ship in Architecture

of the Univei-sity of Pennsylvania for 1901 has been
awarded to Mr. Ira Wilson Hoover, of New York,
a graduate of the Architectmui Department of the
L'niversity of Penus3dvauia. The holder of the
Scholai'ship, the income of which is l.OOOdol., is

required to spend a year abroad in the study of

architecture. The jury of award this year was
composed of Messrs. John M. Carrere and Walter
Cook, of New Y'ork, and Mr. C. Howard Walker,
of Boston.

Tlie Inst reports of the Emigr.ation Department 1

show that there was plenty of work in New Zealand.
In Auckland there is good employment for brick-

layei-s, carpenters, and general labourers, and a fair

demand for plasterei"s and paintei's. In Taranaki
there is a great demand for competent general

labourers for roadwork, kc, and the sawmills and
builihng trades are very busy. In nearly all other
parts also of New Zealand, except at Christchurch,
the building trades have been very busy, and at

Dunedin carpenters have been wanted. In New
South Wales, at Lithgow, there is a demand for

carpehtei"s and painters. There is a demand in parts

of that colony for men in the building trades,

especially plumbers.

The partnership heretofore subsisting between C.

B. Arding, A. L. Buzzard, D. V. Bond, S. C. Arding,
and R. H. Buzzard, architects, &c., Surrey-street,

A'ictoria Embankment, W.C., imder the style of

Arding, Bond, and Buzzard, has been dissolved, so

far as regards A. L. Buzzard.

Giunsborough's famous picture of the Duchess of

Devonshire, which was bought by Messrs. Agnew
at the Wyime Ellis sale in May, 187(5 for £10,605,
and was soon afterwards stolen while being ex-
hibited at the firm's Bond-street CJallery, has, it is

stated, been recovered in America. A short time
since the police authorities at Scotland-yard notified

to Messrs. Agnew that the pictiu-e had lieen found

;

Mr. Morland Agnew went over to the United States

to identify it, and airived with it in London on
Monday.

A new Roman Catholic church, with schools

,

adjoining, was opened, on Sunday, at Lamb's-

.

passage, Buuhill-row. The cost of the building has
j

been met by part of the money realised through the 1

sale of St. Mary's, Moorfields.

Tnu'O Corporation having apphed for permission

to borrow £.t,400 for the entire remodelling of the

cattle market, an inquiry was held on Thursda)' in

last week, by Mr. W. (). Meade King, M.In.st.C.E.,

on behalf of the Local Government Board. The
city surveyor and engineer (Mr. M. Lea), who had
prepared the plans, explained the details oi the new
market, which, by addling a piece of land, will cover

6,.588 square yards. The market will be level, and
provide accommodation for :i,200 sheep, .500 pigs,

and .i7.5 beasts, double the numlier that can l>e dealt

with in the existing market.

Mr. C. F. S. Baker, assistant borough engineer of

Stockton, and son of the borough engineer of

Middlesbrough, has received a Government appoint-

ment under the Public Works Department as a civil

engineer on irrigation works at Ceylon.

The next examination for certificates of qualifica-

tion for appointment of sanitary inspci'tor or

inspector of nuisances, under .section 108 (2) ('') of

the PubUc Health (London) Act, 1891, will 1« held

in London on Tuesday, M.ay 7, and the four follow-

ing days. Particulars will be foi-warded on applica-

tion to the hon. secretai-y, Mr. William R. E. t'ole.<,

1, Adelaide-builchugs, London Bridge, London,

E.C.

A memorial to the Late Duke of Westminster ha-s

been erected l>y his nephews and nieces in Aldford

Cliurchy.ard, upon tlie Eaton Estate. It bears

sculptured representations of the Crucifixion, tlie

Virgin Mary, St. John the Evangehst, and St. John

the Bapti.st on the four sides of the column, and

occupies the site of an ancient praying-cross. The

treatment is 1.5th century in clianii-ter : the column

is of Runcorn stone, and is lift, in height. Mr.

F. G. Sewell, of Chester, carried out the work.
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ILLrSTRATIONS.
. VTIONAL SILVEtt MED.VL DESIOX FOE A CATHEDRAL

CBCRCll.—TKAISIXQ COLLEttK FOR PUPIL TEACHERS AT

LEEDS.— ST. Michael's, miseiiead.— hamdletos old

UALL, BL'TLANDSHIRE, — STABLES AT II.VY LODGE,

BRAUUIUNG.—TWO SUNDIALS.—JACOBEAN CfPBOAIlU AND

<:HAIR.—IIOLUE TOWERS, PESABTH.

t
€>uv ^illustrations.

CATHKDKAL CHIKCH : X.VTIOX.U. SILVER MEDAL
DliAWIXG.

This design, by Jlr. Fred. AVilliamson, needs HUlu
leseription. The plans, .iceompunying the eleva-

ion towards the south, showswide aisles extending

troin oast to west ot the entire ehvireh, the whole

:;ioined throughout. East of the sanctuary occur

live priests' and choir vestries. The chapter

house is on the north of the choir. The baptistery

is located in a separate cha])el of octa,i;onal

-hape on the south of the nave aisle next tlie

western towers. A rich type of Gothic is adopted,

md has been well worked otit. We have had the

- liijiet in hand for some while, so that in some
li sjii its the design might be thought out of accord

« iili current fashion ; but we are not so sure that

its character docs not compare favouitibly with
much which is thought to be an advance upon
Mediicval precedent, and anyway it will serve to

remind strudents that (iothic work has still much
to teach, and that it deserves to be studied much
laore closely than is now customary. The rising

generation .".re neglecting their chances in this

respect if we may judge from the nondescript

designs which ambitious pupils jjroduce nowadays.

TR.UXIXC COLLEGE FOU I'lI'IL TE.iCHEItS, LEEDS.

The Leeds School Board, who have always been
foremost in meeting the requirements of educa-
tional progress, determined some years ago to

erect a building for the training of 'pupil teachers.

For this purpose they secured a site in- Great
<lieorge-streot immediately adjoining their Central
Higher Grade Schools, and the building which
we illustrate has been erected at a cost approach-
ing .£30,000, exclusive of the value of the site.

The planning and designing of this building was
placed by the Board in the hands of Jlr. J.

.Mitchell Bottomley, of Leeds and iliddlesbrongh.
The instruction of the Board as to the design of

the building was that, so far as pos.sible, the
irchitectiu-e of the proposed new building should
be in accord with that of the adjoining Central
Higher Grade Schools. A block plan showing
the relative positions of the Central Higher Grade
Schools and the Pupil Teachers' CoUege is given
in our illustration, together with a plan of the
arrangement of th»»ground floor of the latter.

The ,accommodation given on the first floor is

similar to that provided on the ground floor, and
the roomt are approached from a gallery round
the central hall. The basement is entirely occu-
pied by workshops and by rooms for the teaching
of cookery. The second floor is devoted to rooms
for the teaching of art and science. Cloak-rooms
and lavatories tire pro'.ided on the several floors,

iis well as on the mezzanine floors, and there are
jjrivate rooms for the teachers in each department.
The building is warmed and ventilated through-
out. The floors are fireproof at aU levels, and
have been constructed by Messrs. Homan and
Kodgers, of Manchester. "The contractor for the

building work is ^Ii\ Wm. Airey, and the clerk

of works is ilr. Isaac Graham, both of Leeds. '

SKETCHES rot! THE I'VOIX STUDEXTSHII".

The rlw,-ih o/St.J{ie/iiiel, J/iMc/icnrf.—This grand
|

old church stands well up in the centre of

the old part of the to\ni, and, suiTounded with

quaint thatched cottages, forms a ])icturesque

subject, both f<u' architect and artist, from many
' points of view. It is built in the I'erpcndicular

style, with nave, chancel, north aisle, and western

I

town. The inlcrioi, like many other Soniersef-

I shire churches, contains a very. line oak rood-

screen of the l.ilh centurv, and it has a quaint

;
.Tacobean altar. The late Mr. J. P. St. Aubyn

I

restored the building. We gave two views of tlie

clnu'ch, drawn by Jlr. Maurice B. Adams, in

i the BciLDixo News for Aug. 19, 1S9'2, with

plan, and .Ian. li, 1899. hiimhlrloii Old Hall,

Itiithiiiil.—This interesting old stone house is

. situated about three inili's from Oakham, and
is a good example of one of the smaller works of

the Kenaissance period. It is built in a local

stone, and still remains in a good state of pre-

servation. Thf^ plan follows the lines of most
of the houses built at this Aale, the hall dividing

the family ajiartments from those occupied by the

seiTants. Lately it has been converted into a

steam laundry ; but as yet no alterations have
taken plate in the exterior.

.STABLES AT HAV LODGE, miAVGillXG,

HEUTrOltUSIIlUE.

The aci'ompanying di'awing illustrates the design

for a proposed hunting stable, from the plans of

Messrs. A. Burnett Brown, F.S.I. , and Ernest

E. Barrow, A.Ii.I.B.A. Tlie walls arc to be faced

with red bricks, relieved with hanging tiling ami
halt-timber work, the roof being of strawberry-

coloured Broseley tiles. The accommoilation

consists of coachman's house, with mess-room on
ground floor and stabling for 1-1 horses, with

! coiujjlete oifiecs and sick-box.

TWO SVXDIAI.S.

' The present revival of garden design has created

demand tor modern representation of many of the

quaint features which added so much to the charm
of the old English garden. Tlie accompanying

i examples of garden accessories have been designed

by :Messrs. Foi^yth and JIaule. for rSIr. .1. P.

White, of Bcdtord. The sundials are of oak,

oiled to resist weather ; one is hexagonal in plan,

standing upon a stone step, and secured to the

ground. The dial and gnomon are brass, and the

hexagonal top is of cast brass, left roiigli from
the mould. The other is triangular, %\-ilh copper-

gilt globe, dial, and support. It is 3ft. lin. high.

COfUT CUPBOAUD AXD HALL CH.VII!.

This Jacobean C'6iu-t Cuiiboard liears the date of

1603, and was bought for £20. It is a good
example of its kind, and is in excellent preserva-

vation, the oak being of rich colour, undoctorcd.

The 17th- cent lU'v Chair, of somewhat biter date,

shoxTO in the same sheet of sketches, hannonisc^s

with the other piece, and has some refined en-

richments, prettih' carved. Both examples are

in the national collection at Kensing'.on, and

would make useful pieces of furaiture in any hall.

nOLME TOWEE, J-EXAUTH, WALES.

This residence has been buUt for Mr. C. A.

Heywood. The walls are of local limestone,

lined on inside with brick ; dressings, quoins, and

j

cornices BoxGroimd Bath stone. The twelve lights

! over dining-room window represent coats of arms

of the twelve counties of Wales ; lights in draw-
ing-room Shakes])erian subjects. The roof is

I covered with brindled Broseley tiles. The floors

i
of best rooms on ground floor are of oak. supplied

by Messrs. Walker and Co., London. The hall,

dining-room, and biUiard-room are fitted out and

panelled in oak, the library in Spanish mahogany,

and the drawing-room in walnut. The interior

plumbing work and materials were supplied by Mr.

George ,Tennings, of Londi^n. The total cost w-as

£7,000. The house is built facing the Bristol

Channel on high ground. The work was done by

the proprietor, who employed a competent fore-

man and local workmen. Jlr. Edwin J. .Tones,

of Cardiff, is the architect.

The Cotmtess of Portsmouth will unveil the

Memorial to the Sussex Martyi^, at Lewes, on the

at'tenioon of May S.

A new masouichall at Saltmead, Cardiff, was
opened on Monday. The building has cost over

£2,200.

COMPETITIONS.
DvxrEitMLi.vE.—When the couipetilive plans

for the baths and gymnasium whieli Mr. .Vndn-w
t.'arncgie offered to present to his native city were
moasmetl, it was found in every case lliat more
tlian the £20.000 originally mentioned by the

ib.uior would lie required to carry them out. Jlr.

Carnegie was informed of the lU'obabU' cost of the

various designs, and he has now written to Mr.
,John Boss, his Dunfermline agent, autliorising

him to intimate that he agrees to inci'case the

anujunt he liad offered for the construction and
equii)ment of the proposed buildings, so that the

committee' might lie fri-e to (Iioiise tlie design

whicli they thought most suitable ; but that he
relif^d on tlie committee satisfying themselves that

the accommodation to be provided, while ample,
.shoulil not be in excess of tile iirobable future re-

(luiiements of the city, and that there should be

no expense on needle.ss display. Mr. II. J. Diane,

F.U.I.B.A., Kdiii burgh, has been asked to meet
the committee. The awards for the com])ctitive

designs have been made as follows— 1 (."iO

guineas), Mr. ^Vndrew Muirhead, Dunfermline;

2 (30 guineas), Mr. David Barclay, Gla.sgow

;

3 (20 guineius), Jlr. James T. Scobie, Dunferm-
line.

CHIPS.

Mr. Frederick Punchard, of Kirkliy Lonsdale, the

umpii-e ill the arbiti'atiou proceedings between the

Ossett Corporatioti and the Ossett Gas Company,
for the compulsory purchase of the works and under-

taking of the company, has given his awanl,

amouutiug to £97,.300. Tlie Corporation also takes

over a mortgage of £7,000. The share c:ipital of

the company amounts to £43,000. The shareholders

will receive a little over 28 years" purchase of the

maximum dividends. The company's valuers claimed

£117,110, and the Corporation ottered £87,000.

A fine specimen of bog oak has been brought to

light on Yaxley Feu, near Peterborough. Its stems

are about SOfl. long, 3Sft. of which is without a

branch. The tree is i-emarkably sound and perfect.

The spot where the discovery was made was the site

of the famous Wliittlesea Mere, which covered

1,.)00 acres, and was artificially reclaimed to agri-

cidtm-al pui-))oses halt a century ago.

In the coui-se of operations in the Belvedere Park
in Tunis the workmen discovered a huge circle of

enormous stumps of trees ranged round an iuimcii.sc

square stone sliowing signs of artistic chisel work.

In the neighbourhood were found a bronze trough

contaiiung a gold sickle in jTerfect preservation,

and a sarcophagus with a skeleton. About the

forehead of the skeleton was a gold band, having in

the centre the image of the sun accomjianie 1 by
hieratic signs, provisionally interpi-eted as the moiio-

gi'am of Teutates.

The old parish church of St. Mary, Gateshead, is

to be emriched by the insertion of two new stained-

glass windows in the chancel and the choir. The
subject of the large window in the chancel is

'

' Tlie

Mai-ys at the Tomb," that of the smaller choir

window " St. Cecilia and St. David." The windows
are being executed by the Gateshead Stained Gloss

Window Company, from, de.signs by Mr. J. Eadie

Eeid.

[

The Primitive Methodist denomination are erect-

ing a new chajiel at Postwick, near N"orwich. It

stiiuds upon the main road, about 300 yards east of

the County Asylum, and is of red brick relieved

with white Cossey ware. The style is Gothic, and

accommodation is being provided for a congregation

of a hundred and sixty. The architect is Mr. A. F.

Scott, of Norwich, and the biulder Mr. R. W.
Riches, of Postwick.

Mr. W. R. Court, the engineer and chief super-

intendent of the Cori3oration Baths, Livei-pool, has

prepared a report as to the proposed Lister- drive

baths. West Derbv, preUminary plans for the erec-

tion of which, at a cost of £21,000, have been pre-

pared. Two plunge-baths, measuring (iOft. by 30ft.

and 7-)ft. by 3-Jft. respectively, will be provided, in

addition to" rain, slipper, and vapour baths.

Satisfactoi-y progress continues to be made with

the laying of the rails for the electric tramways

between Ajt and Prestwick. The portion from the

north end of the new bridge southward to St.

Leonard's Church, the present tenninus, over a

mile in length, has been completed, while the work

is proceeding northward from the new bridge along

Main-street. The completed portion of the line.

; from the new bridge to the Grammar School, nearly

a rmle, is double, and beyond that to St. Leonard's

Church it is single. This section will be continued

single out to Burns' Monument at Alloway, and the

continuation out to Prestwick will be double.

A commencement has also been made with the

additions to the electric works in Hill-sheet for the

I accommodation ofthe adilitionalelectrical machinerj',

and with the car-station on Prestwick-road.

I
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BuiliJinn I-utcUiaciut.

t'R.UGiocKnAET, EDixmuGH.—Thc i>lans of

the new sihool Mhich is about to be eicttoil by
the Edinburgh School P>oai<l at Ciaisrlockliart

have now been jirepared. The bulMinp: will

<accommodate neaily 1,600 ehildien. Two large

halls on (he ground and lii-sl tlooi-? fonn a

prominent feature of the internal arrangements.
On the second floor nine classrooms will be )iro-

^•ided, a gjnunasium, a combined cookery class-

room, and a workshop. In a comer of one of tlie

playgrounds the janitor's house will be erected.

Mr. K. AVilson. 3. Queen-street, Edinburgh, is

the architect.

Dewshiuy.—The new L. and N.W. Kailway
goods warehouse at Dewsburv. erected by Jlessi-s.

Gates and Thomas from designs by the comj)any's

architect, is approaching completion. The ware-

house occupies a site on the south side of the

jienuanent way, at thc east end of the ])assenger

station, from which it is distant about 180 yards.

and is estimated to have co.st from £30,000 to

X3.5,000. The basement floor is of concrete, and
the story above is supported by steel eohirans ; as

also are those of the succeeding upper floors. Tlie

structure is fireproof throughout, and is faced

with stone. In order to find a site sufficiently

large, the company's stabling for dray-horses had
to be cleared away, after other and greater

accommodation had been provided for the animals

by the erection of buildings adjacent to Ashworth-
road.

Ualif.sx.—The new workhouse hospital of

HaUfax Union was opened on Tuesday. The
hospital stands on a site of V2 acres, about a mile

from Halifax on the Huddersfield-road, at

!S.ulterhcbble. The plans were prepared by Mr.
W. Clement WiUiams, F.R.I.B.A., of Halifax,

to provide ac<"ommodation for (il'J patients, in
|

addition to beds for 100 nurses and servants. To
|

meet the immediate requirements, the provision
1

of 400 beds for the sick has been thought sufli- '

cient, together with the eomiilete scheme of

administration buildings, with ten pavilions for

the accommodation of the sick. These pavilions,

which give provision for 400 beds, can easily be
added to should the necessity arise. The cost of :

the scheme, as completed, amounts to £100,000,
which is well under the architect's original

estimate.

HisTox.—The foundation-stone of the Baptist

Schools, Histon, Oiralis. was laid on April 8.

The school is divided off into a number of class-

rooms by means of swivel partitions, which when
thrown back make one lai'ge hall. Two other

large senior classrooms are provided, also infants'

room, kitchen, classrooms for boys and girls,

and the usual offices. The building is of

Jiave-and-aisle ari'angement (the aisles dividing

off into classrooms) , has timber columns, and arcade
<ii ([uaint design carrying clerestory. The whole
of the internal joinery is to be stained transparent

olive green and varnished. The external facing

is of red brick, with Hath stone dressings ; roof

of green slates. The contract is let to Jlr. H.
Feast, builder, Haddenham, Cambridge, and
amounts to £1.8.52 (architect's estimate, £l,87o).

'I'he architects of the above, and aLso of the

<hurch recently completed, are Messrs. Geo.
Barnes, F.R.T.B.A.,and Reginald I'almer Barnes,

5, Clement's Inn, Strand, W.C.

M.\xcnESTEB.—At the last meeting of the eity

council thc sanitary committee presented a series

of recommendations. They desired, in thc first

place, authority to apply for sanction to borrow
£00,000 for the purpose of building '203 dwelling-
houses on the Blackley estate, to i)rovide accom-
modation for the people who have been displaced

by the improvements in Long Jlillgate, Koch-
dale - road, and New - street, Ardwick, The
cottages are to be built after the styh; of those

recently erected by the Conioration at Jliles

Platting. The committee also required a further

sum of £4,6.51 19s. '2(1. in respect of the labourei's'

dwellings in Oldham-road, Pollai'd-street, Ilan'i-

son-strcet, Chester-street, and I'cjtt-strcet. The
eity surveyor's estimate, it was explained, had
not been exceeded, but certain extr.is had bi^cn

ordered by the committee. A further sum of

£14, .500 is required by the committee on account
of Monsall Hospital extensions. The cf»niniiltec

also suggested that the council .should sanction an
application for leave to borrow £21,000 for the
provision of underground lavatories.

NOTICE.
Tlic Editoriiil. Advei-tiRement, and Publishing OBce-s

of the Beii.r»TN«; News .^nd Esginei;i:ing Juert.sAu. are
j

"
^

CLEMENT'S HOUSE, '

CLEMENTS INN PASSAGE, STRAND,
LONDON, -W.C,

I

where .ill coimnuuieatiuns vIkiuUI be liildi-essed.
|

Telegraphic Address :—" Time.sen'er, London." i

Telephone No. 1G33 Holbom.

Clement's Tun Passa.se is thc turninjr west of the Law
[

Coiu-ts. opposite .St. Clement Danes Cluirch, and our new
|

olfices can be reached in a few seconds from the Stiiind.

They will be found on the right-hand side of thc way,
ne.\t door to the Vestrj- Hall.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[yCc do not liold ourselves rcspijnsiblc fi ir the opinions of

onr coiTespondent-s. All communicutious sliutdd be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as thei-e are many
cl.aimants upon the sp,ice allotted to con'espondeuts.]

It is p;irticulai-ly requested that all dra-n-ings and all

communications lespectinj? illustrations or literaiy matter
should be addressed to the EDITOK of the Braoisa
Xews, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,

W.C. and not to members of the stall' by name. Delay
is not unfrequently other\\-ise caused. All drawings and
other communications are sent at contributoi-s' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

xmsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-ofBce Orders to be made p.iyable to

The Stp.axd Newspacek Comp.vsv, Limiteu.

Bound copies of Vol. LXXIX. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price l'2s. each, by post

12s. lOd.'i. as only a limited number are done up. A
few boimd volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI.. XLrV".,

XLVL, XLIX., LI.. LIII., LVIIL, LXI., LXII.,
LXUI., LXIV., I.XV., LXVI., LXVII., LX^'III.,

LXIX., LXXI., LXXIL. LXXIIL, LXXIV., LXXV.,
LXXVL, andLXXVn.may still be obtained at the

name price; all the other bound volumes arc out of

print. Most of the back numbers of former volumes are^

however, to be had singly. ,Subscribei-s requii-ing any
back niuubers to complete volume just ended should

order at once, as many of them soon nm out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the Bcildisg News,
price 25., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London. "W.C

j:nttrc0mnumtcatiou.

"11702.1—Fat Lime Moi-tar.—I am informed that a •

veiy small propoi-tiou of r<>rtland cement mixed with fat

lime makes an hydranlic compo., and with a much largei-

proportion of sand tlian blue lias lime will cjhtj-, makes a
stronger niortm-. Is this so, and, if so. what is the least

propoi'tion of cement and greatest propoi-tion of s;ind that
will make mortar as strong- as the usual mixtui-e of
hydraulic Ume and sand of 2 t-o 1 ! Ag-ain. is it a fact that
spent or dead Tortland cement mixed wtli fat lime makes
an hydiaulie compo. ! If so, what pr()].iirtion of dead
cement should be used .' I luive endcu^uureil x» p.-t

builders to use aPoi-tland cement mortiir inthepinin.rtinn

of 1 of cement to 7 of sand, but the mixture is so ).iittIo as

to be ahnost unworkable. What is the least proportion

of fut lime that should be adiled to enable masons to use a
cement mortar that shall eveutually become ;is strong as

blue lias lime mortar of the usual proportions ! A reliable

answer will gr;?atly oblige.—HvimAULie. ^^

[11703.1—Heating- "Water in Bath.—I am tfia

that in Prance bath water is he;it*;i:l by means of a duir-

coal stove ; the stove being put into the cold waiter ia the

bath rapidly brings it to the required temperature. Can
such stoves or suitiible powei-fiil oil-stoves be prncuredin
Eng-land ? They would be a great boon in country houses

or where there is no water supply.—HvDii.MJLie.

[11704.]—Labour and Material.—In the BfiLms^i
News of March 29 an iiverago cost of trades in ordinary

buildings was given. Will someone kindly give the

average relative cost of labour and material for each

trade, and oblige—At-afhed.

[11705.]—Thatching-. —Will anyone kindly inform

me if I can get thatehin- done with reeds for a good-class

dweUing-housc to be built in Wiltshire, and the approxi-

mate cost per .square .'—An Old SdBSCKiBEit.
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TERMS OF .SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per anuTun fpost free to any pait of the
United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the

United St..tes. £1 6s. Od. (or Cdols. 30c. gold\ To France
or Belgium, £1 6s. Od. (or :i'ifr. .SOc.) To India. £1 6s. Od.

To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the

Cape, "the West Indies, or Natal, £1 63. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The cliai-ge for Competition and Contract Advei-tise-

ments, Public Comp-anies, and all otKcial advertisements
is Is. per line of Eight words, the tirst line counting as

two, the minimum charge being 5s. for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miscellaneous
and Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertise-

ments) is 6d. per line of Eij^ht words the lii'st line

counting as two), the mininuun charge being 4s. 6d. for

40 words. Special tenns for series of more than six

insertions can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-page adveitisements 2s. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Adveitiscment inserted for less than 5s.

Adveitisements for the cuiTCnt week must reach the
otiice not later than S p.m. on Thursday. Fi-ont-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements

i must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure

insertion.
SiTCATIOXS.

The charge for advertisemeuts for " Situations Vacant

"

or " Situations Wanted" is One SuiLLi-so for Twestv-
focR WoKDs, and Sixpence for every eight words after.

AU Situutioit Advertisements must be prepaid.

CHIPS.

An hifiuiiy has beeu held at the town-hall,

Yarmouth, by Lieut. -Colonel A. C. Smith, E,E.,aii

inspector ot ' the Local Government Board, with

reference to the application of the corporation to

the department for loans of £7,S00 for foreshoB?-

improvements at Gorleston, and of £'2,580 for paving

works.

Mr. George Wragge has removed his London

premises from No. 2'2, .SuiTey- street, Strand, to

No. '211. Shatteslniry-avenue, Oxford-street, Vf.,

where he has .a ground-floor showroom, and a
exhibiting stained glass, leaded glass, repoussS

and other metal work.

The second section of the electric tr;iction system,

for the Plymouth Corporation tramways w:is openaSr'

in time for the Easter holidays. The firet sectioft
'

w.as that to Prince's Rock district, and theextensiou

now opened was to Mutley, Mannamead, and

Compton. The only portion of the system now

worked by horse-power is that to the Hoe. The

work has been carried out under the direction of

Mr. J. H. Eider, late the borough electrical engineer,

and now on the staff of the London County Council,

and Mr. E. G, O'Kell, recently appouited*""

Received.—F. S. and Co.—«". A. B.-D. D. S.—J. B.-

E. 0. S. and Co.—W. M. B.—F. E. A.—H. S. Vf.
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»' BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.

DiiAwiSGS Keceived. — " Quercns," " Quiz." " 1901,'

" TatFy," "Jove," '* rrimus." "Lisea," "Robin Hood,'
"GowChrom," "Pencil Point."

Coritsponbtnct.
»v,

THE CiUEEN A'lCTOlUA MK.MoKlAL.

To thc EtUtor of thc BuilDlXG News.

Silt,—This matter is of such groat importance

to architects ami sculptors, that I have written to

the .Secretary of the Jv.l.B.A.. asking for facilities

to call attention to thc subject at the business

meeting on Monday next, the L5th iust ; this to

be followed up by an o])cn meeting in the largo

room of the Institute. I hope that the meeting

will be a good, re]U-esentative one.— T am,""iS:e.,

13, Southampton-street, Wm. WooDW.titD.
Strand. W.C. April 10.

successor.

Tacket-street Congregational Chapel, Ipswich, a

building French Decor.ated Gothic in style, erected

in 18.58 from designs by the late Mr. Frederick

Barnes, of Ipswich, was reopened last week after

iniprovement, and the addition at the east end, on

the site of some old cotbiges facing Cox-lane, of a

Langston Memorial lefture-hall. The works, which

have cost ever .t4,000, werecan-ied out by Mr. Fred.

Bennett, of Ipswich, builder, from plans by Messre

Bade and Johns, of the same town. The organ ha.s

been reconstructed by Messrs. B shop and Sons, ol

London and Ipswich.

Messrs. "Vl'm. Potts and Sons, church and turret

clock manufacturers, Guildford-street, Leeds, have

received instructions to erect a new clock to strike the

hours and .show the time upon four external illiuni-

nated dials for the Provost and (Corporation ot

Annan, N.B. : also another hour-.strikmg illumi-

nated clock for Fort 'William, Scotland :
and a new

illuminated turret striking clock to be erected a^

Etheriey Church, Co. Durham, to the memory of the

late Mr. Wm. Culley Stolart, of Spellow Hi I.

Boroughbridge. All the above arc now in hand

.

also another large clock for Americ i for one ot tne

large public companies.

The w-ashing-houses recently er*ted at Loclieo

by the Dundee Town Council were formally opeiieo

last Monday. The buikUugs have cost about ii,»w.

and contain twenty-two wasliing compiU'tmenW ami

drying appliances.

On Wednesday morning, in the public offices,

Eo-remont, Colonel Marsh held, on behalf ot tne

Local Goveniment Board, an inquiry re the aPP""'-,

tion of the Wallasey Urban District tomici. fo.

leave to borrow the following sums o f money 'oi'tnc

pui-poses named: («) £:12,.500, electric lighting ex-

tension ; (i) £.5,800, provision of public convemen.es,

New Brighton : (c) £.5,860, works of sewerage ,
ami

{(F) £3,000, for street improvements.

Messrs. E. H. Shoriand and l'''<'*'f' °' H''te',.

Chester, have just supplied their patent Manche3tci

grates to Grove-road Schools, Hounslow.

%
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
The Dki imhon of a " Daxciekous Buildi-VG." ,

—At the Man, liester County Polit-e-court on Mon-
day Mr. J. M. Yates, K.C., the stipeudiary magi- i

litrate.gave the decision of tlie Bench in the case of

the Swiuton ami Pendlehurv I'rlvui District Conned

V. Messi-s. Watson, Wooilhead, and Wagstaflfe,

brewei-s. Cln April 2 Mr. Postlethwaite, the clerk

to tlie council, applied to the Bench for an order,

under section 31' of the Housing of the Working
Classes Act, ISltO, to close the British (Jueen Inn,

Xorth Dcnn-street, Pendlebury, on the ground that

it was in a state so dangerous or injurious to the

health as to ho unfit for habitation. It was said

that the defendants had tried to comply with the

l.y-laws of the council when plans for the rebuild-

ing i>f the house had lieen presente*! and rejected,

that the premises were not untit for habitiitittn from
a s;initan- point of view, that the proceedings were
not in accoitlance with the Act, that such a house was
not V ithin the provisions of the Act, and that the

proceeiUngs were taken under the wrong section.

Mr. Yates, in his decision, stiid that on April I

the council's surveyor had reported to them
that the house was in a dangerous condition.

One of the walls was 13in. out of the per-
l>endicul.ir, and another fronting Dean-stieet was
"in. out : some of the cross-walls were broken
and hent, and one of the tlooi-s was ISin. lower
at one end than the other. No evidence was
given that this statement was not accurate : but it

was said by a witness for the defendants that the
house coulJ tw made safe for the present. As the
injury was caused by mining, it might, however,
recur. It was .also proved that the cottages adjoin-
ing the house, which were in a like condition, had
lieen pulled down. I'pon these facts, the Bench
were of opinion that the house was so dangerous
.IS to be untit for habitation. It was contended for
the defendants that the Act did not apply to houses
such as these, and that, if it did, that " dangerous

"

meant dangerous in a sanitary sense. The defini-

tion of a "dwelling-house" in the interpretation
clause defined it to be any inhabited building, and
included the site. It was impossible to say that this

was not an inhahiteil building, and it was not for
them to limit the wide definition of the Act.' Then,
did '* dangerous *' mean in a sanitiry sense r

Tlie section of the Act did not so limit it, but
it said " dangerous or injurious to health," and
they thought the section meant to de;il with two
sorts of pri.jiert}-—one that was lUingerous, and one
that was injurious to health. The intention of the
Act was. no doubt, to protect tenants against
owners who neglected their duty ; but it was wide
enough to incJude those who were wUling but unable
to do it ; and the Court thought that must lie the
true construction of the Act, as by the same section
the justices were empowered to close a house
whether it was occupied or not. It was clear that,
if unoccupied, its sanitary condition woidd not be
likely to affect the inhabitants : but its dangei^ous
condition might well do so. In this case it was of
the more imiiortance that there should lie this
power, as the pubhc were, by the very nature of
the business cviTied on, invited to come to the
house ; and if any accident were to occur, the blame
would rightly fail on the Council for not putting in
foi-ce their powers. The attention of the Court had
been called to the Towns Improvement Clauses Act
(section T-')). Though this Act dealt with dangerous
buihliiigs, and proceeding might perhaps have been
taken under it, yet it did not oust the wide power
of the other Act. This being the view of the Court,
they ordered the house to be closed. A case was
granted.

lu a few weeks the whole of the Glasgow tram-
ways will have been convei-ted for electric traction,
and the whole of the hoi-se-cars withdrawn from the
streets.

The town council of Workington have decided
upon the building of a new bridge across the river
Derweur. the bridge to commence practically at the
ohiiichyard coiner at Xorthside, and to end at Low
William-street on the other side of the river. The
cost in stone is estimated at t!1.5,Gi:S, but if iron
girdei-s are substituted tor stone the cost is estimated
ut €14.900. It was also agreed on the recom-
mendation of the Housing of the Working Classes
Committee, if land can be obtained in Blackbuni-
street on satisfactory terms, that tendei-s be ob-
tained for erecting l(j workmen's houses.

The Committee of tlie fund for providing a
memorial of the late Bishop of London, Dr.
C'rei"htoii, which now amounts to £2,.')>.i, have
decided that a statue of the Bishop in Can-ara
marble, with an appropriate pedestal, shall be
executed by Mr. Hamo Thornvcroft, R.A.„ and
placed m the south choir aisle of St. Paul's
Cathedral, at a spot selected by the Dean and the
.si'ulptor. The cost of the statue will be £1,800.
The committee also propose to provide a porti-aitof
Dr. Creighton for the Episcopal collection at Fulham
Paliice and one for the Xational Portrait Gallery, of
which he was a trustea. These portraits will" cost
about £800.

cDur Office (Tablr.

The opening of (lie New Century Hotel in

Glasgow, which has taken place this week, marks
a now departure in lodging-house accoumioda-
tioii. In every city of any iinportanee the liome-

less laboiu'ing-class man is catered for in what is

known as the model lodging-house style of build-

ing : but there is a middle, or respectable artisan

class, for whom the ordinary liotel charges are

much too high, while model lodging-house asso-

ciations are not what is wanted. This is the

class for whom the New Century Hotel will cater.

In it may bo had all the conifoits and con-

veniences of the liighest-class hotel, at a very

moderate charge—something between 4s. and (is.

per week. Breakfast ami tea may be had at

oniinary rates, and a substantial dinner of three

cour.scs for Is. The building is situated in Holm-
street, and has bi-en erected by Jlr. Thomas
Paxton. It consists of seven stories, including a

basement flat, and, in addition to about 400

light, airy, and comfortably-furnished single bed-

rooms, has a large and a small dining-room, a

writing or reading-room, a billiard-room, and all

other necessary accommodation.

Messus. CiWKLEs HoBsoN" and W. T. Gent,

members of the Sheffield City Council, who have

visited the flag-making plant at the Birmingliani

Destructor, report to the health committee of the

former city that the Bii-mingham Corporation

hjivt' made a largo number of flags, and are

turning out about S.iO yards per week. The flags

appeared to be well made in every waj-. The
liirininghani superintendent gave several reason.s

why he considered the flag-making plant at

Bradford had not proved a success. They had
experienced similar difficulties, but had found

out the remedy. No fault could be found with

the flags as turned out in Birmingham. The
flags are kept under cover for three days, and are

then taken out into the open air. The super-

intendent was decidedly of opinion that there

would be an advantage if the flags could be kept

iiniler cover a longer time. Messrs. Hobson and
Gent recommended that a clinker-crushing mill

and a machine for mixing eefaient and clinker

should be erected at the Lnmley-street destructor

at an estimated cost of £19.5. The Birmingham
Corporation have agreed to send a man for a

month when the (Sheffield Corporation commence
this work. The health coimnittee of the latter

body recommend that ^.Icssrs. Hobson and Gent's

recommendations be carried out.

Ax address on the '
' Bacteriological Treatment

of Sewage" was delivered last week before the

members of the East of Scotland Engineering
Association at 18, George-street, Edinbm-gh, by
Mr. Allan Carter, M.tnst.C.E. The lecturer

remarked that, although much was being said

about the new method of treating sewage by
bacterial agency, there was really no novelty in

this application of biological science, which had
been acting naturally in all times past ; but what
was new was our knowledge of what actually

took place in the various processes and stages of

decomposition of organic matted. The lecturer

showed that in the old cesspool, once so common
in this countiy, the sewage was being treated in

a very rough and insufficient way by bacterial

agency, and again when applied to land liy broad

irrigation, and still more when dealt with by
downward intermittent filtration, such purification

as was effected was brought about by bacterial

means. Many of the failiu'es which had occurred

in connection with sewage farming were due to

the employment of an insufficient area to deal

with the (luantity of sewage poured on to it. Jlr.

Carter proceeded to .show how they were now
assisted and directed in the work of sewage

i
purification, and it was pointed out that in what

I was now called the septic tank a iierfectly si^eeific

operation was cairied through.

I

The housing question in I'liissia is becoming
. an increasingly difficult problem for the Govern-
ment, owing to the scarcity of dwellings and the

increase of rents, especially those of industrial

property. The results of investigations have just

been published in the official Ilcieftuniizeiffff, which
contains two Rescripts, one directed to the Presi-

dents of the Prussian Provinces, the other to the

Presidents of the Governments. They place the

principal responsibility for applying energetic

remedies in the hands of the individual com-
:
munities, promising, however, that the State will

1
place money for building purposes at their dis-

posal at a low rate of interest. These documents
further state exactly the principles upon which
new houses are to bo built, especially recom-
mending co-operation with the building trades-

unions, wliidi are likewise to receive money on
favourable tonus. They also lay down sanitary

regulations that are considered urgently nei'es-

sary, and recommend the erection of healthy

dwellings, especially for their own subordinate

officials and workmen, to all the (iovernniental

and JIunieipal authorities, and all the other

Corporations.

The ^'ommittee of Experts appointed by the

Pnissian Government sonii^ time ago to i-eport on
devices for preventing orabating smoke from fires

and furnaces recently concliiiled its in<iiiiries, and

the measures it proposes will shortly be notified.

'I'he ministers, however, have already instructed

the managers of State factories, Arc, to do all they

can to pri'\ent or consume the smoke from their

fires, and, if necessary, to have smoke-consuming
appliances constructed. Municipal and provincial

authorities have also been asked to do the same,

and it is pointed out that, according to the report

of the committee, they will not suffer any
pecuniary loss. The Minister of Commerce has

also instructed the presidents of all the provinces

to take steps for preventing the unnecessary

production of smoke, and, if need be, to issue

regulations. *.«^
MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING 'WEEK.
MoMi.vv. — Surveyors' Institution. "The Itating of

PubUc Houses," by Walter C. Ryde.

8 p.m.
Eoyal Institute of British Architects.

Busiiie.ss Meeting. 8 p.m.
Liverpool Architoctm-al Society. " Old

Euf^lish Architecture : a Reti-ospect and
a Suggestion,'' by A. S. Flower, M.A.
6 p.m.

TcESD.w.—Institution of Civil Engineei's. "Modem
Practice in the Manufactm-e and Disti"i-

bution of Gas." by Hany E. Jones,

M.I.C.E. 8 p.m.
Society of Alts. " Greek Vases : their

Evolution of Form and Ornament," by
Cecil Smith, LL.D. 8 p.m.

WiiDSESD.iv. — Buildingi- Trade^Exhibition opens at

the Agiicultural Hall, Islington.

Society of Arts. " The Synthesis of

Indigo,"' by Professor Raphael Mendola,
F.R.S. 8 p.m.
Edinbui-gh Architectural Association.

" Lunatic Asylum Design from a
Medical Point of View," by Sir John
Sibbald. 8 p.m.

TllUESD.VY.—Society of Arts. " Madras, the Southern
Satrapy," by J. David Recs, CLE.
4.30 p.m.

Fbid.vy.—Architectural Association. " The 18th Centuiy
Architecture of Italy," by A. Green.

r.SO p.m.

S.vTCRDAV.—Edinbm-gh Architectural Association. Visit

to Duddington House and Church.

THE AECHITECTUEALASSOCIATION.
\PRII. 19th: ORDINARY GENERAL MEETING at N,); 9,

C..iiduit-^tm-l, W.. -.;»! |..m. Pji|»rl,v .Mr. M.A. GHEES on "The
Iwlli fVnOirv Arrhitecturf .->f Rath." illustratea by hmtern Mews.
N..ir.in;ition i.f Offirirs I'-.r Se^^ion 19^1.<rJ.

VPRIL 2()th: SPRING VISIT 1.. thf DIILDING TRADES
EXHIBITION. Aijii.ulturiil H;ill. Mt-tuheis to mpetatthc Exhibition

lit Three ii.m. AuiiHcution lor tii l..-t> to be miide to the Sccret.nry

A. -\., 56, Great Marlboroush-streel, W.
D.tARVILI.l

R.S. BALFOVR) lion. .Sees.

The Guildhall Art Gallery is being prepared for

the reception of the Spanish pictures which will

comprise the Art Loan Kxhibition to be opened on
Monday, the 22nd inst., by the Lord Mayor. The
private view of the exhibition wiU take place on
Satui-day, the 20th inst.

Peterborough Town Council, having applied to

I the Local Government Board for sanction to boiTOW
I sums amounting to X12,200 for purposes of electric

lighting, a Local Government Board inquiry was
held into the application by Mr. M. K. North,
A.M.I.C.E., one of their inspectors, last week.

The triLstees of the National Poi-tiait Galleiy have
accepted the portrait of the late Sir George Grey,
and it has now been placed on exhibition in the

! Gallery in the con-idor on the first floor. The
poi-trait, which is by Professsor H. vou Herkomer,
R.A., was xiublicly tubscriled for.

The excavations at the celebrated Temple of

Minerva, in the island of Egina, were begun last

week under the direction of Professor Furtwiingler,

of the Universitj- of Munich. Two well-preservect

heads, w^earing helmets, have been discovered, as

well as several fragments of statues.

I The Bangor City Comicil have resolved to purchase

i the park aiJjoining the palace lately occupied bj- the

bishop of the diocese, and to give a portion of the

park as a site for the University College of North
Wales, the lease of whose present buildings is

j
approaching termination.
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WAGES MOVEMENTS.
AiiERDEES Plasteeeks.—A coiiffrciut; has been

lielil hetwecu representatives of the uiastei-s iinil the

men with a view to tenniiuitinj; the UK'k^mt wliich

has existed in the trade t'nr the past six weeks over

a iiuestion of wages. Bailie Tappirt ])iTsidcd.

After a pood deal of dise«s.s:on, and the parties

havinj^ met sei*arately for considenitiim of the

jxtsition, the conference ajji'c^'^l. »'n the su^jjicstion of

the chairman, to reconnnend to their resi)ective

associations that work should lie irsumeil at a wage
of Sd. per hour. Tliis has since been agreed to,

thus compromising the difference, the masters

lm\-ing desired to ri'duce the pay from SUl. to 7'.d.

iwr hour, llie dispute was, therefore, settled on

this kisis, and work i-ecommenccil on Monday.

B^;R«^^K-o^-TwKED.—A number of Berwick
cabinetmakers are out on strilcc for a rise of Ul.

|ier hour.

BKTiiKaPA (}UAKRY STRIKE.—Tlie men on stiike

at Itethcsd:! Slate (Juarrics on Stonday detei-niined

l>y a niajority not to resume work on the conditions

oiVeied by Lord Penrhyn. It is now probable that

the worts wUl be closed for an indehnitc period.

Bin!iixon.\>r.—The dispute in the brick trade

caused by the men's resisbuice to a notice for a

reduction of wages, so far .as the actual ces,sation of

work is concerned, has been of short duration.

Few men were aftected, and as a strike at the

minority of the blue brickyards would, with the

opMiing of the spring trade, have been vei'y pre-
ju'lit ial to the two or three emplojxi-s concerned,

the men have been allowed to return to work at the

old nite of wages. The incident has caused a feel-

ing of soreness on the part of the employers con-
cerned, who are disposed to regard as a gi'ievance

the fact that the men declined to allow the matter
to go to arbitration. The diihculty appears to be
due to the vagueness of the nUes of the Ctmciliation

Board.

EmxBUKOit.—A well-atloidcd iiiecting of joiners

was held in the Music Hall, I ;»linbur^h, on '\^'e'lnes-

day night to discuss certitin alterations projinsed by
the loc;il masters in the working of the by-laws. Mr.
John Dryden presided. The proposed alterations

include .a reduction froni 9d. to Sd. per hour, and a
suggestion that the date of the expiry of the notice

of any alteration in the by-laws be changed from
Ajiril 1.*) to June (i. The meeting agreed to accept
the mastei-s' suggestion that the proposals be sub-
mitted to arbitration, on condition that the present
r.ite of wages and the code of by-laws be adhered, to
jiending the arbitrator's award.

HixcKLEY.—Tlie bricklayers are out on strike, in

consequence of the Master Builders' Association
i-efusing an increase from VJd. to SJd. per hour.
The masters base their refusal on a depression in

trade.

Norwich.—The paintei*s belongnig to the Union,
in accordance with a month's notice to their em-
ployers, are now out on strike for an increase of
wages and alterations to the existing working laws.
For several years wages in the i)ainting trade have
been (id. an hour, which the men assert is the lowest
amount paid in any town or city of any size in the
kingdom. 'I1ie men a.sked for a niininiuni wage of
7 Ul. an hour—an increase of lid.—and also some
alterations to the rules. To this the masters replied
that the time was inopportune. The men accord-
ingly .sent in a month's notice. The whole of the
society men, to the number of 111, are now out on
strike, and they have teen joined by some non-
socictv men.

CHIPS.
Mr. P. C. Cowan liiis held an in.[uuy at Belfast

on behalf of the Loial Government Board for
Ireland, into an ajiplieation of the corporation for
sanction to a loan of til'i.OOO for the pui-pose'of
carrj-ing out certain works in connection with the
electric lighting of the cit}'.

A committee, to be known as the Lightning
Besc.-irch Committee, has been organised by the
H.I.B.A. council and the council of the .Sui-veyors'
Institution, with the otyect of collecting and tabu-
lating information from all jiarts of the country as
to (bim.-ige resulting to buddings from lightning-
stroke.

The Earl of Londc-sborough unveiled, on Tuesday,
a st^iined-glass window in Seamcr Parish Church
in memorj- of his father, the liint carl. The win-
dow, the cost of which (fl.iO) had been subscribed
by the Seamer estiite tenantiy, is placed on the
south side of the church.

Thcdeathiaanuouncedof Mr. Roheii I'arker, of the
firm of Messrs. ]{. Parker and Co., timber merchants,
Cui;i.la Dock, Livci-]Kjol, who resided at Crossing-
t"ii-|.iik, Gnissendale. The deceased, who was
1^:; yc.irs of age, diel at Mentone on Thursday in
hist week.

Among the more i-ecent settlements in connection

with the Holborn-Strand improvement are those for

the tibilic Theatre and New Inn. For the former
tsl,-''>ii was claimed, and a rounil sum of £80,000
t;iti'crcd and accepted, while for the New Inn a claim

for .1:^.51,000 has been adjusted by the payment of

£157,000 plus £'1,050 for surveyor's and other pro-

fessional fees.

At Tuesday's meeting of the Carlisle Town
Council, it was agreed that Mr. Brock, R.A., be
asked to supply Carlisle with a bronze replica of

his statue of Queen Victoria at Hove, Brighton, the
cost to be £1,500.

!

On the recommendation of the I'resident of the
Royal Institute of British Architects, the Secretary
of State for India has appointed Mi-. John Begg,
A.R.I.B..\., as considting architect to the Cxoveni-
ment i>f Bombay. Mr. Begg, who was the winner
of the A.shiiitel prize, the Pugin studentship, and
the essay medal offered by the K.I.B..\., and was
for some time vice-president of the Lonilon Archi-
tectural Association, had to relinijuish practice in

Johannesburg on the outbreak of the present war.

An electric tramway system was inaugurated on
Friday tiy the London United Tramways Company
in the suburbs of Hammersmith, Cliiswick, Acton,
and .Sliephcrd's Bush. The overhead system of
traction h.as been adopted. It is proposed to extend
the system from Kew Bridge to Hounslow and from
Acton to Uxbridge, r'u'i Ealing, Hanwell, and
Southall. 'llie construction of lines to Twickenham,
Teddington, Hampton, Hampton Wick, and Rich-
mond has already been authorised, and in the
present session of Parliament the company are
seeking power to lay similar tramways in Surrey
connecting Esher, Surbiton, Kingston, Barnes, and
other places. 'VVhen completed, the company's
scheme will, if tliese powers are granted, cover 100
miles.

The rural district council of Winchester recei^tly

elec'ted assui-veyor Mr. H. G. Hcywood, of Maiden,
who, however, declined to take up the situation.

They have now, ajipointcd to the office Mr. G. E.
Carter, of Ulverstone.

The Gulval School Board have adopted plans for
additional schools at Gulva] Cross, prepared by theii'

architect, Mr. H. Maddern.

New schools for 320 girls have been built by the
Corporation of Doncaster, in Carr House-road,
at a cost of £3,850, exclusive of site, and were opened
by the Mayor on -Wednesday week.. The builders
were Messrs. Mullins and Richardson, of Doncaster.

LATEST PRICES.
IRON, &c.

Per ton. Ter ton.
fU to £ti to

20

Holk'd-Iron .Toi-sts, Boltiian
l:..ll.<l-Str,l .Juisls. EnsUsli
\Vr..u^lit-Iron (onlcr Plates
Biirlron, pwiil istatts

Uu., Lo^\Tuuor, Flat, Round, or
Square

Do.. Welsh 5 15 „
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

.SouthStaiTs 7 17 6 „
Best Sncdsbill 13 „

Angles 10s., Tees '20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £6 15s.

Buildere' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £15 10s. Od. per ton.
Galvanised CoiTugatod Sheet Ii-on

—

No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24.
Gft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £12 a ..,£12 10 (i

Best ditto 12 15 ... V, u o
Per ton. Per ton.

10
it 15
9 7

20

5 17

8 5
13 10

£9 to «9 10 P

5
5
5

7 5
12
11 15

8 10
10 10

8 16
10 »
8
13

12 15

13 14 15 B.'W',0.

12;9 13/6 14.,G peroirti.

( ';ist-Irun Crihmms
( ';!s(-Iron Stanchions 9
Kollcd-Iron Fencing Wire 10
KoUcd-Stcel Fencing Wire 8

,, ,, ,. Galvanised.
Cast-Iron S<ash Weights
( "at Clasp Nails, 3in. to 6in
( "ut Floor Brads
Wire Nails ^Points de Paris —
to 7 8 9 10 11 12
9/(5 10,,'- 10,/3 10/9 11/3 12/-

Cast^Iron Socket Pipes

—

3in. diameter £6 17 6 to £7 50
lin.toein G 15 „ 7

7in. to 24in. (all sizes) G 15 „ 7

[Coated with composition, 2s. Gd. per ton extra; tuioiij
and bored joints, 5s. per ton extra.] ^

Pi^;' Iron

—

Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lillcshall 105s. to 1 iris.

Hot Blast, ditto 57s. Gd. to (&. Gd.

Wrought-Ii-on Tubes and Fittings—Biscfjunt otf Standard
Lists f .o.b. ;

—

Gas-Tubes , ., 70 p.c.

Water-Tubes G.t ,.

Ste.lm-Tubes ... i:i) ..

Galvanised Gas-Tubes . i^t ,,

G.ilvanised Water-Tubes j3 ..

Galvanised Steam-Tubes 50 ,

10c\vt. casks, ocwt. cadis.

I'er. ton. Per ton.
,

Zinc, English London mill) £23 10 to £24
II..., Vi.illf M.intiisne 24 „ 21 10-. <>

Sh.fLt Lead, .jib. piT sq.ft. super. 17 „ 18

Pig Lead, in lew t. pigs 13 15
Lead Shot, in 2.slb. bags 19
Copper Sheets, sheathing and rods 87 10
C.pper, British Cake atid Ingot... 73 5
Tin, Straits 115
llo., English Ingots 124
•Spelter, Silcsian .

Teak, Bvuinah .

16

TIMBER.

CHAPPUIS'

per load £10 10 to £lfi 5-'y'||

DAYLIGHT REFLECTORS

SUPERSEDE
ALL OTHER METHODS OF LIGHTING

DARK ROOMS
IN DAYTIME.

WHITE won LIST AND PSESS NOTICES.

69, Fleet Street, London.

PILKINGTON & CO.
(EsTABLiaKKD 1838),

MONUMENT CHAMBERS,
KINO "WILLIAM STREET, LONDON, B.O.

Btgiiterei Trade Mark:

POLONCEAU ASPHALTE

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing.
ACrD-RESISTLNQ ASPHALTE.

WHITE SIUC.4. PAVINQ.

PYRIMONT 8EYSSEL ASPHALTE.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,
ikLViioG.vxv. ^\".\l^s(oT, "waia'i't,

1
TEAK, VEXEKlt, aiid FAN,CYAV( m H >

1
MKHfllANTS,

120, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON. E.G.

I

The most extensive Stock of every kind of
Wood in Flanks and Boards, dry and fit for

I immediate nse.

10
4
3 5
3 15

5

7 15
7

1

6
ti

4

3J
3
U

10"

.S

2 3

I

,, Bangkok
Quebec I'ine, yellow ., ..

„ fXik

„ Birch „ ...

„ Elm
„ A.sh „ ...

Dantsic and Mcmei Oak „ ...

:
Pir ., -

Wainscot, Riga p. log ... „ ...

I

Lath, Dantsic, p. f ,, ...

1 8t. Petersburg , ...

I Greenhcart ,, ...

l)..x

S.'.ju.aa. U.S.A per cubcfoot
.Mnbugany, Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick

,, Honduras ... „ ...

., Mexican ,, ...

,, African „ ...

Cedar, Cuba ,, ...

„ Hondui"as ,, ...

l^atinwood „ ...

Walnut, Italian. ,, ...

,. American (logs)

Deals, per St. Petersburg
bv 11m. :—

Quebec, Pine. 1st £25
2nd 17 10
3rd la

Canada Spruce, 1st 12

I

„ 2ndaud3i-d 9 10

j
New Bi-unswick 8 15

Riga n

I St. I'dersbui-g 11

Swedish 12

I

Finland 11 10
WliiteSea 13
ll.lt. lis, all sorts 5
11. .uring Boards, per square of lin. :

—

1st prepared ,£0 12 G

2nddilUi Oil H

Other qualities 7

Staves, iier standard M :

—

U.S. ditto .£37 10

Memel, er. pii>e 220 a

I

Memel, brack 190

! OILS.
i
Linseed per tun £25

15
5
4 12 8

n

G .1

M

4 12 li

4 5
3 5

5 15

6 10
8

8
7}

41

5.t

ilj

34

1 it

7i
4 6

indard, 120—12ft. by IJin.

to £30

„ 21

„ 14

„ 14 10

„ 10 10

„ 11 10

„ 10

„ 19

„ 21

„ IS

„ 23

;, 12 19

14 6
18 15 I

£45
230
200

liapcseed, Englisli pale... „ . ... 27 10

Do., brown 25 15

I Cottonseed, i-cltned „ ... 20 10

1 Olive, Spanish 39

Seal, pale 21!

Cocoanut, Cochin , ... 29 15

II..., Ceylon „ ... 25 15

I'iihii, Ijigos , ... 27

(il.inc „ ... 17 5
l.nl.ii.atiiif; U.S per gal. 7

l'.ti..l.niii, i.tlncd ... 6J
'I'ur, Stoilili..lm perbai^cl 16
Do., Archungcl ... 19 6

' Tiu-pcntine, American ...pel' tun 37

to £23
27 18 t

20 5 f

21 30 (

41 (

26 10 (

ao (

2« <

27 5 I

19 5 I

8 1

G
1 G I

1 '

ST 6 I
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siiccH-ssfuUy oaniod out. vfsulting, no doubt,

in ;i liaiidsduie jn-ofit for the fuin ; but the

youn<r dralight :inian received as a reward a

j

ri.'^e of only a few shillings a week. Wiat
I would the cost to the firm have been had they

waste," that om- system of labour is to keep

it at an average of the lowest level.

Both lu'ofossious have sufi'ered from the

want of a proper system of training and in-

struction. Tlio idea is that after the young

been obliged to obtain expert professional aiil engineer or .irchit^.-ct has finished his tenn of

rniDAY, AI'MIL 19, 1901.

COAfPETITION AVITH
COUNTRIES.

OTUER

to prepare their plans, sjiecifications, and
• estimates ? Certainly some hundi'eds of

;

poiuids. But, as we have said, age and
experience are accounted everything in Eng-
land. It is not so in the United States.

There a man's ability and skill are first con-

,
sidered, and he is placed in a position to

utilise that skill to the utmost, not only

lat

British manufacturer, as well as against the
British artist. We are told, and there is

some tiiith in the assei-tion, that other
countries are able to undersell oiu' manu-
facturers and couti-actors ; that even safety

may be bought at too dear a price. ^Miat
has been said about American engineeiing
competition and progi'ess may, to some
extent, apply to our architectiu-e. In the
case of American engineering, the human
factor in one sense has not been neglected.
The big manufactiuing fii-ms know how much
depends upon their assisfcmts. They are re-
wanled according to their merit ; but there
is little cncoui-agement ffiven to Enxlish

appienticeshij) he ought to be fit for any
kind of practice. The system of putting

the right man to the right work is

ignored : the consequence is that wo expect

OUT' engineers to be equally comiieteut to

design a railway bridge, and prepare a

scheme for sewerage or drainage utilisation

—

two opposite and irreconcilable branches

;

and our architects to design diurches and
monuments as well as labourers' cottages

and factories. The professional man cannot

specialise, or learn one or two things

thoroughly, if ho has to devote his attention

OUR engineering enterprise and our art

have been both seriously impugned of in the office, but in tlie workshop. The lesson
Attacks have been levelled against the is not without point in the young architect's

career. After an expensive college training

he goes straight into an architect's drawing
office. It may be one in which he learns ....

very little of his vocation as a whole, or ,
to a dozen or more subjects of a very diverse

it may be in the wrong direction. His talents kind. The thing is quite impossible. No
in a particular line, artistic or mathematical,

\

architect has ever become an eminent chiu'ch

are not recognised or valued as thev should builder who has not devoted his time and

be,norarethevpiittothebestusefort'hefinn's attention wholly to ecclesiastical art, or has

business or to his own advantage. He is become an expert in hospital or asylum

considered too young and inexperienced to do building unless he has given himself up to

anj-thing more'than juniors are put to in the the work almost exclusively. This is one

office, ^^'hen his term expires, and he goes of the reasons why other countries^ and

to another office as a draughtsman or im- manufactui-ers are able to undersell the

prover, the same perverse system follows British engineer in bridge constmction and

,^ .. ^
I

him. He is given an inadequate salary for machinerj-. It^ is because our consulting

engineers by holding out adequate remunera-
j

making drawings of buildings for which he ' engineers and Government inspectors requii'e

tiou and prospects to talented young men who ! has not the least interest, and is paid accord- ,
such a margin of strength, and will require such

are entering the profession, and this'argument
! ing to his age, rather than his skill. No aid an absm-d factor of .safety that the American

has been used by the writer of the special is given him to advance himself in design and foreign engineer can afford to compete
articles on '•.•Worican Engineering Pro- or practical knowledge of building. Shop ; at better terms: We are not discussing the

gress " in the Time!<, from whose interesting practice is not put in his way unless, indeed,
,

question of stability and safety, nor do we
remarks something may be learned. The ho enters a technical college or the studios

I

assert that the American system of minimum
reason why engineering" enteijrise and ti-adel of the Association. From the time he ' stresses is good pohcy

;
but there is gi'ound

are best cared for in .\merica is obvious, ' leaves school till he is advanced in age,
' for saying the Engli.sh eonstiiictor, whether

he has no opportimitv probably of timi- I engineer or architect, is inclined to_ add often

ing his mind or his hand to that particular needlessly to the quantity of material, and to

class of work for which he is best fitted, the massive character of his work, not because

Nor is he encouraged in any bent or inclina- of his desire to produce massive structm-es, so

tiou he may show : rather' he is told that he much as that he desires to be on the safe side,

must begin at the beginning, as his master I Because of his distmst in his own scientific

or his seniors have done. This is the iy\nQa\
\

experience and training, he is anxious to

ti-aining ; English way of knocking brains into, or
\

make himself secure, and the American com-

America.
[

rather out of, a lad. We do not yet appro- petitor is, therefore, able to underbid him.
Tie tr.miing and education of the young man

I
ciate the value of "drawing out"—educing— iLet us quote the writer of the American

djitincd for the profession of tho engineer ' talent from either oiu- sons or pupils or our Engineering Competition: "The plan of

rjpre.sents also to some extent the training of ' servants ; but the idea seems to be ingi-ained !
employing experts for designing special plants

th-; young architect. In the fii-st place, to put the boy into the same calling" as his
i

and special factories is a great feature in the

attiinments and work are not reckoned here father, whether he is suited to it or not; to
j

United States. The Americans appear to be
so highly as age. The practice in this country put a man through as much di-udgery as specialising in quite a different direction to

in reg-ard to the young engineer is to appren- possible ; to keep him at a di-ill "that oui-selves. We have our Great George-street'''
" " - • ho does not care for. But this is not ' magnates for designing bridges, roof.s, &c.,

the way to encoiuage and bring out and the contractor, in theory, has simplyto

native talent, but rather to suppress and
j

follow drawingsand specifications. InAmerica

keep it dormant ; and our American cousins there are a certain number of design-

. , _ „ are quit© well aware of this, and do not
{

ing engineer.?, but the work is far morem the

pittance^ much below that of a competent
; rest satisfied till they know what a man is fit hands of men who have had wide experience

mechanic. Many of the young engineers '

for, and then they p'ut him into a position to !
in the execution of the work. Therefore

who enter offices in the large firms of, say, I do the best woA, either in the office, the
,

practice and theory go more often hand in
Great George-street, have received university ' workshop, or the building. hand." If the architect is in doubt about a
education, or are graduates of technical

,

^Vs an economic problem the point under '. steel structure, the steel maker employs an
colleges, and receive a very small salary, i consideration is important. The ordinaiT expert to show him how it should be, and
sometimes not more than 10s. "to 20s. a week "to

I

architect's or engineer's education costs therefore the steel desigiiei-s of buildings in

begmwith.andverv-discouragingtoanyyoung' much to the coimtry. but the country of America are competont to take work that the
mauof attainments, whose general equipment his adoption does not reap the benefit of his English designer is not siu'e about, and not
inknowledgeraaycxceedthatof thoheadofthe t.ilents, if he has any. Our Ti-ansat'.antic only to contract for it, but to do so at a lower
firm hiniself and often that of his seniors in the, friends' know how to utilise his work by price. It is through the want of expert
office who receive larger salaries. His prac- ! putting it out, and they know how to make knowledge that our large Enghsh contracts
ticiil knowh^dge may, indeed, be very small ; \ the most of the men that seek thoii- living in so often exceed a reasonable cost. A large
bat what he does know is sound in principle,

'

the States, or that we send out as adven- percentage is added for risks and defective
and not dependent on precedent. He works tui-ers. Then it is ii-onical. but also too true, details. The quantities of material are taken
on a wider basis of principle than his seniors, ' that we educate our young engineer, and much in excess of tho amount really required,
and his working capacity quickly develops, when he begins to be of" value om- neighbours for what the eng;inoer lacks in nicety of
^'- instance cited by the writer iii the rimes get hold of him, or, as the wiiter in the Timen

puts it, we have jiaid .America for corn to

feed him and cotton to clothe him ; his sugar
and tea and beef come fi'om other countries :

not 50 per cent, of him is Biitish, "half

and when he shows us that we have a
rival "threatening our industry to an extent
that will be most serious to the whole trade
of the country, unless a change is made in

}

our business methods," it is time to be on
jour guard agtiinst encroachments from with-

out. We may di-aw sevei-al lessons of value
fr,)in the different conilitious of
an 1 Work that obtjiin here and in j

tice him to a firm of engineers, for w'hich a
large siun is spent on what, at the best, is

only office routine ; or he may have passed
creditably through a college course, and then
only get a berth in a drawing office at a mere

'nly one instance of many that may be
gn en. The young man was a"u accomplished
graduate of a technical college, who entered
a drawing office of a large fii-m of engineers
at 10s. a week. The firm had to tender for

;
has beeen bought and paid for, and yet we

work involving a new branch of engineeiing,,
iiul m ]irepaiing the plans and estimates^
' -special knowledge of mathematics was

As the work was much be-
empiiical methods of the elder
new di-aughtsman was put on
The conti-act was secm-ed and

necessary,

yond the
staff, the
the work.

send him away, duty fi-ee, to make lathes

or bicycles, or rails, to drive us out of oiu-

ancient markets." There is a tjreat deal in

calculation, and certainty he piles it on in the

shape of material.

We are told it is the human factor that

commands the situation, and gives the

American manufacturers theii- superiority;

but this view has been challenged. No doubt

if the human factor is interpreted as the

business or commercial factor, we readily

The American business man studies

this lack of .seeing talent and profit, and yet each problem, and leaves no stone unturned

neglecting it or "driving it away to other i to accomplish it ; but by the hirman factor

countries. It is said " our young men are I
we mean something different—sympathy

kept back luitil their best energies are rim to |
with human labour, regai'd for the hand-
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woikiT, payment not 'o\ lo^iiU^ l>ut tVn .ib>ij-

lut"? niprit. The design which only exhibit-*

doxtoriius and economical workmin-ihip, me-
chanical perfection, ingenuity, or the niichinc

tjols that are m jre ingenious than our own,
are not thereby more artistic, or possess as

much human interest in the work and details

th'it the English or European product does,

which is designed and executed mainly by
hand labour, and according to the old tra-

ditions We do not say they are more pei-

foct or economical : but they fcike into

a''.<^ount the human factor and the personality

of the artist, and it is this which gives the

French, Belgian, Italian, and English designs

their Lirt-superiority or interest. Uut the

dominating factor is not always the artistic

or the human : we have to maintain our

position in manufacture and execution :
and

if our factories are not so efficient and well-

e'iuii>ped as tho^e across the Atlantic, we are

the sufferei-M. If it is true that for mechanical

officicncy, steel manufacture, good tools, and
for electrical phmts we cannot compote with

theiu. it is time to consider what are the

leasons that have placed us behind other

countries. We .shall find it partly due to the

fai-t that we have relied too much on the past,

what we have accomplished in our m inu-

fa-turing progress in the " forties " and
••fifties" We then boasted much of our
Briti.sh industries, .since which time we have
allowed other countries to ovort;ike us in

training and educating the engineer, otiuiii-

ping liim for his duties, and giving him
facitities for special training, in all of which
things they have sui'passed us. Our methods
are 0])en to improvements, and if we are to

maintain our supremacy, wo must endeavour
to concentr.ite attention on certain liranches,

train specialists for important works, and
encourage men who show aptitude for cs^rtain

vocations.

WliA.T IS A •DANGEROUS"
BUILDING'

D.IN'GEROUS buildings are a continual
source of trouble and annoyance, not

only t') those who own them, but to local

authorities and their officers. That they are

be-«t taken down or demolished when timely
repair cannot with any degree of success l)e

resorted to is obvious. But there are reasons
for keeping up .such buildings, even when it

has been proved that the" premises are unfit

for habitiition ; there appears to be a legal

and technical objection. Owners of such
properties are not, as a rule, willing to submit
t-1 the orders of the district surveyor. In the
Metropolis, a "dangerous structure" includes
Hot only a building, but a wall or other
structure, and anything affixed to or pro-
jecting from an)' building, wall, or other
structure—such as a hanging signboard,
a lamp, &c. But the meaning of "dange-
rous " is not clearly defined in the Act

;

lint from the .subsequent clauses, as sect. 100,
it may be inferred that the term is intended
t> b;; applied to some physical defects of

the struc;ture. as the certificate of the surveyor
i.i to describe the condition, so that th(i

(;>» nc.il " may cau.se the same to be shored
up or otherwise secured, and a proper hoard
or feiu:-! put up for the protection of pas-
Siingers, &c." A neglected structure is de-
.sribel as a structure that is " ruinous or so
far dilapidated as thereby to have become
and to bo unfit for use or occupation," &c.
J'Voni those definitions it Ls evident that
h >Hie ...tructural deficiency is intfmded to
be implied. But under *

the by-laws of
rural districts the meaning of " dangerous
bnildiug" is often questioned, and owners
are often able to invent hypothest^.i to
evade the meaning intended to bo applied.
Thus it is easy, for e.x.ampIo, to siy
that "dangerous" meant dangerous in
a rtinitary sense, and therefore was \infit for
habitation, especi.aUy when it was not alleged
that the buUding was injurious to health.

It wa~ oa,-.v in .<;iU cucaiastanccs to mix up

the two issues. Cases of this kind are often

coming up before stipendiary magistrates, as

in a casj we reported last week from Man-
che.ster (p. -Vil), where the definition of a

'• dangerous l)uilding" was called in question.

The clerk of the Swinton and Pendlebury

I .'rban District Council applied to the Bench

for an order under section 32 of the Housing

of the Working Classes Act, 1S90, to close a

certain inn, on the ground that it was so

dangerous or injurious to health as to be un-

fit for habitation. Plans for rebuilding of

the house hud been presented and rejected. It

was .said the premiseswere not unfit for habita-

tion from a sanitary point of view, that the

proceedings wore not within the provision of

the Act, and wei-e taken under a wrong

section. The council's surveyors had reported

that the house was in a dangerous condition,

two walls were much out of the perpendicular,

thecro.sswalls were broken, and thefloorof one

room had sunken some inches. These facts were

not contradicted. The Bench came to the

opinion that the house was so dangerous as to

be unfit for habitation : but the defendants

rejilied that the Act did not apply to houses

sucli as these, and that if it did, that

"dangerous" meant so in a sanitarysen.se.

But the Act did not limit it; it said
'• dangerous or injurious to health," and the

Bench thought ••the section meant to deal

with two sorts of property—one that was
dangerous, and one that was injurious to

health, aud the intention of the Act was to

protect tenants against owners who neglected

their duty."
The justices were empowered to close a

house, whet'ier it was occupied or not ; if

unoccupied, its sanitary condition would not

be likely to afiect the inhabitants, but its

dangerous condition might do so. From the

words of the Act referred to, " dangerous or

injurious to health." the interpretation

put upon them by the Bench appears to be

reasonable. The Act does not limit the mean-
ing, which applies to dangerous liiiildings as

well as tho.se injurious to health, .so the Court
ordered the house to be closed, but a case was
gianted.

The contention is one that is likely to 1)6

used by any owner in defeating the Act on the

slightest pretence, asserting that proceedings

are taken under the wrong Act or section.

There are hundreds of buildings, not only in

Manchester, but in other large towns, which
may be defective from one or other of the

above causes. For instance, there may be a

house that is not structurally safe to the in-

mates, owing to a weak roof or floor, or a
wall that is dangerously out of perpendicular.

The said wall or floor may be shored up, or

the luiilding made temporarily safe. In this

wa.y a, number of dilapidated houses are

allowed to remain, not only a peril to those

who i)ass through the street, but those

who inhabit them, to say nothing of the un-
sightliness of such dwellings. On the other

hand, owing to noglect, the sanitary condition

of n house may be such that it is positively in-

jurious to the health of the inmates, and yet

it may be suffered to remain because of its

not b(ring reported upon, or the drainage may
lie radically defective and in need of over-

hauling. According to section 30, the

medica.! officer of every district is empowered
to represent to the local authority any
dwelling-house which appears to him to l)c

in a state so dangerous or injurious to health

as to be unfit for human habitation. T'his is

perhaps a "large order"; a young medical
officer may be disinclined, for several reasons,

to make so sweeping an order with-
out evidence of the most conclusive kind,

and which he is n.ot able to olitain

by inspootion. The next section gives

him a .stronger ground to proceed upon, for

it permits the complaints of four or more
hous(!hold.>rs living near to be made. Then
sometimes the owner may do something to

comply with the order, and tho building is

allowed to remain. How can it always be
proved to the satisfaction of the local

authority or medical officer that the house
has not been " rendered fit for habitation, or

that due diligence has not been exerci.sed"?

There are, in short, innumerable difficulties

in the way of enforcing the provisions of the

Act, especially in cases where only part of

the building has been jironounced dangerous
or injurious to the health of the public. It.
is exceedingly hard to prove such a case, 'i'-

Then another, section 38 of the Housing of

the Working Classes Act, tfi90„ gives [mwer
to the medical officer to condemn any build-

ing that is so situate that by reason of its

proximity or contact with any other building

it stops ventilation or makes such other Iniild-

iug unfit for human habitation or injurious

to health or otherwise. Here is a difficult

and delicate duty imposed which few medical

officers would be inclined to act upon
unless they were compelled to do so. The
difficulty in all such cases of duty is to

determine the degree of danger or injurious- ,

ness that should make such a duty com-
pulsory on the medical officer, as the Act

leaves much to his opinion or discretion. :.

Some of the liy-laws and clauses of our v

liuilding Acts leave a wide margin for doubt. <

The definitions are mainly in.strumentil in i

these disputes—that is to say, they are not ;".

always so exact and exclusive in meaning as

to leave not a shadow of dubiety. A great

deal is left to opinion and discretion, and it
_

is out of the uncertainties incident to such
;'

that the '
' .sharp " or evasive builder makes .:

capital.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF
ARCHITECTS.

BHITISH

A SPECIAL business-meeting of the Inatitut*

was held on Monday evening, Mr. E. A,

(iriining. Vice-president, in the chair. A re-*

commendation was submitted by the council'

reconiuiending that Mr. William Emerson, who
has ser\ ed as president for the past two years, he

requested to allow himself to he nominated as-

President for the ensuing year of office, and that

consequently By-law 26 be su9pended under the

terms iu-o\-ided by the 33rd section of the Charter.

The recommendation was adopted, and a. special

meeting is convened for Monday next, before the

ordinary business is proceeded with, for the con-

firmation or otherwise of this proposal. The
v.irious alterations and amendments recently pro-

posed Ijy the Council in the Institute form of

contract' (all of which were set out in detail, side

by side with the existing conditions, in our issue

of March 29, pp. 430-1), and which were discussed

clause by clause a fortnight ago, were finally

sanctioned, subject to some slight verbal altera-

tions. —Mr. William Woodward gave notice that

he would ask the Council to convene a speciat

general meeting at the earliest possible date, f(m

the purpose of considering a resolution urging

that " the proposed National Memorial to (iueen

V^ictoria. should he open to the competition of all

British (including Colonial) architects, sculptor.-*,

and artists."

THE DECORATIVE WORK OF RCBER'^
AND ,TAMES ADAM.

TWENTY years ago we remember writing a

recommendation of the reproduction then

issued hy Mr. B. T. Batsford of a .selection of

jdales from the " Works of Architecture " 1iy the

Brothers Adam. This foUo of rejirints has, w.i

learn, long since been out of print, and (-vents

seemingly have justified the appreciation to which

we gave expression when it first came out. Any-

way, t)ie same enterprising publisher has supplo-

mented his previous volume by pioduc-ing a second

and enlarged work under the above title
—"The

Decorative Work of Robert and Lames Adam "—
an imi>eri.d folio of 30 plates, half-bound, pri<-«

30.S. iH-1. The reproductions have been madein
photo-Hlbography by Mr. James .\kerm;m with

the most sympathetic and satisfactory results.

So considerably has the money value of the

original co])ies of the " Works in Architecture

increased during the past fi-w years, that (lie

publisher of the pn-aent work stales that he paid

recently ,£')G for the copy from which ths folio

under notice was reprinted, although a similav

P
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impression of the same work was t-old some I'O

jcars since for half that amount by hiui. It will
thus he evident that fioru this stiindpoint alono
the purehaso of Jtr. Batstoid's loprixlurtions of
selected jJatcs affords a considmnble advantjiKe.
Taste has no doubt devclojjed in favour of the
Adam style eoncunently with the fashion of
reviving the "I.,i»ir Kenaissance," and con-
M-iiuently there remains little do\ibt as to the suo-
eess awaitinjf this eapitaUy produeiul volume.
Xhe style so admirably adapts itself to stucco and
plasttu-, to say nolhinj,' of other cast materials,
that it offej-s many facilities lor adaptation to
everyday nee<ls and modem uses. I'rovided cunect
eopies are maile, and the apartments in which such
copies arc ('mployed are treated in scale with the
refin.Hl type of ornament thus introduced, the
result will no doubt be satisfactory and in good
taste. Good proi>ortion and elegance of form
must, however, in tlii; main shapings of the rooms
thus decorated, be insisted on ; otherwise the
ornamentation at once becomes out of place and
emphasises the lack of skill and taste imposed by
its sunoundings. These conditions are among the
elementary necessities for the successful use of
any style, and paiticularly for a rerived method
of so hmited and emphatic a kind as the retinisd
stj-Ie associated with the name of the Adelphi
BiDthei-s Adiun, which, though reserved and
unobtrusive, was emphatically a "grand style."
There is little to add upon a topic so familiar

;

the very title of the book is its chief recom-
luendatioD with people of taste, while as an
historical recoitl all wouhl he glad to possess
a copy. By the study of the old alone can any
new development lie inspired, and with this
thought in mind we still are looking forward for
a new departure. A new Adam in decorative
art IS in reality wanted to renew our Eden of

iiimercialism and precedent.

of oui- laud and of the colonics. In scale Mr.
Bodley would not havt; it overpowering ; ho
suggests that it should be more remarkable for re-
lined beauty of detail and artistic sculpture than
for any too considerable largeness of actual soiile.

niE QUEEN VICTORU MEIIOEIAL.
rpHE general feeling of dissatisfaction at the
J. narrow limitation of the competition for the
liueen Victoria Memori.al continues to be ex-
pressed both iirivately and in the columns of the
press

;
but of coui-se, all protest is now useless.

iTom the brief report supplied us by the Secre-
tary of Monday night's meeting of the R.l.B.A
Ifor our reporter was denied admission), it will be
seen that Mr. Willi.uu Woodward was not able to
discuss the subject at that meeting on the
techniCiU ground thai insutticient notice had been
given

; but ho will call attention to the matter at
an eaily business meeting of the Institute.
As a matter of fact, we understand that the

credit for arra,nging for a competition on even a
hmited scale is due to Mr. W. Emerson, the
President of the Institute. The National
Memorial Committee originaUy proposed to en-
trust the commission to a weU-known architect
as they had already appointed Mr. Brock as the
sculptor of the statue, when Mr. Emerson urged
that It would be more satisfactory to the sub-
seribei-s and more fair to the profession if some
hve or S1.X distinguished architects were iiu-ited
to compete. The omission of the names of Mr
T. F. Bodley or Mr. John Belcher from the short
l.^t so selected is an imaecountflhle one, and
other names of eminent architects will o( cui- to
cvei-y reader as worthy of inclusion in an invita-
tion of this character

; but, as we have «ud, aU
regrets are now too late.

Mr. Bodley -s suggestion as to the fonn the

wTS.'i^"'"'^'' '^'''t'
"-^ ^i'^^o..ed forth in his^ttertothe J„«« the other day, is interesting.He would p ace the monument rising out of thelike m St. James's Park-not, however, isoktedbut connected with either bank by a bridge of asuihcient but not too greath a width. This sho.ddhave light and gracefid arches. At either end ofthis bndge-road there could be a tlight of stepsand an .archway with statuary and heraldic beai--

ings and bronze gates. Statues might dso beplaced on the piers of the arches of the bridgeIn the centre the memorial would rise four-

Xr "'"f'Sonol, its base rising from the
«atei. l-he lower pai-t could be of red or giev

tTf ' ^^f
**"? ."'"'''' °f ^^" »"PO'^tructure ofwhite marble with bronze stiituary

. The seating
01 standing hgu.e of the late Queen should beunder a canopy surmounted by a cross

a^P^^^^^'r^Zf"^ r^'^'^
^"^«i^ to be of ourown English Gothic

; but there may be a pre-
judice .against Gothic, and it could /ery well be
designed m a .-eiined " Renais,sance " manner:

T^r/blfr?'^'^ •':!''*
v^!'°°^*'

''"^ '^o-'Id be madeTery beautiful mth subjects taken from the history

THE KATIN'G OF PUBLIC HOUSES.

AT the ordinary general meeting of the
Surveyors' Institution held on Monday

last, a paper of great interest to rating surveyors
was read by Mr. Walter C. Ryde (barristcr-at-
law), dealing with the above-named subject.
The author started from what he thought might
be taken as a principle governing the assessment
of licensed premises, that they must be taken as
licensed, and not valued in the same way as a
shop or a dwelling-house. The problem to be
considered was how to ascertain their ratable
value. Net annual value was defined by statute
us " the rent at which a hereditament might be
reasonably expected to let," free from tenant's
taxes, tithe, repairs, insurance, &c. ; but this
definition said nothing about special coven-
ants so conmaonly found in the lease of
a public house, by which . the tenant was
"tied" in respect of malt liquors or other
articles necessary for his business. The ordinary
yearly tenant must be assumed to be free from
such a covenant, and every public-house, whether
"tied" or not, must, for rating pui-poses, be
assumed to be free. " Ratable value " was rent,
subject to certain defined condition—but what
rent might be reasonably expected from a public-
house? The rent must be fixed by practical
considerations of existing circumstances, and the
expectations of their continuance. A house with
a good view, for instance, would command a high
rent, although the tenancy gave the occupier
no rights over the neighbouring lands. So
a public-house well situated has a certain
monopoly which must be considered in fixing
the reasonable rent. The trade, or the profits
of trade, as such, could not be rated, but the rate-
able value must depend scdely on the rent to be
reasonably expected. Trade was sometimes a
personiil thing, and it was argued that that part
of the trade which was due to personal considera-
tions should be excluded from notice ; but the
author was not inclined to think that, except in
a very few cases, the personal part of the goodwill
of a house amounted to very much. If there
were ten possible tenants who expected to succeed,
it was hardly likely that the rent would be
reduced because one tenant would be likely to
fail

.
Where a trade had been already established

it might be said that a tenant not only paid for
the value of the house, but also for the goodwill,
and it seemed prima faiu unfair to rate what
was due, not to the chai-acter and position of
the house, but to the personal influence of
the previous tenant. But the question to be
asked was not whether personal influence had
orought the trade to the house, but, the trade
being there, whether personal influence could
take it away. As to whether trade profits might
be considered in valuing a house for rating, the
.author quoted the cases of •• Dodds v. .Shields"
and " Cartwright v. Sculcoates Union," which,
although they seemed to differ, appeared to
establish the rule that while it was perfectly per-
missible for the rating surveyor to estimate, from
his knowledge of the locality and from sun-ound-
ing circumstances, what would be the reasonable
rent to be expected from certain premises, he had
no power to inquire, for the purposes of amving
at such rent, into the profits of the actual
business being, at the time of assessment, carried
on. The author could not approve the cast-iron
rigidity of the rule by which, under what was
known as the " County Council Scale," one-half
of a ijremium paid by an incoming tenant was
deducted as representing the personal " goodwill,"
of the outgoing tenant, and the other half taken
as representing an increased rental value.
A discussion followed, in which Mr. F. Jlar-

shall, K.C., Ml-. W. Eve, Mr. J. R. Eve, Mr.
P. E. Pilditch, and Mr. J. Field took part, and
after a brief reply bv the author the meeting ad
joumed.

Owing to the delay in the carnage of certain
unportant pictures from .abroad, the date of the
opening of the Exhibition of Sp-aiiish Art .at the
City Guildhall, which had been fixed for Monday
next, April 22, has been postponed to the following
Monday, the 29th. The free admission of the publi?
will commence at ten a.m. on Tuesday, the .SOth
in.^t.

THE BL'ILDING TRADES EXHIBITIGN.
rpUE Intel-national Building Trades Exhibiti(,n
L opened at the Agricultural Hall on Wednes-
day hist, promises to be one of the strongest and
iiiosi rei>reseiitativc that has been held. To the
vigilance and administrativi- care of Mr. H.
Greville Montgomery, the manager, we must,
attnbuteniuch of the success of the show, which
will contain many new building materials and
appliances, (ireat prominence is given to those
inventions and applications of materia] which
have lately come to the front, and one of the
chief features of the exhibition is the rejiie-
sentativi^ coUection of (ire-prevention materials
and structures shown in the minor hiill uniler
the auspices of the British Fire Prevent ii.ii

Committee, of which Mr. E. O. Sachn is

the chaii-man, who have a stall for their fire-
test reports at the entrance. During the period
of the Exhibition severjil visits will take plai e
from the Institute of Builders, the Architectural
Association, the Society of Architects, Institute
of Sanitary Engineers, Institute of Clay workeii-;
and the conference on stand.ardising of brie k
an-anged jointly by the Royal Institute of British
Architects .and the Institute of Civil Engineers
and Institute of Clayworkers, will have a parti-
cular- interest for the profession and the lirick-
makei. Mr. Thos. Blashill, F.R.I.B.A., is to
preside. A large party of Gei-mans engiiged
in the

^
building industries are visiting the

E.xhibition
; they were entertained by Mr. F. 0.

Jlontgcmery at an inaugural lunch on Wednes-
day, and will also be entertained by the Insti-
tute of Clayworkers on Thursday next, the 25th
inst. Architects and others interested in con-
struction generally -R-ill find much to instruct
and interest them in the hall, whilst enjoying the
band of the Coldstream Guards, which has been
specially eng.oged.

In the Minor Hall willbefound exhibits showing
the application of various inventions for rendering
timber and w-ood uninflammable ; the use of "ex-
panded metal " to various purposes—floors, par-
titions, andotherstructuralusee; the best and most
improved forms for the construction of safes and
strong-rooms; fireproofing methods of profced-
ing floors and stajichions ; and several other
manufactures having for their object the tiro-
resistance of materials used in building.
The Non-Flammable Wood Company, with

which is amalgam.ated the Wood and Fabrics Co.,
Ltd.,^ Townmead-road, Fulham. and 2, Aioiiy
and Navy Mansions, Victoria-street (No. SS), have
a most interesting stand, exhibiting specimens of
their treatment for construction and joinery work.
We here notice sash-frames, four-panel doois,
and various kinds of joinery subjected to this treat-
ment—a non-fiammable solution injected into th ,

substance of the wood by hydraulic pressure. To
prove the non-flammable qualities, chips from
pine and other wood so treated are subjected to a
strong gas-jet, but without injury. There are
samples of doors, balusters, handrails that hn\c
been treated by the solution, and which sustain
the most perfect polish. We refer the reader to
the report of fire-tests on the match - boiu-ded
partitions, one of ordinai-y deal piiinted w-ith oil,

the other of " non-flammable " deal, painted with
"non-flammable" paint, by this company, pub-
lished by the British Fire Prei-ention Committee.
Of the first everything was consumed in forty-ti ve
minutes

: the partition treated with the non-
flamm.ablc paint resisted the process of destruc-
tion, and when the chamber was entered the
furniture, curtain, and other combustible mate-
rials -were unaffected. The report .shows how the
hut -with the non-flammable wood partition was
constructed vdih 2in. Tiy :«ii. studs and match-
boai-ded, and the furniture, all of yeUov/ deal,
and treated by the non-flammable process.

Id Row A (13) we see several important speci-
mens sent by Banks's Fireproof Consti-uction
Syndicate, Ltd., City Bank Buildings, 7)a,
Queen Victoria-street,' E.C. Amongst these is

Banks's patent fireproof floor. The tiuor is

of concrete, with steel joists lift, to 4ft. apart,
and over these are steel hanging - straps,
which support ceiling-bars, carrying the metal
lathing and plaster, thus giving a suspended
ceiling with space between it and floor for venti-
lation. Other specimens exhibit suspended ceil-
ing under- wood joists and Banks's fii-eproof par-
tition, constructed of -; standards and helical
lathing. This helical lathing being con-ugated,
and fixed to standards by wire, makes a very
rigid pra-tition of small thickness. Other appli-
cations of this invention are seen in a coi-nice
bracketing sunounding steel gii-ders, and pro-
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tec'<ion-ca>iMg> for coliunns and btaTiuhious—

a

purpose for which Banks's helical mctiil lathing is

admii-alily adaptitl and laif^ely used. We also see
it used as an inilosure for lifts and staircases.

Tn the Fire Prevention Section. Uobbs, Hart,
and Co., Ltd.. -Vrlington -street, Islington,
have an exhibit of much interest to all

architects, kinkcrs, and owners of valuable
property. 'ITic specimens are mainly such of
their manufactures as are embraced under the
Fire Prevention Section, llessi-s. Hobbs, Hart,
and Co. are well known to all architects as the
patentees and constructors of strong-room and
party-wall dooi-s, bullion-vault and muniment
rooms ; and their keyed, rebated, party-wall
doors and self-closing party-wall doors and tire-

resisting .safes are imixirtant exhibits. We also

notice their cone ventilators for strong rooms—

a

very u-seful appliance.

In the Fire Prevention Section, G. .V. Williams
and Son, of 21, t^ueen's-road, Hayswater, ex-

hibit various specialities in the way of blinds

for windows, outside and inside. The Williams
fire-blind is a well-deN-ised protection against

the spread of fire in narrow streets. It is

Well known that fire spreads rapidly through the
windows of hou.srs which become broken by the
heat and flames : but by using Williams's fire-

prevention blinds, which arc available without
opening the windows, and can be brought into use
in two or three seconds, having an automatic base
attachment, so that the flames cannot be drawTi

behindtheblind—thisis imposisible. This fire-blind

has been tested severely on several occiisions—in

one inst.ance a fierce tire not being al)le to penetrate
through the window. The British Fire Protec-
tion Committee also report a test where the
window was screened from the Haines by a rolling

fire-blind, the fire reaching 1,600° Fahr., and en-
dured half an hour's test. Sk3-lighls and doorways
can .also be protected. Specimens of the ordinary
rolling blinds treated for the prevention of fire

;

also iin outside blind or sun-shade an-anged thai

when not in use it is out of sight, and does not
require a casing, may be seen. !

The British I'ralite Company of Higham. near
Rochester, have a large wooden hut in centre of
large hall lined with uralite slabs 14in. square
inside and out, and roofed with red m-alite tiles,

all set diamondwise. We have so recently
alluded to the merits and qualities of uralite as a
natcrial both as a non-conductor of heat and
fold, as fire -resisting, and of extreme value as a
substitute for matchboarding, ceilings, roofing,
.and for easing giidei-s and iron columns, and as
applicable to various other decorative purposes in '

railway carriages, interiors, balcony fronts, and
box partitions for theatres, that we must refer oiu-

reader to the Bi'iluixg News of JIarch 29,
page 429. The two-roomed hut shows a few of
the more obvious applications of this useful
material, and is well worth the attention of all

architects and others to the exhilrition, especially
the doors and other woodwork veneered ^^^th
uralite.

In the Fire Prevention Section may be seen
numerous specimens of all sizes and weights of
the Xew Exjianded Sletal C!ompanv's productions,
whose address is :i9. Upper Tliames -street,
London, E.C. The exjjanded metal is iu)w so
favourably known by all architects that it is

needless to refer here to the many important
applications of it to building that arc made. We
see here steel channel arches for exi)anded-metal
concrete floors : bars, clijis, and hangers for
carrying snsj)ende(l ceilings, exi)anded metal

;

sections of floors, full size, showing ho%v it can be
applied to different floors ; besides buildere'
screens, fences, ti-ee-guards, gates, and other uses
to which the expanded metal can be put. (^f
particular interest to the architect are the speci-
mens of flooring in the hall occupied by the
British Firt! Prevention Committee. Here we
see a floor of rolled steel joists treated with
the expaTuled melal. arched steel channels for
arched ceilings ])artially concreted, so as to show '

the method of centring: also the fircproofing of'
girdei-s and coluums, coves, &c., with the metal. 1

Here the architect and builder will find all they
I

want, and the drawings and photographs ex-
hibitcd rei>rcsent the development of this mode
of jirotecting floors, girders, columns, ;md
other parts from fire, and the nimicrous ways !

the ex])andiil metal can be used in construction.
'I'he

1 atcntcil solid ]iarlilion of pl.usler, 2in. thick,
\

with an expanded metal core in the centre, is a ',

valuable a|)|.lication, and can be constructed bv
means of imtented "extension studs," jdaciMl
temporarily to maintain the expanded metal in

position and the rough door-frames. We refer

our readere to the Company's special sheet, and
to the specimens exhibited in this department.

Here will be seen the very ingenious patented

!

'• extension studs," that can bo lengthened

and adjusted to the levels of floor and ceil-

ing, so that the metal can be cut to the

proper length and be secured in the proper

position till the plaster is applied ; also a flat

and arched floor showing the application of the

'•expanded" metal, a section of cross walls,

showing the expanded metal used at the inter-

section of four cross-walls for a granary, imbedded

in cement concrete, each wall being finished Gin.

;
thick.

At Stand No. 28, Fire Prevention Section, the

Crittall Jlanufactiuing Co., Manor Works,
Braintrec, Essex, show a variety of their

excellent casements, including their well-

known "Safety" reversible casement, which
faeilitatCE cleaning and prevents accidents.

Various sashes made by the company for

warehouses, stables, and for other ornamental

uses, are worth notice. The example shown
of ornamental circular-headed and channel-

framed sashes, 13ft. by 10ft., made for the

JIarshall-street Electric Light Station, is a special

feature ; it contains seven centre-smnging vents,

operated by one set of screw gearing. Another
exhibit of interest to the profession is a special

side-hung firepreof door, precisely similar to one
tested by the British Fire Prevention Committee
(see their report). The sliding wTought-u-on
door, hung on improved frictionkss rollers, and
closing into a small channel fi'ame which seals

the opening, deserves notice. In addition to

these we find samples of the company's fittings,

sections, and methods of jointing, and numerous
photographs of their specialities. The scrolled

work of wrought iron and leaf-work under the
stall is also a noticeable example of execution.

Messrs. Potter and Co., Ltd., 109, Victoria-
street, are exhibitors in the Fire- Prevention
Section of concrete floors and slabs, showing
ornamental ceUings ; <and also their concrete
linttls, with tension-rods imbedded—a form of

lintel of much strength and value.

The Fireproof Plato WaU Co., Ltd. (No. 17),

show slabs used for partitions.

The Columbian Fircproofing Co., Ltd. (No. .3),

has a large stand, showing a 15ft. span section of

panelled construction on their system (previously

described in our pages), several sections of

columns, stanchions, &c., incased with concrete,
showing the mode of casing adopted, with speci-
mens of bars and stiiTups. They also exhibit a

section of floor as constructed for the test of the
British Fire Prevention Committee.
In Row F, stand 115, may be seen a new

labour-saving winch of considerable value to

builders and contractors, patented by Mr. Joseph
Fishbm-n of High Wycombe, clerk of works to

Hughenden JIanor, where extensive additions are
being made. This winch h.as been in operation
at the works, and we have the evidence of prac-
tical men of its great value in lifting and lower-
ing materials and goods with the greatest ease
and safety. By its use ordinary wheelbarrows,
hand-barrows, baskets, buckets, iScc, loaded, can
be lifted, and the empty ones lowered at a great
saving of labour. Thus barrow-loads of bricks
and mortar, or other material, can be hoisted or
lowered with safety and expedition, the loads
ascending while the empty receptacles descend to
be refilled, the winch being managed by two
labourei's. The winch is on view lifting and
lowering to and from a height of 30ft. goods in
bulk, building matiaials, for excavators, brick-
layers, raa,sons, tilers, painters, &c. Fishbum's
labour-saving winches will become a boon, as the
hod and hod-earriers are not riiquired, and the
ladders are reserved only for workmen. In this

way a p;irty of bricklayers at work on a scaffold

are fully supiilii'd with their materials, and the
economy of time and labour insured is con-
sideralde.

Mr. Mark (iintry, of Siblc Hcdingham, Essex,
has a most interesting exhibition of high-class
red facings and ornamental briilisin Row E (10.7).

AVe have here a uni(|ue collection of red bricks of

a quality and description that will satisfy the most
exacting archit^:ct. The (U-namental bricks have
all the appearance of " carved bricks," so mimh
seen in old brii'k buildings. Mr. Ocnti-y has
reaeh(!d perfection in the attainment of uniform
colour, liy which n\eans he can insure in a large
relief design, as that of a cornucojiia, made in
several blocks of peri'ect uniformity of colour
throughoiit, whiili is si-ldoin pr)ssilile. The

patterns cast and moulded are in high relief, and
sharp in the " undercut " portions. Amongstother
exhibits we must notice the excellent bricks of deep
red colom", dark orange hand-made facings, hand-
pressed facings, red rubbers made in various
shapes, moidded bricks, chimney-pots, bricks
suitable for coraices and moulded work, all sand-
faced, and some capital arch bricks, made of large
size for gauged work.
The large stand, Row C 67, occupied by the

British Luxfer Prism Sradicate, Ltd., of 18,
HiU-street, Finsbmy, is of particular interest to
all architects and builders, as exhibiting the many
important si>ecialities they have produced fcir

the introduction of natural light into dark
interiors and basements, well known to most of
our readers. We see in this instructive stand,
si^ecimens of the Syndicates' window prisms to

take the place of ordinary glass. The " Luxfer,"
or light-carrying prism, is made in some 200
varieties. Each prism is of white crystal

glass 4in. square, one side plain, the other cor-

rugated like the teeth of a saw, and these ir-

regularities refract or bend the rays of light

which pass thr-ough the glass. We refer the

reader to our pre%-ious description of the prism.

These are united in sheets by the process

of electro - glazing, and many specimens are

exhibited showing the wonderful solidity and
strength of the sheets, which exceed the

strength of plate glass. Their fire-resisting

qualities, to which we have before alluded,

are proved by the specimens of prism plates,

showing theii' condition before and after

testing, and prove their superiority to all

ordinary systen\s of ordinary glazing. Several

of the prism plates have ornamental borders. The
numerous applications to lighting of buildings are

shown by the S}*ndicate, who can deflect the light

to any part of a room, the floor, or walls. For
ornamental purposes, art glass panels, screens,

and many other uses, the Luxfer prism is

admirably adapted, and in the " Luxfer " rolled

prismatic glass the principle is applied in a cheap^

form for factory windows, basements, and othee

purposes. The application of the electro-coppet-

glazing process maj- be said to revolutionise the

lead-glazing system ; several ornamental speci-

mens are exhibited of this speciality, showing its

greater strength and neatness. 'The pavement
lights are also worth inspection. ,:

The British Compo-board Co., 18, Roscoe-

street. Golden-lane, E.C, and Sweden, have in

Bay 10a displaj- of their valuable invention, one of

considerable use to the builder and architect as a

substitute for lath-and-plaster for roofs, ceilings,

partitions, and other purposes. It is an im-

proved wood or a composite structure, its basis

consisting of a varied course of slats of well-

seasoned and cai'efully-selected wood, each Iin.

wide and -/Isin. thick, cut perfectly plane, true,

and cemented together, edge to edge, with a fire-

proof substance which forms also the adhesive for

the densely-compressed pulp boards which cover

the wood slats on each side. By great pressiav

the materials are compacted together. It can In:

sa'rni, nailed, sci-ewed, and glued like wood, and

presents perfectly true and smooth surfaces, non-

absorbent, fire-resisting, and non-conductive

of sound and heat. For these purposes compo-

board has been largely adopted by the National

Telephone Company in their telephone cabinets,

and by the London School Board and other

educational authorities for lath and plaster. Foj

ceilings it is especiaU\- valuable, as it will not crack,

or fall like plaster, also lor schools, board-rooms,

warehouses, i'c, and it can be papered, dis-

tempered, and can be finished with decoration, tt

is made in any length up to 18ft., and is 4ft.

wide, and, if filleted over the joints every 4ft.,

makes a capital ceiling. It can also be cut and
used for panels in dadoes and for ornamental ceil-

ing. For walls it is an excellent sulistitute, and

q\iite as cheap as lath-and-plaster, and for parti- 1

tions between rooms can be made thin and non-

conductive of sound, lice. Compo-board is also

admirably adapted for the interior lining of iron

and wood buildings instead of matchboarding,

which is not satisfactory for many obvious

rea.sons. It has all the appearance of a plastered

surface, and for the angles of internal dormers.

or for any .shaped parts, it has great advantages.

It admits of much variety of decorative treatnicnl

by iilanling mo\ddings. The erections in theiuaii;

hall .show how compo-board can be used unc.

decorated, and the extreme neatness and smooth-
ness of the surfaces of partitions and walls.

.lohn Knowles and Co.. 3S, King's-road, SI

Pancras, N.W., and Burton-on-Trent, exhibi
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and
'

in various tlosigTis and coloui-!-

anil intomallv. The ceilin;

airanuenu'nt of the opalite, is very effective

tlie har.l jiolished and o]ialcscent appearance of

t)K> material has a decorative value that must be

seen to he admired.

WalterJ. IVaroe, Ltd.,M:mchester(RowA)have

heavv"ram it is not likely to get stopped up ; the
j a very notable erection of timber in the form of a

•water-surface is small, so" there is less evaporation
!
pyramidal tower, in which are displayed some very

and danger of unsealing, and it can be easily : beautiful examples of stained-glass windows and

cleaned, ''and there is an inspection-arm—all i U-aded mosaic glass of various designs. A frieze

ndvantages over the common t\-i)es of gully. The
\
panel on one side is a very tolling landscape

"Aciuarius" washdown closet '^' --•'•' '^^^ ,» , , ,
ii_

.,
i„,i

I low C) a variety of improved sanitary fittings,

imludin^ their well-known patent •• Aiiti-\ ap
"

-t r. it siully , for extreme drought or niin-stonns—

a

a. -idrratum—made in three sizes, l-5in. to ISin.

.Iiinieter and 3ft. to 4ft. deep, which gives a

I- 11 wellforidl sediment, requiring not so frequent

.leaning out ; the outlet is high, so that during

cts and

with outlet that

an lie tiu-ncd in any direction, is a capital appa-

ratus as shown. The joint of closet to trap is

made in the simplest way, by pouring in liquid

I riiirnt into the annular groove, which makes a

V. rv tight joint, and the joint is below the trap

lr\rl, and is therefore sound. We see also the

••Wyvurst" p,-itent channel junctions, inlets.

without paint. The circular _ .

star-like desiun is silso effective, and the side

leaded lights" and panels are very nice in colour

and exec\ition.

Walter E. JIason, Ilorwich, Lancashire, has a

large stand (RowD) in hall filled with sanitary ware

both externally 1

stoneware, worth inspection by all arehite

an ornamental
\
builders.

. . _ ,, ,

8. and E. Collier, Reading, in Row L, have an

interesting exhibit of red rooting and wall tiles of

superior quality, hand-made and sand-faced, a

variety of red
" terracotta work, including an

entrance doorwav, ridgc-liles. iinials, &c., which

cannot fail to be' noticed, near the entrance end of

hall.
, „

The St. Pancras Ironwork Co., St. Pancras-

road, has a large stand with a miscellaneous

collection of their manufactures, including spiral

staircases, pavement lights, patent stable iind

other fittings and specialities in paving, draining,

well known to the pro-

effect, broadly treated in Vitremure mosaic glass,

leaded, representiiig a >--, wootoJ. bankM-e. ,

^^^ ^.^„j.,,,^„,,_ ^,,,, „,,
eeiiin„ panei oi

j^^^j^^_ ,yy^^^^ ,^,,,Q ,.isit the show will, ot

course, not fail to notice this stand.

We have so lately described the new metallic

ic.,' for inspcction-chambei-s," admirably clean' of asuperior fireclay. We especially drawtheatten

and well made, and v:mous intercepting di-ain-
: tion of architects and others to the very excellent

traps. . The "Vitrifine" stoneware sinks and ' corbel lavatories, these being supported on lire-

other a:oods are well worth notice. Specimens of elav corbels fixed into the wall. The "Ruby
( allender's Pure Bitumen Dampcourse, so highly

|

p;iiV of lavatories, two together, are elegantly

appreciated for its resistance to moistui-e. pressm-e,
j

shaped to s:ivo room. One lavatory has the basin

and temperature, are also shown. I resting on legs, nickel-plated, and has an imita

The Ratner Safe Co.. Ltd., Ratner Safe Works,

M. Jloorgate-street, in Bay 9, exhibit various

-amplcs of tire-resisting and biuglar-proof safes. A
-lireialfcatm-eatthisstandisasaferecentlyopened I

are_ used. "V\ e

1 V burglars at a post-office by the aid of oxyhydro-
:

pedestal basin,

gen gas. The company has replaced it by one of the
" Twelvc-comer-bent " safes, which is invulner-

able to such attacks. These steel safes are un-

questionably a vast improvement. The Ratner

"Twelve-comer-bent" solid steel safes arejoint-

Icss at the twelve cornei-s. and the improvement is

effected by bending and flanging the bodies of the

safe. The top. bottom, and sides ai-e formed of a

plate of steel bent at the eoi-nei-s, and the back and

front edges an> bent or flanged inwards, and the

bolts at front and back shoot behind these flanges.

The great merit of this safe is that it does not

depend upon screws and rivets, but simply upon

the bent plate. The Admiralty and War Ofiice

have recently ordered several hundreds of safes of

this firm.

F. llcXeillandCo., Lamb's Buildings, Bunhill-

row, have on A-iew, Row 1> (92), specimens of their

well-knownasphalted roofing-felt forexterior roof-

ing, inodorous .and sarking felt for liningroofs under

slates, tiles, and metals, andforUning con-iigated-

iron buildings—a veiy necessary precaution. For

deadening floors and partitions the di-y-hair felts

are good non-conducting substances ; and for

protecting water-pipes from frost, as well as a

material for covering steam-pipes and boilei-s,

these dry-hair felts are invaluable. Then we see

the excellent and cheap form of damp-proof course

in the shape of fibrous asphalte, and the patent

metal asphalte—a perfect damp-proof course.

McNeill and Co."s slag-wool or silicate-cotton

fireproofing preparations are well known ; and we
see the slag-wool made up in slabs and in com-
bination with fibrous pla.ster for various pm-poses

in building, pipe covering, covering girders,

deadening sound, &e. The sectional models

showing the manner the floors, ceilings, parti-

tions, and walls are lined with these materials

are very illustrative and instructive.

Aspinall's Enamel, Ltd., New Cross, London,

tion marble back with miiTor. Then there is

range of two vegetable sinks and lavatory com-

bined made of glazed fireclay, but no lead glazes

also notice a very convenient

jval in shape, all of the same

a hexagonal urinal, the " Diamond," with

a centre vase of imitation marble fed by automatic

aiTangement as a fountain, a veiy economical and

handsome an-angement ; a siphonic closet with

.5Mn. water seal that cannot be siphoned out, and

a'large water area ; also a useful hospital sink for

cleansing bed-pans ; several baths and closets of

the same white glazed fireclay of a superior

quality. This stand wiU repay the attention of

all architects and sanitarj- experts.

B. Ward and Co., Ltd., Parliament-street,

S.W., Row E (113), concrete and mo.s;uc

specialists, hare a large stand, in which they

display many kinds of concrete and mosaic

manufactures". As projirietors of Charteris and

Longlev's wood-block flooring, they exhibit

some very effective examples of an ornamental

kind, in "which jan-ah, maple, and other hard and

coloiu-ed woods are introduced. Also Ward's

patent stone leaded steps with mosaic finish, and

several other samples of granite concrete, ai-titicial

stone, kc.

Joseph Cliff and Sons, of Baltic \\ harf

,

Waterloo Bridge, have a large and veiy com-

prehensive show of their white moulded and

brown salt-glazed goods, sinks, lavatories. Im-

perial porcelain baths, and sanitary ware. A
terracotta archway foi-ms an onnamental feature

their stand near the entrance to^ the hall,

tawny
to

decorations introduced by B. DeUagana and Co.,

Ltd., of 11, Shoe-lane, that it is not required ot

us now to particularise ; but we hope all archi-

tects and decorative artists will ^^sit the stan<l of

this compmv. Row C (7-t) and see for themselves

the beautiful reproductions in copper and other

metals of the most delicate ornamentation of

repou-ssc, high relief panels, and other modelled

art works that can be reproduced by this method

of electrode position.

The Veronese Perfected '-Gj-psite {^o. 63),,

Row C, exhibited by Veronese, Ltd., New King's-

road, Fulham. and Norfolk-stres^t, Strand, is

exhibited in a highly oi-namented structure.

This fibrous material "is very effective in the

sharpness of embossed oniament, and the ceiling

and walls show very richly embossed designs.

The material is light and easily fixed, and can be

used for high-relief coraices, fi-iezes, ceilings, &c.

Messrs. Ewai-t and Son, 346, Euston-road, have

a large stand in Row C, in which they exhibit

their "Lightning" Geysers for gas, oil. or fuel.

For obtaining a hot bath almost immediately

these geysers have a wide reputation, and we

here may see the " Surprise," the "Acme, the

"Lightning,'" and other special makes,- and

select the one most suited to our purpose.

George Jennings show several of their excel-

lent closets and lavatories, a model bathroom de

Luxe, replete with fittings and water closets.

ITie valuable and decorative pamt known as

" Ripolin " is exhibited in a handsomely fitted up

stand—Bay 3—in the Great HaU, where we sec the

beautiful and pure white in the pilasters and door-

framing with red panels. The architect will do

well to pay a visit to Ripolin and note its variety

of shades, a paint wliich is ready for use and

requires no varnish. FuU piU'ticulars can be

obtained at no. Fenchurch-slreet.

P:ilmer's patent wire - supported iravelling

Cradle, 2iO, Westminster Bridge-road, is ex-

hibited in Bay 2, and can be seen in working order.

It is a simple and s:ife means of reaching aU work

where staging and ladders are necessarj-, and the

We have alreadywhich is a good specimen of Cliff's '^"">
i ^^adle can be" fixed anywhere.

ten-aeotta and its use m constraction to arches,
j j^gpj,;,^^^ jjs value as a safety means of painting

and pointing buildings. The London County

Council invariably use it on their public works.

^.E., have a unique little viUa (Row D)
erected, showing the application of their sanitary

wa.shable " Wapicti " for interior decoration, and
for chui'ches, schools, asylums, halls, and other

buildings. It entirely supersedes flatted oil

paint. Here we see the interior of two rooms,,, — ^ . um -t

with waUs, dadoes, and friezes decorated with fiUl-size example will be instructive, and exhibits

enamel in various colours and shades. Werecom- the advantages of the semitubular tiles both as a

mend all architects, builders, and decoratoi-s to
|

centre for the concrete and as a mode of protect

visit this stall, which is situated near the upper ; ing the lower flanges of the rolled joists

end of the hall.

The glazed bricks, white and brown salt-glazed

n-oods, fireclay lavatories and closets, are worth

examination. "We notice an example of Tillman's

patent partition brick, which makes a very thin

but excellent partition between dressing-boxes,

slipper-baths, lavatories, ic, and Shoppeo's

patent dovetailed bricks for vaulting and facing

concrete walls, &c.—both important building

specialities.

JIark Fawcett and Co.. of 50, Queen .\njie s-

gate, S.W., have at the side of hall a fuU-size

model of their fireproof and ventilating flooring

system, showing the roUed flanged joists, about

2"ft. apart, and their patented tubular lintels

placed in position on the lower flanges. This

J. Austin and Sons, Ltd., Row A (16) exhibit a

case of their superior patent flax sash-lines, of

which they make 10 qualities. TTiis old and weU-
establishcd firm do a large and increasing trade in

sash-lines and cords for window-blinds, Venetians,

windows, for pictures, and other uses. They also

make halyard and log lines in large quantities.

The stand is well worth the inspection of all

The
i

collection also includes the patent "Fawcett"

woodblock floor, the eonsti-uctive features of which
j

are the steel tongues, which run through and

connect the comers of the blocks, giving them

great rigidity and strength. Several specimens

are on view, as well as photographs of buildings

in this country and America where the company's

specialities have Ijeen successfully introduced.

We have lately referred to the merits and advan

OBITUARY.

Mr. Henry Wii.lum Bull, the princiiial

member of the well-known fimi of builders and

contractors, who built the Strand Royal Court-

of Justice, died at Southampton on Monday last.

He was the eldest of the three sons of the late

Jlr Jo.seph Bull, of Southampton, contractor,

who died in 1SB7, .shortly after taking his sons

into partnership. Mr. H. W. Bull, whose decease

we have to record, commenced life by ser\nng his

articles to an architect, and afterwards joined his

fatherand brothers. Among the buildings earned

out by his firm may be mentioned the Ports-

mouth Riilway Station, the West London District

Schools, and 'many post-offices, barracks, gas-

works, churches, and chapels in aU parts of the

country. We g-ave Mr. Bull's portrait together

with that of his brother, Mr. Edward C .
BuU, in

oiu' issue of June 13, 1890.

The Skiptou Rural District Council on Saturday

decided to adopt the recommeudatiou of the sani-

architeets"aud builders"."" Their ii^perifil patent , tages of the "Fawcett" floor, which has been taiy committeethat the sewerage soiiemes for t^arle-

bUnd-lines are verv superior to anything we have ' largely used in many Government buildings, and ton, Conouley, Cowling, Grassmgton, tammii, an

seen. Their trade mark is an " Anchor." , in cases where the best material and workmanship ,
Salterforth shoukll.e pushed toiwaid.

The Natitjnal ( Ipalite Glazed Brick and Tile are required, cannot be beaten.
,

At the meeting of the Aberdeen Ecclesiological

STOdicate, Ltd., London Concessionaire W. Candy and Co., Ltd., Queen Victoria-street, in Society on Friday, Dr. Cooper read notes on Kmioss

Giiffiths, of 39, Hamilton House, Bishops- Row E,"havearaisceUaneous stand of their gi-anite Abbey, the work of presqrviiigwiuch, tie mermon^^

gate-street. Without exhibits an cm.ameiit.al ^trifled paving bricks, buff terracotta facing wasnow bemgcamed out by the Kev.J. J. uunoar.

structure, in which jpalite glazing is applied bricks, enameUedand coloured bricks, and sanitary ot Seapark, Fon-es, the proprieui
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Builiiing {nttllistncc.

CniCHE.sTF.H.—The Arthbishop of Canterbury

Ji'dicatcd on Tuesday the north-west tower of

tlie cathedral, which h.is been rebuilt at a cost of

ju.st over £8,000. Ko authentic records are in

exbitence as to the exact circumstances in which
the old tower fell ; but the disaster is supposed to

hive happened about the year 1G34, the cause

most probably being the defective nature of the

foundations. When a fund was started a few

yei>i-s since for the general restoration of the

c.ifhedral the executive committee found Ih.it,

owing to the in.security of the west bay of the

nave vault, the rebuilding of the north-wcsl

tower was the work whic h most demanded atten -

tion. The late Mr. J. L. Peai-son, R.A., pre-

piucd a design for the rebuilding of the tower,

which, subject to certain modifications, was

ultimately adopted. The south side of the tower,

forming part of the nave of the cathedral, was
intact, although the arches of the triforium and
clerestory stages were walled up. All that re-

mained was to c-irry the same design round the

tlire<' remaining sides ; but there was a good deal

of controversy as to the character of the exterior

of Iho building before a satisfactory agreement

w.as arrived at. Messrs. Luscombe and Son, of

Exeter, were given the contract for the work,

which was carried out in sections, the money for

each section being first obtained in subscriptions

b<:fore the next stage w.as proceeded with. Mr.
FVank I'earson succeeded to the duties of nrclii-

tect on the death of his father. The new tower,

which resembles in its general character the

south-west tower, is about .34ft. square over all,

and from floor to ceiling, a height of nesirly

100ft., is open to the cathedral. The work has

occupied about 'ij jears.—On leaving the cathe-

dral the archbishop proceeded to the Bishop Otter

Memorial L'ollege, an institution for the training

of young women, daughters of poor chugy, pro-

fessional men, and others in the work necessary

to equip them for elementary schoolmistresses.

There Dr. Temple dedicated ft new wing, recently

completed iit a cost of nearly £4,000. The college

has made great progress in recent years, and now
affords accommodation for 80 students.

IjIVEUI'Ool. —The Local GoAcrnment Board
have forwarded their s.mction to the borrowing by
the City Council of t.T'>..'i00, to be expended under
I'arl III. of the Hou.sing of the Working C'lasses

Act, 1890, and at Wednesday's meeting the city

council decided on the recommendation of the

Housing Committee that the sum be placed at

their dispos:il for the- purchase of additional land
and the erection of labourers' dwellings in Arley-
street, Kcw-street, Newaham-street, Clive-street,

and Shelley-street. It was also agreed that the
Local Govenmient Board be asked for sanction

to the borrowing of a further £42,.'i00 for the
jiurpose of carrying out a housing scheme, under
the provisions of the Public Health Acts and the
Housing of the Working Classes Act, 1890, upon
Innd in Bispham-street, Henry Edward-sti-eet,

Adlington -street, and Lace-street.

NoRWir-H. — The foundation - .stone of the
Jonathan Scott Primitive Methodist Memorial
Chapel was laid in Thorpe-road last week. The
entire sehc^me includes the erection of a ehapel to

seat 600, with vestries, an institute at the rear
accommodating 100 per.sons, and a Sundav-school
by the side for 600 children. The siteco.st £1 ,000,
.and to complete the scheme will involve the
o>ii>enditure of another £7,000 or £8,000. At
present, however, it is intended to build the
chai)el and the institute only, and the contract
for this has been let at about £4,000. The chapel
is Gothic in design, with a spire, an open porch,
and granite columns in front. T'he exterior will
ho faced with red brickwork, relieved by stone or
white Cossoy ware. The interior will he of
pilch-pine. There will be gallerii's all ro\ind,
approached by four staircases, and the seats in
the body of the building will radiate. An organ
loll will Ije built in the apse, and a singers' gallery
will be attached. Mr. A. F. Scott, son of the
late Mr. .lonathan .Scott, is the architect, and the
work is being carried out by Messrs. iScarles Bros.,
of Norwich.

Pakinton-.—New sliibles have just been coni-
j.leled for Mr. W.ashington Singer at Steartfield
Hoii.se. from designs by Messrs. Hridgnian and
Kridffninn, architects, of Paignton. They are
built in crftiim-colored Kingsleignton brick,
roofed in with Bangor slating, created off with

blue Staffoi-dshire ridging. 'Hie entrance is

placed in the central yard, with circular flanking

walls, coped with Portland stone, to which are

hung a massive pair of teak gates. On the south

side within the g:vtes are placed the loose boxes,

live in number. ITiese boxes are lined around

their lower portions with a dado of 2in. elm

planking and Oregon cai)pings. The stable con-

sists of six staUs, fitted with Musgrav(!'s fitmerit*,

and pitch-pine board between the divisions. The

stable is lined above the horses' heacb with green

fresco tile of a non -reflective kind, and lirown

glazed tile capping, and it is ventilated with two

liirge Boyle air-pump ventilators. Above the

stable—which has a double ceiling of slag-wool—

arc the lads' rooms. In the centre of the block

are placed the harness, deaning, and mess rooms,

the whole lighted by electric light. On the

opposite side of the yard are placed the coach-

house and gig stalls, 100ft. long, all fitted with

revolving shuttei-s. The head groom's quarters

are placed over the centre workrooms, w-ith a

separate entrance to the drive on north side. A
clock tuiret dominates thi^ group of buildings.

The covered part of the yard is paved with

granolithic paving, and the open space with

asphalted macadam. Messrs. Smith and Son,

Bury St. Edmunds, did the iron roofing and hot-

water work, the estate workmen carried out the

electric light work, and Messrs. Dart and Pollard,

of llidvale works, were the buUding contractors,

St. Alhans.—A new board school has just been

built in the Old London-road to serve the'growing

Priory Park district. It provides at present

accommodatiim for 200 boys, but wiU hereafter

be extended. There is a schoolroom for 100,

hereafter to be divided by a sliding partition,

into two classrooms, each for '>0
;
and two other

classrooms, each seating ''0 boys. The precaution

has been taken to build the lobbies, cloakrooms,

&c., of the size that will be required^ for 300

scholars. The waUs are of local red bricks, and

the roofs are covered with Woburn red tUes, The
floors in the passages are of Stuart's granolithic,

and the rest of the floors are of pitch-pine blocks,

of Duffy's Acme, D quality, laid herringbone

fashion in comjiosition on a concrete bed. The
heating is by Shorland's stoves. Fresh air is

brought into the backs of the hearths in stone-

ware pijjes, and the warm air is passed into the

rooms alxjut 8ft. from the floor level. The archi-

tects are Messrs. Clarkson Bros., of St, Albans

and London, and the builders Messrs, Whiteley

and Jervis, of Alma-road, St. Albans, Mr. H.
Tanner having been the clerk of works. The
formal opening of the schools, which cost £2,800,

took place on Monday.

SiDCCP.—The Greenwich Guardians have pur-

chased a site .at Sidcup, and the foundation-stone

of the new homes was laid by the chairman of the

board last Wednesday week. The site embraces

60 acres of park land, and accommodation is to be

provided for .')24 <hildren, 224 boys in homes for

.•iO each, with one pair of cottages, and 300 girls

and infants in semi-detached cottages, to accom-

modate IT) each, with pairs of probationary

cottages at the boys' and girls' entrances. Placed

on a central line dividing the boys' side from the

girls are an isolation infiraiary for 28 beds, with

nurses' (]uarters, laundry block, with baking

and engine house, swimming-bath (6Sft. by

2.')ft.), and gymnasium. A large house existing

on the site is'to be adapted as the administrative

block. The buildings will be faced with Tun-
bridge Wells red bricks and covered with tiles.

The architect is Mr. Thomas Dinwiddv,
F.R.I.B.A,, F.S.I. The tender accepted, as

previously reported in our pages, is that of Mr.
Thos. Powbotham, of Birmingham, at £107,777,

the architect's estimate being £108, .'iOO.

SwiNOON,—A new Primitive Methodist Church
has been recently opened in Rodbournc-road,

jiioviding accommodation for 400 [lersons, .and

new class-rooms erccteil, the old {-hajiel being

utilised for schoolroom. The building, which is

Gothic in style, has been built with red pressed

bricks for face and Bath stone dreasings, and
covered with blue slates. There is a largo oric'l

window in front gable. The interior is seated in

pitch-pini^ and the rostrum and roof principals

are also of Ibis material. The windows are filh^d

with .stained glass. Mr. R. .1. Leighfield, of

Swindon, was the builder, the contract being

fil,!.')!, and the architects were Messrs. William

Di-ew, M.S. A., and Sons, of Swindon.

Woonuiis, BrcKs.—During the last two years

the interior of the parish church has been
beautified by several valuable gifts. In 1899

Miss E. M. Du Pre placed in the church a

chancel screen of carved and painted wood, from

the design of Mr, J, N, Comper. In 1900 Mr,-,.

Bagnell erected a foUated cross and two figures of

seraphim uj>on the screen, also the design cif

Mr, Conipta-, and in addition provided a sidi-

screen tor separating the nave of the church from

the old side chapel, now used as a vestry. In tin

same year the parishioners subscribed about EoTii

in ortier to replace the former choir seats with

oak ones. The whole church was distempered,

a new heating apparatus provided, and the roof

and walls repaired. This year Mrs, (iilljey ami

her daughters presented a reredos (completi^d with

side panelling) to the church, 'Fhe reredos w,is

designed by Mr. W. D. C'aroe, and is of carvr^I

wood, gilded, and representing the entombment
of our Lord, together with figures of the Evange-

lists and SS. Peter and Paid. The Annunciation

is also .shown in the work. This gift finishes the

internal restoi-ation. The screens are the work of

Messi-s. SlcCullough (Kennington) and Mr.

Bernard .Smith, who was responsible for the

painting. Messrs. Hitch, of ^'.auxhall, made
and decorated the reredos, and Mr. Herbert Read,

of Exeter, designed and made the clergy and

choir seats.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

BiusTOL Society of Architects.—The annual

general meeting of this .society was held at the

Fine Arts Academy, Q,ueen's-road, Clifton, on
Monday lost, Mr. G. H. Oatley, vice-president,

in the chair. The scrutineera for the conduct of

the election reported to the meeting that Mr.

Frank Wills had been elected president, Messrs.

W. L. Bernard and G. H. Oatley, \ice-presidents,

and the hon. .sec., Mr. H. Dare Bryan, was

unanimously re-elected. The following gentlemen

were the members of the new council :—Mes,srs.

Ija Trobe, Nicholson. Silcock (Bath), Skinner,

Joseph Wood, and J. Foster Wood ; and Messrs,

(ireen (Bath) and J, Cyril Thomp,son as.sociate

members of council. The annual report and

balance-sheet presented by the councU were, upon

the motiin of the chairman, seconded by Mr.

J. Cyril Thompson, taken as re id, and adopte<l.

EmNBVROH ARCHiTECTrRAL SOCIETY.—A meet-

ing of the Edinburgh Architectural Society was

held on Wednesday week in Dowell's Rooms,

Mr. A. E. Balfour Paul, president, in the chair,

when Mr. James A. Amot gave a lecture entitled,

" Notes on an Architectural Tour in Belgium."

A historical sketch referring to the rise of

Flanders, commercially and politically, and to the

effect of .Spanish rule on the country, was given,

and this was followed by a description of the

ecclesiastical and secular buildings, and domestic

work. Ri'ference was also made to the present-

day architecture in Antwerp, Bruges, Ghent,

Bnussels, and Malines. A number of limelight

illustrations were shown.

Glasoow AucniTE('TVRAL Cuaft,sme.n'sSociety.

—The last meeting of the session was held on

Friday, the r2th inst., Mr. Alex, Dance, I.M., '

in the chair, when Mr. J. Kendrick Edwards,

Belfast, read a paper entitled, " Warm-Air Heat-

ing Apparatus, and the Building Preparations

Necessitated." The lecturer, by means of \-arious

drawings, illustrated schemes of mechanical

ventilation for varied purposes and conditions,

including a system for the successful ventilating

of tenements of flats on that princi]de. Dis-

cussion followed, and on the motiim of the chair-

man, a hearty vote of thanks was accorded the

lecturer.

The question of laying out the insanitary area of

Louglands, Bradford", conceniing which the Local

Govemmeiit Board has brought pressure to bear on

the Bradford Corporation, is receivmg attention,

and the city architect has drafted a plan.

The fiiundation-stones of a Wesleyancluirch were

laid in Fore-street, Totnes, on Monday week. The

church, which will cost about £;i,000, will lie Late

Decorated m style, and will lie constructed of

Stoneycoinli lun'estone, with facade dressings of

Chudioigh liiaesli.ue, and wiudciw dres-siugs of B.ath

stoiie. The north-east angle of giible wdl have a

tower runniug u]) to a short turret. The church

ititenially will be 68ft. by 36ft., aud will be covei-d

Viy a single-sp.an roof. The jiews aud other fittings

vvill be of pitch-pine, except the iiulpit.hvhicli will he

of carved stone, Excdusive of the gallery, seating

accommodation will he provided for 318 persons.

Messrs. Bridgmaii and Uridgmau, of Torquay and

Paiguton, are tli(^ aieliitects, and Messrs. Reeves

and Sors, and Full, of Totnes, the contractors.

I
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IHE LEYSJAX MIS.*IOy HlILDtNGS. CITY KO.U),

LONIWX, E.C.

Fi'B fifte<:'n years past the work of the Leysian
Mission has be«n Mrried on with much sui'ccss in
EiTol-street, E.C, but the premises have been
>ut-r tvii. The site in City-ro.iJ, near the

'."i Trust Buildinirs, is in the centre of a
•."''**''™- ""'l though its confined and

- - nted many difficulties in
unt of uccommotlation

.- 1 . Very well adapted for the
rpoee of the scheme which has been described
Dr. Tojie as "incomparably the finest and
>t import .uit enterpris».' undertaken by the
thodist Churrh.'' The desi:;n illustrated is bv

'
'. GassrFF.R.I.B.A.. of

. in limited competition.
.V the many departments

:. mission work of a religious
r. On the lower floors arc

upliric ouii^T^ ui I nvfully-arrangcd club-rooms
: workinff nun . lads, young women and girls,

'
' - -ium and drill-hall for boys*

1 purposes. The small liaU

nty-tiv. .

1

.-.h it for ^ ; ; J
i meeting puip>.«>»rs. 'l"uese havi- separate

.'.ranees for boys and girls, approached directly
irom City-rriad. The rcof of the small-hall block,
•on the It vil of the first fioor, is formed into an

>- T, .
,

- .. hing and cjnitrt g-arden. «-ith out-
<.>ne of the most important p.xrts

is the lai^ hall for public meetings
i s.Lrvk«., which will seat 2,uOO people alto-
•.her, and is pro\-ide.i with rntrances and stair-

• ~
...

n^'minty (•o^„^.^^•5

^ '.sed for music. It
' - - - f. stepped at the

I emis. 1 ^ ives large accom-
:i, and o; - directly" with the
1. A roller »*.ri«u for lantern lectures
i ia recess over orchestra arfrh,

n is made for organ. Lighting
n the da\-time by the windows
-. mi •• •• architectural fe,»tures

lectric-lighting scheme.
is by tip-up seats.

u. accommodation for medic&l
. orchestra and choirs, retiring

. v> I.,.•;>. offices for minister, sisters,

-.vtarj-, all in convenient position for
ITie Leysian and Jlonlton House

nts are on the third and fourth floors,
.., u^nsr for I >ld Le_\-sians and the latter

- men and sttidents, 'who will
pay a moderate rharst". For

- voms, a
n hall

. -. —.- .. .; it. A
:umoa haii tor both settlements is arranged in

j
the centre of the building. Efich resident will

' have a private bed sitting-room, accommodation
,
being pn,i\-ided for 20 old Leysians and 39 in

' Moulton House. Dn the upper floor there is prv)-

vision for a small s»ttlement for lady workers,
and accoumii»lation for the missioncr, \c. ITie

kitchen and servants' quarters are at the top of the
building. Ele^atol•s and separate stairca-se aci'om-

modation is arranged fr>5m the ground floor, and
these are also connecte<l with the caretakers' rooms
in tower. On each side of the central entrance
from C'ity-r.xjd, eight shops are amngc<l, each
\vith biiseinent storage. "The first and second
floors over theshojis are formed into twenty-seven
offices, and pri'p:ired so as to be let singly or in

suites. I'he buildings have concrete floors

throughout and are practically fireproof. I'olishi'd

granite piUisters are used in the lower part, the

whole of the upper part l>eing of bright red terra-

cotta with stone used for the sills. The total

estimated expenditure is £100,000.

wrrHXELl FOLD, XE.\K CHOKLEY.

WiTHXELL is one of the pleasant residential

districts of Lancashire, within easy distance of

the great manufactviring centres. Mr. Herbert
T. Parke has just completed his residence, illus-

trated to-day, on the site of his old house. Messrs.
' Bradshawandliass, FF.K.I.B..V., of Bolton, were
the architects. The arrangements of jdans were
determined by the position of the old building.

Internally the rooms are of much interest, with
special architectural treatment of each, giving

[
them indiriduality but not sacrificing comfort.

i

Externally the house is of re<l Ruabon brick, with
Yorkshirt' stone liressings and didl red tiled nxif.

. Messrs. W. Townson and Sons, Ltd., of Bolton,

were the general contractors, and executed all the

,
carpenter and joiners' work, including the oak

I

work and special fittings : they had sub-con-
tractors for the various trades, and the work h;is

been exceptionally well done throughout.

BEL.MOXT COXGRECATIOX.VL CHAPEL.

The Belmont moors are the highest parts of the

Sloorland which surrounds Bolton-le-Moors. Hei-e

is a village the inhabitants of which are wholly
employed by Messrs. Deakin, who have large

bleachworks. The old Congregational chapel
was built at the lieginning of last centurj-, and

i the new one has now been erected mainly owing
to the liberality of Jfessrs. Deakin ; Messrs. Brad-
shaw and Gass, FF.R.I.B.A., of Bolton, being
the architects. Externally the building is of

Yorkshire stone, with red stone and r«><l terra-

cotta dressings throughout. Internally the walls

are fai-ed with re<l brick, the wainscoting, pews,
and other woo<lwork being stained a dull green.

Messrs. Dougillof Horwich, were the contr<ietors.

I

THE THO>IASSOX CO-OPEKATIVE llE.U)IX«-j;OO.M,

[

BOLTON.

Ix one ol the most thickly-populated districts of

Bolton, Jlr. J. P. Thomasson some time since

erected a gymnasium, and gave a ^xrge play-
ground which have been greatly itsedby the youths
of the town. .\djoiiLing the gi,mnasium,he is now
erecting reading-rooms, ic, from the designs

of Messrs. Bradshaw and Cr.iss, FF.R.I.B.A.,
' of Bolton, and the Bolton Co-operative Society,

one of the most successful societies in England,

;
hiis arrangtnl to take chiirge of the buildings,

I
Mr. Thomasson proriding for part of the main-

i tenance. On the ground-floor is a reading-room
for men, with smoke and games room adjoining.
A separate staircase leads to the women's reading-

' room on the flrst floor. Adjoining the latter is

the caretaker's r»-sidence, from the kitchen
of which refreshments and tea and coffee

will be served to both the men and women's
rooms. .\t the back, with a sefwrate entrance,
two slipper-baths are prorided, and will be avail-

able for public use on a small p;ij-ment being
made. The buildings are well finished inside :

externally lociil red bricks. Ruabon terracotta,

: and stone will be used. The contract is let to

j
Messrs. Wm. Townson and Sons, Ltd., of Bolton,
and the work is now in hand.

XEW CHAPEL rolt THE TUOY OBPHAN ASYXVM,
TEOY, X.W,

The plan of this large orphan home, accompany-
ing the view given to-day, shows a useful in-
stitution conveniently arranged, and built in

brick, simply treated, in a Late Gothic style, from
the designs of Messrs. Warren Smith and Briscoe,
architects, who have carried out the chapel more
recently in harmony with the rest, as shown by
the view which we have reproduced from oar
contemporary the Amfri(4>yt Arekitett,

COMPETITIONS,
! l!ll;.MIXl.^IIA>I .VuelllTUT^ AMI TllK I'xiVEIiSITV
' BuLinxGs.—The statement that in the opinion
' of the Council of Bii-mingham T'nivcrsity, the
principle of selc<ting designs by comi)elition

could not be advantageously ado])ted in the case

of the new I'niversity building has r.iiscd con-

siderable feeling among some of the subscriberi

to the funds of the University, as well iis the

architects of Birmingham, in-asmuch as it will

entirely exclude the latter from the opi>ortunity

iif testing their ability to priKluce a suitable design
. for the j)roposed buildings. It has, therefore,

been decidetl to re<juest the Chancellor of the

I
University Mr. Joseph Chamberlain) to receive

' a deputation of architects and subscribers, -who

will place before him reasons why he should tise

his influence to have the question re<onsidered,

I in the ho|>e that, by mesins of a compeliticm, the

best available architectural talent may lie brought

I to the front. .V n.'quisition to Mr. ChamberUin
asking him to receive such a deputation is iu

' course of preparation.

HixKLEV District Coc.vcil,Ohices.— The
tirst premium in the competition for these offices

has been awarded to Messrs. Heaton, Ralph,

and Heaton, architects, Wig-an. The co.st of the

buildings will be about i'7.000. The competitors

. numbered between 70 and SO.

! CHIPS.

A stained-gliiss window has been erected in Win-
chester Cathedral to the memorj" of Jaue Austeu,
whose body rests iu the north aisle. The window,
which is the work of Mr. C. E. Kempe, of London,
contiiins six figures, bearing scrolls, on which are

inscribed texts from the Psalms, illustrative of

gentleness, goodness, practical wisdom, and love of

teaching. It is projKised to erect a reredos iu the

Lady-chapel of the same cathedral to the memoir-
of the late Miss Charlotte Tonge, who often wor-
shipped in, and was deeply attached to, the

cathedral.

The Manchester Corporation have passed a reso-

lutiou deciding to acquire Heaton Park, the residence

of the Earl of Wilton, ou the outskirts of the city,

if thev can do so unfettered by conditions as to its

use, a'ud with full power to appropriate it for any
purjKise they may think fit, including re-sale for

Iniildijig purposes. The price asked was £230,000.

At the last meeting of Dundee Town Council, a
proposal was made that a tender amounting to

£l:i..i6,S 19s. should lie accepted for the extension of

Dundee Esplanade Works. Several members ob-
' je>.-te«.l ou the ground that the original estimate was
,
only £8,800. The proposal to proceed with the

work was supported by Mr. William Longair, the
' convener of the Works Committee, who state! tliat

that section of the work would cost no more than
the last part executed, and that as a result of it they

would reclaim three acres of ground every year, and
be able to secure the foreshore and a public park
of twenty acres to the community within twenty
years. It was agreed, by a majorit)- of U to 10,

, that the scheme should be gone on with.

I

The Board of Trade have recently confirmel the

\
following Ught railway orders:—(1) Maidstone and
Faversham Junction Light Railway Order. 1901,

authorising the construction of a Ught railway iu

the county of Kent, from HoUiugbouru to Favera-

ham: (2} "Brackeuhill Light Railway Order, 1901,
'• authorismg the construction of light niilw.iy3 in the
• parishes of Hemsworth, Acworth, and Badsworth,
in the West Riding of the county of York ; (3; Cleo-

bury Mortimer and Ditton Priors L'ght Railway
Order, 1901, authorising the construction of a light

: railway in the county of .Salop, from Cleobnry
Mortimer to Ditton Priors ; (i) Xidd Valley Light

Railway Order, 19,11, authorising the const.mctiou

of a light railway in the rural district of Pateley

BridgeT in the West Riding of the county of York,
from Pateley Bridge to Lofthouse.

The To>vn Couucil of Boston, Lines, have con-

sidered two alternative schemes for provitling better

poUce and cell accommodation. "The first was to

erect a police-station, with superintendent's house,

in Bank-street, at a cost of t'2,2.30 : and the second
' scheme was to erect a poUce-station aud municipal

I

offices iu West-street, at a cost of £16,U0. After a

Ion" discussion, ten members voted for each scheme,

'anifthe Mayor giive his casting vote in favour of

I
the larger proposil, the erection of a poUce-station

,: il offices in West-street. Upon the

?.)n of the sanitary committee, the

b . _. jyor was instructed to prepare a report

as to a pumping scheme for the drainage of a

po^on of the west side of the town, and to submit

an estimate for a destructor.

Tne Erdingtsn Urban Distriet Council have
. decided to reconstruct the intercepting sewer at

I Bleak-hill, at an estanated cost of £7,000.
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TO COERESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold oun^he^ responsible for the opinions of

our correspondent*. All communiKitions should be

dru^m up as briefly as pt^ssible. as there arc- many
i

claimants upon the s-p;ice allotted to cort^spondeuts.]
|

It is particularly re-^uested that all druwinss and all

oommunieations resjieetins illustrations or liteniiy matter

should be addressed to the EDITOU of the Ikii.i.is.^

News, CHement's House, Clement's Inn I'lLssiige, Stmnd,
W.C.. and not to members of the staff by name. DeLiy

is not unfreiiuently otherwise cAU.sed. All dniwins^ and
other communications ai^ sent at eontributoi-s' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

unsought oonthbutioDs.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to

TuF. Stb-v.so Xf.wsp.vpeb Company. Limited.

Telegraphic Address :
—" Timeserver, London."

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

1. The length of the l>rick should l.e double

the width plus the thickness of one rertiual joint.
,

2. Brickwork should measure four courses of

hricks, and four joints to a foot.
|

Joints should he jin. thick, and an extra -,'„-in.,
1

niakinir ^in. for the bed-joints to cover irregu-

^hitcvcDmmunicatiou.

I

fjrESTlOXS.

[11706.]—Civil Engineeering. — I woiUd like to

^ ^, ^ kuow the subjects to study for above, the books suitable,

iaritiorinthe bricks ; this gives a standard len^h
|

and when and where the exams, take place .'—A Cossta.vt

of O'in. centre to centre of joints.
|

Deader.

The bricks to be measured in the folloii\-ing
:

[ino7.] — Hot Water Circulation.—I have a
•c- 1.* * „t.T,.,.^ i-.;i c^„-ii--. .^n/l iTiH heatmiT appnnitus consistinij ot an ludependent boiler -Ift.manner:—Eight stretchers laid squan- end and

^igh, which is tixed at the lowest level p,....il,Io. I cannot
splav end in contact in a straight line to measure g^t my pipes above 3ft. Sin. high. I hu^ e taken the flow

T-'in Eic'ht headers laid side by side, frog
j

from the top of the boiler level for about 1ft.. and then,
" *

^
.^^ jjjjg t^ measure 35in. l

^^ ^ double bend. I have reduced the level to .3ft. Sin,

NOTICE.

Bound copies of Vol. LXXIX. are now ready, and

^ould DC ordered early price li*. e:ich. by post

12s. 10d.\ as onlv a limited numWr are done up. A
few bound volum'es of Vols. XXXtX., XLI.. XLIT.,
XLVi.. XI.IX.. LI.. LHi.. L^^^.. lxi.. iJcn..

Lxni ij^v.. Lxvr.. Lxvn.. lxviii.. lxex.,
l^Xl.. LXXII.. IJOOn., LXXIV., lxxv..
LXXVI.. and LXX^^I. muy still be obtiined at the

une price; all the other bound vohunes are out of

print. M<»st of thebackniunbersof former volumes are,

however, to be had singly. Subscribers requiring any
back munber?! to complete volume just ended should

order at once, as many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the Bin-Disr. Nkw.s.

price 2s., post free 2s. 4d.. can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,

Clement's Inn rassage. Strand, London, "W-C.

TERMS OF SL'BSCRITTION.

One Pound ptr annum post free" to any part of the

Vnited Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the

United Sfcites £1 tis. Od. ,or 6dols. 30c. gold . To France

or Belgium, £1 Gs. Od. ;or 33fr. av.) To India. £1 Gs. Oil.

To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the

Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.

The chai-2:e for Competition and Contract Advertise-

ments, Public Companies, and all official advertisements

is Is. per line of Eight words, the first line counting as

two, the minimum charge being 5s. for four- lines.

The charge for Auctions. Land Sales, and Miscellaneous

and Trade^ Advertisements except Situation advertise-

ments, is 6d. per line of Eight words ithe tii-st line

counting as two\ the minimum char^ being 4s. 6d. for

40 words. Special terms for series of more than six

insertions can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-page advertisements 2s. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than os.

AdvertLsements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial adveitisements
must re;ich the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

SlTCATIOSS.

The charge for advertisements for ''Situations Vacant"
or " Situations Wanted'' is One SuiLLiNr. for Twentv-
FocB WoKDs. and Sbtpence for every eight words after.
Ali Situation Advt rtis^meiits must be prepaid.

Reckived.-
J. B. R.-

-A. J. r.
-E. C.

-E. B. and Son.—A. H. and Co.-

ComspDu^cnct.

THE VICTCRL\ ^XEJIOEIAL.

To the Editor of the Bvildixg News.

Sir,—At the business meeting of the R.T.B.A.
on Jlonday last I was only able to direct the
attention of those present to the general question
which will be brought formally before the membci'S
at a special mefting (for which I have given due
notice) at an early date to be fi.xed by the Council
at their meeting next Monday.

I will in due course inform you of the date
fixed, so that we may have a full meeting, and
pass—unanimously, I hope—resolutions having
for their object the throwingopenof this memorial
to the competition of every architect, sculptor,
and artist who may desire to send in schemes.

—

I am, &c., AV.M. \\'ooi>w.\ui>.

IS, Southampton-street, Strand, W.C.

upwards, in a sti-ai^

Eight bricks laid, the first brick fi-og downwards.

and then alternately frog to fi'og, and back to

back, to measure '21iin.

This is to apply to all classes of walling hricks,

both machine and hand-made, and facing bricks.

The proposal to arrange a definite standard for

the size of bricks is one which should meet with

the approval and support of all who are interested

in sound brickwork, it being impossible with the

var»-ing sizes of bricks as at present made to keep

good sectional bond.

It is hoped that a resolution wiO be passed at

this Conference which will establish a standard as

suggested. At the meeting statements will be

made as to the standards observed in America and

Germany. All who are interested in the subject

of brickwork are in^-ited to attend.—I am, ic,
H. D. Seaules-AVood,

Hon. Sec. Science Committee.

CHIPS.

A special meeting of the Boston Tomi Council

was held on Monday night to consider the advisa-

bility of purchasing a site in West-street for the

new municipal buildings which it is proposed to

erect at a cost of £1(5,600. After some discussion,

the proposal to purchase the site in West-street,

consisting of l,149sq.yds., at a cost of £1,149, wa.s

carried by a large majority,

Mr. .John Thompson, jun., A.M.I.C.E., a sou of

Mr. John Thompson, C.E., of Xewcastle-on-T_vne,

has been appointed harbour engineer for Dundee.
Mr. Thompson is at present engaged ou the

Admiralty harbour works at Dover, for which
works Messi-s. Cooke, Son, and Mathews, 'West-

minster, are the chief engineers.

The local committee of the Bristol and Gloucester-

shire Archa;ological Society atrauged a meeting of

members and fiiends in Gloucester ou Tuesday. In

the afternoon the De,an of Gloucester received at

cathedial the membei-s of the committee appointed

to make a descriptive fist of Bristol and Gloucester-

shire monumental effigies, and a careful study of

the ecclesiastical, militan", and civilian costume ou
the effigies was made.

It was reported to the Scarborough Town Council,

on Monday night, that although the time for the

completion of the contract for the constniction of

the new marine drive and promenade round the base

of the Scarborough Castle Hill expu-es (after making
full allowance for stress of weather and other causes)

at the t>eginning of Ma}' only some three-quarters

of the work had been done. The imdertaking,

which is estimated to cost about £100,000, was com-
menced in 1897.

The Coventry electric light committee have ap-

lointed Mr. Jackell, of South Shields, manager of

the electric light works, in succession to Mr. Eam,
at a salary of £3.50.

A three-light memorial window has just been

erected in the east end of the chancel at Donnington
Wood Church, Salop. The subject is the Cruci-

;
fixion in the main portion of the Ughts, while in the

base are single figures of Saints Ardan, Matthew,
and Chad. The whole w.as designed and executed

by Mr. F. W. Camm, of The StuiHo, High-street,

Smethwick, near Birmingham.

and it crackles and makes dreadful noises. As I cannot
lower the boiler nor raise the pipes, can any experienced
reader tell me if there is a remedy ? I have a kitchen
boiler which makes somewhat siiiular noises, and the
plumber tells me that one of the dip pipes must have got
broken off. Is this likely .' In both cases the water heats
fairly well, but the crackling seems to shake all the pipc-s,

and the noise is verj- alarming occasionally, when the
water in the cistern of the independent boiler will boil

over, and seems to empty all the pipes of water, with a
loud suction noise following.

—

In Hot "Water.

. ItErilES.

[11703.]—Heating "Water in Bath.—5Iany yeare

ago a heating apparatus was brought out, made of copper
and fitted with a gus-bumer. It tioated in the water, the
greater part being submerged. A similar arrangement
pi-o\ided with a methylated spirit burner might answer
" Hydi-auhc's" reiuiiements.—A. Cl.veke.

[11703. 1—Heating Water in Bath.—For French
stove-makei's, more or less, tn- Lafontaine Bios., Breweiv
street. I dare say they xmderstand the kind for chanxial,

coke, &c., if not for oils or gas.—Blgest's Tark.

[11701.1—Labour and Material.—If "Alafred"
will refer to the Bi ildisg Xews of April 5, p. 462. he wiH
find a table giWng proportions of materials and labour in,-

the different trades in the current articles on " How to

Estimate."—R.

[117CS.]—Thatching.—I have recently had a stun-

mer-house situated in my own private grounds thatched.

The man who did it was'a tbatcher by trade, named G. V,

Gitsham, resident at Newton St. C>Tii.s, a small village

near Exeter. A fine example of the application of thatch

to the roofs of a lar^e new mansion may be seen upon one

of the best sites upon the elevated chlfs over and above
the sea to the east of Exmouth. A recent accomplished

writer refers to the position as one "where the stm goes^

down gleaming red and gold behind bars of purple clouds'^

that cluster above the heights of Dartmoor; it affords*

-view most magnificent, the sea charming, and is one of

the few places one can almost always get the loveliest sun-

set effects whilst looking at eventide across the bar of the.

sluggish Exe." The edifice is of considerable extent, aod^-

was erected a few vears a^ from the designs of Mr.-
Edward S. Prior, F.E.I.B.A., architect, of 17, South-'

ampton-street. Bloomsbmy, 'W.C. The thatched roots of

this picturesque building are all quite characteristic of

the 'West Country, and produce singularly quaint results.

The gai-den walls' are also all thatched, in accordance with

local tradition and custom. The actu.al thatching of this

fine mansion was exceedinglv well canied out by Mr.
Lloyd Caselv or Mr. 'William Casely ,T am not sure

which), both of whom ai-e most excellent thatchers, and
residents of Otterton, netir Budleigh Salterton, Devon.—
Habkv Hems.

Mi-s. Chatfeild Clarke, the wife of the late Thomas
ChatfeildClaike, .I.P., F.R.I.B.A., Past President

of the Sui-veyors' Institution, of Oakfield, Wootton
Common, Isle of Wight, died on Monday last, at

'

1.32, Westbourne-terrace, W., in her "IJth year.

Tlie arbitrator in the Manchester Ship Canal

Eacecoui-se case, Mr. Eobert '\'igers, has published

his award, which amoimts to £262, oOO, to be paid

by the Ship Canal Company lor the purchase ol the

racecoui-se. A Manchester telegi-am states that the

Ship Canal Company authorities are much pleased

with the award. The estimate made by the Eaee-

course witnesses varied from £700,000 to£l,000,000.

STAXDAKDISING SIZE OF BRICKS.
Sir,— .\ conference between representatives of

the Institute of Civil Engineers, the Roy.al Insti-

tute of British Architects, and representatives of
brickm.ikers will be held at 4 p.m. on Friday, the
2Gth inst., at the Building Trades Exhibition at

the Uoyal Agriciiltunil Il.all, Islington, to disciLss

the question of standardising the size of bricks.
The following is the sUandard suggested by the
two Institutions :

—

Eecumbent effigies of Mr. and Mi-s. Gladstone are

to be placed in Hawarden Church. The cost will

be £l,.5O0, and the sculptor will be Sir W. B.

Richmond, E.A.

Mr. A. A. G. Malet, Local Government Board

inspector, has held an inquiry at Acton into an

application of the urban district council to borrow

.^ „ •
, . .V 1 t Ar -p- v., .q £l^i,000 for the erection of baths on a piece of land

The Torquay memorial to the late Mr. Riciiard ^^
- ^ y;^ ^(,rar>-.

Mallock, of Cockington Court, and formeilv M.P. » J"^ f
^ , , ^,

for the Torquay Division, is to take the form of a i Mr. Max L. Waechter was entertained by the

clock-tower to "be erected on the Strand, opposite
! mayor and corporation of Eichmond at dmner on

the Queen's Hotel, and the clock is to have three
I

Tuesday night, in pubhc recogmtion of his mumh-
illuminated di;ils facing the roads converging there, cence in presentmg to the borough Glover s Xslanil,

Architects are at present engaged in a competition
[
thus preserving unspoiled the mi^nJiceut natural

for the work, their designs having to be sent in by i vista commanded by Eichmond Hdl over the 1 hamea

the end of this month. "

[

Valley.

The prolonged dispute and arbitration proceedings ; The order has been given for a new church clock

between Messrs. Pethick Bros., contractors. Ply- • at Egtou, nearGrosmont, ^orth;iorks,showmgme
time upon two external dials facing west and south.

and striking the hours, to Messrs. William IVt^s

I

mouth, and the Vale of Glamorgan Railway Com- '

pany, in relation to the construction of the Vale of

(Jlamorgan Railway hy the former, has at last been

concluded, and the arbitrator, Sir .lames W. .Szlumper,

has made his award. The contracts and additions

amounted to about £400,000. In the final result the

arbitrator has awarded Messr. I'ethick Bros, about
£30,000 in settlement of the v.irious claims and dis- ^... ,.... .. --

,

puted matters Iwtween the railway company and the clock for the Savings Bank, Hull, for Mesars. t.eiaer

contractors. :
and Kitchen, A.E.I.B.A., architects, HuU.

and Sons, clock m inufacturei-s, Guildford-strect,

Leeds, who now have the work in hand. They are

also making a clock with Great St. Mary s of

Cambridge full four-quarter chime, and showing

the time on two dials, for Goathland parish church,

on the Xorth Yorkshire Mooi-s, and an illuminated
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE
TEHPOnARY STBUCmtES AKD THE BUILDrNO ACT.

— A.t Westminster Police-court, on Tuesday, several

summonses were heard against the occupiers of

premises in the Victoriii district for infringements of

the London Building Act by erecting structures

vnthout the consent of the London County Ckmucil.

Mr. Chilvers, who supported the summonses, said

they were token out in reference to stands erected

on the day of the funeral of Queen Victoria. Some
of tlie erections were in shop windows, and one on
the roof of a house, and he submitted these were
structures for which plans should have been
approved. The stands were put up at the last

moment, and sometunes in a very loose manner,
and, unless they were submitted to the Council, the
dii^ct surveyor had no knowledge of where they
were. The defendants were Messi'S. Hamilton,
printers and stationers, of Buckingham Palace-
read ; the Belgrave Bakery Company, Victoria-
street ; Douglas Brighton, builder. Lower Grosvenor-
piace : .and Walter Beaton, builder, Hindon-street.
Fines were unposed varjang from 5s. and '2 Is. costs

to iOa. and two gmnea-s costs.

CHIPS.
Memorial-stones of a Congregational chapel were

hid at Waring Green, Brighouse, on Saturday.
The chapel will cost £2,600, and is being built from
plans by Messrs. Sharp and Waller, of Bnghouse.

On Wednesday week the chairman of the Green-
wich Board of Guardians laid the foundation-atone
of a new block of cottage homes to be erected at
Sidcup, Kent, for the accommodation of about four
hundreil children. The work is to be carried out by
Mr. Thomas Rowbotham, Small Heath, Birming-
kim, whose contract amounts to £110,777.

The memorial to Queen Victoria in Perth, Western
AuatralLi, Ls to consist of a cathedral tower for the
church of St. George, and a fieal of eight bells.

A new Union Chapel, which has been erected on
lie Wiaboch-road, Lj-nn, was opened on Thursday
.1 last week. It replaces the old chapel in Market-
afreet, in the centre of the town. It is in the Early
English style, will seat 320 persons, and is fitted with
the electric light. The cost is estimated at £1,470.

The Hull Art Sub-Committee have unanimously
resolved to adopt a plot of land on the Anlaby-road
as the site for the new art school, and this recom-
mendation was adopted by the corporation of Hull
oa Tuesday.

A Local Government Board inquir}- is to be held at
Middlesbrough, on .Saturday in next week, the 27th
in-st., concerning an appUcation of the Middles-
brough Corporation to borrow £23,963 for extensions
at the asylum.

The opening of a free library took place at
Barmouth on Wednesday. The building has been
I'rected primarily to receive the library of Mils
Frances Power Cobbe, which she has undertaken to
bequeath to the town.

A proposed loan for £1,000 was the subject of an
inquiry by Colonel Mai-sh, Local Government Board
inspector, at Winsford on Friday. Mr. J. H.
Cooke, clerk to the urban district council, explained
that the loan was intended for sewerage works in
two of the main thoroughfares—Chester-road and
Delamere-street. The system of sewage disposal is

I novel one. There are two filter-beds, one on each
>ide of the river Weaver ; the sewage is turned on
to the beds, which are composed of cinders, and
drains into the river. Dr. Vacher said he had taken
samples from the river, and found nothing unfavour-
able. There was no opposition to the loan.

Important developments of the Birkdale and
AJnsdale jiortions of the Ince-Blundell estates of a
new esplanade will extend from Weld-road to
Seaside Station, Amsdale, the new station which is
l^eing constructed on the Cheshire Lines E.ictensiou
Kailway. Tliis station will be opened shortly, and
will be in connection with the village of Ainsdale
by a new road which has been made across the
sandhills, starting from the upper end of Station-
road, Ainsdale. The distance to be covered by the
new esplanade will be two miles and three-quarters,
and when completed will, with the existing
esplanade aud the Southport Promenade, give b
Isngth of six miles on the edge of the shore.

A new organ, built by Messrs. Henrj- Willis and
Sons, of London, has been placed in the parish
c hurch of Thurston, near Bury St. Edmunds, at the
lOst of .Sir E. W. Greene, Bart., M.P.
The U'tmn- ZeitiDii/ published on Monday an

Imperial Rescript providing for the erection of a
gallerj' for painting, .sculpture, and architecture in
I»rague for the benefit of both races in Bohemia, the
Institution to become ultimately the property of the
Kingdom of Bohemia.

It is estimated that £70,000 will be expended in
the pre.sent year on the new building slip and shops
:it Devonport. Other prominent works at the Y.ivd
will absorb £4,000 more

WATEK SUPPLY AND SANITAKY
MATTEKS.

Bewtiley.—The ooremony of turning the first sod

of the Bewdley Waterworks was perfomied on
Monday by the mayor. The corporation have
adopted a scheme put before them by Mr. Ben-ing-
ton, C.E., of Wolverhampton, and will get their

supply of water from a well bored through the new
red sandstone near Blackstone Rock, on the .Severn

side. There is a 12in. bore hole, sent down a depth
of 200ft., and this will give a supply of 300,000
gallons of water per day. The water is to be
pumped to a reservoir on Mount Pleasant, a spot
notable for its clump of firs. The reservoir at this

point will afford storage for 200,000 gallons of

water, and will meet the wants of the lower part of

Bewdley. There will lie another reservoir at an
elevation of .'i35ft. above sea-level, on the Cleobury-
road, and this will store 00,000 gallons of water,
and supply the high-lying part of Bewdley. The
contract for the work is £10,600.

New Method of Sewage Treatiient at Bib-
MINOHAM. — The Birmingham Tame and Rea
District Drainage Board adopted on Tuesday a
scheme under which a piece of land is to be sold to

the Birmingham Corporation for the erection of a

destructor, the heat from which will be utilised for

the generation of electrical power to be supplied to

the farm, on payment by the Board. The chair-

man (Alderman Baker) pointed out that this would
effect a saving in the cost of distributing the sludge,

and would enable the whole of the farm, instead of

only the Saltley [xirtion, to be utilised for this

purpose. It was decided to apply for sanction to

loans to the amount of £22,000 for destructor plant

in connection with the scheme. On the adoption of

the works committee's report being moved,
Alderman Clayton pointed out that the recommen-
dations of their engineer, Mr. Watson, appended to

it involved a complete change in their system

—

namely, the adoption of the bacterial treatment of

sewage. He suggested that if they had had the aid

of modern science earlier they would have required

a great deal less land. The chairman and others

replied that the new treatment was only in the ex-
perimental stage three or four years ago.

His Majesty the King has consented to liecome

patron of the Royal Architectural Museum, and
thus the Royal patronage accorded to the museum
for so many years by Queen Victoria will be
continued.

The Portman Market, Oxford-street, which has
been rebuilt at a cost of £40,000, was reopened
yesterday (Thursday). The market, the site of

which is rectangular in form, cover* an area of

43,42Gsq.ft., and new buildings of iron .and steel

have been erected at a cost of £40,000. These consist

of eight avenues, radiating from a central point,

where there is a dome 54ft. from apex to pavement,
together with a west, a north, and an east avenue.
The number of stalls is about 180, and in addition

there are some shops on the street frontages. The
architects were Messrs. Gordon and Gunton, the
builders Messrs. Perry Bros., and the engineers,

Messrs. Westwood and Co., Ltd.

A new Baptist church at New Prestwick, in the

burgh of Ayr, to take the place of a hall, was
opened on Sunday. The edifice is seated to hold

350 persons.

Ths foundation-stone of the Stepney Union
Schools was laid on Monday at Stifford, Essex. The
schools were rendered nece.ssary by the dissolution of

the South Metropolitan .School District at Sutton.

The site was purchased for £10,000, and the build-

ings, which will accommodate 200 children, are to be

erected at an estimated cost of £35,000.

The Archbishop of Canterbury consecrated, on

I
Friday, the private chapel in the new archiepiscopal

' palace at Canterbury. The new chapel has been
I erected from designs by Mr. W. D. Caroe, architect

to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, by Messrs. John
Barker and Co., of London, contractors for the

! alterations and additions to the palace. There are

two rows of stalls on each side of the chapel, which,
like the panelled roof, are carved in fumigated oak,

I

and on the ends of the stalls are figures of the
' archbishops from St. Augustine to Dr. Benson. The

I

walling of the chapel is of Corsham stone, and the

! facing of white Sicilian and black marble.

The annual dinner of the -Architectural .Associa-

tion will take place at the Criterion Restaurant,
Piccadilly-circus, on Friday, May 31.

The Wigtownshire County Council have raised

the salary of the road surveyor, Mr. J. D. Smith,
from £200 to £250 a year.

Tlie urban district council of Heywood, Lanes,
have appointed Mr. William S. Johnston, of Shef-
field, clerk of works, with the probability of being
appointed the manager of the new electric works
when they are completed, if his .services prove
acceptable to the committee. There were 117

applications for the position.

QTmtic i^eb)s.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
The Laboue Mabket in- March.—The monthly

report by the Labour Department, based on 2,,50.S

returns—viz., 1,777 from employers, C05 from trade

unions, and 126 from other sources, states that the

decline in the laboui" market noted during the past

few months has given place during March to a

slight improvement, affecting most of the important
groups of industries, except the textile trades. The
state of emplojTnent is, however, matei uilly worse
than a year ago. In the 143 trade unions making
returns, with an aggregate membership of 544,088,

19,018 (or 3-6 jier cent.) were reported as unemployed
at the end of March, compared with 3'9 per cent, in

February, and with 2'3 per cent, from which returns

were received for Mareh, 1900. Employment in

some branches of the building trades has been

rather better. The [lei-centage of unemployed union

memliers among carpentei"s and plumbers at the end

of March was 47, compared with 5'2 per cent, in

February. The percenlage for March, 1900, was
2'6. In the furnishing trades emploj-ment has con-

tinued to improve in all branches. The percentage

of unemployed union members at the end of March
was 3'6, compared with 6 4 per cent, in February,

and 2-4 per cent, in March of last year. Of the 52

new disputes in March, four occurred in the build-

ing trades. The changes m rates of wages repoi-ted

during March affected 196,360 workpeople ; but the

upward and downward movement nearly balanced

each other, the net effect on wages being practically

,ul.

Amaloamated Society of Cabpentees ani>

.ToiNEES.—The monthly report of the above society

.shows an appreciable improvement as regards em-
plojTnent. The number on out-of-work donation

ui now 2,696 out of a total membership of 66,023,

representing a little over 4 per cent., whilst there

are 1,689 on sick benefit.

Abeedeen.—The lock-out in the plaster trade,

which has lasted seven weeks, terminated on Tues-
day night, when the employers received a letter

from the operatives agreeing to compromise the

dispute on the wages question by accepting a re-

duction of id. per hour, the wage now to be 8d.

per hour. Work was resumed yesterday (Thursday).

About a hundred men have been affected by the

lock-out.

BAEE0w-Df-FrKNES3. —The bricklayers' labourera

at Barrow struck work on Monday because the

master builders decline to advance their wages from
Gki. to 7d. an hour. The latter is the rate paid to

labourers working at Vickerstown ; but this is

because they have farther to go. The building trade

is very brisk in Barrow, and a strike will cause

much inconvenience.

Belfast.—The strike m the Belfast buildmg
trade, after almost a year's existence, was settled

on Tuesday by .arbitration ; but the terms will not

be disclosed for the present. Between two and
three thousand persons variously employed in the

trade were affected by the strike.

Bbidixnotox.—The joiners' strike at Bridlington,

after lasting a year, has been settled. The men
demanded S'.d. an hour, but have been taken back

at the old terms—7id. an hour.

Daelinotok.—The bricklayers connected with

the Operative Society, London Order, came out on

strike on Monday, except in one or two instances in

which small employers had conceded the claim for

an advance of wages. Three months' notice had
been given for an increase of wages from 9d. to lOd.

per hour, and this the leading builders refuse.

There are over 100 men out. Some important work
is being stopped, including the erection of the new
locomotive works of Messrs. Robt. Stephenson and
Co. , Ltd. , the contract for which is in the hands of

Mr. Lance, of Newcastle. There is another union

of bricklayers in the town having its headquarters

at Manchester, and the men in connection with this

Order have not struck.

Owing to the Easter holidays, last week's business

at the Tokenhouse-yard Auction Mart was prac-

tically confined to two days. The bulk of the

properties submitted were left unsold, many failing

to attract even a single offer. Altogether the

realisations amounted to the insignificant total •f

£14,845.

The tune for sending in designs for the Houses of

Parliament competition. Western Australia, has been

extended to May 14. The original date was April 16.

At the last meeting of the Town Improvement
Committee of Newcastle Corporation,- plans were

presented on behalf of the Co-operative Wholesale

Society for the erection of extensive premises adjoin-

ing their large warehouse in West Blandford-street-

The plans showed that the new building will lie

five stories high.
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C^ur Office ZMt.
As was to bf antitipated. the reports in the

daily newspapers at tht- end of last week as to the
fall •• of an immense pillar, ISft. in height," in
^\'estminste^ Abbey, was an absurd exajjfji ration.
The only foimdatioa lor tho story, Jlr. J. T.
Mieklethwaitc, the surveyor to the fabrie, states,

is that a shaft of I'lirbeekmarble rather less than
4in. in diameter fell from one of the windows,
throuLfh the jriving way of an iron pin whieh had
held it in its plaee for 'six eenturii-s and a half,
and in its fall it did some misehief to a neifih-
bouring monument, that of Lord Xorreys. " The
failure is," as Jfr. Jlieklethwaite remarks, "a
curious one from a nieehanieal point of view, but
it does not in any way affeet the stability of the
building."

The nnroofed ruin of the ChajM-l Koyal at

HoljTOod Palaoe, Edinburgrh, which was for
some time closed for repairs, has now been re-

opened to the public. From the gieat western
doorway to the eastern modem window the whole
area has been surfaci-drained. without disturbing
the entombed remains. Tlie incised tombs in the
centre grass plot have been carefully levelled, and
new turf has been laid over the entire ground.
The side aisles have been dealt with in similar
manner, and their sunken and dilapidated surface
has been made smooth and void of Avater-logged
pools. Tlie walks have also been levelled, in
kee]ung with the other imin-orements, and fresh
yellow gravel laid down. The dismal passage, so
much complained of, leading from the quadrangle
to the chapel, has been carefully treated. Double-
sTving doors of oak now protect visitors from the
chilling draught which greeted their entrance.
These much -needed changes, couple<i with the
restored Stuart tomb, ordered by her late JIajcsty
a few years before she died, have worked a won-
drous change in the nave of Saint David's Abbey
of the Holy Rood.

The resolutions dra«ni up at the meeting of
Antiquaries, held in London on the 26th ult.,
respecting the i>reser\-ation of Stonehenge, were
fully discussed on Friday at Stonehenge by the
committee and the owner. Sir Edmund Antrobus,
who w.as accompanied by his architect and adviser,
Sir. Detmar J. Blow. "Representatives from the
Society^ of Antiquaries and the Society for the
I'rotcction of Ancient Monuments were among
those present. The resolutions were generally
approved, and it was not found necessary to alter
them in any detail. The committee thought it

would be advisable first to raise and make secure
the huge monolith now hanging over the Altar
stone (No. .5.5 B., according to the numbering on
Jfr. I'elre's plan). With regard to the stones
whidi have recently fallen down, an endeavour
will be made to spring them into position again,
and the stones numbered G and 7 will be strength-
ened so as to prevent the lintel from falling, as
some of the stones mentioned are far from safe.
It has been decided to jiroceed with the scheme,'
under the supervision of Jlr. Blow and an engi-
neer, as soon as the weather is favourable, possibly
by ,Iune, and the work will be carried out en-
tirely according to the recommendations of tho
committee. The representatives of the Wiltshire
County Council and other local bodies interested
are in favour of the recommendation to divert the
footpath now passing through the outer earth
circle, and to inclose the whole of the stones with
a liarbixl-wire fence.

" Tnr True Principles of Stage Scenery " were
discussed by Mr. Percy Fitzgerald in a lecture
delivered on Tuesday night before the Society of
Arts, with 3Ir. Clement Scott in the chair. Mr
I itzgcrald described the present scenic system as
based on a number of shifts and devices, all of
the most ].rimitive and infantine kind, so trans-
j.;ui;nt in character as not to impose on a child
All ita effects were produced by rule of thumb
In short, it was utterly unscientific, witliout laws
or rules Tlie Stage, which professed to be the
realm of illusion, was in this respect the coarsest
and most prosaic of institutions. -The difHcultv
was not got over by what was known as the
'built-up system," which was indeed a worse

!ibuse, that cumbered all dramatic movement
I nip-dotjrs, sky borders, cloth clouds, and other
ieatures of the stage all conduced, under T,resent
conditions, to disill,isi<,n

; and the diflfieulti.s of
the true artist wcic increased by the methods of
modern lighting, which revealed 'rather than con-
ealed the defects of the scenic method:
tiarrick s day there were simply

' chandeliers hung over the actors. These furnished

I

a centred zone of light, within which the actors

I

kept. The rest of the stage was not exactly dark,

I but misty, and the surrounding scenery was
! much like the indistinct details on a tapestry.

The result was that the figures of the actoi-s

stood out in relief like statues—every line

in their expressive faces was seen. The modern
searchlight illumination of the actore and the

stage was most detrimental. A great im-

provement would be effected if it were borne in

mind that the scale of the human figm-e—that is,

of the actor—was a constant one, and therefore

whole streets, squares, cathedrals, and palaces

ought not to be crowded on to a stage—simply by
the de\-ice of reducing their size. On the other

hand, small objects, cottages, and garret interiors

should not be falsely enlarged. A sound, general

principle would be to show just so much of the

siuToundings as would be in immediate relation

to or contact with the personages were they in

real life. A discussion followed, in which Sir

George Birdwood, Mr. Hugh Stannus, and Mi-.

Egerton Castle took pai't.

Ix connection with the Home Arts and Indus-
tries Association, the seventeenth annual exhi-

bition of wood-carnng, inlajing, repousse metal-

work, jjottery, baskets, hammered iron, embossed
leather-work, boc.kbinding, rugs, toys, stencils,

handspun linen and woollen fabrics, lace, em-
broidery, smocking, plain needlework, knitting,

kc. wi'U be held in the Royal Albert Hall on
Thursday, May 10, and follo\ving days. A potter

will throw pots on a wheel, and demonstrations
will be given in spinning and weaving in flax and
wool, wood-carving and inlay, metal repousse,

leather embossing, bookbinding, basket-making,
embroidery, lace - making, toy - making, and
stencil-cutting.

Following the lead long since set by Germanj-,
France, Austria, and the Ilnited States, a British

School of Archaeological Research has just been
established in Rome by the universities of the
United Kingdom, and was formally inaugui'ated
on Thmsday in last week, by Lord C'lUTie, the
British Ambassador. The institute is for the
present housed in the Palazzo Odescalehi. Pro- '

lessor Rushforth, of Oriel College, O.xford, has
been appointed the director of the school, and the

,

foundation of an art librarj- hab been laid. At
the inaugural ceremony a week since Lord Curric
was supported by a company numbering over one

!

hundred, including the Archbishop of York,
'

Canon Oxenham, the Rev. Dr. Gray of the
Scottish Presbyterian Church, and others of the
English-speaking clergy ; Mr. PeUiam, President

j

of Trinity College, Oxford, and Camden Pro- I

fessor of Ancient Histoiy ; Cavaliere Laneiani,
Commendatore Boni, representing Italian archajo-
logy; Professor Petersen, President of the
German Institute ; and the Abbe Duchesne, of
the French School.

In New Zealand there are at present three pro-
vincial architectural associations, \iz., those of
Auckland, Wellington, and Chr-istchurch, and
steps are being taken to form an Institute of
Architects in Dunedin. Mr. Wales, Sen., of
Messrs. Mason and Wales, is acting chairman of
the committee appointed to draft a constitution
for the proposed Dunedin Institute, and Mr.
Louis Salmond, of Messrs. Lawson and Salmond,
Dunedin, is acting secretary. The idea of form-
ing a New Zealand Institute of Architects has
recently been made, and it is anticipated that the
movement will soon take practical shape.

A I'LK.^MXG presentation took pl.ace on Wednes-
day ci-ening, when representatives of the employes
of Messrs. R. Corben and Co., contractors, Maid-
stone (late A. N. Piyer and t!o.), waited on Sir.
R.^ Corben at his residence, " Ellington," Ton-
bridge-road. to present him with an illuminated
address and a silver cigar-case, on the occasion of
his ,50th birthday, and in celebration of the
25th anniversary of his association with the fii-m.

The address was very fittingly worded. It bore
the names of all the subscribers, and had been
handsomely illuminated. Mr. JI. L. Crow,
accompanied by some half-dozen foremen from
the different departments of the works, acted as
sijokcsman, and voiced the true feelings of the
men when he mentioned the esteem and regard
in which they held Mr. Corben. They wished
him continued health and prosperity.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday,—Eoyal Institute of British -Vvckitects. " The

Classifieation of Romanesciue and Gotliic
Architectui'e," by Fi-ancis Bond, M..4..

8 p.m.
Societv of Arts. "Allovs," Cantor

I.ectuTe"N(i. 1, bv Sir W. "C. Roberts-
Austen, K.C.B., F.R.S. 8 p.m.

TcEsitAY.—Institution of Civil Engineers. Discussion on
" Modem Practice in Manufacture and
Distribution of Gas." 8 p.m.

"WEDXEsnAY.—The Society of Architects. Annual Dinner
at Pi-inces' Restaurant, Piccadilly, W.

,

C for 6.30 p.m.
Society of Aits. " Patent Law-

Reform," by Alexander Siemens. 8 p.m.

Tm'nsoAv.—Institution of Ci^-il Engineers. '' James
FoiTest" lecture on "Chemistry in its
Relations to Engineering," by Piofessor
Frank Clowes, D.Sc. 8 p.m.

Society of Architects. Lecture by Ellis
Marsland. 8 p.m.

Cai-pentera' Hall Lectures. *' Tools,'*
by A. Buchanan. 8 p.m.

Friday.—Building Ti-ades Exhibition. Conference on
-•' The Standardising of Bricks.*' 4 p.m.

Society of Arts. "Polyphase Electric
Wra-king," Howard Lecture No. 1, by
Alfred C. Eborall, A.I.E.E. 8 p.m.
Glasgow Technical Craftsmen s Society,

Business Meeting. 6 p.m.

The ceremony of unveiling the memorial statue of
the late Lord Plunket, Archbishop of DubUn, was
performed on Tuesday by the Lord Lieutenant (Earl
Cadogan) at Kildare- place, Dublin. The statue is

of bronze, and life-size. The sctUptor is Mr. Hamo
Thomeycroft, R.A.

Marble quarries have been discovered in Alaska
which are said to be almost as valuable as the gold
mines there. The quarries are in the southeru part
of the territory, aud the marble is said to be of

finer quality and more be-autiful than an}' now
produced in the United States, and fully equal to
Italian marble.

Mr. Horatio Porter, M.A., A.R.I.B.A., the sou
ofMr. F. W. Porter, J. P., of 16, Russell-square,

was married to Miss Mimiie Bidder, the daughter of
the late Mr. G. P. Bidder, Q.C., J.P., of Ravens-
bury Park, Mitcham, at St. Stephen's, Gloucester- •

road, on Wednesday week.

The King has been pleased, on the recommenda-
tion of the becretary for Scotland, to approve of the
appointment of Mr. T. Hudson Beare, now Professor
of Mechanical Engineering at University College,

London, to the Chair of Engineering in the Uni-
versity of Edinburgh, in succession to the late-

Professor Armstrong.

The urban district council of Weston-super-Mare
decided, on Fi-idaj-, to proceed with the widening of

the Parade at once, and the surveyor was instruoted

to give orders accordingly to the conti-actor, Mr.
Gibson.

DANIELS & CO.,
Modellers and Manufaotnrers of

Higrh-Olaas

Imperishable A rchiiectural

Concrete Masonry,
TO ARCHITECTS' DESIGNS, in any desired colour.

OmcEfl AND Works :—

85, CANWICK ROAD, LINCOLN.
Enquitten Solicited. Estimates Furnished.

W. I USCELLES aiid Co.,

121, Bunhill Row, London, E.C.

TEI.EFHONB No. 370.

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

LASCELLES' CONCRETE.

Conservatories & Greenhouses.

WOODEN BUILDINGS.
BAlfK, OFFIOB, * SHOP FITTINOa.

GHURGH BENCHES A PULPITS.
IBIIMATMS OIV*N ON ATFLIOATIoy.

Sir Henrj- Campbell-Baimei-mau will open the
s. In Passmore Edwards C'wivalesceut Home for Kail-

t"ur large
,
waymen, Heme Bay, early in June.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,
MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, WALNUT,

Tl'llK, VENEER, .and FANCYWOOD
INIERCHANTS,

120, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E,C.

The most extensive Stock of every kind of
Wood in Planks aud Boards, dry and fit for
immediate use.

-Mi
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The "FAWCETT 93

FIREPROOF FLOOR

Estimates Given in Competition
with any other

PATENTED SYSTEM,
OR WITH

ORDINARY CONCRETE
THE

Fawcett Fireproof Floor
Has been Reduced in Price, and is noiv the

Cheapest as v/^ell as the Best.

See our Stand near the Barford Street Entrance at the

BUILDING TRADES EXHIBITION, where we are

also showing the

Fawcett WOOD BLOCK FLOOR.

MARK FATVCETT & COe,
50, QUEEN ANNE'S GATE, WESTMINSTER.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.
ifSi

ICcigUeJ— Public Ijbrarv. Noitb-Kt ljlt.it £;..(XIC ,
As»i>ji<,i: iiC, £.10, £2.1

Boston—Strurture for Thermi.1 VaU-i Vumy cost £1,000) £20, iin, £5
Ennif:, Co. Clar*—Additions, &f., t<- District I^uniitic ,\sy!um

Lmited tc Irish .\rcliit«ct*' ; Assessor^ £iiO

Truwt ridge- Isolation Hospital, . £20, £10
Hereford—Municipal Buildings £100 (merged), £75, £50
MaDchreter—Fire and PohreStotion, &c. iS.-b.KKi iinuV fJCO, £200, £100
Torqiiay—Illuminated CltM,k-Towtr on the Stiund
I^kgat«, Darlin^'ton—Row of Shopfi and Hou.'^*-«

(iillinghani,Kcnt— School (1.200 placw; £8,500 limit) £30 (merged), and three (

Berwiek-upon-lVeed—Infants' School
N.:K Soathputf. N - lioublc-trtintwi House :.S6ft. bv 32ft.; cost

£1,111*'

W. H. Hopkinsnn, A.M.I.CE., Boro' Ent'., Toiv-n Hail, KeigUley.. April 30

W. H. Grieves, Town Snrreyor, Town Hull, Buxton Jane 8

.lohn Enwrig-bt, Clerk, Ennis District Lunatic A.sylum, Co. Clnro ... „ 10

W. J. Mann, noik. Union-street, Trowbridge .. „ 24

.Tohn Parkei. CitT En^eer, Hereford „ :«

The Ti.-wn ri.jrk. Town Hall, Manchester .Inly '1

C. S. WolJen, and .S. Bulleid, Hon. Sees., 1, Lowei^ter., Touiuay
H. G. .SteaVinson, Town Clerk, Darlington

E. T. Atchison, Clerk, 8. Waterloo-road, New Brompton -.

T. G. Smith, Clerk to School Board, BeiTfick-upon-Tweed

G. CosgTOVC, f^ulicitor, New .St.--'tb{jat*. N -

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

ilerthyi Tydfil—Sixteen Pairs of Semi-Detached Villas

Chichester—Alterations at Institute, South-street

Livingstone—.Addition to I*ublif School . .

Kildmmmy—Alterations and Kepairs
dressing— Schools
CoUon. Londonderry—House -

Lenrhars—Additions to Vicarsford Form Building's

MertbjT Tydfil—Alterations, &c., Bute Arms
BnntriijiA—Nine Houses
Eaton— Additions to Police Station
Carrickfej^ip— Block of Four Houses .

Graftrm—wesleyan Chapel
Lisahally, Londonderry—House and Offics
Rotherham—Store and Office

Buiry Port—Schoolroom at Jerusalem Chapel

.

New Deer—Steading, Little Drum
Yardley-Four Cottapes, Cole Hall .Sewage Farm . - .

Tarres^'ottage, Milltown of Focbel
Ramsgate—Keeper's Cottage, Ellington Park
Cll*n—House, Coalmoss
Nancepollan—Sunday .School

Tarves—Additions to Steadinfir, Crossbill

Abbrook, Kingsteignton—Stables, &c
Methhck—Additions to Steading-. Monletty
Cortachy—Labourer's Cottiige, -\lyth
Knottingley—House
Tai-v-es—House, Wedderlans
Cortacby—Addition to House and Steading
New Deer—Cottage, Backhill cf Inkhom
Challey—Additions to Workhouse
Tan'es—Alterations to Steading, Douglashtad
Pengara—Shop and Two Houses
Little Methlick—Alterations to Steading
W^enhall—Fire Station Extension
Fyvie—Byres, &c.. Lambhill

Appleby-Two Shops and Warehouses -

Cortach'y—Cottage. Downie Park -

Methlick—House, South Haddo
Leeds—Eeel-House, &c.. Stocks Hill
Swindon—Enlar^ment of Wesleyan Church
Tarres-Alterations to Steading, AuchniO'
Knottingley—House
Ellon—Hou.se and Shop, Inverebrie .

-

Canterbury—Boiler-Honse, &c .,

Tarves—Renovating Cottage, Mains of Schivas
Letterkcnny—Renovation of Second Presbj-terian Church ... .

Tarces—Alterations to House, West Skilmaiilly
Yardley—Fire Station, &c., King's-road, Hay Mills .

T'>-\ie—House, Clettyden
Lockwood—Three Dwellings at Moor End
Brighton—Enlargement, &c., Hanover-terrace School
Lancaster—Additional W.ard to Infectious HospiUil
Pengam—Clas.sroom to B<jys' School
Leeds—Concreting Floors, &c., at Workhouse
Bankhead—Addition to Steading
Osw.ildtwis'tle—Branch Shops and House*
Stalevbridge—Post Office
Bradford—Warehouse at Sidney Works
Rogeistone—Two Cottages
Bnghou.se—Cotton Mill, A:c

Middlchill—House
Carrickfergus—Manse, North-iviad

,

Dewsbur>-—Additions to Mcrfir End Mills
Ashton-under-Lyne—Extension of Workhouse Bakery
Glenisla—Roadman's Cotta^je
Coventry—Reslating Hospital Roof
Holbom, W.C.—Alterations to Gray's Inn-road Workh(n.se .

Stoney Middleton—Shoe Factoi7 .

Clown—Loe,k-lJp
E<linburgh—Craiglockhart School
Crook—Rebuilding Constitutional Club
Halifax—Villa, &c
Sunderland—Workmen's Dwellings, Hat Ca.se Ai. -i

Alloa—Laundry Block, Infectious Diseases Hosrjitul
Kcith-ViUa
West Bridgford—Wesleyan (lurch, Trent-boulevard
Krisufjath— Alterations to Post. Office
Ditrttord-Kepairs to House at Small-pox Hospit^il
BiT^tol-Underground Sub-Station
Halil.is—Two Houses and Shops
Rainhill—Cottage
Eihnburgh -Tiiennial ContractintheScottish EngineerDistrict
Belfast—Warehouse, &c
Stockton-on-Tees—Portrack Schools .

Aberdeen— Gieyfriars Church
Grim.'Hby-Harold-strec't Schools
Hit-'h Bentham—Chancel, &c. .

Wrn'ham—Twelve Workmen's Dwclhng.

BITILDINGS. ,

Lancastei Building Ciut

School Board ..

Scbooi Board ...

•A. Buchftn and Ci

Chaxies Shejl's Charity Govemois

Corporation

Rural District Council

Town Council

1st Devon Yeomanry Cavaliy Camp.

.

J. Harker

Lewes Union Guardians

Urban District (touncil

Southend Co-operative Society

Watch Committee

William Bwaine

Guardians

Rural District Council

Brighton and Preston School Board..

GeUigaer County Schools Governors.
Guardians

Co-operative Society
H.M. Commissionci's of Works

Great Western Railway Co.
A . Hurdman and Son

Kev. J. Lyon

Guardians

.

Hosj)ital Committee
Willesden Guardians

Tleibyshire County Council... .

School Board

S. Broadbent
Corporation

Pat. Cuinming-.
Trustees

Metropolitan Asylums Board
Electrical Committee

Lancashire A.<iylums Board

"M' il' y—roliceInsT--e'tor'8 House, Weilingtoo-^':-
I )i- t;.riey— Fifty-Thiee Houses
\Vi •: y-Wesleyan Schools, Church-street
'

I — Fitnrihe.use at Gweal Brooth
1 iii—Twf.ntv-F.igbt Houses
i-'ton -(_ifhLe« and Reli'-ting Officer's Residence
bble—Two Detached Houses .-

—Converhng Outbuildings inU< St;ible.^

•n— Sir.jrlc-Story Shed. Regent Uuay
• ,1-1 t.reenocK— Station
Halilax—Primitive Methodist Chapel
(Viirnfield—Home for Female Inebriates
Woolston— Alterations to St. Mark's Girls' hchi^.i

)ninckley—Post Office
Annfleld Plain- PubUc Offices, &c

Pulton and Co.
School Bo-ai-d .

Schtx)l Board ,

.

Urlian District Council
General Pur^
I'.uilding Clii

( ieneral Purposes Committee
"bib .

.lame-s La\%Ty .

Glyndwr Building Club
(Guardians

('ori.oration
Harbour Commifwdpnei^
Caledonian Railway Co.

Ixindon County Council
IThited District School Bouiil
H.M. Commissioners of Works
tliban District Conned .

E. A. Johnson, F.R.I.B.A., Merthyr . April'.^)

The Secretary', South-street, Chichester „
J. Giuham Fairley, Architect, India Buildings, Edinburgh .... „
Alex. Tavlor, Ca-stle Cottage, Kildrummy „
Clare and' Koss, Architects, 66, Duke-street, Chelmsford r. „
T. Johnston, .Architect, 11, East^wall, Londonderry „
Henry Bruce, Architect, County Buildings, (?upar Fife „
J. Llewellyn Smith and Davies, Arch., 50, High-st., Merthyi- Tydfil „
T. Johns-ton, Architect, 11, East-wall, Londonderry „
W. Stead, M.I.C.E., County Surveyor, Northallerton „
Young and Mackenzie, Archts., Scottish Pro\Tdent Bldgs., Belfa.st „
The Rev. F. Friend, Boroughbridge ,.

T. Johnston, Architect, 11, East-wall, Ixmdonderry „
J. Platts, Architect, High-street, Rotherham „
Thomas Arnold, Aichitect, Castle Buildings, Llanelly .. „
f'. CI. Smith, Factor, Haddo House, Aberdeen „
A. W Smith, SuiTeyor, 460, Sti-atford-road, Sparkhill „
('. (J. Smith, Factor, Haddo House, Abei-deen - „
T. G. Taylor, Borough Surveyor, Albion House, Ramsgntc ,

C. G. Smith, Factor, Haddo House, Aberdeen ,,

Vivian Revnolds, Secretary of Trust, Nancegollan .,

C. G. Smith, Factor,-Haddo House, Aberdeen ,,

The Brigade Office, 10, Bystock-terrace, Exeter „
C. G. Smith, Factor, Haddo House, Abei-deen .... „
John Black, Factoi, Cortacby >,

Tennant and Bagley, Architects, Pontefiact „

C. G. Smith, Fac'toi, Haddo House, Aberdeen .... ,,

John Black, Factoi , Coiiachy >,

C. G. Smith, Factor, Haddo House, Aberdeen ..

H. Curtis Card, F.S.I., 10, North-street, Lewes .,

C. G. .Smith, Facte.r, Haddo House, Aberdeen ..

C. A. Pearce, 1, High-stieet, Blackwood, Mon ,,

('. O. Smith, Factor, Haddo House, Aberdeen „
T. Edgar Fellows, C.E., Surveyor, Town Hall, Wilienhall, Staffs „

C. G. Smith, Factor, Haddo House, Aberdeen ,,

W. Pogson. Architect, 24, Devonshire-street, Carhsl'

John Black, Factor, Cortacby
C. Q. Smith. Factor, Haddo House, Aberdeen , ,,

The City Engineer's Office, Municipal Buildings, Leeds.. ,,

Rev. W. J. Heatem, 39, Bath-road, Swindon
C. G. Smith. Factor, Haddo House, Abei-deen
"Tennant and Bagley, Architects. Pontefi-act
(,'. Ce. Smith, Factor, Haddo House, Aberdeen
G. Smith, Ai-chitect, Station-road, St. Dunstan's, Canterbuiy „

C. G. Smitl), Factor, Haddo House, Aberdeen „
John M'lntyi-e, Architect, Main-street, Letterkenny ..

C. CJ. Smith, Factor, Haddo House, Aberdeen
A. W. Smith, Surveyor, 460, Stratfoi-d-road, Sparkhill ..

C. G. iSmith. Factor, Haddo House, Aberdeen
J. B. Abbey and Son, Architects, S-l.i, New-sti-eet, Huddei-stielrl

T. Simpson and Son, Sui-veyOTS, 16, Ship-street, Brighton ,,

J. Parkinson, Architect, 7, Chuix;h-street, Lancaster ._.^.

.Tiimes and Morgan, Architects, Charles-street Chambers, Cardiff

T. Winn and Sons, Architects, 92, Albioii-street, Leeds „

James Duncan and Son, Architects, Turriff „

Henry Ross, Architect, 15, Cannon-street, Accrington „

The Secretarv, H.M. OiBce of Works, Storey's C4ate, S.W. ....^_^...^ „

A.Sharp,Architect,Pearl Assurance Buildings, Market-st., Bradloi-d „

G.K. MiU.s, Secretary, Paddington Station, W
Sharp and Waller, Architects, 23, Bradford-road, Bnghouse
James Duncan and Son, Architects, Turriff <

Samuel P. Cross, A.E.H.A., Architect, Carrickfergus, Ireland „

H. Stead, Architect, Heckmondwike • ..

J. Eaton, Sons, and Cantrell, Architects, Ashton-under-Lyne „

D. Ross, Puiad Surveyor, Kirriemuir, Scotland „

H. W. Chattawav, Architect, Trinity Chui-chyard, Coventry. ..._._.,.. „
A. Saxon .Snell, F.R.I.B.A.,'22,Southampton Bdgs,Chancery-l,W.C. „

E. Morewood Longsdon. Architect, Bakewell .^....... ,.

J. Somes Story, County Sur., County Offices, St. Mary 8 Gate, Dei'by „

R. Wilson, Architect, 3, Queen-street, Edinburgh „
F. H. Lavesay, Architect, 107, Newgate-s-treet, Bishop Auckland „

W. Clement Williams, Architect, 29, Southgate, Halifax „

J. W. Moncur, Borough Sur%-eyor, Town Hall, Sunderland „

John Jlel-vin and Son, Architects, Mar-street, Alloa ..

D. and J. K. M'Millan, Architects, 211, Union-sti-eet, Aberdeen „

A. E. Lambert, Aichitect, 22, Park-row, Nottingham „
/UfredE. Luwis, Chamberlain of Argyll, Inverary »
T. Duncombe Maim, Clerk, Embankment, E.C

.,;'-;'";i'..:i "i
"

H. Faraday Proctor, Citv Electrical Engineer, Temple Back, Bnstol „
L. Creates, A.K.I. E.A., Waterhouse-street, HaUfax „

.las. Jomal, Oerk and Steward, EainhiU .• ..

The Director of Army Contracts, War Office, Pall Mall, 8.W „

Young and Mackenzie, Scottish Provident Buildings, Belfast

Edward A. Whipham, Architect, 59, High-street, Stockton „

A. Marshall Mackenzie, Architect, 343, Union-street, Aberdeen

H. C. Scaping, Architect, Court Chambers, Grimsby „

Austin and Paiey, Architects, Lancaster i.

J. Sharp, Suneyor, 5, Suimyside, Borough Green, Wrotham ...^ . ,,

Wni. E. Putman. A.M.I.C.E.. Boro' Engineer, Town Hall, Morley. „

T. RcKlcrick, Arcliitect, Chfton-street, Abei-dare _ ^.. ., ,.

Carby Hall and Dalby. Archts., Prudential Bld^., Park-row, Leeds „
Henr-,' Martdei-n, Architect, 26, Clarence-street, Penzance „
T. Kcslerick, Aichitect, Chftcn-street, Aberdaie •
William and Scgar Owen, Architects, Wanington .;..... >i

J. F. Walsli & Graham Nicholas, Archts., Bank CTiambcrs, HnUfnx „
H. O. liN'hyatt, A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng., Town nall-si|., Grimsby „
R. O. Nicol, Harbour Engineer, Harboui- Eng.'s Office, Aberdeen „
'Ilie Company's Engineer. Buchanan-street St.ition, Gla.sgow „
K. Hoislall and Son, Architects, '22a, Commercial-street, Halifax „
Tlie Oen. Branch Archt.'s Dept., County Hall, Spnng Gai-dcns, S.W. „
W. H. Mitchell, Son, and Gutteridge, 9, Portland-st., Southampton „
The Secretaiy, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W „
T. J. Trowsdale, Surveyor, Anntield Plain m
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FIRK RESISTAXOE: ITS 1L\.TERIALS

A\D ARCIIITECTURAL TREA'niENT,

'pi IE grcjiter attention that has lately- boon
J- bestowed on fire-iv.sistiiig oonstnietion

aiul methods of tirepvoofing must ha\e been
evident to all visitors to the Building Trades
Exhibition during the last week. It is the

first timi", we think, a separate section of the

During the last quarter of a century

architects have learned a great deal aboiit

this subject. Materials and modes of con-

sti'uction have boon introduced or invented

in gri^at abundance, as an3-one may see who
visits the Eire Prevention section at the

Agricultural Hall. I'ractical test.s of mate-
rials and structures have boon made from

time to time, and tlie ISritish EirePri'Vi'iition

Committee have instituted a series of tire-tests

on every conceivable material and stnicture

used in building ; -the great extent of their

labours may be seen by looking over the

reports. They have been otiicially ])ublished

under the oditor.ship of Mr. Edwin (_). Sachs,

aT>d the tests have been largely jiatronised by
leading manufacturers, inventors of tirei)r<.)of

methods, and by the profession. One of the

principal developments that have been madeexhibition lias been set aj)art for the purpose.

and though the collection does not represent in this subject is the introduction of method
all that has been introduced of late yeai-s, for treating wood and other inflammable ma-
it represents sevei-al im]K)rtant methods of

appl.TOig mechanical and chemical agencies

to the consti'uctiim of Iniildings ; of not
only arranging the materials of struc-

tuns—like walls, floors, and roofs—to re-

sist tiro, but of protecting materials from
the risk of ignition. For a long time
.the attempts ma(l<> to constnict "fireproof"
buildhigs faileil, for the jiriuciples upon
which fire-resistance depended were imper-
fectly grasped by the builder. It was thought
if we built largely of iron, no harm could
come : that a building witli floors of iron

girdei's and brick arches, and naked iron

Columns could ni'ver be destroyed by fire

;

that stono as well as brick was invidneinble
to its attiieks. Rut we soon began to realise

the mistake wo had made of assiiming the
incombustibility of these materials, and their

non-defection without jiroof. It was quickly
evident that naked unprotected iron con-
.stiniction was the most destructive of all

agencies where a fire once took a hold on
a buihling'; that it jjushcd out, pulled
and twisted the walls, and rendered tlio

ta.sk of fire-extinction exceedingly dangerous.
Nin- did wo at one raali.<o the fact that
fires are not so much dependent on tiie

constitK'tion of the building nor the mateiiaLs
used in it, a.s upon the material stored in the
building ; the inflammable nature of the goods,
like cotton or loosely-stacked articles ; and
largely upon light wooden fittings, staircases,

,;i.iiugs, matchboarded and other inflammable
litions which become fertile and rapid
I as of connecting the fire in one part with

x)ther pai-ts. We did not quite realise that
it was of no use to have iron and brick in the
walls and floors of a building if other parts
were of light wood, and it wooden stair-

cases and lifts connected one floor to others.

The idea of an-esting

portion of a Imilding

a division into "risks'
- n-s been practically

to the value of selecting incombustible
terials like ircm, it was not at once seen
t to be of any value it must bo protected
HI great heat by other materials of equal
• imbustibility, but of slower conductive
Acr, or non-conducting substances like

. :t or slag wool
• iMcticaUy, by ,

se facts, our main effort has been r.athcr

niploy materials of a refractory nature to
the and inotect our .stiiicturc's, th;in to
lid them entirely of iron or steel. One
:ig, at least, has been tiiught by the
-isti-ous fires of recent years: that the

lice of fire-prevention is mainly based on
proper use of protective materials to

elop or incase iron and steel, and other
•lammable materials, and to provide means

' an-esting the spread of fire, such as by the
' of fire-resisting partitions and vvaUs,

' losed staircases and lifts. That it is (inite
I asy to protect a building of wood and
linary building materials as one biult of

.'ill by the employment of suitable covering
I 't fire-resisting materials.

Of course, this is not altogether

Many attempts have been made to

wood uninflammable. Several so-

' fireproof" paints have been intro-

; one of these was Astrop's patent

-a colourless priming or varnish

or cutting off one
from another, or

has only of late

adopted. Again,

terials,

new.
render
called

duced
cyanite

which resists the action of fire. Asbestos

paint is also fire-resisting, and we hear of a

pvTodene or fireproof liquid used in 1SS7 for

rendering wood and other fabrics flame-

proof; there is also lilane's fireproof paint

used about the same time, besides other

chemical solutions for treating theatrical

scenery, hangings, and dresses, amongst
those used being aliun, borax, phosphate of

soda, tungst;ite of .soda, &c., and the latter,

we believe, has been largely used for render-

ing textiles uninflammable.
Obviously any mode that will exclude

oxygen will render wooil non-flammable,
and thus, if the wood is incased by a layer of

bad-conducting material like charcoal it can
be protected fi-om further o.xidation or injnrj-.

One of the modes adopted is to coat the

material with an uninflanmiable varnish to

exclude the air. One authority says .sub-

stances subjected to firejjroofing treatment
carbonise under heat, but do not inflame or

afford any aid to the spreading of the fire—

a

fact that has been attested by Captain Shaw
and several of our fii'e-brigade officials.

Tunber beams or pillars so coated can with-
stand intensely high temperatures for some
time, or at least till aid arrives. A fire-

proofing material should possess, we are told

by scientists, " the property of fonaing, when
heated, gases or vapours that are not inflam-
mable and non-oxidising, so as to vaeld an
atmosphere incapable of aiding the com-
bustion ; and secondly, the power of jdelding,

when heated, a readily fusible, continuous
layer of residue, which coats the partially

chaiTed fabric, and excludes oxygec from
it." Wood can be ti'eated either by apply-
ing to the exterior a solution of the materials

or a coating of firejiroof paint, or by im-
pregnating the substance of the wood with
the material, such as magnesium borate,

sodium tungstatc, and especially ammonium
pho.sphate : but for the external ap]ilication

of sodium silicate_
,

-- -olutiou, or " water-glass,
Xow that we have learned

;
with asbestos has been considered the best.

dearly-bought experience, Both these aijplications are made. One very
interesting exhibit we noticed last week of

the " Xon-Elammable Wood, Co., Ltd."
should be noticed by architects, for they will
sec specimens of wood and other fabrics
h-eated by a special non - flammable
process, which has resisted the severest
tests. We refer our readers to a reiwrt
of fii'e - tests with a match-bo.arded par-
tition, and one of "non-flammable" deal
coated with "non-flammable" paint, con-
ducted by the Bi'itish Fire-Prevention Com-
mittee. How few architects specif}- any
fireproof coatings even in builiKngs of wood
calling for special protection I Even coat-

ing wood with a solution of timgstate or
silicate would be a useful precaution against
speedy ignition ; but, of cour.se, a proper

treatment should include a vehicle and a pig-
ment, as the solution just mentioned, or
even starch paste and a pigment suili as
asbestos powdei'. The asbestos paint' nan
bo made of water-glass and asbestos.

But in special stiiictures of wood, canvas,
and textOo, such as tbose in a theatri!, the
most effectual treatment is by an im])r<?gna-

tion of the falnic, the manufactured jiiicesof

wood being jilaced in a closed vessel, the aii-

removed, and the fire))roofing material

aibnitted, by which it ]ienetrates into the
pores of the wood, as in the non-flammable
process.

Various forms of asbestos preparations arc-

before the architect for plastering walls,

ceilings, and floors, as we may see in the?

models and specimens exhibited by Messrs.
McNeill and Co., where slag-wo<d is made in

the form of slabs for firejiroofing partitions,

ceilings, and pi-otecting girders, as well a-

for covering cisterns, steam-pipes, lining flue-

pipes for stoves, and for other jnirposes of

preventing the passage of heat or of protection

from frost. In how man}- modern build-

ings is asbestos used in any foi-m ? Why
it IS not more used in the shape of slabs or
plaster for partitions, roofs, and ceilings,

except on the score of expense, is not very
clear. There are several new mateiials that

are now made of asbestos fibre. One of

these, in a slab form, we have described

lately—very thin, hard, and homogeneous
in substance, that can be cut or nailed like

board, and used for lining walls, partitions,

and ceilings, also in veneering wooden doors.

&c. Its thinness is a desideratum. Its fire-

resisting and non-conducting qualities are

important points. In a more concrete form
the architect has a large number of inventions

for walls, partitions, floors, &c., composed
either of concrete and iron or steel combined,
a "reinforced concrete" construction, or of

ordinary plaster with metal in the shape of

wire lathing imbedded on the centre. The
Fii-e-Prevention Section shows several modern
applications ofboth thesekinds ofconstruction.

In the " reinforced concrete " the concrete oc-

cupies some thickness, though there are now
partitions made ofonly 2in. or Sin. in thickness-

in which steel in the fonn of wire netting-.

" Jhilmil " or .steel lath, expanded metal, or
"helical lathing" is introduced as a core,

w-hich gives all the rigidity and strength

necessary, with a minimum of thickness. Or
rolled ribbed bars of steel can be made the sub-
stratum of the concrete for floors or pai-titions.

Then there are partitions constructed of slabis

of plaster .stiffened by reeds perforated with
cii'cular apertures, and with gi'ooved and
tongued joints from 2in. to 4iu thick, as in

the " Mack " system ; other patents in which
a kind of corrugated-iron sheeting of dovetail

section or tubes are made the core for the

plaster or cement. Oiu' forefathers knew
nothing of these modes of combining fire-

resisting materials which we possess, and
which can be tm-ncd to so many different

uses. The advantage of this mode of metal

and plaster partition is that it can be formed

to any curved or bent shape for coved

ceiling-s, domes, for incasing iron c<duinns.

and girders, lift iiiclosures, and other uses.

Till quite recently the most valnerable

parts of our buildings in the case of a large

fire were the window and door openings.

Modern ingenuity has now been lirought to

bear, and we have a few methods of rendering

our glazed windows less liable to crack from

intense heat. Several kiuds_ of glass -with

wire imbedded have been introduced, by
which the pieces of glass cracked by the heat

are still held together for some time at least.

The most important of the inventions is that

of the electro-glazed fire-resisting Luxfer
prisms or ortUnary quarries that have been

on view at the Exhibition, and which we
have often described. By this manufacture

the pieces of glass are imited almost as one

mass in copper frames that the most intense

heat is unable to detach, while the plates of
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glass so welded together retain their ]iositioii,

arresting the progress of the flames, and
excluding the innish of air through the
window. Those who have seen the exhibit in

teak frames showing the results of a fire-test,

may see the grip which the copper or eleetro-

glazing jirocess has upon the glass quarries.

The ur.iin question for the archittxt to con- '

sider is to make use of these inventions and ,

appUeations in as economical a method as he
can and with the best arohitectuiiil results.

Tlie e.xtra cost for fire-resisting construction
will of course depend on the sujierfieial area
of the floors and partition, and the actual

cost is now small in [jroportion. I'or a lai'ge

block (if waiehouses or offices or dwellings, ;

the addition would be necessarily small com-
jjared wit!i that of a small building. But why
should the consideration of cost weigh in a

matter of safety !' The risks and fire insur-

ance are necessarily smaller for wcll-e(iuipi)cd

buildings. The architectural treatment of

these methodsof construction is a still unsettled

question. Architects have hitherto tried to

shirk the question, as they do sanitary or
other uncongenial matters. But there is no
re ison why the materials and fire-resisting

stnictures in use should not be made to con-
form to architectural canons. One objection

rai.sed is that they conceal con.stniction. Let
us take two typical kinds of construction—the
firejiroof floor and the incased column or

stmchion. A few of thesy.stems of fireproof

flooring conceal the iron joi.sts ; fireclay lin-

tels come below the lower flanges for protec-

tion, so that the beams are not exhibited;
hut why cannot this form be boldly

accepted and treated as we should a slab ?

We can in ornamental ceilings form the
surface into panels by bi'inging down the

iron girders and encasing them. With regard
to stanchions and columns, their clothing
or incasing can be made so as not to destroy
their shape or proportion. In the more
decorative uses of metal lath and plaster for

ceilings and domical roof's, the architect is

not restricted to any one form of construc-
tion ; he is not obliged to fill up his corners
between wall and ceilings with great coves
and vacant spaces, but may follow closely

the forms of his construction. There is no
reason why we should resort to a kind of

sham bracketing if we wish to adorn a
saloon or hall; nor to "construct decora-
tion " for the jjurpose of using a fireproof

material. The whole question of treatment
is in the hands of the architect, if ho only
understands the nature and properties of the
materials, and appeals to his judgment and
artistic instincta in the use ho makes of them.

THE NEW G.AiLERT.

''pilE New Gallery is no longer represeuta-
L tive of a leading school or influence ; we
lose the personal strength and charm of

Hurne-Jfines. The gallery, in fact, does not
express any one school of, but a number of

rather divergent views of, art ; though in this

more comprehensive sense, it represents some
of the higher and ambitious aims of men who
have devoted themselves to j)aintiiig. Begin-
ning with the west room, wo notice J. M.
Struilwick's thoughtfully sentimentid work,
'• Summer Songs" (9(i). The sad and .sweet

faces of the medieval mai<lcns, one playing at
the organ in a sort of cloister overhung with
rich foliage .and fruit, through the arches of

which the sunshine of the outer world appears,
remind us of the tenderness and ins])iration of

Hurne-Jones's work ; but without the power-
ful and ]ier.suasivc influence of that master.
'I'hero is exfjuisite minuteness, skilful

draughtsman.ship, and execution in the
embroidered robes of the maidens and details
of the convent, an air of ecclesiastical rapture
and quiet prevails that is sincere at least;

but we take exception to the style of the
ar.;ado, which is more Italian than Roman-
es pie or Medi.eval. Mr. Frank Spenlovc-

Spcnlove's large landscape, ''A Song of
j

TwiUght " {9.S)." with its water and reflection, !

is admu-able in its tones of doei) shadow and

twilight glimmer. Hubert Drajier, in The
.Naiads' I'ool " (lOJ), is a daintily-conceived

circular composition; a Naiad, her brow

entwined with seaweed, is reposing on a

rock - a fisher boy gazes in the water.

George Wetherbee has two subject? : (108),
" A Peaceful Glade," a landscape seen

through lofty stems of trees ; and No. 147,

" The Pool of l)iana," a more ambitious

subject— a bold, hilly landscape, broken by
giant tree-trunks, w'ith distant glades and
sunlit hills in the distance. Diana stands

before a large pool equipi)od for the hunt.

Over it, J."Nettleship"s ••Lust of Life"

is very realistic and clever ; the boar is in a

snow-di'ift in a thick wood ; the animal is

lapping the ground. C E. Halle's "Hero"
is feeble in execution. She holds a torch on

a tower to direct the course of Leander across

the Hellespont. There is a frightened and
terror-stricken look in her face as she appears

to anticipate the fate of her lover who will be
drowned, and in de-spair she is alioiit to throw
herself into the sea. His other works,
" Will-o'-the-Wisp" and " The Lorelei," are

compositions of poetic interest, and grace-

ful female studies. Lady Stanley's "The
Bathers " represent two njnnph-like forms
on rocks. The quite nude figui'es are

gracefully modelled, and near it is J. J.

Shannon's •• A Portrait Group "'
(112), a very

\

effective and plea.sing group of the painter's

family, masterly in handling and colour. The
portrait of "Mrs. Brown Potter" (113) in

low, black dress, the chief note of colour

being the rich auburn hair, is too theatrical in
;

pose, and not many would .say Mr. Harrington
Mann's presentment is a flattering portrait

of the actress. W. Llewell)^l's portrait of

"Viscountess Parker" (135) is gracefully

handled. The viscountess is seated, and wears
|

a black-and-white costume with driipery
j

backgi'ouud, and dog by her side. Mark
Fisher's "View in the Giron'de " (132) is

sparkling in its brilUancy of colour ; Leslie

Thomson has an eflective seacoast scene,
" Sunset," with a laden vessel on the beach

(134); Frank Brangw\ni sends a very
vigorous view of " Old Kew Bridge," strong

in colour and handling of brush ; and J. L.
Pickering a powerful sunset over Argyllshire

hills, "The Day's Requiem" (144), in its

dark rocky scenery, the hill-tops lit up by a

red glow. Thei'e is nice sentiment in Alfred

Withers' "Evening: Quality Street, North
Berwick" (lol) ; and C. Napier Hemy paints

one of his realistic seas with a fishing-boat,

"Counting the Catch" (1.57), full of fresh-

ness, and vigorous in handling. The shore,

with its fish and tackle, and the flicker of

light on the waves shows the painter's mas-
tery and technique. Further on t'harles W.
Wyllie has a pleasing landscape, '• Summer,"
a field of poppies and white bloom near the

sea, very ti'uthful in the light and atmo-
sphere (ies).

Edward Stott, in •'The Year's Youth" (172),

a girl feeding chickens in an orchard rich in

spring-blossom, is a subtle impression of

colour and light. I'retty as a conception is

W. R. Symond's " Butterfly Chase," two
young girls tryiiig to catch butterflies on a
cliff near tlie sea ; the colour is in a light key.

Collier Smithors' "A Wind Sprite" (171)
and George Henry's "Gold Fish" (176), a
girl seated watching a bowl of fish, are

interesting and painted with some ability.

W. G. Von Glehn has a large and ambitious
picture, " l/Enchantement de la Foi^et

"

(182), which he calls " Design for an Archi-
tectural Feature," a gi'ouj) of nymphs round
a pool in a forest or rocky landscape ; strong
in composition and colour, but without any
apparent (daim to be called by the latter

title. The work at least is more satisfactory

in coU)ur than in others of this painter's

work. In the North Room, one of the most
sen.sational jiictures is ' Biddulph-sbeig " (192),

an incident of the War, when Lieut. Quilter

and a band of heroic men of the 2nd
Grenadier Guards volunteered to save
wounded soldiers lying near the burning
grass, and ran into the flames, and brought
out wounded under fire of the Boers. It is

painted with much realistic skill by Mr. J.

P. Beadle. Sir James D. Linton's picture,
" A Nation's Gratitude Rewards the Brave";
(189), is another patriotic picture. S. Melton-
FLsher has a clever piece of geniv, " Dreams,":
a lady asleep on an easy-chair in a drawing-
room, where she sees in her dream a girl

glaying a harp—partly a piece of real lif.

partly a vision to the sleeper. It is skilfully

painted. T. C. C-rotch has a decorative little

•study of a little maid in a pale canary coloured,

fi'ock against an orange backgroud ' • A

'

Dai,nty Rogue " (197). Miss Mary L.

Gow's delicate little portrait study (196)-

is charmingly light. There is fine colour-

and dexterous painting in the herbage
and heather of "Mountain Tops" (19S)r-

by Douglas Adams. But let us note a^|
few of the leading subject pictures to be seeijfj

in this gallery, notably those of Sir James D.--

Liiiton, G. A. Watts, R.A., and T. Austen
Brown, before we proceed with the lesser

work and poi-ti^aiture, which is largely iff

evidence.

Sir James D. Linton, in a largo and highly-

finished picture, depicts the Casket Scen^
from the " Merchant of Venice" (201), where
Basstmio, the lover of Portia, a rich heiress;

who sits watching him, selects the lead,'

casket which contains Portia's picture,':

and, according to the conditions of hei'

father's wiU, claims her as his wife?

The scene is a room in Portia's house,

a handsome Italian interior. Portia, Ncrissa,

and attendants are in the room, and Bassanio

comments on the cAskets to himself. Two
young girls arc singing to the accom-
paniment of mandolins. "The figures of

Portia seated, in rich brocaded silk, Bassanio,

and the other figures are faultless. The di-ess

and accessories of the chamber are remarks

able for their technique, and refined

colour. The architecture is pert'ect in ilB

detail, and the only fault is the lack of ox-

25res.sion and interest on some of the faces. .

Among other subject-pictures, those of Gh

F. Watts, R.A., in the West Room, must be

mentioned, perhaps the strongest being:

"Greed and Labour," a powerful indictment'

on canvas of capital and labour. Greec ^
shown as an old man clutching his mone^'l

bags close behind Labour, who reprosent3;B
|

stalwart working man carrying a hea^
basket of tools of all kinds. Mr. Watts has I

here powerfully presented the economic!

problem. The face of the youthful Labour
i

expresses energy and vigour. He is heavily

burdened with his imidements. and in the'

sweat of his brow he is toiling. The colour

is harmonious. Perhaps more pleasing is the

little group of amorini called "Trifles Light

i

as Air" (124), a grouping of sportive little

|

plump lithe cherubs in a blue firmament,

merry and full of life. " The Slumber of

Ages'" (123) is more ambitious, and repw-

i

sents Age per.sonated by a mother aMseii

on a rock with an awakened infant in iei]

lap. The composition is sculpturesque am

2)owerful.

Byam Shaw's "Diana" (129), ehs,

the great huntress leaping over strea

rocks, is boldly conceived and h.mdlei

very strong subject picture is T. Al
^

Brown's canvas, "Sunshine and Shade

(246), a subject just the opposite in style.

sentiment to Sir J. D. Linton's or Mi

Wontnor's work -one a scene in luxuriou

Venetian surroundings full of rich text

and colours, the other a quay or river sic

which bank sits a Dutch mother with

infant, with another child near, while on tb

i
other side of river are the red-tile roofs of th

houses of a town. A gleam of sunshii

lights up the distant houses, while the nci

. river bank, with mother and child, are

uriou I

HP

^
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shadow. There is much technical skill shown
|

gi-oups of youths and maidens refreshing

in this undoubtedly powerful picture, one of themselves and partaking of the rejuvenating

the best of the painter's. Sir Philip Burne- fluid ; old men, people stricken witli mahi-

Jones, has a street scene and lount;iin in .Vsolo dies, women trying to rejuvenate themselves,

('JOO and 'M)'). William Wontner presents a I are all testing the virtues of this pool. Be-

verv daintily painted Oriental interior, with ! yond opens a hilly landscape. We do not

a dark beauts' reposing on a seat under a ' think Mr. Crane has boon so svicce-ssful here

trellis of svuiiit foliage, her dark eyes and as in otlier pictiu-es—as "The Mower
black ti-esses recalling the poet's line

—

Serene with lu-^ont-litldtxl eyes,

Amin'uus, ami lashes like to raj's

Of ditrkness, and a brow of pearl,

Ti-essetl with ivdolent ebony
In many u (I;irk deliciuiis cuii.

George II. Boughton, E.A., painis a gipsy-

like nj-iuph, called "A Diana of the Goo.se

Pn-stiii-es" (204), cleverly: and E. C. E.

Perugiui has a graceful subject, "Tabby and
I

is a pleasing sub

Tabitha," a young lady and her cat, as a jjirl in a wood,
study of portraiture. Percy Bigland's •" Mrs.

Myles Kennedy " is a graceful work. As a

portrait of prosaic everv-dav life the full-

length portrait of -'ThoEarrof Staii-, K.T."

(225), which hangs at the end of gallery, by
Sir George Eeid, is noteworthy for its honesty
of treatment. The earl stands in a fawn

Two
delightful picture's in this medium by Mrs.

Marianne Stokes, " The Jug of Tears'" (04)

and •• Mother and Child " (70), may be men-
tioned ; also John 1). Batt*^n's Itjilian-likc

treatment (61). W. Graham Robertson has

a nice study of a fair-haired Uttlo girl in

lightish -gi'ey tone (1), and a fresh sea is

seen in A." Harvey Moore's "Hauling the

Net." Ernest Normand's "Cornflowers"
•et of a dark-haired

Wo must also notice

William Padgett's " Old Canal, Flanders

"

(()), very admirable in its reflection, and not

quite quite so sombre ivs his wont. George S.

Watson succeeds in his porh-ait study,
" Gwendoline," a young lady m heliotrope

dross holding a straw hat ; natural and strong in

treatment. Julian Story has a modern study

lantem-.slides, many of them specially taken Ly
the lectui'cr, and others reproduced from (hawinys

iind engravings.

The subject of the classification of the Roman-
esque styles wa.s, the author remarked, a large

one, C'lassilications ah'eady existed- -those of De
Cauniont, (Juidiorat, \'i()lUt-le-Duc, and par-

ticularly Antliymo Sainl-l'aut, were referred to :

but they h(>lpcd om^ but little forward. It re-

mained to con.'iidia- whether a wider biusia of

cla.ssification lould not he found - one resting on
the main fact.s of plan and structure.

W11.\T WA^ THE AIM or THE OI.O cnVUClI
DVILOEUSr

coloured tweed suit and overcoat, and grey ' of a lady (Mrs. Sharon) at piano in a light

felt hat, and .shows us the man simply and
,
dress with a background of pabns and screen

;

sti'aightforwardly. Another pleasing ])ortrait

is W. G. Von (ilehn's "The Lady Edward
Cecil " (227), in a white, low evening dress,

with violet sash. We maj- also mention the

following potti-aits as commendable : lion.

John Colliex-'s "Mr. Rudyard Kipling," in the

South Room (3(j) ; Arthur Hacker's "Mrs.
George J. Frampton," full of character,

with a panelled background subdued in colour

(32), and J. F. Shannon's " The Lady Carbery
and her Children " (2:54), a very admirable
gioup, refined and qiuet in colour. John S.

Sargent, R.A., givesjis a portrait of Mrs.

rcttned in colour. And we must also notice

Frank Walton's "Woods and DeUs" (11), a

fine - shaded woodland ; W. R. Sjanonds'

portrait of Mrs. Peart Robinson (12), J.

AATiipple's " Spring Blossom," crisp and
sparkling: George W. Joy's poi-trait of

• Ella ''
(19), a girl with delicate features in

a light pink-figured blouse. Mrs. Evelyn

de Morgan's " Attiiinment," a Rossetti-like

composition, depicts a weary pilgrim gaining

the summit of a rock helped up by an angel

in resplendent robes, and siuTOUuded by a

host of cherub-lLke figures. The colour of the

Garrett-Anderson.M.D. (229),inliismasterl}- ', latter is overpowering, and there is a want of

style and technical qualities, yet we have seen harmony despite merit of conception. ^Lnder

more successful work of his. ' His " Duke of ~ "
— —

.

..

Portland," a full length, is not quitea success.

The collie dogs are prominent, and there is

movement in their drawing. Miss Henrietta
Rao has a portrait of Mrs. John Brown, well
studied in the bust and face. John M. Reid
has a strong piece of sea-painting, with its

deep sapphire .sea and rocky inlet and fi.shing-

boatin "The Fisherman's Daughter " (237),
j

be seen some very deUcate poi-trait'studies i ^'^^^'^^ ^^j';^;';^^^;'/;;^^^^
a stiuly ot the (. oriush coast. \Ve must note

|

in pencil and chalk by the Marchioness ot
] ^j^^ weather

also Ivystan Hetheringtou's " With Rushing • Granbv, Mrs. Nonnan Grosvenor, and several
.

. - - -
j^g^-j^

son Hague's " Winter Fuel" (37) forits tone

and colour is worthy of note, and we must
also mention J. W. Godward's refined

"Portrait of a Lady" (2()), Ernest Barton's

large "Lady of the Lake," a feebly-handled

centre upright landscape, with a birch tree in

foreground, among the more conspicuous

works in this room. In the balcony are to

First of all, what was the one thing that the old

builders—whatever the schools they belonged to

—were trying to do ? \\'itli the exception of a

certain number of them wlio were atlcmptins to

solve the church-bvuldiii;;- problem liy foUowiiifi

the type of St. .Stcfano liotondo at Rome, or of

St. Vitale at Ravenna, and whose furthest out-

posts, with the cxeepti(m of the churches of the-

Knights Tcuq)lars and the Knights IIos])itallers,

arc to be found in the churches of Aix-la-Chape.lle.

(.Htmai'sheim, and Germigny-de.s-l'rea, all the

builders of Western Europe, from th(; ninth cen-

tury, when Romanesque architecture commenced,
to "the twelfth century, when it was superseded

by tTOthie, were engi-ossed with one supreme
problem

—

now TO VAULT A IIASILICA,

This was the master-problem of the builders of

the Jliddlo Ages fiom the end of the ninth to the

uuddle of the twelfth century. The amount of

engineering skill, the ingenuity, and the variety

of the solutions proposed were astonishing. They
seemed never to have had their full due. Gothic

architecture got nearly all the credit. As a matter

of fact, every single one of the main difficulties

inherent in the task had been effectually met

—

and met in more than one way—before the first

Gothic architect ever handled a trowel. Early in

the r2th century, or before, at least five complete

solutions had been arrived at, as may be seen at

Le Pay, Toumus, Cluny, Speyer, and Durham.
The problem how to vault a hasUica meant

—

(1) that there were to be aisles as weU as

a high nave
; (2) that some foi-m of vault

construction wiis to be devised
; (3) that since a

vault of stone was heavy, piers must be substi-

tuted for graceful, but weak, classical columns ;

(4) that the thrusts of the -high vault of the nave

must be stopped in some way by abutment in or

above the aisles
;

(o) that top-lighting by clere-

story windows was to be retained
; (6) that the

Wind and Gathering Storm " (25(3), an ex-
panse of marsh near the sea, wind-swept,
vigorous in colour. Edward Stott's " Love's
Twilight" (245). Robert W. Allan in
" Market Morning, Autibes " (261), gives us
a new note of colour in the briUiant siuiUght
effect of the old marketplace. David Carr
"The Doctor's Pony " (264), is a large cottage
scene by a country lanein a soft evening light,

full of mellowness and tone. Near it Herbert
Schmalz (265) has an idealised figure of a
maiden, halt-draped in white, with bright
flowing hair, can-jTng a basket full of grapes
and other fruit, descending a hill overlooking
the sea ; the drawing and colour are a little

too artificial.

Turning to the South Room we see several
pictures executed in tempera, especially of
ideal subjects, which show the capabilities of
this medium for painting. Size, or the yolk
of an egg, are used in this medium for the
mixing of the colours. That the colour so

water-colour drawings by Leonard
Miss Nora Davison, Philip Norman, Bernard

F. Gribble, Miss Charlotte Spiers, A. B.

DonaHson, Count Nicolas Androutzos, Mrs.

F. Harvey Moore, and many more. In the

central hall there is to be seen some sculpture

and intere.stiug goldsmith's work by Countess
Feodore Gleichen, Miss EKnor Hall^, Alex-

ander Fisher, Mr. and Mrs. Gaskin, and
others, which we have no space to notice.

A SIMPLE SOLUTION OF THE TUOBLEM.

In most cases one or more of these conditions

were

ROYAL IN.STITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

AN ordinary meeting of the Institute was held

on Monday evening, Mr. E. A. Griining,

Vice-President, in thechair. On the motion of

the Chairm.^n, seconded by Jlr. Alex.inueu

Graham, F.S.A., hon. sec, the resolution

rescinding for one year the operation of by-law

26 (by which by-law the President is ineligible

for re-election to the chair after having served

mixed" does not become changed or darker f""" *^o successive years) was unanimously con-

in time, is a good reason for using tempera ^nn^'^- ^'"- '^'- ^- ^ocke, secretarj', announced

for certain cla.^s of painting. Joseph E. j

'^^^ ^" examination tor the oihce of budding

Southall (66), in "New Lamps for Old," shows r^T'T':,'"'''
been held, at which three candi-

- 1,
-l),-
A /^:.

, fti,- ^ ]• !' ,*
I dates had presented themselves, one of whom, Mr.

a brilliant example of this medium for deco-
| j^^^, E^^i^ yy^y,,,^ „£ Balfom-road, Notting-

rative scJhemes. Ihe maidens m mediaeval
j j^am, was successful. An examination had .also

dress who arc represented changmg their
;
been held for the office of distiicC surveyor, and,

lamps, and the splendid peacock's plumage, among three candidates, two were successfid in
outrival any oil-colour. Walter Crane has a i

passing— viz., Sidney Joseph Halse, of Hester-
large subject called '

' The Fountain of Youth "
|

combe-avenue, Fulham, and Frank .Sizcr Capon,
in tempera: a large .allegorical composition, the '

Northanger-road, Streatham Common,
centre feature of which is a lofty fountain the classification or uosLiNESQUE Aiteni-
with a colossal figure of a female pouring

!
tectuke.

a stream of water from a large pitcher, while i Mr.FuAN-cis Bond, M.A., Hon. Associate, read
round the basin are numerous figures and a paper on this subject, iUustrated by about 130

or more
evaded. One school—the most ancient of

all, which held the whole ot the field till the 9th

century—simplified the problem by omitting the

vault and retaining the colonnade.

A secoxd solution

—also very incomplete—was to omit the aisles

;

to build a haU-chm-ch roofed with a tunnel vault.

This simplified the question of supports, for it

substituted solid walls for hollow iu-ches, any
amount of clerestory light coidd be introduced,

and the walls could be thickened to any extent to

provide continuous abutment to the thrust of the

great tunnel vault. Everj-\vhere it was the

natural and proper solution where only a small

church was required; but it was employed in

Provence even in churches of cathedral rank.

.1 THIHD METHOD,

represented by the school of Perigueux, also re-

moves the difficulties of supports, abutment, and
top-lighting by eliminating the aisles. It pre-

sents us with another variety of haU-church,

roofed, not mth a tunnel, but a row of domes,

and it is to be noted that the corners of each

square bay of the nave are filled in with penden-

tivcs to support the dome.

THE NEXT .METHOD

is found only in the church of Loches, ne,ar Tours.

Orig-inaUy there was a low tuunel-vaiUted nave,

without a'isles, of the 11th centmy. But about

1 160 the eastern portions ot the nave were pulled

downi, two square bays were foi-med, and on these

bays two spires were erected.

A- FIFTH SOLUTION.

In two chm-ches of the first rank a row ot

domes was employed to roof an aisled nave. Tlie
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nave was spanned by a series of sti-ong arehos.

Them- were so placed as to divide the nave into

s<juai"e eomi>artments. (_>n each squaiv anoctajjjunal

dome was j»ist'd, the comers of the square beins
filled up with corbelling or squinches to afford

support all round to the base of the dome. The
typical example of this is the wonderful cathedral

of Le I'uy, the nave of which is roofed by a row
of six domes on squinchre.

THE NEXT METHOD

may be distinguished as the arch-and-lintel

system. Strong ti-ansverse arches «ere built

across the nave about Oft. apart : a wall was built

on each rising up to the apex of the arch and then

lintels of ba.salt were laid longitudinally- i.r.,

from west to cast, t'oimt Vogiie has fully illus-

trated this curious phase of architectural history

in La Si/yir Centrah-.

CnOSS TlXNKl. V.VILTS.

AVc next come to a whole series of attempts to

solve the problem by covering an aisled nave with

with what is called a tiumcl, waggon, barrel, or

cnidle-vault. Of these the most scientific is that

of Toumus Abbey church. As in the churches of

Syria, the nave was spanned by stout arches,

e;ich arch canj-ing a wall. But each pair of these

walls, instead of carrying lintels, lus in S^nia,

carries a short tunnel set Iransrenielij.

lOXCITl niXAL TIXXEL VAILTS.

We now come to the vast number of churches

in which the tunnel-vault of the nave was placed

longitudinally—i.e.. in the direction of the axis

of the church, The naves vaulted with longi-

tudinal tunnels may be divided into those («)

where the tunnel rests on a pier-arcade
; (/')

where the tunnel rests on the aixhes of an upper-

vaulted aisle ; (r) where the tunnel rests on a

wall pierced with clerestory windows.

* TIVO-STOniEU AISLES.

Such interiors as that of Notre Dame de Poitiers

were painfully low. It would have been dangerous,

however, to raise the tunnel much by iu<Teasing

the height of the piers. So, in Auvcrgne
especially, the expedient was hit upon of build-

ing two aisles instead of one, both vaulted ; then
the tunnel could spring at a much higher level.

Jloreover, some of the gloom of the Poitevin type
of nave eoidd be dispelled by piercing the back
wall of the new upper aisle with wint!o\vs.

HIGH-LEVEL WTSDOWS.

The fii-st step to carry out the one unfilled con-

dition in the problem—the provision of clere.story

light—was taken by piercing the base of the

tunnel itself with clerestory windows. The final

step—a most important change—was to insert the
windows wholly in a clerestory wall. This latter

j-ecms to have been ac(-omplished independently
in the south, in Provence and Languedoc : in the

north, in Uurgundy. The clertetory was already

in u.se in tunnel-vaulted chiirches in the Uth
century at Saint-tiuilhelm-du-Deseit in the
Southern Cevennes; and in Burgundy on a small
•scale at Saint - Bene lit -sur- Loire (commenced 106'i)

,

and on a gigantic scale at Cluny (commenced
1089). This .solution, which was destined, within
I genei-ation or two, to culminate in the Gothic
irchilecturc of Saint-Denis (1140), consists in

fovering a nave with unribbed gioined vaults.

THE FIXAL STEP

was to ^.ubstitute the ribbed for the ground
vault, to dispose the vaulting compartments of

the nave in oldongs, to facilitate the vaulting of

these oblongs by the application of the i)ointeu

arch, and to transmit tlie thrusts of the high
vaults by means of flying buttresses to the
buttresses of the aisle walls. To this, Gothic
architecture added three developments: (1) It

weighted the buttresses with pinnacles. (2) To
a large extent it replaced the masonry of the
walls by glass. (3) In Durham nave. Hie
Abbaye-aux-Dames, and elsewhere, .-Lbutment

was sometimes jirovided by Hying buttri'sses

disposed beneath the aisle roof. In (Sothie the
flying buttre.s.sc8 arc placed above the aisle roof.

A SLIPSHOD EVASIOX.

The last method, which consisted in omitting the
vault, was no solution at all. The nave is not
oonstrueted in genuine basilical fashion, as in the
first method, but is built .'us if a vault were
uitcnded. The home of this unworthy con-
struction is Normandy. Of the above solutions
of the vaulting problem, the third, the employ-
ment of

.\ DOME KESTIXG OX PEXDEXXn Es,

is by itself a full and satisfactory criterion. It

occurs nowhere except in a group of some thirty-

five chuiches in the district of Perigueux, with

such "outliei-s" as Fontevrault and Angoulcme.

No. 2, the hall-chureh, is most common in the

south-west and south of France, from Poitou to

Provence. It may bo vaulted either with a

longitudinal tunnel or with groined or ribbed

vaults. No. 8, where a tunnel vault rests dii-eetly

on the pier arches, occupies much the same

districts as No. 2. No. 9, where the tunnel rests

on the arches of an upper aisle, extends from
I 'lermont-Ferrand, in Auvergne, to the south-

west as far as C'onques and Toulouse. No. 10a,

wh<'re the tunnel is combined with a tritorium

or clerestory, is the final development reached in

Burgundy." No. lOii, where there is tunnel and
clerestory, but no triforium, is the solution of

Provence and of Piedmont. No. 12, the ribbed

vault, occurs sporadically, except in Germany
and Lombardy, where it is characteristic. No. 13,

the Jinvaulted nave, was ne^arly universal in

Normandy and England till the twelfth century

was well advanced. The author went on to con-

sider how the* eight divisions will stand other

tests. A very imjiortant test is afforded by

THE PI.ANXING OT A CHUUCH,

especially of its eastern limb. It must suffice to

trace four main types of choir-plan. The first is

that with three parallel eastern apses, of which
there is a varient with square-ended aisles, as at

C'erisy-la-Forct, and another with aisles square

externally and semicircular internally, as at

Eomsey. This is pre-eminently the plan where
the unvaulted nave prevails—viz., Normandy.
It is fi'equent in Londjardy and in those Pro-
vencal churches that ha^c aisles. A .second plan

is that of the ambulatory and "chevct." It is

rare in Germany, Londiardy, and Provence, and
nonexistent in Nomiamly (excluding England).
The plans alone, apart from other considerations,

would entitle Germany to rank as a distinct

architectural province. In Provence the aisled

churches generally ha^e three parallel eastern

apses. The divisions may be tested again by the

treatment of the central tower— (1) its vaidting ;

(2) its shape, whether square or octagonal. The
Romanesque builders had

TUKEE roKMS Ol' A'AILT

at their clispo.sal in the 11th ceutmy ; the groined
vault, the tunnel vault, and the dome. The most
diflicidt problem they had to cope with in vaiUt-

ing was the question of putting a vault over the

crossing, resting not on walls, bvil on four un-
buttressed legs. They had hardly dared yet to

]iut on a groined vault over their naves, fearing

its concentrated thrust. Their favourite timnel

vault could not be used at all at the crossing, for

it needed solid walls for its support. They had
perforce, therefore, to use the dome, in all eases,

except in the Perigueux district, resting on
S(piinches. Secondly, they had to stop the thrusts

of this dome by caiTying up a central tower to

weight the arches or walling on which the dome
rested. As regards the shape of this tower, they
had two alternatives. The crossing was sqviare,

and so the tower over it might be square, as was
the great central tower of Cluny and that at

TouiTius. But the squinches reduced the square

of the crossing to an octagon, and as the toAver

rested directly on the octagon, and not on the

square, it was more natural that the tower also

shoijd be octagonal, llence the magnificent
series of octagonal central towers in Burgundy and
Southern France, (rerniany, and Lombardy, cul-

minating at ^.laj-ence and Saint-Sernin, Toulouse.
In Normandy and England, on the other hand,
the builders hardly ever dared to vault their

naves at that early date, and never the crossing.

And there being no dome in an Anglo-Norman
tower it is square. Another test is afforded by

THE GltOtPIXG or THE TOWEUS.

(1) The glorification of the tower i-eaches its

highest pitch in (Jcrmany. Six towers are found
at Si)eyer, Worms, jind Laach, seven at Lim-
burg. (2) In Burg\indy the magnificent tower
group of t.'luny seems to have remained without a

rival. Its daughter churches were satisfied with
a tri|ilet ; an octagonal central tower and two
Sfpiare western towel's was the fa^'ourite airange-

ment. The towers have several stages, similar in

form. (3) In Normandy also the triplet was the
favourite, but the central tower was square, and
not domed internally, ii) In Poitou the charac-
teristic is the conical sjiire, " en pomme de pin,"

which often sui-mounts the tower. (5) In the

Perigordian region is seen the same conical spire,

together with the characteristic cnijolas. (6) In
Provence " a simple square tower is common,
with a very low spire." But some have central

octagons. (7) In AuvergTie a sjiecially charac-

teristic arrangement is that of a square western
tower in the centre of the fa(,'ado and a central

octagon. (8) In Northern Italy the campanile
type greatly predominates, and where the massive
Romanesque tower is found, it is usually divided
(in campanile fa.shion) into very numerous stages.

Nowhere, except in the Como churches, does the
campanile form part of the structure of the
church ; often it is quite detached.

SUJIMAllY.

He had thus discriminated the following eight

schools of Romanesque:—I., the Perigordian:
II., the Poitevin; III., the Provencal; W .. the~
Auvergne; V., the Bm-gundian ; VI., the^',

Nonnan ; VII., the Geiman ; VIII., the Lorn-:

bardic. As regards the above classification, on^
word of caution is necessary. In .speaking—e.g.,'

of the style or school of Auvergne—the anthoa
said he did not mean either that all the churches

in Auvergne were built in this style, or that there

were no such churches outside Auvergne, but

merely that such churches were more common in

Auvergne than elsewhere, and may therefore for

convenience be described as belonging to the style

or school of Auvergne. Also that those features

described as characteristic were not invaiiably

found ; they were merely those which occurred

most frequently.

THE IXTEll-ItEL.VTIOXS OF SCHOOLS.

t)ne is tempted to try to work out the relations

to one another of the different schools. Certain

resemblances are patent. The superposed aisles

link the style of Lombardy to that of Auvergne

;

German Romanesque is connected with Lombardic

on the one hand, and with Norman on the other.

But a much more exhaustive classification is

necessary before any results of la.sting value are

likely to be obtained. Still stronger is the

temptation to inquire into the origins of all the

Romanesque styles ; whether they are derivatives,

as some have held, from Provence, or, as others

have held, from Lombardy, Such architectural

pedigrees are not, as a rule, trustwortiiy. And
there always remains an alternative hypothesis,

which seems to have within it much of truth

—

viz., that the styles were none of them mainly

derivative, but that the same problemwas engaging

all tlie different regions more or less simulta-

neously ; that the builders of each region were

solving it, with some little light, indeed, from,

their neighbours, but mainly independently, by
empirical experiments of their own, aided by the

survival here and there of traditions of Roman
construction, and by the study of local lioman

monuments. Another caution requisite is that

the classification does not cover the whole ground^|
This is necessarily so. Between each region ^l^wP
the next there was always a debatable ground,

A\here two or more styles would be in simulta-

neous use. Indeed, a "pure" region would be

the exception ; the greater jiart of the area of any

one country would employ mixtures of style,

England is an instance. It had always

customary, the author believed, to regard tl _

Romanesque of England and Normandy as one."

The Romanesque of Normandy, however, seemed

to be a "pure" style, and that of England a

"mixed" style. ASliile by far the most im-

portant factor is the influence of such pre-Conquest

chra-ches as Bernay, Jumieges, and the Abbaye-

aux-Hommes, we must also attribute some degree

of importance, at any rate in the planning, to

the highly-developed' Romanesque of Auvergne

and Burgundy.
A short discussion followed, in which Lieut.

-

Col. Lenox Puexdekg.vst and Mr. R. Phkne
Si'iEUs, F.S.A., took part, and a cordial vote of

thanks was passed to llr. Bond.

THE AKrHlTECTURAL ASSjt^CLATION,

THE teitTiightlv meeting of the Architectural

Association 'was held at 9, Coniluit-street,

W., on Fridav evening, the President, Mr,

W. H. Seth-Siiiitb, F.R.I.B.A., in the chair.

Mv. H. de (.'. Browning having been elected

a member, a vole of thanks was accorded

to Mr. Andrew Gliver for the gift of some

lantern-slides of ll;itfield House and Cliurch.

Messrs. W, A. Jeckells, H. G. Collins, t'. W.
Beaumont, .and A. A. Carder were appointed
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scrutinoers for the ensuing election of officers and

louncil. The President gave notice of a special

:;eneral meeting of members, to he held on Friday,

Mav KHh, for the consideration of a suggested

new hy-law, limiting the terms of office of the

holder of the post of hon. treasurer, hen. librarian,

and hon. secretaries to periods of five, two, and

four yeai-s [respectively, and also for authorising

the appointment of four tnistees, in whose names

the funds of the Association should be invested.

The I'resident announced that the committee had

ilecided not to make any strong repi-esentations to

the Royal Institute of British Architects in refer-

ence to the limitation of the eompetiti(m for the

Queen Victoria Jleuiorial, but to instruct tlic

hou. secretaries to write a letter in general tenns,

expressing a hope that the basis of competition

might yet be w-idened.

THEEIGHTEEXTH-CEXTlllV AUCllITUCTUKE OF Ji.VTll.

A paper on this suhjcct was then read hy Mr.
M. A. CJKKEX, and was illustrated hy numerous
lanteni slides. The author remarked that while

ho was mainly concerned with the period between
the yeai-s \~'2~, when the elder Wood came to

Bath, and 17S1, the date of the death of his son,

it was necessary to review the work which pre-

ceded and which followed theirs, and therefore he
would take a survey cif the principal buildings
reeted from the very beginning of the ISth

- utury to its close, including the names of those

who were sometimes competitoi's with, sometimes
foUowei'S of, these two men. Mr. (ireen referred

to Dr. ,IoImson's (•iew of the city of Bath, pub-
lished in the year 1.572. Here the city could he

seen in delightful .simplicity, surrounded by its

walls, of which we had now few traces except in

name ; a piece in the L'pper Borough walls, and
the Eastg-ate, with a portion till lately adjoining,

being the only relics .above ground, unless there

were remains built into any of the houses. The
'./.oof the city at this time \vas about l,2()0ft.

iiom east to west and l.lSOft. from north to

south. By l.iOO the city was much enlarged, and
hy a charter granted by Queen EUzabcth extended
' 'm the bridge over the Avon at the bottom of
~ uthgate-strcet along the middle of the river as

1 as the meadow called Ivingsmead, .and thence
• the highway leading from Weston to Walcot,
!id so to the Win Yards, or Vine Yards, thence
\- Walcot churchyard, and so along the middle
1 the river back to the old bridge. In 1702 and
1703 (|ueen Anne and her Eoyal Consort, the
Prince of Denmark, came to Bath, and thereupon
many people of rank and fortune came also.

In the following year Dr. Oliver began to wTito
on the Bath waters, and in consequence the cor-
poration improved their surroundings somewhat.
Ml-. ITiomas Greenaway, one of the Freestone
Masons of the city, constructed a bath in one of
the rooms at th(; foot of Beechcn Cliff. About
this time Piu-liament was applied to for power to

amend the principal roads leading to Bath, to

pave, cleanse, and light the streets, lane.-,, &c.,
of the town. But little attention was paid to

the wants of the company that assembled at
Bath until Han-ison's rooms were buUt in 1708.
In spite of a reaction on the part of the citizens,

because of the increase in the numbers of the
houses, Mr. George Trim, whose mother was a
near relative of Inigo Jones, began in 1707 to
build the street named after him at the north-
west comer of the city. On the other side and
farther down the street are, the lecturer continued,
some houses built in 1727 and restored in 1S97.
The houses about this period are characterised
bythe large windows with projecting wave mould-
ings round them. Of such is the Saracen's Head
in Broad-street, with initials W. D. and date
lJl-3 upon it. The oldest house in this street is
N''". 38, date 1709, and almost identical with it in
^•vationis one in Chapel-court. These are .by

iir the best of the older houses in the city, and
their dignity is probably due to the very large
window spaces and the number of openings. In
the St. Catharine'.': valley there are entrance doors
of the same t)'pe, with unusually wide and massive
bolection mouldings. In 1716," on the site of the
new bowling-green, a row of houses was begun,
and was called Green-street. It is one of the
most picturesque p,arts of Bath now remaining.
The detail at times shows a Free Classic treatment,
and there seems to hare been a distaste ^for bare
waU space which has led to a fuU enricliment of
these small fa(;ades. The sashes are also divided
into small panes, with wide glazing bars. The
Bunch of Cirapes in Westgate-street has a line
plaster ceiling dating about 1680-1700, but the
iront facing the street was rebuilt, ton-ether

I with other houses in the nrighbuurhoud, about

twenty years later — i.e., just before Wood
began his work. In the adjoining house the

t)rders are used—the Ionic and Corinthian

remaining on the first and second floors, the

Doric having been most likely used on the ground
floor ; while Wejnnouth House -n-as built in 1720

for a Dr. Bellinson, and was designed by William
KiUigrew. An almost exact copy of Wej-mouth
House is to be found in Ko. 3, St. James-street,'

but the consoles which support the pent over the

door are here carved into grillins, which were
never executed in the former. Neai'ly opposite

to Weymouth House is a curiously rusticated

building. T'hc Orders are used, as seen frequently,

to make a central feature, but the treatment is

not good. The best rain-water head in B.ath

came from the houses pulled down a few j-ears

since on the south side of Orange-grove, and has

a date 1703 or 1700 scratched upon it faintly.

Old Wideombe Manor was built for Jlr Philip

Bennett's son in 1727. The builder was likely to

have been the Thomas Greenaway who put up Beau
Nash's house in St. John's-court, nowthe theatre.

The great feature of tliis house is the treat-

ment of the Order which embraces f-svo stories.

The garden house here is a refined piece of work.

From a comparison of this building- with the

Palladian Bridge in Prior Pat-k, both seem to bo

by the same hand, and if the Palladian Bridge

was desig-ned by Wood, then this little house was
also. The building called the Garrick's Head,
and now known as the Theatre, was at one time

the residence of liichard ("Beau") Nash,-M.C.,

of Bath. This house, situated in what was known
then as St. John's-court, was built in 1720 by
the Thomas Greenway above mentioned. The
treatment of the window-s of the second floor in

connection with the cornice is very unconven-
tional. The dies at the angles are now the only

parts remaining to show the existence of a former
baliLstrade, On the other side of the theatre are

Beaufort Buildings, which Wood says are the

piratical architcctiu-e of a Jlr. John Strahan.
Londonden-y House and Kingsmead - square

were also built by John Strahan. In 1723

another Act was obtained for Bath rela-

tive to lighting, cleansing, and other things,

and to make the foi-mer Act more effectual
;

and "in 1724," says Wood, "a subscription

was opened by Jlr. .John Hobbs, a deal merchant
of Bristol, for carrj-ing the navigation of the river

into execution, so that when I found the -work

was likely to go on, I began to turn my thoughts
towards the improvement of the city by building ;

and for this purpose I procured a plan of the

town, which w-as sent me into Yorkshire in the

summer of the year 1725, w-here I, at my leism-e

hom-s, formed one design for the ground at the
north-west corner of the city and another for the

land on the ncuth-east side of the to-wn and
river." Little is known of John Wood's early

life. He was boi-n in 1704, and it is probable
that he was introduced to Bath through the in-

fluence of Ralph Allen. He was thus at this time
but one-and-t-wcnty yeare of age. "After my
return to London," he continues, "I imparted
my first to design to Jlr. Gay, an eminent
surgeon, in Hatton-garden, and proprietor of the

land ; and our first conference was upon the last

day of December, 1725. On March 31 following

I communicated mj* second desig-n to the Earl of

Essex, to whom the land on which it was proposed
I to be executed then belonged ; and in each design I
' proposed to make a grand place of assembly to be
1 called the Royal Forum of Bath : another place,

I

no less magnificent, for the exhibition of sports,

to be called the Grand Circus ; and a third place,

of equal state with either of the former, for the

practice of medicinal exercises, to be called the

Im}>erial GvTunasium of the City." In Jlay,

1726, during- the consideration of the draw-iugs, a

gi-eat fire broke out in Horse (or South-gate)
street, and the larger houses that took their place

were the last built before 1727. In November
of 1726 Wood fixed his prcliminan- articles

with Mr. Gay, who then empowered him
to engage 'n-ith anybody that he could bring
into the scheme for the building of a street

1,025ft. long north to south, by 50ft. east to

-n-cst, for a way to the grand part of the
design. This was Bi-rton-street ; hut at first it

did not go forward, and Wood, having two other
schemes on hand, and finding it necessary to have
good workmen, determined to become his own
contractor. The first scheme -was the building of

a court of houses for his Grace James Duke of

Chandos, and the second was a canal between
Bath and Bristol. For the canal he obtained men

that had been on the Chelsea Waterworks ; and
he says " that until that time the real use of the

spade w-as unknown in and about the city." " 1

likewise," he says, " pro\'ided masons in York-
shire, carpenters, joiners, and plasterers in Lon-
don and other places, and frou\ time to time sent

such as were necessary down to Batli to carry on
the building that I h.-ul undertaken ; and it was
then, and not till then, that the lever, the pulley,

and the w-indlass were introduced among thc

artificers in the ujiper jiart of Somersetshire,

before which time the masons made use of nc»

other nu'thod to hoist up their heavy .stones

than that of dragging them xip with small

ropes against the sides of a ladder." At
that tinu' he was asked to prepare plans for

ilwclling-houses, an assembly-house, and a

general liospital, and in 1727 he left London
.'dtogethi-r, and followed his workmen to Bath.

In 1727 Chapel-court was begun. The house to

the left is that in which Horace Walpole lived in

1765, and the wing to the right St. John's

Hospital or the Blue Anus, designed by Wood in

I72S. In the former is a characteristic fireplace

of the period, with fine castings on the grate.

The d(-ath of King tieorge 1., ho-svever, causing

Jlr. Gay to fall from his bargain, and the

Corporation making light of Wood's schemes,

the latter dropped his agency, became absolutely

his own master, and took gTOund fi-om Mr.
Gay for the building of Queen's-square, so

named in honour of (^uecn Caroline. At this

time (1728) he w-as building an addition to the

north side of R. Allen's town house in LUliput-

ally. There was thus a basement story, and, as

in Queen-squai-e and later on by his son in the

Crescent, an Order rising through the two stories

over -n-itli one crowning coi-nicc, and ho says that it

was " a sample of the greatest magnificence that

w-as ever proposed " by him for the city houses.

The house now presents only two sides, north

and south, and even so the south wing has been

entii-ely severed from the main building. Inside

there appears to be nothing of note remaining.

It w-as here that Allan kept his clerks, who were

engaged in the business of the cross-posts. After

Allen's death, in 1764, the house was neglected,

although retained for some 20 yeai-s afterward*

for postal business. In 1730 the houses of the

Duke of Chandos, called Chandos Court, werebeing

erected. They were to foi-ni three sides of a square

with a garden in the middle. The strictly sym-
metrical elevation is a good feature in this design,

w-hich is crowned with a fine pillowed frieze and
cornice. Chandos House had been rebuilt in 1727

for the Duke.
{To be coiitbitu'd.)

SIR JOHN SIBBALD ON ASYLUJI
CONSTRUCTION.

A T the last meeting of the Edinburgh Archi-

xJl_ tectui-al Association—Jlr. Henry F. Kerr
presiding—Sir John Sibbald read a paper or

the " Plans of Asylums for the Insane Poor,

looked at from the medical and administrative

points of view. He said that asylums for the

insane had no-sv- become so prominent among our
national and municipal institutions that it was of

great public importance that correct -views should

be held as to the kind of building which -n'as best

suited for them. It w-as helpful to know some-
thing of the grounds on which persons familiar

with the treatment of the insane had arrived

at their present opinions, and this knowledge
could be best obtained by taking a general survey
of the changes that had occm-red in the character

of asylum buildings during w-hat might be called

the modem epoch. Sir John briefly referred to

the kind of buildings in w-hich the insane were
lodged previous to the 19th century, and men-
tioned a.s illustrations the cells attached to the

Charity Workhouse and the old Royal Infirmary.

The duty of erecting asylums at the public

expense was not seriously recognised in this

country till the midiUe of last centm-y,

w-hen "the English Lunacy Act of 1845 and
the Scottish Lunacy Act of 1857 laid this

duty upon localities, and conferred on them powers

for "obtaining the necessary funds. To Dlastrate

the growth of opinion in regard to asylums since

that time. Sir John first rt-feiTcd to the plans of

the Derby County Asylum, which w.a3 opened in

1S51 . He then drew'attention to the plans of the

liOndon County ( 'ouncil's Asylum at Bexley,

w-hich w-as opened in 1898, and refened to the

improvements which .showed themselves in the

more recent plan. Among those it was noticed
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that till- si-vi'i-il w.ii-dsinto whicli tho ;i(Loiiuuuila-

tion lor iKitipiits is liividoJ no lonfrcr consist, as

they dill at Derby, of rows of cells in prison-like

galleries, identical in plan, hut that they are

each specially de.signeJ for the patients they are

to accommodate, according to the requirements

of their different bodily and mental conditions—

those requiring hospital treatment, for example,

being placed in wards arranged like those of

an hiispital, and those in good bodily health,

and whose mental condition does not require

them to Ix" housed differently from sane per-

sons, being placed in wards of a more home-

like character. He pointed out that this type of

asylum, which he called the aggregated pavilion

tyi)e, differed from the next type to which he

drew attention, chietlv by the several wards being

connected to other wards either by being portions

of the same building or by tlie existence ot

corridors of commimication. The tyi>e in which

the wards consist of separate and independent

buildings he called the segregated pavilion or

village tvn>e: and he illustrated it by reference

to the plans of the Prussian asylum at Alt-

Schcrbitz and of other more recently erected

asvlums of the same type. He gave a number

of' reasons which, in his opinion, justitied a

preference for the segregated pavilion or village

t\-pc. Among these he mentioned the importance

o'f making the buildings and evtyjthing else

about an asvlum as likely as possible to have a

beneficial inlluence on the minds of the patients :

.and he showed that it was difficult to pre-

vent a huge building which was neither

a palace nor a manufactory from being both

inside and outside gloomy and prison-like. He
was also of opinion that where each ward was a

completly independent building its arrangements

could be made more efficient both from the

general points of view of cheerfulness and health

and from the special point of view of the adapta-

tion of each ward to its own purposes. He
thought the objections to the segregated buildings

that ha<l been raised from the atlministrative

iMjint of view were sufficiently met by the fact

that they received no support from those who

have had the actual administration of a village

:isylum. He alhided to the fact that it was pro-

posed to erect the new Edinburgh Asylum on the

vilLT'c type. Sir .John di-ew attention to the

difference in practice north and south of the

Tweed in reg.ard to the courts surrounded by

high walls which were at one time attached

to .asylums as well as prisons, and which

are generally known as airing courts. In

.Scotland the use of these airing courts had

fallen into disfavour as early as 1869, and in that

yetir the walls were removed, and the airing-

courts abolished in one a.sylum. Since then the

walls had either been removed or lowered so much
a.s to ce.ase to be restrictive, in nearly ('very Scot-

tish asylum ; and in no Scottish asylum erected

since l"869 had any airing-courts been provided.

In English .asyluiuns, on the contrary, airing-

courts were still in general use, and he ipioted

from the English Commissioners' Reports to show-

that in at leiust three of the London County

Asylums from one-fourth to one-third of the

inmates never took exerci.se beyond the airing-

courts. He strongly advocated the abolition of

the.se airing-courts. Another point to which he

drew attention was a rec«nt movement—to vvhich

he gave his support—for the diminution of the

practice of locking up in single rooms during

night-time the noisy, the excited, and othcTs of

the more troublesome patients ; and he spoke

strongly in favour of the great increase in recent

years both in the amount and the efficiency of

the night-nursing given to such patients ; and he

showed how such a change in the mode of treating

them should affect the plans of future asylums.

THK BUILDING TR.\DES E-VHIUITInN.

C<0NS1DF.R.\BLE interest hsis been shown by

; the Profession in this exhibition, and

several sjiecial visits have been made and arc

alMut to lake place. The Institute of liuilders

paid a visit to the Hall last Friday; on Saturday

1-ist the Architectural Association made a tour of

inspection, and was interested in many of the

i-vhibits in the Main Hall and the Kire-Preven-

lion Section ; on last Tuesday afternoon the

B -itish Fire-Prevention Committee invited a

large number of architects and scientilic men to

visit Ihi^ Fire -Prevention .Section organised by
the committee. Sir ,Tohn Taylor, K.C.P.., Mr.
I'Mwin n. iSachs, tlie chairman of the executive.

.Mr. F. Hammond, F.K.I .I'-. A.. Chairman of the

Exhibition Sub-Committee, were present, and

received the companv. and after a few pre-

liminarv speeches, in which Sir John Taylor and

Mr Edwin 0. Sachs rel'eried to the inception

and organisation of this particular section of the

Exhibition, the visitors inspected various stands

and exhibits. Experimental tests were made by

sevend exhibitors. The British Luxfer Prism

S^^ldicat« showed the effect of gas flames on a

piate of their electro - glazing ; the
J^
on-

Flammable "Wood Company demonstrated the

resistance of textiles treated by their process to a
i

i

"as-jet. The stands of Hobbs, Hart, and Co
'

Ltd Ct. A. Williams and Son, the Crittall

t

Manufacturing Co., Ltd., the New Expanded

Jletal Co., Ltd., the Columbian Fireproofing,

F. JIcNeiU .and Co., Pilkington Bros., and others

were inspected. The hope was expressed by one

or two of the speakers that the Fire Prevention
;

Exhibition might be made an annual exhibition.

Yesterday (Thursday) afternoon the members

of the Societv of Architects, headed by the Pre-

sident, Mr. "VValter Emdeu, L.C.C., and the hon.

sec, Mr. Ellis JIarsland, visited the HaU.

We here resume notices of other exhibits which

our space precluded last week, and we first notice

the very interesting exhibit of James Woodward,

Ltd., Swadlincote, ne.arBurton-on-Trent, Row C,
No. 79. All engineers, municipal and otherwise,

and architects will find a great deal to inspect and

interest them in this stand, besides the display of

stoneware, drain-pipes, glazed bricks, firebricks,

lavatories, closets, sinks, manhole chambers.
_
We

particularly draw attention to Ewing!g

"Xentric" shoulder for drain pipes, by which

an-angement of the eccentric shoulder in the

socket, the pipes are self-centring, all "play"
and misfitting are avoided and an even invert is

insured. A wider space and a thicker body of

cement is obtained between spigot and socket,

which renders the joint air and watertight. The
roU of clay in the recess at end of socket fills

up all space at the abutting ends of pipes, -which

gaskin sometimes leaves empty. The arrange-

ment is exceedingly simple and effective. Wood-
ward's double-seal pipes should be noticed for the

superiority of joint it secures in waterlogged

ground. The cement grout can be poured in

through a hole on top of socket w-hich fills up the

annular space between the shoulders east on the

spigot-end. A band of clay is put round the

spigot-end on a shoulder so that it is not -washed

out during laying. Another patent socket-joint

speciality possesses aU the advantages of the old

Stanford joint with a specially thick fillet of

cement round mouth of socket. The " Archer "

improved patent jointed-pipes. Freeman's patent

inspection-chamber, manholes, and half-channel

bends in -n-hite enamelled glazed ware and in

vitrified brown, " Anchor" brand, and the display

of white, green, and salt-glazed enamelled bricks

are well worth inspection for their qualities.

In our notice last week of the Veronese, Ltd.,

Row C (68), the manufacturers of the perfected

" Uypsite," -we omitted to mention the exhibits i

of the (.'loisonne Glass Co., 6G, Berners-street,

Oxford-street, which are in the same pavilion.

The new patent decorative material,_ both

transparent and opaque, can be used for -n-indows i

frieze lights, fanlights, door panels, domes, screens,

facia panels, and wall decoration. The examples

we inspected of both the translucent and opaque

glass are very beautiful in design and colour.

The decorative design in coloured glass is intro-

duced between sheets of transparent and opaque

glass, and produces very charming effects ap-

plicable for every kind" of decoration. As a

substitute for stained and painted glass, the

(Cloisonne glass has much in its favour, as the

colour design shows both as a translucent medium
and when only lighted on one side. The opaque

glass makes a very pleasing decoration in wall

and door panels, friezes, facias, lettering, and for

the decoration of cabinets. For memorial and

church windows, restaurants, and public build-

ings, the cloisonne glass decoration will soon

obtain a wide popularity. Its cost is very

moderate, and varies from about 3s. to 4s. per

square foot u])wards. We recommend all archi-

tects and decorative artists to examine the speci-

mens in this pavilion.

W. Hijtier, 2()A, Soho-square, W., has in

Row C (CI) a small stand full of very unique

specimens of hammered ironwork of a high class,

that deserve the attention of architects, deco-

rators, electrical engineers, and others. We
notice al this sl^dl some very beautiful examples

of candlesticks, a chandelier, a lectern, brackets

for electric lights, grilles, railings, staircase

balustrades (one for a house in Park-lane), and

other decorative metal-work, possessing much
artistic spirit and freshness in design, that w-ill

repay a visit. The true and ancient spirit of

h.ammered iron, brass, and copper is here pre-

sented to us in their application to modern build-

ings (ecclesiastical and domestic), and also to

furniture. French art bronzes, by w-ell-known

artists in metal, and art castings in bronze, are to

be seen at 2(iA, .Soho-square. The finger-plates

in beaten brass, and the very simple and artistic

travs .and inkstand in hammered iron deserve

notice in this collection. A display of very artistic

hand-made tiles will attract attention.

James Melling, Dashwood House, New Broad-

street, E.C., has on view, in Row C, a very im-

portant novelty in the shape of radiators—the

Dowsing radiator. These are luminous^ electric

!
radiators which radiate intense heat into the

room, but with this valuable reservation—that

no combustion and injurious gases or fumes are

given off, and that, therefore, they do not require

a rtue. The heat is available as soon as the cur-

rent is turned on. The electricity is all turned

to heat, and the effect is certainly that of the

glow and light of sunshine itself. But the mode

by w-hich this is effected is worthy of notice.

The radiators are exceedingly ornamental appli-

ances, and consist in each case of a series of

heat-lamps. In one ot those radiators four

heat-lamps are arranged in a fan-like or

radiating form in an ornamental metal ea8e|

or frame and patent coppered reflector, whicUl

is sufficient to warm rooms of about 12ft.f

square. One radiator shown is of square tj-pe^

coppered all over except Ijack. It has bras*

pillars and ornaments, and contains four luminousl

heat-lamps, two switches, and 3 yards of floxibltf'

w-ire. A four-lamp radiator consumes one um|

ot electricity per hour ; but it may be tumef

down to one-half by the switches. These vei-j

attractive-looking electric-lamp radiators can b^

worked from anv electric -supply main, if th«

heat-lamps are fitted for the voltage with proper

size wires. We recommend all who are intereste

in domestic heating to visit this stand. Fo

halls, bedrooms, and -wherever a portable radiat^

is required, this pure-air radiator ought to

used.
. , ,-,1,9

A. G. Thornton, of St. lilary's-street, Maa?

Chester, has an interesting exhibit at Stand 6J

Row- D, in the gallerv, showing a most complete

coUection ot the latest pattern English-niada

drawing and surveying instruments and materials^

and several special" lines in drawing and tracing-

paper and cloths. .

On Tuesday the party of German clayworkers,]

who are on a visit to this country in connection^

with the E.xhibition, traveUed to Peterboroughri

where they were met by Mr. J. t'. Hill, tM
managing ' director of the London Brick Lot

After a ^^sit to the Cathedral, to the restoratiOB _

fund of which the German Society contributed

ten "-uineas, the party were conducted over the

works of the London Brick Co., and were exa-

identlv much interested in the inspection of the

1
largest kiln in the worid, w-hieh w-hen filled holds

U million bricks. The visitors were afterwards

entertained at lunch with the Corporation (the

mayor, unfortunately, being unable to be present

through indisposition), and proceeded on ^\ ednes-

dav to West Br.imwich and Birmingham, i-etm-n-

ing to Loudon on Thursday, and last night

were entertained at the Hall by the Institute of

Clayworkei-s, when the proceedings were ot a

most enthusiastic nature, the -i-isitors expressing

themselves as being delighted with their visit to

this country and the ' Exhibition, w-hence they

will no doiibt, take back many interesting ideas.

Tlie vacancy on the CouncU of the Sonety^BB
Architects, caused by the election of Mr. W. W. 1

Thomas as a vice-president, has been hlled hy
"f

appointment of Mr. F. W. Macey, ot 1, Lombard-

court, E.G.

The Exhibition ot Works in Wood and Wood-

Carviugs which has lieen promoted by tlie tar-

penters' and Joiuei-s' Companies, and which will De

held ill the hall of the former company, London

Wall. wUl be open to the public fi-ee from June .) to

18 mclusive. All exliibits must be delivered at

Carpeuters' Hall before Saturday, May 11.

Colonel A. J. Hepper has held an inquiry f
Hastings into the application made by the towii

council to the Local Government Bo.ird for loans

amounting in the aggregate to £17,08t io^^T^'
:

paving, pulling down the town house, extenlmg

w.ater-mains, and ;ilteriiig groynes.

i
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l"::i:DSClTy M.VRKBT !I.\LL.—WRSLEYAS CBNTES.KRV II.XLL.

—OLD COTT.\0ES IS KENT- AXU Sl'SSEX.—HISTOKIO MKTAI.

WORK.

Jleda] .it the last exhibition at Kensington. On
each of his .sketches are appeiuled some descriptive

notes of the subjects ilhistrated, so that nothing
remains to be added here.

<Dux fdlustr'atiott,s.

LEEDS CITV M.UIKET H.iLI..

Xhe design for this building was chosen in an
•open comix'tition by Mr. AV. Emerson, Presi-

dent R.I.ll.A. The site is trapezium shaped, but
the market hall is a rectangle 24.5ft. by 102ft., the
inequalities of the site being thrown into the sur-

lonnding shops. The plan of the market consists

of a central dome mth extended nave, north and
south, an aisle, rounded at the angles, inclosing

the whole. The centre of the market i\-ill be
occupied by stalls with a special centre, com-
prising clock-tower, &c. Small shops will sur-

round the walls with a balcony level over same,
hax-ing pro>-ision for additional shops. In all

there will he 22 large shops, 36 smaller shops,
exclusive of st.ilis, Arc, and an important feature
•of the scheme will be a restaurant with hotel
accommodation. The buOding will shortly be
>iumenced, and is estimated to cost £8:5,.iOO.

^lessrs, Leeming and Leeming are the architects.

WESI,EV.\X CENTEXAUY H.4LI, COMPETITIOX.

This formed the subject of a limited competition
r the new Wcsleyan Centenary HaU in

i ishopsgate-street, and the instructions to
architects contained the foUomng ideas of
the trustees :

— " The trustees do not wish
to bind the competing architects to any parti-
cular scheme for the new building : but the
arrangement they at present have in their
mind is to arrange the ground-floor and basement
for letting to a bank, insm-ance company, or other
large corporation, with a separate and exclusive
entrance. To allot the first and second floors to
the church dep.irtments, and the remaining avail-
able space for rooms suitable for letting as offices,
•with rooms for caretaker at the top. To approach
the church premises and the offices over by a
staircase and lift at the opposite end of the fa(,ade
to the bank entrance, this portion to have a
secondarj- staiixa.se. The entrance to the church
department, and the elevation generally, to be
flufficiently monumental in character to comply
with the trust-deed already referred to. The
front elevation to \k designed as one building,
and the materials to be Portland stone and
granite." The instructions then set forth the
detailed accommodation required. It will be seen
that an endeavour was made to express outwardly
the various portions of the building—namelv, the
great banking hall on the ground floor, the' large
•tommittee-room on the firet floor, extending tide

whole width of the facade and the three floors of
•offices over. This design illustrated was sub-
mitted by Messrs. Banister Fletcher and Sons.
It was one of the two designs prcmiated bv
Mr. .Vston Webb, A.R.A., the assessor, and was
exhibited in last year's Academy.

HISTORIC METAL-WORK.
This sheet of prize drawings by Mr. J. T. Shaw,
of Carlisle, was awarded a" National Bronze

OLD COTTAGES AKD FARMHOUSES IX
KENT XSV SL'.S8EX.»

[with LITHOGR.IPHIC ILLISTR.^TIOXS.]

^f^IIIS volume is the combined production of an
I acconiplished amateur photographer, Mr.

AV. Galsworthy Davie {a pupil of the late Willisim

Butterfield\ an artistic sketdier iMr. F. (iuy

Dawber, and an enthusiastic publisher Jlr. B. T.
Batsford. Their efforts have bein well su]iplc-

mented by a good printer and a tasteful binder.

Everybody admires iiicturesque cottage budd-
ing, although in these days of speculative house-
building and ground-rents, most people are

obliged more or less to live in hideous tene-

ments known largely as villadom, and too

familiar to need description. The contrast, of

which the artistic-mindixi are never forgetful,

is made all the more evident by tlie possession of

such a collection of camera studies as that which
Mr. Davie has got together from the garden
counties of Sussex and Kent. The more dis-

tinctly the difference thus realised is emphasised,
however, the better, seeing that before an improve-
ment in ordinarj- house-building can be effected

there must be a healthy discontent with that

which is now tolerated ; while a more intimate
acquaintance with more homely types should in-

spire an aspiration after the simply suitable and
unpretentious dwelling in harmony with good
taste and nativre's sm-roundings. .Such a result,

nevertheless, is not to be obtained by merely
imitating the proportions and unsophisticated

character of histoi*ie cottages, or by copying the
lecidental peculiarities of such buildings, much
of their charm coming by reason of their tumble-
down eccentricities and quaintness of association.

It is not, therefore, as a pattern book on the one
hand, or as a mere archa'ological record on the
other, that Messrs. Davie and Dawber's volume
ought primarily to be welcomed. 5Iuch covJd
ven- properly be' said from both these points of

view : but to the architect these studies of

vernacular building of wayside cottage architec-
tm-e should present more practical considerations
leading towiu-ds a recognition of the essentials of

contempoi-ary house-building adapted to the
everyday habits and natural aspir.ations of those
for whom such dwellings are intended.
To attemi)t a resuscitation of the type of such

structures as those which have fiunished the
subjects for the majority of the illustrations in this

book would end in failure : the incongruity of the
task is at once self-evident, beautiful as many of

these old cottages undoubtedly are. We all admire
them ; their old-world history endears them to

everj' thoughtful mind, in spite of many a doubt
as to sanitary requii-ements and other utilitarian

considerations. To the lover of an English land-
scape, the cottages of Kent and Sussex need
no recommendation,' furnishing as they do the
delightful form and colour of many a group, the
fitting subject for many a sketch, and always
redolent with a sense of home. Mr. Dawber is

too practical an architect to expend his limited
space on the merely .ethical or poetic reWew of

the evolution of cottage architecture ; ami he has
done well in contenting himself with the more
useful task of draT\-ing attention to some of the
tyjjical featui'es both of the design and construc-
tion of old cottages.

That which is the best adapted for its purpose
is, generally speaking, the most beautiful,

and it is the fitness of intention, as illus-

trated in the examples before us, which con-
stitutes their chief lesson. They avoid preten-
sions to be anj-thing but what they are,

and there seems to be no effort in either their

construction or ornamentation ; being merely a

simple handing on fi-om generation to generation
of well worn and tried tradition. As a rule, the
fantastic or fi-ivolous is entirely absent, while the
local materials at hand are found almost in-
variably to have been emjiloyed. A defined style
is thus obtained in different districts, the materials
to a large extent influencing the character of

the building. The entire Weald of Sussex and
Kent at one time of day was covered by thick
forests, and until their destruction for use in
smelting the iron ore throughout the district,

extending over some centuries, when most of the

^ A quarto volume, bound in cloth, 21s. net. 100 plates.
London : B. T. Batsford. 1900.

i
houses were built of timber, only the more im-
portant ones being of stone or brick. Subse-
quently tile-hanging came largely into use, and
the clayfields of Sussex afforded, as they do still,

va.st resources in this direction, while flints from

I
the chalk-pits of the .South Downs furnished an
inexpensive material in the rough flint rubble

walling so common throughout the southern

counties. The remaining cottages of the older

I type—rarely older than the ISth century—sire for

tiic most i>art fragments of moi'e important struc-

tures, titilised in after times for the rural popu-
lation. The huts and sheltei'S of the poor

during the JlidJle .-Vges. built of perishable

materials, or in a temporary manner, have long
since gone, and in all probability they were com-
paratively few in nimiber, and rude, comfortless

I

structure's, the better class of retainci-s being

j

housed in the preciiuts of feudal strongholds.

The merit of these historic roadside cottages,

ajiart from archa-ological considerations, or the

mere ehariu both in colour and fonn which they

add to the beauty of our villages and hamlets.

! is the simple traditional .style in which they

I
were constructed and planned. They diajday no
restless and needless detail, and never drop to the

j
level of fantastic vulgarity. The wholesome

• lesson taught by a study of these old buildings

needs no elaboration, though architects frequently

ig-nore [the rule thus inculcated—viz., that our old

vernacular buildings never pretended to be any-

I

thing but what they are. They are homely and

j

unpretending, and appropriate. With time, and
somewhat according to the supply of local mate-

rials, the style through the counties refeiTed to

changed gradually : but fa,shion was unknown.
All the same, individuality of treatment and

j

variety of design is scarcely, if ever, found

I
wanting. Types were adhered to, and the same
dignity of breadth is generally to be noted, and at

the same timoeach house seems to be impressed witli

variety and even freshness, though the identical

' defail'may be familiar, and perfectly weUkno'mi.

I The timbered houses constitute the earlier

I

examples, and belonged to the yeomen of the

I IGth centiuy, built on a plan evolved from the

medieval common room in the centre, with offices

and other apartments at each end. for the most

I part symetrical in arrangement. At first a simple

;

parallelogram wit!? the ends more or less breaking

I

forward and having an overhanging upper story.

The moulded facia and the shaped angle-posts in

the belter examples were often richly and eharm-
ingly detailed, adding vastly to the interest of the

' design, which always, whether plain or orna-

mented, obtained its effect from the shadow

;
insured by the projecting upper stage, thedomin-

I

ating line invariably being a sti-ongly marked
horizontal one throughout the composition. The
space between the vertical and naturally sha])ed

timbering was filled with wattles, or later on \rith

laths and chopped straw and clay, the surfaci-

being stuccoed flush with the fi-amings which were

generalI_Y of oak.

As settlements and shrinkings took place with

age, and as tenons rotted or got drawn out, subse-

quent generations in a large number of instances

either plastered over the whole of the outside to

keep out the weather, or they employed tile hang-
ing and sometimes used weather-boarding. The
Seven Stars Inn at Robertsbridge, in the

main street, is a good specimen, of which
Jlr. Galsworthy Davie gives a capital view.

The old lines ai'e preserved, but the house

naturally looks modernised. The rooms in these

old dwellings are seldom more than Sft. high, and
the bedroom accommodation is indifferent. The
roofs, however, are lofty, and. if utilised, were

used for mere store-])laces. Having no dormers

or window openings, they present a broad and big-

expanse of tiling or thatch, which is essential to

their artistic simi>licity of effect. Herein consists

the difficulty with which modem builders have to

I
contend, seeing that nowadays every inch of

:
eovered-in space has to be made fuU use of, and
ample windows are absolutely necessary. To
anyone with an ai-tistic sense this problem is a

veiy real one. and while for architectural pro-

priety a new hoiLse. with its new conditions,

should not be based upon an attempt to copy an

old one, a good architect realises the essential

requirements of breadth and simplicity which he

has learned by an acquaintance with old work. Mr.

Guy Dawber discusses with taste and knowledge

the"featm-es of these Sussex and Kent cottages,

such as windows, oriels and doorways, barge-

boards, di-ops and brackets. Quite one of the

most important essentials of artistic building is

fin-nished by the chimneys, and especially in
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liuuso ;aihitcetuio, where skylino abuvt ;ill else

is 111' thp utmost conse<mence artistically spcak-

injr- For the majority of lottaces rigid sim-

1 lieity hiii been observed : but s-ize and mass

are never ignored, chimneys risii\^' sheer uj)

nut of the roofs wthout luouldinip' or bases.

The materials of each district dictated the

local use of either stone or brick : but the

trouble of carrii-ing up stacks of flues in stone

above the roof line very generally led in Sussex and

in Kent, as throughout other parts of England,

to the top portions of chinmevs being comjioscd

t.f brick. In Yorkshire and "N'orthaniiitonshirc

>tone slabs are available, and thee are used on
, ,lge—one over the other. AVith ordinary wall-

ing stone, the bulk necessary would be cumbersome

:ind heavy, so that the masonry stojis at the base

..f the chimneys, and the pleasing variety which

red brick insures is obtained as a set-olf to the

roof and gieystone walls below. .Several plans

. f sh.'ifts and stacks with figured dimensions are

^ivcn with the letterpress. "Had it been possible

I.I show exactly how the flues themselves are

worked in. the "infonualion would have been of

more practical use to many people.

ITiatch, Horsham stone slates, and local-made

tiles are commonly n>et with thicker scantlings,

being much hea\-icr in weight than modern tiles.

'ITlc' peg-holes in the old tiles were les.s regularly

placed, while the texture aiul the finish of the

surface also was less uniform ; thus the weather-

ing varie<l and vegetated more freely, thus adding

to a softness and delicate play of colour. The
superiority of Broseley tiles for wear and exclusion

of wet cannot be ignored by modem architects

notwithstanding. Mr. Guy Dawbej- alludes to

the plastered houses abounding in both counties,

notably, for instance, at Canterbury. He might
have supplemented his references to some detailed

information as to stucco-work and rough-cast,

even if he did not go deeply into the subject of

mo;lelled work and finishings. Had the old

builders had Portland cement to usfN how would
they have used it r Artistically, no doubt. The
fjuestion is common-place enough ; but many a

man who tiies his hand at plastered house-

fronts would be glad of suggestive answers.

flow to build a cottage for £100 is likely to

remain unsolved unless plaster slabs or concrete

-quares are made to solve the problem. The
cost of labour is the main dilliculty. A few
interior views and some plans would have greatly

enhanced the book under notice. The volimie

cannot fail to take its place on it,s own merits,

which need no further word from us, and it is

caijit.ally got up and prettily bound. We rejiro-

duce two of the plates from the original photo-

gra))hs, both the subjects being from Penshurst,

Kent. Ilr. Batsford proposes to follow up this

book with similar ones from other counties rich

in old-time cottages.

of proportioning. The toast of " The London

Authorities," given bv Mr. H. 8. Samuel, 31.P.,

and ack-nowledced bv Jlessrs. E. A. CornwaU

and J. Hunt, both of wlioni referred to the

London Building Act of 1S94 as, on the

whole, a workable and satisfactory measure
;

but each nanati-<l an instance of its arbi-

trarv and unre^isonable operation in their own
experiences. The speech of the evening for

poetic thought and sustained allegory was made

by .Sir M'yke Bayllss, who, in proposing "The
S'ocietv of Architects and Architecture," told the

story of the castle haunted by the .spirit of a lost

maiden which appeared to every one who visited

the ruin in the guise of the one nearest and

dearest to that person. So the painter, whether

in oils or water-colours, the etcher, the sculptor,

and that great magician the architect, each aimed

in the e.xercise of his own art at realising the

vision of beauty which was to ennoble and enrich

the w<nld. The President, in replying, alluded

to the Queen Yictoiia Memorial, and urged that

it was not too late to throw open the competition

to all the members of the profession practising in

the United Kingdom and the Colonies. The
concluding toast was "The Visitors," proposed

by 5Ir. "W. W. Thomas, of Liverpool, vice-

pi-esident, and responded to bv Mr. W. J.

Bull. M.P.

THE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS' DINNEK.
ri^HE annual dinner of the Society of .Vrchiteets

I was held on AVednesday evening at the

Prince's Restaurant, Piccadilly, and passed off

most succe-ssfully, the .attendance lieing the most
numerous yet noted in the history of the Society.

'Phe chair was occupied by the President, Mr. T.
W.ilter L. Emden, .I.P., L.C.C., who was sup-

ported by Sir Wyke Bayliss, the Yen. Arch-
deacon Sinclair, Dean Yere, the Hon. W. F. AY.

Massev-^^ainw.^ring, JI.P., Mr. E. Goulding,
>LP.,".AIr. H. S. Sanuiel, M.P., Mr. \V. .1. Bull,

^L1'., Mr. Edward Teiry. Jlr. E. A. Cornwall,
L.C.C., Mayor of Fulham : ?.Ir. Lawrance Gorame,
President of the Municipal OfHeers' Association

;

Mr. \V. E. liiley, supeiintending architect L.C.C.

;

Air. ,T. Hunt, towTi clerk of Westminster; Pro-
fessor ,Tohn I'erry, E.K.S., I'residiint of the Insti-

tute' of Electrical Engineers: ?Ir. Chas. Wall,
President of the Jlaster Builders' Association

;

and by a large number of members of the Society

and their friends. The toast of " The Houses of

Parliament " was proposed by Mr. Silvanus
Trevail, F.R.LB.A., J. P., of Truro, vice-presi-

dent, aiul was acknowledged by Mr. E. (ioulding,

M.P. Jtr. Edward Terry, in giving the he:dths
of " The Clergy," incidentally contradicted the

prevalent but erroneous statement that he has
Ijeen a churchwarden. Archdeacon Sinclair and
Ilean Yere responded, the former suggesting that

the seven points to be home in mind by an archi-

tect when designing a church should be fitness

for Divine worship, consistency to the principles

governing ecclesiastical design, regard for

acoustics, sufficiency of exits and ventilation,

adequate lighting, and an observance of the ndes

THE UUEEK YICTUKIA MEMORIAL.

OJs the written requisition of twelve sub-

scribing members so to do, under by-law 60,

the Council of the Royal Institute of Britis'n

Aj-chitects have summoned a special general

meeting to be held on Monday |next, the 29th

inst., at 8 p.m., to consider various resolutions as

under, submitted by Mr. Wm. Woodward [A.'\

:

—
1

.

That in the opinion of this meeting the proposed
Kational Memorial to Queen Victoria should be

open to the competition of all British—including

of course Colonial— architects, sculptors, and
artists.

2. That the first designs should be in the hands of

the committee at the date already fixed—viz., the

end of June next—and that from those designs

six should be selected, the authors of wliich

should be engaged to perfect their schemes, and
submit them at a date to be decided upon by the

committee.

3. That the author of the design selected from the

six should be employed to carry out the work in

collaboration with the sculptor, or sculptors, whom
the committee may designate.

4. That in the event of the Memorial being thrown
open to general competition, as above suggested,

the infoi-mation furnished to the five architects

already appointed, for their guidance in the

designs, be immediatelj' made public.

0. That the whole of the preliminary designs, as

well as the subsequent perfected designs, be
pubhcly exhibited.

6. That these resolutions be at once transmitted to

the Viscount Esher, with a request that they be
laid before His Majesty the King.

BOOKS EECEIATID.

I'lDie, Jlotiar, and Cement, by W. ,T. Diiiuix.

Fellow and Member of the Council and Inst, ot

Chemistrv, F.C.S., F.S.I., late chemist to the

L.C.C, i-c. (London : The Sanitary Publishing

Companv, Ltd., Fetter-lane.)—This "little volume

of the series of handbooks published by this

company deals in a practical and concise fonu

with the character and chemical composition of

the various materials used in making mortars and
cements, and the results of their chemical analyses.

A'^arious limes are described, and the author points

out methods of detecting improper ingredients.,

and of writing a proper specification for the supply

of lime. The following provision may be usefully

quoted, after providing that each parcel is to be

sampled on delivery, and examined by the

purchaser. The thii'd cUuse pro^des: "Tlie

lime is to be clean, well bui-nt, hand-picked lime,

fi-ee from dust, coke, and clinker. The price

quoted by the tenderer is to be for lime containing

95 per cent, of actual caustic lime (CaO). The

purchaser may reject any parcel of lime

containing less than 8.5 per cent, of actual

caustic lime : but may, if he thinks fit,

accept the whole or any part of such parcel." The
pages are illustrated by photo-blocks and dia-

grams. The ehaiJters on clay, sand and its suli-

stitutes, mortar and cement, setting of mortar and

cements, rough technical tests, strength of brick-

work, referring to the experiments of theR.I.B.A.,

Concrete, &c., will be found to contain very

useful observations, analyses, ami results com-
piled largely from leading authorities. The

theoiies of "setting of mortar and cement are

discussed, and some usefid suggestions made.

The chemical and physical properties are ably ..

summarised, and the rough technical tests of i

mortar will be found of service to practical men..

The author gives the researches of his then
{

coDeague, Mr. John Grant, on the testing and
1

use of Portland cement ; also the report of Messrs.

Stanger and Blount to the London Chamber of j

Commerce ; also the valuable experiments and
j

specifications of the late Mr. Faija, and other .

authorities. Jlr. Dibdin's work will' be found to
|

be a valuable condensation of recent researches!

and experiments. Artificial stone and ;isphalte,J

are also discussed in the two last chapters.

The Speaker of the House of Commons unveiled,

on Monday, in Committee-room No. 14 of the

House, the bronze bust cf the late Sir Johu Mow-
bray, M.P. for Oxford Uruversity. The bust is

placed behind and over the chair. Mr. Com-ad
Dressier was the sculptor.

The new pavilions at the fever hospital, Black-
burn, are being warmed and ventilated by Shor-
laud's double-fronted patent Manchester stoves,

with ornamental tiled sides, and with descending
smoke-flues, the same being suppUed by Messi*s.

E. H. Shorland aud Brother, of Manchester.

The two decorative panels necessary to complete
the series in the walls of the banqueting hall of the

City Chamber's, Glasgow, were unveiled on Friday.

One of the pictures is the work of Mr. E. A. Walton.
It is a representation of Glasgow Fair in tlie ITith

century. The other picture is from the brush of

Mr. .lohn Lavery, ivho has selected as his subject

a scene in the shipbuilding industry. The other

panels—there are four in all—which had been un-
veUed on a pi'cvious occasion, are productions by
Mr. Henry and Mr. Roche.

The building of the new church of St. Paul,
Plumstead Marshes, has been commenced, the

j

fouudation-stoue having been recently laid. The
designs are by Messrs. C. A. and W. Bassett Smith,
and show a Gothii? building to lie erected in red
brick with stone piers aud dressings. Tlie church

;

will ultimately accommodate 02.5 i>ersou8, but only

j

the chancel and a portion of the nave aud aisles is

,
now being built, at a cost of £4,700.

CHIPS.

For some time the municipal offices used by the

Han'ogate Coi-poration, situate over the Victoria

Baths, have been inadeqiiate for the growing
requirements of the borough, and since the borougli

boundaries have been enlarged this has become
more apparent. The need for a town-ball was
recognised some years ago, and for the puqiose an

excellent site in the centre of the town, A'ictoria-

avenue, was secured. Quite recently, however, it

was decided to convert the old Towu-hall Theatre

into municipal offices. This resolution has been,

rescinded, and on Monday the coiiroi'ation appointed

a committee to visit the town-halls in other

boroughs, including Dewsbury, Batley, aud Halifax,

and repor-t back, and that afterwards competitive

plans be invited for the erection of a town-hall on

the A'ictoria-avenue site.

Mr. H. Percy Boulnois, M.I.C.E., an msjjectcii'

under the Local Government Board, has held an

inquii'V at Eochford, Essex, into the proposal of the

rural district council to borrow £25,000 for works

of water supply for Hadleigh, Hawkwell, Hockley,

Eayleigh, Rochford, and South Benfleet.

The oak panelling which has just been placed in

the chancel of St. Jolm the Evangelist's Church,

Upper Hopton, Mil-field, by the congregation, has

been dedicated by the vicar. The work has been

executed from drawings made by Mr. J. EadieReid,

of London.

Messre. R. Dempster and Son, Ltd., Ellaud, are

executing extensive alterations and improvements

at the Heckmondwdie Gasworks. .Seventy-two

ordin.ary hand-charging retorts are lieing taken out,

and 9t) others on the" inclined retort system are being

erected. The improvements will entail .an outlay

of £13,000.

Dr. F. St. George Mivart, one of the Local

Goveniment Board Inspectoi-s, hiw held ,ati inquu'y

in the Grand JuryTOom at the Assize Courts, Man-
chester, relative to the .application of the Lancashiie

County Council for sanction to borrow £900 for the

purchase by the Littleborough, Milnrow, aud Wardle
Hospital Committee of a site for an isolation hospital I

for infectious diseases other than smallpox.

Messra. E. H. Shorland and Brother, of Man-
chester, have j ust supp lied their patent Manchester

g'ates, exhaust roof and inlet ventilators, to the

aptist chapel, Leighton Buzzard.
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Mk. Wii.ll\m Bassett-Smith, senior partTKi- in

the linn of W. and C. A. Bassett-Smith, iirthi-

tects, ot in, John-street, Adelphi, W.C, died on

Fi-id-iy last at his residence, Xorthside, Chipliani

L'onniu.n. He had a large practiee in church

buiUiing- and restoration, aiuonj;- his latrr \vi>rks

lieinfr the new diurches of St. liarnaljas on

I'lapham Common, and St. Paid's, Thimstead

Jlavshes, the hist named hut just commenced.

C'OLONEI. Smith, for many years senior ]iar(ncr

in the fii'm of Smith and Brodrick, architects, i

Hull, died at his residence in Weetwood -road,

lieverley, late on Sunday night, aged 6S years.

He had "reached the rank of colonel in the Hull!

Hitic Voliinteei's. He was also a prominent
j

Freemason, and at the time of his dc:rtli was I

Deputy rev. Ciraiul Jlaster of the JIark JIasons.

He married a daughter of the latr Anthony I

Bannister, a prominent Hull merchant, and for

a considerable period carried out the duties of
\

estate agent for Colonel Lloyd Greame, of

Sowerhy. He removed to Beverley about four ,

years ago.

Jill. Samiel Ctueem, for the past four years one
of the Aldermen of the City of London, died on
'J'uisday <.vc'ning at his residence, Jlerevalc,

Bickley I'ark, after a short illness, aged TO years.

He was for over 43 yeare the head of the tirm of

Messrs. (.ireen and Son, auctioneers and sur-

veyors, in 8t. Swithin"s-lanc. He had been a

Fellow of the Surv<>yors" Institute since 1884,

and was an ex-5Iaster of the Tallow Chandlei's'

Company.

Ml!. William S.vxto CuiMr, JI.I.C.E., of the

tirm of Santo (_'rimp and Taylor, sanitary engi-

neers, succumbed to an attack of pneumonia on
Sunday last at his residence, 16, I'hiUimorc-

gardeus, W., at the comparatively early age of

47 y&irs. He commenced practice as a ci\-il

engineer at Wimbledon, and afterwards entered
the service of the London County Council,

retiiing a few years since from the engineer's
department of that body to enter upon private

practiee in partnership with the Brothers Taylor.
He carried out many schemes of sewerage and
water supply for towns both in England and
abroad. Last year, as we recorded at the time,
Jlr. Santo Crimp journeyed to Bombay to adrise
the municipality as to the sewerage of that town,
and while in India he was consulted by many
other local authorities on engineering problems.
The funeral took place at ICensal Green Cemetery
on Wednesday afternoon.

CHIPS.
Tlie Bill promoted by the City Corporation for

the widening of London Bridge passed its thii'd

reading in the House of Commons on Monday night.

T)ie niunes of Hany Steward Watling, of Thorpe'
St. Amb^w^, Norfolk, architect, and of Henry Isaac
WatUng, also of Thorpe St. Andrew, Norfolk,
builder, appear in Tuesday's list of Receiving
Orders as given in the London Gazettr.

The new Church of St. Mai-tin, Upper Knowle,
Bristol, Wius consecrated on Tuesday by the Lord
Bishop of the Diocese. The scheme" provided for a
building to accommodate 700 worshippers ; but the
work completed is limited to the chancel, vestries,
k.c., and two bays of the nave. The style is Early
English, and the building is of Peiuiant "stone, with
Bath stone dressings. The portions completed will
cost about £3,000. Mr. W. V. Gough is the archi-
tect, and Ml-. Maton Dumford, also of Bristol, is

the contractor.

At a special meeting of the London and India
Docks Company, held on Friilay at the Cannon-
street Hotef. a resolution was earned approviu" a
Bill authorising the company to construct a new-
dock adjoining the Albert Dock at a cost estimated
at from £1,500,000 to £2,000,000, and to raise for
that and other purposes £-2,660,000 of capit^il.

The Metropolitan Asylums Boai-d have received
the sanction of the Local Government Board to the
borrowing of the sum of £1-2.5,694 for the erection
of an ophthalmic school at Swanley.

The parish chm-ch of Comwelly, near I'robus,
Cornwall, has recently been reopened after restora-
tion from plans by Messrs. St. Aubj-n and Wadhug,
of London. The cost was about £700.

The Mersey Docks and Harbour Board have
adopted a recommendation to provide two elevated
pktforms, with approaches, at the Prince's Landing
Stage, at an estimated cost of £l,.5oO. The plat-
forms are required in connection with the landing
and embarking ef passengers ft-om and on ocean-
gomg steamers.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

EiuNiuucn Aui lUTiu TiUAL Association.—On
Saturday afternoon the membei-s of this Associa-

tion paid a visit to several old buildings in the

vicinity of the city. They fii-st visited the old

Chapter Hoiise at Reslalrig by permission of the

Earl of Jloray. They then proceeded to Dud-
dingston, where they inspected the mansion-
house, -which is a very perfect example of Sir

William Chambers' work, built in 1768. After-

wards they visited Duddinglon Church. M the

manse thi- Rev. .1. .\. Hunter I'aton exhibited the

fine old connnunion service. The ItNulers were—
at Restahig, Jlr. A. Hunter Crawford ; at Dud-
dingston House, 3Ir. Hippolyte Blanc : and at the

diurch, llr. G. S. Aitken.

Midland Mastku Biiluers and Eedeuation.
—A quarterly meeting of the executive of the

Jlidland centre of the National Federation of

B\iilding Ti-ades' Employers was held on Friday

at the otfices, Birmingham, and from the reports

submitted from various parts of the Jlidland

Counties it woulil .-ippear that a general de-

pression is being- experienced in the building-

industry. The president (Mr. A. Chambers,

Leicester) occupied the chair, and amongst those

present were County Alderman Bowen, Jlessrs.

WilUam Sapcote. F." G. Whittall, and Albert S.

Smith (Binningham) ; Jlr. E. Fox (Leicester) ;

Jlessrs. J. Wright, H. Viekers, and F. Hodson
(Nottingham) : Councillor Green (Northampton),

T. Skett and J. Herbert (Wolverhampton),
D. Jakeman (Dudley), County Councillor Dallow
(Stourbridge), H." Smith (West Bromwich),
J. Sharman Wood (Wor<-cster), W. Wistance
(WaLsaU), H. Smith (Kidderminster), &c. Along
discussion took place in connection with notices

given to or received from workmen in the

various branches of the trade atBurton-on-Trent,
Coventry, Nuneaton, Newark, Dudley, Kidder-
minster, Sutton Coldficld, and other places, and
it was pointed out that under the conditions

generally observed in the trade these notices now
expired at a period of the year when work, as a

rule, was most plentiful, and consequently the

employers, in order to carry out their contracts,

were frequently compelled to m.ake concessions

that were unjust to themselves and extracted on
unreasonable grounds. The president remarked
that as a body master buildeis had no desire to

act ai'biti-ai-ily as against their workmen, but from
experience they were aware that many of the

conditions the workmen's trade-unions tried to

enforce were detrimental to the best interests of

the trade. Jlr. J. Wright (Nottingham) said

that one of the bugbears of the trade was what
was kno^^'u as the line of demarcation laid down
by the trade-unionists. The question was one
of great importance to the welfare of the building

trade throughout the country, and it behoved the

National Federation of Employers to take steps

to prevent unjust and meddlesome interference

with the masters' common rights. A resolution

was passed affii-ming the necessity for more com-
bined action tlu-oughout the kingdom in dealing

with disputes in the trade, which too frequently

led to strikes and lock-outs. Another point dis-

cussed was the desirability for a uniform contract

form containing clauses applicable all o\er the

country in relation to such matters as strikes,

lock-outs, arbitration, and weather.

SHEFFiELn Society of AncHiTECT.s .vnd Suk-
vEvoKS.—The annual meeting of this society was
held, on the 10th inst., in the School of Art.

The chair was occupied bv Jlr. Joseph Smith.
Jlr. J. R. WigfuU and "Jlr. J. B. Jlitchell-

Withers having been elected a,s Fellows of the

society, an alteration of the rules was agreed to,

with the view of strengthening the council. Jlr.

W. C. Fenton, hon. secretary, presented the

financial statement, which showed that the re-

ceipts for the year amounted to £210 10s. 7d.,

and that there was a balance in hand of £99 4s. 6d.

Jlr. Fenton also read the fourteenth annual
report of the council, which stated that the

membership was 112, as compared with 109 last

year. The question of a proposed competition in

1 connection with the Norfolk JIarket Hall, and
the R.I.B.A. suggestions with regard to competi-

I

tions, had been sent to the chaii-man of the finance

committee, who promised that due consideration
' should be given to them. The council had to

;
regret, however, that the draft conditions which
w-ere submitted to them were not satisfactory in

several respects, and had intimated to the finance

committee that in their opinion the competition

was not at all necessary for this building, and

that the architect fi-om whose hands it had pre-

viously received attention should have been con-

sulted on the matter. One of the cl.-iuses of the

C'orporation Bill (1900), objected to by the society,

had been modified when going through the Houses
of I'arlianu-nt. ITie <-ity council had decided to

take over the Schoid of Art from Aug. 1 next,

and it was hoped that this change would have the

effect of procuring ln-tfer facilities for the society

than ha<l liithcrto been the case. A letter had
been sent to the town clerk in regard to the pro-

posed action of the plans sub-committee for the

highway committee to restrict the construction of

area lig"hts in footpaths. The proposed ])rohibilion

of area-lights was a serious matter affecting the

value of property, both to owners and ratepayers

of the city. The chairman, vice chairman, and

city surveyor have promised to meet the deputa-

tion from "the society at a future date, and discuss

the matter in detail. The report was adopted.

The following officers were then elected by ballot :

President, Jlr. Peter JIarshall : vice-presidenf,

Jlr. Thomas Winder : treasurer, Jlr. Frederick

P'owler ; secretary, Jlr. W . C. Fenton ; members
of the council, Messrs. J. R. Wigfull, R. W.
Fowler, C. Hadfield, J. B. Mitchell-Withers,

E. JI. Gibbs, H. L. Paterson (Fellows), C. B.

Flockton, C. F. Innocent, and C. JI. Hadfield

(Associate members). Jlr. Gibbs expressed his

intention of retiring, and the next on the list,

Mr. Edward Holmes, was put in his place. The
I'resident presented the society's prizes to Jlessrs.

H. W. Inott and J. Jtiller, and it was then

announced by Jlr. Joseph Smith that in future

the society would have a home of its own,

arrangements having been made to take a room

in the building of the Literary and Philosophical

Society. ft.^
CHIPS.

On the recommendation of the directors of the

Welshpool and Llanfair Light Railw.ays, the Cam-
brian R;iilways Company, being the working com-

pany, have accepted the tender of Mr. J. Strachan,

at Cardiff, for the construction of this light railway.

This is the first contract to be let under the Act of

1896, and work will be put in hand almost imme-
diately. The line will be about eight mUes long,

and will run through the major portion of Lord-

Powis's Montgomeryshire property. Mr. A. J.

ColUn is the engineer.

The Star beerhouse in the High-street, Chatham,,

is about to be pulled down, set back 6ft., and rebuilt

with an extended frontage as fully licensed pre-

mises. Mr. W. T. Boucher, of Chatham, is the

architect, and the estimated cost is about £4,000.

The Ai-chbishop of Cape Town has arrived in

England to raise a fund to budd the eastern portion

of the new catheiU-al at Cape Town, as a memorial to

1
those who have fallen in the war either through

j

wounds or sickness. The memorial is estimated to

cost about £30,000, of which about £1,000 is in

hand. The total building operations in connection

with the new cathedral wdl entail an expenditm-e:

of something fike £60,000 ; but the other £30,000

will be raised independently of the memorial. There

LS already in hand nearly £20,000 towards the

general portion.

The town clerk ot Coventiy has received the assent

of the Local Government Board to the borrowing

by the Corporation of £32,962, for the purpose of

constructing sewers at Foleshill and Stoke, recently

added to the city.

The Chelsea Borough Council have received a

report from the pubhc baths committee recom-

mending that new pubUc baths be erected on a site

acquu-ed by the late vesti-y, adjoining the town -hall.

The scheme includes the provision of about one

hundred private baths and three swimming-baths,

the largest being 100ft. by 3.5ft., whilst one (60ft.

by 25ft.) -will be reserved for ladies, for whom about

fifty private baths will also be provided. The cost

of can-ying out the scheme, exclu.sive of the price of

the site, is estimated at between £60,000 and £70,000.

The committee also reported that a scheme for

pubUc washhouses can be can-ied out on land

adjacent to the site, but that additional laud would

be required, and the cost would be from £8,000 to

£10,000. The committee, however, recommended
that the question of the washhouses be adjourned

for twelve months.

At the last meeting of the mban district council

for Withington tenders were accepted at £22,964

and £21,612 for the erection of main sewers. The
first of these contracts relates to the construction of

new main outfall sewers from the sewage farm to

a point near Hough End Hall, Nell-laue, Choriton-

cum-Hardy, and the second to the construction of

new main outfall sewei-s fi-om a point in Withington-

road, Whalley Range, to near Hough End HaU, and

forward to a point near the comer of Burton-road

and Lapwing-lane, West Didsbury.
^
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BuilMug Tnittllinnut.

Bristol.—New business pi-emiscs are in course

of erection at the comer of Wine and Union-
streets, for a fiiTu of drapers. Over the shoi)S

arc, on the first floor, showrooms and a tittinir-

room. The second floor is occupied hy stock-

rooms. otKces, and workiooms ; the latter provide

Accommodation tor fifty vvorkei-s. On tlic third

floor are dining-rooms, cloak-rooms, store-rooms,

kitchens, &c. The premises are heated through-

tiut with hut-water pipes. The artificial light

of the building is electricity (installed by Messi-s.

Buchanan and Curwen. under the supervision of

Herbert Thomas .Sully, A.I.K.K.. electrical

engineer, of Bristol). The building is designed

in the Renaiss.»nce style, and the external walls

are constructed of brick faced with fteestone ;
the

Wine-street front is divided into three bays by

projecting pilaster surmounted by moulded and

carved vases, the central and widest bay cont;iin-

ing on each of the two main stories three

windows divided by red granite detached columns,

with moulded Portland stone vases and carved

capitals. The street angle is rounded by an

oct.-igonal turret, with domical zinc root. The
tontractor was Jlr. R. F. Ridd, of Wildir-stieet,

Bristol. The carving was executed by Jlr. W.
Smith, of Jlontpelier. Jlessrs. Foster and Wood,
of Park-street, liristol, were the .-ircbitects.

Kevium, Dkvoxi'out.—The Right Rev. Dr.

<irah;un. Coadjutor, R.C, Bishop of Plymouth,

on Wednesday in last week laid the foundation-

stone of a new church, to be built inOcwin-street,

Keyham. Tlie edifice will be named the Church
of the Holy Redeemer. It will be built in the

i:ith-century Gothic style, from plans prepared

by Canon .Seoles, of I'eovil. The contractors for

the building are Messrs. T. Jenkin and .Sun, the

price being about ,£3,000. Adjoining the church

a presbytery will be erected, and on the west side

schools" will also be built. The church Avill be

faced with limestone, with Jlonk's Park dressings,

and will have seating accommodation for between
-JOO and GOO people.

XixE Elms, S.W.—(Jn Saturday afternoon Sir

<!h.arles W. Dilke, M.P., opened some new baths

and washhonses erected by the Battersca Borough
Council at the Nine Elms end of Battersea Pailc-

road. The area of the land upon which the baths

are erected is 28,0'iOft. super., having a frontage

fo Battei'sea Park-road of 137ft. and a depth to

Cringle-street of 266ft. The swimming-bath is

1.50ft. long and .^Oft. wide. The depth of the

water at the shallow end is 3ft. Cin., and at the

<leep end Oft. Gin., the bath being calculated to

hold 200,000 gallons of water. The cost of the

baths, including land, ire, was £40,000. Mr.
F. J. Smith, of Westminster, is the architect, and
the building has been erected by direct employ-
ment of labour iindeir the council.

TO COBRESPONDENTS.
We do not hold oiu^^lve.i responsible for the opinions of

^ our corrcsiwndent;*. ^Ul communications should be

drawn up as brieflv as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to coi-rcspondents.]

It is partiodnrlv requested that all drawings and all

communiciitions respectinir illustnitinns or literary mutter

should be nddlfssed to the EDITOR of the Bcildinc.

News Clement's llouse, Clcraenfs Inn Taswige, .Strand,

W.C, and not to membei^ of the staff by name. Delay

is not unfrequontlv otherwise caused. .\11 drawings and

other communications are sent at cuutributoi-s' risks, and

the Rlitor will not imdertake to pay for, or be liable for,

unsought contributions.

Oiciucs and rost-otiice OiiJers tn be made payable to

The Strxm) Nbwsp.wku Comcanv, Limiteo.

Tclegmpbic Address :—" Timcserver, London."

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE.

Boutnd copies of Vol. LXXIX. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (pi-ice 12s. each, by post

12s. lOd.;, asonly a limited nmnber are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XL!., XLTA'.,

XI.VI., XLIX., LI., Lin., LVIIL, LXI.. LXII.,
LXni.. LXV., LXVI., LXVIL. LXVIU., LXIX.,
LXXL, LXXri.. IJCXIU., LXXn-., LXXV.,
LXXVL, and LXXVII. may still be obtained at the

same price; all the other bound volumes are out of

print. Most of the back numbers of former volumes are.

however, to be had singly. Subscribers requiring any
back muubei-s to complete volume just ended should

order at once, as many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the Bcildiso News,
price 2s., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free) to any pai-t of the
United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova .Scotia, and the
United States, £1 6s. Od. (or fidols. 30c. goldl. To France
or Belgium, £1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. od.

To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

ADVEBTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract Adveitise-

ments. Public C'ompanies, and all official advei-tisements

is Is. per line of Eight words, the first line counting as

two, the minimum charge being 5s. for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miscellaneous
and 'Trade Advei-tisements (except Situation advertise-

ments') is 6d. per line of Eight words (the first line

counting as two), the minimum charge being 4s. fid. for

40 words. Special teims for series of more than six

in.sertions can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-page advertisements 2s. per line, and Piiragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 5s.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
i office not Later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-p.age
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secui'e

insertion.
Situations.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations Vacant

"

or " Situ.ations 'Wanted" is O.vE Shili-ino fob Twentv-
FOCR "W'ORDS, and Sixpence for every eight words after.

Afl Situation Advertisements must he prepaid.

CHIPS.
Two Iwjlls cast by Messre. Warner and Sons, and

r.iising the peal from six to eight, have been hung
in the steeple of St. Andrew's parish church,
<3uidenham, Norfolk.

A new ga.sholder and tank are being adiied to the
g<asworks at Retford. The tank is being constructed
of brickwork walls, with concrete bottom, in a back-
ing of clay puddle to render them water-tight. The
'tank wUf lie S7ft. ihameter, and 20ft. deep to the
rest stones. The gasholder will be a telescopic one
with two lifts, S.ift. and ,S3ft. diameter respectively.
The usual columns and guide framing are entii'ely

dispensed with, thereby effecting a considerable
saving in construction. Mr. Thomas Hopkinson, of
Retford, is the contractor for the tank, and Messrs.
R. and J. Dempster (Ltd.), of Manchester, arc the
contractors for tlie gasholder. The plans and speci-
fications have been prepared by Mr. J. B. Fenvvick,
g.as and water engineer to the Retford Corporation.

Since the Wolverhampton Coi'poration Bill for
obtaining an additional water supply from Shrop-
shire was defeated in Parliament, the committee
have considered other measures to increase the
supply of water for tlie town. They now recom-
mend the con.struction of filter-f«ds and other works
for purifying water to be taken from the Cosford
Brook. They estimate the cost of the buildings and
machinery at ZZfiOO.

Sixty-eight and a half miles of new railway were
opened in India during the month of February, all
on the metre gauge. These included o7 miles of
the southern extension of the Bengal-Duara line
and 21 miles of the Hajipur-Katihar extension of
the Tirhoot RaUway,

Received.—I). M.-
R.S. T. and Co.

-L. G. and Co.—A. R.—H. M.—N. D.

3-utcrc0mmmttcati0n.

QVESTKlXS.
[1170S.]—To Remove Colourwash.—I have a

house which has been colourwashed, but is red brick
under. 'Will some one tell me how to remove the colour-
wash, and would it be satisfactory' to rub the wall down
after with a sandy red brick, and, if necessary to point it

'

The bricks are hard, smooth .surfaced, as used in the
Midlands.—G. I. C. C.

[11709.]—Pressure on Lead Pipes.—I want to
know the pressure in pounds to the square inch that
various sized lead water-pipes will stand of aver<agc
thicknesses. Can any subscriber give the information, or
indicate a practical work on the subject .'—Oi.o Siiu-

SCRIDER. ..

Users." by H. Faija, Crosby Lockwood and Son, &c.—
Heoeni's Park.

[11707.]—Hot 'Water Circulation.—Take the flow-

out of the side of the boiler the right height to give a
slight i-i.se in the pipe at its extreme end, the retum to
enter the boiler fiin. from the bottom; pro\-ide a vent-pipe
at top of boiler and at the highest point in flow-pijie ; no
pipe to project into the boiler. Connect water supply to
bottom of boiler with a deep siphon-pipe. The noise in
the other apparatus may arise from a p.artial stoppage in

one of the pipes, the flow-pipe projecting into the boiler
at a dip in one of the pipes.—A. Clarke.

ItEniES.
[11702.]—Fat Lime Mortar.—Proportion of sand ;

grey chalk c|uicklimc will take nearly three times its bulk
of sand ; an ordinaiy propoi-tiou is from two to two and a
half times the bulk of the lirac before it is slaked. Blue

!
lias lime should not be mixed with more than twice its

bulk of sand for a strong mortar, and the best mortar is

j made with equal proportions. T'or rubble stone work at
the Liverpool Docks, using llalkiu hydraulic lime, the
proportions were 1 of slaked lime to 2 of sand, and I of
crushed smithy ashes. For brickwork and for faccwork

! of thick walls, 1 of slaked lime, 1 of sand, 1 of smithy
ashes. 'Wat^'r required : Common.chalklimo may require

i about 6 gallons per bushel ; bloc lias, in lump, from 2} to
1 45 gallons after .sinking, and up to or 7) gallons if lime
ground. T'ortland cement : There is a great deal on this

I

in Vol. ril. of Longman's " Notes," Sec also A. II. Heath
on " LimcandCemcnt," of Spons; "Calcareous Cements,"
IbyO. H. Redgrave, of E. GrifBn; "Portland Cement for

CHIPS,
The surveyor of BridUugtoii, Mi-. E. E. Matthews,

G.E., has prejiared plans for the proposed isolation
hosi>ital for the town. The estimate is £0 aii
14s. 5A.

The work of erecting the base for the statue of
Queen Victoria on the open pavement in front of the
Royal Infirmary at Manchester is progressing. 'The
committee hope that the whole work of raising the
statue, -which has been designed by Mr. E. Onslow
Ford, R.A., will be completed before the end of the
present year. The model from which the statue has
been wrought will be shown at the exhibition of the
Royal Academy.

A new chui'ch for the Roman CathoUcs of Enfield

was opened on Sunday by Cardinal 'Vaughan. The
church, which is in the centre of the town, will seat

350 people.

The Local Government Board have granted a
provisional order for incluiUng within the limits of the

Borough of Stockport the whole of the urban district

of Reddish, part of the urban districts of Bredbury
and Romily, Cheadle aud Gatley , and Heaton Norris,

part of the urban district of Hazel Grove and Bram-
hall, and a part of the parish of Brinnington. The
result of the extension will be that the acreage of

the borough will be increased from 2,200 to 5,600,

and the population from »2,000 to about 100,000.

A combined drinking-fountain and ornamental
lamp pillar has just been inaugurated at Gravesend.

It is the work of Messrs. Walter Macfarlaue and
Co., of Glasgo-B'.

A large clock has j ust been erected in the p.aiish

church " of Kii'ton Lind.sey, Lincolnshire, which
strikes the hours, chimes the Westminster qu.arters,

aud shows time on one dial. The clock has beei
made and erected by John Smith and Sons, Mid-
land Clock Works, Derby, to the designs of Lord
Grimthoi'pe.

Considerable activity prevailed at the Tokenhouse-'
yard Auction Mart last week, and sever;i' imporfcint

transactions 'were recorded. Freehold building land
_

was in good demand, and an estate of 12^ acreft-

situate on the Great North -road, Finchley, sold forr

.£8,100, while a property of a similar character -;'

Hornchurch, Essex, containing about six an>

realised £2,300. Small brick-and-mortar inve-;

ments, of which there was a fail- supply, sold wed,.

more particularly towards the close of the week;..

Altogether the sales amounted to .£98,910, as against

£17,765 in the corresponding week of last year.

The Dowager Duchess of Beaufort visited Wey-
mouth on Wednesday to lay the foundation-stone of

the new Sanatorium. The municipal authorities

are now in treaty for the purchase of Gloucester

House, the residence of George III., which they

intend converting into a Kui-saal, with concert-hall,

b.all-room, and a gallery of picture engravings.

The electricity committee of Manchester estimate

that by .Tune 1st, at the Latest, electric cars wdl be

running on one section of the Manchester tramways
scheme. 'The first route Iwgins in the centre of the

city, near the Town Hall, and runs to the populous

suburb of Crumpsall.

At St. Andrew's Church, Exmouth, last week,

two stained-glass windows, an organ gallery, aud a

copper embossed panel were detbcated. The larger

window, which is of the rose pattern, is erected to

the memory of the late vicar, the Rev. W. H. D.

Purcell, and represents the Crucifixion. The other

window, which contains two lights, illustrates the

presentation of Christ in the temple, and Christ

.among the doctors. The new organ gallery, parclose,

and vestry screens are the work of Mr. Hertert

Reed, of St. Sidwell's, Exeter. They are in fumi-

gated oak, and have been designed by the architect

of the budding, Mr. Gerald Cogswell Chester.

The commemoration-stone of the new cemetery

for Southampton was laid by the Mayor of that

borough last week. The cemetery has an area or

47Jacre3, and cost £11,569. The fencing has been

carried out by Mr. F. Osman, of Southampton, for

£2,743, and the ironwork, which cost £1,232, was

supplied by Messrs. Hill and Smith. The work of

layiug-out, drainjige, and inclosure has been

superintended by Mr. W. B. J. '
Bennett, the

borough surveyor.

Works of water supply are being carried out for

Duntocher aud D.almuir, the contractor being Mr.

.Lames Miller, whose tender has j ust been accepted

for the new reservoir for Kirkintilloch.

]

I
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Leicester Arbitration-. — At the Surveyoi-s'

Institution. Sir Fi-erteiick Bram»-ell sittmg .as

umpire, heM last week an iuquiry mto the value

of an are.T of land comprising about 1,270 acres and

iormin" part of the Beaumont Leys estate, near

Leicester, belonging to Sir Tristram Tempest, which

property is being acquired by the Leicester Corpora-

tion, uniler their Act of 1897, for the puq)03es of a

sewaoe farm. Sir John RoUeston, M.P., ami Mr. E.

LoveU Cliue, of Leeils, were the arbitratoi^ for the

corporation and the claimant respectively. In 1886

the corjioration decided to acquire the land in

question forthe purposes of a sewage farm. A scheme

was approved after a Local Government Board in-

quiry, and borrowing power? were sanctioned for

the purcha.se of the main portion of the estate. In

the result 100 acres were purchasedat illiO peracre,

tlie price pmd Iwiug £13,077, including timber. In

November, 1887, a lease of 1,'275 acres was granted

to the corporation for a term of SO years from
March 25, 1880, the rent being fixed 'at £-2,8()9.

Since the convejance of the land considerable

changes had occurred in the neighbourhood. The
population of Leicester had vastly increased, owing

to the extension of the boundary, "the Great Central

Railway had been constructed, and a station erected

at Bni-st;dl, adjoining the projierty, and a light

railway scheme had been promoted, the proiX)sed

line to nm from the tramway tenuinus on the

north-west side of the borough to the village of

Anstey along the road bordering the estate. These
changes, it was submitted, had increased the value

of the property, which the claimants looked upon as

building land. Mr. E. Lovell Clare, agent to Sir

Tristram Tempest, said the corporation had spent a

considerable sum in lajing down their sewage-farm

agreed that the land in question hud no building

value whatever. This concluded the evidence.

(Duv Office Z'Mt
»»<

—

As the outcome of a meeting of the leading

members of the furnitiire trado held at Birming-

ham early in March, the suggestions made on

that occasion have assumed a concrete i'omi. The
trade has hitherto had no provident or benevolent

association connected with it ; but an institution

is in course of formation which will have the

title of tho •• Fumishing Trades Provident and

Benevolent Institution," and the objects for

which it is £ounii(>d arc : first, to grant pecimiarj-

assistance to members when in sickness or in

necessitous circumstances ; si'condly, for like

assistance to widows and children of members ;

and, thirillv. for the foundati m of orphanages

for fatherless children of members. The president

is 5Ir. C. !•'. Jlarrinrr, of tho firm of Crosbic,

Marriner, and Co., Birmingham. Already more

than £1,000 has been subscribed.

Bv order of the Official Receiver at E-wter,

the stock in trade of a monumental sculptor was

sold by auction this week in that city. Amongst

the effects were well-modelled life-sized plaster

busts of several of Exeter's mayors. The first,

that of the present popular mayor, Mr. A. E.

Dunn, went for£l ; that of Mr. Thomas Andrew,

.I.P., a former mayor, and present resident in the

city, together with a life-sized profile bas-relief

LATEST PRICES.

20
5 15

Per ton.

£6 10
10
9 15
9 7 6

IKON, &c.
I'er ton.

EoUml-Irim Joists, Belgian £« to

HoIUd-Steil Joists, Engli.sh 9

Wrijunht-Iion (iirdcr Hates 9

Bjir Inm, good titJitfs 8 7

Do., Lon-moor, Flat, Bound, or

Square
Do., Welsh
Boiler I'liites, Iron—
Kouth Stairs 7 17

Best Sm-dshill 13
Angles 10s., Tees 20s. per t<m extra.

Builders' Hoop lion, for bonding, &c., £6 las.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £15 lOs. Cd. per ton

Ualvanised Coniigiittid Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20,

Gft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton.

20
5 17

8 5
13 10

gauge
Best dittto...

. £12 5
12 15
Per ton.

No. 22 to 24.

Per ton.

, £12 10

.. l:)

Per ton.
£9 10
9 10
10 10
8 15
10
8
13
12 15

and a large outlay would be nec&ssary liefore the I of
"
the same gentleman, fetched—after Ion..•... bidding—£1 7s. for the two ; whilst the bust ofland could be restored to its original condition in

aecoixlance with the original terms of the lease. !

The rent reset ved under the lease was no criterion

whatever of the actual value. His valuation of the
,

freehold and le^usehold interest amounted to £386,914,
including 10 per cent, for compulsory s;ile. He
estimateu the consequential damage to the re-

mainder of the estate, 140 acres, at £1.50 an acre, or

£21,000, making his total figiu-es £407,940. Mr.
Charles Uott, C.E., F.S.I. , of Bradford, adopted
Mr. Clare's valuation. Mr. H. A. Roechling, C.E.,
Leicester, estimated the value of the freehold and
leasehold interest at £378,5-59, including 10 jiercent.

for forced sale. He adopted Mr. Clare's figure of

£21,000 a.s representing the consequential damage to
140 acres forming the remainder of the claimant's
•estate. The presence of sand and marl in large
quantities considerablj' enhanced the value of the
land as a budding site. Cross**xamined, the witness
said that his original valuation was £413,816.
Further evidence wa-s given by Mr. J. E. Mommott,
C.E., and Mr. Tliomas Fenwick, C.E., F.S.I.,

Leeds, Mr. J. T. Wood, C.E., Liverpool, Mr.
Charles G. Bolam, C.E., Kettering and London,
and Mr. Gibson Martin, F.S.I., agent to the Duke
of Devonshire. The case for the claimant having
been concluded. Sir John RoUeston was called to
give evidence on behalf of the corporation. The
fend in question was considered by the sewerage
committee of the Leicester Corporation veiy un-
profitable for the purposes of a sewage farm, owing
to the quality of the soil, and was only taken owing
to a question of expediency, and because it was
isolated and free from contiguous population. It

was thought that by purchasing a hundred acres the
sewage could be conducted by gravitation on to
other land tlian that of the claimant. The land
had merely an agricultm'al value, and was not
worth moiethau £1 peracre at that time. Though
he admitted that Leicester was a giowing to^vn,
building operations there had not progressed so
rapidly of late years, and there were many estates
in the district now available for building. Nobody
could buy the land in question, except as an invest-
ment, with anj- degree of certainty of getting a fair
Tetuni for capital. He valued the jrea tiken under
the notice to treat—l,26ya. 3r. 12p., at 4os. peracre,
or £2,857 2s., less fee farm rents, £75 16s. Ud.

—

£2,781 OS. Id. He capitalised this figure at thirty
years' purchase, £83,437 12s. Cd., deducted certain
outgoings amounting to £736 5s. 9d., and added the
usual 10 per cent., making his total figures

£90,971 9s. 5d., plus a pajTnent of £1,500 in respect

of certim water maius along .\nstev-lane. Mr.
Daniel Watney, F.S.I. , London, valued the property
at £92,436; Mr. George T. Wade, F.S.I., of
Leicester, at £95,882 12s. 3d. : and Mr. J. B.
Everard, F.S.I., Leicester, at £103,384 Ss. lOd.
Mr. T. T. Wainwi-ight, F.S.I. , of Liveqiool, valued
the land acquired in perpetuity on the tiasis of the
payment of the rent payable under the lease, 1,269a.

3r. 12p. at 45s. per acre, capitalised on the 3J per
cent, tiible, thiily years' purchase, £85,713 .5s., less

itgoings, £2,620 .5s. 6d.— £83,092 19s. 6d. He
Uled the usual 10 per cent, for compulsorj- sale,

making his total figures £92,902 .5s. 6d., including
£1,.500 payable for water easements. Mr. W. E.
WooUey, F.S.I., Loughborough, estimated the total
due at £92,898, .and Mr. Orson Wright, of
icester, at £87,300. These and other witnesses

the late Mr. Horace Lloyd, J. P., who was Mayor

of Exeter some quarter of a century ago, at^ter

some difficulty, was knocked down for 7s. Who
wouldn't be Mayor of Exeter after that ':

The Horse Parade in Battersea Park, which,

with the permission of tho London County

Council, has, thanks to Messrs. Eastwood and

Co., Limited, become a welcome j-early fixture to

all interested in well - kept, well - conditioned

horses, takes place to-morrow. The judging

begins at 11 a.m. sharp. The classes, as usual,

are divided into pair-horse vans, single-horse

vans and carts, and light vans and carts. The
judges of the horses are Mr. Sulman and Sergt.

Redding ; of the harness, Mr. Bristow and Mr.

Howard ; and of the vehicles, Mr. Townsend and

Mr. Bines. Mr. Lawson is responsible for the

arrangements, Mr. Heniy J. Byrne is the umpire,

and Mr. George Wragge, the popular managing-

director of this old established firm will, we are

sure, receive the congratulations of all visitors

capable of appreciating the results of the whole-

some emulation thus inspired in the care of the

firm's faithful four-footed servants.

Ciist-Inm Cobimns £9 to

Cast-Iron Stanchions 9 0,,
KollM-Iron Fincing "Wire 10 5 „
KoUed-Steel Fencing Wire 8 5 0,,

„ „ Galvanised. 9 5 0,,
Cn'st-Iron Sash Weights 7 5 0,,
Cut Clasp Nails, Sin. to (iin. 12 „

CutFloor Brads 1115 ,,

Wire Nails (Points de Pans)— t, w n
to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.WJS.
9,'B 10/- 10/3 10,9 11/3 12/- 12/9 13/6 14/b per cwt.

Ca.st-Iion Socket Pipes— „„,-„» cr <i n
Sin. diameter £6 IT « to £7 5

4in.to6in 6lD „ 7

Tin. to 24in. (aU sizes) , 6 la ,, '00
[Coated with composition, 2s. 6d. per ton extra ;

tmiied

andbored joints, 5s. per ton extra. J

Pig Iron— P'^'' *""

Cold BUiat, LilleshaU ^^s '" 110s.

Hot Blast, ditto ^.57s. W. U. (.is 6d

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittmgs—Discount off Standard

Lists f.o.b. :

—

-rt .. «
ais-Tubes '2 P"^-

Watei^Tubcs ^ "
Steam-Tubes W "
Gnlviinised Gas-Tubes 00 „
Galvanised Watei--Tubes 5d „

Galvanised Steam-Tubes --50 ,

lOcwt. casks. 5cwt. cask.-

Per. ton. Per ton.

MOSDAY.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
Satuedw vTO-MORnow). — St. Paul's Ecclesiological

Society-. Visits to Churches of St. Maiy,
Willesden, and St. .Andrew, Willeaden

Green. Train to Neasden : meet at St.

Mary's Church. ;l p.m.
Northern Architectural Association.

Visit to Sunderland. Train from New-
castle, 2.32 p.m.

Royal Institute of British Architects. Busi-

ness meeting to consider the Queen
Victoria Memorial Competition. 8 p.m.

Surveyors' Institute. " The Ownership
of the Highways," by X. CLavell Slatten,

banister-at^law. S p.m.

Society- of Arts. "Alloys," Cantor
Lecture' No. 2, by Sir W. C. Roberts-

Austen, K.C.B., F.E.S. 8 p.m.

-Society of Arts. "The British West Indies,"

by Sir Nciile Lubbock, K.C.M.G.
4.30 p.m.

Institution of Ciril Engineers. Annual
Members' Meeting. 8 p.m.

Wedxesdav.-Societ}- of Arts. "Thames Steamboat
Service," by Arnold F. Hills. 8 p.m.

Civil and Mechanical Engineers' Society.

"The Storage of Electncitj'," by A. H.
Allen, A.M.I.E.E.

Carpentci-s' Hall Lectures. "Timber
Framing," by Jas. Bartlett, M.S.A.
8 p.m.

Society of Arts. " Polyphase Electric Work-
ing," Howard Lectui-e No. 2, bv Alfred

C. EboraU, A.I.E.E. 8 p.m.

Tuesday. -

T^UESDAY.-

Fbiday.

A new board school for infants. Broad Lanes,

Sedgley, w.as opened on Monday last. The builders

are Messrs. Keay, of Darlastori and Birmingham,

and the architect Mr. S. H. Eachus, of Liohfield-

street, Wolverhampton and Birmingham.

Zinc, English (London mill) £23 10

Do., Vieillc Montague 24

Sheet Lead, 31b. per sq. ft. super. 17

Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs 13

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 19

Copper Sheets, sheathing and rods 87 10

Copper, British Cake and Ingot . . 74 5

Tin, Strait-s HT
Do., English Ingots 120

Spelter, SUesian -^ _''' ^''^ TIMBER.
Teak, Burmah per load £10 10

„ Bangkok „ ... 10 "

Quebec Pine, veUow „ •• *

„ Oak „ .- 3

„ Birch , • •*

„ Ehn • 5

„ Ash ,. .- *
Dantsic and Memel Oak ,, ... 3

Fir 3
Wainscot, Riga p. log... „ ... 2

Lath. Dantsic, p.f „ •• -4

St. Petersburg „ — *

Greenheai-t „ ••• '

Box ,.. •• '

Sequoia, U.S.A percubefoot
Mahogany, Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick

„ Honduras ... „ ...

,,
Mexican , ...

,.
African „ ...

Cedar, Cuba „ ••

,, Honduras ,*

Satinwood „ ...

Walnut, Italian „ .-.

,, American (logs) „ ...

Deals, per St. Petersbm-g Standard,

bv llin. :—
Quebec, Pine, 1st £'-25

2nd 17 10

Srd 12

Canada Spruce, 1st H 15

„ 2ndand3i-d 9 10

New Brun-swick 8 15

Riga 9
St. Petersburg H
Swedish 1"^

Finland H 10

WliiteSca 13
Battens, all sorts 5
Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :—

1st prepared £0 12

2ndditte Oil
Other qualities ..- G

Staves, per standard M :

—

U.S. ditto £37 10

Memel, cr. pipe '^20

Mcmcl, brack 190

OILS.
Linseed per tun £27 5

Rapeseed, Engli.sh pale... „ - 27 10

Do., brown „ --- 25 15

Cotton.seed, refined , --. 21

(Hive, Spanish „ - - 3.9

Seal, pale 2(5

Cocoanut, Cochin - '29 15

Do., Ceylon „ -- 2.i 10

Palm, Lagos ,, --- '-5 5

(Heine „ -
IT 5

Lubricating U.S per gal. 7

Petroleum, reiined

Tar, Stockhohu ...perbarrel 1 6

Do., AiK-hangel .. . 19

THii-pentine, American . per tun 37

,

,

6 ,

,

,

6 1

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

9 ,

6
,

6 ,

4 ,

3i,
3 ,

3J,
10 ,

3
2 3

to £'24

„ 21 10

„ 18

„ 14

„ 21

„ 88

„ T4 10

„ 119

„ 1"20 10

„ 17 7

to £16
„ 15

5
5

5
5 15

6 5
6
6
4 12
4 7

3 5
5 15
6 10
8

s
TJ
4i

5i
St
3i

1 9
Ti

4 S
1-20—12f't. by llin.

to £30
21
14
14 10

10 5
11 10
10
19
21
13
23
12 10

£0 18
14
13

£45
230
200

to £'27 15

„ 27 15

„ 2G 10

„ 22

„ 41

„ 26 10
„ 30
„ '25 15

„ '25 10
„ 19 5

„ 1
1

„ 37

8
6i

6

5
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Keijrhley—Public libi-an, Xorth-st. limit f9,000; Assessor)

Herefortl—Report for Alterations to 'Wurkhouse
Aldershot—Board Schools 750 places)
Buxton—Structiu* for ThmualWater Pump (cost £1.000)

Ennis, Co. CInr.> -Additioas. ic, to Distiict Lunatic Asylum
^limited to Irish Architects ; Assessor)

Trowbridge—Iv^lation llospibil
Hen^foi-d—Muiiioijwl BuildiliK^
Manchester—Fire and Police Station, &c. '£75,000 limit)

Rlrkgate, Darlini?ton—Row of Shops and Houses
Gillingham. Kent—SchiKil l.iOi) places; £S,500 limit)

Berwick-upon-Tweed—Infants' School
New Southgate, Jf.—Double-fronted House !8«ft. by 32ft. ; cost

£1,000)
Salford—Machinery or Appliances for Sewage "Works

fvi fin f>0 . .. W. H. Hopkinson, A.M.I.C.E., Eoro' Eng., Town Hall, Keighley...

2&.w«;hb>-obestn.i>o'rts::::.: T. Uanwarne. Clerk,St.JoIm-stroet, Hereford.

Nopremium; -ij percent.oommis-sion Xoiman CUnton. Clerk .-.tation-road, -^dershot

£20 £10 £5.... .^ W. H. Orieve-s, Town Sui-veyor, Town Hall, Bu.xton

j.=n John Enwright, Clerk, Ennis District Lunatic .\jsylum, Co. Clare ...

i% £10 W. J. Mann, aevk. Union-street, Trowbridge

£1110 mer<^1 £75. £30 John Parker, City Engineer, Hereford

I«« SPfioO The Town Clerk, Town Hall, Manchester
ijw, i.!w, tioo ^ ^ Steavenson, Town Clerk, DarUngton

£10 tmer«''ed\'andttocof £5 E. T. Atchison, Clerk, 8, W-aterloo-road, New Bromptontiutmergea,,,anuiiiii^
T. C, Smith, Clerk to School Board, Bei-wick-upon-Tweed ..

April 30
Mar 17
„' 2T

. June 8

. „ 10
• .. 24
• .. 30
. July .M

, G. Cosgi-ove, Solicitor, New Southgate. N. ..

The Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Salford

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.

"Wrotham—Twelve Workmen' s Dwellings
Bewcastle—Alterations to Cliiu'cli

Gcnnoe—Faiinhouse
PoiiJton-le-Fylde—Schools
Morl<^y—Pi .lice Inspector's House, Welling^on-sti'eet
Belfast—Yilhi, Myrtletield Park
Rhymney—Fifty-Tliiee Houses
Whitley—Wesleyan Schools, Church-street
Cotherstone—Hcmse
Armley, I^ihIs—Eight Houses Starmingley-road
Penzance^Fannhouse at Gweal Bi"ooth
Cfreat Ayton—Additions to l-nends' Schools
Aberaman—Tirenty-Ei^ht Houses
Warrington—Offices and Eelie^ing Officer's Residence
Tow Law—F-nlargement of Mechanics' Institute
Chagford—AVorks at Belmont, Mill-street
Sheffield—Stores. &c
Dee Village—Electricity Works
Melrose— Boiler-House, \-c.. Roxburgh Asylum ..

Grimsby—Converting Outbuildings into Stables .

Aberdeen—Single-Story Shed, Regent Quay
Tipperaiy—Soldiers" Home
Newbiggin— Stabling, kc
Banbury—Repairs, i-c, Cemetery
Melrose—Chimney-Stalk, Roxburgh Asj-luin
Upper Greenock—Station
MildenbaU—Gasholder Brick Tank
Halifax—Primitive Methodist Chapel
Beverley—Coal Store at Gasworks
Fannfleld—Home for Female Inebriates
Chester-le-Street—Rebuilding Lambton ^Vrms Hotel
Woolston—Alterations to St. Mark's Girls' School
Famworth—Reform Club, Peel-street
Hinckley—Post Office
Blairgowrie-Additions to Public School .

Annfleld Plain—Public Offices. &c
Featherstonc-Restoring Primitive Methodist Chapel
Rybope, Sunderland—A'ilhus and Xurses' Home at Asi,ium.
A.-ihton-undcr-Lyne—Baths, ic
Swadlincote—Re'tort-HoiLse
Dromin—Alterations to Church
Devonport—Purifying-House
Mintlaw, Aberdeen—House at Milladen. . .

Whitehall, S.W.—Foundations for Admiralty Extension
Slamannan—Masonic Hall
Bumhope—Butcher's Shop, ice.

Halifax—Additions to Skii-coat-roadTmm-Shed..
Castlcford—Primitive Methodist Schools, Pontefnict-road
Leetls—Hnor and Roof t^> Bird Market
Strf)od, Kent—Repairs to Re«'d Fann
Holmwcjod-Additions to Plough Inn, Blackbrook
Shantallow-Villii

Koighley—House, kc, Lawkholrae-Jane
Bridlington—Additions to J^'os. -I and 5, Prospect^street
Halifax—Pair of A'illas

FxlpTvare—Teachers' Houses and Caretakers' Rooms
North Ashton—Three Cottages, Sims-lane End ...

Eucknall—Covered Ways at Hospital
Halifax- ViUa
Morley—Eight Houses
Savile Town, Dewsburj*-Shop [....

Bromley—New Wards at Infectious Diseases Hospital
Auchterless —Additions to Steadings
Hammci-smith—Classrooms and Dormitories to School
(^-'onsett—Cottages
Enfield— Twelve Cottages at Brimsdown . .

,

Ather^itone—Rebuilding Premises
Bjill>Tiafei?h—L;tundi->-
Shotton Colliery - Four and Five-Kooraed Collages
Blackburn—Coal Shed, &c.. at Workhouse
Ixiicester- Rof,fiiig, \-c.. Cattle I^ir
Bury, Ijincs—New Schools
Percy XLiin-IVimitivc Methrjdist Church
(ielli—Hoi»e English Baptist Chapel
Nr>ttingli;im—Tramway Depot. Trent Bridif
Ro>rf;ber>--Avenue, E.C.—Additions to Town Hall
Salterhebble—TwoDetachfd H'.u.Kcs
AVf.^ Ham-Rep;iiring. \o.. Eleven Schools
Xewton Riirg— F;inn Buildings. &c
Orionl -Primitive Methodist Chapel
TVTutthall, S.W.—New War Office
Miles Platting. Manchester—Provender Mill, kc
Bnrton-np,n-Trent—Adrlitions to WV.rkhonw Infirmary

Urban Distiict Council

James Lawry

Genei-al Ptu-poses Committee..

Building Club.,

Miss Rutland

James Lawiy

GljTidwT Building Club
Guardians

iiisses A. and A. Hooper ..

Ecclesall Industrial Society

Aberdeen Town Cormcil

(oipoi'ation
Harbour Commissionere

Xewbiggin & District Co-op. Society.

Town Coimcil

Caledonian Railway Co.
Gas Co.

r'oi"poration

London County Council

United Disti-ict School Board .

.

H.M. Commissioners of Works..

Urban District Council

Coi-poiution

Water Committee .

Gas and Coke Co

H.M. Commissioners of Works..

Wm.Gray
Tramways Committee .

Corporation
Watts's Charity Trustees

Thomas Minnieee
Coiporation
E. C. Dixon

School Board
Ancient Order of Foresters...
.loint Hospital Board

1). Bradley
I'ioneers' Industrial Society
Bromley & Beckeoham Jt. Hosp. Bd.

Kensington & Chelsea S.D. Managers
Consett Iron Co., Ltd

I "hiUips and Marrititt

Edgar Home Committee.

. Guardians '.

Markets Committee
Gmmmar School Governors

Muilding Committee
<"ity Council
Finsburj' Borough Council

School Board
Cumberland & Westmoreland CO.*

H.M. Commis!*ionei-rt of Works
Jjancashire and Yorkshire Ry. Co. .

Guardians

J. Shaip. Suneyor. 5, Simnyside, Borough Green, Wrotham Aprfl'^
John F. Curwen, F.R.I.B.A., Highgate. Kendal „ 27

Heni-y Maddem, F.I.A., Ai-chitect, 26, Clarence-street, Penzance ... „ '/T

Swire Hartley, Carleton, Poulton-le-F>ide „ 27

Wm. E. Putman, A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Engineer, Town Hall, Morley. „ 27
Blackwood and Jur>', Architects, 41, Donegall-place, Belfast ., -JJ

T. Roderick, Architect. Clifton-street, Abei-dai-e „ 27

Carby Hall and Dalby, Archts., Prudential Bldgs., Park-row, Leeds ., 27

Clark and Moscrop, Architects, Feethams, Darlington ., '.T

C. F. Wilkinson, Architect, 35, Park-square, Leeds .27
Henry Maddem, Architect, 26, Clarence-street. Penzance .. .. '^7

Clark and Moscrop, Ai-chitects Feethams, Darlington ,. i*7

T. Roderick. Aichitect, Clifton-stieet, Aberdare 27

William and Segar Owen. Architects, Warrington 27

W. Perkins, Architect, Bishop Auckland . ,
"27

Ernest F. Hooper, Architect, 6, Union-i-oad, Kxeter -7

Hall and Fenton, Architects, 14, St. James's-row, Sheffield ..27
, Alex. Smith, Gas Engineer, 2, Broad-street, Aberdeen .. 2»

Sydney Mitchell and Wilson. Architects, 13, Young-st., Edinbm-gh. ., 2&

H. G. Whyatt, A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng., Town Hall-sq., Grimsby .. .. 2>

R. G. Nicol, Harbour Engineer. Harbour Eng.'s Office, Aberdeen ... .. 29

, W. H. Hill and Son, 2S, South Mall, Cork .. 29

, Boolds and Hardv, Aichitects. Moi-peth 29

, N. H. Dawson, C.E.. Borough SiuTeyor. Banburj- 29

, Sydney Mitchell and Wilson. Architects, 13, Yoimg-st., Edinbui-gh. .. 29

The Company's Engineer. Buchanan-street Stiition, Glasgow .. 29

, Odden F. Read, Clerk. Mildenhall 29
, R. Hoi-sfull and Son, ArcMtects, 22a, Commercial-sti-eet, Halifax 29
. J. WiUis Mills, Town Clerk, Beverley ^iO

, The Gen. Branch Archt.'s Dept.. County Hall, Spring Gai-dens.S.W. .. 3ft

. J. G. and R. G. Cowe, Architects, Chester-le-Street .. 30

W, H. Mitchell, Son, and Gutteridge, 9, Fortland-st., Southampton ., 3fr

J. H. Taylor, Architect, 15, Grove-street, Keai-sley. Famworth ,. 30

, Tlie Seci'etaiy. H.M. Office of Works. Storey's Gate, S.W. .. :»

, L. and J. Falconer, Architects, 27, B;ink Buildings, Blairgowne 3t>

. T. J. Trowsdale, Sur\-evor, Annfield Plain ., 30

, W. Hamilton Feamley, jVi'chitect, Station-lane, Featherstone ,. 30

, John W. Moncur, Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, SuuderUind ,. 30

. T. D. Liudley, Architect, Market-avenue, Ashton-under-Lyne „ 30

. Thos. Kidd. Siu-vevor, Coppice Side, Swadhncote „ 30

. The Rev. M. Canty, P.P., Dromin, Kilmallock „ 30

, F. Trethewv, See.,' Gasworks, Kevham, Devonport », SO

. Arthur Ch-iie, F.R.I.B.A., 123^ Union-street, Aberdeen „ 30

, The SecretaiT, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W „ 30

, A. and W. Black, Architects. Falkirk May 1

. G. T. Wilson, Architect, 121, Diuham-road, Blackhill 1

, James Lord, C.E., Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Halifax

, R. M. McDowall, Architect. Carlton-street, Castleford

, The City Engineer's Office. Municipal Buildings, Leeds

, James W. Nash, Sui-\eyor, Medway-ten-ace, Rochester

. William Buck, Architect, Horsham
, W. E. Pinkerton, M.R.I.A.I., Aichitect, Diamond, Londoudeny .

, W. H. Hopkinson, A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Keighley

. J, Eai-nshaw, M.S.A., Architect, Carlton House, Bridlington

. Medley Hall. M.S.A., 92, Northgate, Halifax

. W. A.Tootell, Clerk, Edgware

. Edwin Martlew, 14. Ne^vton-load, Billinge, Lanes
, Elijah Jones. M.S.A., 10, Albion-street, Hanley
, W. C^lement Williams, Architect, 29, Southgate, Halifax
, T. A. ButteiTand S. B. Bird, Architects. Morley
Holtomand Fox, Architects. Coiporation-strcet, Dewsbuiy
J. Ladds, M-chitect, 78. Dought>--st., Mecklenburgh-square, W.C-
James Duncan and Son, Architects, Turriff

Cecil Shaipe, Architect, 11, Old Queen-street, S.W '_

C. E. Oliver, Aichitect, General Offices. Consett
W. X. Gale and Co.. 14.S, Cannon-street, E.C -^

H. AY. Chatt^iway, Architect, Trinity Churchyard, Coventiy .. >

Young and Jlackenrie. Scottish Pro^ident Buildings, Belfast t

TheShotton CollieiT Offices, Co. Durham »
J

F. C. Ruddle, Architect, Union Offices, Cardwell-place, Blackburn..

E. G. Mawb.v. M.I.C.E., Borough Engineer, To^vn Hall, Leicester..

W. V. GouL-li. Arcliitect, Bristol

Jo.icph (inuit. IS Blvth-street. Percy Main
W. D. M.>i.^;iii, Arrliit.ct. 5, Bailey-street, Ton, Pentre, R.S.O
Arthur Brown, JI.I.C.E, City Eniiineer, Guildhall, Nottingham
The Borough Surveyor's Office, Town Hall. Rosebeiy-avenue. E.C...

J. F. Walsli k Graham Xicbolas. Archts.. Bank Charabeiv, Halifax

William Jai-^ues. A.R.I.B.A., 2, Fen-court, E.C
Gt^n. UjiIi- Oliver, County Architect, Carlisle

H. Wiiikwoith, Architect. O.v. Hatton-court, Ipswich
The Sccretaiy, H.M. Office of Works. Storey's Gate, S.W.
The Engineer's Office, Hunt's Bank, Manc'icster

T. Jenkins, Ai'chitect, 35, High-street. Buitcm-upon-Trent

I

I
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BUILDINGS—<-o'i'"""''.

Minster, near Ram>^it«?—AJdition-s to "Workhouse Isle of Thauet Uoion Guai-dians Leonard Cfrant, .\achitL-vt. Ili'^li-street. Sittingboiu-ne May S

i^mllow—Eleftricit>- Station Corpomtion J. Parker, A.M. I.C.E.. Consulting En^.. II, XeLson-strcct, Hereford „ 9

Chelrasfoid—Adtlitions to Sliire Hall Standing Joint Committee F. "Whitmore, ^Vi-diitt'ct, Duke-sti-et't, ('helmsford „ 9
Bradford—Villa at Lower Wyke ^ AValsh and Xieholas. .-ViThiteets. L. and Y. Bank Chambere, Halifax „ 10

Lichticld-Boys" Sehool, Borrowcop Hill Grammar School Governors v. T. Hillier-ryke. Arehitect, (il. I'restbury-road, Ea.st Ham, E.sscx ... „ 11

Ejist Gnns-tead—Twenty Dwellings Urban District Council R. Wilds, Surveyor, I'rban Council Otticws, East Orinstcad „ 13

Abingdon—Schools, Bostock-avenue School Boaitl The Clerk, ai, Bath-street, .Vbinpnlon „ 1-1

E<lg^vare—Additions to Workhouse Laundn' .. Hendon Union Guardians H. T. Hare. F.R.LB..\., l;i. Hart-street, Bloonisbury, W.C ,. 13

Luton—Chilth-en's Homes, Diui-stable-ioad ' Guardians B. B. Fmnklin, .-U-chiteet, 21, Market Hill, Luton „ 18

Lc<k1s—Market Hall, &c Corporation Leeming and Lecming, FF.R.I.lt..V., 117, Victoria-street, S.W ,, 22
Appleby—Two Shops Carlisle South End Co-op. Soo., Ltd, Wm. Pogson, Aivhiteet. Devonshire-stixMjt, Carlisle —
Thornton-Twelve Cottages The Secretai-y. Desfonl Colliery, liagworth —
Deri—House and Shop E, Jones, 7, Bailey-street, Deri, Carditf —
Prawle Point—Two Cottages for Lloyd's Signalmen Orlando Davis anil Co., Lloyd's .\gents. 3U, Southside-st,, Plymouth —
Mcivcambe—Contn-egational Chapel Albert Gorton, M.S.A., Architect, 21, 'The Crescent, Morecambe —
Hun.stanton—Additions to Florence Villa Alfred jermyn Herbert Green, .-V.R.I.B.-V., I'arrtdise-panide, King's Lynn —
SuniW—Two Semi-Detached Villas Willie Wrigley, Architect, li, Westgate, Waketicld —
West Molesey—Five Cottages, High-.street H. C. Fread, Architect, Walton-i-oad, East Moiesey —
-Tanow-.\dditions to County Hotel John Rutlierford. (_'ounty Hotel, Jari-ow —
Woodthorpe—Pair of Villas Sands and Walk, r, .Vrehitit-t.s, ,.Vngcl-row, Nottingham —
Withington—Laundry at Workliouse Chorlton Union Guardians James B. lUoa.lbcnt, .V.R.I.B.A., 15, Cooper-street, Manchester —
Mumbles—.^Iterations to Pi-emises, The Dunns Glendinning Moxham. .Architect, ;», Castle-street, Swansea —
Wath-on-Deame—Sis Houses, Bamsley-road Alphas Thomjtson, Wath, near Rotherham —
Bumhope—Sehool James Gibson. Engineer, Bunihope —
Warrington—,\lterations to Workhouse Guai'dians "William and Segjir Owen, .-Vrehitccts, Wan-ington —
Ixindon, E.C.—Wan-house (£r>,0001, Tudoi--street The Chrisrinii 1It,i!,I Otiices, 6\. Tudor-strcet, E.C —
Burv. Tjtncs—Two -Shops, Stanlcy-sti-eet Late J, T. Newbold's Exora Openshawand Gill. .Vrehitccts. Derby Chambers, Fleet-street^ Buiy —
Fintona—Residence '. James Louis Donnelly, M,R.LA. I., Architect, 24, High-st., Omagh —
Napsburj-—Attendant's Hou^e at Asylum Middlesex Coimty Council Rowland Plumbe, F.R.I.B.A., 13, Fitzroy-square. AV —
Haslingilen—St. Peter's Schools, Laneside Henry Fielding, 2, Beaconsfield-street, Haslingden —
Sowerby Bridge—Alterations to New Inn Boat^man's United Breweries "W, H. D. Hoi-sfall, .Architect, Tower Chambei-s, Halifax ^
Old Newton—National School Enlai-gemeut Arthur J. Laeey. .Vrchitect, r,. Upper King-street, Noi-wich
Newcastle-on-Tyne—.Vlterations to Car-Shed< Comomtion -. A. E. Le Rossignol, Resident Engineer, Pandon Bldngs., Newcastle —
Tn*ton—Three Cottages S. Land, Ti-eeton, Yorks —
Enfield—Olfiees, .Shop, and Three Houses, Bush Hill Park Orickmay and Son. Arcliitccts, IS, "Victoria-st., "Westminster, S.W. .

—

ELECTRICAL PLANT.
Mothei-well-Dynamo, <tc Electric Light Comuiittec James Bums. Town Clerk, Mothci-well April'211

jVshton-undei^Lvne—Dvnamos Electricity Committee) N. Appelbee, Electrical Engineer, Electricity Works, .\shton-u-Lyne „ 29
Partick—Switchboard, i-c Magistrtites and Coimcillors Kincaid, Waller, and ManviUe, 2fl, Great George-street. "Westminster „ '29

.;Vlloa—Cables, &c Electric Lighting Committee Buehan and Hogarth, Kngineei-s, 3t;, Hanover-street, Edinbui-gh ... ,. •*)

Battoi-sea. S.W.—FJectric Pumps, &c ;.... Borough Council Keimedv and Jeukin. 17. Vietori.a-.street, Westminister, S.W „ 30
Middlesbrough—Plant , Electric Lighting Committee .' Eobert Hamm.>nd, M.I.C.E., Victori.a-stiect, S.W „ 30
Portsmouth—Telephone MateriaLs, &c Corporation A, R. Bennett, Teleplii>ne Engineer, 6o, Renfleld-street, Ghisgow ,.. ,, 30
Swansea—Wiring, &c., Guildhall Corporation J. Thomas, Town Clerk, GuildhaU, Swansea May S

Manchester-Plant. &c .. Electricity Committee Kennedy and Jenkins, Engs., 17, Victoria-st., "Westminster, S."W. ... „ 7

Madrid—Telephone Svstem Spanish Post OlBce ,'. The Commercial Department of the Foreign Office, "Whitehall. S.W. „ 10

Battersea. S.W.—Electric Wiling Borough Council "W. M "Wilkins, Town Clerk, Municipal Bldgs.. Lavender Hill, S.W. „ 14
Motherwell—Lamp Columns. Arc Electric Light Committee James Burns. Town Clerk, Mothei-well, N,B t* 18
Ludlow—Electricity Works Machinei->- and Plant Coi-poration John Parker. Consulting Engineer. City Sui-veyor, Hereford „ 20
Tonbridgc—Plant for Mimicipal Electricity "Works Urban District Council R. Hammond. M.I.C.E.. 64, Victoria-stieet. Westminster, S.W •'iO

Rochdale— Electric Lift at Dcarnley Workhou.sc Iiiflrniary Butteiworth and Duncan, Architects, South Parade, Rochdale —

ENGINEERING.
«oole—Extension of Waterworks Urban District Council J. C. Melhss. M.I.C.E., 201, Gresham House, Old Bi-o.ad-street, E,C. April 27

Middleton— Refu.scDestnictor Coi-poration F. Entwistle, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Middleton ,, '27

Southmead—Heating System at Workhouse Biirtnn Regis Board of Guardians ... A. P. I. Cotterell, A.M.I.C.E., 2.S, Baldwin-street, Bristol ,. 27

"Leeds— Tumtable, ;Meadow-lane Works Gas Committee R. H. Townslev. General Manager, Gas Office. Leeds , 27

Stair—Rebuilding Bridge .. .. Cockei-month Rural District Council. J. B. Wilson. A.M.I.C.E., Court Buildings, Cockermouth „ 27
Aberdeen—Six Water-tube Boilers Electric Lighting Committee J. A. Bell, City Electrical Engineer, Cotton-sti-eet, Aberdeen „ 27
Workingtr.n—Deepening Channel J. Eden, A.M.I.C.E.. ^S, Pow-street, Workington i* 27
Cirencester—Water-Supply Works Rural District Council F. Redman, Engineer, .31, Wood-street, .Swindon „ 27
Glasgow-Hydi-aulic CoaUng Hoist (ao-ton), Prince's Dock Clyde Navigation Tnistees.. Geo. H. Biixter, Mechanical Engineer, 16, Robertson-street, Glasgow „ 29
Hanley—Sewage Tank Willcox .and Raikes, C.E.'s, 6.3, Temple-row, Birmingham „ 29
Buxton—Lining Resen-oir "Urban District Council D. H. Grieves, "Town Surveyor, Town Hall, Buxton „ 30
Aberavon—Esplanade . B. Brantill. A.M.I.C.E., 26,' London-road, Neath „ 30
Cork—Laundiy Machinery and Engine Coi-por.ition H. A. Cutler, A.M.I.C.E,, City Engineer, Municipal Buildings, Cork „ 30
Bamsley—Valves, &c Corporation T. and C. Hawkesley, Ciiil Engineers, 30, Gt. George-sti-eet, S.W... „ 80
Ashford. Kent—Heating Workhouse West A-shford Union Guardians Young and Brown, 7, Southampton-st., Bloomsbury-siiuare, W.C.... May 1

Christiania—Water-Tanks State Railways Administration The Director of Railwovs, Christiania. Norway „ 1

Poplar, E.—Engineering Works, Union Buildings, High-sti-eet Guai-dians F. ,L Wai-den .Stivens, A.M.I.M.E., 31, Victoria-street, Westminster „ 1

Oiestcilield—Watci-works Em-al Di.sti-ict Council John Frith Baslow, Engineer, Union Offices, Chesterfield 1

Blyth and Jcsmond—Railway North-Eastem Railway Co C. A. HaiTison, Central Station, Newcastle-on-Tyne „ 1

Salford—Footbridge over Irwell Corporation C. S. AUott and Son, Engineers, 46, Brown-street. Manchester „ 1
Clacton-on-Sea—Regenerative Retort Bench „. I'rban District Council Svdnev Francis, Eniiineer, "Town Hall, Clacton-on-Sea ,, 1

Ooldhanger—.SmaU Bridge Es.sex County Council P'. J, Sheldon. A.M.I.C.E., Cliief .Sur., County Offices. Chelmsford.. „ S

Northolt to High Wycombe—Railway (173 miles) . iTt.WestemandGt. Central Railways A. E. Boulter, Sec. to Joint Committee, Paddington Station, "W „ 3
Workington—Embankments, A:c Coi-poration J. Bintley, Westmoreland County Surveyor, 7, Lowther-at., Kendal „ -f

Coldstream—AVaterworks Town Council John Scott. Town Clerk, Coldstre;im „ *
Uttoxeter—Cornish Boiler (12H.P.; liasworks. Ltd W, Murrav, M.anager. Uttoxetcr „ •
West Bradfor<l—Bridge Bowland Rm-al District Council Alfred Buri'ow, Sui-\eTor. Gisbum, near Chtheroe ,. *
Shanklin—Two Groyne!), &c Urban District Council J. Marsh, Clerk, Council Chambers, .Shanklin, LW „ ••

Foi"dingbridge—Strengthening Bridge Hants County Council "W, .J. Taylor, Countv Sun-eyor, The Castle, AVinchester „ 6
Huncoat, Accrington—Widening Railway, &o Lanca.shire and Y'orkshire Ry, Co. ,,, The Engineer's Office, Himt's Bank, Manchester „ \
Sandown—Pier Work Pier Extension Co !... T. E. Saimders. Engineer, Belgi-ave Chambers, A'entnor, LAV „ S
St. Petersbui-g-Embankment The Town Council offices, Stadtamt. St. Petei-sburg .. S
Rosario—Harbour Works Argentine Government The Commercial Department of the Foreign Office. AVhitehall, S.W. ,, 10
Biiddesley Ensor—Watei-works .. Willcox and Raikes. A.MS.I.C.E.. 6,3, Temple-row. Biimingham ... „ 10
Clevedon, Somerset—PumpingMachinery AVater Co James Mansergh, 5, A'ictoria-street, Westminster „ 13
Armagh—W.ater .Supply District Lunatic Asylum (Committee. J. Dorman, Counh" Sun-eyor, Court House, Ai-magh „ 13
Edgware—Machinery, Boilers, &c _ Hendon Union Guai-dians H. T. Hare, Aichi'tect. 13, Hart-street. Bloomsbun- „ 15
Chapel-en-l(^Frith—Water Supply Rural District Council Sterling & Swann, C.E.'s. Town Hall, Chapel-en-le-Frith, Stockport „ Id
Briton Feny —Remoral of Partly-Constmctcd Ship Lock Neath Harbour Commissioners Gwyn Lewis, Harbour Superintendent, Briton Feii-y „. 18
CarUsle—Waterworks Corporation Charles B. Newton, M.I.C.E., Engineer. A'ictoria A'iaduct. Carlisle.. „ 2o
Cairo—Engines, Arc. for Etsa Pumping Station The Inspector-General of Irrigation. Upper Egv-pt. Cairo June 25
Withington—Launilrv- Machinery at Workhouse Chorlton Union Guardians James B. Bro.idbent, A.R.I. B. A.. 15, Cooper-street, Manchester —
Bangor, Ireland-Gas Phint Urban District Council Barker Mitchell, Manager, Gasworks, Bangor —

FENCING AND "WALLS.
Norwich—Fence. Wall. ».-c., St. .Vndrew's Chuixhyard Arthur E. Collins, M.I.C.E., City Engineer, Guildhall, Norwich April '29

Brighton—Gate and Fencing, Pavilion Grounds .-," Francis J. C. Mav, Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Brighton ,. 30
.\betgwynfi—Boundary Walls to EngUsh Baptist Chapel T. Havard, 48. Jersey-road. Abergwvna „ 30
Invergarry-Fence George Malcolm, Factor, Invergarrv May i
Tottenham,N,—Boundary Wall, Chestnuts Recreation Ground Urban District Council W. H. Prescott, A.M.I.C.E., Engineer, 712, High-road, Tottenham „ 7
Uxbridge—AA'all and Iron Fencing to Cemetery Burial Board William L. Eves. ,\.R.I.B.A., 54, High-street, Uxbridge .. 11

FURNITURE AND FITTINGS.
Donca.ster—Iron Kerb Fenders ;ft3", at Workhouse Guardians F. E. Nicholson, Clerk, Balby, near Doncaster April27
Granton. Eiiinburgh-Wood Finishings to New Works Gas Commissionei-s W, E, Hen-ing, Chief Bngincer, New-street Works. Edinbui-gh „ 29
Little Eahng. W.—Rochester House Metropolitan Asylums Board T. DuncombeMann. Clerk, Emh.ankment, E.C .. „ 29
Neath—Cottages and Master's Residence -..,.. Guardians D, M, Da\nes, Architect, Council Offices, Ne.ith „ 30
Halifa.x—Fui-nishing Sunnyside School School Board W. H. Ostler. Clerk, School Board Offices, Halifax .

May 6
Dorking—Furmshing New Iniinnary ." Guardians George Scales, Clerk, 35, High-street, Dorking .. 8
Hoylake—La-i-atory Fittings Urban District CouncU T. Foster, Engineer, Distiict Council Offices. Hoylake „ 9
Ashton-under-Lyne-Fitting-Up Convenience Burton and Percival. Architects, 150a, Stamford-st., Ashton-u-Lyne —

•nrv-., ,„ PAINTING.
Wbitley-Wesleyan Schools. Chureh-street Carbv HaU and Dalbv, Archts., Prudential Bldgs., Paik-row. LeedsApnl'27
Mockton-on-Tees—Town and Borough HaUs Coi-poration M. H. Sykes. Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Stockton-on-Tees „ 2i

Pou«on-le-Fylde-,Schools Swire Hartlev, Oailfon, PoiUton-le-Fylde u 2"
fJDemeld—Stores Ecclesall Industrial Soeietv HaU and Fen'ton, Architects, 14, St. James's-row, Sheffield „ 2-
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PAINTING-<roW""<"'.
Halifax—Primitive Methodist Chapel R- Horsfall and Son, Aix-hitccts. ffi!A, Commercial-street, Halifax.
Thirham—Bath* I!ridi:e Corporation The City Sur-»-eyor's Office, Durham
Hahfax—RoTal Inlirmarj- : Gates Webster. Secretaiy. BaiiunTop, Halifax

Bkireowrie-^ShiKil . . ' .. L. and J. Falenner, Ai-chitects, 27, Bank Buildings, BlairgowrieL. and J. Falcnner, Ai-chitect:
,

Kendjil—Abbev Home Guardians. A. Milne, Clerk, Ix)wthei--street, Kendal ,,;*-

CIe<.-khi3iton—"\niitcUffe-road Wealeran Church F. Butler, Bi-adford-iwid. Cleckheaton .,

Uunslet, Lecd.s -Workhouse Inflnnarv Cmai-dians Fred W. Mee, Clerk, Glas.-ihouse-sti-eet, Hunslet

Castleford—rrimitivc Methodist Schools K- M. McDowall, Ai-cliitect, Carlton-street, Castleford

May

Hiaif;ix -Two Villas

Hams^.-:ite—W(x>d i Iron Fences on Promenitdes and Gardens Corporation
HaUf^ix-^illa
Manchester—Monsall Hospital Sanitary Committee
Salterhebble-Two Hon.ses .. .

Wc-st Ham— Klcven Sehoois
Br.idford —Villa, I^ower Wyke

Medley Hall, M.S.A., 92, Northgatc, Halifax
T. G. Taylor, Borough Suneyor, Albion House, Hamsgate
W. Clement Williams, Architect. 2li, Southgate, Halifax
The Citj- Sunevor's Office, Town Hall, Manchester
J. F. Walsh A: Graham Nicholas. Ai-chts.. Bank Chambers, Halifax

School Boarf Wm. Jaciiue.s, A. K.I.E. A., 2, Fen-eourt, K.C
Walsh and Xichiilas, Architects, L. and Y. Bank Chambei-s, Halifax

7

10
II

15
Dewnbury—Town Hall ' Corporation The Borough tJuneyor's Olfice, Towni Hall, Dewsbury

W«t Norwood—Elder-rouii School Lambeth Guardians W. Thumall, Clerk, Bi-ook-sti-eet, Keniungton-road, S.E...

Northampton- Fencing and r.ntranee Gates at Abington Park Corporation The Borough Engineer's Office, Town Hall, Northampton..

Rotherham—Renovating CongresationjU Church and Schools Fi-ank K. Brown, 5, Hemy-strcet, R<itherham _
Sutton, Surrey—Machinen', Sc, at Waterworks Water Co fhe becrctary, Carshalton-i-oad, Sutton, Surrey _

PLTTMBING AND GLAZING.

MorlCT—Police Inspector's House, Wcllington-sti'ect General Pujposcs Committee Wm. E. Putman, A.M.I.C'.E., Boro' Engineer, Town Hall, Morlev...\pi-iI 27
Armlcy -Eight Hoaxes. Stanningley-road C. F. Wilkinson, Architect, .15, Park-sciuare, Leeds '

, __ 07

ive Villai'e-Klccti-icjty Works Abeltlcen Town Coiuicil Alex. Smith, Gas Engineer, 2, Bro.ad-sti-ect. Abenleen
^^ ,_j<^

Ashton-under-l.j-nc- I'lumbing, i-c. Corporation Bath.s T. D. Lindley, Architect, Market-avenue, Ashton-under-Lj-ue " 30
Wolvcrhampton-l'lumbing, Arc, Work to Convenience Public Works Committee J. W. Bradley, C.E., Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Wolverhampton .May 1
Halifax—Skircoat-road Tram-Shed Tramways Committee James Lord, C.E., Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Halifax „ 1

BOADS AND STREETS.
WTiitlev and Monkstuton U.D.f. I. P. 8pencer, A.M.I.C.E., Sm-veyoiv 30, Howard-st., North ShieldsApril27"Whitley—street "Works , . ....

Miildon, Essex—Road Repair, &c. Urban District Council H. G. Keywood, C.E., Dist. Siir., Public Hall Chambers, Maldon
Portnockie—Cemoton- Works Rathven Parish Council John Alcock, Surveyor, Keith ...., , 27
<'oventr\"—NV-w K»m(f Corpoiution J. E. Swindlehurst, M.I.C.E., City Eng., 8t. Maiy's Hall, Coventry „ 29
Harroi^it*'— Koiul Works * Corpoi-ation The Borougrb Engineer, Han-ogate „ 29
CambiTwell. S.K.— I'unng, &c - Boi'ough Council W. Oxtoby, Borough Engineer, Towti Hall, CamberweU - „ 29
Manchfsttr—."^ti-ii-t Worts • John Bowden, C.E.. Surveyor. 14, Ridgefield, Manchester „ 29
Neylanil—Pavinjr, &c Urban District Council John Griffiths, Clerk, Neyland „ ao
Rochdale—PavinL' Partington-street Pacing Committee S. S. Piatt, M.I.C.E., Borough Sur\'eyor, Town Hall, Rochdale „ 30
Salford—PaWnj:. Ajc The Borough Engineer's Office, Town Hall, Salford „ 30
UitherLind. I^ncs—Paving Passages Urban District Council W. B. Gnrton, Sui-veyor, 25, Sefton-road. Litherland Slay
D:irtford—Korbing, &c., Shepherd'e-lane Urban District Council W. Hai>;titn, Siureyor, High-sb-eet, Dartford ,

Bamsley- Strevt Works, »S;c Town Council J. Heniy Taylor, M.I.C.E., Boro' Sur., St. Marj^Vplace, Bamsley.. „
Hove—itoadmaking and Paving Works H. H. Scott, Borough Siuveyor, Town Hall, Hove, bussex .,

Enlield—Strett Works Urban District Council Richai-d Collins, Suneyor, Couit House, Enfield „
Consett.—Cement Footpaths Consett Iron Co., Ltd C. E. Oliver, Architect, General Offices. Consett ; ,,

Alvaston—Completion of Streets Urban District Coimcil Charles Greatorex, Smreyor. Council Chambers, Alvaston
IsUngton, X.—Pacing Borough Council -. Wm. F. Dewey, Town Clerk, Town HalL Upper-st., Islingt^^n, N".... .,

Homsey, Js".—Road Works : Urban District Coimcil E. J. Lovegrove. Engineer, 99, Southwood-lane, Highgate, N ,. tf

Barrhead—Causewaying, Cr^ Arthurlie-street Town Council Charles E. Wardlaw, Civil Engineer, 112, Bath-street, Glasgow ,. 6
CYewe—Street Work.s..., Town Council G. Eaton-Shore, Borough Surveyor, Earle-street, Crewe , 6
Hindley—Street AVorks Urban District Council A. Holden, M.I.C.E. Council Offices, Cross-street, Hindley ,, IS
Noi-wich—Street Works Aithui- E. Collins, M.I.C.E.. City Engineer, Guildhall, Norwich 18
Barnes—Roads and S«_'wei-s, St. Anne's Estate F. and W. St(»cker, Surveyoi-s, 90, Queen-sti-eet. Che:ipside, E.C. ... ,, 22
Havana—Sewering and Pa\ing .... The Military Governor The Conuneroial Depaitment of the Foreign Office. 'U'hitehall, S.W. ., 29
Irthingborough—Roads, Sewers, &c. .. Late T. lilley'sTrastees A. Sykcs, Architect, 45, Finsbuiy PavemenflTE.C..., —

Birkby—Sewerage Works
Altrincham—Sewage Works .

.

Stockport—Extension of Urinal, Arc

AVitham, Essex—Sewer, &c
Bt'lfast—Sewer
Thomhill—Sewage Pmification Works
Leiston—Drainage Works
Str((Diness—Sewers, kc
CamberweU, S.E.—UndergiTjimd Convenience, Artichoke-place
Heaton Nonis—Sewer ^.

Acomb, Yorks—Sewerage Works
Wolverhampton—Underground Convenience, Queen-sciuare ..,

Briton FeiTy—Sewerage Works
Oughtibridgc—Sewer's, ire

Sheffield—Urinals, i-c, Duke-strcct and Talbot-street
Richmond, Sun-ey^Sewer
Botley—Surface Water Drainage
Newport, Salfjp—Sewei-age Works .

,

Ilfracombe—Sewers, inc.

Morecarabe—Sewerage Works
Southwark Park, S.E.—Conveniences, Cncketei-s' Shelter
Churwell-Draining, Kerbing. Arc. Streets
Ashton-imdt-T-Lynt—Undei-gi-ound Conveniences

SANITARY.
Cockennouth Rural District Council..
Urban Di.strict Council

Urban Distiict Coimcil
Improvement Conmiittee.
Urban Distiict Council
Leiston-cum-Sizewell U.D.C. ..

Town Council
Borough Council
Urban District Council
Great Ousebum Rural D.C.
Public Works Committee
Urban District Council
Woitley Rural Distiict Council
Health Committee
Town Council

Urban Disti ict Council
Urban District Council ,

Urban District Council .

London County Council
,

J. B. Wilson. A.M.I.C.E., Court Buildings, Cockermouth Apiil27
Hinnell and Murphy. MM.I.C.E., 41. Coi-poi-ation-st., Manchester... ., 27 .

John Atkinson. A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Suit., St. Peters^te, Stockport ,, 29
W. P. Perkins. Suneyor, District Council Offices, Witham . „ 29
Sir Samuel Black, Town Clerk, Belfast 29
S. W. Parker, Suneyor, Council Offices, Thornhill, near Dewsbxiry. ,,

John Fi-y, Clerk. Saxmundliam ,,

W. R. Copland. Engineer. 146, West Regent-street. Glasgow „
W. Oxtoby, Borough Eng., Town Hall. Peckham-road, Cambei-well „
W. Banks^ Clerk pro. tern., Council Offices, Heaton Moor, Stockport ,,

Fairbank and Son, C.E., 18, Lendul. York May
J. W. Bradley, C.E., Boro' Engineer, Town Hall. Wolverhampton
H. Alex. Clarke, Engineer, Council Offices, Briton Ferry
G. E. Beaumont, Engineer, Grenoside, near Sheffield

C. F. Wike, C.E.. Citj- Sun-eyor, Town Hall. Sheffield

J. H. Brieriey. Borough Surveyor. To^\-n Hall. Richmond ...

W. J. Tavlor, County Surveyor, The Castle, Winchester ,, >

W. W^-att, 99, Radford-road, Leamington ., i:^

C. G. Bamett, Clerk, Town Hall. Ilfracombe „ 14

Beesley, Son. and Nichols, Engineei-s. 11, Victoria-street, S.W „ 15

The Ai-cliitect's Depaitmeut, County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W. ... .. 17

J. Powell, 4, King-street, Wakefield —
Buii^m and Pereival, Architects, 150a. Stamford-st., Ashton-u-Lj-ne —

LitUehampton—Gas-Main :i.O00>-ds. of 4in.)
Bamslcy—Cast-Iron S(K-ket I*ipes (5 milesj ...

India Office, S.W.— Steel A.xles
Grango-over-Sands—Main :800ydH. of 8in.) ...

Sh'-ffieUl—Ciu'^t-Iron and Steel Work (77 tons)
India Office, S.W.—Rails, ice.

STEEL
GrasCo

. Corporation

AND IRON.

Brentwood—Cast-iron Ga.s-Main Pipes
Nottingham— Steel and Ii'on Work (26
Shrewsburj'— Steel Girders i,500 tons)
London, S.'W.—Rails .350 tons . &c.

, A. W'. Elton, Engineer and Manager, Littlehampton
T. and C. Hawsldey, C.E.'s, 30, Great Geoi-ge-street. S.W.

.. :. The Director-General of Stores, India Office, A\Tiitehall, S.W.
Gas Co Edward Tliompson, Engineer. Grange
L'nited Gaslight Company Tlie Genei-al Manager. Commercial-street. Sheffield

Secretary of tstatc for India The Director-General of Stoi-es, India Office, Whitehall, S.W.
Gas Co C, A. Fielder. Secretan-, Brentwood

265 tons) at Tram Depot.. City Council A. Brown, M.I.C.E., City Entjineer. Guildhall, Nottingham.
Joint Committee The Joint Engineers' Office. Woodside Station. Birkenhead
Millars' Kani and Jan-ah Forests . . . The Secrctaiy, 72, Bishopsgate-street Within, E.C

. April 2lf

. ,» 30
- „ 30

. ,. 30
„ 30

. .. 3C»

. May fi

., i;

Ea.st Dereham—Broken Granite (700 tons)
Uxbridge—Gmnitc. Gravel, and Flints
Barrowionl- Limestone and Granit.^ One Yi;ii

GLiBfjuw—Bricks, Fireclay, Scwutre-Pipes. \r.
HaKtmgs—Granite; Kerbing n.fXHrft.'

Pu>mfoitl-Giifmsey Granite (3,710 tons)
Ware—Granite ^150 tons)
Tonbridge—Plant '.

.-;

Uantrisans—Stone MetalHng fr»r Hitrhways
DeslMjrouK'h—Granite ;4(k:» to'nsi jind Fum'ucc Slag (200 tons)
Ixindon, E.C— Flanged and Phiin Coppc-r Plates
Gainsborough—Materials ()in- Ye;ir;
A.shford—Broken Granite 1 1 ,kv»o cubic yards)
Cliesterficid - Slag and limestone ^One Year)
Hartlepool—R^md MetaLs, &c
WinrW>r— Coarse Pit Gravel fl.OOO^'ds.)
Carrickfergus— Stones '500 ton.** or2in.)
Ooole—Materials One Year)
Ripen—Emk'-n Whin.st<me (,3001008) ..'..!...!.!..

Brentford -Blue Guernsey Granite fSOO cubic yards)
Tr<^iegar—Timber and Slates* for Workhouse (One Year) ...

I^ndon, E.C- Carriage and Waggon Material
Stafford—Granite. i:c

Sunderland—Road Material (One Year) ...........!....,

London, E.C—Stores and Materials
Ncwbnry—Gravel (1,000 yards cube) .*.

''.'.'.,

STORES.
Urban District Council H. G. Himson, Surveyor. Theati'e-street, East Dereham
Rural District Coimcil Edmund Bii'ks, District Sun-eyor. Town Hall, Uxbridge
Urban District Coimcil The Sui*veyor. 11, Cliurch-street, Colne. Lanes
Glasgow and South-Westem Ry. Co. F. H. GiUies, Secretary. St. Enoch Station. Glasgow
Corporation P. H. Palmer. M.I.C.E., Boro' Engineer. Town Hall, Hastings
Rural District Council Geo. Lapwocid. Highway Surveyor, North-street, Romford
Guiudians Geo. H. Gisby, Clerk. Union Offices, Town Hall, Ware
Urban District Council ...: Robert Hammond, M.I.C.E.. 64, Victoria-street, Westminster, S.W.
Rural District Council J. Griffiths, Surveyor, Forth House. Poilh
Urban District Coimcil D. J. Diver, Surveyor, DesTiorough
East Indian Railway Co C. W. Young, Secret^iry, Nicholas-lane. E.C
Urban District <!"ouncil Decimus M. Robbs, Clc'rk, Gainsborough
Urban District Council William Tei-rill, North-street, Ashford, Kent...
Rural District Council J. Robinson, Surveyor, Hasland, Chesteiiield
Rural District Council W. Burt>n. Hoad Surveyor, Billingham
Council E. A. Stickland, Borough Surveyor. Alma-road, Windsor....
Urban Council J. Boyd, Clerk, Town Hall, Canickfergus. Ireland
I''rban District Council L. J. Veit. Surveyor. Council Offices. Chapel-street, Goole
Con>'>ration The City Surveyor, Ripon ...:..

Urban District Council Nowcll'Pan-. Surveyor, (^lifden House, Boston-road, Brentforl
Bedw.Hy Union (iuardians J. A. Slicpard. Clerk, Town Hall, The f^ircle, Tredegar, Mon
Madias Hullway Co Julian Byrnr, SecretaiT, lil. New Broad-street, E.C
Kuml District Council William Muvgan, Clerk, 4, Martin-street. Stafford
Rural District Council Thomas Young, Surveyor, John-street. Sunderland
Great Eastern Railway Co. The SecretaiyV OtBcc.Liveipool-street Tcrminu.s. E.C
Roads Committee S. J. L. Vincent, Borough Suneyor, Town Hall, Newbury
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VECHTTECTl'RK AT THE ROYM.
ACADEMY.—I.

'PHI'; fir.-;t Aciicloiny Exhibitiun (it the now
I cfiiturv can hardly bo saiil to bo marked

bv any work of exooptional originality. At
lu'iy rate, this is the ease in the gaUery
devoted to Arohitoeture, where we miss
scvenil ohl contributors. Taken as a whole,

the collection may, however, bo described as

a res]iectable average gathering more than
ordinarily free from coTumonplace things,

and including works of very varied tyjjes,

chiefly jierhaiis of a commercial, municipal,

or educational chanicter. Ecclesiastical

design is by 710 means in .strong force, with
the brilliant exception presented by four

out of the five drawings exhibited by Mr.
G. F. Hodley, A.K.A.. at the end of the

room. Herein, at any rate, Medianal
methods and a living .st#le of Christian

architcotiu'e find a capable and refined ex-
ponent, true to English Gothic art, devoid
of meretricious stri\ings after mere novelties,

and yot modern and a(la2)ted to the needs of

Divine worshi]) as understood by the school
- of Churchmen these buildings are iiitended for.

The drawings, indeed, are very unlike the
pei'spectives of a nuarter of a centuiy ago,

and the tintings adojited in these interiors by
^fr. J. J. Joass are, we presume, considered up-
to-date, with much mannerism of watery re-

flections and accidentiil incidents of colour.

The architectural lines are, nevertheless, well
\

put in, and the decoration of the roofs,

j;ilways so marked a feature in Mr. Bodley's
well-finished churches, are .suggested with
piecision and taste, even if lacking in a

: -ired effect of aerial perspective. We
I'lish tlio exterior shown by this accom-

j.:ished architect of the new tower lately built

by him to the famous church of Long
Meliord, Suffolk, one of the richest examples
of East Anglian flintwork extant. Time
will mellow the new addition, which is

entirely in keei)ing in character with the
historic work to which it has been added in

!

placo>. of the poverty-stricken old brick
tower "which for some generations had dis-

figuretl the west end of Long Melford nave.
1

The ne^\' Church of All Saints has been i

designed by >[r. Bodley for a parish
at Soiith Kensington, near the Albert
Hall. The nave has double aisles on
one side, and stone arches span the nave
aisles, the church being schemed to cover the
whole site. Its main features are its loftj-

column.? and large traceried windows, broadly
liandled, the roof being continuous fi-om east
to we5t, a rich screen without a rood in-
closing the choir. The second interior is of
St. Matthew's, < 'h,apel-.\llerton, Leeds, re-

j

cently finished,* with its nave of six wide
bays and decorated roof in gold and colour.
The organ stands on the choir-screen in its

|

ancient position, high abjve the hift, afford- !

ing acoustic advantages well recognised,
though now seldom adopted. The tall, nan-ow
proportions of the instmment are presumably
duo mainly to the intention of not needlessly
curtailing the view of the chancel and east
window, which an organ in this position
must necessarily obscure. The third per-
spective represents the red-stone and vaulted

!

church of .St. Mar\-, Ecclestone, which, like
the others named, has a rich traceried
chance! - screen and pulpit elaborately

orated.

Ilaj^es Lodge, by the same architect,
! alt in red sandstone, in Derbyshire, at

An exterii r of t'lis church from the Royal Acadeaiy
appeareil in the Biilimso News lor Januarj- 6, 1899.

Morloy, is a large house of quiet Late

Tudor type, hardly done justice to by
this perspective. The deeply-recessed bays,

all niullioned and transomed, are reiileto

with good effects inside, where there is

a considerable amount of oak panelling

heighteneil with heraldic glass in the

glazings. The gardens are in keeping with

the house, thotigh this pencil study hardly

gives this idea.

Facing this group of drawings in a corre-

sponding ])osition at the far end of the room
is a large frame of elevations by Mr. T.

Graham Jackson, R.A., of a series of build-

ings in Downing-street, for the Uni-
versity of Cambridge, comprising the

S([uire Ijaw Ijibrarj', the Law School, and
the Sodgwi(^k Menvorial Museimi, done in

red brick and stone in a (luiel, capable way,
not particularly fresh or spirited in design,

and archioologically han<Ued in a strictly

scholastic manner. !ind only but indifferently

drawn in elevation.

Mr. .Vston Webb, .V.R.A., occupies a post

of honour facing the entrance to the gallery

with his drawing, which we illustrate to-day,

of the Sick (Juarters of the Naval College

at Dartmouth, of which institution wo gave
views the j-ear before last.* The plan accom-
panj-ing the view published herewith shows
the positioTi of these infirmary buildings in

respect to the college, and the detailed i)lan

shows its internal aiTangements, with the

connecting corridors between the three pa-

vilions, which are designed in a plain treat-

ment of red brick and stone. Features are

made of the arched balconies facing the

south-east. Mr. Aston Webb's second exhibit

is a • capitally-delineated detail of the main
front of the Victoria and Albert Museum
Buildings erecting at Kensington. The
drawing shows much refinement of a t^-po of

Biugundian Renaissance detail which the

author has carefullj- elaborated, but without
being enabled to compare the original

composition with the work here repre-

sented, it is impossible to indicate the

precise changes which may have been made ;

neither is it i)0ssible to judge of the effect of

the whole from the bay thus shown. Seg-
mental columns recessed as shafts form the

piers between the ground-floor windows, and
above are figures within niches, spaced with
the scheme of fenesti-ation. Crowning this

is a deep brick filling, or frieze, crowned by
a blocked cornice di\ided into bays by
cartouche shields placed immediately in

line with the piers below. Large scale

elevations of parts of buildings are of

much interest to architects, and make wel-

come exhibits to that extent in the Academy
Exhibition ; though at best they are but
caviare to the multitude.

The designs for the New Courts in the Old
Bailey form conspicuous exhibits, n,atuvally,

in the present show. Mr. John Belcher,

A.E.A., sends his persjjective, which is

already familiar to our readers (see Building
News! July G, 1900), and Mr. B. W. Mount-
ford shows the view of his selected design

(see BriLDlxr, New.', June 29, 1900), to-

gether with a fresh interior view of the main
hall. The plans on which the choice depended
are absent, so tliat it scarcely appears fi-om

what is seen at the Academy why preference

was by universal consent accorded to Mr.
Mountford. It is a matter for regi-'et that

the work has not yet been started, considering
the unsanifcxry and confined character of the
existing buildings, the work of the Central
Criminal < 'ourts having considerably out-
grown the accommodation they afford. Mi'.

Baggallay exhibits his design for the same
work also.

We do not know whether the offices in

Mark-lane, exhibited by Professor Aitchison,

A.R.A., were built during the " .sixties,"

when Messrs. Aitchison and Son, of Muscovy-
court, carried out some mercantile premises

'See BviLniso News, May 5, 1S99.

in that street, or whether the subject of the
present water-colour has lately Ijeen erected.

Its style, in the latter case, possibly, has
])erforeo been made to accord with some
earlier adjoining work conceived in the same
sort of semicircular arched style whioU
about forty years ago was associated with
the liuildings of Messrs. I )eane and Wood-
ward. The exhibit is thus, to the uninitiated,

somewhat perplexing, for the perspective in

watin-colour is seemingly a now one, with
figures grouped clcvin'ly, e\'idently by an
artist's brush.

Mr. T. Vi. CoUcutt sends a general view of

Ijloyd's Register of Shipping, built in I'eTi-

church-streot, and of which two drawiug.si

were exhibited last year. The figiu'c sculp-

ture is but indifferently shown in this picture,

so that it hardly takes its real ])lace in the

com])osition, as no doui)t it will do in the

actual work. This is a matter <if rogret, par-

ticularly as the metal and ivory frieze for the

marble vestibule shown by Mr. Lynn Jenkins
in the lecture hall at the Academy (1791)
indicates the beauty of the sculptor's art cm-
ployed in this builiiing. The, facade seems to

end abrui)tly to the right-hand side, judging
by this.study, though the design is broader and
more massive in style than Mr. Collcutt ha.<

generally adopted. The absence of Mr.
Alfred Waterhouse, R.A., in the Archi-

tectural Gallery cannot bo passed over with-

out comment, and we miss his masterly

water-colour drawings. He has an oil land-

scape, " From My Gate," in room No. (i,

painted with much skill in an untaniili.-ir

medium for him. Mr. Eniest George's single

work this year, a Crematorium erecting at

Finchley for North London, is hung rather

high, and does not appear to be excep-

tionally interesting architecturally, apart

from its subject. It is treated in an Italian

manner in brick with a campanile and
cloister.

The first prize de.sign for the Assembly Hall

at Belfast, by Mr. Rupert Savage (illustrate 1

by us this week), is deservedly well placed,

and on the same wall we are interested in a

new drawing disjilayed by Messi-s. I'ji'nest

Runtz ami Co., of their design for

the New Gaiety Theatre, as part of

the scheme they unsucces.sfully submitted

for the Ijondon County Council's Strand

Improvement Scheme, and for which Mr.
II. T. Hare's designs were ultimately

deteniiiued on. As to how the difficulty of

combining Mr. Runtz's plan with Mr. Haro'.s

facade will be overcome remains to be seen,

for it is not easy, even for the L.C.C'., "to
run with the " Hare and hunt with the

hounds " so to spe.ak. Mr. Rimtz, as the

architect to the Theatre Company, appears tv)

be in po.sse.ssion. Mr. Flockhart has hung
over the la.st-n.amed study a new monochronn;

view of his de.-Nign for the Gaiety end of this

same Strand Improvement Sc'lieme ; but

though made to look handsome, the com-
jiosition conflicts sti-ongly with St. Mary-le-

Strand Church, and contrasts fori;il)ly with

the quiet dignity of Sir William Chambers's

work over the way at Somerset House. In

the angle bay "close by these drawings is an
inexplicable and weakly - outlined i-epre-

sentation of a bronze screen inclosing a

group of figiu'e sculpture, shown by no less

a personage than Mr. Hamo Thornycroft,

who has signed the drawing. The subject

is the canopy round the Dean <_'olet Me-
morial, St. Paul's School, Hammersmith; 1 ut

anything more deplorably poor and clumsily

designed it would be hard to conceive. The
f(diations are based upon Gothic foi-ms, but

they grow awkwardly in a cap-like fash'on

out of the thin uprights in a tasteless way,^

supporting conical roofed niches out of

all character with metal, and only s"!iow

what bad design even a great sculptor

can do when he makes an essay in a

material and typo of work other than his own.

Mr. "William Emerson, the President of th(!

Royal Institute of British Architects, ex-
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hibits on the coiTcsponiliiig comer of the

gallery a good view of his Ilaiuilton House,
Diiilt on the Thames Embankment (illus-

trated in the ?.uiLi>i>-G News for Oct. 20,

18!I0\ and Mr. W. 1'. t'aroe is much to the

fore with a jiroposed wing and new chapel

to the Palace fur the Bishop of Liverpool,

and a big lliiridly-towered church, hand-
somely elabonited, forStokcDamer;ill,I)evun-
jiort. It has a regular J^iomei-sotshire tower,

and an aniublatory cast k>f the sacni-

lium. Hanging also ]ironiinently on the

line hard by is an autograph drawing by the
j

architect of the New hs^hool of Economics,

and Political Science for the Univoi-sity of

London, and to be known as tlie Passniorc

Edwards Hall. The building, now approach-

ing completion, is being erected from the

designs of Mr. Maurice B. Adams, on a site

aUotated for the schoid by the London County
C'oiuicil. Sculpt ural figures of ' Knowledge

"

and "Power" Hank the entrance. Over
the lust named is a design for the more
architectuial treatment of "N'auxhall bridge

adapted to span the Thames, preiiarcd by Mi-.

H. H. Statham. if we remember rightly,

to show what might be done to improve the

stnictunil lines of the bridge being erected

by the London Coxuity t'ouncil's engineer,

Sir Alex. Biiuiie. Mr. Leonard Stokes

shows some small buildings for the School

Board at Oxford, and a i>lain square-built

house not replete with much interest at

Ascot Heath. Mr. Charles Blomfield is

rejirescnted by a cb-awing of the Duke of

AVestminster's nvonumcnt in Chester Cathe-

(h-al, and Mr. .\a-thur Blomfield exhibits a
very import;int block of commercial jn-emises

which he has designed for the Bank of

England, for a corner site at the end of

Lombiuy. Mr. C. E. I'onting shows Marl-
borough new Town ILiU, picturesquely

handled in red brick, and the Baptists'

Church House in Holborn hangs hard
by, from the pencil of Mr. Arthur Keen.

|

Mr. Frank Pearson, following the lead of his

distinguished father, shows a well-propor-

tioned church with a capital spire, in an
Eai'ly Gothic mode, for Auckland, New Zea-

\

land. It looks more suitable for a home parish.

Mr. Basil Champneys only sends a modest
frame of two views of a clever house at

Heathtield, channingly-planned and having
a chapel. Mr. John (_>. Scott is represented

' by a single drawing, hung low like the last,

of the Spring-gardens new front oi Cocks
and Co."s Bank, designed in a Late Classic

style, suitable and plain, not altogether
out of accord with the ParUament-strect
frontage of the same bank, designed in the

|

early "seventies" by the late Mr. Mac
Laren, and superintended by the latc^ E.
Coad. Mr. John J. Stevenson has a large
pen-and-ink \K\y of StirUng I'etor Memorial
Church, with its Scotch tower, a building
exhibited by him two years ago. In the
s:ime connection we note the Grej-friars

Church at Abei-deen by Mr. A. Marshall
^Mackenzie, A.U.S.A., a building of bold
design and mvich interest. The same remark
ajiplies to Welbyi-n Hall, designed by Mr.
W. H. Brierly, of York, in a very thorough
and arti-tic way, the same architect being
represented by Gmnston Gourt, another good
house. Messrs. Wimperis and East desoi-ve

praise for their Eeynolds House, Leicester-
square, which is cleverly treated and well
balanced in its parts, and we have a note also

to record our commendation of some timber-
built fronts for Xew liank Buildings,
Chester, by Messrs. Lockwood and Sons.
The Eastern Hospital. Glasgow, in a French
Renaissance style bold and free, by Mr.
A. II. Tiltman, is c:ij]itally shown by a good
pen drawing, and Me>sis. Henrnan and
Cooper's novel and interesting Royal \'i(tf>iia

Hospital at B<;lfast is represented by a s])irited

water-colour view of the wards, which run
ilose together with roof lights, in contra-
distinction to the pavilion principle.
We havi' perforce omitted several import-

ant wuiks, which we will review next week
;

j

but the Roval Academicians have for some
|

reason put off the Press view till Thursday

this year, and that does not facilitate the

work'of the critic I

PICXrRlvS AT THE ROYAL ACADEMY.
"^\^HAT1^^"EB laay be said of the merits of

t\ the i)icturcs at Burlington House this

vear, the collection has at least the character

of being representative of the schools of

painting that find most popularity in this

country. But very jironounced methods are

rare, and those who desii'e to see works of the

"advanced " school must go elsewhere.

Owing to the Press-daj' being made
1

Thursda}-, instead of Wednesday, this year, i

we are not able to do more this week than to

glance at a very few of the pictures on the

w-alls. Wo can only refer, in passing, to

Andrew- C. Crow's tragic scene, " The Death of

the IClialifa "
(20), H. H. La Thangue's clever

studv of flickering simlight, " On Lavington
Downs" (22), Frank Dicksee's "Yseult"
(52), all pictures deserving notice.

In Gallery II., John S. Sargent's large

picture. "Mrs. Cazalet and Her Children"
(103)' must be noticed for its vivacity of

grouping and the expression of the mother and
her two little childi'en, and the rich red

drapery background. J. MacAVhirter's " A
Flowery Path, Switzerland " (99)—a hillside

carpeted with flowers, with its little church
at the top, and the procession of nuns, is

delightfully painted, and we must note

C. Napier Ilemy's vigorous sea-and-boat

picture, " The Home AVind," and Arthur
Hacker's gi-aceful studv of a nude figure,

" The Cloud " (94).

Sir L. Alma Tadema, whose charming and
scholarly interiors of Eoman palaces and
baths, with gxoups of Roman ladies in

draperies of the most subtle shades, trans-

lucent marbles and textures, have so long

become familiar to the visitor to the

Aca<lemy, again sends a marvellous w-ork

of technique, " Under the Eoof of the Blue
Ionian A\''eather." The scone represents a

series of semicircular seats foi-ming an open
ten-ace facing the deep blue sea. The
marble is perfect in its texture and trans-

lucency, the grey shadows and reflected

lights being consummate in their technical

qualities. Two maidens, clad in exquisite

gauzy textures, one of jialc citron, the other

of helioti-opc shade, are resting on the upper
bench ; one is Ij'ing down resting her head
on her arm. Another figure, that of a young-

man, is resting one aiin on the parapet,

looking seawards. The beautiful pink blossom

of a shiiib breaks the horizon. Beneath, in

a cross passage below the hemicj'cle of seats,

are three other figures—two gii'ls. one wear-
ing a wreath of roses, and the other with a

branch of the pink bloom screening her face

from the sun, and a young man between them
leaning on a carved marble balustrade, while

beyond, two other girls are seen cari-^-ing a

basket of .shells. For delicate textures and
subtle tones, this work sui-passes much we
have seen.

His other picture is his portrait of Professor

George Aitchison, R.A., F.E.I.B.A., seated

in a large rod velvet-cushioned armchair, with

a book in one hand, and in the act of .speak-

ing. The ]iortrait, which many of our readers

have seen hung over the President's chair at

the R.I.B.A. meeting hall in Conduit-street,

is very satisfacUiry, and the painter has
realised the exin'cssion of the kindly face

of the late President. The great picture

in the centre, " Genei-al Sir Charles

Nairno " (222), by C. AV. Purse, a full-size

portrait on horseback, is boldly grouped. The
general and his native staff occujiy a steep hill.

AVesee no gieat pietureby AV. (i. (Jrchardson in

this gallery except a portrait of Henri Riviere

(221) full" of character, in a rough buff-

coloured morning coat, ai-ms folded. The
coll Hiring is harmonious in the tones affected

by this painter. On each side of Sir L. Alma
Tadema's Ionian scene are two delightful
sea pieces by James C. Hook, both (Jornish

subjects, one (218) " Cornish Pets," and the
other " A Lonely Bay " (225). The first is a
Cornish maid feeding her wild sea-guUs by
the coast, with cottages standing un a spur of
rock, and the other a bay with rocky fore-
ground, both strong in coloiu- and fresh.

E. A. Abbey's solitarj' work is not so^;
dramatic or sti'ong as that of last year. " The-

'

Three Crusaders " on the siunmi't of a hOl,
getting a glimpse of Jerusalem, is boldly
conceived. The stalwart warrior holding his
flag furling on the breeze, and his other com-
panions resting on their swords, and illumined
by the light of the setting sun, are strongly
drawn. Below is seen the army of the-

Crusaders gaining the hill. Peter Graham'*
fine landscape in the Highlands " Collecting-

the Flock" (164), is a gT,and mountain side.

Through a cleft fissure in the rock nishes
down a turbulent stream, while a flock of
sheep are on the pastures in a gleam of sun-
light, the upper portions of the hiUs wi'apped
in mist.

Subtle line and charm of colour are to be
seen in J. A\'. AVaterhouse's ideal and classical

subjects. His principal subject, "Nymphs"
Finding the Head of Orpheus" (231). are
charmingly di-awn. The two maidens, with
bronze jug are seated in a wood, and are
looking into a pool of running water at the
uplifted face of the head of Orpheus, his red

hair and lyre floating on the water ; vvUd
roses bloom round them. His other ])ictiue

in Gallery II. is "A Mermaid," a Diploma
work, verj- refined and rich in colour.

" WTien Jove Makes Hay with the

A\'eather," by Robert _ AV. Macteth (150), is

masterful in comijosition ; the threatening;

clouds have not yet distiu-bed the men-y-
making haymakers refreshing themselves
under a waggon.
The cool and silvery-light tones of Mr.

'

Leader are characteristic of his landscapes,

but now and again he gives us the effulgence

of a golden sunset on trees and streams,

gilding their summits with rosy light, and
reflecting the same light in the limpid or

rippling- stream. This year he sends fom-

«voi-ks, all characterised by the same fidelity
-

to nature and careful study of .sunlit effects.

" A Gleam Before the Storm," a flat coimti-y

landscape, with thatched cottages, trees, and
a pool in the foregTound. A dark stoi-m Ls

coming over, and the distant illumed clouds

appear in vivid brightness over the horizon.

"An Old Port on the South Coast, Little-

hampton," and " Oui- South Coast," are a

pleasing variations in the choice of subjects,

painted with much of that minute par-

tieularisation and brilliancy which distinguish

this master of landscape. " Our Souths

Coast" (45S"> is luminous and full of tl

quality of air and openness. AVhat can

more " inimitably painted -than the sam
shore and nettles, and the bright reflection

sky? "The Weald of Surrey" is aiiothi

delightful landscape in Gallery X. A. lar|

and touching picture in Galleiy IV. is " 2i

February, 1901." the funeral cortege of

late Queen, to which we can only now refi

by John Charlton. Above it is a lari

I portrait group, "Spreading their AV'ings,"

I

Charles Sims, not very clear in meaning
fir.st glance.

Mr. Herbert Draper this year illustral

an episode from the story of " Tristrani ai

Isuelt." Those who know the story will ri

member that the beautiful princess of Ireland

I

cured Tristram after being wounded in a
' duel, and, after returning to Cornwall, told

his uncle. King Marke, his guarilian. w-ho at

oiK! solicited her hand in marriage, and was
accepted. The painter shows the princess on

her way to be married to King Marke of

Cornwall, and she is seen on the deck of the

ship luider Sir Tristram's charge. Isuelt's

mother had jirepared for her daughter's

nuptials a magic love-potion, and this potii*1

i
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eclnuqw. Loss pathetic than hi.- l^a>t > eai s
j ^^^^^itj,.^ ,,,;, evening is the Roval Institute of

piotiu-e. "A bignal ot Distress, wo ai;e
YintUh Aichiteets, for its doin- so wouW be

constrained to notice tho technical quali- tantamount to askins- that its ra(iuhcr.s wlio have

secretly comniittotl to the charge of Isiielts

mai<l—who is soon asleep on the deck—is

<li<covercd I>v Tristram, who, thinking it

wine, >hares it with Isuelt, and th-

moment chosen by the painter is when the

nrcdoiniiuint passion, I.ove, is assorting its

power in spite of Tristram s struggles to

subdue him.self. Another story is that the

Princess was manied to tue King ol ( urn-

wall, but was in love with tho nephew, with

whom she had guilty connection. Mr.

Draper's work is imbued with miie.h power

,.f subtle suggestion, and there is _
charm o

colour. The gi-eeii cloak oi tho 1 rincess and

tho purple dress of her sleeping maid are

notes of colour in this ultly-composed picture.

Walter liangley. another of the t'ornish or

Xewlvn School. contril)utes '• i'.otween the

Tides!" one of his inimitable subject-pictures,

in which the life of the Cornish ti.sher is

<iepicted with wonderful truthfulness and
/«"

pic

ties of drawing and eoloiu'. Ihere is a

healthy sentiment in this everyday pic-

ture of real life by the sea, with
^

its

silvery white light on a gi-ey day. The

<dd fisherman descending the steps to the

bench is lingering to chat to a group of

women who lean over the railing, humely

enough in its incident, but told with a direct-

ness and a simplieitj' that awaken a sense

of symiiathy. The loaning figure of tho young

woman in jiink blou-o aud,throo other figures,

the boy and old woman with basket looking

down on tho beach, make a clover group

adinirtible in drawing and expression.

The groat work at the end of tho Third

Gallery will appeal to the public taste.

It represents Uueon Victoria seated on

her tiirone in the House of Lords — a
|

<iucenly and dignified face, ller arms rest

on the chair. In her riglit hand she has a I

fan. A gleam of sunlight illuininos her face I

•and Imst, and falls on tho rich red carpet

!

and panelling. The painter, Benjamin-Con- I

,stant, is one of the ablest modern painters.
|

whose portraits are heldinhigh esteem fortheir

dmwing, colour, and picturesque setting. For

the picturesque splendour of Eastern

subjects, the jewels and silken draperies

of beautiful women,' M. Constant has won
high repute. The light and .shade are strongly

depicted, and there is a rich harmony of

golden hue on the gilded chair, the shafts,

and statuettes of the architectural back-

ground. By throwing tho light on the face

of the Queen, the painter has given pro-

minence to the face of her Majesty, the

ribbon of the order and tho white lace shawl

being in full light, while tho other part of

the figure is subdued. There is restraint

;

but considerable light on the picture is needed

to make it effective.

The President's chief work is " Helena
and Ileiinia " (169), a scholarly work. The
two maidens are seated on a maible bench
within a trellis of m^Ttle, and pine trees

form a background, with a blue sea and
hilLs. Helena and Hermia are looking at a

sampler, on which a border of flowers are

worked. There is grace and refinement in

the composition and colour of the draperies,

though it suffers rather from hardness, and
tho colouring is cold. Above it John da
Costa (nti) illustrates an episode from
Spencer's "Faery Queen," Canto VIII.

And first they .spoile her of her jewel." deare,

And aftenvai-ds ot" all her rich array.

" Serena Captive " is the title given to

this painter's veiy ai'tistic composition. The
dark bronze-colourecl fawning men who are

O^^

THE SPECIAI. JIKETIKtl nV TlfK KoYAl,
TXSTITrTK l)F HKITI.SH AUI HlTEt'TS.

^londiiy last an untluisiastic- and fairly

wi-ll-atlondcd meeting o t' mcmljeis of the

Institute was held to consider the rosoUitions

brought forward by Jlr. William Woodward, in

favour of an open competition for tho National

?[emoi-iiil to be erected in .St. James's Park in

memorv of IJueen Victoria.

2Ir. E. .\. Criminn-, Vice-1'resident. occupied

the chair. A letter was read from the Pin;sii)i-;NT,

who was unavoida))Iy absent, saying that three

coui-ses had been discussed by" the llemorial

l.'ommittee—-viz. :

—

(a) To appoint an architect

of eminence to do the work : (h) to have an open

competition : and (c) to invite five architects to

compete. The last course was adopted, as is

already known. Jlr. JI.\cvic.Mi jLvukuson, Past-

President, wrote at length, si\-in!i: his reasons

for objecting- to any protest being m.-ide on behalf of

the R.I.B.A. in an otiicial form. Hereraarkcd: -

" The very last body whieli should express such

views as are embodied in tlio resolutions to be

not been invited to sabuut sugsesticms shouM b(

permitted to do so. Anything more undignifii;d,

or less professional, I cannot conceive."

Other lettoi-s were read, givino- individual

oinnions, but these were of no special moiueiit,

one architect from Birmingham objecting to

Jlessrs. Aston Webb and Bell having been

appointed architects for the new I'niversity

Buildings in that city, without the local architects

having been allowed to compete.

Jlr.Woonw.Mii) advocated his resolutions, which

were seconded by Jlr. Ellis ?J.\ksland. Professor

BEiiESroun Pit'e proposed tho following amend-

ment, which was ultimately adopted by a large

majority, only four raising their hands in dissent

in a meeting of seventy-five members, Mr. "Wood-

ward having expressed his willingness to accept

the amendment instead of the ori. iinal motion.

lo.ssi'S by death, liy resignation, by traiisfeieuce

to the class of Ivotired P'ldlows. and Ijy other re-

movals from the list. Tlie losses by death hn\r

been twenty Fellows, three Associates, and three

Hon. Associates. The usual progressive ex-

aminations were held in June and Xovember.
1900, and the council report a steady increase in

the numlier of candidates for each of the ex-

aminations. The Pieliminary .mil fnteniiediate

were held in Eondon, Birniinghiim, liristol,

Cardiff. Manchester, Newcastle, Nottingham, and

York, and the Final and " Special " examinations

were held in liondon only. The results aro_ as

follows;—There wei'e seven candidates during

the year for the "Special'' Examination for

Arcliiteets in Practice over i'l years of age and

Chief Assistants over liO, of whom six passed.

In the Prcdiminary Examination 6" were ex-

empted, :U6 examined, 2:ie passed, SO wer(>

relegated—making a total of 38:!. In the Inter-

mediate Examination, 1-2 were examined, of

whom 77 passed, and l.j were relegated; and in

the Final and Special Examinations 98 were

examined, 17 passed, and -il werc^ relegated. The

total number of candidates examined during the

year was 603, as against .JIS in 1900. The
number of Probationers of tho Institute now
stands at 1,507, and of Students at 3(i8. The
Council again regret that the .Vrthur Cates

prizes for the best testimonies of study (sup-

plemented by certain specified .sheets of draw-

ings) submitted by students for admission to

the final examination have not been awarded

this year, no st\ident who luul passed the ^ex-

.aminaticm having fulfilled the conditions. The
Ashpitel prize has been awarded to Jlr, Shirley

Harrison, who passed the final examination in

November, and extra prizes to Messrs. C. E.

Varndell and Heaton Comyn. The ".'ipeeial"

examination will be held this June in Sydney

and Jlontreal. The collection of paintings of the

Royal Institute has been enriched by a portrait of

Professor G-eorge Aiti-hison,K.A., past -President,

by Sir Lawrence Alma-Tadema. R.A. The por-

trait is being exhibited at the Royal Acader

That, considering the deep and widespread intci-est

manifested througiiout the Empiiv in the proposed

National Memorial to her late lamented Jlajesty Oneen
Victoria, and in view of the limited opportunities for

the exercise of monumental design in London that

have been offered during recent years, and the

absence of useful precedents, this special general meet-

ing of the Royal Institute of British Architects, of

which her late lamented Majesty was patron through-

out her long reign,

executive committee

my this

year. The"eouneil record the fact that the Presi-

'dent, Mr. William Emerson, is a memlier of the

advisory sub-committee of the general committee

on the question of the national memorial to her

late JIajesty ; the President was also a member of

the art' committee of the Royal Commission for

the Paris Exhibition 1900. A most important

respectfully uT-ge7 upon Ihe ' event in the year was the (.Jeneral Ai-chitectural

of the National Memorial its
|

Congress held in London, under the administra-

earnestconWctionthat designs should bemnted m open

competition from all British architects for this most

important and unique monument, which, it hopes,

would thus become representative of the best and most

enthusiastic efforts of modem monumentel architec-

tural art. .\nd, further, this meeting would suggest

to the executive committee the necessity of affording

sufficient time for the preparation and submission of

designs bv architects resident in all parts of the

empire, of whom many are membei-s of this Royal

Institute.

The discussion was spirited, and the idea of an
open contest was warmly advocated by several

members. The absence from the meeting of

some whose opinions might carry weight with

those in authority was very noticeable, and much
to be regretted, seeing the invidious position in

which the Institute, as a body, is placed by tho

passing of such resolutions, owing to the fact that

its President, as such, was elected on the Jlemorial

Committee, and has taken part in its proceedings.

Any public protest on the part of the Institute

ought, we should think, not to have been ignored

by leading members of the Institute itself. The
position at present is an undignified one : but

that, unfortunately, is not a new thing at

Conduit-street I

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

THE report of the Council for the official year

1900-1901, to be submitted to the annual

genei-al meeting on Jlonday evening next, states

that the present subscribing membership of the

Institute is G20 Fellows. 1,013 Associates, and t.i

Hon. Associates, giving a total of 1,678 members,

as against 621 Fellows, 1,028 Associates, and

46 Hon. ^Vssociates, or 1,696 in all, at the corre-
despoiling tho queeii are cleverly '-^'J^^ViJod,

|

_-^-^.^ ^^^ ;^ ,^^^ ^.^,^,.^ ^^^^ showing a
while the rich rod silken draperies ot goldaii

i

^{;
,

^ f.^'^jl ..^ff ;„ numbers in each class. Since
and pmkish hue gi\-e a rich note of colour to ^^^ i^^^ annual general meeting 29 Fellows have
the composition. We admire chieflythe.groiip- kg^^ elected, 46 Associates, 3"Hon. Associates,

ing and subtle form and colour. and 1 Hon. Fellow. Two Hon. Corr. Jlembers

Peter Grah.am's "A Mountain Torrent "! have been elected. -The Council attribute the

has all the power and wonderful atmosphere i absence of an increase in membership in the

and colour which distinguiish his landscapes. |
class ot Fellows to the more than usually heavy

tion^of the Institute, from June IS to 2.5. The

I
meetings and the visits were well attended, and

considerable public interest was aroused. The
Council have been invit(?d by the^ authorities of

the Gliisgow International Exhibition, 1901, to

contribute to the F'ine Art Section an exhibit

from the collections of the Royal Institute, a bay

!
in one of the galleries being placed at their

disposal. The Council have complied with the

request, and have sent the portraits of Professor

Cockered, Sir Gilbert Scott, and Jlr. F. (

'. Pen-

rose ; marble busts of Inigo Jones, Sir Christopher

Wren, Sir Charles Barry, and George Edmund
Street ; and a large number of di-awings. The

R.I.B.A. annual dinner will be held this year in

Glasgow, on Thursday, October 3. The Council

refer to the hmg negotiations last year with the

London County Council with reference to the

Holborn-to-Strand improvement scheme : to the

•alteration in the steps of St. Martin's Church,

against which they unsuccessfully protested

;

and to the fact that "the London County Council

submitted for the opinion of the Council their

draft by-laws under the Jletropolitan Jlanage-

ment Acts as ta the disposal of plans with refer-

ence to pipes, drains, and other means of con-

necting with sewer. The main suggestion of the

Council was that, in lieu of elaborate dujilicate

plans and sections which it was proposed that any

one about to construct or reconstruct drains, &c.,

should deposit with the sanitary authority, it

would be sufficient if one carefully-prepared block

plan were sent. The council have addressed a

protest to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners and

Lords of the Privy Council against the Union of

Benefices Bill as di-afted when introduced before

Parliament last year. They urged that this Bill

to extend the Union of Benefices Bill, IS80, to

the whole of England and Wales should contain

provisions whereby precious architectirral monu-

ments should be safeguarded against the destruc-

tion that has been permissible and practised in

London umler the ijrovisions of the existing Act.

The Council adopted the report of the science

committee on the new regulations proposed by
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the London water eomf'iinies, and sent in a

protest, toirether with critieisuis of the )iro]Kisiils,

to the Local tiovemment l^uard. by wlioni they
were inWted to send representatives to the inquin,-

held at the Guildhall, Westminster, liefore final

arrangements toiild be made for receiving the
evidence of thc'Se representatives, the water com-
panies withdrew their proposals, and the inquiry

temiinatetl. The Council sent out in ,Ian\i:iry to

the C'orporutit-n of the City of London, the London
County Council, and all the new Jlitropolitan

borough councils, a eirciJai' letter with refnencc
to the administration of the various Acts of

I'luliament in relation to the construction, tcf., of

drains and siinitury appliances .md the structural

removal of nuis;mct>s. The Council have also

adopted the rejiort of the science committee with

regard to a scheme suggested by the Plumbers'

Company for the hall-marking of piumbcrs" work,

and they have arranged with the Plumbers' Com-
pany for a conference to \>c held between the

comiwny, the Uoyal Institute, and the water

authorities, with a view to settle the best kinds

of matn-ials and forms of fittings used in plumbers'

work, and to provide a basis for regulations on

the subject. 'I1ie Council regret that their

negotiations with the Institute of Builders as to

a revised form of contract, extending over a .space

of two years, have come to a fruitless conclusion.

A jointconnnittee of the Institute and the ISur-

veyoj-s' Institution have had many meetings to

consider alterations in the law of ancient lights,

and have issued a report to the councils of the

two bodies. The conmiittee has been further

authorised to draft a public Bill on the lines of

their report, and to submit it for consideration to

the two councils. The Bill is now in the hands
of a Parliament aiy draughtsman. The Council

have renewed the representations made in 1889

to the Local Government Board concormng the

.idministration of building by-laws in non-
metropolitan districts. A deputation was re-

ceived by the Parliamentary secretary, ilr. Grant
Lawson, at the Local Government Board, on
Blarch I'i. when a draft set of by-laws for the use

of rural district councils, drawn up by the Local

Government Board, was submitted for the opinion

of the Institute. The Council have forwarded to

the Local Government Board the suggestions of

the by-laws committee with regard to this (h'aft.

The (.'ouncil, ha\-ing learned that the University

of London were about to proceed to the appoint-

ment of a Board of Studies for Fine jVrt

(including architecture), took measures to lay

before the authorities the desirability of the Royal
Institute being specially represented on the board.

The choice of the Senate has fallen upon Jlr.

Arthur Cales, who has further been elected by
his colleagues as chairman of the bo.ard. At the

instance of Mr. Killingworth Hedges, JLLCE.,
the council have aided in the formation of a
" Lightning Besearch Committee," whose object

fs to tabulate information as to the destruction

caused by lightning. Expert obsi'rvations, exact
measurements, photographs, plans, ttc, will be
welcomed by the committee ; the Council have
voted a sum of £2.) per annum for three years
towards the exjienses. The Council have decided
to make the Uoyal ^Arehiteetural Museum an
annual grant of twenty guinc^as, on the condition
(•f the Council being adequately represented on
the committee of the museum. The question of

architects' names appearing on advertisement
boards has come before the Council, and they
have issued a resolution to thi- effect that the
signing (jf an architect's name on bis building is

not derogatory to the profession : but that "it is

undesii-able for .architects to ].laco their names on
boards and hotirdings in front of buildings during
the course of construction for purposes of self-

advertisement." The Council earnestly hope that
members will co-oper,ite with them in making
this resolution as effective as possible. The
Council, in conclusion, draw attention to the
satisfactory financed condition of the Institute.
Early this year the sum of £I,0.')0 was invested
in tiuecnsland (iovemment 3 per cent, stock,
thus bringing the total amount of the invested
capital of the Institute up to £10,000.

A TKAMP OVER MUNT CEXIS 'I'HIRTV-
SEVEN' YEAR.S AGt).

By Hauky Kems.
[with I.ITIIOGRAI'IIIC ILLf-STKATIONS.]

WE oftentimes hear of all sorts and conditions
of persons going for a long voyage, or,

in the usual lolc of " globe-trotters,"

taking a scamper round the world, each and every
one of whom starts with the firm'resolve to keep a

diary. Many, indeed, .are the good folks we have
met who have left home with intentions of that

sort : but one is inclined to believe the upshot is

that nine out of ten generally prove signal

failures. If, for once, the notes are allowed to

get a few days behind, then, as a rule, the whole
thing goes by the board. It is something like -10

years ago since I first began a diary, and being,

"perhaps, a man of a somewhat persistent nature,

the result is that, when in my own sanctum, I

can always, within a few minutes, put my hands
upon a record of much I have done during by far

the greiiter portion of my life.

It was the fact that recently in these columns
passing references were made to some of my own
experiences in the middle 'Go's as a journey-
man sculptor in "Sunny Italy" that caused me
to turn up the well-thtunbed journal of my
sojourn in those latitudes dming a great portion

of 18t)-t. It was not, confessedly, an altogether

happy, although a very varied, experience. I

worked lonely enough in a studio at Florence,
carved the marble feet of CJamaliel and other
notabilities in the crowded and wTetchedly-paid
figure factories at Carrara, fashioned crockets

galore upon the statue-capped iiinnacles that form
a sort of petrified forest over and .above the
parapets and flying buttresses of Jlilan's dazzling
cathedral, and did other odd jobs thereabouts
that fell perchance into my hands : but every-

mavbe

i-l'/tLLCT mTH IVHICfl I

E/IRNEO.fy in WHICH I

STORCD My nnnc)'

where the pittance earned for such work was
lueagre in the extreme. Further, my fellow-

toilers, all Italians—for I never met a foreigner I

save myself amongst them—were, to a man,
|

cruelly jealous. AVith a scowl they were wont
to tell me, I " was taking the bread out of their

children's mouths," and then by wxU-acted and
sardonic pantomime that could not possibly be •

misunderstood, they let mo know that if I did not
quickly clear out, they were' quite resolved to

stick one of the long ugly knives they all carried

about with them between and betwi.xt my scapula\
My one and only cons<dation at the time was that

if spared to see my native land again, I would
nev(!r give an organ-grinder a copper so long as

ever I lived. I have kept that resolution to this

day.

At last winter set in. and, ]iractically pennyless,

I made up my mind, by hook or by crook, to

return to England, and in due course started the

long juuniey of something like 1,000 miles from
Florence to I'.oulogne. Kveiy stej> of this, save
for occasional lifts by good-natured drivers of

country sleighs or carts, I "padded" on
" Shanks's mare," with my tools slung over my
shoiddm', chisels hanging behind, and mallet and
hammer b.alaneed in front. Further, a good
stick—one I was wont to call my "knobby
friend"—together with a red handkerchief con-
taining a modest wardi'obe, comj^leted my equip-
ment. That somewhat extended tramp—it took
over six weeks to accomiilish—is always remem-
bered w ith pleasure, for although sometimes (but

not often) I suffered hunger, and one(! or twice
got so foot.sore that I had to halt for a day or two
to recoup in some humble rxtiimiiiel, it was, as a

whole, a valuable and rather enjoyable expe-
rience. Certainly, on several occasions, I was
" held up " by small crowds of villainous-looking
bandits who when Ihev found nothing but

empty pockets and a kit of ilecent tocils, m con-'
temptuous disgust simply kicked me in the rear,

[

and bade me get on, or they would stiletto mo
out of e.xistence. And it is still within my vivid.
recollection of how, on one occasion, I was
apprehended on suspicion of being one of Gari-
baldi's spies, or conspirators (the great patriot

.
was fighting in the Roman territory at that time),
and most unceremoniously thrust in durance vile

;
by some of the secret police. The next day I
was placed in solemn array behind the bar,
whilst quite a full section of"diminutive soldier*
were told off to guard me there. The "ease "

]
however, was ultimately dismissed. I was pos-
sibly mistaken for a ijithmtiiomo—if onlv a poor
one. Still, although not understanding "a sin>>le

j

word spoken during the proceedings, I claim, to
this day, I was discharged from that little Italian
Court without a stain upon my character 1

Speaking of brigands leads to the remark that
when the "gentlemen of the road" turned me
up and did not find so much as a single cciiieahni

upon me, I was not, in reality, quite such a
fool as I possibly looked. The fact is, what
money I really did possess, I canied in a purse of

my own invention—one of a distinctly Masonic
character. Before leaving London, I knocked
the handle out of my trusty old apple-treo

mallet (mallets made of apple-wood are ever the

best), cut off its top, and then about 2in. more
of the handle. This done, the top bit was glued
in into its original position, whilst the actual.,

shortened handle, when duly pushed in again,

left a vacuum, as shown in the accompanj-ing
section.

It was in that snug and practically not-get-at-

able cavity I kept my money, and a very secure

purse it proved. No one set the least value upon .

a well battered and knocked about mallet ; no-
one, at least save—myself

!

The route taken in my homeward journey took/
me over the widely known pass of Mont Cenis,

Few Englishmen, maj-be, have walked over Cenis

in the depth of winter—solus, alone, and loaded
,

by a heavy lot of tools; but my heai-t was as light

as my pocket, and I contrived to cover the wholei

distance between Susa in Piedmont and Ter-

mignon in Savoy in one day, starting from the.

foi-mcr at 8 a.m!, and reaching the latter—tired,'

but but no means done up '—about the same..:

hour the same evening. How far one really

,

walked it would take a cleverer man than 1 to

record anything like accurately. The road on- ,

both sides of the mountain winds about con- .

tinuously. One the opposite page are repro- '

ductions" of photographs taken last summer, .

showing two tj-pical portions of the roadway as it

rises up from the fair plains of Italy.

It winds snakelike, gradually gettiiig higher,

precisely and as wearily so as does the Natal Rail-
^

way between Durban .and Pietermaritzberg—im-

portant South African towns, which, although

onlj' some fifty mUes distant from each other

by "ox-waggon—the express train I travelled by
took exactly 4 hours 20 minutes (by rail thetwo

places are separated 70 miles) to accomidish. This •

line rises from Durban 3,006ft. (at Richmond-

road), and then descends to Pietcrm.aritzburg,
_

which, however, is still 2,225ft. above the level
"

of the Indian Ocean, which is some 50 miles east-V

ward. As I contrived to do the whole distance''

over Cenis—in spite of very deep snow in places

—in 12 hoiu's, it is to bc'assumed the distance

cannot be much over 25 miles. This opinion^

indefinite as it is—is ventured after a practical.,

experience of something like a quarter of i.\

century as hon. treasurer of our local Pedestrian^

Club.
" Nowadays one goes through the Monl

Cenis tunnel, from Bardonnecchia to Modani
and vice i-rrsa, in from 38 to 53 minutes, aceori

ing to the usual speed of the train.

Susa (originally known as Segusio) was th(

capital of Cottius—a famous king ruling ove

several of the Alpine valleys, and who, with mucl

politic foresight, resigned his sceptre to^ thi

Roman emperor Augustus, who, in rccognitioi

of his submission, at once made him Prefect;

There is .an exceedingly fine triumphal ai-ch, ol

Roman date, still standing in excellent preserva^

tion at Susa—erected ab(»it n.c. 21—to recow

this historical event. Pompey (chosen Const

B.C. 70, died 11. c. 48) is reputed to hav(

been the first to cut a road over Cenis. It

albeit, a mere bridle path, which, however, froi

his far away days, until the beginning of li

century, was so narrow that it could only be uai

by horsemen and foot travellers. Itw.asNapoh
in 1811, who determined to m.ake the pass arail

.able alike for artillery and carriages. The Ca'
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Giovanni Faliluoni, a cclebrateil LnaiiK'i.T in liis

(lay, uTiJtrtook the work, and liy thu help of soiue

thi-ii; thonsanil wc.rhucn, the" [.v.^stnt sjilcndid

ronil was ii.mplct.d in less than six nionlhs. \
gigantic task, indivd, quite as great, csiiecially in

its day and generation (neai-Iy 100 years ago), as

ie the Assouan Dam on the Kile. The extreme

height of Mont Blanc is l.i.TSift.. and that of

the loftiest peaks on Ccnis ll.ii^Oft. I'.ut the

actual p.ass goes through a coiubc, not o\-er the

toi>. and is only .>.S9Sft. above the level of the

Meililerranean'Sea. which casts up lier blue waters

at Nice, exactly 100 miles away due smith. l>f

course, when we corupare this altitucb^ with our

own puiiy ones—Snowdon, which is :i,.')71ft.. and

lien Nevis, whose topmost rock towers up J,.i711't.

only, tho pass seems a somewhat high tuie. Vet,

after all. it is very little loftier than is the greater

part of the Transvaal. South Africa, as most
readers, by this time, are awai'c, may be

compared, in section, to half an inverted

saucer. It slopes up every way from the

sea-board, and is. practically, all table laud

upon the top. Johannesburg—that over-praiseil

city—so boastfully and wrongly referred to

by South Africans as the "African Chicago,"
and which had no sort of existence until consider-

ably less than 20 years ago, is situated upon a

plain .i,6S9ft. above the sea level, so lliat

the liighest part of the J[ont ( 'enis pass

is only iO'Jft. higher. This addition Would
be about tho height of a decent church
steeple. All through the Transvaal, water is

carried about in canvas bags. These Imversack-
likc affairs have a small tap, near their bottom,
thriiugh which the cooling litiuor is drawn. In
jioinl of fact, these bags take the place of the
"firkins," that jiarched Devonshire "dump-
lings" drink their cider out of. It is, of

coui-se. the rarefied condition of the air, at the
altitude the Transvaal is situated in, that makes
this odd portability possible. T have never
noticed the inhabitants of elevated positions in

Kurope use b;igs in the same niannf r : but assume
there is no ivason why they should not do so ':

Travelling a pied in Piedmont and Savoy,
certainly in the days to which I refer, was a very
economical way of getting through the country.
A good late dinner and wine, together with a com-
fortable bed all to one"s self, rarely cost more than
sixpence inclusive. Vn arriving, weariedand tireil,

at Susa, I stayed the night at a lot/i' a pied, known
as the " Bonne Femme." This popular sign is

of Dutch origin, and certainly dales back to the
early l>art of the 17th ccnlurj-. It seems to have
been adopted by several countries, inclusive of
our own. We 'are aU familiar with liogarth's
celebrated picture entitled "Noon." There,
upon the sinister side, is seen the public-house,
known a-s the " Good Woman," the painted
swing-sign showing a lady mintis h.n- head. On
the h'rst floor of this self-same hostel a gentleman
and his wife have had an evidently furious
quan-el over their S\inday dinner, consisting of
a baked shoulder of mutton, with baked potatoes
imder ; and the lady, as the result thereof, is in
the act of flinging meat, dish, potatoes, and all

out of the window. The church upon the other
side of the way is, of course, that of ,St. JIary of
the Greeks, then situated in Hog-lane. Sohe.'W.
It was built in 1676 by Georgeirircs, Archbishop
of Samos, and was afterwards converted into a
Huguenot chapel. \\'liilst it w.as thus occupied
it Avas introduced by Hogaith into his painting.
This relic of Old Txmdon was pulled down in
1898 to make way for those " modem improve-
iQcnts " so much reijuired in the neighbourhood.
The spire seen in the background of the same
picture is that of the old church of .St. Giles.
'iiilt in 162.1. It was rebuilt in !73l, at a cost

.'.0,000, Mr. Henry Flitcrofl being the archi-
. The sign of the " Good (or Silent) Woman"

tias sometimes the following lines painted upon
the obverse side :—

TTere you may find a -lood woman.
F:iithfully iioVtijiyijil from life.

Xetluutr is w.mtinL- but her head.
Becau.-^ that, tiinis about with evury ynxn\.
If the licad had I)eeu left her,
•She would ne\;er have been ^od for all her life.

\

There used to be an old inn known by this sign i

ban! by where I live in Exeter, t remember
[

another years ago named the (iuiet Woman.it!
Halstoek in Dorset. ' There is .also a hostel
named the Silent Woman at Pershorc in Wor- '

cestershire, and another at Widford near Chelms-
ford, whilst a village inn near Sevcnoaks, I

recollect, was known as the Goode Woman. In
Paris the subject gives the name to a whole street

viz., Itilr ,lr h, y.millf Si'H.V Tttf.

And now, as sjr.ice has already been so much
trespassed upon,' the actual adventures met with
whilst crossing Mont ( 'enis itself must be re-

se.'ved until another week.

{To hi.' foiitiiint'd.')

.d's
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TIKK OK BATH.'*

{Conrludt'd from ptnje 557.)

aUEEN-Sf^UARE was in reality W,
chief delight. The first side built was

that on the east, which was begun in 172S. The
whole was linished in seven years' time, including

the ehapel and many houses adjacent. The
ground was originally intended to be levtd from
top to bottom, but to save exjiense w.as afterwards

allowed to slo[ie southwards. The centre was to

have a low inclosing wall lioaiing a balustrade,

inside this a border of flowers, .and then a basinof

loft, diameter supplied with water from a spring

close by, but which was soon intereejtted by some-
one who " )jenelrated the ground for \aults in the

very line of it." E.spalicrs of elm and lime trees

inclosed tho four quarters, and within were
flowering shrubs. The diagonal walks wi're

covered with turf and the other walks with graxel.

The basin in the middle had an obelisk 70ft. high
rising out of it. Wood confesses that this scjuare

when planted somewhat obstructed the view from
the opposite sides the houses. The width of

the square from house to house is about 3I5f't.

The grand fai;adc, as we may call it on the north

of the square, was to he as it were a palace, and
the east and west sides the wings. The vases on
the pediment have disappeared. The original

intention is shown in the plate from his own book.

The design, as usual with him, was a simple one
—a I'usticated basement with the Corinthian order

over and a large crowning cornice, just as in

Ralph Allen's house, and yet from its treatment
so different in i>ffi;et as was fitting to a widely-

extended fa(,'ade such as this. A bronze taldel

has been lately pmt up on the centre house to

J

mark the residence of the elder Wood. It was
i here that he died on May 23, 1754, and here also

. his mdow deceased some twelve years later.

i
There was no shirking of finish in the case of

I John Wood's buildei'S, though the work was often

I
of a speculative nature. The cast wing was eom-

' pleted with little alteration from the original

[ design, but the west had to be altered in order to

I get the building taken up, and it was divided
into three main blocks, the centre one being
treated with the lonie order, and having a

decidedly (ireek feeling about it. At the south-

west angle of (.Jueen-squaro stood the Chapel of

St. Mary. Ionic capitals from the interior yet

remain on the site of the chapel. On JIarch 25,

1732, at Jlr. Gay's request. Wood laid the
first stone, and the work was pushed forward
and completed at the end of 1734. The
inside was of the Ionic order—G7ft. long, 48ft.

broad, and 3()ft. high—the outside of the

Doric order, and the whole structure, with its

furniture, cost about £2,000. In 1729 Wood
built a villa called Eagle House at Batheaston,
where he lived for some time. The house has

been much altered, but a fine original doorway
now remains, which has been applied to the south
side of the house. The head on the keystone is

that of Queen Caroline, wife of George II. An
aagle carved in stone surmounts the frontage to

the road. The younger Wood died here in 1781.

While mentioning the works of Wood outside the

city, it will bo well to include two or three wore
houses which he built at viu'ious times. The
little house called LiUiput Castle w-aa built liy

Mr. Jeny Pierce, in tho year 1738, .against the

north end of Jlons. Badonca—that is, Lansdowni,
and formed the nucleus of wh.at is now known as

Battlefields, standing about a quai-ter of a mile
below the monument. From its form the wits of

Bath called it T. Totum. The whole strueturi!

w,i,s but 120ft. square. JIuch to the regret of the

architect, it suffered from two fires, and was
afterwai'ds altered. At the south end of the

Kingsdown at Bradford-on-Avon stands Bel-
combe Brook Villa, built in 1734 for JIi-. Fi'ancis

Yerbury. It was here that Wood showed himself
to be a master of landscape gardening. The
elevation is finished with a pediment supported
by four Ionic pilasters, the lower windows being
well treated with triangular' i^ediments and close

balconies, and the upper ones having moulded
architraves only. It is 37ft. w4de and 24ft. deep.

* A paper by M. A. Green', read before the Ijondon
.li'chitectm-al Association, April 19, 1901.

\\ I'.ithforl, on an euiinenee of ICiiigsdown.

and looking north-west, is to be found (me of

the most finished of Wood's buildings. Titan-
BaiTow Loggia was erected some fourteen years
after Belcombe Brook Villa, in 1718, for Mr.
Southwell I'iggott. In its central part it boars
some resemblance to the general treatment of the
latter, though the Corinthian order is here used
and sm-ill wings are added, the whole front being
4{>ft. wide. The drawing-room is of such a
height as to incluile the half-stiu'v. This build-

ing would liave g-.iiued much in dignity if it had
been raised on a substructure. The mansion of

Prior Park was the largest and best work of

Wood, and was begun about 1735. Let him
speak as to its origin : " The retlectiou east upon
the freestone cd' the hills of Bath lirought him
(Jlr. .VUen) to a resolution to exhibit it in a seat

which he had determined to build for himself
near his works, to much greater advantage and
in much greater variety of uses than it had ever
appeared in any other structure." The scheme
of the design was three-fold a ( iitral mansion
with east and west wings and a jiavilioii placed

between these three racn'C important buildings,

the mansion occupying about 150ft., and the
whcde line of building fnjin end to end about
1.2nnft. to 1,300ft. in length. The south .side of

the mansicm, facing up the hill towards Combo
Down, and at a height of about tliOft. above sea-

level, consists of a hexastyle Ionic front willi

attachedcolumns, and this fonns the entrance ; the

windows on either side are simple in the extreme,

bearing a strong contrast to those on the north
side and the two ends. Immediately below the
cornice there were originally windows along the

frieze, which gave light to the gaiTets ; they are

now nearly all blocked up. The basement story

lies in an area, and there are no balusters in the

parapet. The north side looking towards the city

is a fine front, and is full of detail. In the first

place the natural slope of the ground allowed of

the basement being entirely exposed as .shown on
the elevation, which is the original design of

Wood, who had never intended the flight of steps

as now seen, although this has added greatly to

the dignity of the building. The fine projecting

hexastyle portico was intended to be a rival, and
something more, to the one which the architect,

Colin Campbell, had erected at Wanstead House,
in Essex, for whereas that one had columns of

oft. in diameter, these were .3ft. iMn.. and on the
return side are two complete intervals bet%veenthe
columns instead of one and a small portion of

another as at Wanstead. On this fi'ont and the

two ends there is an open balustrade, and the
windoAvs of the ground and first floor.s are

dressed with moulded architraves and heads,

those on the ground floor resembling the oies

which are seen in the villa at Belcombe Brook.
Originally the detail of these was intended to be
richer s'till. -A -word or two as to the building

of this house, as Wood gives it : 800 tons or

IC.OOOc.ft. of freestone in large blocks are buried

underground to make the foundation waUs as

strong as the nature of tho ground seemed to

require. After this, the walls of the basement
were built inside and out with freestone, the

ceilings of the rooms and passages were arched or

vaulted over in stone, and the floor was paved
with a harder kind called ragstone. These rooms
are 12ft. high in the clear, and the pass.-ige,

which runs through the length of the house, is

1ft. lower in height, and is divided info five

parts, being the chief ornament of this por-

tion of thehouse; while the architraves of the
door-cases were moulded upon their external

faces. The ground floor was 16ft. high. Tho
hall, which extends from fi'ont to back of the

building, and has eight Corinthian columns to

support the floor above, was originaUy covered

over entirely ; but has now been opened in the

middle, so that one sees from below tho cove and
ceiling of tho upper story, the foi'mer with its

rich ornamental plaster work. The pilasters and
caps arc of st(mc. The walls of the ground floor

ai'e built entirely of freestone 'ooth outside and
in, and the fixed ornamental parts of the hall and
other parts were originally of stone also, though
those of the dining and drawing-rooms were after-

wards cut off, and these rooms lined with wood,
There is great refinement iu the door-head of tho

dining-room, and the mouldings of the door panels

are also em'iched. It is curious to contrast this

with the nafuralesque treatment in the pilasters.

Of much the same general character is the

drawing-room, but an elaborate mass of carving-

over the fireplace, wonderful as it may be, seems

inconsistent with the dignity of the other parts.
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(vviiiL: i.^ saiti to have foiiie fivm lluimd-
llou.-<e. The tj-pe of fireplace is not un-
u in Bath. In the vest winir of the

:iiai).''lon, which was finished in 1737, and was
the tii-st part completed, is a fine piece of vault

-

insr, which is one of the Lest hits of architecture

in the wliole building. The pendentivi'S ari'

. lowiied with a small flat dome. Tliis was iii-

'.LUiled for stables and coachhouse and sudi-liki'

b'lildings, and was simjile in its first desiurn ; like

ihcr parts it was lined with freestone. The east

V. ing was altered from Wood's design. It shows
a i.'oo<l three-light window at the fii'st floor, with

a Doric entrance below. Trior Park was finished

in 1713. Two tine sweeps of stone steps with

balustrades and vases form an aichitcctiuiil

treatment of the gardens below the gi-eat portico.

Thev were executed by Bishop Baines alx)ut

1830. At the foot of the slope lies the I'alladian

J'ridge, considered to be the work of Wood.
Ilie interior of the bridge is well treated.

E.xccpt the ceiling aU is of stone, and the

entablature has the swelling frieze which
Wood was so fond of. The balustei-s here are

'f a rather unusual tj-pe, being A'enctian in

h'lracter, and, it must \k admitted, are not like

v.hich lie usually designed. When Wood's
forbuilding a grand parade on tile south side

; ii-siiuare was abandoned, and Wood-street,
which had been intended to be lOOfl. wide, was
reduced to about half that amount, Wood turned

his attention to the large .space at the south-east

<ide of the city, and began to lay out his ground
and buildings on a large scale. This space was
the old Abbey Orchard. The first stone of the

first house of the Grand Parade 'now North
Parade) was laid on March 10, 1739-1710. It

was intended to hare adorned the middle block

of liuildings with Corinthian columns and
[ilastcrs ; but the ornament was cast aside and
the whole execufeil in a plain maimer, as we see

it to-day. The Royal Forum, or South Parade,

was begun in .lanuary, 1742-43. South of Ralph
Allen's town house, and little known or appre-

ciated, there lies a large court built by Wood, with

good houses on either side, of about the date 1710.

having doorways with the (-.'orinthian order, and
often with panelled walls inside, good staircases, and
much finishof detail . Theyare North Parade Build-
ings. At the west side of Grange-grove stood until

quite recently an edifice kno'mi as Nassau House.
It was probably designed and fii'st occupied by
Richard Boyle, fourth Earl of Cork and Bur-
lington, about 1730. He was a companion of

Pope. After his death in 1753, the house became
the Bath residence of the Eai'l of Howth about
1780. The chief point of interest in the interior

was the staircase. There seems to have been
considerable difficulty in the commencement of

the Mineral Water Hospital, called then the

General Uo,spital, designed by Wood. The site

at first proposed in 1727 was on the north (corner

of the ^Vmbrey. In 1730 plans were made, but
dispute.s occurring in the conveyance of the land,
the trustees in 1737 accepted the offer of a piece
of ground in the north part (if the city. A new
.set of plans was made by Wood in 1738, the
work of demolishing th(! old houses was com-
menced, and the first stone was laid on July (i.

Tlie hospital was finished in 17!2. The stone
and other materials for this building were pro-
vided hy Ralph AUen. Although Wood prepared
the designs for the Grammar School in Broad-
street, it is not known that he executed the
building. The building was erected between
17o0 and 1700. The " History of Bath," pub-
lished by John Wood the elder in 1710, though
in i)art a chimerical work, is a valuable addition
to the records' of the state of the city during tho
first half of the 18th century. Gay-street was
designed by the elder Wood, but executed by his
son, and it was in the house at the corner of
<<ucen-square and Gay-street th;it the younger
Wood lived. The rooms of tlie circular bay here
are planned a.s a rectangle with an aps(> at each
end, that facing outwards forming tlit! window,
which on the giound Hoor is treated simply, witli
rusticated blocks between the architraves ;'but on
(he upper floor coupled Ionic columns between
and on each side of the lights hel|) to enricli tlie

fine Venetian window. It is the only instance
of Wood having used a circular bay. 'J'he

interior is treated with long panels and an en-
i-iched plaster cornice. There are (^'orinthian
mlumns standing at the two angles oftheap.se,
and Ionic pilastei-s with a pediijicnt over mark
the d.jor in the centre of the same: all the.se are
xecuted in wood and painted. Tlie panel on this

Jiousc shows that John Wood the younger n as

born in 1727 and died in 1781. The Ciieus, alsu

designed by the ekUr Wood, was carried out by
his son. It was in 17,')3, the year before his

death, that ,Iohn Wood the elder" entered into an
indenture with tlie Itiglit Hon. William Pitt for

the building of a housi- here : this was No. 7. The
buildings were begun in 17-54, and they took

fifteen years in coinpletion. It was at No. 24 that

Tliomas Gainsborough painted some of his most

famous portraits.
' The sesthetie sympathy of

the younger ^^ood with his f.atheris a remarkable

featiire in his buildings, and in the Crescent, the

work of the son, exactly the same use of the order

is seen as in tjuecn -square, though less elabo-

rately worked out, and in the Assembly Rooms
tlie liroad treatment of spaces externally and in-

ternaUy is obsei'vable as in the work of the elder

Wood." The Crescent was begun in 1767, but not

fiuislied till about eight years after. The dia-

meter of the ciixus from house to house is a'bout

320ft., and the major axis of tho crescent (an

elliiise on plan) .ioOft. In the interior treatment

of the crescent Xhe hall has usually an arch with

enriched panels in the soffit. The staircase walls

are panelled out witli plaster mouldings, and
are sometiuics enriched with festoons and
))atera'. The walls of the princiiile rooms are

also panelled, and the door-heads eni-iched with
carving. But the ceilings are the chief means
of decoration. The enrichment is nearly always
in low relief, though occasionally small subjects,

such as birds, are introduced in the centre in very
[

high relief. I'he panelling is at times set out
|

geometrically, concentric circles occupv-ing the
i

width of the room, with long panels at the two
ends, and an inclosing band of ornament running
round the foiu' sides, or perhaps divided into still i

smaller panels with a variety of forms. The
i

coniice is usually very rich. A drawing of Bath
j

taken about 1 757 shows the Circus complete, but

no indication of Brock-street or the Crescent.
Brock - street was tho work of the younger
Wood, and connects the Circus and the Crescent.
The first stone of the New Assembly Rooms in

AUi'ed-street, on the cast of the Circus, was laid

by Wood in May, 1769, five years after tho
proposal to build a somewhat similar set of

rooms at the north-west corner of Queen-square.
The rooms were finished in 1771 at a cost of

£20,000, on gTound covering over an acre and
a half. The planning is exceptionally good.
From the hall in the centre of the build-

ing the entrance on the left leads to the large

assembly or ballroom, that in the middle into

the octagon, a room 4Sft. in diameter, and that

on the right into the smaller assembly or tea-

room. The entablature over the entrances is

supported on Doric columns. The looking-
glasses, with their ornaments, are of the same
date as the building. Beyond the octagon lies

the cardroom, 60ft. long and 30ft. wide. The
ballroom, 105ft. long, 42ft. wide, and the same
in height, is divided in its altitude into thi'ee

parts. The most interesting portion of the tea-

room is that at the back, where six Ionic columns
stand forward some little distance and support a
gallery on the first floor, which has an equal
nimiber of detached Corinthian columns, while
an engaged colonnade of the same order rtms all

round the room. Alfred-street was also built

by Wood. The doorway of the last house but
one on the side opposite to the Assembly
Rooms is one of the richest in Bath—that is to

say, the richest, good taste being the standard.
About 1776 Wood rebuilt the Leper's Bath,
adjoining the Hotling pump-room, and about the
same time he built Wotdlcy Church, near Bath,
the cupola of which is worthy of note. In 1779
he built Hardenhuish Church, near Chippenham,
a cleverly-designed piece of work. The exterior
shows a good steeple. <_)n the side is a three-light
Venetian window, and the internal treatment is

such that the great thickness of the wall is fully
set off by the interior Doric columns being set

close to the inside of the w.all with a broad arch
thrown across corresponding with that on the
outside. John Wood, jun., died in 1781 at the
house at Batheaston which his father had buUt.
The Exchange in Bristol was by Wood senior,

(U-ectcd 1740-43 : also Redland Court, in the
same city, the latter with terraces in the Italian
manner : and Stockerwich House, near Box, was
built by him in 1750. Jlilsom-street was prob-
ably designed by Robert Lightholder about 1760.
He at any rate designed the (Jetagon Chapel
there, which was opened in 1767. About this
period the corporation liad to rebuild the old
town-hall, ami one Tliouias .\tt wood, who about
tlie year 1702 had built a family li-juse for the

to

ne.

PuUenevs ill tiiui e-stieet On the farther,
Bathwick, side of the river, was instructed
proceed with the matter. This house after-
wards became the gaol, and, considering tliat

Atlwood's trade was that of a plumber and
painter, it shows no little talent. He died,
however, from the effects of an accident
while the old houses near the town-hall were,
being cleared away, and shortly afterwards
1774—a plan for a town-hall and markets w
offered by Thomas Bald win, who was then onl:

twenty-foiu- years of age, having been bom
1750. These were approved by the corporatioi
and carried out. Tlius Baldwin lieeame the chii

follower of the ^\'oods. In 1780 he was m,Hdi

city surveyor, and four years hiter city architect,
Baldwin's work hasnot the strength of that of tha
Woods, but depends more on sm-face decoratio:
However, the recessing of the windows lu
within a great inclosing arch is a good featur
and the rustication, known as " vermicuhitid,"'
with which the central portion of the lower story
is treated, adds immensely to the strength of the
whole design. At this period, nevertheless, the
ornamental treatment of interior surfaces was not
less beautiful than any that had been before, and
the (iuildhnll contains within its walls perhaps
the finest of any. The sofiits of the staircase, as
well as the walls and ceiling, were liberally

adorned, and the manner of the whole is chaste

in the extreme. The banqueting-room is, with-
out any exception, the finest thing of its kind ia
Bath : the building was completed in 1777.^
Passing down Bridge-street, we come to tho

Pulteney Bridge, which was built about 1776
fi'om designs by Robert Adam for his patron,
William Pulteney, Earl of Bath. Beyond lliia'

the domestic work of Baldwin is principally seen.

Great Pultcney-street, which was begun alioufc

1792, was his finest work. It has a very im-
posing effect, from its great length and width.

The two colonnades of the Old Pump Room were
certainly the work of Baldwin, and it would ap-

pear that the whole of this front was at least

designed and commenced by the same hand, who-
ever might have carried out the upper part. In

about 1790 Reveley, the architect, had built

Camden -crescent, remarkable for the manner in

which the rise of the ground is overcome in the

design. In 1789 Union-street was I'onned, and
afterwards Cheap-street and Westgate-street

were widened, and Bath-street was built, all

under Baldwin. The Ionic colonnade in the

latter street forms an interesting feature with the

Cross Bath at the bottom, also ei-ected from
Baldwin's designs. This building has some good

detail upon it, the Corinthian capitals particu-

larly being very finely worked. At the north

end is a portico supported on four columns. Tho
author concluded by exhibiting and describing

Mr. Sturge CottereU's " Histoi-ie Map of Bath,"

which shows the remarkable changes in and
growth of the city dm-ing the 18th centmy.

RESULTS OF SOME TESTS WITH FIRE.
RESISTING :MATERIALS.*

rpHE work of the British Fire Prevention Com-
X mittee, so far as it has been undertaken,

may be divided under four heads : — Firstly

:

Experimental tests with floors, commencing with

simple forms of construction deemed to be fire-

resisting only, and proceeding to more comjilex

foi-ms deemed to be ilre-proof. Secondly : Ex-

perimental tests with fire-resisting partitions of

various constructions. Thirdly : Experimental

tests with doors of various constructions. Ijoth of

woodandiron, oracombinationof both. Fourthly!

Experimental tests with projective coyerings to

openings and methods of glazing which in them^

selves form a protection from fire. This last is «

very important factor in dealing >yith firc-preven-

tioii ; as, however fire - resisting a liuilding

may be in itself, unless it can resist fire froift

the outside, it is as liable to destruction as

tho most inflammable building. Starting with

cxixM-iiuental tests with floora, the first to

wbieli 1 sliall direct your notice is an ordinary

floor with deal joints and floor, the softit of which

was protected by plaster termed asljostic plaster.

This was applied on ordinary wood lathing, and

the thickness of the plaster after conqiletion was

about IJin. On drying this reduced itself^ to

about ;in., and during the process of drying

cracks developed over the surface. Before the

test these were stopjied, and the appearance of

' A paper by Mr. Ei.i-is M.uisi.vso, Hon. Sec. S.A., W>i
before the Society of Architects <m .^pril 23. f. 01.

I
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the soffit as yoii now see it is due to this causf.

fhc tostee decided to have a 45 minutes' test, 15

minutes at a temjiei-ature not exceeding 500°, then

[1 •;iadually incicasiiifr tcniporature for the re-

oiainins- 30 minutes up to 1,500°. The summary

of effect is as follows :--Xo perceptible difference

in the ccilin4? was observed dui-ing the progress of

the test. The application of water caused no

injury to the ceilin-. No portion of the .i-ilms

leil either during or after the test. \\'lien ex-

amined after the test cracks liad developed over

the surface, and some of the wood laths were

ihan-ed, but none liad ignited. The test may he

considered satisfactory as llio object was attained

-ri:., lo render the floor lire-resisting f(«' 45

minutes whicli would, under ordinary circum-

stances, have allowed the oceujiants in t)ie rooms

over to have escaped. Tlic next test is of a

similar nature. The tloorwas of ordinary joists and

boarding, but the ]n-oteeting mativrial to the soffit

was slag-wool Ijin. tliielc. This was secured

ivith screws to the sotlit of the joists and a Jin.

match-boarded ceiling was placed under the slag

wool. The testec decided to have a test of one

hour's duration with a gTiidually increasing

temperature to l.SOO°. The summary of effect

was as follows :—At the conclusion of the test,

lhi> flooring on top was, so far a.s could bo seen,

uninjured, and when the joists were examined
Ihey were sound. The boarded ceiling had. of

.ourse, disap])earecl, but the slag-wool remained

in position and had protected the floor. A good

leal of heat was retained in the floor, and at one

ooint, where -wafer had not been applied, a small

lole was burnt in the flooring some three hours

ifter the test was concluded. This test may also

5e considered satisfactory, as it retarded the

spread of the fire for at lea.st an hour. Wo now
•ome to a test of an interesting natnro as show-
ing the tire-resisting qualities of simple balks

if timber laid side by side, any spaces between
tjeing filled with fire-clay grout, the soffit not
lieing protected in any way : the thickness of the

lalfcs was 9in. This was the committee's own
lest, and it was decided to have an SO minutes'

:est with a gradual temperature up to '2,000°

Fahr. The result was that the under sur-

face of the wood beanis was chaiTed to

in average depth of about '2in.. but beyond
this no damage was done. The view shows the
ioffit of the floor after the test, and the following

jne the end of one of the b.alks after removal.

The test clearly demonstrates what firo-i'csistance

here is in such a floor : but it must be carefully

)Ornc in mind that no space must be left between
:he timters that is unfilled by the grouting :

:ith"rwisc the fire draws up thi-ough and spreads

:o the next floor. .Section 74 of the London
Building Act provides that, in premises exceeding
l.OOOsq.ft. in area and used partly for purposes
>f ti'ade and partly as a dwelling-house, the
part used for purposes of trade shall be separ.ated

Tom the part used as a dwelling-house by floors

md walls of fire-resisting materials. This does
lot, of covu'se, imply that the floor is to he fire-

jroof . but the floor is to be sufficiently fire-resisting

,0 prevent the spread of fii'e at least for a reason-
ible time, to give an opportunity for the inmates
ibove to escape. And in the schedule of materials
Icemed to be fire-resisting, concrete filled in be-
ween joists of floor is so deemed. The committee
bought that a test in this direction would be of

onsiderable interest, and j-ield some useful in-

'ormation. Accordingly, they made prepara-
ions for the simplest interpretation of the
•ection, and an-anged for a careful test. With
jr by 2 joists, Jin. flooring, coke-breeze and Port-
and cement concrete, 5 to 1, filled in between
he joists to a depth of oin., and ke])t in position
:iy 1 by Jin. fillets nailed to the sides of joists

!in. from the bottom, a ceiling was nailed on to

-he soffit formed of Jin. match-boarding. The
ime decided for the test was "5 minutes, com-
nencing with a temperature of 500°, and in-

'•reasing to not more than 2,300°. The floor also

vas to be loaded with lOOlb. per square foot dis-

ributed. The result of the test far exceeded the
'0mmitt«e's expectations, and it was not till after
'2 minutes the floor collapsed. I'he summary
•f effect is as follows :—In 15 minutes all

he boarding to the soffit was consumed ; in 54
ainutes flame came through the floor between the
ast joist and the wall. I should like to point out
|iere what an important part the 1 by | fillets

ilayed in the construction of the floor in pre-
I'entingthe fire getting through, and it was in
onsequence of the fiUets being omitted on the
'Utcr side of the two end joists that the flame
11V through there, and these two joists were the

most daiuagrd. The concnte between the two
last joists t'ldl out in 74 minutes, meanwhile thi'

fii-e had l)een gividually eating its way up the

other joists some 2in. to 2.Vin. ; they being thus

reduced from "in. to 5in. or 4jin. could no longer

sustain the weiglit of 1001b. per square foot, and
the floor and load collapsed in S2 minutes. This
was a very se\-erc test for so liglit a floor, and 1

think you will arlmil that it stood it bravely.

The view sliows tlie remains. Tlie fl<jor-boards

are not bvu'nt, but only blackened by the

smoke. A test of a somewhat similar cha-

racter to tlu> one just mentioned was instituted
' to discover the fire - resisting qualities of

different descriptiims of concrete. The floor

now before xis was constructed of 3 by 9

deal joists spaceil IliJ in. centre to centre, which

!

gave seven bays. Two of these bays were filli^d

in to the full depth of the joists with cokc-breozo

and cement concrete, to i. The next two bays
were tilled in with pit Ijallast and ccmient con-

crete, 6 to 1. and the remaining three bays were
filled in with coiu'rete I'omposed of pit ballast

three parts, coke-breez(; three parts, and cement
one part. The concrete was supported between
the joists by lAin. by Jin. fillets. The soffit of

the ceiling was idastered render float and set, and
Jin. flooring was nailed (m top of the joists to

complete the floor. It was decided lo test this

floor for one hour and a half to a gradually

increased temperature uji to 2,500° Fahr., and
then to apply a stream of water for four minutes.

The summary of the test was that after a few
minutes th(? plaster of the ceiling began to faU,

whereupon the lower edges of the joists became
ignited and graduaUy burned \ipwards. At the

end of the period the whole of the floor was seen

to bo fully incandescent, particularly that in the

coke-breeze and cement bays. On the applica-

tion of water the soffit of the b.allast and cement
concrete and the ballast, breeze, and cement con-

crete immediately disintegrated, and about Sin.

in depth of it ifell. The coke-breeze and cement
alone was not affected. The floor remained in

position at the conclusion of the test, but appeared

seriously weakened and deflected. It is to be
regretted that it did not remain in position suffi-

ciently long to be photographed ; hut after a test

of this description, a good deal of latent heat

remains in the materials, and the joists being of

combustible material continued to smoulder, and
the result was the collapse of the floor five hours

after the test. On examining the remains, the

joists were found to be burnt through from 2in.

to Sin. deep, and tapering to a further depth at

the ends. The boarding was found to be slightly

charred on the underside .and at the joists, but
otherwise was sound. It could not be said the

fire had passed thi-ough the floor, although
smoke came through, and I think the floor

may be considered a fire - stop, although the

weight of the concrete caused the collapse of

the floor, and might constitute a source of

danger on that account. The beha^-iour of the

ballast concrete shows it an undesirable

material for fire-resistance, while coke-breeze

has many advantages. I might add here that

from my observation of the tests conducted by the

committee it is the more porous and light of the

incombustible materials that are the most fire-

resisting. The experience gained by the last two
tests paved the way to the next : both the previous

tests had shown that if the soffit of the joists had
had further protection the fire-resistance of the

floor would have been greater ; consequently a test

was arranged as shown, with an expanded metal
ceiling suspended 2in. below the bottom of the 7

by 2 wooden joists, which formed a centring

for the concrete as well as a key for the plaster.

The construction needs no description beyond
that the concrete below the joists was of dry
ashes and Portland cement, and that between the

joists was composed of coke-breeze three parts,

dry ashes two parts, and Portland cement one
part. The test was arranged for two hours, which
is the longest time yet given for a floor formed
partly of combustible material. The temperatui'e

was not to exceed 2,300° F;jhr., and to be followed

by a stream of water for two minutes. The floor

also was to be loaded withlOOlb. perfoot distributed.

Thesummary of effect is veiy short :—In 28 minutes
plaster began to fall in patches from the ceiling,

and continued to fall at intervals till the end of

the test, when water was applied and further

plaster was washed away. No other effect of the

tii'e was noticeable, and at the conclusion of the

test the floor was intact and can-ied its load.

This floor did not subsequently collapse, although

it smouldered all night, and I am enabled to show
,

you its condition the next day rem the undei-side

and from thi.' top. It was found that all the
joists had been niori; or less damaged by the fire

suiouldering all night ; portions of them were
quite consumed, leaving the matri.x only in the
concrete. The least damaged of the nine joists

forming the iUnn- was the (-cnfiv one, which was
intact ijut for a piece aljout 12in. long and Sin.

deep, which was consumed about 15in. distant

from the south end. 'Phis irregular consumption
of the joists I am inclined to think was due to

the difficulty of so tilling in the concrete on the
soffit of the joists us to form a comjilite pro-
tection. The vertical strijjs of expaiuled metal
which carried the horizontal jiortion conducted the

heat up the joists, and appeared a source of weak-
nessso far as th(^ fire-resistancewas concerned. The
next test, which was submitted by a manufacturer,
deals with a floor supported by 9 by 3 wooden
joists with a terracotta wii'c lath suspended
ceiling, and an air space between the ceiling and
the conci'ete filling between the joists. The
lathing was spread over the lop of the joists,

and dcpres.sed in the centre lo the shape of an
inverted arch ; upon this the concrete was placed

to a ilepth of 7in. in thi! centre, which, when
levelled, brought it 2in. thick over th(! top of the
joists. The concrete was of Poi'thind cement
and washed sand, in the proportion of one yard
of sand to two bags of cement. The suspended
ceiling was formed of tcrriicotta wired lathing
secured to iron rods fixed to the soffit of joists

with iron hooks. Ordinary three-coat work was
applied to the lathing, but a proportion of plaster

of Paris was incorporated with the material . The
thickness of the plastering was IJin. The lest

was arranged for one liour and a quarter, the

temperatiu-e was not to exceed 2,000 Fahr. , and
the floor was to be loaded with 561b. per
foot, distributed. The summary of the effect

was that a considerable portion of the

plaster ceiling fell during the test, some of

the latliing being bare before the test closed . The
floor cracked at each .side to the extent of iin..

and dropped jin. When water was applied,

smoke, steam, and sparks came through the
cracks in the top of the floor. One of the joists

carrying the ceiling was entirely destroyed, two
partially so, and one, though discoloured, was
practicaUy sound. 'Phis floor did not collapse,

but its supports were practically destroyed ; it

trusted for its fire-resist,ance to the suspended
ceiling on the ten-acotta wired Lathing and air

space ; but after the ceQing was pierced, the heat
had full plaj- around three sides of the deal joists,

and so brought about its ruin. A floor of similar

construction, but with iron supports, will he
mentioned later. We now come to floors having
pretensions to bo fireproof

—

i.e., the constructional,

parts of the floor are of non-combustible material,

and the committee started with a simple iron-and-
concrete floor, the soffits of the iron joists forming
the floor being exposed. The committee were
somewhat criticised for instituting this test as

being a useless one, the result of which
was already known. But I think the com-
mittee were perfectly right in having it.

Fii-slly, because it is a very common form ol fire-

proof floor, .and, secondly, it gave the committee
data from which to stiirt in .showing by comparison
the advantage to be derived by protecting or in-

casing the ironwork. The floor, as you will see,

is constructed of 5 by 4 J steel joists placed 2ft. Gin.

apart, and fUled in with coke-breeze .and I'ort-

land cement concrete 5 to 1 . It was loaded with
1681b. per foot distributed. It was proposed to

test this floor for 2' hours up to a temperature of

2,.S00°Fahr., but after 1 hour and 25 minutes,,

and ill a temperature of 1,650° the bulk of the

concrete in the two outer bays collapsed, owing to.

the deflection of the steel joists. The floor began'
lo deflect after 20 minutes at a temperature of

1,200°, and a maximum deflection of lOiin. was
reeordeil in one of thi^ joists. The coke-breeze
concrete was but little deteriorated. 'Phe dis-

advantage of filling in concrete between joists

is in setting up and striking the centring, and
the attendant obstruction to the progress of

the works by the supports. 'Phe committee in-

stituted the following test, in which corrugated
iron filled in between the iron joists was the

centring employed, and the coke breeze and
cement concrete, 4 lo I, filled in on lop. The
soffit of the joists and corrugated-iron centring

was protected by 2 by 3 deal coiling joists

suspended from the joists, and wire netting, |in.

mesh, was used as lathing, and a plaster ceih'ng,

tlu"ee-coat work, .applied ; inch floor boarils were
nailed into the breeze concrete on top, the floor
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an. I thu c*.\lia^ hiving a ti>t:i! thickness ot" about
r2in. The Hoji- was loaded with IG^lb. p?r
siuarc fojt ilistributed. The tcH w.us to last

1] hours, an i the ttnxp.Tature •2.0')3' Fahr. In
hilf-an-hourthe teilini* bL\iran to fall, and in on?
hour the coiling' anl eeilinsr-joists had all fallen.

At th.^ con lusion of the test the soUit of the
iron joists anl corruijated-iron centring were
ohservei to be rel-hot, and the joists had de-
flected abaut 'JJin., but on cooling returned to

within lin. of level. The fire did nit pi<s
throui^h the ll,i>>i-, but pcrhipsthe test was hirdly
satKeiently Ion;; to enable a eomjiarison with
the former tljor to be mide: but eertainly

the deHecti.>n of the joists was not so sfrcat, and
the floor w,).ild have be^n servieeable without
reoonsiruelion, which the former floor would
have not. The next floor is on-* in which e.K-

pajided metril forms a centring as w.dl as lathing.

i"he oonstriiction of the floor, as will be .seen by
th^ slide, is by iron joists Ift. <Jiin. apart, on the

top of which the ex])anded mi^tal is stretched and
Sin. of furnace ash and Portland cement con-

crete laid, anil finished on top with 'jin. of

on-nt and sand. The joists are protected with
a suspended ceiling, as shown, of expmde 1 metal
sn I ordinary jilastering applied. The space

bet ween the floor and ceiling was ventilated by
ni^ins of holes in the w.ills of the chamber. The
floor was loaded 1 lOlb. p:,-r foot distribute:!. The
test was to last one hour and fifteen minutes, and
the maximum tem])erafure was to hp 'i.OOO'Fahr.

The lesult was thai during this pi-riod the fire did

nit pass through the flocir. The jdaster ceiling

remained intact until the application of water,

when some of it was washed away. There was a

slight deflection of the floor and ceiling. It is to be
observed that considerable advantage was gained
by the sjiace for ventilation, which in practice is

not always obtainable. AVe now come to the

floor to which I before alluded, and it is on the

same principle, but steel joists are substituted for

the wooden ones. Terracotta wired lathing is

used both for the centring and ceiling. The
test was to be of 1} hour's duration and the tem-
jicrature was not to exceed 2,000°, and the load
Ijcwt. per square foot distributed. The result

was the fire did not poss through the floor, but on
water being ajiplied some of the plastering was
wiished from the lathing. So little was the floor

damaged that the testee decided to replaster the
ceiling, and the test wiis renewed at a subsequent
date, when practically the same results were
observed. The last floor test to which I, invite
your attention is one of 2i hours. The floor was
constructed of iron and concrete in which all the
iron-work was imbedded. Steel joists are spaced
6ft. apart, over which are placed stirrups to

reeeive the bridging-bars spaced 20in. p.art. A
slab of concrete is suspended to the soffit of
girder and a wood centring is necessary for fill-

ing in the concrete which is composed of clinkers
broken small, sand, and Portland cement in the
proportion of four parts clinkers, two parts sand,
and <me part Portland cement. The concrete
was 4in. thick, a further depth of coke -breeze
and Portland cement concrete, 2in. thick, was
filled in on top of this between the floor
strips, the soffit of the floor and the sides and
soffits of the steel joists wore rendered in plaster
three coats. The summary of this test is thus
ro or.lcd :—The plaster on" the underside of the
ceiling and around the beams cracked slightly
before the applic.ition of water. On the applica-
tion of w.iler, some of tht^ plaster fell off the soffit

of the ceiling and beams. Tlie concrete forming
the floor was not damaged : that inclosing the
beamii was slightly damaged and cracked. The
fire did not jiftss through the floor; the wood
strips bedded in ni))ier surface of the concrete
were uninjured. The test of this floor was a
severe one, but not too severe for a fireproof
floor, .as any floor professing these qualifications
should be at least able to stand a 2J hours' test:
otherwise they could only rank as fire-resisting.
It should also be able, after serving as a firc-stop,
to be repaired and made good without reconstruc-
tion.

(To be coiithiucii.)

The foundation of the Baptist Chapel House about
to )ie built in Southamptou-row, Holl)om, was laid
Ixst week. Mr. Arthur Keen is the architect.

A Select Committee of the House of Lords has
puised and ordered for third reading the omnibus
Bill of the London. Brighton, and South Coast
I.'aihvay Company. The Bill empowers the
comp^iiij to construct short railways at Bcruiondsey
an 1 Sutton, and to widen various bridges.

STAXDAUDI.SIXU THE SIZE UF BRICKS.

VCitN-FERENCE was held at the Building

Trades Exhibition in the .Vgricultural Hall,

I.slinglon,on Friday.to discuss thequestion of the

desirability or othei-wisj of formulating a uniform

standar.l of sizes for bricks applicable to the

whole country. The meeting hill was well tilled,

among those "present being well-known architects,

engineers, surveyors, brickm ikers. and builders.

Tlie chiir was occupied by Mr. Thoavis BlishiU,

F.R.I. U..v., late superintending architect to the

London County Council, w'.io explained that the

proposil, as suggested by a joint committee of the

Institution of Civil Engineers anl the Royal
Institute of British architects, was that the

length of the brick should be double the width
plus the thickness of one vertical joint, and that

brickwork should measure four courses of bricks,

and four joints to a foot. Joints should be jin.

thick, and an extra \-„in., miking -liin. for the

bed -joints to cover irregularities in the bricks;

this would give a standard length of 9jin. centre

to centre of joints. The bricks were proposed to

be measured in the following mmner:—Eight
stretchers laid square end and splay end in con-
tact in a straight line to meisure 72in. Eight
headers laid side by side, frog upwards, in a

straight line to measure 3 lin. Eight bricks laid,

the first brick frog dowards, and then alternately

frog to frog, and back to back, to measure 21Mn.
The proposal was that these dimensions were to

apply to all classes of walling bricks, both machine
and hand-made, and to facing bricks.

Mr. H. D. Searles Wood, F.K.I.B.A., hon.
SBC. to the joint committee, read a number of

letters that had been received with reference to

the proposals. Messrs. Thomas Lawrence and
Sons, of Bracknell. Berks, wrote :

" With
reference to red bricks, there are bound to be
some bricks from the bottom part of the
kiln which will be shorter than those from
the upper part ; in fact, to burn the darkest red
colour, it is necessary, or usual, to burn these

bricks stood on end : consequently the weight of

the bricks above and the heat of the fire below
makes these oftentimes shrink nearly iin. in

length. As this dark red is the most difficult

colour to procure, you will understand that as

briekmakers we see very serious objection to it

being specified in contracts that bricks s/inll be
of the standard size." Mr. Arthur Harston
wrote: "The size I endeavour to promulgate
is 8Jin. long, 4:^in. wide, and 2|in. thick. I

have had to reject very good stock bricks

because the length exceeded 9}Ln., without any
proportionate increase of width. On the other

hand, I have had red - pressed bricks sent

to build a 9in. wall fair on both sides, where two
widths of the headers placed dry side by side,

without space for joint, exceeded by half an inch

the length of the stretchers, and the brickmaker
appeared to be quite unconscious of the fact. I

had to convince him by asking him to experiment
by building a dry 9in. wall without having
recessed headers, which, of course, he failed to do
in attempting. Some of the Staffordshire blue-

brick makers are especial sinners. They make a

thin brick for the purpose of building with
London stocks, but their bull-nosed quoins are so

short that they requLre a ^in. wide vertical joint

at the square end, which makes very unsightly

facing work. An amusing instance of too large

bricks came under my notice many years ago. I

built fifty briekmakers' houses for large en-
gineering contractors who made their own bricks

in Kent, opening a new field for the purpose. They
thought to save in large piers by large bricks, but
when the bricks were made and they got the

working drawings they found latter marked for

thickness of piers—e.g., ' pier seven bricks

thick.' The engineer insisted on having his

number of bricks, so .that the piers were built

thicker than need be, while the work of the men
was retarded and made more expensive by
handling bricks too large and of too great
weight." In a postscript Mr. Harri.son added :

" Since writing I have seen suggested sizes -iSjin.

more each way than my figures. These would
leave too tight a joint in heart of wall between
stretchers ; this joint should not be less than |in.

It is alw.ays difficult to get it rtu.shed in ; but a

brick to be used only for facing may be -Ain.,
or even I'm., more than my figures, so as

to get a neat joint, and because, being more
square and trim on its surface, loss allowance hits

to be made for inequalities. . . There is the
difficulty of making London stocks and true-
shaped facing bricks of the same dimensions;
there might be a rule that the latter .should be

thicker in each dimension by ,\dn., or even jir

—preferably by iVth." Mr. E. Holwill,of Tenr
Chambers, E.C., wrote: "The most simple r:V.

to adopt would be that the size of bricks* should
be such that they should in the work run four to
the yard, and rise four to the foot. The above,
of course, includes joints, and naturally the width
of ,a brick should be half the length les's thickn?.*);
of 'joint. Different classes of brick necessarily
require different thicknesses of joint. Glazed;,
bricks and some classes of facing bricks requirifi
iin. joint, and the sizes of these would be Sjin.f
by 43-in. by 2iin. For bricks that require a jin.

I

joint the sizes would be less by jth—viz., 8fiu.
1
by 4jin. by 2fin."
Mr. Joblin, as a brickmaker, said he should

stoutly oppose the proposal to fix an absolute size

j

for bricks. No one could tell exactly how much
j

contraction would take place in the burning, and
a verj- considerable variation in size must be
sanctioned. In reply to the Ch;iirman, he ad-
mitted that a very larg ; proportion of the bricks

I turned out of a given kiln would be pretty uniform.
He would suggest a range in sizo of from Sjin.
to as much as 9i'i;in. in length, and in width a
play of, say, Jin. He believed brick man\ifac- .;

hirers would give very little help to a joint com-
mittee who sought to regulate sizes, as the
maker's only object was to sell as many bricks as

possible.

Mr. H. W. Richards, of the Xorthern Poly-
technic, .said the actual dimensions of the brick
mattered little ; the chief object of the committee
should be to secure a constant relation in the pro-

portions of length to width, so as to allow ot ^
accurate bonding. They all knew that in the ^
North of England the bricks used were much ^
thicker, and were larger in each dimension than J
those in the South. The splay often seen at one |
end of the brick occasioned great practical diffi-

culty in laying, and he would ask the makers i

present whether it was not possible to avoiil vi

splayed ends altogether in moulded bricks. [Jlr.

.

Searles AVood reminded the speaker that every
brick had one splayed and one square end.] Mr.
Richards added that they all knew this, but was
it necessary to continue to make bricks so 'r He.'
believe 1 it was needless. As for the uniform

'

standarl vi size, he feared it would never come >

about : but it would be a great advance to obtain

a settled relation between length and width, or,

in other words, between headers and .stretchers.

To obtain a uniform thiijcness would be a very

expensive matter, and less urgent.

Mr. J. C. Hill, of Fletton, President of the

Clayworkers' Institute, could understand that

there was great variation in the dira3nsions of

stock or " slop-made " bricks, on .account of the

varying quantity of wsiter used, and the changing
proportions of dirt and ashes ; but there was lcs>

trouble with the machine-made or Fletton bricks,

as less moisture was used, and the material was
more uniform. But there was even with Fictions

a certain variation in size, on account of the

wearing of boxes and the reduction of dies. A
maker who had 30 boxes would repair or replace

a few of them at a time, and there was necessarily

some variation in size between a brick turned out

by a new and by a well-worn box. The com- •

mittee should decide on nn absolute dimension, fi

and leave manufacturers to devise means to meet j

I

lid I
iff
He?

refuse to comply with the requirements ; but

they did so they would lose their customers. He
should have pleasure in bringing the subject before^

the Clayworkers' Institute, and in arranging fori

a meeting to discuss it. 1

Blr. George Wragge, of Messrs. Eastwoods.j
Ltd.,chaij'man otthe Kent Brick Makers' Associa-<

tion, protested, as one of the largest manufacturers

of stock bricks, against Mr. Hill's contcmptuoir

reference to " slop bricks." Sand-made bricks

—such as his firm made—were not "slop-''

moulded." As to the sizes of bricks, he had^,

seen samples from l.jin. to 4in. in thickne.ss,
''

and varnng in length up to l-)in. Themanu-'
facturers were quite prepared to make any sized

brick that was required if thebuilders were willing

to pay for it ; but too many engineers specified

the very best materials and work, and offered

the Tery lowest price. Some went so far as

to specify a "sound well-lnirnt brick," adding
that it must also be of " a golden tint in colour."

They would not get both, for the golden-tinted

brick was not well burnt. It might be laid down
as an axiom that the further south one went the

smaller was the brick used. The very smallest

he had seen in Europe were in Italy, where they

ran to 2jin. in thickness, whereas in Scotland
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the thickness was 3'.in. In ;m\' common agree-

ment as to size it could he made clear whether it

applied all round to shippei-s as well as to golden-

toned bricks. The most convenient standard

length woidd be from Xjin. to S;in.

Jlr. Bernard J. Uioksee, A.K.l.H.A., a member
of the comKiittee, said Ihey recommended a length

of Oji"-. "s they were noi likely to get any more
bricks laid in aday if the size were reduced than

if they specified larger bricks, though, as a matter

of fact, a uniform length of Uin. centre to centre

of joint would give architects far less trouble in

calculating dimensions of buildings. Surely the

var\'ing junoimt of contraction was ncit an in-

superable obstacle to securing a standard size, for

by a few experiments a brickmaker could soon
ascertain the amount of contraction that would
result in burning from a given proportion of

u:ixture in the material, and proportion his

moulds accordingly.

Jlr. S. E. Collier, of Heading, thought it would
te very desirable that brickmakers should come
to an agreement among themselves as to the
standards of sizes to be adopted for bricks through-
out the country, and, speaking as a maker of

ornamental bricks, he felt it was most imi>ortant

that all bricks should be of one size. The width
of a brick ought to be rather less than half the
length to .allow of good bond.

Mr. tJoodenough, of tlittingbournc. believed
that standardisation of bricks was practic;dly an
impo.ssibililv on account of the varieties of earths
employed in bricknuiking—the proportion of

Stiung and mild earths employed and the propor-
tion of water mixed with the stuff all afteeted the
sizes of the burnt jiroducts. In fact, in dealing
with so cheap and widespread a commodity as
brick-earth, they could not come to so close a

calculation as to absolutely iix a standard of

dimensions, and there was a vast difference in the
amount of he«t applied. If engineers and archi-
tects were going to specify an absolute standard
ol size, they must be prepared to pay a price
nhieh would allow for throwing out all bricks
which were too large or too small.

The Chaiiinan thought there would be hardlv
any difference on the abstract question that it

was desirable to establish a standard size for
bricks, and he believed that once this was agreed
upon, every manufacturer would do his best to
come into line with the general requirement in the
majority of prod\icts from I'lamps and kilns. He
would formally propose that such a standard was
desirable, and that the representatives of the

|

several brickmaking associations, whom he was
glad to see present that afternoon, be asked to
c iivene meetings of the bodies they represented

nd delegates to act on the joint committee.
Ir. H. W. Richards seconded the motion.

-Ir. Bates, teacher of bricklaying at the
Northampton and Chelsea Institutes, said, as a
practical bricklayer, the main thing to settle was
the relative proportions of length to breadth. It

was not the fact that the largest bricks were the
most quickly laid. He had had much experience
in bricklaying in America and in many parts of
England, and he would say. Do not make "the bricks
larger, but rather snialler than the suggested
standard. The stieteher should be twice the
length of the width of header, plus one mortar
joint to make a sound bond. ?Ie did not think
the joint committee had sufficiently considered
how these suggested dimensions would work out
in practice, in the matter of proportioning length
to breadth. Rough bricks needed twice as wide
joints 88 smooth-faced ones.

3Ir. J. C. Hill added that a weight -carrying
brick for inside use ought to be smaller than
bricks used for facing purposes, to which a fine
joint was given. There should be a standard size
for facers, and a slightly smaller size for insides.

Mr. A. .Saxon .Snell, F.R.I.Ii.A., thought Mr.
Hill's suggestion just made a retrograde one. <Jf

course, if work was carried out in cement, the
varj-ing sizes of insides and facers would matter
little ; but if work was carried out in mortar,
there would inevitably be settlement's and cracks
if the inside bricks were smaller than the facings.
He would specify all joints to be of the same
thickness.

Jlr. Charles Grucher ui-ged th.at a fair allow-
ance for shi-inkage should be made, as variation
in sizes was unavoidable with stocks and siniilarly
made bricks.

' A builder present said the variations in sizes
were over-estimated by lirickTuakers. It should

. be remembered that millions of bricks were made
[.
and sold which went into buildings for which no

^ architect's specifications were drawn up. The

pressure that could be brought to bear on the

brick manufacturers by the architects and engi-

neers was as notliing to that which could be

exerted by builders arul I'Ontractors.

Jlr. Blizard inquiitd whether the joint com-
mittee propiised to adopt one standard of size for

the whole kingdom, or a number of variations, to

suit trade in different lo<'alities i' The differences

in individual kilns and clamps due to shrinkage
were slight compiired to those due to variations

between the sizes adopted in the North and South
of Kngland.
Mr. Searles-Wood rejilied that it was proposed

to adopt a uniform standard for all work,
.\nother brickmakm' asked. In that ease who

was to come up and who was to go down !' Were
the Northern makers pi-epared to reduce the

dimensions of their bricks, or were the Southern
men to enlarge their sizes r

Mr. J. E. Hill: The whole question hangs on
the answer to this question.

The C'haimian said the question was obviously

one to be settled by the joint committee, and he
trusted the brick manufacturers of all districts

would be fairly represented on that body.

Jlr. Smart, of Nottingham, supported the reso-

lution, remarking that a wire-cut brick could be

made to any desired size. He and other makers

in the North Jlidlands were now making a

smaller brick than in former years, and, if it were
desired, there would be no difficult}- in reducing

their sizes to those adopted in the South,

The Chairman then put the resolution, which
was unanimously adopted, and the meeting ter-

minated.

THE OWNERSHIP OF THE HIGHWAY.
AI'APER bearing the above title was read at

the meeting of. the Surveyors' Institution

held on Jlonday evening last by Jlr. Clavell

Salter, barrister-at-law, who said that the large

area of land occupied by the highways had long

been the subject of special legislation. The
rights of the public over it were jealously

guarded, while the rights of the owner of the soil

had been from time to time restricted. The
author proposed to deal only with the public

highway as distinct from those private roads

which were used cither by reason of occupa-

tion or by pemiission of the owner. The
expression " private street " was common
in many modern Acts of Parliament : but
such a street was private only in the sense that

its maintenance and repair were in private hands.

It was in effect a highway over which the public

had a right to pass. The simplest and most
ancient foiin of highway was the footpath—the

right of public passage on foot only ; the next the

driftway or bridlepath ; and lastly the full high-

way, with complete right of public passage in

any manner. With few exceptions, all highways
had their origin in dedication by the owner of

the soil of a right of passage over his land. In

the case of highways which have existed from
time imm^orial, the law assumed such a dedi-

cation. Dedication, although a gift to the jieople,

was a gift with limitations. A highway need not

be fenced by the owner of the soil ; it might
under certain circumstances be periodically

ploughed up ; but if once it were dedicated, the

owner could not derogate from his grant. In the

absence of express enactment, the property in the

soQ of a highway rested •with the former owner.
In the ease of highways of remote antiquity, it

was presumed that the property in the soil vested

in the ow'ners of the adjoining land, the dividing

line being the middle of the road. When in a

conveyance of property it is described as being-

bounded by a highway, the presumption is that

the conveyance p;xsses the property <id medium
Jilum rifc, although the measmcments and plans

do not distinctly show this. A striking instance

of this w.as afforded by a ease in which a

waggon .standing on the highway .adjoining a

certain farm was seized by the landlord for

arreas of rent as a chattel on the demised Land.

which was presumed to extend to the middle of

the highway. Where a highway nms between
inclosed lands the law assumed that the whole
width from hedge to hedge was dedicated,

although only a strip in the middle might be
metalled. The origin of most wastes was probably

the lea^-ing by the owner of a strip between the

highway and his fence, over which the right of

deviation when the ro,ad was foundrous might be
exercised. As to the rights of the owner of the

soil, the author laid it down that the owner
could use and enjoy his property in any way n o

inconsistent with the public right of passage. The
trees and herbage on the highwaybelonged to him,

and he could let the right of pasturage. He could

resist encroachment, could remove anything not

necessarj- to the public right of passagi% could

excavate under the road, make tuniuls, take

minerals, and object to the ereelicm of posts on,

or the caiTying of wires over, the road or the

wastes. He might plough across a footpath that

was usually ploughed ; and it had l)een decided

! that the repairing of a footpath of the kind with

i materials which made ploughing imixissible was

a trespass. The cases of "Reg v. Pratt" and
" HaiTison v. Rutland" both decided that the

highway could only bo used for the U'gitimale

pui-poee of passing over it, and " Hickman v.

JIaisey " went even further, and decide<l tl .fthe

public road could not be taken advantage of to .>ver-

look premises to the detriment of their usefulnc'ss

for a special purpose. Special Acts gave telegraph

and gas and water companies the right to excavate

and lay pipes or erect posts, &e., but no one,

whether individual or public authority, had any
right, without statutory permission, to do any-

thing on a highway beyond merely p:issing over

!
it. In the -Metropcjlis there were special con-

' ditions—for instance, where cellars ran under

highways, the surface belonged to the local

authority, but the adjoining owner possessed and
m\i8t maintain the subjacent structure. If

spaces, such as are frequently seen in London
streets, in front of business premises, often

a little higher than the rest of the footway, or

having gi-atings lighting basement windows, had

not been dedic-ated, they remained the property of

the occupier, and were repair.able by him, the

presumption being that in many eases they

occupied the site of what were originally areas.

A highway authority could, by virtue of its

statutory powers, set up such poles, &c., as were

necessary for electrically lighting the road, and

could give permission to a gas company to lay

mains ; but it had no power to allow a private

company to put down pipes for its private use

(see " Salt Union v. Harvey "1. Jlr. Salter gave

a number of cases in which the question of the

ownership of the soil of a highway had been

raised, and came to the conclusion that the sole

property vested in the adjoining owner or owners,

subject to the statutory powers of right of passage

i or of excavation conferred by .\et on public

I

bodies, and to the ordinary right of passage over

the siu-face which by common law the public

possessed, A discussion followed, in which

Messi-s. Howard JIartin, C. Bidwell, A. J'ernon,

H, Chatfeild Clarke, A. JI. Brown, G. Martin,

J. H. Sabin, and the president took part.

OBITUARY.
The death is announced of Jlr. Jonx .Jajif.s

Thomson, architect, of St. James's Square, S.W.,

who was elected Associate of the Royal Institute

of British Architects in 1864, Fellow "in 1898, and

was recently transferi-ed to the class of Retired

Fellows. Jlr, Thomson held for many years the

office of superintending surveyor to the Board of

Agriculture.
1 ^ I

—

CHIPS.

The search for a site tor the Birmingham crema-

torium has at length been rewarded with success,

and the directors, after many rebuffs, have pur-

chased a plot of land on the Bii-miugham and
! Walsall road, opposite a corner of Perry Hall Park,

(ienenil Calthorpe's residence, and twenty minutes'

I

drive from Witton Cemetery. Mr. F. B. Osborn,

j
r.E.I.B.A., Birmingham, will be the architect of

I the buildings, and Mr. J. E. Willcox, M.I.C.E.,

I engineer for the construction of the furnace.

! The Housing of the Working Classes was the

j

subject of a conference of Metropolitan Borough
Councils held on Mondiiy at Islington. A resolution

was passed advocating an uuderstandmg with the

I London County CouncU so as to avoid dual coutrol

in dealing with the question.

An important picture sale took place at Christie's

I on Saturday, when 114 lots from various sources

I
reabsed £4()",291. A landscape by Hobbeni;i brought

9,400 guineas ; a portrait of Mrs. Crespigny, by

Romney, .'5,600 guineas ; a. portrait of Mrs. Hallam,

by Gainsborough, 1,781) guineas; a poi-tr.ait of Mrs.

Wiliett, by Sir .Toshua Reynolds, 1,620 guineas; a

portrait by Murillo of himself, 2,7'20 guineas ; a por-

trait of Admiral De Hoche-Pied, by B. Van der

Heist, 1,900 guineas; a portrait of Jacquehne de

Bourgoyne, by J. de Mabuse, 2,400 guineas ; and a

portrait of ./. Musters, by Sir Joshua Rejmolds,

1,600 guineas.
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UOW 'j'(
1 ESTIMATE ; OU, THE ANALYSIS

OF BUILDERS' PKICES.—V.

John T. Re.\, F.8.T., Surveyor, War Bept.

KXCAVATOll,

'j^lIE following memoranda will be found
_L m< lispensable : :

—

lACAOlTY OK CARTS, ETC.

An ordinaiT one-horse cart, tift. lonp bv
Sift, wide bv 2ift. deep, will hold
4o cubic feet, or 1* s cubic yui*ds.

A builder's curt will hold of earth, sand,
rubbish, &c 1 „ „

tumbrel, or tipping curt IJ „ ,,

dobbin, or three-wheel, cart ^ „ „
earth or tip waffiron. lai-ge, heaped.. 3 „ „

tiUed to
. vel of side.* 21 „ ,.

An earth ur tip waggon, Huall, heaped .. 2| „ ,,

„ mied to
levelofsides 2 „ ,f

A wheelbarrow, na\Tj''s (.large) will hold
SObncks, or Vio ., ..

,, „ ordinarj- Vu ,, „
lisfht V'ls „ „

A biuskct holds I bushel, or 4.. Vsi ti »»

The averacre earth-waggon holds 50 barrow loads.
A stone tnick, or waggon, holds 3 to 10 tons.
A railwav truck, or waggon (Ifift. long

by7ift. wide bv 3ft. high) 8 „ 10 „
A Thames lighter 90 ,,120 „
A .single lo:id - genemlly speaking, Ic.yd. of 27c.ft., or

21 wtnked busliefo.

A double load = generally .speaking, 2c.yd. of 54c. ft., or
42 striki-d bushels.

A single lond = genemlly s-peaking, 1 cubic yard of earth,
rubbish, sand, mortar, ic.

,. = geueratly speaking, 1 ton weight of iron,

lead. st4ine. Arc.

= a "hundred" of lime (100 pecks or 25
bushels) = Ic.yd. heaped up.

,, ,, - 5tH> uniinan.' bricks.

„ „ = 400 glazed bricks.

„ ,. = 1,000 plain tiles.

,, ,, - 1.000 Counte:^s slates.

„ ,, = 12 squares of flooring.

M ,, = 50c. ft. of .stiuared timber.

,, „ = 40 „ unhewn timber.

M ,. = 8) ,, light, bulky articles.

.. ,. = 1 butt of wat^r of UKS gallons.

„ ,, = 30cwt. of raoi-tar (Ic.ydO

A striked bushel - l-2Sic.ft., nearly, or ^ji yard cube;
therefore

A cubic yard = 21 sttiked bushels, or 27 heaped bushels,
!

of earth, sand. ^'c.

M ,, = 16 striked bushels of .stone lime.

StonewaiT Drain-lSpes :
—

1 ton = 125 of 4in. pipes in 2ft. lengths

1 ., = SO of 6in. „ ,,

1 ., = 42 of 9m. „ „ ,»

Agricultiu-al Diiiln-Pipes :

—

1,000 of 2 inch pipes weigh 17 to 19 cwt.
,< .. 2.V „ „ ,, 24 to 26 „
» „ 3 „ „ „ 34 to 36 „
.. » 4 „ „ .. 45 to 47 „
„ „ 6 ,, „ „ 100 to 102 „

These prices include labour, material, profit, and cost of all profiles, rods, &c. :

—

E.xcavating, &c.

Dig, throw out. and form surfaces for concrete pacing &c., not ex-

ceeding 12in, in depth per yd. s\iper.

Digging and throwing out over areas above 12in. in depth, including

levelling per yd. cube
Ditto in ti-enches, including levelling bottom, and fixing and remo\ing
shoring &closeplankingwhercrequired, not exceeding 6ft. in depth „

Add foreach additional 6ft. in depth, the lii-st 6ft. being paid for under
last item „

Sjueading and levelling in layei-s not exceeding 12in. deep ,,

Add to last for well i-amming „
Return, fill in any depth, including spreading, levelling, and well
ranuaing, but cxclu-^ive of wheeling or carting (the cubical contents
of cavity filled in to be measuied) „

Fomiing puddlewalls.tillingtocotferdams, &c., with clay wellrammed
in 9in. hiyers, and well worked

,

Labour only to ditto „
Clay, tampered and laid Gin. deep and puddled per yd. super.
Covering banks or slopes with vegetable earth in layers not exceeding

6in. deep „
Tui-fing, including turf „

Made
Ground.

s. d.

3\

6i

8

3

2J
4

6

Common
Oround.

s. d.
4

4

3
4

2
1 3

or . .
,.-

lalk ;- '^— ;: f..n

6

EEMOVING.

Wheeling or remo\'ing stuff from excavations, in addition to foregoing items, not exceeding 20
yards, including tilling the barrows, &c., and depositing stuff (solid contents of ground) ...per yd. cube £0

Add for wheeling or removing every additional 20 yai-ds. up to 100 yards from starting point ,,

Basketing earth or rubbish of any kind, as from the inside to the outside of a building, any floor... „
Remove not exceeding 1 furlong, including filling the carts or waggons, and depositing or shooting ,,

Add for every additional furlong „
Carting rubbish and finding a shoot, not exceeding 1 mile „

„ ,, „ „ for everj" additional mile „
Loading or unloading bar^s or boats placed alongside, the material being delivered within 10

yai-ds of the side of barge per ti)n

Removing by barges or boats at a distance of 1 mile or under ..

Add for every- additional mile, or part of a mile, beyond the first

Hoi"se. cart, and dnver {10 hours at Is. per hour)

SIXKING WELLS AND BORING.

per day 10

Weight of Earths, Rocks, &c. :—

Ic.yd. of common earth weighs 24cwt.
„ top soil „ 20 „
*. chiy „ 27 „
,, mud „ 25 „

diysand „ 22 „
,, wet sand „ 30 „
„ sandy loam „ 24 „
„ gravel „ SO,,
,. chalk „. .35 „
,, sandstone

,, 38 „
., limestone.

,, 40 „
„ .shale . „ 40 ,,

„ ijuartz „ 41 ,,

., granite .. „ 42 „
M trap . 42 „

slate , ., 43 „

And:
24c. ft. of earth . w<_igh 1 ton

1 M32 „ earth mould
18 „ clav

,. 1 ,

19 ,. marl .. i .,

20 ,, river .sand ... ., I „'

21 „ pit sand .. i ,,

21 „ loam ., 1

19 „ gravel .. i ]]

24 ,, .shingle ,, ,. 1 i,

22.. Thames ballast „ 1 „
15 „ chalk

;, 1 \\

29,, chalk in lumps , . „ i „

left, of P.(;. concrete, G broken brick, 1
-sjind, and 1 cement weighs 1201b.

left, of P.C. concrete, C broken stone, 1
sand, and 1 cement „ 1301b.

left, of P.C. concrete, 6 broken ballast, 1
sand, and 1 cement

Sinking for wells of any diameter, including all timbering, tackle, &c., keeping
out water, and moving the stuff to any distance not exceeding 50 yai-ds, for any
depth not exceeding 20ft per yd. cube

Ditto exceeding iO and not exceeding 30ft. deep „
30 ., „ 40 „

„ ,. 40 „ „ 50 „ ,,

Boring for water, &c., through earth, clay, or gi'avel (including removing the
stuff, not exceeding .50 yardsl, for any depth not exceeding 20ft per foot run

Ditto below 20 and not exceeding 40ft. deep „
40 „ „ 60 „
fiO „ „ 81 .. „
80 „ „ 100

Earth Clavj
or Gravel. 1

s. a.

2 9
3 4
3 11 1

i «
1

Boring Only.

4m. 6in

CO.NCUETE WOKK.

Concrete to bo eomiiosed of clean fresh- water

ballast, or pit-s;ravel, T\-ith such n proportion of

sand as will fill the intersticea between the coarse

stuff, ^^•hich must not be larger than Ijin. ,t?auge.

The proportions to ho 1 part lime or cement to

porous material, such as hard-burnt bricks, &c.,

broken to pass a fin. gauge. For fine stuff,

smith's ashes may be used, but not sand, and this

must not e.Kceed one-third of the whole. Concrete

to be deposited into position, laid to current, anda

HOlb.

Water :
-

1 t^llon of water = 101b.
'

" " = G2.Ub.1ft. cuhe
i 1 ton ()f water
1 "

I
I .,

soft, cube
..

--f- -,
I

- " " - ^-'i'^- ™'"^
l"- .. .. = lilffiil.

I

I „ „ = 22lgnl.

Proportion of Increase in Bulk of Earth, &c., when
*?xcavated and thmi\-n int-j a loose heap ;

—

Earth and clay
i^and and giiivel
itoad metiil

Before Digging. When Dug.
1 li
1 IVw
1 ii/j

Chalk, depending on size of pieces 1 li
Rock, ditto 1 ij

Natural Slopes of Earths from the Horizontal :—
TomiMct earth

. 50» angle of repose.
Vegetable earth .

34"' „
Tj^jamy eartli .. 40* „
Clay, dry ., 45' „Oay w.-t l.y ,.

.Sand, fine dr>- 3.1'

.Sand, ordinarj' 22' ,*,

Ctravel 40"
Sbinflc .r.!'!l!!'..!.!.".. 86' ',', ','.

Description.

Foimdations for walls. &e., straight or circular on plan ... per yd. cube
Above foundations, underpinning, retaining walls. &c „
Blocks of such size and rectangtilar shape as may be ordered,
and set in Portland cement I including moulds „

Foundations for pa%nng, Are., 4in. thick peryd.sup.
,, „ „ Gin. „ ' „

Floating surfaces of concrete and bringing to a fair face
Add for work if executed between high and low water mark,
including protection against the tides per yd.

Concrete composed of 1 part Portland cement to 6 parts broken
.stone, and 2 pails sand

cube

Grey or
best local

Stone
Lime.

s. d.

9 4
10 5

1 4

1 10
2 8
3 2

5

Hydraulic
or Blue

LiasLime.

s. d.
10
11 1

Port-
land

Cement.

8. d.

14 3
15

22 6
2
2 n
.S «
4 fi

9

3

IG 2

Add for h
ing each li

beyond the
first lOtt.

s. d. 4
1

1 (i

4i
a

foxcuETn ri.oous Axn itooi's.

6 of the foregoing aggregate, and the concrete to

be deposited steadily, and beaten down in layers
not wceceding l'2in. thick. The following prices

include mixing, wheeling, depositing, and
ramming.
The concrete for floors, pavenumts, and roofs

to be in the proportion of 1 part Portland cement
to 4 parts aggi-egate, which is to be some ajiproved

rammed. Concrete under hoai-ded floors, tile

paving, &c., to be as above dcsciibed, but in th'

])roportion of 1 part Portland cement to T) part

aggregate, which, after being deposited, is to b'

leveUod and beaten down with wooden beater

untilit becomes pulpy and the "fat" or comen
portion is brought to the surface, which is thei

to be floated to a fair face.

HWii
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Description.
Material ' Ad<iforh(»isting
and eaeh 10ft. beyond

Labour. tlie first 10ft.

.•oncreto floor as above desciibed, 4in. thick, laid complete per yd. sup.
Mncrete roofs ,, „ „ ,. „
Vdil for each inch in thickness above 4in „
\.iM if surface is finished with jminite siftings. Mn. tliick „
\ii.l to fifkors or roofs wlun the underside is exposed, and rendei-ed fair vith
lime i>utty for limewhitinjr i,

onerete htxl under W(x>den floors, ground level, as described, 4in. thick „
hjisos left in flooi-s or roofs for expansion by inseiling battena, including use
of ^inie, fixing and rerao^-ing, and filling up cavity with concrete, and
uuikinjr puod siirf;icc alter removing battens ^ per ft. nin

Fonnjng channel m concrete floore or roofs, not exceeding 6in. girt ,,

P.xtra to fanning -tin. projection to Gin. flat concrete rooi and throating on
underside ,,

d.

6
4

3~

s. d.
1

2
0>

*i
•J

•>1

:i

8

DILUXAGE.

>i\Kn, .IOINTET> IX TEMENT l.N LI UlNU tUli

Descripticm. 4in.

ilazf-d stoneware awkcted drain-pipes, laid and jointed in cement, in- s. d.
I liiiiin^ digging trenches in common ground, average 3ft. to invert, and '

L' m and ramming per ft. run ' 10
' laid in cement concrete, 6 to 1, concrete bed being l*2in. wider

i

' pipes ,. 5

-^T'NEW.VUE UB^lN-l'IPK^i AND CONNEOTIOXtf, I.OXUOS MAKE, ALL SKT AXl> JolNTEI» l.N CKMKST l_EXCLt'SIVE
OF DIGOING).

Description.

•eketL'^l pjjx\s laid and jointed in cement..... per
- •-•xtra only over coPt of pipes
^li'xrcs ,, „ „ „
IIS. single ,, „
;is double „ „ „
-iphon, without cleaning eye, and set in cement -

Mpbon, with .. .. „
litf." " Buchiin's." or similar ti-ap

. [uare or nmnd, for yards. i:c. „ ,,

i/ed stoneware straight channel pipes for manholes, bedded in
:*, iu enncrt'te bottom of nKinhole per
Idc ditto, fiat sweep, and ditto

ft. run
each

ft. run
each

\^cultiiral or ungU/^Kt earthenwai-e di-.iin-pipes, laid complete (ex-
clusive of digging), in I2in. lengths ..peryd. i-un

9in,

d. s. a. s. d.
K 9 1 2

6 9i
6 on 1 7

•

G 11 I 7
« 1 4i 2 3.^

« 4 7 •/,

2 4 8 S n
1

7 6 -
!

4 6 6

1' 4

3 8

5nd?* of diuin-pipes made good to down
pijK-s, pits «c., includiu^ cuttinf? and
cement cuch £0 !l

rvitchcn sink, "Jft. t;in. bv 1ft. Sin. by 4in.
deep, uf vitrifiixl wilt-^la/ed stoneware,
with outlet-hole, and set in cement „ S rt

^nins fp^^und not excetsiing 3ft. deep.
and breakin;; up drain for conneetinir
branch of new to old drain and eonnect-
ini; new drain, and make good in cement,
till :ind ram ground, and make good stir-

face ,, 7
it. tteoige's, Han.iver-stjiiare, vestry rate
for ainnecting 6in. drain with sewer, in-
serting flap-trap and two lengths of pipe
',the builder dig^ and tills in) ,, 15

Oniin-pipes and connections taken up,
cle;ined. and stacked perft.inm 1

iUTEltlALS.

{Supplied on/i/.)

GL.UED STOXEW ARE DRAIX-PIPES, ETC.

Prices aie for best quality London make after
licduoting trade disiount, which is 45 per cent.
tor 4in. and 6in, pipes, 40 per cent, for 9in. pijjes,

md 35 per cent, for TJin, jujMis. " Selected "

pilxs can be obtained at an increase of 10 per
cent., and '* selected and tested" at .an increase
of 25 per cent, above the rates given below.
Midland district prices 5 to 10 per cent, less.

Cement, Portland, including use of bags,
I'.C per bushel

Ditto, per b.ag weighing 2cwt., and eon-
tiiming *2 bushels each

Ditto, ditto, 2iX1lb., containing 2 centals . . „
Ditto, delivered in l,ondon per ton of 10
bags ;2cwt. each)

,

Clay, clean yellow, for puddle walls, &c.
per yd. cube

Earth, drj- vegetable, and carting to spot
required „

Gravel, clean, best local „
Lime, including use of bags, unslaked,

ground tine, stone, grey Dorking, .per bushel
M ,) „ „ „ per yd. cube
„ „ lias, Lyme Regis perbushel
»» M M „ „ per yd. cube
„ ., .. „ „ per ton

white chalk perbushel
Grinding lump lime, labour only - . .per yd. cube
Rubbish, h.ard dry, or broken bricks, in-
cluding delivery *

Stone, broken to 2in. gauge for concrete... ,,

Breaking old bricks into 2in. cubes for con-
crete, packing, &:c.,hand labouronly „

Breaking Kentish rag or limestone, do. do. „
„ „ „ machine

labour only
Sand, pit or river, clean sharp, unwashed „

f» « „ „ washed...
,« „ „ washing, laboin- only. „
„ „ „ screening „ ... „

sea, washed and dried ,

4

3 8

8}
11

10
12 6

1 .5

7}
10

3 G
4 6

1 3

2 G

Description

.

4in.

foot run
each

riain sockct'-tl i>iiRs, in 2ft, lengths .. per
Bend-<. plain socket

;

Taper pieces, plain socket .. .,,
'.'..'""".['."','.'.

Junetions, single ,, ,,

double „ !;,;;;;!,!;;;!;!!!!;;!!!;;;!
"

Traps, siphon, without cleaning eye ;

**

„ ,, with „ ...

"

"Bejincliff," "Buchan's," or similar tnip "
IViips, square or round, for yards, &c. .

.....'...,'".'.'.."„]
*'

Tnm LTatines for gully-traps '.,."'.
'*

Drain-mouth traps, with groimd surface and G.l. flaps ".'.'.'.'.'J.'.'.'.

"

Salt-trlazed stoneware stiaight channel-pipes for manholes per foot'run
Bends for ditto, flat s^"e';p each

Agi-icultural or unglazed earthenware drain-pipes, in 12in. lengths, per thousand

9. d.

3J
1l|

1 1
1 1
1 8
1 11
2 5

2in.

s. a.

5

3 10
6 4

3in.

33 60

9in.

s. a.

8}
2 IJ
2 10
2 10
4 25
6 O"

6 7

s. d.

1 2!
3 7'

4 ft

4 9
7 2
9 U

10 5

9
4
7 10
1 6
4 6

Gin.

210

Kitchen 'sink, 2ft. Gin. by 1ft. Sm. by lin. £ s. d.
deep, of A-itrified saltp-glazed stoneware,
with outlet-hole e,nch 6 6

lion covei>, for manholes, Jones' patent
double air-tight, 28in. by 20in., painted „ 2 19

Ditto, ditto. CTilvanised 4 7
Ashe<, smith's forge per bushel 3.1

S 'H"**' Si™* '^'^J- peryd.cube 4 6"

Ballast, Thames . ...,.- 4 6

Shingle, clean „
Water, clean, fresh, including deliveiy
under one mile per ton of 224 gal.

Water, clean, fi-esh, supplied by East Lon-
don "WaterCompany . . .per yd', cube of concrete

"Wages, excavators per hour
„ laboui*er's, „
„ bricklayer's

{To be continued.)

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
A One-Sii)EI> Xew Street.—The Proi'i;kty E.x-

CHASGE (XO. 1.) v. THE WAXIISWOIiTH IjOAfiD Of
WoBKS.—Iu the King's Bench Division on tlie ISth.
inst., tlie Lord Chief Justice and Mr, Justice Law-
rence gave judgment in an appeal by case stnted
from the order of a Metropolitau police magistnite
ordering the appellants to pay to the respondeut-
thc sum of £(iU Us. :5d., the auiouiit of the expenses
apportioned to them of paving an alleged new street
called Totterdowm (on tlie north side thereof).
Tooting. Tottcrdown is a roadway leading out of
High-street, Tooting, and running in an easterly
direction. For many ye:u"S prior to 1S.55 it "was a

fomied road, lOft. wide, used for wheel and foot

traffic, and led into meadows open only to toot
passengers. It was a public thorouj'lifare, antl has
l)een repaired since 1S55 by the board. On the south
side of tlie roadway is a row of houses, whieli have
been built some "5 yeai"S. In 189S the roadway was
widened to 40ft., and a new street, known :us St.

Cyprian-sti'eet, w.is made, running into Totterdowr-
from the north, and the lands on the north side ot

Totterdown were laid out for building. TIk
premises now on the north side of Totterdo^vii

included the Hanking wall of the premises owned by
the api)ellants, known as 2'.), St. Cyprian-street, a
Hanking wall, a yard and premises, and a pa-ssage

entmnce to the rear of houses in High-street. In
April, 1S99, the board resolved to pave Totterdown
from High-sti'eet toapoint 3!0ft, e;ist and to charge
the expenses upoii the owniers of property abutting
thereon. The aiiportioument was resisted by tV.f

owner of the houses on the south side, and thesura-
mons issued against him was dismis.sed on the ground
th.at the southern side of Totterdowni was an old

street, and that it could not therefore be treated as

a new street. The board then passed a fresh reso-

lution ordering tliat " a certain new street, situate

and being Totterdown, on the north side thereof "

lie paved so as to make it confonn to the adjoining
part of the existing caniageway, ami that the esti-

mated expenses of such paving be apportioneil and
charged on the owniers of the houses fonniug and
the land bounding or abutting on such new street.

Under tliis resolution the exjienses were apportioned
,

imioug the o\mers of property on the north side ot

Totterdown only. It was contended on behalf of

the appellants that the portion of Totterdown pro-
posed to be adopted was not a new sti-eet within
section 105 of the Metropolis Management Act, and
Sections 77 and 11'2 of the Metropolis Management
Act Amendment Act, 18G2, and that the resolution

of the board was invalid, and, further, that the
apportionment was bad, inasmuch as the owners on
the south side of the roadway were not made con-
ti-ibutories. Themagistiute held that the portion

of the roadway ordered to be paved was a new
sti'eet, and that the resohitiou and apportion-
ment were valid. Mr. Richards, for the appel-

lants, contended that, having regard to the
fact that 16ft. of roadway was an old sbeet,

the whole must be treated as an old street,

citing " Richards v. Kessick," " "White v. Vestry
of Fulham,'' and *' ClerkenweU "\'estry v. Edmoud-
son " (1901). He also contended that, as regards

the new portion of the roadway, the frontagers on
both sides should have been charged. He cited

""Vestry of Mile End v. Guardians of "Whitechapel,"
"Vestry of Padflingtou v. North Metropolitan-

Railway Co." (1S94), " Clacton Local Board v.

"Voung" (1895). Mr. Miittinson, K.C. (with whom
was Mr. J. C. Earle), for the respondents, contended
that the strip of land 24ft. wide added to the

roadway in 1898 was a new street, and that the

owners of property on the north side only were,
therefore, liable to contribute to the expense of

jiaving it. The Court dismissed the .appeal. The
Lord Cliief Justice said that there was a good deal

to be said for the view that, where a road was so

altered that practically a new street was made out
of what was an old highway, it might not be un-
reasonable to treat it as a new street as to the
whole ; but the decisions were too strong for that

view to be taken. Ic was not disputed th,at where
premises fronted on a new sti'eet, then, though the
paving was onl}- as to part of the street, the
frontagers on both sides of the sti'eet were charge-
able. That w.as decided in ** Vestry of Mile End v.

Guardians of Whitechapel." But Mr. Mattinson
contended that where there was .a highway andi
new part is added to it by the frontagers of one
side, then that part was the new street and not the
whole roadw.ay. His lordship was of opinion that
he was right, having regard to the authorities. He
thought that the learned magisb-ate was right in

following the authorities, and that the added piece

was a new street. Mr. Justice Lawrance concurred.

LiABUJTY FOE Delays by Sue-Contractoes.—
Lesue axb Co. (ltd.) v. TirE Managees of the
Meteopolitan Asylum District.—In the Court of

Appeal, on Monday, the Master of the Rolls and
Lords Justices Collins and Romer gave judgment in

an appeal of Messi-s. Leshe and Co., Ltd., from the-

judgment of the Divisional Court (Mr. Justice

Bigham and Mr. Justice PhiUimore) reversing an,

order made by Mi-. Pollock, one of the Official

Referees, repoi-ted in the Building News of April 6^
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1900, p. 474, Vol. LXXATII. A contract was
entered into t*tween the plaintiffs, Messrs. Leslie
and Co., Ltd., and the defendants for the erection
of au infectious fevers hospital at Hither Green,
Lewisham. A jrreat part of the work had been let

out to suli-conti-actors, including Messrs. Doulton,
of Lambeth, and Messrs. Barry and Sous, of West-
minster. The question was, \A*ho was to \te resjwn-
siblo for alleKed delay on the ])art of these sub-con-
tractors 'r liie contract provided that the plaintiffs

should, at their- own cost, execute "the works"
shown on the plans, including chimney-stacks and
heating apjKiratus. The time in which the work

Illicit CoiDnssioxs. — At the Conw.iy County-
coui*t, on April _'>, Meys:-s. Jones and Sou, plum)'er.s,

Conway, sued Hugh Abnim, miller, Gj-ffiu, Con-
way, for the recovery of £73 for material and
lal>our in resjiect of two houses which the defendant
erecte<l at Conway. The action was remitted from
the High Court. Mr. Bliss HUl (Coln-jii Bay)
appeared for the ithiintiifs, and Mr. James Porter
defended. Mr. Bliss Hill stated that Messrs. Jones
and .Son contracted for the plumbing work of the

houses wliich in 1894 Mr. Abram was erecting in

Caduant Park for Mr. J. W. Hiighes for £178. A
sum of V2i wtis incmTed additional to the estimate.

w;is to be completed was two years, and the price Edward Lloyd Jones, of the iirm of Jones and Sou,
to be paid was t''Jin,688. 'llie contract pro- gave evidence. He stated tliat some time after the
vided for the retention by the defendants of
£10,000 as security for its due jierformance.
.\lteratious and omissions from the sjKH'ifications

were to lie allowed and made only on the tlirection in

writing of the architect. Among tlie works to be
erected were -9 chimney-stacks, and with reference
to them a con-espondence took place between Mr.
Kdwin T. Hall. F.K.I.B.A., the ai-chitcct of the

defendants, and Messrs. Doulton, as the result of

which a price of £1:57 10s. foreach stack was named.
The plamtiffs then communicated with Messrs.
Doulton, who undertook to do the necessary work.
Part of the claim iu the action arose from tlie

a'leged delay on the part of Messre. Doulton in

d :)iug this work. A second head of claim arose from

conti-act was entered into Mr. Abram requested him
to make some reductions, in resj^ect of a reduction
in the size of water-taidis and of some water-closets
which would not be required. Witness allowed £14
for these items. In Octolier, IS9.'>, Mr. Abram
complained that the lead piping used was of the
weight of 91b. to the yard instejid of I2lb.,

which he alleged was the weight specified.

He consented to allow 30s. in respect of
that complaint, although he did not consider
himself liable, there having lieeu no sj^ecifica-

tion of the weight except in a marginal note.
The whole work was thoroughly well done, the
usual weight for such piping being 81b. to 9lb. He
had had several promises of pajTnent by the

a sub-contract for the supply of the necessiii-y steam defendant, and had pressed for i>nrficulai"S of objec
and hot-water apparatus. On February 'J a sub-
contract was made between the i>laintiffs and
Messrs. Berry and Sons, by which the latter agreed
to supply tliis apjiaratus for £11,900. It was
alleged that Messi-s. Berry had also heen guilty of
<Ielay in executing this work. Owing to these
alleged delays the plaintiff's could not complete
their works and get the architect's final cer-
tificate and payment accordingly. They there-
fore claimed damages on the footing that there
was an obligation upon the defendants to s^e
that the work was done by the specialists and sub-
contractors within n reasonable time. The claim
was refened to Mr. Pollock, one of the Official

Referees, who considered the contract and
voluminous correspoiulence involved in the case.
Counsel for the defendants contended that they

tions ; but they had not been given. Cross-examined
by Mr. Porter, the witness declared that he only
saw two pages of the specification, which referred
to the work he was to do—and those were only
shown to him for the pui"pose of pricing. A docu-
ment was laid before liim by Mr. Porter ; but he
declared that the two pages dealing with plumbing
and ironmongery were not the same as those he had
worked upon, and contained details not included iu
the pages he saw. Plaintiff was questioned as to
a further concession in price, which it was suggested
he had made, and he denied that he had made any
such concession. A paper, understood to be an esti-
mate by plaintiff', was submitted to him, and he de-
clared that the port on' of it referring to a reduction
of price was not in his handwriting, though the writing
was a close imitation of his hand. David Morris

were not liable on the ground that Messrs. Doulton Roberts, architect,' Conway, was next called, and
and Berry and Sons were sub-contractors with the

|
said he was the architect who prepared the plans

plaintiffs, and any claim for delay lay against them,
j
for the houses in question. The plumbing work,

and not against the defendants. The learned Referee ! ire, was done by Messrs. Jones and Son to his
held that the defendants were liable to the plaintiffs,

and the defendants appealed from that decision to
the Divisionnl Court, %vhich held that the plaintiffs
could not impose upon the defendants the con-
sequences of the delay of the sub-contractoi-s. The
plaintiff's appealed. The Court, having taken time
to consider, dismissed the appeal. The Master of
the Rolls read a j udgment, in which he said that
the plaintiffs were to provide eveiything to make
the hospital complete, and that, although specialists
were to execute some of the works so contracted to

satisfaction. He denied that he complained to Mr
Abram about Mr. Jones's work ; but Mr. Hughes,
the owner, took a great deal of the superintendence
upon himself. As to the lead piping, 91b. to the
yard was always specified in Conway. A clause in
the contract specified that the awai-d of the archi-
tect in all cases of dispute should be final. No call
had been made for his arbitration under that clause,
and he had been paid off by Mr. Hughes. Cross-
examined by Mr. Porter, the witness said he ordered
the grates tor Mr. Hughes, and got a commission of

-i per cent, on the transaction. He probably also

is it a

t>e executed and provided by the plaintiffs, these ^ _„ _.. ^ „_. „„ „
latter works foimed part and parcel of the entire

I received a similar commission "on theslater
works, for which the defendants were to pay the proper thing for architects to eet
plaintiffs the sum of £-ilO,fiSS, the plaintiffs out of ^ — .

.

s ,.

this sum paying the S] ecialists. His lordship, after
examining what took place with regard to Messi-s.
Doulton and Co., the arrangements with them
having been carried through by Mr. Hall, the
architect, said that he had come to the conclusion
that the defendants could not be liable to the
plaintiffs for the delays of Doulton and Co.
The defendants had never contiucted with
Doulton and Co. The persons who contracted
with Doulton and Co. were the plaintiffs, and

-„---- commission on
_
oods ':-—It is a general custom all over the country.

I have got a few architects here who practise in this
neighbourhood, and they all contradict you.—There
may be exceptions to the rule ; I do not thiidi they
can. You were supposed to be Mr. Hughes's
aichitect, and to .see that he got the best goods,
according to the specification, and yet you were
getting a commission on those goods yourself.—

I

got about 1-%. If I was ordering them and recom-
mending them, and finding hun a cheap market,
why should I not get the CDmmission ': They knew

the plaintiffs alone. The defendants throughout
! I was getting it. You admit you were .-ettiiV paid

studiously avoided contracting with Doulton and
;

by Mr. Hughes, and by the gentlemau u^ho supplied
t^o., who were sub- contractors of the plaintiffs or the goods'^—Yes, about los. Does that remark
their agents. Doulton and Co.'s work was work apply to all the contra
which the plaintiffs had contracted with the defend
ants to provide for in tlie £'ilO,(WS. Doulton and
Co. were jiaid by the plaintiffs, and by no one else.
The Divisional Court were quite correct in holding
that the defendants were not liable to the plaintiffs
tor the del.iys of Doulton and Co. It anyone had
a remedy against Doulton and Co., it w;is the
plair'iffs, and not the defendant.i

apply to all the contracts for which you act as
architect 'r—No, not at all. But you said it was the
usual thing, and I take it that wherever you acted
as architect in this neighbourhood, you got the
commission for the goods':—If I got ail order I did
so. There is nothing underhand about it. If I go
about the country buying stuff for clients, it is right
that I should be paid for it. It is no part of

tlie plaintiffs only (oiitra'iteil

so .as to got rid "of the necessity of the defendants
hav.iig to obtain the consent of the Local Uovem-
mcnt Board to a contract between themselves and
Doulton and Co. However that might be, there
stood the plaintiff's' undoubted contract \vith Doul-
ton and Co.. upon which beyond doubt the plaintiffs
could sue Doult<m and Co., and the delendauts
could not. It w.is next argued that if tlrs was so,
and the plaintiff's sued Doulton and Co. for delays,
they would do so ius trustees for the defendants

:

and that if the plaintiffs recovered damages from
Doulton and Co., they wouhl have to hand over the
damages recovered to the defenilaut:

int.s. It was said that your duty as architect to tike journeys and buy
with Doiiltou and Co. materials ':-—No ; but if it ai5sists mv clients, I do

lOs Honour
: You s.ay tliis payment of com-

mission is a common thing 'r 'Witness : It is.

His Honour : How do architects do when they
get things that they have to condemn ;- Wit-
ness : They do not "condemn in that case. His
Honour

; How is au architect to exercise an inde-
pendent judgment as to the sufficiency and quahty
of materials coming on to the job if he is getting a
commission on them 'r Witness : These commissions
are usually for grates, &c. ; things about which
there coiiUf be no complaint. His Honour: Suppo.se
they came in a damaged or cracked condition. It
would be the architect's duty to say so. Is he not

dom. His Honour : All I can say is, it shows the
necessity for the Bill tliat has been introduced into
the House of Lords to stopillicitcommissions. Reply-
ing to Mr-. BUss HjII, the witness said that if there
had been anything -wi-ong the builder himself would
have compl.ained. His Honour said there was com-
petition in the open m.oi-ket, and some gave more
commission than others. The man who gave the
highest commission probably got the order, and then
he wanted to know what so"rt of a position the archi-
tect was in if the materials, when they came on the
job, were not fit for the purpose. Witness : The
architect would choose a good fii-m, so that there
would be no complaint. It is a well-knomi fact.
All my clients knew I was getting it. There are
clients in the room for whom I havepurchased o-rates
&c. His Honour : You are honest enough to siiy
that. We won't go into it any more. This inqmi-v
is quite compUcated enough of it.self . Hugh Abi-am"
the defendant, said he sub-let all the work except
the joinery. He gave the plaintiff's the original
specification and the plans ; he had no other docu-
ment. Complaint was made of the materials and of
the work done by plaintiff's. Although notice of a
counter-claim had been given, it had not been
made. J. W. Hughes, owner of the houses, said
that he stUl owed Mr. Abram about £90, including
the extras, and nntd the dispute as to what he con-
sidered to lie the dishonest work of the plaintiffs

was decided he could not settle up. Replying to

Mr. Bliss Hill, he said he was sued for rates

recently at the police-court and pleaded the statute,

but he did so on principle, and did not owe a halt-

penny to anyone except Mi'. Abram. The heai-ing

was then adjourned till the next court.

iLLtjitrN-ATED SiONS.—At the Marlborough-street
Police-court, on Friday last, the Prince's Hall
Re-stanrant, Limited, were summoned at the instance

of the London County Council in reference to cer-

tain illuminated signs erected at the new grillroom

entrance of Prince's Restam-ant, Piccadilly. Mr.
Chilvei-s, of the solicitors' department of the Council,

supported the summons, and Mi-. A. H. Bodkin,
baiTister, appeared for the defence. Mr. Clulvers

statea that the summons was taken out under
section 200, sub-section 3, of the London Building

Act, 1894, as amended by section 7 of the Amendment
Act of 1898, and was for a penalty and an order for

demolition. He further stated that the defendants,

through their architects, applied to the Council in

May, 1900, for consent to the erection, beyond
the general line of buildings, of a shelter at

the entrance to the new grillroom, which the

Council, however, declined to grant. From a
survey made at the time, however, it was found
that the defendants had already erected three

illuminated signs, which were to form part of

the shelter, which were wholly in advance of the

general line of buildings. An amended application

was subsequently made for the erection of a modi-
fied shelter, which the Council had agreed to consent

to upon condition that the illuminated signs and the

lamp-posts to which they were attached were
removed. The defendants objected to the condi-

tions, and would not accept the consent, and had left

the signs projecting beyond the general line of build-

ing, which he (Mr. Clulvers) now contended formed
a structure within the meaning of section 2'2 of the

London Building Act, 1894, and asked for an order^

for their demolition. For the defence, Mr. Bodkin'

admitted that the facts were as stated, but contended

that the signs were not a structure within section 22

of the London Building Act, 1894, and in support of

his contention he referred to the decision of Mr.

Justice Darling in the case of "The Coburg
Hotel V. the London County Council," and

Mr. Bodkin stated that the Kate vestry had

taken proceedings for the removal of the signs

under the Meti-opolis Management Acts, but

had not been successtvl, as the County of

London Sessions had quashed the conviction by the

magistr.ate, and the vestry had to pay his client <

over £40 for costs. Mr. Denman, the magistrate,

in giving his decision, stated he was of opinion that

the signs foi-med a structure within the meaning of

section 22 of the London Building Act, 1894, and

as these proceedings had notliing to do with those

taken by the late vesti-y, he must convict the de-

fendants of the offence for which they were sum-
moned. He would, however, only impo.se a nominal

penalty of Is., but he should make an order for the

demolition of the structure -within two months, and

for the defendant to pay the Council £2 2s. for

costs.

•"—-js^' 't;. '-'»i.-n,-.* Ill Liie ucrtMiiiauis. His Lord-

,io?n s! ',';'nn""w-.?''"'
*"","'. "'^^ '**'''

i^"" "^"-1 '"^'""^' >'^'">Pe''e'l i>''iiis ju'dgment and'his discretion

Son, fL 'v
'^''^''"

,'•"
,Mc-'<9''«. Berry and by the fact that he has a commission on them Y The

beh,; it ^f;Ti'*°''"''l'
"'•'''""' *" .''*"'

Sf^'
" '*'""*^'^''' "-^ S«'» ' commission for doing work,

DTuftona,rp. '!\" '''»T,f^^™l'?u*'''" 5^^^ for helping the budder. His Honour : Fot doing
Vn"".^" .'''''' ^".•?''!?'^"'«.'^c !'''''."''«'' contention, work that may 1« inconsistent with his duty;-

I Witness : Perhaps so. It is done all over the k'.ii'i'-

J he appeal must be dismissed, with costs.

The man-iage of Miss E. A. Craven, second

daughter of Sir Robert Craven, of Hull, to Mr.
John Bilson, architect, Hull, took place in St.

Mary's Church, in that city, on Tuesday.

At Tuesday's meeting of the London County
Council, the Improvements Committee brought up
a recommendation in favour of the Council's cc!i-

tributiug £10,800, one-half the net cost of widening
to .Wft. of Blomfield-street, City, Iwtween East-

street and Eldon-street, proposed to ije undertaken
by the City Corporation. The recommendation was
adopted.
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lUITAXNIA UOYAL NAVAL COLLKGi:, DAUT.MOfTIt !

SICK (ilAKTF.US.

These buildings are being erected by the Lords
of the .\dmiralty near the new college, on n site

with fine views of the sea and nioulh of the Dart.

They arc arranged in tliree blocks—two infectious

and one non-infectious, which contains the

kitchens, &c.—and provide accommodation for a

totjil of 6i beds. There is also a day-rooui block
and an infections nurses' block, and a sni;Ul house
for the doctor. The walls are faced with red
bricks and Portland stone dressings, and the roofs

covered with Delabole slates. The buildings are

Iieing erected by Messrs. Higgs and Hill, and the
<'Ierks of works are Mr. S. E. "SVallis and Mr.
('. H. Hill. Mr. .\ston Webb, A.R.A., is (he
architect.

BELPAST .VSSF.MliLY-KALL COMl'ETITIOX.

This design was awarded the first premium by
the assessor, Sir Thos. Drew, R.H.A. ; but the
<?ommittee declined to accept any of the designs
submitted in this competition, and appointed a

firm of Belfast architects to cany out the work.
The result of this competition was so unsatis-

factory as to elicit fomial protests from the

R.I.B.A., the R.r..\. of Ireland, and the Belfast

A.A. The perspective ^-iew appears in this year's

Academy.

THE TOWEll, LOXO MELFOl'.D Cntncil, SUFFOLK.

This beautiful church was long disfigured by an
altogether incongruous brick tower of Georgian
date. It was a very massive and subst.antial

structure with walls .ift. thick, but without any
arihitcctural beauty whatever. \Vhat has been
done is facing the whole of the tower with
napped flint and stone dressings so far as it is

laiTltd out. There is a good deal of rich inlay
of Hints on the stone of the plinth and other
jiarts, after the manner of .Suffolk and Norfolk
Avork. The west doorway is deeply recessed. It
is to be hoped that the rich parapet and pinnacles,
not yet taken in hand, may be comjdeted before
long. The work is the design of Jlr. G. F. Bodley

,

A.H..\., .'(nd the drawing is illustrated in the
Koyal Academy E.xhibition this year.

TWO not'SES IX KENT.

These two country residences, from the designs
<jf Messrs. Niven and Wigglesworth. show a dif-
fering style of treatment, though both are verv
picturesque and prettily drawn. The house at
Drpington, standing overlooking its gardens on a
terrace of two slopes, is finished in half-timber :

that at Bromley is rendered with rough-cast.

A LOGGIA IX THE DIXIXG-HALL OF A FHEXCH HOUSE.

This alcove recess was designed for the Paris
E.xhibition, and formed part of the exhibit shown
by Messrs. Krieger, Damon, and Colin, whose

cabinet-work is of a high class for finish and

jirecision of detail. The work displays a degree

of novelty more (iennan in type than French,

though the whole design may lie regarded as

essentially an exhibition effort, and in this light

the Avork'must be judged. We are indebted to

the Moiiiffid- des Arehit(Cti:i for the photograph

fiom which the accompanying illustration was

taken.

CHIPS.

In the case of tlie London County Council

(General Powei-s) BUI, the standing orders have
teen dispensed with to allow an additional provision

to be inserted to enable the Council to accept the

gift, for the puqjoses of a public park and museum,
of Sun-ey Mount, Lewisham, and certain lands, and
the museum known as Honuman's Museum.

Sir Archibald Geikie was entertained at dinner on

Wednesday night .-it the Criterion Eestaur.mt, on
the occasion of his retii-ement from the Director-

Generalship of the Geological Survey. Lord Avebury
presided.

Mr. J. Passmore Edwards yesterday laid the

foundation-stone of the new hospital at Sutton,

Sim-ey. An address was presented to Mr. Passmore
Edwards on l.iehalf of the working men of the town,
expressing their gi-atitude to liim for his beneficence.

The Govenors ot the hospital also presented Mr.
Passmore Edwards with a handsomely-chased silver

trowel. It is estimated that the cost of the building

will te about £3,000, and the total amount
necessary to defray the whole of the expenditure

about .i'4,000, which Mr. Passmore Edwards is

defraj-ing. The site of the the hospital is in the

centre of the town.

At a conference between Buckie Town Council

and Messrs. Stewart and Son, contractoi-s, Peter-

head, on Friday, the protracted negotiations in

connection with the reconstruction of the Victoria

Bridge across Buckie burn, whidi fell on the eve of
\

completion nearly three months ago, were brought

to a satisfactorj' issue. The arrangement is to the

effect that Messi-s. Stewart should receive .£1,000 for

reconstruction upon a plan and greatly improved
specification prepared by Mr. Barnett, C.E., Aber-
deen. Messi-s. Stewart's first offer was for £1,041.

The matter is, therefore, settled by concessions by
both contractors and town council in voting the

paying of one-third of the loss by the town council,

one-third by the contractors, while tlie remaining
thii-d is for the improved specification.

|

The affairs of Alfred Harry Saxton, wholesale
i

cabinet-maker, caixying on business as the King-
street Cabinet and Upholstering Company and as

the Norfolk Furnishing Compunj', at Norwich,
were investigated at the Norwich Bankruptcy-court.
The liabiUties were stated at .£o,.532, and the de-

|

ficiency .£3,924. Debtor attributed his insolvency
|

to inexperience of cabinet -making, bad trade, com-
petition, and trade losses. The examination was

j

adjourned.

At the last meeting of the Edinburgh Architec-

tural Society Mr. Harold O. Tarbolton, the honorary
president, delivered an address, and afterwards

presented the prizes gained in the design competition

throughout the session. The prizes were awai-ded

as follows : Hon. President's Prize of £10, Mr.
George Wittel; President's Prize of £3 3s., Mr.
Wellesley Bailey ; Vice-President's Prize of £2 2s.,

Ml-. F. C. Meais.

Mr. F. D. Mocatta laid, on Wednesday, the
1

foundation-stone of a new synagogue in Princess-
|

road, Queen's-road. Finsbmy Park. The land on
\

which the building is teing erected is held from the !

Ecclesiastical Commissionei"s for a term of 999 yeai-s.

When completed, the building will give accommo-
dation on the gi'ound floor for 190 male worshippers,

and in the galleries for 144 ladies. The exterior is
'

being faced with red brick reUeved with stone

dressings. Mr. Delissa Joseph, F.R.I.B.A., is the

architect.

The triennial report of the committees of the
Liverpool City Conned, embodying recommenda-
tions for the advance of the salaries of officials,

amounting in all to about £6,000 per annum, has
teen adopted by the council. In nearly every case

the adoption was unanimous, and an amenflment to

increase the salary of the city engineer (Mr. J. A.
Brodie) by £200 beyond the recommendation was
agreed to after a discussion, in appreciation of his

'

services, especially with respect to the laying of the

electric tramways. The salary of Mr. A. Bromley
Holmes, city electrical engineer, was raised from
£1,600 to £1,800 : that of Mr. Joseph Parrv, water
engineer, from fl,'200 to £1,400; and tha't of Mr.
William Goldstraw, building smveyor, from £4.50

to £.500.

Ill the case of the application made on behalf of

Eotert Pryde and James Lawson, trading as Pryde
and Lawson, of Teddington, buUders, the order of

discharge from bankruptcy has been suspended for

three years, ending March 22, 1903.

ButlMua ]-utcllianut.

T.i:eijs.—After undergoing extensive restora-

tion, St. George's Church was reopened on
Saturday by tlie Bishop of Ripon. Seats of

polished jiitch-pine take the place of the old
" box " pews in the na\c, and a new gallery front

in open ])ilch - pine has been constructed. An
open - timbered roof of stained iiilcb - pine ha.s

been substituted for the unsafe' Mat plaster

ceiling, and the entire area of the building
has been covered with a layer of concrete
6in. thick, while new wood - block flooring

has been laid in the passage. The east w.all has
been broken through, and a chancel-arch of stime

built, together with an apse with wall arcading
and five traceried windows. .\ clergy vestry has
been erected on the south side of the apse. The
restoration has cost, including special gifts,

.£7,S00. The structural alterations, including

the apse and the roof, wore designed by Mr.
Henry Walker, architect, of Leeds ; and the

interior screcnwork, stalls, pulpit, gallery front,

vtc, are from thi' designs of Jlr. G. II. Elliott, of

Lightditfe, who super\ised the whole of the

work.

Ui'PEU IvxowLE.—The new church of .St.

Martin's, Upper Knowle, was consecrated last

week by the Bishop of Bristol. The site is on
th(> eastern side of the main road from Bristol to

^^'ells. and the architect is Mr. W. \ . (iough, of

Bridge-street, Bristol. The church is in the

Early English style, and will eventually accom-
modate 700 persons. To have carried the whoU'
out at once would have required an outlay of

£7,000, and the chancel, vestries, organ-chamber,
and three bays of the nave and aisles have been
built, giving room for a congregation of 400
persons. This work has been carried out by Mr.
E. W. Dumford. The walk are of Pennant, with
Bath stone dressings ; in the interior the surfare

is stuccoed, the window arches are of red brick ;

the na^e and aisles are separated by freestone

columns, carrying pointed arches, also of brick,

but relieved with Bath stone mouldings. The
chancel and alt;ir steps are of red Pennant.

At the Norwich ConsLstoiy-court, the Chancellor
has granted a citation for a faculty enabling ex-
tensive repaii"s to l:e made to the parish church of

Whitton - cum - Tliurlestoii, on the outskirts of

Ipswich. It is proposed to repau' and re-cover the roof
of the nave, which is at present covered with tiles.

It is also proposed to build a new vestry, an organ
chamber, a heating chamber, and porch, to lay down
hot-water heating ax>paratus, to give more light bv
inserting a window in place of the south chancel
door, and to gain about 19 new sittings by re-

arranging the seats. The cost is estimated at about
£800.

Lord Londonderry has unveiled at Bath memorial
tablets placed on the houses of Ralph Allen and
John Palmer, the two great postal reformers of the

ISth century.

The Kirkcaldy district committee of the Fifeshii'e

County Council have appointed Mr. George
Donaldson as road surveyor for this district at a

s.alary of £2.50 per annum. There were forty-nine

candidates.

A communication by loop lines is now being
established between the systems of the South-Eastern
and Chatham Railways between Bickley and
Chislehurst.

The Middlesex County Council has notified fhe
Light Railway Commissioners of an intention to

apply for powers to construct electric tramways from
Tottenham, through Wood Green and Friern

Barnet, to a point near Colney Hatch Asylum ; and
from Highgate Archway, the London boundarj',

along Archway-road and Great North-road, to the
Hertfordshire boundary near Whetstone. A .spur

line is contemplated from Highgate Railway Station

to the Muswell HiU entrance ot the Alexandra Palace
and park. The Finchley District Councd contem-
plate a tramway of their own to join the proposed
Finchley and Hendoii lines.

At Woking, on Thui-sday in last week, sheds and
machinery belonging to Messrs. Berry and Sons,

timber merchants, were destroyed by fire. The
damage is estimated at over £2,000.

Messrs. Keiller's new works, SUvertown, Essex,

are being ventUated by means of Shorland's patent

exhaust ridge ventUatoi-s, the same teing supplied by
Messrs. E. H. Shorland and Brother, of Manchester.

The Hull Corporation have instructed the City

architect to prepare plans for a new corn exchange,

to be erected over the proposed covered-in market
on North Church Side.
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A TRAMP OVEE MONT CENIS.—By HAREY HEMS. (See Page 586.;)

The Ascent of Jlont C'enis from .Siisa (Piedmont;. Photogvai^hed Augus^t, 1900.
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TO COKEESPONDENTS.
iWe do nut h.jld nin>elvos i'(>si>Mnsil)le lor tlie opinions of

our comspondenta. All oiinrauuiaitions should be

drawn np as brietlv as i»)ssil)le, as there are many
claimant* ui>on the space allotted to coiTespondents.J

It is piirtioularlv reiiuest.^ that all drawiniis and all

c.'mmunicatiims ivspectini.' illusti-.itiims or literal^- matter

should be addressed to the KDITOR of the Brii.uiso

News Clenient's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,

W C, and nut tu members of the staff by name. Delay

of the action, evidence was given by a DaviJ

Jlorris Roberts (calling himself) an architect of

Conway. In cross-examination he admits having

received commission from tradesmen for grates

and slates supplied to his order. He is asked :

" Is it a proper thing for architects to get com-

mis.sion on goods r " Reply: "It is a general

custom all over the country."

Now, Sir, as one of the oldest practising archi
isnot unfrequently otherwise causiHl.^_.Ul^dnmni,-s and

^^^^^ j^' ^^^.^ ^^.^^.^ ^^ ^^^^ country "(over thirtV-four
other counnunications ai-e -sent at coutributoi-s'

the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable lor,

unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to

The Stkano Nr.wsr.irER Coxr.vsv, Limited.

Telegraphic Address :—" Timesoner, London."

Telephone No, 1G33 Holbom.

KOTICK.

Bonnd copies of Vol. LXXtX. are now ready,

should be ordered early (price I2s. each, by
and
post

129. lOd.'.asonly a limited" mimtjer are done '.'Pv,.'^

few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLIN .,

XL^T., XLIX., LI., LUI.. I.VIIL, LXI., LXII.,

LXIII., LXV., LXVI., LXVII., LXVUI., LXIX.,
Lxxi., Lxxii., i.xxm., Lxxn-., lxxv.,
LXXVI., and LXX^Tl. may still be obfciined at the

•ame price : all the other bound volumes are out of

print. Most of the back numbers of former volumes are,

however, to be had singly. Subscribers requiring any

back numbers to complete volume just ended should

ot^er at once, as many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Ca.ses for Binding the BriLDixn News,
price "Js., p4)st free 2s. 4d., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or iittm the Publisher, Clemenfs House,

Clement's Inn Pa.s.sage, Stiund, L<)ndou, "W'.C,

TEEMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

years), I beg to deny hi toto the statement madi

by Mr. Roberts, and say most strongly that no

respectable architect, or one of any good stand-

ing, ever thinks of obtaining commission for the

various materials ordered by the architect from

the various tradesmen, I consider the statement

a slander upon a respectable body of professional

men, and I trust the solicitors for the defence

will thoroughly probe the matter, and obtain

strong evidence to controvert the acc\isation.

And, as the judge. Sir Horatio I.Ioyd, remarked,

it shows the necessity for the Bill'that has been

introduced into the House of Lords, to put a stop

to illicit commissions, being passed..—I am, &e.,

R. G. Thom.\s, M.S.A., &c.,

Architect and Surveyor.

Menai Bridge, April 30.

fnitcrcammunicatiou.

QUESTIUXS.
[11710.'—Capacity of Cast-Iron Columns.—

I should be gliid if some tellow reader would ^--ive me a
reliable formula for amving at the capacity of a cast-iion

column similar to inclosed sketch. The column is intended

<., f.fc

TT

To anv of the ,\ustralian Cidonios or New Zealand, to the

Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 Os. Od.

ADVEP.TISEJIENT CH-VRGES.

PORTLAND CEMENT.—NEW CONDITION
TEST.

SiK,—Use 10 grains of the cement in question,

and empty into 400c.c. of water in an ordinary

iOOc.c, tubular measure, with IflO markings, and
about lOin. between zero ami containing mark,

of the hand over the mouth
up for a couple of minutes
ist in fingers to get equal

settlement of the cement, and stand by for an

hour so as to clarify. Then fi-om a '
saturated

solution of ammonium o.valate pour in up to the

."JOOcc. mark. At once a white cloud of lime

oxalate will form, which .allow to settle for a
The charge for Competition and Contract .\dvertise-

, ., j i i. i... v 4u i.

ments. Public Companies, and all official advertisements , couple ot hours and note height above tlie cement
is Is. per line of Eisht woi-ds, the first line counting as

two, the minimum ehai"ge being os, for four lines.

The charge for .Auctions, Land Sales, and Miscellaneous

.ind Tmde '.advertisements (except Situation advertise-

ments) is 6d. per line of Eight words (the fii-st line

counting as twoj , the mininuim charge being 4s. 6d. for

40 words. Special terms for series of more than six

insertions can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-page advertisements 2s. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 5s.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements

,

must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure the presence of gypsum in the same way, but in

I

The space of J a mark will equ,al P/^ free lime in the cement
Ditto i mark ditto i ditto ditto

Ditto 2 marks ditto '.i ditto ditto

Ditto .3 marks ditto .3 ditto ditto

Ditto 4 marks ditto 4 ditto ditto

I

These percentages ore approximate onlj', and
1 purposely given slightly infavouroftheeontractor.

To cleanse the tube after use, gently disturb the

cement with a piece of twisted wire, shake up and

I

throw away. Pour in a little hydrochloric acid to

free any adhering substance, after which on

'l

rinsing v('ith water the tube is again ready for use.

A saturated solutiou of barium chloride will reveal

insertion.
SiTCATIOSS.

The charge for advcrtisimeuts for " Situations Vacant

"

or " Situations Wanted" is One Snii.LisG for Twknty-
rorn Woitns, and Si.xpence ftir every eight words after.

All Sit'iitioii Advrtijffmints mitsf he prepaid.

this case h a mark will indicate 1 per cent, while

1 mark livill indicate 2 per cent., &c.— I am, etc.

J. Patchett.
3, Lime Villas, Green-lane, Birmingham.

V. )jy fljii

to stand at the angle of a building, and support a dead

load of 25"10 tuns. There are no gussets or bolts to base.

—Times.

[11711.1—Gauged Brick-work.-Will some practical

reader tell me how this is measured when it only comes in

piers and small pieces of facing between stone dressings ?

—A. Z,

[11712.1—Fireproof Lining- for "Wooden Build-
ingrs.—Is there any material that can be used to e )ver

the walls of wooden ottices and workshops that would

protect them from fire .' I should like to know also how
it can be fixed t > the studs, and the cost.—K.

[11713.]-Substitutes for Plaster.—Can anyone

give me particulars of a thin casing that could be used

instead of plaster for cottages, and save the delay of

drying and papering ' I liave heard there is a material

like cardboard that (^n be fixed, and has all the advan-

tages of plaster. Should be glad to receive the name and

cost of it. Can a rural authority interfere witli the use of

such a material .'—Youso.

[11714.]—Drawing of Moments of Beam—

A

beam supported at ends is loaded at a point with 10 tons.

How ii* the diagram of moments drawn .* Will someone

kindly explain .'—A SrcoEXT,

[11715.]—"Wind Pressure on CircularChimney.
—X want to find the moment of wind pressure on a round

chimnev-shaft. Is there any easy rule .'—I'^sui;a>ius,

Heceivkd.—W. E.—
K. M. and Co.—B.

D.—
D. C-

. B. and Co.
-F.J.

'BUILDING NEWS" DESItfNINd

LIST OF SCILIKi'TS.

-F. W. G.-

CLUB.

CHIPS.
Craiioe parish church is going to have an improve-

ment in the shape of a reliable church clock placed
in the tower. Messrs. Wm. Potts and Sons, clock

manufactm'ei's, GuUdford-street, Leeds, will supply
and fix the new clock. Messrs. Wm. Potts and Sons

A viLL.v to cost a thousand pounds, and to be erected in
j

are also making a new clock for Holy Trinity
the .suburbs I. f town on a plot facing south, 51ft. wide. Church, Ulverston, North Lancashu'e, and anew
with a return frontage to the west of looft. The main
elevation is to front south, and the garden is to be kept
as large as possible on that aspect. The site is pnicti-

eally level. The accommodation is to comprise two
sitting-rooms, the living room to be the larger decidedly,

and a good entrance hall, with the stairway .screened

from the entranre door, llierc are to be five bedrooms,
a bathroom, and a box-room, with the usual kitchen
offices on tile ground tioor. The servants' yard to be on
the north side, and the tradesmen's door approach is to

be commanded by a window from the house for super-
vision, without exposing those in the house to observa-
tion from without. Style left to the competitors. The
house to be conformable t<) ordinaiy by-laws. Scale
Sft. to the inch ; plans of each floor, two elevations, one
section, and view; matca-ials optional: economy and
roominess essential.

Draw iNOs Received.—"Primus,
and •• Willie."

•Ziska,' -Jove,"

Coiatsp0ntrcttce.

ILLICIT COMMISSIONS.
To the Editor of the Buii.Disr, Nicws.

Sir,—Inclosed please find a cutting from the
Zirerpool Mrniirii of .Vpril 'ifi, giving an account
of a county-court action at Conway—.Jones and
Son, plumbers, Conway, v. Hugh Abram for the
recovery of £73 for work done, i!cc. In the cours

j

hour-striking clock for Mr. C. L. Bell, .T.P., at the

old family mansion, W'oolsingtoii Hall, North-
umlierland, and have in hand a large illuminated

clock for South Durham.

Messrs. Langham and Osborne, of Eamsgate, the

architects of the Isle of Thanet hospital, have decided
to lay the whole of the wood-block floors on the
" Fawcett " system. There are about 2,.5003q. yards.

An inquiry on behalf of the Local Government
Board was held on Friday at the office of the urban
district council, Llandudno, by Mr. A. A. G. Malet,
inspector, with reference to applications by the
council for leave to borrow £4,700 for gasworks
pui-poses and £1G,301 for works of water supply.

Mr. E. P. Stephenson, engineer, explained the
proposals.

The memorial-stone of the Gannon Reading-
room, at Westleton, East Suffolk, was laid on Mon-
day by Lady Constance Bariie

Mr. J. Shewell Corder, of Ipswich, and the builder

Mr. Gibbs, of Saxmundliam.

The Bishop of Kensington, on Saturday, dedi-
cated the new part ui Hc)ly Innocents Church,
Haininersmith, which has recently been added on to

the original structure. The addition formed parts

!
of the building scheme, the church only having been
erected ten years ago, and the whole cost has
amounted to £1.5,000, Mr. James Brooks and Son
are the architects.

KEPLIES.

[11706.] — Civil Engineering-. — " A dmstant

Reader " had better enter some olHce as an articled pnpU,

where he would be soon put in the way of studying the

subject. Book-reading alone will not instruct him. If

he does not become articled, he may enter the classes of

the above subject at King's College or University College,

where he would obtain all the necessary information

about examinations. The subjects to study are nu-

merous; but a beginner should first learn to become

proficient in elementaiy mathematics and mechanics,

which are of the utmost value as a groundwork. Land

surveying and levelling, roadmaking, building constnic-

tion, sewerage, and water supply are all neccssarj- ciuidih-

cations ; but it is impossible to give a complete hst unlcs.s

the particular class of practice required is known. More

is to be learned bv getting into the "gi-oove" and then

pickin" up those studies which the beginner feels himself

most in need of. No man can be taught a profession like

this, by telling him he must read or study so many booka.

A great deal can only be learned by practice in office and

on works.—G. H. G.

[1170S.]—To Eemove Colourwash —Bed wash

for bricks being usually made of glue, alum, \cnetian

red, and Spanish brown, mav be possibly removed by not

water, the alum in it is a difficulty) probably, or some

detergent. If either works all right, diy rub with

brick and repoint, or inquire about Kipoliu as a splend.d

in or outdoor paint*

—

Rkoext's Park.

[11709.]—Pressure on Lead Pipes.—N. Beard-

more, in 1850, published, through Wateriow and Sons,

hydraulic tables, .strength of materials, \-c., that may be

: of service,

—

Reoent's Park.

[11709.]—Pressure on Lead Pipes. -''Old Sub-

scriber" could find what he wants in most handbooks

The architect is «"* as D. K. Clark's " Manual of Rules, Tables, &c tt
I he architect is

^^^ ^j i„t,.^g^t ^j, ,,;„ t„ tno^ that a lead pipe of lin.

bore will stand a head of water of 160ft., a :Jin. bore pipe

180ft., a Mn. 240ft., and so on, the safe head of vvatet

diminishing with the increase of internal diameter of tne

pipe.—G, H. G.

The transactions of last week at the Mart showed

some interesting dealings. The chief incident was

the disposal at £71,000 of hcensed property at

Paddingtoii. The sales of the week, which were

almost all of property, amounted to £18'2,S'2;

N ==

I

It

J
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Mil. Lacy W. Ridge is continuing the opposi-

tion he raised at the K.T.B.A. ;i fortnight ago to

the principle involved in the re-election of the

President after the expiiation of his two years'

term of office. Mr. Ridge's amendment to the

pruiKisition of the council fur thi> suspension of

By-law 26 to allow of Jlr. William Emerson's

re-election to the chair was rejected the other

night on a division, in which only Fellows of the

Institute were eligible to take part, hy 3() votes

to 12 ; but at the annual meeting of the Institute

next Monday night, Mr, Ridge has given notice

that he «-ill move :
" That in the opinion of this

meeting it is not desirable that By-law 26 be

repeatedly suspended. I'he Royal Institute looks

to the council to put forward each year a nowina-
tion for the Presidency, in accordance with the

coastitution of the Institute as laid down in the

i.v-laws."

I'hk King has been pleased to approve the ap-
pointment of 5Ir, Arimdel Tagg Anindel, C'.S.I.,

at present a member of the Council of the

Ciovemcr of Madras, to be a member of the

Council of the Governor-General of India, in

3HCcession to Sir Arthur Charles Trevor, K.C.S.I.,
who is retiring. Mr. Arundel Tagg Arundel was
one of the original members of the Society of

Architects, and took an active and beneficial part

in the work of the first council, in the uphill days
of the society.

The Tramways and Street AVidenings Bill of

the London County Council was before the Court
of Referei^s of the House of Commons on Jlonday.
The lorus stdiifli of no fewer than six sets of

petitions was objected to by the County Council.
The County Council ask for power to construct a
now line from the Lambeth-road across West-
miniiter Bridpfe-road, along York-road and Stam-
ford-street, across Waterloo Bridge-road and
Blackfriars-road, through Southwark-street to
the Southwark Bridge-road. They also propose
to take laud near the CamberweU New-road
Station of the Chatham and Dover line, for the
purpose of constructing there a large electric

generating station in connection with the scheme
tor working their tramways by electricity. The
locmslmuh of the South-Eastern and Chatham and
Dover Railway Companies against the Southwark-
titreet portion of the proposed new line was
objected to by the County Council. The railway
companies, through Mr. Pember, K.C., alleged
that the new line would produce serious com-
petition with their local traffic between London
Bridge and Charing Cross Stations, lin Waterloo
Junction, while, in connection with a line to

Lordship-Lane, it would compete \nth their
suburban traffic. The Court decided to allow the
petitioners' locus as frontagers in regard to one of
the propositions of the Council and with reference
to competition in connection with another pro-
posal. Among the other petitions discussed was
one by the owners of the land on which is built
the Catholic Apostolic Church in the CamberweU
New-road, and in this case the Court disallowed
the locus,

OxK of the fresh sources of revenue which Sir
Michael Hicks-Beach neglected to tap, and to
which he might verj- well have given favourable
attention, was to put a stamp duty on advertise-
ments disjilayed on hoardings. In Jliirch last the
CJhanctUor of the Exchequer received, it appears,
a memorial promoted by the National Society for
Checking the Abuses of Advertising recommend-
ing the imposition of such a tax. It was pointed
out that the development of advertising in
public places constitutes a serious and growing
«vU, that it stands on a totally different footing to
advertisements in newspapers, and Sir Michael was
further reminded that in Continental countries
the duty on ajtivhes, regarded from the purely
fiscal standpoint, has been a profitahle one.
The inemorial was signed by one hundred repre-
sentative men, including Jlr. Alfred Waterhouse,
R.A., Mr. T. G. Jackson, R.A., Jlr. Ernest
George, Mr. F. C. Penrose, F.R.S., Mr. S. F.
Watts, R.A., Mr. Briton Riviere, R.A., Mr.
Luke Fildes, R.A., Sir Noel Paton, Mr. W.
Holman Hunt, and 3Ir. Hamo Thornycroft, R.A.
But Sir Michael, as we all know, shut his ej'es to •

this temptation, and preferred to squeeze the
income-tax payer a little more, and to harrow
the coal and sugar industries.

TiiF. Improvement Committee of the Leeds

Corporation have just adopted, after discussion

from the Leeds and Y'orkshii-e Architectural
Society, a new series of by-laws \vith reference to

the construction of streets. These proposals have
been for some three years under considei'ation,

and it only remains for them to be sanctioned by
the city council and the Lo<'al Government Board.
They are intended to have the effect of imjiroving
the character of ordinary dwelling-houses, besides

j

widening the streets. In futiu-e no street is to be
,
less than 42ft. in width, but provision is made
allowing streets to be made SGft. wide with a

I

forecourt (or garden) in front of the houses on

j

each side of Gft. in width, .and at intervals of not
more than l.")U yards there must be a street not

j
less than 42ft. in width. I'he existing by-law

. provided simply for a 30ft. street.

j

The housing committee of the Liverpool Cor-
poration have had under consideration a letter

from the Local Government Board with reference
to the draft of a provisional order which the

j

board have caused to be prepared for the altera-

tion of certain local Acts relating to the City of

Liverpool. As to the additional boiTowing
powers which it was proposed by the draft order
to give the corporation for the purchase and
demolition of insanitary houses, the Local
Government Board "consider it desirable that

the council of the citj should pass a resolution,

undertaking to rehouse upon the cleared sites, or

upon other sites to be approved by the board,
such proportion (not being less than one-half) of

the pereons who may be displaced by such clear-

ances as may be determined by the .board, due

I

regard being had in each case to the number of

I suitable empty houses which may be available,

within a radius of a quarter of a mile from the

insanitarj- areas, for the accommodation of the

persons displaced." On receipt of such a reso-

lution the Local Government Board would be
prepared to issue the order, and to submit it to

Parliament for confirmation. The city council at

Wednesday's meeting accordingly passed a reso-

lution giWng the necessary assurance to the
Local Grovemment Board.

The tympanum over the main entrance to the
Industrial Hall of the Glasgow Exhibition con-
tains an important example of a new departure in

mural decorative treatment in ceramic material by
Messrs. Doultons (Ltd.), of London, Burslem, and
Paisley. This is what is known as their slab

mosaic in Parian ware. The central space of the
semicircular tj-mpanum is occupied by a female
figure seated on an ivory throne, and in the act

of turning the pages of the Book of Progress.
The background is fonned of a massive light-

house structure of masonry. The space beyond
the throne to the right is occupied by fields and
factories bounded by a broad river, while beyond
the throne to the left are the broad waters of an
estuar}', with the latest types of marine archi-

tecture, (^ne of the features of this Parian slab

mosaic is the wide range of powerful and
beautiful colours which it places at the disposal

of the artist. The tympanum bears the signature
of " Dimsie," which is the nom de plumi: of the
artist responsible for the design and colour treat-

ment. It be.ars also the well-known name of

Messrs. Doulton, Lambeth.

The Horse Parade in Batteusea Park last

Saturday, arranged by Messrs. Eastwood and Co.,

Ltd., was, as usual, a great success. In all

there were 71 horses on the ground and 70 vans.

The Pair-Horse Prize was awarded to John
Deadman (40 years' service). The Single-Horse
Prizes went as follows :

—

"Wells, Kent-road Wharf, 8 years' service 1st

Stratton, 'Wellingti:)a Wharf, 20 years' service 2nd
Hine, MortLike AVTiarf, 17^ years' service 3rd
Hine, Chelsea Wharf, 5 years' service 4th
Peg^, Greenwich "Wharf, 3 years' service 5th
Biggs, Greenwich "Wharf, 1 year's service 6th

The Light Horse Prize was won by Dark, of

Chelsea AVTiart', with 16 years' service. In addi-
tion to the ordinary prizes, Mr. A. L. Wheeler,
one of the directors of the company, gave a

personal prize to Dark, of Chelsea "\Vharf, and
Mr. Wragge, the managing director, did the
same to C. Webb, of Harringay. The whole
show looked first-rate, and when the conditions

I

under which the carmen and horses work—a long I

day in dusty material—is considered, the turn-
out showed an amount of care which mn^'it have
been given aU the year round. On the ground,
showing a great interest in the show, was, as

usual, Mr. John Bums, M.P. ; and Mr. AVIiiteley,

M.P., also went along the line three or four

times.

MEETINGS FOK THE ENSUING WEEK.
Satcudav (t«>-mour<»w''. — .\rchitoctuml Association.

^'isit to Xowgjite (.Jaol. .1 p.m.
Edinbui-gh ,\iTliitect\uTil Association.

Geological ramble in the (iueen's Park :

Leader J. G. Goodchild, (ieological Siu--

vey. 2 p.m.

MoN-DAV.—Royal Institute of British Aichitectf . .(Vnnuul
General Mooting. H p.m.
Society of Art**. "Alloys," Cantor

Lectuie No. 3, by T. KirkeUose, D.Sc.
Sp.m.
Liverpool .Irchitectiu^l Society.

Closing Address by the President, l*i-of.

F. M. Simpson.

TcESDAY.—Society of Arts. " The Coal Question—its

lielation t^) the Empire," by Lieut.
Carlyon W. Bellairs, E.N. 4..TO p.m.

Wednesday.—Society of .\rts. " School Work in
Itelation to Businos.s," by Sir Jo.shua
Fitch, LL.D. 8 p.m.

Friday.—Architectuml Association. Special Meeting to
consider Amendments to By-Laws. 7 p.m.
Paper on " The Pi'otection of Buildings
from Lightning," by Alfred Hands.
7.30 p.m.

TnEAECHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
MAY ith: VISIT lo NEWGATE GAOL. Members ti. mctft

.il the entranco in Old Bniley at 3 p.m., ami lo produce their pass for

tlte current Session.
M.VY imh: A SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING will be held at

No. 9, Conduit-street, at 7 p.m., to consider supgested Ami-ndmenl^,
nnd .\dditions to Bv-laivs, An Agenda is posted up at tin? premisf* ol"

the Association at SiJ, Great Marlborounh-street, W.
MAY lOth: OKDINARY GENERAL MEETING at No. 9, Cond.iit-

street. W.. at ",;«> j.m. PAPER Uy Mr. ALFRED HANDS,
F.R.NIet.Suc nn "The Protectioa of Buildings from Lightninc,"
ilhistr.itfd by I/^intt-rn Vie^v3.

G. D. CARVILL
U. . BALFOL" r} ""

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
BeadFORD.—The position in the Bradford build-

ing tiude is serious, and a strike appeal's imminent.
The men have refused to accept the proposed
reJuction, or to have the dispute arbitrated upon,
and the masters issued notices on Tuesday to the

effect th.at on iind after M.ay 1 the rate of wages for

masons will be 9d. per hour (a reduction of Id.) and
for joinei's 8.U1. (also a reduction of Id.). In
addition to this the mastera sfcite that in future
society and non-society men must work together,

and that six months' notice of any alteration in

rules must be given on either side, expiring on
Api-il 30 or October 30. The position is further

complicated by the labourers demanding an advance
of Id. per hour ; but the masters state that in view
of the necessity for a reduction in the wages of the
masons and the joiners they cannot entertain any
such proposition.

Daklixotox.—Negotiations have been proceeding
between the employers and the bricklayers wlio are

on strike at Darlington. The men struck for an
advance of Id. i>er hour, which would make their

wages lOd. The employei-s offered to give a two
years' guarantee that the men should not be asked
to accept less, than 9d. per hour, and after a long
discussion this has been accepted by the men on the
proviso that all old woi'kers applying for employ-
ment shall be reinstated.

HAKTLEroOL.—A complete stoppage of the build-

ing trade in Hartlepool took place on Saturday,
owing to a strike of bricklayei's and plasterers'

labom'ers, who have met a proposal of the masters

for a decrease of Id. per hour by making a demand
for M. per houi" advance. Sevei"al huntlred men are

affected.

Leicesteh.—The stonemasons have given notice

to their employei-s to tenninate existing contracts

with the view of obtaining an advance of from 9d.

to lOd. per hour, a reduction of half an hour a day,
and other concessions. The strike of bricklayers

and bricklayers' labourers at the "WTiolesale Market
still continues.

Stocktox-ox-Tees.—In response to the demand
of the Stockton paintex'S for an advance of Id, per

hour, the masters have agieed to grant an increase

of id. per hour. This has been accepted by the

men, and they have withdrawn the notices which
were to have expii-ed on AVednesday last, May 1.

"W"estox-supee-Maiie. — The master builders

having refused to complj- ivith the demands made
some months ago by the carpenters and joinei's for

an increase of wages by id. per hour, the men have
gone out on strike.

On Friday, the members of the St. Helen's Town
Council were invited to the electric power station.

Cropper's Hill, St. Helen's, to make an inspection of

the recent extension at the works, the principal im-

provement being the addition of a 600H.P. steam
generator, which is the largest yet put down. It

has been constructed by Messrs. "Williams and
Kobinson.
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LATEST PRICES.
IRON, &c.

I'er ton.
.. £«

20
5 15

17

IS

to
Per ton.

£« 10
10
9 15

S 5
13 10

Vi
11 15

to

„
„
,.

„
,.

„
„

Xo.22to2i.
I'cr ton.

. .£12 10

... 13
Vcv ton.

£9 10
9 10
10 10
S 15
10
8
13
12 15

13
12 9

14
13,16

15 B.W.O.
11^0 per ci^-t.

RoUrf-Ilon Jokts, Btlgian -

Bollcd-Stt*! Joi>t-=. Eusrlish

Wroufht-Inm UiiTlpr I'ljitt's 9
Barli\»n. good Staffs 8
Do.. I.;On-moor. Flat, Bound, or

8\iimre
Do., Welsh
Bcilcr Plates, Iron-
South Stiiffs I...

Best Snrfshill _..

Angles 109., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Ho<ipIi-on, for bonding, Arc, £0 15s.

Builders' Hoop lion, galvanised. £15 10s. Od. i»r ton.

Oah"anised ColTugnted Sheet Irx:tn

—

Xo. 18 to 20,

Cft. to Sft. long, inclusive Per ton.

g-.iupe £12 5
Best ditto 12 15

Per ton

Cast-iron Columns £9
Ca-st-Iron Stanchions 9
Eolled-Iron Kencin<r "Wire 10 5
KoUed-Steel Fencing Wire S 5

,, „ ,. GaU"anised. 9 5
Ca.st-Iron Sjish Weights
Cut Clasp Xiiils, Sin. to Bin

Cut Floor Hr.ids

Wire Xails I'oints de Paris;—
Otor S 9 10 11 12
9 6 10,-103 109 ll'S 12-

f'.ist-Iron Socket Pipes—
:iin. diameter
tin. to 6in.

7in.to21in. (all sizes - ..

[Coated nith composition. 2.s. fid. per ton extra ;
turned

and hni\?d joints, ds. per ton extra.]

I-i.' Iron— T"' ton-

"..l.lBlast, LiLeshall 105s. to 110s.

U.it Blast, ditto 57s. Ud. to (i2s. Gd.

Wvought-Iron Tubes and Kttings—Discount off Stiindard

Lists f .o.b. :—
feis-Tubes 62Sp.c.

Watei-Tubes 57J
.Stftim-Tubcs 5'21

ftih anised Gils-Tubes 50

Galvanised Water-Tubes J5

Galvanised Steam-Tubes -10

lOcwt. casks. 5cwt. casks.

Per. ton. Per ton.

Zinc, English :London mm; £2;! 10 to f 'il

Do.. Vieille Montaime 24

Sheet Lesid. 31b. per sq. ft. super. 14 17

Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs 12 10

Lead Shot, in 'JMb. bags 16 "2

Copper Sheets, sheathingand rods 87 10

Copjter. Bnti.sh Cake and Ingot... 74 5
Tin. Straits 118

Do., English Ingots 1'20

Spelter, "Silesian 10 17

TIB[B£R.
Teak. Burmiih per load £10 10

£6 17
6 15
6 15

to £7 5
,.7

21 10
15 17

13 1»
17 2

88
74 10
lis 10
121 10
17 10

Bangkok „ ... 10
Quebec Pine, vellow „ ... 4

., Oak. „ ... 3 2

., Birch „ ... 4 5

,. Ehn 5 5

„ Ash „ ... 4 2
Dantsic and Memel Oak „ ... 2 17

Fir „ ... 3
Wain-scot. Riga p. log... „ ... 2

Lath. Dantsic, p.f 4
St. Petersburg „ ... 4

Greenheart „ ... 7 15

Box , ... 7

Sequoia, U.S.A pcrcubefoot 1

Mahoganv, Cuba, per super foot
lin. thick

to £16
„ 15

5 15
6 5
6
6
4 10
4 7

3 5
5 15
6 10
8
15

6 „ 8
Honduras ... ,,...0 6,, 7J

,; Mexican 4,, 4i
African „ ... 3J „ 5J

Cedar. Cuba 3 „ St

„ Honduras „ ... -SJ „ SJ
Satinwood , ... 10 „ 19
Walnut, Italian ,,...0 3,, 7}

„ .\meiioan (logs) „ ... 2 3,, 046
Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 1'20—12ft. by IJin.

bv 11m. :

—

Quebec, Pine, 1st £'25 to £30
2nd 17 10 „ '21

,>!rd 12 O „ 14
Cana<hi .Spruce, 1st : 1145 „ 14 10

indandSrd 9 10 „ 10 5
New Bnmswick 8 15 „ 1110
Bipi 9 0,, 10
St. Petersburg 11 „ 19
Swedish 12 „ 21
Finliind 1110 „ 13
%VhiteSca 13 „ '2S

Biittens, aU .sorts 5 0,, 1210

Flooring Biwirds, per square of lin. :

—

1st pi-ep-ired £0 12

•.>ndditto 11

Other qualities 6
Staves, per standard .M -

U.S. ditto , £37 10

Memel, cr. pipe 2'30

Memel. black 190

OILS.
Ijn.«eed ,

...per tun £27 10

Hapeseed, English pale... „ ... '2S 10

Do., brown „ ... 26 15

Cottonseed, refined „ ... 21

Ohve, Spanish , ... 30

Seal, ictIc „ .• '26

('r)coanut, Codiin ,, ... '29 15

Do., Ceylon „ ... 25 10

Palm, Lagos „ ... 25 5
Oleine 17 5
Lubricating r.S per gal. 7

Petroleum, refined ...

Tar, Stoekliolm- perbarrel 1 6
Do.. Al-changel 19

Turpentine, .>\jnerican per tim 37

„ £0 IS 9
14 3

6 13 3

„ £45
„ '230

„ -200

to £-28

„ '29

„ 27 10

„ '22

„ 40
„ 20 10
„ 30
„ 25 15

„ 25 10

„ 19 5
8

e* 6J
1 e

R „ 10
„ 37 5

CHIPS.

Tlie B'shop of Liverpool (Dr. Chavasse) hi.s coii-

secrateil a new ehamel which has been atVed to

the church of St. Mark, Newtown, Wigau, at a

cost of £900.

A meeting of the Housing Committee of the Bir-

mingham Corporation was held on Monday to

further consider the plans for the erection of a block

of tenements on the fiat system in Potter-street and
Staniforth- street. Eventually the committee unani-

mously decided upon a scheme, and instructed the

city surveyor, in conference with the manager of the

Estates Committee, to prepare a full report and
complete plans, together with an estimate of the

expenditure. The scheme is for a block of buildings

four stories high, and containing seventy-six tene-

ments each of two, three, or foiir rooms.

The Board of Trade inspection of the H,alifax

teimway extensions from Tuel-lane Top, Sowerhy
Bridge, to Luddendenfoot, ii-om Stump Cross to

Northowi'am, and from Stocks' Gates, near Ambler
Thorn, near Queeusbury, took place on Thui-sday in

last week. Major Drmtt was the inspector attend-

ing, and he passed all three lines, which have since

been opened for traffic.

The Gateshead School Board .are about to com-
mence Kelvin-grove .School, from the design of Mr.
J. Landell Nicholson, architect, no, Northumber-
land-street, Newcastle-on-TjTie, which was placed

tii-st in competition last year. It has been delayed
through the bricklayers' strike, which was settled

recently. This, the first of two blocks, gives accom-
modation for 400 infants on ground floor, and 3()0

junior boys and girls on fii"st floor at a cost of about
"£7,000.

A House of Lords Committee have approved the

preamble of the Mei-sey Docks and Harbour Bill,

the object of which is to empower the Docks and
H.arbour Board to inclose a portion of the foreshore

of the Mersey at Tramnere Pool.

An inquiry was held ,at the town - hall, 'West

Bromwich, on Friday, by Mr. F. H. Tulloch,

inspector under the Local Government Board, into

the town council's appUcatiou for sanction to borrow
f U5,000 for the can-yiug out of extensions and im-
provements at the borough sewerage Avorks. The
town clerk explained that it was proposed to sjieiid

the money in extending the bacteria process at the

sewage farm.

The memorial-stone of a new board school was
laid on Saturday in \Vheler-street, Higher Open-
shaw. This is "the 3.5th school erected by the

Manchester School Board, and it will provide

accommodation for 1,400 children. The new build-

ing, which has been designed by Mr. Frank
Edwards, architect, Manchester, will be two stories

in height. Manu,il instruction for boys will be

provided in the basement, and there will be a special

room for drawing instruction. A cookery-room and
laundry are to be built apart from the main build-

ing. The contractors are Messrs. Youug, Tinker,

and Young, of Cheetham.

The pai^isli church of Macclesfield, which has bc>en

restored at a cost of over £'21,000, was reopened on
Friday by the Bishop of Chester.

At the town - hall, Waterloo, Livei-pool, on
Friday, a Local Government Board inquiry was
held by Mr. H. Percy Boulnois, M.I.C.E.", wltli

re^'ard to an application made by the Waterloo
District Council for power to boiTOW £19,6.53 for

the purposes of a public park and a recreation

ground.

The new cottage hospital erected at Carnarvon
was opened on Friday. The cost of the building,

exclusive of the land, which was presented by the
Lord Lieutenant, Mr. J. E. Greaves, was i3,7,50.

Mr. H. Percy Boulnois, an inspector for the Loca '

Govenmieut Board, .attended at the Public Oftiees-

Grassendale, on Fi-iday, to hold an mquiry into an
application by the Garston Urban District Council
to boiTOW £2,800 for public oflices.

The sum of £3.50 was left for the purpose of

proviifing the parish church at Cotton, near Stow-
market, -with a new organ, in place of an American
organ. This has resulted in an organ being erected

at the east end of the south aisle. Tlie organ has

been built by the firm of Messi-s. Abbott and Smith,

of Leeds. It has two manuals, and the total

munber of pipes is 630.

TEREA-COTT A.^J. C. EDWAEDS,
Terra-Colta Works, Ruahon. London Office. 'MG, Slrand,

W.C. Manclkester Office, 8, South-parade, St. Mary's-etrpct, De.tiis-

gate. See p. XXIV. ^_^^_^__^^^—

ANCHESTEE-GEATES and STOVES,
Vortical Inlet Tubes, Exhaust Ventilators. Ac.— E. H.

SHOULANDandBRO., Drake. street Works, Manchester. Success-

suaranteed. See p. V.

WALKBE'S "WOOD CHIMNEYPIECES
—W.W.\LKER& SOXS, 119, Bunhill-iow.E.C. See .Idvt.

on p. VII.

DANIELS & CO.,
Modellers and Manafaotnrers of

Hi^h-Olass

Imperishable A rohitectural

Concrete Masonry,
TO ARCHITECTS' DESIGNS, in any desired colour.

Offices iKD Woeks :—

85, CANWICK ROAD, LINCOLN.
Erviuirtes ScHcited. £stimates Furnished.

W. I USCELLES aqd Co.,

121, Bunhill Row, Londan, E.C.

TEI.EPHONE Na. S70.

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

LASCELLES* CONCRETE.

Conservatories & Greenhouses.

WOODEN BUILDINGS.
BANK, OFFIOH, ft SHOP FITTIN»8.

QHURGH BENCHES & PULPITS.
MBTIMAIXS OIVMH OH AFFLIIUTIOir.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,
]\LiHOGAXY, WAINSCOT, WALNUT,
TEAK, VENEEE, and FANCYWOOD

MEECIIANTS,

120, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.G.

The most extensive Stock of every kind of
Wood in Planks and Boards, dry and fit for
immediate use.

»

I

I

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Darvel—Two-Story Boerd School feoOplaces) ..

H»-'r,-for(3—li«;port for Alteration,'* to Workhouse -"'n^- e<ich two best repoi-ts

Al'i'r,hot—Board SchfK.ls 7.v> prices) Nopremium; 2.1 per cent, commission
Iiu.\t..n—Stnicture for Thmiril Water Pump (cost £1,000) £20, £10, £a...'
Knn is. r,,. Clare—vVdditious, ice, to District Lunatic Asylum

limit*-.! to Irish Architects ; A.'fsc.s.sor) £50
Tri.wlinils-,; -Isolation Hospital £20, £10
lI,.i-_l..i,l-Munitip;a BuiliUnps £100 (merged), £75, £50
Man. ht^ttr—Fire .and IViIicc Station, &c. '£75.000 limit) £.100, £200, £100.....
I'ark^at'_-. I>;iriiu^on—Row ni Shops and Houses
OiUini-ham. Kint-Sehrml

: 1 ,200 places ; £S,500 limit) £10 (merged), and three of £5
B(nnck-iif.^,n-Twcf<l—Infant.s' .School ;

New .Southg.ite, N.—Double-fronted House i36ft. by 32ft. ; cost
£1,000;

"ilford—Machinery or Appliancea for Sewage Works £50

.\^ndrew Cameron, Solicitor, Newmilns, N.B. May IS 1
T. Llanwame, Clerk, St. John-street, Hereford „ 1»

Norman Clinton. Clerk, Station-i-oad. .\ldershot u
W. H. Grieves, Town Surveyor, Town Hall, Buxton jTine

John Enm-ight, Clerk, Enuis District Lunatic Asylum, Co. CSate ,.. '

,,•
'

W. J. M.ann, Clerk, Uni/m-street, Trowbridge :— »
John Parker, City Engineer, Hereford

i'\-''«
The Town Clerk, Town Hall, Manchester JUIJ'.*

U. a. St<:avenson, Town Clerk, DarUngton
E. T. Atchison, Clerk, 8, Waterloo-road, New Brompton
T. C. Smith, Clerk to School Board, Bcnvick-upon-Tweed

G. Cosgrove. Solicitor. New Sorthgate, N
The Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Salford
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AECUrrECTURE AT THE EOYAL
ACADE^^r.—II.

I
AST week wo ;?avo a general iilea of the

J more iironiinent oontrilnitions among
j

the eoUcction of one lumdved and sixty-five

tlniwings which have licen chosen to rejiresont

C"ontcmi)orary Architecture at the Eoyal

Academy of Arts. There are eighteen hundi'ed

and twcuty-thrce works in the entire ex-

hibition, cliietty. of course, oil paintings. We
were obliged, for various reasons, to omit any
reference to some of the drawings exhibited

in the Architectural Eooms, and these omis-

sions we will now briefly endeavour to notify,

following the order of the catalogue for con-

venience' s;ikc. In this way we come upon
the Borough of T.euminijton Spa Free Librarv

<ind School of Art {1.530), by Mr. J. Mitchell

Bottonxly, and Mr. T. W. Cutler's Italian

Hospital Stair Turret in Queen's-square,

Bloomsbury (1532). both wrought in the jire-

vailing style, with some degree of originality.

The little hotise at Matlock Bath, designed

bv Mr. RafBes Davison, is, as misrht be ex-

house' at Nottinsrham, bright in colour,

by Mr. Gilbert S. Doughty, of that town

(1551). Two smaller churches shown—St.

Peter's, Crieklewood, and St. John Baptist,

S. Withani, T,incolnshirc — are respoc-

tivelv bv Mr. T. 11. Watson and Messrs.

Brewill and Baily. Mr. Francis A. Whit-
well sends two" views of a rough-cast

house at Penn, Bucks (15()-l-5), picturesque

ami without ostentation. Salisbury House,
Finsbury-circus (15(59), by Messrs. Davis

and iMuinanuel, is a big bviilding covering
j

a large piece of the heart of the City

hea\ily, and without enriching the artistic
;

]iossil>ilities of commori'ial enterprise. Pro-
j

fessor F. M. Simjjson has panelled the

entrance-hall of the town hall at Liverpool, .

doing what was possible to give interest
|

to such a building (1571)—a not very

easy task. Mr. I'n-nost Xewton is unfortunate

in "the drawings of his houses (1573, 1577,

and 157s) this year ; but the Chislohurst one

appears to be the best, and most like his

style. Eough-cast and gi-een shutters are

,

the leading characteristics of his poorly-

ti-eated
' ' Steep Hill, .Jersey," with its circular-

I

fronted porch. Mr. H. Percy Adams shows

a quaint little lodge at Wobiini, and hard by
\

hangs the new tower to St. Paul's, Heaton I

Moor, finished o9 with an octagonal lantem,

designed by Mr. F. P. Oakley, of Manchester.

Mr. Chas. H. Worley's pencil study of small

pected, a piipiant example of the picturesque ' premises in Bond-street (1583) does not come
' ' '

""'
' ^ " '

"" up to Academy standards, and we can but

express sm-prise that Mr. Halsey Bioardo

should be guilty of such curious .and

sti-angely-mannered ])iece of work as the
' Joint Temiinal Station for the East Indi.an

and Bengal and Xagpur Railways at Howrah,
Calcutta" (15S8). The sti-uctiire is in brick

olcnding of stone, tile-hanging, and halt

timber, vnXh. a goi>d and convenient plan

(1533). St. Cuthberfs Church at Middles-
brough (1540), from the pencil of Mr. Temple
Moore, recalls the work of his master, Gilbert

Scott, jun,. at St. Agnes. Kennington,
Ihoush really the buildin» is. of course.

mg. The style is not in the least classifiable,

and is hardly suggestive of its location or

puipose. The series of etchings displayed

different. There are two towers flanking the
|
and if this is high-art production, we cannot

«ast of the nave, one being carried rip into a
|

admire it. There appears to be neither

«onical-roofed spirelet. The morning chapel i bi-eadth nor good proportion about the build

pro.i'ects biddly eastwaitls. the entire compo- '
"" ' ' .

• .< i
•

•...-n-i^.

sition being adapted so as to cover the whole
of the street-bound site ; but no plan accom-
j)anies the wa.shed view to show how the by Mr. C. J. Harold Cooper of the interior

interior is managed. This broadly-treated of a house near Piccadilly make uncommon
church is in striking conti'ast to Mr. illustrations ; moreover, they show some
Caroe's large and important florid church very tasteful and good modern internal

tibout to be built near Ph-mouth (1543), decorative woodwork (1591, 6, and 7). The
mentioned in oiu- previous notice : but exterior is not represented. Mr. John Belcher,

the same architect exhibits a plainer
j

A.E.A., sends an interior of the Chateau
brick church at High AVycombe of striking i Mauricien, Wimereiix, of which he published
singularities. The east end has no win- ! a view last year. The .s(!?</« now seen (1599)
dow ; but on the exterior, in lieu of is conceived in a Continental Classic manner
ihc usual feature, an enriched calvary with painted ceilings, the walls being spaced
cross furnishes the mural decoration — a

|

with Ionic columns and pilasters, hand-
meaningless arrangement which we have ', some and .suitable, but neither very original

seen canicd out before. The morning chapel
j

nor suggestive. Mr. "\V. CamiibeU Jones
18 on the south side, and its east window has does nice little work, and his " t\"hite Hart,
a straight pointed head fiUed in with tracery , Sonning " (ICdO) is neatly drawn in pen and
-a novelty without niceness. The tower i ink, quite in keeping with the coimtry side.

n the north has a sadtUe-backed roof with
j
Messrs. Bradshaw and Gass have shown no

gables at right angles with the nave. The
j
little cleverness in scheming their Thomasson

new medical laboratories at Xetley, by
i

Reading Room, Bolton, illustrated in our
Ml-, Edward S. Prior (1542), do not in-

|

p.iges on April 19, and we must mention
tere.st us sufficiently to excite anything like

; Mr. Hatchard Smith's Station Buildings.
enthusiasni—a feeling certainly inspired by

|

Huddersfield—a sensiblework, also iUustvated
the author's book on Gothic architecture—

j
in our pages some little time ago. The

nnd we can but wonder at the tlifferenco ' selected design for Blackbiu-n Police Offices
bi'tween tlieory and ]U-actice thus exemplified.
The School Board Offices, Newcastle, Ijy Mr.
W. H. Knowles (154S) is a straightforward

and Com-t House (1602), by Messrs. Briggs
and Wolstenholme, we shall shortly publish

from the drawing here exhibited ; near which
piece of Classic work, and we suppose the 1 we observe the desiini of Messrs. Woodliouse
design exhibited by Mi-. Gerald C. Horsleyfor i and Willoughbv (l(in9) for the same series of
theGirls' School, St. Paul's, Halumersmith

|
buildings, m-. Edward Mountford's build-

(looOJ, is straightfoi-waid enough, and i ing in Cowcross-street, E.C., has an arcaded
practically planned ; but, architecturally, base, a row of pedimented -windows on the
if we may judge from this drawing, fii-st floor, a deep frieze between the attic
the work is most bald and commonplace, windows sui-mountcd by an unbroken cornice,
-without gi-ace or refinement—a striking with doi-mors behind t£e parapet, and striped
contrast to the boys' school in every way, chimneys in brick and stone (1610). It
without compensating for the confessedly makes an excellent fi-ont ; but having buckled
hard lines of the larger building ;—ah effort in the mounting, the dra\\dng gives an un-
which a representative of the newer school i fortunate appearance to its horizontal lines,
like Mr. Horsley certainly mifht have ' which are thereby much distorted. The British
attempted. The Swansea Harbour Trust

;
School, Trowbridge, Wilts, bv Messrs. Silcock

Offices Competition is represented by 1552,
| and Eeay, hangs too high "to be well seen;

but the design is boldly handled and treated

tastefully in a well-detailed manner with

brick, slate, and stone. Mr. James S.

Gibson's clever and dignified design for

AValsall Town Hall (illusti-ated in the

Brn.Dixr, Xicws, Oct. 19, 1900, is one of the

best buildings shown this year (^1639), quiet

and reserved in its Classical dignity, express-

ing its purpose, and marked by good propor-

tions. The drawing is unimpoi-tant-looking

'midst so many more pretentious per-

spectives ; but to the oliservant critic the

scheme presents much that is worthy of

admiration—mainly, ])ossibly, on account of

the reserve displayed by the design. It

may be that in execution the work may
hardly realise the ideal suggested l)y the thick

lines "employed for its delineation—a striking

contrast to" the thin ib'awings in yogiie

when Sir Charles Barry did his best Classic

work. The Ten-ace aiid Suimner-houses at

Dalham Hall, by iNFessrs. C. E. Mallows and
Grocock, represented by an adept draughts-

man, are brightly handled in pen ami ink,

showing a semicircular columniated alcove

below the terrace, which is erected of brick

and stone, much being made of the steps on

either side (1625), Messrs. Harrison and
'\^'ard show good hou.ses at Caterham and
T,impsfield, and Mr. Arnold Mitchell exhi-

bits a large di-awing of .some additions to the

odd, old mansion called Tissingtou Hall,

Derbyshire, done in stone in character -with

the original building. Bowden Green House,

Pangboiu-ne, is not a very liappy effort by
the same architect (1631). Mr. Edward P.

Warren, one of the lights of the advanced

school of architects, scarcely advances our

art by his over-windowed Bedale's School.

Petersfield, drawn here in jiencil (1632); and

we are lost m wonder at the hanging of such

a set of heavy, brown-washed elevations as

those displayed by Mr. R. M. D. Lucas, illus-

trating the "Old 'Bar Gate at Southampton.
! Mr. W. 11. Atkins Berry seems to have made
i the most of the corner featiu-e of some offices

in Moorgate-street, in banded brick, -with a

somewhat customary turret (1633); and
hanging close at hand is an admirably-drawn
figure of ",St. Nicholas,'' a good design for

a stained-glass window, by Mr. James C.

Powell. Mr. Clyde Young exhibits a big,

handsome drawing, by Mr. English, of the

Glasgow Municipal Buildings, designed and
built many rears ago now by his late father,

Mr. WiUiam Young (1638), The view

shows the John -street front to much advan-

tage, and, by curtailing its terminations,

enhances the" interest of the composition.

Mr. E. M. Bruce Vaughan exhibits a

Memorial Chiu-ch at Oystermouth, to be

erected in connection with the late Frances

Ridley Havergal (1643). The building

will add to the repute of its architect for

churches in the West of England and Wales.
Mr. J. Ai-mstrong Stenhouse .shows a Gothic-
hooded Chimne^-jjiece in "The Hall" at

Egham (1648), -which will look well, no
doubt; and the Gardener's "Bothy" at

"The Bury,'' King's Walden, Herts, by
Messrs. Beeston and Bui-mester, is a satis-

factory little jiiece of domestic biulding
realised in tile-hanging with a timbered
gable. The Technical Institute, WaiTingtou,
by Messrs. Owen (1655), is conceived in good
taste, and though of a diffft'ent t^i^e, the
same may be said of Mr. Reginald Kirklej-'s

designs for South Shields Municipal Build-
ings, which gain much by a good pen-and-

' ink drawing (1665). Mr. Reginald Moi-jihew's

block of offices in Jei-myn-stroet, W., erecting

;
in .stone ashlar (1659), we have already illus-

[
trated ; and we notice an ambitious scheme

!
by Mr. E. B. Lamb (1664) for a National
Memorial to British Heroes, a well-handled
gi-oup of spires and Gothic feiitures little

likely ever to be built, but none the less able,

1 and in some w,ays ideal, ilr. Ernest Emerson,
the son of the President of the R.I.B.A.,

sends his maiden contribution of the Academy,
I the subject being some stables for a house at
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Oakover. Ticehurst (1667), a work which
exhibits good taste. Messi-s. T. Mawson and
Dan Gihson send a capable drawing by Mr.
Mallows of some Ton-ace Gardens at Sidcnp.

in which g-arden architectural tcatiues fonn

the distinguishing feature, with a loggia in

the centre of the stone-walled eomiiosition,

flanked by jiedimcnted siunnier-hou.«es at the

far ends of the terraces (1671). Mr. l?cresford

Pite sends a tinumiihal trijiled-arched liriilge.

siuinonntod by sculptuie. weighting the

central spans of the bridge itself with mean •

iiigless double colonnades stopping short of

the end bays of the bridge, thus concentnitiiig

the apparent weight of the composition over

the bed of the stream, just where such

a degioe of ponderosity of effect is least

desirable. In detail the presumed me-
morial is, perhajis. more imusual than

original, and more heavy than elegant (1072).

Tlie Empress Club. Dover-street, Piccadilly, is

another addition to the street buildings of the

West-end by Messrs. Wimperis and Arber.
j

whose work is well known in this duection.

Iluntercombo MaTior, Oxfordsliire, is a

wonderfullj- overwrought ornate building of

vast size and ambitious design, with scul]i-

fure at all points, and statuary s]n'inklod

over the whole composition, round fountains.

on terraces, and fronting garden stairways.

The lack of repose tluis exemplitied is the first

characteristic which impresses the beholder,

and boundless expense follows upon the

thought of all this tuneted extravagance : a

nightmare surely in house-building, thought
out with some originality and resource of

fancy, but most unsuited to the ideal .sense of

an Englishman's home. Mr. Andrew J.

Gordon, its architect, musthave secured a rich

client whose intention, seemingly, is to

astonish the natives (167s). The remainder of

the wall sjiace in the gallery is occupied with
:

small things, in marked contrast to the last

named. Thus Dorking Infirmary (1679). by
^Ir. Percy Adams (which we illustrated some
few months ago), and some prettih' jilanned

stables at Theeds Wood, Bucks (1 (iSl ), liy Mr.
;

AV. H. Wiite, may be nientioned. The church"
{

(if St. Felix. Felixstowe, shown only by a
slight pencil shidy by Mr. J. 11. Eastwood,
is a refined and well-conceived plain brick
building, enriched by a cultivated sense of

good detail (KiS.'J). The large drawing of a

new Congregational Church at Leeds by Mr.
Geo. F. Dauby, hanging on the line (16S.5),

shows what advance is being made in Non-
\

conformist (.'hapel Building, with spires

and traceried oni,amentation emphasising
plans of a comprehensive and exteusi\e kind.

Ml". John J. Talbot's Unit;irian Chiuch,
Birkenhead ( 1 <i(>6). is a smaller examjile of this

class of work, designed with taste aiid feeling.

Mr. Geo. II. Fellowes-PrTOne, famous for

the novelty and distinction of his churches,
shows one about to bo built at Lower Syden-
ham in red brick .and stone. The breadth of

|

the west front is distinctly marked and in- -

tentional ; but we cannot hel]i feeling that in

effect the nave window in the centre has a !

jiinched appearance. Mr. Paul Waterhouse
IS represented by a very small drawing of a '

minor subject—two sKops in I.'^ppcr-street,
;

Islington (16S7), and ^Mr. A. II. Skipworth
."^hows an original design for a Churchyard
Cross near Sleaford, Lincolnshire (1691):
Mr. O. M. Ayrton closing the list with a

'

proposed Puljnt at Leverstock Green. There
TS only one model—viz., that of the Dome of

Giggleswick School Chajiel, by Mr. fieorgc '

Murray (1,070) ; but it is placed so high up
on the wall at the end of the gallery th.at its

examination in detail is a mattta- of no
little difficulty. The building itself was
designed by Mr. T. G. Jackson, E.A.,
and exhibited by him at the Academy
in 180S. It will thus be seen how varied
the collection is, marking jierhaps, as a

whole, no distinct advance, but also empha-
sising the fact that contcmporaiy building
has in many ways improved during the jiast

quarter of a century, and that not a few

architects are doing excellent work. At any
rate, many exhibit an endeavour to strike

out on fresh lines, though the tendency seems
to be towards baldness and crude simplicitj-,

which leads to a want of interest in some
otherwise clc\-er ]>roductions.

PICTURES AT THE ROYAL ACADEMY.
—II.

ALTHOUGH a few cleverly - painted

subj(»ct-pictures are to be seen on the

walls of P.urlington House, there are a great

many below the standard of merit, both in

composition and handling, that we expect to

find in the Academy. Ha\ing noticed a few

of the more imjtortant pictures, we may now
glance at others, taking the order of the

galleries. In (iallery I., Frank D. Millet's

picture, "The Proposal" (9), a Puritan in

black giirb, with steeple-.shaped hat. sitting

near a young maiden on a bench before a

table with frugal fare, is distinguished by aU
the simplicity and restraint of colour of this

master. Its very simplicitj- and the demure
expression of the young man's face are its

chief attraction. This painter's larger jiieture,

" An Accusation of Witchcraft," in Gallerj-

XL is a scene laid in a plain white-washed
courthouse—possibly Salem, Mass.—which
this able American painter can so adequately

dejiict. The young girl, whose eyes express

her mental agony, stands between officials in

uniform, while a Puritan minister in black

clerical attire is laying the accusation before

the judges, seated at a table with all the

dignity of their position. Round the ojien

doorway are seen many interested spectators.

But we pass to a fine landscape by Alfred

East (16), " In the Cotswolds." strong in

handling, with its backgi'ouud of sun-tinged
hills. Frank Dicksee, in "Y'seult" (52),

gives us an incident in the story of "Tristram
and Yseult " we noticed last week — a i

harmony of rich crimson and gold, in which '•

the beavitiful daughter of the Queen of
|

Ireland.' who married King Marke of Corn-
wall, is seen seated at the balcony of the
palace facing the sunset sea, her arms resting

on the stone sill and her hands clasped. She
wears a sad expression ; a string of pearls

encircles her auburn hair, and she sits in a
sumptuous chair of beaten gold. AVe chiefly

admire the work as a jiieee of gorgeous
colour and poetic fancy.
Very different in motive and in its pathos

is Middlcton Jameson's " The Viaticum "
; a

grou]) of poor people on the pavement crowd
round the door of a humble dwelling at the
corner of a street in the shades of evening.
They are chiefly kneeling. We see in the
lighted doorway a priest administering the
last Sacrament before a small altar, with its

flickering lights and crucifix. C)utside is

a young acolj-te, in .surplice, his scarlet

belt giving a note of colour to the
dingy surroundings of a street. The colour

and handling are powerful and impressive.
On the other side is a large, wcll-painted
interior, by William M. Palin (54), "The
Light that Never Fails," in which an elderly

gentleman sits listening to his young
daughter, seated against the lighted window
reading from a large Bible. The waning
light and shaded figure of the girl, and the
reflected light and half-shadows and the
dainty tea-table are well painted. W. Q.
Orchardson, in " Blos.soms Fair" (40),
paints in his delicjitely-subtle tones of amber
a young lady in Em])irc gown putting a pot
of white chrysanthemums into a large vase
on a side table, in a richly-oinamented Cinque
Cento room. J. W. Waterhouse's portrait

of Mrs. Schreiber (4S), in white satin, sitting

in a red U]>holstered chair against a blue
curtixin backgi-ound is admirable in the
colour scheme ; and we also notice for its

strong colour and freshness John E. Eeid's
"Sons of the Sea" (45). Albert Goodwin,
whose subjects are generally taken from
the field of fiction, exhibits "Ali Baba

and the Forty Thieves" (53), a grove
of giant palms, beyond which the blue
sea appears, as the scene of the incident.

The silvery tones of the thick forest give an
air of romance to the theme. In " The
Phantom Ship," in the Sixth Gallery, and
" Sinbad the Sailor," in another gallery, we
notice the same skill in throwing a spell of
wemlness over the subject. Clever in its

involved suggestion and subtle meaning is

Byam Shaw's " Suffolk's Hand" (60). a sub-
ject fciken from Shakespeare's " Henry VI."
The gold and green mantle and deep blue dross
and the able management of light are skilfully
painted. A fuU-length and graceful figure (if

jSIrs. D. Falcke. by F. Howard ^lichael (641,
may also be mentioned. " .Sons of the Sea,"
by John R. Reid, depicts a harbour : a
jetty runs out into the sea, and sitting along
its edge are a number of fisher-lads. The
colour is fi'esh and strong. In Gallery H.
there is little to detain us. it we except
Ernest Croft's dexterously - handled "Aii
Affair of Honour," a meeting preparatory

a duel. C. Napier Hemy's m'and sea piei

"The Home Wind" (85). Ai'thur Hacker*!

fine conception, " The Cloud," J. MacWhiT'
ter's " A Flowery Path," a scene in Switzer-

land, a deftly-painted hiU covered with wil(

flowers, descending which is a procession oJ

white-di-essed nuns. The chief jiortraits are-

the large gi'oup by John S. Sargent W(

noticed last ivcek, and Hubert von Her-'
komer's graceful full-length picture of

young lady in white standing against a back-^

ground of coupled columns (113), " Seeing,

Saw Not; Hearing Not, I Heard." Frank'
Dicksee's portrait of '

' The Duchess of Buck
ingham and Chandos" (122), seated, richly-'?^

attu-ed in white-and-gold embroidered dress, ^
wearing a diamond coronet, against a back- /
ground of blossoms, is very effective in'. •.

colour and as a study of costume and tech-^
ni(jue. R. W. Maddox has a study of still'^'

life, " Roses," beautiful blossoms in a blue- 'V
aud-white vase, with a lironze plague and
illuminated book, admirable in colour and,

technique.

Last year H. W. B. Davis painted a fin

landscape, " After Sunset," with all the

beauty of woodland and stream. This year

he sends three pictures, "Evening" (127)

and "The Nearest Way Home " (162), and
"Early Summer" (646), all excellent ia

handling and coloiu\

We noticed last week a few of the more
prominent pictures in Gallery III. On the:

great portrait by M. Benjamin Constant of

the late Queen opinions will differ. The
painter has concei\ed and painted a symbolic"

ideal, not a mere portrait, and we think the.

jn-ominence given by the Iving to the French

painter's work will be appreciated by the

French nation. They cannot undervalue the

compliment. There" has been a protest

raised by some against the quantity of blue

and crape drapery which surroiuids thi

picture, which deprives a number of picturi

of a coveted position. Of other porti-ai

worth noticing may be mentioned the late

Duke of Westminster, K,G., painted forth

Public Library of St, George's, Hanover-

square, by subscription, by AVilliam Carter.

It shows the late Duke standing, .and is an

excellent jiortrait. Hon. John Collier's por-

trait of " The Duke of Cornwall and York "

(151) will also be noticed at the opposite,

corner ; but the most atti'activo group is Johr

S. Sargent's "Daughters of A. Wertheimer,:

Esq." (178), which hangs near Mr. Leader's!

great landscape, " A Gleam before the.:

Stonn." The two young ladies, full length^

st^mding, one of whom has her ai-m rouni

the waist of her sister, arc in low eveninj

dresses, one of white satin, the other of dei

maroon velvet, her black hair adorned h
scarlet flowers, repeating the darker tone u
dress. The taller of the two ladies rei

'

her hand on a large porcelain vase

wall beyond is hung with "paintings. TI

painter succeeds in giving two atb-aetive

I
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charming porsonalities in.stiiKt with life ;

the ti'Xtiiies are paiutuJ with brilliancy, and

the group must bo regarcleil as ono of the

painter's most successful works of jiortraiture.

His portrait of "Mrs. Charles HusscU"
-'19). a threc-iiuartcr life-size, one arm
resting on a pedestal of an elegant oli-ctro-

plated lamp, is decidedly unconventiimal in

its treatment, and is strong in indi\iduality.

The portiait of ' I'rofessor G. Aitchison,

E.A." {'2\\), noticed last week, gond as it is. is

overpowered by the amoimt of red in the

linings of the armchair.

.Vnother well-known architect has his

jiortrait in the Academy, which wo may
mention here. It is "T. tr. Jackson. 1{.A.,

'

by Hugh G. Riviere, in Gallery VITI. (.>.31),

sliowu seated before a drawing of a galile,

with T-.square and pencil in hand, excellent

as a likeness ; there is indi\i(biality also.

G. F. Watts has an idealised study "In the

Highlands." a yoinig girl seated on a rock

Miid-t hills, on her laj) rot a niass of loo.se

\\M llowers. The colour is the .strongest

c|uality. 11. W. 1>. J)avis has also one of his

l"stworks. "The Nearest Way Home" (1(3-).

ws crossing a brook, a work of much
ympathy and strength; the colour is

-oodn'e and restrained. Geo. Clausen in

.V Gleaner " (lH-1) has a strongly painted
:nd sincere work. .V large canva.s by
I'li-derick Goodall, " The Sn.ake Charmer,
Cairo" (l'S.>) will attract for its subject and
the graphic det;iils of this master of Oriental
-rones.

J. MacWhirter has a majestically painted
landscape. " A Fallon Giant" (2();5), an up-
rooted and fallcH tree ; and we may notice in

pas.sing Val. C. Prinsep's "Autumn" (190),
*' Hollies Weinl and Flowers of Spring " by
E. A'icat Cole -a fine woodland and " By
the River," by A. Winter Shaw (102). Briton
Riviere has a clever dog study "To the
Hills." a she])herd or giimokoeper turning
the lock' of his cottage door, in a billy
countiy ; his three collies are ready to make
ofi, delighted with the 2)rosi>ect of a run. The
souse of movement and vivacity in the
dogs is veiy ably rendered. The work is
' -is ambitious and remarkable than his last

ar's work, "St. George and the Drag(m,"
v\ liich will bo I'emembered in the Third
Gallery. No. 19S, by Luke Fildes,
" Gegetta," is a tyjie of dark expressive face

we have seen in other of his pictures. The
girl is evidently a A'enetian lass, her black,

dishevelled hair, and the blue figured bodice
and green shawl making a charming studj'

• grace and colour.
' After the Beats Came In," by Robert W.

^Ulan (256) is one of the best coast scenes in
the galleries. The painter depicts a Northern
harbour, around the quays of which a fleet

of Scotch fishing-boats are moored, while on
the beach a number of fisherwomen round
a sort of tank arc cleaning the fish for curing
]iur])oscs ; numerous barrels fur the fish .ire

a little beyond, and in the distance waves
break over the rocks. The handling and
colour are vigorous and stionir. The large
picture by William L. Wylliij (272), "The
Pa.S8ing of a Great Queen," is a fine piece of
realistic painting. The picture represents the
.scene on the Solent, so recently described,
the steamer conveying the Uueen'.s body
through the lines of great ironclads. The
effect of sunlight through the veil of mist
and smoke on the water and atmo.sphere, is

very tiuthfully given by the amlier tones;
the grouping of the vessels and the
technical skill di.splaycd in their perspective
and details make this one of the most suc-
cessful of the painter's work. As a sequel
we have John Charlton's equally clever canvas
in the same gallery. " 2nd February. 1901 "

(253), we just noticed last week. Mr.
• 'harlton has shown the Royal funeral pro-
.:e.s.sion as it turns the corner of St. James's
Palace, in which we see the commanding
figrn-e of the Dtvke of Norfolk, the gun-
carriage, and the Royal mourners. The

com])osition is clever in its grcjuping of the

chief mourners, and the subdued colouring

of the street surroundings contrast with

the scarlet and brilliant uniforms of tliosc

in the jirocession.

J. J. Shanium's pleasing subject, " The
Flower Girl." carrying her infant through a|

]]ath of trees, with the sunlight flickering
j

through the foliage on tlie face and figui'ed

dress of the j-oiing mother, is wi>rth notice.

J. Seymour l^ucas's historical ejiisude in the

life of Cardinal Wolscy. " The Clouds that

Hound the Setting Sun " (.'iOO). representing

!

the great Cardinal with bowed head, in his

scarlet robes, walking through a garden into

a sunlit lawn, is a powerful contrast of

colour, and the figures of his attendants, who i

are a little behind, looking torwarils. are

dramatically introduced. A large red brick

buihling is seen beyond the close-cut hedge
in the background. Then we have 11. II.

La Thangue's very clever piece of realistic

painting. "Gathering Plums" (308). On
the sloping banks of a brook, Ijetween two
orchards, a girl is stooi)ing jiicking uji plums
that ha\e falleji from the ti'ces ; three

baskets full of the jiui-ple fruit are in the

foreground, and bej'ond is a boy helping in

the work. Gleams of waim sunlight through

the trees fleck the grass of sloping banks.

Peter Graham has a large sea-piece, " Wait-
ing for the Tide" (313). The scene repre-

sents a jetty or quay with group of waiting-

men, and in the foreground is seen a rock

with seagulls. The atmosphere and misty
distance are painted with bis accustomed
freshness. The incident told by ^Margaret

I. Dicksee (314), where the young Thomas
Ijawrence is shown in a large inn-parlour at

Devizes, taking the jiortrait of a fasliionably-

dressed young lady who is making a stay at the

inn 1)efoi'e proceeding to Bath is interesting.

This completes our review of the first four

galleries; wo shall deal with the other galleries

next week.

H(J\V TO ESTIJIATE ; OR, THE ANALYSIS
OF BUILDERS' PEU'ES.—A'l.

By Jons T. Ke.s F.S.I., Surveyor, AVar Dept.

ANALYSIS OF raiCES : MATEKIAI.S.

BURNT BALLAST.—The tei-m "baUasl" Is

derived from the use of similar ma ti rials

placed in tlie hold of a ship to keep it steady

when there is no cargo. It is much cuiployod in

the shape of broken stone, gravel, &c., for

milking concrete and forming roads, as well as

on railways. When ready-made ballast is not
procurable, birmt-clay ballast is used, which is

m!id(! from any clay suitable for brickmaking.
Thai for concrete is i)roduced by making a fire of

"slack," or small coal, cinders, breeze, ashes,

&c.. and covering this in with lumps of clay or

brick earth : more fuel is scattered over this, then
more clay, and so on in alternate layers. It may
bo cooking, so to speak, for • weeks. In this wiiy

as much ballast can be made as will be wanted.
It is m<jst important that the clay shuvdd be
thoroughly burnt ; otherwise it will return to its

natural condition. Burnt ballast by itself, how-
ever, is not tt be recommended as an aggregate
for concrete where streng-th and durability arc
required, as it is too weak in tension and com-
liression. If used with a harder aggregate,
such as broken bricks, stone, or gravel, it is all

riglit. The clinker refuse from the " Newing-
ton " dust destructors at Meopham is much more
s\utable, and its greater cost wovdd bo more than
repaid witli the better residts obtained.

It takes about 2cwt. of fuel to bmii I cubic yard
of clay, and calculating small coal at 16s. per ton,

the cost of production would bo :

—

s. a.
1 cubic yard of clay in the field 1 6
Excavating ditto and spreading Oil
L;ibour in bui'ning: ',

_ 6
2cwt. cujI at 16s. per ton 1 7

Total cost per yard cube 4 6

A chaldron of breeze at ;is. bm-ns from 9 to

12 cubic yards of clay. Proper clay can some-
' times be obtained from the building site, in which

j

ca.se its price would be eliminated.
Tliinius Jtiillast.—This is a natural mixture of

j

gi-avel or shingle with sand, in the proportion of

two of the former to (mo of sand ; that from
above tlie bridges is the cleanest. Therefore no
sand need bo addeil when this is used for concrete.

Thames ballast in the City costs 4s. 6d. per yaitl

cube.

I'ui-thdiil Viiiiiiil. --'YVm is an artificial com-
bination of chalk, and a comparatively small

percentage of clay, and is .so called from a

supposed resemlihince in its colour to Portland

stone. I'lie heaviest ipialities set the slowest,

but are the best, as they ultimately attain the

greatest amount of strength. The usual weight
specified is 1121b, or Icwt. per striked bushel, and
each sack or bag contains 2 bushels, weighing
2cwt., wliich gives 10 saiks to the ton. By
London custom the b.-igs contain 2 centals, or

trade bushels, of lOOlb. each, giving JtlOlb. of

cement per sack, which costs os. Sd. llags should

not be included in the weight. T'luise of No. 1

canvas cot l.Ss. per dozen, and those of jute 7s.

per dozen.

A manufacturer makes a trade allowance to a

builder of 11 bags to the ton. although oidy 10

bags actually weigh a ton. Ncjw 1 bag - 2cwt.

= 2 bushels,' and 1 bushel = lift. cube. There-

fore 1 bag = 2Ht. cube, and 11 bags x 2Jft.

cube = 27Aft. 'cube. Thus 1 ton of cement
= 1 yard cube.

The cost is about 3.)s. per ton. including use of

bags, delivered in London ;
ami an average price

for lesser quantities for the purposes of calculation

woidd be Is, per bag, or Is. lOd., P.C., per

bushel. If delivered by van within _a radius of

three miles, or to any railway station in London,

cement costs Id. per bushel extra. A convenient

rate given for country districts is 2s. Cd. per

bushel.

Cement is exported in fir casks, lined with stout

brown paper to prevent leakage, and bound with

iron and wooden hoops, each generally containing

4 centals or 40()lb. (net). Price os. 6d. per cask,

including Is. Gd. for cost of cask itself. Six casks

= 1 ton.

Lime.—The "stone " or grey-chalk lime com-
monly used in London is obtained from the lower

chalk beds in the South of England at Dorking,

Lewes, Pctersfield, Hailing, Jlerstham, kc, and
is feebly hydrardic. It weighs about 701b. per

bushel. A cubic yard costs lis., .and with 8 sacks

(of 2 bushels each), or 16 bushels, to the yard, the

charge would be 8|d. per bushel. The ordinary

ground Dorking or grey lime is now seldom kept

in stock by London merchants, as the ground lias

is much stronger, and cheaper also than formerly,

and is brought uji from tlie country in large

quantities.

>\Tien lime is purchased in sacks, it may be

bought in the form of ground lime instead of

lump at a small increased price, with, of coui-se,

a further extra charge for the use of the sacks.

Lias lime, called "blue lias" from the colour

of the raw stone, comes mainly from the Midland
and South-Western counties, chiefly from such

places as Rugby, in Warwiekshu-e : L\nne Regis,

in Dorset ; and Aberthaw, near Cardiff. It is

much more hydrauHo than the stone lime.

Ground lias lime costs 25s. per ton in the Metro-

polis, and as two yards equal one ton, the price

-per yard cube is 12s. Cd. As there is an average

of 30 bushels to the ton, the price per bushel

works out to lOd., including use of bags. There
are three bushels of groimd blue lias lime to the

bag, or 10 bags make one ton. If <lclivered by
v;m within a radius of three miles, or to any
railway station in London, lime costs Is. per yard

cube extra.

Brick Rithhish.—This is termed "rubbish"
because the broken bricks, ire, of which it is

composed are generally obtained from old budd-
ings pulled down ; if not, the most inferior bricks

brought on to the site must be utilised. Such
hard dry material is not only used fur concrete

aggregate, but as a filling beneath concrete

pavements. VY labourer can break to 2in. or Sin.

cube 4 cubic yards per day, or 1 yard in 2i hom's,

and putting down 2s. for "bricks, we have

—

Bricks for 1 cubic yard of rubbish, say

Breakiu? ditto, 21 "hours labourer at fid.

s. d.

2
I 8

3 3
;tAdd profit .

Total cost per yard cube 3 U

Bi-ohn .S7»/«'.—The smaller the stone is broken

the heavier a cubic yard of it will weigh, as the

percentage of vacant space between each stono

will be less. Stone, broken to 2in. gauge for

ordinary metalling or concrete, would only be a

little more than half the weight of the solid rock.
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^*or example, Koiitish rasfstone weighs IGGlb.

, , , ,. 4,4821b. „ , ,

jier fout cube < 2i = ., .nTjjT- = - ton* P^J' y™
cuTje ill the solid. This is equivalent to 5.5 per

cent., or, say, 1 ton roundly, per yard cube lor

the broken stone.

A labourer would break two cubic yards

(measured after breaking^ into 2in. gauge in a
[

day, equal to "is. Cd. ))er yard. Hard rooks can
only bo broken at the rate of one yard, and
granite at half a yard per day. Hand-broken
.<itone is .sharper in fracture, as it is done by a

blow, and not by gradual jiressure, whereiis
]

machine-broken .stone is often flaky or witli

rounded edges, anil, therefoi-e, not so suitable for

concrete.

Stone can be broken much more expeditiously

and cheaply by machine than by hand, iiro\i<le(l
|

that the machine be at the quarry,-so as to save

the expense of mucli liandling, and (hat the stone

bo too tough to be broken economically by hand.

'ITie wear and tear of a stone-breaking- machine
is very considei-iilde, and it has been known to

reach as high as 621 per cent, of the fii-st cost of

the machine in one year. If one of Uaxler's

knai>ping - motion stone-breakers, with a 16in.

by Sin. jaw and till. P. engine, be used, the

quantity issuing per day of 10 hours is from 00

to 90 tons, and the metal falls from a screen in

vai'iou.= sizes into divisions below. As nnich as

18 tons have been broken in an hour ; but faking
(iO tons as an ordinary day's work, the cost of

breaking, including the expenses of steam-engine,

is a.s follows :

—

Labo»r{l men ijetting stone to, and ,i £ s. d.

takin;; it from, nmeliine)—!» men at
as. Cil. per day Ill

Engine man at 5s. per d'i\' .5

Feeden>, 1 man at Is. . .040
„ 1 bovat -is. lia, ., 2 (>

" Architectural Siu-\-eyor's Handbook." The
profit in this and other trades has been added
separately to each individual item for the sake of

clearnes.s", though it does not follcjw that the same
percentage would be maintained throughout.

Diq, t/iroif otif, (Otil form tfuyfoccn for Concrete

I'livui't, iV'C., not vxifciliiiri V2i>i. hi dipth.—An
excavator ought to be able to dig out 20 yards

super, of common soil, not exceeding 12in. thick,

in a day of 10 hours. Wages 7d. per hour.

Therefore he can execute 1 yard sup. in l-20th

of that time.

Wages 7d. per hour x 10 houi-s

per diiv. 20 vaids suju'r. an
. 5s."l0d. ^

20
Add profit .

= TOd., or OS. lOd.
dug- in one day,

pt-r yard supL-r.

Total cost per yard super. ..... .04
Or this might be put : 20 yards super, are dug

in a day of 10 hours, or 1 yard super, per half-

hour ; therefore

—

;it 7il. pL-r hour = .

s. d.
.<).!

0*

Coals, 5cwt. atSs. per ton
Oil and tallow
Allow for depreciation and rep.aire (working-

6 montlis)

Cost of i;0 tons .

Cost of 1 ton ...

1 yard super, per half hour
Add proiit

Tot.ll cost, as befoije 4

Dii/i/iiii/ mil! tJnoichiff out over rnrns uboreVlbi.

hi tfepth, 'uH-liiiliiif/ ht't'Ilhif/ snrfuci' or forinhiy

fiil/s.—A man would dig and throw out on an
average 9 yards cube per day in common ground

;

therefore

—

"WagesTd. per hum- X 10 hotu-s = OS. lod. ptn-da}-, s. d.

9 yards cube are dug in 1 day, .-. ?5l^—:- = 7^

Add for levelling-, falls, kc Oi

Add 10 per cent, profit

G0)2 10

10

The sum is therefore lOd. per ton ; but allo-vv-

iug for time lost in moving from one place to

another, the a(-lnal cost is Is. per ton, or jjer

yard culie, of broken stone (as already explained),

as Ci'nij>ared to 2s. (id. for the same amount
broken by hand.

S/im/. —The sand used in London comes-from
the Thames, or from pits at Fulham, or the
Drayton district, and costs Cs. per yard cube in

the City. Washed .sand costs 8s., the labour in

washing being represented by Is. 6d., and the
remaining Gd. for waste of material. "When
screening is necessarj- the extra jn-ice wotild be
'id., one cubic yard heing scre(^n(!d by a labourer
in an hour at this wage.

KXO.WATI.VG, KTC. : L.^llOfU OF K.IRTHWOUK.

The operations comijrised in earthwork usually
are :

—

1. (Jetting, or excavating.
2. Filling into harrows, oai-ts. or waggons.
.'J. Keraoving ~i.' ., wheeling in barrows, or leadiug in

waggons.
4. Tipping, or teeming— i'.'., finally depositing.
5. Sprc.iding, after depositing.

Ground to be excavated may in general terms
be classed as follows :—

1. Loo.se earth, made ground, sand, or mud,
that can be lifted with a shovel without digging.

2. Common ground, where nothing more is

necessary beyond cutting with a spade, an opera-
tion called " cutting."

3. Stilt earth, clay, gravelly soil, or loose
chalk, that re(i\iire getting by means of a pick-
a.xc, an operation called " hacking."

4. Kock and other hard ground, which requires
to be blasted.

Most earths require cutting and hacking, and
some need all the above ojjerations. One excavator
to oft. or Oft. breadth of face of a cutting is as
near as they should be.

Kxcavator's wages ha^•e been taken at 7d. per
hour, but digging is tisually done by common
lalwurers at Od. per hour, or" (-von less, in which
case a saving would be effected in the following
]>rice3.

_
For large excav.ations ivhere mm-h i)lant

i.i required, the digging is IVe(|uen1ly sub-let, and
a cheap way is by letting ift by iji'ecework to a
gang of labourei-s.

'i'ypii-al specimens only of anidyses have been
shown in these articles; other items and rates
can be deduced in a similar manner from the
information herein given, with the assistance of
the taWcs of labour constants found in Hurst's

Total cost per yard cube

In made ground or light soil a man would dig

1.3 or 14 yards, and in clay or gravel 6 or 7 yards

a day, in chalk 5 yards, these being averages. It

was found by exporunent in 18.56, at Plumstead
Rifle Kange, near ^\'ool^vich, that a navvy could

e.xcavatc 8 cubic yards of clay per day of 10

hours ; but the capabilities of worlcmen vary, and
so does the nature of clay. In hard gi'ound,

where picking is reqtiired, from 3 to 5 cubic

yards would be excavated. Such data being
kno^^n, the prices for various soils can be
analysed and worked out in the s,ame way as the

foregoing.

A 10-ton locomotive steam-crane excavator,

fitted with a 1^ yard cube digging bucket, will

excavate and deliver into waggons from 800 to

1,000 cubic yards per day of 10 working hours,

according- to the nature of the ground.
I)u/i/hif/ (Hid fhroirhiff out in trcnviw^, hichtiihiij

hvt'Jlhiff hottorn^ (tml jixhig and rniiorint/ sJiorhit/

find clom- jiJiinlihifj ivhrrr reqinrcd^ not crccedhig Gft.

in dijit/i.—Work in trenches costs 20 to 30 per
cent, more than digging over areas, where the

labour is not cramped. The soil is merely
deposited at a safe distance (of, say, 2ft.) from
the edge of the trench, from whence it is wheeled
or carted away. Take common ground : A man
would here be able to manage only 8 yards cube
in one day, as there is a limited space to work in,

and the soil has to be pitched out one " thro'\v."

A throw is taken to be Oft., lait sometimes .5ft.

high ; therefore

—

8 yards cube per day, wages at 5s. lOd. per day as

before, and '.^iM; = '

8
Add for levelling, fixing, planking, vVr.

s. d.

83

n
10

Add 10 per cent, profit 1

Total cost per yard cube ^ 11

For made ground allow 12 yards j)er day, and
5 or yards per day for clay or gravel.

Add for each ndditiuniil 6//. in depth, the flrut

&ft. hein;/ paid for under last item.—A man wiU
throw out 22 yards cube of common soil in one
day. This is eqtiivalenl to J hour for labourcT

or navvy per cubic yard for each extra throw.

i

As before—

•

s d.
OS. lOd. wages per day _ ^ ^
22 yards cube per day
Add for .staging or planking if neces.sary OJ

Add profit .. OJ

Total cost per yard cube 4

For nuule ground allow 30 yards per day, and
for clay or gravel Y' yards.

lieliirii, Jill ill to iiiiij depth, inehidiHii spreiidinij,

levelimif, find irell rtinimiinft ; tint e.relufiire of
I wheeling and c«rti»/j.—This is for filling in and

ramtning against sides of walls as they arc bein<>-

erected a portion of the earth ali-oady excavated,
and which has been jdaced alongside the trenches
in spoil heaps. The cubical contents of cavity
filled in is racasm-ed. The work is purely
labourer's, and a- man will fill in 22 yards cube
per day, a rammer attending on each tiller.

Wages of each, 6d. per hour, or 3s. a day ; and
.5s. X 2 = 10s.

Therefore
10s^wages_perd:,y

22 yards per day
Add profit

d.

5J

O.t

Total c:>st per yard cube y ,j

Forininri piiddlc-irulh, JiUiiifi to euffer-diiins, ^e.,

with etnif iieU rammed in Siiii, tai/em an<t well
u-oi'kcd.—This is for thick masses, the clay beino-
worked about in layers, with suliic-ient water to
make it pasty, and well ctit, cross-cut, and
kneaded. This is also labourer's work, and a
man should temper 4 cubic yards a day, or
1 i-ubic yard in 21 hours. Clay in London c(

.5s. 6d. per yard cube, but much less iv, i)\p

country. The analysis -would be as foiled'

Clay delivered in London
Water for wia-king it up, say
Luhour, 2^ houi-s at t?d

Add 10 per cent profit

Total co.st per yard cube

ll'heeHnr/ or remoriiiff staff from -excaratiom, in

addition to Ike forerjoing items, not exceeding 20

>/nrils, ineladinij fiUinti the harrows, it-c, and
depositiiiji staff. — This is for solid contents,

measured before the ground is broken \\\<, and'

called *' hole measured," the amount of \\-hieh is'

obtained in the (Juautiliesby deducting the filling"

and ramming from the digging and throwing',

out. Owing to the interstices, the increase i:

bulk of earth and clay when dug- is one-fourth,

which must be remembered when taking away the^

spoil. Sometimes the stuff is specified to be

removed "off the site," in which case the total;

distance should be stated. ^
A barrow run is considered to be 20 yards, butj

is sometimes assumed to be one chain, or 22 yards.;"

In War Department Schedtiles -wheeling is paid.,

for by the first run not exceeding 50 yards hori--

zontal and 3ft. rise ; additional runs arr> 2.5 yards

long. Each foot of rise is usually taken to be .-

equal to Oft. on the level — some give 9ft. A
large navvy's barrow holds one-tenth of a cubic

yard, and is nm on Hin. by 3in. planks to avoid;

fi-iction and to give speed. As gradients iai

transport ways increase cost, the steepest in-'J

clination for barrows should not exceed 1 in 12,j<

but the practical limits are 1 in 30. Wheeling isi'

more economical than carting for distances und(

100 yards.

A labourer can wheel and tip in a day 3.5 cubic-;'

yards of earth, one run distant and return ; tw.

save time, he will use two barrows, the onr- which,

he wheels, and the other to be left behind for.

filling diu'ing his absence. Thus, one filler can;',

attend on one wheeler. In a long road, a plat«f

form or passing place is formed at the end of eacK^

respective run, and it is to each of these stageSt

that the navvy wheels his loaded ban-ow, and>

returns to the preceding one with an empty
liarrow, where he should find anoth(>r loaded one

awaiting him. Rankine says ; " The proportioi

of wheelers to shovellers may be estimated a-

proximately by the fact that a shoveller tak

about as long to fill nn ordinary barrow wH
eai-th as a wheeler takes to wheel a full barr

about 100ft. or 120ft. on a horizontal plank, an(

return with an empty barrow.

-Wheelini J per yard cube
_ 5s. wages per day (at 6d. per hour) _~

35 cubic yards per day
Filling per yard cvibe = ditto . =

s. d.i

li

li

Add profit, say

Total cost per yard cube

Add fur wheeling, or removing ererij additional i

gards iiji to \W\gards from starting point.—Thid
sinqily fcjr the extra wheeling, the filling bei|

paid for undia- last item.

-mieelin^, as before
Add profit

Total cost per^j'ard cnbc '....

A common price in large excavations fori

additional barruw- run is id., or half the ahovl

I
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lH(!-!;it'u,'j I'lflh ur i-flilit^h i.f 'n,ii Kim!, iis/ivm
,

lh( iiita-ioi- to t/ic oittfidf of « bmldiiig. ""// .fooi:-~-

Reino\-ing earth or rubbish in baskets is only

resorted to where a barrow cannot be managed

,

as in earrving stutt' up or down steps. A basket

holds a bushel, or '
>,, of a cubic yard, it

therefore contains half as much as a barrow;, and

the labour of carriage woiUd thus be twice as

m-eat, involving as it docs double the number ol

journeys. The cost of tilling would be practually

the same as for wheelbarrows, with perhaps a

slight increase of labour.

( onveyancc of baskets, twice cost of wheeling .s. d.

ham.M-sat Ijil : ; <:; "-^^ -

Filling ditto, siune a? flllin? barrows, but with
^

slight inci-ease .

- '-_

5J

Add profit " '^

Tutal cost per yaid cube... r 6

ReMotUiif not exacdiiig 1 fiirlmig, iiulmUiiijJiUiug

the catts Ol" icni7«70H.s, mid deposit iiir/ or shootimj.—
This is for <arting from the 100 yards, under

which wheeling by baiTOWS is more economical,

horse labour being a very expensive item. For a
!

hoi-se and cart the pract'ieal ec-ouomical gradient
;

in the transport way is 1 in 40. A man will fill

into a cart the same amount of earth as he will

pitch out of a trench at one throw—viz., 22 yards

cube in one day. The rate for cartage, horse,

cart, and driver (10 hours at Is. per hour) is 10s.

per day : and 22 cubic yards can be removed

1 furlong, deposited, and returned in that time,

including detention. The driver should also

help to fill the cart.

«.„ . _ 5s. labourer's wases per day _
FiUing carts = — — -'^—£ - .

2'2 yards cube per day
CVutingr, depositing, and

retuminK = 10«- cartage per day ^
22 yards cube per day

Add proiit

Total co*-t jicr yard cube 9

Add for ct'eiy futdifiojKil ftty/oni/.—^A furlong,

220 yards or one-eighth of a mile, is taken as

the standard run for carting. This item is

merely carting for the extra distani?e, the filling,

depositing, and delays being accounte<l for under
last head. 'J'he transport would now be about
four times as iiuick—that is, the value woidd be
one-fourth of that for cartage at ohd., or, say,

I.'.d. per yard cube or load, including profit.

Allien the distance is over half a mile, it will be
more tconomical to use waggons on rails. A
horse, cart, and driver can go one mile and return

one milo, occupjing Ih hours, to obtain a load of

grivel. Contractors allow 16 to 20 miles a day
travelling for their horses, but this includes time
lost in loading.

Ciirting rubbish mtd finding a shoot, not exceeding

one mile.—In London rubbish is carted away and
a shoot found for 3s. per load, reduced to 2s. 6d.

in the suburbs. Every additional mile is

reckoned at Is. Leaning, in his " Kutes on
Huildinc Prices," states :

" Cartage in a city like

London will cost more than in its suburbs or the
country, because of the congested traffic ; it

should also be remembered that in a hilly neigh-
bouihood the cartage of fewer loads in a day, and
consequent greater cost, must be allowed for. A
rough engineering axiom is ' one shilling a load a
mile.' Assuming that a hoi-se, cart, and man
can in a day cart ten losids each a mile at Is. per
load, we thus have a result of 10s. per day. A

I

common viiluation of a load on a return journey
; from an original delivery is one-half the price of

the latter. ... An approximation to the usual
chai'ge of stone merchants for cartage is .5s. per
load of li tons within four miles. Cartage of

I
deals from the 8iuTey Commercial Docks to St.

I Paul's or equal distances, 8s. per standard ; ditto

timber, 3s.'

[To he continKed.)

RESULTS OF SOME TESTS WITH FIRE-
HEsisTixa :materl\_ls.»

(CoiKludcd from page 590.)

IWILL now pass to a short series ot t(sts with
fiitrtit.ons. It was necessarj" that the com-

mittee should first obtain some data as to the
fire-resisting nualities ot the ordinary kind of
partitions used in building—viz., the lath-and-
plaster partition with wond laths, the same with
wire lathing, and the brick-nogged partition with

•A paper by Mr. Ellis Maksla-vd. Hon. Sec. S..\., read
before the Society of Architects on .Vpril 25, 1901.

bricks laid Hat and also on edge. This series was
|

tested together, and the partitions were arr.anged

as shown, a passage 2ft. tin. wide being foruied

in the centre of a hut, and the partitions of the

four different classes built on each side, the fire

being arranged on one side of the partitions only.

The result was as you now seu, and the summary
ot the test is thus recorded :—The lath and

plaster ]>artition on the right was practically

di\slroyed. Fire broke through the portiuu with

the wood lathing in 2>S minutes at a temperature
(

of about 1,000°' Fahr., and through that on the

wire lath in 10 minutes at about UT-iO" Fahr.

The brick-nogged partition resisted the passage

ot the fire for' the Tiour, although the plastering

was disintegrated and studs chaired at a tempera-

ture of 2,000° Fahr. A [lartition may be made
fire-resisting in varions ways. It may be con-

structed cd' combustible material, and be packed

with incombustible ni.-iterial like brick or slag-

wool. It may bo constructed of combustible

material, and such matt'rial may be made
chemically fire-resisting. It may be construelcd

wholly of incombustilile m.iterial, and I am
enabled to .show you the result of tests with each

of these foi-ms of constniction. The first of these

is with an ordinary stud partition, match-boarded

on both sides and packed between the two thick-

nesses with slag-wool. The testee desired a

4.') minutes' test and a maximum temperature of

1,800° Fahr., followed > by the application of

water for one minute on the outside and for

two minutes on the inside surface. The
summary of the test is thus recorded :—The
internal" boai-ding was completely destroyed.

The slag-wool was fused and blackened on the

inside face, and a naiTow strip down the side of

each stud was blackened. The studs were burned

down fin. deep. The wire netting was sound.

The studs were sound, white, and clean for a dis-

tance of 2fin. The outside boarding was sound,

white, and clean, both on the fire and passage,

and the fire did not pass through the parti-

tion. Vou will thus sec that a partition of

this construction formed an effective lire-stop for

a period at least of 4-5 minutes. The next is a

comparative test between an oi'din.iry stud par-

tition, match-lined on both sides, painted with

oil-colour, and a similar partition with chemi-

cally-prepared paint to assist its iire-i'esistance.

Fire was to be applied to one side of the partition

and at one point for a period of 4.5 minutes. On
the other, side of the partition some fumi-
tiu-e and hang-ings were placed. The par-

titions and furniture were identical so far as con-

struction was concerned, and the tests were

started simultaneously in both huts. Dealing
with the non-treated wood first, the summary' of

the result is as follows :—In three minutes smoke
appeared in the interior of the chamber. In 1.5

minutes sparks appeared in chamber over top of

door. In 16 minutes flame over top of door

caught muslin hangings. In- 30 minutes tire all

along top of partition. In 31j minutes the furni

-

ture began to biu-n, and in 32 minutes everj-thing

was blazing freely, and the whole chamber was
full of flame. In 40 minutes the view now upon
the screen was taken through the door opening
of hut, and in 45 minutes everything was con-

sumed except the studs, which were blazing freely.

The residt of the chemically-treated partition and
furniture is as follows :—In 20 minutes the

chamber was full of smoke with offensive smell.

In 29 minutes two lower boards of partition

I buckled near gas-flame. In 40 minutes charred

I

pieces falling from partition into passage. In 45

minutes wood flaming in thii'd board from bottom
over third stud from east wall in passage. At the

close of the test the chamber was entered and the

furniture, curtains, &c., were intact and unaffected

excepit at the east end, where they were scorched

j
by the burning timber roof of hut. At no time
during the test did the temperature exceed 100'

Fahr. The result of this test is sufiiciently

obvious to need no further remark. The next and
following tests are all with partitions formed
of incombustible materials. This partition was
formed of terracotta wired lathing, fixed to the
floor and ceiling, and covered with three coats

of plastering on each side, in which plaster

of Paris was incorporated. The partition

when finis'aed was 2Jin. thick. The next view
shows the len-acotta wire lathing in position

before the application ot the plastering. The testee

desired a test of one hour and fifteen minutes
and a maximum temiieniture of 2,000° Fahr.
The summary of the result is 'thus recorded :—

A

portion of the setting coat on the fire side of the
partition fell duiing the application of heat.

Hair cracks, from which steam issued, appeared
from time to time on the passage side of the
partition. On the application of the water on
the fire side ot the partition a considerable por-

tion of the setting coat washed off. The tem-
perature of the outside face of the partition during
the latter part of the test was too hot to bear the

hand although not suflicii'iit to ignite a vesta by
contact. Tile fire did ikjI pass through the parti-

tion. It will thus be seen that as a fire-stop, for one
hour and fifteen minutes the partition answered
its purpose. A partition tm siiniliar lines

—

i.e.,

plaster cm both sides of a lathing medium—is the

next which I wish to describe. The lathiiigmediuni

was of steel sheeting, 28 g:mge, and formed into

dovetailed corrugations, fitted into H section stan-

dards. The plaster was of ordinary mati'rial mixed
with plaster of Paris, three coats i<n each side, the

total thickness when finished being 2in. The
testee desired a test of one hour and fifteen minutes
with a maximum temperature of 2,000 Fahr. The
result of this test is thus recorded :—Hair cracks,

from which the steam escaped, appeared from

time to time on the passage side of the plartition.

The lem])erature of the outside face of the jiarti-

tion during the latter part of the test was too hot

to bear the hand, and paper held against it was
scorched. The fire did not pass throngh the

partition during the one hour and fourteen

minutes it was applied. The last two partitions

to which I shall allude are built up in slabs. The
first is in slabs about Itt. 2in. by 8in. and 3]in.

Each slab has two cu-cular holes IJin. diameter

running horizontally through it, the slabs were
jointed in hydraulic lime and sand mortar, and

the joints of the slabs on the fi.e side were raked

out and pointed in clay, and the whole surface

was covered with a thin coating of the same
material. The composition of the slabs is thus

described :—A mixtiu-e by means of water, or

pla.ster hydraulic lime, some sort of neutral

material, such as coke, sand, &c., and a fireproof

material such as asbestos with an addition of

sulphuric acid. The result is thus recorded:

—

A portion of the coaling of fireclay <m the fire

sidp of the i)artition fell off on the application of

water, as also most of the fireekiy jiointing

to the joints. In no place had the tire passed

through the partition. The two views of the

j

outside and the inside after the lest show the

I

condition of it after the test. This partition for

the 60 minutes of the test certainly acted as an
effective fire-stop. The other partition was com-

posed of slabs 4ft. 10|in. long, lOin. high and
2jin. wide; one face was fair, and the other keyed

for plaster. The slabs, according to the maker,

were made of plaster, with cocoanut fibre, Gork

dust, and reeds imbedded therein, and rimning
horizontally along the whole length. There were

from 30 to "40 reeds in each slab."" The slabs were

set in mortar composed of two pai-ts plaster of

Pai-is, one part of Ume, and two parts of sand,

and the vertical joints were grouted in with the

same material. The inside of the partition was

plastered in two coats, the ordinary materials

being mixed with iilaster of Paris, and the out-

side was skimmed over with one coat of lime,

putty, and plaster of Paris in equal proportions.

The testee desired a test of one hour and a quarter

with a maximum temperature of 2,000° Fahr.

The result of the test is thus recorded :—The
setting coat on the fire side of the partition feU

diu-ing the application of heat. A portion of

the rendering on the fire side fell on the applica-

tion of water. The fire did not pa.ss thi-ough

the partition. No eifects of the fire were apparent

on the passage side of the partition, except two
blisters and some hair cracks following the coui'ses

of the joints. The temperature on the outside

face of the partition at no time exceeded 125°

Fahr. The plastering on the inner face of the

partition was cracked and disintegrated. On
e.xiimination after the test, the face of the slab.?

next the fire was disintegrated to a depth of about

fin., the remainder of the slabs being unaffected.

This partition then may bo classed as a fire-stop,

for at least 75 minutes! I now come to a very

interesting series of tests with doors of various,

constructions and various materials. The com-

mittee were led to undertake this series with the

view of ascertaining the length of time a iloor

required under Section 74 of the London Build-

ing Act woidd act as a fii-e-sloii. The secrion

runs, " Provided that there may be constructed

in the walls of such staircases and passages such

doorways as are necessary for communication

between the different parts of the building, and

there may be formed in any walls of such build-

ing openings fitted with " fire-resisting doors.'"
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On turning !<• the schoiiulr of milerials ileeined

to be fire-resistina;, \vj Hud in the c ise of doors,

oikorteik or other hard timber not les? thin
2in. thick. For the jxirpo-^es of compirlson it

beoimo nocess;iry to tirst of all a^cortuin the re-

sistance of any ordinary deal door, and then of a

solid "iin. door of the Siune material. These tests

are made more intcrestinjc as the eomoiittee were
enabled to take photographic records of the out iide

of the several doors during the progress of the

te-ts. You will find upon the screen at the side

a tabulated re.^ult of these tests, as alsu a photo-
graphic diagram shuwing the condition of the

various doors at intervals, in most cases of five

minutes, taken during the tests. The first of the

tests is that of an ordinary lin. ledged door and a

Mn. four-panel moulded lK>th sides door, with
j

panels Jin. in thickness; they were fitted, as

may be i^eon in the view, into the recessed wall,

built about 14 in. back across the hut, one side of I

the door being in the chamber, and the other side
j

exposed to tlie external air. This arrangement I

was identical for all the tests, so that separate

descrijilion of the size and position of each door

will be unnecessary. The next view shows the

doors in position at the commencement of the

test, before the gas was lighted. The next shows
the condition of the dooi's .after the gas had been
lighted 19 minut' s. and the next at 2.') minutes,
when the doors were practically destroyed. Fol-
lowing upon this are two "Jin. head butt both
3id<s doore, with '2in. solid panels. One was
of dc il and the other pitch-pine. The first slide

.shows a view of the doors at the commencement
of the test, and the doors of this set which
are to follow were identical in construction, i

so that having seen this one it will be unnecos-
.sary to give other views of the doors before the

j

test w.is begun. The left-hand door is the pitch-

pine one, and the right-hand the deal. In
17 minutes tlame appeared over the tcp of the
de:il door, and in 20 minutes over the top of the

pitch-i)ine one. The view now upon the screen
shows the condition of the door after 30 minutes,
and the next view after o't minutes, when the
doors were mostly consumed. We now come to

the hard wood doors which are to be the fire-

stop, and this view shows a 2in. door as previously
described of American oak, and one of Jloulmein
teik. After 30 minutes' test the condition on
the outside was thus:—The fire came over the
top of the teak door in seven minutes, but it did
not appear over the top of the oak one for 3.5

minutes ; in .5.i minutes the doors were practically
destroyed. It should be pointed out that it is

very desirable that the doors shoul.l fit as closely
:us practicable, the reason for the flame coming
over the top of the teak door so soon was in con-
« •quence of it not fitting closely to the frame.
Another teak door of similar construction, but
iomewhat thiniu.T and with the panels in two
thicknesses, will appear later on, when the first

appearance of flame was after 18 minutes. The
next two doors are of Austrian oak and American
w.ilnut ; the flame did not come over the top of
the oak door till 33 minutes after the fire was
started, but in the walnut door flame appeared at
intervals after 15 minutes. The view shows the
conilition of the door after 30 minutes, and the
nr-xt view after .iO minutes, when, as you see,
the oak door had had the worst of it. The last
doors tested in this series were of Honduras
mahogany and poplar. The fire came over the
top of the [loplar door in three minutes and over
the top of the mahogany one in ten minutes. The
condition of the doors after 30 minutes was thus :

The poplar door, as will be seen, has all the
u|)per part consumed, ft had all disappeared in
10 minutes, and a temjiorary door had to be
tixed in its place to continiie the test of the
mahogany door, which collapsed in .50 minutes.
It will be observed that these two doors did not
sUind so well aa the deal and pitch-pine ones,
although in justice to the pojilar door it had some-
what warped away from the frame at the top. this
greatly facilitated the tlame coming over and its

i-onseipient rapid consumption. The committee's
exiierienee with this serii'S of doors led them to
experiment with doors made of material in throe
thicknesses, and two doors were made—one of
deal and the other of pine. The material w.is in
thr'c thirknes,ses, the two outer faces being
vertical and the inner one horizontal. The
boards were in, about Gin. widths, and securely
nailed together with 3in. clasp nails .and clinched
on the outside ; the tot.al thickness was 2sin.
Kach door w.ls hung with one pair of strap hinges
2ft. Gin. long into brick rebates, and before
the doors were put in position the rebates

were .screede 1 so that thi* doors should fit as

close to the rebates as possible. These doors

stood a longer test than the former series, as will

be se.m by their condition after 53 minutes.

Flam' was not seen throug'a the pine door till

GO minutes, .although in the. deal door flame came
through in 39 minutes. The destruction of the

doors was very rapid after the fire came through,

and at Go minutes the test w.as concluded. The
iron was the ruin of the doors, as on the nails

and bolts becoming red hot, they charred the

timber around them and allowed the fire to come
through. This led the committee to test three

doors of similar construction to the last— i.e.,

in three thicknesses, but the thicknesses were
secured together by Jin. double wedge-shaped
pins, driven in from botli sides, instead of clasp

nails. These doors had frames, and the frames
were splay rebated. The three doors were re-

spectively of deal, teak, and oak. The test with
these doors gave the best results of any of the

previously tested fire-resisting doors. The deal

door of this construction was tested against a
four-panelled teak door, with the result that at

the end of GO minutes the teak door was almost

consumed, but the de.al door was practically intact

as a tire-stop, and at Go minutes presented this

appearance while the teak door was all gone. The
oak and teak door of the same construction as the

deal door presented this appearance at CO minutes,

and at 75 minutes were still in position, the

teak one being the better of the two. This ends
the series of tests with fire-resisting doors,

and we come now to a comparative test with an

withsloolthe action ot the fire an 1 water, an 1,

except for stars and cracks, the remaining seven
squares were broken, and had pieces out. A
further test on the same lines was undertaken
with the difference that the glazing was with
small sheets of i)Uite glass 4in. by tin. bv -j^in.

thick, copper-electro glazed. This test w.is to hi
for 45 minutes, with a temperature of ],300\
Water was to be applied for two minutes on th
outside at the expiration of 20 minutes, and for
two minutes on the inside at the expiration of t'ac

following 25 minutes. The glass in the casements
after the first application of water was not
displaced. In 35 minutes the glass in the
north casement fell inwards, and in 3j minutes
the same happened to the centre one ; but
that in the south casement remained in position
till the end of the test, although damaged at the
top. Another test on the same lines in which the
casements were glazed with rolled plate wire }in.
thick. The testee desired -to minutes' test, water -

was to be applied after 30 minutes for one minute
on the outside, and again at the expiration of the
test. The record result is that in 2S minutes the
outside of the teak <-;isement3 took fire. In 30
minutes the glass in the centre casement began to

buckle and let the flames through. In 34, 37,
and 49 minutes respectively, the glass in the

three easements began to bend both outwards
and inwards, and at the conclusion the glass in

the three casements was unbroken, but fused and
doubled up into various shapes. This series of

tests shows that at least for a time glass may
assist as a tire-stop, ykylights glazed with copper

oil door meeting the requirements of the Build- electro-glazed squares of prismatic glass and also

ing Act under Section 77, and a door constructed
j

wired glass were also tested each for 30 minutes;
of wood, and incased with tinntd steel sheets,

j
the fire did not pass through the latter. It is

lock-jointed and screw-nailed : the construction I very desirable in light-courts and in narrow
ot the doors can be seen by the view now upon I streets that ordinary windows should on an
the screen. The test waste be one hour, and the
summary of effects is as follows :—The wood door

covered with thin steel plates remained in

position, hut was much buckled and bulged, and
the upper part gradually inclined inwards to a
considerable extent, permitting the passage of

emergency receive some protection, and a blind

of some incombustible material reidily ilrawn

across would in many instances prevent the

rapid spread of fire from window to window
A test was submitted on these lines ; the blinds

being composed of asbestos cloth fixed on rollers

flame. The first spurt of flam.' over the top of . with the necessary gearing to keep them in

door was seen after five minutes. The iron-
]

position. The object of the test was to record this

framed and panelled door remained in position,
I
protection against iii'e afforded respectively to a

but became red hot, buckled .and warped con- I door and window. The test was to last 30

siderably together with its rebated frame. The ' minutes. The fire was to be 3ft. from the face of

upper corner on the lock side gradually inclined
\

the blinds, and the temper.ature was not to exceed
inwards to a consider.able extent, permitting the 1,600° Fahr. The record of the effect was, that-

passage of flame. The first spurt of flame between
I the blinds after 30 minutes test remained in

door and frame was seen after twenty minutes. ' position, the fire not having come through the

N'otwithstanding that the iron door buckled, I
{

door or window. The photographs show the

am ot opinion it is the best fireproof door at

present in use ; but to be effective it requires three
hinges and three bolts, and the tendency to

buckle is thus hindered. I recently, at a big fire,

had the opportunitj' of observing the behaviour
of a pair of doors fastened with three bolts.

condition of things on the outside at' the con-

clusion ot the test, and also the condition of the

face of the door and window on the fire side. This
test is very satisfactory, and indicates that further

experiments in the direction of outsi ie protection

to windows against fire is desirable, as in a lai

and the result w.as the building on the fire side
,
number of instances, especially as may be men

was entirely destroyed, and the iron doors pre-
vented it spreading to the adjoining section.

Under the fourth head of my subject I now come
to protective coi-iriiir/s to viiidnrs or forms of

glazing which in themselves resist at least for

some time the action of fire. For purposes of

comparison the committee instituted a test to

arrive at the time the ordinary methods of glazing
succumh to the action of fire. Three casements
of teak were set up in a hut upon a dwarf wall,

one casement was glazed with lead lights, one
with fin. thick plate-glass, and one with 32oz.

sheet-glass. Within six minutes flame burst
through the 32oz. sheet-glass casement, and half
the sheet had fallen. The other half fell within
12-2- minutes. Within seven minutes the lead
glazing had coUapsed. Within 12 minutes flame
burst through the ^in. plate casement, and within
14 minutes the whole sheet had fallen. The
highest temperature was about 1,500' Fahr.
Tile committee had submitted for test three teak
easements similar to the last, but gl.azed with
co))per electro-glazed sheets of prismatic glass
in tin. squares and -,%in. thick. The testee

desired a 30 minutes' ti«t with a temperature
gradually raised to 1 ,000^ Fahr. Water w.as to bo
turned on to the outside of the glass for a period
of two minutes at the expiration of 15 minutes,
and at the expiration of a further jieriod of 15
minutes water was to be ajiplied on the inside for
three minutes. The resiilt ot the test is thus
recorded:—After 12 minutes the whole of the
glazing commenced to bulge inwards to the ex-
tent of lin., Uin., .and 2iin. respectively. After
21 minutes 'he top portion of the centre (:isement
sagged, and left a space between the glazing and
the teak frame ; 317 squares out of a tot:d of 324

tioned in the Jewin-street fire, the conflagration

was greatly assisted by the want of some such pro-

tection. Another means which might perhaps b'

of use in theatres, or places where a perman- ni

curtain is required, was submitted for test. It i^

described as a " screen sail " curtain, .and con-

sisted of woollen material woven of treble-laid^

coarse-spun worsted, five yarns to the inch ; ,

one side the sail had a hand of very close-wo^

flannel. Sin. wide, sown on horizontally. On-f

opposite side was stitched a hand of hard-wo^
West of England cloth fastened on slack, so tlj

by cross-stitching vertically it formed a serie

pockets in which sponges were i)laced. Th
pockets were to catch water thrown on to the !

by a tire-hose, or whatever water might trio

down from a perforated hose-pipe attached to
'

upper edge of the sail. The cm-tain after 1

minutes' test remained in position.

f

I*

The Gre.at Western Railway Company are making I

preparations for widening and doulding the line 8t i

Dawlish from the station to the Kenuaway Tunnel. (

The line from the station to llolcomlie signal-box is \

at present suigle. The iiiidertaking means an ett- I

croachment on the beach, which, however, will^ I

compensated for by a sea-wall in front of the Marine
j

Parade.

On Saturd.ay, at Northwich/ the hght raily

commissionors—Earl Jer.sey and Colonel Bough6J"=^l
opened an inquiry into the application of the]
Brunner-Mond Co., Messrs. Holden, Hesketh, and J
others, to authorise a light railway from NorthM
to W.irringtuu, and a westerly extension thro
Barntou, Winnington, &c. Elejtric.-il trolley trad
is proposed, the scheme being roughly calculata

cost £120,000.
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THE VICTUIUA ME.MOHIAL.

rpiIE following resolution was jiiissed by the

X Council of the Society of Architects at the

last meeting :

—

"That in the opinion of the Council of the

Society of Architects (founded 1884) all .•u-chitccts

heing" British subjects should be granted the

privilege of showing their loyalty by submitting

designs for the proposed Xational ?demorial to

her late Jfajcsty tiueen A'ictoria, under conditions

which should put those resident in distant parts

of the Empire as nearly as iiossilile upon an eciual

footins with those living in England, and that a

copy of this resolution be at once si>nt to Viscount

Esh'cr with a request that it be laid before His

Majesty the King."

CHIPS.

The Tiverton memorial of Queen Victoria will

tike the form of a clock tower to be erected on
Lowmau's Green.

At (ildswiuford parish chui-ch on Saturday the

dedication of a new organ took place. A chancel

was added to the church a few years ago, in wliich

an organ chamber was provided, and the new
organ, which replaces the one in the west gallery,

built some sixty years ago by Nicholson, of Wor-
cester, kis cost £1,100.

The old martello tower at Seapoint, Dublin Bay,
IS advertised for sale with the land attaelied thereto,

by order of the Secretary of State for War. Tlie

tower w;is built during the Xapoleomc iiivasion

scjire for the protection of the southern shores of

Dublin Bay, and armed with a lO-pounder traversing

gun, mounted on the bomb-proof roof.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held at

tlie town-hall, Sittingbournc, last week, before Mi*.

E. A. Sandford Fawcett, A.M.I.C.E., respecting

the application of the urban district council for

sanction to bon'ow £f0,000 for purposes of sewerage
and sewage disposal and the erection of a dust
destructor at the outfall works.

On Saturday the new chapel and schools which
the Methodist New Connexion have erected at the
comer of Daisy House-road and Cambridge-street,
Derby, were fonnally opened. The premises, which,
with the .site, have cost about i'4,000, are in sub-
stitution for the old Temple Chapel, London-road,
in the same town.

The ceremony of dedicating the Hughes Recrea-
tion tJround, Deptford, took place on Saturday
afternoon. The plot of land is about three-fifths of
au acre in extent, and is iiregular in shape. It has
fi-ont'iges in Ti-evithick- street and Butcher's-row,
and forms part of an area which has been taken by
the London Count}' Council uuder an improvement
scheme, the cost of which was £1'20,000. The
houses which the council erected under this scheme
adjoin this new recreation-ground. The plans for
laying out cliildren's gymnasium were prepared by
Lieutenant-Colonel Sexby, the chief omcer of the
Parka DejMirtment, and, in addition to the usual
gymnastic apparatus, seats and shelters have been
provided, and caretaker's and store rooms built.

The estimated cost of laj-ing out the ground was
£1,963.

The Victorian Jubilee Almshouses at West
Hartlepool were formally opened on Friday. The
houses are fourteen iu number, and a reading-room
has also been built iu the grounds.

As the site of the Kiikgate Covered Market is

required for the new Market Hall which the Leeds
Coi-poration are about to erect, from the desigus of
Messrs. Leeming and Leeming, the markets com-
mittee invited offers for the present structure. The
committee have accepted the offer of Mr. Walter
Wainwright, Kirkstall-road, Leeds, of £1,150.

Mr. F. T. Elliott, who acted as surveyor to the
Eccleshill Urban District Council before that town-
ship was absorbed by Bradford, has been appointed
to a like position under the Lsle of Thanet Rural
District Council, at a salaiy of £200 a year.

The Worehipful Company of Makere of Playing
Cards offers the '• H. D. Phillip's Prize " of £10 10s.

for the best special design for the backs of plavin*^
cards. Three other prizes of £.) .is., £3 os., and
£2 2s. respectively are offered by the Company for
the next thi'ee best of such designs. Particulars
may be obtained of Mr. W. Haj'es, Clerk to the
Company, Guildhall, London, E.G.

Colonel Luard, R.E., Local GoTemment Board
inspector, held an inquiry at the town-hall, Leigh,
Lanes, on Friday, into the apphc.ation of the town
council for sanction to bonow £1,490 for the exten-
sion of the free hbrary and newsroom, £3,110 for the
extension of the technical school, aud £1,220 for the
purchase of the freehold land required for the ex-
tensions. Mr. P. Thomas, to^vii clerk, explained
that the technic;i' school and ft-ee Ubrary building
was erected in 1894 at a cost of £14,165.

Builbing 5:ntcllignut

B.4UXES, S.W.—The supply from the Barnes

and Jlortlake clcctricitv works, carried out bj-

the urban di.-itrict i-ouncil, under the direction of

Jlr. W. Fairhy, C.E., of Westminster, was

formally inaugurated on Wednesday week, the

1st inst. The generating station is situate on the

north side of High-street, MortUike, adjoining

the Thames towing-path, on what was part of the

council's depot. It comprises engine-house 43tt.

by 32ft., boiler-house of like dimensions, coal-

store, oliiccs, test-room, battery-room on first flo(n'

65ft. by O.ift., with open limber roof, &c. The
buildings generally are one story high, except in

the front, where there are two, and are built in

stock bricks, with blue-brick plinth, red-gauged

arches, and red brick and terracotta dressings,

aud the front ]i(n-tiim is finished with a parapet

and stone coping. The chimney shaft is octagonal,

of stock bricks, with red-brick quoins and tbcss-

ings, and rises to a height of 120ft., being

finished with a terracotta cap. The building

contractors were Messrs. Slunday and Sons,

and the boilers, steam plant, and condensers

were supplied by Messrs. Babcoek and WiliDX,

Ltd. ; Messrs. Siemens Brothers having luiilt the

steam dynamos.

BruTOX-ox-TuKXT.—Memorial-stones of the

new headquarters of the Y.M.C.A. were laid last

week. The new premises extend from High-

street to Friars-walk, with a frontage the whole

depth along Whitehurst's-passage. The main
entrance will be in High-street. t)n the ground
floor will be the general secretary's otKce, a

recreation and tea room, boiler-house for the

heating apparatus, and lavatory block with bath-

room, &c. Approached from the entrance-hall

by a glass-covered corridor is the gymnasium,
48ft. by 29ft., and 19ft. high. This room will be

provided with a glazed brick dado and a bordered

ceiling. The remainder of the ground floor to

Friars-walk is occupied by the lecture-hall, 82ft.

by 30ft., and 26ft. high to the ceiling. This

hall will have a wood-block floor sloping from

the entrance end to the platfonn, and a wooden
dado 6ft. high. The roof will be of pitchpine

timbei's, resting on earv(>d stone corbels. In

connection with this hall arc cloaki-ooms with

lavatories attached. On the first floor, which is

approached by a stone staircase, is provided a

reading-room with open-timbered roof, and com-
mittee-rooms, classrooms, photographic studio

and dark-room, with rooms for the caretaker.

Other portions <if the premises have been let off

into suites of olhces and a cafe restaurant. The
whole of the premises will bo lighted by
electricity. The general contractor for the works

is Mr. E'. Kershaw, of Princess-street, Burton.

The architect is Jlr. Thos. Jenkins, of High-
street, Burton.

CovEXT G.^UDEN".—Extensivc improvements are

being made at the Royal Italian Opera House,

under the direction of Mr. Edwin 0. Sachs,

architect. The works include structural altera-

tions for the audience and for the management,
and the eqmpment of the stage. The alterations

for the audience comprise the remodelling of the

exit and entrance arrangements of the stage, and
the formation of a special staUs corridor, so that

the stalls, with their coi-ridoi's, now foi-m an in-

dependent whole, having their own conveniences,

cloakrooms, ice. The old-fashioned fi-ont and
apron of the stage, which used to protrude into

the auditorium, has been abolished, and the

orchestra set closer to the curtain line. This will

bring the " jiicture" more in accordance with

modern ideas, and will allow of the aiTangement
of extra rows of stalls. The stiiictural alterations

for the management, at the back of the house,

include au entire remodelling of the storage and
wardixjbe aiTaugements, as well as the equipment
of new workshops. The large property shop,

which used to be over the auditorium, has been
accommodated on a large additional floor, erected

over the whole of the back wing of the building.

This back wing has been remodelled, and now
contains suites of rehearsal rooms, distributed on
three floors, and equipped with all modern
sanitarj"- arrangements. The wardrobe, dress-

making, and tailoring department has been
housed on the south side of the stage, in suites of

rooms comprising three upper floors, having two
independent staircases and intercommunication
by means of a hydi"aulic lift. On the north side

of the house a suite of one of the upper floors has

been retained as an armoury, a second has been

remodelled for storage pm'poses, whilst a third

now comprises a set of othees for the stage de-

partment. Below stage level on cither side of

the house the various suites of rooms have been
remodelled and modernised as far as possible.

The back portion of the stage has been separated

off from stage level downwards, with the view of

forming a large scenery store
,^
built on lire-

resisting lines. The alteration of the stage com-
prised entire gutting from top to bottom, so that

nothing of the old stage from "gridiron" iu

cellar remains, with a small exception of a couple

of wood lly giillcries, and also the entire un-

roofing of the stage, raising the structure by 20ft..

and rerooUng on modem lines. It involved a

considerable amount of excavation work, with a

view of fonning deep pits to take certain parts of

the mechanism. An entirely new "gridiron"
had to be constructed right across the stage ;

two

"gridiron" galleries had to b(- constructed on

either side, and a number of light conni'cting

ways running acro.ss the stage. .\n entirely new

stage, including all construction parts, had to be

provided, together with a " mezzanine " floor.

The opening of the stage towards the auditorium

had to be ecpiipped with a fire-resisting curtain

(th(' largest in London), and a strong party-wall

built from stage levid downwards into tlu^ cellar.

In connection with this constructional work, the

whole of the gridiron galleries stage and mezza-

nine had to be refloored, and the entire cellar or

superficial area of the stage concreted over. Thi^

scene docks on either side of the stage had to be

remodelled. In connection with the construc-

tional alteration of the stage, an entirely new-

stage equipment had to be provided on modern

lineo, everything above stage being now worked

on the Brandt patent counterweight system, and

everything below the stage on Sachs' patent

electrical bridge system. Mr. Thomas Kiasack

has acted as clerk of the work. The general con-

tractors were Messrs. Colls and Son, the iron-

work contractors for everything above stage level

were Slessrs. Lindsay, Neal, and Co., Ltd.,

whilst the entire complicated structural and

mechanical ironwork below stage level, including

the stage "bridges" and lifts, was by iMessrs.

Drew-Bear, Perks, and Co. The eleotrical-powcr

plant for the "under maehinerj- " was provided

by the Thames Ironworks Shipbuilding Co., Ltd.,

of Blackwall, whilst the whole of the elaborate

counterweight mechanism above stage level was

provided by Jlr. F. Brandt, of Berlin, who
personally 'attended to the installation of his

appliances in London.

ExMouTH.—A new Baptist chapel was opened

on Wednesday week. It stands in the Victoria-

road, and has been built by Mr. (}. Hayman,
from designs bv Mr. P. Kerlcy, of Exmouth, at

a cost of about £1,150. The dimensions are 50ft.

by 32ft., and there is seating accommodation for

300 and choir. The rostrum is partly set in a

bay-shaped recess. The whole of the flooring is

in wood block, while heating has been provided

for on the hot-water system, with radiators, the

ventilators being Boyle's patent. The elevation

has been carried out in limestone, with Bath-

stone dressings, and the general style is a Free

Gothic. A large tracery window in the centre

gable is a chief feature of the front. Space has

been left at the back for the erection id a later

date of schoolrooms and classrooms.

IIaslixgdex.—A Baptist Church at Bury-road,

Haslingden, Lancashire, was opened last Wed-
nesday, and will accommodate on the ground

floor 320, in the galleries 279. and in the choir

20—total 627, or a mixed congregation of over

700 persons. There are four vestries attached,

also a choir vestry adjoining the organ-chamber,

which k in the form of a semicircular apse, with

th<: choir in front of organ and Ijebind the pulpit.

The -walls are of rock-faced stone, with ashlar

stone dressings. The cost is over €4,000. The
aichiteets are Jlessrs. Georgo-Baines.F.R.I.B.A.,

and Reginald Palmer Baines, 5, Clement's Inn.

London.

In the Manx High Com-t at Castletown, on Mon-
day, Messrs. Dean and Co., Bii-mingham, obtained

an execution for £542 against Alfred Hemming aud

the Grand Theatre Co., Ltd., Douglas, for work

done.

The Thonihill District Hospital, Dmnfries-shire,

is beiug wai-med aud ventilated by means of Shor-

land's^patent Manchester stoves, patent exhaust

roof ventilators, and special inlet tubes, the same

being supplied by Messi-s. E. H. Shorlaud and

Brother, of Manchester.
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c!?uniutcnun i^otcs.

Bishop Aicki.anu.—The Xorth-Eastem Rail-
!

way Co. are camnngr out important developments
j

in this district, iucludini? the doubling- of the
present single line from Bishop Aurkland to

Barnard Castlfc, now nearly completed ; the con-
struction of several new sidings to serve the

requirements of the local collieries ; and the

intention of the N.E.K. Company to erect ex-

tensive repairinsr sliops at Bishoj) Auckland.
These shops are intended to serve the require-

ments of a wide district (of whidi 15ishop Auck-
land will be the centre), extending as far east as '

Hartlepool, and to Tehay and Penrith in the

west. The Wear Valley branch line and the

Consctt and Blackhill branch line will also come
under the eonti'ol of the apjiointed engineer,

3Ir. C. !•". Bengongh. The buildings will be of

two stories, 90ft. by 40ft. : and there will also be
new offices for the transiiotion of the official

business of the new permanent way centre. The
contract for the whole of the work has been let to

Messrs. K. Blackett and Sons, of Bi.shop Auck-
land and Darlington, and when completed the

shops will give employment to over 200 hands.

Cattewatku, Plvmoith. — Important im-
provements are in progress at the Victorian
Wharves at Cattewater in Plj-mouth Harbour,
constructed and owned by Mr. C. L. Duke, and
formally opened in August last. The construction

of a pier jutting out into t)io Cattewater has been
commencetl, and work upon it is now in full

swing. Built of concrete, the pier will be 500ft.

long and Soft, broad, and on the east side will

have a niininuim depth of 27ft. of water at low
tide. Besides affording additional shelter to the
dock, the pier will, when completed, increase the
deep- wfiter wharfage to a length of l,300ft. At
a cost of .fit,000, the Cattewater Commissioners
are at present dredging the lower harbour to a
uniform depth of 17ft. at low springtides, and at

his own e.\i)ense 3Ir. Duke is deepening the
.approach to the Victoria Wharves to a simOar
depth. On the west side of the dock No. 2 ware-
house, with a capacity of 10,000 superficial feet

of Hoor space, has been completed, and No. 2

warehouse, with an area of 20,000ft. floor space
is rapidly approaching completion. Both these
buildings are stone structures with concrete
lloors. On the east side of the dock transit sheds
are in course of erection, which will have a super-
ficial floor space of 6,000ft. Other buildings for

.storage and transit will be erected as the traffic

develops. (Jver a mile of railway sidings has
been laid in the wharves, the track being laid
with wood blocks, and both the Great Western
and South-Westeni Railway C!ompanies have
direct access to the dock. Steam cranes have
been ]>rovideil, and these are to be supplemented
shortly by liydraulic cranes, hoists, conveyors,
and c ijstans.

Newcastle-ox-Tvnk.—A novel and interest-
ing engineering feat was accomplished on Sunday
in Newcastle and (Jateshead, when the spans of
the new Kedheugh Bridge connecting the two
towns, which have been built several feet to the
eastward of the position they were to occupy,
were moved over into their permanent resting-
place. The new Redhcugh bridge has been
erected on precisely the same site as the old one
occupied, yet the traffic has gone on uninter-
ruptedly, save for a few weeks during which the
l)as.sage of vehicles was prohibited. The pro-
prietors of the old bridge intrusted the designing
of the new structure to Messrs. Sandeman and
Monerieff, MM.C'.f:;., of Newcastle, and the eon-
tract for raising the structure was given to Sir
William ArroU and Co., of Glasgow. The out-
lino of the new bridge is of American typo, but
the details are in accordance with Knglish prac-
tice. Portions of the old approaches are left, and
these are the only p.arts of the old structure that
remain. There is no difference bcitween the
dimensions of the old bridge and the new. The
centre line of tlie new bridge is identical with the
centre line of the old bridge, the width between
the centres of the main girders is the same ; the
level of tlie roadway, and the height above water,
all correspond. The two large central spans are
2-52fl. from pier centre to centre, and the two
outer spans .are 170ft., making the total length of
the bridge and its .approaches 1,190ft. Ihe width
of the carriageway is 20ft. clear, and there is on
either side a footway 7ft. The bridge is built of
steel, and its total weight, including the gas and
water mains, is about 2,900 tons. 'The bridge is

can-ied on cylinder foundations, each Sft. in dia-

meter, and sunk to a depth of more than 50ft.

below low water. The new piei-s were built round
the old ones, inclosing them, and the new road-
w.ay was built a little above the old roadway, and
4ift. to the eastward of it. The old piers were
removed, and the roadway was lowered to its I

proper level ; and what remained to be done was
to move it over into line \\'ith the rest of the

bridge. This openition took place shortly after

dawn ; an hydraulic jack was fi.xed at each end of
j

each of tlie four spans—eight jacks in all. Each
,

.span re-ted upon w(>ll-greased rails on the piei's,

jmd the gas and Avater-mains were disconnected.

The work of moving the bridge was accomplished
to the entire satisfaction of the engineers and
buildei^. The moving of the bridge was under
the immediate supervision of Jlr. J. M. Monerieff,

of the firm of Sandeman and Monerieff, engineers,
who designed the bridge, and has had the care of

its construction. He had the assistance of Mr.
George Huntley, his resident engineer at the
bridge works, ilr. Andrew Biggart I'cpresented

the builders of the bridge, and Mr. William
1

McDonahi, the contractors" manager, had the
immediate direction of the work and the workmen.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold oxu-welves responsilde for the opinions of
our coiTespondcut.s. All communications should be
di-awu up as biiefly as possible, aa there are many
claim.ants upon the space allotted to coiTespondents.j

It is paiiicularly requested that all dmwing^ and all
conununications respecting illustnitions or literaiy matter
should be addressed to the EDITOR of the Biildino
News, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,
W.C, and not to membei-s of the statf by name. Belay
is not unfrequeutly othei-wise caused. AU drawings and
other communications are sent at contributoi-s' risks, and
the Editor will not undei-take to pay for, ov be liable for
unsought contributions.

'

Cheques and rost-oflfice Orders t« be made payable to
The Strand Newscai-er Compaxv, Limited.

Telejfi-aphic Address :—" Timeser\-er, London."
Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

STAINED GLASS.
Bekmoxdsey.—On Sunday last at the Roman

!

Catliohc Church of the Most Holy Trinity, Dock-
i

head, a stjiined-glass whidow, lately erected in the '

chancel, was unveiled. The central light had
recently been provided with a new figure in memory
of the late Miss Maiy Ne^vtolI. The sidelights, -

now unveiled, have been erected to tlie memory of
j

the late Mr. Henry Pauling by friends who had been
connected with him in South Africa. The window

"Consists of five lancet openings, each 23ft. long by I

2ft. Sin. wide. Each light contains two large
I

figures, representmg saints, apostles, martyi's, &c.,

grouped around the central and principal figure of
the Sacred Heart, below which, in the lower part of
the centre light, is represented the Blessed Margaret
Maiy kneeling in adoration. In the side lights are
figures of our Lady and St. Joseph, .and below them
the Apostles SS. John and Peter. The patron
saints, St. George of England and St. Patrick of

Ireland, occupy the upper part of the outer lights.

Below these figures in the outer lights are St.

Athanasius and St. Thomas of Canterbury in full

vestments. The figures have diapered robes and
vestments, and are divided by broad canopies of the
style of the loth century. The work has been
designed and can-ied out by Mr. E. J. Prest, of
Clarence House, Havei-stock Hill, N.W.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. LXXIX. are now ready, and

.should be ordered early (price l'2s. each, by' post
12s. lOd.), as only a Limited number are done 'up A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLIV
XL\'I., XLI.X.. LT...LIII., LVIII., LXI., LXn''
LXIII., LX\ ., LXVI., LXVn., LXVni., LXEX'.'
LXXI.. LX.XII., I.XXIII., LXXrt'.. Lxxv.;
LXXVI., and LXX^'II. may still be obtained at the
same price; all the other bound volumes are out of
print. Most of the back numbers of former volumes are,
however, to be had singly. Subscribei-s requii-ing any
back numbers to complete volume just ended shoidd
order at once, as many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the Bcildin-g News,
price 2s., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

The formal ceremony of opening the public baths
at Balaam -street, near Barking-road, Plaistow,
erected by the West Ham Corjjoration, was per-
formed on Thui-sday in last week. Tlie contract for
the erection of the baths, apai-t from furnisliing and
embelUshments, was for t'22,308. There are two
large swimming-b.aths, lOOft. and 00ft. in length
respectively, with wanu baths.

At Tuesday's meeting of the London County
Council the highways committee reported that Mr.
G. Welling, permanent-way engineer, had decided
to retire from the service of the Conned on account

!

of failing health. Mr. Welling was for 20 yeai-s in I

the ser\-ice of the London Tramways Companj*.
'

They recommended that his son, Mr. John WelUng,
should be appointed to fill the position at £350 a
year, rising to £400 a year. The recommendation
was adopted.

Messrs. Wm. Potts and Sons, clock manufac-
tm-ers, of Leeds and Newcastle-on-Tyne, have
received instructions from the mayor and coi'pora-
tion of Neweastle-on-Tyne to erect new clocks at
St. Mary's Church, Rye Hill, and St. Anne's
Church, Newcastle-on-Tjnie. They are also making
new clocks and chimes for St. Mai-y's Parish Church,
Ambleside, Westmoreland, and Ledsham Parish
Church, near South Milford, West Yorks, and a
large dlumiiiated clock for the county of Durham.

The restoration of the west front of Bath Abbey
is now complete. A dedication service is to be held
on Thursday, June 6, when the Bishop of Bath and
Wells has consented to preach and perform the
ceremony.

'llie death occurred on Sunday, at Oswesti-)-, of
Ml'. G. Owen, J. P., one of the oldest and best-known
engineers in the country. He constructed the Cam-
brian, Mid-Wales, Wrexham, and EUesmere, and
other iiuiiortant railways. He was a member of the
Oswesti-y Town Council continuously since 1860.
He ser\-ed the oflice of Mayor twice, and was elected
aldennan in 1874.

Lord Stanley, M.P., on Saturday fonnally opened
the new house of the Formby Golf Club, near
Livei-pool. This clubhouse, which replaces the one
destroyed by fire 18 months ago, has cost £9,000,
and is .said to be amongst the finest in the country.

TEP.JIS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any pait of the

:

United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United St;ites, £1 6s. Od. (or 6dols. 30c. goldi. To Fiance
or Belgium, £1 6s. Od. (or 3:5fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od. '

ADVERTISEMENT OHAEGES. \}
Tlie cJuai-ge for Competition and Contract Advertia&-'

ments, Public Companies, and all official advertisements
is Is, per line of Eight words, the fii-st line coimting as
two, the minimum charge being 5s. for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miscellaneous
and Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertise
ments) is 6d. per line of Eight words (the fii'st Une
counting as two), the minimum charge being 4s. 6d. f6l
40 words. Special terms for series of more than sis
insertions can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-page advertisements 2s. per line, and Paragraph I

Advertisements Is. per line. No Front-page or Paragra^ I

Advertisement inserted for less than 5s.

Advertisements for the ouiTent week must reach the I

office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page!
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements I

must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure I

insertion.

Situations.

The charge for advertisements for *' Situations Vacant -'I

or "Situations Wanted" is One Siiii.LiNG foh Twentv-
Focn Words, and Sixpence for every eight words after.

AU Situation Advertisements must be prepaid.

Received.—A. F.—G. L.—J. C. and Co.-

L. G. D.—A. P. B.—E. E. and Co.
-E. W. E.-rl

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB,
Drawi.vos Received.—"Wedbury," "Taffy,"'
"Ivanhoe," "lona," "Quercus."

Contspottlrettct

A DISCLAIMER.
To the Editor of the BiiLDixa News.

Sill,—In your report of the meeting of the!

R.I.B.A. on the 29th ult. I am credited witbJ

having seconded Mr. Woodward's motion : as 11

am not a member of the Institute, and was noti

at the meeting, this is obviously an error of yotul

representative.—I am, &c.,

Ellis Marslanp,
Hon. Sec. of the Society of Architects I

[Our error entirely. It was Mr. Wylson, oj

Messrs. Wylson and Long, who seconded thi|

motion.

—

Ed. "B.N."]

PORTL.VND CEMENT: NEW CONDITIOSl
TEST.

Siu,—It would be interesting to know thJ

evidence for the reliability of the test wliich MiJ
Patchett gives in your issue of 3rd inst. i'orfj

land cement is completely decomposed by watfflj]

the reactions resulting in the liberation of
"

certain amount of calcium hydrate, the qitantit;

IIL
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varying according to the relative proportions of

lime, silica, and alumina present. Therefore on

testing w-ith ammonium oxalate the water in

which eemint has been shaken up a precipitate

fonns ; hut how this, or any portion of it, can lie

takin as indicative of free "lime in the cement 1

fail to see. Perhaps Jlr. Tatchett wiU explain,—

I am, ire, • ""•^•'(i " "^J

New Bilton, Kugby, May C. D. Bili-son".

Sill,—Allow me to correct a slight error in my
comnmnication respecting Portland cement in

vour last issue: for " grains " read gi-ammes.—
"l :ini, kc, A. Patchett.

:>, Lime Villas, Greenlanes, Bii-mingham,
Jlav 7.

jlnttrt0inmunication»

REPLIES.
111710. —Capacity of Cast-Iron Columns.—

"Timt's'^hiid TiL'ttfi- consult tables or the fui-muhe of
Gordon or liankine. The section jmu .show is unusual;
but the dimensions will, no doubt, b<' quite snlliciont to
supp<nt the weight you mention ; for a ea.st-iron column
of U>in. diameter and of this heiffht ^rill carry a safe load
of no tons. Uf course, the section of columns you show
wouldbe strtmgx-rif botll sides were equal, or sjiy, loin,
each side.—G. K. O.

[ll'ia.VFireproof Lining- for Wooden Build-
ings.—in answer to " K.," I shoiUd recommend him to
read the ailieles on the Buildinj? Trades E.xhibition at
I.slinjrton in the Bcildi.vg News, where he will lind
notices of two or thi-ee very excellent fire-resisting: mate-
riaLs well suited for lining- wooden offices and workshops.
One e.xcellent material is kno-vni as " Compo-board."
Apply to the British Compo-Board Co., Golden-lane, E.C.—.\n.\.

11713.'—Substitutes for Plaster. — There is a
• tfi-ial sold, about a 'lunrtcr of an inch thick, prepared

irom asbestos tibrc, that would make an excellent substi-
tute for plastering cottages. Consult pages of advertise-
ments.—Ab< -jutkct.

[11711.'-Dra-wins: of Moments of Beam.—
See Longman's " Notes on Building Constnietion."
C'rtlcMlation volume,-ItKoE.vT's T.mik.

CHIPS.
file Clevelaiul and Durh;mi Electric Power Bill,

w-liicli sanctions the scheme of a company for pro-
viding electric power at a cheap rate to manufac-
' livers ill the district, has \xen approved by a House

:

( 'ommons Select Committee.

We .shall hear no more of the Rosherville Gardens
as a pleasure resort. The le.-ise of the place as a
going concei-n failed to attract a single bid when
offered for sale on Wednesday week, and the rittiugs,
live-stock, kc, were then disposed of under the
hammer. The private arrangement for the piuchase
of the grounds entered into by a fii-m of London
auctioneers with the hope of a resale to the
authorities of Gravesend and Xorthfleet was never
concluded, the decision of the authorities not to
purchase being fs^al to the transaction.

The new Race Stand buildings on the Roodee
covii-se at Chester, built a few years ago at a cost of
£1.),000, have now been extended and improved at a
further outlay of £3,000, and were used for the first
time in a complete form on Tuesday, • The struc-
tural alterations have been cai-ried out by Messi-s.
Parker Bros., Chester, from the designs of Messi-s.
Magnall and Littlewood, architects, Manchester.

lu the case of the application on behalf of James
Richard Mitehelmore, Southampton, builder, trading
with Henry Honeychurch as Honeychurch and
Mitehelmore, an order of discharge from bank-
ruptcy has been suspended for li> davs, ended
March -Jl, 1901,

The Earl of Rosebery li.as consented to open
Gladstone-park, Willesden, on Saturday, May -J.i.

This is the new title of the DoUis Hill estate of
90 acres, bouglit by the WUlesdeu District Council
for a public park and recreation ground at a cost of
""",000.

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology—the
i..rgest coUege of applied science in the United
States—will hold entrance e.^aminations in London
on June 27 and 2S, for those who desire to study
engineeriug outside England. Full particulars may
be obtained from Mr. Robert S. Ball, 5, Cross-
street, Manchester. For some years past English
students have gone in small numbers to the Insti-
tute, and the present examinations, which wUl te
conducted by Professor H. W. Tyler, Secretary of
the Institute, are offered for the convenience of
those who may wish, before leavino- home, to
determine their abihty to enter the school. '

Messrs. Atkinson Brothers, Xeweastle, have been
commissioned to execute the stained-glass vrindow
which IS to be placed in St. Cuthbert's Church,
Allendale, m memoi-y of the late rector, the Rev.
Dr. Mason.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
An- AjtCIUTECl'S VAI.f.\TIOX. — Hakdino v.

Ewixo.—An action has been heaivl by Mr. Justice

Brace, brought by Mr. Solomon Harding, of

Chester, aganist Mr. Charles Anthony Ewing,
ardiitect and valuer, also of Chester, to recover
damages for alleged neghgence in making a valua-
tion of certain house proiierty at Liscard, nejir

Birkenhead. Defendant denied negligence. In
1S9S the plaintiff, who was the secretary of a
building society at Chester, was in negotiation with
a Mr. Allday, of Liverpool, with the view of making
an advance upon four houses at Liscard. The
plaintiff instructed the defendant to make a valua-
tion of the houses—and he did so, fixing the value
at £2,100. Relying upon this valuation, plaintiff"

said he m;ide an advance of £1,250, and agreed to
pay a further sum of £100 when the road upon
which the houses abutted had been completed.
Subsequently plaintiff' discovered that the valuation
was too high, and he now submitted that the
defendant was guilty of negligence in making the
valu.ation, because, in arriving at his figures, he
relied solely upon information sujiplied by tlie

mortgagor. Defendant contended that he was
instructed by the plaintiff to get his particulars

from the mortgagor, and that, as those particul.ars

appeared to be fair and reasonable, he was entitled

to rely upon tliem. He further .said that his valua-
tion was correct at the time it was made. Mr.
Justice Bruce said he would take time to consider
his judgment.

Sue-vetoe's t'xsuccESSFtjL Action fok Fees.—
In the King's Bench division of the High Coiirt,

Mr. Justice Bruce has given judgment in the case

of " Daniels v. The Bowu ProductsCompany, Ltd."
This was .a cLaini by Mr. Joseph Daniels, trachng as
T. H. and J. Daniels, engineers, of Lingpill Iron-
works, near Stroud, Gloucestei-sliire, against the
defendant company, who earned on business at
Inchbrook, near Stroud, claiming £240 for Ids

charges for professional services rendered in

February, 1S9!S, in comiection with proposed new
works at Inchbrook, consulting with Mr. Harris,
manager of the defendant company, preparing plans
and specifications for works and machinery, pre-
pai"ing detailed working drawings and specifications,

and obtaining tenders for the caiTying-out of the
work, together with thi-ee complete sets of plans,

Arc. Defendants denied they instructed orauthonsed
the plaintiff" to do this work for them. Mr. Justice
Bruce, in giving judgment, said the plaintiff sought
to recover from the defendant company a sum of
money by way of remuneration for work done by
liim as engineer and surveyor, and preparing plans
and specifications for enlarging the business premises
at which defentbmt company carried on their works.
Defendants denied hability, and said they did not,
nor did anyone on their behalf, instruct the plaintiff

to prepare the plans and specifications in question.
Defendant company was formed in 1895, and was
managed by a Mr. Tom Harris. In 1897 negotia-
tions were entered into between the company and a

j

Mr. Massey, of London, with a view of giving
Massey the option of taking a lease of the works'.

In November, 1897, an agreement was entered into
between them by which, iu consideration of pay-
ment of a sum of money, Massey was to have the
option of taking a lease for 21 years, and there was
a pro-vision gi\'ing him the option of purchasing for
£2.5,000 at .any time within seven years of the tbvte

of the lease. Massej' represented that he had a
concession for a boracic mine in Asi.a, and intended
to greatly enlarge the works. There was some
conflict of testimony as to whether i>laintiff knew
of the negotiations for the extension of the works
and reconstruction of the company : but he thought
the reasonable conclusion to be drawn from the
evidence was that he knew it from the first.

Eventually, the negotiations for the reconstruction
and rebuilding went off, and the plans were never
used. Plaintiff sent in his account to Harris, who
told him to send it on to Massey, iu London, as he
was the person Uable. Massey replied denying his
habiUty. In his view, it was evident that the work
was not done for Harris on behalf of the defendant
company, but for Massey, the promoter of the pro-
posed new company, and he was of opinion the
plaintiff" had not estabhshed his case against de-
fendant company, that Harris liad no power to bind
the company, and that plaintiff must have known
all along he was doing the work for Massey, and
not for the company. There must, therefore, be
judgment for the defendants, with costs.

Beekhouses and the London Buiuding Act.—
DiCKSEE V. HosKiNS.—Judgment has been given by
the Lord Chief Justice and Mr. Justice Lawrance in
anappeal by case stated from the decision of a Metro-
pohtan Police miigistrate, allowing an appeal under
the London Building Act, 1894, from a notice of
objection to a proposed building served by tlie

appellant, who is a djstiict surveyor under the Act,
upon the respondent, a builder. The question was

I

whether the proposed building was one to which
i

i

section 74 (2) of the London Biulding Act, 1894,

i

applied. Tlie proposed building was situated at
No. 87, Old Kent-road, and was the re-erection of
a licensed beerhouse on the site of an old beerhouse

I

called the Hoi-se Shoe. It would, when biult,
exceed ten squares m area, and was intended to
consist of a basement, two doors, and an attic. The
trade of the beerhouse was to be carried on on the
basement and ground floor, and the licensee and his
family were to reside in the upper floors of the
building. The floors separating the ground floor
from the first floor and tlui staircase leading
to the fii-st floor were not intended to bo con-
structed of fire-resisting materials, and the learned
magistrate found that, il the subsection 2 of
section 74 of the London Building Act, 1894,
apphed to the building, the provisions of that
section -would be contravened. The learned magis-
trate also found as a fact that the basement and
ground floor of the building were intended to be
used for the purposes of the tiiide of a beerhouse,
and that the part above the ground floor was
intended to be used as a dwelhiig-hmise for the
license<l occupier, but held that the case was
governed by the decision in " Carritt v. Godson"
(1899), and allowed the apiieal and overruled the
objection of the district .surveyor. The district sur-
veyor appealed. I'he Court dismissed the appeal.
The Lord Chief Justice said tliat he did not base his
decision entirely on "Camttv. Godson," because
in that cjise there was an additional ground for
deciding th.at the house therein in question was not
mtliin the London Building Act, 1894, section 74
(2)—namely, that the lobby which gave access to
the staircase of the house opened into a backyard.
In his opinion, the section was intended to apply to
buildings part of wliich were used for trade and
mantrfacture and the other part as a dwelling, and
it was not intended to appl.v to a builchng certain
rooms of wliich were used as a dwelling. The
appeal woidd, therefore, be dismissed. Mr. Justice
Lawrance concun-ed. He said that he agreed to
the extension of the principle in '* Carritt v. God-
son " Laid down by the Lord Chief Justice.

An Architect and his Tracinos.—Mr. M. D.
Wells, builder, Honeywell-raad, Wandsworth Com-
mon, sued for £10 for money lent to the defendant,
Mr. Eniest W. Crickmay, arcliitect, 4, Mincing-
lane. It was sta,ted by the plaintiff' that in April,

1897, he had a contract for carrying out some
alterations at a public-house at Lavender Hill, the
defendant being the architect who was employed by
the o%vner. The defendant asked him for a loan of

£10, and the money was lent. As the defendant
had not repaid it he was now sued. The defendant
denied that he had ever borrowed any money. The
£10 was paid to him iu the ordinary course of
business, for supplying the plaintiff with a copy of

the plans on which the alterations were being car-
ried out. At the time the plaintiff' asked how much
he owed him (defendant), and the -witness said
10 guineas. The sum was agreed at £10, and the
money paid. No appUcation h.ad been made to him
during the four years which had elapsed since the
money was paid. The Deputy Judge said that
every sun-ounding circumstance was against the
defendant. There must be judgment for the
plaintiff, with costs.

An Architect's Fees. — Matcham v. The
NoETiiEKN Theatres Cojipa.vy, Ltd.—This was an
action brought iu the King's Bench Division on
Monday (before Mr. Justice Mathew and a special

jury) by Mr. Frank Matcham, an architect, against
the defendants, who have theatres in several towns
in the North, to recover £1,059 Tis., his fees for
preparing plans, specifications, &c., for a new
theatre at Huddersfield. Defendants said that the
charges were excessive and unreasonable. They
fui'tlier said that the plaintiff' was employed as their
architect for the construction of the theatre in

question for a commission of 4 per cent, on the cost
of the building, su^iject to the express contUtion that
the total cost of the theab'e was not to exceed
£15,000. The minimum cost of the theatre, if

built in accordance with the plaintiff's plans, would
have been £'28,000, and the defendants therefore
decided that the theatre should not be proceeded
with, and the work done by the plaintiff' was of no
use to the defendants. They therefore maintained
they were not hable to pay him anything. The
plaintiff's case was th.at in May, 1899, he was in-
structed by the defendants to prepare plans,
specifications, &c., for a new theatre which they
proposed to erect at Huddersfield. He carried out
the work, and he submitted tliat he was entitled to
recover £1,059, being 2i per cent, on the estimated
cost of the theatre (£'2'2,1S3), £500 for getting_ out
quantities, and £5 Is. 6d. for nidway fares. Plaintiff

denied that the price of the building, with an
engine-room and wiiter-tower, was limited to
£15,000, and said that with economies the work
could have been carried out for .£20,000. The jury
found for plaintiff for £325, and judgment was
entered accordingly, with costs.

An Akchitect's Appeal.—Harris v. Babb.—
In the King's Bench Division, the case of " Harris
V. Babb" has come before the Lord Chief
Justice and Mr. Justice Lawrance, sittings as a
Di-visional Court, on appeal by the plaintiff, an
architect, against a decision of Sir H. Lloyd,
County-court Judge, sitting at Wrexham, in favour
of the defendant, a btulding o-R'ner, It appeared
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PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
By-I.aws for Err.AL Bvildixos.—In reply

that there w;is a contnct to pull ilown anolilltuilil-

ing aiul erect a new one imoi. the site. The plaiutilf
By-I..vws for Err.AL BviLDixos.-In reply to

'iV^f Trr'°V'/"'. *''^J"'">' "Warded hnu
Jir. a. Hohhouse, Mr. LonR said on Tuesday : lam

i.50 Ite.
:
but the defendant set up a counter-claim „. ,;„ „ series of modelbv-laws with respect to

for tlamages for ncKht'ence and the jury awarded
^^^^ buildi.>ss in rural districts, -ivhich wUIdeil only

h.m £12U odd, and the judge entered judgmei.t tor
^.jj,, ^^^^^- ^^^^ ;„ „pe<i „( ^o^t,.^,, f^, p,„.pose3 of

the defendant for tlie balance of £99. Mr. Tobin
for tlie plaintiff, submitted that the County-court
.Tudge ought to haveentei"ed judgment for the ]>lain-

tifF. on the ground that the jtlaintitY was acting in

tlic cjipjicity of ;irbiti-,itor between tlie building
owner .and the contractoi-s, Messi-s. Wycherley and
Co., and not as agent of the building owner, and
therefore could not lie sueil for ne"ligence. Mr.
S. T. Evans. K.C., M.l*., supported the decision of

the County-court Judge. The chief allegation of
negligence against the architect was that he gave a
final certificate of the completion of the building,

when, in fart, it was incomi>U'te. The I>ord Chief
Justice, in giving the judgment of the Court, held
that the County-court ,Tudge was right, and dis-

missed the a|ii)cal, with costs.

St. James's Ham. Company v. Loxnox Coi;>ty
Council.—Judgment was given on Tuesday in this

ca.se, hearii licfore Mr. .Justice Channell without a
jury. The action was brought by the St. James's
Hall Company for a declaration that a notice calling
upon them to make certain structural alterations
Wiia iil/ni riiYf, and for an injunction against the
County Council. In ISS.'i tlie plaintiffs made certain

structural altei-ations to their niusic-hal! at the
ijLStiince of the Metropolitan Board of Works, the
predecessors of the defendants. Those alterations
were made at a cost of upwards of €7,000, and in
the course of the work modifications were agi'eed to,

one being the removal of a staircase without re-
building, additional accommodation in case of fire

being provided in another jilace. The County
Council had issued a fresli notice, calling upon the
plaintiffs to restore the staircase and make other
alterations at a cost of i;4,000. On the part of tlie

plaintiffs it was submitted that was iiltrci riiv.t, and
a declaration to that effect was asked for. Mr.
Justice Channell, in giving judgment, said he had
come to the conclusion that the plaintiffs' view of
the sections of the Building Act wa.s con-ect, and
that the notice given in 1SS5 was a final notice. In
his opinion, the defendants had only power to order
further alterations in ca.se there was danger of fire,

and if they could be done at a moderate cost. He
must, therefore, give judgment for the plaintiffs,
with costs. Mr. Avory, K.C., for plaintiffs, waived
iis right to an injunction, and his Lordship then
made a declaration that the notice in question was
ttffya thr;.

A KEX3I.NGT0X Hkih-.steeet Aebiteation.—The
-o.i.se of " Barham and Marriage, Ltd., v. the
London County Council" was heard on Tuesday
before Mr. Under-sheriff Burchell and a special
jury in the London Sheritf's Court. It was a claim
by Messrs. Barham and Marriage, Ltd., grocers,
wuie merchants, i-c. for compensation in respect of
the loss of leasehold and trade interest in the
premises. No. 70, High-street, Kensington, which
are being compulsorily acquired by the London
County Council under their Improvements Act,
1899, tor the %videning of High-street, Kensington.
The premises were held by tlie claimants uuder
lea.3e for 39 years from Christmas, 18>JJ, at a rent of
£22.5. Sir E. Clarke, in opening, said Messrs.

i
- « v. u i, i j, ^^ i, , -v,,

Barham and MaiTiago had a head office in the City I

™«™o'T »* l^^r husband, one of the founders ot the

and nine pla-es of business in different parts of 1

*^ ?
Landon. When the premises in High-street, Ken-

I

Bailiffs last week entered into possession of the
singtoii, disripp^-ared, they would lie unable to get ' Kiiottingley Urban District Council's sewage farm,
a house on the new line o'f frontage, and there was I

'"^ '^^ interests ot Mr. Stansfield, one of the con-
no place in the immodiate vicinity where they could 1

tractors, who has ssrved the council with a writ
establi.sh them selves. They had can-ied on business ^?'' ^'lOOO for work done. For some time

health. The series is intended as a guide to rural

district councils wishing to make by-laws on the
subject, and will Ite specially applicable to places

consisting of scattered dwellings. It will be com-
petent to a district council in any particular case to

propose any modifications and additions which
ajipear to them necessary to meet the circumstance.s

of the loi-ality. Tile model is only intended by way
of suggestion to the rural councils, with whom rests

the initiative as to making by-laws.

CHIPS.
An inquiry was held on Wednesday at the town-

hall, Hemel Hempstead, by Mr. W. E. Slacke, into

an application to borrow 1 1,'J33 for road improve-
ments M-ithin the borough.

Mr. J. .S. Hendry, late borough surveyor of West
Bromwich, has been elected surveyor to the urban
district council of Cannock.

The preliminary work in connection with the con-
struction by the London and North-Westeni RaUway
Company of a new branch line from Holland Arms,
near Gaerwen, to the neighViourhood of Red ^\Tiarf

Baj-, a rising summer resort, was commenced on
Monday.

There has i-eeently been opened to the public at
the British Museum a new Babylonian Room, which
is an enormous addition to the memorials of the
ancient worlii. It contains a complete series, un-
equalled elsewhere, of bricks and tablets of baked
clay, with cuneiform inscriptions ranging in date
from over 4,000 to S3 years before the Chi'istian era.

At the town-hall, Wolverhampton, on Friday,
Col. Durnford held an inquiry on behalf of the
Local Government Board respecting proposals of the
town council to borrow money to carry out a number
of public imiirovements. These included £'2,800 for
providing underground conveniences in several parts
of the town, £13,8.50 for the erection of a covered
wholesale m.irket, £12,000 for the purchase of pro-
perties to widen the corner of Queen-square and
Victoria-street, £9,4.50 for providing cold stores and
ice-manufacturing plant, and £1,40.5 for free library
expenditure.

The total realisations at the Auction Mart, Token-
house-yard, for last week was £17.5,4.59.

Considerable progi-ess has been made towards the
completion of the electric tramway service on the
north-western side of Manchester. It is probable
that electric cars will be run on three routes early
next month.

The Stamford town council, having received the
sanction of the Local Government Board to borrow
the sum of £.50,000 for the purposes of sew'erage
and sewage disposal, resolved on Monday to instruct
Mr. Everard, C.E., to proceed with his modified
scheme, including the preparation of quantities.

Mrs. Woodrofle is presenting a tower and clock to
St. Mary's Church, Oatlands Park, Sun-ey, in

at thi.s particular branch for 29 years. The premises
were worth £100 a year, which 'gave a jirofit-rental
of £17.5 a year, in respect of which the claimants
were to be compensated, and in respect of that
item, including 10 par cent, for compulsory pur-
ch;iS3, he claimed ,£2,9D0. A sum of £59J had been
agree 1 for fixtures' and £,590 w.n claim ;1 for the
loss npon thestD!k. Tnc net profits tot'ia claimxnts
in the business w.is £735 a year. Hesugg^stel that
th-! business was worth four and a half or five
years' purchase, and therefore claimal C!,()0:) for
the capital value of the trade, miking a total of
over £7,.50D. The jury aw.irdel the claim mts
£l,r,41 IDs.

Tnrough tin instrum;iitility of Mr. F. (i. Kdt on,
the saai of £3 )) hu bDon su')3;rib3l for parA is ing
for th3 rejen'ly estiblishcl Herti County Museum
at St. Alban's the L-;wis-Evans cjlle:;tion of local
prints, mips, drawings, and books.

Tn'5tru5te3)Oi th? Chantrey B^qu^it hivesecurel
this yevr for the nation " the Flowdr Giri," by
Mr. Shannon, A.R.A., for waich £599 was paid.
f)th9r pur,'has3s by th? Caantrey trustaei are Mr.
.\rnu")y Brown's "Morning," a group of cows at
m Ik n;' time, Mr. Albert Goo Iwin's " A'i Biba and
the Forty Thieves," Mr. M Ridley Cjrbet's " Val
d'Arni, Kven'nT," an 1 Mr. L'on3l Smythe's
" W.th n Sauna of the S.m."

the engineers of the scheme (Messrs. Richardson
and Lemaitre, Leeds) have been financing the
council, but apparently the limit of their goodwill
has been reached. C)n .Saturday the "man in
possession " was withdrawn as the result of
arrangements an-ived at by the council at a private
meeting. Whether the bailiff's be3ame convince I
that the assets seized were non-realisable or that
the rates were already sufficiently mortgaged has
not transpu-ed.

On Saturday afternoon Sir Creorge Kekewicli,
secretary of the Board of Education, opened the
new Science and Art departments at the King's
Middle School, Warwick, erected at a cost of over
£3,000.

A Select Committee of the House of Lords had
before them, on Monday, the Bill by which the City
of Birmingham Tramw.iys Co. .are seeking power to
construct three small new lines within the city for
the purpose of linking up the existing tramways,
and also to extend the tramway along Coventry-
road so as to connect it with the authorised Yardley
tramway. The Bill also sought certain powers with
regard to the working of their tramways outside the
city of Birmingham at the expiration of the present
leases. The committer decided to sanction the pro-
posed extensions, leaving it optional with the local

authorities to assent to the clejtrificatioii of tlie

tramways and the e.-ttension of tiuiu for running
powers.

WATER ST7PPL"5r AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Bristol.—The new Yeo reservoir of the Bristol
Waterworks Comjiaiiy, wliicb is approaching com-
pletion, will be the sixth largest in Great Britain.
The water ai^ea of the reservoii', when full, is

approximately 450 acres, and the reser^^oir, wlien
filled, \vill hold about 1,700,000,000 g.allons. The
reservoir has been foianed by constructiiig an earthen
embankment or dam a,cross the valley of the Yeo at
a point close to Blagdon. The embankment at its

highest point is 43ft. above the surface of the
ground, and the greatest depth of water in the
reservoir will be 37ft. The length of the embank-
ment is 530 yards, and over the top a carriage road
has been constructed to take the place of a jiortion of
the old road to Blagdon, submerged in the bed of
the reservoir. The length of the lake formed by
the reservoir will be about IJ miles. The water is

taken from the reservoir by a brick tunnel 10ft. in
diameter, the water being controlled by large outlet
valves. Tlie bjnvash (for the pui-j^ose of discharging
flood waters), 360 yards long and lS8ft. wide at
the crest of the weir, has been constructed in
masonry, chiefly with Cheddar and Tytherington
stone jiitching, set in cement, wdiile Forest of Dean
stone has been used in a bridge constructed over the
bywasli, and in other ornamental parts of the work.
The weir stones and the pitching of the inner slopes
of the enibaiikment are of Dartmoor granite. At
the Rickford .sjiring a gauge-house has been erected
for measuring the water, which is conveyed to the
reservoir b}- means of a 27in. cast-iron pipe, the
distance being about two ndles. Similar arrange-
ments have been made with regard to the Langford
spring, and the distance in this case to the reservoir
is nearly SJ mUes, the pipe being 21in. in diameter.
Adjoining the reservoir, engine and boiler-houses
are in course of erection for the reception of pump-
ing machinery, by means of which the w.ater will be
pumjied through cast-iron pipes to the existing
North Hill tunnel of the Bristol Waterworks Com-
pany, a distance of about five miles. The engines
are of the compound rotative beam type. The
engineers are Messrs. T. and C. Hawksley, of West-
minster.

Exeter.—Mr. Donald Cameron, the citj' sur-
veyor, reporting to the water committee of Exeter
City Council as to the progress of the water exten-
sion works, says the LSin. rising main has been laid

from the works at Pynes across the London and
South-Western Railway and the back rivers to the
road bridge over the Great AVestem Railway at
Cowdey, a distance of 2,070ft., the old lOin. main
having at the same time been taken up to be cleaned
off and coated ready for laying in conthiuation of

the 14in. pipes already laid in Sylvan-road from the
intermediate reservoir for the supply of the high-
seiTice district. These lOin. pipes, although laid

somethiiig like sixty years ago, are in very good
condition, except that, never having been coated,

the rusty incrustation is such that, although but
recently scraped, theii" effective diameter is but little

more than Sin,, and their discharging capacity less
'

than a pipe of that diameter. This incrustation will

now be prevented by coating the pipes. The pipes

for completing the ISiu. main to Danes Castle are

being delivered as rapidly as they ^n be laid, with
a good stock in hand.

ScuNTHOEPE, Lincolnshiee.—The water supply
of Scunthorpe is obtained at present from shallow
surface wells, which are constantly in danger of

contamination. About tws years ago the urban
council decided to sink a deep bore as a source of

water supplj', and the contract w.as given to the

Vivian Boring and Exploration Company, White-
haven, for £.5,000. After unexpected difficulties, the

bore was made to the depth of 1,517ft., well into the

red sandstone, and lined with tubing for most of the

depth. The yield tests have just been made, and
were satisfactorj', a yield of 287,000 gallons per day
being obtained. Two samples were submitted for

analysis, one to Dr. Muter, the Lindsey county
analyst, of London, and one to the Clinical Research
Company, and the results have been received. They
agree in practically every det^iil, and the result is a

great disappointment. The water is organically

pure, but brackish ; it is much too hard fordomesti'!

pui-poises, and too saline to drink. Dr. Muter, says

the sea water must get in somewhere. A conference

of the water committee and the engineers, Messrs.

Stevenson and Birstall, of London, is to be held on
the matter.

The found.ation-stoiie of a hall which is being

added to the Station Hotel, Bitterne Park, South-
ampton, was laid on Wednesday week. "The hall,

which is to accommodate 300 persons, is being built

by Mr. Brain, of Southampton.

A stained-glass window has just been erected by
parishioners in Kcdlands Park Church, Bristol, as

a memorial. The subject is the Jouniey to Emniuus,
the evening sky and light foliage forming a l);ick-

giound to the figures. The work is from the studio

of Messrs. Joseph Bell and .Son, College Gr««ii,

Bristol.
'

,
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TUB ll-\l'TIST ClUUtll HolnE.

Tins buiWmg is the first to be begun in con-

nection witb thi' new avenue to the iStrand, being

on a site t'onncd by the widening of Southampton-

vow to 70ft. It is to contain the offices of the

liaptist Tnion, together with council-room,

eoiiunittce-rooms, libran,-, and publication de-

l>jiitment. The upper floors are :urangcd as

.suites of offices, which it is proposed to lot to

religious societies, and the back of the site is

occupied bv an octagonal chapel to take the place

lit the old" Kingsgate-street Cliapel, which has

been demolished. A preliminary contract has

lioen e.irried out by Messrs. G. S. S. Williams

•mil .Son, and the basement is now being built by
Jlessi-s. Higgs and HUl. The architect is Mr.

Arthur Keen, of Gray's Inn, and our illustration

is fiom a drawing by "Mr. T. Hamilton Craw-ford,

now exhibited at the Royal Academy.

COCKS, BrODVLPH, .\N1) CO.'s )!AXK.

use of movable court titlings. it will be appli. d.

and the accouimodatiou is under two heads- -^1)

municipal and general purposes and (2) ciuarter

sessions. 'ITio foundation-stone of the building

wiU be laid bv the Marchioness of Ailesbury to-

dav, and thi>' drawing from which our present

illustration was taken is included in this year s

Exhibition of the Koval Academy. The building

will be in the I-ate Renaissance style, to harmonise

with the quaint character of the town, which has

been almost entivelv rebuilt since the tire of llvi-x

' The walls will be of red brick, with Ham lliU

dressings, and cream-tinted rough-cast for the

upper "story. The roof will be a high-pitched

one, with broad eaves, and covered witli dark red

tiles. The cupola will contain the ventil.ator of

the main hall, the ceiling of which will be carried

up well into the roof. Tlie wall pannelling of

this hall. Willi the dooi-s and other joinery of the

entrance-hall, is to be of oak. The contract lias

been taken bv Mr. B. HiUier, of Marlborough,

at about £7,.J00. The architect is Mr. C. tj.

Pouting, K.S.A. There is a smaller room ;48ft.

bv 37ft!) for minor meetings, and for suppei-s at

balls, &c. Outside the west end there is a house

for the fire-engine and a]jpliances. Tlie first

floor is approached by a stone staircase. Ihe

assemblv-hall is Goft. tin. by 37ft. -lin., exelusive

ofbavs," the height being 32ft. fi'om the iloor.

At the end is a recessed stage with retmngroonis.

Separate cells are contrived in the basement for

use during qu.irter sessions, and direct access to

the dock is arranged for. The bench, the jury,

and the profession are each provided for very

convenicntlv, and a space for the public is

arrann-ed at" the west end, with separate staircase

from fhe ground-aoor lobby. A room for the Bar

is furni-slied with a private staircase, as well as

the approach from the main staircase.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

CHILSTEK C.VTHEDK.iL : WESTMIXSTEU MEMOltlAL.

This drawing is now on view at the Royal

Academy. The great south transept of Chester

Cathedral is at jircscnt undergoing restora-

tion as a memorial to the late Duke of

AVestminster. Part of the memorial is to

consist of an altar tomb, with a recumbent

effin-\- of the Duke. The figure is to be executed

by^ilr. F. W. Pomeroy, and will be in white

marble, while the altar tomb is to be in alabaster.

The whole is to be inclosed by a railing m
wTought ii-on and bronze. On the four angles of

the latter the Westminster Talbot is to be repre-

sented bearing the standard on which is displayed

the coat of arms. Mr. Charles J. Blomfield

(eldest son of the late Sir Arthur Blomfield,

A.R.A.) is responsible for the designs, as also for

the restoration of the south transept

This bank, illustrated from the di-awing now at the

Royal Aciidemy, was built some thirty years ago,

froiu the designs of the late Mi-. Richard Coad. It is

now being enlarged by the absoi-ption of some

houses in Spring-gardens belonging to the bank.

A new partners' room will face towards Spring-

gardens, with a considerable extension of the

clerks' department, strong-rooms, &c. Above

that portion of the new building towards Spring-

gardens there will be three floors of offices, which

will be let. They are entered from that street.

The new front is in the (iuo.en Anne style, the

lower story being faced with Portland stone,

while the upper part is of red brick, with stone

groins, cornices, &e. It has been designed by
air. J. Oldrid Scott, F.S.A. The contractors are

Messrs. Dove Bros., of Islington. The cost vriU.

be about £1-2.000. The house which has been

occupied by Jlr. Scott for several years is one of

those which has been removed. He has -taken

new offices at 2, Dcan's-yard.

ALL SAINTS CrTDECK, KEXs'rSGTOX.

This drawing, now on view at the Royal Academy,

and noticed in our review of the Exhibition last

week, shows an important ehiu-ch about to be

erected fi-om the designs of Jlr. G. F. Bodley,

A.R.A. The interior includes a wide nave and

aisles, double aisles being planned on the left-

hand side of the church, which covers the whole

area of the site. The distinguishing features of

the design as already mentioned are the lofty

columns and stone arches spanning both the nave

and the aisles with richly traceried windows of

large size. There will be a side chapel, a hand-

some screen, and a capacious chancel.
,

XEW TOWX HALL, MAULBOKOLX.H.

Ix designing this building it was necessary to

consider the two distinct uses to which, by the

EIGHTEEXTH-CEXTUllY EXGLISH PIXE POUCH AXD
DOOUWAV.

This porch and doorway of carved pine, early

ISth century, is from one of the two houses m
Great Ormo"nd-street, formerly used as the hospital

for sick children, pulled down to make room for

the present extensions, and now in the South

Kensington :Museum. This doorway is lu-obably

the finest London example of its kind, and is

certainlv worthy of a better position in the

Museum. It was bought for the moderate sum

of £20. Some vers- fine ceilings and a good stair-

case in the house were, I fear, entirely destroyed.

R. F. G. AvLWix.

XEW H.AXK, TfXSTALL, STAEES.

This building has just been erected in a promi-

nent position in the town of TunstaU, for the

Manchester and Liverpool District Banking Co.,

Ltd. The ground floor is devoted to bank pur-

poses, and a m.anager's house is arranged on the

floors above. The outside elevations arc faced

with HuUington stone first-floor high, and with

golden-brown terracotta above, including the

gables. The roofs ai-e covered with tiles. The

banking-room and manager's room are rather

richly fitted up with oak block and mosaic floors.

The "walls are lined with teak panelling, and the

ceiling richly paneUed in plaster. The fittings

are made in mahogany. Mr. W. Cooke, of

I

Burslem, -bms the builder. The whole of the

work has been executed under the direction of

I the architects, Jlessrs. Wood and Hutchings, of

; TunstaD and Burslem.

Ediniuuoii AucHiTEcTi UAL Associatiox.—Jlr.

Goodehilil, of the IJenlogii-al Survey, conducted

a partyof uiiinbers of tliis association over.-\.rthur s

Seat on Saturdav. with the object of explaitimg

what is known "regarding the development of the

physical features of the hill. As these now'

appear, they are all of quite recent geological

age— the ro"cks now exposed having been until

latelv covered bv other strata, which formerly

extended over these parts. After the Edinliurgh

volcano had finally cpiieted down, which was in

Lower Carboniferous times, an extensive sub-

sidence of the earth's crust began, and was con-

tinued through many millions of years. As a

consequence a vastpi'le of sediuicnls, of marine as

1 well as of estuarine origin, slowly accumulated

over the site of the volcano. At a later period,

' before any of the New Red rocks began to be

formed, these carboniferous sediments, and the

volcanic rock included within them, underwent

considerable disturbance withiu the- earth's crust,

and were much fractured and folded as a result of

these derangements. Then they were slow ly up-

heaved, and underwent inonuous waste, nearly

20,000ft. of rock having been slowly wasted away

in some parts—as is the case at Clitheroe, in

Lancashirfr-during this period. The rocks out

of which Arthur's Seat has since been shaped

•n-ere slowly raised above sea level during this

episode, then ensued another period of sub-

sidence and denudation, during which, lirst the

I Trias, and then the marine and estuarine .lurassic

Rocks were laid downi over the sui-face just referred

j
to In times still nearer our own, these m their

1 tui-n were slowly wasted away, their constituents

1 being used up m the formation of a later set laid

i down elsewhere, until in the end the old vok-anic

rocks were re-exposed in their iiresent position.

It is out of the mass thus elevated that, in the

course of long ages, rain, rivers, frost, and other

sub-aerial agents have shaped the hiU into its

present form. On the motion of Mr. Henry i;.

Kerr, the president, a vote of thanks was accorded

Mr. Goodchild.

LeICESTEU AXI) LEICESTERSniKE SoCIETY OE

' Ar.cHiTECTs.—The twenty-eighth annual report

of this society states that the number of members

on the rolls is 100, consisting of 11 Honorary.

4.5 FuU, 12 Associate, 19 Assistant, and 1.^ 1 upil

members ; showing a very satisfactory increase of

14 since the last report was issued. The council

record with regret the deaths of thi- Lord Bishop

of London, Dr. Creighton, and Mr. Joseph

Goddard, F.R.I. B.A., .I.P., two of the most dis-

tinguished members of the society. Reference

is also made in the report to the steps taken by

the council to bring about a moie reasonable and

sensible state of things in regard to the law ot

lin-ht and air. and to the recent abortive nego-

tiations between the R.I.B.A. and the Institute

of Builders as to the revision of the form ot

conditions of contract.

RovAL Ixs-nxvTE or British Auchitects.—

The annual meeting of the Institute was held at

9 Conduit-street, on Slonday, the President,

JIi- W. Emereon, in the chair. The report of

the Council for the past year, a full summary ot

which was given in oui- last issue, p. JS-N ,""'«s

adopted. Messrs. Hippolyte Jean Blanc, R.S.A.,

F S A Scot , of Rutland-square, Edinburgh;

Charles Fitzrov Doll, Southampton - street,

Bloomsbury ; ami Edmund Harold Sedding,

Athenanim'-street, Plymouth, were elected as

FeUows, iind Mr. Robert Douglas WeUs, B^A.,

of Bedford-square, W.C. as an Associate. 1 ur-

suant to notice, Jlr. Lacy W. Ridge proposed

"I'hat in the opinion of this meeting it is not

desirable that By-law 26 be repeatedly suspended.

The Royal Institute looks to the Council to put

' forward" each year a nomination for the Presi-

dency in accordance with the constitution of the

Institute as laid down in the By-laws." After

soHie discussion the motion -was withdrawn.

A church-house is in the course of erection at

Folkestone from plans by Mr. Lacy W. Eidge, of

London. It will coutaui a Matthew Woodward

Memorial Hall, nurses' liome, boys' club and

gymnasium, and also St. Eanswythe's schools.

The Kelso Town CouucU have engaged Mr. Harry

W Taylor, A.M.I.C.E., of Xewcastle-oii-Tyne and

Birmingham, to report upon the burgh water supply

with a view to then extension.

A stained-glass window has been presented to the

church of St. Laurence, Thanet, by the parents of

' a member of the mounted infantry section of the

Imis of Court Rifle Volunteei-s who seiyed with the

CI.V. in South Africa. It was designed by Mr.

H N J Westlake, of the firm of Layers and West-

lake, the text taken for the purpose of illu.stration

j
being Rev. xiy. 13.
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(Dur Offirt ^ablc.
point of law in relation to copyhold estate. The
case was broiiirht by the Lord of the Jlanor of

Thornbury, (iloucestershire, who claimed that he

was entitled to a fine on the atliuittance of the

defendant to cert;iin copyhold hereditaments

within the manor. The hitter, Mr. JohnOwj-nn.
was one of five co-trustee.<, and inasnuich as the

custom of the manor does not admit of joint

tenancy, one of the fonr, Richard Gwynn, was

admitted in 18y2. On his death the defendant

was similarly admitted, and the question tor the

determination of the Court was wliether ^having

regard to the custom of the manor, whereby joint

tenancies on the C'oirrt Rolls arc excluded) the ad-

mittance of Richard was or was not spent on his

death, and did not or did inure and operate as the

admittance also on the Court Rolls of his co-

trustees, Humphrey, John, Jiingsmill, and

Salmon, all of whom still survive. If a new ad-

mittance was necessary, a new fine would be due
;

but for the defendant" it was contended that the

admission of one must operate as the admission of

all. Thomas Gw}-nn, it was argued, could devise

his copyhold as lie wished, notwithstanding any
custom'. Jlr. Justice Kennedy thought that the

new admittance was necessary, and that the lord

was entitled to the fine. If "the lord could have

admitted aU tlie joint tenants at once, he would

have been entitled to a larger fine than on a

single admission. 3Ir. Justice PhiUimere con-

curred. The Wills Act, he said, enabled a

MEETINGS FOB THE
MONI'AV

ENSUING WEEK.

The National Tnist for Places of Natural

Beautv or Historic Inteixst is a])pealing for funds

to purchase for the nation a pcntion of the sliores

of Derwentwater. It has an offer of Brandlehow

Park, a tr.ict of lOS acres lying on the lower

slopes of L'atbels on the western side of the lake.

The land is richly wooded, and commands beautiful

views of ••Derwent's clear mirror," the i.slands.

and sHiTounding mountains ; at the north end of

the property is < Kterbield liay. a favourite resort

of Robert Southey. Prominent in the prospect

is St. Herliert's island, and the dist,ant view is

closed by the huge bulk of liUncathi-a. At pre-

sent there is no right of public .icccss to Derwent-

water save at certain reiognised landing-places.

Its shores arc strictly private property. The
wockIs which clothe its banks might be cleaned

to-monow : its slopes might become eligible sites

for villas. Tlic sum asked for Hramllehow estate

is i'T.nui), and towards this amount over £1,:!00

has already been promised : if the purchase is

completed, about one-sixth of the shores of

Derwentwater wiU become the property of the

nation.

Tni: Mayor of Lichfield announces that the

house in which Dr. .Samuel .Johnson was born,

situate in the Market-place of that city, has.

through the nmnificence of Alderman John

Gilbert and other circumstances become the

property of the corporation. Although it is

necessarj- to postpone its more complete repara-
1 ficcordance with the custom of the manor.

tion to "a later and favourable date, the town

council have arranged to ojien it at Whitsuntide.

when the public wll be admitted in much the

same way as at other birthplaces—at Stratford-

on-Avon". Ulney, and elsewhere. The mayor,

therefore, appeals to the literary public generally

for books, prints, m^muscripts, pictures, and

other objects of interest relating to the lexico-

grapher, whose life and great personality are so

intimately bound up -n-ith tlio city of Lichfield.

Wkitixg on the movement for the preservation

•of historic buildings in Ilampstead, Mr. H. J.

Glanville remarks :
—" The gi-eat difficulty to be

contended with is that the London Building Act

gives no power to the borough councils, and but

a limited power to the London County Council,

as regards the control of building schemes. If a

public body threaten an historic building, the law

obliges them to give public notice of then-

scheme. The result is that attention is aroused,

vou are appealed to, and the threatened act of

"vandalism is prevented. ISut if the same build-

ing is threatened by a speculative builder lie has

merely to submit his plans to the district surveyor,

and if the provisions of the Building Act are

complied with, the plans are i)assed, and the

historic building disa])pears without any notice

having been given either to County Council,

borough council, or the public Some altei^Uion , ;•
_

j- ^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^.^.^ ^^^^ ^
in the Buildmg Act seems to be .called for if

1 ,„i.._..=,5 tu 1 4i,„ i,„„j„ „„„. j'/„„..„.„-,i

buildings of interest from their beauty or their

literary or artistic associations are to be preserved

from the speculative builder."

OxF. result of the enormous expenditure which
has been entaile 1 by the war in South Africa has

been the inevitable postponemimt of some of the

decorative work in the Palace of Westminster
which characterised the earlier years of the

rule of the present First Commissioner of AVorks.

Two only of the vacant panels in the central

hall of the House of Commons have been filled

in with designs of the jjatron saints, and th(^

Weoxesd.w

Thcp.suav

S.vtchd.w

Clerks of Works' Association. Address by the
President, Spencer Green. Cai-penteiV
Hall, B.C. 7.30 p.m.

Society" of Alts. "Allovs," Cantor
Lecture' No. 4, by Dr. T. Kirke Kosc.
8 p.m.

Bristol Society of Architects. ''The
Works of Alfred Stevens," by John
Fisher. 8 p.m.

,—Society ofAi-ts. " Syntonic Wireless Tele-
graphy," by Guglielmo Marconi. 8 p.m.

Society of Arts. "The Town and Island of
Bombay—Past and Present," by L. R.
AVindham Forrest. 4.30 p.m.

Society of Aits. " Polyphase Electric
Workini;." Howard Lecture Xo. 4, by
Alfred C. Eboi-all. 8 p.m.

Edinburgh Architectural Association. Visit
to Pitfirrane House and PittencriefE House
and Glen.
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THE AECHITECTUEALASSOCIATION.
M.iY IstU; VISIT to CHESTERFIELD HOVSE, Lowtr

.\utll<'y.!itieet, W.. by kind permission of Lord Burton, Members to

meet .it Chesterfield ilouse at "2,30 p.m., and to produce their passes ,
for the current Session.

G. B. CARVILH
R. S. B\LFOLB

LL)
CKf Hon Sl'cs.

CHIPS.
Classes Scheme ofThe Day Classes Scheme of the Architectural

Association, so auspiciously launched a few months
ago, is assuming practical form. The A.A. Com-
mittee is now inviting applications from architects

for the post of master in the day-school about to be

established. Particulars will be forwarded upon
testator to devise his copyhold freely ; the devise

of copvholds pa.sses the ri'ght to call for the legal ^iir ,v -v

estate.; but the devisees must get admittance in !

aPPl'cat.on o the Secretary, .56, Great Marlborough

;h the custom of the manor. I

^t^'><^'' ^'""^°''' ^^ •

J. it, 1, •
I The award of Sii- Frederick Bramwell, the

Ax adjourned conference on the housing ques- '

a,rbit,,_.^tor appointed by the Board of Trade in

tion was held m the Rochdale lowTi-hall on regard to the purchase of the Portsmouth tramway
•Saturday afternoon. .Archdeacon AVilson pre

sided, "it was decided to form a committee,

including representatives of the board of

guardians and the chief political, religious, trade,

and charitable associations. Certain co-operative

powers were given to the committee. By reso-

lution, the purpose of the committee was defined

to be to investigate the difficulties of housing in

Rochd;ile and report on the evils incidental to

them, with the intention of pressing on the town
council to exert the powers they already possess

j

p^^' ^jj"^^ ,.unuing by the autumn.
The difference between this

undertaking from the Provuicial Tramways Co. by

the Portsmouth Corporation, was made known on

Wednesday. The corporation has alre.ady paid

£lfl,000 fo"r the horses and cars, and is now ordered

to p.ay the company t;i85,633 for the li»es, in

addition to the costs of the arbitration. The amount
originally offered was £150,000, whUe the company
claimed ,£280,000. The corporation is now engaged

in relaying and extending the lines for electric

traction, and the total cost of the purchase and

conversion will exceed ,£600,000. The new electric:

may acquire,

resolution and that passed at a previous confer-

ence recently held in Rochdale is that it gives the

committee a free hand as to whether or not they

shall recommend the town council to adopt part 3

of the Housing of the Working Classes Act.

The researches carried out by Professor Fiirt-

wangler in the precincts of the Temple of -Athena,

in the island of .ligina, have resulted in the dis-

covery of five marble heads belonging to the

famous series of JEginetan sculptures in the

Glyptothek at Munich. The sculptures, which
adorned the pediments of the temple, were dis-

covered in 1811, and shortly afterwards brought

to JIunich bv King Ludwig I. of Bavaina ; the

Thorwaldscn. Three of the heads now discovered

are those of helmeted warriors, the other two
belong to female figures. As the export of

antiquities from Greece is forbidden, the heads

cannot be replaced on the statue? to which they

belong, but it will be possible to substitute casts

for the heads designed by Thorwaldscn. A hand
belonging to a female statue and other fragments
have been brought to light. The search for

submerged statues near the coast of Anticythera

has been resumed, but only some pedestals and a

hole's head in fair preservation have been
brought to the surface. Some fragments of an

vork of cleansing the frescoes in the Lords
j

ancient ship and its anchor have been recovered.

and Commons corridors wliich Professor A. II.

Church recommended sliould be proceeded with
in the course of the autumn of 1899 is still un-
touched, the estimates of the current year con-
taining no provision whatever for that purpose.

The paintings in question which the Profi.'ssor

nrgeil should be dealt with as soon as possible

—

"The Burial of Charles I.," " Charles I. Erect-
ing hi."! Standard at Nottingham," "The Last

Sleep of Argyll." and " The Parting of Ijord and
Lady Russell"—have for a long time given
evidence of decay, several dark patches and
other disfigurements having made their appcnr-
ance on the surfaces. One
mechanical difficulties in 'restoring these frescoes

is due to the fact that they are hermcticallv

The Shrinkage of Earthwork was the subject

of a note from IMr. Alexander E. Kastl, road

before the American Society of Civil Engineers

on April 3. He stated that in the construction of

the north dyke of tlie Wachusctt i-eservoir there

was a trench 1,375ft. long, SOOtt. of which
averaged 30ft. in depth and 30ft. in width on the

bottom. It had 1 on 1 side .slopes. This was
filled with material found by stripping the sur-

face of an old swamp. The average stripping

The granite obel'sk erected on the slojies of the

downs overlooking Lewes, to the memory of the

Lewes Protestant martyrs who suffered dui-ing tha

reign of Queen Mary, "was unveiled on Wednesday;,

by th_e Countess of Portsmouth.

Gen. Sir Eedvers BuUer visited Huddersfield on

Tuesday to open a new drill-hall, which has been

erected"for the 2nd Y.B. Duke of Wellington's West

Riding Regiment, and a bazaar organised to clear

off a debt of £-1,000 which exists upon it. The

building has been erected from designs by Capt. W.
Coopei" one of the officers. The total cost was

between £8,000 and £9,000.

The proposal for a memorial to the author of

" Lonia Doone " is now taking definite shape. The

Dean and Chapter of Exeter Cathedral have con-

aente J to the erection of a memorial in the Cathedral,

and Mr. Harry Hems, of Exeter, has, at the sug-

gestion of Mr. Blackmore's representatives, lieeu

selected to carry out the work. The memorial will

take the form of a marble tablet with a medallion

portrait and a suitable inscription.

The London and South-Western and Isle of

Wight Railway Junction Bill has passed the House

of Lords. It 'is understood that the promoters do

not expect much difficulty in the Commons. The

boring operations are stiirhi progress at Keyhaveii

Marshes.

"The Chimes," West End-lane, Hampstead,

N.W., built from ilesigns by Pugin for the late

E. Herbert, R.A., has just been demolished, and

blocks of residential flats are to be erected upon the

site, from designs and under the direction of Messrs.

Palgrave and Co., architects, Victoria-street, S.W .,

and Messrs. ColUns and Co. are the contractors.

The first meeting of the creditors of John Hol-

lin<rsworth Corfleld, Ul, Cathedral -road, t'ardiff

carn-ing on business at Windsor-road, Cardiff

undbr the style of Coi^field, Sou, and Co., builders

merchants, was held before Mr. G. Daviil, < )fficiti

Receiver of Cardiff, at Birmingham on Friday. The

statement of affairs showed gross liabihties -t i.^^bU,

and the amount expected to raiiT^for dividena

The net assets were £8,000.

i
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sealed behind glass, whicli it is almost impossible

to remove.

was about 9in. in depth, ami about 64 acres were
gone over in obtaining the material. It was

j

£18, .553

J ,,
" 1 measured by cross-sections taken evm-y 25ft. on , The new buildings of the Manchester and Salford

•

t'>e principal
u„es at right angles to each other, and "was found

j i,,0)our Mission in Hood-street, Ancoate, wen;

to amount to 80,355 cubic vards befon: riMuoval.
: opened on Tuesday. They comprise a men s home

The material was watered and eonsolidateil with for 215 inmates, refuse and labour yard, and have

2-horse gi-oove rollera after being placerl in the cost £18,000.

trench, and the fill was then found to be but -phe Board of Trade inspection of the Biileford

50,735 cubic yards, equivalent to a shrinkage of
;

and Westward Ho ! Railway takes place on TuesdayI.N the King's Bench Division, JusticcsKcnnody
and Phillimorc have just decided an interesting 1 about 371 per cent. I next.
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WAGES MOVEMENTS.
AMALGAiHTED SOCIETY OF CAKrEXTEES AND

JoiXEES.—The forty-fiist aimuiil report of this

society has just been issued. Tlie society was

est.il.Iished iu 1S60 ; in 1S.S8 it had L'.i.OOO meml)ei-s,

and now its niembei-ship is G.5,0r.', with SOI braii<-hes.

The freneral secretan', Mr. F. Chandler, is unable

to refer to the satisfactoiy inci-ease of their cash

l)alance, which in the four preceding years it has

been liis pleasing duty to do, their savingsavemging

during these i>erlods upwards of 130,000 per annum :

but he conOT-.itulates them on the fai-t that in spite

of iucre;ised e-\penJiture on all the principal benetits

and prolonged and costly disputes, they have paid

their way without drawing upon the reserve fund,

which at the close of the year amounted to

£-i04.0S!i 7s. fld.—in fact, on the year's operations ,

tliev were able to add a small sum to that amount,
their receipts being £158,492 Os. -Id., and their

disbursements .£l.i4,93.5 .5s. 9id. or a ppiin of

.£S,5.'>S 14s. 6id. Apart from this tinaucial aspect,

pnigress has l>een fairly maintained in resjiect to

opening new branches and the admission of meml>ei"s,

the increase in branches being 28, and iu memlier-
ship3,'2ol. On unemployed taiefit there has Iwen
expended during the year £30,207, sick benefit

t'3.'>,047, superannuation £lS,G0,i, tool benefit

£:5,437, funerals £6,623—a total of £94,-519. The
exi)eiuliture on each of those t)enefits showed an
c.\eess on the previous year-, the total increase

.luiounting to £2 1,1 35. The amount required to

meet their claims for accidents was £3,340, this

being £155 less than the previous year. Trade
privileges had absorbed £26,687, and trade manage-
ment £3.974, or a total of £30,661, this being an
increase on the previous year of no less than

£10,360, and exceetling in the amount expended
under these headings any two yeai-s of the sT>ciety's

operations.

Br\dfokd.—The news that the mister masons of

Leeds had agreed to advance their men Jd. per
liour, while they are attempting to secure a re-

eluction of Id. per hour, has come as a disappoint-
ing surprise to the Bradford Employei-s' Associa-
tion. The Bradford Masters' Emergency Committee
have issued a statement that the joiners who were
employed were working under the new wages and
new rules. The master joiners have offered to
allow the men to go to work at once at S'd. per
hour, and to submit all questions of alterations of

rules to arbitration. As to these alterations of
rules, the men desire it to be stated that unionists
and non-unionists have alwaj's worked laeaceftilly

together in the pa-st, and, therefore, there is no need
for a hard-and-fast rule that thej' should do so in

the futute.

Daelisotox.—A meeting of the bricklayers who
struck was held on Friday to consider the proposal
of the employers to give a guarantee of 9d. per hour
lor two years. It was resolved to accept the pro-
posal. Work was recommenced on Monday.

Leeds.—The stonemasons of Leeds and district

have obtained an advance of a halfpenny per hour
—viz., 9d. to 9Jd. This alteration commenced on

I

the 1st inst.

I

Leioh, Laxcs.—About 100 men employed in

I

various sections of the building trade at Leigh have
' struck work for a wages advance and improved

conditions of labour. The plasterers ask for an
advance of from 9d. to lOd. per hour and altera-
tions of working rules, and the paintei-s desire an

I; increase of from Sd. to Sid. per hour and similar
rule alterations. The Master Builders' Association

[' urged the workmen to give up the agitation owing
I

to the slack state of the trade, but the men remain
^ Arm in their demand.

I

HuSEATOS. — The members of the Xuneaton
I branch of ihe Amalgamated Societj- of Carpenters
I and Joinera, who are out on strike, have offered to

i witlidraw their notices for an increase of Jd. per
i hour on condition that the masters withdraw their
E notice of reduction of a similar sum, and treat with

the men as regards certain projiosed amendments of

[
the rules.

( Peeth.—Owing to the slackness in the building
1 trade, the master builders in Perth recently inti-

I mated to the men that after this month theii" wages
f would be reduced by Jd. per hour. Up to the
(' present no reply has been received from the men.

TiXDESLEY.—At a joint conference of the master
})aintei-s of Tyldesley and representatives of the local
l)ranch of the House and Ship Painters' .Society, the
employers have agreed to grant the additionalhalf-
penny per hour demanded by the men, and the
' l>ute is now settled.

i\'akefielb.—The operative painters have asked
uuit their wages should be advanced from 7id. to
Sd. per hour, but the employers have declined to

' .-iccede to their request, consequently the men have
come out on strike, an alteration of niles being also

; aeke(\ for.

CHIPS.

A panel, the tenth of a series inteudeil for the

muial decoration of the ambulatory of the Koyal
Exchange, is now being prepared for the reception

of Mr. Frank Brangivin's picture of " Modern Com-
merce." This is a comiianion design to the
" Ancient Comnieire " of the late Lord Leighton,

and is the gift of Mr. Tlioni.as Lane Devitt. Tlie

Skinnei-s' and Merchant Tayloi-s' Coirpaiiies have

commissioned Mr. Edwin A.' .Abbey, K.A., to paint

a picture commemorating the founding of their

annual feast on the eve of St. John's Day, .Tune 24.

This will be placed in its niche in the course of the
:

year.
|

The erection of public baths has commenced at

EUand. They are to cost £6,000, and are beiiig

built on South House Estate, adjoining the district

couucU offices. Tlie laths are to Ite Elland's

memorial to the late Queen Victoria's Diamond
Jubilee.

i

The Local Government Board has sanctioned a i

scheme for extensive alterations and additions to the '

Holywell Workhouse, which will involve an ex-

penditure of £4,000. The principal adtlition is the

provision of a new building—to be erected on a site

adjoining the workhouse chapel—in which there

will be a spacious board-room and ofHces, to replace

the present inadequate and antiquated accommoda-
tion. The alterations in the workhouse main build-

ing are designed to meet the new classification

scheme. Outside iron staircases are also to be con-

sti-ucted for use in case of fire.

On .Saturday the foundation-stones of a new
Wesleyan Chapel at Liutz Collieiy, in the Gateshead

|

cii-cuit, were laid. A site for thebuilding was given i

bv the owners of the colliery. The cost is esti-

niated at £800, and the contractors are Messrs. A.
j

and E. Davis, of Bumopfield.
\

The Salford Town Council have ratified the deci- :

sion of the general purposes committee with regard

I

to the price to be paid by the corporation for the

j

tramcars, horses, and other plant of the company at

the various depots in the borough belonging to the

Manchester Can-iage and Tramways Co. This

I

amount was stated to be £42,500. The tramways
passed under municipal contiol on Monday.

LATEST PRICES.
IRON, &c.

Per ton. Per ton.

Rolled-Iron .Tiii-sts. Bilginn £6 to £6 10

RoUc.l-SteclJoista. EngUsh 9 0,, 10

Wiouslit-Iron Girder I'latcs 9 0,, 9 13

Bar lion, good Statfs 8 i 6 „ 9 7 6
Do., I/)«-moor, i'lat. Round, or
Square 20

5 15

20
5 17

8 5
13 10

Do.."Wolsll
lioiltr riiitcs, Iron-
South Staffs 7 1" 6 „
Beiit .Sned-shill 13 „

Anglos 10a., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £6 15s.

BuildoKj' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £15 10s. Od. per ton.

Galvanised Comigateii Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to 20. No. 2-2 to 2<.

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton.

gauge £12 5
Best ditto 12 15

Per ton.

HAYWARD'S Patent "SEMI-PEISM"
PWEMEXT LIGHTS. Circular and Straiaht Staircases,

Inlet and ' )wtl.'t VpntiUtor*, Stable Fittings, Iron Saslies and Doors,

Foundrv Work, «ntl General Castings.—See page 11!.

JAMES AKERMAN, Photo-Lithographer,
LitliO£r>apher. En^rraver, and Printer. Photo- Litliosraphtr to

tlie Bfiu>is<i S'ews.—*. Queon-sqaare, Bioomsburr. W.C.

CHAPPUIS'

Cast-Iron Columns £9
Cast-iron Stanchions 9

Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 10 5

RoUed-Stcel Fencing Wire 8 5

,, „ ,. Galvanised. 9 5

Cast-iron Sash Weights 7 5

Cut ('liLsp Nails, Sin. to 6in 12
- ' - 11 15

to

DAYLIGHT REFLECTORS

SUPERSEDE
ALL OTHER METHODS OF LIGHTING

DARK ROOMS
IN DAYFIME.

WRITE FOR LIST AXD PRESS NOTICES.

69, Fleet Street, London.

PILKINQTON & CO.
(Established 1S3S),

MONXTIIENT OHAUBEBS,
Kllfa WIIililAIO: STSEET, LONDON, S.O.

lUffisterid Tradt Mark:mwmmmi

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing.
ACID-EESISTINa ASPHALTE.

WHITE SILICA PAVINO.

PTBIMONT 8EYSSEL ASPHALTE.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,
MAHOGAXT, WAINSCOT, "V\"AENUT,
TEAK, ^'EXEER. and FAXCTWOOD

MERCHANTS.
120, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.G.

The most extensive Stock of every kind of
Wood in Planks and Boards, dry and fit for
immediate nse.

Per ton,

£12 10
la
Per ton.

£a 10
« 10

10 10
8 15
10
S
IS
1-2 15

13 14 15 B.W.G.
12 9 IS, 6 iW per ew-t.

Cut Floor Brads
Wiro Nails ;Points de Paris)—
0to7 8 10 11 12
9/6 . 10 - 10/,S 10,9 ll.,3 12/-

Cast-li'on Socket Pipes

—

3in. diameter £8 17 6 to £7 5

4in. to6in 6 15 „ 7 o

7in. to 21in. (all sizes) 6 15 ,. 7

[Coated with composition, 23. 6d. per ton extra ; turned

and bored joints, os. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— P«r ton.

Cold Blast, Lilleshall 105s. to 110s.

Hot Blast, ditto 57s. 6d, to 62s. Gd.

Wrought-Ii-on Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standard

Lists f.o.b. :

—

Gas-Tubes 62ip.c.

Watei--Tubes 57t „
Ste.im-Tubes 52* ..

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 50 „
Galvanised Water-Tubes to „
Galvanised Steam-Tubes -10 .,

lOcwt. casks. 5cwt. casks.

Per. ton. Per ton.

Zinc, En"Ush (London mill) £23 10 to £24

Do., VieUle Montague 24

Sheet Lead, 31b. per sq. ft. super. 14 17

Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs 12 10

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 16 2

Copper .Sheets, .sheathing and rod^ 87 10

Copper, British Cake and Ingot, . . 75 5
Tin, Straits ... 117 17

Do., Enghsh Ingots 120

Spelter, Silesian . 16 12

TIMBER.
Teak, Burmah per load £10 10

21 10

15 17

IS 10
17 2
m
75 10

iiy 2
121 10
17

., Bangkok , ... 10

Quebec Pine, yellow „ ... 4

„ Oak „ ... 3

„ Birch „ ... 4

„ Elm „ • 5

„ Ash „ ... 4

Dantsic and Memel Oak „ ... 2

Fir „ •. 3
W.ain.«cot, Riga p. log ... 2

Lath. Dantsic. p.f ,» ... 4

St. Petei^bui-g „ ... 4

Gi"eenheart „ - 7

Box "

Sequoia, U.S.A pereubefoot
llahoganv. Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick

„ Hondui'as ... „ ...

„ Mexican „ ...

„ African ....... „ ...

Cedar, Cuba „ ...

., Honduras „ ...

Satinwood ...

Walnut, Italian , ...

American (logs)

,

,

6
,

,

,

t> ,

6 ,

,

,

,

,

,

,

9
,

6
,

6 ,

4 ,

3i,
3

,

3i,

2
5
5
2
17

15

1

10

2

to £16
„ 15

5
5 15
6 5
6
6
4 10
4 7
3 5
5 15
6 10
8

8
7i
4|
5i
3i

OSi
1 9
7i

4 6

14
14 10
10 5
11 10
10

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120—12ft. by ISin

bv lUn. :—
Quebec, Pine, 1st £23 to £30

2nd 17 10 „ 21

3rd 12

Canada Spruce, 1st... 1115
2ndand3td 9 10

New Brunswick 8 15

Eiga 9 10

St. Petei-sburg .. 11

Swedish 12

Finland H 10

White Sea IS

Battens, all softs -... 5
Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :—

1st prepared £0 12

2nd ditto Oil
Other quahties 6 6

Staves, per standard 31 :

—

U.S.ditto £37 10 „ £4a

Memel, cr. pipe 220 „ 230

Memel, brack 190 „ 200

OlliS.
Lin.seed per tun £27 10

19
21
13
23
12 10

£0 18
14
13

R.ape.seed, English pale

Do., brown - ,,

Cot ton^^eed, refined „ ...

OUve, Spanish „ ...

Seal, pale , ...

Cocoanut, Cochin , ...

Do., Ceylon „ ...

Palm. Lagos „ ...

Oleine „
Lubricating U.S per gal.

Petroleum, refined ,, ...

Tar, Stockholm .per barrel

Do.; Archangel „ ...

Tui-pentine, American ...per tun

29 10
27 13
21 5

39
26
29 15

23 10
25 5
17 5

7

1 6>

19
37

to £28
„ 29 13

„ 28 10

„ 22

„ 40
„ 26 10
„ 30

„ 25 13

„ 25 10

„ 19 5
8

1

1

„ 37

6^
6

S
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

D;ir.d—Twij-Stoi-y Boanl S<'hi>ol Sii) places!

H'-ielord—Report 'fur Altomtions to '\\ orkhouse
AWcrshot—Board Schools TdCl places)

Buxton—Structure for Thirmsil Water Pump (cost £1,000)
F.iTiis

,
Co. Ckre—Additions. A:c., to District Lunatic Asylum

^limited to Irish .\rchitects ; Assessor)
Tr«jWbrid<?e—Isolation Hospital
Htreford—MunicijKil Btlildiii^

Manchester—Fire and Police Station, &c. {£"5,000 limit)

Farnjntte, D;irlington—Row of Shops and Houses
Ciillinirham. Kent —.Schnol 1.2iiO pluoi's; £8,500 limit)

Ik'rwick-up<in-Twtx^ -Infants' School
New Si.uthg;ite, N.—Double-fronted House ,»)ft. by 32ft.; cost

£1.000^ :;•

^aljord—Machinery or Appliances for Sewage Works £50

•JofTs. each two best r-eportis ,,
No premium; 2.^ percent, commission
£•20, £10, £o....r

£50
£20, £10
£100 (mei-ged), £<5, £50 .

£300, £-200, £100

£10 (merged), and three of £5

.\ndrew Cameron. Solicitor. Xewmilns. X.B May 16

T. Lhimvarue. Clerk. St. John-street, Hereford , 17

Xm-man Clinton. Clerk, Station-road, .\ldershot „ 27

W. H. Grieves, Town SuiTeyor, Town Hall, Buxton June 8

John Enwright, Clerk, Ennis Disti-ict Lunatic Asylum, Co. Clare ... „ W
W. J. Mann, Clerk, Union-street, Trowbridge „ 24

John Parker, Citv Engineer, Hereford „ 30

The Town Clerk,"Town Hall, Manchester July 31

H. G. Steavenson, Town Clerk, Darlington —
E. T. Atchison, Clerk, S, Waterloo-road, New Brompton —
T. C. Smith, Clerk to School Board, Berwick-upon-Tweed —

G. Cosgrove, Solicitor, New Soithgate. N —
The Borough Engineer, Town HaU, Salford —

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

TiVestbury^Bathi\>oms at Workboii-se
Falmouth—Art School
Lichfiild—Bovs" SchcKjl, BoiTOWCop Hill

B«.Te Islaml. Bjintr>- Buy—Officers Quai-tcre
Broiphter—Kebuildin^ Ilonse
TMbermnn—Additions to Public School
Km .ttiuL-iey—Additions to Dnke of York Hotel
Oold>ithncy—Tlouse, Roseudian
AVitbenL-ioa^Sheltor on Promenade
Swalwt^ll—Two Cottages, Bute Houses
Lfj<^h Awo—House
WalpoloSt. Andrew—Alterations, &c., to PrincessVictoria P.H.
St, AsTies. Coniwall—Wesloyan Vestrj'

Newton. Oystt-nnoutb—Church ..-.

Dro'.'hcda—RebuildiniT Shop and Two 3louscs
Keiphlev—Additions to Nortli itroi'k Works. Hebcr-street
Eocles. Lanes— Extension of Public Baths, Milton^treet
Butlt-r Cti-eeu—Pohee SUition
Koighky—Biim, &:c., I.,(>n;r Lee
i-*ist Gnnstead^Twenty l>welling.s ...

Birkenhead—Alterations at W(a-khouse Sanatorium
Rowlands Gill, Xeweastb-—"Wesleyan School
F.ihnouth—Premises, Porhau-lane r,

Solohf-ad—Central Creamcrj-
Bin;iley—Improverntnts to National Schools
Cleckheaton -Electric Light Station
Buekerell—House
Abingdon—Schools. Bostock-avenue
Carditf—Butchers' Offices, Roath Abattoirs
Bridlinirton—Altcmtions to .'io, Kin^-street
Er^her. Surrey—Five Pairs of Semi-Detachcd Cottages
Castleford—Additions to Ship Hotel
Bethel—CM. Ministers' House
St. John's Hill. N.W.—Additions to L'nion Offices

Darlington—Warehoases, ^S;c., Crown-street
Gra>Tigg—Additions to Jlorcsdale
Manchester—Boiler House, &c., Monsall Hospital
Bucknell—Additions to Schools
Halifax—Addition-s to Skii'coat-road Tram-Shed
North Skelton—Station Buildings, &c
Forden—Baking Uven
E<lgware—Additions to Workhouse I^aundry
Brentwood—Forty-one Cottages, Westera-raad
"Wednesfield—Pepaii-s to Cottage Homes.
Ea-stbourae—Alterations to Offices, Town Hall
Jjochgelly—Schools f480 pupils)
Gillingham, Kent—Warehouses
MerthjTTydtil—ra\ilion,&c.
Salisbury—House and Shop
Heaton, Newcastle-upon-Tyne—Board School
Elgin—House, &c.

,

Rathcoole—.AJtemtions t^j Dispensary* Residence
Cumwhitton—Public Hall and Reading-Room
Uanelly—Organ Chamber. Tiibeniaele Chapel
Downpatrick^Irou Is<jlation Hospital
Conwav—Workhouse Dining-Hall and Laundry
Forres-Additions to Castle Hill U.F.Chiu-ch
Cadoxton-j-Neath—Vic.arage
Aberdeen—House at Coldholme, Wardhouse
Pontj-pool—Alterations at Oamrbifaith School
C^trdiif—Foundations, Seamen's Hospital
Mardy—Wesleyan Chapel and Three Houses
Pettigo, Irehind—Clun'ch Improvementfl
Colchester—BiUiard-Room and Shops, Head-street....,
Billingshurst--P;tir nf Houses
Luton— Children's Hoine^i, Dunst.tble-road ,1

Cardilf—Seamen's Hospital 'not iiielndiiig Foundations)
Southwark, S.K.—Block of Artisans' Dwellings, EUiott's-row.
Pwllheli—School....-
Ladmsinlow—Twenty-Five Dwelling Houses
Sedgley—I'layground Extension
Pcnmaenmawr—Welsh CM. Chapel, Cae Bei-llan
Carhslo-Stabling. Arc
HoiTiS'_y—Electric-Lighting Station, Tottenhum-lane ,

Kotherham—Brick Tank (lofft. by .'{'jft.)

Darenth—Repairing Subways at Asylum
Halifax—Five Houses, Rothwell-road
Bulrotherj'—Labourers' CottJigos

,

Eotherhitho, S.E.—Male Staff"Uuai-ters, 8. Wharf, Trinity-st,
Hahfax—Five Houses, Rothwell-road ,

T*.xls—Market Hall, Arc

Walthiimstow—Four Shops and Oilice
Halifax^Eighteen Dwelling Houses, Warley-road

,

Willesden Green—Additions u> Public Library, High-road
Halifax—Five Hou.ses. West Vale
Burgos. Spain—Market Builrlings
N<_wca.-lle-on-T>iie—AVorkshops, &c.. Glasshouse Bridge
Bla- kfiiars, S.E.—.fUterations to Offices, John-street West
Skyw.-n— S.;hnol ^(10 pljice>*;:

Kini.'--t.iwn—Generating Station
Tonbridge—ElrKitric Taght Buildings
Efist Dulwich-grove, S.E.—Covered! Way at Infirmary
Sunderland—Wesleyan Chun^h and Schools, Trindon-strect .

West Hartlepool —School 'I,41S jflaees) .'

Glouce?.tcT—Infanta' SchrM.l, Linden-road
Aldershot—Electric Lighting Station
Bull—Ctal Depots, &c

BUILDINGS.
Board of Guai-dians

Grammar School Governors

Rev. AV. Kane, ivi.A

Carters' Brewery Co

Urban Disti-ict Coimcil

Duncan Fiuser
W. andT. Bagge

Rev. Harold Williams
Bernard Mathews ...

Borough Council ...

Lancashire County Coimcil

ITrban District Council
Guardians

J. Grose and Son ..

Co-operative Agricultural Society ,..

TJrban Disti-ict Council
A.M. Read
School Board
Coi-poiution

J. R. Collinson
Crban District Coimcil
Muscroft, Brice, Butler, andl,*ee

Committee
Wandsworth and Clapham Guardians
Todd Bros
William Thompson, J.P
Samtai-y Committ'?e

W.H. Stanley, A.M.I.C.E., Market Chambers, Trowbridge May II

Oliver Caldwell, F.R.I.B.A., Penzance
T. Hillier-Pyke, Architect, 61. Prestbuiy-road, East Ham, Essex ...

The Roval Engineer's Office, Cork Barracks
M. A. i;obinsun,M.R.I.AJ., M.S,L,Richmoua-strcGt, Londondcn?
Hector Morison, Clerk, Tobermory
Teunant anl Bai^ley, Architects, Pontefract
Hen) y Clutty, Uueen-street, G^ldsithney
F. C.Saville, Surveyor, Withemsea

. Thompson and Dunn, Arcbts., 5, St. Nicholas Buildings, Newcastle
, G. P. K. Young, A.R.I.B.A.. 42, Tay-street, Perth
,
Herb. Tilson, Architect, Railway-road, Lynn

, Sampson Hill. Architect. Rediuth
, E. M. Bruce A'aiighan, F.R.I.B.A., Cardiff
Louis Tiirlev. Architect, 17, Laurence-street. Drogheda

,
Barber. Hopkinson & Co., Archts., Craven Bank Clunbrs., Keighley
Henry Lord, Ai'chitect, 42, Deansgate, Manchester

, Henrv' Littler. Architect, County Offices, Pi-eston •

, J. B. 'Bailey and Son, Architects, .3, Scott-street, Keighley
, R. Wilds, SuiTeyor, Urban Council Office-s, East Giinstead
. K. Kirbv. Architect, 5, Cook-street, Livei-pool

F. K. X". Haswell. F.R.LB.A., 77, Tyne-street, North Shields

. Wm. Swift. Architect, 4, Princes-street, Truro
, Tobias Enghsh. Soloheadbeg. Tipperar>-

. R. Ai-inistead and W. G. Smithson, Architects, Bingley

. J. Armitaife, Clerk, Town Hall, Cleckheaton

. E. H. Harbottle, F.R.LB.A., Architect, Coimty Chambers, Kxetei-.

.

. The Clerk, SS, Bath-street, Abingdon
, W. Harpur, Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Cai-diff

J. Eanishaw, Architect, Bridlington Quay
A. J. Hender.son,A.M.I.C.E.,Eng.,Portsmouth-rd., Thames Dittos

n
11

II

11
u
II

II

11
11

11

n
11
11

11
II

r-i

r-i

IH
13
1.'^

i:>

i:J

1

1

1/

U
1(

14

U.

Tramways Committee
North-Eastem Railway Co
Guardians
Hendon Union Guardians
Urban District Council
Guardians
Lighting Committee
School Board
L^rban Disti-ict Council
National Eisteddfod Committee
Municipal Charities Tnistees
School Board

Celbridge Board of Guardians .

Committee

Gai-side and Pennington, Architects, Pontefract •» l^

Rev. J. Rowlands, CvsegT Chapel House, Bethel, Carnarvon
Lansdell and Han-ison. Architects, 3S, Bow-lane, Cheapside, E.C....

G. Gordon Hoskins, F.R.LB.A., Darling-ton

Stephen Shaw, F.R.LB.A.. Aixhitect, Kendal
The City Surveyor, To-wn Hall. Manchester
T. Evans, Architect, Market Buildings, Craven Arms, Bucknell

James L(»rd, C.E.. Borough Engineer, Town HaU, Halifax
William Bell, Ai-eliiteet, York
A. E. Bond. Broad-street, Welshpool
H. T. Hare, F.R.LB.A., 13. Hari^street, Bloomsbury, W.C
C Edgar l^ewis, ( 'bik, Brentwood •••

Fi-ank Harrison, Clerk, St. Peter' s-close, Wolverhampton. J.

Wm. Chapman Field, Borough Architect, Town HaU, Eastbourne...

WiUiam BinvU, Architect, Cupar
F. Smitli, Architect, M.S.A., Bank Chambers, New Brompton
T. Roderick, Architect, 50, Glebeland, Merthyr Tydfil ,

John Harding and Sous, Architects, 58, High-street, Salisbmy
S. D. Robin, Arcliitect, 110, Pilgrim-street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne...

A. and W. Reid and Wittet, Architects, Elgin ,

14

15
15
15'

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15*
15
16'
IS

i&
17

Down Lunatic Asylum Committee .

Guardians

Rev. J. D. James

IVevethin School Board

Trustees

,
jas. AVlielan, Arcliitect, Celbridge, Ireland t» JJ
Joseph A. Ferguson, Cumwhitton

, J. Griffiths. F.S.I., Architect, Falcon Chambers, OaneUy

.

, Samuel Rea, Clerk, Downpatrick
, T. B. Fanington, Architect, Trinity-si-iuare, Llandudno....

, J. R. Rhind, Architect, Inverness
. Geo. E. HaUiday, F.R.LB.A., Architect, Cardiff

. John Craigen, SoUcitor, l'J3, Union-street, Aberdeen

. liansdowne and Grigg, Architects, Newport, Mon

. E. W. M. Crabett. Ai'chitect, Castle-sti-eet, Cardiff

. J. Llewellin Smith and Da\-ies, Architects, Aberdare .

17
17
17
17
17
IT
17^
17
18 •

IS

H. L. Griffin ^

Guardians.

Lambeth Hayies Charity Ti-ustees
County School Governoi*s
Buxton Lime Firms Co., Ltd
School Board
Building Committee
Coi-poration
Urban District Council
Gasworks Committee
MctropoHtan Asylums Board

Rural District Council
MctropoUtan Asylums Board

Corporation
Parochial Charities Trustees

.

District Coimcil

Municipality ,

Tyiie Steam Shipping Co
Sniitliwark Union Guai*dian»
Cnrdfranr School Board
Urb.in Uistrict < 'ouncil

I'lban iMstrict ('(.iincil

Southwark Union Guardians

School Board
School Board ,

I 'rban District Council
Norlh-Eastern Ry, Co...

'.'. H. H. Aiken, J.P., Pettigo ...' .-• » }|
.. J. W. Start, F.S.L, Architect, Colcbester •••• "
.. William Buck, Architect, Horsham »

.. B. B. Franklin. .\i'chitect, 21, Market HiU, Luton i>

.. E. W. M. Corbett, Ai-eliitect, Castle-stieet, Cardiff ^- ».

.. Waring and Nicholson, Architects, 3S, Parhament-strect, S.W ,.

.. 0. Rob\'ns Owen, Solicitor, PwlUieU '

.. W. R. Bryden, F.R.LB.A., ^Vi-chitect, 1, George-street, Buxton ,

.. A. Ramsell. Architect, 187, AVolverhampton-street, Dudley m

.. James S. Coverley, Architect, Pcnmaenmawr - y,

.. Henry C. Marks, A.M.I.CE., City Eng., 36, Fishei^sti'eet, CarUsle... „

., E. J. "Lovegrove, Engineer, Southwood-lane, Highgate, N. ...._ i»

.. The Engineer, Gas Offices, Rotherham "

.. T. Duncombe Mann, Clerk. Embankment, E.C '•

.. R. Hoi-sfall and Son, 22.\, Commercial-street, Halifax i.

.. Anthony Scott, M.S.A., 16, WilUam-street, Drogheda ...-. m

.. Aldwinckle & Son, Architects, 20, Denman-st., Ltmdon Bridge, S.b. „

.. R. Hoi-sfalland Son, 22a, Commercial-street, Halifax .^. *i

.. IrfK^ming and Leeming. FF.R.I.B.A.. 117, Victoria-street, S.W ,>

.. W. A. Longmore, F.R.LB.A.. Hoe-street, Walthamstow m
,.. Medley Hall, M.S.A., Architect, Halifax »»

,.. O. Claude Robson, M.LCE., Public Offices, D>-nL-road, Kilburn ... „
.. C. F. L. H.irsfall and Son, Aix-hitects, Lord-st. (.'baiiibei-s, Halifax. „
.. The Commercial Department of the Foreign Ottic-, Whiteball. S.W. ,,

... W. Hope and J. C. MaxweU, Ai-cbts.. Trinity BuiUUngs, Newcastle „
.. G. D. Stevenson, Architect, 13 and 14, King-street. E.C ,t

.. J. Cook Rees. Architect, St. Thomas's Chambei-s, Neath ...^.. ,i

... Kincaid, Waller, and Mauville, Engs.. 20, Great Geoi-ge-sti-eet, S.W. ,»

... W. Laurence Bradlcv. Surveyor, Tonbridge Castle »»

... G. D. Stevenson, Architect, 13 and 14, King-street, E.C if

... J. Jameson Green, Ai-chitect, 19. South John-street, Livei-pool ,

... J. Robson Smith, Clerk, School Board Offices, West Hadlepi^ol „

... M. H. MetUand, F.R.LB.A.. 15. Cnaicnce-street, Gloucester June »

.. Nelson F. Dennis, A.M.I.CE., Surveyor, Aldershot »i *

,.. W. J. C'udworth, Engineer, York >» *
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TECHNICAL SKILL AND THE
ARTISTIC INSTINCT.

TECHNICAL execution and skill have not

gonenilly been identified with art of

The modern exhibition, with all it* restric-

tions, is an od\ieational agency. To begin

with a few of the manufactures we meet
with, we shall .-^ee how this glamour of work-
manship is beginning to be felt. Even in

Loudon saloons, cafes, and decorated buSets
where faience has been used. It is over-

exubemnt : pilasters, cai)itals, panels, and
friezes try to outbid each other in relief

i

ornament of the most gorgeous kind.

rpECB
X generally been identiliecl witli art of a

hi"h order. 'SMieiever wo see a finely

executed piece of workmanship there is,

generally .-;])eakiug, a deficiency in some
intellectual ijualities, or a want of proportion

between the labour and effort and the

actual attainment. We see, pei-haps, a great

display of technical skill with very httle result

or return. In building very ingenious con-
struction is sometime thrown away completely

by overlooking the aim that ought to have
beoB kept in view. It is so much labour
spent without an adequate retiu-n. We often

see an immense amount of moulded and
carved work in the fronts of buildings that

is so much skill absolutely wasted without
any effect ; an interior with an elaborate

scheme of ornament quite misplaced, as if

the joiner, jihistercr, and modeller tried

to vie with each other in exhibiting their

executive skill, and all the devices of their

crafts. Those who frequent our technological
and building exhibitions have clear evidence
of this iiXcX. for have we not often seen the
most skilful an-angements and the most per-
fect execution accompanied by a neglect of

artistic discernment and instinct? Most
complicated designs are exhibited for mouldwl
and ca.st brick, for teiTacotta faience and
tile work. The plastic decorations for ceil-

ings and walls are frequently so elaboiate in

pattern that the effect of relief is lost, the idea
being to crowd as much ornament in a given
space as possible. And then look at the
exuberant style adopted for ornamental wood-
work, and for iron and metal goods, notably
firegrates and chimnej-pieces. door furniture,
-, c., as if thtMntention of themanufacturer was

>
I exhibit as much labour as he could at the
lice. It is needless to .say that all this is a
ital eiTor, a conception of "work that is mis-

< hiovous. The use of machinery has largely
lo.stered the idea of elaboi-ate workmanship";
in casting and mouliUng it is just as easy
and cheap to run thi-ough the machines

' laborate as simple designs. Machine stamp-
iig and embossing encourages the pro-
duction of ornamental replicas, and the use
oi labour-saving machines in joinery has
rnvered our modem woodwork ' with "cheap
mouldings, impressed patterns to imitite
' ;aving, and inti-oduced a display of lathe-
'irned devices, balusters, and fret-sawn
. rnaments. Uninspired and unintelligent
labour is so much wasted energy : but almost
worse than this is the cheap imitation of
::ibour produced by the machine. It is this
i.lethom of unintelligent workmanship that
s to be regretted. Beal thought-inspired
vorkjnnnship is another thing altogether,
md it is with the intention of trj-ing to dis-
• liver and reveal this difference that our
I'H sent observations nuist be accepted.

^^'hat wo may call a mere display of
" workm.anship," if we can dignify by that
name the ostensible substitution of pretence
tor real thoughtful work, ajipears in many of
the product-; of our present-day exhibitions.
Every ti-ade is addicted to it.

"

It pays, and
that is the main thing. American production
IS full of it. for the .American manufacturer
relies mainly on machine-made goods, and is
endeavouring to undersell in price our
British industries. In building, too, the
American is beginning to show how to convert
the material to the best advantage, to con-
struct in steel and concrete, also to introduce
new and untiiedmaterials iiia variety of ways.

clay products like brick and terracotta there \ Decorative pottery ajiplied in the form of

is the desire to obtrude the mechanical means panels of facing quaiTies has been overdone

of manvifacture—to e.xhibit labour and work- here and in Paris, where one sees cafes

mauship in various wavs. Many of these enriched with pilasters and panels formed

are excellent and ingenious, as in many of of enamelled brick of the most outre

the improved sanitary pipe-joints, to prevent description. Many of these decorative

leakage and preserve a contmuous invert ; or ' panels are in questionable taste, both iu

those clever arningement-s and inventions form and
for interlocking tiles together, so as to pro- have been

serve a watertight surface of roof or wall

;

decoration

the patented modes shown of constructing terracotta

hollow walls and linings, with interlocked

joints ; but in others the entliusiasm or zeal

of invention has canied a jiatentee to excessive

efforts in these directions, to invent a

complex ari'angement or joint of greater

ingenuity than practical use, and in this way
the main object intended is defeated. Thus

colour. Stoneware decorations

also introdiK'cd in the cei'amic

of buililings. and comjieto with
In decorated tiles, our improve-

ments in machinery and processes have not

done all they might have done. The ordinary

Pliilistine admires the .smooth and highly

enamelled and intricate tile ; he cannot

appreciate the rougher designs of tiles with-

out glaze which we find in many of the floors

of our Middle Age churches, where small

the principle of interlocking tiles or bricks in
!
quarries of single colour, but of various

certain positions is a good one ; but it may shapes, are inlaid with teiTacotta of another

become absurdly intricate and out of place in ' coloiu'.

ordinary building. The ingenuity of the
|

Our manufacturers in plaster decorations

joint is hidden in construction, and it may for walls and ceilings have replaced the old

become po.sitively objectionable on account of modelling and handwork ; but it is not clear

the liabilitj- to break or fracture. The archi- that with all the greater exactness and finish

tect wants" the simplest means of securing of embossed or stamped ornamentation by
protection, such as an overlap or a rebated oui' new methods we can show the results

joint; but the ingenious inventor tries to force* of old plaster decoration. There is here the

upon him a complicated plan for the sake of .same danger from mechanical repetition and

a neater or more finished joint. In the more technical excellence that we have to deplore

decorative branches of the same manufacture, ' in other trades. In metal and woodwork
this glamour of labour, so to speak, is forced

j

we see the greatest precision in production

upon his attention by very elaborately onia- , due to specialisation of trade and mechanical

mented brick or terracotta work, suitable per-

haps for metal and fine plastic substances, but
not adapted for moulded brickwork, unless

the latter is carved. No doubt the desire

has been to imitate carved brickwork in these

profluctions by high-relief ornament, for-

getting the treatment apphcable to burnt

processes. We have neglected one quahty
in our modern metal-work, and thatis texture.

In forged metalwork texture is of great

value, and one of the reasons why so much
of our modem wrought-iron work looks

feeble and flat in comparison with old work
is often owing to this cause—that skilful

clay. As the shaping of the clay is done by ' handicraft and texture have been wanting,

forcing it into a mould, it is contradictory to ' When the old smith wanted iron bars of

the nature of such moulding or stamping in

plaster moulds, and the operations of drying
and burning, to give such material the relief

or fineness of impression that belongs to

carving stone, as the latter processes all

tend to impair the shaipness of the mould.

various sizes and sections for ornamental
ironwork, he worked with hammer on anvil,

which produced bars of slightly varj-ing size

and form, nor were the surfaces perfectly

smooth and even. They showed inequality

of surface and modifications of fonii, light,

Nor is this elaborate kind of ornamentation !
and shade, the result of labour and care. The

found in the best work of Belgiimi and
j

modern reproduction, with its I'eady-made

Holland, both brick countries. In the terra- , sections and sizes of bars and rods turned out

cotta manufacture, while it has wondei'- | fi'om the rolling machine, bought to order and.

fully improved in all technical quahties, we i bent to the form required at a cheaper i-ate,

notice the .same tendency. The machinerj^ ; is infinitely less artistic because the labour

has been made more perfect, the clays are
carefully prepared, and pieces perfectly

true can be produced ; but all this

accuracy in producing has been to some
extent employed in making details to

imitate carved stonework, and in orna-
mentation of an elaborate kind, or in pro-
ducing Corinthian capitals, balustrades,
panels, key.stones, and other featiu'es of a

sculptiu'e-like character. There are Xqw of

our terracotta buildings that do not display

of the smith has been reduced. Finish and
smoothness are two highly-prized technical

quahties, and in machinery, tool-making,
instrmiient-making they are invaluable ; but
they are not those on which real art depends.
How many people like to see large plates of

sheet-glass, glazed brick and tile surfaces ';

There is just now a danger in mistaking
ceitain qualities for art. These are two ; but
there are others : repetition, regularity, m-
tricacy are all qualities that are found in our

this affectation of the modeller iu re])roducing
;

manufactures and workmanship. One looks
stone - carving in high relief. Terracotta ' at the exquisite regularity of make and pat-
panels, pilasters, and capitals are turned out tern, another at. the smoothness or delicacy
that vie with the most delicate wood-carving, of the finish ; but very few trouble to inquire
But no one can say this is right. The archi- whether the work, whatever it is—whethera
tect too often mistakes this qualitj' of finish sanitary fitting, a piece of ii'onwork, or a
and imdercut expression as a merit, and the decorative piece of plaster—is preciselj'

frecjuent delay in the execution of orders in ada])ted to the object, whether the motive or
this material obliges him to select .some • design is perfect. The appearance of colour
designs of the manufactui'er that are in stock, which the above technical qualities imply is

perhaps a number of elaborately-modelled all that the ordinary purchaser or building
pilasters or panels or other details that are :

o\\mer cares for ; but by .such preference he is

obtmsive and over-rich. An original design
;

unconsciously doing an injustice to art.

has to be modelled by an artist, and the pro-
i , ^, , ^

cesses of drying and firing all take time. ' In
decorative faience or enamelled ten-acotta
the regard for suitable design is sub-
ordinated to acciu'acy and finish—very ex-
cellent qualities, but which do not coinpen-
sate for right motives and artistic principles.
Look at so much of what we see in our 1 folk.

PICTURES AT THE POY.AL ACADEMY.
—III.

IN Gallery Y. Stanhope A. Forbes shows a
touching figure subject (.320). Eoiind a

cottage table are seated a group of country
' istening with bated breath to an
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old iiiiin, who readif thf siul news of the
j

death of the Queen, entitled •The 23i-d of

January, 1901," painted with his accustomed
tiuthfulness and convincing power—a worthy
canvas to that of last year, " The Drinking

|

Place."' The siiddeiieil expression on the
i

face.s of the wife, daughter, and young .son-

in-law is ven.- tnithful and convincing.
j

J. ^facAMiLrter's " Eilinburgh," the now
and old town {'i'.i'.i and ;M1), gives us two
aspect^: of the " Modern Athens." In the first

the city is seen under a sunny mist or veil

of mist and smoke. AVe see rising in tlie

ili-^tance Calton Hill, the fastle, Scott's,

Monument, and other features of the pic-

tnresque city. The painter has limned in a

haruiony of blues and iridescent hues of the

setting sun the iiTCgular skyline. In the

latter view we see the city wrapped in a

murky blue mist of liaze and smoke and

stormv-looking clouds, tluough which the

sun pierces. AVe hardly see ^Ir. MacWiirtcr
at his best in these views, though they arc

harmonious in colour, light, and shade.

"The Last Sleep of Madame Lamballe ''

(339). by ITenry E. Crocket, shows this

amiable and bcautifulyiiung princess, a victim

of the I^rench llevolution, lying on her

humble bed, probably at the prison of La
Force, where she was immured. The fatal

sti-oke has been given : she lies peaceful as if

in sleep, her long hair k)ose ; at the head of

her bed is a small crucifix. At the half-opcu

door a figure of a man is seen .stealing away,
probably her silent assassin. The scene

is patlietic, the composition and colour is

restrained and impressive. Tlie large picture

by Geo. II. Boughton showing a recumbent
maiden clad iu gauzy drapery on the sloping

meadow near a stream, covered by flowers,

entitled •' I)reamland," is gracefully painted

and delicate in its tones. xVnother figure-

subject, sti'ong and forcible in light and
shade, is Florence A. Neimiegen's '• Mother
and Babe" (y.^S). The " Little Eed Book," I

by Caroline Thui'ber (354), is also clever, t

AV'illiam L. Wyllio's river scene, " The City

of London " (3G2), and especially his grand
seascape with rolling mountain waves

—

Ju.st a funnel and a mast iuifhing thi-oii^h the spray

;

Si we tlu'Ciihe<i the linUvri- out across the bay "

—

are w-oi-th notice. George Clausen's '

' Sons
of the Soil " is a fine piece of realism—

a

group of labourers hoeing in a field ; in the
distance ono sees a gleam of sunshine.

'

Energetic and strong is the di-awing of the
men at theii' toil, and the rich tones of gi'een

make a poem of colour. C. Napier Homy,
\

in " Birds of Prey " (383) depicts a grand sea,

the waves lighted up by an evening sun,
while in the foregi'ound, amidst deeji cleft

rocks, men are seen hauling up wreckage,
while in the distance a disabled vessel is

discerned.

The large, ambitious picture, "Tlie Bu-th
of Aphrodite," by G. S. Watson, is lack-'
ing in restraint. The attendant nymphs
and mermaids are a little too demonstrative
and boisterous in their mirth at the rising of

the goddess. G. Sheridan Knowlcs' " The
('loister and the World " (392) is a clever and
accomplishcil picture ; the pleasure-seeking
groups on the seat are amusing themselves
as the ascetic in monastic garb pa,sscs to his
cloister.

Henry S. Tuko (39()) has a delightful boat
scene, two boys in a jiunt throwing a line.

It is evening ; the dechning light is reflected

on the rippled surface of water, which f(jrms
a varied and luminous background to the
plctures(iue boat and figures. W. (i.

Orchardson's large portrait of James Bunten
(377), an elderly gentleman in short shoot-
ing coat reclining on a rock in a High-
land landscape, is realistic. Sigismund
Goetze (4(Hi), iu his "Echo of a Voice,"
p-aints an Italian scene, with lady and
;eTitlenian seated together, while the lady
nends over her companion to listen to the
voice of a man who is seated a little further on

the same seat in shadowj- tones, thus tiying

to realise the jioet's lines

—

If twi> lives join, tlieixi is oft a scar ;

Tliey are one and ono, with a shadowy third

;

One'ncar one is too far.

One important picture in this gallery is

Xo. 417, "In Sight," a reminiscence of the

war—Lord Ilundonald's dash on Ladysmith.

by Lucy Kcmp-AVelcli. It is needless to say

tliis liuly artist has drawn the horses and
riders with consummate skill ; the sti-uggling

horses idunging over the uneven, rocky

ground, are masterly, and there is dash and
movement shown in every touch. The other

picture that will attract attention for its many
charming technical qualities in the painting

of textures and armour is "The Accolade"

(434), by E. Blair Leighton, whose works of

historic (leiire have a fascination. The picture

represents a beautiful, fair Princess, whose
golden hair hangs in graceful tresses upon her
shoulders, standing before a rich throne in

the act of laying the sword on the shoulder

of a young scarlet-clad knight w-ho kneels

before her. The scene is in a castle hall of

the 13th-century style; the light from a
painted window above the throne and the
open gateway on the right, crowded with
attendants and spectators, one of whom
canies the shield and spurs of the knight, are

most skilfully painted ; but the delicacy of

the white-and-gold embroidered robe of the
princess and the chain armour of the knight
are consummate in drawing and techni([ue.

G. E. Eobcrtson is bold and dramatic in the

large subject picture "The Bard." though
perhaps a little stagoj- in parts. B. W.
Leader's fine picture, "An Old Southern
Port" (445), and " Our South Coast " (458),

are full of open-air effect and light. There
is a clever, rather quaiiit, allegory, by
Eleanor F. Brickdale, "The Deceitfulness of

Eiches " (449). The artist is evidently of the
same school as Mr. Byam Shaw. We
notice a broadly-painted landscape by Alfred
Waterhouse, "At My Gate" (4(i2), showing
that gentleman's ability as an oil-painter.

The picture by Aniesby Brown, " Morning,"
is a pleasing study of sunlit meadows, with
cows milking. John E. Eeid's " Fcrryden "

(431) is vigorous in colour. John C. Adams'
landscape, "Call Us Not Weeds" (425),
must be mentioned before we ijass to

GaUery'Nai.
Here Frederick Goodall has another large

picture. "A Mystery of the. Past" (477),

representing the Sphinx and P\Taniids, a
subject certainly powerfully impressive, and
painted with Mr. Goodall's resources ; but
we pass to Leonard Skeats' '

' The New
Brother: Hospital of St. Cross" (494), a
large picture representing a cloister of the
old Winchester Hospital of St. Cross, with a
group of the brethren with their dark garbs,

wearing the badge, a white cross. Mr.
Skeats, who is quite a young painter, of

Southampton, must be complimented, and
has ccrtauily achieved a .success. The " new
brother " is shown being introduced to others
of the fraternity, and there is strength and
reserve in the painting. Stanhope A. Forbes's
" Good Bye : Off to Skibbereen " ,(495) is

powerfully composed. Wo see a boat with
two fisher-girls about leaving the Harboiu'.
The reflection of evening light on the water,
and the boats and hill beyond the harbour,
are painted with realistic truthfulness and
colour. Near it is a small but sulitle allegory,

painted by Mary Hunter, called "Joy and
the Labcjurer" (497) in which the painter has
adroitly illustrated the linos of Joan Ingolow.
Joy, a in-etty, happy little girl, is seated on
a bank, while an old man, with spade in his
hand, is in the act of digging. The sub-
ject has been poetically conceived, and is

dextrously painted. J. J. Shannon's seated
portrait of "Mrs. Walter Fenwick " (498\
in gi-cy satin and black lace, is excellent in

pose and coloiu'. Frank C. Cowper paints
a Paris incident in the Eevolution, " An
Aristocrat answering to the Summons to

Execution, 1793." The chief figure is a
dandy of the period, who, in his elaborate
dress", witli indifferent demeanour, is walking-

out of a court. May F. Eaphael's " Queen
Guinevere atAmesbmy " is a subj ect suggested
from Tennyson's " Idylls of the King," and
has much charm. We may also notice

C. M. Q. Orchardson's large pictm-e,
" Memories," a feeKngly-painted figure of

a lady at the piano—the effect of candle-light

being good.
David Miu-ray, whose fine view of Windsor

and other works in the last exhibition drew
attention, contributes foiu- EngHsh land-

scapes, in which he introduces streams and.

pools under different atmospheric conditions.

"The Streamlet, Willow Wooded," depicts at'

large brook flowing between banks of verdiu'e

"

and silvery willows, in his own unsurpassed

style. A punt, with a boy in it fishiiig, in

the foreground shadows of the fobage,

thi'ough which glints of sunlight Hicker. .

Bej-ond is sfeen the open channel and distant^'

horizon. "TheEiver Plough " represents aT^

plough used on the Test to clear a channel

for navigation. The driver, standing in th& ,

water upon a sunken raft, is guiding the--

team of four horses with' one boy rider, ^^'

through thick tangled masses of flags. ' • Sum- *-

mer Storm " (531) is a verdant river scene,'*

A sunlit river is seen in the middle distance ;

''

the foreground meadow is intercepted by a ,

road leading to a ford, over which a flock of

sheep crosses a footbridge. Beyond the river v
one sees fields and trees ; a flash of lightning

pierces the darkening clouds ; the whole is .

painted with consummate handling, and a;
nia.sterly study of stonn-laden atmosphere. V,

Another meadow scene, " Lu.sh meadows of v'.

the Test" (912), is interesting in its brighterv''

colouring of greens and russet tones. v-
Hubert von Herkomer has here a fuU^"

length seated portrait of " The LoriiVr

Provost of Dundee, Henry MoGrady";^

(530), vciy gorgeous in its setting and dress;'-*

The ermine-trimmed red cloak, with theS; <

scarlet and gold-lace uniform visible beneath,!,"
j

are a trifle overpowering to other pictures ia

its proximit-s-. AVe must also notice Adrian

Stokes' clever view of " lYafalgar Square"

(541) as seen on a typical grey London day,

.showing the Nelson Column and its base of

lions, and the fountains.

In GaUory VIII. , the chief pictiu-e is-

Herbert J. Draper's "Tristram and Iseult"

(561). glanced at last week, in which we see

the rude Celtic galleon with its semi-nude

rowers. The lovers—King Marke's bride and

Tristram—have partaken of the dread potion,^

" so that a gi-eat love entered into them, and

departed not from them all the days of their

life." There is, perhaps, a lack of the passion

of the hero and laeroine, and the grey tones

of drapery are perhaps unfortunate iii choice;

i

yet there" is much power in composition.

! J, W. North has a delightful study of

; colour in " Earth's Children of the (Juawy "

j

(5(52) ; Yeend King a view of " The Prioi-y,

Chi-istchurch " (557), Colin Hunter's long

canvas, "Herring Fishers off Kildonan

Castle, Lsle of Arran " (579), which closes

the vista of the main galleries, is voiy

realistic in its light gi'ey luminous sky and

sea, as we see it fi'om the earlier galleries.

!w. Dendy Sadler's amusing incident, "A
1
Marriage bv Eegistrar," is painted with all

the fidelity and detail which this painter

commands'; 'the awkwaitl and bins

bridegi'oom and bride standing befi

the registrar's table wiU appeal to inan3

.Vrthiir 0. Cooke's " The Engagement Eingl
three young ladies seated in a large baf

window before a ten-table, i.-* clever in its

light and tones.

A large historical subject by Ctc\alier

,Tayler, " Honi soit qui maly penso " (58G),

is "one of the historical genre pictures in

Gallery A'lIL, and is interesting as repie-

senting the incident of the origin of the

Order of the Garter. It is a Court ball

scene. Edward III. and Countess Sali.sbui'y

i
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are dancinj;. and the King lias just i)icko(l

up the garter droppeil by the Countess of

Salisbury, and, the story goes, bound it round

his own knee repeating" the above motto. The

Queen I'hillipa looks disjileased at the

incident. The room is crowded with courtiers

and spectators : amongst them are seen the

Black Prince and the Duke of I/aneaster.

Tliis picture is said to be the outcome of the

fresco yh: Tavler is painting for the decora-

tion of the IloVal Exchange. The king holds

the blue i-ibi)oii up while his fair partner
i

looks i-ather distressed. There is a staid air

of decorum in .ill the faces, that would not be

the case in a ball in these days. The com-
position is lacking in arrangement, though
faultless as a studj- of costume.

AVe conclude our notice of this gallerj- by
leferriiig to Hubert von Tlerkomer's able

interior, " A Zither Kvening with My
Students at My Studio " ((iO.J). is notable

niainlj- for the grouj>ing of the students and
the animation of the scene. The tone is

rather heavy and the handling coarse, but
the work is thoroughly realistic in treatment.

We mvist ])ass I'apidly through the three

iiinaining galleries. "In the Venusberg"
is a large decoratedly-handled subject by the

Hon. John Collier (794). A Classic composi-

tion of marble forms the setting. In a centre

alcove sits Venus holding a crown of roses,

while kneeling before her is an armour-clad
knight. The accessories are faultless, and
the marble and mosaic pavement make an
ambitious work, though somewhat artificial

and pretentious in style. J. Young Uunter
•has a loug-shaped canvas entitled, " Come,
T/issios and Lads !

" (798), bi-ight and some-
liat cold in tone. It repi'esents an incident

! May Day in a Mediaeval setting. A group
of villagers, one of them going attired as the

young maiden or ([ueen, are starting from
the \'illage to the festive gi-een. A green-
grocer's shop occupies the backgi'ound ; the
street is coble-paved, and the adjuncts fitly

represent a village scene of the l.jth centmy.
The drawing and gi'ouping of the meny-
makers are exceedingly clever : but the
scheme of colour puts us in mind of a painted
enamelled tile picture. W. Dendy Sadler
has another of his social gatheiings, '-The
IJaoiiian's Toast," the interior of an inn
parlour ; round a table sit twelve commercial
gentlemen who have jjartaken of a good
dinner and are now enjoying their wine,
many of them are chatting. The toast is
" Sweethearts and Wives." John S. Sargent's
gi'Oup, " Sir Charles Sitwell and Family"
(ell), is a large dining-room interior, rather
dark in its tone and painted with minute
attention to detail. The family group arc
standing, the figures smaller than life-size,

and this treatment reminds us of the Flemish
style which allows a group of figures to be
introduced into a not too large canvas, John
Scott's "Sanctuary'' has a ])athetic interest
-;42), and is painted with skill.

In Gallery XI. the principal jiicturo is, in
addition to others wo have noticed. "The
Discovery of Grinling Gibbons bv John
Evelyn, 1G71," by Edgar Bundy. "The in-
terior of a work.shop or loft, in which the
famed carver is seen before a large piece of
•wood carving, at his side Evelyn, who.se
iitico in his Diary gives the clue to the
iibject depicted. Mr. Bundy has here sur-

passed himself in the boldness, colour, light,

and shade of the incident he has so ably
depicted. Gallery IX., which we place last,

comprises a great many clever pictures of
smaller size, and of these we can only men-
tion Robert W. Macbeth's " Mischief'"' (G26),
H. W. B. Davis's "Earlv Summer" ((j-f6), a
sunlit meadow; II. H. La Thangiie's "De-
cember in Provence" (0(30), Nathaniel II.
Baii-d's " Toilers" (663), Fred Hall's i- Sun's
Last Lingering Pays" (673), and works by
Carl Probst (0.39), " Henrictto Eonner (062),
W. H. Margetson, J. Finnemore, F. Marriott,
Dudley Hardy (738), F. Walton (77.5), also

John Brett's very subtle coast views, among.st

many othei-s that are excellent in subject and
treatment.

ARCHITEC a'UKAL ASSOCIATION.

.\MEX1)M1;XTS or THE I!Y-L.\WS.

ASPECLM, meeting of the Association was
I

hold ou Friday evening last, immediately
preceding the closing ordinary meeting of the

present session, to consider certain proposed
alterations of, and additions to, the hv-laws. The
President, Mr. W. H. Sin-n-S.MixK, "F.R.I.B.A.,

occupied the chair, and on his motion the follow-

ing amendments to the by-laws were tigreed to,

itrjn, roii. :
—

To add to By-law 27 :

—" The committee sliall

appoint four Tviisteos wlui shiill he members of the

Association, in whose names the investments belong-
ing to the Association sliall bo invested ou behalf of

the Association. Any vacancy in the number of

Trustees shall be immediately filled by the
Committee."
By-law 2o : — After "Treasurer" add "or

Secretary."
By-law 27 :—After the words "shall be paid by

the Treasurer " add " or Secretary."
By-law 3.3 to re.ad :—"The office of President,

'^^ice-President, or Librarian shall not be held by
any member for more than two consecutive Sessions.

The office of Treasurer and Hon. Secretaries shall

not be held by any member for more than five

Sessions and tour Sessions respectively."

The ordinary fortnightly meeting was then

held. ?dessrs. Ralph Bevill, A. E. Chasemore,
A. D. Jenkins, J. H. Cooper, and James H.
Shearer were elected by ballot as members, and
on the motion of the President, llessrs. Ernest

Oeorge and J. JI. Brydon were elected members
by acclamation, and Mr. E. JI. Wimperis was
reinstated in membership. Various donati(ms to

the library, announced by Mr. Carvill, having
been aclcnowledg'ed with thanks, the President

mentioned that the annual dinner of the Associa-

tion would take place at the Criterion Eestam-ant,

Piccadilly, on Friday evening, Jlay 31. A paper

upon

! THE TKOTECTIOX OF miLDIXGS TROM HOHTXIXO

was then read by Mit. Ai.i-itED Haxds, F.E.Met.

I

See. The lecture was illustrated by numerous
lantern slides, and by a map and two diagrams.

The author pointed out that his topic was a most
comple."c subject, and probably one of the most

I

difficidt among the many which architects were
called upon to deal with in the course of the

I

erection of buildings. He proceeded to explain

I some of the principles involved, and more espe-

i
cially as to what he regarded as the common-sense
view. Indeed, until architects understood some-
thing of the principles involved, cases of so-called

failure of lightning conductors, which were far

more frequent than they should be, would continue
to occur. Apart from human life being at stake,

a vast amoxmt of property was annually destroyed

by thunderstoriiis—losses which could beprevenled
by a scienlitic application of conductors which
would render their destructive effects nugatory.
The lecturer said he was at present preparing a

map of England showing the positions iind nature
of the objects struck:. He had already completed
it from the beginning of 1 S9.S to the present time,

and, thinking it might be of interest, he exhibited

a copy. This map had spots of various colours

representing buildings, ricks, trees, and other

objects damaged or destroyed, and human beings
and animals killed or injm-ed. In this map most

I of our large towns, and particularly the manu-
i

facturing ones, were indicated by the number of

cases of damage : this ought, he considered, to

dispose of the mistaken idea sometimes expressed
that the smoke in towns acted as a protection.

The lecturer explained in familiar terms the elec-

trical action characterising a thunderstorm, and
sketched in some detail the principal epochs in
the history of protection, down to the appoint-
ment in 1878 of the Lightning-Rod Conference,
whose report, issued in December, 1881, became
the standard woik of reference on the subiect.
ilr. Hinds considered the rules the}- drew up,
although not faultless, were admirable as a guide
to architects and others interested in buildings,
which should enable them to learn something of
the methods employed in the protection of such
structures, and give them some such knowledge
as should enable them to see that the work was
being carried out on scientific principles ; to do
away with prejudices often entertained against
the use of conductors ; but most of all to trv and

disjicl the exlraordinury igni>i-ancc displayed at

that time by some of those engaged in the erec-

tion of conductors. He did not believe that the
Report was ever intended to serve as a comjdete
guide capable of rendering anyone who read it an
expert fully qualified to plan the lightning con-
ductor system necessary for the protection of a
building. If it was, it was a ilismal failure, and
he did not believe that it was within the power
of any man, or of any body of men, to formulate

a set of rules which .should serve such a purpose.

In 1888, Dr, Oliver Lodge. F.R.S., delivered

before the Society of Arts two lectures on
" Ijiglitning Conductors," in memory of the late

Dr. Mann. These lectures created a sensation.

In their course Professor Lodge carried out
experiments intended to show that a very thin

iron conductor was better for the purpose of a
lightning conductor than a thick copper one.

Incidentally he showed thai small-size iron wire
was better than stout iron, and that small-size

co])pcr was better than stout copper. Here they
had wliat appeared to be a paradox—the worse
the conductor the better it was. Professor

Lodge looked upon copper eonduetoi-s as doomed.
No discussion being allowi'd at these lectures,

criticism of Dr. Lodge's views was impossible

;

but it was an open secret that lie was strongly

opposed by other scientists, of whem Sir AVilliam

Preece was, perhaps, the most antagonistic. Pro-
fessor Ii0dg(! read a second paper in 1889 before

the Institute of Electrical Engineers, at which
most of the leaders of the electrical world were
present. In this paper Dr. Lodge discussed at

great length the question of side flash, or spark-

ing, from a conductor. He contended that the

older electricians had not taken certain laws and
effects into consideration. t)nc of the main points

in his arguments was that a lightning flash was
not a single discharge, but was oscillatory—that

is to say, that it consisted of a number of dis-

charges backwards and forwards till it came to

rest, a dozen or more .alternations probably
occurring in a flash occupying a minute fraction

of a second, and that under these circumstances

the generally accepted ideas as to the comparative

conducting value of copper and ii-on were changed.
Therefore, he now contended, ii-on of the same
thickness as copper was '

' a trifle better, certainlj'

not a whit worse, than the latter metal." In the

discussion that followed, and which extended over

three meetings, Dr. Lodge was opposed by the

majority of the speakers. The ground mainly
taken up was that lightning was not oscillatory,

and they contended that the older views as to

conducti\-ity were sound. Dr. Lodge illustrated

his paper by some most interesting experiments,

which, however, the leetm-er considered were not

conclusive, because the conditions were not such
as occiu' in nature. The governing principle was
to have a conductor of enormous length compared
to the length of the spark used to i-epresent the

lightning flash. By doing this, the effect with

side flash was to exaggerate the sp.arking out of

all proportion. Mr. Hands proceeded to quote and
criticise in detail Dr. Lodge's suggestions for

improvements in lightning conductors, and added

:

Theory and experience are each in their way of

the greatest value, hut one is useless without the

other. E.xperience without theory is not svifficient.

Experience says, let your conductors be of copper,

which is of better conducting capacitj' than iron

or any other metal which it would be practical to

I use for the purpose ; and besides, it is the most
durable, and in the end the cheapest. The com-
parative conductivity of copper and iron is based

,
on tests made by many distinguished scientists,

both British and foreign, who have shown that in

I

the case of steadj' currents of electricity copper
conducts about seven times as well as iron.

; Theory says that for sudden discharges such as

lightning the conditions are changed, and that
iron is "a trifle better, certainly not a whit
worse than copper,

'

' .and that the use of the latter

metal is a needless extrav.aganee. Also that instead

of having single conductors of copper, a number
]
of fines of conduction of iron wire of small size is

better ; that these wires should be earned down
each corner of every chimney stack and on all

sides of the building. Un piu'cly theoretical

grounds, I see little to choose between the
two systems, provided the conductors are ap-
pUed on scientific principles. A man who
understood the subject thoroughly would be
able to protect a building as perfectly with one
system as ^\dth the other : but the many iron

wires wotdd be more difficult to apply success-

fuUy, because it is easier to place one or two con-
ductors so as not to be ^rithin sparking distance
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ittftaU to which il is not advis:ihlc to connect

them than to tix a dozen so. Wo have had a

ven,- extinJcd knowUdi;p of the oxiiciience type
tti conductor, and wc have had plenty of eases in

which they have succetxlt\l. \\'e have also had
cases in which they have failetl. I hare myself
inspectetl a great number, and in every case, ^sHth

one exception, there have been glaring defects

such as rendered the failure certain, and which
could have been pointed out beforeh.md by a

competent person who had examined the building

before the accident happened. The one exception

was Xeadwood Church. Staffordshire, where
qxirking occurred owing to a line of metal
ha\'ing been laid fi-om close to the conductor to

ne:ir a large metal stove used for heating the

building. The line of metal av.is the lead binding
of some matting—insignilicant enough in itself,

but from an eloctrical jioint of view it brought
Ihe stove into dangerous proximit\- with the con-

ductor. Of the theory type of conductor we
h;ive had very little opportunity of judging. In
one case, in which it has had to bear the test of

being struck by lightning, it failed. This was the

Hotel de Ville at lirusscls. and this w.a.s set on file,

curiously enough, about the time that the great

Fnvce V, Lodge controvei'sy was proceeding.

In the thcoiy tyi)e of conductor dur,ibility is

sacrificed and the original cost increased tre-

mendously. For it is a very great mistake for

Dr. Lodge to suppose that his suggested iron

telegraph wire system would be che^iper than the

copper tape generally vised. Iron is, of coui'se,

cheaper than copper, but the cost of fixing is a

serious item, and where several hundred feet of

iivn wiix- has to be fixed in place of a bundled feet

of copper tape, the total cost must be greatly in-

creased if the work is to bo done by competent
men under the guidance of an expert. If a local

blacksmith or labourer could bo intrusted with

the work and the expert and his trained workmen
done away with, the result would still be increased

cost. Personally I do not attach very great im-
portiincc to the kind of metal to be used for a
lightning condu<-tor. The condiictor may be of

copper or iron, or it might even be of lead, so long-

as it is of sufficient capacity not to be melted
by the heating effect of a severe discharge,

it will answer if properly applied. On' the
score of durability and cheapness, the older type
or copper tape conductor, cannot be beaten. On
the score of appcai-ance, too. copper tape has the
advantage. It is impossible to make the light-

ning conductor such a siiperlatively easy path
that the discharge will take that one only if other
piths are open for it : but it is here that the skill

and scientific knowledge of the expert has to be
shown. If one had to protect a structiu'e com-
posed only of lirick, stone, or wood, and with not
il j>article of metal in its construction, nothing
would be easier. All that would be necessary
would be to have a conductor of metal, pointed at

the top, and leading down into the earth. It is

very rarely, however, that one is called upon to
protect a structure of tliat kind. Modern buildings
are often a mass of unintentional lightning-con-
ductoi-s, for all the mi;lals used in the construction
of buildings are cvjndiictors of electricity, and
therefore conductors of lightning. .Some of these
metals have good earth connections—in fact, gas
and water supply-pipes have excellent " earths,"
owing to the extent of their ramifications under-
ground : and it is a matter of considerable ditfi-

culty to make the "earth" of the intended
conductor as good as these accidental ones unless
we actually connect the conductor to the under-
gi-ound mains. This is the common-sense \-iew
of the matter. There is nothing magical about a
lightning-conductor : it is merely the adaptation
of the known laws of nature to the use of man-
kind. Lightning has tip tV.Uow certain unalterable
laws, and one of those laws is that if two or more
paths are provided, it must divide between them.
This shows the necessity for aiTanging the
conductor so that the faults which lead to
the di^•ision of the discharge shall not exist.
Now as to tlie methods for rendering our system
of protection perfect. Wo must first of all

decide on wliich are the imrts of the building
liable to be struck by lightning, and protect them
either by se|)arate conductors or by branch con-
ductoi-s carried to one or more mains to earth as
may be necessary, and we must see that these
conductors afford as little resistance as possible.
The juinis must be soldered so that they will not
only be ), -rfect at the time they are put up, but
will remain perfect. The earth connection must
also be made so that this path is at least as good a
one as other paths about the building ; and.

besides this, we must take into consideration all

the metals used in construction, both as regards

their relation to the conductor system and to one

another, and take such precautions that neither

division of the discharge shall occur unless we
intend it to occur, nor sparking in places where
sjiarking would do harm. I may, in conclusion,

discuss a matter which is of great importance to

architects, and that is as to what parts of a

building are liable to be struck, and which,

therefore, require protection. When we have

:in important public building to protect, and
cost is of no importance, we may be tempted

to run conductors in all directions and
protect all parts, whether likely to be struck

or not. It is not often that over-protection

will do any harm. In the majority of cases

cost is. very properly, a serious consideration. It

is, therefore, important to know just what are the

places liable to be struck. The main principles

are simple : possibly it is the very simplicity of

the matter which ha.s led to its being overlooked.

The popular idea is that it is the highest point of

a building which is struck ; but the nearest p;irt

of the building to the point in the cloud from
which the discharge originates gets struck, and
the highest is not necessarOy the nearest. A
discharge occiu's between two planes or points,

one of which is in the clouds and the other is in

the ground ; the build ng is merely an object en

mite, which foiTus a path of less resistance than
the suiTounding air. Now, a lightning-con-
ductor does not attract lightning except ina.smueh
as, being of metal, induction and consequent dif-

ference of potential takes place more strongly

in it than in the sunounding non-conducting
materials. Wo have to consider two kinds of

discharge—one the most dangerous type, which
occurs fairly straight through the air in an
almost vertical line, and the less dangerous
flashes which occur in a somewhat oblique line.

These latter flashes are often called '

' forked
'

'

lightning, though this is a misnomer, and are

popularly, but mistakenly, supposed to be the

most dangerous. It is the straighter flashes which
do the most harm. In arranging what parts of

a building require protection, we have to consider

the various points in the sky from which the dis-

charge may originate, and so arrange our system
that the conductor, or one of its branches, will

form the nearest part, no matter from what
direction the discharge may come. The limit to

the angle of obliquity should be about 40°, and
the greater the angle of obliquity the milder the
discharge. In conclusion, do not make the

general error of providing your conductors of

exceptionally largo size under the mistaken idea

that liy pro%-iding your conducting path of excep-
tional capacity, as it is \vi-ongly called, you can
ignore the scientific asjject of the question, for no

j

increase in size of the conductor will compensate
for this, and unless you are prepared to devote a i

number of years and a large sum of money to a

close study of the subject, you must be prepared
to abide by the opinion of an expert, and be
guided by him, confining yourselves to a close

supervision of the work, and to seeing that it is

being carried out in a way which wiU not only
render the work eftieient when it is completed,
but will remain efhcient until accident, decay, or

the interference of people not acquainted with the
subject has impaii-ed its efficienc}'.

A letter fi-om 3Ii-. Killingworth Hedges having
been read, a short discussion followed, in which
JIajor C4aneral Testing, R.E., Mr. W. P. Mould-
ing, Jlr. John Slater, and Mr. C4. H. Fellowes-
Prynne took part, and a vote of thanks was
accorded to the lecturer, who briefly replied.

ELECTIOX OF OFFICERS .VXD COUNCIL.

The scrutineers reported that the result of the

voting for officers and council for the ensuing
session had been as follows :—President, *W. H.
Seth-Sinith ; "\"ice-presidents, *G. B. Carvill and
E. (tuv Dawber. Committee : F. Dare Clapham,
V. II. 'Raffles, *W. A. Pite, Hon. A. McHarell
Hogg, *A. T. Bolton, *W. A. Forsyth, *H. T.
Hare, *.Vmold U. Mitchell, *G. H. F.-Uowes-
rr\-nne, and *Howlcy Sim (seven unsuccessful

candidates':. Hon. treasurer, *F. (4. F. Hooper;
iion. libnirian, F. J. Csbome-Smith. Other
officers : Assist.'int librarians, C. H. F. Comj-n
and W. A. Jeckells ; hon. secretaries, R. S.

Balfour and II. P. O. JIaule : hon. auditors, K.
(JriH-nop and Ci. M. Nicholson ; hon. solicitor,

W. II. Jamioson : secretary and registrar, D. G.
Driver. [An asterisk denotes members of present

committee.] On the notion of Jlr. (J. H.
Fellowes-Prynne, a hearty vote of thanks was

passed to Jlr. Seth-Smith for his serWces durin"
the past year. The Puesiiif.nt, in responding,
expressed his acknowledgments of his unanimous
re-election, and proposed a vote of thanks to the
retiring officers and council, the visitors, educa-
tion committee, and the council of the R.I.B.A.
These were heartilv accorded.

THE SUR\':EY0RS' INSTITUTION.
rUOFESSIONAL EXAMIX.iTIOXS 1901.

THE following Student Candidates have passed
the Examination for the Professional Asso- '

ciateship :
—

Fred Tregrarthen Allen, 12, Gilmore-road, Lewishara,
S.E. ; Henry Anderson, Uplands, St. Julian's-road.
Streatham, S.'SV. ; "William Beauchamp Aubi-ey. Spring-
field, Clielnisford. Essex

; Herbert Grabam Barker. 2, St.
Paul's-squarc, Bedford ; Xomian Boniface Batterbury,
High-street, Berkhampstead, Herts ; Albert Henry Bell,
'SVobm-n Lodge, Addle.stone, Surrey ; Algernon Lawrence "

BeiTj'. Rutherford, rampisfoi-d-road. South Croydon
;

Theodore Stephen Bliss, M^iddlcton Stoney, Bicester, -

Oxon : Thomas Bi-ent, 51, Station-road. Redhiill, Sun-ey
; ;'^

Eustace M'intague Browne, 12, Gordon Mansions. 'VT.C. ;
'.

Sydney Brodiick Browning, 52, 'Wellington-street, J
Gloucester : Alfred Eustace Buckley, South Field, Jt
Halifax, Yorkshire ; Thomas Linfield Caton, 82, Acre- '3
Line. Brixton, S.'W. ; Arthur Paul Chattell, 2!)A, Lincoln's ^
Inn-fields, "W'.C. ; Cecil Edward Chesfei-ton, 11, "Waiwick- •>

gardens, Kensington, "W. ; Robert Cobb, Mockbeggar, '*

Higham, near Rochester, Kent ; Hariy Reginald Ellis "-^

Coker, 1-10, East Dulwich-grove, S.E. ; Cecil Newton
Cook, 142, Highbui'y New Park, N. ; Arthur George '
Stuart Cooke, Ashbourne, Derbyshire ; tFi'ederick .Stanley

Baniel, 13, Lesden-road, Colchester, Essex; Stanley
Marcus Deacon, The Croft, Brownlow-road, Croydon

;

Harold James Dodd. The Glebe, Goring-on-Thames.
Oxon ; John Robert Farrant Driver, 74, Biirleigh-street,
Cambridge ; Charles 'William Eastwood, The Limes^
-Vlbury Park, Cheshunt, Herts; Charles Fishwick, U, '

St. Peter' .s-road, St. Leonards, Sussex ; John Francis, ^
jun.. Myrtle Hill, Carmarthen, S. "Wales ; Ronald Gam- ^
ham Francis, South-Eastem Agincidtunal College, 'Wye,
Kent ; Alfred C'ardain Frost, Sunnybank. Morden,
Surrey ; Sydney Salter Gettings, The Mount, Chester-
road, Erdington. Bii-mingham ; .VUen Gibson, 2, 'Words-
woilh Mansions, Queen's Club Crardens, 'West Kensin-
gton, "W. ; Harmer Gould, Brickendontjurj', Hertfoixl

;

Harold Croft Hardy, 8, Morello-road, Wandsworth
Common, S.'W. ; Ernest Harrison, 'Westbrook, Bolton-le-
Sands, Gamford, Lanes; Richard Hewitt, Scale, near
Famham, Surrey ; 'Montague Piice Holmes, G, Maida.
Vale, 'W. ; Han-y Hunt, 71, Parliament Hill, Hampstead.
N.'W. ; Cecil Walter Ingram, Manor 'S'illa, Bower Mount-
road, Maidstone, Kent ; Herbert Da\ies Kelleway, 1,

Cockspur-street, S.'W. ; Ralph Julian Lake, Heage House.
Crouch Hill, N. ; 'Walter Frederick Langridge. 5, Lans-
down-road, 'Tunbridge 'U'ells, Kent ; Ei-nest John 'Wdliam
Mellers, Broadstone Hill Farm. Heythrop Park, Chipping
Norton, Oxon; Herbert Arthur Mitchell. 105, 'Western-
ro.ad. Brighton. Sussex ; Aldred Philip Mytton. Garth,
"Welshpool, Montgomeryshire ; Leslie Richard Notley.
Larkslield, Knglefield Green, Surrey ; Alfred Edward
Oaten, 6, Faii-fieid-road, Montpelier, Bristol ; 'WiUiam
Henry Overton, 6, Compton-avenue, Brighton, Sussex ;

Sydney Arthur Pamwell, 9, Firsby-roadj Stamford HiU,
N. ; Geoi-ge Louis Pottier, 2, St. George's Villas, 'VStiips

Cross, 'Walthamstow, Essex ; Albert Edward rrie-.t,

Hawnedale. Old Hill, Staffordshire ; 'William Harold
Rees, 154, Croydon-rnad, Anerley, S.E. ; Gilbert Charles
Rowe, Quantock, Babington-road, .Strcatham, S.'W.;

Hubert Georj'e .Smith. Boughton Monchelsea, Maidstone,
Kent; Quintm Cullen Smith, Sunnysidc, Muswell Hill,

N. ; Harold Soper, 'Winfield. 'Wilbury-avenue. Hove, ,^

Sussex; John Kyle Stepbens, Ardshane. Holywood, Co.

Down, Ii-eland ; Frederic Stone, Tonedide Fai-m. 'Welling-

ton, Somerset ; Arthur 'Walter Alfred Claude TannahiU,
Firsleigh, Alexandra-grove, North Finchley, N. ; Samuel
Davis Taylor. Oak Lawn, Shottermill, Haslemere, SiuTey

;

Francis Fenier Tomlin. 43. Lord.ship-lane. 'Wood Green,
N. ; Jabez Tennyson Turner, 27, Grove-road, 'Wanstead,
E. ; Clement Harwood Qince, The Tower House. Halton,

near Tancaster; Alexander Lindsay 'U'att, Muncastor
Estate Office, Ravenglass, Cainforth, Lanes; Ernest

Mortimer 'Whitehead, 95, EarlstieM-voad. Wandsworth
Common. S.W. ; Charles Edwin A\'iddicombe, 5. Elms-
avenue, Eastbourne, Sussex ; Herbert Henry Wigley.
Prospect House, Uplands, Stroud. Gloucestershire;

Herbert Calvert. 'Wood, Dovenby Hall Estate Office,

Cockermoutb, Cumberland ; Rowland Han-y Wood, .

Ashley^-iUe, Wan-ior-square, Southend-on-Sea, Essex. , ' .

' Institution Prize, 1901. -t Special Prize, 1901.
"J

-

Irish C.vNuiu.irE.—Robert Bradshaw Darley, Carrict- \,:

on-Shannon, Co. Leitrim. ^"

The following Non-Student Candidates have

also passed the Examination for the Professional

Associateship :

—

Albert Leslie Armstrong, Blail-gowiie, Dragon-pavad-

.

Han-ogate, Yorks ; James Gibbons Dickson Armstrong,
Bennet Grange, Fulwood, Sheffield, Yorks; Williaia

Edmund Godfrey Atkinson, South-Eastorn .Vgriciillnri!

College, Wye, Kent ; Fi-ank Holman Austin, Bal'lock's

Farm, Theydon Bois, Essex ; Percival Heni-y Ashby
Bailey, The Straits, Dudley, Worcestei-slure ; Hany
Brook. 37. .\mpthill-square, N.W. ; John Brown. 21.

Baildl-street. Nortliampton ; Leslie John Brown, Estal •

! Otfice, Clarendon Park, Salisbmy. Wilts ; Robert Leight<in

Buckwell, Newington Rectoiy, Hythe, Kent; Thoin;i^

Henry Bull, 29, Victoria Park-road, South Hac;mey.

iN.E.; Frcderick Bowden Buswell, '26, Benedict-iyi 1.

' Bri-xfon, S.W. : Charles Vincent Cable. Rockliead. M i
•

kenzic-road. Kent House, Beckenham. Kent; -Wiiliant

i

DenzU Catleugb, Donnington-road, Niwbui-y ; Cliarlcs

! Chamberlain, Ti-ui-o House, fligh-street. Brentwooil

.

John Fi-oderiek Cocks, South-Eastern .\gricidtin-al Col-

lege, Wye, Kent; James Hatch Coles, Burgess Hall, lyceiK,

I

Ivent; Ernest Albert Collis, -20, Southbank-road, South-

port, I^mcs; Han-y Thomas Cooper, 3i;, Oaklcy-stiuurc,.

,
N.W. ; Hubert Cox, 17, Heathcotc-strcet, Mecklenbuigr
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^ jUtiir. W.C. ; i:a«.iia Uan.ld Crump. 54. K<lw:ifd-stret't,

Nun.aton. Warwirkshire; E<iwanl Svdney Wilstm l>a]e.

-:. Adclaia^ix.:ia. U;impstoad, N.W.; Christopher Dal;?-

hvAi, S!?. GoliL-iiiith-avenue. Acton. AV. ; Chftou Hubert

I>:i^y, The Che.stnuls. MaiJenhtad. Berks: Frtxlentk

James Dundis, Tlie Barrows. Charles Hill. Famhum

;

Walter Edpiu^rton. South CoUinirham. Newark. Notts:
•lohn William Fumiut Elliott, tih.^dycnGibe. Salcombe,
-. Dtvim: Arthur Ontuue Ellis, Spriii;-'tieM. Crowhorou^h,

bu.'v'-^x : Eesrimild Arthiu- Eric Ever>--Clayton. S?. Kussoil-

place, lit. Uartw(KKi. Lancashire : Leonanl ilartin Fiold.

Greenfield Hnuse. G.ispt>rt. Hants ; Cecil Umham ForI,

4S. BodntT-RKid. N.E. ; William ^Njthur Foster. I'ark

View, Manch»^ter-nvid. Acerintrton. L;ine;i.>ihire ; James
Edward FothcnriU. Chiuxh Drive. Arnold. Notts;

R^rinald Frank I,\-ne Freeman. 127. Gnnt-lane. Den-
mark Hill. S.E. : WalttT Charles Go(Mlchild. 41. Milden-

hall-niiiid. Clapton. N.E. : Alfred Huheit Tt'ston Uaint-s.

H. Cotham-ruad. Bristol. Gloucestershire; Doutrlas Harris,

10. K<'mola-ri.«ad, Heme Hill. 8.E. : Arthur Baldwin Hay-
wani. -17, Museum->tTeet. W.C., James Saimdei's Hazel.

li>, Wt5^t Fark, <.lift<..n. Biistol; Francis Radelitfe Hebden,
y. \\*hitehall-placc. S.W. ; Arthur Mvirhall Hickman.
Seaton Lodtre. ne-.ir Shrewsbury ; Geor^ Stanley Whit-
more Uinehlitf. 22, Grau?o-road. E:ilintr. W. ; Herbert
chirlf^s H'XkI. 12. Firsbv-rvwid. Stamfonl Hill. N. ; Percy
Kaynes Hopkins, 35, Onslow Ganlens. Highgate, N.

;

Andrvw Webber Hosegood, .Viler Faim. Williton, Somei-^
set ; Marcus Hoskius 4, Francis-tei-race. Carmarthen.
South Wales; Llnyd T'nsworth Hubble. The Elms.
Htmton. near Maidstone, Kent; William Frederick Arthur
Hudson. Fulboume. near Cambridge; Siimwel Keighley.
flO, Osbome-teiTaee. Albion-sti-eet. Burnley ; Frederick
Aueustus King. 11. Charieton-road, Tufnell Park, N.;
Wallace Stiokland I>ake, 2, Marlborough-roiid. Plymouth,
l>evoa; Frank Arthur Lees. 35, Mecklenburgh-square.
W.C.: Han-\-

-..--.. - ..

Kdwaid Arthur C Milk, 7. Maihi-s^m-road. West Ki-n.viii^-

toa. W. ; Felix Victor <."ullen, 22. Gix)svenoi'-itiad.

Gannersbuiy, W. ; Charles Aivhibald Daubney, 1. Well-
ingt'in-road, Pickham. S.E. ; Herbert Henry Dunstiill, I>.

New Ktiad-avtnue, Cbatliam. Kent: John Svilfrid Ejtrle,

.\ilert«.)n Tirtver, WtVdt^n. Lancashire ; .\lfred Cave Ellis
57. Chancer>'-l«ue. W.C. ; Arthur Edwai-d Fair. Estate
Otfice, Hai^b Hall, AVig-an. l^ancs; Robert Fisher. 37,

Ininan-road, Harlesden, N.W.; Hany Gale. G.iring-on-
Thames. Oxon ; Htnr>- Arthur .Vrmytage tiate. 20.

Mocklenbuivb-s^iuare, W.C. ; William I'ope Genge, jun.,
4'!. Ixmdun-nKul. Ejist Grinste:id. Sussex; Honrj' S\-dney
Hancock, Sydney-place. .St. Austell, Coni^\-all ; Tom Percy
Hartley, 7, tnirlinge-nwd. West Hampstead, N.W.

;

Rt'ginjild Charles Hassett, 14. Deriug-sti-eet. New Bond-
street, W. ; Lancelot (ioulder Hawkins, Hill House,
TueMlay Hill, King's Lynn, N<)rfoUv ; Ralph Frederick
llindmai'sli. G9, Gsbome - ixwid, Newcastle - on - Tvne ;

Arthur John Hoolev. Tlie College. All Saints, Deibv

;

Alfred Egbert Hooii.-r, 2t;, Uolj-well Hill, St. Alban's,
Ht rts ; Aithur Bumixby Howes, V.K\, High-road, lialham.
S.W. ; Gt-orgo H4)wliind, Rushymead, Coleshill. Amer-
sham, Bucts ; George "Whitaker Himt. Madresfield.
Malvern. Worcesterslure ; Hai-old Driver Jonas, 2.1. Pall
Mall. S.W. ; John Pattins^m Martin. Cranleigli, W>iidlmm-
mad, Salisbury, Wilts ; Thomas James Meaby. Canfonl,
Wimbome, Dorset : Frank Eustace Molyneux. Oakhurst,
Springfield-road. WaUington, SiuTcy; Charles Stewart
t>n\-in. Markbe^'ch. Edenbridge. Keiit; William Edwjtrd
King Palmer, Uimtingdon T/nlge, New MjUden, Sun-ey

;

Frank Percy Pratt, 1*7, Gifsliaui-sri-eet. E.C. ; Harold
Vezev Puiffety. ;*t, High-sti-eet. Ui^'h Wycombe, Bucks;
Douglas William Reeve. St. Moritz. Mulgn*ve-road,
Sutton. Surrey; John Roberts, Perfednant, Towyn,
Merionethshire ; Edgar Walter Situndei's, IC^S, Stapleton
Hall-road, Sti"oud "Green, N. ; Geonre Stanford, 2<),

George Leslie. 34, Ely-place,~'Holbom-
j
Waldecb-i-oad, Ealing-, W. ; Frederick William Shuitheiss

James BaiT Love. South-Eastem Agri- ' Stanton, care of ifi*. J. Manseigh. 5, A'ictoria-street,circus, E.C __ -_^-- , . - .- -- -_. -. „_ ,, ,

cultural College, Wye. Kent, Arthur WilliamHeniw Love- ' S.W. ; Hugh Charles Stokes, 4^7 Upper Baker-sti-eet
jess, 10, Sinclair-rmid, Kensington. W. ; John Luffing- N.W. ; Hltyd Thomas, 17. Quay-street. Carditf. South

Wales; •"William Edward Tix-nt. 48, Buxton-ro;id. Strat-
ford, E. ; Andrew Reed Upsdale. 191, Ham Park-ruad,
Forest Gat*, E. ; Thomas Blake Wacher, 2, Ethelbert-
road, Canterbury, Kent ; Herbert Andrew Cromartie
WarmingtJin. 11, Waterloo-place, S.W. : Sidney Pi-udden
Wigley. Winslow. Bucks : Artliur Codrington Williams.
Moor Court Farm, Spai-sholt, Winchester. Hants ; Richard
Ernest Hawai"d WiUiams, 100. Sewardstone-road, Victoria
Park, N.E. ; John Edward Wood. The Cedars, Sunbrny-

hiun, 22. Westdalt^n^id. Forest Hill, S.F. ; Andrew
Kidd McGaw. Glen-tana, Canon-street. Shrewsburv

;

Walter Marchant. Matfield, Paddock Wood. Kent;
Harold Greenwood Marrion, (>4, Plj-mpton - road.
Bnjndesbury. N.W.: WiUiaji Heniy Masters, Glen-
caim, Arthur - road, Southampton, Hants ; Darid
Benjamin Maxwell, The Nurseries, SUrubland Park.
Coddenham. Ipswich: John Mitchell, Woodbank.
Highfield Hill, Norwood. S.E. ; Ronald Walter MitchcU,

,
. , ^

South-Eastem Agricultural College, Wve. Kent ; Arthur
i
on-Thames ; Herbert Guy Buckell Wyatt, 10, West

William Moore, 29, Fleet-street, E.C. ; Ivor Cliarles ;
Pallant, Chichester, Sussex.

Morrison, Alma. St. Alban's. Herts; Clive Murdock.
South-Eastei-n Asricultunl College, Wve. Kent ; JDa^'id
Llewellyn Paton. 32, Stanslie!d-road, Brixton. S.W. ; John i

Irish Candidates. — Edward Acton Gibbon, The
Peirson, S/^.uth-F-astera Agricultural College. Wye, Kent ; Cottage, AVaterford, Ireland ; George Pakenham Stewart,
^^'alter Gilbev Penival, Somerset-oourt, Brent KnoU, 1

-^' Westland-row, Dublin, Ireland ; Henry Pakenham" "• '— - -. ^. . Stewart, 6, Leinster-square, Dublin, Irehmd.

Penfold Gold Medal, 1901.
,

I
Crawter Piize, 1901

.

tnerset : Albert F^lwai-d Fetter, 3, Moray Villas. Fish-
i rids, Bristol, Gloucester ; William Thomas Pilditch, 2.
PaU MaU E;ist. S.W.; Frances Winerfield Homfrav
Pinsent, S, Great Ormonde-street, W.C. ; Fnink Eraest
Pitts, 13, Penford-street, Camberwell, S.E. : James Kaw-
lence, Wilton, near Salisburv, Wilts; John Roberts.

StomsH Candidates. — James Mather. Strabane,
Brodick. N.B. ; Hugh Welsh, Dalzell Estates Office.
Motherwell. N.B.

. - - The followini^ Candidates passed the direct
Churton Villa, Tan-in-rc«d, ChesU-r ; Leonard Eustace Fellowship Examination in Division V. :

>:d(
.

K'u : !Y-pbtce. Shrewsbury. ShiY)pshire ; John
' ider, 1(1, Buokland Hill. Maidstone, Kent; Cuthbert Ellison Carr, 1. Cllingwood-sti-tsti-eet, New-

castle-»?n-Tyne ; Gi»y Beatunont Ewing, Mark Beech,
Edenbridge. Kent ; Alexander Gordon. 107, Queen
Victoria-street. E.C. ; William Robert Hobson, 7, Duke-
street, Adelphi, W.C. ; Charles Edwin Sturt, Torridon,
Selsdon-roatl, Wanstead, Essex.

Shipwiight. 17. Penfohl-street. Cumber
n Wilham Smith. ia>. Brazil-stivet. HiiU.

"* ^
'

'1 i Sp.^nce, The Patch, Glynde. Sussex

;

''- "'Iman, KeUham. Cmnleiirh. Suirev;
I -A-Aii--- 1 . •. \ •-.v^i-t. L. ArN. W. Railwav. it". Walton's-
pirade. Preston; (. hristopher Wilham' Surrev. 17a.
Nightingale-parade. Nightingale-lane. S.W. ; Fi-ederick ,. -. , . . t^. - • tt ,James Tallboy. Linnelwood. Muswell-avenue, Muswell l^st, passed the examination m Division II. and
!rill. N.

;
Rudolph Tanner. 29. Pelham-place, South Ken- lU. as a whole, hut failed in their T\-i>ical Sub-

;™^V^,kSS,^;n?N;'2Si'=Ligl'''SS: j-*-. Thirteen candidates, who passed the

Ledbarn Cottage. Lcighton Buzzarf. Bucks; Arthur examination as a whole m Divisions 1\ . and \ .,

Elliott Terry. "The Trossacks." Ashsttad. Surrev: also failed to pass in their T\'pical Subiect.
Sydney George Penn TW«fa,n. 62. Canonbuiv Park South. Fifteen out of fiftv-four candidates in the various
N

; Henr}- Pavne AVard, 29. Monson-iwiid. EedhilL n- • •
i " n i-

- :rrey; Arthur Sinith West. c.o. Mi-s. Case. 132. Keii^
JJi visions who came up for re-exammation in

:ieton Park-road. S.E. : Cecil MarstaU Wiiford. A in- their Tj-])ical .'Subject.'- have faOed again this
.Me. KirkrswaR E.S.O.. Cumbeiknd : Everai-d John ' year. It' is open to all theseforty-ciffhtcandidates
ilson^Messrs. Tuekett and Son. 2. Risiushall-street. ;„ „ftV, n,„Ji„i^„„ ,^;„ t Wnation on their

Twenty candidates, not included in the above

Williiim Ralph Baldwin Wiseman,
i lumdretts - road, Chorlton-cum-Hardv. Lancashire;
Howard John Wonnacott. 9. Wildash-l-oad, East Dulwich,
-.E.; Henri- >I««in Wright. Stapleford Lodge. Staple-
ford. Cambridgeshire . Walter Bi-ereton Wright. 22,
Eoscnthal-road. Catford. S.E. ; Henrv Charles Wylev,
St. Leonard's Close, Bridgnorth. Salop.'

; Driver Prize and Penfold Silver Jlediil.

rnghall-street,
{(, ^ggj. themselves again for exai

Lancashire
' Typical Subjects in Jlaich. 1902

THE EXGIXEER OR ARCHITECT AS
ARBITRATOR.*

THE position of the architect or engineer, when
called upon to arbitrate between the employer

!,

'e. Co. Louth; Henry James O'ReiUy. Sans and contractor, is one that has not been satisfiic-

V '^^nt^jiSTein';"'^
"*•'''''" ^''"'°'*' torily grra,sped by the legal mind, .ind any effort to

-ii Cvs'dibatks.—.Arthur 'John ilinlecs, Poit- elucidate the question involved in this particiJar
.ite Office. Kjlmamock. X.B. : John Chalmers professional work should be received with con-

1

.

.-Uitigua-rtr^et, Edinburgh.
^

sideration . Mr. Charles Ciin-ie Gregory, member
The follo\ying Professional Asssociates have ' of the Canadian Society of CiWl Engineers
seed the Fellowship Examination in Division : Assoc. Member of the liisf. of Civil Engineers,

'^ •
•

—

I
England, and Barrister at Law, of Osgoode Hall,

'!i^r^?j"'"''*.v^;??^' ^.'"*v '^'^'^: LUnover Aber-! and of the Bar of Xova Scotia, has published a

^^^iJ^'^^:i^"k.:^r:rtJt^^r-'>^r'^^^
i'^--'*

^^^ ^-^ twdtodeari
\ Queen-stixet. Westminster, S.\\'. ; 'Geoi-se Frederick "P " ^^'^' ^^ ^"2 diflicultie-S which arise in cases of ,

iurker. .3. Bucklen^hiuy. E.C; Harold Pullam Baslcy. ' arbitration under contracts. Having been I

li, Clarenc.-roa<i. Picklev. Kent; Chiu-Ie,s Winds, jr I'.cnv
69, Worple-road, Wim'bledon, S.W. ; Lionel ThuiNflcl'd
ftgg, Strathfleld Save, Mortimer. E.S.O., Berks ; Thomiis
Cashway Bliss. Couimrsburgh, Montpelier-i>iad. Ealing
W.

; Fi'ederick Owrge Brooker. Ehn Bank, Sevennaks,
Kent

; Arthur .iUen Brown, Crown Hill. Crovdon ; Ba-sil
Vas.sar Brut.m. 29. ntct-street. E.C. ; George Joseph
Bnizaud. Shetland?. Xi2hting;>le-lane. S.W. ; Harrr
Bliir, Rushden Ix-lge. Eushden. Xorthamptonshire":
Frank Herbert Buno- • " •^

. -

engaged for several years in engineering, and
also as a barrister, in que-stions arising in
connection with railway and canal arbitra-
tion, the author ought to kave a clear view
of the functions of the engineer or archi-
tect and his relation to this matter. There

i.'-.-i-Ti V _ T. „ , • - - ,
,

is no doubt much obsciu-itv in the mind of the

S^^ILl"E:S:^LU;^^;.^iS^'„a1^""HliL5r^^ '^'l
precise. functions of the aichi-

Sussex; Reginald Robert Burton, 7S. Aldemey-strect,
|

^"-''^ work. In the introduction the author
S^.; Christopher Chart, Union Bank Chambers' ' refers to the leading cases, and draws a reason

-

Ijoyaon; Francis Loriot Chattell. Lower Caraden, : ,
Ouslehnist, Kent; Xathaniel Chirk, jun.. Beamish Park,
Jntt Hill. R.S.O.. Co. Durham; Ernest Sevmour Clarke.
2, Lancaster-place. Strand, W.C; William James
Cochrane. Wr,o,ih,nds. Hetton-le-Hole. Co. Durham;

* The Engineer or .\Tchiteet as the .:Vrbitrator between
the Employer and the Contractor. By Ch.^sles Cckkie
Grekoky, M.Canadian Soe.C.E.. As.soc.M.In.st.CE., Bar-
rister-at-Law. London : William Clowes and Sons, Ltd.

able ciiiisuucl ion from llum ; the coui-sf of pio-

I

ceeding adopted in building contracts is given,
' and deductions are drawn tluit ;>ie logically sound,

I

b.ased on the rulings of such c;ises as " Scrivener
v. Pask " and "Kimberlcy v. Dick." Certain
truths and legal principles ought to be accepted :

such as that the employer who asks for tenders
for the execution of work in aceoi-dancc with
plans and specifications, does not thereby wanant
the correctness or pi-ictic;ibility of the plans.
It is the contractor who undertakes the work
who warrants the practicability. Again, the
parties to a contract must agree to a certain

intention, whether the contract is verbal or in
wiiting. The piutics unite in adopting language
to express their common intention. Then ;i court
of law, in interpreting such a contract, must
decide not upon a consideration of a particular

clause, but ujx)n the entire contract. Apparently

-

contradictorj- proWsions are not really so, but
capiible of being reconciled, as when oim provision

is a limitation of another. In most cases the .jury
' has to determine not an abstract question of time,
I or price, or qu;intity, or diligence, but to decide

i

whether the performance is reasonable in point of

I

time or quantity, price or diligence. These are
points that ought to determine the decision.

Chapter I. deals with the position in which the
engineer or ;u-chiteet stands towards the em-
ployer and contractor respectively. The author
puts the position thus: "In accepting an
appointment from an employer, the engineer or
architect undertakes re.sponsibUilies to the em-
ployer under the contract, hut to the contractor
only under the law. To the employer he
may be liable for an error in the performance of

his duties : but to the contractor only for a fraud
committed in the performance of his functions
under the contract." Again, that the architect's

functions shall not be e-xercised in bad f.aith is

the extent of his obligation to the contractor,

with whom he has no priority of contract ; while
to the employer he may be under the obligation

to perform all the duties he undertook. Views
differ as to whether the architect acts sometimes
as the agent of one party in some duties, .and as

the agent of both parties in other duties, or as

agent of neither party, but as a .judge between
them ; or whether, being appointed by the em-
ployer, he is to be regarded .as the agent of the
employer throughout all functions (see " Laidlaw
V. Hastings Pier Co.") In ordinary contracts

the aichitect is appointed to superintend and
' direct for the employer, and is also the
agent of the employer. It is not possible

to separate the functions. The author pro-

! ceeds to discuss the functions of the engineer

-

or ai'chitect in the contract under the follow-

I

ing heads :—(1) Functions of definition of the
I work required to be performed

;
("2) functions

of approver of work after it has been pcrfonned ;

(3) functions for the enforcement of diligenee on
the part of contractor : (4) functions of ascertain-

ing and certif^-ing the amounts payable to the
contractor ; (.5) functions of arbitration between
the parties. 'These several points are discussed
at length. We cannot follow the author through

: all his close-reasoned arguments. One thing is

clearly proved—that, without the architect's

deteiinination as to whether the work executed is or
is not in accordance with the requirements of the
contract, there is no certainty of the contract
being fulfilled, and therefore his satisfaction and
approval are necessarj', or at least tacitly to be
assumed . The principal instrument in determining
this is the certificate, the obtaining of which is

genei-ally made a part of the contractor's under-
taking. The certificate operates as a completion of
thedefinitionof thecmployer'sundertaking, also a
condition precedentfor payment. The author draws
a distinction between the functions—viz., those
the committing of which involves a concessionupon
the part of the contractor, and those in resjiect

of which no such concession is involved, as such
distinction affects the contractor's right to b©
relieved from his undertaking to abide bj- ths
architect's decision, on the ground of his being to
a less extent indifferent between the parties than
the contractor was led to expect at the outset.

These functions apply to tte time for completion,
the diligenee used by the contractor in respect of
progress made, advances to contractor, ..tc.

The chaptei's on each of the functions we have
mentioned deal in detail with various questions
of importance tothe architect. Thus the approval
of the aichitect of work performed can be proved
by a production of the certificate, and no contention
can afterw.ai-ds be set up by the employer to the

contrary. The remarks on certifj-ing for payment
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"re to the p-'iiit. The amhorshnws the necessity The io;nl iiurth from lieiioii towards Turin is

ofaccur.it' i:; asiiriiU'.'nts of tlu' work performed superb ami 'vvoiidirful—indeed, up till that time
when the amount is not fixed, and, iu the case of of my life I had never before seen anything so

,

oarthwork or excavation, of making such measure- < sublime. Turin iu those days was the seat of the
|

niTts dvrinir the progress of the work. The
[

Sardinian Government, So when I reached the
-less " etrliticates and " final "

j

city, T went directly to our Embassy, and stated

leh of these kinds of cei-tificatc.
j

my friendless case to a tall aristocratic -looking
I

lie III II I I. 11 iiiO parties to the contract should I attache in attendance, Avho advised mo to call
|

govern the provi-inn? as lo the manner payment ai;ain later on. When I returned after an
is to 1)0 made, or as to whether the contnict |)rite

i

inteiral of a few hours, he said some English
Uill he the consideration for the completion of

i
notabilities had been there in the interim, rela-

|

le whole work : or that portions are to be paid five to theii' passports, and hearing a distressed

,

fur l)y interim jiayments. As to the value of fellow-countryman was in the place, had left a
materials delivered upon the ground, many

\
couple of sovereigns for him. Here, then, was

disputes arise as to whether they should be in-

cluded in a proijress certitieate ; but the simplest

way is to vest the property in such materials in

tJic employer when delivered. The architect's

corn in Egypt, so, with many grateful thanks, I

took the moiu-y and departed ; but I had nut gone
1)0 yards when a sudden thought apparently struck

him, and he called out for me to come back. Then,
approval as shown by a progress certificate does not I looking me keenly up and down, with a meaning
bind him to the approval of the entire glance 1 have never forgotten, he delivered him-
work : it may develop defects, and therefore the

, self thus: "Look here, yotuig fellow, you've
contractor cannot claim any right before the been very lucky to-day, but " here he shook
approval is given of the complete work. Other his finger, warningly, "don't try this little

sections, on the contractor's plant, pen.alties, the
j

game again !

"

function of the architect as arbitrator between
the parties, ami the chapter on " extras " are very
fully iliscussed in their several bearings under a

contr.act, and ought to throw some light on the

subject. The author has attempted, perhaps

It was on Dec. G, 1804, that I arrived at Susa
in Piedmont : tired enough, too, for between
Turin and the latter place, much of the road
is exceptionally rough and mountainous. The
ne.xt day, without any idea, at starting, how

rather verbosely, to apply legal principles to the
j

long the purnc y would take, I crossed Jlont
•juestions that arise, and to discover certain dis

tiuctions between the decisions of the Courts, that

ought to be a guide in arriving at sound cou-
olusions. The text would liave been rendered
more convenient for reference if marginal head-
ings had been introduced. The profession will

find Mr. Gregory's work to be a useful manual
for reference in matters of arbitration between
coatracttng piirties.

V TKA^ir (IYER JIOXT CENIS THIRTY-
SEVEX YEAR.S AGO.

By H.tniiY Hems.

[with LITIIOGK.iPHIC ILI.lSTltATIOXS.]

{Cua'iniieifrom p. .")87.)

T is a curious, but stubbornly stern, fact, tliat

1

C'enis. The following is what is recorded in my
diary of that particular day's work :

—

" ^Yednesday, Dec. 7.—There was a furious

row in the nlbcrijo last evening. A number of

mountaineers were playing at cards together in
the common room, when suddenly they all fell

into a fury, and. jumping up, started stabbing
one another with their knives. One man was
Killed right out, and several wounded. However,
it was no business of mine, and after the body had
been carried out, the good ostrssa, quite imcon-
cemedly, sanded the floor where the blood was
thickest. Everybody hereabovits takes me for a

.Sp.anish stonemason—I suppose because of the
j

plaid comforter I wear. The ontellu is called the
• lioiine Femiiie,' and living, as is usual here-
abouts, is very cheap. I paid this morning for

|

last night's dinner (macaroni soup, boiled mutton,
;

bread, and a pint of wine) together with an
excellent bed, 8.5 centimes (Sid.) It was about
half-past seven last night when I arrived.

By daylight Susa looks a picturesque little place, i

However, I did not stop long about, for I had
representing .almost every civilised Mont Cenis to cross, so with an apple .and some
save our own—have Government funds bread, and a good drink of goat's milk I started

England is the only great Power in the world
>ihi) takes no practical interest in her subjects

—

save and excepting her sailors)—when they find

themselves in trouble or distress abroad." The
Consuls
country
placed at their disposal, with which to help their the ascent about S a.m. The sun was already

}

•own particular compatriots, when applied to, to
|

quite hot and told upon the weight of my tools", i

get home, should they be unable to do so other- . The road all the way up is a zig-zag-—a'sort of I

wise. British < 'onsuls are practically po\verless ' ' dwidlum-twine '—it tiu'ns and twists most
to do this officially, although, out of the kindness

,
vexatiously. There is little satisfaction after I

of their hearts, they occasionally provide a little
j

toiling up steep ascents for an hour or two,
help from their own private piu-ses. I to find one's self only a few hundred yards above

I"'i)r an Englishman, P;u-is is, perhaps, the
|
where you were before, and literally, according to

readiest pl.ace abroad to get home again from, if the map's plaiij not an inch fm"ther on one's
!

he finds himself "stone-broke." The plan
simplicity itself. ICnock off the tlwpeaii of the
first gendarme that comes along, and, in due
"ourse, one finds oneself " run-in." The next
morning, if unprovided with the necessarj' means
!o pay the fine, the jii'lije ih- -pa'ix directs your
•jeotion fi-om the country .as an " tindesinible."

journey. On the right, as we ascend, is seen a
perfectly flat plain far, far below, encii'cled by
mountains, tht; highest of which seem of terrific

height. A village nestles iu the midst of this

valley.
" As 1 went along, found much time and useless

toil is saved on this worrying ' turn-about ' road
So otf you go by early irain to Boulogne, in ' by following the tracks of the water-courses : .so,

eliarge of a coui>Ie of wjen's ile pulii-r, who p\it
j

in keeping a sharp look-out as to the direction
youuj>on_the first steamer leaving for England, these take, and by a bit of active climbing ever
Then politely bid(ling you adieu, they remain I and .igain, half a mile is often saved. After a
upon the quay until the ship staits for the shores ' continuous ascent or some six or seven miles, the
if Alluon . road—hanng by this time gained a tolerable
Well do r i-.eoUect. when upon my home^ward altitude—is "for many miles fairly level and direct.

tramp from Tuscany, reaching (icnoa, of which Hereabouts were pa'ssed two timnels cut in the
n very old Italian proverb says: "That it has ' rock, both made at what looked like i>articularly
.sea^ without fis^h, land without trees, .and men , dangerous places, andevidentlyustdinextraseycre
without faith.'' On calling upon the ]5ritish

<'onsul there, he sjiid, curtly :
" Come to-mon-ow

at 1 o'clock. There is an English captain whoso
ship is lying in the ^lole, who h.as lost his
•arjienter overboard. He's going up the Black
Sea, and afterwards retm-ns direct to England.
You will probably be able to work your way home
as carpenter."

weather as protection for travellers from drifts and
avalanches. l"p till now I had seen no snow : the
sceneiy is emphatically trh-hoii, and the quaint
costumes of the few Picdmontese peasantry met now
and again help the grouping of the pretty
picture immensely. Suddenly, however, yea,
almost at a jump, the aspect of all things
changed. Instead of green pastur:ige and fertile

'Xot if I know it," was my thought, as 1 ' mountain slopes, alive'^with herds of ' friskv goats
turned on my heel. " No going up the Black and their raprettos browsing (jtiietly, whilst long-

bearded old iJiUics stood nmte and solitary sen-
Sea in winter, and with no flannels or water-
prwfs either." However, I presented myself
next moraing, and was didy cross-examined by
the skipper, who qui!stioned me about caulking,
and that sort of thing. Presently, turning to the
Con.sul, he contemptuously remarked :

" A bloom-
ing idiot like that is no" use to me." He was
•luitc right in his reckoning up. I wasn't.

tincls, with outstretched necks, upon the topmost
point of some lichen-gi-own crag ; snow came in
evidence at. every hand. The snow to-ilay (as I

understand it is always for nine months in the
year) is very deep, and w;ilking awfully slip-

perv'. Locomotion is further much impeded to

the unfortunate i)edestrian by the ruts of the

sleighs that run between France and Italy.

These are constantly passing over the snow, and
render parts of the road—(Xapoleou was a rare
road-maker)—^just like so many long and never-
endinjv slides. The secnory hereabouts is most
striking. All around is practicaUy the depth of

winter, although only this time yestei'day I was
trudging perspiringly through tbe ^ineyards of

Lombardy. The various Alpine peaks around
rise to a tremendous height. Everything is com-
pletely bare of vegetation, save here and there a
solitary jnue-trec, gaunt and stem, its foliage

dark, grim, and wind-blo\vn, stands out almost
startlingly in the midst of the most dazzling white
surroundings.

" It was verj- pleasant just hei-e.ibouts to be able
to greet once again my old friends the telegrajA
wires. Fi-om Susa, they come direct across the
plain of S. Nicolo. and then up the steep sides of

the mountain—what a rough time the wire-men
must have had to fi.x them ! We are nearly np
on the top of the pass now—although still higher
peaks rise around. All along the road here-
abouts, at short intervals, are refuges—the local folk
call them * hospices '—in which men, and even
families, permanentlj- reside. The occupants clear
the snow as far as possible from the actual road,
throwing it over the steep hillside ; during storms,
fog, &c., ring bells for the guidance of belated
travellers. I counted these houses (they .are much
like those attached to toll-gates at home) ; there
ai-e '20 of them; went up some tremendous zig-

zig galleries, the ascent of which upon a more or
less (n-oro than less) empty stomach, was yeiy
trying, for my tools were heavy, although, thank
God, my heart is light enough, with my face

homeward bound. Just about here I passed
a string of thirty-eight mules, trotting contentedly
along, one behind the other, all going in

perfect order, and totally unaccompanied.
Where they were off to, was a query,
but it is to be assumed they "were bound for

Susa. It was just after reaching the summit of

Cenis that the Italian ban-ier was reached.
Thinking the house to be an inn, I entered, and
found it occupied by a miserable-looking Italian

official, enveloped in blankets, and with a rug
thrown over his head. His face was much
swollen with toothache. With a most unnatural
grin, he languidly told me] his was ' no
place of entertainment.' I thought so too,

judging fi'om internal appearances.

" Here is a large piece of table-land, maybe six

or seven miles square ; this crowns the top o£

the Pass. Here, too, are a few houses, at one
of w-hich I had a good hearty mid-day meal. It

consisted of the hard white cheese of the country,

which may be seen drying in birdcages by t'ne door

of every little house one passes : a sort of mummied
polony, plenty of almost blatk bread, and a

bottle of capital wine. All went do^wn splendidly.

I paid a demi-franc (fivepence) for the lot. On
the opposite page is a recently-taken photograph
of the group of moimtain residences in question.

All around are seen still higher glaciers—the cold

is really terrible, and seems to pierce one through
and through. I'pon the south side of the road,

and opposite to the hamlet illustrated, is a lake

which, although deeply fi'ozen, seems as clear as

cry.stal, the constant highwind, blowing so high up
aloft here, keeping any fallen snow fi-om resting

permanently upon the ice. This lake is declared to

be bottomless. The fish, I was assured, caugl
''

in its water, are eyeless. Presently, met a1

aged monk (foot - bare oven here) ; whei

he came from or where he is going
is as much a mystery as was the Ion;

file of mules passed a few hours ago. The oli

j

chap was exceedingly filendly, and gave me a^

I
pinch of snuff and his ble-ssing. Resimiingm;'

1
walk, at length came to the first French Eefugo,

situated just at the verge of the descent down'

: into Savoy. W.as glad to see here the familiar
;_

directing blue notice-iron, such as one meets witM;
everywhere upon the roads throughout the whole

length and breadth of France. It was just after

passing this boundary (the space—some miles

—

between here and the last Italian hospice is prac-

tically No :;ian's Land) that I bargained for

j
twenty centimes ('id.) with a couple of waggoner*,

i in charge of a sleigh to give me a lift soiaras
' Lans le Bourg, a \-illage situated many milosi

below, at the western foot of Jlont C'enis. Thosa
sleighs are roughly composed of two sleeper's laii

parallel to one another, and kejit apart about thi

width of a cart by cross-pieces. Ppon thesei

' latter is rigged a franu'work to caiTy the mer-

I

chandiso. '\vhich is piled high up and fastened

1
firndy and tightly liy a couple of stiff ropes

:miiii
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running fi-om front to rc:ir, tiglittncd bya rude sort

of windlass. The mules pull tlioir loads dovra the

long winding mountain gallorics at a tremendous

rate, and the motion, perched on the top,

although Hither perilous, is easy and pleasant.

The cold, however, was dreadful, and I was much
afraid mv poor feet would have been fiost-bitten.

JIv hardv mountaineer waggoners did not seem

to'feel the cold at aU. Well they might stand it,

however, for with their great fur gloves (no

lingei-s to them), booted up to their thighs, and

wearing long striped hooded cloaks, they both

lookai a cross between -Vi-abs and Laplandoi-s '.

Ji^t before aniving at Lans-lc-l!omg, we passed

some ppiismts making a rough tramway alongside

the road, although for what object intent I did not

learn. I'n arriving at the village (of which an
illustration is given), I i>arted company with my
good-natured Jehus, and continued my j'oiu'ney

17 ^iVrftowai-dsTermignon, honestly glad, although
tired after the jxiintuUy cold ride, to be on my
legs again. Eventide had, of course, longset in ;

but it was an exquisitely moonlight night, and
fhe mountain scenery between Lans-lc-Bourg
and Tcrmignon (about Similes) was stupendously
magniticcnt. Curiously, it w.as here that for the

fii-st time since leaving England I felt rather

nervous. It was all on account of the wolves.

I understood from the friendly waggonei-s
that some of these hon-id animals— toiipcs

I think they called them—had been seen in the
neighbourhood lately, and. indeed, with question-

able appetite had devoured an old woman, whom
they had attacked, whilst returning home alone

from market. The neighbourhood was par-
ticidarly lonely. I never met a soul between the
two places, passed no houses—no anything, save
awfully deep ravines, at the bottom of which, in

some unseen and feaHul depths, torrents rushed
and cjiscades boiled galore. Further, at everj-

turn there were almost perpendicvdar precipices,

dark pine forests, and glaringly white snow.
This snow appejirixl to reflect and re-reflect the
moon's I'ays until all seemed light as day.
Penned in as it were by a gulf on one
hand and wild cniel-looking rocks on the
other, .and with nought in time of need to

defend myself with, save a stout w.alkifig - stick

bought for a few pence in Tottenham Court-
road, W., six montlis before, it was at best
a horrible tho'ight to reilise that there w,-iseven a
remote chance of being eaten iq) fall but one's
buttons pei"haps :-) by a merciless and ugly-looking
pack of wolves. I confess to have felt a trifle

uncom''ort.alile ; but just then the sound of merry
tinkling bells c,^me pleasantly to my eai*s. It

was the jingle of the diligence that connected
Srvoy with Piedmont, and presently the latter

passed, six in hand. Almost directly afterwards
I arrived at Termingnon. This was at 8 p.m..
exactly twelve hours after leaving Susa.

" Thursday, Dec. 8.—Termignon this morning
appears to be in a particularly protected and
sheltered position. It is situated haid by the
base of Jlont C'enis, the Uiver Arc, by an im-
mense ciuve, almost completely surrounding it,

and m.aking it nearly an island. I was natui'ally

tathc-r tired, last night, after my up-and-down
mountain walk yesterday, but the famous dinner
I had at lliis lor/e a picil soon took away .all re-
membrances of the day's fatigue. Prices here, as
in Lombardy, are particularly modest, even when
seen though the sj>ectacles of a humble wa\-farer
like myself. For dinner 1 had two large bowls
of soup, a bit of cold mutton, lots of mountain
bread, and half a pint of wine, and a very good
bed in a l;trge dormitory, for S5 centimes" (.5^1.)

.So if I am a poor foreigner tramping somewhat
painfully home to old England again, I am,
happily, practically in clover, for

—

By studying economy
I live like a lord."

Here then ends a Iciif from anolddiarj". Suffice
to add, after sundry adventures, I found myself
—tools and all—once again in old England, just
in time, too, to eat a happy Christmas dinner
with •• The Old Fo^-s at Home."

HOW TO ESTIMATE

:

• OF BUILDEUS'
OR, THE ANALYSIS
PRICES.—vir.

By JoHX T. Rea, F.S.I., Surveyor, War Dept.

CONCRETE WORK. '

IX estimating the quantity of materials requii'ed
for concrete, it must bo borne in mind that

t1io size of the pieces of which the aggi'egate is

-posed, influences the content of the spaces or

intei'stices between them, and therefore the

amount of the lime, cement, and sand, in the
matrix to fill these up. The liu-ger the stones the t

greater will be the voids between, and the more
1

decrease of b;ilk will there be in the whole of the
materials after mixing. This diminution may be
as nuich ,is one-third, but with ordinaiy materials
one-fifth may be taken as an averge : a further
sliglit compression of one-tenth t.akes place in

i

laying and ramming. Such lessening of bulk '

must be taken into consideration in calculating
;

the extra amount of materials required, and is

best ascertained by actual trial ; by filling a

water-tight bo.x with materials well wettetl to

avoid further absoiiition, and measmung the
quantity of water it is necessary to ])0\\x in to fill

up all the interstices. The cavities can be
rt-iluced by breaking the stones to as many
different sizes as possible, which is very importiint

if good concrete is to be produced, as the cement
is intended to unite all the various portions, large

and small, of the .aggregate, and not to make a
mortar simply to till up the voids. Concrete
should, in fact, contain as much broken material
md as little mortar as possible, and stone-

crushing machines jiroduce more iiTcgiilar frag-
ments, of vaiious sizes, than stones broken by
hand, though the latter are sharper.

The following shows the .amount of voids in

stone broken to different sizes, and in other

raateriaLs :^
Stone broken to 2iin. gauge has 10ft. cube

ofjVoids per yard cube, or 37 x)er cent.
Stone broken to 2in. gauge has lOgft. cube

of voids per yard cube, or 40 .,

Stone broken to r^iii. gauge lias llift. cube
of voids per yard cube, or 42 ,,

Clean shingle or burnt clay has 9ft. cube of
voids per yard cube, or 33 ,,

Clean sand has 6ft. cube of voids per yard
cube, or .'. *2-2 „

Thames balla-<!t (which contains sand) has
4Jft. cube of voids per yai-d cube, or 16 ,,

Further, the shrinkage in bulk of the lime ind

sand, or cement and sand, as a result of mixing
with water when made into the mort.ar or matrix,

must also be considered. This diminution for

lime and sand is usually \ (2.5 per cent.), and for

cement and sand J (17 per cent.) The reduction

varies according to the proportion and nature of

the ingredients, and a useful table, giving a great

deal of such information in relation to various

mortal's, will he found in Rivington's " P>uilding

Construction," Vol. III., where other v<aluable

informafion on aggregates and concrete genei-ally

will likewise ba found. The wTiter has proved
this reduction in concrete in the follo\ving

manner :—A bottomle.ss box measure, oft. Gin. by
; 3ft. 4in. by 1ft. 6in. = 1 yi-u-d cube, was first fiUed

; with .aggregate for concrete—Portland cement
and gi-avel wiih sand, mixed diy. This, after

being taken out of the lio.x, was twice turned over

and wetted, filled back ag'ain, and well rammed,
and was then found to have simk 3iin., or about
one-fifth. Therefore, when this concrete was
wetted and rammed, it was reduced one-fifth in

bulk, or 20 per cent. Thus 12 measures of this-

sized box made 10 yai-ds cube of concrete.

Materials for Concrete.—These are b.allast,

,
broken stone, gravel, shingle, ite., for the aggre-

;

gate ; and lime, cement, and sandfor the m.ati'ix.

Water for Concrete.—From lOg-al. to SOgal. of

water are required in making one cubic y.ard of

concrete, the quantity in each case depending
upon the materials used and their proportions.

The average quantity may be taken as 2-5g.al.

I

The cost can be put down at Id. per yard cube,

which is the rate allowed by the East London

I

jWater Company ; in the country it may be nil.

I Labour for Concrete.— .-i. labourer can mix,
including measuring the materials and turning

! over t\\'ice dry and watering, 8 yards cube of con-
I Crete per day, or .say one yard in 1'- hours, mixing
; only. And he can mix, wheel, deppsit. and ram
half that amoimt, or 4 yards cube per day, equiva-

lent to one yard in 2J hoiu^s. Some clerks of

works assert that only 2 yards cube can be done
per day, which includes, in addition to the fore-

going, labburei's getting water, ganger for super-

vision, &c., and laj-ing complete. But this seems
a low estimate, and much depends upon the

dri\-ing power of the foreman.
Some examples of analysis of concrete will now

be given :

—

EXA.MPLE 1.

—

Concrete composeil of 1 part Stone

Linie to 6 parts Thames Ballast.—This ballast con-

tains the necessary sand, of which there is one-
' third, the rest being gravel. In practice \\ cubic

yai-ds of ballast .are allowed for each cubic yard

I

of concrete, including waste, which will cover the

diminution of the sand in the ballast, a reduction
that has .already been given at one-fourth. A
similar allowance must also be made for the dimi-
nution of bulk in the lime, plus one-sixth for 1(>

per cent., as stated in the previous table) for tho
voids in the ballast, or say for adjustment by
adding half bushel of lime to the 3J bushels
already apportioned, making 1 bushels in all. In
this and other cases, the proportions of lime or
cement and sand should be taken with reference

to the bulk of the ballast or .shingle before mixing,
.and not to that of the whole of the materials when
added together.

s. A.
iVj yards cube (.3.3ft. cube) of Tliames balliistat

4s. 6d 5 4J
4 bushels (or .')'l,36ft. cube, being proportion of 1 to

6) of stone lime at S'.d 2 9
25 gallons of water 1

Labour in mixing, wheeling, depositing, and ram-
ming, 2} hours labourer at Uil. .

,

13

Add 10 per cent, profit, say ... nj-

Total cost iwr yard cube 10 5

When large quantities are mixed at once, there

is a saving in both material and labour, resulting

in a coiTcsponding reduction of cost per yard cube.

It is sometimes convenient to work out the

an.alysis for (i (.'ubic yards of concrete lumped,
taking G yards of ballast to 1 yard of lime

:
jdus

allowances for diminution), and diriding the

total result bj- C to obtain the cost of 1 yard cube.

For a pi'oportion of n to 1,5 yards of ballast and
1 yrtrd of lime (plus allowances for diminution)

would be taken, and so on : so that generally

it is better to compute the v;ilue of a larger

quantity, and from that calculate the sm.aller by
division.

Example 2.

—

Concrete composeil of 1 part Lias or

Ui/ilraalic Lime to 6 part.i Thames Ballast.—In this

instance the extni cost wnll only bo the difference

in price between stone lime and lias lime, .and

the analysis will be as before.
s. a.

1^ 3 yards cube of Thames ballast at 4s. Gd 5 4J
4 busliels of ground lias or hydraulic lime at lOd.... :i 4

25 gallons of water 1

Labour, 25 hour's at 6d. per hour 1 .T

10 0?
Add 10 per cent, profit . 1 Oi

Total cost per yard cube -11 1

Ex.\MPi.E 3.

—

Concrete composed of 1 part I'ort-

laiiil Cement to (> parts Thames Ballast.—The
diminution of bulk for cement and sand is one-

sixth, plus .another one-sixth for the voids in the-

ballast. The shrinkage of cemeat being less tiiaa

lime, only 3f bushels need now be reckoned to
the yard cube.

•'

.s. d.

1 r 5 vard cube of Thames ballast at 4s. 6d o 4^
3^ bushels of Portland cement at Is. lOd « lO.V

25 gallons of water 1

Labour. 2^ hours at Gd. 1 -T

la 71

Add 10 psr cent, profit, say ,

.

. . 1 4J

Total cost per yard cube 15

Ex.\MPLE 4.

—

Concrete composed of \pirt Port-

l<ind Cement to G parts Broken Sfon-, lin. flanffe, and '

2 parts Sand.—This is a very common make of
concrete where ball.ast of any sort is not obtain-

able. With reference to these projiortions Mr.
Hui-st says :

" As a rule Ic.yd. of broken stone,,

screened gravel, or clean shingle is required to

make Ic.yd. of concrete : but if the .sand lie

increased beyond the above proportion, the-

quantity of shingle required is diminished, though
in a somewhat less ratio th.an the sand."

1 yard cube (27ft. cube) of stone, hand broken to s. d..

2in. gauge 4 (>

^ yard cube (9ft. cube) of pit^sand at 6s 2
'
6 yartl cube (4ift. cube\ or allow 3| bushels of
P. cement .it Is. lOd. i.: lOJ

'25 gallons of water 1

Labour. 2^ hours at 6d. 1 3

!4 .St

Add 10 per cent, profit 1 5i

Total cost per yard cube 16 2

Concrete Foundations for Paving, ^e.. Gin. thjek.

—A yard super . of concrete Gin. thick would bo
one-sixth of a yard cube, to which must lie added
the extra labour in spreadin,g and levelling. A
man ought to do of this 40 yards super, per day,

or, say, one yard in a quai'ter of an hoiu-.

Therefore

—

s. d.

t'e yard cube of bAllast and cement concrete at 15s. 2 6

J hour extra labour in spreading and levelling

atOd 1:}

Tot;il cost per yard super., including profit 2 TJ
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A laboiu-cr «t11 mix concrete outside a liuildinij.

wheel 20 yjirds, and hoiat to an upper floor with

a bucket and rope, then spread and ram, 4iu.

thick, 5 yards super, per man jior day of 10 hours ;

ditto, 6in. thick, 4J yards suger. per man per day

of 10 hours.

FloalDit) Surfaces of Cvurrrlr nirl bringing lu a

fair Facf.—In the proportion of 1 to 2, one bushel

of cement and two bushels of .sand will cover

9 yards super. .\ bushel = I't y»rd cube. On a

straightforward job a man can execute 20 yards

sup«r. per day, or 1 yard super, in half an hour.

s. d.

1 bushel of Fortlanil cement at 19. lOd 110
2 „ or *

,1 yard cube of sund at &. Gi

CoKt of 9 >-ard.s !>)2 43

CoHtof 1 yard
labour, 1 hour bricklayer at lOrt.

Add protit

3}

8!
oj

ToLiI cost per yard sup<!r 9

The above is merely a "fair" face, and does

not imjily a faultless finished surface for walking

upon.

Marhine-Mitde Concrete.—\Vhin large masses of

concrete have to be made for enf,'ineprin!; works,

it is more economical to employ concrete luixinf,'-

machines, the use of which reduces the cost of

mixing to one-third of that done by hand. These
machines measure and mix the materials auto-

matically, and will turn out from 10 to 70 (aibic

yards of concrete per hour. They may be

worked by hand-power or by steam ; the latter,

of course, necessitating engine, boiler, rails and
tipping-waggons, iSrc.

DIHIXAGK.

Drain-jiipcs are moasureil at per foot run, in-

cluding digiiing trenches, laying and jointing

pipes, and tilling in and ramming, up to ISin.

diameter ; above that size the digging should be

taken separately. Sometimes the digging, and
the laying and jointing, are given separately

altogether. The depth of digging is averaged
.and stated. A bricklayer and labourer will lay

and joint 100ft. run of 4in. pipe per day = 10ft.

per hour = 1ft.. in -,\r hour. Therefont a table

can be prepared as follows :

—

.\ briukluyer and labourer will lay and joint
1ft. run of 4ia. pipe in, Vj^ hour.

,\ bricklayer and labourer will lay and joint
1ft. run of fiin. pipe in 3/ao „

A bricklayer and labourer will lay and joint
1ft. run of 9in. pipe in i^'so .,

.\ brickbiycr and labourer will lay and joint
1ft. run of rjin. pipein 3',^ ,.

trenches. A common and ready method of

charging this is to put down Id. i)er foot run for

each foot in liepth. The cost of a trench 3ft.

deep would therefore be juiced at 3d. per foot

run. The prices for other sized pipes are dealt

wHth in a similar manner.

Beifh, Jiiiictinns, it'c, exirn only over Cost of\

Pi/v.v.—Those, including digging, jointing, and
[

laying, have .already been measured in the

straight i>ii>iiig. so
" are now merely valued

!

according to the extra cost of the bend, &c.,
j

itself over that of a similar length of drain-pipe.

Allow -ift . of drain-pii)e to equal a bend in length

;

then extra only for a liu. bend would be—
5. d.

Costof 4in. bend (- 2ft. of straight pipe! llj

Deduct cost of 2ft. of lin. pipe at 3fd T

a
05

1

.\ddprofit

Total co.«t 5

Taper pieces and single junctions may be taken

as equivalent to 2ft. of pipe, and double junctions

to 3ft. of pipe. These, therefore, arc the lengths

deducted.

Traps, xiplwn, teithont eleaniiiff eije, niid set in

eemeiil.—This would be de.alt with as below, sup-

posing the trap to equal 2ft. of pipe. For 6in.

siphon trap

—

s. d.

fiin. siphon tmp, without cleaning eye .S 4

Cement and sand for jointing and setting 1

Labour in setting. = tvrice that for Ift. of 8in. pipe 3

As this would probably be set in a manhole,

the digging would be taken with that.

Glazed xtoneivare GiiUij Trap fur yard, with iron

Grating and Gin. outlet, and set in cement complete.—
There would be digging, and a concrete bed
would be necessary.

1 .6

1.3 s. d.

2 . 10 - say 3^,, vavd cube, excavation at lid. Ij

1 . fi

1 . 6
. B

1.2 = say '.,, yard cube, cement concrete

at 1.5s." 8
Add to last item-s for work in small quantities IJ
GuUytrap, P.C 5
Cement for fixing 1

Labour, setting and connecting to drain, | horn-

bricktoyer at lOd 7i

6 7.4

T'i

For jointing reckon 1 bushel of cement for 3(j

jtants in 4in. pipes
For jointing reckon 1 bushel of cement for 24

joints in
, 6in. ,,

One bushel of cement and sand will joint 150ft.
run of ... 4in. ,,

The valuation can then be easily shown in
detail.

Laying andjointing in Cement iin. glazed Stone-
ware Drain-Pipe, including' digging Trenches in

common ground, arerage Zft. deep to invert, and
filling in and ramming.—In trenches for pipes the
width at bottom should be taken at least 1ft. in
addition to the diameter of the pipe, to enable the
men to get their hands all round the sockets when
jointing; 2ft. wide ought, therefore, to be suf-
ficient tor pipes from 4in. to 12in. diainoter.
Each length measures 2ft. The railway rates
arc generally f6r 2-ton lots and upwards.
I .0
2.0
;i .

- - « . oft. cube = , ^i^t^ yartl cube digging in s. d.

) trenches at lid., a.s before. 2]
Digging

I
•'i7 yard cube, return, lill in

' ftndram.atGd..a.sbefcrc... i\
[ 1ft. rtm of 4in. glazed stone-

Material ' wan? pipe at 3*d.
3.J

' Comentand sjincffor jointing O.t

(
Laying 1ft. of tin. pipe= Vio

I*aying
J

hour at Is. 4d. fbricklayer
lOd., and labourer Od.) ...

I
Ij

9
.VldptoHt 1

Tn* il co^t per foot run 10

The cubical contents of cavity filled in is the
.Msloniary mea.surement , as the earth made
-irplus by the oocu|)ation of the drain -pipe is
now beaten in by the r.imming. The digging
and returning would scarcely cost so much aa
indicated, as it is made easy by the very shallow-

Add profit

Total cost

Bnds of l)i ain-pijjrn made good m eementto down-
pipes, pits, i?r., and including all cutting.—This is

oiily labour and a little cement.
s. d.

Labour, s hour bricklayer at lOd. . 6|
Cement for connecting . IJ

8}
Add profit el

Total cost 9

Agrirulturiil Drain-pipes arc measured by the
yard run, and for large areas in connection with
sub.soil land drainage by the acre, including ma-
terial and digging. They are laid dry, without
any ('cnienting material, and their ends simply
abutting. The trenches arc very narrow', wider
at the top than iit the bottom, and cut with special

.shaped s]jadcs. the pipes being laid at various

depths ancl distances apart according to the nature
of the subsoil. These data being given, the

length of piping and cost of excavation can
readily be ascertained. .\n acre contains 4,840
square yards, or say OOj; yards run each way.
The laliour in laying per lineal y.ard would vary
from |d. for 2in. pipes to Id. for Gin. pipes. Each
length i»12in. or l.iin., and for ISin. lengths the

laying in detail would apjiear

—

1 yard 2in. agricultural pipes = \ ,000 at 35s. per r. d.
thousand li

Labour in la>'ing ditto - 0}

U
Addprofit : OJ

Total cost per yard run 1^

If the item includes digging, then the cost of

this nnist also be worked out and added, as shown
under stoneware pipes.

{To he continued.)

3IEJ10RIALS OF OEE.\TEE LONDON.*

THE first instalment of "The Survey of

London," undertaken by the Committee

for the Memorials of (jreater London, and edited

bv Mr. C. K. Ashbee, M.A., from the materials

collected by merabei-s of the Committee, under the

auspices of the London County Council, has been
published in a quarto form. The area dealt with

is the I'arish of Bromley-by-Bow. The work is

illustrated by a large map of the parish, drawn
to a scale of 25-34 inches to a mile, and by
plans and photographic reproductions of old

drawings in the Committee's MS. collection, '-

and from various sources. The volume before"

us is the first of a series of volumes intended •

to describe the memoi-ials for the whole of ;

the Metropolis. In 1896 vSir John Lubbock
moved that the General Purposes Committee
" consider and report, in the case of thecontem- -.

plated destruction of any building of historic or -

architectural interest, what covirse of action the

Council sho\ild adopt." Active steps were at once

taken by this committee to carry out the Council's

wish, and early in 1897 they sent in a report as

to what they had done. A list of all buildings of .

historic or architectural interest in London was ..'.

undertaken by a sub-committee. Various archi- J
tectural and ' archaeological and other societies r.

were conferred with, a conference was held, and ?

representatives of the various societies attended,
;

and Sir Robert Hunter, representing the National

Trust for Places of Historic or Natural Beauty,

expressed the opinion of the societies that a

register of buildings of interest should be com- _

piled ; that such a register be continued and '.

amplified from time to time, and be printed by the

Council with suitable drawings and illustrations.

A large amoimt of material had already been -

collected by the Comuuttee for the Survey of .

_

the Memorials of Greater London, and their

labours have been generously handed over to the -

Council for publication. In 1898 a statutory

power was obtained to -protect buildings and
places of historic interest, the Council being

empowered, if they think fit, to purchase by
agreement such buildings and places, or to con-

tribute towards their preservation. So far, the

Council has been foremost in protecting buildings

and places of historic interest, and we hope other

local authorities in the country will soon follow,

so that places of interest and beauty may be .

preserved from spoliation.

The Survey Committee owes its biith to the

destruction by the London School Board of the old

Palace of Brcimlev, which is described and illus-

trated in this volume. The old house was in good

repair, the timbers were perfect, and the interior

panellingand detailsfairly preserved. In the present

volume we have carefuUy-scaled plans of the old

Palace, a section and several photo, illustrations

of the beautiful fireplace and panelling of the state

room, re-erected at the South Kensington

'

Museum, of the chimiie\-piece, carving, and.

details of frieze, cornice, and Pioyal arms, besides

several sketches of the orn.ament in the ribbed

ceiling on first floor, fi-iezes, &c., which are ot

special interest to the student of Jacobean work.

(We illustrated the carved chinmeypiece, Oct. 9.

.

1896.) The house was apparently buUt in pajt

j

from the rem.ains of an old Nunnery of Bromley St.

Leonard's, on the site of which stands the parish

church of St. Marv, and' is roughly of two

periods, Eariy Jamci I. (1606}, and Late 18th

century. The oak panelling is ascribed to the

period" of Charles IT. or .Tames II. The house

was rectangular, with corner towers like th(

plan of Hardwicke: but the stables and ofiicos

were built round a qviadrangle. Many in-

teresting notes are appended of the house.

The wTeckage of the building was saved as far

as possible, and those who assisted to rescue from

destruction the fine carvings formed themselves

into a committee, and appealed to the public for

help to compile a register of the eastern districts

of London. For this purpose a boundary was

fixed by a line drawn north and south froni

Aldgate Pump 20 miles in length. On the south

the Thames boimded the area, on the west the

aforesaid line, and on the north and east by the cir-

cumference struck from Aldgate Pumj) as ;i centre,

with the two 20-mili! radii in each direction. The

Aldgate Pump was itself historic, and marked the

eastern point of the old C-ity of London, and

• The .Survey of London : the First Volume of the

Regist«T of the Committee for the Survey of the Mt-
morials of Oreator T.ond<jn —containing the Parish of

Bi-omley-bv-Bow. Edited hy C. E. Ashdkk, St.A.

London: P. (5. King and Son, ilr-at, .Smith-stieot,

Westminster.

^1
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within the circumference thus drawn the East

End and most interesting suhiirbs exist, that are

being rapidly destroyed for building dreary houses

and A-illas for the v.Vst growing poijulation. The
parishes whieli include Bromley, Poplar, Lime-

house, Stepnev. Mile End, St. George's in the
|

East, Shad well. Belhnal Green. Spit.ilfields, iSloke
i

Kcwington, Tottenham, Edmonton. I'ondei-s

End, iCc, on the Jliddlesex side, and nmuerous
districts like Eiist and West Ham, Straifonl,

Plaistow, Upton Park, Forest Gate, Manor Park.

Romford, ic., on the Essex side, were divided
'

into districts and apportioned to membei-s of the

(ommitlec, who surveyed, made drawings and
photographs, and tilled in funns. These wure
sent to Mr. Ashbee for editing. The work before i

lis, though only a fragment of what is contem-
plated, speaks for itself and for the gi-eat per-
sonal labour of the editor and his committee. The ',

present vohmie treats of Bromley only : it has re-

ceived the assistance of Mr. G. Laurence Gomme, .

F.S.A.. then the Council's stati.stical ofticer, and i

recentlypromotedtobeitsclerk. The volume before '

us registers or describes 16 objects or memorials.
Six of these have been destroyed during the com-
pilation ; two others, it is said, are threatened.
The old High-street, Bromley, has a very pleasing
curvature, and consisted of many interesting old
houses, many of timber, a few reproductions of

washed sketches by F. ('. Varley being given in

the work. There arc now few traces of the 1 7th
and ISth-century houses with their tiled roofs
and richly moulded timber cornices and canopies,
according to the report. t)ther interesting old
houses have dis;ippeared. such as the Old Kilaee
of James I., and the half-timber inn of the
'•tfeven Stars" with its picturesque gables.
The so-called ' improvements " in this parish may
be taken as a fair sample of the .alterations and
loss that is going on all over London. A list of
old buildings and things threatened or destroyed
d)mng the last six ye.ars is given : it makes a sad
and serious record of the remoi-seless and w.anton
tide of destruction for mere personal and com-
mercial gains. The list is too long to be given
here ; but we mention the following buildings
amongst those destroyed :—Stratford Place, the
work of Robert .\dam ; the Rolls Chapel ; the
City churches of St. Michael, "V\'ood-street, re-
built by Wren, and pulled down in 18U7—the
lower part of tower was Mediaeval ; St. ^Michael
B.assishaw, rebuilt by Wren, destroyed also under
the Union of Benefices -Vet : St. tTeoige, Botolph-
lane; Old Palace and Tudor House, Bromley.
ITie-'Old Bell Inn." the last galleried Inn in
London on the Jliddlesex side ; Old Merchants'
Houses, Austin Friars; ITth-eentury houses on
south side of Barnard's Inn : Clement's Inn

;

Dick's Coffee House. 8, Fleet-street : Blackfriare
Slonastery, north side of Ireland Yard; 13th-
century erypt, Laurence Pountney-hiU : Cock
Tavern, Flc-et-street ; Church-row, Aldgate

;

half-timber houses. Mile End and \Mutechapel-
road, and others. JIany interesting old examples
of Elizabethan and Jacobean date are recoixled,
including Fairmead Hal], High-street, Stratford :

The Gables, Wandsworth Common ; The CJrey-
hound. West Ham. Of buildings thi-eatened" a
long list is given . Often public bodies have been
responsible for the destruction or safety of these
buildinu's. such as the London County CouneO.
the London .School Board, Charity Commissioners,
&c. As William Morris said, whenever a noble
work of art was threatened, it was because " some-
body wanted something." ITie report before us
eloquently appeals to the historic conscience of
the citizens of London and those in authority,
and proposes means of safeguiirding historic
records. T'he committee refer to the housing of
the poor, and they say very truly :

'
' We find that

for every slum destroyed" in the centre, half-a-
dozen are run up in the suburbs ; we find that
while the legisbators are theorising and experi-
menting as to how the poor should be housed
inside the county of London, the Jem- builder is

solving the problem for them outside,' to the in-
finite loss and detriment of the community. AVc
find estate otter estate, park after paik.'coming
imder the hanmier. the trees cut do-n-n, the roads
stupidly planned, eveiything in short sacrificd to
the finimcial exigencies of the few people im-
mediately interested."

A few good suggestions are made in the intro-
ductory remarks. The combination between
private and municipal enterjn-ise, and between the
various municipalities of greater London, assisted
by the formation of a representative committee to
aid in that purpose, is worthy of attention. Everv
case of impending destruction would be examined

and ojicnly considered, and proper action taken.

We believe also in the wisdom of seeking to

enlist the interest of the Church and other religious

bodies, the clubs, university settlements, and trade

unions in the cause. The right course to adopt is

not certainly or generally the utilitarian way, but
that whicli will awaken the s\-mpathy and historic

interest, and a committee that wiU put itself in

touch with all these agenc ies will be advantageous,
'I1ie grievous destniction of open sp ices is greatly

depriving future generations of many localities

which were formed and enjoyed by our ancestors.

But we pass on to notice a few of the objects or

memorials noted of Bromley-by-Bow. The first

mentioned is the church of St. IFary, of which
ntithing remains of the old eiiifice, originally

the chancel of the church of >St. Leonard's convent,
except fragments of walls. The description of

the old church is of interest. The monuments
and tablets were preserved and placed in the new
church, and some of these are fine examples of

17th centiuy- date, of coloured marbles, figures,

heraldic and decorative^ treatment. 'These are

described in detail, with their inscriptions. The
historical and bibliographical notes and refer-

ences are of value. In the churchyard, a very
interesting one of the few remaining, are several

Late 17th and ISth century monuments, chiefly

of Huguenot families, with altar tombs and head-
stones, a few with good carving. The vicarage.

Late ISth centiu'y, is also described. It contains

a fine sOver-gilt chalice and paten of 1617, and a

Jacobean pulpit.

Bromley Hall, of Late Tudor, rectangular in

plan, with corner turrets, described and illus-

trated by plan and view, is of interest. It has

vinderground passages, said to lead to Boleyn
Castle, Upton Park, or the Old Palace. Near
it is the Manor House, Brunswick-road, which
contains many old oak carvings of Early Renais-

sance style, and a painted ceiling over haU.

Tudor House, St, Leonard's-street, is a very

interesting structiu'e of three periods—Eliza-

bethan (late 1 6th century; , William III., and Early

19th century date. It is a plain brick building,

squtire in plan, tiled roof. Plans, elevations, and
details, and jjerspective views are given, including

sketch of porch, entrance railings, staircase, and
old gateway. These reproductions are fiom wash
sketches, and are characteristic of Late Renais-

Siince. The Di-apers' Almshouses, with the details

of carved brackets to chapel doorway, fonn one
of the series of recorded memorials. The alms-

houses formed thi'ee sides of a quadrangle and
resembled the block of Trinity Hospital in Mile
End-road; only a central block containing chapel

remains. The wooden blocked cornice and pedi-

ment, carved brackets over doorway, with cherubs'

heads, are verj- clever and artistic, and the fine-

rubbed brickwork of front isa good specimen. We
have noticed the account given of the Old Palace.

Other memorials recorded are St. Andrew Slission

Church, Giuiey-street, and an interesting old

house in Bromley ^^'harf, Three MUls-lane. The
' Seven Stars " public-house at comer of St.

Leonard-street, of timber construction, has been
partially destroyed. The sites of all these build-

ings are coloured red in the large plan which
accompanies the survey. As a record of historical

buildings and memorials, this first volume will be
received with welcome by arcliitects, ai'chajo-

logists, and all who wish to protect and preserve

an inheritance of the past in Greater London.

i-antal radius, and the angles expres,sed by the

divisions are .always read from the quadranlal
radius adjoining the octant upon which the read-

ing is taken. The author gives many examples

of the use of his surveying circle, and jioints out

that any instnmient provided with it is at once
converted into a telemeter or range-finder, with
which all problems in surveying can bo solved

arithmetically. The Exscr Iti-iicii\ under itsncw

publishers (Chelmsford : Tindall and .laiTold) , fully

maintains the high character as a county (luurtcrly

gained under the manageuient of its originator

and first editor, the late Edmund Purrant. The
issue before us contains an interest ing illustrated

article on " Essex Brasses," by Jliller Christie

and W. W. Porteous : a contiuuation of Miss
Charlotte Fell Smith's account of the " Western
Family of Rivenhall," both profusely and well

illustrated, and many local notes and jottings,

JLr, F, Chancellor, F.R.I.B.A., describes and
shows by a drawing a plaster panel at Sheepcoto

Farm, Witlle Waltham, containing a f.alcon

crowaicd and holding a sceptre, the badge of theuck-

lessQuecnAnneBolejTi. It is, however, dated 1638.

Eitgineertng Estimates inul Cont Accounts, By
Fu.vNCis G. BvuTox, .\.S..\..\., second edition

(Jlanchester : The Technical Publishing (Com-

pany. Ltd., 31, \Yhitworth-strc'et;.—This is one

of the useful series of handbooks we have noticed

at various times. Jlr. Burton's little book will

be found of great value to aU engineers and
accountants. The second pai-t of the treatise on

cost accounts appeared in JSii//i)ieri-i>i<i, and is now
reprinted, with the forms of account therein

given. Mr. Burton observes what is true

in all estimating, th.at the cost clerk must possess

a detailed knowledge of the business so as to vary

his forms of account to the ditficulties that may
arise. It is the "pettifogging uniformity of

detail" that is condenuied. The forms of esti-

mates given, for instance, for a Lancashire boiler

shows the necessity of finding the weight .and

quantity of material, and of determining the price.

The estimate is ruled in four- columns—namely,

weight and quantity, price, material, salaries

and wages. The cost of materials being added to

salaries and wages, the estimator has to add for use

of machinery and tools, management charges, rent,

insurance, gas, water, and to obtain total esti-

mated cost, and then to add ) rofit. Gas-engines,

&c., steamships, .*cc., are dealt with. The second

part, on cost accounts, will be of much value to

engineering firms. The forms of invoice book,

the chapter on department accounts, depreciation,

loose tools, and the forms of cost accounts for

small works are useful. If all engineering firms

consulted these rules, their tenders would be

more cun'ent, and they would be gainers.

BOOKS RECEFS'ED.

Practical Sraiii/IUsmaii's Work (London : Cassell

and Co.) includes the gist of some articles by
Professor Heniy Ad.ams which have appeared in

a contemporary, together with othei-s by the

compiler. Mr. Paul N. Hasluck. It is well

arranged and comprehensive, and is illustrated

by nearly "250 diagi-ams and woodcuts.

Fci-fliissoit's Siirietjiiig Circle and Vrrceiifagc Tallies

is published by the author, Johx C. Fekocssox,
M.Inst.C.E., and offers a solution of the centesimal

diWsion of the circle by a deWce in the form of

a dial to be attached to magnetic compasses or

surveying insti-uments in place of the ordinary

dial, which is only divided into degrees. Half

the circle is diWded into degrees, and the other

half di%'ided into octants. Each octant is sub-

divided into 100 parts by drawing lines from the

centre of the circle thi'ough the octant arc to

intersect 100 equal divisions of the tangent

to the octant. The di\-isions on each octant

are numbered from 1 to 100 in opposite

directions, starting from their adjacent qu.ad-

BRITISH AND IRISH BUILDIXG STONES.
—XXIV.

CAERXAVOXSHIRE (cOf/iiWKCrf).

rpHE average composition of Welsh roofing

X slate is given .as : Silica GO-.^O, alumina 19-70,

feiTOus oxide 7-83, lime \-V2, miignesia 'i-'iO,

potash 3-13, soda '2-20, combined water 3-30. The
colour of slates is due to the presence of iron

oxides ; in the Llanberis blue slate there is 3-68

per cent, of fenic oxide, and in the Penrhyn
pui-ple 6'0-l per cent. : ferrous oxide is also

present in both to the extent of not more than 0-S

per cent. The green spots are bleached—that is,

they have lost much of their iron, and contain

only about 1-.5 per cent, of the o.xide. Some
specimens examined had none at all. The green

colour on a blue or pmple slate is therefore due to

the removal of its iron altogether, or the partial

conversion of ferric into fen-ous oxide. The
name " slate " should be limited to stratified rocks

having true slaty cleavage as defined above

;

hence the name is improperly applied to Colly-

weston, vStonsfield, and other fissile sandy lime-

stones which are cleft for rooting in slabs, the

surfaces of which are always parallel to the

planes of deposition. Joints in rock masses are

tund.amentaUy different fi-om cleavage planes, for

they are actual fissiu-es, whilst the latter are

[
surfaces of weakness, and not actual discontinuity.

' In the British Isles slaty cleavage is a character-

istic of the older Palaeozoic formations from the

Lower Cambrian to the Carboniferous; but in

Europe and North America true slates are derived

fi-om rocks of the same age as oui- oolites, chalk,

and London clay, so that cleavage is not confined

to the rocks of any one geological period only.

The best Welsh slates are split from -| to i^in.

thick, orevenless, thedegi-ee of thinnessdepending
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on th. til xil'ilily and toiiiclnu.S'- of the rock, iis

\V.

l.r.

<lo.

til. I- It' c tness of its ileavago. It is not
•

, n;, 1, i-t ml why the viiythin first quality

<1. r •;!._: ^lite is such a favourite, for it is

ii'.v M . -- (iv that a slate should be weathor-

.:. '":: it i- ilsi. of the first importance that it

mil hear rough handlinij without risk of

akatre, and this a thin Welsh slate will not

When ladders arc taken on roofs to effect

some n'paii-5, more slates are frequently broken

than thert> were to b.' mended in the first

iii>l m. c. Ag:ain, the slates lie so close when
11 ail' d that a quantity of water is held between

the bids, owinij to what is known iis capillary

attra.tion. This must have been frequently

obstrvitl by those examining slated roofs, for

after a shower, the slightest pressiue on the

slati-s will cause the water between them to bo

discharifed into the gutters. The writer was once

called to examine a slated roof in an exposed

jMwition. The work was quite new, the slates

thin, first (|uality Welsh, and the manner in

whii'h they had boon fixed was unexception-

able. The ceilings under the roofs were quite

wet on the south - west sides, yet not a

slate was broken, and the cover was 3in,

on a Tory steep roof, ft was at fii-st impos-

sible ti account for the water on the ceiling,

but on examining the slating inside between the

roof and ceiling, the cause became apparent. As
each gust of wind passed over the roof a film of

rain-water was jerked from the heads of the slates

on to the ceiling, and this happened because the

spaces between the bed of one slate and the back
of another were completely filled with rain-water.

A pressniv suddenly a])plied to the lower edge of

this sheet of water caused the apparent leakage

described, for a jinrtion of it was thrown off io-

-side. Again, the appearance of a roof covered

with thin slate is by no means artistic : the same-
ness of the purple or blue colour, and the

monotonous repetition of horizontal lines makes
.such a roof an extremely dismal-looking cover-

ing for any building, and not to be compared for a

moment with a stone tiled or stone slated roof, or

even a roof covered with the coniparativelj' thick

slates of Whitland Abbey and Westmoreland.
The value of a Welsh slate consists chiefly in its

lightness—a great consideration in caiTiage and
subsequent handling, and in the substance of the

slate being a good weather-resisting material.

The various sizes of Welsh slates have fanciful if

stupid names, originally given to them by
Creneral Warburton, then the owner of the
Penrhyn quarries. The architect will very
properly ignore them, and always specify the size

in inches of the slate he wishes to use. The follow-

ing table gives all the different sizes supplied by
thi^ quarry owners. The writer has added the
numljir of each size required to cover the slating

square of 100 superficial feet.

apparentlv in a transition state, and by no means

I

fixed : but the following description will serve to

'give some idea of their constituents:—Diorite

is like granite ; its constituents being felspar and

mica, quartz being sparingly present or altogether

absent. Augite Porphyry is a variety of Diorite,

with augite in addition to mica. I'orphyrite is

an altered Andesite, the latter being a dark-

coloured volcanic rock occun-ing in lava ilows

and dykes. It is composed of glassy felspar and

a feiTO-uiagnesian mineral. There are several

varieties of I'orphyrite. Di.abase is Augite and

Felspar. Qua rtz Porphyry consists of porph\Titic

crystals of qu.artz and felspar, or quartz only,

i imbedded in a ground mass of the same minerals.
' Aplile is a micro-granite, a fine aggregate of

quartz and felspar with a small amount of mica.

i It is usually found in veins in granite rocks.

I
FeLsite is a semi-vitreous rock of the same
chemical composition as gi'anite. It is probably

a granite which, being injected into some rock

fissures, cooled rapitUy. liolerite is the name of

a family of dark green rocks composed of felspar

and a feiTo-n\agnesian mineral, the exact nature

of which gives rise to the different varieties.

Felspalhic a.sh : volcanic ashes largely composed
of fclsjiar. Volcanic agglomerate : a ground mass
of fine volcanic dust, in which blocks of deep-

seated rocks are firndy cemented as in a con-

glomcntte. The above rock names arc taken

;
from the Hoard of Trade quarry returns, where
ther(-' is no definition given of them ; hence this

attempt to describe these rocks is made with a

view to making their composition somewhat
intelligible to the reader.

Number to

Xame of SLitc.
Sizo of
Slate.

Cover
One Square
(.•)in. hip).

Inch 3.S.

2S X 16 72
2.S X 14 83

Emprcs,^'^ 20 X 16 70
Small Cmpi'C.wes 26 15 84

26 X 14 H9
I*rinfc-Jsc9 tr... 24 X 14 !)8

Dncliwsus 21 X 12 115
22
22

X
X

12
11Marchi(inf's,st_.s 138

20 X 12 142
Co1UltttlsC^^ 20 X 10 170

IS X 12 160
Wide \ iseoimtesscs IS 10 i;i2

Vi.scountcssos IS X i) 211
16.1 X 8J 252—
11! X 1-Z 185

Wide Ln.liw 16 V 10 2'22

Broad Ladies 1« i) 216
lyulies . ... 16 X 8 277
Wide )I,.„d.Tv 14 X 12 21!)
Tf-' -

14 X 10 262
S; 14 X « .S28

14 X 7 .•575

.Sn.,.., „.-,,.,. ,. i:i X 10 288—
i.'i X K 3S0

Doubloj* la X 7 412
Narrow lJont>I<~ i:t X «} 444

—
v.> X in ."520

Wide Doutde- V? V s 400
Small Doubles 12 6 KM
Hmail Sinffle» 11 X 51 6.M

— 10 X 10 412
Sinjrl-s 10 X s 515

10 X li 686
in X o 82:)

The igneous rocks quai-ried in this county have
Iictm enumerated above in giving the names of
Ihe quannes. The nomenclaliue of these rocks is

CHIPS.

An important Bill promoted bj" the South Lan-
cashire Tramways Company came before a Com-
mittee of the House of Lords on Friday. The
Company proposes to supply "electrical energy"
to the disti'icts which its lines will traverse, and the

I

opposition came from the Lancashire Electi'ic Power
Company. The preamble of the Bill was proved,
but certain liabilities and restrictions were imposed

[

on the Company,

The Loudon .and North-Western Company have
ballasted the whole of the main line from London

I to Carlisle with clean grmite chijipiugs, which con-
tain not a particle of dust, and now tlxe traveller by
train from London to Scotland, or rice rcriiti, may
leave windows and ventilators wide open and enjoy
the blessings of fresh air with no gi'eater risk of
annoyance fiom dust than if he were crossing a

' grass meadow.

The dedication of the Goi'don Calthrop memorial,
which is being erected in ^\Tiitechapel-road in con-
nection with the Barbican Mission to the Jews, will

take place on Monday next. Prebendary Webb-
Peploe will preside.

The sales last week, as registered at the Estate
Exchange, amounted to £'146,710. The sum last

year was £223,409.

A portriiit of the late Deputy Jolm T. Bedford,
thi'ough whose advocacy the City Corporation pur-
chased the ancient rights in Epping Forest, has been
placed in the lobby of the City (iuildhall. It has
been executed in marble by Mr. Walter Mein-ett.

Colonel J. T. Marsh, R.E., Local Ciovernment
Board inspector, sat throughout Friday and Satur-
day at Cheltenham tc inquu'e into an application by
the town council for sanction to boiTow £3o,000 for
the purposes of the erection of a town-hall on the
Winter Garden site in Imperial-square, the propert}^
of the coq)oration, from plans by Mr. Waller, of
Gloucester. Considerable ojijiosition was offered to
the scheme.

One of Dawlish's oldest inhabitants, Mr. William
Hatcher, of Portland-teiTaee, died on Thursday in

last week, at the age of eighty-one. The deceased
was the foremost builder in the town, oue of his
erectioiis l>eing the Royal Hotel.

A volunteer artillery drill-hall in Garrison-lane,
Felixstowe, was opened on Saturd.ay by Lady
Beatrice Pretyraau. 'Die main room isGOft. by 40ft',

and there are also armouiy, recreation, and
billiard-rooms. The architect is Lieut. Ernest C.
Jennings, one of the C.I.T.'s, and the .architect is

Mr. D. Thurm.an, of Walton, Suffolk. The cost is

about £1,400.

The munber of pictures submitted for exhibition
at the Koyal Acaiiemy this year was I4,3!)2, teing
an increase of (00 upon the number submitted last
year.

Mr. F. H. Tulloch, an inspector of the Local
I
(Tovenimi'ut Board, has held an inquiiy at the

]

Central Ilall, Tollbridge, into an applic:iti6n by the
ui-ban district council to bon'OW £20,400 for the
puniose of establishing electric lighting in Ton-

,
bridge.

OBITUARY,

By the death of Mr. Akthuk Catks, for eight

-

and-twenfy years surveyor to H.M. Woods and
Forests Department, the cause of architectural

examination and education has lost :i liberal and
energetic supporter of long standing. Mr. Gates,

who died on AVcdnesday at his residence, 12,

Y'ork-terrace, Regent's Park, was in his 73rd
rear. He was a pupil of Sydney Smirke, R.-\.,

}

and soon after the completion of his articles in

18-32 he entered the office of the late James Penne^
thorne, with whom he remained for seven years.
In 1870 he accepted the instructions of the
Commissioners of H.JI. AVorks in charge of the
Crown property in London, and subsequently

!
devoted his attention almost exclusively to the
work till his retirement, owing to failing health,_

in July, 1898. Under his direction Battersea

Park w.is laiu out, and much of the property on the
Crown estatps was rebuilt. Jlr. Cafes was of

late years known rather as a surveyor and arbi-.

trator than as an architect ; but he had designed

and carried out numerous commercial and other

buildings in the Metropolis, and his works are to

be found in the Strand, Fleet-street, the Temple,
Piccadilly, Jermyn-street, Shoreditch, and else-

where. For many years he has held the appoint-

ment of Surveyor to the Inner Temple. In 18.56

3Ir. Gates joined the Royal Institute of British

^Vi'chitects, and he had since t.iken a prominent
part in the administrative work of that body,

working on many of its committees, and being

for many years one of the most regular attend-
' ants at its meetings. In 1874 he became
a Fellow of the Roval Institute, and ser\rd

as Vice-Pre.sident from 18SS to 1892. -Mr,

Gates's name h.ad been identified with the

cause of architectural education since IS.iJ ; he

joined the Board of Examiners in 1877; and
acted as its chairman fi-om 1882—when the:

examination became compulsory on those seeking

to liecome Associates of the Institute—until

January, 1897, when he retired, and was presented

with a silver bowl in recognition of his self-

denjing laboui's. He acted for many years as hen.

secretary of the Ai'chitectural Publication Society,

and in that capacity had a large share in the

onerous work of compiling, editing, and bringing

out that ponderous and very unequal undertaking,"

the " Architectm-al Dictionary." Of late years he
had taken an active interest in the movement for

i the amendment of the laws relating to ancient

I lights, and had for many j'ears inserted in all

renew.als of Crown leases a clause precluding the

;
accrual of easements to light by any one Crown
tcn.ant against others holding under the same'

tenure, ilr. Gates had occupied, fi-om the passing-

of the London Building Act of 1894, the position-

of Chairman of the Tribunal of Appeal—;in ap-

I

pointment for which his manifest impartiality',"

\
administrative .abilities, and grasp of detail

I

eminently qualified him. He was one of the e:irly,

members of the Sui-veyors' Institution, of whiehhe
had been a Fellow since December, 1870. He had

been a generous friend to .and supporterof the Archi-> _

tectural Association, in the development of whose!

educational schemes he took a warm interest^'

He had, in fact, for many years been the seuioi

subscribing member of the Association, having

joined it on its formation on the present lines in

1847. One of his last attendances in a public

capacity was at the conference three weeks sine'-

on Fire Prevention at the Building Tradis

Exhibition in the Agricultural Hall. Genial,

unassuming, tactful, and businesslike, his lo^*

will be greatly felt by all architectural students

and by the many professional bodies with which

he w.as associated. We gave an excellent portrait

of ih-. Gates in our- issue of Feb. 28, 1890. Tl;e

cremation will t.ake place to-morrow (Satiu-ila>-i

afternoon at Woking Cemetery ; the special tr;.in

for friends will leave the Necropolis Station,

Waterloo, at 2.4-5 p.m.

Miss G. M.iCLAG.-w, a well-known antiquary

: and archivologist, died at Ravenscroft, Stirling,

on Friday, at the advanced age of 90. Devoting

special attention to prehistoric remains in Scot-

land, Jliss Jlaclagan jiublished in 1875 a folio

work on '• The Hill Forts, .Stone Circles, and
other Structural Remains of Ancient Scotland,"

in which the results were given of an extensive

series of researches. In 1881 Miss ?Iaclagan

I printed for private eiriadation another work on

kindred subjects, entitled " Chips from Old
.Stones," and a later volume appeared dealing

with Scottish arclia-ology. About 20 years

ago Miss Maclagan prepared an important series

', of rubbings from sculiitured monuments in the

«;•

Ik
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AVcstfm Isles, soiuo of which wore shown at the

I. lasijow Exhibition in ISSS, and to the present

Exhibition she tontiibiited some other rubbings,

dnd a model of an ancient brooili constructed by
herself. ITie process by which she produced

these rubbings was known only to hersc 11'.

BuilbingJ-utrlligtuct.

The Cextkal School of Auts and Craits.—
The Technical Education Board of the London
County Council will shortly submit for the

approTid of the Council a scheme for purchasing

as a site for the erection of new buil<lings as a

permanent home for the Central School of Arts

and Ci-afts, at present cxiatinp: at 411), Kegent-
street, certain premises aeciuired by the Council
in connection with the Southampton-row widening
at the comer of Orange-street and Southampton-
row. It is also intended that accommodation
ehail be found on the site for the Loudon County
Council School of Photo-Engraving and Litho-
graphy in the event of that school being unable
to continue the tenancy of its present premises.

The cost of the site is slated to be £45,000, which
- !m it is proposed shall be borrowed under the
ilhority of the Technical Instruction Acts.

JIoKBOKNK.—The parish church of All Saints,

Morbome, about seven miles from Peterborough,
which till recently bore the reputation of being
the most dilapidated fabric in England, is under-
going restoration at a cost of £2. "200. It has been
found necessary to underpin nearly the whole of

the building. The nave, aisles, and the transepts
have been partly rebuilt. The chancel, which
contains sedilia and double piscina, is being
entirely reroofcd in oak. The Xoi-m.in columns
of the nave have been underpinned and new
bases inserted, whilst the Early English arches

' ith which they are surmounted have been re-
.ced and restored. 'The foundations of the
iirio<isred brick emb.tttlcd tower h>ave been rc-
ustnicted. During the undei-piuuing of the

west wall of the nave the discovery was made of
an idmost perfect effig^• of some ecclesiastical

dignitary. The ston,?', which measures 6ft. llin.
in length, was found over 4ft. below the floor of
the nave. It his been re-erected on a base in the
- uth-west comer of the south aisle. The works

; restoration, which include reseating in jlitch-

pine, are being carried out by Slessrs. John
Thompson and Sons, of Peterborough.

Mor.xixGsiDE, EuiXBURGn.— The dedication
ently took place of a new chancel in St.

Matthew's Established Church. The chanee^
- of rectangular shajie, externally simple
;'. design and in strict harmony "with the

1 i st of the building. In the gable is a window of
I'jur lancet lights, comprised within a moulded
pointed arch, the upper part of which is treated
with cusp vesica and (piatrefoil openings. The
v-M-)l is vaulted in timber, the walls panelled in

ik, and the floor laid w-ith coloiu-ed marble.
i he memorial window contains the figm'es of the
lour writers of the Gospels.

Plymocth.—The well-known Citadel is being
: 1 xnsformed by the addition of new buildings with

:i artillery depot at a cost to the AVar IJliice of
'•out £4C,000. Just within the gate designed by

^•r Christopher Wren, which overlooks the town,
l.> a large block of offirers' quarters, carved out
in local limestone with Portland stone dressings.
The demolition of the inner ramparts entailed
for the erection of the new recreation and soldiers'

block afl'ects the least interesting portion of the
fortress, and the elevation has been so designed to
distmb as little as possible the appearance of the
'Id work. The massive granite pUnth and string-

'Urse ai-e rebuilt in the new work at their original
-vel, and thus preserves the continuity of long
low lines which is characteristic of the Citadel.
The walls are built of local limestone, ^vith Port-
land stone dressings, a .'5-in. cavitv and a
lining of 9-in. brickwork, the substantial
walls providing depth of reveal for windows and
doorways. In the centre of the quadrangle has
been placed the old statue of George II., which
has been removed from the site of the new officers'

mess. The statue w<is erected in 1728, at the
expense of Captiiin Louis Dufour, and is the work
of an artist named Robert Pitt. The centre
portion of the eastei'n elevation bears a carving
of the Roy.al Arms in the pediment, executed in
Portland stone. The wings of the block, which
tVirm the quadrangle, each contain aecommodatiou
for thirty men, offices, and bath and cook-houses.

The t.ail ends of both wings are only about half
the elevation of the main buildings. In proximity
to the northern wing of the soldiers" block is the

I canteen and recreation-room. Tlie architect who
I has suggested and designed all the Citadel addi-

tions and improvements is Jlr. T. Rogers Kitsell,

P.R.I.B.A. lumiediatcly outside the northern
rampart of the Citadel, on ground granted by the
( 'lu-poration, it is proposed to erect headquartei-s

for the 2ud Devonshire Yolmitecr ArtiUery,
W.D.U..V. The covered drUl-shed will be about

I

120ft. by 60ft., and the ai-mouiy :30ft. by 20ft.

There will be spa<ious rooms for aU ranks, coffee-

bare, an orderly room, adjutant's office, lobby,

store, and caretaker's premises. The frontage
will probably be of l>cal limcstofie, -nith Portland
stone dressings.

SixnKui.Axn. — The foundation-stone of a'

Wesleyan t 'hurch which is to be erected on the
Holy House site, at the junction of the Tunstall
and Durham-roads, was laid on Friday. The
new chiu-ch will be Gothic in character, and will

be "Oft. long by 41ft. wide across the nave, and
j
6.Sft. wide across the transepts, with a gallery in

the transepts and down the sides and across the i

' ends. It will seat S06 persons. The spire will

be 104ft. in height. The building is faced with
Pallcy Bridge stone and Xorthimiberland stone

dressings. The school is .iOft. by 41ft., with a

gallery on throe sides. The gallery can be divided

into classrooms by means of revolving shiitters.

The school will accommodate 500 to 600 scholars.

The estimated cost is about £15,000, including

site. Mr. J. Jameson Green, Liverpool, is the

architect : Jlr. AV. A. Loweiy. Liverpool, clerk

of works; and >Jr. J. B. Scott, the contractor.

Winchester CATHEDitAL.—With the £1,500
obtained last autimin by the sale to 3Ir. J. Pier-

pont Jlorgan of Benjamin West's painting
removed from the high altar screen of the Cathe-
dral, the' Dean .and Chapter are restoring the

Lady-chapel. The north window has been fUled

with stained glass by ?Ir. C. E. Kempe, the
pavement of the entire chapel has been renewed,
while the sanctuary floor has been laid with
polished Ashburton and Dove marble. Tlie deli-

cate 16th-centui-y woodwork of the stalls has
been repaired and cleaned. The fine kneeling
figure of Bishop Xorth, by Chantrey, which had
been inconveniently placed on the east wall,

has been removed, and refixed in the retro-

choir, cast of Bishop Waynflete's chantry. The
existing reredos is hardlj' suitable for its sur-

roundings, and its donors, the family of the late

Dean Bramston, have consented to its removal
when funds are forthcoming for the carved and
coloiu'cd oak triptych which it is desired to place

there. 'The whole of the work has been designed
and can-ied out under the direction of Mr. C. E.

Kempe, while the repairing of the woodwork has
been intrusted to Jlr. G. H. Kitchin.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold oui-sclves responsible lor the opinions of
our coiTcsponilonts. AH et>mmunioations stioiild be
drawn up as bvictiy as i>ossil)Ie, as tlieif are nmny
claimants ujxjn the sixieo allotted tu conespondcuti*.]

It is pjirticulnrly re,nitsted that all dvawintrs and all

communications n-spiTtintr illustiiitions or liteniry m.att<:r

should 1)0 uddressi'd to the EDITIIK of the Bcil.Disr.

Xf.ws, Clement's lionsr, C'lcmeiifs Inn Passji;;^', Stiund,
W.C, and not to nienihei-s of the stiilf I>y nanV. Delay
is not xinfi-e(iuently othenviso caused. ,\il di-ftwinps and
other conununii'ations are sent at contributias' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to jwiy for, or be li:ible for,

unsought coutiibutions.

Cheques and Postr-ofiice Oi"ders to be made payable to
The Strasu Nkwsi'Aceh Company, Limited.

Telegraphic Address ;^*' Timcserver, London."
Telephone No. 1633 Uolbom.

\

CHIPS.

;
Tlie Local Government Board have written to the

}
Lambeth Guardians approving the plans for the

new offices and nurses' home, but oidy on the
undei-standing that the strictest economy will be
exercised. The Local Government Board state that

they expect the expenditure to be kept below the

estimated total cost of £54,78.3.

Steps are being taken to erect a new mission

church of the Good Shepherd in Spon-laue,
Birmingham, to accommodate 300 worshippers, at

an estiuiated cost of £850.

Tlie fouiid.ation-stoiie of a new Baptist church at

Waterhouses was laid last . week. The building,

which will be built of Penshaw red brick, will cost

over £1,000, and will seat 350 persons. A Sunday-
school will be provided on the upper floor.

The Emperor William h.as intrusted Herr Mobius,
the (jerman architect, with the restoi-ation of the

Castle of the Emperor Charles r\'^. at Tangermiiude.

In the case of the application on behalf of David
Henry Bacon, Merton-road and Alt-gi'ove, St.

George's-road, Wimbledon, S.W., builder and
decorator, the order of discharge from bauki-uptcy
has been suspended for t^vo years, ending Jan. 11,

1903.

A scheme has been promulgated for the con-
struction of a light i-ailway from EUand to

Southowam. Plans have been prepared by Messrs.
Jackson and Son, of Halifax. It is claimed that
the line would be of great semce to Southowram
stone trade, and to the numerous brickworks in the
vicinitv. It is estimated that the total cost would
befi-om £30,000 to £40,000, only about half the
estimated cost of n previous proposal to construct a
line from Holmfield Station to Southowixim.

NOTICE.

Bound copies of Vol. LXXIS. are now ready, and
shoidd be ordered early I'price 12s. each, by post
12s. tOd.\ as only a limited number are done" up. A
few bound volumes of VoLs. XXXIX.. XI,I.. XI.IV.,
XlXl.. XUX., LI., Lni.. LVIII., LXI., LXII.,
LXIII.. LXV.. LXVI., LXVU.. LXVIII., LXIX.,
LXXI.. LXXII.. IJCXIII.. LXXIV.. LXXV..
LXXVl.. and LXXVII. nuiy still be obtained at the
siune price : all the otlier bound volumes are out of
print. Most of the back numbei-s of former volumes are,

however, to bo had sin',^ly. Subseribeiv re<niiriiij; any
back numbers to complete volume just ende<l should
oixler at once, as many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding: the Bc?ldi.s-c. Nrws,
price 2s., post free 2s. 4d.. can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from tlie Publisher. Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Stiuud, London. W.C.

TEEMS OF SXJBSCEIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free) to any pirt of tlie

L''nited Kingdom : for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United States. £1 Cs. od. lor iMols. 30c. gold!. To Piunce
or Belgium. £1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c. 1 To India. £1 (is. Od.

To any of the Austi-alian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

^VDVERTISEMENT CHABGES.
The chai-ge for Competition and Conflict Advertise-

ments, Public Comp;inies, and .all official advertisements
is Is. per line of Eight words, the fii-st line coimting as
two, the minimum chiii^e being 5s. for four lines.

Tlie charge for Auctions. L.and Sales, and Miscellaneous
and Ti-.ide Advertisements except Situation advertise-
ments) is 6d. per line of Eight woi"ds the tii^t line

counting as two), the minimum chai-ge being 4s. 6d. for

40 woi-ds. Special terms for series of more than six
in-scrtions can be ascei-fained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-page advertisements 2s. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements 1 s. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Adveitisement inserted for less than as.

Adverti.sements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thui-sday. Fi-ont-page
Advei-tisements and altenitions in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Situations.

The chai^ for advertisements for *' Situations Vacant '*

or "Situations Wanted" is OxE SH1L1.1.V0 fok Twektv-
FOUR Words, and Sixpence for eveiy eight words after.

AU Situation Advertisements must be pvepaid.

Eeceiveo.—W. E. P.—D. H. E. and Son.—L. L.—M. T.
—D. N. H. ^Sheffield).—J. M. Bros. Bolton).

JrsTicE.—We do not know exactly wli.at you want. In
London and the South of England brickwork is measured
by the rod supeiUcial of 2~2tt. 1^ brick tliick. Multiply
this superficial by the number of half-bricks it is thick,

which will bring" it into half-brick work, and di\idc by
3 to bring it into briek-and-a-half work. Lastly, di\'ide

this by 2("2, which will give the rods. Thus the piei-s

3ft. on face by I4in. wiU have to be measmcd simply by
the height of the openings ; the ISin. square piers are to

be added, each being tiiken as 1ft-. 6in. by the height,

multiplied by 4 for the half-bricks it is thick, and
di\'ide by 3. The result must be multiplied by number
of piers. But in Manchester and Liverpool the work
is reduced to one-brick thick and brought into yards
siipciticial. so that the part of pier 14in. thick must be
multiplied by 3 and (U\ided by 2 to bring it into one-
brick work. For the projecting piers, as they are IBin.

s(iuare. multiply by 2 to bring them into one-brick
thickness ; then "bring the whole superficial of one-briek

thick into yards superficial by di\-iding by 9.

Comsp0uijcnct.—-•-

—

NEW CONDITION TEST FOR PORTLAND
CEilENT.

To the Editor of the Bulldixg News.

Silt,—Li answer to the inquirj- by 5Ir. BiDson
in last week's issue, I may say that into the

chemical reactions of the process it was not

thought necessary to enter, as the commimicition
was not given for anah-tical purposes, but as an

economical and easUy-appUed test, to enable

architects, engineers, and superintendents in

charge at once to find out if, on deliverj-, a cement
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j:utntoiumunirati0u.
is fit for use ; and I wuuld :isk that judi,'mtiit bf

siisppmkd until llie i>r<Xi.ss Iris been tried on
eamplcs of cement taken (mm works in progress,

when, should his experience correspond with
mine, lie will find that those cements, the worst
Portlands, the foreign, and the slags, which by
the test show much fri'e lime, however gained,
will give low results in tension with a tendency
to mptur.> in the work, while those cements, the \

""^ "'"»<* »f ""''"^ "•' ""sclass with apses ;—A. T. B
hest English, which show little lime, will give
high results in tension, and satisfaction in the
work.— I am, &c.. ,1. ^ATCll^m•.

[11716.1—Modern Vaulted Churches.—The late

Mr. ,T. L. Peursini desJEriit'd seveiul brick-vaulted churches,
inchuiinf? Truro Cathetlnil. St. Augustine's, Kilbum, and
St. Michael's. Croydon. AVill any reader furnish me with

Lime Villas, (Sreen-lane, B'ham, il.iv lo

CHIPS.
()n Saturday the foundation-stone of a new

mission building at Willesden Green, dedicated to
.lotin the Baptist, was laid by the .\rch<learon of
Middlesex. The building is intended to supply the
needs of the new and rapidly increasing i)opulation
of the Duddeii Hill portion of St. Andrew's,
Willesden. Tlie mission church when completed
will accommodate .'i.iO, the architcist being Mr. F. S.

Alder, of .Vrundel-street, Strand. The estimated
cost is £l,7tK).

A fire occurred at the house of Mr. AiLsell, an
architect, at ^Voicing, on Monday morning. The
house was of wood, and the tlames spread sor;ii)iiUy

that the familj- had to save their lives by jumping
out of the bedroom window. The house was
destroyed.

The Emperor William has sanctioned the plans
for buililing a new museum near the Polytechnic
Academy at Charlottenburg, to contain models and
copies of architectural and plastic works of art.

The friends of the late Sir .Tosoph William

Board of Works, are, with the sanction of the
County Council, erecting against the face of the
granite jiedestal on the Embankment, at the bottom
of Xorthumberland-avenue, a mural monument,
the chief feature being a bronze bpst of Su- Joseph.
The architectural part is of marble.

At the Penrhyn slate quarries all the mechanics
have signed for the resumption of emplojTnent, and
it is expected that next week at least a thousand
quarrj'meii will lie at work.

The Kngineer-in-Chief of Public Works for the
Department of the Xord has submitted to the
municipalities of Lille, Roubaix, and Tourcoing—
three of the most important manufacturing towns
of France, lying close to one another—a scheme for
connecting the three towns by a broad avenue over
six miles long, a Ch,amps Elysees on an American
scale, with a line of electric trams and a cycling
track along it. The new boulevard wUI, if con-
structed, cost .{;iGo,oon.

The work of removing the pictures from the Great
Hall at Christ's Ho.«pital is in progress. The enor-
mous picture painted by Antonio Vario between
1684 and 11)90, "to commemorate the foundation
and endowment with the Hospital of the Royal
Mathematical Schol.irship by his Majesty King
Charles II. in |(J7:i and Ifi7.5,"' has been taken down
under the supen-ision of Mr. C. W. Carey, the
keeper of the picture gallcrj- of the Royal Holloway
College, and prepared for cleaning prior to its re-
moval to the new school at Horsham. This picture
is 87ft. long and li'ift. high, and, with its pinewood
frame, weighs between two and three tons. The
frame has lieen sawn into lengths, and will be used
again. Another great canvas, illustrating the grant-
ing of the Charter, has been removed from the
gallery,

A House of Commons Select Committee approved,
on Monday, the preamble of the Bill authorising a
company to supply to manufacturers in an area in
South StaHordshire a nt^w gas, invented by Dr.
I,udwig Mond, which will furnish power and heat
at a rate of about 'id. per l.OOOc.ft.

The free librarj- at Rochdale is being enlarged by

JtEPlIES.

funs.]— Substitute for Plaster.— Do not re-

member an>-thing- at lute Building Exliibition other than
compo-boai'd, Uiulite, vV-c.—i.f., cardboai-d thickness as
you think of.

—

Rehext's P.\rk.

[117M.1—Dra-win^ Moments of Beam.—If "A
Student '' wants tti. ,hai;Taiii lor bcndin;.; moment, he can
draw one by iindini,'- it-artions and diawint; u polar tba-
gram. Set olf on line of loads these reactions and load,
and draw lines from a point to the former. The corre-
sponding funicular polygon from horizontal line of beam
is drawn by making the lines parallel to those of polar
diagi-am. For the scale, it is found convenient to make
the horizontal line of polar diagram 10 units of the length
scale.—G. H. U.

[II714.]—Drawing- Moments of Beam.—The
diagram for bending moment is simply made. Plot the
spaces into which beam is divided by load to scale ; next
also plot the forces in the usual way to scale on vertical
line of polar diagi'am. Take any point and join it by
straight lines to these points, then draw parallel lines for
tkf diagram of bending moment. Any textbook on con-
struction will give " A Student " the method of proceed-
ing. A veiy little pi-actice will make the pi'ncess easy to
draw bending moment diagram for any beam differently
loaded. I should adrise "A Student" to get Tarn's or
number's textbook.—Oi.n SrniE.VT.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Water fkom the Lake District.—The Earl of
Jersey's committee of the House of Lords passed on
Monday the preamble of a Bill promoted by the
corporation of Barrow-in-Furness to empower them
to impound the upper waters of the river Duddon
and the Seathwaite Tarn in the Lake district, and to
obtain from 2,000,000 to 3,000,000 gallons of water
per day from these sources according to the quantity
of water in the river, so long as the flow did not fall
below a certain amount. Tlie measure was opposed
by the urban district council of Millom, the Hod
Bari-ow Mining Company, and the Millom and
Askam Hematite Company, who all objected because
they feared that the effect of diminishing the flow
of the Duddon would be to cause the closing of the
channels in the river estuary and so to put a stop
to the sea trade of MUlom.

A company has been formed in Wishaw for the
purpose of erecting a working-men's home in the

Bazalgette, engineer iu chief to the Metropolitan popidous district of Craigneuk. The capital is
n— J .r. ii-..__

. .., ., .. „ ., I

,£4,000, and the .£100 shares have all been taken up.
Plans will be immediately prepared by Mr. CuUen,
architect, Motherwell ; and the home, which will
provide 1.30 beds, is expected to be ready for occu-
pation by October.

A Local Government Board inquiry has been held
at Clactou-on-Sea into the proposed loans of
£21,.300 for E.ast Cliff protection works, &c., ,£.5,800

for gas and water works, and £400 for land.

Consternation h.os been caused in official circles in
Leeds by the rejection of the sewage scheme by the
House of Lords Committee. The corporation pur-
chased the Gateforth estate for £8.5,000, and the
property has been conveyed to them and paid for.

The corporation have also entered into undertakings
with the West Riding Rivers Board to deal with the
sewage. The Bill will go forward with the rest of
the provisions for tramway extensions and street
improvements, but these are comparatively small
schemes in comparison to the sewerage project.
There Ls no appeal against the House of Lords Com-
mittee, whose decision is absolutely binding.

The Bishop of Liverpool's committee for promoting
the erection of a cathedral in that city met iu the
towni-hall, on Tuesday, and expressed much
gratification at the encouragement they had re-
ceived, the promised contributions reaching £ 1 10,000.
As chairman of the committee. Sir William B.
Forwood has issued an earnest ap]«al for additional
funds, s.aying that he trusted to " all sons of Liver-
pool and those connected with the diocese to bear
their share in this good and glorious work." The
committee hope at an early date to ask the Lord
Lieutenant to convene a public meeting of the
diocese. The proposed site is not yet specified.

Mr. B. T. Batsford much regrets to announce
that the second issue of Mr. Edwin O. Sachs's
monumental work, " Modern Opera Houses and
Theatres," promised for the opening of the opera
season, has been unavoidably delayed by the illness
of the author. It is now scarcely probable that
Mr. Sachs's work can be reissued before the
autumn.

The Bill which Sir John Brunner introduced on»),a .>/i/i^t;„ I 1 «» V, V rw,
h ^•"6"=" ".y iii<! i>ui niuuii oil juuii x>ruiiiier introuucea onthe .-iddition of a loftier block. The new wmg will

I
Monday night seeks to enable school boards toinclude, in addition to extr.n ronH i,<r.T-«r„„ ..n.,„.„_ ; „„k..v,i:„l, ^l :..!,„:.. „.i___.- ^c _ _ , .

include, in addition to extra reading-room accom-
modation for adults and children, two art museum
rooms about 30ft. square, and at the top a fine
gallery for pictures, 70ft. long and liOft. wide. The
CMt is estimated at between £4,000 and £;),000.
rho extension is designed liy Mr. .fesse Horsfall, of
Todmorden, who, when he" was a member of the
borough surveyor's staff, planned the present library
budding. "

To afford mm;c siding room and other facilities „y i,i,r. xia.met

Newc'L^Ii^^' .r-TvnP ';'T^-'i "'?,^'«:'*r'
Sfl't'<>" at

:

"t j"9t over £20,000. It will be Contiguous to thenewcustle-on-Tyiie and Llswick Station, there has existing reservoir, and will have a storage capacity

establish and maintain schools of science and art,
science and art classes, and evening continuation
schools.

The members of the Ipswich Scientific Society
paid a visit on the evening of Wednesday week to
the central station of the waterworks to inspect the
new pumping plant, and also .saw the plans for the
new reservoir about to be constructed for the Ipswich
Corporation in Park-road, Henley-road, from plans
by Mr. Hamlet Roberts, the manager and engineer,

now liceii txigun the demolition of property acquired
some time ago by the railway comjiany, on the
south side of the line and iKdween it andthe river.A numticr of houses in Dunn-street, Water-street
Shumac-street, and in Kailway-terrace are tieint^
rapiilly dismantled, m order t-j allow of the widening
of the line there. Some of the houses arc three-
story dwellings of considerable size.

of four million gallons of water, of which three and
a halt millions will be " useable." The dimensions
are 290ft. iu length, with a width of 208ft., and an
average depth of about lift. The bottom wdl be
concreted, and the walls are to be of concrete also,
in places about 10ft. thick. An iron and concrete
roof, supported on columns and joists, will cover
it in.

CHIPS.
The city parish council of Aberdeen are about to

proceed with the erection of a new poorhouse on the
lands of Oldmill, formerly the location of a boys'
reformatory, about three miles from the citv. Plans
have been prepared, and the cost of the iristitution
wiU be between £.50,000 and £60,000.

_On Saturday, Messi-s. Christie, Manson, and
Woods sold at their rooms. King-street, .St. James's-
square, London, a collection of pictures by old
masters, the property of Mr. Ai'tbur Kay, of 21,
Winton-drive, Glasgow. Good prices were realised,
and the collection, which consisted of 131 lots, pro-
duced £13,620 12s.

The district council of Xewton-in-Makerfield
have just accepted the tender of Messrs. John Smith
and Sons, Midland Clock Works, Derby, for a large
chiming clock with four cbals for" Newton-le-
Willows Church. Messi-s. John Smith and Sons
have recently put up a large chime clock with four
dials at Reading Co-operative Stores, and they are
now making a very large clock for Beverley
Minster.

Mr. Leonard Collmann, who for nearly thirteen
years served the late Queen as in-spector of the
Palace at Windsor Castle, has l»en retired by the
King, and terminates his service in July next.
A few days ago the King conferred on him the
medal of the Royal Victorian Order in recognition
of his services.

The " William Black Memorial Beacon," which
has been erected on the eastern coast of Mull, was
lighted on Monday afternoon at 3 o'clock, for the
first time.

Messrs. E. H. Shorland and Brother, of Man-
chester, have just supplied their patent double-
fronted Manchester stoves, with descending smoke-
flues, to the fever hospital, Birmingham.

• The Evesham Board of Guardians agreed, oii

Monday, to adopt the plans and estimates for a new
infirmary and alterations of the existing infirmary,
and to apply to the Local Goveniment Board for
sanction to a loan of £.5,500. The Board some time
ago rescinded a resolution to build an entire new
workhouse. They have since erected cottage homes
for children, and in addition to the new infirmary,
new tramp wards, offices, and board-room are
contemplated.

The foundation stone was laid on Tuesd.ay of new
Cougi'egational Church buildings in Park-road,
Wallsend. The first part of Ihe scheme consists of
the erection of a school-hall, classrooms, and vestries,

at an estimated expenditure of £1,710. Mr. J,

Walton Taylor, of Newcastle, is the architect, and
Mr. F. J. Hepple, of the same city, the con^
tractor.

A group of little drainage schemes, affecting:

various parts of Bristol, formed the subject of a'

Local Government Board inquiry held on Friday
by Mr. E. A. S. Fawcett. Information was supphed
by the city engineer, Mr. Yabbicom. Some of the
schemes are to replace old and defective .sewers by
new ones, others to provide for the needs of extend-
ing suburbs, and the aggregate cost will .amount to
£3,835.

Mr. E. Vigors has made his .award in the suit
between the rector and churchwardens of St. Maryi
Woolnoth and the City and South Loudon Railway
Company, which has built its station under thVj
church, and taken a portion of the churchyard foi

the purposes of exit. The amount of award is

£148,000, but it is probable that the railway
company will carry the case to the House of Lords,
on tiie ground that Parliament prohibited the sale
of the church for railway puiposes, and that, there-
fore, they should only be called upon to pay '

' prairie
value " as indemnity for the underground space
and overhead exits which have been acquii'ed.

The annual report of the Artists' General Benevo-
lent Institution shows that the income for the pa.st

year amounted to £4,163. and that of the Orphan
Fund to €1,987, .51 oi-phan chddren of artists re-
ceiving assistance from the institution.

I
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. -

, ,,
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^
the various rooms for each di-partment grouped to

Uow to Estimiitc: or, the Anslj-sis of Buildei-s'

Prices.-VU
Memorials of Orciter London

l'.,.oksRecei\'«l

li.itish and Irish Building Stones.—XXW.
1 )biturti-y •
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COMPETITIONS.
Ki:n;HLi;Y.—I'^oiuc cue humtrcd and t'orly-si.K

sets of designs have liecn sent in for the ]nihlic

library competition at Keighley, and the Council

of the Koval Institute of l^ritish .Vrchitects

seli-cted Jlr. Leonard Stokes, F.K.I.H.A., to bo

the assessor, and he is at present engaged upon
making a choice for the approval of the borough
council. Premiums of £.iO, £30, and ,£20 were

offered. The limit of the expenditure is stated

at ti),000. If each competitor had a share in thi;

net connuission he would receive about three

pounds, and if the ccimpetitors' expenses were

pooled, the winner would undoubtedly gain, from

^..ther and with regard lo ingi-ess and egress

from entrances, and with separate staircases

leading to stores, etc., in the basement. The
principal iloor is reached by the two staii-eases. At

the head of the main staircase is placed the

inquiry otlice of town clerk's department ;—this

leiiartincnt liaving been placed on th(' fii-st floor
| 'i ,„i)netary point of view, a considerably larger

be in touch with the council-chamber, mayor'-

nxrSTRATIOXS.
. MATTUEW*S, CUAl'EL .^LI.ERTON.—NEW COl.UK

ASD FIRE STATION, llLACKBl"BN.— HOCSE .\T

FIELD.—SOUTH SlIIELUS MCNICIPAI. BCILUINGS.

LODCB, MORLEY.—NEW PREMISES, EXETER CO-OPERATIVE

ASD INUL'BTRIAL SOCIETY.—A TRAMP ACROSS MONT CENIS.

—ITALIAN WOODWORK.—BRUJUIV AND FRODINOIIAM PRO-

POSED SEW OOCNCIL OFFICES.

€>ur ^lustrations.

to

parlour, and committee-rooms, which have been

provided with an ante-room, conveniently placed,

with direct a<-ecss to each committee-room and

tlie corridors. The councillors' assembly -hall has

direct access to the assembly-room, council-

chamber, ante - room, and mayor's jmrlour,

making a very compact arrangement of this

^^ section, with necessary Cjoakroom adjoining.

^3 The principal entrance ami staircase were intended i

683 to be built of stone with dadoes in faienci!.
|

686 The building was to have been faced with Heworth 1

Burn ttone^ The author of this design is Mr.

Keginald G. Kirkby, of Sunderland.

XP.W rilESIISES FOR THE EXETKK CO-OPEUATIVIl AND
IXDVSTIUAL SOCIETY, I.IMITEn. "

Tnis block of buildings, the first section of which

is now in coui-se of erection, will occupy the site

of the society's existing premises in Sidwell-

strcet, and thiit of the adjoining property re(-ently

itcquired in Veniey-placo. The buildings (com-

prise, on the ground floor, three shops with public

offices and ware-rooms behind. On the first

floor, show-rooms, class and committee-rooms,

with secretary's offices adjoining. On the second

floor there is a large assembly-hall with an open-

timbered roof. The corriilors and staircases are

of fireproof construction, and are isolated from

CUCRTS

HEATII-

—HAYES

ST. M-VXTHEW S CllLKCH, CHArEI. ALLEUTOX

The Church of St. Matthew, at Chapel Allerton

Leeds, has been recently finished, and is

use. The drawing herewith reproduced

on A-iew at the Royal Academy. The building is

'.f considerable length, the nave having six wide

Ijavs. The root's throughout are decorated with 3Ir_

gold and colour. There is a high, but very open, 1 Westminster, and the contractor for

eiak screen, and the organ, with a painted case,
j

section Mr. Geo. Herbert, of Exeter,

st.ands on it. This ancient position for an organ

has much to recoimuendit, especially acousticaily.

The ease h;is been kept narrow, _ so as not to

obstruct the view materially. There is a detached

tower connected by a cloister-like passage with

the church. Mr. "ti. F. Bodley, A.R.A., was
the architect. AVe gave a view of the exterior of

Ihe church in the Bvn.uiXG News for Jan. 6,

1899, from a drawing exhibited at Burlington

House in 1898.

prize.

I,EEns St iiooi. 01' AiiT.—The committee of tha

T,eeds Institute of Science, Art, and Literature

have received the report of the adjudii'at<u-, Mr.

W. II. Bidlake, M. A., architect, of Birmingham,

on the designs for the new School of .\rt. llcsign

No. 4. which had been placed first by him, was
unanimously adoiited. ()n opening the sealed

envelopes it was found that this had been sub-

mitted by Jlessrs. Bedford and Kitson, of I/eeds.

and to them the work will be intrusted. The
adjudicator, in his report, said that should the

plans recommended be carried out, Leeds would

be provided with an cxceUent School of Art. The
work will be proceeded with forthwith, and the

school, when ready, Avill afford accommodation for

double the number of students accommodated in

the old building.

CHIPS.

The Sun Insurance Office Annual Report is of the

usual encouraging character. The profit balance

on the year is £131,464 10s. An interim dividend

of 4s. per share was paid in January, and a further

dividend of 4s. Od. will be paid in July, lea%-ing a

balance at credit of profit and loss account of

£70,026 lis. 7d.

HAVE S LODGE, UEKBYSHIKE.

This house, also from the designs of Mr. ft. F.

Bodley, A.R.A., is built of red stone, and has a
j
parving j^ massive relief—usually

good deal of oak panelling internally. The bay I monsters or the amis of the owner on an
Avindows are deeply recessed, and are all mullioned I gf-cjiteheon in the centre. Chairs of this type

and transomed, and are fitted with lead lights,
! appear to have formed the decoration of the great

IT.II.IAN WOODWOr.K, XVI. AXD XVII. CEXIlIiV.

The 17th-centur)' Flower Stand in our sketch is

boldlv carved w-ith foliage, scrolls, and mask
design. The scrolls and foliage are picked out in

gold, while the recessed portions are painted

vermilion. The Chair of the 16th century is of

the usual rich and effective character which were

in goner.al use in Venice at that period. In con-

struction it has the appearance of the seat being

fashioned out of two planks—one before and one

behind : whilst a third formed the back. The
planks were of sufficient thickness to allow of

relief

-some having heraldic stained glass. The garden
has been laid out in character with the house.

The roof is covered with stone slates.

I'OLICE COIRTS AXD
m..icKiiiitx,

FIKF. ST.ATIOX,

These buildings are from the plans of Messrs.

Briggs and Wolstenholme, and Stone and Stone.

The design was selected in competition, and is

exhibited at the Rov-:l Academv.

at the Roval .\cademv.

.' - ---i-v.
1, ^-u T -ir 1- J J , 1

At a meeting of the Liverpool Queen Victoria
now in other porticns of the budding by armoiu-ed doors

jj^^^jal Committee, held on Monday at the Town
IS now : The eb'vations are composed of red pressed lirick

, jj^jj^ jj. ^^.^j, j-ggoived that the memorial of the late

with Bath stone dressings, the central gable being
1 Sovereign to be erected in the city should consist of

surmounted bv a clock turret. The architect is
j^ monument containing a statue. Subscriptions

Fredk. .T. Commin, F.S.I., of Exeter and
j

amounting to between £3,000 and £4,000 were an-

the first nounced at the meeting.

The gi-eat Avheel lor draining the Upwood New
Feu District, erected by Messrs. Smithdale and Son,

drainage engineers, of Ade, was started on Tliurs-

day in last week.

The toivn council of Newport, Isle of Wight,

have appointed Mr. Walder as borough surveyor, in

succession to Mr. F. W. B. Waterworth, retired

;

Mr. Waterworth has been given the honorary post

of assistant borough surveyor at a salary of t\ a

week, by way of pension.

Cardinal Vaughau and his household are leavuig
" Archbishop's House," Westminster, for theu new
residence in .\mbrosden-avenue, Ashley-Gardens,

S.W. The new residence has been erected east of

grotestnic
1
the new cathedral, and in direct communication with

it. The cathedral. t"ne diocesan hall and the house

form one continuous pile of buildiugs of about

.),50ft. in length, occupying the whole length of

Ambrosden-avenue, and have all been erected by

Messrs. ShUlitoe and Sons, of Bury St. Edmunds
and London, from Mr. John F. Bentley's plans.

The cost of the diocesan hall and house is close upon

£40,000.

The Hare Hill estate, recently acijuired by the

Littleborough I'rbau District CouncU, was fonnally

opened as a public park on Saturday. The estate

eovei'S twelve .acres, and has been acquired together

with the old familv residence of the Newalls. This

is a large house, aiid will now be used as offices for

the district council and the school hoard, and to

provide accommodation for a public library .and

museum ; the outbuildings wdl be eonveited into

stabling and storage accommodation for the district

council and the fire brigade.

corridors and halls, and were used without

cushions. The Prayer Desk is of wabiut, with

pilasters at angles, carved wnth a figure design,

terminating in foliage. It contains a drawer and

cupboard, the door of the latter moulded and

carved with a running pattern. In height it is

2ft. lOin. by 2ft. 2in. wide. This was obtained

by the South Kensington Museum authorities for

£19, and it may he seen with the other pieces

of fnrnitiu-e mentioned in the same national

collection.HOISE AT HEATHriEI.D.

Mii. Basil C'hami'Xevs is the architect of thii

house at lleathfield. The plans and elevations

explain^thcmselves. The drawing is on exhibition
-^^.^^^^^ surveyor's office, rate-collector's office

council chamber, with usual lavatories, waiting'

NEW COr-XCIL OFFICES, lUSrMKY AXD FKODIXGIIAM

'

,

This building, which is now in coui-se of erection

rnorosED .mixicipal bvildixgs, south shields.

The 'drawing herewith illustrated is at the

Royal Academy Exhibition. In dealing with
the site at the disposal of the competitors,

j

" the building with its principal frontage
\

is placed facing Westoe - road, and is set
[

back from the street line with the comer to

Broughton-road rounded off," in order to obtain

as imposing a view as possible. The principal I

entrance is on the Westoe-road front, and two
i

working entrances have been placed on Ogle- '

terrace and Broughton-road respectively, and
the main portal has been so arranged that it

tun he used in connection with the council-

chamber and committee-rooms, without inter-

rooms, st(U-es, .accommodation for carts, messroom

for men cmploj-ed by the council, and caretaker's

lodge. It is intended to erect the building of red

Lincolnshire bricks, the roofs being covered with

tiles or green Westmoreland slates : part of the

two principal fronts are to be covered with stucco

The streets and buildings committee of Eduiburgh

Town Council have adjusted their provisional

estimates of expemUture for the year from May 15

next. On streets, footpaths, and public safety the

amount proposed to be spent Is £73,480, as com-

pared with £74,110 estimated for the cuiTcnt year,

and £76,074 .actually expended in 1899-1900. On

.and hung tiles, the do-ie of ,, , , ,„ f]^litor^^XL^l{Sr^''J^'^^^^
covered with copper and the whole ot the wood-

] *;^',?^ T,/ .o.^fection with the wide.mig of the
work IS to be punted white. Jhe arclnt_^ect is

^r^ges at Bonningtou and Stockbridge and the ex-
Mr. John M. Dosscu-, A.R.I.B.A., of Jlanor-

street, Hull.

The new police buddings for Ku-kcaldy, contracts

for which have just been accepted by ths town

council, will cost close on £20,000.

tension of Portobello Promenade.

Mr. A. A. G. Malet, C.E., held an inquiry at

Driffield, on Fridav, on behalf of the Local Go-

vernment Board, respecting the application of the

Driffield Urban District Council for iiermission to

borrow £.5,500 for gasworks purposes.
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IIoTi:!, DELLA POSTA AND COTTAGES Ul'OX TIIE SUMMIT OF THE MONT CENIS PASS.

LA\S-r,K-liOrP.G, SAVOY, AT TIIE WESTERN EOOT OF MONT CENTS.
(" A TRAMP ACROSS MONT C'EXIS."-By HARRY HEMS. See Page fi.M.)
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
DlSTKICT SmVEVOES AND ELECTRIC LlOIITIXC

Ixsi'ECTios Boxes. — WniTEcuAPEL Bo.vbd of
WOKKS V. Crow.— Ill the Kind's Bench Division,

Mr. .Tustice Grantliani, Mr. Justice Kenncily,

and Mr. .Justice Darling have pven juilginent in

^n :ipi>eiil by case stated from the decision ot the

Metropolitan police magistrate sitting at the Thames
Police-court, convicting the appellants of having
liegiiu to execute a work without haviiij^ served a

building notice on the respondent, the district sur-

veyor, coiitrarv to the provisions of section ll.> of

the London BaiMing Act, l.S'Jl. The appellants

were the loial authority within the meaning of the

Electric Lighting Acts, ISSi and ISMS, for the dis-

trict ill which the Iwxes hereinafter mentioned were i

placed, and the respondent Crow was the district

surveyor for the s;iiiic district. The ap])ellants were

also tile surveyors of highways in and for the same
<Ustrict. In the year 181)2," the Boai-d of Trade,

pursuant to the Electric Lighting Acts, ISS'J and
188S, granted the ai)pellants, in respect of their dis-

;

•h'ict, a ])rovisional order, and by section 1 1 the
'

undertakers were einjiowercd to construct in any I

street such boxes as might be necessary for purposes
^

in connection with the supply of electrical energy.

Such boxes were to be constructed of such materials

and to be so maintained by the undertakers a.s not
1

to lie a source of danger. Section 12 of the pro-
{

visional order provided that one month's notice

should be served upon the Postmaster-General and
the London County Councd by the appellants.

On Xovemtier fi, IS'JO, the appellants began to con-

struct in Great Prescot-street, Whitcchapel, three

bo.xes of iron and brickwork in connection with the

sujjply of electrical energy. The appellants, before

constructing the electrical boxes, (lid not serve a i

building notice on the district smveyor under the
j

London Building Act, 1891, section Ho, in con- '

sequence of which the respondent took out a sum-
]

moiis for allegetl failure to comply with th^i

requirements of the Act. The magistrate convicted

the appellants, imposing a pesialty of Is. with
.<;10 10s. costs. The arguments before the Divisional

•Court were heard on April 27 last, and judgment
•was now given, dismissing the appeal, with costs.

Mr. H. F-. Dickens, K.C., for the appellants, con-
tended that the district surveyor was not entitled to

notice under the London Buildiiig Act, 1894,

section 14.^. The duties of the appellants were pre-
scribed by the Electric Lighting Acts .and the pro- i

visioiixl order, 1892, and tne London Building Act '

<Ud not apply. The principle which governed the
<;ase was that laid down in " .Seward v. Vera Cruz ""

—namely, that general words in a later .\ct ought
not to be held to indirectly repeal or alter the words 1

ot a special and earlier Act without an indication of I

a particular intention to do so. Mr. Horace
I

Avory, K.C., argued that there was no incou- I

sistency between the special Acts and the London
Building Act, 1891. The notice under section 145
•was a necessaiy cumulative remedy for the pur-
pose of giving supervision to a public ofHcial, in
iddition to the Board of Trade. He cited " The
I'ckfield Rural District Council v. the Crowborough
District Water Company," " Sion College, in r,-,

London (Mayor), r.,- jiii,-t,-.^' Mr. Talbot, in reply,
cited " London County (,'ouncil v. Humphreys,
Ltd.," and " Vernier v. M"Donnell." Mr. .Justice
•fJrantham, in giving judgment, said the apjiellaiits

liad failed to show that the decision of the learned
magistrate w.as wrong, and judgment must, there-
tore, be for the respondent. The Legislature, in
passing the Building Act, 1,894, w.as fully alive to
the existence and provisions of the Electric Lighting
Acts, for we see that by set-tions 201, 202, and 203
thev expressly exempt a great numlier ot buildings,
and by .section 203 especially exemj)t local authorities
or companies in the position of the appellants,
having statutory powers for the supplyhig of elec-
tricity, from certain parts of the Act of 1891, which
would otherwise apply to them. The insertion of
those exoeiitions seemed, therefore, to show that the
Legislature advisedly intended that the work done
nnder these Electric Lighting Acts, and the pro-
visional orders obtained under those Acts, should be
under the supervision of the same authority that
was intrusted with the supervision of all building
works in the district, and he did not think the
gciienil rule as to compulsory supervision at all
unnecessary. Mr. .Tustice Kennedy and Mr. Justice
ftrantham concun'ed.

Recovert of District Sitrveyohs' Fees.—Cor-
TiETT V. B.inoEB.—In the King's Bench Division,
the Lord Chief Justice and Mr. Justice Law-
rance have given judgment on a special case stated
by Mr. Kennedy, the Metropolitan magistrate, on
the hearing of eight summonses issued on com-
Jilaiiit by the respondent, Mr. Charles J. Badger, to
recover fees amounting to i'.VlS Ts. (id. alleged to he
due to him as district surveyor for the district of
Lewi.sham, under the London Building Act, 1891.
In 1899 the .appellant w.is the owner of the St.
Gei-man's Estate at Hither Green, and he contracted
with Mr. John Lawrence, a builder, to erect certain
houses on the estate. Mr. Lawrenr.e ere;teil the
houses in question, and was paid the contract price,
which included any fees which Mr. Lawrence was

liable to pay to the respondent under the above Act.

Section l.ii" of the Act provides that certain fees

shall be paid by the builder, or, in his default, by
the owner or occupier, and section l.i7 enacts that

at the expiration of 14 days after the roof of any
Imilding surveyed by a district surveyor under this

Act has been covered in, the district surveyor shall

be entitled to receive the fees due to him from the

builder employed in erecting such building, or from

the owner or OL'cupier of th building so erected.

The amounts claimed by the respondent were fees

to which he was entitled under this Act. The ques- I

tioii was whether the complaints had been made
within six months after the matter of complaint

arose, as is required by the .Summary Jurisdiction

Act, IS4S. The Lord Chief Justice, in giving judge-

ment, said that the roof w!is completed m December,
1899, and at some date after the expii'ation of 14

days from then the district surveyor became entitled

to "the fee now claimed. Between January 17 and
September 10, 1900, he delivered to the builder the
bills contemplated by sub-section 2 of section l.')7

of the London Budding Act, 1894. On July 2 the

builder liecame bankrupt. On November 8 sum-
monses were taken out against the owner, and it

was necessary to consider whether the six months
ran from the expiry of the fourteen days above
referred to, or whether they ran either from the

time when the bills were given to the builder (in

which case some of the summonses would l>e out of

time), or whether they ran from the date of the
notices to the owner, October 20, 1900 (in which
case none of them would be out of time). The
material words were the Uth section of the .Sum-
mary Jurisdiction Act, 1848, which spoke of the
time " when the matter of complaint arose.'' It

would be possible to hold that the matter of com-
plaint arose when there was a neglect to pay the

fees after fourteen days : but they could not hold
that the whole matter was clearly ascertained at

that date. Some of the fees under the Act required
calculation, and in those circumstances the prin-

ciple enunciated in "Pool and Forden Highway
Board -v. Gunning " applied—namely, that at that
time the amount could not be so ascertained as to

enaVde the debtor to pay. As against the builder,

the time would run from the time when the bills

were sent to him. As against the owner, time did

not run until he had received a bill under sub-sec-
tion 2 before referred to. They had to consider

when there was a default. He c:)uld n it say that
the neglect of the owner to pay in def.iult of the :

builder was .such a default as would make the six

months begin to run. None of the summonses,
therefore, were too late, and the decision of the

I

magistrate would be affirmed. Lord -Justice Law-
rance concurred.

I

An Architect' .s Valuation.—Hardi.vov.Ewiso.

I

—In this action, reported in our last issue, p. 62.5,

Mr. Justice Bruce gave judgment on Friday. He
observed that the defendant, at the request of the

i

plaintiff, made a valuation of the houses ; and
I

plaintiff, relying upon that valuation, advanced
£1,250 on mortgage, and undertook to make a

I

further advance of £100 when a certain road had
been completed. Plaintiff" now contended that the

I defendant's valuation was excessive, and that this

was due to the fact that the defendant based his

calculations upon statements of Mr. AUday, to
whom the advance was made. The defendant, in

i
defence, said he was instructed to obtain his parti-

' culars from Mr. AlUiay, and that, as the statements

I
of that gentleman as to the rents appeared to be
reasonable, he "was entitled to rely upon them.
After reviewing the evidence, the learned Judge
gave judgment for the plaintiff for £427 4s. 8d.,

with costs.

Alleoed Neoligence by an Architect.—Paget
V. Dollar.—Mr. Justice Wright heard, in the

j

Queen's Bench Division, on Friday, this motion
against an architect to recover damages for negli-

j

gence, which was denied. Mr. Joseph Walton,
K.C., stated that in March, 1897, the plaintiff,

M.ajor Paget, who is now in South Africa, em-
ployed the defendant, an architect, to prepare plans
for certain flats at Church-row, Hampstead. The
plans were jirepared, and a tender was accepted in

March, 1898, for erecting the flats. The defendant
then requested an increase in his fees, which was
refused. It was then agreed th.at the defendant
should hand over the plans for the sum tif (.'504,

then paid to him, and withdraw from the work. It

was assumed and understood by the plaintiff' that
the necessary consent of the London (bounty Council
had been obtained. It tianspired that this was not
so. The building-lino was found to he in advance
of the general budding-line of the street, and, to a
large extent, new plans had to be prepared before
the consent of the Council could be obtained. This
caused additional expense and a delay of several
months. The defendant should first have obtained
the consent of the Council, and not merely the dis-

trict architect's approval. For the defence several
architects were called, who stated that the defend-
ant had followed the usual custom, and had done
all that prudence would suggest ; it was not al ways
wise to anticipate the Council's objection. Ilis

Lordship gave judgment for defendant, with costs.

CHIPS.
The annual meeting of the British Association of

Waterworks Engineers will be held at Birkenhead
on July 9, 10, 11, and 12. A number ot papers wdl
be presented for discussion, and visits will take
place to various waterworks and other places of
interest in the vicinity.

The " tan gallop," one of the curiosities of Wel-
beck Ablicy, is being taken down in order that the
stone in it may be used in the rebuilding of the
Oxford wing, which was destroyed by lire last
October. The gallop is a long arcade, roofed with
glass, which -was buUt for the exercise of horses
dm-ing inclement weather. The stone in it is

practically identical with that of the Abbey, and the
object in using it is to avoid giving the .ibbey a
patchy appearance when the work is completed.
The gallop will be replaced by an avenue of trees.

This week there have been hoisted into the belfry
above the clock tower of the new to^vn-hall
Colchester, now being completed from plans by Mr!
John Belcher, A.R. A., the chiming bells belonging
to the clock. The largest bell weighs about a ton
and a quarter. Both hells and clock have been
presented by the late Mrs. Charles Hawkins and
family, in memory of the late Aldennan Hawkins.
The old bell belonging to the ancient Moot Hall will

also be hung in the tower, but will only be rung on
special occasions.

The new public park provided for Portobello by
the corporation of Edinburgh was opened oii

Friday. It has an area of Soj acres, and its acquisi-

tion cost £26,359, in addition to £1,100 expended on
laying it out.

The Preston Town Council have decided that theii'

tramways should be on the overhead trolley system,

that the gauge should be 4ft. SJin., instead of 4ft.,

and that the lines should be constructed and worked
by the corporation themselves.

The death occurred, on Thursday in last week, of

Mr. J. E. Lash, an architect practising in Wrexhara,
who was found dead in bed at hLs home, Post-office-

road, Gresford, Denbighshire. Deceased, who was
51 years of age, was formerly in business for himself,

but a year or two ago he went as an assistant to

another architect practising in Wrexham. •"

With a view to obtaining the best self-propelleff

lorry for military purposes the Secretary of State for

War off'ers three prizes—a tirst prize of £500, a
second xn-ize of £250, and a third prize of £100—for
the three self-propelled lorries which shall be

adjudged, after a series of trials carried out by the

War (5ffice Committee on Mechanical Transport, to

be test siiited to military requirements. Designi
must be sent in by September I.

Mr. H. Percy Boulnois, an inspector of the Local.

Government Board, held an inquiry at Runcorn, oik

Friday, with respect to an application of the urban
district council for sanction to borrow £2,300 for the

extension of the waterworks. Evidence was givBIl,

that the money was required to improve thd:'

pumping-station, and to erect a water-tower^ foicf

the putpose of increasing the supply to the neigh-

bouring township of Weston.

At their meeting on Wednesday, the city council

of Bristol adopted plans by Mr." Henry 'Williains,

of that city, for the rebuilding and extension of the

police-court at the corner of Nelson and BrideweB

Sfcx'eets, at an estimated cost of £15,000. In the

recent competition Mr. Williams was awarded the

first premium of £100 for plans, the second of £50

i going to Messrs. Buckland and Farmer, of Bit-

j

mingham.

! The Netherlands Government has introduced a

Bill for the reclaiming of part of the Zuider Zee at

the national expense. It is proposed to unite the

coasts of Northern Holland and Friesland by a dyke

stretching to the north of the River Ijssel, and thus

to reclaim an area of 113,666 acres. The expense is

estimated at 95 million florins, and it is proposed to

cover this by a loan rep.ayable in 18 years.

Lord Overtoun opened, on Friday last, the

new joint fever hospital, which has been erected on

the CJardross-road at Havock by the Western Dis-

trict Committee of Dumbarton County Council end

Dumharton Town Council. The hospital site ex-

tends to Ave acres, and the buildings consist of

administrative block, three pavUions, each (ontain-

ing a couple .of wards, caretaker's accommodation,

aiiii other necessai-y structure^ Provision has been

maile in the wards for 44 beds. The cost has been

£15,000.

At i:iiiversity College a course of six lectures on

Roman Britain" is being delivered by Mr. F. Haver-

field, Yates lecturer in archteology, on Tluiisdays,

at 4 p.m., the first of which was given yester-

day. The subjects of the lectui'es are as follows:—

(1) Previous Writers oL Roman Britain from 1100-

1900, A.D. ; (2) Sketch or the Roman C^onquest

;

(3 and 4) The Military Occupation, Army Forts,

&c. ; (5) The Civilisation of the Non-Military .Dis-

tricts, Towns, Villages; (6) The Sequel in Post

Roman-England. These lectures are open to the

public without payment or ticket.

i
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eui (Dffirt ZMt,
liiE coiuaiittei- of the Architectural Association

;.! this week issuing to all archittcts in practice

a pamphlet giving particulars of tho curriculum

at the A.A. Dav School, which is to be opened in

October next at the Studio, 56, lireat Jlarl-

borouu'h-strcct^M'. The school will be divided

into three terms—autumn, spring, and summer,

consisting of about U weeks each. The fee

for the full course is 12 guineas per term, or

:ih guineas per annum ; or, for the lectures only,

twoguine.is per term, or 35 guineas per annum for

either the history or construction course. After

pajTuent of the fees for the fii-st year's course

students will be eligible for election as ordinary
members of the -Vrchitcctural .Association without
jwyraent of the usual entrance fee of two guineas.

The first year's course of the cuniculum includes

in the studio the use of instruments and scales,

freehanil drawing, elementary perspective, orders

of t'liissic architecture, elements of the various

styles, principles of mechanics, elementarj- con-
struction, and sketching and measuring details

and portions of existing buildings. There will

also be lectures upon the " History of .Archi-

tecture," and on " Element,ary Construction and
Materials," each comprising thirty-six addresses,

and illustrated by visits to workshops or build-

ings. In the second year's couree there will be
a continuation of the subjects just named, also

in advanced perspective and sciography, de-
scriptive and applied geometry and graphic
statics : and the principles of architectural

design. i

Ax enhance*! effect of lofty grandeur in St.
;

Paul's t.'athediul has been obtained by the
erection of a range of pendent electroliers in

the choir, and their design appears to be
eminently satisfactory. They are suspended
from the outer ring of the saucer domes, and have
plain white rods, diridcd by bosses of br.ass or
gilded metal, branching with triangular wings
lovir ways in an effective way, the illuminating
body of the same material below a.ssuraing in
appearance a simiLar bulk and scale to moderately-
sized candchibra. AVe have not had an oppor-
tunity of examining their det.ail closely: but,
speaking generally, they are an important improve-
ment, and the apparent height of the building is

giwitly increased by their introduction. The
wrought-iron balcony front over the main cornice
is being continued through the choir, and we can
only confirm the objection which we have pre-
vioasly expressed as to the incongruity of such
an unfortunate tampering with Sir Christopher
Wren's masterpiece. The return faces of this

seroU work seem to be coloured red, the front
being gilt, and in itself the result may be
ple.asing enough in point of coloiu- ; but as to the
objectionable character of the erection of any
tailing whatever in such a position, there can but
be one opinion. We are in accord with the
expression of condemnation from an architectural
point of view, which one hears on .all sides ; but
we cannot associate the name of Jlr. Somers
Clarke, the surveyor to the Cathedral, with the
blame properly attaching to such a great and
costly mistake, as we cannot think the setting up
of this railing ha.s his approval.

The London County Council decided on
Tuesday, on the recommendation of the Housing
of the Working Classes Committee, that a con-
ference of delegates frotii the various Metropolitan
borough councils should be called to discusi the
steps they might projwse under Part III. 'the
Housing Act, and in order to arrive at a wor,iing
basis between the (-'ouncil and the borough
councils, so as to avoid the danger of two or more

: public authorities seeking to acquire the same
areas. The committee suggest June 28 as a

I ible date. The umpire having made his
.rd of ,C10,5G0 in the matter of the claim of
7.792 of the o^vner for the sale and purchase of
garden of .Albert-square. Ratcliff, the parks

I'jiuuuttee .isked for a sum of £640 for laying out
,

the ground. This w.as agreed to.

f Jla. John Maetix, formerly a member of the
' Hackney Borough Council, draws a vi\-id picture,
,

in the Forum of the "veritable Garden City"
' about to be provided by the London County
;

I

Council. The site is just beyond the northern
boundary, covere 225 acres, and is Intended for a
population of 42,500. These people will be
domiciled in pretty cottages, not barrack tene-
ments. In the centre of this model citv the shops
and public buildings will rise. Mr. J". Passmore

I

Edwards will provide a frie lilirary. .V riv^r

meandcis through the ground that is to be con-

verted into a park. There will be neither a slum
j

to infect the air, nor a private landlord tn make
one. To enable the residents to reai h their places

of work, the Council's trams will run to the

border of the estate, and the railways will carry

the workers from any adjoining station to the City

for 2d. per round trip.

Thk Roads Improvement .Association have
st.arted a movement, the object of which is to '.

secure the construction of better and wider .roads, :

adequate to the increased tratiic and suitable for

the new and more rapid methods of locomotion.

The association point out that the present system
of road administration is so cumbei'some and ex- i

pensive that very few local authorities can be
induced to put it into operation on any large

scale. Under ;ill these circumstances, the Roads
Improvement Association has determined to

bring organised pressure to bear upon Parliament
and the Government to amend the 'existing system

\

of administration. The association, whose offices

are 45, Parliament-street, S.W., invite the co-

operation of all interested in the condition of tho

i-oads.

The annual dinner of the Birmingham and
District Clerks of Works' and Builders' Foremen's
Association took place at the Acorn Hotel, Bir-

mingham, on the 8th inst., about 100 membere i

and friends being present. After the loyal toast,

Mr. J. Patchett, the president, gave the toast of

the Association, briefly calling attention to the

splendid opportunities for usefulness which the

association possessed, and lu'ging the members to

redouble their efforts so as to make it thoroughly
representative of the whole of the building trades.

Mr. H. Price, the city building surveyor, in

responding, pointed out the need for improved
trade education, and a better understanding in

organised indu.stries between capital and labour

in face of the growing competition of other

nations. The toast of the Hon. Members was
given by the vice-president. Mr. S. Welsh, and
responded to by Mr. A. Smith and ilr. J. White-
house ; while the toast of the Lecturers and
Visitors was given by Mr. F. WiUis, and re-

sponded to bv Mr. C. Bateman, F.R.I.B.A., and
Jlr. W. H. UTiitehouse, A.il.l.E.E.

We can strongly recommend those interested

to send to the General Electric Co., Ltd., of 69,

71, 88, and 92, Queen Victoria-street, for one of

their lists of " Geeko " telephones. The bell-

push telephones are an especially cheap, well-

m.ade line, and far preferable to much of the

foreign rubbish that is being used. The
"Kitchen telephone" at IBs. 6d., the " Com-
p,act telephone " at 10s. 6d., and the " Portable

telephone" at fl 2s. 6d. are really wonderful
value for the money. People in England seem
strangely to ignore the fact that any of these

bell-push telephones can be added to existing

electric bells without further expense for domestic

use, and the saving of time effected in communi-
cating with servants or others in different parts

of the house, or -with stables or other outbuild-

ings, is incalculable. Thanks partly to the

attempts of the Telephone Company to establish

a monopoly—which have completely broken down
—we are vears behind the Continent and America
in this matter. -Architects and builders should
really wake up to this.

Mu. Hexuy Burx, the President of the United
States National Wallpaper Company, gave some
interesting testimony the other day before the

Industrial Commission, at AVashington. The
wallpaper trust was one of the first ones formed
in America. .At that time the business of making
such goods was very profitable, and it seemed to

be good policy to cut off competition by a com-
bination of interests. The results, however, have
not justified the anticipations of those interested.

New factories were soon established, to share with
the trust the advantages of high prices, and com-
petition again made its appearance. More than
this, however, it turned out that consolidation,

as Mr. Bum said,
'

' resulted in a vast increase in

the price of labour," through the advantage
which it gave the unions in enabling them " to

concentrate their efforts on one concern, instead

of dividing them among a larger number." All

these circumstances operated to make the business

of the combination unprofitable, and its managers
were wise enough, instead of sacrificing the pro-

perty in useless struggles against adversity, to

dissolve the trust, all the factories concerned in it

being returned to the original proprietors.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING "W^EEK.

S.^TCRDAV (to-mokrow;.—Ediubm-gU .iVivhitectm-.U A&^k)-

ciation. Visit to I'ittenmeff House and
trlen and Pittiniine House. Train from
'Wa verlcy Station, 1.20 p.m.

MoN D.vv.—Royal Institute of British Architects. ''The
Sources and Growth of .\rehitectm-e in

Kgypt," by Profesi-or "VN'. M. FJindeis
Petrie, D.C.L. 8 p.m.

TcESDAV. —Society of .'Vi't-s. "The Rise and Develop"
ment of Egyptian Alt." by l*i-ofes.so^

W. M. llinclcrs Petrie, D.C.L. S p.m.

"Wedxesday.—Society of -Arts. "Testing and Ti-aininff

Distant Vision," bv R. BrudeneU
Carter, F.R.C.S. S p.m.

TnCBSDAV.—Society of Architects. " Buildins? Con-
tiucts," by H. H. Richardson, Solicitor,

St. James's Hall, Piccadilly. 8 p.m.

THEAECHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
M.W ^.'tli: VISIT to NEWGATE GAOL. Members to mcft

• i-mr.ince in Old ilaik-v at Tliri-cp.m. Ti.-ket* will be sent to

jers upon applieation to the SECRETAKV, .it 56, Great Marl-

igh-street, w,, m the Visit it limited to two tinrtieii of 2.>^acli.

G. B. CARViI.I.I „.„<:,„
R s BAI.FOURf """"O-

CHIPS.

A proposal is before the Shoreditch Borough
Council to acquire a freehold estate iu Haggei-ston

which has come into the market, consisting of over

6i acres, which affords an opportunity for canyiug
into effect a comprehensive housing scheme for

supplying the necessities of Haggereton. The
property comprises about 263 cottages, tlu-ee pubUc-
houses, and 23 shops, and is situated near Haggerston
Station and the tramway.

The urban disti-ict council of Prestwich are about

to apply for permission to bon'ow £4,800 for im-
provements on the Heaton Park side of the district.

The statue of the Prince Consort, which has
occupied a position at AVard's End, Halifax, siuce

1864, was removed yesterday (Thursday) to a new
site at tlie junction of Salterhebble and Skircoat

roads, for the greater convenience of the tramway
traffic.

Lieut.-Colonel A. C. Smith, R.E., has held at

Wealdstone, near HarrcJW, an inquiry into the

appUcatiou of the Urban District Council for sanc-

tion to borrow £3,650 for burial ground and chapel,

£630 for a lodge, £1,300 for drainage, and £1,186

for road works.

The Light Railway Commissionere have submitted

to the Board of Trade lor confirmation an order

made by them for the construction of light railways

in the county of Somerset, in the city ot Bath, and
in the rural district of Bath.

Some interesting evidence with regard to the

development ot certain districts near Blackpool was
given before a Committee ot the House of Commons
on Tuesflay in support of au improvement Bill pro-

moted by the town council of that enterprising

borough. 'The development of the tramway between
Blackpool and Fleetwood had led to the erection of

"colonies" in districts previously uninhabited, and
workmen were now able to obtain cheap houses.

The present scheme of the Birmingham Corpora-

tion for bringing water from mid-AVales to Bir-

mingham is approaching completion, and the

contractors will shortly cany huge mains into the

heart of the city. The original estimivte of the cost

of the scheme was seven millions, ot which four

millions was for the first part of the scheme and the

remamder for duphcating the mains when required.

The estimates, however, have been enormously

exceeded, and it is considered probable that tie fii-st

part of the scheme will cost a miUiou ant' . half

more than was estimated.

Next Monday the first section of the doubled line

of railway from Barnard Castle to Bishop Auckland
will be formally opened for traffic tetween the

former to^vn and the coal-road crossing near Old
Broomielaw. Other portions of the new line will

be opened as soon as they are tiuished. The
engineei-s of the North-Eastem Railway Company
have just inaugm-ated operations at Barnard Castle,

which, when finished, will completely revolutionise

the sj'stem of signalling at the eastern entrance to

the railway station.

Another important step has been taken towards

the completion of the restoration of the ancient and
interesting Norman church of SS. Helen and Giles,

Rainham, E.ssex, in the erection of carved oak

desks and seats for the clergy and choir. They
were designed by the Rev. E. Geldart, and made
by Messrs. Jones and Willis, and have lieen dedi-

cated by the Bishop of Btirking.

The county surveyor of Northumberland (Mr.

Bean) has prepared plans for a new masonry bridge

at Warden to replace the existing suspension one.

The vridih of the proposed bridge is 24ft.—a 20ft.

carriageway and a 4ft. footpath. The present

approaches will be retained and the level of the

raUway unaltered. The cost of the proposed works,

complete, is estimated at £11,500. -"
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(L-x^^t iltbjs.
LATEST PRICES.

IRON, &c.
•WAGES MOVEMENTS.

TiiK Skii.ik.ii Laboci; JfAKKKT.—The monthly
uiemomudani of the L^ibour Department of the
Board of Traile states that the proiKirtion of un-
employcil in the trade unions maKing retunis was,
at the end of April, ;i'8 per cent., compared with
o'ti Iter cent, at the end of March, and '2-'y i^er cent,
in April lust year. Employment in some bninches
of the liiiililing trades has continued to improve, but
is woi^se than a year ago. The percentage of un-
employed imion members among cai-pentcrs and
plumbei-s at the end of April was 3'l, compared
with 4'7 per cent, in March. The jjercentage for
April, ll»00, wa.s 2*2. In the furnishing tnides em-
ployment is better than a month ago, l)ut woise
tlia'n a year ago. The percentage of unemployed
union members at the end of Ai>ril was 2''>, com-
pare<l with .36 yei cent, in March, and 1-3 per cent,

m April, 1300.

SiTKFFiEi.D.—The award of Mr. Thomas Blashill,

F.R.I.B.A., the Board of Ti'ade arbitiator in the
dismite l>etween the master plumbers of Sheffield

ana their workmen has lieen made known. The
ojwrativcs deniandecl an advance from 9d. to 9M.
I>er hour, .and because it was not granted they came
out on strike at the end of last year. Since then the
stniggle has been continued. In March the offices

of the Xational Plumbers' Conciliation Board, of

which Mr. John Skirrow, of Leeds, is president,
were invoked, and on the 2.'^th of that month the
Board met at the Grand Restaurant, Leeds, to deal
with the questioiLS in dispute. Xew rules were
introduced, and these were settled. With respect
to the demand for an advance of pa}', it was resolved
tliat should the Board fail to arrive at a settlement,
application should l»e made to the Board of Trade to
appoint an arbiti-ator. The wages question was not
.settled, and the application was consequently made.
Meanwhile men returned to work ou the 1st of April
at the old rate of pay. The Board of Trade
appointed Mr. Bliishill, formerly architect to the
London County Council, and that gentleman met
the Conciliation Boardat Sheffield, and heard state-
ments from both sides. His award was in favour of
the masters—viz., that the rate of payshoijd remain
at 9d. per hour.

St. Albax'.s.—Unless the master builders accede
to the demands made by the carpenters and joiners
and bricklayers of the city, on or about June 1st
building operations in the vicinity of St. Alban's
will cease, and the men concerned will come out on
strike. The men claim that employers of labour
in St. Alban's at present pay a lower rate of wage
to their bricklayers and cai-penters than is done in
the majority of places in the vicinity. The wages
paid at St. Alban's to bricklayers anil carpenters is

81d. per hour, whilst at Radlett it is 9Jd., and
at Watford 9d. and 9.Jd.

Tees-side.—The joiners employed in the buildin"
trade in Stockton, Th'ornahy, Middlesbrough, an(l
the Hartlepools came out to the number of about
600 on Saturday, in support of their application for

jan advance of wages. The original demand made i

by the men in giving foi-raal notice to the employers
j

three months ago was for an increase of from 9d. to
lOd. per hour : but on Thursday night in last week,
at a joint conference, the men offered to take a i

halfpenny, which the masters refused. It has been
decided that any master granting the halfpenny per
hour shall be e.\empted from the strike.

YOBK.—The members of the York branch of the
Operative Brickl.iyei's' Society (London Order), to
the number of about 200, struck work on Saturday.
The difference lietween them and their employers is

one respecting the working rules which have hitherto
existed. Under these rules slx months' notice of a
strike or lock-out or of alterations in the conditions
of labour or remuneration must be given before
May 1 in any year. The men desire the period of

1

notice to tci-minate on February 1, claiming the
,

advantage of the slack time at the back end of the
1

year, and six months ago they requested the masters
to make this alteration in the rules. The mastei'S
declined, and the men intimated that at the c.\pira-

[

tion of the conceded period thev would strike to
enforce their demand. The number of men involved '

comprises only about half the brickla3-ers resident
in York, there lx>ing another trade union of the

' Manchester ( Irder, who so far have given no I

intimation of joining in the strike. The labourers
'

have not joined the strike, but they, together with
the carpenters and joiners, will, if things are pu.shed
to extremes, come out in support of the striking
bricklayers. Some of the emplovei-s have acceded
to the men's demands, but others rein lin tinn.

'

Fer ton. Per U:in.

.£600 to £6 10

Rolletl-StodJoists, English
AVroujfht-Ii'on fTirder Plates

. 9 0,, 10

. 9 0,, y 13
S 7 6 .. 9 7 6

Do.. Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
20 ,. 20

Do.. Wtlsli 6 15 „ 6 17 6

Uoilcr Plates, Iron-
7 17 6 „

1.3 „
8 5

Best Sncdshill 13 10
Angles 10s., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Uoop Iron, for bondmg, &c.. £6 13s.

Btuklers' Hoop Ii-on, galvanised. £15 10s. Od. per ton.

Chdvani.sed Corrugated Sheet Ir-on—
No. 18 to 20. N ).22to24.

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

jrau^e £12 5 ... £12 10
Best ditto 12 13 ... 13

I'er ton. Per ton.

Cnst-Iron Columns £9 to £9 10
Cast-Irou Stiincliions 9 0,, 9 10
Kolled-Iron Fencing- Wire - 10 5 „ 10 10
KoUed-Stcel Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, S 15

,, „ „ Galvanised 9 5 0,, 10
Cast-Ii-on Sash Weights 7 5 0,, 8
Cut Cliisp Xuils, 3in. to 6in 12 „ 13
Cut Floor Brads 11 15 „ 12 la
Wire Nails (Points de PaiTs)-
0to7 8 9 10 11 12 IS 14 15 B.W.G.
9,6 10/- 10,'3 10/9 11/3 12/'- l'2/9 13/6 14/6 per cwt.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

3in. diameter £6 17 6 to £7 5
4in.to6in 6 15 „ 7

7in. to2tin. iilU sizes) 6 15 „ 7
[Coiited with composition, 2s. 6d. per ton extra ; turned

and bored joints, 5s. per ton cxti-it.l

Pig Iron

—

Per ton.

Cold Blast, LUleshall 105s. to llOs.

Hot Blast, ditto 67s. 6d. to 62s. 6d.

Wroughtr-lron Tubes and Fittings—Discoimt off Standard
Lists f.o.b. :—

'

Gas-Tubes 62}p.c.
Watei^Tubes 57t ,.

Steam-Tubes 52} ,,

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 50 ,,

Galvanised Watci--Tubes 45 „
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 40 „

lOcwt. casks. 5cwt. casks.
Per. ton.

Zinc. English (London mill) £23 10
Do., Vieille Montagne 24 0_

Sheet Lead, 3Ib. pcV sq. ft. super. 14 17'

Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs 12 10
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 16 2
Copper Sheets, sheathing and rods 84 10
Copper, British Cake and Ingot . , 75 5
Tin, Straits 117 15
Do.. English Ingots 120
Spelter, Silesian 17 5

TIMBEB,.
Teak. BuiTaah per load £10 10

Bangkok.
Quebec Pine, yellow ...

„ Oak „ ...

„ Birch „ ...

„ Elm ...

„ Ash „ ...

Dantsic and Memel Oak „ ...

Fir „ ...

Wainscot, Riga p. log ... „ ...

Lath, Diintsic, p.f „ ...

St. Petersburg „ ...

Groenheait -. „ ...

Box
,

...

Sequoia, U.S.A per cubefoot
Mahog.any, Cuba, per super foot

lin. tliick

„ Honduras ... „ ...

,, Mexican
, ...

,, African
, ...

Cedar. Cuba - „ ...

,, Honduras „ ...

Satinwood „ ...

Walnut, Itidian ,, ...

American (logs)

10
4 2
3 1.5

4 2
5 5
4 2
2 15
3 5
1 17
4
4
7 15
7

1

Per ton
to £24 .

21 10
13 17

13 10
17 2
85
73 15
119
121 10
17 10

to £16 5
15 5
5
G 10
6
6
6
4 7
4 10
3 2
5 10
6 10
8
15

10

2 3

8

7J
4i
5i

0> 3*

3J19
7J

4 6
Deals, per St. Petersburg Standai-d, 120—12ft. by l^in.

bj- ilin. :—
Quebec, Pine, 1st £25 to £30

„ 2nd : 17 10 „ 21
8rd 12

Canad;i Spruce. 1st 11 5
2nd and 3rd 8 10

Tlie borough engineer of C.irdift', Mr. J. H.
ILirjJur, has submitted to the Watch Committee
plans for the new lire brigade stiition and quartei-s
for the brigade. The station will be built on a site
at the comer of Westgate and Quiiy-street.

New Brunswick
Riga
St. Petersburg.
Swedish
Finland
White Sea
Battens, all sorts 5
Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :

—

lstprep.ared £0 12
2ndditto oil
Other qualities 6

Staves, per standard M :

—

U.S. ditto £37 10
Memel, cr. pipe 220
Memel, brack 190

OlliS.
Linseed per tun £27
Bape-secd, English pale... '

Do., brown ; „ ..
Cottonseed, refined „ ...

Olive, Spanish „ ...

Si'al. pale „ ...

Cocoanut, Cocllin... ,, ...

Do., Ceylon „ ...

Palm, Lagos •. „ ...

Oleine „ ...

I^ubricating U.S per gal.
Petroleum, refined ,, ...

Tar, Stockholm per bairel
Do., Archangel

, ...

Turpentine, American ...per tim

8 15
9 10

11
12 5
11 15
13

10
29 10
27 15
21 10
X)
26
29 15
25 10
25 5
17 5

7

1 6
19

37

,

,

.

,

.

.

\

,

,

,

,

,

6J

6

11 10
10 5
19
21 10
13 5
23
12 10

£0 18
14
13

£45

29 15
28 10
22
40
'26 10
30
25 15
25 10
19 5

1

1

.17

8

6J
6

5

I

CHIPS.
Lord Rayleigh's CJommittee has issued an interim

(
report on the question of vibration on the Central
London Raihv.ay, and has found that it arose from
two circumstances—first, that the large proportion
of the weight o.f locomotives was not borne by
springs, and, secondly, the want of 'rigidity in the
rails. Tlie company were now taking steps to
remedy the difficulty, and the Committee consider
that, with respect to new tube railways, under
proper conditions no danger from vibration need be
apprehended.

The Countess of Dundouald has taken a great
interest in the Abergele Company of the 2nd V .B.
Eoyal Welsh Fusiliers, and has "now arranged to
build a drill-hall for the men. The plans liaTC been
prepared by Captain Peter Jones. The hall will be
built on a piece of land at the comer of the market
and in addition to the removal of sever,al old cottages
the street will be widened by about Gft. The planc-
provide for a drill-hall, armoury, recreation-rooms
and the usual offices.

Mr. A. G. Malet has held a Local Government
Board inquiry at Scarborough into the application,

of the corpor.xtion for power to borrow £1,110 for

the pui"pose of laying out a recreation-ground on
Manor-road.

All Saints Church, Park-road, Peterborough,
which has been built in sections, at an outlay of
about £.5,300, since 1886, is now being completed by
the addition of the tower at an additional cost of
£ 1 ,200. The builders are Messi-s. J. Thompson and
Sons, of Peterborough.

The Noi-thamptonsliire County Council are

advertising for the services of a county surveyor,

at a commencing salary of .£400 a year.

The Board of Trade have recently confirmed the
following Light Railway Orders :—(1) Speu Valley,

authorising the construction of light railways fi-om

Ravensthorpe to Cleckheaton, in the West Riding

of the county of York. (2) Spen Valley (Exten-

sions), authorising the construction of light railways

in the borough of Dewsbnry, the urban districts of

Cleckheaton, Liversedge, Heekmondwike, Gomcrsal,

Biikenshaw, Hunsworth, and Thornhdl, and (under

certain conditions) in the city of Bradford and the

borough of Batley, in the West Riding of the

county of York. (3) Xuneaton and district, author-

ising the construction of a light railway in the

county of Warwick, in the urban district of Nun-
eaton and Chilvers Coton and the rural district of

Atherstoue.

A Local Government Board inquiry w.as held at

the town-hall, Gravesend, on Wednesday, by Mr.

H. H. Law, C.E., an inspector, respecting a com-
iJaiiit from a townsman that the town council has

faded in its duty of providing proper means ot_

sewage disposal. ^-

DANIELS & CO.,
Modellers and Manufacturers of

Higrh-Class

Imperishable Architectural

Concrete Masonry,
TO ARCHITECTS" DESIGNS, in any desired colour.

OmcEs AND Works:—

85, CANWICK EOAD, LINCOLN.
Enquitie$ Solicited. Estimates Furnished.

W. H, LiSCELLES and Co^

121, Bunhill Row, London, E.C.

TELEPHONE No. 270.

hilh-class joinery.
lascelles' concrete.

Conservatories & Greenhouses.

WOODEN BUILDINGS.
BANK, OPEIOB, ft SHOP FITTINGS.

GHURGH BENCHES & PULPITS.
MSTIMATMa OlVMir Oir APPLICATlOir.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,
MAHOGANY. WAIXSCOT, WALNUT,
TEAK, VENEER, and FANCYWOOD

ilERCHANTS,

120, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON. E.C.

The most extensive Stock of every kind of

Wood in Planks and Boards, di-y and Jit ror

immediate use.

(
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

\iacrshot Boai-d SohonI< '750 plaoes) N.iprcnuum; 2! per cent, commisi^iou Xomxan Cliutou, Cleik, Statioii-nKul, Aldci-shot

Buxtou—Strmture for Thcniiat Wuti-r I'mnp (cost £1,000) £20, £10, £3 W. H. Urieves, ToiTO Smwyor, Town Hull, Buxtou

Ennis. Co. Clart—Additions, &c., to District Lunatic Asylum ,, „ . , ^ ^., , „ T^ , i x .• . i r, r.,

(limitcrl to Irish Vrchitects; Assessor; £50 John Enwnsht. Clerk. Kunis District Lunatic Asj-lum. Co. Clare

Tl-owhri.I'.-e -Isolation Hospital £20, £10 W- J. JIann, Clerk, riiion-stivet. Trowbndge
Hertford—Municipal liuildings £100 (mci-gc^), £75, £50 .Tohu Parker. City Jaijiineer. Heivlonl

Manchester-I-ire ami Police Station, &-c. (£75,000 limit) £300, £200, £100 The To«-n Clerk, lowu Hall. Manchester...

Gillinphura, Kent-School (1.21)0 places; £.S,300 limit) £10 (merged), and three of £3 E. T. Atchison, Clerk, ,S. ^\ iiterloo-road, New Brompton

New Southgate, X.—Double-fronted House (.3Gft. by.32ft. ; cost „ ,. , „ „ ., ^ „
£1 (XK)) G. Cosgrove, Solicitor, New Sortlisate, N

SaUoid—Jliiehinery or Appliances for Sewage Woiis ..!!!!. ..!!. £50 '. The Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Salfovd

Mav 27
June S

10

,, 24
M

July .SI

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
Littlcham. Ejonouth—Ilou.se John Tillnmn Ernest E. Kllis. Architect, Exmouth . May 18

Cirditf—Foundations. Seamen's Hospital E. AV. 11. Corliett. Architect, Castle-street, Cardiff , 18

Mardy -Weslcyan Cha|xl ami Three Houses Trustees J. Llewellin .'^mithand Davies, AlThitects, Abcrdare „ 18

Pettign, Irehviid—Chun'h Improvements - H. H. .liken, J. P.. I'ettigo i, 18

Colchester -Billiard-lioom and Shops, Head-street H. L. GrifSn J. W. Start, F.S.I., Architect, Colchester , 18

Drumlithie—SteadiuiT at Fami , Georye Ciregory, Architect. Stonehaven ,« 18

Birmingh.am-Hnman Cathohc Chui'ch, Selly Park :. HeniT T. Sandv. .Vrchitect. 22, Grcengate, Stafford -. „ 18

Cork—Adilitions to Canigiohanc House Captain Phillips ; W. H. Hill and Son. Aicliiteets, 28, South Mall, Cork „ 18

Billingshmsit—Pair of Houses ....' William Puck, .\ichited, Horsham ,, 18

Candacraig—Engine-House, &c : ; .-.T. Charles Cliristie. Factor, .stralhdon - „ 18

Uphcmstone—Farmhouse, 4:0 '. T. Bawdon :... Sanoi.l Sruar. .Xrchitcct, Union-street, Newton Abbot „ 18

Newinill—Three Cottages Da\idsnri and Garden, 12. Dee-street, Aberdeen ,, 18

Can-on—.Additions to .Shop and Post Office '...'.'. The Post ( ittice, Canon. Morayshire ....: „ 18

Luton—Cliildren's Homes. Dunstable-road Guardians B. B. Franklin. Architect, 21, Market Hill. Lnton „ 18

Quecnstown—.lltemtions t<i Tovvn Hall and Court. House ; W. H. Hill and Son. .Vivhiteets. 2s, South Mall, Cork .... „ 18

Cai-difl—Seamen's Hoapibd not including Foundations) .- E. W. M. Corbett, Architect. Castle-street, Cardiff ...^. „ 18

Southwark. S.E.—Block of Artisans' Dwelling.s, Elliott's-row.. I,amheth Hayles Charity Trustees ... Waring and Nicholson, .Vrchitccts, 38, ParUament-street, S.W „ 20

Pwllheli—School County School Govemoi-s .^. O. Eobj-ns Owen, .Solicitor, Pwllheli „ 20

Holmfirth—Weaving Shed, Arc Joshua Banowclough. Aivhitect. Holmtiith '.

»* 20

Ladmanli.w—Twenty-Five Dwelling Houses Buxton Lime Finns Co., Ltd W. R. Bryden, F.H.I.B.A., Architect. 1, George-street, Bu-^rton „ 30

Sed.glev—Plaviriound Extension Sihool Board A. Eamsell, Architect, 187. AV'olverhanipton-street, Dudley „ 20

PenmaenmaWT—Welsh CM. Chapel, Cae Berllan Budding Committee James S. Coverley, Architect, PenmaenmawT „ 20

Melth^'r Vale—Con-servative Club Ai-thur O. Evans. Post Office Chambers, Pontypridd „ 20

Carlisle—Stablmg, 4-c. ., Corpoi-ation Henry C. Marks. .V-.M.I.C.E.. City Eng., 3t>, Fisher-street. Carlisle... „ 20

Homsev— Electric-Lighting Staii..ii, Totfcnhara-iane' '. Vrban District Council E. J. Lovegrove. Engineer, .Southwood-Une, Highgate, N „ 20

Bumsail—Wcsleyan Chaix-l Janus Hartley, Ardiitect. Skipton •< 20

W'orkington- Retort House lias Committee ... The Mamipr, Gaswcaks. Workington 20

Steeple Ashton—Cottages Right Hon. W. H. Long, M.P W. H. Stanley, Architect. Market House Chambers, Trowbridge . . „ 20

Lismore—Aitisans' Dwelliiiiis, ,Scc ^ J. E- Penrose, Lisinore Castle, Lismore „ 20

Eotherhani—Brick Tank l.flft. by 35ft.) ;...
". Gasworks Committee The Engineer, Cias Offices, Rotherham ; ,. „ 20

Darenth—Repairing Subwavs at Asylum : MetropoUtiin Asylums Board T. Duncombe Mann. Clerk, Embankment, E.C '. n 20

Sheffield— I iraiKl Stand, 4:c.'
". '. Sheffield United C. and F. Club, Ltd. J. Nicholson. Secretary, Biiimall-lane Ground, Sheffield „ 20

Dubhn— Rebuildinq- Methodist Chui-ch. Abbey-street G. F. Beckett, Architect, 97, Stephen's Green, Dublin „ '20

Colchester—Two Cottjiges, Sevci-aUs IJstate Estate and Cattle Market Committees Herbert 'loodyear. Borougli Surveyor, Colchester „ '20

Longbur^li— Faniihouse ; M. Hodg.son * James Le.she, Architect. 71. Broad-street, Carlisle it
'.21

3Bolton—Goods slicd. \c Lancashire and Yorkshire Ry. Co. ... The Engineer's Office. Hunt's Bank, Manchester „ '21

Edinbui-„'h—W(al<men's Houses . Magisti'ates and Council ThomasTIunter, W.S., Town Clerk. City Chamber's, Edinburgh...... „ 21

ClattcrbridgL»—.Ambulance Shed and Granai-y Wirral Union Guardians i'. 0. Francis, Architect, o. Hichmmid-street, Livei-pool . „ 21

Belfast—Laimdrv. A:e., at Workhouse Guardians Young* Mackenzie, Engs., Scottish Provident Buildings, Belfast... „ 21

Halifax—Five Houses, RothweU-road R. Horsfall .and Son, 22.\, Commereial-street, Halifax „ 22

Balrother\-—L,abourers' Cottages -.. ., Rund District Council .. ,
.Vnthonv Smtt, M.S.. v.. li;, William-street, Drogheda ..

'22

Tinbigel—Villa I'apt. .r. Brown. Tintagil. Ccmiwall -'^

Carribees.Consett—BebuildingFarmstead.... iames Oliver Geo. Thos. Wil.siai. Architect. 121, Durham-road, Blackhill ..
"22

Darton—Six Houses
,

The Woolley CoUien- Otfices. Daiion „ 22

Falmouth—Farmhouse , E. andR. Varcoe treorge Gow, Tregothnan l ithee, Tniro „ 22

Keighlev—Seven-Stall JEstal, Long L^ ]
Edwin Taylor. Architect. 15. Church-street, Halifax „ 22

Kotherliithe. S.E.—Male Staff Quarters, S. Wharf, Triuitv-st.. Metropolitan Asylums Board .Udwincklc i- Son, Architects, '20, Denman-st.. London Bridge, S.B. „ 22

Halifa-x—Five Houses. Rotliwell-road .".
: E. Hois^fall and Son. 22a, Conmiercial-street. Halifax „ "22

Leeds—Market Hall. Arc Corporation v Leeming and Leeming. FF.R.I.B.A., 117, Victoria-street, S.W „ 22

Sedbergh—Additi..ns to British School Robert Walker, F.R.I.B..\., Windennere ,. 23

Lindfleld—^Uterations to Gills' School School Boai'd Edward Waugh, Clerk. Bolto-road, Hayward's Heath „ 23

Hipperholme—Pair of Semi-Detaelied Houses L. Coate.s. A.R.I. B..\., Waterhouse-street, Halifax ,... „ 23

"Walthanistow—Foru: Shops and Office . Pai'ochial Charities Ti-ustees -. W. A. Longmorc. I'.R. I.E..V.. Hoe-street, Walthamstow „ '23

Scissett—Vestry . , ,. .John Kirk and Son.s, Architects. Huddei-stield „ 23

Bedruth—Bu.siness Premises. Fore-street "W. G.'\rilton Sampson HiU. Architect, Gred-n-lane, Redi-uth t* 23

Dewsbury Moor—St. John's Parsonage John Kirlc and Sons, Architects, Dewsbury m 24

Llangollen—Fire ist.ation TTrban District Council E. Foulkes-.Tones. Clerk, Llangollen n 24

Halifax—Eighteen Dwelling Houses, 'W'arley-ioad Medley Hall. M.S. A., Architect. Halifax : ^....^. „ 24

Thurlstone—Two Schools ,. School Board Ei-nest W- Dyson, Audiitect. Hoi-wich tt
'24.

Bnmoplield—Farm Buddings.... ,. ,. W. H. Ralston. Strcathani Castle, Darlington . „ 24

Llangollen-Sheds, Arc Urban District Council .-. E. Foulkes-.Jones. Clerk, Llangollen n. 24

Bedlinog—Twenty-Five Houses- ' Workmen's Building Club W. C. Morg.an. Secretaiy, 10, Edwardis-tei-race, Bcdhng „ 24

Trealaw—Seven Houses .' E. Jones, Arcliiteet, Poi'th ,t 24

Hamnpton—Three Houses John McNeil W. Ci. .Scott and Co., Architects. Victoria Buildings, Workington ... „ 24

Willcsden Green—Additions to Public Library. High-road District Council 0. Claude Robson, M.I.C.E., Public Offices, Dyne-road, Kilbum ... „ 24

Richmond. Yorks—House, Arc S. Co.ates, Frenehgate, Richmond. Yorkshii-e „ 24

Sali.sbm--Refuse Destructor C'oi'poration Alfred C. Bothams, A.M.I.C.E., Municipal Offices, Salisbury 23

Pole Moor—Coke Shed. Stoi-es, Walls, &c., at Cemetery J. Kirk and Sons, ^Irchitects. Huddersfteld 23

Northtawton—Two Cottages Wm. Midge Ernest F. Hooper, Architect, 6, Union-road, Pemr-sylvania, Exeter.. ,, 25

Kiliucan—Ceiling. A-c. Parish ChMch Rev. P. Cantwell, P.P.. Parochial House, Killucan, Co. Westmeath. „ 23

Siddick—Twentv-Nine DweUing-Houses and Store St. Helen's Collierj- Co., Ltd J. S. Moft'at, Architect. 5X, church-street, "WTutehaven „ 25
Halifax—Five Houses, West Vale C. F. L. Horsl'all and Son, Architects, Lord-.st Chambers, Hahfax. „ 25

8t. Annes-on-isea—Fire .Station, &c Urban District Council Thomas Bradley, Clerk, Conned Offices. St. Annes-on-the-Sea „ 25
Uanlloan—Chapel J. W. Jones, Architect, Gwilv House, Llandilo n 25

8.alisbun—Chimney-Shaft (l'20ft. high) Corporation Alfred C. Bothams, A.M.I.C.'E.. Municipal Offices, Salisburj- „ 25

Horsham—Warehouse and Stores Wdham Buck. Architect, Horsham »i 25

Buigos. Spain—M rket Bnildrngs Municipality The Commercial Department of the Foreign Office. Whitehall, S.W. ,, 27

Semington—-Additions to Workhouse Infirmary .. Trowbridgeand Melksham Guardians TP". W. Snailum. -Vrchitect. Church-street, Trowbrid'.;x? ,, 27

Newcastle-on-Tyne— Workshoijs. &c.. Glasshouse Bridge Tyne .Steam Shipping Co W. Hope and J. C. Maxwell, Archts.. Trinity Buildings. Newcastle „ 29
Framlingham—ilills's Iri-ammar School for Girls Brown and Bui'ge.ss, Architects, Princess-st. Chamber's, Ipswich „ *2!)

.Blackfriars, S.E.—.Alterations to Offices, John-street 'W'est....... Southwark Union Guardians G. D. Stevenson, Architect, 13 and 14, King-street. E.C „ 30
Skewen—School (440 places, Coedfranc School Board J. Cook Rees. Architect. St. Thomas's Chambers, Neath „ 30

Kingstown—Generating Station Urban District Council Kincaid,Waller, and Manville, Engs.. 29, Great George-street, S.W. „ 30

Tonbrid^—Electric Light BitUdings Urban District Council W. Laur-ence Bradley, Surveyor, Tonbridge Castle ,
30

Ea.st Dul-ivich-gl'ove, S.E.—Covere<l "Way at Infirmar-y Southwark Union Guardians G. D. Stevenson, .Arehitect. IS .and 11, King-street E.C ,,
30

Sunderland—We-sleyan Church and Schools, Ti'indon-street J. Jameson Green, Architect. \:i. South John-street. Livei-pool „ ,

30
Inishtrahull Island—Residence for Lloyd's Signalman J. Corbett, Lloyd's -\gent. Shipiiuav-street. Londonderry '„ 31

West Hartlepool—School (1.448 places) School Board ..: J. Rob,son SmilJh, Clerk, School Board Offices, West Hartlepool „ 31

Wi'exham—Retiuoring Sehoolraim ...'. .'. ...„ Kobert J. Kendi'ick, Clerk, Wrexham )i
31

Inishtrahull Island—National Sehoolhouse '. J. Corbett. Lloyd's Agent, Shipquay-atreet, Londonden-y ,, 31

Famboroush-MortuaiT. A:c., at Workhouse, Locksbottom ... Bromley Union Guai'dians John Ladds, Architect. 7. Doughty-street, Mecklenburgh-sii., W.C. June 1

Gloucester—Infants' .School, Linden-road .School Board M. H. Medland, F.R.I.B.A., Architect, 13, Clarence-st., Gloucester. „ .S

Penlee Point—Fop-Sigruil Hou.se Trinity HoiLse Corporation E. G. Verit)-. 31, Ciolden-.square. W i,
J]£ingston-on-Thames—Boiler House at Workhouse Guardians Wdliam H. Hope. C.E., Architect, Hampton Wick ,
3

Hahfax—TUing Bath, Warley-road School .School Board W. H. Ostler, Clerk, 22. Union-street, HaUfax . „ i

Denbigh—New SehcH)! Governors . James Hughes. Architect, I>enbigh .- .. **

Aldershot—Electric Lighting Station Urban District Council '........ NeUon F. Dermis, A.M.I. C.E., Siu'veyor, Aldei'shot ... „ i
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FccJthani. S.E.—Xew Eeliei Station, Nunhead-lane .. St. Giles. Cjiuiberwrll, Guardians

Hull—Owil Depots. &c. " " " -

.-a

Sf.uthmiiistfr— I'olice Station
Hxftcr— mcftricity Generating Station ...

Niil'^huiy—Attendant's House at AK>-]um
Hui^linjnlen— St. IVters Sehi'ols, I^neside
S*jwerby Bridge—Alterations to Xcw Inn
Old Xewton—Xatiomil Sehc_»ol tnlaivt-ineut
Xeweastlc-<m-T>Tic—-Vltenitiuus t« L'ar-Sh

Tnt^ton—Thrt/e ("nttagcs .-

Knficld—Ottiets, Shop, and Three Houses, Buali HiU rurk
AVest Bridgfonl—Four Vilhis
Tlvt'P^tttn—Additions to Cark Mttnor
Mi*^kley—Six Unusoa
Tt>nypiindy-Kxtending 15, Dunnivcn-stieet.
Sneinton—

"

Wakefield ._ __„.
Oakcnshaw, Bradford—^Villa J. H.

North-Eastern Ry. Co..

Essex County Couneil
TowTi Council
Middlesex County Council.

Boardman's United Breweries .

Corix)ration -

B. "W. Wakefield

... A. E. Mullius. Architt-et, 16. Chxirch-stxeet, Camberwell, S.E

... W. J. Ciidworth, Engineer, York

... F. "UTiitmoii?. County Architect, Duke-sti-eet, Chelmsfoi'd

... Donald Cameron. Ciiv Engineer. Exeter

... Rowland riumbe, F.R.I.B.A.. 13, Fitzroy-square, W

... Heiny Fielding, 2, Beaconsfield-street, Haslmgden

... W. li. D. Hoi-sfall, Architect, Tower Chambei-s, Halifax

... Arthur J. I^cey. Architect. 6, Upper King-street, Norwich

... A. E. Le Rossignol. Resident Engineer, Pandon Bldngs., Newcastle
, S. Ijind, Ti-eeton, Yorks
. Crickniay and Son, Architects, 13, Vietoria-st., Westminster, S.W. ..

.. Harry AUeock. Architect. Bentinck Buildings, Nottingham
, , Settle and Fanner, ^Vicliitects, Ulverston

June

IS
14

Badtnuch and Bnjce. Areliitects, 55, Pilgrim-st., Newcastie-on-Tyne

-1 xt.inwu" i.f -i^uiiiixvu^u-^v '^- Eluyd. Tunypandy, Wales

StiMinir'*'""
"'' ^""'**"""^"'^''

][!."*.."!!]!!!.'!!!!!! Han-j-AUeock. Architect. Bentinck Buildings, Nottinghani
— I'l.x.fimr Are J- Bhodes and Sons, limited. Engineers, Wakefield

.1 H iiug, w.L^^.. y--^ -^^^^ ^ ^^^ Bi-oughton, AiThitect, 10, High-street. Skipton..Pield

lA-ed!»—Engint^Uouse. &c.
R* .therhiun—Two Hou.'ies. Catcliffe

Nottingham -Alteration to Shop', Derby-pond
Blandford—Alterations to Resddence
Merthvr—ViHa .

Deighton's Flue and Tube Company, Pepper-road, Hunslet, Leeds
G. 11. Johnson, Architect. 3S, High-street, Kotherham
Hany AUeock, Architect. Bentinek Buildings, Nottingham
Robei"ts, Son. and Toi-y, Sur\'eyors, Dorchester

]', E. A. Johnson. F.R.I.B.A., Abergavenny

Ix-idgate—UiUl &:q Trusteees J. E. Parker. Architect, Primrose House, Blackhill

UiWe—Or.-jin-nuimberVtParisii'chureh Brodiick,Lo^nher, and Walker, HuU
Burrv Port-'Twn Cottages, Elkington-road The Cornish Anns. Bm-rj- Port ^-;-; ,-

Griffith.stown—Two Villas •
Moses Dalies, Stafford,shii'e-row, Gnmthstown

LwkIs—Bci'ston Hill Baptist Chapel Walter A. Hobson and Co., Architects, 82, Albion-street, Leeds

Manchester- Semi-Detached House. Arnold-i-oad R. Lowenhaupt Openshaw and Gill, Architects, 6, Fleet-street, Buiy
Chatham-Hand-rjuindi-\-, Boster's-hill Herbert H. Dunstall. A.R.I.B.A., 9, New Road-avenue, Chatham...

Sheffield—Throe Houses and SUbling. Grimesthoipe-road F. Armett. Architect, 178, Ellesmere-road, Sheffield

Kirbvmoor^ide—T/idge, &c., Welbum Hall Garside and Pennington, .\ichitects, Pontefract

Hahiax—Copley School School Board H. W. Booth. Architect, Hopwood-lane, Halifax .

Ebbw Vale. Mon—TeiTace of Seven Hou-scs .

Knaphill. Wnking- Tliree Pairs of Villas ...

AbersTchjin—Hull, lYeniises. ice

Enfield- Villa, Bush HiU Park
Wickerstown. Walney—Three Shops
Pendleton—iViniitive Methodist School
(teteshead - .rnnior School, Sunderland-road
Ijombard.«t<j\vn—Chimney, A:c

Bury St. hMnumd's—Additions to Castle Tnn
Ellesmere—Villa
Paikegton— .\dditions to Garland Hotel..

Industrial Co-operative Society . .

.

Barrow Co-operative Society, Ltd.

E. A. Johjxson, F.R.I.B.A., Architect, Abergavenny
... J. Gunner, Edgware House, Knaphill, Woking
... Swash and Bain, Architects, Midland Bank Chambers, Newport
.. Hus.sey and Walcott, 1, Gray's Inn-pkice, W.C
... J. Y. Mcintosh. Architect, Corawallis-street, BaiTow-in-Fumess ...

... Moulds and Porritt, Architects, 77, King-street, Manchester
SchoolBoard F. W. Purser, Architect, West-street, (J^ateshead

The Secretarj-. Lombardstown Creamery, Co. Cork
Green, King, and Sons, Ltd A. Ainsworth Hunt, Areht., 51, Abbeygate-st., Bury St. Edmund's.

,
J. Foster, Brownlow-road, Ellesmere, Salop

NichoUandCo J. W. Start, F.S.I., Architect, Colchester

Stanmore—7Vo Semi-Dettched Houses
,

S. Knight and Parkinson, 175. Temple Chambers, Tudor-st., E.G. ...

Harrogate—Caivtakcr's House, Scar^ll Reservoir Corporation Bland and Bowu, Ardiitects, North Park-road, HaiTogate
Milnrow, I*inrs—Three Cottages Ashworth and Taylnr. Buildei-s, Milnrow
Cork—Addit ions to Red House and Tally Ho G. Percy Aylmer and Egerton Coghill Arthur Hill, B.E., M.R.I.A., 22, George's-street, Cork
Worthing— Villa. Bath-road ' Lund and Potter, Architects, Worthing. Sussex
Lon^own-l)et^u-he<.i Residence Rev. J. Gilfillan T. Taylor Scott. F.R.I.B.A., 43. Lowthei^street, Carlisle

Piddletr»'nthidf'—Caretaker's Cottage J. Dibden, Glyde Path-road, Dorchester
Gonthwaite Rebuilding Fann Buildin;^.- T. E. Yorke, J.P. . . .. Bland and Bown, Architects. Harrogate
Salford-Sth.K.l. Tootal-road SchoolBoard H. E. Stelfox, A.R.I.B. A., 100, Mosley-street, Manchester
Rotherham—Additions to Bother Cottage . Geo. Handley Johnson, Architect. 38, High-street, Rothcrham
Harrogate—Detached House, Langcliffe-avenue J. H. Brown Arthur A. Gibson, Architect, 5, Prospect-crescent, Harrogate
Leede—Warehouse Crowe and Co., Ltd Corson, Jones, Perkins, & Buhner, Archts., 25, Cookri^e-st., Leeds

ELECTRICAL PLANT.
Bradford—Electric Travelling Crane (5-ton) Corporation .. C. J. Spencer, Tramway Manager, 5, Forster-square, Bradford
Motherwell^Lamp Columns, &c Electric Light Committee James Bm-ns, Town Clerk, Motherwell, N.B
Ludlow—Electricity Works Machinery and Plant Corporation John Parker. Consulting Eno^inecr, City Surveyor, Hereford
Todmorden—Telephonic Commimication Fiefden Joint Hospital Committee ... D. Sutcliffe. Town Hall, Toaxnorden -.

Bermondsey. S.E.—Wiring, itc '. Borough Co\mcil Kincaid, Waller, and Man\-ille. Engs., 29, Great George-street, S.W.
Stokc-upon-Trent—Electric Motors, &c Guardians G. R. Peers, A.I.E.E., Elec. Engineer, 96, Deansgate, Manchester...
Hull—Twelve Street Arc Lamps Ele#ric Lighting Committee The City Treasurer, Town HaU.'Hull
Rochdale—Copper Rjiil Bonds Corp<»ration Lacey, Clirehugh, and Sillar. Engineers, 78, King-st., Manchester...
Tonbridge—Plant for Municipal Electricity Works Urban District Council R. Hammond. M.I.r.E., 64, Victoria-street. Westminster, S.W.
Kingstown. Ireland—Electric Lighting Plant Urban District Council
Dublin—Plant 7 Corpoitition
Hcndon. N.W.—Wiring New Coimcil Offices Urban District Coimcil
Exeter—1!> Iuipment of Eleeti-tcity Generating Station City Council
Rio de Janeiro—Electrical Maehineiy

, Brazilian Government

Kincaid, Waller, and Manville. Engs., 29, Great George-sti-eet, S.W.
Spencer Hartv, M.I.CE.I., City Engineer, City Hall, Dublin
Robert Hammond. M. I.e. E., 64, Victoria-street, S.W
D. Mum-o, City Electrical Engineer, Exeter
The Commercial Department of the Foreign Office, WhiteliaU, S.W.

Briton Ferrj'—Removal of Partly-Constructed Ship Lock
L<)ng Eat<m—Boileis. icn

."

Melton- Quay at Wilford Bridge :

IJttlehampton—I'nmping Plant
lA«ds—Gasworks Plant
Keiphley—Watenvorks
Leeds—Cokeke-Conveying Plant, New Wortley
Trcforest-<m.sworks
Strichen—Reservoir, &c
Mountain Ash—Gaswoi-ks Extensions
Wye. Kent—Retort Bench .......'...,....

Bristol—Movable Grain Elevator
Winnington— I-ij-in^ Water-Mains
Swinton—Waterworks
f'irencester—Borehole. &c
Wivenhoe—Waterworks ..".."!!!.."!"!!!"!""!!!!".!!!!"

Dewsbury- Pumping Plant .'........'..

Bonmem'outh— Bridge over Middle Chine, 'West i^iS
Carlisle—Waterworks
Uttoxeter-Two Wooden Footbridges ....'.".....

!1".".*.'..*.".'.'[!'*'

S>*ra. Greece—Dr>' Dock
Paignton—New Mdorland Water Supply
Milton, N.B.—Storage Reser\'oir

"

Stoke-on-Trent—liiiilways '

[..,,[",,[
Salford- ReeonstnictJon" of Brought<m Bridge !..!!!!!"!!!!..!!
Kmgston-on-Thames—Two Steel Lancashire Boilers
Melton Mowbray —Waterworks
Rrtohford—Water-Mains, &c. (25,765 vards)!!!!
Efrremont—Widening, Arc., Pier " '.

Pimlico. S.W.—Steam, A:c., Piping. Western Pumping Station
Huelva, Spun -l/>comotive Tender
Cuirr^—Ilngines. Arc, for Etsa Pumping Station .......'.'
Manila- -Harbour
Greenhitlie-Small Bridge under Dover-road
SiilttThebble—Boilers

ENaiNEERING.
Neuth Harboiu' Commissioners Gwvn Lewis, Harbour Superintendent, Briton FeiTj'

Urban Di.strift CouncU F. Won-all, A.M.I.C.E., Dist. Eng.. Council Offices. Long Eaton ...

WoodbridgeRm-al District Council... Geo. Cook, District Surveyor, Gi-undisburgh, near Woodbridge
Urban District Cotmcil H. Howard, F.S.L. Surveyor, Town Office.s, Littlehampton
Gas Committee R. H. Townsley, General Manager, Gas Offices, Leeds.....

Rui-al District Council Barber Hopkinson and Co., Craven Bank Chambers, Keighley
Gas Conamittee R. H. Townsley, General Manager, Gas Offices, Leeds
Pontj^ridd Urban District Council... Edw. Jone.s, Engineer, Gas Offices. Treforest, Glam
Deeside District Committee Jenkins and Marr, jVrchitects. 16. Bridge-street, Aberdeen
Urban District Council .John Williams, Town Hall, Mountain Ash
Gas Co W. Lewin, SecretaiT, Wye. Kent
Docks Committee W. W. Squire, Engineer, Cmnberland Basin, Bristol ..

John Moreton, Moss Fai-m, Northwich
Urban Disti'ict Council R. Fowler, Engineer, Station-sti-eet, Swinton
Urban District Council Thomas Hibbert, Surveyor, Cirencester
L^rban District Council Sands and Walker, Engineers, Angel-road, Nottingham

Maniott, Son. & Shaw, Engineei-s. Church-st. Chambers. Dewsbury
Town Council F.AV. Lacey, Borough Engineer, Mxmicipal Offices, Bournemouth...
Coipomtion Charles B. Newton, M.I.C.E., Engineer, Victoria Viaduct, Carlisle..

Runil District Council J, Preston, Suiveyor, Woodlands, Uttoxeter «
Greek Government The Greek Con-sul-General, Easteheap Buildings, E.C
I'rban Dislrict Council F. W. Vanstone, Engineer, Palace Chambers, Paignton
Stirlingshire (Vaintv Council Warren and Stuart, C.E.'s, 94, Hope-sti-eet, Glasgow
North Stall urdahiie Ry. Co G.J. Crosbie-Dawson, Eng., N. Staffordsliire Ry., Stoke-on-Trent..
Cox-poi-ation C. S. Allott and Son, 46, Brown-street, Manchester
Guardians WiUiam H. Hope, Architect, Hampton Wick
Urban District Council B.-Latham, M.I.C.E., Parliament Mansions. Victoria-street, S.W.
Rural District Council James Mansergh, Engineer, 5. Victoria-street, Westminster
Walla.sey Urban District Council H. W. Cook, Clerk. Public Offices, Egremont, Cheshire
London County Council The Engineer's Department, County Hall. Spring-gardens, S.W. . .

Committee of Works of Port The Commercial Depai-tment, Foreign Office, "WTiitehall, S.W
--- Tlie Inspector-General of Tnigation, Upper Egypt. Caii'o

United States Government The Commercial Department, Foreign Office, "V^Tiitehall, S.W
New Globe Cement, Chalk, &c., Co... Oswald Brown, M.I.C.E.. 32, Victona-strcet, Westminster
Mill Co., Ltd Joshua E. Hoyle, Secretary, Crossley-street, Halifax

May 18
„ 20

., 20

„ 20

., 20

„ 20

„ 20

„ 21

„ 21
'

„ 21

„ 21

., 21

M 22

,. 22

„ 23

„ 21

„ 2<

„ 25

., 25

.. 27

Jime

Aug.

pudlcy—Fencing, Arc. New Cemetery, Stourbridgo-road
Stonehaven—<''nnetery Walla. vSrc

Northara, Bidefr)td—<"Vmerete Wall, &c.
Newburj'—WroTight-Iron Fencing (200 yardn)
Padiham—C^emetery Boundarj- Walls, Blackbura-road

FENCING AND
... Sanitaiy ('iinmiittee

.. Fettercssn Parish Council
... Urban District Council
.. Main Dniiiiage Committee, . .

WALLS.
. . John Gammage, Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Dudley

George Gregoiy. jun.. Architect, Stonehaven
W. G. Champion, S\irveyor, Noilham
S. J. L. Vincent, Borough Surveyor, Newbuiy .

J. Wilkinson, 3, Church-street, Padiham

Mav 20

, „ FURNITURE AND FITTINaS.
Ken?, n^!' n^^^^^ Henry ElUs, Clerk, Winwick, Lanes~K* nsingt^m-avenue New School k^i,„«i n™^ tt c. Padgett. Clerk. School Board Office, East Ham

Winwick

-

East Ham—Kensingtrm-avenue New School
Cardiff—<'hildren's Homes

School Board

GiirUndH-Si'.nit^™ viMi«^"'.s .'V i
Guardiaus Arthur J. ISarris, Clerk, Queen's CTiambers, Cardiff ..

•
*uriand«

"j/^^^JT Jittmg^.^&c., at Asj-hun Committee of Visitore Geo. Dale Oliver, F.R.I.B.A., County Architect. CarlislePontypool—Workhouse and Mjistcr's House . Guardians .- T. Watkins. Clerk, Union Offices, Club Chambers, PontjTpool

May 18

.. 20
25
23
28

H
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T
I lESIGN AND EXECUTION.

PII.VT a jri'Oiit ik'iil of the best work Iiiis

remained donnaiit in the artist'.^ studio,

anil tli:it some ol' the itlilest desifjn.s have re-

mained une.xeeuted, hist<iry has recorded. Is

it uot the faet that many of the designs of

the greatest masters of areliilecture have been
left ime.xecnted, or so altered and modified

by succeeding ai'chiteets that little of the

origii\al design is \'isil)h' '^ The great basilica

of St. I'eti'r at Eome supplies us with a

remarkable example. Had the designs of

Rosselini been handled down to lis for

tlio great church which I'opo Nicholas V.
contemplated, we should probably have
had some idea of what St. Peter's might
have been ; l.nit the Pope died and the

design of his architect jierished, and nearly
.: century ela)>sed before the present I'hiirch

hI St. Peter was completed. Then succeeded
the design of ]?ramante, whose splendid

plan, if it had been carried out, would have
made St. Peter's the finest cathedral in

Europe in the Ee\ived Classical style, with
a gi'cat dome and triapsal arrangement, and
a row of tivo bays of 4(H>ft. long and of the

same width, tenuinated by a colossal portico

of three rows of columns. The design of

Bramante, with all its great possibilities.

also was left unexecuted by the deaths of

Julius II. and of the architect himself. The
nave was abandoned liy his successor, Peruzzi.

who prepared a design on the basis of a Greek
cross, but he also died before the work was
far advanced, and another design by S:ingallo

was jH'eparod ; but it too remained only a

design on paper and in a model, till Michael
Aiigelo succeeding to the great work, i-ejected

Sangallo's many orders and campanili ; but,

as all know, his design was not carried out
according to its original intention except the
dome, for the eastern end and jiortieo were
.'luipleted by another architect after his

• i^ath. Michael Angelo's design included a
l.issal portico with order of 100ft. in height,

I'd isolated; but the executed portico is the
I'list satisfactory jiart of the design as it is

fleeted. Wo have, therefore, in the histoiy
of this gi'eat edifice, a series of designs, some
of them of suqiassing merit, that have only
I'eniained on paper and models. .So it has been
in the building of onrown St.Paul'sCathedral.
Few are aware that the present building
1 - a much less magnificont structure in size

and jiroportions th.an that designed by M'ren,
a model of which is to be seen in the north
triforium of St. Paid's. It was i>laiined as a

Greek cross. iVnd so we have in the build-
ing of th.e Louvre, about the same time as
the latter cathedral, another instance of un-
(.'xeeuted designs, which shows us the suc-
cessive phases of the French Renaissance
from Francis I. to Napoleon, in which the
architects engaged were Pierre Lescot, Du
Cerceau, Bernini, Perrault, and Visconti.
But the several influonces of style and indi-
viduality have produced a more interesting-

building than would have been the case if

the design of one architect had been carried
out in its integrit}-.

We might go on to multiply instances of
'luildings executed that have little trace of
the original design, owing to various events,
l"cal circumstances, and limitations that have
I en forced upon the builders. Nearly every
-! oat modern building in London, from the

i "Uses of Parliament to the latest Govem-
ent offices, has its own record of dis-
iipointed hopes, of plans and elevations that
ive been ruthlessly spoiled by official busy-
'dies, red-tape regulations, by excisioiis,

])runings, parsimony, and po]mlar taste.

How many of the iilans and elevations of

thes<' buildings havi! been shorn of the very

featuns iiiion which the architect dc]ieiided

for effi ct— robbed of external domes, seulj)-

ture, or decorations I' N'cry few knovv who
have not been privileged to ins]iect the original

design to see what lias been left out. what
moditied, and what put in its pliice. No
doubt sometimes practical experience has

executed de-igns, and the coiiscieiiliou-

and sensitive are those who are pained

tlie most. W(! can imagine men like

Pugin or the kite J. \). Sedding desiring to

execute their own designs in >tone or wood,
or to touch up tlieir work after it is executed.

T'he fact is the architect has in these niodeiii

days to work under many limitations price,

contract dilticulties, inferior workman.'-hij),

•lients' fancies and iirojudices, all of which

.)een of value in cliininating weak points and
;

eon.spiro to rob his design of its integrity

in making improvements. To the great and merit, h^en the keen sense of art may
historic examples wo have mentioned, which become dulhxl by time, and so it is the practi-

haveeng.agedthe abilities of several successive tioner, whoso hands are full of work and

architects, or that have taken years, periiaps contracts, has no tinii^ to be overscrupulous

a century or more, to carry (iiit, as in the or fonsitive about the manner his designs

are executed. He cannot possibly design, or

even see, everything that is done m the

building ; but others see it, and wonder how
so talented an architect as Mr. So-and-So

could ha\e designed anything so. feeble, so

poor, or atrocious. Yet we see examples
every day.

Architectural ecjinpetition touches this

view of the subject. The jirofession is in-

vited to show what can be done -to make a

liuilding worthy of its jiurjiose and jiosition

—to do something more, in tact, than the

individual architect, however skilful and
experienced, who is employed by eommis-

; sion, can accomplish. The eomjietition

!
brings into the effort a certain kind of

j

enthusiasm and aspiration which the com-
missioned architect cannot be expected to

lAiuvre. compensatory advantages have ac-

crued. The original designer's idea has been
developed, or the additions made at successive

jieriods impart iin interest to the building

;

but as a rule this is not the case when the

building is designed and carried out by an

architect hampered by modern conditions.

We must not lose sight of the fact that the

conditions of architectural design have
altered, lender the old master-builders rcfihnc

he devised as lie went on with the Iniilding,

knew what ho wanted ; his drawings were
rough geometrical diagrams for the work-
man, and had no pretence of being ctJiii-

]ilete representations of the building. His
executed building was more perfect than

hisdo.sign^the very opjiosite of modem prac-

tice, for now the executed building is gener

illy inferior to the original conception. The ;
bring. Just now a great deal has been .said

reason is that modern practice and contract"

work have rendered it extremely difficult to

realise the architect's ideas in the liuilding.

Thus it happens that the executed buikling

in former times was superior to the drawn
design : every artist and craftsman con-

d.iout the (iueeii ^'iltolia Memorial Com-
petition. The \eiy overwhelming number
of opinions offered is a proof, if any wa;>

wanting, that the best idca^ crn only be
sought for from an oiien competition—the

convergence of many minds upon a sub-

tributed his part to make it as perfect as
|

ject that must gain by being presented

possible ; but in these days the architect's ' fi'oni many standpoint-. Indeed, wo can-

design i- the more perfect" production than not understand the advocacy of
_
those

the builder's work, for every efl'ort is made !

who think that a worthy memorial of

to cut down labour, and "to cheapen the
|

the late (ineen can be liest obtained by
result. Thus it is that to see the real competition confined to a tew selected men.

architectural ability of t'le age we have
in fairness to consult the architect's original

design, for it embodies all he intended

—

his first and often best aspiration unfettered

by financial and other considerations, whereas
the building in too many instances exhibits

a pitiable travesty of the original, shorn of

its best featiu'cs, or so reduced in substance

that its likeness to the early .sketch is not

apparent. Unfortunately for architects, the

or to say, as the Times does, that the nation's

affection " cannot be dealt with as if it

were a contract for the supply of forage^

or the erection of barracks." The analogy
is not a happy one. It is not a, question

of goods, of quality and ]irice as main
factors ; but of brains, of artistic conceptions,

and the wider the choice, the more likelihood

there is of a satisfactory solution. Do "the
best artists hold aloof from competition " '! If

future historian of the art will only see the
:

wc interpret the adjective " best" as " suc-

buildings themselves; theii- authors' first , cessful" then we may admit the truth of the-

conceptions and imin-essions will have dis- ' assertion. If ability, inherent strength, self-

appeared—a good reason why the designs of conscious power for conceiving great schenfes

important buildings should be kept and pre- are necessary, are we right in excluding men
ser\ed in a national collection. ^Vl'ter all, whose only fault is that they are unknown

.

the public only see the actual results—seldom and have not yet had the opportunity of

what the authors intended, and the inipres- coming to the front :•"—or is it just to

sion thus formed is prejudicial to the profes-

sion. To judge properly, and to estimate

correctly the architectiu'e of the age, one
ought to examine the designer's contribution

—

not merely that of the builder, whose work has
been done by contract, and often hurriedly.

How much talent is often buried or lies

dormant in a pencil sketch, that is not
seen in the building I When one sees a flat

shut out artists whose chief enemy has been
their own reticence and reserve ;' And does
not the histoiT of architectui'al competition;

afford numerous instances of unknown
younger men in the profession achieving the
highest results ? These questions must be
answered before we condemn open competi-
tion. The designs for the Houses (jf

Pailiament. and >St. George's Hall, Ijivei'pool,

and spiritless piece of ornament in .stone, or
;

could not have been possible if the architect

a metal bracket or grille, we are apt to blame ' had been selected from a limited few, to say

t'ue architect for its want of life and feeling

;

but is it not often due to the bniitations

pl.aced on the worker, the desire to economise
labour or to get it done quickly ? And so it

is with a good deal of our carved oniament
and architectural relief. The work suffers,

no doubt, from translation of the architect's

motives and ideas. The craftsman in his

execution fails to give emphasis to certain

points of the drawing, and it comes out flat

or thin or lifeless. It is the same as an orator

handing over his speech to another to deUvor

;

it is sure to lose half its power and vigorous-
ness of appeal. Many of the most eminent
architects have felt disappointed at theii'

nothing of modern .successful buildings
which have placed their authors in the
highest ranks. The numerous public edifices-

wo have illustrated of municipal buildings,

technical churches, schools, institutes,

colleges, hospitals, are largely due tcj eom-
jietition. The younger men in theprofession
who have less to do and can give more time
to their work form a factor which it would
be absurd to ignore. But what we now wish
to point out is that competition design, if it

does not always insure the best exe-
cutive results, has the greater opportunities.

It has failed to realise them for one or

two reasons-that the highest immumental
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lias.-; of (l.-^iira is imt tin' /'-/• of tlu'

inotloiM artliitect, that lie is u])t to ivlcjriiti'

this wt)ik to others who are better artiste

than architects, or he is seriously hai\(li-

cajiped by cost. Convei-sely, the man who can

plan a grand scheme for a street like the

Stranil-to-IIolboru improvement, ora national

memorial, is Tiot necessarily the best to em-
ploy in cariying the work into execution;

and the jntictieal ait-hitoct has seldom the

capacity to arnin-;'' his blocks in the most
artistic manner. Many of the best ICuiopean

schemes of stioet-di\si;rn have been planned

liy state engineer, sculptors, landscape

artists, and even jiainters. Thus. L'l'^nfant

laid down the jdan of Washinffton. Baron
Haussmann a.ssisttd the Kmpire and the

Reimbbc in France to lay out some of the

noblest boulevards and avenues in Europe

;

in fact, the State of Franco as a gieat builder

carried out the great street of the line de

Rivoli from the Place de la Concorde, beyoiul

the Tuilleries. to the Hotel de Yille, and to
,

the riace de la Bastille, a noble avenue from
1

"West to ]'.ast.
_ i

The man who can give the " keynote" of
j

a .scheme is he that has the gi-asp of the

'

situation, and can indicate the linos of a

national memorial, or the laying out of a city

;

but he is not found every day. .V new idea,

a plan with a distinct principle, or a design

with what we call a "go" about it, is what
is most wanted—not a detailed but narrow
design, which is really spoiled in the long run
by all sorts of cltiinis. And so it is with
architectural ]>lans. One man may see where
a dozen can only gi'opc. A great deal of time
and labour are taken U]) by practical details,

whiali are all right in their way after the

idea has been conceived. Having the germ,
the dcvclo])nient CJin be intrusted to those of

lesser originality ; but somehow we are in

the habit of pettifogging about with claims
and details before we think of a schenie.

Has not this been the way of many London
street im])rovement3 !' The authorities have
troubled themselves with claims of ])roperty

holders, com])ensations, adjustment of ease-

ments, and the scheme is sacrificed to these

necessities.

THE THRALDOM OF STREET
BUILDINGS.

IP something could be done to relieve the
monotony of our new streets, or the

foiTnality of many of our reconstnicted
thoroughfares, it would bo a great boon. I'rolj-

ably at no former period since the rebuilding
of Ijondon has a gieator niuiibcr of new streets

been fonnod than at the ])r('sent time. Take
roadways that have been made through newly-
opened-out estates, or those reari-angements
and setting- back of frontages ofsuch thorough-
fares as Thcobald's-road, Uosebeiy-avenuo—
they are inmimerablo ; or those in the South
of rioi\(h)n, such as in Church-street and
Ooldharbour-lane, Cambcrwell, and Bri.Kton-
road. These and many more exhibit the
kind of elevation of which we sjjoak. In
the place of the old hcmses anil shops
have arisen rows of compactly-built brick
houses, many of them with sho]is on the
ground Hoor, that to tho ordinary in-
habitant who concerns liimself little" with
architccttue are all that can be desired neat,
woU-built, and clean, but to others arc
intensely commonplace and ugly, that do not
improve with age. The average Cockney
cares little for artistic building, or jileasing
conformations of street or skyline ; but he
has a fairly keen eye for what pleases him to
live in. lie generally jirefers to get out as
far as ])Ossible into the suburbs to live its he
can. Why!' Perhaps he cannot toll you
definit«dy

; Imt he really feels sick of "the
dismal, straight brick walls and monotonous
outlook of town life, and ho goes out farther
to get a little fresh air, and it may bo a
g.iVflen in which he can while away a finv hours
of the week. Those advantages mav entice

him farthi-r trom his labours, but they ar'

not entirclv a'l. The opiiressiun of th^

closely-packed streets and suburban high

roads"form a considerable part of the sum
total of reasons which impel hiin to go out.

Although he cannot positively be sure, he

l)egius to think that the old irregular line of

houses and shops of the old street had a

charm, after all. There was a semi-rural

look about houses of varying heights and
I)rojections with flat sash-frames and gauged

arches or bay windows and half-Gothic

gables and chimney-stacks ; they are at least

more jiicturesipie, he will admit, than the

straight frontages of the newly-built houses.

Hence, though a stickler for modern order and
newness thinks the relniilt .street has advan-
tages, he is iinvai'dly conscious of a de-

pressing influence in the new buildings. Those
of an artistic temperament can at once define

the cause. They are convinced of certain

laws of formal significance. One is that

uniformity of any kind, such as the flat

front and horizontal lines, produces a degree
of weariness and fati.2rue to the eyes and
nerves, and through them to the mind, that

are distinctly painful, more so perhaps to the

highly .sensitive and impressionable, but in a
lesser degree to everyone. If we could, there-

fore, try to minimise these oppressive effects

in our newly-constructed street buildings, a

great deal might be done to mitigate the evil

of which we speak. It is no exaggeration to

say that the weary repetition of houses of one
iinifonn elevation, and in a sti'aight line, has
a most depressing action on town-dwellers.
Purity of air and other hygienic conditions

di'aw many into the country : liut to how many
among them lias not envii'onment been one
of the main causes. It maj- be a long time
yet before the mas.ses of the dwellers of our
towns will begin to discern that hygiene is

not entirely confined to good drainage and
venilation, but implies all those agencies that
administer to the mind and emotions. Th.at

the architecture of our towns has a jtowerful

influence on those that dwell in them there

can be no doubt. Our donsely-iiackod East-
end streets, composed of factories and dwell-
ings of the poor, many of the lofty ( 'ity

warehouses that shut out air and obscure the
sunlight, the heavy oppressive •blocks of

labour(!rs' dwellings, are distinctly o])j)ressing.

They not only shut out light and air, but
offend by their uncouth lines. It is for those
who administer to the artistic jjerceptions

—

anil architects largely are responsiltle—to do
all they can to minimise the appearance of

discord and' inonotonv, two of the evils of

modern building. More than other artists,

the architect has to deal with all that goes to

make the visible and outward impression of

our cities. Building occupies by far the
largest area of a town, and, therefore, anv--

thing that can be done to make the lines of

our stri'ets and building more agreeable, and
their arrangement more artistic, should be
the architect's a'm and aspiration.

We dwell now on the growing prevalence
of flat fronts and horizontal lines in our
street buildings. Every one who has travelled
through Sluidwell or Bromley, or from
lyondon Bridge through Deptford, must have
noticed the weaiisome repetition of straight

lines, newly-foniiod streets of small tene-
ment<. each exactly alike in elevation,

height, and ile]ith ; their frontages forming
straiglit, flat walls jiorforatod by windows
and doorways, w^ith the s.auio rei)oat of bay
windows. These small streets are exceedingly
wearisome in their uniformity. ]?ut in the
better and higher-class neighbourhoods the
same monotony is rojieated. as in the Western
districts of Kensington and IIammor.sniith,

or Paddington. where streets of new houses
have been built with the .same unvarying
elevation. If the linos of new .streets are
unhappily made straight, the architect may
at least adopt elevations that will to some
extent minimise tlieir dinctness, by the
adoption of cxiiedients such as breaks in the

loof lines, or introducing gal.iles and dormi'is.

He, of course, is bound by the rules and
regulations of the Building Act, under
section 22. A prescribed line of frontage is

set, and he has followed it; no projections
are pennitted beyond the line, and therefore,
as regards plan, the architect is restricted

;

and if he desires to break or vary the propor-
tions of his front, he must set back his line so
that the most prominent part of the building
do not project beyond the " general line of
buildings in any street or any part of a street
or row of houses." Then buildings that pro-
ject beyond the "general line ''determuiod
ujion, if taken down or destroyed by fire, have
to be set bark to the same line. The.se regula-
tions have, therefore, discouraged any play or
recess in building plans ; but the archi-

tect is not so restricted as to elevation if it

does not exceed the statutory limit of SOft.,

and, therefore, he has the choice of several

expedients. We may notice a few of these.

We t:ike fir.st the gable .summit. We see this

plan largely used in some of the newly-
formed streets at the '\^'est End. Each
house is gabled, though the same design

is not necessarily repeated ; but the gables

vaiy with the elevations. Of course, this
I mode gets over the straight par,apet lines,

j

and we have a .succession of gabled houses in

j
the same plane, with the roofs at right

;
angles to the front. This plan avoids the

i
monotonous horizontal parapet, which is so

i

depressing. In its place wo get a number of

' sharp-pointed lines when seen in perspective,

;

with ridge lines in step-like succession more
or less regular. But oven the gable may
become monotonous, if not varied in height

or shape. Each house is a unit in itself ; in

fact, we have a succession of units more or

less diver.sified by variety of giible tnat-
\ inent. In Holland a succession of g.abled

houses Une the canals. Another common
ti'eatinent is the use of baj--windows carried

: up all the stories. These break the flat

1 wall fronts, and their upper lines or summits
' seen in perspective take ofi the rigidness

of the straight Lines, Section 73 (d) provides

that in a street of not less than -fOft.

or to a buUding. the front wall of which is

not at a less distance than 4()ft. from the

opposite boundary of the street, bay windows
may be erected on laud belonging to tho

owner of the building, notwithstanding the

provisions of this Act relating to buildings

beyond tho general line ; but such bay
windows must not exceed three stories in

height from level of footway, nor project

more than 3ft. from the main wall of build-
.'

ing, and they aic limited to three-fifths of -

the frontage" in wddth. The erection of

dormers in the roof above the eaves-level is

a common expedient in town buildings.

These gables project from a curb roof, and,

efiectively break ' the horizontal lines of the.,

facades.
' The French buildings of the timo

of Francis I., such as the Chateau de ISlois

and (Jhateau de Chambord, exhibit the full

development of the dormer; but in our

street buildings we have not yet made the

most of this feature in giving relief to

the skylines. They are sometimes small a ad

insignificant excrescences. A mode of treat-

ment that seems worth following is what wo

may call tho gablo and p.arapet tenuination

of the street elevation. It consists of a scries

of single or two-storied domier gables sepa-

rated by parapets, straight or ornamental,

and this method of breaking the upper lines

of our street elevations has been can-ied out

successfully in several new buildings. We
may mention a block in Brixton-road, a

little beyond tho cable tenninus of the train

-

ways comjiany, where a row of red-brick

buildings intended for shops and residences

has been erected in place of a line of old and

dilapidated hou.sos and .shops. The fronts

are broken by three-story bays, with dormer

gables arranged in pairs over. I'hcre is no

attempt at ornamentation excojjt band«

of 'stone ; but the architect has .saved
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lis work from monotony and ctimmou-

ilace In- this bold l)reaking of the eavos-

ine. The donner g-ables rise some heijjlit

tove the eaves -level, and, being i)laced

n jiairs. make a pleasing variation. The

•oof is onrbeil, and the ends of the block arc

enninatod bv bold octagonal corners, with

ow. Ilat-sha]ie»l en])olas at the return angles,

Phis example shows what can be done by

dmple means to give variety to a long row of

treet-buildings. The arrangement of the

lay-windows in p;iiis, only a few feet of

•iHice between them, and the dormers taken

IP above them, with an interval of flat wall

iid two windows between the coupled bays,

ireak up the fiont, and as seen in the per-

pccti\e the effect is pleasing. The .shops

livided by stone pila.st<.'rs project and
cceive the bases of the ])rojecting bays.

Ve may remark that all salient featiu'cs or

ireaks arc more agieeable when arranged in

airs or couple-s, with an alteinate longer
iiterval of plain flat facade than when
ijuidistant. and agrees with a known law
f repetition with variation. A good re-

ief. though iirferior to the last, can be
btaiued in a flat-fronted row of houses
imply by cam-ing up the front at intervals;

narrow projection, say, of half or one brick,

his being gabled above the cornico-line.

lese naiTow gables could be made appro-
riately to occur at the entrances, and if

liere were shops below, would mark off the
ntrance from the glass front. Our argu-
lent is, that anything that breaks the flat

ixint. however slight, contributes to relieve

lie horizontal cornice of oiu- street buildings
:hen seen in perspective. MTien this can-
not be had—when, in fact, the front fa<;ade

i compelled to be for certain reasons quite

at—the architect ought to avail himself of

is only other alternative, by avoiding
straight, uninterrupted, horizontal cornice

r eaves-line—breaking it, either by dormers
r gables, or a variation of some pai't.s of

le fiont wall, with high parapets quite
lain, or ornamentally treated, and other
arts kept li>w as overhanging eaves—a plan
e have seen followed in some buUdiiigs.
: will be said the sti-aight horizontal eaves,
• cornice and parapet, is less expensive,
erhaps the buikling owner may have to pay
little more in the shape of gable fronts and
ishings by breaking his lines ; but this
ight extra ought not to be considered when
e improved appeai-ance and the greater
tractiveness is regarded. But in many
ses the effect can be produced by having
eep curb roofs for the upper stoiy, so that
e front may be reduced in height at the
tei-vals between the gabled portions as we
ive indicated. Our new streets might at

1st bo attractive if we could throw off the
|

raldom of the straight parapet and roof
|

lich have so long held supremacy.

did in organising the statutoiy examinations in

arohitcctiu'c woald ever bo highly csleccnicJ, and
if Ik- liad not fought lonj; and hard the com-
pulsory cxainination would never have been
estalilislifd. He w.is an .iteohUrly ideal chair-

man ; all the brusqucrie and fidgetiness which
char.icturisfd him as a uiembcr vanished when he
took the chair, where liis urbanity ami business-

like despatch were remarkable, .\rtliur Calcs was
a man who, take hiui for all in all, we shall ne'er

look upon his like again. He jjroposed that a vote
of condolence bo sent to Mrs. Cates.

Mr. AViLi.iAM AVoomvvitD, as Mr. Catcs's

oldest assistant, seconded the motion. It was, ho
said, some five-and-thirty years since he entered
the office of Mr. Catcs, and very frciniontly they
wore working together from o.irly morning till

ton o'clock at night. J[r. CUes was a groat

bil)liophilc and a voracious reader : his jjaission

for work terrified those in his office and was not
abandoned, unfortunately, when he went home.
But, civer and above his business, an enormous
amount of energy was devoted to the welfare of

the Institute. He was a keen architectural

critic, and his memory was remarkable, llv

appeared to have mastered and to be .able to

recall every detail of cverj' building he had once
seen. He often descanted on the chamis of fine

ealigraphy to his assist.ints : but his own hand-
writing Wits so farfi-om clear that he had sometimes
to ask theU- help in deciphering it. Ho had a

marvellous power of grasping the pith of a letter,

and woidd rapidh' dictate a reply to a long letter

in a terse and clear manner. In personal character

he was sans peiir cf sait't reproche,

3Ir. T. M. RicKMAX, in supporting the motion,
remarked that his friendship with Jti-. Cates dated
ft-om IS.5'2. Mr. Cates's last contributions to the
R.I.B.A. Trannactiom had as a postscript a reprint
of the application from the Architectm-al Associa-

tion for the establishment of an examination in

architecture. That application w.as (h-afted by
Mr. Gates. Mr. Bayley, and the speaker at a
mc-eting held many years since at tUd Lyons Inn.
Although somewhat pugnacious in disposition,

no one had the highest interests of the pro-
fession more closely at heart than Arthur Cates,

and while he spoke of himself as a drill sergeant,

no one ever sat under him at an examination
without gfuning additional knowledge, nor left

without increased hopes of future usefidness.

The PiiKsiuEXT endorsed all that had been said,

and put the resolution, which was agreed to in

silence.

THE LATE ME. EBEXEZEll GllEGO.

Mr. A. GRAnAM, Hon. Sec, said he had also to

announce, with much regret, the death of Mr.
Ebenezer Greirg. who had been a Fellow since

1S70, and whose genial presence was always
welcomed in that room. He had, like ilr. Cates,

taken an active part in the examinations for many
yeai-s past. A letter of condolence was also ordered

THE SOURCES AXD GROWTH OF
EGYPT.

jUtCHITECTURE IN'

KOYAL IX.STrrrTE OF BRITI.SH
AUCHITECTS.

^HE thirteenth ordinary meeting for the
present session of the Institute was held on

ndayevening, the President (Mr. AV. Emerson)
the chair.

THE LATE MIt. .^RTHVE CATES.

Hr. JoHx .Slater said he regretted to have to

louncc the death of Mr. Arthur Cates, a former
!e-President of the Institute, and one with
om he had been brought into frequent contact
ing the past ten or twelve ye.ars, and had seen
ide of his character not p^enerally appreciated.
. Cafes w,is an exceedingly strong man .all

nd. and was perhaps a httle too prone to show
I his strength ; hut under that overbearing
r beat one of the kindest of hearts. AU

- irohitects would be grateful to him for the
- he so ungi'udgiugly and unostontatiousU-

1 to them, and to the cause of archi-
1 education. He was not only an able
I'lit a very learned man, and he often

. --hed his friends by the wide range of his
iry pursuits. It was not too early to speak
srvices to the Institute; hut the work he

A paper on this topic, illustrated by over fifty

lantern-slides from photographs and drawings by
the lecturer, was read by Professor AV. JI.

Flixders Petrie, D.C.L. The lecturer observed

that in no respect was our riew of the

origins of the arts more enlarged than in

the architecture of Egji)t. Ton years ago
we were starting with the most highly-
finished work of the Foiu-fh Dynasty, the great

pj-ramid of Khufu, and were groping in the dark
for any clues to the growth of such surpassing

construction. To-day it can he shown how every

feature arose, and the adoption of stone for build-

ing can be dated to a cingle generation. The
luiAiTought materials, which were everywhere to

hand in Egypt, were palm-ribs, papyrus reeds,

maize-st.ilks, and mud, together with palm-fibre

roughly twisted. A striking sight of the begin-
nings of the building art may he seen any day in

a nomad settlement on the desert edge. 8ide by
side stand ;1; a black goat-hair Arab tent, long
and low, open always on the leeward side

; (2) a

tent fenced along part of the open side with a

row of maize stalks ; (3) a tent faced .aU along
with maize ; (4) a tent in a maize fence mud-
plastered

; [o] a dwarf wall of brick roimd the

fence ; (6) a high brick inclosirre with a tent

inside to roof it, the tent ropes stretching out

through the wall ; histly, a roof is put on the
wall, and the tent has disappeared. The e.irly

Egyptians seem, however, to have usually roofed

their reed huts with

DOMED roofs,

to judge from the engravinj; of a hut on ivorv.

at the rise of the First Dynasty (tSOO ii.<-.) The
Ipost feature is the strengthening of the comers
of the hut by placing at each angle a bundle of

reeds lashed together, as seen in the hut on the
mace of Narmor. Here we have the origin of

the torus-roll down the edges of the buildings,

used till tlie latest stage of the architecture. The
lashing together was always retained ,as an oma-
nient. although the meaning of the roll was long
lost, ^\^lon p.'ipyrus stems were used for wall-

ing, instead of roods or maize stalks, the lop was
rather weak if strii)ped of its loaves ; hence they
wore retained and bound together, and the

' feathery tops served as a barrier above the wall,

; and finally as an ornauiont. Besides these ma-
terials, jialm-ribs may lie seen still tiscd for

fences. They are set upright with all the loaves

on thorn, at a few inches apart, rmd strengthened

[
by other ribs interwoven diagonally each way :

(

just below the weak part of the tip a line of ribs

is la.shed on with palm-fibre, and the loose,

noddini; tips servo as an effectual barrier to men
and animids. The whole is finally plastered with

I

mud up to the top lashing, and forms a very

;
strong fence, which will last for many years.

j

Such a fence or wall is figured as the front of an
early shrine hieroglyph in the Fourth D\-nasty.

traxslated into stoxe,
I

this became the constant feature of ever}- Egyp-
\
tian building, and this cornice retained to late

times the palm-loaf ribbing which proclaimed its

origin. AVo have preserved to us some riews of

simple shrines made of the natural materials,

j

similar to the huts of maize stalks still used by
the peasant. Here we note the root sloping back-
ward, and carried on far before the open front, so

I
as to cast a shade, while it is supported on two
front pillars of stalks. This was the original

I type of the rustic shi-ine adopted as a hieroglyph,

and preserved to us from the Fourth Dynasty.

I

The next material to be noticed is

MVD-nUICK,

one stage beyond the rough mud plastering.

I

Brick houses and town walls remain from the

prehistoric age, prob.ably about G,000 B.C., and a

model of a town wall, with watchmen looking

I

over it, belongs to a rather earlier time.

j

regvlar duickwork

I

developed in use in the prehistoric time, and some
arched brick tombs are probably of this age.

There can, however, he no doubt of the barrel-

vaulted passage in the tomb of King Xeter Khet
(found this year) belonging to the beginning of

the Thii-d bj-na.sty (about 4200 B.C.). .and' the

magnificent brickwork and arching of the Fourth
Dynasty (about 3400 n.c.) shows a long familiarity

and free use of it.

Coming to

WROl'GHT .MATFJilALS,

wood was the earliest in use for construction.

i The prehistoric graves were often lined with
matting, .and this was, in the later prehistoric,

sometimes supplanted by a wooden lining. In

the royal tombs at Abydos (4700-4500 ii.c.) all of

the wooden sides have been destroyed; but the

evidences remain most clearly on the cross walls

that were built to form cells ai'ound the wooden
chamber for the offerings. These walls are plas-

tered and whitewiishod on the sides : but the ends
are all rough brick, e\-idontly built against a pre-

i existing timber Avail, as the mud mortar has taken
the cast of the grain of the wood wherever it touched
it. The floors wore usually of wood : one of the

most complete shows the boards about 2in. thick,

resting on beams at the sides and down the axis

;
of the chamber. The roofing was also of wood,
as in some cases the casts of the rough-hewn ends-

of the roofing beams remain in the brick walls of

j

the chamber. The author refeiTod to the tombs

j
of King Cia (46.50 n.c.) and King Zet (4600 n.c),

I and gave details of their construction. This form
I of construction is the forerunner of the greatest

1
architecture of the pj-ramids. For the wooden
chamber we find a stone chamber substituted, and
the beams of the roof .are of limestone or granite

in place of wood. But the continuity of the

general form and system is unbroken. The
earliest royal tombs are plain pits roofed in, as in

the prehistoric time. By 46-50 n.c, a wooden
Hning forms a complete chamber, -n-ith brick cells

around it, but no entrance. Under Den-Setni,

4600 B.C., an eutrancc stairway is added on the

east side. Vnder Qa, 4.500 n.c, the stairway is

turned to the north. And the steps from this to
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th iisu;ilimMiuiJt\.nu -a ninth oiilr.iiuv pisia;;c jrasl few yt-ars. aiiil tli.- near fcitiuv will see all

sloi):n;r duwn to a chamber—is merely a ehan;^e of extemieii u>;c of spe -ial buildiii;:;,s for this purpose.
miterial, but not of form or position. The c.v-

|

To tlie architect information as t» the reipiire-

tern il form of the mastaba tomb, from which the , ments and planniiis; of such schools cannot fail to

jiyrimiJ was developed (or, i-ather, o,i which the
j
be useful, though it isas well to understand that the

jivr.imid was supervelopeJ) is cxaelly that of thi

rectang;ular mtiss of sand alx)ve the touib, held in

by the retaining wall of mud-brick, with a larije

• xlernal batter, as over the tomb of King Zet.

Th>^ author, having; referred to the favourite
iattice-work, the analogue of the mushrabiyeh
w )rk of Cairo. w,mt on to trac th- eouise of

STONlI-WOKKIXl..

The tii-sl ac'.ual building of stone is the pit-

"liamber of King Khasekhemui, in the middle
.fth- Eleventh Dynasty, about 43.')0 ii.c. The
limestone c>ursis are tolerably regular, varying
ime or two inch»'s either way. Tiie faces of the

blocks follow natural <-leavages as far as possible:

hut most of the faces arc haiumer-dressed, and
then adzed over t) level them. The joints have
]dasler in theui, and also spread over the open
joints on the face. The same king also worked
in givy granite, as two large building-blocks
with inserip!i ms of his hive been found at

Heiiakonpolis and at KI Kub. But building in

liuies'.one was still rare, and it is probably to the
latter half of t'.ie Second Dynasty (about 4:ii0-

ii'M II. c.) that must be assigned a s.'ries of rough
sto:u- jiyrauiids which stand at El .Vinr.ih, Nubt,
and El Quia. These are all built of unhewn
blocks found loose on the desert anrl cliffs. Eueh
has successive faces of extei'nal finish, which have
been coated over with added niasoniy. The
author next described the fine tomb of King
Xeter-Ket, probably second King of the Third
Dynasty, about 4200 ii.c. ; the great stone pyra-
mid of .Saggara, probably of the same dale ; and
the tomb of King Simeferu at Jleduiu (40()a u.v.]

1 1 is imijoi'tant to see clearly how the pyramid
structure is derived from the wooden tombs in
unbroken succession, as it has by some been
derived fi'om the dolmen and chambered buixow.
These structures are quite unknown in Egypt

;

whereas the continuous stages between the pre-
hitoric pit-grave and the greatest and most'
accurate structure tvi-r built are clearly Irace-
ilile. Even the preparation for a pyramid re-
aiained just the same as for the wooden tombs of
the Eii'st Dynasty. The author concluded with
s'jrn? notes on the subject of

. PILL.4RS.

The wooden column appears as an octagon in
the models found in the First Dynasty, and in
the actual pieces he h<id discovered in the Twelfth
Dj-nasty, and the copies of such in stone? at Beni
Hasan. Tlie fluted wooden column is found
copied in ivory in the Fir.sl Dynasty tombs, and
in well figured as a hieroglyph iii thi' Fourth
Dyn.asty. The most peculiar" form of column is

that derived from the tent-pole. This was the
origin of the strange form known as the inverted
hell capital in the Eighteenth Dynasty at Kamak.
The earliest exaiupU known of' the I'ottis column
is of the Fifth Dymisty (about .KiOO ji.c). The
later examples of the Twelfth Dyna.sty, of the
Eighteenth Dynasty, and of the Nineteenth and
Twentieth Dynasties, show only a .series of
lamentable decadence. Each .ago' in Egypt had
its special ex(-cllence. In the Eighteenth Dynasty
a dedicate and freely flowing ornamental treat-
ment

;
in the Fifth Dynasty the finest figure

sculpture; in the Fourth Dvnasly the grandest
constructions

: and in the First Dynasty the most
lavish use of hard stones for hand objects and
table furniture. Diorite, porphyry, and such ma-
terials w-ere cut in thin and beautiful forms with
a familiarity which was never known in later
tunes. But everj- branch of art, when once it
had fully grown, dec<iyed rai)idly, and the lal(,T
w-ork in every resjiect ctinnot Tiear cotujiarison
with the older triumjjhs.

-V di.scussion followed, in which Professor
<;i;o:uiK AiTciiisox, j;.A., .Sir L. Ai.ma Tai)i;m.\,
K.A., .Sir Mautiv Conway, Dr Ai.f.xanuku
-Mi'HitAv (of the Jiritish .Museum), Jlr. K. I'iiknh
SfiF.ns, F.S.A., Mr. llioii .Staxms, and the

I

mast dependable and v.iluable information in this,

as, indeed, in most things, is th it which the
architect finds out for himself, ^\'e do not, for

1
the commonplace. The need of chimneys

instance. ])ut forward the accompanying plans,

conlributed by the members of our Designing
Club, as models of aiTangenient or as illustrating

I

an ideal scheme. The designs must be taken oii

their merits as students' work, and .as such
! they are \-ery creditable. The following were the

'i
conditions:—

sihemc is not much better. The hitter's eleva-
tion is more usual, and so lacks individuality, but
it would look fairly well is capably detailed.
" Blom " may be ri>ckoned third, with a striking

fac,-ade—distinctly a fi-ontispiece, but as such un-
usual, and made, no doubt, with an endeavour
to do something with a marked contrast to

pears to be a minor matter, and rainwater
pipes, which might he thought tiresome
trivialities, are omitted too. The dome-capped
towers flanking the ends are not indicated
by any sug'gestions of the plan, and as to how f.ir

the roofing behind them is to be manan-ed no
j

one can say. The long flat curved central

j

"A Small High iSchool for Girls in the suburbs p:"apet or quasi-pedimeut is of questionable
of a counlrv town on a level site, with frontage merit, and the turret in the midst is paltry and

I facing S.W. The width of the plot is 100ft., 1
pow- A large semicircular portico makes up for

I with 20llfl. depth. Economv of scheme desirable,
[

the otherwise flat treatment. If this is the sort

I

and width of front not more than S.5tt. The !
of thing that the " B.N.D.C." is to encourage,

j

building to set back 1.5ft., but thi' porch may, if
j

"'4 stagers may think we are lost to all true
desired, project 10ft. from the main fa(,'ade. The

i

principles of proportion and recognised ideals.

style to be (Jueen Anne or L ite lienaissance, in
)

Our answer is that his plan is better than-
red b.-ick, with stone sparingly usi'd, treated in soma others, and if " Blom" is far from
a plain dignified manner. The building must ;

f^e right path, where purity of style goveraa
not look like a Board School. The accommoda- "le ways of men ; we have told him of his
tion to comprise a good entrance and entrance-

;

^'^!'\t,_ and hope he will take to heart oi

hall : a lecture or central assembly-hall, 50ft. "iticism, for with more judgment and sense ,

by 2Sft. and 20ft. high, with platform at one ' Sood fcrste he ought to produce far better and no?
end; a principal's room, l-5ft. square or of that Jess original work. "Absque Lahore Nihil,"*

arei, near the entrance, with ante- or waiting-
,

sends in a most carefully worked-out set of plans
room adjoining .somewhat le.ss in size; a cloak- i

detailed in almost every particular, showing Imw
room, with lavatory and w.c, to be available for

j

thorough he is, a quality which he will profit liy

visitors on special occasions, w-hen the assembly- '
some day. Nothing is shirked. We do not likipecial occasions, w-hen the assembly

hall is used for prize distributions or concerts,
ice, and the conveniences so arranged that they
may be used by the principal. There are to be
six classrooms, four for twenty pupils and two for
twelve pupils each. A teachers' common room
ISft. by lift., with lavatory, cloakroom, and
w.c. CI suite. Three niusie-practice rooms, 10ft.

by 10ft. each. The basement to have two
entrances, one for tradesmen and one for pupils,
cpiite distinct. Good cloak and lioot-room accom-
modation, pupils' lavatory, and four w.c.'s. The

his elevation very much, however, with il

German-like features cast in a sort of flori

Renaissance, with ugly window-heads to the real

building, much out of scale with those in the ma;
block. His plan shows the hall divided off from tl

surrounding classroom by a corridor which won,
be very dark. " Kobin Hood" sends the ii'jxf

best design. It is more original, but is wanting
in structural fitness of form. Thus the cant
big gable over the hall rises strangely over
arched windows below in an inartistic manni

housekeeper's rooms to be located at top of the I

'^^^ classrooms are isolated from the assemblj

building, with kitchen large enough to be used in
connection with tea-service on special occasions,
and to have a small service lift communicating
with the assembly-hall on the ground floor and
basement, from whence goods are sent up to the
kitchen. The housekeeper to have one sitting-

room and two bedrooms, with one large bedroom
for three servants, who will require a separate
meal and sitting-room. There will be half-base-
ment floor, ground floor, first and second floors,

and attics. The assemblv-hall may, if desired,
be a one-story building. The classrooms to be
l.'ift. high from floor to ceiling. The other rooms
lift, high, and oflices less if found desirable.
The main staircase to be fireproof, and 4ft. 6in.
wide. A heating chamber in the basement for
hot-water radiators in clas.srooms to supplement
open fireplaces, and to warm assembly-hall, where
no fireplace is recpiired. Front elevation, section,
and plan of each floor. Scale 8ft. to the inch.
View optional. Cube at Is., and state total cube
and price. The return fronts quite plain, as the
building comes between others, and light within
site on all sides with this limitation only.
Ground floor ;ift. above pavement. Posts and
chains in front of paved forecourt. Size of paper
2.'Jin. by ISin."
We herewith illustrate the first and second

plans. " Dan" comes first and " Gow Chrom "

is ])laced second. In style the former of those
two is not perhaps so refined as it might be, and
there is a fantastic finish about the front gables,
which are little better than shaped parapets,
looking more imposing in elevation than they
would do in perspective. The front cannot be
cla-ssificd as a representative of any recognised
style

; but its faults are not perhaps due to that,
and anyhow its parts are made to balance,
without despite to the established principles of
planning. In jilan the contrivances are out and
away the best of any submitted. It is compactly

- .-_., .^.,^ .,,.,^ ,,,„.
arranged, and has much to comnimend it. The

PuF.sinKXT took part, and a vote of thanks was >';"-0"'lJi'sign fails, for one thing, through a lack of
accorded to I'rofessor Flinders I'ctrie, who briefly

i

"'"T'"''')' '" scheme, and for another by the
resi)ondi!d.

|
locating of the platform with windows behind the

1 mm I
j

l(?cturer. In some sites this arrangement cannot
be avoided, but in this case then! was no need
what(>ver for so pl.aidng the assembly-hall. The
plain wall behind the platform is w.inted for dia-
grams, inajis, and blackboards. Faults could be
easily found in both these chosen plans. The
ba.sement of "Dan's" plan would have a very
dark coiTidor, and that in "Gow Chrom's

"

lii:iLDIXG NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
A SMALL HIGH SCHOOL I-Oll CIIILS.

'PHK advance made in the provision of schools
1 for the children of the michHe and upper

.-Biddli; classes has been very marked during the

hall by being located on the first floor. ' SC'ambri
is a workmanlike draughtsman, and his clev.atii

looks like that of a .school ; but no attempt
been made to associate the assembly-hall with
classrooms, and we do not fancy the crude wa;
shown for going direct into the big hall out
the entrance-vestibule is to be admired. The
in the angle of the room destroys the tie of

walls, and the lift-cage would be too small to

of any real use.

" lolanthe" has a far better plan, though th
entrance-hall is cramped and poor in eft'ect. The
class-rooms are properly arranged and fitted,

while the music-rooms are nicely set out for

isolation, though their ante-lobby is very dark.

The front elevation is exceedingly commonpliun
and deficient in interest. "Jove" is still an

admirer of the School Board Queen Anne style

in the plainest of plain modes. The building, ia ,

fact, looks too much like a board school His portijO:

is poor in proportion, not an essential feature of flSjJI

style. The plan is not good really, and is 0T6tt

done with the big staircase, off which a triflinj

galleiy in the assembly-hall is shown. "Jove"
draws neatly, and shows ugly doors in the

section, while making them the chief a* traction.

" Pierrot " sends a very crude plan and well-

balanced elevation, not replete with idcasing

detail, for it is lumpy and poor. " Quercii*
"

might have made his elevation rather pretty .as well

as dignified, with more care and better drawing.

As it is, the result is inadequate and restless-

looking, which is a pity. The classrooms upstairt

are ill-considered in themselves, with the light

behind the pupils in all cases seemingly, or elso

full in their faces. The perspective is rough and

careless. " Bru.sh " has a design somewhat like

a Salvation Army barracks, flagstaff and oU.

"Pencil Point" backs his platform on to tho

main stairs, with borrowed lights between, w>ich

surely cannot be good. The hall is at the hack,

while the classrooms are upstairs on two floors in

the front. The elevation is palatial in idea, done

in Georgian Classic, not without a sense of

refinement, however, and certainly with care

,

though the oval light in the pediment would be

very inadequate to so large a kitchen, even will.

the rear dormers, and we are not so sure as to thi

shape of the room behind the pediment. " 1901

adopts a similar type of building, but with lo*

dignity, and one classroom tacked on to the ein

of the assembly-hall on one side very .awkwardly

.\nothcr Classic design is by "Zisc.i," and
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somewhat inort" suitable plan. The author ought
to have (lone better, but the doorway and con-

trivance under prdiraent over it ai-e too ugly for

word's. " Pat McKann " is the author of a

ban.iek-looking house, unredeemed by the wall

pib-^ters, with big eggs half - way up, and
Hankin:; the faeade. " Tom Thumb " comes
next, mine like a hospital than a ladies'

school. His dassraoms on the tirst floor are

improi>erly set out, the teacher being side-

ways to the scholars. "Taffy"' has a highly
involved scheme and ugly front. " • Pei-severanzo '

'

we cannot describe architecturally, with windows
(hance^^ays along the elevation, while the plan is

ahnost as haphazard. " Primus " has spared no
jiains, but he wastes si^ace over his entrance-hall
surprisingly, and gives us rare thick interior
walls for a brick building. "Nemo" is not
economic, and covers a needlessly large area, and
so has extensive corridor space to jwy for. He
sends a set of drawings in lieu of one sheet.
" Brutus " comes next, and then '• Jlaori," who
is represented by anioimted tracing.

Description.

HOW TO E.'<TIJL\TP: ; OR. THE ANALYSIS
OF BUILDERS- PRICES.—VIII.

By Jonx T. Rka, F.S.I., Surveyor, War Dept.

ii:iitKL.iYEK. — yfeimraiuia.

S'ZE A>'n WEIGHT OF BBICKS.

Kind of Brick. Size. VTeight

linr
ly indnn st« K'k d-\ :

hod kiln ... 83 :

Faivham n-*i 8t :

Welsh (iiv 9 :

Stiitfurdshiw paving 9
Dutch (.-linkers 16}:

4J X 25
4} X 2l
4|

H
4} X 2
3 X li

lb.

7
7
6
8
6
IJ

"Weight per
Thousand.

cwt.
61
63
56
65
55
14

Brickwork in stone lime mortar, 1 to 2, materials and labour
1 to3, „

If built in blue lias or Aberthaw lime, „ ,, add
Brickwork in cement mortar, 1 to 2, materials and labour ..

„ „ „ lto3, „ „
lto4, „ „

If brickwork is in backing to mastmry, add to foregoing
Brickwork circular on plan over loft, i-adius, „

,. „ ., under „ „
Extra for brickwork worked fair both sides. ,,

I'nderpinning walls, in pieces less than 10c. ft. „
Cliimncy-shaits, ncit cxccxlin^ '>tft. nbnve r<;K>f. ,,

OKI brickwork pulled down, clejincd and stacked, including soiffolding
Moulded teiTacottii
Enriched ,,

Hoisting and setting ditto, including filling hollow parts with cement concrete

Per rod. Peryd.cube. Per ft. cube.

£
13 10
13 12

10
14 16
14 7
14 5 10

IS 6
12 3

1 5 7

5

8. d.

10.*

lOj
0.1

11^
llj
11

0;

_ I

8. d.

3

Bricks absorb about * ath of their weight in water after
24 houi-s' immersion.

1} brick, or I.S]in.. is the standard thickness of brickwork,
left, of brickwork requires 15 bricks.
1 cubic yard „ ,, 3S0 ,,

1 reduced rod of brickwork :

—

= Hjjft. y. m.ft. = 272ft. super, of standard thickness
of brickwork.

= 408ft. super, of 1 brick thick.
= lejft. X Itijft. X l|ft. = 306ft. cube, or
= 11^ yards cube.

.
= 4,300 stock bricks laid in mortar, gauged four courses

to Ift. hi^h.
= 5,370 stock bricks laid dry in walls.
= 4,900 stock bricks laid di-y in wells.

- = about 14 tons in weight.

4 tr' i.-if Qf bricks :

—

OO new bricks closely stacked, which occupy 55ft.
cube.

= 1,000 old bricks cleaned and loosely stacked, which
occupy 72ft. cube.

iOO bricks make one cart load.
50 ,, „ baiTow ,,

Ift. super, of reduced brickwork requires 16 bricks,
gauged arches „ 10 „

facing „ 7
•^uper. of 4Jin. brickwork requires 55 bricks.

yani super, of brick nogging requires :

—

45 stock bricks laid flat, and 5e.ft. of mortar.
30 stock bricks laid on edge, and Jc.ft. of moi-tar.

I yard super, of pacing requires :

—

36 stock bricks laid flat.

52 stock bricks laid on edge.
36 paving bricks laid tlat."

90 pacing bricks laid on edge.
70 Dutch clinkei-s laid flat.

140 Dutch clinkers laid on edge.
75 Dutch clinkers laid herring-bone flat.

136 Dutch clinkers laid herrinar-bone on ed^e.
9 tilths. 12in. by 12iii.. and wei?h 1.3lb. each.
13 tiles, icin. by Kin., and weigh Gib. each.
:#; tiles. 6in. by 6in., and weigh 2.4lb. each.

'81 tilty, 4in. by 4in.

144 tiles, Sin. by 3in.

An acre of brick-earth a foot tliick will make a million
bricks.

; cubic yard of clay in ih'^ s»^.Iid will make about 450 bricks.
left, of brickwork in lime nmrtar weighs 1121b.
:lc.ft. of brickwork in cement weighs lloib.
lOcwt. of fireclay = 1 ca-k.

' A bricklayer's hod measures 16in. by 9in. bv 9in. i

A bricklayer's hod will hold 20 stock, or 16* walling, or 12 I

i facing, bricks ; but the mimber ordinarilv canied is 12. i

i
AbricUayer's hod will h-.ld ic.it., or nearlv ^ bushel, of I

I

mortar, which is suflicient t4:> lay 20 bricks." I

K railway truck will cany 3.000 bricks.
!

[

A ton of Portland cement = a yard cube. '

PllICES.

• following prices apply to everj' description
) iok^vork, such a.s straight, curved, and
je walls, tanks, and all similar work,

'

.. vitod to any height, and with sound hard I

I
stocks.

1 fi

li

s. d.

14

2J

1

3

.S.<

4

0»

n
Oij

A\\n. stock brick walls in lime mortar , per yd. sup.
Brick-no<rging in Ume mortar, laid flat

(quarteiin measured in) „
Ditto ditto on edge tlitto „
I..imewhiting on walls, &c., 1 coat „
Ditto ditto 2 coats ,,

4in. cement concrete bed for laying
pa\'ing, A:c., on

6in. ditto ditto ,,

Floated bed of ^in. cement for tile or
brick paving

,

Extra, forming gutters in concrete per foot run

FACINGS, ETC.

(Extra only to the foregoing Brickwork.)

Facings of 4Mn. white glazed bricks ..per yd. sup.
Joints of brickwork struck fair for inside
work, limewhiting. i'c ,,

Facings of best picked stocks, finished
with a neatly-struck joint .. per foot sup.

Ditto of best white Beaulieu, ditto ditto „
Ditto of Lawi'ence's Bracknell best red

bricks, ditto „
Ditto of best red Fareham, ditto „
Add to foregoing if in bands not ex-
ceeding three courses in height „

Brickwork with battered face ,,

Brick panel .measui"ed around panels) per foot run

(Face and soflBt of arches to be measured.)

Rubbed and gauged work, with best rub-
bing or moulded bricks, set in cement,
and jcnnted in putty, extra only to price
of ordinaiy brickwork in mortar ... per foot sup.

Axed arches of kiln-bunit bricks, tlie

ordinary brickwork facings been paid
for in addition, and ditto „

Extra labour, cutting, and wast« to
relieving arches No. 1 7

Trimmer arches of kiln-burnt bricks,
half-brick thick, in cement moitar,
including all cuttings, materials, scaf-
folding, and labour perfootsup. 7

COBSICES.

Common brick cnmices, including neck-
ing:s the quantity being measui-ed as
brickwork, and the facings and point-
ing also in addition, girth measure,
materials and labour) per foot sup. OJ
versail at eaves, one' course per fcK>t run 0^

Brick on edge coping in cement, flat

measure, the brickwork and facings
beii^ measured in addition perfootsup, 0^

Semicircular saddleback red teiTacotta
coping for one-brick walls, set and
jointed in mortar per foot run i\

Ditto for li^brick walls, and ditto ,, 10

Al

Extra only for angles, junctions, and
returned ends for one-brick wall

Ditto ditto iJ-brickwall
1 1

1 9

PLINTH COURSES.

Extra only for white or blue splayed
brick plinth course. 2iin. projection
^the cubic quantity being measured as
brickworki and also the facings and
pointings in addition per ft. run 3

Extra only for angles to ditto each 4

BVLL-NOSED .\SD MOCLPEO BBICKS.

Extra only for bull-nose or splayed angle,
straight ;the cubical quantitv" bemg
paid for as brickwork in addition) ...per ft. run l.J

Stops or mitres to ditto each 3
Extra only for moulded bricks, straight

i.the cubical quantity being paid for as
brickwork in addition; per ft. sup. 1

Stops or mitres to ditto . . j>erinchrun 1

DA.WP-PBOOF COIIRSFS.

Damp-pTOof or continuous air course of
vitriflcd stonewai-e, glazed air-bricks,

in lengths to suit thickness of walls,
and bedded in cemeut, lin. thick......per ft. sup.

Extra only for angles each
Claridge's patent tine-gritted asphalt

(SeysscI) damp-proof course, Jin. thick
I>er ft. sup.

Mineral asphalt dami)-proof course, Jin.

thick per yd. sup.
Pitch, tar, and sand ditto, ditto ,,

Slate damp-proof course of Countess or
Duchess slates, set in cement, double
course, breaking joint per ft. sup.

Pointing to edge of slate or a.sphalt

damp-course per ft. run

FIRE-WORK,

Setting only in new work grates and
stoves, not exceeding 40in. in width,
materials and labour , . ., each

Ditto, 40in. to 50in. in width „
Ditto, ranges -with ovens or boilers, under

4i"'in. in ^vidth „
Ditto, ditto. 40in. to 50in. ditto
Ditto kitcheners complete, with fii^ebricks

and Uunps, &c., under 4C»in. in width... „ !

Ditto ilitto 40in. to 60in. in width „ :

Flue linings to chimneyahafts, with
Stourbridge firebricks, 4iin. thick, set

in fireclay per ft. sup.
Fireclay unglazed flue linings, lin. thick,

in l*iin. lengths, and lOin. internal
diameter, and setting iniireclay per ft. run

POINTISO.

Flat struck joint, and neatly jointed in
stone lime mortar per yd. sup.

Ditto ditto in coal ash or blue has „
Ditto ditto in cement ,

Baking and pointing with cement in lead
flashings i)erft. run

Ditto ditto in stepped flashings „
Filleting, not exceeding Sin. wide, with

hail' mortar ,,

Ditto ditto with cement „
Raking and pointing round frames with

coal-ash moiiar per yd. run
Ditto ditto withcement ,,

Bedding and pointing round frames,
imder 24ft. super No.

Ditto ditto 24ft. to 36ft. super No.

li

1*
1

R

s. d.

11
(>

li

Level and prepare old walls to receive
new work per ft. sup. 1

Bedding and pointing frames in hair
mortar per yd. run 1\

Ditto in hair mortar and pointing in
cement 2

Bedding plates on top of walls in mortar perft. rim 1

Ditto ditto in cement.... „ l;i

Bedding- window boards in moi*tar, and
pointmg round each f>

CfTTIN'G AND PIN'SIXC.

Rough cutting and waste, sti"aight, for
gables, skewbacks, &c perft. sup. 1|

Ditto circular, overarches, curved ramps ,,

Fair cutting and rubbing, face work ,,

Skewback cutting, 5in. wide per ft. run
Rough cutting birdsmouth or squint
quoin ,,

Fair cutting ditto „
Rough cutting for lin. chase „
Cut for and pin edges of 6in. landings in
cement „

Ditto 4in. ditto ,,

Cutting toothings, and honding new
brickwork to old, in lime perft. sup. H^

Ditto ditto in cement ,, \\
Cut thi-ough walls for doors, windows,

or other large openings, and removing
and stacking old bricks perft. cube 4

p
ft li

Description.

Laid in Ktuti

& jointed in

Laid in stone hme
mortar and jointed in

Sand. i Lime. Cement.

Sound hard well burnt picked stock brick paving, materials and s. d.

2 4
3 5

s. a.

3 1

4 3
10 10
6
5 4
4 1

.>. d.

3 3

Ditto ditto onedge „
Dutch or adamantine clinkers on ed^e

,,

Staffordshire vitrified blue paving bucks, with bevelled edges, laid flat „
Bt-st Statfordshire tiles orquarries, 6in. by 6in ' „
Ditto lOin. or 12in. tiles .\.

Encaustic ti'.e paving, ordinary pattern, 6in. by 6in. ..

4 «
12 4
7

5 6
4 4

21 ()
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C'ut and form holes to receive ends of
timber, corbels (rirders, &c., not ex-
ceediny" Stfeq.in. in section, and pin
with cement .per in. in depth

Ditto -t*; to Wditto ditto

C"ut for :^nJ pin in cement ends of steiw. ,
- each

Ditt'i ditto timbei-s, ^nrders. Arc.

Ditto ditto holt's for pipes, in one-brick
wall 1.

MiSCKLLANItOtrS.

Taking' down old brickwork in mortarand
stii-kint: bricks per ft. cube

\\V»tlifrin;^ top of chimncTtdiuft with
cenunt per ft. sup.

No. U» Kniige hoop-ii-on, Ijiu. wide, wt-ll

tamtl. siindeO. lapi)cd, riveted, and
built into walls -per yd. run

Forming weep-holcs and renderings m
cement per ft. run

Plumbing to inside piers ,,

Itendorin^ air tlues m cement, ^in. thick .,

C'oie and parget Muoke tlues

Ditto ditto each
Terracottii chimney-pot, 3ft. high, and

d;mnct-d in ceinent ..

Terracotta air-brick, 9in. by Sin., and
built in It

DittnlHn. by Oin. ditto „
Cast-ir.>n ai'r-brick.s t>in. by 4jin. by 6in..

and building; in

Fixing only, Aniott's, Boyle's, or other
ventihttni-s, and mziking- good ,,

Ditt^^^i d.Lm]K>rs and frames ^nd making
good in cement „

Ditto s.'nipers ditto <litto i,

Ditto covfi-s and frames for manholes,
and niiikinsJT ^ood in cement ,^

Ditto mangel's, inclnding brackets, ditt/). „
Ditto joistrt\' plalesfor lireproof floors. A;c. per cwt.

{To he eonfinited.)

S

6

2A

4

10
1 6

1 6

1

T

KIUTISH .\X1) HUSH liUILDIXG .STOXR
—XXV.

IlKXHIGHSUIlii;.

I'^HE .strata here are Bunlor and Perniiau Beds,
I'oal .Meaiiures (178, 'ioO), Jlillslono Grit

(•)8,240), Vorednle Rock.-s, Carbimit'erous Lime-
stone (104), Old Ked Sand.slono, Wenlock Shale,

Denbiffhshire Grits, Bala and Llandeilu Beds,
Igneous Hocks, Glacial Drift, Alluvium.

D.-nbifjh is built on Bunter Beds, Carboni-
ferous Linu'stone, and tipper Silurian Shales.

Llangollen : l>enbiKh Giits. Llanwrst : Allu-
vium, Wcnlock Fiags and Shales. liuthin

:

Bunter Sandstone, Alluvium, Carboniferous
Limestone, Boulder Clay, Wenloek Shale. Kua-
bon : Coal Pleasures, Permian Sandstone.
The Banter Beds of (he New Red Sandstone

are found in the Vale of C'hvyd, oeeupyino; a
loiigue-sbapi'd area between thi- lounty Ijnundary
on the north and I'entrt; Jlethiant on the si.iuth,

where they terminate against the C'arboniferous
hills at the head of the Vale. These rocks are
everywhere much hidden by a thick covering of

Glacial Drift and Alhivium, so that good quarry
sections of them ai-e not to be seen. In some
localities they h;ivc been exjiosed, and are found
to bt; bright rcd-curranl beddcilsanls, sometimes
mottled very soft red sandstone, without jjebbles,

and free from shale. The sandstones are never
hard enough to make even a middling quality
building stone, yet they have been quarried at
Froii-(;an')l ;Rulhin, 21 miles), for use in some of
the new buildings at Huthin Castle, the founda-
tion of which dates from the i:ith centurv.
'iliese New lied Koeks .are faulted along their
entire east boundaiy, against the Wenloek Shale
fSiliirian,, the downthrow being about 1,200ft.
I'ermian Beds (iron-stained Coal Measures'^) e.\-

tend in a narrow belt about three miles wide from
Gresford, w.st of Wrexham, and on due simth to
the county bo\mdary at l'>bistoik : they are
wi>rked fr)r cl,-iy shale and sand at Abenbury
(Wrexham, 2 'miles) by J.Iessrs. Davis Bros!,
and King's Mills (Wrexham, 2 mihw) by The
Wrexham Brick and Tile Co. Permian' Beds
are sup|i«sed to occur on the west of the Vale of
Olwyd, between the Bunter B(>ds and the Car-
|)oniferous Limestone ; but it has been found
impossil)Ie to separate tlio I'ermian from the
Triiis in this locality. Coal P.Ieasures are found
in an inegular triangular - shaped area, of
very limited extent, north of Denbigh. The
coal-field |)roper extends south from the countv
iHiunflry near Brynibo, where it is alirjut five
miles wide, i)assing to the west of Wnxliam
on to Kuabon and (/hiik, where it entcis Shrop-
shire. The Coal Mca.sures here are divided thus :

(1) Upper Sand.sfones (" Coed-yr-AIIt rock").
Clays. Shales, and thin Coals, I,'OO0i't. thick

; (2)
Middle Sandstones, Shales. Coals, and Ironstone,
800ft. thick ; and (•'!) Lower Sandstones, flags.
Shales, and thin Coals, 1,000ft. thick. Tlic clays
and shales are extensively worked for firebrick

y-Bont (Ruabon, 2i miles), Mr. J. C. Edwards:
Hafod (Ruabon, 2 miles). The Riribon Coal and
Coke Co., J,td. ; Tatham Works (Rvuibon, 2

mileis), Jlr. H. R. Bowere ; the Ruabon Brick

and Tenaeolta Works : the Ruabon Brick and

Terracotta Co.. Ltd., the Ruabon Terracotta,

15riekand Tile Works, Jlessrs. Monk and Newall :

Wildcnics,s Terracotta (Wrexham. 2 miles), Mr.

E. S. Clark; VronFii-e Brick Works (Wrexham),

the Vron Brick Co. : and Cae Llo (Wrexham,
5 miles), the Brymbo Steel Co., Ltd. Millstone

(Jrit borders the" coalfield on the west, extending

from Minera to the river Dee, covering an area

of about 1.) si|uare miles. North-east of Llan-

gollen .some rocks underlying the Cirit and over-

lying the Carboniferous Limestone, and recog-

nised as Yoredale Beds, are grouped with the

i\Iillstone tirit, both together foiiuing a series

known as the " Cefn-y-Fedw Sandstone." This

is subdividi-d as follows :— (1) --Vqueduet Cirit, so

called from the Cysyllty Aqueduct, which conveys

,
the Ellesmere Canal over the river and vale of

I
the Dee. This grit has a distinct lithological

character, and a fairly unifcjrm thickness over a

large area (sec Biiliuxg Nkws • (Juarry List,"

58, 240) : it has been quarried in the neighbour-

hood of Llangollen for over .'>00 years or more.

Llan Eglwest (VaUe Crucis) Abbey, 2 miles from
Llangollen, a Cistercian house founded in the

1 3th century; Caernarvon (C'aer - yn - Arfon)

Castle, built in 1283: and Bristol Docks are of

this Aqueduct Grit, the tool-marks in the dress-

ings being as fresh in the older works as when the

stones left the banker. (2) Upper Shale, a band of

shale of no importance seen east of the Dee Bridge.

(3) Dee Bridge Sandstone, 30ft. ; beds of Yellow
Sandstone, about 30ft. thick: seen at T\-fvn-

Ui'haf. (4) Lower Shales, .50ft. : Black Shales,

with impure limestones, a few inches thick, and
Brown Sandstones ; seen at Tyfyn-Uchaf. (5)

Jliddle Sandstone, 200ft. ; very hard White Sand-
stone, sometimes like ciuartzite, often containing

quartz pebbles, with softer beds of a yellow

colour : at Tyfj-n-Uchaf and Garreg Peneruch.
(G) C'herty Shale, 50ft. ; hard fine-grained

porcelaineous Shales, others with visible grains of

quartz ; seen between Tynant and Tyfyn-Uchaf.

(7) Lower Sandstone and Conglomerate, 2.)0ft. ;

hard White Sandstone, with quartz peljblcs ; on
the summit of Cefn-y-Fedw, and extending along

the highest part of the Eglwyseg range, from

Garreg Pengruch to Minera ; and (8) Sandy
Limestone, 7.5ft., forming the lowest division of

the Cefn-y-Fedw Sandstone, and which may be
descrilied as a limestone with a large proportion

of sand, or a sandstone with carbonate of lime as

a cementing material. It is known to the quan-j--

men as "Flaggy Sandstone." This division is

seen at Pen-y-Gloppa. The first three divisions

are Jlillstone (Jrit or Upper Cefn-y-Fedw Sand-
stone, and the remainder Yoredale Beds or Sliddle

and Lower t'efn-y-Fedw Sandstone. The most
important (uiarries in the Jlillstone Crrit are

Cefn, Nos. 1 and 2 (Ruabon, U- miles), Mr. H.
Dennis; Brynfeg (Wrexham, 2] miles), Messi-s.

Davis Bros. : Bwlchgwpi, The Bwlchgwyn
Roadstone C'o., Ltd. ; Minera Stone (Wrexham,
3 miles), Mr. H. Jones: Pen-v-Gelli (Wrexham,
4 miles), Mr. R. Williams ; Graig Wen, Mr. T.
Jlanuel ; and Graig I'awr (Wrexham, 4i miles).

Th<^ Spar tiravel Co. Carlioniferous Limestone
is found in four separate districts, where it

generally occurs in lo7ig narrow belts of irregular
outline. At Ll,indriUo-yn-Rhos, near Little

Grme's Head, the limestone is found in a detached
outlier on the coast. It again apppats along the
coast east and west of Llandulas, from which place
it passes inland in a narrow irregular belt jiast

St. George, Denbigh, and Ruthin to Llanelidan.
It occurs between Llanferrcs, Llanarmcm, and
Llandegla,whereitformsacontinuationsouthwards
of thi' tlalkin mountain range. The fourth and
last outcrop is found to the east of CNi'n-y-Brain,
exii'niling from Jlinera to the Dee, near Llan-
gollen. This mass of limestone curv<<s round the
Jlillstone (irit, which rises from under the Coal
^Measures and forms its western boundary. Moun-
tain or Carboniferous Limestone forms the lowest i

division of the ('arbonifero\is i-oeks. (Jne of the
grandest exjiosurea of this lower series is seen in
the l'',c;Iwysi!g rocks east of Llangollen, where Gld
Red Sandstone forms the basal bed and Jlillstone '

Grit ca))s the summit, the whole (without the
,

sandstone and grit) attaining a thickness of

1,200ft. The Carboniferous Limestone in Den-
bighshire is subdivided as follows:— (1) Upper
Gn-y Limesttme, Dark Grey (thin bedded, with
.shale jiarlings;, and Li;

"

. , •. , .

'
I"""".--;, and Light (irev (massive badsi,

ana leiTa.otla. I he principal qiiame-s are Pen-
, the whole attaining a maximum thickness of about

' 300ft. This division is seen at the top of the
Eglwyseg ridgp. (2) Upper White Series, Grey
and Buff Limestones, with shale partings : these
latter of a concretionary chai'aeter passing into

I

limestone. Some of the beds are as fine-grained
I as lithographic stone. (3) Lower ANTiite Lime-
stone. Inteistratified with the various beds of

I
white limestone fonuing this division arepai'tings

of reddish shale. The limestones occur in thi'ee

sections, 20ft., 20ft., and 46ft. respectively, the
latter being known to qiiaiTVTiien as the " thick
lied." (4j Ijower Brown Limestone, thick dark
brown limestones, and shale of same colour, beds
from 9in. to 15in. thick, seen to advantage in Ty.
Nant Marine and Tan-y-Castell. F'ormerly the
beds were much worked for lime-burning and.

glass-making. At Tv-Nant the Clarboniferous

Limestone is 1,200ft. ' thick, at T.an-y-Castell
1,250ft., at Trevor Rocks 607ft., and at Fron,
where the Upper Grey and White scries are oijy
seen, the thickness is 107ft. All along its

western outcrop this limestone rests unconfona-
ably on the Wenloek shale. Towards the east it

dips under the Cefn-y-Fedw sandstone, on
which the (Joal Measures rest. Trefnant New
Church was built with limestone from a
quaiTy at Henllan, and Jlinera limestone was
formerly much used in Liverpool and Chester

for walling and dressings. Some beds of Car-
boniferous Limestone, especially those of a highly
crystalline kind, and with a total absence of any
trace of earthy texture, are first-class weather
stones. The labour on working them into

moulded dressings is even greater than that

necessai-y to work the best Portland. In this

connection it is absolutely necessary to bear in

mind that any limestone containing alumina,
like the lias, or in which the calcium carbonate is

in an earthy condition, like chalk, is sure to be a

bad weather stone. The principal quarries in the

Denbighshire Carboniferous Limestone are

Minera Lime, Minera, The Minera Lime Co.,

Ltd. ; Llandulas, The LlandHlas Quarry Co.

:

Graig (Denbigh j mile), Ilr. J. Jones ; Chirk
Castle (Trevor, 1 mile), The Chirk Castle Lime
and Stone Co., Ltd. ; Bryn Eurvn (Colw%ni Kav
U miles), Sir. W. Horton : Trevor Hall, The
Trevor Hall Lime Co. ; and Ruthin Limestotie

(Ruthin, li miles), Mr. A. O. Evans. Speaking
generally, it may be said of the (_ arboniferons

Limestone of Denbighshire that, like the lime-

stones of the same formation elsewhere, they are -

nearly pure calcium carbonate ; other substances,

such as magnesium, silicon, iron, and aluminium .

o.xides being present to the extent of from 3 to 5 -'

per cent. only. The Carboniferous rocks rest on
a basement bed of variable character. East of

the Clwyd they are red conglomerate below, and
flaggy red sandstone, with shales, in the upper
paits! On the west of the Clwyd they are soft .

bright sandstones, marls, conglomerates, and
impui'e limestones, about 80ft. thick. The con-

glomerate pebbles are soft liver-coloured micaceous^ •',

sandstone, which splits easily, and was evidently;^

derived from the waste of Ludlow Rocks or Tile-
'

stones, so common in Mid-Wales, and which, a^..;!

one time, furnished material for the conglomerate;.^.,

This b:"i.sal bed is found en a narrow belt.4i

separating the limestone proper from the underi;^*^;

lying shale. Its conglomeritic character dies out'

'

towards the south, where it gradually passes into:

Haggy, ripple marked, red and green sandstones,-

and shales. It is marked as Old Red Sandstone in

the Oreological Survey Map, though it is fre-

quently included in the Carboniferous system as

its basal bed. AVenlock Sandstone and ,Shale cover

the entire west of the county between Llangolloi

and the river Conwaj'. Similar rocks are found Oft

the east of the Vale of Clwyd, extending from

Llangollen to Gaerwen near the Flintshire coimfy

boundary. Near Llangollen the shale forms a

perfectly cleaved roofing slate, consequently there "

are many quaiTies in it, but they do nol give

emidoyment to any great number of men lik^^'^

those in Carnarvonshire. Roofing slates ar».;

worked at Clogie (Llangollen, 3 miles), the Ne#-
LlangoUen Sbite Uuarry Co., Ffynon-y-Gos
(Llangollen, 4 miles), Mr.'M. Roberts' ; Foel Faen

(Llangollen, miles), the New Llangollen Slate

Quarry Co. ; Rhiw Goch (Llangollen, 5 n\iles),

Mr. J. L. Gordon. Slaty flags are quarried ut

Aber (Denbigh, 9 miles), Messrs. Evans ;
West-

minster, Llantysillio, Messrs. Roberts; (iallt-y-

Cook (Llanwrst, 3 miles). Major Ashley; and at

Nant Glyn, Blue Stone Qviarry (Denbigh, 9 mile;)

,

Messrs. T. Evans and Sons. Roofing slates are

miim/ ;it CTlyncciriog (Chirk, 7 miles; by the (Jlyn

.Slate Co., l.,td., and at Maengwyncdd by 3Ir. D.

Davics. D('nbighshire" grits and flags are the

^1
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1 iwest division of the Wcniock rocks in ihis

1 Miinty. They consist of fliigstones, grits, and
sandstones, Iho whole attaining a thickness of

about S.OOnft. Sir A. Ramsay considered tliat

these grits, ie., were only a local variety of the

shales, for the grits frequently tliin out and )>ass

into stnita of a shaly character, instt'ad of persist-

ing as sandstone, and being overlapped by the

shale. The Denbighshire grits are well developed

between Llanrhaidr yu Jloehant and Llangollen.

They )-ield stone cliielly used for walling and
rough dressings, and are of local importance only.

Aniiosite is quarried at Henare (tilyn, 3 miles),

the Cciriog (Granite Co., Ltd., and mined at

Coed-y-Glpi by tlie (llyn Granite Co., Ltd.
Fdsite is quarrial at Binas (Bettws-y-Coed,
2 miles) by the nenbighshire County Council.
l"he low grounds and flHlter parts of the hills arc
ovei'spread by glacial sand, gravels, and iioulder
clay. Between Abergele and Llandulas a teiTace
of Glacial drift rests against the hill-sides facing
the sea. Its greatest thickness is from 150ft. to

200ft. : it slopes gradually towards the sea. The
same bed of drift is found along the hills facing
t'olwyn Bay, and those inclosing the Vale of
f'lwvd. The- l.oiil.I.-r clay is worked for brick-

Iving.

OBITL'AKY.
Thi; death occurred in London, at the end of

April, of Jlr. Hknuv Buixtox. M.Inst.C.E.,
who constructed for the Japanese Go^•crnment
between IS70 and ISSO a scries of lighthouses
round the coasts of the chief islands. Jlr.

Brunton was granted by the British Government
the use of the dcspat<'h steamer Mtin'ih', and in

that he and his staff made a tour round the coasts

of Japan, visiting some twenty sites and making
the necessary surveys and calculations. In ten

yeai-s' time he had built fifty lighthouses, and
had arranged a complete (iovernmi-nt depai'tment
for their maint(>nanee. Ho further reported on,

and uiaile till' jilans for, tlie removal of the bars
at tlie mouth of the rivers, on which the Govern-
ment otKcials are even yet working. His design
for the harbour in Yokohama Bay was thought
too exjionsivc by the Government at the time, but
that subsequently adopted was on his lines. He
also inaugurated the telegraph system in Japan,
and introduced methoils of constructing britlges,

building-s, ire., to withstand earthquake shocks.
I)n llie completion of his lighShouse work he
returned to this countrv.

THE surat:yoks' IXSTITUTKIX.
VISIT TO SOITHAMI'TOX,

Dl'KIXG the coming week the members of the
Survcyoi's' Institution will assemble at

[Southampton, at the invitation of the Provincial
Committee of the district, for the purpose of
reading and discussing jiapers of local and genera]
interest, and of visiting places in the locality
specially attractive to the various branches of the
sm-veyors' profession. The first day, Thiu-sday,
June 30, will be di'voted to the reading of papers :

(1) on "Southampton: Past and Present," bv
Jlr. AV. Burrough Hill; (-2} on "The New
Forest," dealing exhaustively with its history,
geology, forestry, toi^ography, botany, zoology,
and entomology, as well as with its temues,
customs, and forest laws, by Mr. F. J . Smith ;

(3) a paper on "llie Liability for Farm Fires
Caused bv Sparks from Haihvav Engines," bv
Jlr. C. i'. Hall, agent to the 'Duke of Bed-
ford. It is not generally known how great
is the damage done by railway-engine sparks
in agricultural districts, and' how, almost
completely, the companies are exesipt fi-om

_ liability. The fourth paper, which will be read
.-if time pennits, is by Jfr. Philip E. Pilditch, on
" Recent Propoiials for the Amendment of the
Law as to Ancient Lights," a subject of especial
iuportance to surveyors and architects in London.

. The members are invited by the JIayor to luncheon
on this day, and in the evening will dine together,
meeting many distinguished guests at the South-
Western Hotel.
The second day will be occupied by excursions

1 to Alum Bay to inspect the well-known geo-
li'gical formations

; (2) to the New Forest, and
(3; to Winchester, where the Dean, the Bursar of
the College, and the citj- surveyor have consented
t conduct the party through the respective places

interest.

,\.t the annual meeting of the A uctioueers" Insti-
tute Mr. W. Bennett Rogers has been unanimously
elected president in succession to Mr. WiUiam A.
Dew. \ provincial meeting of the institute will be
held in Edinbiu'gh during the autumn.

Mr. Ilenry Elwin Foster, of The Grange,
Thornton Heath, suc^umbel on Friday to an
operation for cancer in the throat. The deceased
was a Fellow of tlie Surveyors' Institute, was
Master ot tbe'Horuei-s' Comp;iny in 1899, and senior
partner ot the firm of Messrs. Foster and Cranfield,
auctioueere and surveyore, of the Poultry. He was
57 yeare of age.

On Tuesday week the Bishop of Norwich attended
the reopening of Frenze Church, on the Frenze
Hall Estate, some three mUes from Diss. The work,
which has lieen carried out by Mr. William Limmer,
builder, Dickleburgh, from designs ot Messrs. A. R.
Barker and Son, architects. Strand, London, mcludes
a new oak roof, covered with the old tiles, restoration
of the pulpit and reading-desk, new altar-rail, new
floor, with a foundation of concrete, new west
window, new entrance door, &c. All the monu-
mental slabs on the floor have been taken up and re-
arranged, and an altar stone found in the body of
the church has been removel to serve as a Communion
table. The exterior of the edifice has been repaired,
and two new buttresses provided. The work has
been carried out at an expense of between £830 and
£700.

CHIPS.
Colonel Hepper, representing the Local (Jovern-

ment Board, held an inquiry at Falmouth on
Friday couceniing an application hy the corpora.-

tion for leave to borrow £l,7-ii for street improve-
ments and £110 with which to erect a sanitaiy

conveuienoe in Kimberley Park. Of the £1,754 the
council contemplated spending £1,280 on footpaths.

There was no opposition to either scheme.

In reply to Dr. Faniuharson, the Fii'st Commis-
sioner of Works, Mr. Akers-Douglas stated on
Friday that he had taken steps for the acquisition

of premises immediately adjacent to the National
G.allei-y, so as to secure the complete isolation of that

|

building. Parliament;trv powers are needed for the
|

purpose, and a Bill has been for some time before

: the House on the subject, and is now awaiting a
j
second reading.

An interesting discovery has been made in Peter-
' borough fillister precincts. In the course of re-

moving the rubble which filled one of the manj'
pointed arches in the wall at the eastern extremity
of the Palace-gardens a window of beautiful tracery

was revealed. The stonework was in an excellent

state of preservation, and only a small portion of

one column Wiis missing. It is intended to unseal

the neighbouring arches in the hope that similar

archieological treasures may be found. The wall
originally formed part of a passage leading from the
cloisters to the mouks' kitchen.

Beyond the offer at the Mart last week of four

j

big Scotch estates and a few residential places in the
countrv, the transactions presented few features of
interest. Property consisting of the residential

class situate in the near suburbs was put up in

abundance, and the bulk of it sold well. The sales

at the Mart during the week, as registered at the
\

I Estate Exchange, amounted to £251,793. The sum
' registered in the corresponding week of last year
I was £185,728.

j

At the annual meeting of the Incoi-porated Church
Building Society, held on Friday, it w.as reported

i
that the .Society had been instrumental in the erection

of 2,3fG churches, and in assisting in rebuilding,

enlarging, or otherwise improving the accommoda-
tion in 6,18S other clmrohes or'consecrated chapels-
of-ease. The actual amount of money intrusted to

the Society, and used in making grants towards the
objects named, had reached £892,428. The income
of the Society for the year had amounted to £5,402,
and during the same period 31 grants had been made
for new churches, .amounting to £S,035.

The vdlage of LingtieUl, in SuiTey, has already
made a start in erecting a memorial institute, which
comprises a hall to seat 250 persons, with stage'aud
retiring-rooms : also reading and smoking-rooms,
with kitchen. The bulUhng is being erected at a
cost of £I,OO0 by Mr. E. G. Stamford, of Lingfield,

the arcliitect being Mr. Herbert M. Caley, of
Tunbridge Wells.

A Select Committee of the House of Commons
declared the preamble of the West Cumberland
Electric Tramw.ays Bill proved on Tuesday. The
line wdl be worked by electricitj', and it also will

have power to erect generating stations, from which
the company will supply electricity for public and
private purposes within certain limits. The tram-
ways will begin on Cleator Moor and end at Sdloth.
The gauge will be 4ft. 8^in., and the line wUl be
31 miles in length. It will mostly run along public
roads, and will serve 15 villages and five towns.

The new offices of the Whitley and Monkseaton
LTrban District Council, which occupy a prominent
site in the principal thoroughfare, will be formally
opened on Saturday, June 1

.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

EiiiNiu 11(111 .\ucHiTEtTtKAL Association.—The
membei-s of this assfK'iati(ui im Saturday visited

Dunfermline, where, thi'ougb the kindness of

Colonel Hunt, ol" Pillcncrielf. they were enabled
to inspect (he old House of Pittemrietf, with its

various olil arliides of furniture, pictures, in-.

Jlr. John Houst ui, .architect, Dunftrrmline, acted
as leader, and read descriptive accounts of the
house and the picturesque glen in which it stands.

The party then drove to Pitfin-me, where they
were received by, Sir .\rthur Halkctt, Bart., by
whose courtesy thc> siilendid old pile was ex-
amined, and who gave a most interesting account
ot the house, and recalled how the house had
been inhabited liy the Ilalkctts of Pitlirrane since

1437.

LivKui'ooi, AiiiiiiTF.CTrnAi. SociKTV. — The
fifty-third annual report of the Liverpool Archi-
tectural Society shows that the sociidy is steadily

increasing in size and iuqxudancc. The meml>er-
ship now amounts to Hli, and the accounts show
that there is a handsome credit balance. Among
those who read papers during the session were
Jlessrs. Alfred Darbyshire, Halsey Ricardo,

Baillie Scott, Bcrcsford Pitc, \. W. Paterson,

and -V. S. Flower. 'ITie Society hopes to be
incor])orated before the coinmencenicnt of next
session. At the annual meeting Professor Simpson
was re-elected chairman, Mr. Dod hon. treasurer,

Jlr. Dickenson hon. librarian, Jlessrs. Hartwell,
(jrayson, and G. W. Fraser joint hon. secretaries,

and to the council were elected Jlessrs. Deacon,
Ecdes, Hartley, Ould, Strong, Thiekncsse,
Willink, Hinde, and Thomely.

The coqioration of Windsor have begun the

demolition of seven historic houses which were good
e.xamples of the architecture of the reign of

Charles I. The houses adjoin the present vicarage

of Windsor, and also adjoin a large piece of waste
Crown land which was offered to the coi-poratiou

some time ago. Upon this and the site rendered
vacant by the demolition of the houses, it was pro-
posed to erect a Volunteer didl-hall, as a memorial
to the late Prince Christian Victor, but the project

fell through owing to lack of support. The corpora-
tion having condemned the houses—their own
property—as unfit for human habitation, their

destruction is being proceeded with.

A select committee of the House of Commons has,

after three days' hearing, passed the preamble of a

Bill promoted by the Bexley Urban District Council
for constructing tramways beginning on the far

side of their district, and connecting with the
Woolwich and Greenwich tramway of the South-
Eastem Tramway Company, in order to fonn a

continuous line to London, the tramways to be

worked by electricity on the overhead trolley system.

The directors of the London and North-Westem
and North- Eastern Railway Companies have placed

the order for the remainder of the alterations at

Leeds New Station in the h.ands of Messrs. William
Nicholson and Son, South Brooke-street, Leeds.

The works comprise additions to the refreshment-

rooms, waiting-rooms, and offices. The same finu

can*ied out the recent extensions both east and west

of the station. These occupied more than four

years. The alterations now to be undertaken will

complete the orignal scheme ot the improvement.

A committee of the House of Commons has

passed the preamble of a Bill to enable the corpora-

tion of Blackpool to construct additional tnamways,
and carry out other improvements, including the

construction of a line from Waterloo Drive along
Middle-lane to the boundary of the borough at

Marton.

A new isolation hospital, which has been erected

at Malvern at a cost of £10,000 was opened on
Monday by Mr. WUlis Bund.

The Housing Committee ot the City Council of

Liverpool have accepted the tender ot Mr. Hugh
Williams for laud in Bostock-street. The fee

simple is to be sold to Mr. WiUiams at the price of

12s. 6d. per square yard, subject to the erection

of foiu'-roomed dwellings thereon.

Messrs. Wm. Potts and Sons, clock manufac-
turers, of Leeds and Newcastle-on-Tyne, have

just completed an hour striking-clock with illu-

minated dial, near Fort WiUiam, N.B.. .and have a

new illuminated hour stiiking-clock for Annan
Town-hall, N.B. They have also received instruc-

tions from the Leeds Corporation to fix a new
illuminated clock at their Armley Branch Free

Library, and a fii-st-rate clock with all gunmetal

wheels cut on engine, and steel pimons hardened

and tempered, main wheels 20in. cUam. for the

Cambridge quarter and hour striking parts, and
loin. diam. for the gong part, for the Midland

Counties.
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Builbiim I-utcllinnuc.

BiUKr.NHi:.vi).—The new Congregational church
in I )IJ Chester - iTOid, Tmnmcre, was formally
opened on the 17th inst. The church has been
erected on a site to the east of the tUd Chester-
road facing the Liberal Club, the building being
well set back from the road, with a considerable
area of land reserved at the rear for future schools.

The church consists of nave, transepts, and end
gallery, provision being made in the chancel lor

an organ. 'n]ere are three entrances to the

church : twi. fi-om Old Chester-road and one
from the rear, and accommodation is arranged for

over oOO adtdts. Two vestries are provided. The
elevations are Late Gothic in (ksign, a tower
being arranged on the north-east angle. AV'hite

Sloreton stone, relieved by red Tranmere .sjind-

slone, is used for the fronts to tllil Chcster-rnad.

nie woodwork within the building is of varnished
I'itihpine, and the windows to tlie main road are

tilled with leadlights. Tlic contract has been
earned out by Mr. Kichard Allen, of Birkenhead,
the architect being Mr. T. AV. Cubbon, liirken-

head.

BuisTOL.- The l\ight Hon. Lewis Fry laid on,

Tuesday, the foundation-stono of a n(nv Presby-
terian churcli which is to be erected in Cnm-
brook-road from plans by Messrs. 1*. Munro and
Son, of St. Stejihi-n's Chambers, Bristol. The
church, which is designed in tlic Perpendicular
jftyle, will be liuilt with red rennani stcmc and
Bath stone dressings, and will consist of nave,
transepts, aisles, chancel, minister's vestry, choir

vestry, church parlour lecture-hall, classrooms,

and caretaker's residence. The ventilation is to

be by fresh air admitted into the ventilating
radiators, thus being w:irmed before being ad-
milled into the church, while the vitiated air will

be carried otl by means of ilessrs. llovle and Sons"
•air-pimi])S ti.ved in the roofs. The church will be
lit with electric light, and will have seatingaccom-
modation for between COO and 700 worshijjpers.

Glasgow.—A meeting of the executive com-
mittee on the reconstruction of the (ilasgow
Royal Infirmary was held on Friday, when a
statement of tlie position of the scheme was sub-
mitted and api)roved, and it was resolved to issue

it to the p\iblie. In the report reference is made
to the anxiety caused by the position owing to the
dilliculties of can-j-ing on the contemplated re-

construction of the front block. That block con-
tained the administrative departmtnt of the
whole infirmary. The managers belie^ed that
the only satisfactory way was that the work
.should begin with the erection of the now north
block on the north-west portion of the infirmary
grounds. Th.-it could be done without inter-
fering with any of the present buildings. In
regard to the site, the managers were agreed as
to its perfect stability. A careful consideration
of the scheme suggesti.'d that the proper course
w.is to face tlie entire reconstruction of the in-
tinnarj', the cost of which is estimated at

fJ.iCOOn, a sum of £170,000 still being recpiired.
Tlie architect is Mr. James MiUer, of West
lieorge-streel, Glasgow, whose design was
selected in December last in a limited competition.

Hakuog.^ti:. —The corporation are about to
erect a Kursaal at an estimated cost of £40,000.
Building operations are to be conmienced forth-
with. The architect is Mr. llobert J. Beale,
whose design was selected in a recent competition.
The site chosen adjoins the Spa Concert Rooms,
and the scheme ha,s been so arranged that there
may be cominuriicaticm between the two buildings.
The new edifice will comprise a concert-hall
about 72ft. by lOSft., roofed in one span. A
con.siderable part of the floor-space in front will
be available for dancing ; the sitting at the back
will be rai.sed so .as to command a view of the
stage, and will serve as a lounge 'dunng dancing.
The main entrance vestibule admits to the pro-
menade extending all round the building, and on
each side of the hall are five boxes with glazed
partitions to slide ujiso as to form small balconies
to the promenade. ( )n the first floor, at the back,
wnll be a wide lialcony, and at the sides narrow
balconies, these all commanding a view of the
stage. Accommodation will be provided for 2,000
jiersons. 'ITie stage will be large enough for a
full band and chorus. At the back of the build-
ing will be a cafe and refreshment -rooms. On
the lower floor, Tiearly on a level with the
grounils, will be a billiard-room, smoking-room,
kitchen, and rooms for the band ami chonis.
Kxtemally the structure will be faced with stone-.

Leeds.— The trustees of Oxford-place Chapel,
j

Leeds, are about to pi-oceed with the erection of

new buildings and a tower adjoining the present
structure, and occujiying the vacant plot that '

exists to the north and fronting the to\\Ti-haU.

The tower will rise to a height of I'iOft., and be
carried out in the same style of Italian Renais-
sance that characterises the present buildings.

At the back an addition is to be made of an
octagonal-shaped room ada|ited for the jmrposes
of a girls' club. There will be tliiee floors of

ofKces adjoining, and the material used in the

erection of the buildings will consist of brick

faced with stone. The work is in the hands of

Jlr. G. F. Danby and Jlr. William H. Thorp,
architects, of Leeds.

IjivEiti'ooi..—The -Vrchbishop of York, on
Saturday, opened the first section of the Chiu-ch 1

House in Lord-street and South John-street,
Liverpool. The present scheme was adopted
some years ago, and an c.Ktensive piece of

property in a central position was purchased for

£50,000. A contract was entered into for the
erection of the present portion for about £15,000,
of which l'l,G00 has still to be raised. The second
2)art of the scheme will involve an additional

expenditure of £25,000. The section opened on
Saturday comi>rises a large board-room, com-
mittee-rooms, new.srooms. and offices, where the
whole work of the diocese will be transacted. In
addition, the Bishop Kyle Library, the nucleus
of which is formed by the library of the late

Bishop and bequeathed for the purpose, finds a
home in the building, where various diocesan
societies are also housed. The building has been
erected from plans by Blr. (J. Bradbury, of
Liverpool, the diocesan architect.

LoNDOx CofXTY CovxciL.—At Tucsdav's meet-
ing of the Council the Technical Education
Board brought up a report recommending the
purchase for £45,000 of a site at the corner of
.Southampton-row and Orange-street, Blooms-
biu-y, for the erection of a new building for the
Central School of Arts and Crafts now housed in
Eegent-street. The recommendation was adopted
without discussion. A recommendation of the
same Board for the establishment of a day train-
ing college for teachers in connection with the
University of London, at an estimated annual
cost of £2,800, was, after discussion, carried by a
large majority. It was agreed to erect additional
buildings at the Farmfield Home for female
inebriates to accommodate 90 additional inmates,
and the modified tender of Messrs. Potter Brothers,
the lowest received, was accepted for the works at
£17,000.

JlALMKsm-Rv AmiET Cuiiuii.

—

\ meeting of
the Restoration Committee was held at the Town
Hall, Chippenham, on Thursday in last week, the
Bishop of Bristol presiding. The architect, Jlr.
Harold Brakspear. reported that the contractors
had completed the repairs of the flying buttresses
of the .south side, with the exception of the double
buttress at the west end, which they were unable
to repair with safety until the south-east corner
of the ruined aisle had been made good. As the
restoration of the aisle, forming part of section 2,
is not comprised in the existing contracts, it was
resolved that, in order to give the required sup-
port to the liuttress, the reconstruction of such
corner should now be effected, instead of being
ciirried out with the rest of the aisle at a later
date. This resolution followed an announcement
that the subscriptions, recei\-cd and promised,
amounted to £3,217 17s. 9d.

SnEi-riEi.i).—The Western-road Board School,
Crookcs, was opened by Sir Richard Jebb, M.P.,
on the 15th inst. The school has been erected
from the plans of Messrs. Holmes and Watson,
selceteil in competition. There are eleven class-
rooms arranged lound a central h.all. lighted by
side and cud M-indows as well as from the roof.
Special air ducts have been constructi'd, and the
classroom windows are fitted with Mellowes'
Hopper ventilators. The heating apparatus has
be(.'n ])rovided and fixed by the Brighlside
I''oundry Comjiany, while the ventilation is

assisted by means of steam coils fixed in the
turrets to which the extraction shafts from each
room (-(mvergc. The plan of heating is on the
low-pressure hof -water system. There are rooms
for manual work and practical cookery in a semi-
basement. A sim])le style of architecture has
been adopted, and the elevations have been made
subseriient to lu-actical educational jiuriioses.
Stone from Stoke Hall quarries has liten used
extei-nally, and the roof is of black Westmoreland
slates with Jlellowes' p:itent glazing for the sky-

lights. The contractors were Messrs. Murgatroytl
and Son, and Mr. J. Laidler has acted as clerk of

works. The cost has been £12,700, exclusive of

site, and 900 school places are provided.

Shipley.—Memorial-stones were laid on Satur-
day last in connection with the erection of a

school-chapel for the Vreslevan denomination in

Hall Royd, Shipley. Mr. G. F. Danby, of

Leeds, is the architect. His plans provide tor a
central assembly-room, 6Sft. long by 34ft. wide,

which will be cai)able of seating 400 persons on
the ground floor. A gallery extending round
three sides of the building will seat 250 more,
At one end Avill be the rostrum and choir gallery.

From the ground and gallery floors access will Ix-

obtained to twelve classrooms. All will bi.

arranged to afford easy communication with the
chapel, eventually to be built on the land adjoin-

ing. The cost 'is estimated at £3,000.
' The

principal contractors are Messrs. Deacon and Son,
Shipley, and Messrs. II. and T. Kiddiough, CrossH
HiUs.

"

Stoxe, Kkxt.—The City of London Lunatic
Asylum at Stone, Kent, has recently been par.?

tiaUy reconstructed, and many new building
have been added, all from designs prepared undei^
the direction of Mr. Andrew Murray, F. R.I. B.A.",J
the City surveyor. On Saturday, in the presence

1
of the Lord Mayor and Sheriffs, the Bishop o^
Rochester dedicated the new chapel, a detachedj
building seating 300, and consisting of nave,]

:
chancel, and transepts, and having stained-glassi
windows all round, and flint facing on the out-
side of the walls. The asylum has now room for|

500 patients. Not only are there new buildings,!

I

but the old have been rearranged. A separate!

I
hospital for women, a laundry block, a mortuary,]
laboratory, pathological room, more scientifia

drainage, and electric machinery of 165H.P.J
supplying force in various departments and lighti

to 1 , 1 50 lamps are .among the innovations. Th«'
interior fittings of the chapel, including pulpit,

organ, sittings, and doors, are of solid oak,!

polished by Ronuk, Ltd. Altogether the iDi-3
provements have cost £85.000.

ToTTEXHAM, N.—The members of the Metro.^

politan Asylums Board made an official inspection

on Saturday of the new permanent buildings <

the North-Eastern Hospibil recently erected on-f

site almost midway between West Green and St.^

Ann's-road stations. The original North-
' Eastern Hospital consists of a group of temporary
I buildings hastily erected in 1S92, in face of an
epidemic of scarlet fever, and intended only to

j

last for one year. The area of the site was then

j
19 acres, but additional land has since been pur-

chased, and the total is now about 33 acn-s, in-

eluding a recreation ground. The new buildings

which form the first section of the proposed

permanent hospital consist of an administriitivc

block, laundry, staff quarters, medical superin-

tendent's and steward's houses, porter's lodge,

recei^'ing and discharge rooms, mortuary, dis-

pensary, four diphtheria and enteric blocks, two
isolation blocks, and tank tower. The normal

I

number of beds in the reconstructed hospital will,

i
be 548. The new buildings provide for diphtheria

j

and enteric patients and eight isolation beds. They
also include accommodation for the entire staff of

the future hos])ital. The buildings have been

erected by Messrs. JlcCcu-mick and Sons, whose

contracts include all engineering work except

kitchen and laundry fittings. The main contract

wa.s for £113,642, and the laundry was .an aildi-

tional £8,865. The medical superintendetit's

residence w.as built by Messrs. Wm. Johnson .and

Co., of Wandsworth Common, at a cost of £1,968.

The architects are Jlcssrs. A. and C. Harslon, of

Leadenhall-streetrE.C.

Tuiiio.—The Cathedral Executive Committee

on Saturday had before them a letter from Jlr.

J. H. Deiinis, who recently offered to provide

the cost of the central tower, stating he woidd

transfer to the Earl of Mount Edgeumbe and the

Bishop £15,000 worth of London and North-

I

A\'estern Railway stock to pay for the tower,

which the architect, Mr. Frank L. Pearson, and

;
the builder estimated would cost l(>ss fhan that.

The secretaries were asked to thank Mr. I)enni«

for his enlarged promise, .and the work will be

proceeded with as soon as possible. A committee

was a]ipointcd to select subjects for the statu.'irj'

around the cathedral. It was mentioned that

i

niches had bi'cn pro\- ded for eighty-seven

figures, the total cost of which was estimated »t

over £1,500. The figures will cost from i'l tSfe^

' £50 each.
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ST. CATHEIUXE S COLLEGE, CAMIUUDOE :

OATEW.VY IX aiADltAXOLE.

St. C.\theiuxe"s College is. perhaps, one of the
most interesting of the Cambridge colleges. It
was_ founded by Dr. Kobert ^'odclarke. Provost
•of King's College. Cambridge, in the middle of
the 1.5th century, although no])art of the original
building now remains. The plan fonns three

another one, with more modem reiiuiremcnls, in
a residential neighbourhood, and the designing
and carrying out of the same was intrusted to Mr.
(». F. Danby, architect, of I'ark-row, Leeds,
who has produced a design and plan widl suited
to the admirable site purchased. Triangular in
foiTu, the ground lias an area of 2,700 square

. . 6SS yards, and the buildings comprise a church,

... 690 capable of seating TliO worshippei-s, composed of

... 691 wide nave, narrow aisles, and chancel. Tn the
latter will be placed tlu' choir, with organ-
chamber on one side. At the junction of the
streets an open ]iorch is placed. ' This forms one
of the main entrances, leading to a vestibule, over
which is ])laced a seven-light traceried window,
terminating in a gable, with small turrets at the
angles. At the junction of the nave and transepts
next Woodhouse-lane the tower, witli spire, rises
to a height of 130ft. In the lower stage of this is

another main entrance. The aisles are divided
from the nave by stone columns with arches, over
which are clerestory windows. At the other enii of
the building is another seven-light traceried win-
dow, which is to be filled with stained glass.
Provision will be made for the erection in the
future of galleries in the transepts, these
to be approached by staircases, and wide cor-
ridors connecting the church with the schools
and vestries. The school or lecture hall is 64ft.
hy 3tft., iikeed at the top portion of the site,

with boys' and girls' entrances from Woodhouse-
lane one on each side of the main gable, which
will contain a fi\e-light traceried window, and
angle turrets. Opening out of the schoolrooms
eight classrooms are arranged. The two larger
ones are situated so that they can bo thrown into
the schoolroom when required by me -.ns of patent
folding partitions. .\ large ladies' jiarloiu-, pastor
and deacons' vestries, infants' rooms, and the care-
taker's residence face Hillary-place. These will
form a complete block. The "buildings are erected
of pitch-faced wallstone and fine sandstone dress-
ings, all outer walls lined with brick, all wood-
work is pitchpine unvarnished, slating best
Westmoreland slates ; all windows filled in with
leaded lights. The cost of the building, e.xclusive
of land, will be about £14,800. and the principal
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sides of an irregular square, withqu'efrangtern
! ^ei^J^'w ^,';t

F'^'-^^''^- ^''^^^yT^^ t°°!'
^"'^

centre, an,l with the gateway illustrated leading '

^''*''^^- ^- -'Atkinson and 8ons, both of Leeds.

irom quadrangle to Uueens'-lane on the west side
of the college. It is brick-built with slone dress-
ings, except the gatewavs, which are stone : the
roofs are tiled. The college sets back some little
distance fi-om the road, and is separated from it by

HI ILUIXG XEWS DESIGXIXO CH'H : A SMAI
iiion SCHOOL roll oikls.

(For description and awards, see page G88.)

TWO ITALIAN- ItEXAISSAXCE TAHERXACLES, ETC.
.a row of fine elm-trees, which adds greatly to its t„„...„ i ^ t^ ,• t^
•quiet yet dignified appearance.

""" »':e.'^°°^'^ examples of Italian Renaissance

A. J. Pitch Eit.

HOrsE AT riXXEU.

iHi; front of this house faces the south, and as
the plot of ground is 60ft. -nide, an attempt has
been made to keep the plan as compact as possible.
.The hall and porch are the principal featiu-es on
the ground floor, the latter baring a massive oak
•door, with wrought -iron hinges. On the fii-st floor
and others are six large bedrooms, one dressing-
room and a box-room, bath-room, &c. The hou"e
IS now in course of erection, and is being built for
Mr. .John H. 8hankland, who has also purchased
•a plot to the back to have more garden accommo-
dation. The materials are local facing bricks,
the upper portions of the walls being cement
rough-cast, and the tQes are being supplied by
the Broseley Tilery Co. The woodwork wUl be
painted white throughout. Jlessrs. (i, and J .

Waterman, of Watford, are the builders, and the
Sestive of the sacred use of this most necessary

plans have been prepared by Mr. A. K. Prentice '^'^.l^'^ct to Catholic ritual. A point also worth
-V.IM. I!. .\., the architect.

'
' ' noticing is the slight variations in design of the

j

ornament grilling pilasters on the opposite sides—
iioisE AT iiAKXT GiicEX. I a quality in which our modern and somewhat

This house, which we illustrate from Ilessrs
machine-like rejielilion is too often lacking. The

Bateman and 7!.-iteman's designs, was arran>>-ed
''^''''^™"^ dimensions are Hit. Tin. bv 2ft. .5in.,

in plan to catch as much sun as possible andl'or ^^'^ ^^^ purchase price given for ' it b^- the
the principal rooms to command ihe extensive

"'"*'"'"'""''"" "' ""'

views fi-om the site, including the liredon and
Malvern hills. The materials proposed for the

ornament in stone belonging to the latter part of
the Early period of the style. The two Taber-
nacles are both Florentine work, and though, as
might be expected from the purpose they fulfil,

they are small in scale, exhibit a great variety
and richness of carved detail, executed with the
remarkable skill and taste characteristic of the
" sculptor-architects." The larger example from
the Church of .San Girolamo at Fiesole is of
ababaster, and among ether points of interest
which it contains may be not?d the Child figure
in the tympanum of" pediment, with right hand
raised in the ecclesiastical process of benediction

;

the Dove, enveloped in flame-like rays, imme-
diately over the engTaved copper door to the
interior space in which were reserved the sacred
elements, and presiunably emblematic of the
Holy Spirit, and the carved Eagle at the base,
jymbol of .St. .John the Evangelist—all sug-

COMPETITIONS.
Lekus.—The necessity for making better pro-

vision for the School of 'Art has long been felt by
the committee, and simie time ago it was decided
to erect new jiremises. The committee, before
arriving at a di.-cision, visited the Schools of Art
at tilasgow, liirmingham, Leicester, and South
Kensington- all modei-n structures. They stipu-
lated that thi' building sliDuld be constructed of
Accrington bricks, with Vorksliire stone dress-
ings, and that the co.st should not exceed ,£10,000.
As was stated in our last issue, p. 601, Mr. W.
If. Bidlaki', Jt.A., architect, of liirmingham, the
adjudicator on the designs submitted, .selected the
design by Mes.srs. Bedford and Kitson, architects,
Leeds, and they have been instructed to jiroceod
with the work, liehind the institute stands the
Leeds Hoys' Modern School, whicli is connected
with the main building by a covered bridges. On
the land forming the north-east comer of thcsite.
now used as a playgrounrl, tin,' School of .\rt will
be erected, and, like the Boys' Modern School, a
covered way will givi- access to the institute. The
height of the school will be 15ft. more than the
institute. It will have frontages to A'ernon-
street, Pereival-street, and Cookridgi>-streot.
In character the building will be quite plain, but
through large windows it will be well supplied
with light from the north and east, f.'ross lights
will be avoided in all the rooms, except in
that for design, where they are unobjectionable.
t)n the west elevation, facing Cookridge-street,
provision will be made for a panel, which will be
filled in by the students in glass mosaic. In the
basement jirovision will be made for classes in
the ajjiilied arts, including plaster-work, repousse,
enamel, marble and stone-carving, wood-carving
and cabinet work, pottery, painting, and
decorating, lithography, and "book-binding. On
the ground floor there will be a light-anrl-shade
classroom, fi2it. by 24ft. ; a model and freehand
classroom, 32ft. by 2.ift. ; a lecture-room, capable
of seating 100 students ; and also a gymnasium.
The upper floors will be reached by a main stair-
case of stone. A painting cla.ssroom, 37ft. 6in.
by 24ft. ; an architecture classroom, 2.)ft. by
2ift.

; a design room and library, 33ft. by 33ft.':

and an elementary modelling room, 2.5ft. by 24ft.,
will occupy the first floor. The largest" rooms
will be on the second floor. The life room will
be 3.3ft. by 37ft., the antique room 4.)ft. bv 33ft..

and the life-modelling room 34ft. by 2.)ft. The
master's room will also be on this floor, with a
private studio iibove. On the roof a conservator\-
will be constructed for plants, to be used in the
school. There wiU be nearly GOO lockei-s for the
use of the students. The Birmingham School of
Art, which was opened last year, was designed
by ?Ir. Bidlake, who, in his report as adjudicator,
stated that if the jilans recommended were earned
out. Leeds would be pro\ided with an excellent
school of art.

.
exterior finish were Bath stone with roughcast
and Colley Weston stone slates, the chimnev
shafts being of old bricks. Internally, oak woufd

.
be used as far as funds permitted. The drawing-
J8 at the Royal Academy.

"

C0XGIIEG.ITI0XAL CHritCII AXD SCHOOLS,
WOODHOISE L.tXE, LEEDS.

This di-aw-ing, which we illustrate, is hun.'
on the hne at the Royal Academy. Owing
lo the niigration of the population from th?
centre of the citj- to the suburbs, it was decided

' to sell the church in East Parade, and erect

authorities of the Victoria and Albert JIuseum
was £4.50. The smaller example is in many

Dove occupies the tym-
the junction

respects similar ; the
panum, and the flame-rays occur a*t

of the curtains (carved)" to sides of door. The
stone is a fine-grained grey limestone. The two
details of Brackets or Corbels are of about the
same date, the design inside of the \'enetian
example being very appropriate—to " The (Jueen
of the .Sea." Fhedk. R. Hiouxs.

Considerable additions are to be made to the
banking premises of Messrs. Cocks, Biddulph, and
Co., which we recently illustrated. Mr. .J. Oldrid
Scott is the architect. " The additions are to be fire-
proof, on the Fawcett system. .

On le.iviiig Brighouse for Lichfield, Mr. Emerson
Brooke, borough surveyor, has b_"en presented with
a pail- of vases bearing the following inscription :

—

" Preseuted to Mr. Emei-sou Brooke (12 years
borough surveyor) by the oiHcials of the Brighouse
Corporation as a mark of their esteem, on his
appointment to the city surveyorship of Lichfield."

The restoration of the parish church of Melksham
has advanced one more stage by the erection during
the past week of the figure of St. Michael in the
niche over the north door. Tlie figure is of Pains-
wick stone, and was carved and fixed by Messrs.
Harry Hems and Sons, sculptors, of Exeter.

The Yealmbridge Steam Sawmills at Yealmjitou,
near Plymouth, were totally destroyed by fire on
Sunday morning, the damage done being estimated
at £10,000. About 70 meu will, as a consequence
of the fire, be temporarily thrown out of eniploj--
ment.

The Bill of the Tees Valley Water Board, which
has already passed the Lower House, has been
ordei'ed to be reported for a third reading in the
House of Lords.

A serious outbreak of fire ojcun-ed at the Dun-
fermline Sawmills at Eumbliiigwell on Friday, and
before it w,as subdued d.vmage hid been done" to the
e-xteiit of £15,000.

The Institution of Mechanical Engineers gave a
conrermzioiir last Friday evening at their house in
Storey's-gate, St. James's Park.

An inquiry into the application of tlie Solihull
District Council to borrow £750 for the purpose of
purchasing a site for public offices, depot, ice, was
held at the workhouse, Solihull, on Friday, by
Colonel Duniford, Local Government Board in-
sp'ector.
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TO COREESPONDENTS.
["We do not hold our>^*lves responsible for the opinions of

our corTv:ripondt'nt.s. All communi«iti«.mfi should be
dniwn up as briffly as possible, as there are many
chiimaDtit upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all diuwin^is and all

comnmnications respectin" ilhistiiitions or litemiy matter
;

should he addressed to the EIHTOK of the Bi-ili>iso, I

News, Clement's House, Clement's lim Passiigc, Strand,
\

"\V.C.. and not to membci-s. of the staff by name. Delay
is not unfntiuently othenvise caused. AU dniwinfrs and

|

other comnuinications fire sent at contributors' risks, and
;

the iMitor will not uudertiike to pay for, or be liable for,
j

unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
|

The Stbanu Newspapkr Company, Limited.

Telegraphic Address :—" Timeserver, London."

Telephone No. 1033 Holboni.

:Mt. Gin. wide and Uin. thick, with a small buttress of

ISin. s*iuare on each face externally. The work is in

cement.—A. B.

i^ll"21.'—Bay "Windows in London.—Are bay
windows 'considered as projections, under the London
Building Act, from the gencnxl building line .' If so,

what is the extreme pi-ojection allowel .' Is a notice

j

neeessjirj" to be given before a bay window to an old house

I

with lai-ge forecourt can be built ,'—Bru.i>Ki!.

lU7*2'2. —Size of Drains for Houses.—"WTiat is

' the proper diameter of drain-pipes for an ordinary house .'

! Should they be -lin. or Cin. drains.' ^Iiat are the best

! kind of drain-pipes, those of stoneware or tii-eclay, and how

I

ought they to be jointed >—r-.^i-vr^v -Rimt nvx.-COL-NTItV BVILDF.R.

NOTICE.

Bound copies of Vol. LXXIX. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price r2s. each, by post

129. lOd. . as onlv a limited munber are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX.. XLL, XLU*.,
XLVr.. XUX., LI.. LIU.. LVIII., LXI., LXIL,
LXIII.. 1-XV.. TJCVI.. LXVU.. LXVIIL, LXIX.,
LXXL. LXXU.. IJCXIII., LXXn'.. LXXV..
LXXVI.. andlJCXVU. may still be obtained at the

same price ; all the other bound voliunes are out of

print. Most of the back niunbers of former volumes are,

however, to be had singly. Subscribers requiring any
back numbei-s to complete volume just ended should
order at once, as many of them soon i-un out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the Biilding News,
price 2--*., post free *2s. 4d.. can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage. Sti-and, London, W.C.

TERMS OF SrBSCRIFriON.

One Pound per annum 'post free) to any part of the
ITnit*^'d Kingdom : for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United Stites, £1 »is. od. (or (Jdols. 30c. gold'. To France
or Belgium. £1 Gs. Od. (or 3:ifr. 30c. 1 To India, £1 6s. Od.

To any of the Aiistralian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The chai-ge for Competition and Contract Advertise-

ment'<, I*ublic Companies, and all official advertisements
is Is. per line of Eight words, the first line counting as
two, the minimum cluirge being 5s. for four lines.

The chai-gc for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miscellaneous
and Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertise-
mentt) is 6d. per line of Eight words (the first line

counting as two}, the minimum charge being -Is. 6d. for
40 words. Special terms for series of more than six
insertions can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-page advertisements 2s. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 5s.

Advertisements for the cuiTent week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in sei'ial advertisements
miLst reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

SlTUATIOSS.

The chaT]ge for advertisements for " Situations Vacant

"

or "Situations Wanted" is OsE Shilling wk Twknty-
Foi'p. W"i:i>s, and Sixpence for every eight words after.
AU Situation Adv^rtisrincufs must he prepaid.

RErEivKD.—A. H. and Co.—D. I. S.—B. T. and Son—
G. H. J.—S. 11. O.

J. T. Eavrs.—We have no present intention of re-
publishing in volume form.

J. H. WATKRFOitTK.—We quite agree with you, but fear
the practice is too common ! We are precluded from
comment in this case, because the firm would say that
the intimation about discount was in't a private note,
but was meant for builders and the trade , but there is
no doubt, of course, it was oll'ered to vou as an
architect.

*' BUILDING NEWS " DESIGNING CLUB.
Drawisos Rf.cf.ivkd.—"PatMcKann," "Primus."

]:ntcvrommutticati0n.

Q VESTIOXs.
[11718.]—Baptistery-—I have to tuvm a baptisteiy

on the ground llnor of a church that has n. basement, anil
Mhall be ^lad of any suggpations from those who have
cuiTieil out similar structures. The baptistery will be
!<ui>portcrt by JJ.S. joists, and might be of C.I. bolted
to;.'ethcr, and lined with ^la-icd bricks or merely painted,
with, perhaps, marble steps ; but I .shiiU value the experi-
ence of others if they will kindly give it. -T. Wui.i.s.

1171!). —Natural and Plenum Systems of
Ventilation.— I .shall be glad if an obligin;,' corie-
stKindent will point ont the merits of these systems, and
which is applicable to small halls and schoolrooms. It is
stated that with the second system the s-eritilalion is more
independent of the weather, direction of wind, and tcm-
neraturc, and the fresh air can b; better distributed
through the room. Scho ilmasters .spjak highly of the
plenum system.

—

\'kntjl.\tion'.

'11720.]— Measurement of Labour in Brick-
work.— Will any surveyor inform me how to measure
the labour only on piers of brickwork.' Kach ijier is

CHIPS.

Tlie House of Comiuons Select Committee, which
has lieen considering the Tramw.ays Bill of the

London County Council, approved, on Monday, the

preamhle, excepting the portions rehiting to the

Farringdon-road and the York-road, Lambeth,
extensions, which were rejected.

The first excursion of the season in connection

with the Warwickshire Archieological and Field

Club took place from Leamington on Wednesday
week, when the members visited Uft'church, Wap-
peubury, and other villages.

The old church of Machen, near Newport, where
many of the Morgan family are interred, has been
restored by Lord Tredegar, and has been reopened
by the Bishop of Llandafl. Many interesting

portions of the building were brought to light, such
as a priest's doorway in the chancel, rood loft steps

and entrances, an old piscina, and the remains of a
rood screen.

The City Infectious Hospital, Coventry, is being
wanned and ventilated by means of Shorland's

p,atent double-fronted Manchester stoves, with
descending smoke - flues and patent Manchester
grates, the same being supplied by Messrs. E. H.
Shorland and Brother, of Manchester.

Last year the committee of the Tunbridge Wells
Eye and Ear Hospital purchase;! the premises pre-
viously occupied by the Gii'ls' High School, and
after carrying out various alterations took possession

of same. For the accommodation of out-patients a
new wing has been added, having on the first floor

an excellent little operating theatre, besides cataract

j
ward, L^-c, and recently this part was opened by

j
Lady Henry Neville. The various works have been

i

carried out \>y Messrs. W. Hobbs and Sons at an
outlay of over £2,000, under the superintendence of

Mr. Herbert M. Caley, architect, of Tunbridge
Wells.

The Wolverhampton Corporation recentlj' adver-
tised for a borough engineer and surveyor, the
salary offered being fl.'iO a year. The replies

received are not considereil satisfactory, and the
General Puq^oses Committee will therefore increase
the salary to £500 per aniium.

Mr. Andrew Carnegie has gifted to the city of
Glasgow a sum of £100,000 to defray the expenses
whicb will be incun'ed in connection with the city's

recently adopted scheme of municipal branch
librarie's. This is in addition to the £2,000,000
offered to the Scottish universities.

The Earl of Clarendon visited Bishops Stortford
on Tuesday in connection with the opening of a new
laboratory at the Nonconformist Grammar School,
the formal ceremony being performed by Viscountess
Hampden. The buildings have been erected by Mr.
Daniel Robinson, jun., of Stanstead, Essex, from
plans by Mr. H. (;. Ibbertsoii, of Martin's-lane,
E.C., and Hunstanton, whose design was illustrated
in our issue for Nov. 2, 1900.

In the case of H. Harbrow (tradino- as Harbrow
and Co.), Peckham Park-road, Old Kent-road,
S.E., builder, the order of discharge from bank-
ruptcy has been suspended for three weeks, ended
May 6, 1901. In that of Stephen Hurst (described
in the Receiving Order as S. Hurst), Calcott-street,
Calcott-road, Brondesbiiry, N.W., builder, the dis-

charge has been suspended for tln-ee yeai-s, ending
' April 2.'), 1904 ; public examination concluded
Sept. 20, 1S99.

I At a meeting held in Sliefheld on Tuesday it was
j

decided that the local memorial to the late Queen
should take the form of a statue to be erected in the

[

the large square opposite the town-hall. The
I
monolith which was placed there in celebration of

j

the late (jueen's Jubilee, will be removed to oue of
tlie parks.

At the ne.^t meeting of the Wolverhampton Town
Council the housing of the working classes com-
mittee wdl present a report recommending the
erection of a number of cottage-houses in Green-
lanes, on land belonging to Lord Barnard. It is

suggested that two blocks should be buUt to
accommodate fifty families, one family to occupy
the lower flttor of each house and another family
the ui)per floor, separati; entrances being provided
to each set of rooms. The coat of the dwellings will
be about £(3,000, and the rents will range from about
'23. (id. to ;j3. per set of rooms.

STAINED GLASS.
FiSHERWicK, Belfast.—A stained-glass window

has been erected in the chancel of the new Presby-
terian Church on the Malone-road, Fisherwick,

Belfast, to the memory of the late Kev. James
Morgan, D.D., and the Rev. Henry M. Williamson,
M.A., D.D. It consists of two lights, and the work,
which is free in treatment, is in great contrast to tlie

usual orthodox observance of the 1-lth and l.ith cen-
turies. The main subject in the upper portion is

a description of the heavenly city as recorded in
Rev. xxi. 2, wliile underneath this part are depicted
the saints who rise to meet the Heavenly Host. The
colouring is graduated from the extreme height in
the tracery (void of any canopies), giving a golden
hue symbolising the glory of the city,tothedeeperand
richer colours in the drapery of the lower figures. The
base embodies one subject through the two lights

—

thatcont.ainedinActsxvii.'22-3i. Tlie principal figure
is that of St. Paid, with outstretched hand, de-
claring to the Epicureans and Stoics, among whom
were Dioiij'sius the Areopagite, Damaris, and
others, the doctrine of the Resurrection, beginning
with the passage, '*For in Him we live and move
and have our being." The execution of the various
figures has been earned out to avoid anything of a
conventional character, and care has been taken to
prevent overcrowding, and to preserve che trans-
lucency of the glass employed. At the foot of the
window there is the text :

—" And they that be wise
shall shine as the bi-ightness of the firmament, and
they that turn many to righteousness as the stars

for ever and ever."—Daniel xii. 3. The work is

from the studio of Messrs. Swaine Bourne and
Son, King Edward's-road, Birmingham.

STATUiES, MEMORIALS, &o.

EccLESTOx, Cheshire.—On Ascension Daj' last ;

year, the new church at Eccleston, which had been
built at the expense of the late Duke of West-
minster, w!is dedicated. On Thui-sday in last week '.

(Ascension Day) a further memorial in the shape of ''

a recumbent eifigy of the late Duke, placed there by i
instructions of the Dowager Duchess, was fonnally .."i;

dedicated. The effigy is life size, of alabaster, and -

represents the late Duke in his ducal robes, showing '

the Order of the Garter, and a dog crouched at his ^'

feet. The step is of white statuary marble, inlaid . T-

with Tinos green. The base is of Verte antique •.

marble alabaster, with carved tracery panels. There ""

is a capping of the same material, around which
runs an inscription. In the die at the foot of the

figure are carvel the Grosveuor coat of arms, while

at the head there is a shield, on which stands the

wheatsheaf and the motto "Honi soil qui mal y
peiise." The sculptors were Messrs. Farmer and
Brindley, London.

Mr. E. H. Whiteford, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E., of the

borough engineer's staff, Plymouth, was one of

those who were successful in obtaining the diploma

of the Incorporated Association of Municipal and

County Engineers at the examination recently held

in London.

The Hampstead Borough Council, having been

requesteil to establish a public art gallery, has

made arrangements for an experimental public ex-

hibition of pictures, which will be opened in the

Tovvu-Hall, Haverstock-hUl, on Wednesday next

by Sir Henry Harben, the Mayor.

The Earl of Aberdeen wUl perform the ceremony

of opening Gladstone-park, DoUis-hill, as a public

park for Wdlesden to-morrow (Saturday).

Mr. Walter L. Emden, L.C.C., Pres.S.A., has

been appointed chairman of the works, sewers, and

i
highways coaitnittee of the Westminster City

j

Council.

The Lord Mayor went in state to Streatham Hill

recentlv to lay the foundation-stone of the new
church'of St. tliomas's, Telford Park. The churi

_

when finished, wdl be cruciform on plan, Transi'

tional in style, being of red brick, with white stoi"

facings, columns of red sandstone, bases and capita

being white. The nave, which will be ready f<

service in July, will seat .500, the completed church

being designed to accommodate S.'iO. The architecte

are Messrs. Spencer Grant and Sidney Smith, and

the builder is Mr. F. J. Minter.

Lord Llangattock, at the Bermondsey Settloment

on Tuesday afternoon, opened the new Exhibition

of Paintings, brought together by the Rev. J. Scott

Lidgett, the warden. Four rooms in the Iniilding

are set apart for the pictures, wliich number 12j i"

all. Amongst the exhibits are specimens of the

works of Sir Joshua Reynolds, Holbein, Goo.lall,

Watts, Sidney Coojier, Dicey, David Roberts, E. M.

Ward, Herkomer, Wimperis, Alfred East, Sir J.

Gilbert, ani many others.

Major Druitt, of the Board of Trade, held an

inquiry at Radidiffe on Friday into the application

of the'Urban D.strict Council to borrow £00,000 for

the construction and equipment of tramways within

the district.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
i

The Kir.nT lo srx a Go^•l;R^•3tE^T DEPAETitEXT.
—Geaham t. CoMiussioxEBS OF His Majesty's
WoEKS AXD Public Bnu>ixGS.—In the Kiiig"s

|

Bench Division on Wednesday, Mr. Justice Kidlej-
i

and Mr. Justice Phillimore gave judgment on a

point of hiw before trial on the merits—a point, it

was said, often mooted, but never decided—whether
]

the Commissioners of AVorks could be sued on con-

tract, or whether the remedy was by means of a

petition of right. lu this case the. plaintiffs were
builders and contractors, and under an agreement,

dated December 11, 1899, made between them and
the Commissioners, they contracted to erect a post-

office at Stalybridge for f.5,74o. They commenced
the work, and were willing to complete it ; but the

Commissioners ser^•ed them with a notice determining

the contract, and took possession of the land. This
was the cause of action : but the defendants pl&aded,
in adtlition to sevei*jd defences on the merits, that
the action could not be brought against them in

their jwrsonal capacity as Commissionei-s, and that
the proceeding could only be by way of jietitition

of ri^ht to the Crown. On the part of the
plaintiffs the case was that the Commi-ssioners
were a Ixidy incorporateil by statute with all the
powers of a corporation, and could both sue and be
sued. On the part of the Crown it w:is contended

]

that though the commissioners were a coi-jioration,

yet they acted as senants of the Crown, and could
not be sued, on the general principle that the pre-
i-o^tive of th^ Crowji could not be t^iken away
without express words. On the other side, it was
argued that the Commissioners entered into the
contract personally, and not as servants of the
Crown. Mr. .Justice Kidley, after referring to the
authorities on the question of the liability of public
officers, said here it was contended that the Com-
missioners contracted as servants of the Croivn

|

enly, and were not liable to be sued ; but he
thought that all the facts pointed in the opposite
direction. It was a case in which a put he body
made contracts in the course of their duty all

over the country with respect to works required '.

by his Majest3"'s Government, and it seemed
to him that they made these contracts in their own
personal c:ipncity as Commissioners. If they were
held liable to pay, he supposed the money'would
come out of fuuds pro\-iaed by Parliament. He,
therefore, was of opinion that their judgment upon
the point raised should be in favour of the plaintiffs.

Mr. Justice PhilUmore, in concurring, said that,
though the Crown could not be sued, nor a servant
of the Crown .acting for the Cro^vn, yet it was an
extremely convenient thing to establish, with the
<;onsent of Pailiament, a body representing the
Crown in certain matters, who could sue and be
sued without the formalities necessary for securing
i-edress from the Sovereign. For such a pui-pose the
Crown had, in certain cases, with the s;inction of
Parliament, created commissioners, with the powers
of corporations, who could make conti-acts, with the
liability to be sued. He saw no reason for saj-ing
that the defendants did not come within that class
of persons. Accordingly, judgment on the point
raised was against the Crown.
The Straxd-to-Holbokn Impeotestexts.—Mr.

Troutbeck, high bailiff' of Westminster, an(? a
-special jury sat at the Westminster Guildhall on
Thut^day in last week to assess the compensation to
be paid by the London County Council to Messrs.
Lazarus, Kalph, and Sons, gunsmiths and cycle
dealers. Mr. Freeman, K.C., for the claimants,
said they canied on business at -IG, Holy well-street.
The average profits for the last five years had been
.•£1,350 per annum net, and at three years' purchase
the value of the business would be shown at
£4,0.iO. 'JTie stock and fixtures brought the total
claim to £.5,151. The jui-y gave a verdict for
.£',8.50.

A CiTT ViCABAGE AXTJ TuBE A'iBEATIOX.—On
Thursday in last week, at the Sui-veyors" Institution,
Great George-street, Sir. Daniel Watney, sitting as
.-ole arbitrator, he;ird the case of Pearce v. Central
London Railway Company, a claim for compensation
lu respect of damage alleged to have been caused to
the \-icarage of Christ Church, Newgate-street, by
the construction of the new line. According to the
opening statement of counsel, when the Eev. E. H.
Pearce took up his residence at the vicarage in
September, 1S95, the house, though somewhat old,
was in a thorough state of repair. Early in 1M97
cracks were observed in the walls on the ground
floor, and the damage subsecjuently increased. The
claimant said he had known the outside of
the house for 25 years, and had never noticed
any cracks before, ill. R. P. Day, diocesan sur-
veyor, said that the ricarage was put in thorough
repair in 1895. Cracks appeared in January, 1.S97,
and developed rapidly. In his opinion they were
due to subsidence caused by the pumping operations.
The damage became so serious that at one time he
was afraid the property would have to fie con-
demned under the London Building Act. He
estimated the cost of repair at £75(1. Further
evidence was given for the claimant by Mr. Arthur
Tliwaites. Mr. Mott, one of the engineers of the

niany, said the sinking of lour shafts com-

menced in .Tanuary, 1S97, and was completed in

July of the same ye.ar. Pumping began on Jan. lf>,

IS97, and was finished in May. The tunnels were
constructed betw*.'en August, 1.S98, and February, i

1899. He failed to see how the pumping ojwrations
could affect the vicar.ige, as no gravel—only water
—was abstracted. In his opinion the cracks already
existed, and had l^een pointed over. Mr. Alexander
R. Stenniug expressed his opinion that the cracks
were not due to sutisidence. The necessary repairs

could be executed at a cost of £;i5. This view was
supported by other witnesses. Tlie arbitrator re-

served his award.

Aechitect's Ceetificate Bixdixg.—At DarUng-
ton County-court, on Fiidaj*, before Mr. Templer,
judge, a claim was brought by J. G. Newby, of
Middlesbrough, contractor and builder, against
Sarah Fowler, of Darlington, for £35, balance of

claim arising out of a building contract for the
erection of two houses in Stanhope-road, Darling-
ton. Two houses were erected to cost £860 m
Stanhope-road, Darlington, and Mr. Geo. Barker,
the architect named in the agreement, gave a
certificate. The work was addeii to by dircotions

from Mrs. Fowler, and this the plaintiff stated she
said would be settled up. It was now disputed, and
a counterclaim of £13 5s. 8d. set up. His honour
dismissed the counterelaim, and gave judgment for

the £35, with costs, holding that the claim w:is

barred by the terms of the agreement and the
cei-tificate.

Keiohley Akbiteatiox Awaed.—The award of

Mr. T. Taylor Wainwright, of Liverpool, umpire in

the recent arbitration as to the value to be paid by
the corporation for the Xorth-street tannery, owned
by Aid. C. H. Foulds, acquii-ed for street improve-
ments, was made known on Monday, the amount
being £11,980. The costs of the umpire and the
two arbitrators, added to the cost of the award, are
£646 14s. The claimant's valuation was over
£17,000, and the corporation's about £4,900.

Ix BE Edwaeds axt) Medwat.—The debtors,

William Edw.ards and Edward Medway, who car-

ried on business in partnership at 9, Ethelred-street,

Kennington Cross, as builders and contractore, filed

their petition in bankruptcy on September 18, 1900,

and applied last week for an order of discharge. It

appeared from the Official Receiver's report that the

debtors commenced business under the style of

Edwards and Medway in the year 1891. On
September 7, 1900, they called their creditoi-s to-

gether, when it was resolved that the estate should
lie wound up within a period of fifteen months,
under the control of two inspectoi-s and a committee,
the debtors undertaking to file then- petition in the

event, which happened, of a creditor for a sum ex-
ceeding £20 declining to fall in with the resolution.

The debtors attributed their failure to their working
capital having been insufficient to enable them to

can-y out their works in hand at the date of the
receiving order, including the erection of seven
schools tor the London School Board at a contract
price, with variations, of about £74,176. There were
various estimates of the amount of the luuking
liabilities under the bankruptcy, the debtors' esti-

mateintbeirstatementoiaft'au-sbeing£19,371 Os. 6d.,

and the Official Receiver reported that the assets

were not of the value of 10s. in the pound on the
amount of unsecured liabilities. Evidence having
been given as to the amount of habihties and the
probable value of the assets not yet realised, his

Honour said he was not satisfied that the assets

would not realise 10s. in the pound on the unsecured
liabilities : indeed, in his view there was a distinct

likelihood of their producing that amount. He
granted an uncenditional discharge.

C>ur C^fficc ZMt

Mr. Willoughby Charles Funiivall, who died at

Broadstaii-s on TTiursday in last week, joined the
Indian Public Works Department in 1809 a-s suj)er-

intendin" engineer on the Delhi and Eewari Rail-

way, and held, among other appointments, before
his retirement in 1886, those of director of construc-
tion for State railways and chief engineer and
secretary to the Chief Commissioner, British Burma.

His Majesty's Office of Works have intrusted the
St. Pancras Iron Work Co., Ltd., with the fitting up
of the stables at the British Embassy in Paris.

Among other stables this old-established firm have
, fitted this 3'e.ar are those of Lord Durham at Xew-
market, the Countess of Lovelace, Sir Audley Neeld,

I

Sir Wm. Marling, the Hon. W. F. D. Smith, M.P.,
F. Layland Barratt, M.P., E. J. Stanley, M.P.,

{

W. S. Cunard, &c.

The preamble of the Liverpool and Manchester
Electric Express Railway BUI has been passed by a
Committee of the House of Lords, and the measure
was ordered to be reported for third reading.

Messrs. Hall Bros, having completed their con-

I

tract with Mr. R. E. Richardson for the erection of

a house at Moi-sted, the workmen were entertained

ty the owner to dinner at the Eagle Hotel, Win-
chester, on Saturday. The house is Queen Anne in

style, and has been built from designs by Messrs.
, Canceller and Hill, of Winchester.

The Council of the Society of Architects an'

about to cany the crusade on liehalf of the Archi-
tects' Uf'gistration Movement into Scotland, and
have decided to convene a conference of archi-

tects to consider the question in the City
Chambers, Edinburgh, on Wednesday next, at

six o'clock ; and a similar g.ithcring at tlioPhilo-

.sophical Society's Kooins, 207, Kath-strcot, Glas-
gow, at the same hour on the following day. .\t

each meeting Jfr. T. Walter ].. Eindcn, Presi-

sidciU of the Society of .-Vrchitects, will take the

chair, and a paper on "The Statutory Registra-

tion uf the Profession " will bo read by Mr. EUis
Marsland, hon. secretary of the society. All

architects are invited to attend the meetings, and
discussion will be welcomed. It will be remem-
bered that during the last few years meetings
convened by the society have been held at Cardiff.

Xewcastle-on-Tynp, Leeds, Sheffield, Birming-
ham, liristol, Exeter, Liverpool, and Maiiclicslcr,

at all of wliioh resolutions ajiproving the principle

of statutory examination and registration have
been jiassod.

SoMK £110,000 having been provided for the

long-ijrojected cathedral for Liverpool, the battle

of the sites has rcopcncil in that city, and is being
carrieil en in the columns of the local newspapers
with the customary acerbity. ]*.Ir. Rcbert tilad-

stone. of that city, urges that St. James's Mount,
adjoining St. James's Cemetery, offei-s, from an
architectural point of view, the finest site in the

city. The length available for building on
without interfering with the existing chapel is

1,020ft., or 1,420ft. including the "site of the

chapel, and its greatest breadth, where the tran-

septs of the cathedral would be placed, is 248ft.

On this area there is more than enough space to

build, he suggests, a full-sized copy of West-
minster Abbev, of which the dimensiims are

—

Length 400ft." (omitting Henry VII. 's Chapel),

and breadth across the transepts 200ft. There
would be ample room for a chapter-house and
several other buildings at fne Parliament-street

end of the Jloimt. In this position the cathedra!

would have an abundance of light and air, while

the suiToundings are good, and free from noise

and dirt. On the other hand, " .\micus " points

out that St. James's Mount is narrow from east

to west (another -m-iter, Jlr. Thomas Pritchard,

savs it is only 210ft., and not 24Sft., across, on
actual mcasm-ement) , and thus the cathedral could

not be properly orientated, nor does it afford

space for building a deanery and houses for the

clergy in close proximity. Another serious di-aw-

back is that at least 500 bodies are buried in the

>Iount ilseU. Other suggested sites are the

land between Monument -place and Daulby-

street, and that between Abercromby-square and
Hope and Bedford Streets. In any case, it is to

be hoped, for the honour of Liverpool Churchmen,
that the ridiculous Jinxcv which wrecked the com-
petition of twejty years ago will not be repeated.

At the last meeting of the Society of Anti-

quaries, Jlr. J. T. Slicklethwaite, ^^ce-president,

in the chair, a series of papers were read with

reference to the excavations in progress at

Hayles Abbey, Gloucester. The Rev. W. Bazeley,

described the tiles found among the ruins, and

Mr. W. H. St. John Hope gave some historical

particulars as to the foundation. Jlr. H. Brak-
spear submitted an architectural description of

the abbey church, as revealed by the ground pl,an

and fragments found. .\s buUt between 1246

and 1251. the church was of the Abbey Dore
type, with an eastern procession-path and chapels

beyond the presbytery, which was aisled. But
after the gift of the f.amous relic of the Holy
Blood in 1270 an apsidal chapel was built for the

shrine that contained this behind the high altar,

and the procession-path and chapels were replaced

by a ring of polygonal chapels, after the fashion

of Westminster and Tewkesbury.

The Slade Professorehip of Fine Ai-t at Oxford

I'niversity becomes vacant at the end of Trinity

term, and the electors vdU proceed shortly

to the election of a professor. Candidates are

requested to send in their names to the Registrar

of the University on or before Saturday, the 15th

prox. Testimonials are not necessarily requii-ed ;

but candidates may send in \vith their application

such evidence as they may desire as to their quali-

fications for the post.' TTie professorship is

tenable for three years. The professor is re-

quired to give annually a course of not less than
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iwilvc lectures on the histori% theory, and prae-

tiff of the fine arts, or of some section or sections

of them.

MEETINGS FOK THE ENSUING WEEK-
Ti F^i'AY.—.Vi\-hitwtiir.il .V'^srx'intion cf Irfliiiid. Vtile-

dict^'iT Address bv the ri*e>-ident.

Ki^lmck Bittchelor.'F.K.I.B.A.. Gms-
vtnor Hotel, Dublin. 7.45 p.m.

"Wei'Xksday.—Statutctrj' Kegistnitiou of Aix-hit<fts.

Mfotin^ of Architect's iit tho Bunib
Court Koom, City Chambers. Ediuburj^li.

Addn?ss by Kills Marsland, Hon. Sec.
Societ>- of Architects. 6 for 6.30 p.m.

Tm i.-i>AV.—Statutory Rogisti-.ition of Aivhittvts. ^It_vt-

injf of .ircbitoct.s at t!ie riiilosi>pliicJil

Society's Rooms, "2**7, Bath-strcot, (ihis-

p)W. Address by Kllis Marshiiid, Uon.
Sec. StK-iety of AiVhitectsi. 6 for6.30p.ra.
Surveyors' Institution. Countiy Meet-

ing at Southampton. (.>pen at 10.15 a.m.

Fi:iDAY.—Architectural Association. Annual Dinner.
Criterion Restaurant, I'iccadilly-cii'cus.

7 fur 7.30 p.m.
Surveyoi"s' Institutiim. Country Meet-

ing at Southamjiton.

Sati'BD.w.—Edinbui-gh Architectural Association. Visits
to the Hound Tower. Abemethy, and
Balmano Castle.

erabc i^tbs.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
Geeat Yarmouth. — The Yai-moutli Master

Builders' Association have made au offei' to the

men now on strike, accepting some of their pro-

posals, and granting an advance of id. per hour to

bricklayers and carpenters.

Wakefield.—The operative painters, who went
out on strike three weeks ago, have i-esumed work.

Tlie matter has been referred to the Board of Trade
for arbitration.

LATEST PRICES.
IKON, &c.

Per ton. Per ton.
to £6 10

„ 10 ft

„ 9 15 ft

., 9 7 &

20
5 17

8 5
13 10

CHIPS.
There was opened yestenlay (Thmsday) at tlie

Town Hall, O.xford, an important Arts and drafts
Exhibition, including specimens of embroiderj',
,ijM)i(.^.-t works in silver, brass, and copper, photo-
gi-aphy, and lace. The exhibition remains open
to-day and to-moiTow.

The work in connection with the new opera-
house, Kiidc premises, and shops at Tunbridge
Wells ha.s commenced this week. Mr. John I*.

Briggs, of Arundel-street, Strand, who has prepar.;d
the drawings, hojies to get the theatre portion of the
scheme ready by Christmas.

Mrs. Kerr, wife of Mi-. Robert Kerr, F.K.I.B. A.,
Emeritus Professor of Architecture at liing's
• 'ollegc, London, died, we negret to hear, on the
nth inst., at their residence, 31, Cathcart-street,
!S.W.

Stonehenge will soon be shut off from the public
by a wire fence, which Su- Edmund Antrobus, the
owner of the portion of Salisbury Plaui on
which the monument stands, is having erected
round the stones. Commencing to-day (Friday), a
charge of one shilling will be made to visitors who
may desu-e to pass this barrier and get a near view
of the monument.

.Vt a meeting of the Maidstoue Urban Council on
May 1. held at the town-hall, plans of the new
theatre in Brewer-street, prepared by Mr. John P.
Briggs, architect, of Eifingham House, Arundel-
street, Strand, were approved. It is hoped to have
the building completed by the autumn.

The foundation-stone of a new Liberal Club was
hiid in Victoria-road, Woolston, Southampton, on
Thursday in last week. Messi-s. Hainton Brothers,
of Southampton, are the builders.

The newly - deepened sill at Ramsden Dock,
Barrow, was opened on Friilay by His Majesty's
first-class cruiser Hotjiic, built by Vickers, Sons, and

jMaxim. There were .'iOft. Oin. of water on the sill.

Mr. W. A. Ducat, an inspector of the Local
Ciovernment Board, attended ut the Southport Town
Hall on Friday to inquire into an applicaton by the '

town council to bon-ow £l,5,;)l)0 for the purjjoses of
street improvements. This sum was made up of i

two items, .£13,000 for the substitution of wood
]>avement (AUcott's red gum blocks) for the present I

granitepavement of Lord-street, from Duke-street
to Manchester-road, and £2,500 for the purpose of
widening the same thoroughfare.

Mr. H. H. Law, Local tioveniment Board
insi)ector, attended at the town-hall, Gravesend,
on Wednesday week, for the puqiose of holding an
inquiiy into an applicjition by the town council ft.

r

a further ,f400 to complete the covering in of the
cisteni end of the market, and also into an allega.^
tion of default against the town council in respeefto
the drainage of the tomi.

A Local Government Board iiuiuiry wa-s held at
Lowestoft on Friday as to the application of the
Town Council to borrow a further sum of £20,000
for purposes of electric lighting in the borough. '

The Cambrian Railways Bill, which authorise? the
'

Cambrian Railway Company to extend their railway
to Pwlheli and to construct a lixod instead of an
oiicning bridge over the River Dovey, ire, his passed
the Chairman of Ways and Means, and has bean
sent for third reading in the Counnons.

The Dover meniori.al to Queen Victoria is to take
the form of extensive additions to the ho.<pit il at a
cost of £7,100. In conscijuence of the gre.it works
procceling in the town, the hospital accommoilatiiui
has become quite inadequate.

The Light Railway Commissioners have submitted
to the Board of Trade for confii-mation an order

made by them for the construction of a light railway
in the counties of Norfolk and Suffolk, from Bury
St. Edmund's to Stanton, Walsham-le-Willows,
South Lopham, and Diss.

Interesting archaeological investigations are in

progress at Caerwent, the Monmouthshire village

which was the site of the Roman city of Venta
Silurum. The work began in 1S9U, and the numer-
ous Roman objects which have since been recovered
are now exhibited in a temporary museum in the
village. Further pecuniary help is required for the
continuance of the exploration, and contributions

may be sent to the hon. treasurer, Mr. A. E. Hudd,
94, Pembroke-road, Clifton.

The Ciindlish Memorial Church which has been
erected for the Fountainbridge United Free Church
congregation at Merchiston, Edinburgh, was opened
on Satm*day afternoon.

At a sale of pictures in London on S.iturday,
" The Lock," by J. Constable, R.A. (.3.5in. by 47in.)

realised 1,000 guineas.

In the House of Commons on Monday night,
Lord Stanley, replj'ing to Lord Balcan-es, said that
it had not been cleteiinined to destroy the historical

fortification known as the King's Bastion at Ports-
mouth, but some slight modifications which were
necessary has recently been made in the Eastern
portion. The main portion will remain untouched.

The memorial window placed in St. Giles
Cathedral, Edinburgh, to the memory of the late

Major-Generai A. Don Wauchope, C.B., C.M.GJ.,
was uuveUed on Monday by the Earl of Leven and
Melville, Lord High Commissioner of the Church of
.Scotland. The window, which has been placed in

the Moray aisle, is 26ft. high, and has five upper
lights and five lower lights, with tracery filling the
upper portion. The subjects are the Covenant
between David and Jonathan, and David mourning
the deaths of Saul and Jonathan. The artists are
Messrs. Ballantine and Gardiner, of Edinburgh.

A new organ was dedicated last week in St. Deny's
Church, SouOiampton. It has cost £930, and was
built by Mr. Alfred Kirkland, of Upper HoUoway.

Tlie school board for Littleborough, Lanes, have
invited ten local architects to submit competitive
designs for a proposed central school.

The plans for the new theatre, Clifford-street,

York, on the site of the Corn Exchange, Yoik,
prepared by Mr. John P. Briggs, Effingham House,
Arundel-street, Strand, W.C., were submitted to
the city council on May 14, and were approved.

The Masons' and Builders' Association of New
York have locked out between 1.5,000 and 20,000
bricklayers, owing to differences which have arisen.

... 13
Per ton.

to £9 10

„ 9 V>

„ 10 10

„ 8 V>

„ 10

„ 8

„ 13

„ 1-2 15

PILKINGTON & CO.
(Established 1S38),

MONUMENT OHAMBEKS,
KINQ WILLIAM STBEEX, LONDON, B.C.

RegiiUrtd Trade Mark:

POLONCEAO ASPHALTE

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing.
ACID-RESISTING ASPHALTE.

WHITE SILICA PAVINO.

PYEIMONT 8EYSSEL ASPHALTE,

Eollcd-Ii-on Joiste, Belgian £6
RollcJ-SteelJoists, English 9 ,

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 9 0,
Bar Iron, good Staffs 8 7 6,
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20 ,

Do., Welsh 6 15 „
Boiler Plates, Ii'on

—

.'^uuth St;lffs 7 17 6 „
Best Sned.shill 13 ,,

Angles 10s., i'ees 20s. per ton extra.
Builders' Hoop Ii-on, for bonding, &c., £6 15s.
Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £15 10s. Od. per ton.
Galvanised CoiTugated Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24.
6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £12 5 ...£12 10 6

Best ditto 12 15
Per ton.

Cast-iron Columns £9
Cast-iron Stanchions 9
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 10 5
Eolled-Steel Fencing Wire 8 5

,, ,, „ Galvanised. 9 5
Cast-iron Sash Weights 7 5
Cut Clasp Nails, Sin. to 6in 12
Cut Floor Brads 11 15
Wire N;uls ^Points de Paris)

—

0to7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.I
9/6 10/- lO.'S 10/9 11,-3 1'2/- 12/9 13/6 li'6 per

Cast-Iron Socket Pipes

—

Sin. diameter £6 17 6 to £7 5
4in.to6in B 15 „ 7
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 6 15 ,, 7 jj^^

I

[Coated with composition, 2s. 6d. per ton extra; tumo^^
! and bored joints, OS. jier ton extra.] -Jp
i
Pig Iron— Per ton. w
Cold Blast, Lilleshall 105s. t<) 110s. , ^_
Hot Bla.st, ditto 57s. 6d. to 6i<i. 63.,

Wrought-Iron Tubw and Fittings—Discoimt off Standard
Lists f-o.b. :

—

Gas-Tubes •>-":>. c.

Water-Tubes -^rt „
Steam-Tubes 52J „ .

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 50 „ ;

Galvanised Watei^Tubes
,.

45 „ r^

Giilvanised Steam-Tubes '. 40 ,, vs>

lOcwt. casks. 5cwt. caslo!.^..

Per. ton. Per ton*
Zinc, English (London mill) £23 10 to £34 C
Do., Vieille Montague 24
Sheet Lead, 31b. per .sq. ft. super. 14 17 6
Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs 12 10
Le.id Shot, in 281b. bags 16 2
Copper Sheets, sheathingand rods 84 10
Copijer, British Cake and Ingot... 75 5
Tin, Straits 117 15
Do.. Enghsh Ingots 120
Spelter, Silesian 17 5

TIMBER.
Teak, Burmah per kad £10 10

,, Bangkok
Quebec Pine, yellow

„ Oak ., ..

„ Birch . , , ,, ..-

„ Ehn,., ,. ...

„ Ash.. „ ...

Dantsic and Memel Oak ,, ...

Fir... „ ...

Wainscot, Riga p. log ... „ ...

Lath, Dantsic, p. f

St. Petersburg ,, ...

Greenheart ,, ...

Box „ ...

Sequoia, U.S.A pcrcubefoot
Mahogany, Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick

,,
Hondui-as .. ,, ...

,, Mexican ...

,, African ,, ...

Cedar, Cuba „ ...

,, Honduras „ ...

Satinwood „ ...

Walnut, Itiihan „ ...

.. .\merican (logs)

De.als, per St. Petei-sbm-g
by llin. :—

Quebec, Pine, 1st £25 to £30
2ad . 17 10 „ 21

3rd .. 12

Canada Spruce, 1st. ,
. 11 5

2nd and Sid 8 10

New Brunswick .. 8 15

Riga - « 10

St. Petcrsbm-g,.. ... H
Swedish 12 5
Finland H 15

WliitcSea 13

Battens, .all sorts 5
Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :

—

1st prepared £0 12

L'n.liUtto 11

(itlior qualities .. .06
Staves, per standard M :

—

U.S. ditto £37 10 „ £45
Memel, cr. pipe '220 „ 2.30

Mcmel, brack 190 „ 200

OILS.
Linseed per tun £27 10

WM. OLIVER & SONS,
MAUOGANY, WAINSCOT, WALNUT,
TEAK, ViiNEEK, and FANCYWOOD

MEIidl.VNTS,

120, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON. E.G.
The most extensive Stock of every kind of

Wood in Planks and Boards, dry and fit for
immediate use.

ndard, 120—12ft. by IJln.

14
14 P
10 5
11 10 c

10 5 (•

19 I'

21 10

15 i >'

23 l>

12 10

£0 18 »

Oil "

IS 1'

Rapc'seed, EngUsh pale... „ ... 29 10

Do., brown „ ... 27 15

Cottonseed, refined „ ... 2110
Olive, Spanish „ ... 39
.Sc;ll, pale „ ... 26
Coco inut. Cochin , ... 29 15

Dn., Ceylon ., 25 10

Palm, Images 25 5
Olcine .. 17 5
Liibriciting U.S per gal. 7

I'.liolcum. refined , ...

'far, St^Kkliiilin perbarrcl 1 6

Do., Archangel „ ... 19

Turpentine, American . . . per tun 37

to £28

„ 29 15

„ 2!* 10

„ 22

„ 40

„ 26 10

„ 30

„ 23 15

„ 25 10

„ 19 ;

„ 8

» *

., 1

„ S7

6J

5

Jl
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.
*-^

.Vldershot—Board Schools ToOpLices) Xo premium: 21 per cent, commission Xorman Cliutou, Clerk, SUtion-road, Aldershot May 27

Waterford—Kleetric-IJglitingScheme ' M. J. Flemins, Borough Surveyor, The Mall, Wntcrford „ 2S

Buxton—Stnutim; for Thermal Water Pump (cost £1,000) £20, £10, £5 AV. H. Grieves, To«u Surveyor, Xuwa UaU, Buxton June 8
Ennis, Co. Clare—Additions, &c., to District Lunatic Asylum

limite.1 to Irish Architects; Assessor) £50 John Enwright. Clerk. Eniiis District Lunatic .Vsyliim C. Clare ... „ 10

Trowhridgo—Isolation Hospital £20, £10 W. J. Maim. Cl.'vk, I'ninn-street, Tr^jwbridi-e „ 2t

Henl.ird-Municipal Buildings £100 ^merged), £75, £50 John Parker. City lin^'iincr, Uerefiml 30

Manchf-ster—Fire and Police (station, &c. (£75,000 limit) £300, £200, £100 The Town Clerk, Tuwn Hall, Manchester July 31

GilUneham. Kent—School a.200 pbices; £8,S00 limitl £10 (merged), and three of £5 E. T. Atchison, Clerk, S, Waterloo-road, New Brumpton —
New S<iuthgate. N.—Double-fronted House .SSft. by 32ft. ; cost

£1,000, O. Cosgrove, Solicitor, Xew Soi'thgnt**, N —
Salford-SIachinery or Appliances for Sewage Works £50 The Borough Engineer, Town Hall. Sjilford —
Hinckley—Constitutional Club Premises John Blake.sley, Burbage-road, Hinckley —

27

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BTIILDINGS.
Salisbury—Eefase Destructor. Corporation .Ufred C. Botliams, A.JI.I.C'.E., Municipal Offices, Salisbury May 25
Pole M.wr—Coke .*hed. .Stores. Walls, &c., at Cemeterj- J. Kirk and S.ins, Architects. Ho<M. i-stield „ 25
Llangenne^-'h. Llanellv— House Thomas Trehame - J. Davies and .St>n. M.S.A., An-liit«A-ts. Llanelly „ 25
KilluKin—Ceiling, ic'., I'aiish Chureh Rev. P. C.«itwcll. P.P., Paroiliiul House, KiUucan, Co. Westmeath. „ 25
Siddick—Twcntv-Xine Dwelling-Uouses and Store St. Helenas Collieiy Co., Ltd J. S. Mottat, Architect, 53. Chun-h-stroet, "\\Tiitchaven „ 25
Halifax—Five Houses, Wes-t Vale C. F. L. Horsfall and Son. Architects, Lorf-st. Chambers, Halifax. „ 25
Carway. Uanelly-HoiLse Richard Williams J. Davies and Son. M.S.A.. Arcliitects, IJanelly „ 25
Boghead of Dnimdollo—Alterations to Farm Offices Davidson and tianlen, 12. Dec-street. Aberdeen „ 25
St. Annes-on-Sea—Fire Station, ire Urban District Council Thomas Bmdley. Clerk, Council Offices. St. Aunes-on-the-Sea „ 25
Llanlluan—Chapel J.W.Jones. ^\i-chitect, Gwilv House, Llandilo „ 25
Salisbury—Chimney-Shaft 12<3ft. high) '..... Corporation Alfred C. Bothams, A.M.I.C.E.. Municipal Offices, Salisbury „ 25
Pontarduhiis. Llanelly—Auction Mart and Office W.M.Williams J. Da\-ies and Son, M.S.A., Architects, UaneUy „ 25
Horvham-WarchoiLse and Stores William Buck, Architect. Horsham m 25
Northtawton-Two Cottiiges Wm. Madge Ernest F. Hooper, Architect, 6. L'nion-road, Pennsylvania, Exeter... „ 25
Llangenncch. Llanelly—House and Shop Dd. Evans J. Davies and Son, M.S.A., Architects, Llanelly ,. 25
Rothes—Additiftns to House, Seafleld-square A. J. Shai-p. Rothes. Scotland „ 25
Catterick Bridge—Farmhouse „ „ John Brittaia Frank Martin. Architect, South End Cliambers, Darlington ,, 27
Bargued—C'ahinistic Methodist Chapel ...; ., D. I.ewis. Aeron Villa, Bai-goed. Wales „ 27
Burjius, Spain—ilarket Buildings Municipality '. The Commercial Department of the Foreign Office, "Whitehall, S.W. „ 27
Semington—Additions to Workhouse InJirmary TrowbndgeandMelksham Guardians W. W. Snailum. .A.rchiteet. Chui-ch-street. Trowbridge ; ,, 27
Cluny—Houses at Craigenhigh Farm and Eweii's Croft Ranald JLicdonald. Cluny Estates Office, 16. Vnion-tcrrace, Aberdeen „ 27
Anntield Plain— Public (.'thces. i-c Vrban District Council J. T. Trowsdale, Surveyor. Anntield I'lain, Durham „ 33
Famham—Additions to School Grammar .School Governors Paxton Watson, .-Vrchitect. 4, Adam-street. Adelphi. W.C „ 28
Bochdalt^Hooring He.ilth Committee S. S. Piatt. M.I.C.E.. Borough Surveyor. Town Hall, Rochdale „ 28
Longhlinstown—Twenty-one Labourers' Cottages Rathdown Xo. 1 P..DC E. M. Butler, Architect. Dawson Chambers, Dawson-street, Dublin „ 28
Belfiist-Additions to Royal Academical Institution Governors.. Blackwood and Jury. Ai-chitccts, 41. Doneg.ill-place, Belfast „ 28
Fordoun—Steading.... Geoi-ge Gregory, Architect, Stonehaven. X.B „ 29
Bamtw-in-Pumess—Additions to Workhouse Guardians.. J. V. ^Mcintosh. Airhitect. Comwallis-street, Barrow ,

29
Dublin—Fourteen Labourers' Cottages Rural District Council John O'Neill. Clerk, North Brunswick, Dublin „ '29

Glyn Ceiriog—E-xtension of CM. Chapel Hugh Evans. Glani-vfon. Pontfadog. Kuabon „ 29
Belfast—Extension of Curator's House, Botanic GaidCDS Committee Sir Samuel Black. Town Clerk, Belfast „ 29
Newcastle-on-Tv-ne—Workshops. \c.. Gb»s.«honse Bridge Tyne Steam Shipping Co W. Hope .and J. C. Maxwell. Archts.. Trinity Buildings. Newcastle „ 29
Framlingham—Mills's Gi-aramar School for Girls ' Brown and Eurge.ss. Architects. Princcss-st. "Chamheis. Ipswich 29
Louglilinstown—Workhouse Ch,apel Rathdown Union Gual^ns P. F. Comber. M.I.C.E.. 19. L:>wer Leeson-street. Dublin „ 29
Neath— Sho[>s and Houses John Bowden J. Cook Rees, Architect, Neath, WalM „ 30
Blackfriars, S.E.—.\ltcrations to Offices, John-street "West Southwark Union Guardians G. D. Stevenson. Ajchitect, 13 and 14, King-street, E.C „ 30
Wyke—Two .Semi-Detached Hou-ses Brayshaw and Dixnn, Architects. Bowhng Old-lane, Bradford „ 30
Tonbridge—Electric Ijght Station Urban District Council -.... W. Laurence Bradley. .Surveyor. Tonbridge Castle „ 30
Lymington—Repairs to Corporation Cottages, Nelson-place ... 'Town Council J. Davis Rawlias. Town Clerk. Lymington „ 30
Skeweii—.School (440 places Cocdfr.mc School Board J. Cook Rees, Architect, St. Thonias's Cliambers, Neath „ 30
Deiif HiU-cum-Lilngdale—Chureh Vestry E. Makepeace. Front-street; Trimdon ColUerv, Durham „ 30
Kingst. .wn—Generating Station , Urban District Council Kincaid.Waller, and Manville, Engs.. 29, Great George-street, S.W. „ 30
Doneniana—Parochial House Rev. John M'Glinchev, P.P Edward J. Tove, Architect, Strand. Londonderrv. , .

30
Tonhridge—Chimney Shaft :... Urb,an District Council W. L.aui-ence Bradley. Sun eyor. Tonbridge Castle „ 30

I

Sunderland—Wesleyan Church and Schools, Ti'indon-street J. Jameson Green. Architett, 19, South John-street. Liverpool , 30
Kilhum. N.W.—Branch Library. Cotleigh-road Hampstead Borough Council C. H. Lowe, Boro' Sur.. Town Hall, Haverstock-hill, Hampstead ... „ 30

I
Tonbridg^Electric Light Building-- Urban District Coimcil W. Laurence Bradlev. Siinevor, Tonhridge Castle „ 30
East Dulwich-gjove, S.E.—Covered Way at Infii-mary Southwark Union Guardians G. D. Stevenson. Architect. 13 and 14. King-street. E.C „ 30

I

Inishtrihull Island—Residence for Lloyd's Signalman J. Corbett. Lloyd's Agent, Shipquay-street. Londonderry , 31
' Newcastle-upon-T}Tie—Pumping-Station New Tramwavs Committee < Charles Hopkinson. Elec. Engineer. 29, Princes.s-street. Manchester „ 31
I Hamilton—Sluicekeei«r's House, &c District Committee W. L. Balmer. Water Supt., 84, Quarrv-street, Hamilton, N.B „ .31

Wre.\ham—Ectlooring Schoolroom ; Robert J. Kendrick. Clerk, Wrexham ,, 31
Edenderry—Labourers' Cottages ?: .-. Rural District Council T. Waters, C.E.. Edenderrv. Ireland „ 31

.
Zenncr—Cattle House : James Thomas Thomas and .lohn Laity, Hetallack, Mararion ,, 31

i Inishtrahull Island—National Schoolhouse :. J. Corbett, Lloyd's Agent. Shipquay-street, Londonderry „ 31
Abertillery-Gymnasium Powell's Workmen's In.st Trustees... F. E. Bates, 26. Westgate Chambers, Newport „ 31

- West Hartlepool—School ,1,44S plac..>~ School Board J. Kobson Smith. Clerk, School Boai-d Offices, West Hartlepool „ 31
Clough, Co. Down—Lecture Hall First I-resbyterian Church Committee Blackwood and Jurv. Architects, 41, Donegall-place, Belfast „ 31

' Newcastle-on-Tyne—Laing Art GtiUerv Cackett A: Bums Dick, Archts., 24, Graingcr-st. W.. Xewcastle-nn-T. „ .31

, Belf.ast—Bank Office, Tork-.street Ulster Bank, Ltd Lepperand Fennell.MM.K.I.A.L, Architects, »!,WaiTng-st, Belfast „ .31

1' Birmingham—Catholic Church, Selly Park .' Henri- T. Sandv. Architect. '22. Greengate, Stiffoi-d June 1

^ Famborough—Mortuarj-, &c., at Workhouse, Locksbottom . . Bromley Union Guardians John L.adds. Architect. 7. Doughtv-street. Mecklenb>irgh-sq., W.C. „ 1

r Comtown. Devon—Two Cottages Oldreive and Kingston, Land Agents. Bridgetown, Totnes „ 1

,
Hayhng Island— Classrcwm, Arc National .Schools Committee H. Fred Tiigg, Architect, South HavUng „ 1

' Leeds-Additions to O.xfonl-place Wesleyan Chapel ; G. F. Danbv. 10. Park-row. and W. H. Thorp. 61, Albion-st., Leeds „ 1
Tredegar. Mon-Cla,«sroom. ic BedwcUtv School Board C. Dauneev, Clerk. Ca.stle-street, Tredeg.vr 3
Gloucester—Infiints' School, Linden-road ^ School Board M. H. Medland. F.E.I.B.A., Architect, 13, Clarence-st., Gloucester. „ 3
*''?>">—V'"'' James F. McMullen. M.R.I.A.I.. Architect, 30, South Mall, Cork 3
l:enlcclomt—Fog-.Signal House Trinitr House Corporation E. G. Verib. .31. Golden-square. W 3
Kingston-on-'Thames—Boiler Hou.se at Workhouse Guardians : WilUam H.' Hope, C.E., Architect, Hampton Wick 3

;
!5wan.sea—Engineenng Workshop .- Technical Instruction Committee AVm. James, Secrctarv, Grammar School, Swansea 3

- OlcncJg—Additions to Public School •. Sweton Fraser, Dochfour Office, Queen's House, Inverness „ 3

I i^?.'?"'"z:;f*''""™°? P"°<^«' '^'ll'-im Henry Hotel Yates and .Jackson C. J. Ashworth. Architect. Market-street Chambers, Lancaster „ 3
HaUfM-'Tihng Bath. -narley-road School School Board W. H. Ostler. Clerk, 22, Union-street, Halifax 3
ijenbigh—NewNihool -. Governors James Hughes. Architect. Denbigh 3
Staffoid-Electrical Engmecring Works Siemens Bros, and Co., Ltd., Woolwich 3W mche^ter-Additions to Public Hou.se Welsh .and Co., Ltd Thomas Stopher. .Architect. 57, High-street, Winchester *
AWeR-hot-LIectnc Lighting Station Urban District Council Nelson F. Denni.s. A.M.LC.E., Surveyor, Aldeishot 4
fctrattorJ-.in-Av,m—Teacher's Hou.se, Broad-street School Board T. T. Allen, Architect Stratford-on-Avon „ *

r lJ>"don. S.W.—Carpenter's and Joiner's Work
: The Director of Xa\-v Contracts. Admiralty, London, S.W 4

t J;?'>™i?e-Generatmg St,ation Electric Supply Co.. Ltd. Kancaid, Waller. A: Manville, '29, Gt. George-st., Westminster, S.W. „ 4

r
ihurascoe-.Station Bmldmgs Hull and Bamsley EaUway Co The Engineer's Office. 9. Charlotte-street, Hull , 5
l^kham. ts.t.—New Relief Station, Nunhead-lanc St. Giles. CamberweU, Guardians ... -A. E. Midlins. Architect, 16, Church-street, Camberwell, S.E „ 5

J;
a'h-upon-Deame-btation Buildings Hull and Bamslev Eailway Co The Engineer's Office. 9, Charlotte-street, Hull „ 5

H.ill-Coal Depots, &c North-Eastem Ev. Co W. J. Cudworth, Engineer. York „ 5
housc--.StationBmMings Hull and Bamslev EaUway Co The Engineer's Office, 9, Charlotte-street, HuU „ 5
.'P -Auckland— \\ arehouses Industrial Co-operative Society, Ltd. F. H. Livesav. Architect 107. Newgate-street, Bishop Auckhind ... „ 6
:iend-on-Stia—lorty Working-class Houses Corporation '. Alfred Fidler, A.M.LC.E., Borough SuiTcvor, Southend «

...u-l^novaling-SVesleyan Church Oliver Caldwell, F.E.I.B.A., PenKince ". „ S
taxing. » .—Lodge, WalpijlL- Park •. i...'. Urban District Council Charles Jones, M.I.C.E., Public BuUdings, Eahng, "W „ 6
Baenvcwm—Infants School lOOpIaces) ;.... Ystradvfodwg School Board Jacob Rec.?. Architect, Hillside, Pentre 10
uiackbum—« ing to Workhouse Inlii-mary Guardians .._, F. C. Euddle. Architect, Union Offices, CardweU-place, Blackburn 10
Barking—Lodge, &c. Longbndge-road Becreation Grotmd ... Urban DistricFCouncil C. F. Dawson. Surveyor. Public Offices. Barking, Essex „ 11
Dravcott. Derby-Isolation Hos-pital F. S. AntlilT. Architect, Dravcott 12

iimnster—Police Station Es.sex County Council P. WTiitmore. County Architect Duke-street, Chehnsford ;, 13
T—tiecmcity Generating Station Town Cmmcil Donald Cameron. City Engineer. Exeter „ 14
.^50p—intirmary Bmlumgs, KUton HiU Guardians Herbert C. .Sciping. Architect, Court Chambers, Grimsby „ 17
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<ont{»u€d.

Han-y Allooek, Architect, Bcntinck Buildings, Notting^ham..
... Kobei-ts, Son, and Toiy, Siineyors, l)(H'chester

, . E. A. Johnson, F.R.I. B.A.. Abei-gavenny
J. E. Parker, Architect. Piiniiose House, Blackhill..

... Brodrick, Lowther, and Walker. Hull

... The Cornish Arms, Buny Port .-.

i\Ioses Da\-ies, Stati'oi-dshire-row, Griftithstown
Waiter A. Hobsou and Co., Architect'?. 82, Albion-street, Leeds

R. Lowenhiiupt Openshaw and GiU, Architects, 6, Fleet-street, Bun-
Herbert H. Dunstall, A.R.I.B.A., 9, New Road-avenue, Chatham .

BUILDINGS
Xottingham—Alteration to Shof*. Deiby-road
Blandlord— Alterations to Residence
Merthyr—Villa
I-eadgate—Hall. 6:c Tnisteces
Ht-SMie—()rg;in-<'hamber at Parisli Church
Burry Port—Two Cottajst:., Elkington-niiid
G riftithstowii—Twu ^"iUas
Le<Kls-R--t^ton Uill Baptist rhajxl .,,

Manchester— Senii-I)t-tachtT.l House. Amold-ivjid
Chatham—Hand-I^»undi-v, Boster's-hill

,i

Shetlifld-Thrve Houses and Stabling'. Grimesthorpe-i-oad F. Armett, Architect, 17S, Ellesmere-road. -Shetlield

Kirbvmoorside-I/Hljre. &c., AVelbum Hall Garside and Pennjnijton, Ai-chitects, Pontefmct , —
Halit'ax—Copley S<.'h.Kd School Board H. "W. Booth, Architect, Hopwood-lane, Halifax : —
Ebbw Vjile. Mo'n-Temiceof Seven Houses'.!...!!...!!! E. A. Johnson, F.R.I.B.A., Au-hitect, Aber-avenny —
Knaphill, Wokinsr-TIirce Pairs of Villas J- Gunner. EdgTvare House, Knaphill, "\Vokin<; —
Altersychan— Hall Pnnnises, Ac. Indu-stiial Co-operative Society Swash and Bain, Architects, Midland Bank (.'hambers, Newport —
Enfield—Villa. Bu^h Hill Park ...!. Hussey and "Walcott. I, Gray's Inn-place, W.C —
Wickerytown, Walnov—Thnv Shojis Barrow Co-operative Society, Ltd. ... J. Y. Mcintosh. Architect. Corawallis-street, Bai^-ow-in-Fumesa .. —
Pendleton—IVimitive Mfth.Klist School Moulds and Pomtt. Architects, 77, King-street, Manchester ., —
frateshead—Junior Seh(K.l, Suuderland-road - .School Boai-d F. W. Purser. Architect, "West-street, Gateshead —
Lombai-dstown-<"himnov, \-c The Secret^try, LombardstoT\-n Creamery, Co. Cork —
Bur}' St. Edmund's—Additions to Ca-stle Inn . Gi-een, Kin^, and Sons, Ltd A. Ainswnrth Hunt, Aixht.. 51, Abbeyf?ate-st., Bui-y St. Edmund's. —
EUesmere—Villa J. Foster, Brownlow-road, EUesmere, Salop —
Parkcston-.Xdditions to Garland Hotel Niclioll and Co ": J. W. Start, F.S.I.. Architect. Colchester —
Stamnori—Two Semi-Detached Houses ..-. S. Knight and Parkinson. 175, Temple Chambei-s. Tudor-st., E.G. .. —
Harroeate—Caretaker's House, Scai-gill Resci-\oir Corporation Bland and Bot^ti, Architects, Xoith Park-road, Harrogate —
Milnivw. Lines-Three Cottaijcs A-shwoith and Taylor, Builders. Milnrow —
Cork—.\dditions to Ktii Hous<- and Tally Ho G. Percy Aylmerand EgertonCoghill Arthur- Hill, B.E.. M.R.I. A., '22, GeorgeVstreet, Cork — S

Worthinij-Villa. Batli-road '. Lund and Potter, Architects. Worthing. Sussex
I^insrtowTi- Detachwl Residence Bev. J. Gilfillan T. Taylor Scott, F.R.I.B.A., 43, Lowther-street, Carlisle

Piddletrenthide—Cai-etiker's Cottage J. Bibden, Glyde Path-road, Dorchester
Gouthwaite— Kebuilding FaiTU Buildings T. E. Yorke, J.P Bland and Bown. Architects, Harrogate
Kidwtllv. lilanellv -Additions to Residence "Wm. Giiffiths, F.S.I., Aixliitect, Falcon Chambei-s, Llanelly
Salfortl—Sch.K.l. tootal-rn;id School Board H. E. Stelfos. A.R.I.B.A.. IW. Mosley-street, Manchester
Rothcrham— Additirms to Rother Cottage Geo. Handley Johnson, Architect. 38, High-street, Kotherham . ..

Harrogate—I)ftacbe<l House, Lingclilfe-avenue J. H. Brown Aithur A. Gibson, Architect, 5, Pl-osx>ect-crescent, HaiTogate .

CSmdlyntVll. Llanelly Rebuilding Mountain Haivinn Wra. Griihths, F.S.I., Architect, Falcon Chambers, Llanelly
Abergavenny —Cottage Hospital and Dispensai-y E. A. Johnson, F.R.I.B.A, Architect, Abergavenny
Leeds—'Warfhouse Crowe and Co., Ltd '.. Coi-son, Jones, Pe.kins, k Bulmer, Archts., 25, Cookridge-st., Leeds
New Dock. Llanelly—Additions to Whitstable Inn "Wm. Griffiths, F.S.I. , Architect, Falcon Chambers, Llanelly
Gnosall, Stall's—Chapel Hickton and Farmer, Ai'chitccts, Walsall
Rowston. Lines—Rebuilding Wesleyan Refoiin Chapel Trustees : J. H. Cooper, Architect, Lindum-road, Lincoln
Uanclly—Two Cottages. Gilbert-place Wm. Griffiths, F.S.I., Architect, Falcon Chambers, Llanelly .

Kottingham —Warehouse. London-road D\TQ0ck Pmtt, Architect, Lmg-row, Xottingham
Bedford—Lodge. Russell Park Urban Sanitaiy Authority John Lund, Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Bedford
Cross. IJanelly—House Wm. Griffiths, F.S.I., Architect, Falcon Chambers. I-lanelly
Nottingham—Additions to Shops and Bakery H. J. Piice, A.R.I.B.A., Architect, 24, Low-pavement, Nottingham
Dowlais—Block of Offices Guest, Keen, and Co., Ltd E. A. Johnson, F.R.I.B.A., Merthyr
Llanelly—Residence, Old-road Wm. Griffiths, F.S.I., Architect, Falcon Chambers, Llanelly

ELECTRICAL PLANT.
Worksop—Electricity Metei-s ,150' t'rban District Council A. B. Mountain, C.E., St. Andrew's-road, Huddersfield May 23-j

Tonbridge—Plant for Mimicipal Elect i-icitT.^ Works Urban District Council R. Hammond, M.I.C.E., 64, Victoria-street, Westminster, S.W. ... ,, 30 1

King^wn. Ireland—Electiic Lighting Plant Urban District Council Kincaid, Waller, and Mam-ille, Engs., 29, Great George-street, S.W. ., 30r
Dublin—Plant Corporation Spencer Hartv, M.I.C.E.I., City Engineer, City Hall, Dublin . June 3j
Hendon, N.W.—Wiring New Coimcil Offices Urban District Coimcil Robert Hammond, M.I.C.E., 64, Victoria-street, S.W
Glasgow-Electricity Meters Corporation W. A. Chamen, Engineer, 75, Waterloo-street, Glasgow ,, lOS
London. E.G.—Electric Overhead Travelling Cranes East Indian Railway Co C. W. Young, Secretary, Nicholas-lane. E.C „ V2it

Exeter—Etiuipment of Electricity Generating Station City Council D. Mum*o, City Electrical Engineer, Exeter -. ,, 149
Rio de Janeiro—Electrical Machinery Brazilian Government The Commercial I)ex)artment of the Foreign Office, Whitehall, S.W. July S>

ENGINEERING.
Town Council F. W. Ijicey, Borough Engineer, Municipal Offices, Bouniemoutli . . May :

Guardians W. L. Peny, Clerk, Poor Law Office, Londonderry
Corporation Charles B. Newton, M.I.C.E.. Engineer, Victoria Viaduct, Carlisle..

Urban District Coimcil Henry Entwisle, Council Offices, Swinton
Rural District Council J. Preston, Surveyor. Woodlands, L^ttoxeter '

Waterworks Committee G. H. Hill and Sons, Civil Engineers, Albert-square, Manchester .. -'

Rural Distiict Coimcil The Surveyor, Waterloo-road. Epsom -^

No. 1 Rui"al District Council Eugene Caraher, Maj-ne, Castlebellingham
Guardians S. Keighley, Architect, Nicholas-street. Burnley ..

-"'

Greek Government The Greek Consul-General, t^stcheap Buildings, E.C. .. -'*

Urban District Council ' F. W. Vanstone, Engineer, Palace Chambers, Paignton '-"*

Dundee Gas Commissioners W. H. Tittensor, City Elec. Eng., Dudhope Crescent-road, Dundee. .,
>

New Tramways Committee Honkinsons and Talbot, 29, I^rincess-street, Manchester -. ">

Guardians Jetfery and Skiller, Architects, 5, Havelock-road. Hastings ., '!>

Urban Distiict Coxmcil Geo. B. Tonge, Clerk, Great Driffield •- ""

Stirlingshire County Coimcil Warren and Stuart, C.E.'s, 94, Hope-street, Glasgow .. -1

Coi-poration ..?. J. F. C. Snell, A.M.I.C.E., Dunning-street, Sunderland „ -H

Water Committee Warren and Stuart, Civil Engineei-s, 94, Hope-street, Glasgow „ 31>'

Nfu-th Staffordshire Ry. Co G.J. Crosbie-Dawson, Eng., N. Staffordshire Ry., Stoke-on-Trent.. June 1

-

Guardians William H. Hope, Architect. Hampton Wick .. ^

Corporation C. S. Allott and Son, 46. Bro\vn-street, Manchester .. -

Thos. Meek and Co., C.E., 29, St. Andrew-s(iuare, Edinburgh 4

Fovers and Penman, Architect-s, 22, Bath-street, Largs. Ayrshire -. 4

B. Lttham, M.I.C.E.. Parliament Mansions. Victoria-street, S.W. ,. :>

J. W. Morrison, Engineer, Commercial-street, Sheffield •'

F. T. Inskip, Surveyor, Brookhouse. Cheadle ^ •;

Kennedy and Jenkin, 17, Victoria-street, Westminster, S.W. .,
>^

W. de Noi-man\ille. Engineer, Town Hall, Leamington ., |i>

James iMansereh. Engineer, 5, Victoria-street, Westminster .. i'»

in.'ctricity Committee Robt. Birkett, Electrical Engineer, Aqueduct-street, Burnley .. 10

(iuardians "Wliitwell, Engineer, Fulwood Workhouse, Preston .. lf>

Wallasey Urban District Council H. W. Cook. Clerk. Public Offices, Egremont. Cheshire ., 1"

Urban District Coimcil SterUng \- Swann. Civil Engineers. Town Hall. Chapel-en-le-Frith . ,. 11

London County Council The Engineer's Department. County Hall, Spring-gardens. S.W. .. IS

Committee of Works of Port The Commercial Department. Foreign Officr, Whitehall, S.W .. 1^

The Inspector-General of In-igation, Upper Egypt, (.'aim ,. '>

United States GoveiTiment The Commercial Depaiiuicnt. Forei^ Othct-, Whitehall. S.^\', A'li.'. J

New Globe Cement, Chalk, &c., Co... Oswald Brown, M.I.C.E., 32, Victona-street. Westminster
MiU Co., Ltd Joshua E. Hoyle, Seoretaiy, Cros.sley-street, Halifax

Bournemouth—Bridge over Middle Chine, West Chff
Ijondonderry—Extractor, &c
Carhsle—Waterworks
Swinton. Ltncs—Aut/imatic Feeding Apparatus
Utt<ixeter—Two Wooden Footbridges
Manche-ster^Siphon Outlets :

Epsom—Waterworks
Ardee, Irehind—Sinking Well, &c !..!.! !

Itakehead, Burnley—Heating WorMiouse Extensions
Syra, Greece—Drj- Dock
Paignton—New Moorland Water Supply !.

Dundee—Steam-Piping, &e.
Newcastle-on-TjTie—Pipelaying, &c
Ha.stings— Engineering Work at new Workhouse '.

Driffield—Gasholder. \-c
Milton, N.B.—Storage ReseiToir
Sunderland—Coal Bunkera
Braidwood, N.B.—Lajing Cast-Iron Pipes ('iimiles) !

Stoke-on-Tix-nt-Railways
Kingston-on-Thames—Two Steel Lancashire Boilers
Sulford—Reconstruction of Broughtou Bridge
Coveyheugh—Stone Bridge Culvert and Roadway
Kirkcaldy—Heating Infectious Diseases Hospital
Melton Mowbrjiy—Watenvorks
Sheffield—Carmel lire.aker. \'C !.!! !!!!.!!!.!!!!

Kingsley. Stjiffs—Watei-works ;

Iiwwich—Two Blocks of Boilers
I>?amin^ton—Concrete Weir 100ft. long) !

Rwhford—Water-Ma ins. A:c. ('25,765 yards)
Burnley-Injectors, kc
Preston, I^ncs—Fuel Economiser, &c !!.!!!!

Egremont—Widening, kc. Pier !..!

Yeaninley- ".vWhaley—Reser\-oir. &c !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Pimiico,S.\V.—Steam, kv.. Piping, Western Pumping Station
Huelva. Spam—Locomotive Tender,,

25
25
25
27

District Committee
Urban District Council
Sheffield United Gaslight Co. ..

Cheadle Rural District Council..
Corporation
Coi-poration
Rural District Council..

I"

Cairo—Ensrinis, Arc., for Utsa Pumping Station !

Alanila—Harbour
Oreenhithc -Small Bridge under Dover-road
Saltcrhcbble—Boilers

•WALLS.
W. G. Cliamiiion. Sun'eyor. Northam

FENCING AND
Northam, Bideford—Conci-etcAVall, &c Urban llislritt Council ^-. i- --,

Ix>wcatoft—Light Iron Fenc-inu, Tljipor Esplanadu foi-poration G. H. Hambv. Borough Sun-eyor, Town Hall, Lowestoft.
U-eds—lUusinsr AV'ood Boimdaiy K.nic at City Ilospital Conx>ration The City Engineer's Office, Municipal Buildings, Leeds ,

5*^?!!"^".^ rought-Irun IViuinu- 'ixj yards) Jlaui Drainage Committee S. J. L. Vincent, Bnroujfh Surveyor, Newbury '..

ladiham—Cemetery Bouudarj- Walls, Blaekbum-road ,T. TTilkinson, 3, Church-street, Tadiham

May !>

. Jun'- !,'

Canlitf—Children's Homes
Castlederp, Ireland —Tables, Anncliairs, &r.
• iarlands- Sanitaiy I''ittings. .Vc, at Aiivluni
New Shoreluuii-Iron Bedsteads ''iOfi) ...'...

Pontypool—Workhou-se and Mjister's Hons,-
Swansea— School I'umitulf

I'urt/m, Wilts—Workhouse
North Aldsrshol-Intemal and Extenial Fainting Works
Hothes— U(tns*;, SeHlieid-s<|uai«. . . ,

t'lonakilty—Workhouse
Bartnw-in-Fumcss —School and Sdloolhouscs ....

Uueenstown—T(»wn Hall

FXJRNITtTRE AND
' oiaiilians

* iuardians
I nniinittee of Visitors .,

steyuinf; Union Gtmrdians
Otiardians

FITTINGS.
Arthur.?. Han-is, Clerk, Queen's Chambers, Cardiff

William Hamilton, Clerk. CastMern, Ireland
Geo. Dale Oliver, F.R.I.B.A.. Couiit>' Architect, Carli-l.-

E. Cnpi>s, Clerk, Union Otiiees, Xew Shoreliam
,. T. Watkins, Clerk, Union Offices, Club Chambers, Pontypool .

N.liool Board A. W. Halden, Clerk, Swansea..

PAINTING.
Cricklade and Wootlxjn Bassutt Gdns. H. Bevir, Clerk. Union rtffiew, Wooton Basaett
War Department C. Young, Lt.-Col.. li.ival Engineer Office, North Alder-shot

.- A. J. Shal-p. Eotbi-s. Scotland
Guardians William Henry Spiller, (.'Icrk, Clouakilty
School Board W. Hutehinson, Clerk, Barrow

W. H. Hill and Son, Architects, 28, South Mall, Cork

May 2.".

.. -a

iH.

.i
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WANT OP METHOD.
1 N' the profession and practice of archi-

1 t«'ttirc, it is occasionalh- necessary to

tall back on principles and examine the

grounds of our procedure, especially at a

time when the abundance of materials and
resources at our command tempts us to run
riot, or to rebel against the dictates of reason

and common -sense. The reaffirmation of

principles is rendered necessary moreover by
the indulgence of architects in various ways,

by personal caprice and eccentricities, by
license in design. Unless wo can take oiu-

*o>indings now and then, we are apt to mis-
take feebleness for good taste, and lajirice for

invention. In all ages of prosjierity, of leisure,
,

ease, and siieculation. art has suffered from
this state ; a wave of degeneracy has passed
over the l.md. architecture has fallen into

chaos or an effeminate condition, and wo have
had ])eriods like those of the Eococo in France,
ail anarchic;il reaction from Classic correct-

ik:'ss. Although we do not suffer from such
extravag-ance wo are apt to lose sight of

principles and method, and theii' rest;itomont

may bo useful in considering our progress.

The absence of method in om' work is seen in

uianv of our buildings, first in the style or
architectural expression, and secondly in the
jirogramme and arrangement of our buildings,

and about each of these wo may say a fe\y

word.s.

Viollet-Ie-Duc in hi^ " Lectures on Archi-
tecture " makes a few useful observations on
arehitecture of the century just closed, re-
torring chiefly to the importance of method.
ANTiat he s;iys was addressed chiefly to

French architects and students, but they
apply ec|ually to ouiselves now. He
says tiiily we are '"accustomed to con-
fusion : both ideas and pi-inciples are
wanting to us. The more om- buildings
arc loaded with det;iils, and the richer
they are through the variety of their con-
stituent elements, the more do they betray
forgetfulness of gi-eat principles and the
absence of ideas in the artists who contribute
to their erection. The .studios of our archi-
tects are full of instiiictive appliances, books,
and drawings, but when called upon to design
even the most unimportant edifice, the artist's

intelligence is inert, and refuses to create
anything new. His invention languishes
under the surfeit of undigested data.
^ !'nts, study, and often beautiful execution

i-onspicuous in many quarters ; but rarely
. M idea, still more rarely the observance of "a

principle. C)ur public tuildings appear to be
'idios destitute of a soul, the relics of a lost

; iisation, a language incomprehensibleeven
:'.ose svhouseit." The reason of this sterility

invention may be attributed to modern
:.il conditions, to the conflict of taste and
lion, to the demands for many things
.vhich our forefathers knew nothing, of

ii.odem excitement, love of novelty, &c.
Lc Due says it is simply method that is

lacking, and we must allow that we have
veiy little method in our work of to- day.
Few of the architects amongst us pay so
much attention to principles as did our
predece.ssoi-s—men of the school of Cockerell,
I'em-ose, Pennethome, Pugin, and their
disciples ; men who, both by their writings
ind practice, inculcated the great under-
lying principles of architecture. For some
rune architects have gone on the old tr^idi-
'fons without the aid of principles, till we

ist admit they have rather lost the
i>e of ti-ue proportion of a right ad-

istment of the parts of buililings, of

good composition and purity of detail. Xo
doubt there was some reason for the reaction

the last half-contun' has seen. C'ohlncss

and formality and strict adherence to ( 'la-sic

and Gothic models wore too oft(>ii the charac-
teristics of the earlier school ; their principles

and method, excellent as they were in the

abstract, were conKned and restricted :

clothed in a garb inca])able of accommodating
itself to the use and dovelo]]meut of a pro-

gressive age ;—the cousc(juence was ])e( ijile not

only discarded the garments but the principles

professed. And this has generally been the

way with reforms of all kinds. When men
have tired of a system a jiolicv or a fashion,

they have cast off the good with the bad, the

principles underlying the system with the

outward expi'ossion of it. It has boon so at

least with architectural styles since the

Revival. ISoth the Classicist and Gothici.st.

professed a system or canon of ])roportion

;

but unlike the architects of the earlier

Renaissance who retained the principles and
often methods of Mediaeval buildings, while
casting oft' the outward semblance, the
Revivalists made the fatal mistake of clinging

to the forms without regarding the principles of

construction and styles that had for centuries

been allied to thein. We had as an instance

Greek porticoes built of brick and stuc-ii,

and a pseudo-Media'val church consti'ucted

of like materials, but without the slightest

reference to modern adaptation. Each strove

to fit a stylo hundi'eds of years old to prin-

ciples that were no longer applicable, and
had been cast off like a disused gamient. For
it must be remembered, though principles

themselves remain the same, their application

varies with new conditions. Thus the same
principle which dictated to the Greek archi-

tect the columnar and trabeated system,
actuate<l the Mediiieval builder in his

counterpoised arch s3'stem, and suggested
to the modern architect some other method
of construction. The absence of method
creates an embarrassment and confusion pro-

portional to the increase of oiu' resources. We
have now a chaos of ideas and materials as this

author very justly says, certain principles

lie concealed in them which we vainly try to

discover and apply. The few who can do so

have some method— their work, indeed, bears

evidence of method. In another passage
the French savant S!i3"s : '' Oiu' architecture

is dj-ing of excesses and a debilit;iting ri'iiime.

The more abundant our stores of knowledge
the more strength and rectitude of judgment
is needed to enable us to make a proper use

[ of them, and the more necessary it is to
' recur to rigorous principles." This debi-

litating regime, as he observes, dates fi'om

the 16th centui-y, when a superficial study of

Roman architecture led to the imitation of

external features without the alliance of the

form with constiiiction and requirements.
Xo trouble was taken to analyse the principles

of the Roman method. Thus we have had
neo - Greek, neo - Roman, neo - Gothic,
neo -Renaissance. "^Miat Le Due says of

French architecture in this direction is

tme also of our English schools. Instead
of the caprices of the age of Francis I.,

or the pompous style of Louis XIV.,
we have adopted the fashion of Italian,

Greek, the Gothic of the 16th centuiy, then
of the 13th and Hth, Italian Gothic, Queen
.•\jine, and many more. In all these phases
of our architecture we ha\e taken the fonns
w^ithout the corresponding principles that

;
gave them bu-th ; in fact, we have lost sight
of method in our work. Of late years there

' has been some approach to a better state of

things. We have been more true to our
' materials and our requirements, yet there is

still room for improvement when we see so
much that is misappropriated from Eenais-

I
sance and other sources. By adopting a
method, we shall not fall into those mazes of

;
bewildering form and imitation, but try to

go back to the element of our constniction
and programme for an adoquat'O form ; to

emulate once more the Middle Age art,

when every element in construction originated

a form.

And what are the principles that should
guide the architect in the determination of a

method!' Le Due, who is an authority wo
have already quoted, mentions two indis-

ponsablo modes of adhering to truth. We
must bo true in respect of the /inif/ninnDi

.

and true in resjiect of tho coiiKlriictife j»-ii-

cc.v.sc.',-. Tho first requires that the architect

should fulfil exactly the conditions imposed
by tlu^ requirement^ of tho case, and the
second that he should observe tho limitations

and pro])cities of tho materials, and use

those only which fulfil the reciuirements.

These are dominant principles, ^\'o may
tiike tho latter first, as embodying funda-
mental ideas of building. Why do we repro-

duce or imitate fonns belonging to an early

age or .another civilisation, and em]doy ma-
terials unsuitable to those fonns:- This is .-o

fundamental that it only needs rcaitinn-

ing to j)rove to us the ab.surdity of imi-

tating stone monolithic features like columns
and entiiblaturos in brick and cenuMit,

or of imitiiting architectural details that

originated from a tofcilly dift'erent mode of

construction, and from another material.

It is true many ancient stone buildings in

Asia Minor i-oprosent forms boiTOwed from
timber-work. The tradition of wood con-

stniction has been preserved by races which
have migi-ated from a timber country into

one of stone, as may be seen in buildings of

Thebes, where stone reproductions of huts of

reeds and mud are to be seen : but these

misappropriations were inexcusable—there is

no reason why we should follow these early

races. The author we have mentioned point <

out that in architecture we should observe a

distinction between a form which is only the

reflection of a tradition, and a fonu which is

the immediate expression of a requirement of

a cortiiin social condition ; and it is only tho

latter that is desirable. Architects nowa-
days appear to disregard this distinction by
imitating fonns in the first sense, in total

' disregard of the application of the principle

above mentioned.
Four rules of Descartes are given by

Viollet-le-Duc for the guidance of the archi-

tect. They are briefly : first, never to receive

anj-thing as tme that cannot be proved ; to

avoid precipitancy and prepossession ; second,

to divide each problem into as many parts as

,
possible, or as required for a complete solu-

tion ; third, to follow a certain order, begin-

ning with objects that are simplest and most

I

easy, and ascending by degrees to the more
; composite ; and last to make such a complete
enumeration in every field of inquiry as to

insure completeness. As applied to method
in architecture, the first and third rules are

the most important to be followed. The first

of those practically repudiates an}- following

of tradition or that allows any deviation from
truth in expression . Its positive fonn of

statement is briefly that fonn should exjiress

function, to be limited or ([ualified by material.

Therefore, tradition cannot be followed if it

j

contradicts such a principle. Arch?eologicaI

I
studies are useful to the architect if

i

they teach us not to apply tho forms, but
the principles, that produced these forms

;

j

therefore tnie criticism would lead us to

I

deviate as entirely from Greek forms as our

civilisation iliff'ers from theirs. Now the

modern architect takes a rather confused
I view of this nile. He follows tradition

without observing the distinction above
noted ; he imitates the fonn and arrangement
of feature.s in old buildings without any refer-

ence to principle or function. We see buildings

for large congregations, for example, in which
preaching is predominant, maite to imitate a

church in which the sacrament and altar aro

the main elements ; towers erected without

belfries. We often see an elevation that

completely acts as a blind to tho imrpose of

the building ; a gable or an arrangement of
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wiiulow- thai iiii]ili<'.- u wide o)n,-ii building

i)f one ston- iiisteuil of several stories ; features

like towers and battlements merely as orna-

ments. It is needless to refer to tlie

imitations of features orij^inated in stone

copied in plaster, wood, and iron, or Crothic

forms evolved from structural motives, re-

produced in all kinds of materials and
])Ositions. Do the studies and examination
])apers in our architectural schools draw any
ilistinction between the accidental form and

}
ui

])rinciples that evolved it !- Ts not the student

encouraged to make figured drawings oi old

buildings, and to copy features of certain

l)eriods as evidence of his study and know-
ledge of architectural styles ': But is he told

also to give the reasons that actuated the

architects in the design, and to distinguish

the principles from the forms derived, or

scn.-e, the rule of order is seen in the develop-

ment of the three great modes of architecture,

that of the lintel being the simplest as

end)odying simple statical forces, that of the

arch and vaiilt as in Roman and Mediseval

buildings, and, last, thecomposite stmctures of

modern' buildings—really a product of Greek

and Uonian or Medii-eval elements, and into

which another element, the truss, enters.

One of these methods ought to be observed

the design of buildi-igs if we desire to

preserve \inity and integrity—for build-

ings of a mci'nuinental kind the trabeated

or arch sy.stom is most expressive, for build-

ings of a modern and complex kind, like

an hotel or clubhouse, or large shop, the

composite is more suitable.

Ajiplying the same principles to internal

architeetiu-e and plan, it would be easy to

an e.xplanation of the

gi\en plan or mode of

what the same principle would dictate now I'
|
convict our arehitocts of a great many

IIow often is the student in our colleges ' indiscretions. The adoption of pillars in build-

ings intended not for support so much as

for appearance, a^ in some congregational

chvirc-hes whei'e an uninteiTupted area is

important for sight and hearing ; the imita-

tion of internal arches carrj-ing no weight,

and i)iers that are not jn-oportionod to the

weight supiiorted, are common enough.

Indeed, a projecting cornice is an unmeaning
feature internally, though we see it con-

asked to give
origin of any ^
vaulting, and the influence of jilan or ritual

in the arrangement of cathedral churches ?

Yet ho may know perfectly the usages and
char.icteristii's of the ]irincipal cathedrals,

their plans, dates, and pecidiarities, without

any knowledge of the i)rinciples that pro-

duced the>e modifications. So, too, the

student of the architectural classrooms is
j

stantly in Classic buildings. Large vaults of

taught the chronologic d development and
|

plaster, imitating massive stone ribs and
sequence of mouldings ; but seldom that coffers, are also in direct contradiction to the

analogous mouUlings and profiles have been
[
first rule we have quoted—that form sho\tld

adojited by different races separated by the

lapse, of centuries. The fact remains, how-
ever, that common-sense and the application

of principles have .suggested mouldings of a
similar contour to all who have been guided
by truth. In all mouldings like cornices

three essential parts arc necessary—

a

weathered surface at the top to throw off

the rain, a throating or •' dri]) " underneath,
and lastly a bed-mould, or series of members
to bre.ik up the shadow below. It has
indeed been shown that there is an identity

between certain forms which always repro-

duce themselves under the artist's hands
when guided by truth. Method will jiroduce

results very different in appearance, though
identically the same in piinciple, because
the conditions vai-y.

The nile to follow an ascending order of

importance, beginning with the simplest, may
be applied to man}- features and details of

buildings. In plaiuiing it is a good order to

begin with the simple and fundamental
requirements, such as position and aspect of

main rooms, entrances, position of hall and

express function, and be qualified by the

best ol oiu' ancient buildings indicate ; certain

proportions of length to width and height,

or those geometrical means of setting out
the support ; and voids and other features

of elevation that have been followed in

many edifices of the !Middle Ages. These
can be studied in the works of the author we
have noticed, and in those of Mr. Penrose,
Mr. I'ennethorne, treatises by the late E.
C'resy, Gwilt, Billings, Chanti'ell, &e. The
modern iiractitioner has, however, little

inclination or time for the siudy of pro-
portions founded upon any geometric or
hannonic ratios ;—perhaps to this indifference

or apathy we may attribute the neglect in our
modern buildings of any iiile of proportion.

Probably to the exaggerated study and im-
portance of method and rules of proportion
that obtained early in the last century we-

owe the present indift'erence and neglect of

the subject in the jirescnt day.

COMPLETIOX OF BUILDINGS.

OCCASIONALLY we hear of contractor*

disagi-eoing with their employers or
the architect upon fundamental questions that

a little previous consideration and thought

would have rendered unnecessary. A con-

tractor will sometimes object to a stipulation

or provision because he considers it un-
reasonable and unjust—it may be as to the

completion of a building by the time speci-

fied—but without taking into consideration

material. Yet we see such ceilings in great the tenor of the agreement and the obligation

staircase, before proceeding to consider more
j
superior quality and

complex jioints of arrangement, and this is

the order generally taken in 'making a first

sketch-plan of a building. There should be
an order of thought in designing. No one
would, of course, begin to design an elevation
from the roof, or begin by taking a central
and ehiboratc feature like a gable or tower.

halls like that of the Northampton Institute

and in many of the large halls of municipal
buildings, besides huge pilasters that .support

nothing. Turning attention for a moment to

the programme of buildings, very absurd
results arise if we do not understand that

the same programme or re^juirements may
mean different designs for different conditions

or localities, that the architect must first

consider wh.at are "constants" and what
" variants." Thus, in building, say, two
churches in diff'erent localities, one in a town,
and the other in a hilly country district, for

the same accommodation, the superficial area

must be the same in both, though the height,

the lighting, and the materials vary.

Sjieaking of the programme or require-

ments of a building, Le Due shows that the

same programme may bo complied with by
the use of different means, according to

localit}-, materials, resources, &c. Two
assemljly-halls have to be built in two dif-

ferent localities : at A there are materials of

a large sum at dis-

he has bound himself to fulfil. Owing to.

particular circumstances, it may become a
'

difficult matter to complete the work in the

time named; yet, however unreasonable tho;^

stipulation, if the employer intended to insist^;

upon the completion, and the contractor-?

agreed to submit to it, the law would
require the terms of the agi'eement to-,

be observed. Numerous instances of such

mi.sunderstandings arise: the contractor

objects to this or that, or the enforcement -

of some condition ; though in many cases he

has made himself responsible by accepting

obligations that may be unreasonable in

themselves. Cockburn, C. J., once pointed

out that while it was intended that a i)arty

only meant to secure what was reasonable

and just, yet when from the whole tenor of ^

the agreement one party insisted and the

other submitted to a condition, however un-.-

reasonable it was, a court of justice could

not do otherwise than give effect to the tei-ms-

agreed to between the parties. The judgment

arose as to a case of delay in progress ofin progn

posal ; at B we can get only brick and works. It wMs provided in the contract

timber, and one's resources are small. Shall that if the work shall not proceed as-

wo give these halls the same superficial area ?
j
rapidly and satisfactorily as the employer

Yes, for the same number of persons are to i requires he shall have power to enter upon

be accommodated in each. Shall w-e make
|
and take possession of the workf '' '"'-

them like one another 'f Certainly not, since

the means at our disposal are not the same.
The- rule would be to block out the principal

; In fact, while complj-iug with the same pro-
portions of the fa(;ade, to define its broad I gramme, we shall have to adopt two different
leading divisions, to sketch in the outline

|

designs ; therefore the architect must not
before filling in the df-tail ; and the same I assume that, because his iirogi-.amme is the

same, the buildings should be like one
another. By following the same prin-
ciple, the variations produced by locality,

materials, and resources naturally express

order wouhl load the architect to make his
bascm(-nt the most shnple, and to proceed in
gradual order upwards, adtling detail and
ornament to the upper portions. This rule
is frciiuently ignored, as when we see the
most elaborate moulded work lavished near
the basement, where W(^ ex]iect solidity, with
very sparing detail above. Again, in design-
ing any feature, say a doorway, the designer
is ajit to lose sight of the simple elements,
the ])idportion of height to width, the simple
division of jamb, members upim which the
chief effect depends, and to put all his energy

themselves in the building, 'i'hus the

idea of building ready-made designs, and
making replicas of buildings like labourers'

cottages, dwellings, hospifcils, and churches,

is founded on a false view of true archi-

tecture. Such duplicates could only be
produced by ignoiing truth and honesty of

ex])rossion. "\Ve have not spoken of the last

of the Cartesian rules, the making of a
into s(jmo carving or detail, before he comi)lete enumeration in every field of
arranges his plan and order of mouldings.
There is an order of gradation : the main
divisions and gi'ou[)ings of a building should
look ea-y to the eye, and be readily compre-
hended, iind the more composite ])!U'ts left to

inquiry ; but what is this but classifying

facts and data for our use. of having at our
command a selection of the best models,
types of plan, and other information? We
have not stiid anything of method in pro

pertions that can be seen closer. In a wider ' portions, of geometrical ratios which tho

Circum-

stances of'this kind are of constant occurrence,

and give i-ise to much acrimony between the

builder and the architect. A clause is often

inserted to the effect that if the contractor

fail to proceed with the execution of work at

the rate of progress required, the contxact is

to be avoided and the materials and imple-

ments iu possession of the contractor to be

forfeited. The employer can enforce this

claim, but only before the date named for

completion. In this connection we may
refer to Mr. C4regory's treatise lately reviewed

in these ]>ages. Touching upon ••Enforce-

ment of Diligence," the writer points out

that the important thing to be considered as

to these provisions is whether they are

intended to bring about a fulfilment or an

abandonment of the contract. To cancel the

contract and to enforce it are two distmet

things : the employer cannot do both. If

he complete the
" work at contractors

expense, he must do so in accordance

with the contract. The builder may put

all the difficulty he can in the way,

as to jiavniient for work already done, and

monevs withheld, or as to tlie value of any
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iiuplciucnts or miitci-iiils which may hs

foiteitcil ; but theso (juestions mny roiiiiiiii in

:ibovaiice until the contract has been coni-

Iiletcil, and the final settlement between

parties made. It' the contract is cancelled,

the work under it cannot be completed, and

the ri^'ht to any remuneration or work per-

formed ceases "to be operative. Therefore.
•• the necessity arises of the parties expressly

providing in their contract fiu- the manner in

which the contractor is to be compensated for

the work which he shall have performed up
to the time at wliich the right to take the

work out of his hands may 1)0 exercised, as

well as for the value of any plant or materials

taken from him, unless tlicy intend that

there may be an implied obligation of the
em[)loyer to pay to the contractor a reasonable
])rico, to be fixed by a jury, for the work jier-

i'ormed and for the pro2)L>rty seized.''

In ordinary contracts it may be sutlicient

to deduct penalties for delay, to fix a
mcasui'O of compensation for default, and
enable the employer to obfaun compensation
instead of to recover it by law. Lot us
suppose that a short delay has been caused
liy some interference or fault of the employer,
ind owing to it a flood or stoi-ni has seriously

damaged the work or extended the delay to

several days or weeks. In those circumstances
• it may be asked, should the provision be
oi)crative or not • The question is perhaps open
to two considerations. For example, during
the delay of a day caused bj- the employer,
the work has been exposed to a stress of

weather that has prevented the work being
procee-ded with for some days, it would be
perhaps considerate and fair that the pro-
vision for a certain rate per week or day of

penalty should not be enforced. On the other
hand, the interference or delay caused by the
niployev may not be considoi'ed to justify

he subsei|uent delay caused by .stress of

weather. The same authority, in di-scussing

this question, observes; "The fact of a part of
ihe delay having been by default of employer,
iTul of another portion of the delay having
lieeu duo to causes which could not have been
.ictive if it h.ad not been for the delay for
which the employer was responsible, could
liavc no operation ir, ai)portionm.ent of the
delay ; such fact could only have effect either
iu rendering the whole provision inopera-
'ivo, or in a determinaticm to be made
'\- a court as to whether the employer's
xercise of the jjower under such provision
was so far consistent with the remedial
light of the jiarties as to be sustain-
''de, or was so inconsistent with such
iuodial rights as to require to bo undone

or to be compensated for in damages."
I ndcod, the writer thinks that the fact that
compensation in damages may be obtained
thi-ough the court for the exercise of a eon-
tract right stipulated to arise from a default
of the party exercising it, may bo a good
reason why the purpose for which the right
was stipulated should not be defeated by
reason of such default.

Certain cii-cumstances may leave the con-
tractor free to complete only within a reason-
able time, and it may be" desirable for the
architect to have the" power to grant the
contractors an extension of time for com-
pletion. There may be extra work ordered,
and the contractor is released fi-om the
obligation to complete by the time specified,
and an extension of time is necessary.
The contractor may enter into an obliga-
tion to complete within a time to be
fixed by the architect m the exercise of a
power to grant additional time ; but he may
not acquiesce in any such arrangement, as it

mav not be so favourable for him as the time
which a jury may give him under all cii'cum-
stances. This is usually got over by a pro-
vision in the contract binding the contractor
to accept any extension of time granted. The
wdy contractor often sets up an excuse for
dolay on his jjart, that '-extra work" has
bren ordered to be done within a reasonable

time. Theso "extras" often gi't so inter-

mixed with the original contract work,

and relate to matters, probably, that must
be comi>letcd befori^ the origuial contract

could be finished, that it is dillicult to

separate them. The contractor's excuse

often stands, lie endea\ours to prove that

tlie em]doyer or his an-hiteet were (juite

aware of this fact when he ordered the
" extra." Of course it cannot be considered

just that the contractor should agreo to

complete any extra work in a given time.

He docs not impliedly undertake to do so,

unless there is an exi)ress provision to that

eli'ect. A reasonable time only is intended,

by the parties to the contract in ordinary

cases. As the architect has n-^ually power to

require the contractor to perform extra wcU'k,

he has impliedly, at least, a power to grant
additional time for such work. Architects

woulil do well to remember the ruling in
•• Thornhill v. Neats," the principle of which
is that where a contractor undertakes to

complete by a specified date, and another
agi-ccment to do extra work within a
reasonable time is entered into, and such
extra work is so mixed np with the

original work that the latter can only be
completed at the same time as the former,

the original condition is waived, and the

employer cannot sue for any penalties for

non- comidetion. In another well-known
decision ("lioberts v. Bury Commissioners"),
the principle is asserted that a man cannot
take advantage of the non-fulfilment of a
condition he himself has hindered. In the

contract the arcliitect could, for various

reasons, give further time, or the employer
put an end to the contract, if the contractor

did not exercise due diligence. The employer
does put this power into operation, and ends
the contract, and the contractor therefore

brings an action for being prevented from
completing contract. The employer pleads

the opinion of his architect that the contractor

did not make progi'ess ; but the latter rei)lies

that "this delay was caused by default of

employer and his architect in supplying
plans and drawings, and in setting out land,

&e. The architect denied this default, but this

was said to be beyond the latter's authority.

It was hold that the contractor could rely

u-pon the fact—subject to proof—that the

non-fulfilment had been caused bv' the act

of the employer or his servant. Those are

points so frequently overlooked by the
profession that it is well to restate them.
The means resorted to by the ai'chitect to

enforce diligence in the progress of a build-

ing are of different kinds, or the safeguards
provided for the due fulfilment of the eon-
tract are of several sorts. AVhicb course to

pursue is not always most evident, and will

depend much on the kind of contractor to be
dealt with, and his status ; but the architect

will bo wise who looks forward to the

possibilities that are constantly arising, such
as contingencies in foundations, delays
through bad weather, want of materials,

additions and alterations to contract, and
frame a clause that will best meet the case,

instead of being satisfied with the stereotji>ed

jirovisio'ns for jienalties which are seldom
enforced. The end to be kept in the mind's
eye is the intention of the parties, and the
effect of their powers and rights given are

urgent considerations.

L
8^VNITARY EXUINEERING.*

TXDER this title Colonel E. C. S. Moore,
.' E.E., member of the Sanitary Institute,

and the author of several engineering' notes and
formuLe, has brought out a second and revised
edition of his bulky volume on "Sanitary En-
gineering," noticed by us about two years ago.
The volume has been remodelled and enl.arged, and

* .Sanitaiy Engineeiin? : a Pr.ictical Treatise on the Cul-
lectiou and Disposal of Sewag:e, and the Design and
Construction of Works of Drainage and Sewerage, &c.
By Colonel E. V. S. Moore, K.E., M.San.Inst., &c.
Second Edition. London : B. T. Batsford, High Holbom.

is proluscly illustrut'_d liy well-drawn diagrams
.-mil wood blocks in the text ;inil 02 large folding
plates. In short, Col. Jloore's work h.-is all the
appearance of a coiuiioudiinu or oneyclopaidia of

sanitary engineering, as it i)ractioaliy deals with
the design and construction of drainage and
sewerage works, and with the collection, removal,
and disposal of sewage, and includes a collodion
of viduublc hydraulic tables :ind i'orin\d:e, and
tables of velocity and discharge of pipes and
sowers couqiuted by Gaiiguillel and Ivutler's

formida>. The very rajjid exha\istion of the
first edition is a proof of the value of a
book of this couiplotoness, and the pub-
lislier and author havi^ sjKired no expense
and labour in bringing it up to date, for

which purpose it was neress,'U-y to consult every
engineer of sewerage imd sewage disposal works
rcfen-ed to for revision, as well as patentees and
nianufaeturors of apparatus. JIany improvements
luive been made, as in Die hydraulic tables and
the addition of logarithmic values, and especi.illy

the tables of veloeity and discharge of egg-shaped
sewers that have been speiially cahadated. These
tables will add much to the usefulness of the work
for reference;. The imijortauce now attached to

bacterial treatment of sewage has received atten-

tion by the addition of a now chapter, and the
author has also given fresh information as to the
([uestion of destructors ;nul chimney-shafts, no
fewer than thirteen different kinds being described
and illustrated. Not only hiis the text been in-
creased by about 170 pages , but a number of plates

and illustrations have been added. The author
acknowledges his indebtedness to several borough
engineers for their assistance in furnishing infor-

mation and in revising. Instructive and revised
descriptions are contributed of the Salford sewage
works, by JMr. H. Gilbert Whyatt, A.M.I.C.E.,
borough engineer of Great Grimsby ; and of the
.Soutliampton drainage by Mr. W. 15. G. fiennett,

A.M.r.C.E., borough engineer, who has made
revisions and given an account of his bacterial

system. Jlr. Sv. D. Scott-JIoncrieff has a full

description of a system of sewage disposal, and
Jlr. yv. J. Dibdin revises his experiments, in
addition to other borough engineers and sur-
veyors who furnish interesting accounts of their
several works. It would be impossible in a short
notice to give the reader any adequate idea of the
ciauprehensiveness of this comi)iIation. In the
chapter on "Collection and Removal" we have
definitions given of the combined system—that
in which subsoil water is excluded from sewers

;

the separate system involving three sets of drains
;

and the " partially separate " system; besides the
pneumatic ejector system of Shone ; the Liernur
pneumatic system ; descriptions also of middens
.and cesspools, including the method of working
at Rochester, a report of which is given from Mr.
W. Banks, A.M.I. C.E., of Merryweather's eess-

pool-empt^-ing apparatus, the Eochdalo, and
other well-lntown plans of collection and removal.

The remarks comparing these systems point to

the advant.agc of water-closets, and when towns
like Glasgow, Birmingham, Nottingham, and
Leicester have abandoned the pail system for

water-carriage, there is strong evidence th.at the
conservancy system in large towns is not a success.

In Chapter II. the author gives- a summarised
account of the systems of sewerage. It is well
here to note that the merits of each are placed
before the reader. The " partially separate
system" appears to recommend itself as being
more practicable than the " absolutely separate
system," Avhich requires three sets of pipes, the
surface and subsoil water each wanting its own
set. jMr. W. B. G. Bennett, the borough engi-
neer of Southampton, unquestionably a very
difficult town to drain, has made new drains for
the sewerage, and has retained the old sewers for
rainfall drainage only, the reason being that the
old sewers were very large, and laid too low or
below the high-water level, and it was difficult

to discharge them except at low water ; there-
fore, to prevent the flooding of the basements
in certain parts during heavy rainfall, a new
set of sowers were laid that would permit of dis-

charge at any state of the tide. In the Appendi.i:

to the vobime Mr. W. B. (f. Bennett, the borough
engineer, gives a fuU aecotmt of the process, and
a plan of the scheme is given showing the new
sewer constructed in tunnels under town, and the
intercepting sewer. This scheme adopts Shone's
ejectors for i-aising sewage from low-lying dis-
tricts, and ejectors for emptying storm-water
tanks. New soil sewers, storm-water rains, and
sewage-disposal works have been devised, and
the old outfalls have been abandoned, so that the
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M \v;iirr is tollcit'il .-tnii cont riiiiuli-d at ('ti>: uul-
fall tin the eastern side of town, near the mouth
of the Kiver Itehen. The works are nearlv tom-
jileled. An interestins; dcsciiption and illustni-

tii'n is given of the destructor shaft : also of the
speiial esrff-shuijcd sewei-s, wit)i solid inverts of
>>Iue Stati'orilshire ware, with rebated joints,

desiirned hy the author, by which a continuous
invert is secured. The inverts are laid on a
concrete foundation. The interce]itinf; sewere
(olUiw the contour of three sides of the town,
thus catchin:; all sewers falling towards the

'

water. We refer the reader to other p;uticu-
)

lars of this scheme of sewage. The late Jlr. Santo 1

( limp advocated small sewers for the sewage, and
for a small proportion of rainfall, old badly-

1

constructed sewers being utilised for rain-water. !

We may state the separate system has been '

adopted at Winibleilon in order to ]>rcvent flood

ing of sewers during heavy rainfall. Several
plates to a largo scale arc given, illustrating

designs for manholes, sewer outfalls, tidal river

outlets, junction between high and low level

drains: also .Shone's hydro-pneumatic ejector,

Adams' automatic sewage lifts, and these, and
the principles of constructing gradierts, ramps,
outfalls, junctions, lifting .'ipparatus, and for

estimating the sewage and rainfall, supply all the
engineer requires in a gener.il way. The author
frcipiently quotes leading authorities on these

)ii>inls. The ne.xt chapter, on "The Flow of

l.ii|uid in Pipes," contains much valuable in-

formation on the selection of a section, and
the chief niodem fonnula' arc dealt with and
worked out, and graphic solutions and tables

given. The hydraulic memoranda and tables

are very complete, and include a new set

of tables of the velocity and dischai'ge of

sewers and ]iipes. computed specially from
IJanguillet and Kutter's formula, ^'ery useful

will be found the application of formuhe, and
examples are given of the drainage of a block of

buildings, numerically worked out ; the inclination

of drains necessary- to give a self-cleansing velocity,
open channels, size of service pipes and m;uns.
The subsequent cha] iters deal with Construction
.end Jlaterials, in which the engineer and student
will find every type of sewer drain and pipe-trap,
channels of the most recent invention, these being
very fully illustrated by well-drawn blocks. The
jilates illustrate a system of cast-iron drainage
of town house, also sewer sections of the eastern
district of Southampton. Ever^- appliance, appa-
rat\is, and modi' of jointing will be found detailed
in this section of the book, and descriptions will
be found of cast and 'nTought -iron pipes and
joints, lead and stoneware, lead and iron, and
other connections : also stall guttering and stable
ih-.iinage. Ventilation forms the subject of a sepa-
rate chapter, and the mode of ventilating house
drainage is sliown by a largo section and several
diagrams. Then we have the many intricacies and
varieties of traps, of closet, lavatory, and urinal
apparatus, in which sections the compiler largely
borrows from various sources. Many recent
likins for sewage disposal and for the disposal of
house refuse and sludge destructors are described
and illustrated, to which we cannot refer at any
li'nglh. The action of bacteria in purifying
sewage is described. The Massachusetts experi-
ments,

^
Lowcock's system of filtering, 3Ir.

Dibdin's experiments, the system at Sutton, and
<ither plans are fully detailed. The principles
underlying the treatment of organic matter in
sewage, as dealt with by micro-organisms,
and as claimed by Jlr.Seott-JIoncrieff.arealso ex-
plained. The illustrations of this system, with
the results of passing sewage through the
'• cultivation " tanks, are of interest. We notice
the author rcfi'rs to th(^ error we pointed out of
the word • si].hon " being spell with a " y," and
while admitting the spelling "siphon '" to'be more
radically (oiTect still retains the " y," because it
is found in dictionaries, and is more commonly
met with. This appears to us a poor excuse for
using a mode of spelling etymologically incoiTcct.
As a compendious treatise of sanitarj' engineering
principles and modci-n practice, apjjliances, and
ajiparatus. Col. JIoore'.s revised edition will
worthily hold a place in the library of the
stmitary engineer. The work is adniir.ablv
printed and illustrated.

PICTURESQUE SL.\TIN(4.

n"^0 the modem mind, the very idea is absurd.X For twenty yeijrs and more, the architect
m search of picturesqucness has shrunk with

d-r

>,*r J'
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THE OLD (iriLDHALL, TUTNES.

horror from the slater, and has solaced himself
with tiles in season and out of season. Yet that
most mechanical of mechanics was once a crafts-

man. Here and there, especially in the Western
counties, he has left work behind which has
something human about it, and even something
artistic ; and in remote places " his methods and
his secrets" have not quite peri.shed yet.

The older slater's slates did not come to

him sorted and sized : he knew little about
" ladies," " countesses," and "duchesses." He
received them all mixed up, large and small, lung
and short, wide and nan-ow, thick and thin, so
that he was in a manner bound to use some thought
and ingenuity in placing and fitting them, if he
meant to turn out a decent piece of work at all.

I'hey were not the Hat, even, paperlike objects of
staring blue or sickly pink in which the modern
builder rejoices, without texture or shadow or
tone. The slaler was not then hopelessly handi-
capped from the outset by his materials, as he
commonly is now ; and especially he was not
in the South-western counties. Take, for in-
stance, the Cornish slates, as one still .-ees them
lying about in little heajs by the roadside- sav

by the path that leads down from Tintagol to Iho

cove where some of them are shipped. They are

smooth, yet wavy on the surt'ace, like Mndi;tval

glass ; of a cool, light cloudy grey, shining in tho

sun like silver, or rather, perhaps, like the insides

of oyster-shells ; small, hard, and irregular in

form. Hr take the South Devon slates as you'

find them rjund Totnes and Newton Abbot ;;

much inferior to the Cornish ones in hardness,

but of nearly the same cobalt grey—a grey with

no red in it, and, like them, small, thick, and
iircgular. Or, lastly, take the great, uneven

slate slabs a yard or two in length, and little less

in width, which give a startling individuality to

some of the old houses at Launceston, and which

jiass beyond the trite and the prosaic by their

bigness,' just as the others do by their smallness.

They are all alike in this : that they have texture

and substance and irregidarity about them, and,

therefore, had to be fitted, every one of them, by

enough Ihoiighl and judgment and ingenuity to

make the final result a work of art. Our sketch

shows a bit of such work almost at its roughest,

and after the breakages and repairs of nearly 300

vears, which ha\e bec^n much more numerous in
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>e shuly Devon Klates than tliuy would be in
- very hard and durable ones" of the Xorth
1 nwall coast.

The old {iiiildhall at Totnes, a piece of which
ilhistratc, hears an inscription stating that it

was "huilded Anno Domini 1624." It starts
from the ground with a stone wall and monobthic

- hamraor-dressed granite columns. There are, or
have been, many such columns in the old town :

and the local authorities, who are wise enough to
value_ their (iuiJdhall as it deserres, make a
practice of securing them, when the buildings
they belonged to are puUed do\vn. In this way
they have formed a lean-to on one side of the hall,
•with a modern roof and modem slating, un-
fortunately

: hut with various old granite piers
which they have rescued from the hands of the
" housebreaker." However, it is not with these,
but with the work .above them, that we are now
concerned. Totnes, like South Devon generally,
is subject to the dri^-ing showers which malce
the country so green and beautiful. Slate hang-
ing has long been a favourite means of protecting
houses against them, and there are many diffei-ent
types of it in the town and neighboiu-h'ood . The
large .slates were used, as in our sketch, for tilts,

as well as for hips and verges. The minor
courses are 3in. or 4in. deep—on the roofs they
are sometimes even less. What some peope con-
sider to be a modern abomination—a red ridge
used \n"th slating—has existed here, to all ap-
pearance, for nearly three centui-ies : but it is

neither raw, rigid, nor staring, as modem speci-
is are apt to be.
I he Totnes slater believed in his trade, and

V nuld not finish his slate-hanging with a wooden
barge, as people do now. At least, if the barge
was there, he slated it over, and, instead of cusp-
ing, he fixed a wedge-shaped slate on the end of
bis wall-plate and his purlins, and showed that

I t'uld get all the protection he wanted without
ig much indebted to his rival the carpenter,

besides such plain vertical slating as that at
\
Totnes fJuildh.-ill, there is plenty in the neigh-
bnurhood in which the slates are cut into oma-

niental shapes. A jiear-shape is common, with
the thick part of the pear downwards ; and there
arc good examples of this at Ashburton. At
other times, the bottom of each course is scalloped.

This is the case in what is called the "Card
House," at Ashburton—a building apparently of
late 17th century date, with elaborate wooden
cornices and satisfactory Classic detail. Here a
quantity of the scalloped slates are grouped to-

gether info pailerns, and each slate is pierced
with a heart, a diamond, or a spade. There are
also patterns marked with clubj : but these last

are merely painted on

.

HiAV TO ESTDIATE ; OE, THE AXALYSIS
OF BUILDERS' PRICES.—IX.

By John- T. Ef.a, F.S.I., Surveyor, War Dept.

MATERI.ILS.

(Supplied onlij.)

PRICES include delivery on site, unless other-
wise stated.

Airbricks, stoneware, or terracotta, 9iu. .^. d.
Ijy llin. by 3in per humlieJ 2.5

Air bricks, st<ineware, or terracotta, 9in.
by45in. byGin

,
61")

Bricks, soiuid, hard, best clainp burat, in
yard perthous.ind 23

Bricks, sound, hard stocks, second
quality kiln burnt, in yard

,
27

Bricks, sound. hard stocks, second
quality, kiln burnt, alongside wharf ... ,. 30

Bricks, sniuid, hard stocks, second
quality kiln burnt, delivered on site in
London „ 8.5

Bricks, soimd, hard stocks, second
quality kiln bmnt, delivered on site in
provinces 40

Bricks, sound, hard stocks, second
quality kiln bui-nt. picked for facing' -37

Bricks, sound, hard stocks, best kiln
burnt, uniform colour ,, 4.5

Bricks, Kentish best Mjilm facings ,, 45
Bricks, Lawi-ence's (Bracknell) best red
facings „ 55

Bricks, Lawrence's (Bracknell) cutters... „ 80
best red Fareham facings „ 61

„ best red Fareham rubbers ,, 100

s. d.
Bricks, good Itcadin',; n.-dfucings per thousand ti:i o.

,, geod red moulded ;)i1

„ best white Beaulieu facings „ 7.5

„ best white Suit"olk facings „ (H)

„ best white ghi'/cd for facing,
headeiN ,, 22,5

„ best whit*' glazed for facing.
stretchers ,, 245

„ best Tipton blue St^iffoinlshive

facings ,, :8

„ best Tipton blue Stuffordshire
paving ,, ,so

,, best Tipton blue StJltrordslure

paving bevelled ,, 100
„ Newcastle, (ire ,, (;,5

„ Sttmrbridge, tire ,. .55

„ Jennings' stoneware b(mding, 9in.

long per hu udred 15

ir/iilc ii/iil CoUiiircit Glazed Br'ul.i.—9in. bv
4jin. by 'Jiin. Weight = 3.| tons per 1,000.
Prices on rail at works .at Stourbrid.ge, subject to

10 jjcr cent, discount ; add ft>r railway rate to

London. Charge for packing in old cases is 30s.

per 1,000 extra."

ii
•di ss •

53 §1 feS!
lK'smi)tii)ii.

fi$> III
«

per £ s. d. £ s. d.|£ B. d.

Glazed one end. header 1,000 9 12 0:14

„ oncsido. strotoher ,, 10 13 0115

„ oin' end and one side
(qUdinl ,, 14 17 10 19 10

,, bulluose „ 14 17 10 19 10

„ splnyfd orchiuufcrcd ,, 17 21 023 10

Plain arch bricks £1 pot 1,000 above foregoing. Second
quality glazed brick;; £2 per 1,000 less for whites, and £3
for oolours.

Salt-glazed bi-icks. headers and stretchers, are £5 10s

.

per 1,000, and if specially pi-eparcd, £8 per 1,000.

Coping :—

Jennings's glazixl stonewai'c or terracotta, •<. d

.

for yin. wall per ft. run 1 o
DitU) ditto ditto for 14in. wall .. 1 8
Ditto ditto angles for 9in. wall each - 2 3
Ditto ditto ditto for 14in. wall ., 3 (j

Damp-proof course :

—

Taylor*s patent stoneware, 9in. by Ijin.

thick per ft. sup. (J

Fibrous asphalte, in slabs 32in. long by
i)in. wide each 1'\

Ditto ditto 32in. long by 18in. wide ,, o\
Chimney-pots, terracotta or stoneware,

3ft. Ijigh, plain ,

,

2 3

Cement, Portland, including use of bags,
P.C. per bushel 1 10

Carting bricks, including loading and
unloading, first mile per 1,000 5

Ditto ditto each mile beyond ,, 1 c
Gravel, dean, best local per yd. cube 1 3
Lime, unslaked, ground, stone, best gi'ey

Dorking per bushel 8

[

Ditto ditto tlitto per yd. cube 11
Lime, unslaked, ground, Lias, Lyme
Regis, &:c. , per bushel ]0

Ditto ttitto ditto .i>er yd. cube 12 (>

Lime, unslaked, gi'ound, white chalk per bushel 7,;

Grinding lump lime, lab<nu' only per yd. cube 1
Fireclay, Stourbridge, ground, delivered

in London per ton 20
Ditto ditto ditto ditta) per bushel 3
Asphaltic mastic, flooiing per cwt. 7 (J

,, ., roofing... ., 8 ij

Fuel for ditto .. 1 t>

iVIineml tar for ditto .. 20
Gritforditto ,. 1 ti

Use of cauldron and utensils pei* day of
ten houi-s v per set 2 ii

Hair fnr mortar i^er cwt. 5 (>

Ashes for ash mortar, from London rail-

way st^ition per ton i \\

Black sand for black mortar, from London
foundries . per yd. cube 4 o

Lime moi"tjir, stone or grey chalk, 1 to 3.. ,, 16 ii

,, „ „ „ 1 to 3. .per ft. cube 7

„ ,, „ 1 to 3, haired, per yd. cube IG 10

,, ., 1 to 3 ,, per 'ft. cube 7^
Portland cement mortal", 1 to 2 per yd. cube 23 9

lto2 perft.cube 10^

,, ,, ., 1 to 3 per yd. cube 19 7"

,, ,, .. 1 to 3 per' ft. cube h\
Rubbish, hard dry, or broken bricks. ..per yd. cube 3 (i"

Stone, broken to 2in. gauge, for con-
crete. &c ,, ( (>

Sand, pit or river, clean, shai-p, unwashed ,. *! o

„ „ ,, ,, washed,.- ,. 8

,, ,, washing, labour only.. ., 1 H
„ ,, screening ., (i

,, sea, wiished and dried ,, .5 o
Shingle, clean „ 3 (>

Water, clean, fresh, including delivery

under one mile per ton of 224 gals. 3 ij

Water, clejin, fresh, supplied by East
London Water Co per rod of brickwork 1

W.I. galv. ties, 9in. long, for hoUuw walls

(450 to the cwt.) per cwt. 17 (i

Tile-s. paWng, plain red, 12in. by 12in.. per hundred 24

„ „ „ nin. by Sin. „ 16

„ „ ,. 6in. by Gin. „ 8
Tilepavements, t^aselated, best quality. . .per yd . sup. 7
Wages, bricklayer's per hour 10
Wages, laboiu'er's ,, li
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A^.vL\.s^^' or ri!ici>.
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—This is the fiis! ileal that utsuivc*

ronsideration in the bricklayer's bill. Asalreidy
pointed out when de.'ilinj^ with concrete, lime and
.-i.in 1, and cement and srind, will shrink wl\en

mixed with water and made into mortar. This

re luc'ion in bulk may be taken at [th ('2.') per

eent) for the former, and ,Mh (17 per cent) for the

1 itter ; but it varies according to the freshness of

the linio and cement, and the coarseness of the

,<anJ, as well as the amount of water used. A pure

lime requires more water tlian one with hydnuilie

properties, as it evolves more heat and expands

more in slakinj; and a recently-burat lime re-

ijuires more water than one that has been allowed

to get stale. The qiiantity generally needed is

between ?, and '. of the bulk of lime. Therefore

extra quantities of materials, equal to this shrinlc-

v^v., must be added to produce a stated quantity

of mortar. The reduction in bidk of dry cement

when mixed with water is 10 per cent, of the

total ; of sand, 20 per cent. ; and of sand and
comcnt in equal proportions, 19 per cent.

Tt ha.s been found by experiment that the

I'oUowinjf amounts of materials are required to

make 1 cubic yard of mortar, in the proportions

slated :—
,. . , „ „ „i„„„ f Liiiie 11 bushels
iime mortar, 1 p-ey stone

g^„,i , ^^^j^ .^,.3

Umoto2sana
I Water "Ogallons

,. ^ t _„ »„„„fLiine !) bushels
Jjme mort.*r, 1 grey atone g^^^ 1 ^,,^(0 y„rd
hmetflSsand (Wnter BOgallons

(Cement 12% bushels
Cement mortar, 1 cement to

) j;;,^^^

1^^°^ (Water
5 cubicyard

5*2 gallons

„ . . , L L i Cement 8V5 bushels
Cement movLu, 1 cement to g^^^ ,,^ cubic yd.
2*"><1 (water -logallons.

_, t _4 , It C Cement fi /& bushels
Cement mortur, 1 cement to g^„j "Z, cubic yd.
^•'^'' (Water .!? gallons

-^ , „ , . ..„f Cement .5i bushels
Cement mortar, 1 cement to g^„^ , »^y^i„ ^.^

''*"'" (water 42 gallons

In practice, however, such fine proportions are

not indulged in. Water for concrete, mortar,

biickwork, &c., is usually included in the item

of "W.iterfor the Works," under the heading

of Preliiuin;iry and Provisions, but is herein

shown sepai'ately for the sake of better analyses.

Allow 1 pint per brick for absorption. Then the

calculation of Ic.yd. of ^tont' or groii chalV lime

moridr, mixed in the proper proportion of 1 lime

to 3 sand (which is far stronger than the old-

fiishioncd 1 to 2), would be :

—

THE .SCHOOLiroU.SE, TEMPLE BAL8ALL.

<; 21
(!

s'i

a 6

<1 bushels of sitone lime at 81d...

1 cubic yard of sand at Gs

COpallons water, say
Labour, mbcingby hand, 7 hours labourer at (id..

Cost per yard cube IG
This includes profit. The cost per foot cube would

therefore be ICs. -h 27 = 7d.

For cement moyfor^ 1 to 3, also a usual ]iropov-

iion, the calculations would appear:—

G'/j bushuU of Portl md cement at Is.

**/•» cubic yard of sand at Gs
37 eallons water
labour, 7 hours at Gd ....;

lOd.
s. d.

11 X'i

4 VI
2 J
(i

mortar joints, shall gauge more than lin. in

'

addition to the thickness of the bricks themselves.

This is for London stocks, 8|in. by -llin. by 2Jin.

thick, the amount of mortar being ascertained

by taking out the quantities for the joints alone,

f^lrietly speaking, rather more than 2c.yds. of

iciortar will be required, as tlu're will be waste in

shrinkage and droppings.

Now a rod of brickwork = lOJft. by IGift. by
lift, (li brick thick) = 306ft. cube." And
30C — 54 cubic feet of mortar =' 2-i2 cubic feet of

space occupied by the bricks alone. This, divided

by the cubic content of a brick, S| cubic inches,

gives a result of 4,2.58 bricks as the net quantity

per rod. A small allowance of 1 per cent, for

waste is sufficient, as there are flues, stone, and
timber not deducted, and thus Ave arrive at a

total quantity of 4,300 bricks per rod.

When the bricks are larger, such as those used

in the provinces, the quantity of mortar is less :

and when the joints arc thicker the mortar will

be more.
Taking the price of second quality kiln-burnt

stocks at 27s. per thousand in the field, and SOs.

per thousand brought alongside the wharf in

London, there must be added to this the cost of

unloading the barges, filling the carts, and carting

and delivery within a mile, which would be .5s.,

making a total of 35s. per thousand delivered on
site in the city. For every mile beyond. Is. 6d.

must be added.
(To ht' cont'tniiefl.)

The church, by the way, is a very good specimen
of Norman architecture.

Stratford House, Birmingham, is on the

Jloseley-road, about two miles out of Bir-

mingham. This fine building was erected about

Cost per y.ird cube r.i 7

And cost per foot cube, li)s. 7d. -H 27 = Sid.

IIuW morlar is required for bedding and i)olnt-

ing sash and door-frames, filleting, &c., and also

for plastering. Plain mortar is that without hair,

or coal-a,sh, &c., being used for ordinary wall

building. A bushel of dry hair weighs about
141b., and is classed according to quality, as Nos.
1, 2, and •'•, the I.itter being the best. The usual
quantity allowed is lib. of hair to 3c.ft. of iuorta.r,

making 91b. of hair to the yard cube of morlar.
'I'hc extra cost would be the addition of the hair,

%nd the litlh^ furlhcT labour needed for its

norough incorporation with th(! whole mass.
ilaired stone lime mortar, 1 to 3 :

—

K. d.
bushels of stone lime at 8}d .. (; 2J

1 cubic yard of sand at 6h G
01b. hair at 5s. (kl. per cwt. = "/iiiCwt 5
ill gillons water, 8,iy 3^
Labour, about 8 hours at Cd., 8.ay .Til

Cost per yard cube IG 10

Cost per toot cube = 7id. Coal-ash morhir is

similar in price. The cost of mixing mortar by
mill is about 23. 3d., as compared with 3s. 6d.
by hand ; the saving is obvious, while the quality
likewise is .superior.

JJrickuork.—Materials : With w.ills 1
', brick

thick, there are 2c.yds., or 5le.fl. of ni irtar, in
a rod reduced, wilh jin. joints, according to the
specifiation that no four coui-scs, including lour

.SKETCHES AROUXD WARAVICXSHIKE.

TEICESTER'S HOSPITAL, Warwick, was

J erected in the reign of Henry VI. The
Earl of Leicester, wishing to found a hosjiital,

made an application for the building to be

handed over to him for the purpose on Nov. 5,

1571 , and in the following year the building was
formally given over to him for the purpose of a

hosiiital or almshouse.

The chapel being built over the roadway forms

a very uncommon group ; the picturesque half-

timber building and the old brown tiles form a

delightful piece of architecture, especially in the

eventide against the setting sun.

The Schoolhousi;, Temple IJalsall, is quite a

modern piece of work. I have been unable to

ascertain the exact date of this picturesque

building, but I am led to understand that it was
erected about CO years ago from designs by Ilr.

Garnder.
The Schoohouse, King's Norton, is one of the

dcliglitl'ul little titbits of architecture that are to

I

be found about Warwieksliire, erected about KiOO.

Really one needs the cidour-brush to explain
' them "more truthfully. Close to the school is the

fine church with its graceful spire.

The Porch to Berkswell Church is quite out of

: the <'onimon ; — it is not very often one sees half-

timber construction connected with a pari.-,b

church. This beautiful pieci' of timber work is

used as a porch ; and over, as a co:umittee ro>m
or caretaker's apartment, wilh stairca.=e outside.

1601, and used at present as a school. It

rumoured that it is doomed to come down Old

account of the eoalyard (which, by the wayJ
adjoins), needing extension. The chimne)-s arc iff"

cement, and the brickwork painted a creair

HimSftSSTOfl

colour, not improA-ing it at all ; but lie- d.'sigu '^ j

cannot alter. So much for modern enlcr]insc. JfKt
One need not go to foreign countries whonJ^n

they have not seen the many beautiful and

charming little bits of architecture to be found

round about Warwickshire.
E. Staxi.kv JIitton.

THE L.AEGEST EXISTING ARMOinJEP
CONCRETE ARCH.

rtnUK latest examples of the application of the

X armoured concrete system to dilferent type.s

of construction have been from time to lime laid
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• t'lTo om- rcadi.-rs. We ha%-e now to draw their
ntion to one which establishes a new record
I he arched type. It maybe here remarked

1 this principle of compound construction is at
1 receiWng a tardy acknowledgment at the

luniiis of our own architects, engineers, and
builders. .Among the more prominent insta'nees
'' nnuoured concrete arches may be mentioned

'•^tejT structure, which has a single span of
'f t .. and a rather flat rise of 9Jft. The Topeka

' 'Igo comes next with five arches, varying in
I

'11 from lOOft. to 127ft. Both these arch

biidgcs all' built upon the Jlelun system. The
one to which wc are about to more especially refer

is constructed on the Hennebic principle, and con-
stitutes at present the largest existing example of

armoured concrete arches in the world.
The Chatellerault bridge, for such is the title

of the new struetui'al record, is a road bridge,
erected over the river Vienne, in the department
cf the same name, in the west of France. It con-
sists of three spans, of which the central one
measures Ifi.ift., and the two side openings 132ft.

each. The rise of the middle arch is lOft., and

that of its neighbours 13ft. From the founda-

tions to the level of the roadway and footpaths,

the entii-e bridge is built of armoured concrete.

In the total width of the roadway Ifift. is allotted

to the roadway and .5ft. to each of the footpaths.

It was not until subsequently to the practical,

completion of the design, that it was submitted

to the operation of actual testing. A short do-

scription of the proof tests, and tlie methods
adopted for insuring that they should represent

all the various conditions of loading to which the

slructui-e woidd be submitted when in working
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order, will ho both interesting and instructive.

A.S a matter of fact, very little is known except

among the hijrher officiaLs of the testing of cither

r.iil way or roadway bridges. At the same time,

di iks of works and other assistants are fre-

(|iiently deputed to carrj' out a thorough testing

of all description of structures, of which bridges
are the most common. The following account,

which may be accepted as a fairly good precclent,

will cle;u'ly indicate the gencml moflu.i opcrtin:!'*^

which will insure accurate results.

In the case alluded to the test wa-s of a double
character, consisting of a static or dead load, and
of a live or rolling load. It was applied in three

different ways. First, each arch was loaded with

a weight unifonuly distributed over its whole
span ; secondly, the load was placed upon only

one half of the arch ; and thirdly, it was imposed
on and about the neighbourhood of the crown.
The time these various loads were allowed to

,

remain before being removed for additional tests

w.Ls about a couple of hours, but in some of the

experiments they were left undisturbed for over
j

twelve hours. The load itself was composed of

wet sand, and was distributed over the roadway
in the proportion of 1601b. to the square fool, and
at the rate of 1201b. per square foot for each

of the footways. These allowances are a little
I

higher than those in use among oui-sclves, but may
i

be adhcR'd to with advantage, and possess the

merit of being on the safe .si le. Under the most
unfavourable conditions of loading, which takes

place when each arch is loaded on one half only, i

the maximum deflection of the central arch

amounted to ^in., and that of the side .spans to
j

nearly {in.

It is generally observal that the loading of the

centre arch has a tendency to throw up or raise
,

the level of the crown of the adjoining spans,
'

when they are at the same time unloaded. This
result was also noticed in the testing of

Chatelleraut bridge. With a load uniformly
distributed over the- centre arch alone, the rise of

the crowns of the side spans was about a quarter

of an inch. No appreciable deflection was detected

when the footpaths, which are carried upon
cantilevers, were weighted independently of the

remainder of the arches. There was also a

complete .absence of any " perm.anent set," for

when the loads were all removed the arches

'

resumed their normal position with remarkable
!

exactitude. We may now pass on to consider the
effect of the rolling load test, which is intended
to furnish as accurate a measure of the dynamical
forces as the ccmditions of the case will allow. It

'

may be at once stated that only a fairly approxi-
mative result can be obtained under any circum-
stances, but it is sufficiently near for all practical
purposes.

The rolling load wag made u]) of a double row

—

that IS, of a single row in opposite directions—of

w.aggons, with a weight of eight tons upon each
axle, and a steam-roller of sixteen tons, of which
five tons were can-icd upon one, and eleven tons
upon the other axle. lender these djTiamic con-
ditions the registered deflections did not surpass
tliose produced by the static tests already described.
With regard to "these tests, the results of which
are very satisfactory, it must be kept in view that
jf all types of bridges the arch is the best adapted
to resist stresses occasioned by shock and the
force of impact. Its own great insistent weight,
r(.« iiwrliie. and the general solidity of its con-
struction render it a formidable opponent to the
action of rolling loads, however large they may be.
It has been said that nothing .short of th(! crush-
ing force of the material can destroy an arch
properly designed, properly built, and pro])erly
and fairly tre.ited. Without endorsing these
remarks in their entirety, there can be no doubt
th.at the arch system,' whether in the form
of brickwork, stonework, simple concrete, or
armoured, resists disturbing influences more ni
masse than other types of structures of timber and
of metal, which consist of .a considerable number
of separate i)ieces, however well and enicirntly
they may be; jointed and )iul together. T. C.

PRACTICAL GA.SFITTIN(J.»

rpHE use of coal g.as as an illuminanthas takenX a new tenure of office since the introduction
of improved gas-burners and the incandescent
moans of lighting ; but gas in its other applica-
tion—for heating, cooking, as a motive power—is

• A Hanill)ook of Practical Oasfltting, for the use of
Student**, numbers. Oasflttors, &c. By Waitkr
(iRAFTos, F.C.S. With 113 iUastrations. London:
B. T. Batiford, High Holbom,

more than ever a valuable agent. Ciasfitting has

become indeed a special and important business,

requiring a knowledge of the properties, manu-
facture, .-inil distribution of coal gas, and the best

means of economising it, and a really comprehen-
sive handbook dealing with the many modern
applications for the student, plumber, and gas-

fitter was wanted. 3Ir. Walter (irafton,

F.C'.S., lecturer on gas manufacture at the

Polj-teclinic Institute. Regent -street, and of

the"Giis, Light, and Coke Company, has supplierl

the desideratum. The volume " published by
B. T. 15atsford, and containing l-t3 illustrations,

is the o\itcoma of a series of articles contributed

to the pages of the rimnlicr oirl D.'rurntor, and

contains just the kind of information the student

of gasHlting and the plumbt'r is in quest of. Mr.
(Irafton di'als thoroughly with the economical

methods of lighting by gas. The articles have been

revised an<l extended. No doubt the introduction

of prepayment meters, incandescent burners

and stoves has necessitated a vrore export know-
ledge of the trade, especially of heating and
lighting by gas. The first chapters give the

fitter information about regulations affecting his

trade ; the requirements for the proper fitting of

pipesinanyhousearesummarised—as, for example,

that the pressui'e fixed by Act of Parliament

should bo maintained throughout the system,

that heating requires more pressme than light-

ing, that model forms of fittings shoidd be

used, that all lines of piping through a build-

ing must be laid with a grade so as to

drain back into the risers, with no sagging
to hold condensation : that drips must be pro-

vided when necessary at certain points ; that no
principal riser must be less than iin. in diameter,

and must be protected from freezing. That where
practicable, all piping should be exposed ; but
floor-boards covering pipes should be screwed
with brass screws ; all drop-pipes should be

plumb : that long runs of piping should be firmly

supported at frequent intervals, to prevent
sagging ; that pipes across wooden beams or

joists should not be cut, notched, or bored more
than liin., nor more than 3ft. from bearings;

that pipes should not be laid under tiled or

parquet floors, stone or metal platforms ; that the

joints be of red and white lead mixed ; that pipes

should be of best quality of wrought-iron tube,

and all elbow bends, tees, &c., should be of heavy
malleable fittings ; in exposed positions should be
galvanised, and other rules. Tables of the sizes

of wet meters and their measuring capacities, &c.,

are given ; also prices of dry and wet meters. The
law affecting gas supply, or provisions of the Gas-
works Clauses Acts, 1847 and 1871, will be found
useful for reference. The operations of running
services from mains to house, cutting and tapping
mains, are practically illustrated. The author de-

scribes a method of making a "tye-joint " when a
" wiped " joint is difficult to make. It can be
easily made, and it is said to be as good as a

wiped joint, and to stand a pressure of fi-om 000
to 8001b. to the square inch. The student may
here learn by the aid of diagrams how to drill

holes in pipes, to stop leakages, to joint lead

piping. Wet and dry meter fi.xing is explained,
and the fitting of gas supply to houses receives

careful attention. Many useful hints are given.

The author, of course, recommends a separite

supply pipe from outlet of meter to stove : when
the sui)ply is a branch of the lighting service and
the lighting is on, both the stove and lighting

suffer, ])iping should rather be too large than
too small, in order to supply the gas at low
pressure

—

i.e., seven lOths of an inch for lighting

and ten lOths for stoves. Small pipes require

heavy pressure, and are ineconomical. The
qualities and points of fittings, like pendants
with water-slides, are noticed, tiasoliers should be
fixed at least Oft. 6in. to 7ft. above floor, and quite

3ft. from ceiling. To seal the telescopic tubes of

gasolicrs, glycerine is better than water, as it does
not evaporate, but a little glycerine or salad

oil, if added to the water in tube, prevents
the evaporation of water. The man\ifacture
of gas fires should be studied, and the author
usefully points out the diffenmce bi'tween

radiant and convected heat. The former is

most healthful, as the intervening air in room
is ('omparatively cool, while the objects are
warmed ; but the *onvected heat w.-irms the air,

and not the walls and funiitun;. The author prc^fers

a combined system fnr domestic use, as being
cheajjcr and more satisfactory than either method
alone. Hot-air stoves are best for offices

and public rooms. A vaporising pan is neces.sary

when such stoves are used foi- warming rooms.

The various types of stoves for grates arc illus-

trated ; one tubular-reflector stove and ilaiu's

burner for straight and c\irved bars arerecom-
meniled. Remarks on gas-filling for workshops,

public street lighting, public illuminations for

houses .and buildings, for theatres, itc, gas-fitting

for schools and for churches follow. These are

illustrated by new fittings. The chapter on
gas-ranges, cooking - stoves, and water-heaters

deals with the subject in a practical manner, and
may be read not only with profit by the
profession, but gas - consumers generally.

The chapter on incandescent gas-lighting de-

scribes the main systems, the Welsbach and the

Sunlight, both the application of an atmospheric
burner to heat a mantle. The author describes

the principle of the ordinary incandescent burner,
which causes the gas to mix with a proportion of

air as will burn with a blue flame. This flame

gives no light : but by suspending a mantle over

it, white light is produced. If the gas is good,
less of it is required to give a good light. The
chemical actions that lake place in these burners

are described. The leading burners, as those of

the Incandescent (ias Light Co., the Welsbach
(or thoria-ceria) mantle, and other new mantles
on the market are noticed. Chapters on chimney-
glasses and globes, the use of gas for aiding ven-
tilation, testing apparatus, .and meters complete

this very useful handbook, which ought to be
studied not only by gasfitters and architects, but

by all consumers.

BOOKS RECEH'-ED.

Soe'wtij of Engineers Trmixiirttons for 1900, and
Genn-nl Index 1857—1900, edited by Peiiuv F.

NiRsEY, secretary. (London : E. and F. N.
Spon.)—This volume of Transaetions is well bound
and printed, and contains several valuable pajiers.

The "Closing of Breaches in Sea and River

Embankments," by Richard F. Grantham, for

which the Bessemer premium was awarded the

author, is interesting, a.sthe author professionally

examined and slopped many of the various
;

breaches in the great destniction caused to low-

lying lands in Essex and Kent by the extra-

ordinary tidal breaches in November, 1897, which

he describes, and the methods adopted to prevent

recurrence. It is illustrate 1 by plates, maps,

&c. " The Economical Use of Town Refuse," by
Brierley Denham Healey, and the paper on
" Recent Practice in Sewage Disposal," by Henry
C. H. Shenton, in addition to others, will !)e found

of interest. The Cathedral Chiireh of St. D.iriil's

forms the topic of the 24th volume of the handy
and reliable works published in uniform style (at

however, in-egular and widely-separated in-

tervals), by George Bell and Sons. The handbook .

before us is -written by Mr. Puilip A. RoiisoXjf

F.R.I.B.A., and illustrated from his own photo-J

graphs, as well as from well-known ones bjr|

photographic publishers, from old prints, and alaq

by Mr. J. Taylor Scott's pbm and measured

drawings, which won the R.I.B.A. silver medal

in 1SS2 and were reproduced in our pages at thS

time. St. David's has ever been the most in.^

accessible of British cathedrals, but it is by fai

the most important architecturally of the four!

in Wales. Mr. Robson points out that the oldest

;

extant work is bv Peter de Leia, the third Norman
bishop (1170-98), who replanned the building;

but no prelate has left his impress more clearly^

on the cathedral than Bishop Gower (1328-47).^

During the 17th and 18th centuries, the Lady'

chapel and tr.ansepts were allowed to fall into

ruin, and a century since the west front wa»

rebuilt from plans by Nash. This front was re^
'

constructed by Scott, who underpinned, drained,';

and restored the building ; and little remains to

be done structurally except the repair of the

ruinous Easter chapels—a work the present Dean

and Chapter have in hand. Jlr. Robson points

out that throughout the building all the work is

behind the accepted contemporary types in tho

matter of architectural advancement, and draw.i

attention to the contrast afforded by the interior,

with its rich semi-Ar.abesque Late 1.5th-century

ceiling of Iri.sh oak over the great Norman .arcades

andpiers,tothealmostb.ald exterior of the building.

An interesting ch.apler is devoted to a description

of the ruinerl bishop's palace, built bv tiowcr and

destroyed by Barlow (1.530-49), .and to the scanty

remains of' the late 14th-century cloisters and

St. .Mary's Chapel. •-^
Tlis restoration of the palace portion of Rothes ly

Castle, chiefly conssting of the ban^ueting-hall,

has now lieen completed for the Marqms of Bute.
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CHICHESTER CATHEDBAL: NEW NOETH-WEST TO"R^B AND COMPLETED WEST FRONT.

CHICHESTER CATHEDRAL.
CiHICHESTER CATHEDRAL is the most

/ neglected of all our English cathedrals.
The reason is not far to seek. The city is not on
the main line, but on a little-used coast-line : it

is called the South Down city, is in a diocese of

shepherds and farmers. Added to this, the
cathedral is usually dismissed with the phi'ase.
" It is very small, and has a new spire." Parker
has not one reference to it in his handbook of
" Gothic Architecture," and it required Moore,
the American, to bring it into notice and'it in its true place in the "History of

.!sh Architecture." He grudgingly praises its

.ty.

iXoore groups Canterbury with Chichester, but
he puts Chichester above Canterbury in this
sentence :

—" It is not like Canterburj-, a French
design, but it api)arently the work of Anglo-
Norman architects, who adopted certain fe;itures

of the growing French style."
It is said that the shrine of St. Richard stood

in the presbytery, and here it was that in 1 1S6,

after the fire, the Round-arched style made its

last struggle for supremacy, and left the issue
(ioubtful here as at St. Joseph's Chapel, Glaston-
bury. A great future seemed in store for the
style, but that future never appeared above the
'iorizon. The last two bays of the presbytery

in the main characteristics of the Round-
d stj'le supplemented by the special features
Early English style; the pier arcade is

:id-arched and of two orders : the tiiforium
i*ts of a round-arch in each bay, inclosing a
irder of two pointed arches carried on

.red shafts, and the clerestory is fuUv
ihc developed Lancet style, with a lancet mndovv
and arcade ; the roof groining is pointed in the
transverse ribs, with a fidly-developed H^-ing

I

buttress. The combination is harmonious in the
cstT'^mo. lea\'ing a strong impression that if the

designer of this presbytery had been allowed to

develop his ideas in a new church, he would have
created an edifice that would have been one of the
famous ch\irches of all time.*

The report of Mr. Fi-ank L. Pearson, architect

to the committee for the repair of the cathedral,

presented in 1900, includes some important pro-
posals not yet put in hand.
The entrance doorway is built upon the founda-

tion of the Norman dooi'way. It is proposed to

remove into the porch the three steps from the

position they occupy just inside the western doors,

so as to expose the old bases of the Norman
doorway. The doorway is to have new caps to

some of the shafts, and there are to be repairs to

ai-ches and label, and repairs also to wall-

surfaces around and above the doorway. It

is proposc-d to repair and restore the Galilee

porch inside and out . The large window in the

west front requires repaii-. The rei»rt states

;

' The existence of the large modem traceried

window is to be regretted, and it cannot but be
regarded as a source of weakness. It would add
much to the dignity of the front if it could be
removed and replaced by a treatment more in

harmony with the 13th-eentury work, above,

below, and around it."

The north-west buttress of the south-west tower
requires to be underpinned. The tower generally
requires repairs. " Internally the groin cells

require some repair, the colour-wash should
be removed and the joints pointed ; repairs

are needed to the seats and the side walls....

and to the gi'oin shafts with their caps and
ba.ses."

Cost : The i^ecent works on the west end
have cost £S,0r2 ; the new works aie estimated

to cost £2,60.5. W. V. Crake, B.A.

* Mr. Bond's pap^r at the Institute, reported last week,
is referred to for much important new light on the vexed
question of the origin uf gi-oining in the 12th centiny.

BRITISH AND IRISH BITILDING STOfJES.

—XXVI.
TLINTSHIUE.

rjlHE rocks in this coimty are Bunter Beds,

X Coal Measures, Millstone Grit (226), Yore-
dale Rocks, Carboniferous Limestone, Wenlock
Shale and Limestone, Glacial Beds, and Allu%-ium.

Flint is built on Coal Measiu-es and Alluvium.

HolywcU : Coal Measures, Carboniferous Lime-
stone, ilold : Coal Pleasures, Alluvium. Rhyd-
llan : Bunter Sandstone, Alluvium. Rhyl :

Allu%-ium, Bunter Sandstone. St. As,aph : Coal

Measures, Alluvium, Bunter Sandstone. There
are glacial deposits of gravel, sand, and Boulder

Clay immediately under the first four towns.

The Bunter Beds of the New Red Sandstone are

represented in the Vale of Clwyd by loose red

sands and soft sandstones. They,,iw:tend from
Rhyl on the coast to Rhyddlan (Redland), where
the Coal Jleasures run into thcni ; but passing

roimd these they continue south by Bodfari and
pass into Denbighshire, in which county they are

ah-cady described. They furnish no building

stones, and the strata are much obscured by
di-ift and alluvium. The eastern boundary
of the Flintshire Coalfield is well defined by
the London and North-Western Railway from
Chester to Holyhead, which runs along it from
Chester to Talacre, a distance of about 20 miles.

On the east of the railway is the alluvium of the

Dee. and on the west the Coal Measures now
being described. The coalfield does not touch

Chester. It turns south at Broughton to Hope,
from which place it p:t.sses due west to the

boimdary of Denbighshire, and then north by
Jlold, and around Halkin Mountain to Talacre.

This coalfield was at one time continuous with

that in Denbighshire ; but they are now separated

by a fault, or faults, the intervening rocks being

MiUstone Grit and Mountain Limestone. The
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liiisenifiit li'iis of the Fiintshin- l'i>;il JIi:isuvl-s

:ire sandstone and shale, about UiOlt. thick. The
hitter, containing beds of limestone, occur near

Holywell, and are called llolyweU shales. The
.sand-stones arc developed at (iwesjij-r. The Coal

Measure* yield clays for ordinary and firebrick,
j

as well as terracotta. 'ITie chief pits are

(»ld Kwloe (Buckley S.'.m.l, Jlessrs. C. Davison

and Co. ; Castle FiVebnck Works (Mold 3Jm.),

the Clastic Firebrick Co. : Old M'orks (Kuckley

ini.) : Parry's Brick Works (Mold :im.', Messrs.

K. I'nny and .Sons : Mount Tleasant (Buckli'v

."m.), Siossrs. Hancock and Co. ; Ewloe Barn
(Buckley '2m.':, Messrs. C'. Davison and C^o. ;

[

Etna (Buckley I |m.) ; Catherall's (liuckley Um.),
|

Messrs. Catherall and Co., Ltd., and" ?;wIoe
\

(Buckley Uiu.\ JIes.*rs. Catherall and Co., Ud. :

All the foregoing works arc for fireclay. ()rdin;iry

clay is dug in the Carboniferous strata at Brook- ;

hill (Bnckiev Junction ini.) and liehnont, by the :

Buckley Brick and Tile ('o., Ltd. :
Connah's

j

Quay Brick Works, by the e.xors. of the late
j

.1. Williams; Connah's" Quay Brick and Tile,

Works, Jlr. J. Prince; Erith," Jlr. C. Whcldon ;
i

(Jom Brick Works, the Gem ]5rick, 'J'ile and

Terracotta Co.. Ltd. ; Pa'ntrobin (I'.uckloy 'im.) ;

Prince's Top Brick Works (Connah's (iuay Im.),

Mr. .1 . Prince ; and at the A'ictoria Brick Works,

Holywell, Jlr. J. P. ,Ioncs. The Millstone Grit in

the north of this county rests directly on the

t,!arboni£erou3 Limestone ; in South Flintshire a

few beds of the Yoredale series intervene. The
North FlinLshire ?Iinstone (!rit is remarkable for

;>n unusual development of chert beds, wliicli run

from the sea near Gronant, through Llanasa,

Trelogan, Holywell, and Halkin Blountain, the

average thickness being about 350ft. In Tre-

logan mine shaft the beds of chert passed through

were 52-5fl. tliick. With the exception of some
.shaly partings, this entire deposit consists of

almost pure silica of extreme fineness, avcU strati-

fied and evenly laminated. (South of Holywell

the hods change character and pass gradually into

fine-grained quartzose sandstone witli bands of

chert, and finally into quartz grit, with quartz

pobblca in which chert bands are subordinate.

This change is completed near Llanarmon and
Hope Mountain. Chert is qiiarried at I'entre

(Prestatj-n 2m.), Mr. W. Tomlinson ; Pen-

y - i5r\'n (Flint 3m.), Messrs. Lester and
Williams ; Pant-y-Pwll-Dwr No. 1 (lloly-

well 4Jm.), Mes.srs. ,Iones and Hughes; Wind-
mill (Mold nm.), Mr. (!. Lester; Gronant
(Prestatyn 2ir.i.), North Hcnblas (Holywell 3im.),

Air. .T. Lloyd ; l'en-y-(iarres (Holywell 2m.),

Messrs. .T. and .1. Williams, and other places.

Carboniferous Sandstone is quarried at ^I'alacre

(Mostyn ^m.). Mrs. J. Williams ; Talacro Hall
(Mostyn 5m.), Jlessrs. Bulcock ; Talacre and
Gwespyr, Messrs. Hughes and Williams. Grey
«nd White Limestones, of the Carboniferous

Limestone series, rise abruptly from the drift

between Prestatyn and f.Ieliden, and form an
csKirpuient nearly 1,000ft. high, running south-

wards through the whole length of the county
and into Llandegla and Llanferres in Denbigh-
shire. Mr. Morion, the leading authority on the

rocks of this and the adjoining county of Denbigh,
divides the North Flintshire, Carboniferous Lime-
stone thus: (1) Lpper Black, 200ft.; (2) Upper
Grey, 1.50ft.

; (3) Middle White, COOft. ; and (4)

Lower Brown, 200ft, In South Flint-shire the

Upper Black Limestone is reprr-sented bylOOft.
Arenaceous Limestone. South of I lalkin Mountain,
the Carboniferous Limestone contains sand-
stone.f as well as limestones. The Upper Black
Limestone is known as "Abcrdo Ijimeslonc,"
because it yields, when burned, a lime haying
hydraulic qualities like that of Abcrthaw in

Glamorganshire. It is, howe\'er, necessary to

state here that there is no Hirs limestone, while or

blue, in the Ilalkyn Mountain range. The
lialkyn Mountain Limestone is an impure Carboni-
ferous Limestone, which occurs in bods of from
Gin. to 12in. thick, separated by shale partings.

T'ho texture of the stone is earthy, like .all other
impure limestones ; its fracl\ir(^ is what geologists

know as " conchoidal," .and its composition may
be described genor.ally as argillaceous, which
means that it contains silicate of alumina, this

latter giving it the hydraulic properties claimed
for it. In, and to the west of, the Vale of CKvyd
the black *'Al)erdr>" Limestone is not known ; it

is therefore ]>robably absent .altogether. The
chief quaiTiea in the Halkin Mountain fiimestone
are:— Ilalkyn Lime Works (Khydymwyn, 2jm.),
Ooed Hendro (Khydymwyn, I'.iu.), both worked
by the H ilkyn and Hcndre l,ime Co. ; I'ant-y-
f*v-ll-Dwr (Holywell, 4im.). ^Mr. E. Edwards :

I ani-v- iJoaiia ^i.iuiu o^ui.;, i.ii. -tj. Ajvi,,„iv4o,

IVn-y'-Bryn (Holywell 3m.), Mr. H. Stephen.son;

l!hv(iyniw'vn. The Ruby Brick and Tile Co.,

Halkvn Flint- 4m.), Messrs. J. and l.'.

Jones: Calcot (Holywell, 4m.), Messrs. Lloyd,

Sons, and Co. ; and Pant-y-Pydew (Holy-

well 4m.), worked by the same owners. In a

detadicd mass of Carboniferous Limestone in the

extreme north, near Caergwrlc, there are the

following quarries : Trimley Hall (Brymbo 2m.),

The Ffrith Quarries I'o. : and Big Kock, both

worked by the same company. To the north of

the Ilalkyn district are the following quarries :

GaiTOg (Mostyn 25m.), Jlr. W. lunnear

;

Gwernvmynvd'd No! 1 (Mold 2ra.), Mr. G.

Lester": J'ubiU'e (Khyl 4im.), Jlr. R. Roberts;

Pant-y-Buarth (Jlold 3Am.), Jlr. E. Edwards;

1

Ltd.; Voel No. 2,- The Voel Lime and Stone

Co. ; Voel No. 3, Jlessrs. Lewis : and Voel No. 1

Jlr. K. Roberts (all within three miles of

Prestatyn Station). Wenlock Shale is seen

along the western slopes of the hills forming

the reverse side of the Halkin range, to-

wards the A'ale of Clwyd. It furni.shes no

building stone of any importance. A recent

deposit, known aa Tuff or Tufa, is found

on the slojung ground above Felin Nant, near

Prestatyn ; it is a white amorphous carbonate of

lime, hard enough to use for rockeries. There

are larger deposits in the valleys near Caerwys.

Such rocks are formed by springs the waters of

which are impregnated with calcium carbonate in

solution. This is deposited round twigs, snail

shells, and other substances, many of which
decay, leaving an open, porous, spongy-looking

limestone, more like a coarse pumice than an
ordinary rock. The spandrels of many Jlediicyal

vaults are filled with tufa. It may be seen in

Hereford and other cathedi'al churches ; its chief

advantage is, of course, its lightness, weighing
only SSjlb. to the cube foot. It is quarried at

PwUgwjTi iHolywoU T^m.), Jlr. J. JIangor, and
at Afon Wen, Caervvys, by the Denbighshii'c

Portland Cement Co. The Glacial Beds arc

worked for sand, gravel, and clay for brick-

making. The rocks in this county are chiefly

worked for limestone ; they furnish stone suitable

for walling locally, but none for di'essings, except

the Carboniferous Limestone, which is expensive

to work. The Halkyn Jlountain Limestone is

much used in Liverpool and other large towns in

the district.

CHIPS.
Tlie goveniiug body of Christ Church College,

Oxford, have decided to carry out the electric-

lighting scheme of their consulting engmeer, Mr.
Morgan Williams. The contract has been placed

with Messrs. Hill, Upton, and Co., of O.xford.

The urban district council of Griange- over-Sands
have adopted amended plans by Mr. F. E. Dixon,
C.E.; for a footpath extending fi'om Blawith Point
to beyond Berners Close outside the railway along
the whole of the sea-front, and they will apply for

sanction to borrow £12,000, the estimated cost of

carrying out the plans.

Mr. Malet, of the Local Government Board, held
an inquiry at Northwich recently into the appli-

cation of the urban council to borrow £2,000 for the
continuation of extensive private street improvement
works, and £1,750 for public conveniences in Hay-

I
hui'st-street. Lock-street, Stanton-road, the park,
and for a steam road-roller, van, 6cc. Tfie proposals
were not opposed.

Mr. E. Manville, C.E., of Westminster, has been
I
consulted by the corporation of Leicester with

I

regard to then" tramways. He estimates the cost of
constiucting the tramways on the overhead troUej'

system at £290,306, as against £644,025 on the
conduit system.

The Dieudonni' Hotel and Ilestaurant has in-

augurated addition:ii and enlarged accommodation.

I

The architect, Mr. W. Woodward, has carried out

I

the entire suite of rooms in the hotel, and also a

I

.Salle du Restaurant uniformly with the detail which
characterised the period of Louis XV.

Mr. E. A. Sandford F.awcett, an inspector of tlie

Local Government Board, held an inquiry at Egre-
mont, on Tuesd,ay, into the application of the

i Wallasey Urban District Council for sanction to

:
borrow £17,500, for works of water supply, and into

the ajtplication of the Jjiverjiool City Council for

I)ermission to borrow £llii,0t)0, the estimated cost

of laying ;i water main from llatchmere to the out-
skirts of the Wallasey lUstrict. The scope of the
inquiry also extended to the application of the
Wallasey Coimcil to }>orrow C27,225 for the pro-
vision of a reservoir at Gonse Hill, New Brighton,
and a sum of £:i,15U for the formation of a new
street from Earlston-road to Sea View-road,
Liscard.

OBITUARY.
Tin; death is announced, from an affection of

^
the throat, of Jlr. Johx JIcNeax Buvdon, r„

Y.P.R.I.B.A., of Newman-street, W., thearchi- •

tect of the JIunicipal Ihiildings at Bath, the

Chelsea Free Library and Polytechnic, anl the

new Government Offices in Parliament-street.

Jlr. Brydon died on Saturday last at his residence.

Spring-bank, Sleele's-road, Havcr.stock-hill, and -

was buried on Wednesday ;it llighgate Cemetery. -^'

By a melancholy coincidence, tlic selected archi-^
tccts for the two great blocks of public building's «
in Whitehall, Jlr. William Y'oung, the designer*
of the new War Office, and Jlr. Brydon, who
planned the new home for the Local Government
Board and the Education Department on the oppo-
site side of the road, personal friends, and brother

Scots by the way, have died within six months of

each other, and in the prime of life, and each at

the critical moment when the excavations and
foundations hadbecn completed, but before a single

brick or stone had been laid of the superstruc-

ture. Jlr. Brydon wrote recently a sympathetic

notice of his late friend's life and works for the

R.I.B.A. Journal of Taiiismtioiis, and it was

^

understood that he would assist Jlr. Clyde F. S
Y'oung in the completion of his fntlm^^ '''"/.I

d'ceitiiT. Born at Dunfermline in 1840, Jtr. *^

Brydon was four years Jlr. Young's senior, and t'

at the age of sixteen entered the office of Jlessrs. •

Hay, of Liverpool. He. served afterwards in the

offices of Jlr. David Bryce, of Edinburgh ;
Jlr.

Campbell Douglas, of Glasgow ; and Jlessrs.

Nesfield and Shaw, of London, and soon de-

veloped a strong but refined type of Classic, to

a great extent founded on Italian work of the

18th centuiy, but original and dignified in con-

ception and"treatment. On commencing practice ^ ..

for himself, Jlr. Brydon made in successive years "jj

visits to Italy for the purposes of study, and first Ij,

gained notice as a skilful designer of furniturs. '%'.

His best known works ai'e the mansion and .•

home farm of Lewins, Kent, built for Jlr,

.Joseph Robinson ; extensive alterations to the

Chateau of BouiUon, near Besan(,'on, the eountry

seat of JI. James Tissot, the Biblical artist
;

Holmwood, Kent, for the late Lord Bramwell

:

St. Peter's Hospital for Stone, Covent Garden,

and the new Hospital for Women, Euston-road,

opened the one in 1882, and the othin- in 1890 ;

medical schools for women in Hunti?r-street.

W.C. ; the Town-Hall, Central Library, and

Polytechnic, Chelsea ; a Congrcg.atiimal Chaix-l
,|

(joi'ntly with Jlr. James Cuhitt), at West Ken- -i

s'ingtoii, Avhile at Bath he restored the ancient 1

Roman baths in a masterly manner, and built the Ji|

Guildhall, Victorian Art Gallery, and Technical -A

Schools. Jlr. Brydon won the first premium for •;'

the High-street, Croydon, improvements, a work
,

never "earned out, and sent in noteworthy but

unsuccessful designs for the Kensington Town- ;.--_,

Hall, and the rebuilding of the Sessions House, ,-

Old Bailey. Jlr. Brydon joined the Royal Insti- >*^

tute of British Architects just twenty- years ago, >
and had read many able and well-written papers .

before that body, niarkcd by a charming clearness

of style and gxiice of diction. After rendering his
^

fellow members useful serviceon the .\i-t Committee,, '^>

and on the Council, he was elected a vice-president/' .-"

an office which he held at the time of his death. ;*'

Fifteen months since Mr. Brydon sustained &

severe bereavement by the loss by drownin;

his son Horace, a promising member of the en]

neoring profession, who w.as swept by_ a W(

from the deck of a steamboat while crossing
'"

Dublin to Holyhead during a snowstorm ;
the

was never recovered. "VVe gave a portrai

Jlr. Brydon in our issue of Feb. 7, LSOO.

JIu. William Jeffeiiy Hopkins, F.R.I.B.Al

the well-known architect and antiquarian,

Worcester, died on Tuesday at liis residence;

Sansome Lodge, in that city, at the •idvancr

age of 80 years. For many years he held
"

position of consulting architect to the Diocesan

Church Extension iSociety, and was himsell

responsible for plans for much important church

work in the diocese. He was an active nirinber

of the Diocesan Architectural and ArchaMjbjgical

Society, and a prominent chess-player. Ilch.-id

been ii Fellow of the Royal Institute of British

Architests since 1861.

ths-

After the conference on Monday night With t !

arbitration board, the Bricklayers' Unions and the

Masons' and Builders" Association of New \orK

announced that the lock-out and strike, wlic-h

began on the 17th inst., were mutually deilaretf at

an end, the employers making certain concessions.
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JJuiDEsTowK.—In furtherance of thu work of
|

restoring the ancient parish church of 8t. Bridget,
j

Bridestowe (commenceil in 1890, and continued in

18y:i), the restoration of the tower was begun last

veari and has been recently completed at a cost of

£400, under the direction of the architects, Messrs.

Tail and Harvey, of Exeter.

EMNiiiiUiii.—The new buildings of the Royal
Blind Asvlum, situated at aH, Nicholson-street,

are rapidly neai'ing completion. With the ex-

ception of internal reconstruction towards the

back part of the premises, the whole block is

ready for ociupation. The architect is Mr.
Kobert Wilson, of Kdinburgli, and the buildei-s

are Messre. i). Greig and Sons. The old build-

ings, which stood on th e same site, consisted of

two stories, with heavy masonry fronts, not
adapted to the modern rcfiuirements of shops.

The new buildings are four stories in height, the
fi-ontagc being occupied by sho])s. The style

adopted is a plain adaptation of Kcnaissance.
To the rear of the centre shop there are a saloon,

manager's room, treasurer's room, and counting-
room. (.)n the tir-st floor there is a saloon ex-
teniling to the back, with gallery on each side,

learing a space in the centre for lighting the
lower Silicon. There is also a board - room,
271't. Oin. by lift. On the second and third
tlooi'S there are saloons extending the whole
length of the front, measuring -iOft . long by 3.ift.

broad. In the basement and attic floors there is

store-room accommodation.

HvLL.—The Property Committee of the City
Coi'ponition unanimously adopted a scheme pi'e-

pared by Jlr. Hirst, city architect, for the
creation of a large central square, close to the
Monument Bridge, by pulling down the block of

property in Waterworks-street, Junction-street,

St. John-street, and Chariot -street. The scheme
also provides for a public hall, retiring-rooms,
three large reception-halls, and thirty-four new
shops, some with gTound floor and basement only,
and others with four- floors. The square will

measure .!"2ft. from north to south, and 210ft.

from cast to west, and will foi-m an open space
in the very hc;irt of the city of a little over an
acre in extent. The approximate estimate for
erecting the buildings, including the purchase of
necessary land, is £92,000. The estimated rentals

from the" new shops is £6,830, and for the public
hall f1,014 ; net revenue £8,247.

Imveririe. — Work was begun last week
• at the extensive new establishment which the
Great North of Scotland Railway have erected at
the junction of the Don and the Urie at Inveriu-ie,

some sixteen miles fi-om Aberdeen. The trans-
ference of the locomotive works to this site has
been rendered necessary on account of the difficulty

of obtaining sufficient ground near the city.

Accommodation will be jirovided for 112 families,

which is exclusive of a property purchased in
Constitution-street for the less highly - paid
workers. The entire 90 acres are not utilised at
present, a considerable portion remaining for
luture extension. The departments that will be
in operation by the end of next week will be those
for the building and repau-ing of rolling stock,
trimming, and painting. The metal depuriment—including the fitting, turning, and boiler shops
and blacksmiths—will not be shifted tiU next
year. In all about 406 men will be employed in
the various branches of the establishment.

Laxcastei!.—St. Joseph's Roman Catholic
Chiu'ch, in Sl)-ne-road, will be opened on July 7.

The style is Late Decorated. The building con-
sists of nave, chancel, aisles, side chapels,
bapisteiy, tower, confessionals, and .sacristies.

The nave is divided into six bays, with a stone
arcading on either side supporting the clerestory.
The chancel and chapels are separated fi-om nave
and aisles by stone arches, as are also the side
chaiiels. The baptistery, which is octagonal in
form, ijrojects fi-om the" south-west angle of the
aisle. There is a five-light window at the west
end with richly traceried head ; another five-light
window over the altar. There is also a great
variety of tracery in the windows of the chancels
of the Sacred Heart and Our Lady. The windovv-s
Jji.the clerestory and aisles are simple thi-ec-light
windows with cusped heads. The church wUl
accommodate .500 people. The nave is 80ft. wide,
and the width from aisle -n-all to aisle wall is

;

Sift. Oin. The chancel is 20ft. deep, and the
'.

planum is 2ft. above the nave floor, and approached
[

by four steps. The height of the church from
floor to apex of roof is 47ft. The church is built

of Yorkshire stone, with pierpont facings. The
architects are Jlessrs. I'ugin and I'ugin, of

London and Liverpool, and the work has been
carried out by Mr. Charles Walker, contractor, of

I'reston.

jVI.vi.y-Ei'.x. — The new isolation hos])ital at

Bundy's site. Half Key, erected from plans by
Mr. H. P. Jlaybury, siu'veyor to the urban
district council, was opened last week. It con-

sists of a three-story administrativo block, offices,

a scarlet-fever pavilion, and a diptheria pavilion

(each of two wards), two single wards (one for

tyiihoid patients -.md the otlur for observation

cases), and a laundry block. The w.alls are of Ijricks

with stone dressings, and the cxtern.al walls are

plastered with Parian cement, the floors being of

pitch-jjine. The work ha.i been carried out by
local contractors, and the ventilation and heating
by Jlessrs. Shorland and Bi'other, JIanchester.

3I.VIDST0NE.—A theatre is about to be erected

to be built in Brewer-street. It has been planned
to scat : Stalls 87, pit 4')0, dress circle 111, dress

circle boxes 8, gallery 3.70; total 1,009. The
front elevation to Brewer-street wiU be Italian

Ren;iissaiice in style and executed in stone and
brick. The stau'cases and exit passages will be
fii-eproof thi-oughout, and there will be no wind-
ing staircases. A pit saloon, a dress-circle saloon,

traveUiug manager's office, theatre manager's
office, and gallcrj- saloon will be iirovided. The
theatre will be built on fireproof principles, and
the auditorium will be divided from the stage by
a wall earned from the foundations and up
through the roof with a parapet, and all doors
will be fitted "with self-closing iron doors. Fresh
air will be conducted into the building by means
of flues. It is proposed to use electric light for

all purposes, but a supply of gas will be in addition

in case of failure. The auditorium, entrances,

stalls, dressing-rooms, &c., will be heated by hot-
watrr pipes and radiators. The architect is Jlr.

J. P. liriggs, of Effingham House, Aruiidel-

street. Strand.

CHIPS.
New buildings have been erected iu Larcom-

street, Walworth, for St. John's Institute, at the
cost of Mr. Arthur Lloyd. They consist of four
floors and a basement. Messrs. Dunn and Watson,
of Lincoln's Inn Fields, were the .architects, and
Mr. John Marslaud, of York-street, Walworth, was
the contractor.

The excavations now going on at the Tarantb
Arsenal have led to the tiiscoveiy of a uumber of
Greek and Soman remains. A number of Greek
tombs containing vases covered with figures, Roman
tombs oniamented with frescoes, and a small temple
have come to light. In addition, the old Roman
necropolis at Taranto has been found. The tombs
are chiefly built of terracotta tiles, or dug out of
tufa blocks. The funeral m'ns contained phials tor
oil and oniameuts, bromie mirroi"S, han-pius, tiny
spoons, spindles, bronze vases, fiuger-rings, and
carved gems. 'Tlie objects will be placed in the
Archaeological Museum at Taranto.

The foundation-stone was laid at Wakefield on
Friday for twenty new almshouses under the
foundation of Cotton and William Home, which
take the place of a uumber of dilapidated alms-
houses in Almshouse-lane, built (or rebuilt) in

1793. The new almshouses are to be erected on a
site-immecfiatelj- facing the public park, and will

accommodate ten old men and ten old women.

Battlefield House, St. Albans, formerly occupied
as a school, has been ' reconstructed as tailoring-

premises, from designs by Mr. F. W. Kiunier Tarte,
carried out by Mr. E. Dunham, also of St. Albans.
The sombre red brick facade, with its high parapet,
has been removed, and twin gables, carried out in
the half-timbered style of arcliitectm'e, have been
substituted, with shop fronts below. The wliole
ground floor, some l,.570s(j.ft., has beeu utilise:! lor
shop purposes.

Under tlie auspices of the London Baptist Asso-
ciation, a new church, with seating accommodation
for 1,000 worshipped, has been opened at East
Ham. /

The Hogarth House Preservation Committee
appeal for funds to enable them to purchase and
repair Hogarth House, Cliiswick, in which the
gi'eat pictorial satirist spent a good deal of time
between his accpiisition of it iu 1749 and his death in
1704. The house has been sold as part of a property
which is about to be developed for building, and it

is feared that unless assistance is promptly forth-
coming it may cither be pulled down, or, by being
let iu tenements, permitted again to fall into the
condition from which the late owner rescued it.

COMPETITIONS.
Kr.iGni.KV Fki.i; l.iuaAiiv. — Jlr. Leonard

Sfokes, F.R.l.B.A., of London, has compleled
his task of adjudicating upon the 140 competitive
designs for the new public library. Tlie first

premium of £.')0 is awarded for the design s\ib-

mitted by Messrs. Arthur McR'ewan and James
A. Swan, of Newhall-street, Birmingham ; the
second, of .£30, for that of Mr. C. S. Gibson, 4,

tiray's Inn-S(|uare, London ; and the third, of
I £20, for that of Mr. Thos. Davidson, A.R.LB.A.,
Great Ormond-sfreet, Ijondon. In adopting the
awards, tlie Free Library Committee rccom-
nu:nd the town council that the premium for the

first set of designs shall not be merged -as in-

Ic'ndcd—in fhc architect's commission, an<l that

;
the successful set shall be carried out.

1 jruswKi.L Hill.—T'ho design submitted for the

Pre-sbyterian Church, Muswell lliU, N., in a
recent competition limited to five architects,

under motto, "Now Era," has been adopted,

and the authors of thi; design, Messrs. George
Baines, F.K.I.Ii.A., and Reginald Palmer Baines,
't, Clement's Inn, Strand, W.C, have been in-

structed to proceed with working drawings. The
style adopteil is a free treatment of the Perpen-
dicular period of tiothic architecture. Fi.\ternally

the building is to be faced with whole white
flints, the dressing being of red Costcssey work.

j

A bold square tower, terminating in a quaint

I

spirclet, forms a prominent feature at the angle
of the block, the site being at the corner of two
roads. There are three bold and richly-moulded

I

doorways in front, flanked by buttresses, and a
! handsome seven-light traceried window in central

gable, and traceried work in the apex of gable.

I The plan approximates in form to ,1 Greek cross.

I The ceiling internally wiU be vaulted in wood,
the large central vault being c;irriod up higher

' than others for effect and better ventilation,

and being earned upon clustered green marble
columns, with moulded stone bases and carved
stone capitals, and these support four main
moulded arches, and other smaller ones opening
to the walls. The windows will all be filled-iii

with ornamental lead Ughts. Electric lighting,

and low-pressure hot-water heating apparatus.

Seating accommodation wiU be, on ground floor

750, in front gallery 100—total 8.50 : or a mixed
congregation of about 1,000 jjersons.

The parochial buildings erected in the parish of

AU Saints, Northampton, at a cost of £2,000, asi
memorial to the late Canon Hull, for 22 years the
vicar of the parish, were dedicated last week by the
Bishop of Leicester.

' At Sheringham, near Cromer, .a timet has been

j

added to the water-tower in the main street, from
! designs by Mr. T. luglis Goldie, A.B.I.B.A., of

Norwich, and in it has been placed a public clock
with three dials. The builders were Messrs. T. and
R. Boxhall, of Sheringham, and the clock was
supplied by a Norwich firm. The inauguration
took place last week.

Mr. J. Wdliams Dunford, M.S.A., has been
elected chaii-man of the highways and general

purposes committee of the Walth.amstow Urban
District Council.

The memorial -stone of the new pubfic hall. Port

j

Ellen, N.B., was laid with full Masonic honours on
Tuesday. The hall is being erected as a memorial
of his late father, by Mr. Ian Ramsey, of liildaltoD,

!
and the architects are Messrs. Sydney Mitchell and
Wilson, Ediuburgli. The building is in the Gotliic

style-

To perpetute the memory and work of the Rev.
Father UUathorne, S.J., who for nearly half a
century was rector at Lowe House Mission, St.

Helen's, Lanes, it has been decided to erect a boys'

'

school at a cost of about £5,000.

The new offices, pofice-statiou. South Shields,

are being warmed and ventilated by means of
Shorland's patent Manchester prates and special

inlet tubes, the same being supplied by Messrs. E.

H. Shorland and Brother, of Maucliester.

The Bishop of Soutbwark recently dedicated a
monument in Titsey Church to the memory of Mr.
Granville Leveson-Gower, of Titsey Place. The
memorial consists of a recumbent figure iu CaiTara
marble by Mr. Thomas Brock, R.A., on an altar-

tomb of Hopton Wood stone, which divides the
sacrarium from the Leveson-Gower Chapel. A
canopy above the tomb, enriched with figures of

angels and heraldic shields, was designed by the late

Mr. .1. L. Pearson, R.A., the architect of thech'oi'ch,

and was carried out by his son, Mr. F. L. Pearson.

The figure lies in repose, with the bauds folded on
the breast over a book, and the greater part of the

body is covered by drapery in broad folds.
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CoMRiE, St. Fillans, and Lochkauxhkad
Kaiuvay.—'ITie tirst of the two sections of this

important railway, which will connect Ohan on
the west coast and Dundee on the east coast by a

direct line, is now almost completed—namely,
the section from Comrie to St. Fillans, some six

miles in length. Work was commenceil in June,

1899, hy ^lessrs. J. Taton and Sons, contractors,

(ihisgow, who have also recently secured the con-

tract for the second section—that from St. Fillans

to Lochcamliead. liut for a heavy rock cutting

in Dunii*a AVoods, al)out half-way between
Comrie and St. Fillans, which is about half a mile

in leni^th. and from which upwards of 10,00()c.ft.

of rock will be excav;itrtl. the line would have been

completed ere now. This cutting is now within

a few weeks of completion, and the permanent
way is laid with this exception. The line will

be ready for opening to St. Fillans a))out the

be;xinninir of July.

CHIPS.

At St. Andrew's, Fiuborou}};h, on the eve of Whit-
i^utiday, a stTined-^lass window in the chancel was
de.Ucated, the design being ** The La-st Supjjer."
Fo'ir stained-glass windows in the nave, given by
Mr. R. J. Pettiward, of Fmborough Hall, were also

do licated at the same time to the glory of God, the
first design bein^ "Our Blessed Lord Washing the

Feet of the Disciples "
; the second, " The Home at

Bethany" : the third, *' Christ Feeiing the Multi-
tude*' ; the fourth, "Our Lord Calling the
Apostles." By the munificence of Mr. Pettiward,
thechurch was rebuilt in 187S.

A work of some value to Bridlington is proceeding
on the south side of the town, where Mr. Pitt, the
owner of the Belvedere Estate, is having erected a
se^-wall along the full length of his estate—con-
siderably over a quarter of a mile. The piling has
been finished, and about three weeks ago the work
of erecting the stone wall began. It wdl cost
probably t'-JO.OOO, or perhaps £25,000.

The Gateshead Poor Law Guardians have foimally
inaugurated the new cottage homes which they
have erected at Shotley Bridge. There are ten cot-
tages, and each is under the care of a foster-mother,
two having in addition foster-fathers. The total

accommodation provided is for 152 children. The
whole scheme has cost about £20,000, including land
and buildings. The architect is Mr. W. Lister
Newcombe, of Xewcastle-on-Tvne, and the builders
were the exeeutore of the late Mr. W. C. T^Tie.

A stained-glass wiiidow from the designs of Mr.
George Ostrehan, in memory of our late Queen, was
unveiled on Sunday week at St. Peter's, Streatham
Hdl, by the Bishop of Southwark. The subject of
the window is a representation of Tennyson's lines,
*' Self - reverence. Self- knowledge. Self-control.
Tliese three alone lead life to sovereign power."
In the left-hand light is seen the figure of Self-
reverence, seated on a marble thi'one holding a
scroll, on which are inserted the words, *' God
created man in His own image." The centre light
contains the figure of Self-knowledge, also seated
on a throne. The right-hand light contains the
figure of Self-control, whose hands are manacled,
and whose waist is girde<i with the knotted rope,
the three knots of wliich are symbolical, as in all
monastic habits, of the virtues of chastity, poverty,
and obedience. The manacles which are fastenei to
her wrists have two of the chains broken. In the
tracery are seen the Royal coat-of-arms—the Rose,
Shamrock, Thistle, and Leek.

The Dean of Bristol has just issued a statement
concerning the works of restoration which have been
carried out in his cathedral since 1892. The works
have cost £20,000, all of which has been subscribed
and have included the reparation of the central
tower, the Lady chapel, the choir, and side screens.
Dr. Pigou adtfc: "It must not be supposed that
there is nothing more to be done in the cathedral
by way of improvement. We still want the sidilia
in harmony with the reredos (the cost of which
would be about £300), the screen, the foun<lations
of which are already laid (aliout £l,:i.*)fJ), and an
organ (about £:{,000) more worthy of the cathedral
than our present instrument can be said to be."

Penzance Town Council have agreed to offer
premiums amounting to t;;Jl 10s. for plana for laying
out the field at the western end of the promenade"
given )>y Mr. T. R. Bolitho. It is proposed to spend
£7,000, and to provide a large pavilion or winter
garden

.

The City Council of Exeter have appointed a
committee for the purpost? of obtaining plana and
estimates for the new Exe bridge, and for the
acquisition of such property as may l)c required
for the widening of Alphington and Okehampton
streets.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
,
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

I

our correspondents, AH communications should be

I

drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are m^ny
I claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly rei^uested that all drawings and all

comma niciiti<ins it-spectinf? illustrations or literary mutter
should i)e addivssed to the EDITOR of the Biildixc.
Nkws, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passiige, Strand,

M'.C, and not to membei's of the staff by name. Delay
is not unfrequently otherwise caused. AU drawings and
other communications are sent at conti-ibutors" rL-^ks, and
the Kditor vnW. not vmdertake to pay for, or be liable for,

unsought contributions.

Cheque^! and Post-office Orders to be made payable to

The Sth.vno Newspapeu Company, Limited.

Telegraphic Address:—" Timesen-er, London."

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE.

Bound copies of Vol. LXXIX. are now ready, and
should be ordered eariy (price 1-s. each, by post i

12s. lOd.l. as only a limited number are done up. A
i

few bound volume.s of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLrV'., '

XLVI.. XLIX., LI., LIU.. LVin.. LXL, LXII.,
LXIIL, LXV.. LXVL, LXVn., LXVIII., LSEX.,

!

LXXI., LXXIL, LXXUL, LXXr\'., LXXV.,
\

LXXVI,, and LXXVII. may still be obtained at the
j

same price ; all the other bound volumes are out of \

pi-int. Most of the back numbers of former volumes are,
i

however, to be had singly. Subscribei"s requiring any
j

back munbers to complete voliune just ended should
|

order at once, as many of them soon i-un out of print. I

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the BriLnixo News,
\

price 2s., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained from any
New.sagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

not know that this old controversy has long ago been
e.xhaustively thrashed out, and that you are Uttle Ukely,

I imagine, to waste space in reopening it. Natural—that
is, automatic—ventilation is the best and only universally

appUcable system. Special buildings, of course, requite

special study and expert ad\ice. Better take these at the
hands of a long-established firm like Messrs. Robert
Boyle and Son—whose system of automatic ventilation

has stood the test of so many years' experience in so many
himdreds of buildings of all descriptions.—H. G. G.

rii"2l.J—Bay "Windows in London.—The rules
'

as t-o projection of bay windows in the Metropolis are to
be found in section 73 of the London Building Act, 1894,
subsection ,51, where it is stated that in a .street not less

than 40ft. in width, or to a building the front wall of
which is not at a less distance than 4C>ft. from the
opposite bound:iry of street, bay windows may be erected
on land belonging to the owner, notwithstanding the
provisions of the Act relating to buildings beyond the
general line of buildings in streets, provided such bay
window do not project more than 3ft. from the main wall
of building, do not project within the prescribed distance
of centre of roadway, are not nearer the party-wall than
the bay's projection. They are not to be erected higher
than three stories in height above footway level, nor to
exceed three-fifths of the frontage of building.—Old
SCBSCRIUEB.

[11722.1—Size of Drains for Houses.—Drains of
stoneware are to be preferred for houses, and should bd
highly \itrifled and salt>-glazed, and smooth inside, and
free from fire eraeks, and (luite stniight. Pipes -tin.

diameter are sufficient for ordinarj* drainage. The joints

should be set in cement mortar. The pipes should be
centred with strands of tjirred gasket.—G. H. G.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

One Poxmd per anmUn 'post free) to any part of the
United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United States, £1 6s. Od. (or 6dols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium, £1 Gs. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indie.s, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES,
The charo;e for Competition and Contract Advertise-

ments, Public Companies, and all official advertisements
is Is. per line of Eight woi-ds, the fii-st Line counting as
two, the minimum charge being os. for four Unes.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miscellaneous
and Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertise-

(

ments) is 6d. per line of Eight words (the first line
counting as two), the minimum charge being 4$. 6d. for
40 words. Special terms for series of moi"e than six
insertions can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-page advertisements 2s. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 5s.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thui'sday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

SlTC-^TIOXS.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations Vacant

"

or " Situations Wanted" is On'e Suilling fok Twextv-
FOUR Words, and Sixpence for every eight words after.
All Situation Advertisements must be prepaid.

Rkokived.—B. W. and Co.—.1. M. A.—L. A. and Son.—
M. A. Co.—D. F. N.—W. B. A. and Co.

St. Mltsgo.—No. We can still supply our bound volumes
containing the articles.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
"M.<our' (We find that it is the yellow tint of your
paper and the dirt?" state of the drawing which led to
the idea that it was a mounted tracing. We find that
this is an error, but it does not alter the position
accorded you in the competition.)—" Exthi'siast "

(Thank you for suggestion, but usually the greatest
successes result from the ordinary and simple subjects.
Anything like a problem necessitating some httle exti-a
trouble and special knowledge is not popular, and meets
with a p'jnr response. This is perhaps not so un-
acountable as you appear to think, i

Drawings Received.—"PatMcKann," " Sandi-inghara,"
"lona," "Primus," "Hare," "Tentara."

Jnttrcammutticatian.—.--.

—

REPLIES.
111718.]—Baptistery.—A gond an-.ingemcnt fm- a

baptisU*rj' is to make it project in tbe form of an iipse
from the wc^t end of nave, and of its whole width. The
entrances or porches may be on both sides ending tlie
ai.sle.s, if there are any. Several examples of this arrange-
ment may be seen in London. St. Peter's, Streatham, is

a good example, where the baptistery is a semi-octagonal
apse, and there is a pari.sh-r<jom below. KoUed steel
joists will do verjr well,'or bolted C.I. girders, to support
the onter w.-ill, if not ejirried down. If, as I infer, the
latter plan is intended, the girdci-s may be lined in the
manner suggested, witli marble steps, if the girders are
above the floor-level. T. Wells does not .say where the
baptistery is to be placed on the ground floor.—G. H. G.

[11719 1 -Natural Ventilation —Your querist
raiLst have read your back volumes carele.ssly if he does

The Wolverhampton Corporation, after sevevi

delays, hare now commenced the work of laying

down their new scheme of tr.amways for the borough.

The first section of the line to be dealt with will run
from the Dog and Gun Inn, Tettenhall, to (.Jueen-

square, via Newhamptou-road, and on Monday
Alderman C. T. Mander, the chairman of the Tram-
ways Committee, performed the ceremony of

"breaking the ground" of the line of route at

the jimotion of Tetteuhall-road and Newhampton-
road. Mr. H. HoUoway is the contractor for

the line.

The Crowmarsh Rural District Council have ap-
pointed Messrs. Beesley, Son, and Nichols, of 11,

Victoria-street, Westminster, to prepare a scheme
of water supply for the district of Woodcote.

The Bishop of Reading has consecrated a new
church at Grove, near Wantage, which has been

erected at a cost of £'2,0iin. The pulpit, which h^s

been removed from the old church, was tirst occu-

pied by Dr. Pusey at the opening of the church in

the year ISo'. The font, too, which originally came
from Pusey, near Faringdon, Berks, is the one at

which Dr. Pusey was baptised.

The new post-office for Troou, situated at the

comer of Ayr and Academy-streets, was opened on
Friday. The po3t-offi;e buildings are three stories .

in hei ght, and have been erected at a cost of £8,000

During the lasL twelve months there has heen a.

remarkable development in the work of erecting

new buildings in WelUngtou, Salop, and district,

and many dilapidated buildings have been de-

molished. The urban council have decided to take

proceedings for the removal of slums in High-street ^'

and other parts of the town.

On behalf of the Local Government Board, Mr.
W. O. E. Meade-King has held an inquiry at

Rowhedge, near Colchester, into the application of

the Lexden and Wiustree Rural District Council for

leave to borrow £3,100 for the purposes of water

supply for the parish and the purchase of certain_

property. .

The nave of the ancient cryjit of the Prioty

Church of St. .John at Clerkeiiwell was opened on

Tuesday for parochial puq)Oses by Ear! Egerton of

Tatton, Chancellor of the Order of the Hospital of

St. John of Jerusalem in Englanil. The ciyi)t was

erected by the Knights of the Order of St. John

about the year 1100. This was the original chapel,

and consists of five bays, with side aisles to the

eastern part, that on the north side being of one bay

only, and that on the south of three bays. ITiere

are chambers of minor importance on the north side,

westward of the aisle. In the latter part of the r2th

century, about the year UTS, the erection of a grand

priory" church having been determined on, the

original chapel, with the extension then made to the

eastward, became a crypt under the choir of the new

church. This church was consecrated by the Latin

Patriarch of Jerusalem, Heraclius, in the year 1 185.

The crypt has been restored and fitted up with the

electric light at a cost of over £800.

A contract has been entered into for the erection

of anew imperial hall for Dulwich, on a freehold

site in Grove Vale, East Dulwich.

Col. H. E. Dumford, R.E., has held an inquiry

at Great Wyrley respecting an application bj- ;he

Cannock Rural "District Council to borrow to,500

for the purpose of a water scheme for the parish of

Great Wyrley. Evidence was given which showed

that there were over 200 houses without a proper

water supply, and eight cases of typhoid fever had

been traceable to this cause.

•m
D.I
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Mk. William Luipeu, R.S.A., the aichitcrt

emploj-ed by the Glasgow Towii Council to com-
plete this Imiklin^ designed \>y the late William

Young, hiis had the scheme o£ decorating the

<ila8gow 51unicip.ll Buildings in hand for some

time, and the present illustration is from aphoto-

.-ipraph of the paintirgs at the end of the banquet-

beai-s a fi.sh and a ring on her City Arms." We
are indebted to the Town CouncO for the photo-

graph which we have reproduced. It was taken

by Messi-s. T. and K. Annan and Sons, of Gla.sgow.

noVAL VICTOUI.l nOSPITAL, BELFAST.

Tiir. possibility of superseding the pavilion

anangeuicnt of plan for hospitals has been dis-

cussed, and the employment of antiseptic tveat-

mcnt in such a way that hospitals and infirmaries

might be considered health manufactories, and that

they should be planned and designed on the lines

of a wcU-an-anged manufactory, in wliicli the

principal considerations are perfection of work
and its accomplishment mlh ease and despatch.

The alleged defects of pavilion buildings of several

stories are the distances apart of the wards, the

necessity for staircases and lifts, the excessive

labour to the stafif, and the difficulties of adminis-

tration, ilr. Henman has endeavoured to show
that it might be better to spread out the wards on

one story only, placed side by side, princijially

lighted by continuous lantern lights. This design

for the new hospital for Belfast realises this idea.

The architects are Mr. William Henman and^lr.

Thomas Cooper, and the contract was let last

autumn to Jlessrs. JIcLaughlin and Harvey,
builders, of Belfast and Dublin, who have already

made good progress with the works, under the

direction of Mr. U. S. Flower, as clerk of works.

The King has graciously expressed his desire

to lay tlie foundation-stone a little later in

the season, so that Belfast will be honom-ed by a

Koyal visit for this purpose. The accommodation
in the new building will be for 1300 patients, S

resident medical and surgical officers, 7(i nurses,

and 32 male and female attendants and servants.

The prini'ipal entrance to the site of six acres in

extent, liberally granted by the Corporation of

Belfast, is fi-om Grosvenor-street. The ad-

ministrative buildings, of four stories and base-

ments, in three sepai-ate buildings on the north

side, provide a spacious entrance-hall (above the

porch of which is a statue of Queen Victoria), also

accommodation for the resident staff, the nur,<es'

each honorary physician and surgeon having
control of a pair of w,ards. In connection with
each group of four medical wards there arc a large
classroom and two clinical rooms, and to every
pair of surgical wards there is an operating room.
Uii the north side of the main corridor are thr

ophthalmic wards—two of six beds and two of

two beds : also an operating room. Xear to each

of the 17 large wards is a separation ward fortwu
beds. A waixl kitchen serves for each pair of

wards, except for gyn.'ecological cases, where the

department is self-contained, with .separate

operating room. Bath-rooms and conveniences
are attached to all the principal wards, and linen

cupboards, stores for iiatients' clothing, &c., are

provided. Two detached buildings are for isola-

tion purposes, one being for six and the other for

four beds, with kitchens, conveniences, and
nurses' bedrooms. To each of the It bed-wards
there is a large window at the south end, opening
on to a balcony, and from which there is a view
over park-like grounds to the hills beyond, and
from end to end of the wards there are lanteni-

lights, glazed on the slightly sloping sides. Conse-
quently, as the only lofty buildingsarc on the north,

whatever sunlight there may be throughout the

day is admitted to the wards, or may be regulated

to requirements by the provision of gi'cen drawn-
down blinds. To the west of the administrali\c

buildings is the " outp.atients " or " extern " d.'-

partment, consisting of a large waiting-hall with a
number of medical and surgical consulting rooms
around on the ground-floor level, and in the

basement there are retiring room.s for the us? of

students attending the hospital. The .appliances

for securing ventilation are in a separate building

at the east end of the niiin corridor, connected at

the basement level by the princijial air-inlct duct,

which is 20ft. high by 9ft. wide at that end.

Thei-e will be a complete steam laundry in

a detached building on the premises, together

with disinfectinj; app.ar.ttu5, and a destructor.

The pathological dep.irtment, including a

laboratorj', post-mortem room, mortuary, and
a viewing - ro:uu, divided off by a glaze I

BEt-TAST ROYAL VICTORIA HOSPITAL

A^JCHITCCTS

A o lOCO

ing hall executed by Mr. Alexander Roche,
E.S.A. The scene depicted represents the foUow-
iug incident thus described: "The legend teUs
how Langvorelh, (Jueen of Strathclyde, lost

a ring that King Rederech, her lord, iad given
her for a love token, wherefore he would have
had her slain ; but she besought the aid of Saint
Mungo, who bade a fisherman cast his net into
the Clyde, whereby a salmon was caught. In
his mouth was found the lost ring. Thus Glasgow

home, the attendants' and servants' quarters,

the dispensary, and the kitchen departments.

On the south side of a main corridor running
east and Avest are the wards, side by side, without

intervening space, and practically under one roof.

Each ward is for 14 beds—eight of them being

for medical, eight for surgical, and one for

g}Tia>eological eases, with their accessory rooms,

approached by branch corridors. The wards are

arranged for male and female patients alternately.

screen, arc provided for in another detached

building. The buUdings wiU be attractive in

their simplicity, as well as their internal arrange-

ments. The cost per patient's bed will not e.\ -

cecd .£300, an exceedingly low figure for such a

complete and up-to-date hospital. The drawing

illustrating the wards block, which we publi.sh

to-day, is now at the Royal Academy Exhibition.

The tipper drawing illustrates the entrance and

administr.itive buildings.
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sEVti.N lXI), WORCESTER.

The histiry of the ancient family of Ijechmere

has been well recorded. The famous Judge (Sir

Nicholas Lechmere) ha.s left us a brief but in-

lere-^ting ac<-ount of what he did at .'Nevera End in

1 he 1 7th century, but unfortunately he included no
description of the house as he found it in 16.i0,

the year of his inheritiince of this estate. His
fourth descendant (.Sir Edmund Hungerford
I.echuiere also left a most interestins; manuscript
briefly descriptive of the house, but enterinsr

mort- fully into a history of his ancestors, their

dejR-ndants. niannei'S. and sentiments. Tlic

restoratiims recently carried out by Messrs. Lewis
•Shoppard and Son, of Worcester, incorporate the

ruins left by the tire of October, 189C, and as the

ilihrts was removetl, certain features were revealed

from time to time clearly showiiiij tliat the house*
was more ancient and had undergone many
more .alterations than anyone since the time of

Sir Nicholas I.echmcre could be aware of. Severn
Knd is said to have belonged to the Leclimeres
since the time of King William the Conqueror.
No authentic date can be assigned to the build-

ing of Severn End. TTie late Sir Edmund A. H.
Lechmere gave it as about l.').SO, ; but it seems
more probable that portions of the structure,

some still remaining, must be at least a century
older. For insUince, the lower portions of the
two chimneys flanking the entrance, and a

portion of that at the north-west corner ;—in the

latter the bricks are only Ijin. thick, with very
thick mortar joints. The kitchen and the room
over were of the older date. Jt was very apparent
that portions of the roof had been raised, which
would .account for the unusual treatment in the
waU-framing just over the first-floor windows of

the west front. The object of this no doubt was
to increase the number of bedrooms, although
those in the roof were very poor ones. Prior to

tliis alteration in the height of the building, the
rooms of the first floor were partly in the roof.

It is verj- probable these and other alterations or
additions may have been made at the end of the
It-'lh centuiy. During the j)rocess of th(; restora-

tion the entire form and plan of the house in the
l-'>th century w.as discoverable. From what was
seen of the foundations and portions of the walls,

it was very evident that the centre p.art of the
house between the two wings consisted of a large
hall, .'jjft. long and 20ft. wide, open to the roof
(probably not unlike that at Bitsmorten Court),
haWng two large fireplaces, the chimneys of

which still form a very striking featui-e in the
east elevation, and between which was a recessed
doorway, the door and frame being flush with the
inner face of the wall of the house. At the north
end of the hall was the withdrawing room, and
one or two other small rooms, with a few bed-
rooms over, while at the south end were the
kitchen and a few other domestic offices. All
this was quite consistent with the domestic life of

those times when the gre.at hall was the common
living-room, where the household, the guests,
retainei-s, and hangers-on were entertained and
received hospitality at the same board, on which
the .salt-cellar was considered to divide the table
into two distinct f>arts, guests of more distinction
Ix-ing placed above the salt, while the places
below the salt were assigned to inferiors and
dep<ndants. 'ITie great hall was frequently used
iis the common bedroom. A'ery few bedrooms
sufficed in those days, when it was common for
several persons to sleep in the same room, ])rivaey
having been but little regjirded. Also some of
the cooking was done at the great hall fireplaces,
and in evidence of this the large iron crossbar
still remains from which the pot hooks and
trook.s were suspended. Other interesting dis-
coveries were made, pointing to the fact that
some of the chimneys originally contained but
one flue, and this of grtut size,' necessitating a
vcrj- large stack, and at least four of these
chimneys had been altered ; additional fireplaces
had been formed on the first-floor level, and
se])arate flues where possible, but some of the
flues did duty for two or more fireplaces. This
somewhat confirms the prciious statement that
the hall originally had no bedrooms over it, and
that there were but very few bedrooms in the
house. Judging from the character of the brick-
work, it was very evident that these alterations
were made long before Sir Nicholas Lcchmere's
time (ICaO). He recorded in his diary that he

' A view of the entrance front of Severn End. as it
appeared before the cilamit/ms tim. iipp.'arnd in the
Blmidis,. Nf,» ^ for .•Vui.-u»t 1!1. IHHI, ami iinothor showing
(nr- Kairten front, also unr<;i<tore<J, in our issue for May 10,

rebuilt many of the chimneys ; but in doing so he
1 used bricks of slightly different texture and
I colour, and thicker ones than those formerly

!
used ; consefiuently the work be did was trace-

able to an inch, and the building of the

clustered shafts could be attributed to him,

but not the ba.ses of the chimneys. Sir

Nicholas Lechmere, Knight, who was a

famous lawyer, a Baron of the Exchequer, and
generally known as .fudge LechTuere, has left

behind him a most interesting diary, wherein he
recorded the many alterations and additions

which he made to Severn End. In 1().56 he began
by building a new kitchen and bakehouse, with
the rooms over. These additions comprise the

southern end of the house, beyond the still older

kitchen. ITie outer walls seem to be of earlier

date, and were those of a one-story annexe. It is

very probable that he adapted the lower story to

the purpose of a kitchen and bakehouse, and
added the rooms over. The walls of the upper
story were of half-timber fnuuing, and at a sub-
sequent period were encased with brickwork, the

latter being removed during the recent restora-

tion. .lUso in 16.56 the Judge built the north wall

of the garden and certain outofliees. In the follow-

ing year he extended the walls along the south
and west sides of the garden, and built the garden-
gate immediately opposite the west entrance,

thereby enclosing the garden adjoining the west
side of the house. Here was the principal flower

garden, laid out in foiTual parterres, in patterns
of curious design, some of them edged with box.
In 16.58 he built the great barn and planted the
chestnuts in L'pper Lechmere field, some of which
still remain. In 16.59 the wall extending from
the comer of the stable to the parlour chimney
was built, and in this year also the furnace was
set to brew with coke, of which the ironwork cost

£2 14s. This no doubt was a new invention, to

which we owe our present method of setting

furnaces. The sum paid for the ironwork was
certainly very great as compared with present
prices. In the year in which King Charles II.

was crowned (1661) the Judge built his study
(since known as* " Justice Room ") in the south-
west comer of the garden ; he ha^nng a com-
paratively small house and a family of eleven
children, it is easy to imagine how very much he
needed such a study. It is an extremely pretty
and quiet retreat, and is well preserved. It was
restored in 1858 by the late Sir E. A. H. Lech-
mere. The Judge makes no mention of the garden
walls adjoining the study, but they appear to

have been built about the same time, while in
1662 the "Mount "Walk" was finished. The
stonework, writes the Judge, was done by one
Goddard at the rate of 6d. per foot for the coping
and 4d. per foot for the steps, including stone
and labour, but not can-iage. At the present
time the cost of the masoniy would be about six
times greater. In 1663 the c.ai-t-house at the
end of the great barn was built. In 1068 ex-
tensive additions and alterations were made to

the house. The Judge recoi'ded that he made
the cellar under the buttery, built the chimneys
adjoining, and made the whole front new between
the hall chimneys and those new chimneys, cum
miiltis (tliis, which means many other additions
and improvements. He preserved the external
facings of the brick and stone work, inserted the
small window near the ground line in order to
light the new cellar, partly closed up the old
fireplace, and rebuilt tlie inside and upper
portions of the chimney, forming at the fii-st-

tioor level two small fireplaces and on the attic-

floor level one other fireplace for the respective
bedi'ooms, one of which is known as the King's
Room. Thus there were three fireplaces to two
flues. The companion chimney, that of the hall,

had one fireplace and Hue formed in it in the first-

floor level, but it was not otlK^rwise altered.
All these alterations were clearly distinguishable.
The very beautiful central gable and the entrance
beneath it arc therefore to be attributed to the
artistic mind of the Judge. I'rior to this the
original d<jor and fi-ame receded about 4ift.

In liiTO he built the new brick gable, which
Jlr. Shepjjard takes to have been that at the
north-west comer of the house, in substitution
for the earlier half-timber gable, but about
this time another brick gable was built in
place of the half-timber work over the cast
side of the hall. The Judge ,at this period
seemed to have totally aband<med the half-timber
style in preference for the more solid brick walls,
and in 167.3 he began the brick buildings on the

' Illustrated in the Buildixo New; for Jime 5, 18SS.

north and south sides of " Ye Green Court." A
builder, John Averian, undertook to proWde all

materials and to execute the work fit for habita-
tion for £2.50. Sir Nicholas, however, seems to

have doubted his builder, for he adds, " how he
will perform time will show." He afterwards
wrote in his diary, "He fayled in all things."
Considering the extent of the work, it is not
surprising the buUder failed, financially at least

:

but his work could not have been very bad to
have withstood the test of time for 2 J^ centuries.
These additions with their numerous gables and
clustered chimneys are quaint and in pleasing
contrast with the earlier half-timber portions of
the house. From 180.5 to 1896 the house was.
occasionally occupied as a farmhouse, but was
vacant for many years. The house is grouped on
three sides of the quadi-angle. The centre portions
consist chiefly of timber framing and stucco, the
principal entrance being in the centre, between
the two massive chimneys, the latter a curious
mixture of brick and stone work, while the wings,
with their manj' quaint gables, are built with
bricks, and which, with the very handsome lead
spout-heads, having shields bearing date 1673,
and the arms of Sir Nicholas Lechmere, together
with the lattice windows, makes up a very
picturesque composition. The court is inclosed

on the east side by an iron palisading and a
floriated wrought-iron gate, the pillars on either

side of which are surmounted by liorLS, sejant,

very rudely carved in stone—so rude, in fact, that

they have been described as dogs, and certainly

they resemble dogs very much. The gate was "a

small one, and visitors arriving in a carnage or
on horseback had to alight at the gate and
traverse the whole length of the court on foot.

The west side pf the house is less formal but
equally picturesque, and presents a mass of un-
equal gables, which, with the oversailings of the

upper stories, the oriel windows, c< rbels, and
barge-boards, all more or less enriched with
mouldings and quaint carvings, presented a very
characteristic old Worcestershire residence. In-
temall)' the house had but little of architectural

interest, although there were, here and there,

bits of detail sufficient to excite one's mind and to

show that the fittings, and especially the few large

fireplaces and chimney-pieces, had undergone con-
siderable alterations. The most striking features,

however, were the inconvenient arrangements in

plan. For 90 yeai-s (since 1805) this house wa.s un-
occupied by the Lechmere family. Apart from
its inconvenience it had become very dilapidated.

Decay and weakness seemed to prevail ; it was
cold and comfortless, and the sanitary aiTange-

ments were almost nil. The present baronet,

however, did much to remedy this state of things,

"

when he took up his residence there about five

years ago. In the works of restoration no altera-

tion has been made in the general form and out-

line ; it was preferable to preserve the old form
and featui-es. and to restore those which h<ad been
destroyed. The brick gables which had sup-

planted the earlier half-timber ones have been

removed, and the timber and stucco, together

with the oriel windows, corbels, barge-boards,

ire., have been reinstated. In other parts, the

timber and stucco were concealed by a thin facing

of brickwork. These also have been altered back
to the original state. The lattice windows, the

ironwork, the lead eavesgutters and pipes, and
the beautiful pipe-heads of ornamental leadwork,

bearing a shield with a pelican (the Lechmere
crest) thereon, together with all mouldiags.

carvings, corbels, pendants, <ind finials, have been

very carefully restored. The above description is

taken from an account published by Mr. Lewis
Shejjpard, the architect of the restorations, and
our views are from photographs. AVe shall give

some others shortly from the same series.

XII. XIII. AXD XIV. I.ON'G .-VCRE, W.O.

These premises have just been erected for Mr.,
Edward Stanford from the design of Messrs.

'

Read and MacDonald. The front is executed in

Portland stone, the brickwork in the upper part

being of salt-glazed bricks. The carving wa.s •

modelled and executed by Mcssra. Walter Smith
and Wheaton. The contractors were Mossra.

Holloway Brothers, of Belvedere-road, S.E.

.XVI. TO XXVI. MOU.VT STREET, W.

These premises, finished a year or two ago from
the designs of Messrs. Read and MacDonald.
contain shops on the ground floor with residential

upper parts above. The fronts are of i'ortland

stone with small red bricks. Jlessrs. Holloway
Brothers, of Belvedere- road, S.E., were the

contractors.
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WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

New Water Supply pos AnERDr.EX.^A special
meetino; of the Town Council of Abenleeii wxs lielil

on Friday, when it was resolveii to enja^e Mr.
Charles Hiwksley, M.Inst.C.E., AVestminster, to
report a.s to the best source for a new or aJJitionil
water supply for the city. Mr. Bain, the convener
of the Water Committee, stated that ilr. Charles
Hiwksley W;is about to commence his inspe -tion,

and in the ooui-se of it would visit all the prolia'.ile

•snurees on the upper reaches of the Die, and also the
Avon. The cost of the scheme might be 11 ,000,000,
and the construction might occupy ten years.

A new church, delicate 1 to St. Srsphcn, is to be
erected in the parish of Holy Trinity, Smsth\vi(^k,
at a cost of l'l,7.5J, from the designs of Mr. F. T.
Beck, architect, of Wolverhampton. Smethwick
has increased its population during the last ten
years by 18,00!), and St. Stephen's will be the fourth
new cliurch erected since IS'Jl. The contract his
been secured by Messrs. J. Harley and Sons, of

Smethwick.

Mr. H. H. Law has held an in'juiry at Uuislip
into the application of the U.Kbridge Rural District
OouncU for sanction to borrow tlS.OJO for the
purposes of sewer.age and sewage disp'isil for the
parish of Uuislip.

At the Uist meeting of the Willesdeii Bjirdot
Guardians, ^[r. Morgan Williams, M.I.C.E., w.is
appointed to the post of consulting engineer to the
new infinnary.

The appointment of a board to superintend the
preparation of plans for a new building at AViVShiug-
ton, D.C., for the l-'nitcd States Department of
Agriculture, consisting of the secretary of
Agriculture, the supervismg architect of the
Tre.asury Dejiartment, Mr. James Knox Taylor,
Mr. Ciu^s Gillicrt, of New York, Mr. J. H. Rankin,
of Philadelphia, and Mr. Rush Marshall, of
Washington, has been ajiproved. The board will
select ten architects to be invited to submit plans by
October next.

A memorial-stone has just been placed on the
grave of .Tolin Ruskin in Coniston Churchyard in
the form of a cross of the type lately revived from
the model of the age before the Norman Conquest,

.

out from hard grey-green stone of the neighbouring
Tillxjrthwaite Quarries, and, with its base, is a little

over Oft. high. The only inscription is the name
and dates of birth and death. The remainder of the
«tone is carved with symbolical representations of
Ituskin's principal works, from the designs of Mr.
W. G. Collingwood, of Coniston.

The Su-vres porcelain vase presented by the French
Government to the trustees of the British Museum,
in return for their gift to the Bibliothcque Nationale
in Paris of a large number of duplicate pamphlets
relating to the French Revolution, has arrived at the
Museum, and been placed in charge of Mr. C. H.
Read, the Keeper of the British and Mediicval Anti-
quities and Ethnography. It is decorated with four
paintings of great technical excellence by M. Taxile
Doat, symbolising the city of Paris, au5 represent-
ing Notre Dame, the Arc de Triomphe, the Hotel
de Ville, and the Louvre.

The spire of the parish church of Benefield, near
Peterborough, which was recently struck by light-
ning, is being restored and partially rebuilt. °rhe
work, which will cost £(i00, is being carried out by
Messrs. Thompson and Co., of I'eterborough.

^
Works of sewerage are in active progress at

Northwich, for the urban district council. Messrs.
Bancroft and Son are the engineers, and Messi-s.
Dale and Applet-in the contractors.

The amount of cement in concrete is limited to
1 or 2 per cent, in excess of the measurerl voids, in
the new specilications for the New York State
canals. In response to an inquiry as to the extent
to which the contractors keep within these narrow
limits, Mr. William Pierson Judson, Deputy State
Engineer, states that " the margin of 1 to 2 per
cent, in matrix in excess of the measured voids of
the total mass of the loose aggregate is, as it was
intended to be, a maximum amount of mortar, and
the result usually shows a slight excess of matrix
a'ter tilling the voids."

Since the Light Railways Act was passed in Lsy;!,
the commissioners have dealt with .ill!) applications
from all parts of the country. In the aggregate
these schemes wore designed to (»ver a distaiK-e of
rather more than :i,OTO miles, and were estimated to
cost 20] millions. Of the entire number I (i? have
received oM aal sanction, "0 were rejected, and II
withdrawn, while others have still to be dealt with.
The projects .approved embrace a distance of l,:JLil)

mUes, and will necessitate an expenditure for land
.and labour of about i-t, 824,0311.

The foundation-stone of St. Gabriel's Church,
Oreenfiel 1-street, Govan, Glasgow, was laid on
Saturday afternoon.

|

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Tnr. WoRKMEx's Compensation- Act.—Last

week, at the Clerkenwell County-court, an award
was made in the ca.se of Mitchell v. Hcnnmgs, heard
before Deputy J udge Sinclair on the (Jth inst. The
appliuint was employed by the respondent, a
builder, on premises which constitute i a factory

within the Act of USOT. On April IV) last, while
engaged in planing wood, the applicant's right hand
w;i3 injured, four fingers being cut off at the

knuckles. A notice in the terms of the Employei-s'

Liability Act was served : and correspondence
ensued between the appiiciint's solicitor and the

respouilent and an insurance company in which a
claim for general damages was made, but no direct

claim for compensation under the new Act was
mentioned. A weekly pa}Tnent of 10s., being half

the ajiplicant's wages, was made to him by the

insurance company, and the respondent added 2s. Gd.

to this. These payments continued for ten months,
(in two occasions within six months of the accident

a lump sum in satisfaction was offered by the
insurance company. For the applicant it was con-
tended that a sufficient claim had been made under
the Compensation Act ; and that even if tliis were
not so the respondent was estopped from relying

upon the omission by his conduct and that of his

agents ("Wright v. Bagnall," 1900). The re-

spondent denied liability on the following grounds

;

(1) That the only claim made was a general claim
tor damages (" Powell v. Main Colliery Com-
pany," 1900). (2) That the facts did not amount to

a waiver by respondent of the necessary claim, and
there was no estoppel (" Rendall v. Hdl's Dry
Docks Company, Ltd.,"

1900J.
The Deputy Judge

made an aw.ard in favour ot the applicant of 10s.

weekly upon the ground that, although no specific

claim under the Act had been made within six

months of the accident, the action of the respondent
and his agents throughout the negotiations amounted
to an admission of liability nnder the Act, and that
the amount of the award was not to be affected by
the fact that since the accident the respondent had
offered, and the applicant had refused, employment
at the i'onner rate of wages.

CHIPS.
The new science buildings and laboratory attached

to Queen Elizabeth's Grammar School, Cranbrook,
which have just been completed by Messrs. Marshall
and Son, Cranbrook. will be openel on Monday
next by the Right. Hon. J. G Talbot, M.P. for
Oxford University.

An interesting ceremony was performed at Ports-
mouth last week, when Viscount Goscheii unveiled
a granite obelisk erected in Victoria Park to the
memory of the officers .and men of H.M.S.
PoW'i-ltil who lost their lives in South Africa. The
obelisk is of reddish-brown Peterhead granite, and
its base block, resting on a granite foundation,
weighs three tons. The needle is 12ft. high, and
rises to 21ft. above the ground level. The entire
weight ot the monument is 12 tons. Four semi-
circular copings surrounding the moulded p;inels ot
the base block bear the naval crown, tlie emblems
of the Royal Marine Artillery and L'ght Infantry,
and the naval officers' crest.

The National Society for Employment of Epi-
leptics some time ago made an appeal for funds to
enable them to provide, at their colony at Chalfont
St. Peter, a home specially adapted for convalescent
and other similar cases. Au anonymous donor
immediately responded to the appeal, and nnder-
too'.i to defray the entire cost (about i'3,300) of
erecting .at the colony a convalescent home for 24
male patients. The building has already been
begun, and will be completed by the end of the
year. The cost of furnishing the home—estimated
at £.aOO—-has not yet been provided.

At its last meeting the London County Council
authorised the Highways Committee to pre-
pare specifications, and to invite tenders for the
reconstruction for electrical traction, of those por-
tions ot the London County Council tramways
between (</) the junction of Kenningtan-road with
Westminster Bridge-road and St. George's-circus

;

(/<) the Elephant and Castle, along New and Old
Kent-roads, New Cross-i'oad, Cireenwich-road, to
the terminus at Trafalgar-road, Greenwich; and (c)

the Elephant and Castle, riii Newington-causeway
to St. George's Church, Borough, and thence r;«
Dover-street to the junction of the New and Old
Kent-roads: and that the parties tendering be
allowed to submit their own designs ot the yoke and
insulator which thoj- jiropose to supply.

Mr. A. A. G. Milet, an inspector ot the Local !

Government Board, held an inquii-y at Stoke-on-
\

Trent, on Friday, into an application by the town
|

council for sanction to borrow ,i;i,2:iJ for works of
|

sewerage: £051 for works of surface- w.iter drain-
\

age: .£l,(i(i') for the purchase of land and buildings
required in connection with the propose 1 installa-
tion of ths electric light, erection of refuse de-
structor, ^Vc. ; tuoO for an underground lavatory in
Campbell -place : and £130 for a ro.id scarifier.

Sydenham Wells Park, near Upper Sydenham,
which has been acquired and laid out at the joint

cost of the local authority and the London County
Council— £7,000 being expended on the land, and
over £o,000 on converting it into a public resort

—

was formally opened on Monday by Mr. A. M.
Torrance, chairman of the London County Council.

It has been laid out from plans by Mr. J. J. Saxby,
superintendent of parks, and has an ai'ea of 17|
acres.

A Celtic cross, erected to the memory of Mijor-
General Wauchope on the ground facing Niildrie

Public School, near Liberton, N.B., was unveiled
on Satui-day afternoon by Sir Charles DalrjTuple,
M.P., of Newhailes. The cross is of Coreniiie red
granite, and has neither circled arms nor nimbus.
It has been executed fi'om designs by Mr. Thomas
T. Patei-son, architect, York-place, Edinburgh.

The east window erected in St. Michael's Church,
Broadway, to the memory of Lieutenant R. Ford-
ham Flower, of the Warwickshire Imperial
Yeomanry, who was killed in action at Hannan's
Kraal, South Africa, on August 20 last year, was
unveiled by the Dean of Worcester on Sunday.
The window represents the Resurrection of our
Lord.

The Rother Valley Light Railway Company is

giving notice of an intention to make application to.-

the light railway commissioners for power to con-
struct the long-promised line from Tenterden to

"'

Headcorn. Commencing by a junction with the
present light railway at Tenterden. the line will

pass through the parish of Biddenden and terminate
at the Headcorn Station of the South Eastern main
line.

A faculty was gi'anted last week at the Norwich
Consistory Court for the erection of a carved oak
reredos in the parish church of Bramtord, near
Ipswich. It has been designed by Mr. W. D. Cariiej

architect to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners.

Colonel A. C. Smith has held an inquiry at Bex-,
hill into the application of the urban ilistriot

council to borrow £i).074 for the making up of De
La Warr, Fairmonnt, part of Dorset-road, and
Elminstead-road, and of £2,2S9 for paving, kerbing,

and channelling, and footpaths over Church-HiU, .

Little Common, Hastings-road, and Chantry-lane. -

The contract for the erection of the new Royal
Infirmary at Newcastle-on-Tyne has been let, the

price being £19.j,000. The contractor is Mr.
Samuel Warburton, of Miles Platting, near Man-
chester. The foundation-stone of the new building

was laid last year by the King. The joint archi-

tects are Mr. H. Percy Adams, of London, and Mr.
W. Lister Newcombe, of Newcastle, whose design

was selected in competition by Mr. Alfred Water-
house, R.A.

A serious fire occurred on Monday at Salisbury,

destroying extensive business premises in the centre

of the city, and doing some damage to St. Thomas's
Church, a building of great antiquarian interest.

The whole of the sum required to secure au
additional 43 acres to Brockwell Park, namely
£60,800, has now been jiromised, the latest addition

being a further contribution from the London
Parochial Charities.

A BUI for the construction of a railway 14 miles

long between Winchester and Southampton has

been approved by a House of Commons committee

on condition of the insertion of certain clauses.

The examination of the permanent way ot the

electrical tramway .system between Cheetiiam Hill

and Albert-square, Manchester, has been com-
pleted by Lieutenant Colonel Von Donop, on behalf

ot the Board of Trade. Mr. A. P. Trotter inspected

the overhead equipment, .and expressed himself fully

satisfied.

Last week's business at the Tokenhouse-yard
Mart was exceptionally heavy, property being

crowded into the mar'iet in order to clear before the

Whitsuntide holidays. Few large country estates

were brought forward or sold, and the various

country residences submitted did not meet with

much demand. The principal transactions occurred

in London or suburban freehold properties. Eight

residences just oft' Clapham Common, with .about a

quarter of an acre ot garden each, realised £ll,-'i4.|.

The total amouut of the week's sales was £2rO,ilii.>,

which compares favourably with £102,033 for the

corresponding week ot last year.

Mr. R. Graham Keevil. C.E., of the Bristol Docks

Engineer's staff, has been appointed by the London

and South-Western Railway Company to take

charge of their new works at .'Southampton.

In the House of Commons, on Friday, thoLord

Advocate brought in a Bill to amend the law m
regard to the sewerage and drainage and water

supply of the burghs in Scotland. It was read a

first time.
,

Tlio new science schools at Bishojj's Storttord,

ojicncd by the Viscountess Hampdiui last week, were

built by Messrs. John Glasscock and Son, ot

Bi.shop's .Storttord.

k
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.\n impoitaiit momorandum on the sito to be
»elo(:tt.J tor the new Liverpool Cathetlral. has
been (li-a«-n up by Mr. Hoorge Biadbinv,
dioeesm surveyor, ex-president of the Liverpool

Arihitoetural Society, and architect of the

r.i intly opened church house, in that city. He
iirufos that the site .should be a little apart, away
fiom the noise, dirt, and bu.stle of the heavy
(raflic of the Liverjjool street's, but as near the
t eutrc of the city, between north and south, as
(lossible. If a portion of the cathedral is to be
built within the next 20 yeai-s, the question of the
cost of the site is, he urges, most important. If
the committee have to spend £1.50,000 to 1)200,000
in purcha.sing building, then all the money at
present subscribed and for the nc.\t few years
would probably be expended without the laying
' if a single stone. As to the question of founda-
tions, the cathedi-al should be built on the rock,
so as to properly sustain the high towers or spires.
The cost of foundations in the lower parts of the
ity would be something enoi-mous. He quotes
1'a.ssages from Kuskin to show thut architectural
ffect depends, more upon the excitement of the
luagination by a judicious choice of site than on
ii'>asurenient by the eye. Of the three possible
-ites now under consideration by the committee
—St. Luke's, Bold -street; Jlonument - place,
London-road ; and St. James's Jlount, Upper
Duke-strcet — on every ground he considers
the last mentioned is the best available situation
in Lii-erpool, affording a perfectly level plateau
ibout loOft. above high-water mark, with the
hollow occupied by the cemetery below it.

Ax attemijt is being made to create an ideal
-jside village near Whitburn, in close pro.ximitv

: u Sunderland. The estiite, which will be known
ij. Seabum, will cover 27i acres of the Lady
lirowne Lands, facing a stretch of sands near
I'arson Rock on the coast of Durham. Instead
i the ordinary sti-aight streets, the houses will
I- built round squares and avenues, which will

be turfed and planted with trees. The squares
will be some 300ft. by 150ft., and the principal
avenue will be l,00dft. long and 100ft. wide.
When completed the village wiU consist of 400
houses, the first batch to be erected being 120 on
the section overlooking the sea. The houses will
be two and a half stories high, and will contain
three sitting-rooms, six bedrooms, bathroom,
kitchen, A:c., an arrangement allowing the
fccupiers to let off portions of their houses in
-ummer to visitors, without themselves leaWng.
In the back streets the low walls will be sur-
mounted by trellis work about which irj- and
<-\-ergreens will climb. The projectors have left
-jiaces on the estate for chm-ches and schools, but
.lOnsed houses will find no place there. The
houses will be designed, so far as the exterior is !

concerned, after the Bournemouth pattern. The;
latest extension of the Sunderland Electric Tram- i

way Service has brought the cars right up to the
'

border of the estate, and a private comjjany is
seeking powers to nm cars fi-om Shields through

i

( leadon and \\'hitburn along the sea front to
join the Sunderland Corporation line. Mr. Frank
' aws. r.R.I.B.A., is the architect for the estate.

The memb<;rs of the Geologists' Association
ere spending this week in the district surrounding
iiristol. The progi-amme was opened with a
^isit to Wootton Bassett, where the Bristol
lud South Wales direct railway joins the Great
\Ve3t<?m line. The excavations carried out bv
the contractor for this great scheme at several
points break ground of considerable geological
interest. On jlonday the members resumed their
peregrinations at JIalmesbury, and Tuesday was

'

-pent in the neighbourhood" of Yate and Stoke
t lifford. Wednesday was devoted to Tortworth :

vesterday (Thursday) the partv visited Sundry!
To-day (Friday) Professor L'lovd Morgan has
undertaken to point out some of" the featm-es of
the Avon Gorge, and the famous cliff at Aust
will also be inspected. To-morrow, the con-
cluding day, is to be spent at Maiden Bradley.
In cam-ing out this series of scientific excui-sion's,
the geologists have the assistance and direction of i

the Rev. H. Winwood, Professor Llovd Jloro-an
Professor Re>-nolds, Mr. B. Baker, Jlr. J,. Scanes]
ind Jlr. S. S. Buckman.
The annual report for the year ended Sept. 30,

i'.JOO, of the Board of Mamifactm-es in Scotland '

IS to the National Gallery. School of Art. Museum
of Antuiuities. and other buildings and establish- !

tiients under their charge, has just been issued. '.

To the Scottish National Gallery the following
woiks of art have been added during the year :

—

Portrait of Jlr. Andrew Plimer, miniature
painter, by A. Geddes, A.R.A. : portrait of Mr.
-Vlexander Bonar, of Ratho, and of Mrs. Bonar,
both by >Sir Henry Raeburn, presented by Miss
S. A. Fleming; and portrait of Mi-s. Douglas
Dickson, by A. Geddes, A. K.A., bequeathed by
Sir Douglas JIaclagan. To the Scottish Nati(mal
Portrait Gallery, among other works, there have
been added during the year a miniature of

Viscount Dundee, by an unknown artist, pre-
i sented by Jlr. -V. Sholto Douglas ; a portrait of

King ,lames I. of Scotland, by an unknown
artist, and a portrait of King James V., by an
unknown artist, both frum the Watson collec-

tion ; a ]x)rtrait of Dr. Chalmers, by Kenneth
I JIcLcay, presented by Sir T. D. Gibson Car-
michacl ; a portrait of Sir John .\nstruther, pen

' drawing by George Dance, R.A. ; and a plaster

bust of Prince Charles Edward Stuart, byJ.B.
Lemoyne. U'he ixirtniit of Alexander Pope, by
Jonathan Richardsem, has been deposited on per-
manent loan liy the trustees of thi

'" '

Portrait Gallery, London. During the year
decorative portrait statues of Sir Henry Rjiebin-n,

1
James Hutton, Sir David Lindsay, (.iaviii

I>ouglas, and Lord James Douglas have been
placed in niches on the exterior of the National
Portrait Gallery buildings. The number of

objects of antiquity added to the Museum of

Antiquities was .589 by donation and 397 by
purchase.

Ix connection with thi

oin

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Satchuav (to-mourow). — St. Paul's Ecelesioloi^oal

Society. Visit to tlio Parish Churcb of
EutielJ, conducted by the Kev. Li. H.
Culslmw. Truin from LiverpooKstreet
2.38 p.m.

MoxD.vv. — Sun'eyore' Institution. Annual Meeting.
3 p.m.

hociety of Eng^ineers. ** Concrete Sub-
ways for Underground Pipes," by A.
Taylor .\lU-n. 7,30 p.m.

itojal Institute of British Al'chitect^.
Business Meeting. H p.m.

Wkd.sesd.vv.—Carpenters' Hall, London 'V\'all, E.G.
Kxhibition of Works in Wood. 11 a.m.

CHIPS.
A drinking-fountain, erected in memory of the

late Princess Mary Adelaide, Duclie.ss of Teck, was
unveded at Richmond on Friday by Sir J. W.
Szlum})er, the mayor of the borough. The foun-
t;iin, which is of polished red granite, immediately
adjoins the Richmond Park entrance on Richmond
Hill. Attached .are four bronze plaques, the prin-

Vn'i
''"^'

1 cipal consisting of a lifelike bust of the late Duchess.
.\aiionai rj.^^

sculptor was Mr. F. J. Williamson, of Esher.

Since the recent appeal tor funds by the Liver-
pool Cathedral Committee, numerous subscriptions

have been promised, bringing the amount up to
more than i'l 10,000. Further donations continue
to come in.

The membei-s of the Burns Ninety Club and some
fiiends assembled on Saturday afternoon in the
Preston Street Cemetery, Edinbm'gh, to unveil a

memorial cross which they have erected over the
xcavations which I grave of .lean Lorimer—the "Chloris" and "The

have been going on during the past three months
|

lassie wi' the lint-white locks " of the poet Burns.

at Inchtuthill, on the estate of Delvine, belonging I

Mr. M'Glashau is the sculptor,

to Sir Alexander JIuir JIackenzie, Bart., some The Victoria Memorial Park of thirty-five acres,
interesting discoveries have lately boen made. 1

costing £f ,000, was opened on Friday bj' Mr.W. H.
In addition to a camp of about 600 yards square, ' Holland, M.P., at Rawmarsh, near Rotherham.
with the " via principalis " and seve"ral gateways

j

An addition is being made next week to the
well defined, there have been uncovered two I .South-Eastern and Chatham Radway system by the
ovens, the foundations and details of several openiug of a passenger station situate at Tatteoham
dwellings, and a Roman bath. Circular in shape,

I

Corner, immeiliately overlooking the Epsom R.vce-

the ovens are about 8ft. below the siu'face at the
deepest part, and in each a quantity of charred
wood and earth have been found. One is in
much better preservation than the other. The
bath is .about 12ft. long, 7ft. wiile, and 6ft. deep,
and was cemented all round. Brick steps lead-
ing down to it are still to be seen at one of the
comers, and in the bottom is a lead wastepipe.

coui"se. From London the new line runs, by way of

East Croydon, through the Chipstead Valle}*, on
wluch stations have already beeu opened at Chip-
stead, Kingswood, and 'Tadworth. Tattenham
Comer Stiition possesses six platforms, ranging
from oJOft. to 700ft. in length. In the siding

refuges space is available for twenty- tour long
trains. It is in contemplation to erect permanent
station buildings, but at x^resent there are provided

about 3in. in diameter, so situated that the bath
|
large timber structures, including booking-offices,

could be completely drained by it. An elliptical ! refreshment-rooms, waiting-rooms, parcel and tele-

stone conduit, about 2ft. high, has also been
,

gi'aph offices,

discovered. At present operations arc going on
in connection with one of the dwellings, in
which quantities of tiles and broken pottery
have been dug up. The ornamentation of the
tiles generally consists of some crude lines and
circles, but the pottery—fi'agments of wine jars

j

and other vessels^shows more ambitious designs.
I Among other articles that have been unearthed

;

.are coins, a boar's jaw and tusk, part of a deer's

(
hem, and bones of hoi-ses and other animals.

I

•

J

JJtt. Edisox is reported to have told one of the
correspondents of the halfiienny papers thnt he

' has invented an improved cement. All buildings
in future are to be made of this cement. An iron

At Jlinehead, West Somersetshire, on Saturday,
a new pier, which has been erected .at a cost of

£12,000, was inaugurated. The pier is 700ft. in

length, and has been constructed from the designs
of ill-. John J. Webster, C .E.

Sir W. Martin Conway was on Saturday elected

to the Slade Professorehip of Fine Arts at Cambridge
University for the usual term of three years.

The partnei-ship heretofore subsisting between
H. Hodgson and H. E. Priestley, architects and
surveyoi-s, Bradford and Pudsey, Yorkshire, under
the style of Hodgson and Priestley, has been
dissolved.

The salary of Mr. M'Donald, the city engineer of

framework is put up, the cement poured in, the !

Glasgow, is to be raised by £100 per annum, and
- . ^ ^ : . - ^ .''""-

j additions wdl also be made to the salaries of several
roof thrown on, and in three or four days the
house is fit for habitation. Jlr. Edison says the
cost will be insignificant, and rents will be re-

duced enoi-mously. The details are not ample
;

but the " cement " that "dries in three or four
days " is no doubt a desideratum! No mention

members of the statt'.

The first sod of Wesleyan da3'-schools was turned

stick together. Perhaps there is none I

at Midsomer Norton on Fridaj-. The building con-
tract has been taken by Mr. WilUam Tovey, of

Midsomer Norton at £4,400.

is made of the material the cement is supposed to j

A" appeal for funds in aid of repairs in Abbey
-' 1- . .1 -r. , ,, ,

'^'^
' Dore Church has been issued by a committee, of
which the Bishop of Hereford is chauTuan. The
church is a unique example of a Cistercian presby-
tery, and fonns the eastern section of the Abbey

The aw.ard in the recent arbitration respecting Church, founded in 1147 for the White Monks. Mr.,
the amount to l)e paid by the urban district council Roland W. Paul, who has been consulted, states
of Clacton-on-Seii for compulsory acquisition of , that the main walls are sound, but that some por-
laud at Great Bentley for the purjTOses of their new i tions of the building are in a dangerous state, the
water supply amounts to £2,140. The amount of
land acquired is twenty-fi%'e acres. The total
amount claimed by the owners was £12,000.

The new Primitive Methodist Church in Cleveland-
road, Sunderland, was formally opened oh Monday.
The buildings, which consist of a church and school,
and are of Early Gothic stv'le, have beeu built from
design by Mr. W. and T. "R. MUbum, of Sunder-
land. The cost has been £4.000.

On Friday afternoon the Earl of Haddington
opened the new Victoria Bridge at Haddington.

upper part of the tower being seriously out of

position. A public meeting in support of the pro-

ject for restoration was held on Wednesda}' at the

Palace, Hereford, under the presidency of the Right
Rev. Dr. Perceval.

The King has appointed Jlr. Thomas Hudson
Beare, B.Sc, to be Regius Professor of Engineering
in the University of Edinburgh, in the room of

Professor George Frederick Armstrong, deceased.

The new Johnson Technical College which has
been erected in South-street, Durham, is about to

The bridge provides a fresh means of communication
,
be pubhcly oj)ened. The college is of red brick

with the southern part of the county, and has cost with stone dressings, is three stories in height, and
about £10,000. Messrs. Belfrage and Carfrae, of has cost £4,S00. The buUders are Messrs. Gradon
Edinburgh, were the engineers, and Messrs. Somer- and Sons, of Durham, and the ventilation is carried
vail and Co. the contractors.

j out on the Boyle system.
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WAGES MOVEMENTS.
OpKEATIVK C'AItrESTEES' AXD JOIXEKS' UxioX.

—

The 7anl animal report of this union, whose head
office is in KUzaboth-street, Liverpool, has just been
issuetl by Mr. William Matkin, general secrctiiry.

Notivitlistanding the decline iutraJe, which necessi-

tated a considerable inci-exso in the expenditure for

out-of-work beneKt—the largest since IS95—there
is shown a gain in the Ciish balance of £1,130, the
net income being I'll, 181, and the expenditure
£10,0^)0. The income exceeded that of the previous
year by L'lJilS. The society commence! the year
with 7,1<>- members, and has admittCLl l.SyO. The
numbers of exclusions and deaths have been 1,G31—
thus leaving a gain on the year of 263, which brings
the numbere up to 7,727.

Tees - side Joixees' DisruTE.—On Thursd.iy
;

night in last week, a meeting of the Northern
:

(-'ounties Feiieration of Builders was held in tlie

t>ffices at Newcastle, Al<lerman Ranken, of Sunder- i

lami, in the chair. The matter of the dispute with
[

the Tees-side joiners, whose district includes the
Hartlepools, Sliddlesbrough, and Stockton, was the
subject of the discussion, and it was determined to
approach the executive of the .Vm igamate:! Society
of Carpenters and Joinere, tlirough the Builders'
National Association, with the object of .aiTangiug
a conference between the two botUes. In view of
the present fall in markets, and slackness in trade,
the Northern employers feel, it is stated, that an
advance of wages to .any branch of the building
trade would be a decided put-hack to building
operations and sjieculation, and could not be
iustitied. Although the wages i)aid to joiners on
Tees-side is a halfpenny per hour less than the rate
on \Vearside, the conditions of work, the masters
contend, are vastly dili'ereut. On Tees-side full

time is paid all the year round, thus practically
bringing the wages in the Hartlepools, Middles- I

t'rough, and Stockton up to the Wearside rate.
I

CHIPS.
The aimual meeting of the Devon and Exeter

Architectural Society will be held at Plymouth to-
moiTow (Saturd.ay) June 1.

At the Guildhall, Wrexham, on Friday, Mr. H.
Percy Boulnois, M.Inst.C.E., a Local Government
Board Inspector, held an inquiry with reference to
the application of the Wrexliam Town Council to
boiTow tCOO to make certain improvements at the
borough sewage farm . It was explained that the
Corporation were spending upon the alterations and
improvements at the sewage farm a considerable
sum in addition to the £600 it was proposed to
borrow.

On Wednesday week Lady Harris laid the founda-
tion-stone of the new church of St. Mary in Park-
road, Milton-next-Sittiugbounic. Tlie church is

being erected by aid of a grant of i'1,700 from the
Marriott beijuest, and £500 more will be required to
defray the cost. The architect is Mr. W. Philip
Day, and Mr. Harry Garder, of Milton, is the
builder. The church is to be consecrated by
Christmas Day.

Mr. W. T. Douglas, C.E., who has been called in
by the cori)oration of Lowestoft to advise as to the
best methods of protecting the North and South
Beaches from the inroads of the sea, has prepared a
scheme, the estimated cost of which is £3U,UU0.

The memorial-stone of the new City Chambers
for Edinburgh will be laid on Saturday in next
week, the 7th of June, at two o'clock! by Lord
Provost Steel.

At Hadleigh, West Suffolk, on Wednesday week,
:ie foundation-stone was laid of new IS'ational

.schools in Threadneedle-strcot. The style will be
Klizaljethan, and the bail ling, which will cover an
area of Ulft. (iiii. by -I'Jft. will iiccommodate 390
chddren. Mr. A. II. Ryan Tenison is the architect,
and Messrs. Downes and Stephenson, of Hadleigh,
have taken the contract at .i'2,.')00.

.\u addition to (he group of Convalescent homes
of the Birmingham Hospital Saturday Fund, near
Llandudno, Wiis inaugurated on Tueslay in the
opening of a new wing toTyn-y-Coed, the building
presented to the fund nine years ago hv Miss
Henrictt I and Miss Sarah Stokes for use as'a Con-
valescent Home for men. The building wUl now
accommodate 03 instead of 11 jiatients, and has been
completed from designs by Mr. E. Turner, of
Llandudno.

An extension to the institution which was
erected by the directors at Derby in LSDl for the
benefit of the Midland Railway 8t;ift' has just been
opened. The extension comprises a diiiiug-hall
seating 200, a smaller dining-room, a restaurant, a
cafe, and kitchen. The extension was designed
and has been oarrid out under the direction of the
• omjiany's architect, Mr. C. Trubshaw.

The large window above the Communion table of
Blackford Parish Church, composed of three Gothic
lights, has been tilled with stained glass dedicated
to the memory of George Ramsay MacGibbon,
trooper, lUth Imperial Yeomanry, who died at
Welverihend, South Africa, October IG, 1900. A
tigiu'e of St. Paul, with his emblematic sword, and
a figure of St. .Tohn, holding the pen and book, form
the designs of the two sidelights : ami a ligui'e of
the risen Lord occupies the central light. The
oruament.al parts are in silvery grey. The artists

are Messrs. A. Ballantine and Gardiner, Edinburgh.

A pi'ovisional order has been granted by the
Local Government Board to York Coiiioratiou to
acquire compulsorily certain property and lands
necessaiy for the purpose of widening, opening,
eidarging, or otherwise improving the streets called
Coppergate, Nessgate, and Spurriergate. Provision
is made for the rehousing of the disturbed tenants.

A company has been formed for the purpose of
constructing a railway from Southend to Burnham
and Bradwell-on-Sea, with stations at the various
small towns en roiifc. The River Crouch, which is

about a mile wide, will be crossed by a ferry.

The urban district council of Crowland have
adopted a scheme of water supply for the town
prepared by Mr. G. HoJson, C.E., of Lough-
borough, and are advertising for tenders for boring
on the selected site.

The new tower to the ancient parish church of
Broughton-iu-Furness, which has been erected by
Lord Cross at his own expense, and the new peal of
eight bells hare been dedicated by the Bishop of
Carlisle. The tower has been designed by Messi-s.
Austin and Paley, of Lancaster, and is in keeping
with the Norman architecture of tlie church.

An application is about to be made by Sir Cuth-
bert QuUter, M.P., to the Light Railway Com-
missioiiers, for an order authorising the construction
of a light railway SJ miles in length, extending
from a junction with'the G.E.R. system at Melton
near Woodbridge, through Shottisham and Hol-
lesley, to the sea-coast at Bawdsey, at the mouth
of the river Deben.

Captain Marsh has held an inquiry at Winchester
as to an application for sanction to borrow £10,000
required for purchasing and laying out the 35 acres
in Hyde Parish as a recreation ground, and £3,000
for museum purposes.

The Colwyn B.iy Urban District Council were in-
formed on Tuesday that the plans for the extension
of the promenade from Colwyn Bay to Rhos-on-
Sea had been agreed to by the Trustees of Sir
George Cayley's estate, who are contributing
£! 0,000 towards the scheme. When concluded, it

will be one of the finest promenades in the King-
dom, extending from Old Colwyn to Rhos, a dS-
tance of three mUes.

DANIELS & CO.,
Modellers and ManufiMsturers of

Hi^h-Clahs

Imperishable Architectural

Concrete Masonry,
TO ARCHITECTS' DESIGNS, in any Jraired colour.

Offices and Works:—

85, CANWICK ROAD, LINCOLN,
Enqniiies SotidliJ. Estimates rariiishtui.

W. % USCELLES aiid Co,,

121, Bunhill Row, London, E.G.
TELEPHONB No. 870.

HIuH-CLASS JOINEEY.
LASCELLES* CONCRETE.

Conservatories & Greenhouses.
WOODEN BUILDINGS.

BANK, OFPIOB, & SHOP FITTIN08.

OHURCH BENCHES A PULPITS.
MSTIMATXa OIVKN OK iPPLlOATION.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,
MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, WALNUT
TEAK, VENKliR, and FANCYWOOU

MKROKANTS,
120, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.G.
The most extensive Stock of every kind ofWood in Planks and Boards, dry and fit for

immediate use.

LATEST PRICES.
IBON, &c.

Per ton. Per ton,
£6 to
10
9 15 O
9 7 6

20
5 17

Rollod-Tron Joists, Belgian £G
liulk-d-StivlJoists. English 9
Wioufjht-Iion Girder Plates 9
Bar Iron, SDud Staffs 8 7

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Hound, or
Square 20

Do., Welsh 5 15
Boiler Plates. Ii'on

—

South Stuffs 7 17 6 ,. 8 5
Best Snedshill 13 „ 13 10

.\.ngles 10s., Tees 20s. per ton extra.
Builders' Hoop Ii'on, for bondinjj, &c., £G 15s.

Buildei-s' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £15 10s. Od. per ton.
Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No. 18to 20. No.22to2<.
eft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £12 5 ...£12 10

Best ditto 12 15 ... 13
Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-Iron Columns £9 to £0 10
Cast-iron Stanchions 9 0,, 9 10
BoUed-Iron Fencing Wire 10 5 ,, 10 10
KoUed-Steel Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 15

,, ,, ,. Galvanised. 9 5 0,, 10
CasWron Sash Weights 7 5 0,, 800
Cut Clasp Nails, Sin. to 6in 12 „ 13
Cut Floor Brads 1115 „ 12 15
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)
to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.
9/6 10/- 10/3 10/9 11/3 12/- 12/9 13/6 14, 6 per cwt.

Cast-Iron Socket Pipes

—

Sin. diameter £6 17 6 to £7 5
4in. to Sin (5 15 „ 7
Tin. to 24in. (all sizes) 6 15 ,, 7

[Coated with composition, 2s. 6d. per ton extra ; tm'ned
and bored joints, 5s. per ton exta'Ji.]

Pig Iron

—

Per ton.
Cold Blast, LilleshaU 105s. to 110s.

Hot Blast, ditto , 57s. 6d. to 62s. 6d.
Wrought-lron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standai-d

Lists f.o.b. ;

—

Gas-Tubes 62>p.c.
Watei'-Tubes ^.-. 57J „
Steam-Tubes 521 »
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 50 „
Galv-anised Watei'-Tubes 45 „
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 40 „

lOcwt. casks. 5cwt. casks.
Per. ton. Per t'jn.

Zinc. English (London mill) £24 10 to £25
Do.. Viedle Montague 25 ,, 25 10
Sheet Lead, 31b. per sq. ft. super. 14 17 6 „ 15 17 G
Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs 12 10 „ 13 10
Lead Shot, in 2.Slb. bags 16 2 6 „ 17 2 6
Copper Sheets, sheathing and rods 84 15 ,, 85
Copper, British Cake and Ingot. . . 75 5 ,, 75 15
Tin, Straits 122 5 „ 124 5
Do., English Ingots 120 „ 12110
Spelter, Silesian 17 5 „ 17 10

T I KE "R TT. T?,

Teak, Burmah per load £10 10 to £16 5 O
„ Bangkok „ ... 10 „ 15 5 O

Quebec Pine, yellow „ • * 2 6 „ 5 O
„ Oak „ ... .115 „ 6 10 O
„ Birch I „ ... 4 2 6,, 600
„ Elm „ ... 5 5 0,, 600
„ Ash „ ... 4 2 6,, 600

Dantsic and Memel Oak „ ... 2 15 „ 4 7 6
Fir „ ... 3 5 „ 4 10

Wain.scot, Riga p. log... „ ... 1 17 6 „ 3 2 6
Lath, Dantsic, p.f „ - ... 4 0,, 5 10
St.Petereburg , ... 4 0,, 6 10

Greenheart „ ... 7 15 „ 8
Box .T> „ ... 7 0,, 15
Sequoia, U.S..\ per cube foot 19,, 020
Mahog.any, Cuba, per super foot
Im. thick 6,, 008
„ Hondm-as ... „ ... 6,, 7i
„ Mexican ,,...0 4.,
„ African „ ... 3J „

Cedar, Cuba ,...003,, 00
„ Honduras „ ... 3.V „

Satinwood „ ... 10 „ 1

Walnut, IfciUan „ ... S „
„ jVmerican (logs) 2 3,, 04

Deals, per St. Petersbui-g Standard, 120—12tt. by l}in.,j

by llin. :

—

auebcc, Pine, 1st . £25 to £.»
2nrt . 17 10 „ 21
3rd . 12 „ 14

Canada Spi-uce, 1st 11 5 „ 14
2nd and 3rd 8 10 „ 10 5

New Brunswick -~ 8 15 „ 1110
Riga , 9 10 „ 10 5
St. Petersbui-g... 11 „ 19
Swedish 12 5 „ 21 10

Finland 11 15 „ 13 5
WliiteSea 13 „ 23
Battens, all sorts 5 0,. 1210
Floorinf^ Boards, per square of lin. :

—

Istprepired £0 12 „ £0 18

2ndditto 11 „ 14

Other quaUties 6 0,, 013
Staves, per standard M :

—

U.S. ditto £37 10 „ £16
Memel, cr. pipe 220 „ 2.W

Mcmel, brack 190 „ 'iOO

OILS. ,„„ „
Linseed ....per tim £27 10 to £28
Hapeseed, EngUsh pale ... 29 10 „ 29 15

Do., brown 27 15 „ 28 10

Cottonseed, refined . . . , 2110 0,, 22
( Hive, Sp.auisb . :» „ 40

Seal, pale ., . 26 „ 26 10

fVicoanut, Cuchiu , . 29 15 „ »0
Do., Ccvlon 25 10 „ 25 15

I'ahn, tagos „ ... 25 5 „ 23 10

Oleine 17 5 „ 19 6
Lubricating U.S per gal. 7 0,, 08
Petroleum, roflned „ ... 6J „
Tar, St^H'.kholm perbaiTcl 16 0,, 16
Do., Archangel „ ... 19 « , 10
Tui-pentine, American ...per tun 37 37 5
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Buxlon-Stnicturc for Thei-m^il Wutei- Pump .cost £l,0i)O,. £20, £10, £5 W. H. aiieve,, iowji .Surveyor, lown Hull, Buxton Juae S

Ennis. Co. Clare—Additwns, &c., to DLstrict Lumitic Asylum ,, „ , ,. r.i , ,- r.- .. • t t .„„i„ i .,.i.,.„ ^'.^ pu^o in
(limited to Irish .Uchiteots; A-ssessor) £50 Jolm Enwri^-li

,
Clerk I.miw District Lunatic .Wl"m, Co. Clare ... „ 10

Tn>wbri,i«..-Is..kitionHospitiU £-20, £10 W J. Mxnn, Clerk Unw.i-stre..t. Ir.uvbridge 24

Hereford -Munieipal Buildings £100 (mei-gcd), £73, £30 John P.irker, OtjM'.n-iiieer Ueietoia ,, 30

Manclicst«r-Pirc and PoUce Station, &c. (£75,000 limit) £300, £200, £100 The Town tleik, Town Hall, Manchester July i\

New Southgatc, N.—Double-fronted House ;36ft. by 32ft.; cost ^ „ o , .» vt o .i . m _
£1000) ... G. Cos^rove. Solicitor, New Sonthsatc, N —

8alf(Wd-Maciiin'eiT'orAppiiance.s for'SewaJse \Vovka .'.Z'.'.'".'.'. £30 ...'. The Borough EnKineer, Town Hall, Salford —
Hincklcy-Constitutional Club Premises John Blakesley, Burbagc-road, Hinckley

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
Sdby—Board-ltoom. \-e Guardians T. S. nlathomc. Architect, Selhy Ju"";

J
Birmingh.am -Cat h.ilic Church, Sellv Park Hemy T. Sandy, .\rchitect, 22. Greengate, .Stafford ^.,.^. „

J

Faniliorough—Jlortuan-, &c., at Wbrkhouse, Locksbottom ... Bromley Union Guardians John Ladds. Architect, 7, Uoiiglity-sti-eet, Mecklenburgh-aii., w .1.. „ i

Comtown, Devon—Two Cottages Oldreive .and Kingston, Ijind Agents, Bridgetown, lotnesi ,,
j

Hayling Island—Classroom, &e National Schools Committee H. Fred Trigg. Architect, South Hayling i. '

Ola-sgow- Reception-House. CoUins-stroct ....: Coi-poration J. Lindsay, Interim Clerk, City Chambers, Glasgow „
J

Leeds—Additions to OxJoi-d-place Wcsleyan Chapel G. F. Danby, 10, Park-n.w, and W. H.Tlioi-p, 61, Albion-st., Leeds „ i

Tredegar, Men—Classroom, &c Bedwellty School Board C. Dauncey, Clerk, Castle-stn-et, Tredegar ..
J

Klgin— SeeivbuT's House. Glenburgie Di.stiUcry Charles C. Doig, Architect, Klni" ;-;;; : i
Oloucester-Inf.'mtii- School, Linden-road School Board M. H. Medland, F.B.I. B. A., Architect, 15, Clarence-st., Gloucester. „ J

Plymouth—Two Pavilions, Borough Hospital Corporation G. D. Bellainy, M.I.C.E., Con. Eng., Ii.\. Coui-tcnay-st., ll5-inouth. „ 3

Carditt'-Altei-ations to Cottages Glamoi-gan County Governing Body.. W. E. R. ..VUen, Clerk, County Offices, Westgate-street, CardiH ,,.. ,,
-i

Fermoy—Club James F. McMiillen, M.R.I.A.I., Architect, 30, South Mall, Cork S

Penlee Point—Fog-Signal House .'.'...'. TrinitT House CoiToration E. G. Verity. 31, Golden-square. W " ;»

Kingston-on-Thames—Boiler House at WorkhoUiie Guardians William H. Hope, C.E., Architect, Hampton Wick <> ;>

Swansea—Engineering VTorkshop Technicallnsti-uction Committee Wm. James, Secrefjliy. Grammar School, Swansea „ •'

Olenelg—Additions to Public School J Swcton Eraser. Dochfour Office, Queen's House, Inverness „ ^
I-anca,ster—Rebuilding Piince William Henry Hotel Yates and Jackson C. J. Ashworth, Architect. Market-street Chambers, Lancaster „ -i

Halifax-Tilins Bath,^Warlev-road School School Board W. H. O.stler, Clerk. 22, I'nion-street, Habfax ..
*

Buinaeh-( itHec-i .' A. and W. Eeid and Wittet. Architects, Elgin ,.
'^

Whitehurch. Hants—Caretaker's Residence Rural District Council Spencer Clarke, Clerk, Wliitehurch, Hants n :'

Denbii:h—New School Governors James Hughes, Architect, Denbigh »•

^
Stall'ofd—EliTtrical Engineeiing Works , Siemens Bros, and Co., Ltd., Woolwich >i :'

Winchester—.\dditions to Public House Welsh and Co., Ltd Thomas Stopher, Arcliitect, .57, High-street, Winchester „ >

Harrogate—Kui-siial at Roval Spa Concert-Rooms Corpor.ation Robert J. Beale, A.R.I.B.A., 3, The Broadway, Wcstnunster „ *

Aldcivhot—Electric Lighting Station tTrban District Council Nelson F. Dennis, A.M.I.C.E., Surveyor, Aldershot „ *

Stratford-on-.Vvon—Teacher's House, Broad-street School Board T. T. Allen, Architect, Stratford-on-Avon ••— " *

London, S.W.-Cai-pcnter's and Joiner's Work The Director of Navy Contracts, Admiralty, S.W. ........................ <.
*

Uxbridge-Oenerating Station Electric Supply Co., Ltd Kinciiid, Waller, & Manville, 2n, Gt. George-st., Westmmster, S.W. „ i

Leeds—Hussian Bath, Union-street Baths Committee W. S. Braithwaite, Architect, li. South-parade, Leeds „ *

Eadstock—Primitive Methodist Cliapel W. J. Willcox, Architect. 1, Belmont, Bath ..
*

Thumscee-Station Buildings Hull and Bamsley Railway Co The Engineers Office. !l. (Ii.irlotte-street, Hull ..
»

Ai-mash -Kitchen and Stores at Workhouse Guardians W. Calvert, Clerk, Workhouse. Armagh
;Va'i' " t

Peckhiim. S.E.—New Relief Station, Nunhead-lane St. Giles, Cambel-well, Guai-dians ... A. E. Mulhus, Architect, li;, church-street, CamberweU, B.li »

Elgin-Steadings, &c. -. A. and W. Reid and Wittet, .Architects, Elgin ..
»

Wath-upon-Dejime-Station Buildings ., Hull and Bamslcv Railway Co The Engineer's OiSce, M, Chaiiotte-street, Hull » »

Camberwell. S.E.—Pulling Down Workhouse Buildings St. Giles's Guardians C. Stevens, Clerk, 29. I'eckham-road, S.E .. ?
Hull—Co,a! Depots, &c North-Eastern Hy. Co W. J. Cudworth, Engineer, York •• •?

WooUey Collieries—Foundations, &c.,Wheatlcy Wood CoUieiy Fountain and Bui-nley, Lttl., "Whcatley Wood Colliery « o

Jloorhousc—Station Buildings Hull and Bamsley Railwav Co The Engineer's Office, 9, Ch.arlotte-street, Hull
;;'"i

'

%
Bishop Auckliind-Warehouses Industrial Co-operative So'ciety, Ltd. F. H. Lives,ay, Architect, 107, Newgate-street, Bishop Auckland ... „ »

Southcnd-on-Sea—Forty Working-Class Houses CoiToration Alfred Fidler, .\.M.I.C.E., Borough Surveyor, Southend „. o

Wall—Renovating We.slevan Church . Oliver Caldwell. F.R.I.B..\., Penzance » 'i

Ealing, W.—Lodge, Walpole Park . Urban District Council Charles Jones, M.I.C.E., Public Buddings, Ealing, W „ ;
Aberdeen—Buildings at Gallowgjite . Northern Co-operative Co., Ltd. Brown and Watt, Architects, 17, Union-ten-ce, Aberdeen « »

Southend-on-Soa—Two Shelters. Westclitf Ksplan.ade Corporation Alfred FidJer. A. M.I.C.E., Borough Surveyor, Southend ., „ o

Kendal—Eight Houses, &c John Stalker, M.S.A., Architect, 57, Highgate, Kendal >, b

Y'ork-Riverside Coal Depot E-ttensions ;: Equitable Industrial Society J. Briggs, Secretaiy, Railway-street, York °

"VVhamtown—F.armhouse D.Johnstone James Leslie, Architect, 71, Broad-stoeet, Carhsle r
'

I>ice.ster—Stabling, Jic Midland Railway Co The Compans's Architect, Cavendish House, Derby '

Wootton—l'ulling Down and Rebuilding Farmhouse A. C. Pass .John Turctin. Wootton Fitzpaine Estate Office, Charmouth „ ^
Tylorstown—Three Houses and Skittle Alley . Ciriffiths and Jones, MM.S.A., Architects, Tonypandy ,. J
Wootton Village—Two Cottages .. A. C. Pass .John Turcan, Wootton Fitzpaine Estate Office, Charmouth „ s

Blackbm-n-Wing to Workhou.se Inflnn.ary ;.... Guardians F. C. Ruddle. Architect, Union Offices, Cardwell-place, Blackburn... „ 10

Hedgley—Alterations and Additions J. R. Carr-Ellison. J .
1' M. Temple Wilson, Architect, Alnwick " }0

Blacnvcwm—Infants' School (KM places) Ystradyfodwg School Board Jacob Rees, Architect, Hillside Cottage, Pentre n
JJ*

Besolven—Additions, Sardis Baptist Chapel J. Llewellin .Smith and Daries. Arcliitects, Aberdarc » 10

Bristol—Shed Superstructure (240ft. by 3'2tt.) Docks Committee W. W. Squire, Engineer, Cumberland Basin, Bristol >i 1"

Barking—Lodge, &c., Longbridge-roail Recreation Ground ... Urban District Council C. F. Daw.son, Siu-veyor, Public Offices, Barking, Essex....... „ J"
Helmsley—Wesleyan Church Homsey and llonkm.an, .\ivlutects. 10, Railway-street, York „ lo

Carlisle—Buildings at Gasworks Coi-poration A. H. CoUingwood. Town Clerk, Carlisle >»
JJ

Usk, Mon—Cottage : Great Western Railway Co G. K. Mills, Secretaiy, Paddington Station, W ><
Jj

Draycott. Derbv—Isolation Hospital . . F. S. Antlitf, Architect. Dravcott " }|
Holvhead-C.M. Chapel Committee H. Williams, 2. Capcl Ulo. Holyhead

J'
Southminster—Police Station . Essex County Council ..

,

F. 'Wliitinnre, County Architect, Duke-.street, Chelmsford ....„.^.. „ r^

Chiswick—Double-fronted House, Cranbrook-road F. and W. .Stocker, Surveyors, 90-91, Queen-street, Cheapslde, i.e.. „ 1^
Exeter—Electricity Generating Station . Town Council Don.ald Cameron, City Engineer, Exeter • > ^'
Southall—Repairs, &c., Cemeteiy Chape! Southall-Norwood Burial Board The Vi.siting Committee, Burial Board, Southall-Norwood „ i»

Blaenycwm—Infants' School (lOOplacesi Ystradyfodwg School Board Jacob Rees, Ai'chitect, Hillside, Pentre »t ^°
Worksop—Intirmary Buildings, Kilton Hill Guardians . Herbert C. So.iping, Architect, Court Chambers. Grimsby .. 1'

Dagenham—Mai«h Green Mi.xed School 30O places) School Boai'd Han-ington and Ley, G5, Bishopsgate-street Without, L.C. i«

Abingdon-New Wing at Roysses School Govemors J. G.,T: West, M.S.A., Architect, The Knnwl, Abingdon ..^ -'

Leadgate—Hall, &c Trusteees .1. E. Parker, Architect, Primrose House, Blackhill

Hessle—Oi-gan-Chamber at Parish Church Brodrick, Lo\vther, and Walker, Hull - ~
Burry Port—Two Cottages, Elkington-road The Comi.sh Arms, Burry Port -•
Oriiiithstown—Two Villas Moses DaWes, Statford.shire-row, Gialfithstown
Leeds—Beeston Hill Baptist Chapel '. Walter A. Hobson and Co., Architects, 82, Albion-street, Leeds —
Manchester—Semi-Detached House, Arnold-road R. Lowenhaupt OpensLaw and Gill, Architects, 6, Fleet-street, Bury ._

Chatham—Hand-Laundry, Boster's-hiU Herbert H. Dunstall, A.R.I.B.A., 9, New E^ad-aveuue, Chatham... —
Sheffield—Three Houses and Stabling, Grimcsthorpe-road F. Armett, Architect, 178, EUesmere-road. Sheffield

Kirbymoorside—Lodge, &c., Welbui-n Hall ' Gai-side and Pennington, Architects, Pontefract
Halifax—Coplev School SchoolBoard H. W.Booth, Architect, Hopwood-lane, Halifax
Ebbw Vale, Mon—Terrace of Seven Houses E. A. Johnson, F.R.I. B. A., Architect, Abergavenny —
Knaphill, Woking—Three Paii-s of Villas J. Gunner, Edgware House, Knaphill, Woking •••

Abersychan-HaU. Premises, &c Industrial Co-operative Society Swash and Bain, Architects, Midland Bank Chambers, Newport
Enfield—Villa. Bush Hm Park

. . ..
' Hussey and Walcott, 1, Gray's Inn-place, W.C —

Wickerstown, Walney—Thi-ee Shops Barrow Co-operative Society, Ltd. ... J. Y. Mcintosh, Architect. Cornwallis-street, Barrow-in-Furness ... —
Pendleton—Primitive Methodist School ;

'. Moulds and Ponitt, Arcliitects, 77, King-street, Manchester —
Gateshead—Junior School, Sunderland-road School Board F. W. Purser, Architect, West-street, Gate.shead
Lombardstown—Chimnev, Arc The Secretaiy. Lombardstown Creamery, Co. Cork ^.. --
Bury St. Edmund's—Additions to Castle Inn Green, King, and Sons, Ltd A. Ainsworth Hunt, Archt., 51, Abbeygate-st., Buiy St. Edmund s. ^

I niesmere-A'HIa ,J. Foster, Brownlow-road, EUesmere, Salop
I .akeston—Additions to Garland Hotel Nicholl and Co J. W. Start, F.S.I., Architect, Colchester .—^'i^
itanmore—Two Semi-Detached Houses S. Knight and Parkinson, 175. Temple Chambers. Tudor.^t., 1..0. ... _
Harrogate—Caretaker's House, Scargill Reservoir Corporation Bland and Bown. Architects, North Park-road, HaiTogate _
Milnrow, Lanes-Three Cottages Ashworth and Taylor, Builders, Milnrow
Cork—Additions to Red House and Taiiy Ho G. Percy AylmerandEgertonCoghill Arthur Hill, B.E., M.R.I. A., -22. Geovge's-street, Cork _
Worthing—Villa, Bath-road '. Lund and Potter, Architects, Worthing, Sussex , _Longtown—Detached Residence ...I Rev. J. Gilfillan T. Taylor Scott. F.K.I.B.A., 43, Lowther-street, Carlisle _
Piddletrenthide—Caretaker's Cottage - J. Dibdcn, Glyde Path-road, Dorchester _
Gouthwaite—Rebuilding Faim Buildings T. E.Yorke, J.P Bland and Bown, Architects. Han-ogate •

Kidwelly, Llanellv—Additions to Residence .. . Wm. Griffiths, F.S.I. , Architect, Falcon Chambers, Llanelly —
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Salford—Schoi.l, Tootal-road
Rothcrham—Additions to Kother dttafrf
Hurragate—Dfta^-lit\l House, i^nir^'lifle-avenue

Cwmllvnftll, IJanelly—Rebuilding Mountain Hare Inn

BUILDINGS-
School Bciai^

J. H. Brown

coiitttitifd.

H. E. Stelfox, A.R.I.B.A., 100, iloslcy-street, Manchester
Geo. Handley Johnson. Aix'hitect, 38, High-street, K<itherham
Arthur A. Gibson. Architect. 5, Prospect-crescent, Harrogate .

Wm. Gritfiths, F.S.I.. Architect, Falcon Chambers, Llanelly

-i^berxivennv-nitta^Hospit-alald Dispen.sary E. A.Johnson, F.R.I.B.A, Architect, Aherrravenny
.
..... —

Leeds—'Wai«house
t~

> Crowe and Co., Ltd Coi-son. Jones, Perkins, 4: Buhner, Archts., 2.), Cookndge-st., Leeds —
New Dock". LlaneUy-Additions to WTiitstable Imi Wm. Griffiths, F.S.I., Architect, Falcon Chambers, LlaneUy —
Gnosall Stajfs— Chim-l Hickton and Fanner, Architects, Avalsall

RoKs^oi,"L^nc^--Kebuildini;'\Veslevan'RefoimChapd!.'."^ Trustees J. H. Co.iper, Architect. Lindum-road, Lincoln^ —
IJanellv-Two Cottages. oSbcrt-place Wm. Orilfaths, F.S.t.. Architect, Falcon Chambers, IJaaelly -
Nottingham-Wawhouse, London-road DjTnock Pi-itt, Ai-chiU;ct, Li.ng-row, Nottinghain -
BcdfotS—Ivodge Russell Park Urban Sanitary Authority John Lund, Borough burieyor. Town Hall, Bedford —
CrossLlaDellv-Hou.se Wm. Griffiths, F.S.I. ,

.4.rchitect, Falcon Chambers, Llanelly —
Salforf—Schwd. l-ixjvidence^'trcet

".'''.'.'.'.'.'.'.''.'.!'.'.'..'.'. '. School Board J. B. Broadbent, A.R.LB.A., 15, Cooper-street, Manchreter ..
—

Nottingham-Additions to Shops and Bakery H. J. Price, A.R^IB^A., Architect, 21, Low-pavement, ^ottmgham -
Dowlafs-Block of Offices Guest, Keen, and Co., Ltd K A. Johnson, F.R I.B A., Merthyr -^ „

—
Llanelly—R^idence Old-road ".. Wm. Gnifiths. F.S.I.

.
Architect, Falcon Chambers, Llanelly —

Bodmin-A.svlum Extw-sions ..'.;'.!'.!'.'.'.'.'..'.'.'.'.'.r.r.!'.'.'.'.'.'.'.r.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. Visiting Committee SUvanus Trevail, F.R.I B.A.,Truio ...^ ----: •,
—

Worvester-'tVeslev.an Church and Schools, Pmnp-stieet J- Jameson Green, Architect, 19, South John-str'^ct, Liverpool —
Cardiff—Rebuilding Sailors' Rest, Butt-street John Cory, J.P., D.L J. P. Jones, Richards, and Budgen, 18, St. Marj-- street, Cardiff —
Ipswich—Pair of Cottages, Christchunh Park Rstate John SheweU Corder, Surveyor, Wunboume House, Ipswich —
Brampton, Cumheilanil-l/etach«l Residence W. Dobson T. Taylor Scott, F.R.LB.A., 43, Lowther-stieet, CarUsle —
Weetju, Yorks— Villa Residence Mark E. Kirby, Architect, Huby, Leeds ,

—
Stockton Brook-on-Trciit-Cmrdener's Cottage Wm. Heath W, H. Walley, Architect, Queen-street, Burslem —
Clavton West -Brick Chimnev ,5.1 vards highl R. Beanland and Co., Oayton West, near Huddersfleld —
Burnt Bridge—RcbuUding Black Swan Inn ..'. J. Whitworth . .

H. E. and A. Bown, Architects, Harrogate -

ELECTRICAIi PLANT.
Dublin—Plant Corporation Spencer Harty, M.I.C.E.I., City Engineer, City Hall, DubUn June
Manchester—Electrical Fittings Tramways Committee J. M. McElroy, General Manager, 55, Piccadilly, Manchester
Wakefield—Armature Corporation The City Electrical Engineer, Wakefield
Dundee—Overhead Tramwav Equipment Town Council W, H. Tittensor, City Electrical Engineer. City Chambers, Dundee.
Hcndon, N.W.—Wiring Xew Council Offices Urban District Council Robert Hammond, M.I.C.E., 6i, Victoria-street, S.W
Rochdale—Six Electricl'i^amciirs Corporation Lacey, Clirehugh, and Sillar, Engs., 2, Queen Anne'.s-gate, S.W. ...

Famworth—Ovcrh»-.id Tramway Equipment Urban District Council Lacey, CUrchugh, and Sillar, Engs., 2, Queen Anne's-gate, S.W. ...

Glasgow—Branch Rubber-Covered Cables Corporation W. A. Chamen, Engineer. 75, Waterloo-street, Glasgow
Glasgow—Electricity Meters Corporation W. A. Chamen, Engineer, 75, Waterloo-street, Glasgow
Isleworth—Electric 'Light Wiring, &c., at Workhouse Brentford Union Guardians W. H. Ward, Architect, Pai-adise-street, Birmingham
Taunton—Motor-Generators, &-c Coi-poration Kincaid, Waller, &Man\"ille, Engs., 29, Gt. George-st., Westminster
London, E.C.—Electric Overhead Travelling Cranes East Indian Railway Co C. W. Young, Secretary, Nicholas-lane, E.C
London, W.—Three Overhead Travelling Cranes Central Electric Supply Co., Ltd Dr. Alex. B. W. Kennedy, 17, Victoria-street, S.W
Exeter—Equipment of Electricity (generating Station City Council D. Munro, City Electrical Engineer, Exeter ,.

Rio de Janeiro—Electrical Machinery Brazilian Government The Commercial Department of the Foreign Office, Whitehall, S.W. July
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Stoke-on-Trent— liailways
Kingston-on-Thames—Two Steel Lancashire Boilers
8aliord—Recon.-itniction of Broughton Bridge
Bermond-sey. S.E.—Well, &c
Coveyheugh—Stone Bridge Culvert and Roadway
Kirkcaldy—Heating Infectious Diseases Hospital
Brixham—Crane
Bermondsey, S.E.—Water-Softening Plant
Prefiton. Dorset—Removal of Rocks
Melton Mowbray—Waterworks
Belper—Resenoii-s
SheflSeld—Cannel Breaker, &c ,

Pudsey—Five Prf-cipitating Tanks ;

Kingsley, Stall's^Waterworks
Ipswich—Two Blocks of Boilers '

Hargrave—Well
Darenth—Ijiundiy Machinery, &c
Presitwich—Two Shone Ejectoi-s

Leamineton—Concrete Weir (lOOft. long)
Rochford—Water-Mains, &c. (25,765 yards)
Wakefield—Destructor, &c
Burnley—Injectors. &c
Preston. Lanes—Fuel Economiser, &c
i^emont-—Widening, Ace, Pier...

I^eston. Lanes— Heating Fulwood Workhouse
St. Germans—Railway Footbridge
Isleworth—Engineering Works^ &c.. at Workhouse
Sunderland—Pipelaying
Briton Ferry—Railway Footbridge
Stretford—Brick Ga.-^holder Tank ; 130ft. diam.) .'

Yeardsley-cum-AVbaley-Reserx'oir, &ic
Isleworth—Alterations to Hot-Water Supply '

'.
'..

Hayle—Railway Footbridge
Warrington—Boiler, ice

,

Buckingham^Enginrs, Arc

E<linburgh—Ash-Conveying Plant
Pimlico. S.W.—Stejim. 6:c., Piping, Western Pumping Stition
York—Widening Two Small Girder Bridges.
Huelva, Spain -l>>comotive Tender
Copenhfigen—Steam Ferry []]

Cairo—Engines, ixc, for Etsa Pumping Station
Manila —Harboiu-
flreenhithe-Small Bridge under Dover-road
Saiterhebble-BoUers
Carrington—Church Heating Apparatus

ENGINEERING.
North Staffordshire Ry. Co
Guardians
Corpoi"ation
Borough Council

District Committee
U.D.C. Harbour Committee
Borough Council
Dorset CouBty Council

,

Urban District Council
Rural District Council
Sheffield United Gaslight Co
Corporation
Cheadle Rural District Council
Corpoi-ation
Parish Council

,

Meti'opolitan AsylimiB Boai-d
Urban District Council
Corporation
Rural District Council
CoiTwi-ation
Electricity Committee
Guardians
Wallasey Urban District Council
Guardians
Great Western Railway Co
Brentford Union Guardians
Sunderland& South ShieldsWaterCo,
Great Western Rjiilway Co
Gas Co

,

Urban District Council
Brentford Union Guai-dians
Great Western Railway Co
Corporation
Urban District Council
Mitgistrates and Council
London County Council
Noith-Eastem Railway Co
Committee of Works of Port

United States Government
New Globe Cement, Chalk, &c., Co..
Mill Co., Ltd

FENCING AND •WALLS.
Erith—Wrought-Iron UncUmbable Fencing 900 yards! Urban District Council The Sun-eyor, High-street, Erith. Kent
!^l^^^ ,. .

"'"^ X? ./'^s?'"^^'' Bingham Rural District Council C. Paraham. District Sun-evor, Cotgrave, Notts
Uldham—Ke*aming-WaU and Foundations. CliurchiU-street.

, Electricity Committee Arthur Andi-ew. Gas Offices. Greaves-street, Oldham ,.

l>eeua—Raising W ood Boundary Fence at City Hospital Corporation The City Engineer's Office, Municipal Buildings, U-ed^
Newbury—T|\ rought-Iron Fencing I2(>0 yardsj Main Drainage Committee S. J. L. Vincent, Borough Surveyor, Newbiuy
Padiham—Cemetery Boundary Wallt., Blackbum-road J. Wilkinson, 3, Church-street, Fadiham

FTTRNITTJRE AND FITTINGS.
-Deal

Y^T^^*^*^^ Rochester House Metropolitan Asylums Board T. Duncombe Mann, Clerk, Embankment, London, E.C.
Guardians.- ,,.' W. Calvert, Clerk, Workhouse. Annagh

. June

Little EaUng, W.-
Armagh—New Windows to Inflrmarj'.

r!?.y(\';i^'"T7
'^"^^ f'TCentml Park Urban District CouncU ......:;.:::.:;;;. John W. Benton, Clei-k, Council Offic^, Uford .

Cambome-ReseatingPeupondsAVesleyan Chapel Frank Mills, Ai-ehitect, Camborne
-lutectious Disejises Hospital Joint Hospital Boai-d Wilfrid T. CarapsaU, Architect, la, Figtrce-laue. Sheffield

'"*"
• School Board A. W. Halden, Clerk, Swansea

June 4
4

Wath-on-Beame-
Swansea—School Furniture..

Elgin—Secretary s House, Glenburgie Distillery
<iIiL«gow—Reception House, Collins-street

.

Tlalilux—Schools
Olenelg—Public School '.'.'.'.....'.'.['..'.'.

I>»ndon, W.—Asylum, Cleveland-street
.

.

Walsjill—Four Gsu'-holders and Ga*iworks

PAINTING.
Charles C. Doig. Architect, Elgin

Corporation J. Lindsay, Interim Clerk, City Chambera, Glasgow ...

School Board W. H. Ostler, Clerk, 22, Union-street, Halifax
Sweton Eraser, Dochfour Office, Queen's House. Inverm-^

Ixmdon Sick Asylum Managers F. W. Bailev, Asylum Clerk, Cleveland-street, W
Corporation B. W. Smith, Gas" Engineer, Fleck Gasworks, Walsall ....Taiifi.'M— ra«t «n^ w„:» qV.,V:i,—iV ;; c "tl i
^.orijorauon i5. w. Smith, Vias Jingineer, I'lecK ^.rasworK

Han^c^^. K«?Sf«l^^^^^
Board Schools School Board W. H. RitsoA, Clerk, L^inchester, Durhamllanr.gat<.-Kiirs.aal at

|*^»f\;_^;,«
< oncert Rooms CV)rpora_tion ..,.., R. J. Beale, A.R.I.B.A., 3. The Broadway, Westminster .Swndt nrnf^ k^-ll;.^.. v^^^ \\ ^,
"""' "-^^"^ vorpomuon K. J. lieale, A.K.i.u.A., ;j. ine i5roi

L,nd<m FC~^V^^^^^ Vi,.'
-- -AV; Urban District CouncU Thos. Kidd Sur^-evor. Swadlincotei^>nu<in h.L .—<,entnil Meat, Poultn-. and Pro\ision MuTlrpf..! n«t.ft«T^fiA*« -m.^ c •„ rxoi,.^' ri..,i,ii,„ii i? /

4

8
U
J7

Wall-Wesley..nau.rch"7
''" ——...u,... Corporation The Sun-eyor-s Office, GiuM^^^^

SniitliPTi/i-r.Ti Vol tjv..i. -.. y i' i J ,">;; Ohver Caldwell, F.R.I.B.A., Penzance

S Tdecn BniMi^L^
Esplanade and Cliffs CorporaUon Alfred Fidler. A.M.I.C.E.. Borough Surveyor, Southend

I^avt^derTm' r W^^ Northern Co-operative Co.. Ltd Brown and Watt, Architects, 17, Union-terrace, Aberdeen

Blh.m A uPkW^^^ St. PamTus Guardians W. T. Farthing, Surveyor, 4fi, Strand, W.C ....

York-RUe^^^^^^^^ i"'
- Industrial Co-op. Sf>ciety, Ltd F. H. Live«ay, Architect, 107, Newgate-street, Bishop At.ckland

fJutLm rtoS^^Sm!i??ffi.^^^ Equit^ible Industrial Society J. BriggH. SecWry, Railway-street, YorkH<;nthampton-Harbour Offices Harbour Board Walter Bowyer, Clerk, Southampton

G. J. Crosbie-Dawson, Eng., N. Staffordsliire Ry., Stoke-on-Trent.. Jime I

Wilham H. Hox>c, Architect, Hampton Wick „ .1

C. S. AUott and Son, 46, Brown-street, Manchester ,, 3
Kincaid, Waller, & Manville. Engs., 29, Gt. Gcoi'ge-st., Westminster
Thos. Meek and Co., C.E., 29, St. Andrew-s'juare, Edinburgh -. ..

Fovei"s and Penman, Architects. 22, Bath-sti-eet. Ijirgs, A5T:Nhire

Joseph L. Arlidge, Clerk, Town Hall, Brixham, South Devon .. .

Kincaid,Waller, i' Man\'ille, Engs., 29, Gt. George-st., Westminster
Case and Gray, Engineers, 89, Victoria-street, Westminster
B. Latham, M.I.C.E., Parliament Mansions, Victoria-street, S.W.
John Frith, Engineer, Baslow
J. W. MoiTison, Engineer, Commercial-street, Sheffield

J. Jones, Borough Surveyor, Chui*ch-lane, Pudsey
F. T. Inskip, Surveyor, Brookhouse, Cheadle
Kennedy and Jenkin, 17, Victoria-street. Westminster, S.W
W. F. Corby, Clerk, Hawarden House, Raunds
T. Duncombe Mann, Clerk, Embankment. E.C
Lewis A. Orford, Clerk, Council Offices, Prestwich
W. de Normanville, Engineer, Town Hall, Leamington
James Mansergh. Engineer, 5, Victoria-sti'eet. Wes-tminster
The City Electrical Engineer, Calder Vale. Wakefield
Robt. Birkett, Electrical Engineer. Aqueduct-street, Biu-nley

Whitwell, Engineer, Fulwood Workhouse, Preston
H. Sv. Cook, Clerk. Public Offices, Egremont, Cheshire
James Clarke, Clerk, Union Offices, Preston
G. K. Mills, Secretaiy, Paddington Station, W
W. H. Ward, Architect, Panidise-street, Binningham
J. W. Sutherland, Secretaiy, 16, Fawcett-sti-eet, Sunderland
G. K. Mills. Secretary. Paddington Station, W
H. Keudrick, Gasworks, Stretford. Manchester
Sterling &: Swann. Ciril Engineers, Town Hall. Chapel-en-le-Frith.

William Stephens, Clerk, Union Offices, Isleworth, W
G. K. Mills, Secretaiy. Paddington Station, W :

Preece and Cardew, 13, Queen Anne's-gate. Westminster, S.W
James Smith, Engineer, West-street, Buckingham
The Resident Engineer, Dewar-place, Edinburgh
The Engineer's Department, County Hall, Spnng-gardens, S.W. ...

W. J. Cudworth, Engineer, York
The Commercial Department, Foreign Office, Whitehall, S.W.
Statsbanemes Sufartsafdeling, Reventlowsgad. 16, Copenhagen B...

The Inspector-General of Irrigation, Upper Eg>-pt, Cau-o

The Commercial Department, Foreign Office, Whitehall, S.W
Oswald Brown, M.I.C.E., 32, Victoria-street, Westminster
Josliua E. Hovle, Secretary, Crossley-sti-eet, Halifax
The Rev. C. S" Stubbs, Cumtein Charge, Carrington, Manchester...
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fpil'p TITTTTT)TW^(t NFiW S ^''' P-'wl^ from the view, the hundicds of iugs, wliile, in fact, these buildings should
J.rLJ:i i3UiJJiJllnu x^jj»»u

jQ^ygj.^ jj.j,! jteeples exhibit an extension and
,

bo built upon theiv axes, and the writer

development that is remarkable. The features i mentions Untor den Tiinden, in Berlin, as
that unite and bring together the discon- ! an excellent object-lesson. The Branden-
nei ted ]iarts are St. Paul's and the noble

|
burg Gate, an imitation of the I'ropyhoa,

AND ENGINEEEIXG JOUENAL.
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.\J{CHITECTUEAL LANDSC'.YPE.

''PHE practice of architectiu-e has been so

n\ er. What it would be without the Thames
wi' shudder to think. The river, by dividing

the Metropolis into two halves, also serves

to unite the parts into a whole.

In considering the architectural composi-
tion and planning of our cities, there are

two main classes of effect to consider—the

Pictui-e.squo and the Formal, and it is under

stiuction. and erection of single and isolated '^"^ or other of these heads we may place all

buildings, that the profession'havo had little '^"i" S^'fi^t c't'"?*- 'i'lie ancient English cities

ojiportunitv of studving the important art of «e liave mentioned come under the first of

arrangement and nias-sing so essential in the thi'^sf descriptions, the boulevards of Paris

plannmg of streets and squares of our groat and Brassels conform to the .second. But in

towns. Except in the case of a verv few private ''oth- grouping is an important element upon
building estates that do not fall into the which the effect of architectural landscape

hands of speculative builders, the architect \

hirgely depends. In the " gridiron plans,"

has seldom an opiiortunity afforded him of i
"« tli^'.v have been called, of Philadelphia

exhibiting his skill as a designer of groups of ainl Chicago, in which the streets arc

liuildings or the planner of streets. Formerlv "u'ul»^>'^''l ^'"^ lettered, grouping is absent:

there were more opportunities. During the
reign of George II. the attractions of Bath
eucoiiraged the laying-out of that new Classic

town fi'om the designs ofWood, .and to his taste

the designs of (Jueen-square. the Parade, and
the Oi'escentin that city are due. John Nash
designed Eegent-sti'eet and the tiuadrant

all the streets are aliko, there is no feature to

emphasise them, or "pull them together." In
a paper by Mr. C. Howard AValker, read at

the annual convention of the American
Institute of Architecis. on the " Grouping
of Public Buildings," the author affirms the
fact that buildings gain in eSect by being

IS thrown right across its axis at one
and dignifies it. We quite agree

end,

that

the ends and approaches of bridges admit of

monumental treatment, as a bridge ought to

be considered an integral jiart of the avenue
which leads over or to it. The old bridge at

Prague is cited as an etYeetive treatment,
though unsymmetrical. The ends of bridges
may be made to open into s([uares or spaces.

These and other comments may bo usefully

borne in view in our street transformations.

The American critic describes our river

embankment and bridges as the chief monu-
mental feature in London, and tlio parks its

great secondary feature ; no fine vistas

except Waterloo-place and the Duke of

York's Column, and, ho might have added,
no grand place except Ti'afalgar-square.

^\'e must look for something more imjjressive

and monumental when the Victoria Memorial
is realisc'd. If we cannot now expect unity
and grandeur of planning in oni' great towns,
we can at least make centres of interest, use
every means to improve our sti'eets, oui- liver

embankments, oui' bridge approaches : to

place our new or leave our old public
and monumental buildings on sites that

win become centres of interest in our avenues.
Kemp built a large part of the eastern end grouped, and that isolated buildings of what-
.]f Brighton; and then we have the laying i

ever merit are insignificant in comparison
out and building of Belgravia bv the late ''^it^ massed structures, and from this

|

and try to produce an effect of CH.^cmi/i' if we
Thomas Cubitt, George Basevi, ikardwick. principle, he asserts, it is "waste of oppor- [

cannot vie with Paris, Berlin, Vienna, or

Jvendall, and others. Cubitt, in coniunction tunity to erect monumental buildings so far
j

Buda-Pesth. We have nothing to compare

with the Duke of Bedford, the Marquis of apart from each other that they cannot be with the vista of the Champs Elysees, which
Westminster, Mr, Lowndes, and others, built seen together." The author, speaking of the

Belgi-ave-.s<iuiire, Lowndes-square, Chesham- modern city, says: "Accident must give

terminates in the Arc de Triomjjhe at one end
and at the Louvre at the other end, as one

place, andEaton-square. Butthesechancesare pl'ice to intention, or the general effect of ;

grand avenue: but we possess in the main
few and far between, and the plan of engaging the city will be hajihazard, incongruous ~" ' " ^" ' '

T:'i--i.

ai-chitects for isolated buildings in a piecemeal and incomplete," and he shows that the im
sort of way is now the rule. To this fact we
must attribute the want of luiity and the fi-ag-

lucntaiy character of our town building and
;n langoments. There was at least coherence
ud unity about the old (aiuadrant in Eegent-
tieet: but the large and unsatisfactory semi

pression of incompleteness is characteristic

of American cities, because the;- have no
initial scheme in the plan. In Washing-
ton, a city of better tj-pe than the others
we have named, there is individual
character : the plan is based upon centres

- ircus that has taken its place is an example of interest not too far apart to be seen to-

f piecemeal an-angements. The accidental gether. The vistas terminate with mouu-
u lado the pictures(iueness of the .ancient citJ- : nients, sculptured or architectural, as in
Inr the modem town we require order and Paris. It is also true that nothing looks more
i 'i'adaritv.

|

ignominious than "a broad avenue leading
In the half-Medifeval city and modern town to nothing, or fading away into the frayed

uf which numerous examjjles may be found skirts of a city." Another mistake is the
in England and the Continent—such cities as ' genei'al impression that a long, broad,
York, Canterbury, Winchester. Salisbury.
Southampton—where the ancient walls have
been partially demolished and their moats
filled up. and where mimicipal extensions
have been going on in one or more direction,
there may stiU be seen pleasing groupings of
ancient buildings with ti-ees and market-
places, in which the cathedral or castle or

straight avenue of gi-eat length is the ideal to

be aimed at. It is a popular notion to make
a wide sti'aight street from one point to

another without any object or destination,
j
aiTangement of houses i:

artery of the Strand and Fleet-street, or of

.

Holborn and Oxford-street, with their cross

thoroughfares, points from which radial

streets could be made as those which have
transformed Paris at the Avenue de r02)eni.

Wo hiive in the Strand and Fleet-.sti'eet

vistas of undoubted attractiveness. The
steeples of St. Mary's and St. Clement Danes,
and the clock-tower of the Courts of Justice,

terminate views from points as far west as

the Hotel Cecil, and east as Chancery-lane,
and below Fetter-lane the dome of St. Paul's
forms a grand ending to the vista up Fleet-

street—and the two first-named steeples are
axial. How can we improve these streets ?

The reaiTangemeut and grouping of oxxv

new streets is one impoi'tant aspect of archi-

tectural landscape. Gf course, in the i)resent

chaotic condition of our towns, the fortuitous

almost a matter of

What can be more monotonous and weari- !
necessity, though it is now time that oiu-

some than a straight uninterrupted street ' municii)al authorities should exercise some
apparently endless r Mr. Howard Walker

;

authority in deciding on well studied plans

says verv truly. " There can be no greater :
of new sti'eets, and in enforcing certain rules

other feature predominates, and the scheme blunder in planning. All scale is lost by too as to the design of frontages, and especially

of unity has not entuely vanished from sight,
i

long a perspective, and unless avenues are *'"" "' ^ '' i,i„«i..- .-« *i,«* «

In some of these places, as in the latter town. !
viewed from an eminence, or are temiinated

municipal progress and exten.sion have gone ;
by an important mass of buildings raised

alniost to the extent ofobliteratingthis ancient high in the air, it is safe to as.sume that
aspect and tradition. In the greater towns, as j

half a mile is quite long enough for anj-

iiiLondon.whatinancient times was the heart
I

i^minterrupted vista." One of the funda-
of the city has now become a solitary feature ' mental principles of architectural planning
connected by thoroughfares that extend in

"

all directions. The modern city has grown
too large to be picturesque, as one American
writer ob-sei-ves ; its avenues are too long and

acious, and its spaces too large for the
iiidamental elements cf jileasing grouping

IS, he points out, that of an axis upon
which are strung both the voids and
solids of the masses of building, and
a great avenue as an axial line should
lead to featiu-es at the ends. It Ls im-
portant, the same wiiter says, that the chief

t.j exist. 'What in the Medi;eval city and \

buildings should not be upon the sides, but
market-town became the central object, the I

upon the axes, of the great avenues; indeed, in
ntie of commerce, is now tHstiibuted in some cases the axial avenue has been con-
imerous dii-ections. Instead of a central stnicted by the demolition of intermediate
ithedi-al with its tower standing high above buildings between those that remain. Thus

the surrounding houses, there may now be
,

the two chuiches in the Strand supply an
seen in most large towns scores of churches I

illusti-ation ; these will be left on the axial
and steeples of vain-ing height and import- line when the clearances on the north side are
ance viemg with one another, instead of
I ioing subordinate to the cathedral. London
from any of the bridges presents us with a
lemarkabliMn stance of this scattered and dis-

united appearance. If we except the dome of

made. In the ( 'ity of Washington centi-es of

attraction exist on the axes of avenues. The
danger is said to be that the sides of the exist-

ing or pi-oposed avenues are considered
adequate sites for new Government build-

the comers of new blocks, so that a pro-
digiously high buildiug of abrupt termina-
tion should not disfigiu'o a corner and become
a lasting eyesore, and that some regard for

the kind of elevation and skyline should be
observed. What can be a greater eyesore
than the lofty and crude brick building
erected for an ophthalmic hospital on the
south side of St. George's-circns, or the huge
premises and warehouses that jostle uj)

against some of our finest buildings in

the City, or that disfigure the skylineiS

of Leicester-sqriare, Piccadilly, and Oitord-
sti'oet ? Such a condition of things that

now render such eyesores possible ought
not to exist, and would not have existed if

the principle of treating London as a whole,

and of selecting street imjirovemeuts, cal-

culated to provide relief to the main thorough-
fares, had been adopted years ago. No power
had been exercised in London as in other

Continental cities, for controlling archi-

tectural features. The statutory provisions

in the Acts to control general lines of

frontage, and the height of buildings, do not

touch the subject of outline and archi-
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tectiiral troupins. The Council has, wc be easily coaxed into a new one, especiaUy touch art. It will neither exclude nor in-

believo a power when lettin- land, of attach- if thev find the fresh way is not quite so
{

elude the born artist. Will the measure shut

in" a condition that .^o much money shall be
,

.short as the old route. A more important
\
out those with art cipabilities .- is a (luestion

expendetlon thenew buildinsr—iiodoubtvery consideraton is the choice of a route

necessary, but it does not touch the -luestion. that, while being easy and short, is yet
" - --!.- ii.1— 11 r - (ielected for its preservation of old buildings

1 1 -^ -i ,1 -.1,., i^,. rru^ +."

and arcliitectural character. The (luestionof

cost and utility is, of course, im]>ortant ; but
when these considerations are chosen to the

sacrifice of appearance, of light and agrce-

ableiiess, the public will prefer some other

route. For example, unless the new street is

atti-active, or can be made so by the i)lanting

Something more is reiuircdthan the enforce

ment of the Building Act. If in the

oitlinaiy conditions of letting, it should be

.stipulated that the Council would have

to approve of the elevation in regard to its

pLin, profile, or skyline, something more
direct and to the point would lie accoiii])lished.

The disfigurements we have naiiu'd, and the

ci-ection of clas-srooms for King's College

that have .seriously imi)aired the outline of locality, it will not be used. A new .street

Somei-set House, as seen fi-om the bridges cut through a crowded neighbourhood simply

and Embankment, would have been averted because it is direct and the cost not

if contUtions of t'ais s nt had been made com- excessive might displace a number of

pulsory. Then the committee of the Council people who earned a living at a parti-

intnisted with street im]irovemeiit-s should be i eular trade and drive them to another

able to invite the profession to design new
' district. The effect would be ruinous on

frontages and elevations, as they did in the the working classes who were dependent

that seems to concern a great many of the

younger men in the profession. There may
_

be a few to whom a test in any form is

objectionable, and who will not submit them-
selves to any examination ; but this will not

be a bar to the really competent student

who has a true artistic perception, and who de-

sires to become an architect. Of course, there

are many young men who enli.st in the pro-
fession who have no vocation for it, who shrink

of ti-oes, and does not disturb the trade of the I
fi'om the hardships and discipline it entails.

' the drudgery of office work in its various
manifestations, and of whom it may bo said

that the profession would not suffer from

Ilolborn-to-Sti-and scheme, limiting the com
petitors only to such conditions of plan that

were of absolute necessity. What is most

needed in these cases to secure agreeable

irrou])ing, is that general sketches only should

be submitted, showing the main features of old

buildings that remained in connection with

the new buildings, so that the skylines and
gi-ouping of the whole should be made to

form a plesising en.ieinhle. Thus, in the

Strand scheme, the architect would take

into his view the effect of Somerset House,

St. Mary-le-Strand, and St. Clement's in

comliination with the new streets to the

north, thus preserving the old and picturesque

features iii the new scheme
done by any one author

on the trade, who, as a rule, when disjjlaced

by clearances, seldom return to occupy new
buildings erected for them, but go to swell

the overcrowded parts of the adjoining dis-

tricts. There can be little doubt that many
of the new streets made through dense parts

of London have had this effect. The widen-
ing of a street on one side by displacing a

number of people may have a like result.

Yet jiublic improvements would be stopped
altogether if this consideration prevailed.

The problem of rehousing the displaced is

a distinct and difficult question, to whieh we
do not now refer.

The statutory powers conferred by the

but this was not
]

Metropolis Management and Amendment
1 the late com- 1 Acts and the London Building Act, as under

their loss. That a few arti.stically-minded'

men will not readily submit themselves to

any test, from the idea that an examination

in construction and .sanitarj' matters will bo
raised to more importance than it deserves in

the eyes of the public, may be likely ; but we
do not think this deterring influence will

prevail.

xVmongst those who find fault with the

Bill are some champions of art and progress.

A paper on the subject was read the other

day before the Birmingham Architectural

Association by ]SIr. Bulkeley Creswell, who
gave some of the reasons which have been ad-

vanced. That the Institute could not tolerate a

measure that did not emanate from their own
body was almost a foregone conclusion.

What, in short, was the argument put for-

ward did not amount to much—viz., that the

Bill would enable an incompetent architect

to enjoy the privileges of registration, and

would not preclude anyone from practising

as long as he caUed himself by some other

title, such as "builder-designer" or "agent."

The point is whether the Bill would admit

more incompetent architects than are in

petition. In quite new sites a general
|
clause 23, have been framed on strictly eom-

scheiue of this kind would provide for the mercial and utilitarian grounds. The pro-

principal features in the elevations of the visions of the Lands (Clauses Consolidation

buildings fronting the street, such as domical
' Act can be introduced into special improve- - ^

centres or pavilion-roofed corners or blocks,
,
ment Act. and under them no owner of existence and practice to-day. If it did, there

so that dignity and architectural unity might buildings is required to sell a part only of his
j

might be some objection ; but no one could

be preserved." Had such a sketch ' scheme premises, if willing to sell the whole ; the
]

affirm any such thing. Eegistratiou would

been made for. let us say, Charing ('ross-
;
effect of which has entailed extra cost in 1 at once raise the level of attainment in the

roadandShaftesbuiT-avenueorXorthumber- the purchase of more ground than in .some
|

profession to a standard far higher than it is

-
^j. pj.ggg]-,t;_ j^g for tiie latter part of the state-

ment, that the measure would not preclude

any from practising as an architect so long as

he'assumed some other title, it is a little too

far-fetched. By no other name would the

public engage an architect. We are sure

such a statement has not been taken seriously

by the profession. The author, indeed, suma

land-avenue, the fortuitous aiTangemcnt, or

rather jumble, of buildings of all kinds
cases IS necessary. What is required is a

simple and inexpensive process to make
nd heights, would have been avoided. ' improvements, such as that of the Corpora-
l!ut we do not speak of accomplished facts tion of Glasgow ; but legislation is of

except as a warning for the future, little use, unless it is directed by a well-

There are now several opportunities for the
|

devised plan in which certain principles of

exercise of some control. Large sites in the i arrangement are adopted ; and avenues of

Strand and Fleet-street are being cleared, ' trees, sculpture, and other accessories in the

and there are old landmarks in the shape of
! foi-m of balustrade steps form a prominent

buildings like Drury Lane Theatre, the
! plan. By placing oiu" future public build-

i-hurches we tiave named, and many old
j

ings in well-selected centres or spaces, by
buildings that ought to be made features in connecting existing buiUbngs by arcades or
the rean-angement. Will the main corner

! colonnades, or by a formal i)lan of roads and
and centre positions in the new blocks be ' paths adorned by trees, something may be
reserved for puldic buildings, or let to those '< done to relieve the present disconnected"and
who will erect buildings that .shall agree chaotic appearance of our towns. A com-
with the views of a committee of taste the
( 'ouncil may appoint r Or will these sites be
covered in the usual haphazard fashion,

allowing every building-owner to erect what
he likes, and to shock the tjiste of every
person, every time he ])asses through our
main thoroughfares ;- It would surely be
reasonable to expect that every individual
who purchases or leases a site in a main
street, would conform to a general rule,

and that it would not bo infringing on the
private rights of owners to require they
should in their new buildings agree to adopt
the general design of the street, or agi-ee not
to adopt any feature that would be at variance
with the design as a whole. Indeed, the jdots
of a new street or avenue could tie let with
these conditions of di'sign attached. The
committee appointed for such

prehensive plan of treatment is absolutely

necessary if we 'are to make our .street im-
provements effective.

ARCHITECTS' EEGISTEATION AND
ITS OPPONENTS.

''PHOUGH in a dwindling minority, the
J- assailants of the Architects' Eegistratiou

movement are still in evidence, and are never
tired of repeating old and fictitious objections

to the measui'e, including the well - worn
argument that registration will not insure

the inclusion of the arti.st, and that it is

inimical to the fine-art view of the profession

up this"opinion of the Institute. As he says.

• • Not a word or a sign appear which suggest

that this representative body, immaculated

by its Eoyal charter, h^s any ambitions of

architecture apart from the possibilities it

holds out to the practitioner to grow fat in

professional prosperity." There is certainly .

an acknowledgment implied in the Institute's

objection that architects have failed to

impress the public with the merits and §ood

taste of their designs, and their abilityj

over that of the surveyor or builder. ButJ

leaving this objection on one side, othersi

have been advanced. The author of th&j

paper thinks that Eegistratiou will re-

strict freedom of thought and sincerity

of expression, and th.at the Bill would bo

disastrous to architecture considered as ii

profession only, to .say nothing of the cvd

consequences it would have upon architecture

in its highest sense as a fine art, and as one

of the most elegant mediums
_
for the cx-

jiression and popidar cultivation of taste.

We do not see that a Bill which docs not

touch art in any way could have disastrous

es to art "in its highest sense, or

uld interfere with cxpi-ession of

But what other kind of test is not equally
>])en to the objection r AVill it be asseiied ' consequences to art in it:-

- -,., -- ..... ....._... .. puiiiose
:
that the artistically disposed student will be

j

,at least could interfere \ --^

ought to be assisted by the opinions of a few
j

better studied under any examination ti^st taste. There are cjuite as many diivwhacjis

leading architects. that it is possible to be made r Eegistratiou to artistic expression now as there will bO

The planning of new streets in liondon has will do all that examination can be supposed when registration is adopted ;
there arc as

been conducted on the luimezfain', princijile. to do—namely, record the fac^t that the young , many men who practise tjuite ignorant of art.

Easy means of communication lietween two . practitioner has the minimum of knowledge and whose only success in the profession has

or more districts have been adojited some- ' and attiiniuents, and is ca]iable of jiractising
i
been due to good fortune and perseverance,

times without sufficient reason. The jiublic as an architect, and protc^cting the intei'est
1
No registration will ever level the artistic

get accustomed to an old route, and will not of his client and the public. It will not ' capabilitiesof theindividuals. Thosewhowant

I
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buiUlings designed in good or refined taste

will go to the men who iilono e:in give it to

them, and will be guaranteed in one way they

are not n(nv ; that they will obtain so\ind

and sanitary coustriietion. AVo cannot, there-

fore, see the force of the contention that the

personal importance of incuibers of the pro-

fession is the chief aim of the measure, or

that a registered architec't will consider that

he is more important as an individual member
than he was before; rather, we should say,

the fact of rogisti'ation will reduce all to a

li;vel of competency in certain matters, while

it will leave unaltered thi' personality due to

art ability and skill in design. It is asserted
• thai the attraction which has made i-egistra-

tration popular is no more than the attractive-

ness of a swagger-bellii'd professional pros-

perity,"" in fact the ideal of the iive-i)er-

conter. .\gainst the idea that n'gistration

would secure the confidence of the public,

the unworthy motive is again trotted out, that

the special ]dea is the " professional paunch
and frock-coat "—a very absurd notion. The
public' look to the professional architect to

give them well-built and sanitary houses,
and I'egisti-ation would .aid the profession to

deepen this confidence. The artistic functions
arc on a different footing. Those who think
the " registered" practitioner, because regis-

tei'od, will produce the ablest artistic design,
will, of course, soon find out their mistake.
In these matters, of course, the confidence or
applause of the public is not worth anything
at all, and we are i-eady to endorse the re-

mark that, in so far as the confidence and
approval of the public are obtained, " it is a
proven token of shallowness of thought and
vulgarity." PubUc confidence in a well-built
and equipped house is reposed entirely in the
architect; the public do not pretend to

know anything about construction or the
science of hygiene in building; but thej-

naturally look to the architect, and they
dcsii'O some guarantee of his attainments.
WTiat thej' approve or applaud in design is

another matter. Here everyone thinks he
can judge for himself, though he is grievously
mistaken. It is only the " clap-trap " jiro-

fessional or charlatan who cares one iota

about public ai^pioval in such matters ; and
we the^'efore agi-ee that it is humihating to

thc_ aim of a true artist to find himself the
•' victim of the .applause of the public."' But
this is what no one thinks of obtaining by
registi-ation, which is for a totally different
object.

With the trend and value of the remarks on
-\;iminations we find less fault. The votaries

of registration do not, as supjjosed, imagine
that examination will secure the quaHtj- of
ait : nor do they look so much as their
enemies think on their being able to exact
the full .5 Iter cent. Culture and taste and
ability to think cannot be secured or tested
by examination, and nobodj-evcr thought thej-

could. We are (juite ready to admit that the
qualities which examination deals with are
powers of memory and retention of facts ; and
the whole tendency of modern education is to
cultivate the memory at the expense of the
process of thinking, and we generally find

that the most retentive meniorj' is often
accompanied by a want of fertility of mind
and imagination. "With much of" what Mr.
-fteswell .says on this and other subjects no
one will disagi'ee, though the general oppo-
-ition to registration is founded on a com
plete misapprehension of its intention as a
means of satisfj-ing the public that every
man who calls himself an '-architect" is .at

least competent in the e'ementary principles
of construction and sanitation, without pre-
tending to be in any manner sujierior as an
architect, or as manv- who qualify by pro-
fessional examinations now appear to believe.
The measure, in fact, is intended to give the
least disjtinetion derivable from an examina-
tion test, so as not to make professional
examination, as it is now, an invidious dis-
tinction, or a proof of all-round efficiency.

ItECEXT I'ltOl'OSALS FOR AX AMEXD-
MENT OF THE I>AW AXD PRACTICE

j

AS TO AXCIEXT LIGHTS.*

j

By Piiii.ii' E, PiLDiTcn (Fellow).

IT is, said Mr. I'ilditch, generally agreed that

the ^-veat body of ca.se law which lias been

Ijuilt up upon the basis of the si»i|ile cnactniont

on the I'rescripliuu Act of l,S:l:i. that " wlicn the

access and use of light to and for any dwelling-

house, woi'lcshop, or other building shall ha\c

been actually enjoyed therewith for the fuU

period of twenty years without intiu-ruptiou, the

right thereto shall be deemed absobUi' and in-

defeasible,'" inebides many judnnionls dillicult to

reconcile with one another, and that there is not

to be deduced froui them anytliing like a clear or

' definite rule by which the owner of an ancient

light on the one hand, and the owner of

property adjoining upon wliich buildings are

about to be erected or incrca.sed in .size, on
the other, are able to ascertain what are

really their respective rights, and to what
limitations these rights are subject. The position

of the doctrine of the 45'^
; the claim to a right

I

for a special quantity of light for extraordinary

I

purposes ; the definition of what is meant by
' material and sulistanlial injury to liijhts ; the

[

question a.s to w hether, it suliicient light be left,

!
it matters as to how much, beyond that sutK-

ciency, is taken away. AU these questions and
others seem apparently to be insoluble by the

Courts, and constitute a fruitful field for the

production of diifercnccs and disputes between

:
building owners and the owners of ancient lights,

and the cause of constant recourse to the Courts

at considerable expense in money, time, incon-

I
venience, and irritation, by way of injunctions to

restrain or actions for damages, with, in many
cases, results which are satisfactory to neither

' party. Some have, indeed, gone further than

this in their complaints of the state of the

law, and have contended that the power
given to the owner of even a very small

.and unimportant light to restrict, or in any case

delay, the erection of important buildings, has ltd

I

to serious hardships, and has in some cases

opened the door to what can be described as

little short of blackmailing operations. And it

is clear to anj'body who has much to do with

light and air cases in the (_'ourts that it is difh-

• cult for the ordinary legal tribiuials to deal with

these technical questions without great waste of

time, and in man\' cases uncertainty as to sub-

stantial justice being done. Actuated by these

considerations, the Royal Institute of British

-Vrchitects, in the beginning of I'.IOO, caun' to the

opinion that an alteration in the law of ancient

light was uigently needed, and placed itself in

communication with the Surveyors' Institution,

and the two bodies appointed a joint committee
which reported on the subject at the end of li)00.

I

The contents of their report may be sum-

I

marised as follows :—In the Jiisf plncc it is

' l^roposed to limit the right of the owner
' of an ancient light, where such right has
: not already been acqivired, to a right to

t

receive light sufficient for aU ordinary purposes,

but not to include a right to .an extraordinary

amount for special purposes. In the second

jdace, the difficulty sometimes experienced of

obstructing a light which would otherwise in the
' course of time gain dominant rights is obviated

by its being placed within the power of the

owner of adjoining property over which such
rights would if acquired be exercised, to give a

legal notice to have the same effect as though
such obstruction had been put up and s\ibmilted

to for one year. In the third place, there is a
j

provision for certification and registration of the

i
jjlans of hviildings about to be pulled down, and I

j

suppose, although the report does not distinctly

say so, the identification of ancient Ughte
! ex'istent in the old buildings. In the fourth

1

placej there is a provision that no building

I

erected after January 1, 1 90.5, shall acquire

any fm'ther rights of light and air where it

abuts on any way used by the public as an access

I
to various tenements. In the fifth place (and

j

this constitutes one of the most imfiortjmt jjarts
'

of the report), provision is made for the settle-

[
ment of differences arising between a building

;

owTier and the owner of adjoining ancient lights

I by means of a tribune formed of the surveyor for
]

either party or of their umpire, with power to the

umpii'e of determining '

' the right of the building

owner to carry out his intended works, the

* Read at the recent Southampton meeting of the
SiuTeycrs' Institution.

alteration (if aiiy) necessary to be made in

carrying out the proposed new buildings or

alterations to prevent or lessim the obstructions

complained of, and the amount (if any) of com-
pensation of every dcscu-iplion to bo m ale to the
owner, lessee, or occupier, the alterations or

improveuients to the adjoining premises by
li,i;fit-i"efleetiug surfaces, enlargement of lights,

h(>ightening of premises, or other means, thu
amount of costs to bo paid by each or
either party, and generally all matters requii-ed

to arrive at a scittU^ment." There is also

a provision for an ajqioal to a committee,
consistinj^- of an architect, ;i surveyor, and a
barrister, empowered to de<i<le whelher and to

what extent the proposeil new buildings shall be
amended or the dominant premises altered. In
any case; in which a larger sum than .£500 is

awarded either in money, damag(\, or works, or

in which the interference with the proposed works
exceeds £iOO in value, thert^ is power of ajiijcal to

the High Court. Then, side by siiic with the

powers given to the surveyors, the tribunal, and
the High Cuurt, there is, in the sixth place, a

provision that in any action to restrain a building
on the ground of its intiad'erence with rights of

light; and, whelher an interim injunction has
been obtained or not, either party may apply to a

judge either to liear the same with an assessor or

assessors, or to refer it to .ai'bitration in the

manner before j)rt»vided. It will bo seen, there-

fore, that the proposals which have been miuU:

really amount to this :—The basis of the law is

so far defined as to eliminate from the rights of

an adjoining owner any rif;bt to light for extra-

ordinary jiurposes, and to limit them to a right to

receive light sufhcient for all ordinary purposes,

and that the settlement of the question which
may arise as to whether sufficient light h,as been
left for all ordinary purposes may either proceed

in a way similar to that obtaining in the ca.se of

party-walls under the London Building Act
(except that tlie third surveyor or architect called

in on light and air cases is to be an independent

limping and not to act in conjunction with one
or both of the c.r /jarft- surveyors) with an appeal

to a technical committee, and beyond that to the

High Court ; or apparently he may still proceed

in the old way by an ajqjlication for an injunction

to restrain, which may be referred by the judge
to the arbitration before described if it appears to

him the claim may be satisfied by damages. It

may be useful to briefly consider the more im-
portant of the recent cases which have occupied

the Courts which exempbfy the accui-acy of the

view that some simplification of the legal basis for

our practice in the subject is absolutely essential

.

In the \ppeal Court case of " P>rown v. Ceilings,"

decided in LSil',), the Master of the Rolls, Rigby,

and Vaughan Williams, L.JJ., concurring, said:
" It w.as a question of degree whether there had
been such obstruction or diminution of light as to

render the premises uncomfortable or unfit for llie

ordinary purposes of habitation or of carrying on

business. He came to the conclusion that a con-

siderable quantity of light which had formerly

access to the plaintiff's windows had been cut off

by reason of the defendant's building. There

ought to be aninjvmction to. com.pel the defendant

to pull down .10 niiivh of his bidldiii;/ ffs ubstnicled

thf ucivsa of light tm prerioiislij cnjoijed in the plnin-

tif's l/iii/diiir/s:." This was a case where the

offending building was to be from 00ft, to 70ft.

distant from the ancient lights, and the extreme

height of same fi-om ground to top of gable was
44ft. and no more, a portion of the offending

wrdl would have been .32ft. high, and the

JIaster of the Rolls, in his judgment, said he
thought the defendant's baildin^ should not

be above 2.')ft. high, and subsequent words h(^

used indicated that it was his opinion that it

was not enough to consider whether the jdaintiff

had a sufficient quantity of light left, hut that

what had to be considered was the amount taken

away. This seems to be a strong judgment in

favour of the contention that the owner of an
ancient light is entitled to all the light he has

enjoyed through it for the statutory period.^ It

was not many months, however, before a decision

embodying quite different principles was given by

Mr. Justice Wright, who held, in the case of

"Warren v. Brown" that a house is not

necessarily entitled "to have all, or substantially

all, the same light coming to its windows as during

the twenty years," as this would " impose on

servient tenements an unreasonable biu'den, and

nught involve great pubUc inconveniences. Nor,

if that werelaw, could there well be any presump-

tion that so long as 4.)° of light or some .approximate
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anjilo, is left thii\ is no aetiona1)K- wiDnir." This

judgment was fdUowed by Sir. Jiistiee Joyce,

who held in the ease of " The Home and Colonial

•Stores, Ltd., v. Coles," in a case where the back
part of rooms enio\-ing light through an ancient

window was so dark as to have needed artitleial

light on ordinary days, luit where the remainder
of the iilaintitl's iivemises would, after tile erection

of the defendant's building, be well and sulli-

ciontly lighted for all ordinary purpnses, non-
suited the plaintiffs, although it was shown that

they would lo.se a considerable qunntily of the

light they had previously enjoyed, feeling

l>ound,ai! he stated, to follow the decision

in the c^ise of " Warren v. 13rown "' until it was
upset. Apparently, the A])peal Court case of

" Urown v. Colllngs " did not seem to be

available for use by either of these judges in

arriving at their decisions ; there is no reference

to it eithej' in the arguments or judgments.

I understand that both judgments are to be

appealed against. 8ome of these proposals appear

to me to demand consideration. That part of the

prcliniin.ary proposition which provides that no
right may be acquired to an extraordinary amount
of light for special purposes would most certainly

have been the subject of animadversion on the

part of that section of the community who
habitually use light for special ]nirposes. such as

watehmakers, goldsmiths, precious stone mer-
chants, and those utilising jn-ocesses necessitating

discrimination in the selection of colours, who in

.omc cases might find the amount of light they
;4ave enjoyed reduced, mucli to their dis-

advantage ; but the sting of the proi>osition

IH removefl by its not being made retrospective,

but only to take effect on the acquisition of

suhsoquenl rights, and I think upon the whole
the proposition is to the ])ublie advantage in

I>crmitting the utilisation of sites which, under
the prisL>nt law, may have to remain vacant, or

only to l)e built ujwn in a limited way, though in

some instances there is no doubt it may be the
tau.se of a certain amount of loss on the part of

individuals. The other part of the first propo-
sition stating that no new rights of light may be
acquireiJ, beyond a right to receive light for all

ordinary purposes, seems to me somewhat am-
biguoiui, as it may be read either in the limited

sense of providing for ordinary light only as an
antithesis to extraordinary light, or it may be
x'cad an providing that if sufficient light be left

for all ordinary purposes there can be no claim,

oven though a substantial and material quantity
of the light previously enjoyed be taken away.
If the l.^itter be meant, which I think most likely,

then the proposition is far-reaching in its eha-

raclor, and extends to a complete alteration of the
law as laid down in many cases, and will permit
for the future considerable and material ob-
struction of light, in cases where the windows
have not yet become ancient, so long as, in the

opinion of the tribunal, suflicient light be left for

ordinary purposes. It is .as well that the fuU
.significance of the change shoiild be appreciated,

for it w'ould mean that in all cases where a light

is less than nineteen yeaix old the rule of law
affecting it would be much more stringent in

•favour of the servient tenement th.an in the case of

:i light already ancient. Upon the whole I think
the change is to the public benefit, though at the
«amc time 1 think any change permitting the
building of higher buildings and the fiUing-np
of Bjiaccs now kept open by the existence of

Ihc present law of Ancient Lights will not neces-
sarily be an unmixed advantage, as witness the
tendency of modem building legislation. Possibly
the removal of this restriction u])(m the right to

build may have a sequel in the further strengthen-
ing of that legislation, which now bears more
lightly upon buildings in settled, closely-built-over
districts than in new ones. It is, I think, better
that the regulation of buildings in thi.s respect
.should be a matter of public regulation than of

private arrangement ; but I am not sure that all

property owners will agiee with this, or that those
most desirous of the pro])Oscd change in the law
appreciate what the result may be. The second
ind third propositions need no recommendation.
The fourth, however, is one which seems to me
ue>''ds careful consideration, especially the part of

it which provides that no further rights of light
ahall be acquired by a building erected after

January 1, 190.'), abutting upon a way used "as
an access to various tenements," for this ap-
parently would give the right to a building owner
to absolutely olistruct the whole of the light
coming to a window only a few feet away, simply
liee^u.ae it happened to ie on the other side of a

passageway, and the same objection applies

indeed to' such a right being given to
'• the owner of property abutting upon a

;
public way where that -waj- is narrow, and
where, consetiuently. the same state of affairs

exists as I have just described. It appears

to me that if this provision limiting the rights

of the owner of an ancient light because it

' abuts u]!On a way is adopted at all (I hai'dly see

why such a light should be differentiated from all

[

other lights) there ought to be a provision limit-

its operation to cases where the way in question is

of a certain minimum width, iloreover, unlii-ss

1 have read, the second proposition and this

inaccurately, this one is-not needed, as the second
would give the owTier of each tenement the right

to prevent the other fi-om acquiring rights over

his property by notice, unless there be some virtue

in the words " not at the time servient to some
neighbom'ing tenement " in the second proposi-

tion. I think both suggestions need making
clearer, but this will doubtless be done in the Bill.

The most important of the propositions referred

to—viz., the .'ith—is, I think, likely to be very
beneficial in its operation. Ail who have practised

in London have had experience of the ease and
expedition with which matters concerning party-

walls are habitually de.alt with under the similar

provisions in the party-wall sections of the

London Building Act, and I feel con^^nced there

is nothing in the subject of light and air which
will render it impossible to do in such cases what
has been done with so much advantage to all con-
cerned in party-wall cases. On most of the large

London estates the custom now obtains of re- •

ser\-ing all rights to light when granting a new ,

lease, leaving questions of light and air arising '

between different lessees on the same estate to be -

settled by the arbitrament of the estate surveyor

or architect, and on two such estates with which
t am so connected the custom has been found in

practice to work admirably. No lessee is ham-
!

pered by trivial objections, and, on the other

hand, a building lessee is not allowed to ride

roughshod over his neighbour's rights ; but an
opportunity is afforded the estate sui-veyor of

seeing substantial justice done. It will be
observed that by the sixth proposal it is still

open to an aggrieved owner of an ancient light

to apply to the High Coirrt for an injunction,

and the Court has it within its discretion,

in cases where it considers justice will not

be met by a reference to arbitration, to

decide what may be done or what compensation
should be made, to grant an injunction to prevent
the erection of building complained of. It is in

the existence of a tribunal to which, if it appears
that the case in question is not of this far-reaching
nature, the Courts may have confidence in trans-

ferring a settlement of such matters, that the
pi'oposals now made have their chief value, and it

is in my opinion very clear that one consequence
will flow from the existence of this tribunal

—

viz., that a claimant having no solid or serious

claim will hesitate before applying for an in-

junction, which has been so freely done in the
past, when the building owner has so often had
to comjjromise because of the delays to which he
would otherwise be subjected, especially as it is

now made clear in black and white that if the
judge considers an action for an injunction has
been commenced unreasonably or unnecessarily
he may order the party bringing such action to

pay the defendant's expenses and costs on such
scale as he mav think fit.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION
DINNER.

THE fifty-fifth session of the
-Vssociation was brought to a Httine

Architectural

dose on
Friday evening by the ann\ial dinner which took
place at the Criterion Restaurant, Piccadilly-

I circus. The I'resident, Jlr. W. Howard Seth-

I

Smith, F.R.I. B.A., occupied the chair, and was
supported by Sir George Younn-, Bart., Ma jor-CJen.
Sir H. Trotter, Mr. W. Emerson, P.R.I. R. A.,

! Mr. A. \V. Soames, M.P., Mi-. Aston Webb,
lA.R.A. (past-President), Prof. T. Roger Smith
(past-President), Mr. John Slater (jjast-Presi-

dent), H. D. Searles Wood fpast-President), Jlr.

F. T. liaggallay (past-President), Dr. W. J'.

! Collins, L.C.C., Mr. R. JI. Beachcroft, L.C.C.,
Mi-, (i. Laurence fiomme, F.S..\. (Clerk to the
L.C.C.), Mr. W. J. Locke (Sec. R.T.H.A.). the
Master of the Phmibers' Co., the Rev. H. Russell
Wakefield, Rev. Dr. G. A. West, Professor
F. M. Simpson of Liverpool, Professor F. H.

Hidme. Professor R. Elsey Smith, Messrs. R
Hart-Dyke, E. S. Prior, G. B. Carvill, F. W
Pomeroy, W. B. G. Lewis, H. T. Hare, Clydi

Young.'F. T. W. Goldsmith, F. Hooper, E". S.

Balfour, R. H. Weymouth, E. W. Bl. Wonna-
cott, M. Garbutt, H. A. SateheU, A. W. Earle,
Owen Fleming, W. E. Davies, F. W. Macey,
A. H. Hart,'^E. Guy Dawber, D. G. Driver
(Secretary), &c. Thetoastof "The KingandRoyal
Family," given from the chair, having been re-
ceived withmusicalhonours,thePresident proposed
"The Clergy and Legislature," .acknowledged re-
spectively by the Rev. H. Russell AValcefield and
Mr. A. W. Soames, M.P. The toast of "The
-irmy and Navy " n-as introduced by Mr. .John
Slater, and was responded to by Jlajor-Geueral
Sir H. Ti'otter, commanding the Home Forces.
Mr. Frank T. Baggallay proposed " The Royal
Academy and the Royal Institute o£ British
Architects," describing those bodies as the
guiding lights of art and architecture, and re-
ferring to the schools of the former body and the
examinations scheme and help given to the
Association by the latter institution as proofs of
the interest in educational matters. Mr. A-ton
Webb, in replying for the Academy, expressed
cordial approval of the movement for the establish-

ment of day classes in architecture now being
oi-ganiscd by the Association, which, he said,

would meet a long-felt want. It was to be
regretted that so many bodies were now seeking
to pi'ovide architectural instruction, and it would
be more beneficial to students if these could be
concentrated in t^wo or three strong organisa-

tions well supported and adequately maintained,
one of which should certainly be that of the

Association. The j'oung men of the archi-

tectural profession ought to realise that the

success of the A.A. day schools entirely depended
on themselves, and that, as in the jiast, the

welfare and progress of the profession could
only be maintained by individual hard work
and self-sacrifice. Mr. W. Emersox, in reply-

ing as President of the Institute, referred to

the beneficial effect of bringing the junior and
senior members of the profession into harmonious
intercourse afforded by such occasions as that

gathering, resulting in interchange of views and
mutual encouragement and help. The day classes

now being established by the Association were
absolutely necessary for the purpose of the pro-

fession, and jn-omised to result in lasting benefit

to architecture. Sir George Youxg, chairman
of convocation of London University, proposed
" The London County Co\incil," alluding to the

free access courteously afforded by that body for

members of the Association to attend the classes

conducted in Regent-street. He appealed to the

County Council to show a grasp of imaginative

power in laying out and building upon the great

north .and south thoroughfare now in course of

construction between Holborn and the Sti'.and, so

as to make this a lasting credit to London. Dr.

W. J. t'oLLiNs, in responding, said the Associa-

tion and the County Council met on common
ground in endeavouring to study and interpret

that lucid masterpiece of legislation, the London
Building Act, especially sections 8 and 41. They
looked to the younger generation of architects as

represented by the Association to redeem the ugli-

ness of the Metropolis ; but he feared that the

development of their lofty aspirations and ideas,

like those of the County Council, would be some-

what restricted by the mundane and prosaic

client. Mr. W. J. Locke proposed in cordi.d

terms the toast of the evening, "Success to the

Architectural Association," remarking that this

year should be marked with a while stono

in the annals of the Association, for by the

establishment of day classes they were coming to

the front rank as educational bodies. The As.^o-

ciation's advance had been slow but steady, and

the Association was now the premicu- educational

body, with dreams of a permanent home. \\ ith

the "toast he couiiled the names of Mr. H. T.

Hare, vice-president, and that of the President.

iMr. Haue, in replying, said the Institute K-

Architects looked to'the Association for a constant

supply of younger men to swell its ranks, ana

many of the most distinguished meiubi rs had

passed through classes of the Association. '11^

forward step, now being taken by the Associatiffl,

was a most important one, and would sui>iilemetlt

the want of method for training archilectura.

pupils too visible in the average architect's ofhc".

For the present haphazard system, under which

youths picked up knowledge by having the "run

of an office," the architect was not to blame; but

the innovation just established would systcmatiBS

'*f'

Jll
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instruction, anil would bo welcomed by employer
and student alike. The fact that the classes were
to be conducted by practical architects was a

happy augury of success. The Puesident also

replied, refcrrinir to the great loss just sustained

by the deaths of Messrs. Arthur C'ates

and .7. JI. lirydon. Jlr. C'ates wa.s their Hon.
Secretary froiii 18.52 to IS.");5, and had been
a generous friend to the Association : he recently

promised £-2n0 to the New Premises Fund, and a

few yeara since paid up .'U years' subscription.

?'Ir. Brydon was one of the visitors to tlu; class of

Design, luid aided them much by his kindly tact

in criticism. The day cla.sses would be carried on
on characteristically English lines— tlii'y would
be slowly developed independently, founded and
based on the experience of other bodies. He
defended the movement for educating as well as
(Examining the profession as a wise and juaident
st(!p, and as one calculated to be of lasting liencfit

to its members. As to the everlasting ([uestion
of new ])reniises, he could only say that the
committee had the matter deeply .at lieart ; they
hoped that in the course of the next year a site

would be found and a scheme put before the
mi'iubers.- Professor !'. 51. .Simpson, in proposing
• The Lecturers and Instructors,' compared the
eilucational facilities and well-paid staffs of
Germany and llie Tnited States with that afforded
at the Studio, >(>, Great Marlborough-slreet, very
much to the disadvantage oi ther latter. Pro-
fessor F. E. HuUue responded. The concluding
toasts were "(Jur (iiiests," given by Trof. Koger
Smith, aiul responded to by Jlr. i J. L. Gonune .and
Dr. I. t)wen ; and" The Committee and Officers,"
proposed by Mr. F. T. W. Goldsmith, and aeknow-
leriged by Mr. Ct. B. OarviU. During the
evening songs were sung by Jlr. S. Constanduros,
and musical sketches were "given by Mr. Harrison
Hill, the latter including a topical improvise to
the melody of " The Vicar of Bray," in which
111 sali.iil ))i.itits of each speech were devcrlv

t'ONCRETE SUBWAYS FOR PIPES.

AT a meeting of the Society of Engineers held
at the Roy.al United Service Institution,

Whitehall, on .Tune 3. 1901, a paper was read on
" Concrete Subw.ays for Underground Pipes," by
JIr._ Arthur Taylor Allen. In introducing the
subj<;ct the author^refen-cd to the construction of
the tii-st subway in England for underground
pipes, which took place about the year 1860, in
the (!ity of London. Tiiis was followed a year or
two later by one in the City of Xottingham. He
noted the lack of progress there had been in the
rxt.nsion of these new arterial thoroughfares, for,

ud one being constructed at St. Helen's in
-. very little had been done in that direction

i.i iiiinimise the evil resulting fi-om the continuous
breaking up of roadways for access to the numerous
pipes laid under every thoroughfare. Ho gave a
long list of streets broken up in the course of one
year for obtaining access to pipes. He also pointed
out the danger and inconvenience likely to arise
fi;om roadways being laid over a number of gas
pil«-s, which might soon prove to be of in-
iufhiient capacity or become defective, and
vir water-mains that were laid years ago
ivhrn the water supply was very limited,
rile author refen-ed to the sections of the various
\ii- m force empowering public companies to
Ilk up streets after due notice, causing the total

itial blocking of a thoroughfare, interfering
I raflic and operating temporarily to the pre-
i- of business houses, the owners having no

liiMi for .any loss sustained thereby. He then
ni;aed to the increasing numb<a- of imderground
I I' s and the possibility of the provisions of the
;
n - ;-s Pollut ion Acts being more rigidly enforced,
III in the near future throwing upon some
iiilinrities the necessity of .sep,ar.ate sewers for
li I ire or storm water. The author then described

•iibways in London, Xuttingham, and St.
ii's. To relieve doubt as to tlie possibility of
i-re frost affecting the water mains in the
lys he gave satisfactory thermometrical read-

1
iken in the Albert-street subway, Xotting-
Tuniing nii.xt to the utility of subways,

ydhor stated that by their construction access
"iM be readily obtained for the purpose of in-
"

I lion, alteration, or addition to any of the pipes
M 'sent hidden and placed beyond inspection.
liew attention to the fact th.at after works of
' magnitude had been undertaken in obtain-
pure water supply, to insure the health and

;,
of the population, the pipes conveying the

1','ly were hidden. Thus, a defective joint era

burst might remain undiscovered for a length of

time, as was the case some years ago, when the
lirst intimation of a leakage in the borough water
mains was reported to him by the sewer men when
repairing a sewer in close pro.ximity to the mains.
An efficient system of detection and pjrevention of

water pidlalion or waste would be provideil for by
subways, and the life of iron pipes would be con-
siderably increased. Electric and telegraph wires
need no longer run along poles and roof fixtures :

they could be put underground, thus rendering
them less dangerous and nun-e reliable and per-
manent. Having regard to economy of cost,

capability of resistance, and rapidity of exeiaition,

the authorsuggesled concrete as the most suitable

material for such works, and referred to its prac-
tical value as exemplified by its extensive use in

connection with works in general. In dealing
with siibways for large cities and busy thorough-
fares where foot passengers experienced ditlicadty

in crossing the street in safety, thi- author ri'cum'-

mended that, in conjunction with the subway,
underground conveniences should form a part of
the scheme. Entrances would be erected in the
centre of the street, so arranged that an easy and
ready access (although private) could be gaincxl
hvm the first landing. This might be i-eg,arded

as a peculiar suggestion ; but he .alluded to the
revenue it was possiljle for it to bring in, as
much as from t'iOO to £2,00(1 per annum having
been cleared as prolit for such accommodation.
With regard to subways for sub\irban districts

the author considered all large subways should
have lateral ways, about .)ft. wide by" 4ft. 6in.

high, for the purpose of access and conveyance of
gas, water, and other pipes ; and he advocated
making use of every available space by a specially
designed iron bracket for the, pipes. The author
submitted a proposal for a subway under each
footpath of all new streets to receive the water,
gas, and other pipes, the subways to form part of
the laying-cut of the new street. He considered
it necessary that the gas .and water-mains should
be in duplicate, the concrete wall nearest the
house would be pei-forated with 2in. and 2Ain.
belles for the house ser\ices, thus obviating the
construction and expense of lateral ways. The
sewer would be laid under the road with the usual
manholes, on the principle adopted in the jiresent

day, but with the addition of elongated eyes every
20ft., extending to each subway. The chamber
(common to all house drainage) to be constructed
in the bottom of the subway by and at the cost of
theowner when requiring to connect with the sewer.
Thismothod,he contended, w-o>ildinsirrethesurface
of the road being kept free from interference.
The author gave the cost of some subways
constructed in London as £15 per lineal yard,
NottinghamflO per lineal yard, and St. Helen's
£7 2s. Id. per lineal yard. He pointed out, how-
ever, that the information was of but little practical
value and must bo accepted with the gi-eatest

caution, it being impossible to make a useful com-
parison between the cost of construction at other
places without a knowledge of the conditions of
each case. Although the initial cost would prove
heavy, he pointed out that there might be some
compensation if the e.xeavated materials proved
suitable for the concrete work. The author con-
sidered that the cost of constructing subways
should be borne by a loan for a period of .50 years,
as the works come under the category of perma-
nent works.

Henry VI. : The Charter of Philip the
Good, Duke of Burgundy, to the Merchant
Adventurers, MKi. IS. Henry VI. : March-
ing of the trained bands to Bamet. M.
Subject not yet settled. 1.5. The award of
Lord Jlayor Bittlesdon in tbe dispute as to the
precedence of the Merchant Taylors' and
Skinners' Comjjanies (]u-omised by these com-
panies, and to be painted by Jlr. Abbey, K.A.)
10. The t^Vown otTcred to Hiehard III. at
Baynard's Castle (given by }lr. Carl Meyer, and
painted by Mr. S. (ioetze). 17. Foundation nf

St. I'aul's School by Dean Colct, teni]). Henry
VII. IH. Elizabeth: The opening of the Hoyal
E.xchange (given by the Mercers' ('omjiany, ami
painteil by .Mr. E. Crofts, U.A.). HI. Cha'rlcH I.

demanding the live members at Guildhall (giver*

by Sir Sauuiel Montagu, and painted by Mr.
Solomon J. Solomon, A.U'.A.). 20. The Fire of
Loudon (given by the Sun Fire Insurance Com-
pany, and painted by Mr. Stanhope Forbes,
A.K.A.). 21. William HI. and Mary: Found-
ing of the Bank of England. 22. William IV.:
Opening new London Bridge. 23. (Jucen
Victoria opening the third Royal Exchange
(given by Mr. Deputy Snowden, and painted by
Mr. M.aebeth, A.R.A.) 21. Modern commerce
(given by Mr. T. L. Devitt, and being painted
by Mr, Brangwyn.).

THE ROYAL EXCILANGE FRESCOES.

THE chronological scheme adopted by the
Gresham Committee for filling in the panels

of the Royal Exchange with w-orks of art is as
follows:—!. The Ancient Britons and Phieni-
cians trading on the coast of Cornwall (given and
painted by the late Lord Leighton). 2. Alfred
the Great repairing the w.alls of the City in the
9th century. 3. William the Conqueror grant-
ing a charter to the citizens of London (given by
the Corporation and ])aintcd by Mr. Seymour
Lucas, R.A.) 4. William II". building the
Tower of London. .5. Henry II. : Foirndation
of the Hospital of St. Thomas of Aeon. 6. King
John sealing JIagna Charta (given by the late
Mr. John Paddon and painted by Mr. E. li'or-

mand). 7. Scene of a Folkmotc" in St. Paul's
Churchyard. 8. Edward II. : The famous iter

at the Tower. 9. Edward III. : The entertain-
ment of the Vintners' Company to the five Kings.
10. Richard II. ; The insun-ec'tion of Wat Tyler.
n. Henry IV.: Sir Richard Whittington's
charities (given by JIi-. Abe Bailey and painted
by Mrs. E. Normand—Henrietta Rae). 12.

HOW TO ESTIMATE ; OK, THE ANALYSTS
OF BUILDERS' PRICES.—X.

By John T. Rea, F.S.I. , Surveyor, War Dept.

LABOUR.—In foundations and walls where
the joints are left rough, a bricklayer,

suijplied with materials by his labourer, can lay
l,-500 bricks per day of ten liours, as, owing to
the mass of the work, he can pack them in with
both hands. In boundary and other walls whore
both faces have to be worked fair, not more than
1,000 ;

and if they are carefullj' jointed and faced
with picked bricks of a uniform colour, not more
than .500 per cUem, and then only in straight
walling without many openings. The time spent
is thus less for thick walls, and greater for thin
ones.

A large builder told the writer that he estiraati;d

a bricklayer laid 500 inside and 300 facing bricks
per day, which would be an average of 100 brides
over all the walling. As there are 380 bricks in
a cubic }-ard, this would be roughly a cubic yard
of brickwork per man per day. Allow one
labourer to attend two bricklayeis : hence a
laboiu'er's time is half a bricklayer's.

The labom- per rod, therefore, in building
brickwork in mortar, worked fiiir both sides,

exclusive of pointing, may be taken as :

—

For walls 1 brick thick in lime moi-tar, 51 days £ s. d.
bricklayer and labourer at 13s. 4d. per day
(10d.+(id. = 10d. xlOhours) 3 8-1

Ditto 1 J brick thick ditto 4.1 davs ditto 3
"2 ., .. 4? .,'

., 4i/T,;
;;

in cement mortar 5J „ „

3
1

:i

4%

2 17
2 15
3 13
3 6
3 1

3
4

43.For the use of scafl'oliiine, erection, and removal,
per rod is the almost invariable charge.
Then tlie valuation of a rod of stock brickwork.

st.andard thickness, in .stt'nt'-fim': mot-Utr, 1 to .a, with jin.
joint.'^. would be :

—

Brickwork in stone-lime mortar, 1 to 3— £ a. iX.

4..30O stocks at 35s. per 1,000 delivered 7 10 6
Water, for wetting bricks only, s:iy o40gal 6
Labour building. 4^ dayis bricklayer and labourer

at 13s. 4d. (10d. + 6d. ^lOd. xlohom-s) 3
Use of scaffolding, erection, and removal 4
2 cubic yards of stone-lime moi-tar. 1 to 3, at Ifis. 1 12

12
1Add 10 per cent, profit, say

Total cost per rod 13 12

The cost per yard cube can easily be deduced
from the foregoing by dividing £13 1 2s. by 11 J,
the number of cubic yards per rod, which gives :- -

£13 12a. Od. -H 11' ,'3 = £1 4s. Od., cost per yard cube.

Similarly, the cost per foot cube, by dividing-
the same sum by liOli. the number of "eubio feet

per rod :

—

£13 12s. Od. -h 3% = lOJd., cost per foot cube.

The cost per y.ard cube and per foot cube can,
however, be detailed separately, with propor-
tionate reduction in materials and Labour, but the
larger the standard taken the less waste, and the
chiser will he the investigation.

BMCKWOKK IX t'EMEN'T MOUT.tl:

For stock brickwork

1 TO 3.^

('•men! iiiartar, 1 i-e 3^
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stinJanl thickness, with Jin. joints as bcEore, the

vdluation would be in like manner.
£. s. d.
7 10 6

6
4,IX) stocks at S5s. per 1,000 delivered
Water, for W'^tting Dricks only, siy dIO ^Uoa^ ..

Libour builJini?, 5 divs bricklayer and labourer
at 13-1. W .1 G

Vs.* of scitfoldin?, erection, and rtMnoviil 4

:; cubic yards of cement mortir, 1 tu 3, at 10.^. 7d. 1 li*

13 10
16 2Add 10 per cent, protit

Totalco^tper rod ... H 7

(
• j.<t psr yurj cube would be £11 7s. Od. -^ ll'.'s = £1 53. Id.

An 1 the cost per ft. cube would be £14 7s. Od. ^3)S = lljd.

When brickwork i.s billed "c.vtra only in

ci'inent," the «ist can readily bo obtained by
dciiicting the price of a rod of brickwork in

m irlar from a rod in cement.

With these e.\aniples and mcmor,%nda before

him, the student should be able to work out for

hiiiisolf other items where the proporlions of lime

or cement and sand are diflereut, and where there

may be another size of brick,

ffdll'jir tl'irll.i are taken as solid, the cavity being

uieiisured in the thickness. The cost is the same
a."; ordinary brickwork plus the galvanised-irou

tics or )H)ndins? bricks, and allowing for hay-
hands or boards to prevent the mortar from
dropping into the hollow sjiace—about .is. per rod.

The final price, however, is closely similar, ,as a

certain amount of brickwork is sived by the

cavity.

Slick icort in liarkiiiii to Miisniiri/ entails a little

inore time in bonding to the stone walls, and also

re<]uires more rough - cutting. The additional

rate would he about ISs. 6d. per rod, Is. Sd. per

yard cube, or Jd. per foot cube.

Kxtra oiih/ on common Jirirkwork for Fdcinijx of
fit'.<f /iickfd stocks fn'ishcd irif/t it ncathf struck Joint

IIS the Jl'ork procmls.—There are 272ft. super, in a

rod, and as 7 bricks go to the square foot, this

gives practically '2,000 facing bricks per rod, with
allowance for waste. The item is merely so much
labour for selecting ami for striking joints, and a

labourer will take 3j hours to select 1,000 bricks,

or, say, 7 hours to select the 2,000 facing bricks

reqtiisite i)cr rod. A bricklayer will occupy a day
in striking the joints for the 1,000 bricks, or, say,

2 days in striking the 2,000 facing bricks neces-

sary per ro 1.

Scle^iting 2,03D facing bricks for a rod, 7 hours s. d.

labourerat6d 3 6

itriking joints for ditto, 2 days or 20 hours biick-
layeratlOd. 16 8

super, of gauged arch requires ten bricks, in-

cluding waste, as against seven bricks for facings.

s. d.

Co.tt of ten cutters at 8)s. per 1,001 .. 9J
Deduct cost of seven facing bricks, extra only over

stocks 2J

7i
E.\tra mntar for settinff. &c 0.}

Labour in cutting, rubbini?. and setting : 1 } hour
bricklayer at lOd... ... 1 OJ

1 8
Add lOpercent. proli; ..0 2

Co.st per foot super .,
. 1 10

Ditto fur axc:l Arch-s of stock Bricks ani ditto.—
Xo special facing bricks are required, and it is

merely a matter of cutting and setting.

s. d.

Extra mortar for setting, &c 0|
Luboiu- in axing, and setting; ^^/^-hour bricklayer
at lOd '..

. 4

4}
Add profit .0 0.}

Coat per foot .super 4|

E.rtrii L'fhuifr, Cutting, nnl IJ'nstc to licliepinq

Arches.—These are generally simply numbered,
stating the size. The internal appearance of a
3ft. opening, with a wooden lintel, would be as

in Fig. 1, with dimensions as shown. 'I'he arch

Therefore the cost, extra only, would show thus
2 bricks at DOS. per 1,000
Extra cement
Extra labour in setting and pointing

Add profit

If
ot

0\

2}

0!

Cost per foot nin 2J

Mitres to ditto.—The mitred bricks cost double
the price of the moulded ones, and the detail

would be worked out similarly.

s, d.
1,000 mitred bricks at 180s 180 0"
Deduct cost of 1,000 moulded bricks at 90s 93 QK

Dilfereuce

1 mitred biick at 90s. per 1,000..

Add profit

22 2

idd profit

Cost per rod of 272ft. super...

Ojst per foot super 1

JUttofor FaciDr/s ofbest red Fareham Bricks, raked
nil' and itointtd irith a neatly struck Joint in fine
Mortiir.—Ucre there is e.xtra for superior bricks,
and for a better joint.

s. d.
Coat of red facing bricks per 1,000 ,. 61
Deduct cost of .stocks per 1,000 35

Difference per 1,000 26

And as there are 7 facing bricks per foot .super., we now
procecl :—

Cost of 7 bricks, extra only at 26s. {difference as s. d.
above) per 1,000 21

Material for pointing o|
Labour i/i raking out and pointing

, o|

FlQ. 1.

is one biick deep by one brick wide (width of jamb)

'

The rough-cutting is the girth by width of arch,

which gives the axing required on the adjacent

brickwork. This axing is the extra labour in-

volved, for there is no additional trouble in

building the arch itself, which has been included

in the ordinary walling.

6 . extrados.
5 . G intrados.

. 9 skewback.

.9 „

13.0 gii-th X . 9, width of arch =
9^ft. super, rough cutting and waste at 1 ',M.

Add profit

s. d.

1 .)

2

Total per No 1 7

Is. each is a common price. Sometimes the

rough-cutting to skewbacks is taken separately.

Hatf-Briek Trimmer Arch en Cement, and Lerct'

tine/ in Concrete.

Cost of rod of brickwork in cement mortar, £ s. d.

1 t03 14 7

——I—* = cost of brickwork per foot super.,
272 librick thick 1 0|

4i

Add profit 01

Cost per foot super.. 3)

A bricklayer can point and rub 15 facing bricks in half
an hfjur - :!00 per day.

Joints of Brickvork struck fair for Inside ll'ork,
liiiwwkiUng, ,!(•(•.—This is merely 'labour, and can
be done as the work proceeds. A bricklayer
could do 40 yards per day, or 1 yard in a quarter
of an hour.

I

IJJ'Mi = cost of ditto '. brick thick
3

Levelling up with lime concrete at lOs. 5d. per
yard cube 1

Rough-cutting, about 1 foot .super, at 1 ^d l^

23

line-fourth hour bricklay rat lOd
Add profit

Cost pf-r yard super. .

AUCIIES.

Frtra only on common Brickwoi k for riihbed and
fittiiycil Arches in best red Bricks, find scltini/ and
/otii'.n//.- Tliia ia really extra on the facing
l.ncks, which have been already taken. One foot

Cost per foot super 7

Tt will be observed that the above includes
profit througHout.

I'^xtrn on Common Brick teork for Moulded Course.

—This is one cimrse of red moulderl brick,

measured extra only to common brickwork, and
the cubical contents of which have already been
taken in the latter. If he.'idor and stretcher be
used alternately, allow two bricks per foot run.
The number will be a trifle less, as one header
and one stretcher, with two joints, would measure

j

13Mn., but this extra length would allow for

waste.
s. d.

' 1,000 red moulded bricks at OOs .. 90
I Deduct cost of l.Wll stocks at .'l.^s. , . .'i5

Difference . 55

Costpermitre _. o 1}

All the labour and setting have already been in-
cluded in the lineal dimension of the moulded
course, as it is on this that the mitres are extra.

D.lMP-PllOOF COCRSF.S.

I>ump-]rroof Course of two lai/ers of stout Slates,

hreitkimj joint, and laid in Portland Cement,—
Countess or Duchess slates are generally used,

'

and Second quality are the best for this class of

work, as they are thicker and cheaper. Slatei
are sold by the thousand of 1,200 delivered, an
the area of a Countess slate would be 20in. x lOin.^

= lift, super; but allow one .slate to the squarsj ^l
foot, reckoning for waste in cutting to suit thick->^f
ness of wall. xVnd as there are two layers, therM^
would be thus two slates per foot super, for tfaj||

damp-course.

2 Countess second (luality "Welsh slates, at £9 per s. d.

l,200in London :ij

Cement mortar for laying ditto . . 1

Labour' in cutting and laying OJ

54
,\ddproflt . . Oj

Cost per foot super 6

Damp-proof courses of special kinds of asphalte

are best laid by the expert when in large

quantities.

riuE-woiuc.

Settinij Grates and Stores, not crceedinc/ iOin. hi

iridtli.—A bricklayer and labourer would take

from two to three hours to set an ordinary grate,

and some common brickwork would be required

for the backing, as well as fireclay for the fire-

lumps.

2} hours bricklayer (lOd.) and labourer (6d.) at s. d-
Is. 4d 3 4

Brickwork and fireclay, say 1 2

4 6
(iAdd profit

Cost of each 5

Itanges and kitclieners would i-ost a great deal

more, depending upon the type of apparatus ailS'<

the size of the opening. x'l

PAVING.

Paring of hard sound Stocks, laid fiat in Sand.—
This will require 36 bricks, and 1 cubic foot of

sand, per yard super. The labour will be half an

hour of a bricklayer and labourer.
Thirty-six stock bricks at 3os. per thousand 1 -^

Vol cubic yard of sand at 6s 2^

libour, J-hour bricklayer (lOd.), and labomei-
(6d.)atls. 4d S

2 11

ilAdd profit

Costperyard super 2 4

Ditto on edge in Sand.—Here 52 bricks are re-

quired per yard super, and a little more than

1 cubic foot of sand, owing to the additional

number of joints. Time will be three-quartets

of an hour.
Fifty-two .stock bricks at 35s. per thousand 1 9J

lj,27 cubic yard of sand at6s 8}

Labour, 5ths-hourbricklayerandlaboureratls.4d. 1

.? 1

4Add profit .. ...
J|_

Costperyard .sui-er •*

Paring of hard sound sStocks laid flat iiiiie

Mortar.—The quantity of materials will lie the

same, btit labour will be three-quarters of
J"!

hour, as the spreading and tilling-in of tno

mortar will occupy more time.

Thiity-six stuck bricks at 3.>s. per thousand ^ ^
Vii7 cubic yard of Umc mortar at 16s .. y

'

Labour, ^th.s-hourbricklayer and labourer at Is. w. > ^

Tio
Add profit .- » "

Co.st per yard suiwr ,

' '
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Ditto OH (d<j< in lime iCortar.—Labour, one hour

in this case.
s. d.

! ilty-twn stock bricks at 358. per thousand 1 !l|

1

; -J? cubic vard of lime mortar at 168 y:i

I.aliour. 1 hour bricklaver and labourer at Is. Id. 1 1

.-i 10}

Add profit *\

Cdst per yard super -1 3

(Te be eontinued.)

THE SIKVKYORS' IX.STITrXIdX AX
SOUTHAMPTON.

riilll-; summer conference of the Surveyors'

I Institution of (ireat Britain was heUl at

Southampton on Thursday and Friday in hist

werk. Tlio first day was di'Voted to nieetini,'.^ at

the Hartley Institute, thi' seiond day hoin^

chietly spent in excursions to neighbouring-

]>la(es of interest. An otiicial reception in-

augurated the proceedings on Thursday morning,
when the visitors were welcomed by the Mayor
of Southampton, Alderman O. A. Hussey, who
expressed his regret that the President of llie

Institution, Mi'. John Sliaw, was unable to attend

owing to indisposition. Sir John F. L. IvoUeston,

M.P., tl>e President-elect, acknowledged the

Mayor's remarks, and took the chair at the
I

business meeting which followed. Jlr. W. !

lim-rough Hill, F.S.I., read a paper on
j

"Southampton: Past and Present," in which
he showed that the town hail grown in a

century from a pop\ilation of S,000 to one
of 1(11,000. An exhaustive survey of the

natmiilly-growii beauties and oaks of " The
New Forest," together with the jihysical aspects

and geological fe^itures of the district rnWroning
it, was read by Mi-. F. J. Smith. Jlr. Philip E.

Pilditch next read a paper on " Keeent Proposals

for an jVniendment of the Law and Practice as to

Ancient Lights," in which he described the

efforts being made to bring about an amendment
on that subject of perennial interest to most sur-

veyors, provincial as well as Metropolitan, the
law and practice of Ancient Lights, and discussed

the propos;ils formulated. (We give the address in

'Xtuiso onp. "ioo (liitt-,) A short discussion followed,
in which Mr. Horsfall,of Halifax, and Jlessrs. W.
Woodward and Howard Martin, of London, took
part. The last paper read was by Jlr. Hall Fell,

on "Liability for Fanu Fires caused by Stray
Sparks from Engines." In the evening the
members dined together at the South Western
Hotel, Sir .lohn RoUeston, M.P., occupN-iiig the

I hair. On Frida\-, after \-isiting the Ordnance
Survey Office and the Docks and ancient walls,

Oie membei's di^•ided into two sections, one pro-
' ' rding to WinAe.ster under the conduct of Mr.
W. BuiTough Hill, the other going to Lynd-
hui-st Church, Stony Cross, and Broekenhiu-st
under the guidance of Jlr. W. F. Perkins.

The annual general meeting of the institution

was held on Monday at the institution premises
m Great George-street, Westminster. Sir John
F. RoUeston, JI.P. . the president-elect, occupied
the chair in the absence, through illness, of Jlr.

John Shaw, the retiring president . The annual
report, read by Jlr. Julian C. Rogers, the secre-

tary, stated that the institution now probably
included in its list of members most of the sur-
veyors of standing in the United Kingdom, and
it had a total in the various classes of 3, 200 com-
pared with 3.096 a year ago. The totivl invest-
ments, calculated at cun-ent prices, repiesented a
sum of £13, 721 19s. Of Hi candidates who sat

for the last preliminary examinations III passed,
iiid of 362 who went up for the different pro-
I irofessional examinations 246 passed. As was
I he case last year professional examinations were
held contemporaneoiisly with the English ex-
aminations both in Scotland and in Dublin. The
' i>st of the consti-uction of the new premises was
1. 10,337, to which had to be added architects'
iciramission, law clKirges, &c., making a total of
til, 198, while the outlay on new furniture and
littings amounted approximately to a sum of
.f 1,000. The whole outlay had been met out of
the accumulated funds, and no debt whatever
lemained upon the building. There had been
lirge additions to the library during the year,
and a further outlaj' would shortly be ijiade on
the purchase of books. The present number of
lolumes was approximately 8,000. During the
session the council had promised financial support
to, and had nominated two of their^members to
act on, a joint committee of the Surveyors'

Institution and the Poyal Institute of British

.\rchitccts. ajipointed for the purpose of collect-

ing and tabulating information from all parts of

the country as to damage to buildings resulting

from lightning, to discover, if possible, how far

buildings were rendered lightning - proof by
modem systems of protection, and to ascertain

what improved methods might be adopted. The
council also decided during the session to co-

operate with the Royal Institute of British

.Vrchitects on a joint committee with reference to

the amendment of the law and practice as to

ancient lights. The committee had since decided

to draft a Bill for introduction into Parliament.
|

Mr. E. H. Blake formally moved, and Jlr. JI. P.

lUilmes seconded, the adoption of the report,

which was agreed to. The chairaian, replying
'

to a vote of thanks passed to the late president

and members of the council, said the council was
representative of the various branches of the

!

profession. The chairman was then invested

with the president's chain of otUce, and he after-

wards presented the prizes gained during the

past session. The principal award—the " Pen-
fold " gold medal—went to William Edward
Trent, who, in the building sub-division of

Division IV., headed the list of Fellowship candi-

dates with a total of S02 out of a possible 1,000

marks.
T fr-i^

WORKS IN WOOD AND WOOD-CARVING.

ri'^IlE fifth Exhibition of Works in Wood,
I under the auspices of the Worshipful
Company of Carpentei's and of Joiners, at

Carpenters' Hall, sliows a decided improvement
on the last display. In the entrance hall, the

Trades Training School, Great Titehfield-street,

we find several well-exe<'uted exhibits of work by
the students of this excellent school, carried on
under the joint direction of the companies of

Carpenters, Joiners, Painters, Stainers, Plasterers,

Tilers, and Bricklayers, kc. X cupola of ogival

outline, showing half the timbering and half the

boarding, is worth notice, besides several

specimens of roof-trusses, partitions, a lamin-

ated arched rib roof, a staircase, ic, many of

which display good design and executive skill.

Division I., Class L, Section A, in the large

hall on first floor, comprises various roofs and
trusses. The first prize, by A. Norton, is a model
of hipped roof of low pitch for slating to a

scale of liin. to the foot, with four dormers, one

at each end. It is a capital specimen of handi-

work, shomng the rafters and ties, the boarding,

fillets for lead valleys, and chimney-stacks. A
second prize is awarded to G. I-'. Lay for model
of Mansard roof-trusses with dormers. A model
of roof for tiling, one end hipped and the other

half-hipped, with donuer, receives a third prize,

given to H. Fox. Models of trussed roofs with
joints in class 2 are interesting examples of

trussed ai.d fi-amed work. A special prize is

i given for a king-post roof to A. Sewell, a second

;
prize to E. P. Trent for a Mansard roof-truss,

' showing floor beam and upper room in roof,

;
cornice and parapets, struts, &c. ; and a first

prize to J. S. Hopper for king - post roof

and tlrree joints, exhibiting connections of king
and principals, king and struts, tte. Class 4,

I
section B, comprises models of centring for

i

ai'ches. No. 13 is a tine model of centring

for ma.sonry arch, l.'iOft. span. The arch is seg-

mental or catenarian in curve. The construction

evinces a sound knowledge of constructive car-

pentry ; the vertical [losts at intervals, with their

struts and braces, are arranged to preserve the

cm've and to conduct the weight downwards, so

as to a\oid any cross strain. A first prize and
special gold medal are given to this model as the

best exhibit in Division I., which is by J. Colburn.
Every part of this model has been carefully

studied.

A model of centring for skew arch, by C.

Hickmott, api)rentice, is awarded the third prize,

and the second prize is given to A. Duley, appren-
tice, for centring. Class o is devoted to the sub-

ject of shoring and derricks for cranes. We see

a model of shoring of a capital of column No. 19,

also shoring up a hoiLse, for which a second prize

is given, besides models of derricks. For a four-

legged derrick for two cranes, F. S. .Judd receives

the first prize, a very skilfully-executed model

;

the legs are braced together near the top. H.
Bolton takes the second prize for a three-legged

derrick, and C. F. Till a third prize for staging
for derrick.

In Division 2 we notice a model of framed
partition by W. Hopper, takes the first prize. It

is for two stories, with a centre opening in the

lower floor, and two doorways in the upper story.

Above the heads of 0])enings are framed trusses.

The student has skilfully arranged his struts to

throw the weight on the sills and outer walls.

The door-posts, heads, sills and inter-ties, studs,

arc all shown, and well jiroportioned. We also

notice a eur\ed balcony with hood, by E. Sudds
(second ])rize), models for framing octagonal

tower and a spire. No. 30 (W. E. Saunders)

receives a first prize for model of vaulting of a

circular corridor -a very excellent piece of work
in which the arches and groin ribs are cleverly

and neatly worked out. We notice also several

models of joinery in Division 3, one a moiicl of

staircase in oak, a spiral staintaso by S. Savill

(fii-st prize), and a model of circular stair-

case with landing (second prize) by H. Treais,

with polished handrail and newel
;

also model

of a sash-frame (weightless) with lock venti-

lation, which takes a first prize, by C. E.

Uadlow ; bay windows, window-frames and
linings, &c. ; models of panelled doors, one a

six-panelled eireular-headed door, for winch a

special bronze medal is given (No. 4.'))
;
also a

first prize for same subject in radial frame to

W. 11. Williams. A sjiccial bronze is also

awarded to T. Skinner (apprentice) for a double

floor, and to T. R. Braybrooks for a church-seat

(No. 67). In Division 4, Class 2, a second prize

and bronze medal have been awarded to Joseph

B. Iloskins, a joiner's apprentice, in the employ-

ment of Jlcssrs. Harry Hems and Sims, Exeter,

for a library ann-chair of hardwood. In Division

.5, Class 7," Thomas JI. Butcher, also in Jlessrs.

Hcms's studios, has gained the fii-st silver medal

and to for a cleverly-carved statuette in oak.

representing William of Orange after his landing

at Brixham in 1688. In Division G, Class 3,

Fred (tcorge Knupp, also an apprentice in the

employ of the same firm of Exeter carvers, takes

the first prize of £2 for three large patera: of

diver.se designs.

Passing over several interesting exhibits in

this division, we come to several speci-

mens of woodcarving. We can only specially

mention a carved walnut casket (No. 112;

of viTy chaste design, with carvings in light

wood ; a ean-ed pilaster, a study from (irinling

Gibhtms, from the solid block, for which a special

silver nuxlal has been awarded to C. Jlilson ; the

car^•ing in high relief (No. 142a) ; a carved seat,

with flat incised foliage in the back, very quiet

and simple, in walnut iNo. 166), by Miss V.

Stuckey ; and an oak Ciibinet, with carved doors
' and sides (special prize), by Jliss A. G. White,

;

very pleasing and artistic in arrangement. In

another division is a red carved oak panel,

which receives the second prize, by H. G. Rat-

cliff, and a walnut panel carved by F. E. Hors-

man (first prize), chiefly strapwork and foliiige.

The Victoria and Albert Exhibition, South

j

Kensington, send, as loans, a tine specimen of

oak panelling from an old house in Exeter, about

1600, with carved frieze and pilaster. Hat in treat-

I ment, and of refined Elizabethan character ; also

another example from old house near Waltham
Abbey, Essex, of Early 16th century. The
designs for wooden .and half-timbereil dwelling-

houses, of which there are several, contain only

two or three designs of any merit in plan or

design—No. 214, by J. PJ. Gol'dthorp, .and designs

for cottages by H. J. Sturges (220) and G. J.

Hallam, for which second prize silver medals .are

given. In the Soanc Exhibition we also notice a

verytine carved pilaster, lentby Messrs. Gillowand

Co., of Italian Renaissance design. In this

section is likewise an interesting collection of

nine ancient misereres, lent by Jlessrs. Hiirry

Hems and Sons, of Exeter. One of them ia from

the well-know^^ and unrivalled series of fifty

ilarly English misereres in Exeter Cathedral,

made by the direction of Bishop Bruere, early

in the "l3th centurj', ,at once the oldest and
tinest collection of misereres in the world.

Upon one of them is carved the earliest re-

presentation of an elephant in existence in

this country, the hock of the quadruped's hind-

legs being carved wrongly by the median-al

craft.sman, who without a doubt had never seen

such a beast in his life. During the restoration

of the choir of Exon's Cathedral by the late Sir

G. Gilbert Scott, R..\., some alterations took

place in the plan of the stalls, necessitating

ha^^ng one less than heretofoie. The present

miserere was, therefore, never reused, and has

since been presei-ved in the Chapter Hou.se. It

is now shown by the kind permission of

the Dean and Chapter, and with the approval
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of Mr. E. H. lliirbottle. the cathfdral archi-

tect. II is lx>ldly carved, and the oak is still

[leTfcctly si:)unfl. Lonj;-stomm<'d clover leaves arc

artistically and sniect'uUy displayed, whilst ilj-inir

birds form the supporters. The other eight are

Karly Ifith-conturv work, removed from the

Collegiate Church of !St. Michael, at North Cad-

bury In Somersetshire. f;uly in the last century,

at the same time, -ne assume, -when the grand

old rood-screen, which ancient recoi-ds say once

existed there, was destroyed. Tlie same exhibitors

also lend a verv old fret-saw frame, perhaps the

oldest in the coiintrv. It hears the dale " a. D.

l.')93," and the initials "W. 1!.," and is sup-

posed to have belonged to a Devonshire carpenter

iianied WiUiam Biibb, who is known to have

worketl upon the oak wainscotting made about

that time, and which still surrounds the great

hall in the E.xeter Guildhall. To Professor Roger

Smith, of I'niv ersity College, Past-Master of the

Carpenters' Company, who was one of the judges,

we believe, much of"the success t f this exMbition

is due. A^
THK "SCORCHER" FUEL-SAVER.

THE sketch shows a simple but exceedingly

eflicient little device invented and patented

by a lady for economising fuel in the ordinary

domestic firegi-ate.

It is made, as will be seen, from ordinary steel

wire, bent into the shape shown—something like

a half-basket. This is fitted into the firegrate,

the hooks being slipped on to the top front bar,

when the *
' scorcher

'

' forms a semicircular
" basket " inside the grate.

The fire is laid and lit inside the " scorcher,"
the space at the back being left unfilled. The
result is that an air-chamber is formed all round
the " scorcher," thus greatly increasing the heat

thrown out by the firi'briek at the back into the
room, and not up the chimney. Ttic mantelpiece
win bo found quite cool, while the heat from the
front of the fire is greatly enhanced. The fire
burns up quickly, and the «oal is very eom-
plololy consumed^ leaving nothing but du.st.

The inventor claims that .'JO p(!r cent, more
heat is given with the " scorcher" in the grate,
while half the coal is saved. The " scorcher "
cxn bo had post-free for 2s. 6d., on appli-
cation to the patentee, Mrs. M. Keddell, 72,
Murillo-road, Lee, London, S.E.

CON STRUCTK )NAL STEELWOKK.'-
MESSRS. HOMAN AND ROPOEIiS, of 17,

CJracechurch - street and \'auxhall Ste(d
AVhirt, h'lve published a very usef\il little hand-
bi)k, in pocket-book form, on conslruetional
gl oolwork, w ith the object of providing architects

• Stindards and Tables of Constructionnl Steelwork.
DJ HoxAK Axn RonoFRii, Gmccchurch-atrect.

with a ready means of selecting girders, stanchions,

roofs. Arc. showing their behaviour under various

loads, and other details. It is well known by all

practical men that stanchions are often loaded on
one side, especially those at the corners of build-

ing, and that occasionally failure has taken

pl.ace. For special conditions of this Icind the

rules arc given for computing the stresses. So,

also, the deflection of girders may be so great as

to crack the plaster or brickwork above, and
tables are provided for this contingency. The
sections of Messre. Homan and liodgers' standard

rolled steel joists are full and concisely given.

Each section illustrated gives dimension, moment
of inertia, coefficient, moment of resistance, and
weight per foot in pounds. The sections of

compound girders and stanchions are equally

comprehensive, and each joist and plate of which
it is built is described ; the weight ])er foot,

minimmn area, moments o inertia, coefficient,

&c.. and the safe centre loads in tons are given in

a table. We especiaUy draw attention to the cal-

culations for the eccentric loading of stanchions,

already noticed, and the stresses on columns and
the examples. The table of maxima moments,
and deflections for eccentric loading, and the
calculations for an eccentrically loaded girder are

instructive, and the examples worked out showing
the maximum stress from bending moment and
the stress due to distortion will be found of value.

Many valuable data and tables, including floor

loads, and safe distributed loads in tons on
rolled steel joists will be found. Near the end of

the book the calculations for foundations of con-
crete and bedded rolled joists, are verj^ useful,

and the American or Chicago practice of distri-

l)uted foundations is shown also. The formula for

obtaining depth of concrete block is given. The
safe working stress of concrete is taken at 6nlb.

per square inch. The diagram of standard shapes
of roof principals, roof trusses, and the tables of

axial stresses in members for different tj-pes,

liitehes, &c., are very necessary, and wiU be par-
ticularl)- useful to the architect in designing his

steel trusses, and in saving the labour of ealcu-
\

lating the stresses. The manual, in truth, eon-
;

tains all the advantage of a catalogue of useful

:

sections with their safe loads, and a textbook for
professional reference. Every architect should
obtain a copy.

THE SILCHESTER EXCAVATIONS.
ralHE exhibition of antiquities found at Sil-

_L Chester during the course of last year was
opened to the public on Jlonday at the rooms of

the Society of Antiquaries, Burlington House,
and will remain on view till Saturday in next
week, the l.ith inst. Last year's excavations
wore confined to four of the insula' into which
the area has been divided, numbered 23 to 20.

Insula 2;i formed the northernmost of the un-
usually large squares in the central portion of the
town. Here the late Rev. J. C Joyce unearthed
a house of considerable size so long ago as 186n.

Later research has revealed an additional series of

chambers to the north-east, which evidently
formed part of the same dwelling. Another
house of large size with several mosaic pavements
was also uncovered on the east side of the insula,

and in the mouth of its courtyard was a small
square building devoted to sacred purposes,
raised round an earlier structure of the same
(haraeter. The pits and wells in the immediate
locality yield over 100 whole vessels of all kinds
and sizes, and also a hoard of smiths' and other
ii'on tools.

In insula 24 were found two houses, one of
which was large, peculiarly planned, and pos-
sessed numerous mosaic floo'rs. Other buildings
encountered by the excavators near the north
gate were apparently connected ^^ith dye-works ;

while in insula 20 the late J.Ir. Joyce's "work was
supplemented by the discovery of the complete
plan of a house partially revealed by his industry.
The same area contained three other structures.'

Among the metal objects found last year are a
padlock (similar in character to those" still used
in China), a farrier's tool, mowers' anvils (similar

to those still made in Birmingham for exportation
to Fnmce and Spain), cooking utensils, bucket
handles, many carpenters' tools, and two candle-
sticks. The collection also includes numerous
s])ecim(.'ns of coloured wall-plaster, and a section
of a i>avement combining the opus .sretilr with the
o/iiis trxsilliitidn. Tlie «bole collection will even-
tually be placed for arrangement under the charge
rif Air. (ieorge E. Fox, F.S.A., the (curator, in

the Museum at Reading.

The statement of accounts fiu-nished by Mr.
F. G. Hilton Price, hon. treasurer of the fund,
reveals an expenditure of over £500 during the
last twelve months. The balance in hand is

considerably less than £20 ; and the ensuing
year's operations will cost at least £500.

CHIPS.
The Borough Couucil of Camberwell liave decided

to promote a Bdl for the compulsory acquisition of

One Tree Hill in connection with the proposed new
burial-ground, to acquire another W!-. acres of free-

hold land adjoining the site, and to" bear halt' the
cost of making a 40ft. or .'lOft. roadway to Brockley.
The council have further resolved to contribute one-
third of the net cost of the street-wideuings in con-
nection with the London Count}- Council tramways
scheme. Ttiis proportion amounts to about £40,000.

The Middlesex County Couucil are .about to apply
for several additional lines of light railways in the

county. An engineer will be appointed to prepare

the working drawings and supervise the construction

of the lines. The Light Railway Commissioners have
submitted to the Board of Trade for confirmatiou

an order made by them for the construction of light

railways in the parishes of Edgware, Finchley , Friern

Barnet, Hendon, Hornsey, Kingsbury, Little Stan-

more, Southgate, Tottenham, Wembley, Willesden,

and Wood Cireen.

The Bristol City Council have decided to carry

out the construction of the Malago sewer, which
formed part of the general sewerage scheme of I'JOO,

at an estimated cost of £27,000.

An important addition to the recent discoveries of

Roman remains at Dorchester, Dorset, has just been

made. While some workmen were making excava-

tions for a house in the road known as Icen Way,
in the eastern suburbs of the town, they came upon
a Roman floor more than 22ft. long, and about 7ft.

wide. So far as is at jiresent disclosed, the design

is not so ornate as that of the pavement which has

just been deposited in the county museum, but it is,

nevertheless, a discovery of great antiquarian

interest.

Some excavations for foundations for a new house

near Berewick-road, Wyke, revealed, a few days

ago, some souvenirs of the old Roman occupation

of the country. The excavators came across a large

pot of coarse pottery, which was broken by the pick

of the fossor, and within it were four small vases,

all of different shapes. These were got put unhurt,

and proved to be from four difl'erent " pot works "

—Upchurch (Kent), Shropshire, Headingtou, and

New Forest. The site of the discovery is not far

from a Roman road.

Dr. Tristram, Chancellor of the Diocese of Ripon,

held a Consistory Court in Trinity Church, Ripon,

last week, with respect to an application by the

vicar and churchwardens for a faculty to take down
the north gallery, remove the organ from the south

and re-erect it in the north transept, at the same

time enlarging it ; bring forward the communion
rails, covering the vestry doors in the chancel with

curtains, and constnicthig a vestry in the tower of

the church. The cost of the improvements was put

down at £394 15s., The faculty was granted.

Cardinal "lughanhas gi-anted permission to Lady
Mary Howard to erect a Roman Catholic church in

Mile End-road to the memoiy of her sister, the late

Lady Margaret Howard. The church is estimatied

to cost over £7,000.

The flrst sod of the Welshpool and Llanfatr light

railway was cut by Viscount Clive on Friday. The
line will be eight miles long and open, up an agricul-

tural district hitherto untouched by railway or canal

accommodation. It will for-m a junction of the

Cambrian Railways Company at Welshpool, and its.

terminus will be Llanfair. The line will be narrovr,

gauge, and will be doubled at the various crossing

places. It presents no engineering difliciilties, and

has been planned by Mr. A. J. Collin, C.E., the

engineer of the Cambrian Railways Company. The

contract has been let to Mr. J. Strachan. The

railway will cost £45,000.

Mr. J. Passmore Edwards has signified his inten-

tion of presenting busts of John Mdton and Danie!

Defoe, from the chisel of Mr. George Frampton,

A.R.A., to the Cripplegate Institute. Milton was

buried in the Church of St. Giles, Crijiplegate, whir'h

also contaiirs a memorial bust of the poet, which was

placed there in 1793 by Samuel Wlutliread, tiie

friend of Sheridan. Defoe .was bom in tlie parish.

The Chester Coi-poration are about to extend the

buildings and accommodation at their lire bnga'te

st;ition in Northgate-street, and the owners of the

freehold (the charity trustees) will sell the site tor

£4,500. This offer the coi-poration have decided to,

accept, subject to the Local (iovenimeut Board P

sanction to their obtainmg a loan of ,£4,600.

Colonel C. H. Luard, C.E., on beh.ilf of the board

held an inquiry at Chester into the matter on

Friday.

t
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OHITUAKY.
J'iii; ilo:ith of Alderman U. E. AVallis, builikr

and contr.ictor, took place at his resideuce, Klver-

t(in, Hoxley-road, JIaidstone, on Friday, from an
nH'i((ion of the heart. Mr. Wallis, wlio was in

his 78tli year, started in business in partnersl\i[)

with the late Jlr. James Cleiuents in Cininty-
rnad, Maidstone, as a builder, but a few veal's

lali-r tlie i)artnership was dissolved, the present

firm of Ct. 10. W'aUis and Son being then formed.
BIr. Wiillis retired fiom aetive participation in

the business some eight or nine yeara ago, being
succeeded by his three sons. His tinu has for

ycai-s carried out many of the principal contracts
in the town and elsewhere, lie had. with slight
inteiTUjitions, been a membi'r of the Urban District
Council since l.S7fi, and .Mnce November, 1S9.'), had
been an alderman. He was for many veare
chairman of the Plans f'onuuittee.

CHIPS.
The consecration of burial ground and dedication

of elioii- stalls at Lamesley took place last week.
The Ciirved oak stalls are" the work of Mr. H. .1.

Wooton, Heatou, Xeweastle, aud are four in
iiiunt)er.

The sales at the Mart this week, as registered at
the Instate Exchange, amount to £1J,SS7. The sura
registfred in the corresponding week of last vear
was i:90,2.>3.

The Bishop of Truro has opened the new wing of
the Truro Diocesan Training College for School-
mistresses, wliich has been erected at a cost of
e 1,700 by Mr. George Miners, Marazion, from the
de.signsof Mr. Oliver Caldwell, F.K.I.B..\., Penz-
ance. The school has had -10 pupils in residence,
and the e.vtension will furnish accommodation for
'M more. The new w-ing comprises four stories. In
the basement are dining-room (-lOft. by '.'Ift.) and
kitchen

; on the ground Hoor are the lecture theatre,
drawing and class rooms; and on the Krst and
second Hooi-s are 20 cubicles, lavatories, batlu-ooms,
w.e.'s, and teachers' bedrooms aud sitting-rooms.

The Mayor of Alierystwith laid, on Friday, the
memorial-stoue of a promenade wliich is beiuo-
made around the Castle Grounds at a cosi
of fl:!,000.

In response to tlie appeal for funds towards the
restoration of St. Paul's, Ball's Pond—.as it was
formerly called, and now known as St. Paul's,
Cauonbury, one of the earliest chm-ches built in
Islington—contributions amounting to £.100 have
lieen received. The work is to be commenced this
mouth, but another £.500 is still required to enable
it to l:e completed,

^
The fourth of a series of memorial windows in

St. Mary's Church, Chard, has been erected in the
north aisle of that church. The window containsm the centre light a figui-e of the Virgin and Cliild,
with, on either hand, smgle figures of Mary Magda-
len aud Mary, the wife of Cleophas. The work has
been executed by Messrs. F. Drake and Sons, of
Exeter.

^
It is a.sserted that the spii-e of Wren's church of

St. Mary-le-Bow h.as " settled " owing to recent
excavations under Cheapside, aud that it is now
2:fci. out of the perpendicular.

The Duke of Devoushii-e opened on Friday the
uew buddings erected in connection with the '

Xetherthorpe Grammar School, Derbysliire, while
!

subsequently he opened a large new central school
at Chesterfield, which has been built by the local
School Board.

The Xorth-Eastem Eailw-ay Company have at
present in coui-sc of coustmction, near Jarrow-ou-
Tyae, furtlier relief storage sidings for loaded coal
waggons l>etweenBoldon-Lane and Brockley Whins;
a. siding for guards' vans, and a coaling sfeige for

j

locomotives, at Boldon-laue sheds. The company
[are also engaged in extending their waggon- repaii--

ing shops in Green-lane, and other alterations and
extensions are being effected in the district at an i

estimated cost of between £.30,000 and £10,000.

An .imericau organ liitherto used in the serWces
of the Lawsoii Memorial Cnited Free Church,
Selkirk, was on Sundav superseded by a two-manuai
pipe-organ, built by Mr. J. Binns, Bramlev, Leeds,
aud costmg, with structm-al alterations, over £900.

Mr. H. E. Duke, K.C., M.P., distributed the
certificates on Saturday to plumbers of Devon and
Cornwall in connection with the examination of the
Xational Registration of Plumbers at a public meet-
mg in the Plymouth Technical Schools, presided
over by the Mayor.

;

The church tois-er of St. Marv's, Washfield,
[Devon, has just been restored, while a new bell
i

has been added, and the remaining peal has been
recast and rehung, the cost of over £.500 havino-
been borne by Mr. John Coles, of Loudon, who is a
native of the parish.

Builbiug ^-utdligtuct.

I5.\sroui).^The stone-laying ceremony in con-

I

nection with the new Wcsloyan school-chapel,
liasford, took place yesterday. It is part of the
1,'irgcr scheme for the erection of a church, school,

and manse, for which plans by Jlessrs. Ford and
Slatci, JI.S.-V., architects, Burslem, were selected

in open competition some eighteen months ago.
The school is planned in the form of a cross, and
comprises an asseinbly-rooni. four classrooms,
entrance porches, heating vault, &c. ICxtcrnally,

the building will be cased with red facing bricks,

and have moulded terracotta dressings. The
amount of the contract is £1,2.5.3. The architects

are Messrs. Ford and Slater, of Burslem.

BiuKEXsH.iw. — Memorial - stones of a new
Wesleyan ChapeL were formally laid on .Saturday
at Biricenshaw, near Bradfm-d. Birkcnshaw has
long been a stronghold of Jlcthodism. It will

replace a chapel erected about the your 1 799, and
1
will be built on an adjoining site oil the Bradford
and ^\akctleld-road. The style is Decorated
Gothic, and tlie material will be stone. Tlie
architects arc Jlessrs. \\'alkcr and CoUinson, of

||
Bradford and Morccainbe. The chapel comprises
nave, chancel, and transepts, and will afford
accommodation for 1.50 worshippers on tho ground
door, and 90 in the gallery. 'J'ho internal wood-
work will be of pitch-pine ; the windows will

have stone tracery heads, and be filled with
hadi'd liglits. The clmpcl is to co.st about £-l,000.

At a later date it is intended to erect a Sunday-
school and caretaker's house.

BiuMixonAM. — The foundation - stone wiU
shortly be laid of the new chm-ch of .S(. I.uke,
Bristol-road. The plans, prepared b}- JIi-. Edward
Mansell, show n far more imposing edifice than
the old building, which was condemned as no
longer safe, and Iiad to be demolished. The new
chui'ch has been dosign('d in the Peri)cn<licular

style, and wiU accommodate about 800 persons on
the ground floor. It will have nave, chancfd,
and aisles, with a tower 121ft. high at the corner
of Bristol-road and .St. Luke's-road. The clergy-
vestry will be on the north side of the chancel

:

the choir-vestry and organ-chamber on the south
side ; the clergy and choir-vestries will com-
municate by means of an ambulatory contrived
in the chancel east wall. One of the especial
featvu-es of the design is the large classrooms
placed under the chancel and vestries, the fall af
the ground favouring this construction, separate
entrances being provided thereto from St. Luke's-
road. Children from the Sunday-schools, which
are situated behind the church, have a separate
entrance, without steps, to the church from the
school playground. 'The rebuilding will entail
an outlay of about £13,000, towards which there
has been promised about £8,000.

HoLiioiix.—Jlessrs. Smith and Coggin's de-
tailed specification and estimate for the erection
of the proposed new casual wards for the Holborn
Guardians has been forwarded to the Local
Government Board. The cost of tho building is

estimated at £9,410, turn i.shing generally at £.300 ;

architect's, quantity surveyor's, and clerk of
works' charges at £1,000 ; cost of raising the loan
and a .sum for contingencies at £284—making a
total estimate of £11,000. The Local Govern-
ment Board have been asked to transmit to the
guardians the necessary formal resolutions to be
passed preparatory to their raising a loan for this
amount. The board of guardians have decided to
aw,ard premiimis of £2,5, £1.5, and £10 to three
anhitects who chose as their mottoes "Civis,"
"Old Holbora," and "Pauper," in accordance
with resolutions previously passed.

LivKKi'OoL.^—The new Roman Catholic church
of Our Lady of Lourdes and St. Bernard was
opened last week. The church, which has been
built next to St. liernard's Schools, consists of a
nave and aisles, with baptistery and porches at
the western end, and a chancel, "with two chapels
and sacristy. 'The mive, which is 83ft. by 48ft.,
consists of five bays, four of which are divided
from the aisles by an arcading with stone shafts
and moulded caps and bases, the fifth bay being
occupied by the organ gaUery. Two entrance
porches, one at either side of the west wall,
extend the width of the front to 77ft. The
chancel, square-ended and flanked b}- a chapel on
each side, is lighted by two side windows, and by
a rose ^vindow in the gable, the latter being fille'd

with stained glass depicting the apparition of Our
Lady of Lourdes to Bernadotte, while a second

window representing our L<u-d, with St. Bernard
an<l St. JIary .Maeoque, has been placed in tho
north chapel. The church wiU be healed by
means of hot-water radiators, and furnished
throughout with eleclric light. Tho cost of tlK)

fabric is about £.5, ,500. The building was done
by Messrs. Koberts and liobinson, contracfoiv,
Liverpool, from designs and under the superin-
tendence of Messrs. Puginaud I'uijin, architects,
of Loudon and Liverpool.

WiiiTi.KV.—The block of new buildings which
has just been eomplc'ted for tho Whitley and
Monkseaton Prban District Council was fonnally
cqicncd on Saturday. Tlie walls are faced with
deep-red juesscd bricks, while the oriel and other
windows and cornices are of dressed stone. IVoni
the entnuice-liall the otiices of the clerk and the
rate-collector are found on the right hand, and
those of tho surveyor and the .sanitary inspector
on the left. Each of these offices is about 18ft.
by Kift. tin the upper floor is the council-
chamber, 30ft. long by ISft. Gin. wide by 1.5ft..

high. It is constructed with a oovod and
panelled ceiling, .and fitted with two fireplaces
anil carved oak mantelpieces. There .are also two
committee-rooms, one 18ft. by 1.5ft., and tho
other H)ft. by Ifift. Above these rooms there
.arc three atli(^ bedrooms for (he caretaker. These
constitute the main bh.ck

; but there arc, besides,
two separate outbuildings, one being tho fire-

brigadi; h(Ui,5c and the other to pro\ ide storage.
The buildings have been designed by Mr. J. P.
Spencer, architect, of I'^ewcastle and North
Shields, under whose supervision they have been
carried out by 3Ir. James Douglass, contractor,
of Cullercoats. The total contracts, including;
furnishing, amounted to £3,400.

WiGMoUE-sTUEKT, W. —A concei't - hall has
been erected by Jlessrs. Bechstein adjoining their
pianoforte show-rooms in Wigmore-street, fi-om
plans by Jlr. Thomas E. Collcutt. The hall is

approached from the street by a wide corridor
.5.5ft. long. A dado of alabaster surmounted by a
friezi- of Verona marble runs the entire length,
and the floor consists of tcsselated black and white
marble. The h.all itself is 72ft. long, 41ft. wide,
and 32ft. high. It contains .500 steill soafjj, ami
additional accommodation for 80 people in a
balconj' facing the platform. This is located in

an alcove, semi-circular in shape, and surmounted
by a cupola ornamented by a coloured bas relief

designed by Jlr. Jloira and carried out by Mr.
F. Lj-nn Jenkins. The subject is the Ideal in-
.spiring the Art world.

A Board school was opened at Littlemoor, Pudsey,
on Mondiiy. It has cost, including land and fur-
nishing, about £7,000, aud provides accommodatiou
for COO scholars.

Dr. E. P. Manby, Local Government Board in-
spector, held an inquiry at the pubhc offices,

Egremout, on Monday, with reference to the apph-
cation of the Wallasey Urban District Council for
sanction to boiTOW £1.5,.500 for extending tho
accommodation at the Mill-lane Infectious Diseases
Hospital. It was proposed to extend the hospital
accommodation by the addition of a 24-bed pavilion,
the reconstruction and enlargement of the adminis-
tr.ative block, the reconstruction and enlargement of
the laundrj-, the erection (if a porter's lodge and
main entrance fronting Mdl-Iane, the erection of a
new vauhouse, mortuaiy, ambulance, disinfector,
engine-house, boiler-house, Arc.

St. Peter's Church, Einglaud, has just had added
a new oak moulded, carved, cusped, aud tracery-
panelled pulpit, surmounted ou a moulded stouo
base. The chancel fittings include the elegant
ancient poppy-headed bench ends, worked as ends
to new choir seats ; the old deal communion rail
with balustrading has been replaced with a well-
designed oak rail on circular coUimnettes and cusped
tracery spandrels. The work has been designed by
Mr. Arthur J. Chambers, .architect, of Norwich, and
carried out by Mr. Robert Wegg, buUder, Norwich.

At the meeting on Tuesday of the Birmingham
Citj' Council, the Lord Mayor announced the receipt
of a commuuicatiou from Jlr. J. T. Middlemore,
M.P., finally withdrawing the offer of pictures
which.he made in October, 1S9S, and ag;un in 1900.
The pictures were offered to the city on condition
that the needful extension of the Corporation Art
Gallery was made.

The Basingstoke and Alton line, tho first in
England authorised under the Light Railways Act,
1896, was opened for passenger aud goods traffic on
Saturday. Leaving the main route of the London
and .South- Western at Basingstoke, the new line,

nearly thirteen miles iu length, and of standard
gauge, possesses tlu'ee intermediate stations—at
CUddesden, Herriard, and Beutworth and L,asham.
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c!7ui][iufi:nug i^otts.

Edixbiugh.—The work of widenining the
hridpe at .Stockbridgre, over the Water of Leith,
:md of an adjoininir portion of Hamilton-place,
has jiist boon eoanJeted. The widening on the
west Bide provides an addition of aft. to the
width of the thoroughfare, whiL

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold oui^clves responsible for the opinions of
our correspondent-^. All comniuniciitions should be
drawn up as brietly as possible, as there are many
clainKints upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particul.arly requested that all drawings and all

coumnjnications res-pectin^: illustnitions or liteiiiry matter
should be addres.sed to the EDITOR of the Beil-DISG
Nkws, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Pa-ssage, Strand,

W.C, and not to membei-s of the statf by name. Delay
.\11 drawings and.. . ^ the works fust - is not unfrequently otherwise C!iu.sed,

completed on the east side give another 4ft. of ; °""''""'"">H'"''-'''™^'"« ',™' "'
'''™'"''"*°'^\l''lH'''

J""^

,..' uV .,« iu„ l™J™„ 1 IVi c -j.i. » the Kilitor wall not undertake to pay for, or be Uable for,
width on the bndge, and 6ft. of width for a „„^„M,t contributions.
distance of 90ft. along Haiiiilton-plaee. The
former naiTow corner at this point has been
replaced by a curve on the bridge parapet,
ilitaincd by the unusual expedient of constructing

.1 curved face on the arch below. The new eleva-
tions of the bridge are designed in Baronial style.

The ends of the abutments are brought up with
I'rojccting iiilasters, loopholed (m the face, and
surmounted by proje<ting corbel courses and
parapets with machicolated copes. The parapets
and corbels are continued over the spandrels of

thi' arch, and here the latter is pierced at short
intervals with roundheaiied recesses in the lower
course. The other portions of the decoration are
in keeping with the general character of the
ilesign. 1'he new river wall at Hamilton-place
is surmounted by a stone cornice and cope, with
wrought-iron railing, divided into two bays by
circular stone shafts, resting on projecting circular
corlKiLs. The width of the new bridge between
the pfirapets is -i.^t., of which 16ft. is allocated
lor foot pavements, leaving a roadway of S.ift.

J'he works have been (arrie<l out to the plans of
Mr. I'roudfoot, tlie citv road survevor, at a cost

of £'2,.500.

WiTHAM.—The new county bridge over the
Jtiver Brain h!us just been completed, and the
road over it opened for traffic. It is of steel on
brick abutments, and has been designed and
carried out bv the engineer to the Countv Council,
3Ir. Percy .1. Sheldon, Assoc. M.Inst.C.E., the
contnicloi-s being Messrs. J. .Smith and .Son, of
Witham, Messrs. Lewis and Lewis, of Fulham,
supplying the steelwork. The whole cost of the
new bridge has been .£1,700, and the roadway
having been lowered about '2ft. fiin., and widened
from 2'2ft. to .36ft., a great public improvement
ha.s been effected.

Cheques and Post-otfice Orxlers to be made payable to

ThK Str.VSD NEWSrACEB COMP.\NY, LlWITKU.

Telegraphic Address :
—" Timeserver, Ijondon."

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

shape of biicks uf church seats .' I see the dimensions
varj' in different new churches, and I want to know the
distances approved of?—S. A. K.

[11726.]—Pavement.—In laying tile-paving in lobby,
is It necessarj- to lill-in between the joists with concrete]
or will rough boards be sutticient ? A i-eply will oblige.—
ISEXrEKlE.NCE.

[11727.]-;;^Stamed and Painted Glass.—I shal'
be glad to know of any treatise on stained-glass windows-
What is the difference between stained and painted glass,
and which is the best to use .•—L.

NOTICE.

Boimd copies of Vol. LXXIX. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post
l*2s. lOd.), as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLTA'.,
XLVI., XLIX., LI., LIII., LVIII.. LXI., LXII.,
IXIII., LXV., LXVI., LXVU., LXVni., LXIX.,
LXXI., LXXII., I.XXIU., LXXIV., LXXV.,
LXXVI.. and LXX'X^I. may still be obtained at the
same price ; all the other bound volumes are out of
print. Most of the back numbers of former volumes are,

however, to be had singly. Subscribei-s requiring any
back munbers to complete volmne just ended should
order at once, as many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the Bcildixo News,
price 2s., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtjiined from any
Newsagent, or from the I'ublisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, L<}ndon, W.C.

[11713.]—Substitute for Plaster.—Could not do
better th;in m;ikr usr nf tjl.rous plaster in the form of
slabs. The out>idf buildings at Earl's Court are I
believe, all built of this material.-G. W. B.

COMPETITIONS.
Leeds.—The new bank competition held among

local architects recently at Leeds has been settled
in favour of Messrs. Oliver and Dodgshun, of
that city, the second premium being awarded to
Jleisrs. Perkins and Biilmen, of Leeds.

The West Promenale at Khyl, which has been con-
structed at a cost of tetween .£.5,000 and £6,000, was
formally opened on Friday. It provides the missing
link wanted to complete a grand circular drive of
four miles round the town, and gives a total length
of a.sphalted promenade of two miles and a half,°or
ail acreage of 6}.

Mr. T. D. Uoberts, C.F,., late divisional engineer
to the Great Western Kailway Company, died on
the 2Sth ult., at his residence, renndlt; Ne^vport,
Mon.

An inquirj- w.os held at the church-room, Barrow-
on-Soar, on Thursday in last week, before Col.
W. Langton Coke, M.Inst.C.E., an inspector of the
Local Government Board, on the application by the
Barrow Rural District Council, for sanction to
t)orrow £9,520 for purposes of sewerage and sewage
disposal iu Barrow-on-8oar. Mr. W. H. Simpson,
the engineer of the scheme, explained the proposals'

At llfracombe, on Thursday in hist week, a Local
Qoveniment Board inquiry w.as held concerning the
council's apj.lication to borrow £2,930 for the ex-
tension of the sanatorium.

The local building trades at Newcastle and Gates-
head are said to be busier than they have been for
many years. f)n the other hanil, a sudden check
and falling off are reported from the Hochdale
district.

The new police-station and lock-up at Berwick-
on -Tweed, which have been in coui-se of erection for
two years, were fonnallv opened by the mayor on

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Potmd per anmim {post free! to any p.art of the

Unit^'d Kingdom : for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United Stites, £1 fis. Od. (or 6dols. 30c. gold;. To France
or Belgium, £1 6s. Od. (or 3.3fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The chai-ge for Competition and Contract .advertise-

ments. Public Companies, and aU official advertisements
is Is. per line of Eight words, the fil*st line counting as
two, the minimuni charge being 5s. for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miscellaneous
and Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertise-
ments) is 6d. per line of Eight words (the fii-st hne
counting as two), the minimum charge being 4s. 6d. for
40 words. Special terms for series of more than sis
insertions can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-page advertisements 2s. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No Front-p.age or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 5s.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

SlTC.VTlOSS.

The charge for advertisements for *' Situations Vacant

'

or " Situations Wanted" is One Shillikg for Twenty-
KOCR Words, and Sixpence for every eight woi-ds after.
All Situatioti Advertisements must be prepaid.

Received.—F. H.—S. 'W. P.—E. M. and Co.—J. O. S.—
A. M. (Leicester) .—M. D. N.

Urb.\s.—We are doubtful if you have any remedy. We
think the sanitaiy authority can compel you to drain
separately ; but you can trj- the question, if they summon
you, if you think it worth'while.

M. Asr. M.—The following illustrations of theological
colleges have appeared in recent issues of the BciLois^i
News:—Bloemfonteiu (St. Andrew), June 15, 1900;
Cambridge (Presbyterian), July 30 and Aug. 6, 1897;
ScarboTOUgh (Wesleyan), Aug. 12, 1898.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
I)R.\wisr.s Received. — "Jove." "Taffy," "Grecian,'
"Robin Hood," "The Kid," " Perseveranzo," "1901,"
" Pencil Point," " Gow Chrom," " Lisca," " Coriniura,"
" Carlo," " Torus," " Trotter," " Thrums," " TentaW,"
" Day," " Bnitus.''

jlnttvcoinmuuicati0u.

QVESTIOXa.
[117'23.]—Dancing- Floor,—Which is the best way

to construct a floor of a large hall to be used upon
occasions for dancing .' Some advocate rubber strips
under the timbei-s. Has this system proved a success .'

If so, where are the strips usually placed ? Are there

r»"c?^'i-'^'!''
wBl of the new" building was estimated any drawbacks to this m'ode of cinsVruction proved by

at £4,91.1, but this IS exclusive of the value of the
,

actual experience .'—S. A.
site in Chant-street, furni.shings, ic. The total
outlay for the building li:us lieen about £8,090.

The North Darley Urban District Council have
instructed Mr. Harry \V. Taylor, A.M.I.C.K., of
Newcnstle-oii-Tyne and Birmingham, to prepare a
scheme of sewerage and sewage disposal lor their
district.

[11724.]—Land Surveying:.—Which is the best
book obtainable on bind survejing, and one that will
exiilain the processes of ordinjtn' building sur\'ejing,
taking- angles, offsets, levels, ic. ? 'Any reply from vour
experienced rearlers will obUge.—Wiioim.oiua'n.

[11725.]—Church Seats.—Will an obliging authorit>-
on church fitting give me the right width between the
backs, width of seat, height of same from floor, and proper

CHIPS.
The new '\ictoria Park at Galashiels has been

formally opened. The park, which was purchased
at a cost of £1,400, meets the demand for a
recreation gi'ound for the west end of the town,
and commemorates the Diamond Jubilee of Queen
Victoria.

The estimate of Messrs. Goodall, Lamb, and
Heighway, of Manchester, for the fitting of the
Bury Art Gallery at £799 has been accepted.
Messrs. Woodhouse and Willoughby are the
architects.

Mr. J. G. Talbot, M.P., opened, onMonday, new
science buddings which have been erected in con-
nection with Queen Elizabeth's School, Cranbrook,
in Kent. The buildings, containing laboratories
and lecture theatres, have cost .£1,000.

Owing to subsidence caused by mining operations,
Lord Zetland's residence, ITpleatbam Hall, is being
razed to the ground. The principal wall of the
peach-house has been pulled down, necessitating the
destruction of 300 young peaches and over a million
vegetable plants. The gardens have been opened as
a public resort.

New infant schools for All Saints' parish, Boothen,
.Stoke-on-Trent, were opened on Thursday in last

week. They accommodate 2.iO children, and cost

£1,000. Messrs. Lynam, Beckett, and Lynam, of
Stoke, were the architects, and Mr. L. Price was the
contractor.

The death occun-ed in Paris on Sunday of M.
Ernest de Sarzec, the archieologist. Bom in 1836,
he was Vice-Consul atMassowah from 1872 to 187.5,

and afterwards at Basra. Encouraged by M. Wad-
dington. Minister of Foreign Affairs, and by the
Louvre Curators, he carried on excavations, with
his wife's assistance, at Telle, which threw much
bght on Chaldean history and enriched the Louvre
with a valuable collection.

On Saturday afternoon, at Winnington, Sir .John
Brunuer and Dr. Mond opened the pavilion and club
which is their gift to the workmen, in commemora-
tion of the great chemical firm's 2.ith aniversary.

The building cost £10,000, including baths, library,

concert-hall, and bUUard-rooms, and completes the
recreation-hall.

The memorial window to the late Mr. John
Broady, iu the parish church of .Stoke-on-Trent,
was dedicated on Thursday in last week by
the Bishop of Shrewsbury. The centre panel repre-

sents Christ in the Temple blessing Little Children.

The east panel has for its subject the Last Supper,
and the west panel treats of the Labourer in the
^'ineyard.

At Morecambe on Wednesday week the founda-
tion-stone of a new Congregational church was
laid. The church will cost about £2,000, and there

will be seating accommodation for B.SO persons. The
site is in .Sefton-road, Sandylands.

A Local Government Board inquiry wai held

before Mr. 'R. H. Bickiiell,_M.I.C.E., it the Audit
House, Southampton, on Wednesday, to consider an
application by the town council for a modification

of their scheme for providing housing accommo-
dation for the working classes. ,,^

The mission chm'ch of St. Anne, Greenbankj ''^

Bristol, was dedicated on Saturday. The building,

which will eventually become the pansh-room, is a

rectangular apartment built of red Pennant, with

freestone dressings, in the Early Gothic style.

Internally its masonry is pointed instead of beii^

covered with plaster, and its varnished pine roof is

open to the ridge timber. The windows are filled with

cathedral glass, and the floor laid with wood blocks

in herring-bone pattern. The room will accom-

modate 400 persons, and has a vestry attached to it.

The designs were by Mr. G. H. Oa'tley, of Bristol,

and Mr. G. Humphreys, of the same city, was the

contractor.

Sir William Lee-Warner, the late Resident of

Mysore, has put in a curious plea against irrigation

in India. Its wide extension, he states, means an

increase of population, and a corresponding increa.se

of responsibility to an already overburdened (.rovem-

ment.

¥

I
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carried out by Mr. William Smith, builder,

Xewark. 'J'he liouse consists of a spacious
pantllfd cntraiice-hall, with cloak-room and
lavatories, &c., morning-room, dining-room,
dr.iwing-room, with convenient kitchen ofliees,

all of which arc on the ground floor. On the
first and second floors are billiard-room, seven
bedrooms, two bath-rooms, linen and box-rooms,
&c. The whole of the premises have beon fitted

-ro
i

"P ^^'i'h a self-contained electric-light plant. All

jJJq !

of the rooms, liall, corridors, &c., have been
heated with hot water. The exterior of the
house is constructed of red brick, and the upper
portion of tilo-hanging and half-timber, the roof

being covered with red tiles.
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floor a hall for nieetin^fs and other rooms for

ILLUSTRATIONS.
VMI'RESS CLl'B, DOVER STREET.—L.VXCASTEK CO-OrEitATIVE

society's NEW PREMISES.—CHESTER CATIIEHR.IL CHOIB
.STALL?.—THE CROFT, NEWARK.—ST. GABRIEl's PARISH
H0V8E, l'i.MLICO.—ART FOLIAGE.

<Bx\x Jdhisixwiians.
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1

parochial purposes. On the upper Hoor are rooms
7.S7 for the staff. Economy in cost of erection and in

tlic subsequent management has had to be care-
fully considered. The external facings of the
walls are of stock bricks, with brindled brick
bands and drossing-s. A little stone is used in

the entrance doorways. The roofs are tiled.

Messrs. W. King and Son, of A'au.xhall Bridge-
road, were the contractors. The architect is Jlr.

W. Campbell .Tones, of Bedford-row, W.C. The
building was opened yesterday (TTiursday^ by the
Puke of Wcs'tminster.

l.MrilESS CLVR, DOVER .STKEET, PICC.iDII.I.Y, W,

Tins new clubhouse, shown by a double-page
perspective, is being can-ied out from the designs
of Jlcssrs. .1. T. Wiinperis and Arber.

NEW msrsEss premises fou the lanc.vster and
'

SKEUTOX co-operative SOCIliTY, LTD.

These premises, now in process of erection,
occupy the site of the old shops, which have been
pulled down. The front line is set back in New-
.-trect, so as to widen the thoroughfare. In the
1 >.isement are stores for the various departments, and
1 he heating .and dynamo chambers. On the gi-ound
door, commencing from the right, are the grocers',
confectioners', bjitchers', and (at the angle)

|

drapers' departments. Next to this is a cartway
cntrauce into a- covered yard, with unloading
platforms and electric hoist. The remaining
.shops are for boots and shoes and furniture, the
left frontage being completed by the entrance
to a large (existing) h:ill, which has been incor-
porated with these buildings. Large furniture
stores are obtained under the hall, approached
from the covered yard, into which also opens a
.s(!Condarj- staircase from the haU and first floor.

< >n the first floor are grocery stores and drapery
show and fitting rooms, the counting-house,
secretary's ofKce. committee room, lavatories, &c.
Lavatories are also devised in mezzanine floors off
lach staircase. On the second floor are work

.\KT FOI.HOE : NEW SERIES.

Du.\wiNO Xo. I., a Wood Panel carved in oak : a

natural treatment with lizard. TTie leaves repre-

sent the front and backs of the leaves, and the

moulding of their sui-faces is gentle and flowing.

The grounil should be deeply recessed, and suffi-

cient to give good shadow to the foliage.

Drawing No. II., ,Stone Finial and Crockets in

the Early French Gothic manner. If the finial

is placed at a great height above the eye, it is

important that it should be made much higher
in proportion, to allow for the foreshortening as

seen from below. This is seldom sufficiently

attcndi'd to. J. K. Coi.i.ixf;.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

DeVOX .\X1> ExETElt AuCHITF.CTCltAL SOCIETV.
—The annual meeting of this society was held in

Plymouth on Saturday, the President, Mr. C. J.

Tait, A.li.I.B.A., of Exeter, taking the chair.

Among those present were Messrs. C. King,
JI. A. Bazeloy, E. Coath Adams, B. Priestley
Shires, A. E. Lethbridge, C.C, A. S. Parker,
(i. C. Murray, R. A. lliU, H. G. Lulf, Har-
bottle Reed (hon. secretary), Edmund Sedding,
Harold Watts, O. Railing (hon. treasurer), A.
Heath, Sidney Cirithn, and W. W. Hitchins.
The hon. secretary read the annual report. A

Tait scconiU'd ; ^Ir. ^I. A. Bazclcy suiJ])t)rted

;

and this was unanimously carried. Mr. .1. l*inii,

Kxoter, was i>lecteil vice-president, and M<'ssi-s.

llarbottlc! Reed and O. Railing were rc-oletlcd

hon. secretary and hon. treasurer respectively, on
the motion of Mr. Lethbridge, seconded by Mr.
C. King. Vacancies on the council were fillid

by M(!ssrs. M. A. Bazclcy, C. Cole, and C. Ware.

RoYAi. Institfte of Britisii ARCniTECTS.

—

At the meeting on Jlonday of the Institute of

Andiitects, the l'rcsi(b'nt, Mr. William Emerson,
in the chair, the following were declared elected

on the Council lUOl-lyO'i :—President, *\Villiaui

Emerson; hon. secretary, "AlcxaiKler Graham.
F..S..'V. Vice-presidents :' *.Iohn Belcher, A.R.A.,
Thomas Edward CoUcutt.and '.John Slater, 15. A.
(one vacancv still unfilled owing to decease of
Jlr. .1. .M. Brydoni. Members of Cinincil (IS) :

•Frank Thomas Ba<rgalla\-, *(i<'(jrge Frederick
Bodlev, A.R.A., F.S.A.", *William Douglas
Cariie, JI.A., F.S.A., •William Jlilnur Fawc,-tt,

M.A., F.S.A. past Vice-president (Cambridge!,
lirnest George, past \'ice-presidcnt, *.Iohn Alfred
Gotch, F.S.A. (Kettorirg), George Enoch
Grayson (Liverjiool), Edward Augustus Gruning,
past Vice-president, *Edwin Thomas Hail,
•Henry Thomas Hare, •fklward William
Mountford, *Professor Beresford Pile, tieorgi'

Ilalford Fellowcs Pr\-nne, Percival Gordon
Smith, *Leonard Stokes, *Richard Phene Spiers.
F.S.A., *Paul Waterhouse, M.A., and *Ast(m
Webb, A.R.A., F.S.A., past Vice-president
(seven unsuccessful candidates). Associate-SIem-
bers of Council (4) : *Robcrt Shekleton Balfour,
William Henry Bidlake, JI.A. Cantab (Bir-
mingham), .Tames Sive\\Tight Gibson, and Henry
\'aughan Lanchester (three unsuccessful candi-
dates). Representatives of allied societies : John
.Tames Buniet, A.R.S.A. (Glasgow In.stitute of

Architects), Frank Caws (Northern Architectural
Association), Charles Henry Channon (York
Architectural Society), Ai-thur Clyne (Aberdeen
Society of Architects), *Sir Thomas Drew,
P.K.li.A. (Royal Institute of the Architects of
Ireland), *Francis Itaslam Oldham (JIanchoster
Society of Architects), *Samuel Perkins Pick
(Leicester and Leicestershire Society of Archi-
tects), *Frank William Wills (Bristol Society
of Architects), and Butler Wilson (Leeds and
Yorkshire Architectural Society). Representa-
tive of the Architectural Association (London) ;

"William Howard Seth-Smith (Fellow). [An
asterisk (*) denotes re-election. Three memliers
of th(! retiring Council—Jlessrs. Thomas BlashiU.
.Tames Brooks, and H. H. Statham—did not seek
re-election, and a fourth, Mr. T. E. C'oUcutt, has
been elected a Vice-president.]

rooms and women's dining-room, draper's stock i

balance in hand of £21 was reported by the hon.

room, library, and meeting-room and waiting
rooms and lavatories. Large book stores are in
the attics above the librarj- and meeting-room.
The buiblings are of local' stone, with bases of
Shap granite, the roofs covered with Westmore-
land gi-een slates. The work is being earned out
by Messrs. .1. Hatch and Sons, of Lancaster.
-Messrs. Austin and Paley are the architects.

CHESTER CATHEDU.U. CHOIR STALLS.

Ix our issue of March l.Jth last we gaveadoublo-
]iagc illustration of these beautiful choir-stalls in

treasurer, and the financial statement bein;
' adopted, it was decided to recommend the council
to vote a sum of money in aid of the library of
the Plymouth branch. The President, in his

address, dealt with the progress made in archi-
tecture, science, literature, and art dui'ing the
^'ictorian period just closed. It behoved every
architect to cultivate a catholicity of taste. His
appreciative powers would be quickened, and he i oti'ered to'eTther of the'pi-oposals
would find his life in all respects both fuller and ! .„, -,,„ , ,, i tt » , ^ n, , .

v..„, 1, vr, i.t 1 i 1 1 *i, i 1- The new Midland Grand Hotel ,at Manchester is
broader. He might be told that specialism was

;
„„„, progressing rapidly, the architect to the corn-

more remunerative
;
but the age was not without

[ p^ny (Mr. Trubshaw) having finally determined the

The new • Orphanage, Bontnewydd, Carnarvon-
shire, is being warmed and ventilated by means of
Shorland's patent Manchester gi-ates, the same
being supplied by Jlessrs. E. H. Sh(jrland and

' Brother, of Manchester.

The new edition of the Diiectory of the Engineers
and Iron and Metal Trades, issued by Kelly's
Directories, Ltd., is as up to date and indispensable
as ever. No possible care has been .spared by the
compilers, and the result is an approximation to
perfection which we believe is unsurpa-ssable.

At the town-hall, Warminster, on Friday, Mr.
W. E. O. Meade-King, Local Government Board
inspector, held an inquiry as to the application by
the urban district council to the Local Government
Board for sanction to borrow t'l,6()0 for works of
sewerage and sewage disposal, i'1,200 for purposes
of technical instruction, and £S0O for works of
water supply at Crockerton. No opposition was

Europe and America. Special attention has been
given to the fireproofing of the floors, &c., the
merits of all systems were considered, and the
" Fawcett" ultimately selected to be carried out by
Messi"s. Mark Fawcett and Co., of Westminster.

An appeal has been made this week by the vicar

Chester Cathedral, from the drawings in pencil : ^'S"^ *>* specialism and cranks in general had ! coustructioii after visiting "all the great cities of
by Mr. .Tames McLachlan, who was deservediv ! ^'".i".^''^'^ ''^"'' ™ost profitable period, and that it ~
awarded the Pugin Travelling Studentship for

"''''' "°' •''° f'^ticnt of the formalist and the pedant
11100. To-day we give a second sheet bv Jlr. «s it used to he. jU'ter a reference to the Strand
JIcLachlan showing details of the same "stalls, improvement scheme, the President said another
including two richly-carved hench-ends and a competition, and one of national importance, at

<piaint miserere, containing as subiect a crowned Present occupied the public interest—the pro-
Icing listening to two bearded eagles, and sup- posed memorial to the late (Jueen. It appeared

|

of St. John's, Walworth, to preserve as an open
ported by nondescript creatures, one of which has t*' ^ generally regretted that the endeavour had ,

space the 1.5 acres of grouud surrounding Bethlehem
the forepart of an eagle : the other suf^ests a "°' heen put upon broader lines. The least

!

Hospital, which it was alleged was about to be

hornbill, a bird absolutely unknown to the loth- defensible jjart of it was undoubtedly the placing
ccTitury craftsman who carved this so.it. of whatever sculpture should be employed in the

THP cimTT vr«-.„v- ^,- .„ .„
hands of a single sculptor. A heartv vote ofIHE tllOIT, NEW .AllK-OX-TREXT. ,

• av 1 J J i-u T> -i ._' i? i •

, thanks was accorded the 1 resident lor his
1 HE CuOFT, Newark-on-Trent, has recently been ' address, on the motion of Jlr. C. King, seconded
.reeled for Jlr. W. B. B. Quibell, from drawings

,
by Jlr. Railing, and supported by Jlr. B. Priestley

by Jlessrs. BrewiU .and Bailr, architects, of Shires. Mr. Harbottle Reed proposed Jlr. H. G\
Notiingham and Newark, and the work has been I Luff as the President for the coming

removed into the country : but Mr. John Brewer,
the clerk to the hospital, states that the report is

entirely unfounded, and the '* proposed migration"
a revelation to the governors. The rumour doubt-
less arose from the fact a Bill is being promoted
this session by the governors seeking to have con-
ferred on their extended powers with regard to the
leasing of lands—not uecessar^y those adjoining the

Jlr. 1 hospital—for building purposes.
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LEGAI, INTELLIGENCE.
A Sr.N'DEP.L.vxr> .Ikbitration- Awakd. — The

ompire, Mr. Deiuly, of Newcastle, has forwarded
his award in coniieetion with the arbitration pro-
ceedings conducted in Newcastle between the Strand
.Slipwiy Company and the Eiver Weir Commis-
sioners retrardiiii; the sui>ply by the former of a
tuisson for the round head of one of the new piers.

The effect of the award i.s as follows : The Strand
Slipway ('omp.iuy to pay to the Commissioners for
breach of warranty, including time, t'.iOO, and for
demurrage £1,150—a total of il,!),')!). The Com-
missioners pay all costs, and also .5 per cent, interest
on money due on contracts. In the event of the
Commissionei-s being ilissitisfied with the award, the
umpire has stated a case for the judges.

DiSTEICT SUKVEYORS' FeES.—C.ISE U.N'DEB THE
,

LoxDOx Building .4ct.—Owxer Li.ible for Dis-
trict Surveyor's Fees and Defin-itiox o (33).—
Dlstriot Surveyor of East Hackxey (Souih)
AND XORTU Bow V. GEO. S. SiiAW.—This ciuse was
heard at the Xorth London Police-court before ilr.
For^lham on the 2 1th ult. Disti-ict suneyor bk-
plained that he found a stove fixed in tliis house in I

a d;»ngerous way, and served notice on the occupier
to amend it. It" was amended. He then applied to
the occupier foi- the fee of 10s. for ti.xing a stove for i

trade purposes : meanwhile the occupier left and
|

could not be found. He tlien applied to the owner
(the defendant). The defendant admitted he was

j

the owner, but said that he knew nothing about the
stove. District surveyor claimed under Section l.'il.

|

Ciise adjourned seven days to May 31 at 2 p.m., that
the magistrate might consider it. Mr. Fordham
delivered judgment in the case on May 31, 1901.
He said he felt it was a case that pressed rather
hardly on the defendant, but he had examined the
sections in the Act and cases bearing on the point,
and came to a definite conclusion on' the case. He i

recounted the facts, as above stated, and said that i

there was no builder in the case ; but Section .5 (33)
'

stated that where no builder is employed, the owner
becomes the builder. He therefore gave judgment
that the fee of 10s. was due and 13s. costs. The
surveyor remitted the 10s. awarded for his attend-
ance under the circumstances, and 13s. was paid by
the defendant.

(Duv C^ffict ZMt

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Lascaster.—The members of the Corporation
paid their annual visit of inspection on Monday to
the waterworks in the WjTesdale district. The
new reservoir at Blea Tam has just lieen com-
pleted, and will be formally tapped shortly. The
sum .spent on its construction is £.iO,000, £10,000 less
than bon-owing powers were obtained for. The
capacity of the reservoir is 120,000,000 gallons.
Provision is made for drawing off the water at a
depth of 1.5ft., 3.ift., or 4.5ft., and the top of the
reservoir wUl be SOft. higher than the present
service reservoir above the town. The new reservoir
has taken over five years to consti'uct.

MOELEY.—The new sewage purification works of
the Morley Corporation were foiinally opened by
the Mayor on Monday. The Corporation have form my years had under consideration a number of
schemes for tlie treatment of the sewage, a large
proportion of which consists of trade effluents, some
of which seriously affect the treatment of the
sewage. The borough engineer has devised a scheme
which has been carried out. One hundred and
twenty-six acres of land, situate on the east boundary
of the borough, was purchased for the site of the
works, the totiil cost of which is £13,826, or ahout
£2 per head of the population of the borough. The
method adopted is that known as the chemical pre-
cipitant and bacteriological system, followed Ijy
land treatment. The Mayor, in declaring the works
open, said their ultimate cost would be £00,000,
and their maintenance would cost somethin<» like
£1,000 a year.

°

St. A.Nr.REWs Water Supply.—The scheme for
augmenting the water supply of the city, which w.as
commenced two years ago, has now been completed,
the last pipe of the new lOin. main having been laid
on Saturday. Prior to this j-ear there was only
storage capacity for a reserve of water to tide over i

a dry season of three million gallons, but a new I

reservoir has been constructed in Langraw Den, i

which will augment the storage water to seventeen
'

millions of gallons, thus being sufficient, alone with
the dry weather flow of the various streamy to
provide 40 gallons per hearl of the pupulation daily !

throughout the whole of the summer months. New
hlt«r3 have also been built at an elevation of 70ft.
higher than the filters previouslv in use, and this
Will give a mu.h-needed additional pressure to the
higher parts of the citv. The engineers were Messrs.
Belfrage and Carfrae, Edinburgh.

.-It is satisfactory to le.im that the battle of the

sites for the new cathedral for Liverpool, which
has for some weeks raged furiou-sly in that city,

has ended, the liishop's Committee having
fomiallv adopted, at a meeting held on Jlonday
last, that of St. James's Blount. This is a com-
manding plateau about a mile to the south-east of

the towii-hall, and almost in the centre of the

city. Its claims have been strongly supported by
Mr. Cjeorgc liradbury, the diocesan sui-veyor, by
Mr. Kobert Glad.stone. and others; it is loOft.

above the level of high-water mark, and is visible

from the Jlcrscy. The Bishop's Committee were
able at Jlonday's meeting to make the gratifying

announcement of promises of donations to the

amount of £12.5,000, including six gifts of £10,000
each from Liverpool citizens. It was decided to

ask the lord mayor to grant the use of the town-
hull for a public meeting of the diocese, at which
the lord lieutenant of the county (Lord Derby)
will preside. The following officers of the pro-

posed cathedral committee were chosen : chair-

man. Lord Derby ; deputy chairmen, the Bishop
of Liverpool, the Lord Mayor of Liverpool, the
rector of Liverpool, and the chairman of the
executive committee (Sir W. B. Forwood) ; hon.
treasurers, the Hon. A. Stanley, JI.P., and Mr.
F. JI. Radcliffc : hon. secretaries, ^.Ir. R. A.

\

Hampson and Canon Willirik ; acting secretary,

Mr. J. Alderson Smith. The bishop said that he
intended to convene a meeting of archdeacons,
rural deans, and canons of the diocese at the
palace next Monday that he might submit to

them the resolutions passed by the committee.
No plans for the new edifice have as yet been
suggested ; but it will be recollected that in the
abortive competition of fifteen j-ears ago the
striking Renaissance design, with central dome,
and a western fa(;ade adapted from that of Peler-
boroug-h, prepai'cd by Jlr. William Emor.son, was
deservedly placed first by the assessor, the late

Mr. Ewan Christian. Illustrations of the scheme
Avere published in our issues of January 15, 22,
.and 29, February 5 and 26, and Slarch 26, 1S86.
We sincerely hope that there is no substratum
of truth in the rumour mentioned by a Liverpool
correspondent, that the committee think of intrust-
ing the work to Mr. T. Skslmerdine, the city
surveyor.

Jilt. M. H. Spielmaxn strongly protests against
the dangers from fire to which the National
Gallery is exposed by the proximity of furniture
stores and other premises on the west side. A
Bin is, it is true, about to be introduced into
Parliament to provide actual isolation of the
Ciallery from neighbouring premises ; but he
points out that its scope is wholly inadequate,
mere arranging for elbow-room for firemen when a
catastrophe occurs. He quotes a report recently
drawn up for an .American fire insurance company
by their expert, Mr. "W. F. Sherman, in conjunc-
tion with the president, Jlr. Edward .\tkinson.
In this report it is pointed out that, owing to
warping and twisting, iron shutters are not
regarded as suitable in the United States ; that a
monitor roof with many windows like that upon
the top of the old part of the Gallery is verv
hazardous, especially when dominated by a dan-
gerous and combustible building higher than the
Gallery itself ; that the lead roofing of the building
should be replaced by one of copper; and. further,
that there can be no permanent safety to the
National liallery unless the dangerous building
next door is removed and the whole plot of ground
devoted to the purpose of the Ciallory.

A NEW public Art Giallery for Durham city
was opened on Monday by the Earl of Durham
who, when mayor in 1900, the whole of his

rhe pariah church of Pakengatci, Salop, is ah jut
o be internally restored at a cost of from £.500 to
£1)00, from ))lans by Mr. F. T. Beok, of Wolver-
hampton.

official salary as chief magistrate and an addi
tional £100 tow.inls the establishment of a
gallery. For the present the gallery will con-
tain, as a nucleus, a number of pictures be-
queathed to the city two years ago by Jlr.
Clement Burlison, of DuL'ham, an artist who
enjoyed more than a local reputation. The pic-
tures are some fifty in number, and are princi-
pally I'opies of well-known paintings by the Old
Ma,sters. In adilition, there are several original
paintings by Mr. Burlison, including local scenes
of interest. The new gallery has been estab-
lished in the old School of A"rl, Saddler-street,
quite near the ('alhedral, which provides a main
room GOft. long by 30ft. The collection will be
opened free to the public.

The annual report of the City Engineer (Mr.

D. J. Ross) on the works executed by the Public

Health Department of the Corporation of London
during hist year states that 100 cases of dangerous
structures were reported, and in 99 the defects

were repaired. The Improvements Conimiltci

have dealt with claims amounting to about
£405,000 during the Year, and these claims were
settled for about £288,000. At the end of the

year claims to the extent of £142,000 were und. i

consideration. There are 2, -540 lineal yards et

subways beneath the City streets, and those sub-
ways contain nearly nine miles of gas, water,
hydraulic mains and telegraph tubes, while the
electric light and telegraph conduits contain some
hundi-cds of miles of wires and cables. There
arc also one .and a half mile of subways in the City
that are not under the control of the Corporation.
During the period under review the Post Office

authorities laid three and a half miles of trench

-

work in the carriage-ways for telephonic pur-
poses and nearly eight miles on the footways.
During last year 5,304 yards of derelict and un-
identified overhead "wii'es were removed by the
Corporation. Mr. Ross says that irresponsible

contractors who erect overhead wires without
obtaining any permission, and who generally fail

to comply with the by-laws, are a soiu'ce of greai
trouble. There are many of these, and it is diffi-

cult to .ascertain the name of the erector and owner
of an unidentified overhead line that zigzags^
across the C'it\'. Several such lines, having beea-j

abandoned by the owners, were removed, as being^
dangerous.

The Tranmere curiosity in the shape of a;

archway formed of the gigantic jawbones of

whale, an archway which stood for many yeai

near the house lately belonging to Jlr. W.
Lownsborough, in Holt-hill, Tranmere, an^
which had to be removed along with the hou
to make room for electrical tramways, has be
presented by Jlr. Lownsborough to the May
Trust at Lower Bebington village. The bond
are now erected in the JIayer Public Ciardenlj

close to the private entrance to the Free Libr.ai

These bones were brought to England from th

Norwegian coast by a Captain Haram in

year 1828, and presented to a Mr. WiUia
Fairhurst, who built the house in Holt-hill, ad
erected the bones over the gateway which '

for so long an object of interest in the neighbou
hood. The bones are about 17ft. in leng

A similar pair of whale's jawbones has for ma
years formed the gateway to a house on
London-road between Romford and ChadwellS
Heath, and another pair, taken from a wha
stranded in the River OrwcU in 1818, are to

seen dividing the upper and lower gardens of 4"

private residence known as Eastham, in Angleseii-

road, Ipswich.

The American Society of Civil Engineers will

hold its .annual convention at Ni.agara FaUs fi'om

the 25th to the 28th inst., the programmej
including the annual presidential address, byjl

Jlr. J. J. R. Croes, and a lecture on th

Niagara bridges, by Jlr. Walter JIcCuUoI^

Four special topics will come up for deb.ate

:

Should only those competent be allowed to prac|i

tise as civil engineers, and who should judge (

their competency 'r (2) What are the principle!

and details of concrete-steel construction ? (S

What is necessaiy to decolorise water, and hot
may it be accomplished 'r (4) The consumptiO!

of water and the prevention of waste.

Five hunili-ed and forty-one designs for tK

new postage stamps of Sv.itzorland were sent inU

Berne recently. There was no design go
enough for the first prize, and the second, £21
was awarded to 31. L'Eplattenier for his sket<

representing William Tell brandishing a puttj

knife destined for the invisible villain, while I

son (dings to him, and holds out the inevitable

apple which has been pierced by his father's

arrow. In tact, the liberty-loving Swiss h.as here

aU the olements of a condensed tragedy for the

sum of ten centimes.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
BuROH Sewi;km.ie, Dkainaoe, and Water

Supply (Scotland) Bill.—.4. Bill to amend the law

in regard to the sewerage and drainage and water

supply of burghs in Scotland has been brought in

by the Lord Advocate, the Solicitor-General for

Scotland, and Mr. Ansfruther. It provides for

security for sums borrowed for sewers, &c., under

the Public Health Act, and for special sewer and

water assessments. All town councils are to have

the powers which are conferred by the Publ

Health (Scotland) Act, 1897, upon local aiithoriti

other than burghs.
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MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
M«>N-UAY.—C"lerk!5 of Works A*^^«>ciiition. Carpenters

Hall. Monthly Meeting. 7.30p.m.

>iwD\v.—Edinburgh Architectural Association. Annual !

Excursion (First Day , Hexham Abbey.
|

S\rrKL».vv. — Edinburgh Architectural Association,
j

Annu.il Excursion Second Day , Durham
Cathedral.

I

€x^t 0tbs, LATEST PRICES.
IRON,

THE .VECniTECTURALASSOCLVTIOX.
JINF. 13!h? KIRST SIMMER VISIT tn GDIUI.MING iii.l

Ihstnct, to \iew some works liv Mr. Lutvens. P.O. os. to l>e srnt to
Mr. II. P. G. M.M'I.K, «t 56. Grral .M.Trlljorough. street, W., before
jrXE 12tlt. Members to iinijute their iii>-mbershi|> pass, ;ind to meet
at Waterloo Bookinc Ortire at 9.io u.m. for tlie 10.5 a.m. train. Purtv
.slnctlv limited to 21.

R. S. BVIFOVR 1 „ c
H. P. G. MAILE J

"»»Sei:s.

CHIPS.
The .-xunu.il meeting of the Victorian Institute of

Surveyors was held on April 10 at Pleasance's
Buildings, Melbourne. The annual report of the
council iiulicated that thi^re is a much brighter words • ±-.ircoDeuo exciuaeu ne ueietea irom tne
aspect for the profession, although the survey fees „-orkiug niles ; that under rule 4 oue hour's grind-
.are not yet commensurate with the scattered and ;,,„tin,„v,„ nllr,w»,l tn wnvL-mo,, f,%,- T,„tti„S thoj,-

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
; Crieff, N.B.—The operative masons came out
on strike on Saturday in consei|uence of the

I

masters' resolution to reduce the wages from Sd. to

7id. per hour from June 1. Some months ago the
' men demanded that the standard wage be Sd. per
hour, with hot plate and fuel when men were in

country, and that each master Ixj confined to

having only four apprentices.

EDixBUEGir.—A mass meeting of the Edinburgh
and Leith joiners was held in tlie Oddfellows' Hall,
Edinburgh, on Friday night, to hear the projxiscd

;

finding of Mr. Charles .Scott Dickson, K.C., M.P.
I (tlie Solicitor-geneml), the arbiter appointed under

I

the reference between the Edinburgh and Leith
Ma.ster Buiklers' Association and the Edinbugh and
Leith District Jomera' I'nited Trade Committee.
The proposed alterations were, tii:st, the reduction
of the wages from 9d. to 8d. per hour : that the

Portobello excluded" lie ileleteil from the

Per ton.

Eollcd-Iron .loi.st-i, Belgian £G
Rolk-d-St«lJoist.t. English 9
Wrinight-Iroii Giriier Plates 9
Bar Iron, guod Staffs 8 7
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Koimd, or
Squim> 20

Per ton.

£t> 10
10
9 15
9 7 6

20
5 17

difficult nature of the work, and salaries paid in
many instances are not as satisfactorj' ,i.s could be
desired. The following office-bearers were elected
for the ensuing year :—President, Mr. W. Calder

;

vice-president, Mr. G. Koberts ; council: Messrs.
J. M. Force, T. HiU, Johnstone, Meudell, Scanlau,
Steane, and W. Thorn.

The plans committee of Aberdeen Town Comicil
have approved designs for a new church at the
comer of Rose-street and Skene-street for the
United Free Melville congregation. It will have
sitting accommodation for 7iO persons. The total
cost is estimated at 4.7,000.

The Monti-eal Bridge Co. will award contracts
this summer for its proposed bridge across the
St. Lawrence River at Montreal. The structure is

ing time be allowed to workmen for putting their
tools in order instead of, as at present, two hours to
workmen who had worked n 1 hours ; that rule 0,

which prohibited piece and t^isk work, be deleted
;

and that the date of expiry of notice be changed
from the loth April to 6th June. After dealing in
considerable detail with each proposed alteration, the
arbiter stateil :

—" The result on the whole is that I
propose to fiinl that the rules should stand as at
present "without change." This includes the wages,
which ^vill, accoitliug to the finding, remain at 9d.

per hour. At the meeting on Fnday night, Mr.
John Dryden, president of the committee, presided
over a large attendance. The secretary, Mr. M'Call,
read the arbiter's findings, which were received with
loud applause.

Great Yarmouth.—The strike in the building

Do.. Welsh 5 15
Bi>ilfr I'hit.s. Iron—

.Smith St.irts 7 17 6 „ 8 5
Best Slii-iL-<bill 13 „ 13 10

Angles 10s., Toes 20s. per ton extm.
Builders' Hoop Iron, lor bonding, i'c, £ti los.

Btiilders' Hoop Iron, gtilvaniseti, £15 lOs. Od. per ton.

Galvauisetl Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to 20. No.22 to 24
6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton.

piiiee £12 5
Best ditto 12 15 U

I'er ton.

Per ton.
£12 10
13
Per ton.
£9 10
9 10
10 10
8 15
10
8
13
12 15

estimated to cost .£1,200,000. Applications may lie trade has terminated on a basis of an increase of id.
addressed to E. S. Shaw, engineer, IS

Boston, Mass, U.S.A.
Pearl-street,

The Corporation of Rochdale have received a
report from their borough surveyor, Mr. S. S. Piatt,
on the proposed scheme for the treatment of the
town's sewage at Roch Mills, on the bacterial
system, and have resolved, before taking action, to
call in Mr. J. T. AVood, C.E., of Liverpool, to
advLse them on the general question of sewage
<lisposal.

The Chorley Town Council have received a letter
from the Local Government Board sanctioning a
loan of £21,300 for electric-lighting purposes, and
another loan of £7,646 for a refuse destructor.

Superintendent Whincup, of Poutefract, has pre-
sented a fine specimen of a mantrap 5ft. 2f '

per hour for cai-penters and bricklayers and a new
code of working rules.

Norwich.—The dispute between the Norwich
carpenters and the employei-s has been amicably
settled, the men accepting the halfpenny advance,
to commence January 1 nest year.

The Arthur SuUivan Committee have received
considerable support towards the proposed me-
morials, the fii-st of which is the monument in St.

Paul's Cathedral, which will forthmth be placed in

hand.

The Middle Ward Disti-ict Committee of the
Lanark County Council have granted a site at the
north-west comer of Bothwell Bridge for the erec-

Cu.-it-Iron Colmnns £9 to
Cii-st-IiYin Stanchions 9 0,,
Holled-lron Fencing Wire 10 5 „
Uollcd-Stei;l Fencing Wire 8 5 0,,

,, ,. ,, Galvanised. 9 5 0,,
Cast-iron Sash Weights 7 5 0,,
Cut Cla.-^p N'nil.s, Sin. to 6in 12 „
Cut Floor Brads 1115 „
Wire Nails ^Points dc Paris)

—

Oto7 8 9 10 11 12 13 U 15 B.W.O.
9/6 10,-10/3 109 11/3 12/- 12/9 13/6 li6percwt.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

Sin. diameter £6 17 6 to £7 5
tin. to6in 6 15 „ 7

7in. to 21in. {all sizes) 6 15 „ 7
[Coated with composition, 2s. 6d. per ton extra; tiuned

and bored joints, os. per ton extra.]
Pig Iron

—

Per ton.
Cold Bla.st. Lilleshall 105s. t.i llOs.

Hot Blast, ditto 57s. 6d. to 62s. 6d.
Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standard

Lists f.o.b. :

—

0-.is-Tubes 62}p.c.
Water-Tubes 57J „
Steam-Tubes 521 ..

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 50 ,,

Galvanised Watei^Tubes 45 „
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 40 ,,

lOcwt. casks. 5cwt. casks.
Per. ton. Per ton.

Zinc, English I'London mill) £24 10 to £2.5

Do., VieUlc Montague 25 „ 25 10
Sheet Lead. 31b. per sq. ft. super. 14 17 6 „ 15 17 6
Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs 12 10 „ 13 10
Lead Shot, in 2Slb. biigs 16 2 6 „ 17 2 B
Copper Sh»?ets, sheathing and rods 84 15 „ 85
Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 75 5 „ 75 15
Tin, Straits 128 „ 12!)

Do., EngUsh Ingots 120 „ 12110
Spelter, SUesian 17 2 6 „ 17 13 9

TIMBER.
Teak, Burmah per load £10 10

length, in perfect condition and workin" order over t'*^" °* ^ niemorial in commemoration of the battle
• ... .-.._." „. Ti,.u„„„ Brig. The memorial wdl be a .50ft.one hundred years old, to the trustees of the Ponte

fract Ciistle Museum. It was in use in the district
up to 1827, when their use was abolished by Act of
Parliament.

The parish church of Fulford, Staffs, which has
been closed for some time while the interior has been
redecoi-ated, was reopened on Sunday. The work
lias been carried out by Messi-s. lUffe and Co., of
Blythe Bridge, Stoke-on-Trent.

A new Roman Catholic church is in course of
•erection at Haunton. The chm-ch is to be built of
Hollington stone, in the Early English style, having
a dormer window on the north-east side. A half-
timbereJ porch is to be erected at the extreme north
end, and a bell turret in oak over the west gable.
The dedication is to SS. Michael and James. Mr.
Eilmund Kirby, of Liverpool, is the architect, and
Messrs. Isaac Ward and Son, of Uttoxeter, are the
biiildei-s.

The harbour board of Aberdeen have instructed
their engineer, Mr. R. Gordon Xicol, to wharf the
north side of Point Law at an estimated cost of
.£10,3.50. Mr. Xicol has submitted a report on a
Jarger scheme for a granite-faced quav-wall at
Point Law, the cost of which is estimated at
£42,.500.

The goldsmiths of Florence have erected on the
Ponte Vecchio a monument to Benvenuto Cellini.
It is in marble, capped by a bronze bust of the
maestro, while below four jets of water flow into
four marble basins. A commemorative tablet has
also been unveiled, raiseil by the Academy of Fine
Arts and Design, which is placed on the outside of
the house where Cellim wasbom onNovember 3, 1500.

A carved-oak pulpit erected in the parish church
of Edmonton was dedicated on Wednesday uight
week. The pulpit, which is in the Perpendicular
style, was made by Mr. Forsyth, of Fincldey-road,

|from the design and under the supervision of
'Ir. H. W. Dobb, architect.

|

A Wesleyan chapel is in course of erection on the
Colchester-road, Wivenhoe. It wUl seat 210 persons,
uid will cost il.OOO, while at the rear is a school-
room for 100 children.

of Bothwell
obelisk.

After much consideration, the town coxmcil of
Barnstaple have finally resolved to inti'oduce elec-

tricity into the town, and adopted, on Monday, the
scheme presented to them by Mr. W. H. Trentham,
electrical engineer. The site of the generating
station will be in Castle-street and Commercial-
road. Mr. Trentham advises the adoption of a
scheme which will maintain 3,400 lamps of 16 candle-
power each at one time, or a total number of 5,400
lamps connected to the mains. Including the under-
ground mains in the compulsory area oidy, the
capital cost will be £21, .500.

PILKINQTON & CO.
(Established 1S38),

MONUMENT CHAMBEBS,
KINO "VyiLLTAM STBEET, LONDON, E.O.

Rfg%iter«d Trade Mark:

POLOiCEAU ASPHALTE

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing.
AcrD-EESisTma asphalte.

WHITE SILICA PAVINO.

PYRIMONT SEY8SEL ASPHALTE.

WM. OLIVER & sons;
M-YHOGANT, WAIXSCOT, WALNUT,
TEAK, VEXEER, and PANCTWOOD

MERCHAJs'TS,
120, BUNHILL ROW. LONDON. E.G.
The most extensive Stock of evei-y kind of

Wood in Planks and Boards, dry and fit for
unniediate use.

to £16
„ 15

6

Bangkok „ ... 10
Quebec Pine, vellow „ ... 4 2 6

„ Oak „ ... 3 10

„ Birch „ ... 4 2 6

„ Ehn "... „ ... 5 5

„ Ash „ ... 4 2 6
Dantsic and Memel Oak „ ... 2 15
Fir 3 5

Wainscot.Riga-p.log... „ ... 1 17 6
Lath, Dant-sic, p.f „ ... 4 10 „ 5 10

St. Petersburg „ ... 4 „ 6 10
Greenheart ... 7 15 „ SO
Box. ... 7 „ 15
Sequoia, U.S.A percubefoot 19,, 02
Mahogany, Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick 6,, 008
„ Honduras ... „ ... 6,, 00 7i
„ Mexican , ... 4,, 4|
„ African , ... 3J „ 5}

Cedar, Cuba „ ... 3,, 3}
„ Honduras „ ... 3J „ Sj

Satinwood „ ... 10 „ 19
Walnut, Italian „ ... 3,, 00 7i

„ American (logs) ..... 2 3,, 046
Deab, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120—12ft. by IJin.
bv llin. :

—

Quebec, Pine, 1st £24 10

„ 2nd 17
3rd 11 10

Canada Spruce, 1st 12 5
2nd and 3rd 9 10

New Brun.swick 8 15
Kiga ^„ 9 10
St. Petersburg... ,_ 11
Swedish ; 12 5
Finland 11 15
White Sea ....:. 13
Battens, all sorts 5
Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :

—

1st prepared £0 12
2nd ditto Oil
Other quahties 6

Staves, per standard M :

—

U.S. ditto £37 10 „ £45
Memel, cr. pipe 220 0,, 230
Memel.brack 190 „ 200

OILS.
Linseed per tun £33 15

to £30
„ '21

14
14 10
10 15
11 15
10 5
19
21 10
13 5
23
12 10

£0 18
14
13

Rapeseed, English pale ...

Do., brown „ ...

Cottouseed, refined ,, ...

Ohve, Spanish „ ...

Seal, pale , ...

Cocoanut, Cochin „ ...

Do., Ceylon „ ...

Palm, Lagos „ ...

Oleine „ ...

Lubricating U.S per gal.
Petroleum, refined ...

Tar, Stockholm per barrel
Do., Archangel ,, ..

Turpentine, American . . per tun

29 15
27 15
21 10
39
26
29 15
25 10
25 5
17 5

7

1 6
19

37

to £34
„ 30

„ 28

„ 22

„ 40
26 10
30
25 15
25 10
19

1

1

37

6V
6

5 «
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

pMxtnn—Stru, ; .. mi:il WaU-r Pump (cost £1,000) £20, £10, £5
Ijin;-*, Co. C'lire—Adiiitious. &c., to District Lunatic Asylum

limited to Irish Arvhit*x1s; Ast*esnor) £50
TiMw'iri'Uie—lM>l.ui'-n Uo-^nitU £20, £10
H..!-.--tV.M -MuniciiK.l Huildinufs £100 (mei-{?ed\ £75, £50
M:in.h.-t,r-I-'jiv;[iiil r<>hrc Station, Sec. (£75,000 limits £3iK). £200, £100
i^i^Ttiuunt—Must-uic Hull .. £10 10s
Hinckley—Consti tiltiunal Club l^cini;*s

W. n. Grieves, Towu Surveyor, Town Hall, Buxton June S

John Enwiig-ht, Clerk, Ennis District Lunatic Asylum, Co. Clare ... „ 10
W'. J. M)inn, Clerk, Union-street, Trowbridge „ 24
-r.)lin Rirker. City Euijineer. Hereford „ 30
Thi- Town Clerk, Town Hall, Manchester ..........,, July 31
.lames Loweiy, 59, Main-street, Egremont Aug. %

. John Blakesley, Burbage-road, Hinckley. .

.

—

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

Little Houghton—Twentj'-livc iJwtlling Uoum.
BriUvnatmv Alt'^r.ition tollouse
l[<nti.M-i'.ii. •-St.ili..u

X.wD.vi. X.i:.-U..iiscatMillof Auchreddie
'I'.iwo >t* r - Lnu'iiif :nu\ I'ump llcitlsc

(.'...Ich.sttT—Clutliinfr Fai-t"iy, Stanwell-street ..

r^itnark—Cin-ular I'hiiiiiuy 'l20U. I

Halifax—rointinsf St. Au^'Ustiue's Church
Oma{.,'h—Ijibourers' Cottages.
.S^_'atnn —Houses. Arc
[.jin^'ti 'ft—Enlargements to Schools ]

TjK.rvtown-Tliivo Houses and Skittle Alley
Killmnie-CIas.sD)um. &:o

Llandaff—Additions. roIice-Station...'.''^"!'!'^.^!!.!!!!!!'."^^"!!!
Ulacklium-Wing to Workhouse Infimiai^- ...:

Xcnagh—Additions to Xorth TipiK-rarj- Club
Ui.Jgle5-—..Vlt.:.rations and Additions
Iie.solvvn—Additions. Sardis liaptist Chapel .

Brisl.il— .Shixl Supei-structure (240ft. hy Sift.' .

CwmfTrwdoer—Four Houses
.Sunt'Uiy-on-Tljame^— tltlirr, \:c
Nena'.'h —Business rreinis«^s. A:e.
Kdinbupgh—Foundation Work i>f Colintv Uuildina-s ....
Caimti-ld—Additions to I'annhouse ....'

Barking—Lodge. Are.. Longliridge-road liecreation Ground ...

uebusley—Wesleyan ^'hureli
Vorth-Adili(ions| Oelli Selionls '.".!!!!!

lijri-nsfaple—liroonstniiting Uoofs of Masonic Hail !!!']!!!!!!!'
Carlisle—Buddings at Gjisworks
Sanquhar—Addition to School, aueensberiy-square .!.!!!!! !7
rudsey—TenterinL'H<ms..; Waterloo llilLi
Port (ilasgi)w—Slaughter Hcaise, &c. .. .

I'sk, Jlon—Cottage !.!'!7!!!!!!!!"'"""

Uruyeutt, Derby—Isolation Hospital ... .

Uolyh.;-,id-C.M. tl.apel ',"\

Hrradland, Caimie-l'air of Cottages !...!!!!!!!!!!.!!!.".!!!!!
I.4^ytonstone— Workhouse Mortuaiy ....

NL.wt..n. Caimie—Repairs to I'oidtry House!."'!
He.\woi-thy—Kniai-giug Forest Inn
Bunerana-Two Housi^, Ca.stle Avenue. .

Stodtield, Gartley—Repairs to House
I^mipi-ter-Boys' School 172 children) .. !

Milltown of Lesmoir, Hliynie—Reroofing Falln Offices
!

Beeeles—Infants" Schocjl .>.-,() childi-en)
Killamey—Additions. District Lunatic Asylum
(.amesMvUs. Drumbladc -Rcrooling Faiiu Offices

'

boutbminster—Police .Station
nowmin. Huntiv—Stable, &c.

'

Hebdcn Bridge, Halifa.v-Sub-Station
CorsiwUine. nnunWjuie-Rerooting Faim Officra
Leed.s—Excavation f..r Police Station ' '

Dykchead, Cairnie—Hipaii-s to Fai-m OfKces
Chi swick -I)ouble-f r. >nted House, Cranbrook-road !

iJalrotncr>-—Tjibourei-s' Cottages
Vpr*r Cuttlehill. Caimie—Mill Bam
WTiitchouse—Stiibles
Cults, Kennctlimont -Mill Fiam !!!!!!!

nenton-Rebuildingfiaiilc hits' Arms
Ittingstone. Huutly-lioubl.. Bvre. Stabie,"&c." "!

Bnstnl—-^V arehouses. Pliiladelphia-strect
'-"""

Ixixlip—FourI.:il)(>urcrs' r'.,tta"cs
Bradfori-lixtensiou of Washin^Shedat 'Leiivcntiioro Miiis'!!
Liinca-ster—Tnpery
Kingston-fm-'rh.ame.s-(_>ffices'and 'workshop's
« ootfin-Pulling Uomi and Rebuilding Farmhouse "!!!

Chnstchurch, Hants-li,,ard K<,om. 4;c.
Soutball—Repairs, A:c., Cemetcrv Cliatiei
(ila.sgow—General Uospitjil ".

Bishop .\uckHnd-Scven Shops, 'NJw^'t^'a'n'd "T^'te'rii'sti-ee'ts
r>l/ell-Xew School
Cauterhurj-lJea n I 'ayne Sm'i'th 'infants'' 'Sehool
IJanrhaiadryn-Mochuant-Village Hall, &c.
hmbleton-lixtensioiis to Sehool ...

" w.ttou VilL,j.t.—Two Cottage
Jilaei " ^ " '

BUILDINGS.
Houghton Main Culliciy Co., Ltd.
Colonel Hilroyd Smith
West Sussex County Council

i'riian District Coun'eii '.'!!!!.'.'!!!.'.'.!

Coichcster ^lanufacturing: Co
t-'aledonian ^Mineral Oil Co.

Kural District Council
Bernard Copsey
School Board .".

,

Managx'i"s
fTlamorgim County Couucd.

.

Guaixlians..... *.

J. R. CalT-EUison, J.P

Docks Committee

Urban District Coimcil

Midlothian County Coimcil

Urban District Council

Ystradyfodwg School Board

Corporation
School Board

Town Council
Great Western Railway Co

Committee

West Ham Union Guardians

Patrick Campbell

Sdiool Board

School Board

Walter J. Sykes, Architect, Hoyland. near Bamsky
. W. E. Hill and Son. Architects. 28. South Mall, Cork
.
W. B. Purser, A.M.I.C.E.. County Sur.. -I, Worthing-rd., Horeham

. Charles G. Smith, Factor, Aberdeeu
. W. WTiitton, Clerk, Towcestcr
. Chas. B. Butcher, Arcliitect, 8, Queeu-.street, Colohestev
, A. King, Works Manager, Lanark
J. T. Foster, .<!20, Queen's-road, HaUfax
.1. Donnelly, Architect, Omagh '... :.

Donald and T.atc. Architects, 14, John-street, Workington
.lii^ejih Shepherdson, Architect, 14, Middle-street South, Driffield ...

liiiltiths and .Jones, MM.S.A.. Arcliilects.Tonypandy
,

1 Vrcy H. Currev, Architect, Market-place, Derbv ..."

T. Mansel Fiauklen, Clerk. Wcstgate-stn-et, Cardiff „
F. C. Ruddle, Architect, I'nion Oiticcs, Canlwell-plaee, Blackburn.'.
W. H. Hill and Son, Arcliitects, 2S. South MaU, Cork
M. Temple Wilson, Architect, Alnmck

. .1. Llewellin Smith and Davies, Architects, Aberdan.
.
W. AV. S-iuire, Engineer, Cumberland Basin, Bristui

. Oath. .1. Fisher, Architect, Club Chiunbers, Pontypool
. Harold F. Coles, Surveyor. Sunbui-v-on-Thames
. W. H. Hill and .Son. .-iAchitects. 28! South Mall. Cork
Macintyr-e Henry, Architect, 7, South Cliarlott*^street, Edinburgh...
R. AV. Pratt, Arcluteet, Town and Coimty Bank Buildings, Elgin ...

.
C. F. Dawson, Surveyor, Public Offices. Barking, Essex
Homsey .and Monkm.an, Architects, 10, Railway-street, York

. -Jacob Rees, Architect, Hillside Cottage, Pentr«
AV. C. Oliver, Architect, Barnstaple
.v. H. Collingwood. Town Clerk, Carlisle
I.imcs Barber, Architect, Dumfries
c. s. Nelson, Architect. Sun Buildings,,!.'), Park-row, Leeds
Stewart. Tough, 4: Alexander, Archts, 2, Hamilton-street, Greenock
G. K. Mills, Secretarv, Paddington Station, W
F. S. Antliff, Architect, Dravcott
H. Willi.ams. 2, Cap<l I'lo, llolvhead
The Factor's Office, lluntlv, X.B
•J. W. Dimford, lOtu . (Jueeii A'ictoria-sti'eet, ]3.C. . , -

The Factor's Office, lluntly, X.B
Kichard C. Merson, Architect, Hollybank, Afclverton
J'. Johnston, Architect, 11, East Wall, LondonderiT - ..

The F.actor's Office, Huntiv. N.B.
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Essex County Council

Tramways and Eiectricity Committee

Watch Committee

Rural District Council

W. S. Farqu!hai-son

Bell and Co., Ltd., Stockport ..

Gmce and Hayes
Celbridge Ruml District Council

.

Propeities Committee
Knapp, Drewett, and Sons, Ltd.
A. C. Pass
Guardians
Southall-Norwood Burial Board .

Parish Council
H.P.Tyler
•School Board

;

Managers
; ...,,

Pari.sh Council

lilaciiycwni-Infants' Sehool ,100 places)'

,
>",'^-"!'-lnMniian- Buildings, Kilton Hill

lA-..<l..-\\,„,d..n (Pllices, ire
SiUdin -I'olic.-Station
WorkiLrton-Kightcen ijweiiin'g-Ho'us^',' !u'iacitb'uii'.^trei!t'
I pp. r l-..lmontoM. X.-Chimney Shaft. &c
Rotherham-Bnck Tank l.-ilft. diam., .'Bft. decpl....I'agrnJiam—Marsh Green Mixeil School 300 plaeesi
ti.-hi.'uard—Coastguard i.lffioer's House
Dublin—Ten l>iliourci-s' Dwellings
Barrow-on-Soar-(irammar Schoid
Deal-Depot Buildings, West-street .

Abingdon—Xew Wing at Roys.ses School
Great \ armoutli -Additions to Electric Lighting 'st:ii:i'oii!!!!!!!'
» althamst<.>w -Sell, ,.,1, Chapel End

.

Lxcter -Electricity <ien.riting Bt^ltion .!

Ab-r-ychan -U.dl, Preniiscs. ic.
EnH.ld- VUla. Bush Hill I'i.rk ,

AV ukerstown. Walney-Tbiec Sliop^
I'endlcton—Primitive M.Jh<"li...t s, li.„,|
Gat. shend-Junior School, Sunderland-road
Lf.mbiiirlsfown-Chimney, &c
Bury St. Ivbnund's—Additions to Ca-stielnii
*-llit*iucre— A'illa

I'arkcston - A.ldiiions to (i.iriand'ilotei
SI.Mun.r..—T«oS.„,i-D,.tachr.d Houses
Hanogate-C.ir..t.aker-s Il.ais.;., Se.ii-gill Reservoir
JIUnrow, Lanes—Thrtc Cottages

\. (-.Pass
^'stradyfodwg School Board
(iuardi:'ns ^
^larkcts Coininittee
Ayest Riding County Council
I'rban Sanitary Antbority
Guardians
Gasworks Committee

!

Scliool Board
r. iiibr..kslui.. Estates Co.'," Ltd. "!!!!!!
\oitl, Diil.lin Rural District Council
1 iuniphi<.'y I'vrkin's School Governoi^
I'rban District Council
Governors
Electric Lighting Committee
,Seliool Board
'I'owTi Council
1 ndustrial Co-operative Society

Barrow Co-operative Society, Ltd. ...

School Board !....!!!!!!!!!

Given, King, and -Sons, Ltd.

Nicfaolland i

Corporutiun

LI. Bankes Price. Architect. Lampeter 12
The F.actor's Office. Huntly. X.B .. 12
.\rthur Pells. F.S.I., Architect, London-road, Beccles 12
'1. F. F'uUer. F.S.A., Architect, Brunswick Chambers, Dublin 12
The Factor's Office, Huntly, N.B 14
F. Whitmore, Coimtv Architect, Duke-street, Chelmsford ., 12
The Factor's Office. Huntly, N.B ,. 12
.James Lord, C.E., Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Halifax . ,, 12

,
The Factor's ( mi( c. Honlly, X'.B „ 12
Bedford and Kitson. .\icli'itccts. Greek-street Chambers, Leeds 12
The Factor's Ullico. Huntiv. X.B „ 12

, F. and W. Stoeker, Survevors, 90-91, Queen-street, Cheapside, E.G.. „ 12
, Anthony Scott, C.E., 16, A'Villiam-sti'ect. Drogheda „ 12
, The F.actor's Office, Himtly, N.B .. 12
Jenkins .and Marr, Arcliitects, 16, Bridge-street, Aberdeen „ 12
Thr Factor's Office, Huntly, N.B

, „ 12
.John Hindmarch, Sun'evor, Stockport „ 12
The Factor's Otticc, lluntly, N.B „ 12
H. J. Jones, A1.S..\.. Wellington Chambei-s, 12, Bridge-street, Bristol „ . 1»
James AVhelan. .Vrcliitect, Celbridge „ 14
Alilnes and France. Architects. 99, Swan-arcade, Bradfoi-d , 14
T. I ann Hughes, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Lancaster „ 1*
AViUiam H. Hope, Architect, Hampt<3n AVick „ !."

John Turcan, Wootton Fit/paine Estate Office, Chai-moutb ., 15
E. H. Burton, Architect, Chiistehurch .. li

The A'isiting Committee, Burial Board, Southall-Norwood ,. li>

Thomson and S.andilands, Archts., 241, West George-sti'eet, Glasgow „ 15
F. H. Livesay. Architect, 107, X''ewgatc-street. Bishop Auckland ... „ 15
D. AVishart Galloway, ..Vrcbiteet, 2, Jlarket-strcet, Brechin „ 15
W. J. Jennin2>. .-Vvchitccts, 4, St. Margaret' s-street, Canterbury ., ,.15
E. Bremner-Siuith and Bremner, Arcliitects, Oswestiy ,. 15
The Rev. W. SnTiips. .11 Davis, The A'icarage. Einbletoii .. 15
J.Jin Turcan, A\'..i,tt:.ii Fitzpaine Estate Office, Charmouth ., I."i

.lacoh Rees. Architect, Hillside, Pentre .. n'

Herbert C. Sc:lp^^.,^ .Vivhiteet. Coui-t Chambers, Glirasby .. i'

The City EngineiTs Ulliee, Mmiicipal Biulding.s, Leeds .. 17
J. Vickcrs Edwanls, Ci.uiitv Surveyor. Wakelield . >'

J. AVarwiek.T.iwn Clerk. Workington .. l-"

T. E. Knightley. Architect. 106, Caunon-.street, E.C „ '8
The Engineer, Gas Offices. Rothcrham .. 18
Harrington and Ley, 6.5, Bisbopsgate-.street Without, E.C 1*

.lenluiison and White, I, Princes-street. AVestminster, S.AV „ 1*
John (I'Xedl. Clerk. Board Room, North Brunswick-street, Dublin „ 1S>

Barrowclitf and Allcock, Architects, Mill-street, Jxiughboruugh ,, jj
Thos. C. Colder, Borough Suneyor, 2:1. lju< cn-stivet, Deal m 20
J. Q. T. AA'est, M.S. A., Architect, The Knowl, Abingdon >., *?
J. AV. Cockrill, .A.R.l.B.A., Boro' Sur., Town Hall. UreatYal'mouth i, 2»
<;. E. T. I,aurenoc, A.R.I.B.A., '22, Buckingham-st., Adclphi, AV.C. „ 2»
Donald Cameron, City Engineer. Exeter •»

""

Swash and Bain, .Vrchitects, Midland liank Chambers, Newport —
Huss.y and Walcott, I, Gray's Inn-place, AV.C —
J. V. Mcintosh, Architect, Coraw.allis-.street, Barrow-in-Furness ... —
Jloiilds and I'onitt, Architects, 77, King-street. Manchester —
F. W. Purser, .Architect, AVest-street, Gateshead - ~"
The Secretary. Lonibardstown Creamery, (Jo. Cork .

.

—

A. Ainswf.ith Hunt, .Vrcht., 51, Abhoygate-st., Buiy St. Edmund's. —
J. Foster. Brownlow-road, I'Jllcsinere, Salop
J. AV. Start, F.S.I.. .Aicbilect. Coleliester
S. Knight and Parkinson. 17. i. Temple Chambers. Tudor-fit., I '

Bland and Mown. Architects, North Park-road. Harrogate
Ashworth and Taylor Builders, Milnrow ^
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much plaster and ironwork. &c., and the

hiliours necessary,

sopar.itely taken.

The iron or steel work of a big building is

given to a specialist in the trade. In tl eThe fittings, also, arc
^

All tliese separate items |
St;ites it is usual to emidoy experts for de-

of

AN.VJA'tSlS IX .lECIIITECTUEE.

1;'XGLIS1IMEX and all Anglo-Saxon
J races are adepts in taking things to

piices, in analysing and decomposing rather

tliiii in the conti-ary process of composing and
ii.mbining; and it is therefore, perhaps, as a
nation we are more mechanical than jieoplc of

."Southern parts, and that mechanical progress
lias been more evident amongst iis than
artistic compositions. A\'etako to pieces and
analyse our materials, our monument* and
buildings, even our thoughts and emotions,
and oiu' very artistic perceptions ha\e been
analysed. Xo doubt this is a gi-eat achieve-
ment physically and mentally; but it has
not produced a corrcsiionding faculty of in-

vention. Macaulay has .said, ti'uly, "Ages
.110 spent in collecting materials, ages more
in separating and combining them "

; and
we are engaged in the latter process. The
]ioctieal genius and architectiu-al creativeness
of the earlier ages jirospered when people
relied on their perceptive powers, when there
was no attempt to philosophise, or to dis-

cover abstract terms ; but we now have ad-
vanced beyond the stage of simple perception
and pai-ticular images. We are not content
with exjiros-sing our ideas in language : we
now seek to discover its laws, to analyse
sentences, to parse or to resolve a sentence
into its elements or parts of speech ; but
before the days of giammar and the study of

philologv-, men wrote better poetry and
greater epics ; and so it is in the formati\ e
ai-ts—we now are content to analyse, and to '

abstract what in former ages was the natural
evolution of men's requirements. In the
ai)plication of this method to om- architecture
we have lost much in the art of composition.
The analytical study of buildings in the

several asj)ects of style, construction, plan-
ning, and detail is one of the consequences
uf our present mode of viewing architecture.
^\'o now talk of style, of detail,'and materials,
jilanning, construction, types for different
classes of buikling, and so" on, as if all these
things had to be separately considered in the
design, whereas under the old system they
were the natural manifestations and out-
growths of the buddings, and had no separate
existence apart jErom t'aem. A building is.

described as in such and such a style

'

its plan of the hall, or avenue, and niLxed
type

;
a corridor or pavilion i>lan, arranged

according to some recognised system ; that it

is of stone, or brick, or terracotta, &e. This
method, of course, has chiefly arisen from the
break-up of ancient historical architectirre
and the disintegrating process that followed
dui-ing the Renaissance, partly also fi'om the
separation of the artist from thecraftsman. The
I'ffect on modern architecture is too wellknown
to need recapitulating. "Whether it is possible
to recogni.se the disjointed elements and to
bring them out of the chaotic state in which
they ha\e so long been into something like
organic unity, is a question that is worth
careful thought and consideration. The
analytical method is so engrafted into om-
modern system of education and practice that
it is hard to think of any other. What is a
.specification but an analysis of trades :" a bill

of quantities but an analysis of materials and
labour 'f Owing to the modern method of con-
tracting for buildings, the principle of analysis
has become an important insti-ument in "de-
termining cost. Careful specifications and
elaborate bills of quantities are necessary

;

the building, as it -n-ere, has to be taken to
pieces, or dissected as much as possible, so
much stone or brick, so much timber, so

are considered simply as so many item

cost ; their tiiie relation to each other is

quite another and secondary thought, even to

the architect, when the actual building is

considered. To the surveyor the analysis is

important. The man who can take the work
to pieces, who can dissect as much as possible

his stonework, carpentry, and joinery, is the

most successful ; so the ai-chitect who can

-igning special plants and factories. In the
manufacture wo see the analysis carried out
more fully. Thus, certain members arc pre-

]>arcd and drilled; the plates are then fitted

togetlier with rivets and bolts; other hands
are engaged in lifting, lint the ])oint we wish
to insist on is that the architect onqdoys an
expert to make the necos.sary drawings and
specifications, and to carry out the work. Xo

so to speak, disengage his mind and attention doubt acem-acy and expert knowledge in thi

branch of con.struction are insured by this

plan, to the advantage of the building in a
mechanical sense ; but it is not the way th.at

apjii^als to the architect. We know how
liadly the building suffers sometimes from
the engineering expert having his own way.

'opi

from his design as a whole, and can tell his

client without dilfieulty what it would save to

omit some material or item, or can give the

cost of the building, omitting some portion of

it, or in another material, must have an

analytical mind. The ability to taki> to

pieces, to sejiarate, to resolve into parts, is a
j

Machinery also is another dev

useful faculty to the profossi<inal man ; but,

unfortunately, it does not always follow that

the faculty of separating and taking to pieces

is the best for the designer or composer. As
a rule, it is otherwise. To bo good at

analysis requires the exercise of discrimina-

tion and of retentiveness of memory, a very
different habit to that necessary in com-
position.

To take another aspect of the subject. In
the construction of buildings the same plan

of stud\-ing parts and isolated facts is now in

iment of the

analytical spirit ; we see it mainly in large

buildings like model dwellings, barracks, and
workhouses, wherever there is a rejietition of

items : the turning out of many doors and
sash-windows of the same pattern. Division

into parts and multiplication of each part is

the miin consideration, so the design that is

made on this principle is the one that lends

itself more readily to i-a^y and cheaj) execu-
tion.

The analytic sjiirit is quite as much
seen in architectural composition and design

vogue. The' student learns all about masonry 1 as in construction, (^ur students are taught

and brickwork, caiijentry and ironwork, : —as, for instance, in the Institute examina-

from separate treatises, written or compiled
,

tions—to define the characteristic mouldings

bv men who are not architects, and who have
;

and ornaments of each period of l-lnglish

no concern with the design or relation of one i

architecture from A.D. 1000 to l.j.JO. quite

to another, or to locality and climate. The '. apart from the buildings or purposes these

practitioner makes himseK acquainted with ;

inouklings fulfilled ; or, again, the student

various kinds of bricks and stones and their
i

is required to make a sketch design in a

ciuaUties in the abstract ; he learns the modes
j

certain style he .selects—say that of a

of converting and working them, quite irre-
j

westeni end of a church—and to define the

spective of the local custom of working or parts. The analysis of Classic form-i, as well

whether they are fitted to a particular kind 1
as of Gothic buildings, has entered into thi-

of building." He studies his roofs apart from
|

courses given to students. Thus tlio analysis

their connection with the structure, simply i of Doric forms as we sec them in a Greek

as modes of covering or of resisting sti-ess, temple is one of the lessons taught. The

and his knowledge of constnictive ironwork colmnns, their tapering form, entasis, fluting

Ls prob.ably gathered from books, without , of shaft, and the abacus and echinus of the

reference to the design ; each is considered 1
capital are all shown to have been derived

separately. It will be seen on consideration
\

from wooden models. The architraves rc-

that this "was not the way the old architects i
presented the beams resting on the wooden

learned. They had no books on independent supports ; the triglyphs the enils of cross-

branches of "con.struction. Each building
|

beams oyer each column ; so the metopes and

was designed and erected as a whole ; its

masonry, roof, and ironwork were designed

as having a .special relation to the structure,

its requirements and locality. In this manner

guttiv or drops had a wooden original, while

the cornice of the entablature rcprosenti'd t'li-

eaves of a timber roof. So, also, the thin

bands between architrave and frieze were

a sense of proportion between the several clearly derived from a cai-jienter's moulding,

parts and trades was strictly observed. One The study of mouldings as they occur both

did not see the walls of a building in a in Greek and Gothic buildings is taught now
Xorthem stone locality built with brick and ' analytically, and treatises have been written,

timber, or the style of architecture suitable such as Paley's " Mouldings "' and lii-andon's

in a hard stone or granite district adopted in i

" Analysis of Ai-chitectxu-e," and I'ugin's

the South; nor did they emjiloy a roof
|

" Specimens," that .show every feature of

designed for and adopted in one part of
|

Gothic architecture has been studie_d sepa-

England in a building himdreds of miles

away, which had no conditions in common.
We w-ould not, for example, have seen such
a thing as an old church roof-truss copied
and put over a modern swimming-bath or

school-hall, or a Xorthamptonshire tj-pe of

tower and spire transferred to a brick distiict,

say in .Sussex or Hampshire. According to

i-ately on this .system. and themethodha^becii'
of great service in the ci'itical study of the

art. Our modern textbooks, for e.xami>li;.

like Prof. Banister Fletcher's '• Manual of

Architecture," analyse the .style-, the analysis

being based on the essential jiart* of Imildings.

By this comparative and analytical method the

student is directed to trace the evolution of

the analytical mode of regarding constructi\e
\

each part, and to contrast and comjiare them,

tvqjes, as applicable to any building, this
|

This critical spirit has had its value, because

plan is plausible. By breaking up the
[

it has set students to compare the problem of

union that existed in the old building, the

'

analj-tic student feels no scruple in employ-
ing any form of construction on any building,

no matter how different in purpose, or
wherever situated. To be honest and true,

his analysis should go further. He should
not be content with taking the outward form
without an e.xamination of the purj)Ose of the

building, the motive of the designer, and the
materials and labour at hand ; but these are
factors that are ignored.

each function of a building, and to amye at

certain principles ; but it has not of itself

done anything to help architects to compose.

In natural hi.story, and in sciences like

anatomy, the comparative and analytic

method has been of utmost service, but in

architecture the method has perhaps been
carried too far—that is to «ay, the student,

while cramming his head with the anatomj-

of his art and with distinctions and com-
parisons, has neglected the more imjiortant

1 . i. .J? ii . n'u„.. : ....4.:,.^!
Specialism has increased the tendency of i subject of synthesis. Then, in ])ractical

looking at things in part^. Take as an ! design, we are apt to consider plans apart

instance iron construction, or decoration,
i

from the elevations and sections of thi:
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bxiililinj.'. The iiifthud ol studying o:uh to- authority. It it were otherwise, the slightest

gcther and as a whole is iiiiite ne|;leet<xi— that infraction of a by-law or regulation might be

is, for in.stanco, of thiTiking of a doorway both sufficient to rob an architect of his fees and

as regard to position in nlaii and also as a I inflict a wrong upon hiin

unit in the elevation, designing, so to speak ' " - ^ i^<~i-. i,.,.

simultaneously. In its jilace the mode w
adojit is to place all our openings where they

are wantetl in the plan : their design and
character we leave for the elevation as a

tV case was l.-itely heard by Mr. Justice

Wright in the King's Bench Division. The
plaintiff, a major, employed an ai-ehitect to

])re])are j)lans for some flats to be built at

ILiniTistead. I'lans were made and a tender

sejjarate studv, or, more commonly, we accejitcd. It was agreed that the defendant

ransack our portfolios or volumes of the
,

should hand over the plans for a certain sum,

Bl'llJilXO News for examples till we meet
: and withdi-aw from the work, and it was

one that suits us, and this is chosen whether
,

assumed by the plaintiff that the necessary

or not its i)osition on the plan is adapted to consent of the County Council had been

f-iich a treatment or not. So with windows
and other features. How cjin good compo-
sition be made in this way r It must be the

result of thinking out or mapping out the

functions of a building as a wnolc, and the

relation of part to jiart, not as so many
distinct units. Analysis is opposed to group-

ing, for it aims at separating and jmtting

together piece by jnece in our design,

and it does not matter whether the

pieces agree or not. A building designed

on this principle has little coherence. We

obtained ; but it was not so. The building-

line was found to be in advance of the general

lino of the street, and new plans had to be
prepared to meet the requirements of the

CouncU. Additional expense and delay

were caused. It ajjpeared the defendant ob-
tained only the approval of the authority's

architect ; but it was contended that he should
have first obtained the County Council's con-

sent. A number of well-known architectswere
called, who stated that the defendant had
followed the usual custom, and had done all

:est, and that it wastan separate at into jiarts, cut it up into
i
that prudence would su^^,

sections, or decompose it into the elements of ' not always wise to anticipate the Council's

which it is made. But it would bo not so objections. The judgment was given for the

easy to take away an)' part of a building
,
defendant, with costs. This decision will

designed on the opposite method without go to strengthen the opinion that a charge
dismembering or injuring the whole. That we of negligence must bo supported by clear

may take awa)- portions of our modern build-
j

evidence that the defendant has not fulfilled

ings with improvement, or that we can add
|

his part of the engagement to his client, and
wings and additional featui'cs to them with that ho had not complied with the usual statu-

impunity, is jjcrhajis convenient, but is tory requb'ements. In this case there was no
icarcelv flattering. The architoctur.al groupist

i
proof of such negligence ; the defendant had

1 contented if he can j)iece on to his design

bits from Montacute, Moreton, Burleigh, or

Longleat, and those may be as easily removed
as added without detriment to the whole ; but
this is not honest grouping or truthful

design.

ARCHITECT'S NEGLIGENCE.

~]^EGLIGEXCE is often alleged against
J-^ the architect in the discharge of his

duties to liis client. This charge may bo for

some inaccuracy or deficiency of the plans

and specification, or that the quantities sup-
plied are not con'ect ; that the final certiti-

eato has been given without reasonable care,

or for imperfect sujiervision of works; but
there is one kind of negligence that occa.sion-

ally ari.ses, and we may put it in the form of

the (luestion, Is an architect responsible for

the expense and delay caused by his plans
having been preixired without the consent of I skill has been

prepared his plans ,and submitted them to

the district architect. County Council's ob-
jections maj- and often are uncertain and
indefinite, and ought not to impugn the

architect's ])rofessional work. The expense
and delay caused to the plaintiff by having
new plans prepared to comply with the

Council's Kne of frontage were accidental

;

the defendant's plans were no doubt prac-
tically of use to the plaintiff. The principle

of the decision is based on that of other

judgments, that the architect or employer
does not warranc the correctness of the

plans and specifications, nor does the

quantity surveyor guarantee that his quan-
tities are coiTect. In fact there is no implied

wan'anty on the part of an architect or sur-

ve3'or that his work is correct. If he honestly
executes his work to the best of his ability,

he wQl not be liable for any mistake. All
that is required is that reasonable care and

hown in the preparation of

the local authority being obtained as to, say,
j

the plans. So it can be inferred that an
the general building line of the street

necessitating new plans to be prepared ?

Suppose, for example, the design is for

a. row of houses or shops in a street,

and it is neces.sary to obtain the consent of

the County Council to the building. Is it a
natural and reji-son.ablo presumption on the
part of the employer that the consent of

the council has been obtained to the jilans r

Such a presiunption wovild certainly very
serioush- affect the independenco of the
architect. He is employed to m.ake plans for

certain buildings in a street, having a certain
depth, and so long as ho follows the usual
custom and does not recklessly take advanbige
of the ground at his dispos,al, or bid
defiance to any regulations, it would be
ccrtiiinly unf.air to him that ho should be
m.adc responsi1)le for neglect of some
regulation or bj' - law. Such a presump-
tion would impose a great injustice on
architoct.s in the discharge of their pro-
fessional duties, for, we take it, an archi-
tect's chief duty is to exercise his pro-
fe.s,sional skill and experience in the planning
and design of the buildings for his client,

not mainly to comply with official regu-
lations. If his client approves of his plans,
the architect is surely entitled to his full

romuncnition, even if he does not fully
coirqily with the requirements of a local

the same vein

Stanniird, well

R.B.A. for his

architect who used reasonable care in making
plans for a building, though he omitted to

obtain the consent of the authority as to .a

matter of frontage, would be exonerated.
The consent of the local authority as to a
general building line is a matter that will

depend on the survej^or's or architect's certi-

ficate, and may in many cases be a mere
matter of opinion, as we haveevidencetoshow.
The general building line of a street is not
always of easy determination ; it will depend
on the frontage of a part of a street or row of

houses, on the distance from the highway.
These are matters th,at vary very much, and
it is almost impossible for an architect before
he prepares jilans for a new row of buildings
to obt;iin this information. The question in

defining the lino is left to the superintending
architect, but is subject to appeal to the
tribunal. To make the want of consent a
matter of negligence would be cei-tainly to

impo.se on the architect a new condition of a

very questionable kind. Any paltry objec-
tion of an official kind could be made an
excuse for not passing the plans, and a trouble-
somo or litigious client might easily take ad-
vantage of this objection for complaint against
his architect. But bearing in mind the prin-
ciple of former decisions, the architect

may take courage. The Courts will not
render him liable if it can be proved that he

has been discreet and honest, and has been
observant of the custom of the profession.

They have also maintained the final certi-

ficate of the architect, even if it has been
given without care, if no fraud or collusion

has been proved. On the other hand, the
case we have cited may be a warning to

those who have to prepare plans that have to
be submitted to local authorities. There are
employers who are too eager to make any
excuse to wriggle out of their just obliga-
tions, and there are juries who think that
the architect's duties extend to evei*y trifling

official regulation, quite irrespective of the
.skiU and services he has rendered to his

employer.

THE DUDLEY GALLEEY
EXHIBITION.

THE summer exhibition of water-colour.~

and sketches at the Dudley Galler}"

contains a Large percentage of di'awings one
would not have seen hung—the work of

amateurs and dabsters in water-colours.

These works considerably mar the collec-

tion as a whole. This exhibition ha.s

at least the merit of bringing together

the works of a few conscientious painters of

the younger school, who look at Nature with

a desire to reveal her beauties according tc>

their preconceptions. Of coru'se, we have
literal and impressionist interjjretati ons. C.

Duassut sends several of his quiet evening

effects in that particularly pearly tone which
he affects. "When Evening Gilds the

Skies," an open landscape in the Eastern

Counties, with its little chiu-ch and cot-

tages, is poetically conceived. "An Essex
Cottage" (42), ""Fading Lights," "A
Winter's Eve " (226) are all studies in

of sentiment. Sylvester

known here and at the

work, sends sevei-al sub-

jects, aU characterised by healthful handling

and colour. " Over the HiUs and Far
Away " (15) is excellent in the sunlight over

meadows, and the clouds breaking. A more
ambitious subject is " The Ford " (58). The
landscape is varied with autumnal tints of

foliage : the light reflection in the brook anA
the cloud painting are skilfully managed.

His " Moonlight" (109) is also a clever study

of landscape and trees, half in deep shadow,

illumined by the moon peering through

clouds. In' another picture, "A Gleam,"

the painter dejucts an open common. .A few

ricks and group of trees form the main
features lit up by a gleam of sunshine. Mr.

Stannard's work is true to natm-e, and hit^

treatment of light and shadow subtle. Fretl

Dixey's, " Lj-nmouth, Devon " (7) and his

studies at Wargrave are interesting, but lack

strength. Fred. Jas. Aldridge has a clever

studyof fishing-boats, " Katwjk " (9). His

"Dutch Trader near Dort " (82) and hi.-

view on the Maas exhibit his technical skill

in Dutch fishing-boat life and scenery, and

his amber-toned atmospheres.

"To Glorious Burial Slowly Bonie, 1st

Feb., 1901," is the title of a view of the

Solent procession of the body of tho late

Queen. The work looks to be drawn in

pastel, and is rather tame, by Nigel B. Seyoni,

whose work is confined to marine subjects.

Miss ISIaude M. Turner has two studies : her
" Friends," a little girl feeding pigeons in a

cottage (14), is simple and pleasing. The

president, Walter Severn, has seven works

of unequal merit. First we notice "Tan-
tallon Castle " (28), a sea, with the castle on

its rooky base—a jilacid .scene; "A View of

LochLoggan" (45) is a broadly-handled

sketch in simple washes of local colour ;
and

a pleasing study of landscai>e, " Golden

Autumn "
(78), is a river scene--a bank of

rich foliage in all the glowing tints of autumn

gold and red and brown ; below a river ri])plin&

as it wends its course. Very realistic in

its effect is " Sunset at Biarritz," with the

red-streaked glow of the setting sun and
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veflection on the waves bveakmg on a
rocky shore—a veiy typical example of the
president's skill as a coast painter. There is

orcadth ami colour in his " Eoad to the
Moor, Aborarder "(lo6). 'Weniust also notice
Jamos Faed's "AVinter in the Highlands"
{•21). and F. A. Teruer'sablo work, a herd of

"Bison in a Blizzard" (34). Mrs. Jane
Inglis has an interesting sketch of " Quai
Eosaii-e, Bruges " (30) : but the drawing of
belfry tower is not very firm. Her other
subject, " C'ranleigh Common, Sun-ey" (215)
~hows artistic feeling. Berenger Binger is

an old contributor. • An Old dateway"
(:55), "In Ashdown Forest" (39), .and his
Sussex sketches are broad and truthful. E.
Urwick's "Deliberation," a figure subject,
shows cleverness and promise ; and we must
notice Henry Terry's well-drawn child's
head—a little girl in gi'een dress and bonnet.
••In Thoughtful Mood" (41). Miss Evan-
geline Jex - Blake is a member whose
sketches are always welcome for their
decisive di'awing and simple colour washes.
" The Dolmen of Eondossec " (54) is

broad and tlirect, and so is her clear and
In-ight sketch and reflection in water of

• Brittany Peasant Girls going home to
«:'arnac " "(72), and "On the Moor, Somer-
set." Mji's. Sydney Bristowe's "A Reflec-
tion " (66) is a clever figure study ; and Miss
Hilda M. Gordon has a study 'of an eccle-
sia.*tic s head of much character. E. Wake
Cook's drawing of "The Logetta, Venice

"

(68) is an elevation of a rich marble
facade, full of coloured marbles and scul])-

tured panels, well drawn. Two very charm-
ing figiu-e-subjects are sent by "William
Affleck: "Eamblors" (81), two "little girls
in meadow of wild flowers and grass, engaged
in picking flowers ; and the other " Autumn
Flowers" (113). a little girl in a cornfield
interested in the same pastime—both charm-
ingly natural as studies of child-life. Mrs.
S. Bristowe's " Under a Eed Lamp " is bold
and vigorous. A. K. Legge has " Dol,
Brittany " (86), a note of coloiu- being given
on the red-cassocked cross-bearer and pro-
cession. George Marks's very dexterous and
subtle rendering of landscape (90), a fore-
ground fuU of wild flowers, thistledown, and
grass, with trees and distant hills, is

rem.irkable for delicate manipulation and
coloiu'. So we can fully realise the sym-
pathetic rendering of " Gorse " (231), a

delightful and delicate study of the golden
flower. " Fair Flowers of the Fleeting

Tears" (271), a garden full of bright

blossoms, is marvellous in its technical skill

;

but the colour of red and yellow flowers

make a rather garish arrangement. L. Bur-
leigh Bruhl sends manv i)leasing landsca])e

sketches. His " Streatley Mill " (93) indi-

cates a true sense of colour, as do his sketches

of " Passingford Mill." Vigorous and strong

in handling is the woi'k of Chas. J. Adams.
His " Foaming and Ilurrj-ing o'er its Eocky
Path" (100), is a rapid torrent leaping
through ,a narrow gorge of rocks, and we
also note " Spring Time" (258), and "In
the Meadows," as truthful in colour.

Miss Christian Severn's " Hartlebury Castle
"

(105), and her drawings of " Kensington
Palace" (153), "Buckingham Palace," and
" St. James's Park " maybe noticed. "On
the Skye Co.ast" (117), by Finlay Mackinnon,
" A Fairy Tale," b}' Eleanor Brace, are of

interest as evidence of zeal, and we can
compliment Alice Wooilhouse on her flower

studies (130). At the end of gallery and
on the screen one sees several subjects

weakly drawn or feeble in sentiment,
as Nos. 131, 144, 146, 147. A contrast
to these are the firm sketches on the

Medway by Margaret Bernard, as " Off
Chatham Pier" ("204), " Eochester Bridge
and Castle," &c. These exhibit directness

and good colour. A nice sketch by Mrs.
Evelyn Heathcote of a group of market
women (171), and sketches of " Chelsea "

(174), " In Brittany" (182), may be noticed.

Henry Terry's " Eent Day" (187) is a little

hard in execution : the faces of the old

smocked rustic and the collector are ex-
pi-essive. With the exception of works by
Rose Hake, as her "Babies' Class, Diuan "

(19(i), Mima Nixon's " Paddington Tim : In
Memoriam" (195), Catherine Eggar (219),

Fred Spencer's realistic studies of apples (233-

242), Frieda Eickenbach's " Cottage Yard "

(235), Albert Stevens' large view "In the
Chamonix Valley" (237), with its masses of

colour, Eose Barton's sketch of the " Bromp-
ton Eoad" (302), and works bj- Mrs. Mary

Stormont, Mrs. 10. M. Donne, Alice Ellis,

and Sir W. Eden, Bart. (330), we may
dismiss the other contributions to the gallery.

]met.\lwork: from the iiojie arts
and industries exhibition.

THE Fireguard and Screen in copper and brass,

designed by Mr. Walter Witter, of Ickle-

furd. Hitchen, is somewhat unusual, both in scale

and design. Plates of brass are planted on to the

copper structure, and in parts are hammered up
into rejMiimc forms, greatly enhancing the effect.

Right and left, where the centre part sets for-

ward, seats are contrived, which also may serve

as shelves. The silver Chalice and Paten, belong-

ing to St. Thomas's Church, St. Helen's, Lanca-
shire, was designed by Jlr. Herbert J. .Maryon,

and executed by the School o£ Industrial Arts,

Keswick. In the knop o£ the cup moss agates

are set, and Mr. Robert Temple did the work.
The Font Ewer, in gilding metal, designed by the

same artist, was cai'riud out for the same church
by Jlr. Jeremiah Richardson. Mr. Thomas Chirk

carried out the Alms-dish and Altar-cross in silver,

from the desig-ns of Mr. Harold .Stables, of the

Keswick School.

Li.VItDENS AT HOME AND ABROAD.

AN interesting coDection of water-ooloiu:

ihawings by Mr. and Mrs. Albert Stevens
is on view at the Modern Gallery, Broad-street.

The scries of drawings is entitled " Gardens at

Home and Abroad, or Sunshine and Shadow in

Foreign Lands." We noticed a year or two ago
a similar series of foreign views by the same well-

known painters. Jlr. Albert Stevens is a master
of landscape, and his views in the Riviera, of

Jlentone, of Cannes, and other Southern lands we
have often i-eferred to for their qualities of breadth,

colour, and light and shadow effects. We notice

in this collection of 130 drawings several beautiful

garden scenes at home by Mrs. Stevens, such as

"Garden near East Grinstead," in which the

blossom is rendered with much firmness and pre-

cision ; "An Old Vicarage Garden, Norfolk";
"At Haddon Hall"; "Hollyhock's at Harro-
gate "

; <a fine view of Holland House, with its

parterres of flowers and dark thick hedges of

green, pleasing in its massing of colour ; also

other studies of "Water-lilies, Holland House,"
" A Corner of Garden." But in addition, Mrs.
Stevens has found time to give us some delightful

foreign studies of trees, flowers, and blossom, such
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a.s Ihi^ hollyhocks at Chatillon: •In a (iaiJeii

nair Aiuala": "In the Woods. Pontresina," a

rhnmiin!; jitudy of woodland : "On Lake Como '

'

;

sever.J studies from ( 'hainoiuiix , Geneva . Montone.
&c. These all exhibit a breadth of ijroujiing and

colour, delicacy i.f di-awing, and precision of

touch that arc the results of direct study of

N.iturc. Jlr. Albert Stevens' fine drawing.
" Roqucbrun," with ils hillside houses ; his -view

of " Durham Cathedral" rising .above the city:
'• Sjiringtime in th(^ Engadine " ; the atnio-

sphtre in " Grey Kay on Como," with its

hills and sea effects : or, again, his grand
landscape " RavcUo," with its misty lulls and
gliiiipse of sea, and blossom of almond, and,

the setting of dark foliage, are very beautiful,
" Jlonaco, from Cap Martin," a bay of sea and
rocky coast, is masterly in execution and
colour. A grand study of a rocky eminence is

" On a Throne of Kocks," firm and broad with
scenery of snow-capped summits. The tine sea-

scape, "Rough \\'eather, Mcnione," with its

rough waves and surf, and other studies of land-
ecajie from Geneva, Zurich, Mcntone, and Cannes,
must he noticed especially. The large, upright
drawing, " In the Olive Woods, Cap Martin," is

a inasteqjiece of gnarled olive-tree trunks, with
fleam of sunshine on nieadow between branches.
AVc must also especially notice " Villa Aconati.
Como," by Mrs. .Stevens—a terrace of shrubs and
flowers overlooking the lake, and a study of

flowei-s, " Meadowsweet." The collection is well
worth a visit from all admirers of landscape.

In another room a scries of cabinet oil jiaint-

ina:,s iire seen, hy Alexander Williams. H.li.A.
These illustrate some very grand scenery in
IreUmd. and are called " Picturesque Ireland."
Mr. Williams has a keen sense of the picturescpie.
and his views of co.ast scenery at Dublin P.ay. the
Antrini ('oast, Achill Island, and Killamiy arc
rigorously painted. Ilis gorsc studies are' also
admirable.

FL'RXITURE MADE FROM NELSON'S
l-'LAGSHIP IVl'DROYAXT.

ME.SSRS.G00DALL,LAMB,ANDHEIGH-
WAY, Ltd., of Manchester, salved the

timber and copper of this famous man-o'-war,
anil they have jiroduced as mementoes of " Nelson
and his Times " a series of useful and om.amental
articles and a quantity of decorative furniture
guaranteed to be made out of the oak of whiili
the J-'uiiilmjiiiit was built. The Admiralty in
1S02 sold the ship to a firm of German ship-
treakers for €1,000, and before the public so
nmch .as heard of what had taken place, the old
llag-vessel was on her way to the ship
'• shambles '' of the Kaltie. .So soon a.s the news
became known, a general expression of eondemna-
fion of such vandalism rea<hed the Press from
all prirta of the kingdom, and Dr. Conan Doyle
published a rousing poem, " For NeLson's Sake :

JI.M.S, Foudmjaul.'^ The Swincmundc shipping

No. 3. liirdcago and Stand in Foii'Iroijant Oak.

film, realising their prize, demanded £2,000, be-
sides the cost of towing the old boat back from
the Baltic. A syndicate was forini^d to retrieve
the nation's honour, and the Duke of Cambridge
and Sir John Lubbock, M.P., joined the under-

No. 2.—Admiral P>vng's Chair.

taking, which was for a time abandoned, as ii

was said such a public action would '
' embarrass

the tiovemment." The Lord Mayor, however,
opened a subscription, and ili-. G. Whe<atley
Cobb raised a sum of £6,000 ; but meanwhile the
Swinemunde firm had commenced to tear the ship
to pieces, and before they consented to slop this
destruction, one main deck had been hroken up.
From the timbers so torn out Prince Henry of
Prussia had some furniture made, but most of"the
stuff was put back into the ship. She was over
230ft. long by -IGft. 6in. wide inside measure on
third deck level. In November, 1892, the Foud-
roijant returned to England, and Sir. Cobb fitted

her out as she had been in her fighting days, at
an expense of £20,000. The ship was then taken
round to the coast ports from the Thames.
Eventually, in June, 180", the Foudmyant was
anchored off the pier at Blackpool, when a gab-
of unusual severity sprang up and soon became a
hurricane, with the result that the grand old ship,

in the teeth of one of the worst gales ever known
on that coast, was torn fi'om her bearings and
RTecked. She suiTendered at last to the ele-

ments that for a centiu-y had fought her in
vain. The Blaclqjool beach, when the storm
was over, was covered with the timbers of

the battered hull of Nelson's ship. Jlr. Cobb
sold her for £2.50 to BIr. Hayhurst, and
the wreck was purchased by a local syndi-
cate, who exploited the timher and copper tiU
the present year, when the present owners took
over all the timber and copper, and are now
malring the things as mementoes as previousb,-

mentioned—souvenirs of Nelson's fame and a

record of national glory on the sea. We giv.

some illustrations of the furniture thus made by
Messrs, Goodall, Lamb, and Heighway. Y-o. 1

is a copy of the " As You Like It " chair which
belonged to Nelson's father. No. 2 is a facsimile

of Admiral Bvng'^quaint old seat, aovered with
embossed leather. No. 3 shows a bii'dcage and
stand in Fuiidi-oyrnif oak and copper. No. 4

shows a writing cabinet, with prows of ancient

galleys surmounting the cornice of the c.ibinci

part. No. 5 is an upholstered chair, and No, t;

illustrates a hall fitted up in the oak from this ship,

and No. 7 a hall settle designed more on old

fonns, and adapted for any well-appointed housi;

where space for such a useful piece of furniture is

avail.ible. The name and reputation of the firin

is sufficient guarantee as to the excellence of the

work in these pieces ; of course, there can be

no question as to the stuff employed not beting

well se.asonod, while the historic associations

connected with it add a charm of undoubted
patriotic interest.

•—t.^
TESTING OF STONES USED IN

CCJN.STRITCTION.

THE testing of all materials suitable for con-
structive ])m'poses and employed therein is

one of the prominent signs that mark the gi'adual

progress and advancement of architectural and
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No. 4.—An Escritoire ami (.'abiiut. No. 6.

Nh. "i.—An U|)hols)ci'ed Leather Chair. Kg. -II;ilI SiHtce.

I'nginec.rins '^eience and technology. Petroan
monoliths of sizes and dimensions hitherto unsur-
passed wore used in bygone days in positions and
situations which must have exposed them to

nearly every kno\vn species of stress, without any
preliminary trial or experiment respecting their

capabilities to withstand the same. Natural
stones, as distinguished from those produced by
more modem artificial manufacture, were in those
times, when the means of transport were few,
tedious, and frequently non-existent, taken on
their"own merits. Their qualities, properties, and
fitness for the work requii'ed of them were gauged
by the very practical standard of the manner in
which similar examples and specimens had per-
formed their duty in structures previously erected.
In the present day these conditions are veiy
materially altered. Building-stones arc now
brought from very great distances, and their

strength, powers of resistance, durability, and
other indispensable qualifications can no longer

be taken on trust. Besides, new quarries

are continually being opened, and experience

has abundantly proved that however valuable

and exceUcnt the stone of one quarry may
be, it furnishes no guarantee that the produce

of another, although adjacent to it, will be equally

serviceable. The first acknowledgment of the

necessity of instituting some test with regard to

the properties possessed by building stones was in

evidence only a few years ago, when experiments

were conducted withthe object of determining at

least two of theii- qualities—viz., their specific

gravity or density and their resistance to crush-

ing. It was not until subsequently that it became
fuUy recognised that, in addition to ascertaining

the general characters of different stones, it was

equally essential that their special fitness for the

p/uiieular kind of work they were put to should

be carefully investigated.

As a rule, the specific gravity, or the weight of

a building stone, is a fairly good indication ami
criterion of its value as a constructive material

:

that is, the heavier the specimen the better.

Tests conducted for this purpose are of great

importance', insomuch as they are closely con-

nected with the weathering, which is almost

synonymous «-ith the dm-ability of stones, which,

after all, is the qualification which is the most

prized by the architect and the builder. Wherever
practicable, it will be advisalile to examine any
old structures which may have been built of the

description of stone proposed to be used. The
hardness of stones affects their use in various

ways, and there are several means of deter-

mining this property, which include tests for the

resistance of stones to friction or to ordinary wear
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iriil tear—when, for iustunii-, they aet as paving
i

• •.'ijic'i. Under the same heading is comprised

ill : r sistaneo to shock and impaet, to borini,', and
til i-t icks of the chisel. AVhcn fi-eshly quarried,

.-: n - are generally rather softer and more
ti it ililo under the tool than when, some time,

.HI' iw.inls, they liave got rid of their quarry

ivaler. Although the chemical composition of

,

Luilding stones is not, /x-r sr, of any great pr ic-

tical value, yet the aid of chemical analysis—or,

in other words, a chemical test— is requiied in

order to discover the existence of foreign sub-

stances which are to be found in all stones, and
I

also the proportions of silica, alkalis, and lime
j

they may contain. For inst.-uice, if there

should be too large a percentage of day in

!

stones, they should not be exposed to sudden
i

nnd frequent changes of alternate dam])

and drj-ness, since thoy rapidly disintegrate

under such changes. Stones also which,

similar to the dolomites, contain a certain

amount of magnesia, are seriously deteriorated

by the action of sulphur, which, in the state of

sulphurouii and sulphuric acid, exists in abundanri!

in both Iho atmosphere and the soil. lOciually, if

not more important than thechemical test, is that

performed by the aid of the microscope, which
reveals the manner in which the constituent

particles or ingredients of the material are mixed
together and incorporated. It may not perhaps

be generally known, that some descriptions of

stones which are of excellent quality when
quarried in summer, are worth little or nothing

when taken from the quarries in winter time,
i

liimestonc and marble arc particularly liable to
j

this incongruous defect.

Another property of building stones which it
j

i.s desirable to investigate is that of absorption,

which is approximately ])roportional to its

jjorosity or permeability, which demands another

trial which may be termed the porous test, and is

one of considerable utility. The best stones

aV)Sorb the least proportion of water or of other

fluid, which is an important consideration when
they are exposed to the iuHuence of the gases and

j

acids held in rain, with which they frequently

become strongly impregnated. If we now pass 1

on to the action of frost upon stones, it will be '

at once apparent that another test must be
called for. Cort;iin specimens behave in one
manner, and others in another, when acted

upon by cxcei)tionally low temperatures

for any length of lime. Some gradually and
slowly disintegi-ate, go to jjieces, and break up.

Others develop a process of su])erficial peeling off

;

by the formation of scales, while others, again,
!

.suddenly fly into fragments in precisely the same
manner as if they had been blown up by dynamite
or other powerful explosive. One of the diffi-

culties attending the successful application of a t

freezing test is the impossibility of assimilating

the conditions of the experiments with those
obtaining under the natural phenomenon of

j

congelation. Various methods have been em-
ployed to imitate the ojieration of freezing. One

|

may be mentioned \\hich consists in immersing
the specimen in a highly concentrated solution of

|

sulphate of soda. As the compound forms into
crystals it tauses a partial disniption of the stone
by breaking off pieces of differi'nt sizes. Although
this method affords some indications of what may
bo (he effect of natural frost upon building stones,
not much reliance can be placed upon it. Kecently
apparatu.>( have been employed which subject
the stones to a cold equal to -W below frecizing-

|)oint. A few concluding remarks will accentuate
those already made, which unmistakably indicate
the necessity for the tests to which we have
already drawn the attention of our readers.

It is well known that our infi)rmation respecting
the transverse, tensile, and shearing strength of
different stones used in the constructive arts is

not near as full as it ought to be, and that our
records of what has been ascertained regarding
those properties arc exceedinglymeagreand incom-
plete. The results of experiments conducted with
regard to th(' cru.shing resistance, demonstrate
that there is a wide difference of strength per
siiuare unit, even in the same descriptions of
utono. 'I'he varying results are due to the fact

tiansverse i-esistanee of stones, has not been pro-

ductive of any great damage or injury. Never-
theless, that is no reasim why we should not

make ourselves thoroughly up to date in every-

thing that has been accomplished towards

elucidating and placing on a better and a more
scientific basis the details of a subject so important.

T. C.

that the circumstances were far from being iden-
tical in the individual tests. Some of the samples,
whic h were mostly in the form of cubes, were left
rnir.'h on the sides and beds, and others were
•i;-. I and sometimes polished. The last mcn-
li .n-'l 1 ore six tons more than the first, per same
\init of area. Our want of accurate knowledge- -

which is fortunately in the course of being
supplied—regarding the tensile strength and the

"uriLDixt; NEWS" desictXing club.

.\ m.ocK OF riiiLic b.\ths.

THIS competition was not a success. The
subject being out of the ordinary class of

problems probably accounts for this : and yet in

these days few architects can afford to ignore

this type of work, and none can know too much
about so necessary and useful a provision for

every town or place of up-to-date character.

However, the fact remains in connection with our
Designing Club, very few comparatively sub-
mitted designs, and the best of these we have
chosen for illustration to-day. The design
figured " 1901 " is placed first, " Gow Chrom "

makes a second, and "Robin Hood" comes
third. The following were the instructions

issued to competitors:

—

A block of public baths and washhouses,
comprising 1'2 first-class slipper-baths and 20

second-class slipper-baths for men, also .3 first-

class slipper-baths and 13 second-class slipper-

baths for women. Each department to have
small waiting spaces or rooms, a w.c, and a
soiled-towel place. The ticket-office to be so

placed as to serve fcr both men and women's
de])artments, as well as for the lauiidrv entrance,
Avhich is to be distinct from that of the batlis.

The women's baths to be on the first floor,

extending the whole length of the fi'ontago. The
washhouse to provide for 30 tubs and 30 drj'ing

horses and two hydros ; adjoining the washhouse
provide an ironing room, with two mangles and
two ironing tables and an ii-oning stove. Two
w.c.'s for washers. The superintendent's office

is to be centrally placed, for efficient supervision.
Provide pass-door between the first and second-
class men's bath departments, for use of attendant,
and upstaii-s provide a small inclosure for attendant
supervising both first and second-class baths for

women. In basement provide an establishment
laundry, with soaj>-tub, washing-tubs for two,
small mangle, one hydro, and an ironing-table
and .stove. One w.c. for staff. An engineer's
room, with 5H.P. engine. Officers' mess-room.
A boiler- and heating-room, with two boilers,

12ft. by 6ft. each, and a coal-place. On the first

floor provide a general store reached direct from
washhouse by spiral staircase. Put asphalte flats

over rear building which will be of one story only.
The site facing the south is 80ft. wide towards tlie

street, with houses on either side, and 64ft. deep.
Light cannot be obtained on any but the fi'ontages

of the land, and access only from the street.

Chimney shaft fi-om boilers GOft. high. Use red
brick and stone dressings, and slates for roofs.

Treatment, a plain rendering of the Renaissance
style, with shaped gables, not bald in effect, but
made appropriate to a municipal block of build-

ings. The pavement is level, and there will be a

forecom-t 10ft. deep inclosed with dwarf wall and
wrought-iron railing. Ground floor 2ft. above
level of street. Scale 8ft. to the inch for eleva-
tion .and section ; plans may be drawn, if neces-
sary, 16£t. to the inch. Include a sketch view.
Size of paper, 24in. liy 18in.

The design awarded the post of honour leaves
the others far b.ihindhand, and what merit his

scheme possesses belongs to the plan, for " Gow
Chrom," the second man, has a much better eleva-
tion. " 1901," however, isfarfrom perfect. He
gives three distinct entrances, and one pay place, as
stipulated. The lighting is most indifferent.

The w.c.'s depend upon top lights, and so would
not pass the local by-laws in most towns. The
women's baths stairs are very awkward with the
winders at their base. The basement closets and
lavatories would be very objectionable, and the
stairs down very dark. The engine-room would
be quite dark, and the boilers are ill-considered and
not large (enough for the work they would have to
do. No provision is made for the ingress or exit of
the boilers, a not uncommon fault in executed
baths, by the way. The men's baths are fairly
convenient, but the internal w.c.'s are badly
placed, and the circular stairway leading up
to the women's baths on the first floor is a
questionable detail. Tho, washhouse compart-
iments are not quite well ^ilaced, as tho space

between the wall and last division looks
needlessly cramped, and should have an end on,
which would make the space even less. The
hydros are best placed at the ends of these
compartments. The horses are well located.
The mangles have no room to run in, and too
much is made of the ironing space. That is done
best at home for the most part. The iron stairs,

before-mentioned, connect the women's baths
i
with the establishment laundry. A towel shoot
or lift would have been better, and the smell of
washing would have been less liable to permeate
the building, as it now must do. The waiting-
rooms should be more directly associated with
the baths. Here they are little boxes off the
main landing. The w.c.'s have each a good
direct vertical light. The elevation needs no
description. It fairly well tells its tale and
offends no one, even if it fails to excite admira-
tion and is lacking in distinction. A high tvpe
of monumental style would be out of accord", of
course, with such a building

; but there is no
reason why good proportion and grace of form
should not be adopted.

" Gow Chrom " has several merits, but by
di'iiwing his jdans to so small a scale they look
more cramped" and crowded than they need
or possibly would he. The waiting-room is

common to both first and second-class bathers,
with one w.c. between both classes. This
is very objectionable. The better class would
consider this a gi'eat disadvantage. The loss

of space in the intermediate corridor is bad
planning, and it would be very dark in this

part of the building. The enti-ance to the wash-
house is not direct enough, and the waiting space
is not improved by the w.c. located in the corner,

while the bonnet lockers would block up the

windows. The boilers are stowed too far away
at the back of the basement, where they could not
be got in, much less got out, for they could not
turn. The coals would have to be carried in by
the sack. These remarks will suffice to show the

inadequate character of the plan in some leading

essentials. The first floor is better, but the flat

roof over the laundry is not the best shape to let

oft' the steam and moisture. The elevation of this

design is good and suitable, though the end gables

are too sharp a pitch to be shaped as they are. It

is a matter of regret that "Gow Chrom " did not

make a more suitable sheet for illustration, thus

excluding his chance of publication.

' • Robin Hood " has a very poor plan, and
though there is a sense of reserve and good taste

in this fai;ade, we think he is a long way behind
the last-named design. The .arrangement gene-
rally is at fault, because the one ticket-office does

not serve the washhouse as well as the baths, thus

necessitating two ticket-clerks where one should

suffice. The receiving counter to the laundi-y

shows that the author has misconceived the object

of the washhouse where latmdry work is, of

course, not taken in, but where women come to

wash their own things. We need hardly describe

his plans further. The w.c.'s inside the building

are faulty provisions, and the planning of the

baths is confused and ill-considered. AVith such
ciiticism, ".love," who comes next, may wonder
why he was not placed higher. In some ways he
deserved to be, but then his plan, in other

respects, is no improvement, while his elevation

is hardly so good. The double staircase to the

women's baths is a needless waste of space, and
the corridor space too is by no means economically
contrived. The washhouse is good, excepting

the w.c. accommodation, with no vertical

windows. The boilers, as before, are stowed away
with no light and no air, and it is impossible to

say how the drying horses could work with no .air

inlets. " (Juiz '' comes next, has a better laundry,

and his boilers are more practically located, but

they could not be got out unless the front wall is

pulled down. Much space is wasted on v&stibules,

lobbies, and the like. The wide-splayed skew-
backs to the openings of the facade are ugly, and
the design is not a success. "Taffy" has a

crowded plan. It would be impossible to get at

some of the drying-horses when they are out, as

halt one bay of them run right onto the enclosing

wall of the mangling-room. "Primus" draws

poorly. The men and women enter by the same
doorway, and the scheme is far from compact.

The requirenu'nts of the laundry engineer aio

misunderstood. " Pencil Point " sends an ele-

vation with some merit, .and looking like a bath

and washhouse building, but it is not highly

interesting with its crude skyline. The hydros

cramped in between the washing-compartmi^nts

would never do. Much said before apidies to
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this and the following designs, which rank in
finishing as follows : " Zisca " and " Quercus."

A COTTAGE HOSPITAL.

"We have combined the best of the designs for
the last, and this subject on one sheet of illustra-

tions, because none of the others for either seem
equal to the requLremcufs of publication. This
:;a matter for regret, and while the technical

specialities of a bath and washhouse bvdlding may
afford some excuse for the paucity of the plans
sent in, there can be hardly any adequate apology
for the want of merit in the desig ns sent in for "a

cot 1
1 ye hospital, one of the simplest class of

buildings possible. "Primus" is placed first,

"1901" comes second, and "Jove" takes the
third place. These were the conditions :—

A

_ cottage hospital for an open site, the ground
of which is level. The accommodation is to com-
prise two wards of eight beds each for either sex,
and an isolation ward with special cases with two
beds. A day-room for men and women, each
14ft. square or of that area; a matron's room
about 12ft. square, and a store for her use ; a day-
room for nurses, of similar size ; a kitchen, and
offices.^ Each wing to have a bath and two w.c.'s
and urinal for men : also nests of sixteen lockers
for patients' belongings, eight in each department.
Upstairs three becb-ooms—two for nurses and one
for servants—and a bedroom for the matron.
Bath and w.c. on same floor with good linen-room
and box-room. Entrance front to face S.W.
•Style adapted to brick, with stone sparingly
used, and tiled roofs. Ward ceilings may ex-
tend into their roofs, and not be less than 16ft.
high. Other rooms on gi-oimd floor 12ft., first

floor Oft. pitch from floor to ceiling. Two eleva-
tions, one section, two plans, and view. Scale
10ft. to the inch ; size of sheet 24in. by ISin.
The first design is by no means a satisfactorj-

one, and we recognise its faults : in fact, we are
not sure that it justifies publication. However,
it is the best of the series, taking one point with
another, and as such it is given. The wards have
no nurses' duty-room, which might have been
placed in the position occupied by the locker-room.
The lockers might have gone on one side of the
corridor, or where the bath is placed. The latter
would come better in the w.c. annex. The day-
rooms only reached through the wards do' not make
a good an-angement, though it gives a sunny
position. Of the elevation little need be said.
The trivial dormors would have been better
omitted.
"1001" is a poor draughtsman cramping up

his sheet in an ungainly way. His plan with
radiating w.ards has much to recommend it, and
the ingenious day-rooms lead into an open
verandah well supervised by the matron and
nurses' rooms, but the sexes would mix ob-
jectionably, which would hinder facility of

control, and the matron should not have
her windows overlooked by the patients in

this way. There is no duty-room, and the
corner sliced off the wards by the diagonal line

made with the main wall of the ccntr.al block
spoils the shape of these rooms. The roofing would
be expensive. In detail the design is open to
many modifications, but "1901" is on the right
lines, and if only he had carried them further he
would have come in first. " Love " has studied
other people's designs, but he draws in an inky in-

effective way, over-etching his work. The plan
has a dark square central h.all, and day-rooms
reached before the wards. The isolation ward is

well at the back to the rear of the women's wing.
'

' Pencil Point
'

' spoils his fa(,'ades by flashing-

high lights diagonally across the waUing in a
highly conventional and restless way. The day-
rooms are at the back, which would look north, we
presume. The verandahs on the south side

are very good and well sheltered and under con-
trol. The isolation wards are not detached by
ventilated coiTidors. " Priuras " is none too good
in this respect, but "Pencil Point" is worse,
"loua" is a careful contributor, and more
artistic than most, though his design is wanting
in breadth. The trifling breaks on plan where
the seats are placed hardly justify such a change
in roofing. The effect is trivial, and cost woiild

be excessive.. His plan is commonplace, save that

the extraordinar}" method of placing the isolation

room in the centre of the main block next the
entrance is curiously adopted. " Quercus" sticks

to his work, which is commendable. He gives
double wards, and places his daj'-rooms on each
side of the front enti-ance, the matron and nurses'
rooms being put to the rear. His elevations are
better than some others. '

' Zisca
'

' runs his wards
backwai'ds, and so confines the air-space in be-
tween the buildings. " Wengbuiy " has radi-

ating wards with regular duty-rooms attached,
and proper bath and sanitary annex buildings,
and his isolation ward is practically located. The
day-rooms have verandahs skirting the ward
walls on the sheltered side. The author's draw-
ing is very poorly executed, and his design is

exceedingly indifferent from an architectural

point of view, though wo suppose "Wengbury "

would urge that he aimed at no such pretensions. I

Good proportions and shapely forms tao no less

practical than ungainly ones, and we must tako
the contributions to our Club as a whole in
judging their merits. " Taffy " sends a cramped
plan, with no thorough ventiLation to the wai'ds

and no light to the central squai-e hall. "WiUic"
and " Ivanhoe" complete the series.

FURNITURE FR(JM THE HOME ARTS
.•US'D INDUSTRIES EXHIHITION.

THIS sheet of sketches shows some of the more
up-to-date specimens of fumitm'C brought

together at the recent g.athering of amateur work
at the Albert Hall in connection with this

prosperous and useful society, whose classes con-
tinue to increase throughout the country. All the
pieces illustrated are from the Ascot School, pre-

presided over by Mrs. Leopold RothschUd. The
execution leaves nothing to be desired, and the
lines chosen by the designers of the examples in
question ai'e reserved and simple, quite in keeping
with utility and the needs of everyday purposes.
The drawing furnishes paiiiculars of the mate-
rials employed, and if there is nothing specially

novel in the articles, they are none the less

adapted for their purpose. "What little orna-
mentation they display is good of its kind, anil

unlike much of the more usual typo of over-
elaborated examples familiar from the majority
of the classes, the Ascot School is not afraid of
simple carpentry and plain construction—

a

remark which embodies no small degi'i^c of com-
mendation.

The "V'icar of Wymondham, Norfolk, is about to
make an appeal for restoring the great Perpendicular
church, the nave of an earlier Benedictine edifice

now in ruins. It is proposed to repair the beautiful
roof, to replace the unsightly pews by benches, and
to open out the great western archway. Of the
£20,000 required, one - half has already been
promised.

At Zermatt a sjmdicate is .about to carry out im-
provements and sanitation, and to secine the village-

ag.aiust the danger of fire. An extensive system of
drains and sewers is being built, and a large net-
work of water-pipes is being laid down for the
supply and distribution of spring water. Large
quantities of water deviated from the Trift, the
torrent that runs into the Viege, will be kept con-
stantly flowing through the main and branch drains.

The water for drinking and for irrigation is being
brought from the vale of Trift into a large tank
built above the vdlage.
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now TO KSTIMATE : OK, THE AXALYSIS
OF BUILDEIW rRICE.S._XI.

By John T. Re.\, F.S.I., Surveyor, Wiir Dopt.

Piiriny o/Oi/i. htj 6i/i. rfl StaffurtUhire Tiles taitf

i» Liiii'' Jfutfar tint JiMttte.i in Ce/nr,if.—Those
ciurirrics, as thiy ;ire termed in the trade, are of

many quJities and viirioiiii colours, dift'ering in

price from 6s. to 10s. per 100, delivered in

London. The trade disiomt is nsuilly 10 per
cent. .\ fair price for aver^fe quality would be
Rs. per lot, and there are thirty-six of this sized

tile to thi' square yard. The attendance of a

libourer would be small, most of the work in

connection with the laj-ing being performed by
the bricklayer alone.

s. a.
MSlaffoiJ-shin- tiles. Bin. xtiin.. at S<. per 100 2 10}

J cubie fi»ot of lirac mortar at 7(1., forLiying IJ
Cement fur jointing OJ
I^atKiur. :; !»mn» bnekl;iyer at lOd 1 8
AttfUiLince, i h >ar labourer at (>.i 3

5
.\ilJ prulit . j

Cost per yji-d sap-?r 5 G

The labour will be incrcisod if tiles of two or

luoiv colours have to be selected when laying, or

when the i)attern is elaborate. Bedding in

cnuient will, of eoui-se, bo more expensive than
merely bedding in lime mortar.

I'OISTIXO.

IVmfiny life Jl'ork, Ji:it~ntYHf]: joint in Linir

Jfoyfftr, int'Jiilinj Hikiirj out thr Joints,—.V cubic
yard of lime mortar will point ITOsq.yd. of

walling, and it will take a bricklayer and labourer
one hour per yard super, for labour.

S. (i.

Vi7» cubic yard of lime mortar at 16s 1

Labour, 1 hour bricklayer aud labourer at Is. 4d.-.. 1 4

1 5
2Add prolit

Cost per yani supi^r 1 7

Uaking out old mortar joints, colouring, and
flat-joint pointing is often sublet in London at

8s. per 100ft. super, for labour and material.
Ditto ill Ceiiieii' Mnrliir, ditto.—K cubic yard of

ceuient mortar, 1 to 2, will point 22r)sq'.vd. of

walling, and it will take a bricklayer and
labourer l-'j hour per yard super for Labour.

s. d.
'.'Miyanlcubeof cement mort.ir at 23s. 9d IJ
Labour, 1', ,0 hour bricklayer and labom'er at Is. 4d. 1 55

.\da proat
1

2;

Cost per yard super 1 9

If the pointing is to old work, a scaffold would
have to bo put up and removed, for which allow
an extra quarter of an hour per yard super, of
time for 'bricklayer and labourer. There would
also I)e some further labour for raking out old
joinis, as compared with that in new work.

Cfini-nl Filtitinij.—A bricklayer and labourer
will run lOft. per hour of 2|in. by Jin. cement
filleting uniier slating to gables, "using guiding
Iiths.

IlEDDIXG.

lieiUini) Frnmes in H/iir Mortar and Pointing in
f.'(•»l/•«^—This implies that that portion of the
frame which abuts against the inniT reveal is

bedded in a narrow band of hair mortar, and that
the ex])osed edge of this is pointed all round after
fixing the frame. As the frame is supposed to be
24ft., the area of bediling (24ft. by 4Jin.) would
be laq. yd., or require, say, {ft. cube ot mortar.
Labour would be about i hour bricklayer and
labourer.

8. d
Jft. cube hair mortir at 7id. for screcdiug s\
Cement for m»infciuj^ all round 1
i-hour bricklayer and labourer at Is. 4d. !!"!".! 8

Add profit jj

CoMtofcacrh
2 2

The usual price is Is., and large frames, 24ft.
to .3«ft. super.. Is. fid. each. Sometimes this item
19 bdled at per yard run, in which case the price
would be Is. 2d. -h 6yd. (18ft.), or, say, 2d. per
yard run.

iJwlding wall-plates, and window-boards, &c.,
woulil be analysed in the same manner. \ brick-
lay.r, with attenrlant labourer, will bed about
2>ft. run of 4Jin. by Sin. wall-plate per hour.

CITTI.VO AN» I'lX.NIXG.

Itough Citltinj anil V'aste.—Th.m is for such
p-irU a.s gables, skewbaeks, over arches, ic. The

waste is usually sm;

consideration in the

rod of brickwork.

Waste in cutting, say
L ib.-mr ia cutting and
at lOd

\\\, and is mainly taken into the section should be stated. Ends of joists are
number of bricks allowed per not included under this heading, as they do not

j

necessitate extra labour.
s. d.

I
s. d

Oi I

Labour, i hour bricklayer and labnmer at is. 4d. , 4
j
Cement for pinning . tj

1 :
rubbing, '; lobr. bricklayer

Addpront

Cost p?r ft. super

F.iir C'ti'tiny an't

is entailed th in in

same.

13

HiMiii'/.—Hsre more labour

last, while the w.iste is the

Waste in cnttin*, say
Labour in cutting and rubbinji. ^-houi- brickbiver
at lOd. . . . . ,

Add proUt
3
0}

31Cost per ft. super

•S/,-eirlinr!: Cutting, iin. tfiilr.—This is cut after

Ihe work is built, ani generally refers to trimmar
arches. The skewback is 4"iin. wide, but is

measured as ,5iu. The labour would be one-fifth
hour of bricklayer at lOd. = 2d. per foot run.
Hough (Jutting for iin. C/insp.—This will pro-

bably apply to cutting a chase for a soil-pipe

;

but this is generally left as the work is carried
up and is half a brick each way ; there would
thus be no need to price it. But if the pipe is

small, the chase would most likely be cut after-
wards, and would only mean a few minutes'
labour with hammer and chisel, being estimated
at about 4d. per foot run, including profit.

Cutting Grooic.—A bricklayer will cut 17ft. run
in an hour of grooving, Iin. deep, in brickwork for
lead flashing. He will point twice this quantity,
or 84ft. run, of flashing per hour.

Cut for, and Pin Edges of, Liindings in Cement.—
If these have not already been built in with the
work, as they should be, the brickwork will have
to be cut away for them. For a Sin. landing one
coui-se of bricks will have to be removed, and
above this to 6in. two courses. The lineal space
above and below will then have to be made good,
and the edges of stone pointed with cement : the
mason will fix the landing. For a Oin. landing
(cutting out two courses) the detail would
aj)pear :

—

s. d.
Bricklayer, J hour at lOd 5
Cement for making good and pointing 0}

51
OS

Add profit

Costofeach q ^

Cut ani Fjrin Holes for Pi/jes.—'Vhe lu-ice of
this would vary according to the size of the pi])e
and thickness of wall. For a wall one brick thick-
allow :

—

s. d.

n
2

Add profit
51

oJ

Cost per foot run G

For a 3in. landing (cutting out one course),
take half the foregoing labour, making 3d. per
toot run for the whole cost. Add IdT per foot
run for every inch of increased thickness of
landing.

Cutting Toothings and Bonding Xete Brickuork
to Old.—One course in every four of the new
brickwork would be toothed 4|in. into the old,

which would be cut out to receive the projection.
The remaining three courses would make a
straight joint. The cost of the extra materials
.should be included with the labour. For li brick
wall the detail would be :

—

s. a.
Extra brickwork, 13.5in. by 3in. by 4}in, projection OJ
Extra lime mortar for toothiiij,' ',

oj
Labour, Vi lioiu* bricklayer at led. -.0 2"

Bricklayer, J hour at lOd.
Cement for making good

. , , , 7
Add profit ...

.. . D 1

Cost per hole q §
Allow J hour for li-brick wall, and 1 hour for

a 2-briek wall, with ceaicnt in proportion.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Core mil Purgel Smoke Fines.—This is generally

i

stated by the number, without giving size or
length, which is an unsatisfactory practice. The
contractor in s\ich a case must find out particulars
from the drawings. The saving ot brickwork by
the non-deduction of flue in the (.iuantities should
pay for the labour in forming, so that only the
parget rendering of lime and cowdung need be
reckoned. For a flue 9in. by Oin. (3ft. perimeter)
and 40ft. long, the value of the materials for
pargetting would be :

—
I 40.0
3.0

120
. = 13} yard? super of rendeiong ma- s. d.

terial at l.id 1 4';

Add profit 1]

Cost per flue 1 6

This is generally considered too low an estimate,
but it is almost universallj' adopted. A better
mode of valuation would be to state size of flue

and to price at per foot run, at say Id. for above
size, which would be much nearer the mark. This
would give 3s. 4d. per flue (40ft. long) instead of
Is. Cd.

Lauding I/riehs.—A Labourer can pick up and
throw to a carter stajiding in a cart 100 bricks in

five minutes, or 1,200 per hour, when loading
close by. But if the laboui-er has to walk three
yards to and from the cart and pick up and throw,
it will take him twice as long, or 600 bricks

loaded per hour. The carter packs the bricks i:i

his cart as he receives them.
Terracotta Cliinineg~pot, 3ft. high, and Flaitneed

in Cement.—The wholesale trade price of a terra-

cotta chimney-pot, 3ft. high, and of plain design,

would average 2s. 3d., but it greatly varies. The
trade discount off published lists of chimney-pots
is 15 per cent. It will have to be set and flaunced,

or floated about with a weathering of cement.
s. d.

Net cost of chimucy-pot, 3ft. high 2 3
Cement mortar, ^ft. cube at lOid 5^
Fbcing, &c., 1 hour bricklayer at led 10

Add profit ,

.3J

. 0.1

Cost per foot super ^ 3i

The toothings rightly should l)e in cement, in
which case add Id. to the foregoing rate.

('lit for, ami Pin in Cement, Ends of Steps.—An
item of this sort is on the assumption that, owing
to the great trouble and accuracy required in
making proi-ision beforehand, the holes for steps,
kc, are cut away and made good after the trick-
work is up. A bricklayer and labourer would be
occupied half an hour over each job.

s. a.
Labour, 1 hour bricklaj-er and labourer at Is. Id.... s'
Cement for painting and making good 3

Cut for and Pin in Cement Fnrls of Timbers,
Girders, >Jr.—Although these are described as
" cut for and pinned," they are, of course,
merely built in and pointed uji as the work pro
coeds. "" -f

,

Add profit, say , 55

Cost of ejich 4

Terracotta Air -brieks, 9i». bgSin. and Bnilt in.-

These cost 25s. per hundred, wholesale trade

price. The inside of the air-flue opening would
be rendered in cement, and the area would be
24in. girth by Oin. depth, for I5 brick wall.

H. d.

1 terracotta air-brick, 9in. x 3ia., at 25.*^. per 100... 3
Rendering in cement, 24in. x 9in. = 1ft. Gin. area. 1

Labour, i hour bricklayer at loa OH
n
1Addprofit

Costofeach . 10

The price of Oin. by Oin. air-bricks is 6Gs. per

bundled, and this size fits two courses in height.

Sometimes galvanised " air-bricks " arc specified

instead of ten-acotta ones.

(7\) be continued.)

Mr. R. H. Bicknell, an inspector of the Loeal
Government Board, has just held an injury into the

application of the Castle Ward Rural District

Council to borrow £2,000 for works of sewerage and
sewage disposal for Dinnington Colliery. The
sewerage will gravitate to the outfall, and he dis-

r,,. 1 1- ,* ,
"^

I

posed of bactsrially. Mr. Harry W. Taylor,
1 he area of end is not supposed to exceed i A.M.I.C.E.,ofNewcastle-on-TyneandBirmingham.

ibs.i.in. tor smnll timbers, and when above this ' is the engineer. There was no opposition.
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Hasi'oki), Staffs.—Jlcmorial-stones of a new
Wesli'van school-chapel at Basford were laid on
Thui-sday in last week. The entire scheme which
it is intended ultimately to carry out provides for

a chapel on the main road from Newcastle to

Ilanley. Close to the chapel will be the schools,

of which the memorial-stone.s were laid last week,
and next to the schools will ultimately he erected

;i manse. The design of Jlcssrs. P'ord and Slater,

architects, Burslem, was selected in o]ien com-
petition. The school is planned in the form of a

cross, comprising; an assembly-room -i'ift. by ;i;ift.

;

four classrooms, entrance porches, heatiny: vault,

A'c. The assembly-room may be enlarjied by
removing foldinj;; partitions. Thebuildingisal.so
planned so that three more classrooms may at any
time be added with facility, with the same
arrangement for merging thi'm into the assembly-
room if required. The walls will be cased with
red facing bricks, with moulded terracotta dress-

ings, and figured pitch-pine will be used in the
interior for wainsccting, pulpit, roof, and par-
titions. The contract for this part of the scheme
amounts to £l,'25o, and the builder is Mr. .1. H.
Hroadhurst, Burslem. The total cost of the
s"hool-chapel is about £2, .500, and the sitting

accommodation will be for 300. The entire scheme
is estimated to cost £7,000.

EnixiiuuGji.—The foundation - stone of the
north front of the extension of the City Chambers
was laid by the Lord Provost on Friday. It is

several yeare ago since the plans by Mr. Robert
Morham, city architect, for the extension of the
City Chambers were sanctioned. About £200,000
are to be spent on the extension and improvement
of the buildings. The work has gone on in
.sectioTis, chief among which was that part on the
west side of the Exchange, and extending west-
wards to Warristoun-close, in which the new
burgh court - room, council refi'cshment - room,
and museum are situated. The portion now
arranged for wiU be continued along Warristoun-
close, and will have a frontage to Cockburn-
street and the north. On that side it takes the
place of the City Hotel, which was purchased for

the purpose, and the new building will be carried
up to the height of the present City Chambers.
From the pavement at Cockburn-strcct, with
which it will be brought into line, this block wiU
rise to a height of about 120ft. The estimates
for the part of the scheme now being built amount
to between £1.5,000 and £16,000.' Lifts will be
provided from Cockbum-street to the various
stages of this block, both for passengers and
stores. The chief contracts have been secured by
Messrs. Turner and Sons for the mason work, and
by Mr. Colin JI'Andrew for the joiner work, and
it is hoped that the extension may be completed
by the end of next year. It is intended that the
block will be faced with Prudam stone. The
other parts of Mr. 3Iorham's design still to be
executed include the extension of the whole of
the north face of the present City Chambei-s to

the line of Cockbum-street, and its extension
.southwards by Allan's Close, with central dome
and lantern ; but this important conti-act has not
yet been let.

Heuxe Bay.—On Saturday Sir H. Campbcll-
Bannerman, P.C, il.P., opened the Passmore
Edwards convalescent home for railway men.
The home is pleasantly situated on highland at
Beltingc, to the eastward of Heme Bay, only a
quarter of a mile from the sea, and close to the
Friendly Societies' Home, which also owed its

establishment mainly to the munificence of Mr. J.
Pa.ssmore Edwards." In the case of the home for
railway men, Mr. Passmore Edwards originally
made a gift of o}, acres of land as a site and
£•5,000 to the building fund ; but he has since
lontributed a further £1,000—the cost of the
fumishing—and started the library with a
nucleus of 500 volumes. The building, which
was built from designs by Mr. .\. Saxon SneU,
F.R.I.B..\., is Queen Anne in style, and contains
accommodation for 100 patients, The cost of
erection has been abcut £12,000.

Leeds.—An hotel and other premises are in
course of erection by the Leeds Central Estates
Limited on the sites of the old hostelry, the Bull
and Jlouth, and three shops fi-onting to Briggate,
and of a large quantity of cottage and other
property at the rear. The estate has a superficial
area of about 5,000 square yards, with frontages
of 117ft. to Briggate, 12rft. to Kirkgate. and
109ft. to Ceutral-road. The cost of the estate

was no less than tl'JO.ollfl. Tlie Corporation
have bought a strip of the land for the making of a
new street from Kirkgate to Huncan-street. The
buildings now in the course of erection, designed
by Mr. T. \V. Cutler, F.K.I.B.A., London, com-
prise an hotel, emporium, twonty-one shops, and
a restaurant. A noteworthy feature of the fa(,'«de

will be its embellishment by the two figures, re-

presenting " Simmier " and "Autumn," now
being exhibited in the Sculpture Room of the Royal
.\cademy. These are the work of Jlr. F. E. E.
Schenck, scidptor, London, and will serve as

corbels, supporting pilastei'S. The hotel will

have a frontage to the new thoroughfare (New
Central-street) as well as to Briggate, and its ac-

t'onimodation will consist of billiard-room with
eight tables, buffet and luncheon-bar, dining-
ro()m, lounge, smoke-room, commercial rooms,
drawing-rooms, twenty-niiui stock-rooms, and
bedrooms for HO visitoi-s. The emporium facing

the principal thoroughfares will be of .six stories,

and have a iloor area of l,OG()S(i.yds., and a

window frontage of 320ft. The twenty-one shops
and the restaurant wiU front Kirkgate, New
Central - street, and Central - road. Messrs.
Armitagc and Hodgson, b\iilders, Leeds, have the

building I'ontract ; the price is £96,015. Including
the cost of the estate, the enterprise represents an
expenditure of consider.ably over £300,000.

Mi'sWELL Hill.—The first portion of the new
church of St. James, JIuswell Hill, N., coiLse-

crated on Jlay 25, consists of the chancel and
morning chapel, and two bays of nave and aisles,

together with vestries and organ tr.ansept. ^\'hen
completed, the nave will be 96ft. by 30ft. inside

dimensions, and aisles of same length, by 13ft.

wide. The chancel is 40ft. by 28ft., and morn-
ing chapel 40ft. by 15ft. 3in. The choir and
clergy vestries are divided by a movable screen,

and will form a parish haU when the screen is

folded back. The style of the church is Perpen-
dicular Gothic. The walls are faced inside with
sawn Ancaster stone, and similar stone, roughly
faced, is used for the outside casing of walls. The
elaborately-moulded pillars, arches, and traceried

windows, doorways, he, are of carefully selected

Bath stone, twice coated with fluate of magnesia,
to prevent risk of decay. The roofs are all open-
timbered, of pitchpine, those to nave and chancel
and chapel being of circular barrel shape, and
panelled by means of principals and ribs. The
floors in chancel and passages are paved with
marble mosaic, those under seats with maple wood
blocks. Canadian oak seats and clergy and choir

stalls are provided. Sittings for 950 persons will

be provided in the completed church ; the present
seating is for about 500. The cost of the present
portion of church is about £6,500. The complete
church, exclusive of upper part of tower and
spire, will cost about £13,000, and it is intended
to proceed with the erection of the remaining
portion of nave and aisles and lower part of tower
as soon as the original old chapel-of-ease has been
removed. The architect is Mr. J. S. Alder, of 1,

Arundel-street, Strand, W.C. The builder is

Mr. John Bentley, of Waltham Abbey.

Newcastle-ox-Tyxe.—The -oundation-stones
were laid, on Wednesday week, of Wyclif Baptist
Church, Elswick-road, Newcastle-on-Tyne. The
style is Perpendicular Gothic freely treated. The
accommodation in the church is for 306 adults, or
for a mixed congregation of about 350. A futirre

end gallerj- is pro\-ided for to seat 100 adults or

120 mixed—or an eventual total of 470 mixed.
The choir is on the platform in front of the iiulpit,

and the baptistery is also on the platform, covered
when not in use ; the organ is in an apse behind
the pulpit. The building consists of a wide nave
with hammer-beam, open-timbered roof, and
jjlastcred ceiling, and double transepts on each
side, with timber arches supported on iron

columns, each transept being lighted by a threo-

light traceried window, projecting portico in

front, with vestibule and inner lobbies with
swing-doors, and a vestry on one side, and a
staircase on the other side in the tower leading
down to school, and up to gaUery in the future.

A staircase on each side of pulpit leading down
to the school below cluu-ch, and to minister's anil

teachers' vestries ; a ladies' vestry behind the
pulpit. The seating is arranged semi-circularly
on the plan, so that every hearer directly faces
the minister. The heating will be by hot-water
pipes and radiators. There is a school under the
church, and a church parlour 19ft. by 13ft. ; also

heating chamber .and lavatories, etc. The ex-
ternal walls are faced with red pressed facing
bricks, with tawny terracotta dressings and

ti-aciry, ^:c. 'Piie contr.ict for tlie liuilding is

£4,383, including boundary-widls, gates, railings,

&c., but exclusive of the upper portion of the
tower. The builder is Mr. Alexander Bruce,
Newcastle ; the architects are Jlessrs. George
Baines, F.1\.I.B..V., and Reginald Palmer Baines,
Clement's Inn, W.C.

P<iXTELAxn.—The Ncwcastle-on-Tyne Board
of Guardians have bought some 70 acres of land
near Ponteland, on whiih to erect cottage homes
for pauper children. The scheme contemplates
at present the erection of a superintendent's
house, four blocks of semi-detached cottages, aiul

a half-block to be used as a hospital if rinpiired.

The buildings all have a soutli aspect. There is to

be a workshop block to the south of the road.
Each block stands in its own garden witli its owi\
footpath, a back road r\inning round the homes,
while in front on the south of the road is a play-
ing green. Jlr. Humplirey .\lkinson has been
appointed clerk of works, and the whole of the
work is being carried out under the super-
intendence of Messi"s. Oliver, Leeson, and Wood,
architects, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and Jlessi-s.

E. Hender.son and Son, of Ponteland, were the
contractors.

YoaK.—The Estates Committee of the York
City Countil will submit a complete scheme for

improWng the Theatre Koyal at a special meeting
of the corporate body to be lieldon Monday next.

In their report they stale that, according to the

conditions of the lease, Messrs. Waddiiigton are,

prior to January 1, 1902, to expend a sum not
less than £1,000 in decorating the interior of the

theatre, jiainting the interior wood and iron-

work, and providing electric-lighting fittings,

and in reseating parts of the theatre and
providing new di'essing-room and lavatory accom-
modation. The Corporation are under a liability

to maintaia and keep the roofs, main walls, and
main timbers in good rei)air, to paint the o\itside

wood and ironwork, to wire the theatre for the
purpose of a supply of electric light, and to

provide modern sanitary' conveniences. The
committee instructed Mr. Frank A. Tugwell,
A.R.I.B..\., architect, of Scarborough, to report

on the condition of the theatre, and as to the

alterations necessary to bring it up to date. Mr.
Tugwell reported that the theatre is unsatis-

factory both from an actor's and a spectator's

point of view, and he submitted to the committee
a plan throwing into the auditorium an additional

width of 17ft. on the north-west of the building.

This allows room for the planning of a modem
theatre with all its necessary accommodation,
together with a stage of adequate size. The esti-

mated cost is £5,292. The couuuittec recom-
mended the co\incil that the scheme suggested by
ilr. Tugwell should be carried out, 3Ir. Tugwoll
being retained as architect at a commission of £.5

percent., his remuneration for the preliminary

report to merge in the commission. This recom-
mendation is subject to the following financial

provisions, in which Jles-srs. AVaddington have
expressed their concurrence, that upon the £3,292
or whatever sum may be the ultimate balance of

exijenditure, Messrs. Waddington will pay during
the term of their new lease interest at the rate of

71 per cent, per annum.

A new Congregational chmrch was opened on
Tuesday at Oakleigh Park, near Baruet. It has
been erected at a cost of £6,000 from designs by
Mr. E. F. Knight.

In the case of the application on behalf of

William Edwards and Edward George Medway
(described in the receiving order and carrying on
business as Edwards and Medway), Ethelred-street,

Kennington-cross, S.E., and Dorothy-road, Laven-
der Hill, S.W., builders and contractors, and
co-partners, a discharge from bankruptcy hiis been
gi-anted.

The Incorporated Gas Institute held its annual
meeting on Tuesday at the United Service Institu-

tion. Mr. T. Ormiston Paterson, the president,

dehvered his inaugiiral .address, and subsequently,

after a long discussion, a resolution was carried

affirming the desirabihty of the amalgamation of

the institute with the Institution of Gas Engineers.

The timber-wharf on the south side of Eamsden
Dock, at Barrow, caught fire on Tuesday, and was
practically destroyed before the flames could be
extinguished. Lying alongside the wharf was the

armoured cruiser Eiii-ritilns, recently launched by
Messrs. Vickers, Sons, and Maxim, Ltd., -which

was considerably damaged by fire. The wharf was
recently constructed for the Furness Railway
Company by Messrs. lohn Aird and Co., and was
only partially insured. It cost about £20,000.
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SOCIETIES.
AGE Co.Mi'KTiTiox.—The tisscssor has awarded Edixburgh Architecti'iiai. Association'. —

CitoMEii.—In .substitution of thi'old jetty, swept
i

Hi^t premium.';, amountini; to 45gs., to Jlessi-s. A special meeting of this association w.^s held in

uway in a storm four veai-s aj;o, thiTonow stands '

^I""'^'' ^nJ Macholl, of Dewsbury, and second
]

the Royal Institution on "Wednesday, the -Sthinst.

a new pier, aiul a wider and better promenade
replaces the old w.ilk along the picturesque sea
front. These improvements wore formally in-
lu^'urated on Saturday by Lord Claud Hamilton.
The new promenade is a thousand yards in length,
i!i ! extends from the Ufcboat station on the east

'i, beyond the Grand Hotel on the west
1 ! ii. 'i'he ])ier, which is constiiicted of
wrought-iron piles, driven 20ft. into the bed of
the sea, upon which rest cast-iron columns
carrying steel girders supporting the deck, has a
breadth of 40ft., with bays extending to fiOft.,

and is 500ft. long. There is a shelter, wliich
includes a bandstand, at the head of the pier.

premiums, amounting to liOgs., to Mr. J. R.
Elliott, C'.E., of Nottingham.

Watfork.—The school board at the last meet-

ing adopted the following report by the assessor,

.Mr. Thomas .T. liaUey, F.R.I.B.A., architect to

the London School lioard, upon the competitive

designs for the new A'ictoria Boys' School :

—

'
' The foul- sets of plans are labelled in series

—

viz., 'A,' 'B,' ' C ' D.' I have given careful

consideration to each one in conjunction with
your conditions, and feel that the one deserving
of the first place is that lettered ' B.' There are

points about the others which in ray judgment
render them inferior to that design." The board

rhc whole of these new works have been can-ied then opened the sealed envelopes containing the
out at a cost of close upon .£12,000. Jlessrs.

Douglass and Aniott, of Westminster, were the
engineers; Mr. A. Thorne, Westminster, was

names of the competitors—viz., A, Mr. C. P,

Ayres ; B, Mr. John Hunt ; C, Messrs. Pridmore
and Anderson ; T>, Mr. W. H. Snue. It was

the contractor for the pier; and Jlessi-s. A. Fasey unanimouslv resolved that Mr. John Hunt should
and Son, Lcytonstone, and Messrs. B. Cooke and
Co., Westminster, were the contractors for the
promenades.

HoYLAKi:.—The formal opening of the new
Generating station for the supply of electric light
t»ok place on Saturday. Tlie boiler-house is

equipped with three Lancashire boilers, and fed
by two of Weir's feed-jiumps, capable of supply-
ing 3,000 gallons of water an liour. The chimney
is 125ft. in lieight. The engine-room contains
three steam-engines, each 12.5I.H.P., and
running at .'')00 revolutions per minute. Each
engine is coupled to an alternator capable of
giving 75 kilowatts, equal to 1,000 16c. p. lamps.
'I'he magnets for thi' alternators are excited by a
iirrent taken fi-om two storage batteries of GO

-ells each, sujiplied by the Chloride Electric
Storage Syndicate. Besides the engines there is

a motor alternator, either end of which can be
run as a motor. A five-ton overhead travelling
crane is included in the equiimieiit of this de-
partment. Jlr. T. Foster was the architect, and
the buildings have been erected bv Jlr. James
Mcrritt, of Birkenhead. Mr. T. L". MiUer was
the consulting engineer, and Mr. Ernest Jilaqiles
the resident engineer. The length of mains at
present laid is 25,774 yards, or nearly 15 miles,
and there will shortly be further extensions.

Walker-ox-Tvnk.—The inauguration of a
new gas-holder at Walker gasworks took place
on Friday. The gas-holder is constructed upon
the Dempster improved (Jadd and Mason type
erected in a brick tank. The g.asometer is tcle-
acopic in its action and appearance, and is of the
s, iral-guidcd type, thereby being distinguished
from the other gasometers in the district wliich
are fitted with columns of guiding frames. The
gasometer is supported and guided in its workin

be appointed architect upon the terms mentioned
in the conditions of the competition.

CHIPS.
Tlie President of the Local Government Board has

appainted Major-General H. Barley Crozier, K.E.,
to be chief engineering inspector of the Local
Government Board, in the place of Major-General
C. Phipps Carey, K.E., who has retired. Mr. G.
Waller Willcocks, M.Inst.C.E., has been appointed
deputy eliief engineering inspector, in succession to
Major-Geueral Crozier. The President has also, as
we foreshadowed some months ago, appointed Mr.
Brook Taylor Kitchin to be architect to the Local
Government Board, in the j^lace of Mr. P. Gordon
Smith, who has retired.

Oil Thursday in last week, at Hoylake, Mr. H. P.
Boulnois, inspector under the Local Government „^, j./>>uu
Board, held an inquiry regarding an application by

j Stevens "llr Rax-ne' l-c"the district council for permission to borrow £i;5,.500
'^^'-^'^'^' ^^^- ^^^}^e, 4.C.

Jlr. Henry F. Kerr, the president, in the chair.
The chairman referred in fitting terms to the
death of iMr. John M. Brydon, London, and it

was resolved that an expression of the associa-
tion's regret and sympathy be sent to the relatives
of the deceased. Votes of thanks were awarded
to all who had contributed directly to the success
of the recent visitations, Mr. J. G. (ioodchild, of
the Geological Survey, being specially mentioned
in connection with the "geological ramble" in
the CJueen's Park. Professor Baldwin Brown
addressed the meeting on Durham, He.xham, and
Chesters, with the view of conveying a general
idea of the character and aspect of the princijial
buildings, &c., to be visited on the occasion of the
association's annual excursion to-day (Friday)
and to-morrow. His remarks were illustrated by
lantern transparencies.

Northern- Architectuu.il Association-. —
An excursion meeting in connection with
the members of this association was held on
Saturday, the place visited being Hexham.
The party, numbering between twenty and
thirty, were met at Hexham station (having
journeyed b^' the 3.5 p.m. from Newcastle) by
brakes, and drove to the new residence of the
Rev. E. S. Savage, on the Oakwood Banks on the
north side of the river. After inspecting the
rector of Hexham's new house (which is not yet
ready for occupation), the party returned to Hex-
ham, and having seen Hexham House and Duke's
House, inspected the grand old Abbey. In addi-
tion to Mr. F. Caws, the president, the party
included IMr. Arthur B. Plummer, Mr. Glover,
Mr. J. W. Taylor, Jlr. H. Taylor, Mr. Sherifl:,

Mr. Orwin, Jlr. Corking, Jlr. Hicks, Jlr. Charl-
wood, Jlr. Errington, Jlr. Badenoch, Mr. Bruce,
Jlr. Dyson, Mr. White, Jlr. Featherston, Jlr.

extension of electric- lighting works andfor the
cables.

Mr. William Quiller Orchardson, R.A., has been
elected a Foreign Associate of the French Academy
of Fine Arts as successor to M. Broszik. Since
1895 he had been a correspondent of the Academy.

Tlie new operatic theatre at the Cardiff Infinnary
was opeued on Thursday in last week. It has been
buUt at the cost of Mr. Thomas Webb from plans
by Mr. Edwin Seward, F.E.I.B.A., of Cardiff.

The footway tunnel below the Thames, for the
purpose of connecting the southern bank of the
river at Greenwich with the northern bank at
Poplar, has now been carried all the way from
bank to bank. Its construction has occupied about
two-thirds of a j'ear, and the whole work when
completed will cost about £110,000.

_^^.„.__ „ ..„,^.,i.- ,

An adjudication in bankruptcy has been made m
position by means of spii-al rails attached to the ^^^ "'^^^ °^ James Pullen, Kemiingtou Park-road
Vice of the holder. This is the first holder of the

'""^ Amelia-street, Kenniugton, S.E., builder,

rt erected in the Tyneside district, though The Bishop of Rochester consecrated a new
chancel at St. Barnabas, Gilliugham, near Chatham,

in

iiring the last 10 years upwards of 115 hav.
been built, varying in size up to 1 50ft. in diameter
with one, two, and three lift*. It is claimed that

on Tuesday.

Mr. H. P. Boulnois, an inspector under the Local
the spiral-guided g.a8-hoId(u-s are cheaper than ,

Government Board, has held an inquiry at Holy
guide-framed gasometers, that they can be kept
in perfect order at a low cost, and that the guide
rollers are fixed upon the dip of the holdin" or
coping of tank and are always accessible. In the
present instance the tank is '82ft. in diameter by
23ft. 6in. deep. The; outer lift of the holder is
soft, m diametcT by 22ft deep. The middle lift is
7

1
ft. 9in. in diameter, and the inner lift 75ft Gin

in diamot<r, with a capacity of 300,000c.fl.
Iho work in connection with the lank has been
carried out by Jlr. D. N. Brims, of Newcastle
and the ironwork by Messrs. R. and J. Dempster!
Ltd., of Jlanchester.

The Sheffield Board of Guardians are about toapply to the Local (Jovemment Board for sanction
to borrow £15,000 in instalments for hospital
extensions. '

Messrs. K. II. Shorland and Brother, of Man-
chester, have just supplied their patent Manchester
gratos and special inlet panels to the Basford work-
house, Nottmgham.

The contract for providing two additional lines
l»tween Ou.ston Junction and Low Fell Station, on
the North-Listem Railway, has l«en let to Messrs.
Kidlevand Sons, contractors, Middlesbroufh, and

o^Bi^k^sJalion".'^"'""'
"^'"^ "P^™"-^ ««"«•

well into the application of the rural district council
lor sanction to borrow £2,500 for works of water
supply for B:igUlt.

The chairm.iii of the Derwent Valley Water
Board, Mr. T. R. Gainsford, of Sheiiield, presided
on Monday night at a dimier at the Hotel Cecil,
given to mark the commencement of the works of
the board, and to meet the Lord Lieutenant of
Derbyshu-e (the Duke of Devonshii-e) and others.
The board, which is the largest of its kind in the
kingdom, was formed by Act of Parbameut of ISUO,
and operates in the towns of Sheffield, Leicester,
Nottingham, and Derby, and the counties of Derby,
Notts, and Leicester, supplying water from the
Upper Derwent Valley in the Peak district to
upwards of 2,000,000 people. The supply given by
the board is only designed to supplement existing
supplies. The authorised capital of the board is
between £5,0011,000 and £0,000,000, to secure which
they have power to charge the rates of Shefiield,
Nottingham, Leicester, and Derby.

The governors of the Northampton General

The memory of the late vicar of Shirley, the Pev
Charles Burd, has been commemorated by the
erection of a stained-glass window^ in the south
transept of the church. The window consists of
four lights and tracery, and the subject illustrated
is the Miraculous Feeding of the Four Thousand,
the test of the last sermon preached by the deceased
in the church. The canopy and base are treated in
a structural design, the cinquefoil piece of tracery
over the centre lights representing Our Lord seated
in majesty, surrounded by cherubs. The work has
been designed and executed by Messrs. Camm and
Co., of Smethwick, of Birmingham.

In a post-card just to hand dated from the foot
of Mont Cenis, Mr. Harry Hems says :

—" Reading
over my recent notes made me feel like starting
afresh ; so here I am at the foot of Mont Cenis, just
about to start covering it agaui on foot as I did
thii'ty-seven years ago."

Schemes of sewerage from Mr. W. H. Radford,
Nottingham, and Mr. W. H. Simpson, Leicester,

have been referred for consideration to the Parochial
Committee of Siwley.

In the House of Lords on Jlonday, the London
Bridge Widening Bdl (Amendments) was read a
third time, aiul passed.

The draft Constitution for the proposed Federated
Institutes of Australasian Architects, as revised by
the Sydney Committea of Arcliitects, and embody-
ing the suggestions of the various State Institutes,

has been forwarded to the latter. This will, no
doubt, receive in each State further careful con-
sideration before being submitted at the Melbourne
Conference.

The foundation-stone of new elementary schools

was laid at Winlaton, Co. Durham, on Monday.
The architect is Jlr. J. H. Morton, and the con-

tractor Mr. M. A. Armstrong.

The Bishop of Bath and Wells dedicated, on
Thursday in last week, the west front of the Bath
Ab>)ey, wdiich has just been restored under the

advice of Mr. T. G. Jackson, R.A. The cost of

renovation, so far as the west front is concerned,
has been about £2,000. Six new angels have been
placed on tlie ladders on either side of the west
window, replacing those which, owing to the action

Infirmary have decided to carry out a scheme of ' of the weather on the perishable stone, appeared to
renovatiou at an estimated cost of from £15,000 to ' be moulting their feathered wings; the figures of
£20,000. Sir Henry Burdett's scheme provides for St. Peter and St. Paul remain untouched, but are
the building of a homo for the nurses, who are now

I
overshadowed by new canopies. Mr, (Jeorge A.

housed in rooms at the end of the wards, and a
,
Frampton, A.R.A., has been the sculptor. The

complete ^jenewal of the sanitaiy arrangements.
I

more expensive work of repamug the nying but
Many ot the w.alls are to be rebuilt, floors are to be
rclaid, and the whole of the ventilation is to be
replaced by a better system,

tresses, which was not origin.ally contemplated, is

still proceeding, and wdl, it is expected, bring the

total cost to between £5,000 and £0,000.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
["We do not lioUl (uirst'lves rospoiisiMr f"r tlio opinions of

our coiTt'spon(ieut>!. All cninmuninitious should be

(Imwu up us biiefly as possible, us there are niiiny

tlaim:mts upon the spiice allottf-d to correspondents.]

It is piirticularlv requested thut nil drawings and all

coinmuniciitions respectinf? illustmtiuns or litemiy matter

should be addressed to the EDITOR of the BriLiUNr,

News, Cleiuent's House. Clement's Inn Tassjig^. Stnind.

W.C., and not to members of the stjitl" by name. I)i_lay

is not unfrequently othen^ise caused. All drawinf^s and
other eoniiimnioations are sent at contributoi-s' risks, and
the Kdit.ir will not undei-take to pay for, or be liable for,

unsoui^ht e<intributions.

Cheques and Post-office Ordera to be made payable to

The Stkand Newspaper Company, Limited.

Telcgmphic Address :—'*Timesen-or, London."
Telephone No. 1G33 llolbom.

NOTICE.

Bound copies of Vol. LXXtX. are now ready, and
should be ordered early iprice r2s. each, by post

12s. lOd.'), as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of V..k. XXXIX., XLT.. XLTV.,
XLVL, XI.IX.. LI.. Llll.. LVIIl.. LXL, LXII.,
LXril., LXV.. I^VL. LXVIL.. LXVIII.. LXLK.,
LXXL. LXXIL. I.XXUI.. I^XLV.. LXXV.,
LXXVL. and EXXVII.may still be obtained at the
aame piiio ; all the other bound volumes are out of

piiut. Most of tlie back numbers of former vohimes arc,

however, to be had singly. Subscribei-s reciuiring any
back niunbers to complete voUuue just ended shoiUd
order at once, as many of them soon rim out of piint.

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding: the BriLDiso News,
price 2s., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher. Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the
T'nit.'d Kingdom; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
Vnit<-d Stites. £1 6s. Od. (Qr Gilnls. MOc. s^oldi. To France
«.i- Bel-rivmi, £1 Gs. Od. (or S^Mt. 3ac.) To India, £1 Hs. Od.

To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cai>e, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charee for Competition and Contract Advertise-

ments, Public <,'ompiniGs, and all olhcial advertisements
is Is. per line of Eight words, the first line counting as
two, the minimum chai-ge being os. for foiu- lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miscellaneous
and Trade Adveitisements (except Situation advertise-
ments) is 6d. per line of Eight words i;the fii"st line

counting as two, the minimum charge being 43. 6d. for

40 words. Special tei-ms for series of more than six

insertions can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-poge advei-tisements 2s. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No Front-page or Pai'agniph
Adveilisement inserted for less than 5s.

Advertisements for the cun-ent week must reach the
office not Liter than 3 p.m. on Thui-sday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

SIT L"ATI0X9.

The charge for adurertisements for " Situations Vacant

'

or •* Situations Wanted" is On'e .Suii-likg for Twkstv-
ForR WoRos. and Sixpence for every eight words after.
All Situation Advertisements must he prepaid.

Received.—N. E. and Son.—L. M. C—B. E. M, Ltd.—
R. K.—F. P. and Co.—D. C.-W. B.—X. Y. Z.

J. P. Mi'MFORD (Natal.—The best book is Mr. Sachs's
" Modem Opera Houses and The.itres." A second
wlition is now prepaiing for press by Mr. B. T.
Batsford, 94, High Holborn. W.C.

Office.—"Old Alphabets," published by Bell and Sons,
York-street, Covent Garden, and another work of same
character by Lewis F. Day, published by Batsford, 04,

High Holborn.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
CONOI.UDISG SFBJECT FOR SESSION 1900-1901.

An Architect's House, with offices, in a town, on a sit<'

28ft. by 60ft.. facing the market-place on the south, and
ha\'ing a return fronUige on the west flank in a side
street, in which elevation the office entrance is to be
located. The private entrance is to be on the .south

fi-ontage, which is to set back 4ft. Gin. to light the base-
ment by an area. The office accommodation to provide a
good entrance and waiting-lobby, a private office for
principal 17ft. by 15ft., or of about that area ; a dmwing
office for two assistants, a lavatoiy and w.c. An
inclosed space must be pro\-ided for three bicycles, so
placed as to be accessible for the ixssistants' machines.
The house to be distinct from the office, with a pass-
door, so ananged that the senants may readily answer
the office-doorbell after businc*ss hours. A good large
liWng-ronm on the ground floor. Kitchen, scullery, itc,

in the basement, and a tradesmen's door. Dravring-
room on first floor, and five I'cdrooms in the rest of the
house, with bathroom, two w.c.'s (one being in
basement), and box-room. A good staircase is

essential, and a well-lighted hall. A sense of roominess
combined with compactness is desin^ble. The exterior
to be in ashlar stone, and to be treated with muUioned
windows in .an architectural style adapted to an archi-
tect's professional estabhshment—in a dignified, but
not ornate manner. The walls of the upper part may
be slate-hung, at option of designer. Scale, 8ft. to the
inch. Sufficient di-awings to illustrate the design
properly, and a sketch if space will allow. Size of
paper, 24in. by ISin.

Drawisus Received.—" Ophir," " Quercus."

3-uttvcainmunicatiou.

QrE.^TToys.

[ llT'.'S.l—Northants.— 1 nm nn :iivhitcofs ussisUint

;

imi thnikin-; of sjH'niliim- ii week of my holidays sketching
in Northaniptiinshiri; with a friend in the s:inu' profession.

Neither of ns hiivins: any lu-qimintiinrc witli tliat part nf

tile eonntrv, I shuuli bo veiy much oliliRvd to readei-s if

they wonlci i^ve me ii list of plaees of arcnitectunil interest

in that distviet. We both ryelc, and should mneb prefer, ;

if possible, to make one pl'aee a centre, working round '

from that centre to other plaees.—liR.\Pi"or.:t. i

[llT-ii).!—Constant-Level Apparatus.—Will any
reader who has practical knowledge tell me what are the

correct pmportions in a constant-level ajipamtiis for a
continuous still, and if it is possible to avoid the waste of

heat which takes place .' When the water boils, it

expands and overflows down. Then when the cold

water tinds its way in, there is a lowering of the tem-
perature, and the water ceases to boil, tlonseque^ntly

there is a constant alternation of boiling and non-boiling
;

but the most serious i)art is the loss of heat, which runs
away witli the hot water down B. A being a half-galhm
can, I can only get half a gallon of distilled wut<'r in

•2i hours. t)f course, if 1 turu the gas down low, the

distillation is more regular ; but then it is too slow. I

can distil much faster without the side inlet ; but the can
so often runs dry, and entails watching.— .Sm.

J^EPLIES.

[U"2I.] — Land Surveying'.— Intpiire of 1!. T.

Batsford, !I4, High Holborn, lyindon. 'W'.C. He is jnctty

safe to stock such worlcs, published by 1>. Applet<iii.

Crosby Lockwood and (.'o., Ijongmans and Co., and
Spons'. All London firms. They are all good, and it is

ditticult to choose.

—

Rkoent's Park.

[11725.1—Church Seats.—.Say Kt, 4in. or 2ft. i;io. as

space between backs. Height of seats isin. to Win. If

latter, sloped to 18]in. in front. Breadth of seats llin.

—

Recent's P.\iik.

[1172G.] — Pavement. — Kough boards might do.

Should prefer concrete.—KncEN'T's P.vuK.

[U727.]—Stained and Painted Glass.—Of
course, stained glass has the colour permeating its sub-

stance. Painted glass is only artistic colouring on sui-face,

and not so permanent. The first is generally prefen-ed.

Batsford, 91, High Holborn, W.C, may stock books
thereon.

—

Ki^gent's P.vuk.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
Thk Xatiox.vi. ('..\i.i-ki:y.—Mr. T.ii'ler asted the

Fii-st t'i>inniis,sioiier of Works on Tuesday whether

his attention had been called to a rejiort recently

made l>v Mr. W. F. Sherman on the danger from

fire to wliioh the National Gallery \vas exposed :

and whetlier he could see his ^vay to so amend the

Bill dealing with the subject which ho had intro-

duced into tlie House as to iucUido in it powers to

.secure a sutiicient isolation of tlie tiallery to protect

it cIVectuallv from all risk of dcstnietion by flro.

Mr. Akers-i)ouKlas : My .attention has been calleil

to tliis rejrort, and it is now under the consiilera-

tion of the Department. Witli regard to the second

]iai-asr.'l>h of my hon. friend's question, I do not

see my way to" an extension of the Uill. [The

salient points of Mr. Sherman's report were given

in our last issue, p. 7S'2.]

HousiNO OF TiiK Laboubino Classes.-On th<-

motion of the Home Secretary, a resolution was

agreo.l to on Tuesday deelariiig " That it was ex-

pedient that a Select Coimnitteo be aiipointed ti>

join with a Committee of the House of Lords t>>

consii'.er the Standing Orders relating to house-

occupied by persons of the labouring class, and th-

Clauses usually inserted in private and local Bills,

and Provisional Order Conlirmation Hills in pur-

suance thereof, and to report whether any Amend-
ments should be made in such Standing Orders, and

what provision should he made for bettor securing

the rehousing of all persons of the labouring classes

who might be displaced in connection witli tin

undertaking to which the Bills related, whctln i

displaced under the powers given' by the Bills oi

otherwise."

A Rechabite Hall is about to be built at Ilfra-

combe. It wdl have a frontage to the Northfield-

road of 5.5ft., and will comprise a hall for jiublic

meetings and entertainments with seating accom-
modation for 700 persons, with smaller h.all under,

and tent, retding, band practice, and committee
rooms. The architect is Mr. H. W. Weu-, M.S..\.,

of Ilfracombe.

An important Bill promoted by the Stockport

Corjioiution for improving the supply of water to

the borough came before a committee of the House
of Lords on Tuesday. The corporation seek to tap

the streams in the Kinder district, in order to meet
the prospective needs of the borough and the places

dependent on it. The estimated cost of the under-

taking is from t700,000 to £800,000.

Mr. Jolm Troutbeck, the High Bailiff, and a

special jury sat at the Ouildhall, Westminster, to

assess the amount of compensation to be p.aid by the

Council to Mr. Thomas Harriss Scruby, trailing as

the Licensed Victuallers' Employ Association, at

319, Strand, for the compulsory acquisition of his

lease for the puiposes of tlie Strand Improvement
Scheme. The amount of the claim was £'2,.')9.5 os.,

including £1,816 for loss of trade and disturb.ance,

and £200 the value of two signboards. In the

result, the claimant was awarded £400.

At a meeting of the Wakefield City Council, held

on Tuesday, it was decided, on the recommendation
of the electric light committee, that the salary of

the engineer (Mr. Blackmore) be advanced to £300
a year, and that in consideration of the supervision

of the eSteusion of the plant a bonus of 1 jier cent,

be paid him on all completed work on capital

account.

Professor George Aitchison, R.A., in a letter to the

Times, refers to the unfortunate fact that Mr. Wilham
Young and Mr. J. M. Brydon, the two distinguished

architects who were to build the War Office and
Government Buildings, have both ilied when the

foundations alone have been completed, and asks

why no second architect was appointed in either

case to complete the works, as is the custom in

Frauce. He also reiterates his regret that the

method of budding from models, in vogue since

Justinian's time, has been abandoned in modern
times.

The South Stoneham Rural District Council

having applied to the Local Government Board for

approval of the proposed construction of a special

drainage district to comprise parts of the parishes of

North Stoneham and South Stoneh.am, and for

sanction to borrow £30,000 for purposes of sewerage

and sewage dispos,al for such special drainage dis-

trict. Inspector R. H. Bicknell, M. lust.
I

'.!;., held

an inquiry at the Philharmonic Hall, Southampton,
on Tuesday week.

CHIPS.

A large deputation, representing the master
plumbers and painters, waited on the property com-
mittee of Hull City Council on Friday, asking that

the Corporation should receive tenders from each

trade, and not from builders only as a whole.

At a meeting held at the Palace, Liverpool, on

Monday, the Bishop of LiveriMol (Dr. Chavasse),

Bishop Royston, the Archdeacons of Liverpool and
Wan-ington, and others being present, it w.as

resolved to recommend the Bishop to adopt the site

of St. James's Mount for the erection of a cathedral.

The bishop was requested to convene a pubhc meet-

ing on Monday next, the 17th inst., to which the

resolutions of the Bishop's committee may be sub-

mitted. It was resolved that the hearty thanks of

the clergy be given to Sir Wdliam Forwood and the

members of the Bishop's committee for the great

care and pains taken in investigating the question of

a cathedral site and obtaining a list of subscriptions-

A new Wesleyan chapel was opened at Cowes on

Thursday in last week. It seats 7<)0 persons, and
h.as cost £8,000.

On Saturday the members of the St. Albans

Photographic Society, in conjunction with the SI.

Albans and Herts Architectural and Archaiological

Society, paid a visit to Dunstable to inspect the

church and other objects of interest in the town.

The party, who numbered about fifty, were con-

ducted by Mr. C. H. Ashdown.

A new Wesleyan chapel at |Wettenhall, near

Cholmondeston, was opened on Wednesday week. The
style is early English, and the work is carried out in

brickwork, with terracotta facings. The dimensions

are 37ft. by 2.5ft., and accommodation is provided

for 121 worshippers. There is in addition a school-

room, which will accommodate forty scholars,

divided from the chapel by folding screens. The
interior woodwork is of pitchpine. The architect

was Mr. R. Matthews, of Nantwich, and the

builder Mr. Thomas Huxley, of Malpas.

The Wigton Urban District Council contemplatt^

buying the g.asworks of that town, the property of

the Wigton Gas Company, Limited.

The Lord Mayor visited the Bolingbroke Hos-
pital, Wandsworth Common, on S,itiiiday,tolaythe

foundation-stone of the new Victoria Wing. The
hospital will eventually contain 1.50 beds, and will

cost £00,000.

Mr. W. O. E. Meade-King held a Local Govern-

ment Board inquiry at Han-ogate on Friday, with

respect to the application to borrow £5,000 to erect

a laundry on the Starbeck Baths Estate, and £1,300

for the purchase of a steam road-roller, horses, and
harness. There was no opposition.

A new Congregational church at Churchtown,
Southport, was opened on Friday. The building,

which has cost £2,COO, will give accommodation for

700 persons, and replaces one which was erected in

1830". Mr. Francis P. Halsall, A.R.I.B.A., South-

port, is the architect.

New Board schools erected at Nenthead, near

Newcastle-on-Tyne, were opened last week. The
cost of the schools and master's house has been about

.£2, .500. Accommodation is provided for 180

chddren. Mr. T. E. Davidson, of Newcastle, has

acted as architect.
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L£GAI. INTELLIGENCE.
ABBiTniTio-v AT Stoke-on-Tkknt. — At the

North Statford Hotel, Stoke-on-Trent, on yriJay,
Mr. J. C. Cadman, of .Silverdale, and Mr. John
Shaw, of Derby, sat as arbitnitors, the former for
the Wi>l.stanton Rural District Council, and the
1 itter fur .^[r. Hcurv Walthall, of Derbv, with Mr.

A new Congregational church was opened at
Churchtown, Southjiort, on Sunday. It replaces
one built in ls:;0, h;is cost £2,600, and will accom-
modate TOO persons.

A special meeting of the Lowestoft Town Council
has been held to consider the report of the Joint
Committee on the question of sea defence. Mr. W.

Kre ierick Kowler, of Sheffield, as umpire, in rcsiwct
|
G. Douglass, C.E., who had been allied in to advise

of the Holditch Sewage Farm, which is occupied by the committee, recommended the erection of a con-
the Wolstanton Rural District Council. The
C'ouucd's le;ise his expired, and they sought to
effect a compulsorj' purchase. Eventually the
representatives of the parties came to an agreement
whereby, subject to the consent of the Rural Dis-
tri t Council and of the Local (Jovcniment Board,
the price to be paid for the land should he £10,000,
with f.">20 for the costs of the arbitration, the
mining rights to be reserved.

Bre.icu of BriLDisG By-Laws.—At Colwyn
Bay on .Saturday, Mr. Owen Lloyd, I'endorlan,

i

Colwyn Biy, wtus summoned on two informations

rete sea-wall, l,Si»0 yards in length, in front of the
Denes, with four main grojiies and IG subsidiary
groj'nes, the cost of which he estimated at £28,200.
This report was, after some discussion, adopted,
and Mr. Douglass was appointed engineer, at an in-
clusive fee of '> percent., with 1:5 percent, additional
for tlie preparation of quantities for the works.

At the last meeting of the Northwich Brunner
Free Libraiy Committee, the difficulties of main

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITART
MATTERS.

Caki.isle Water Supply.—A serious difficulty
has arisen with regard to the carrying out of the
scheme for a gravitation water supply for Carlisle.
When the scheme was adopted four j'ears ago the
estimate of the total cost by the engineer, Mr
Newton, was £129,000, and "that of Mr. Eaton,
Loudon, who was called in as a consulting engineer.
il.iO.OOO. Tendei-s for tlie construction of the
resei-v-oir at Castlecarrock, in Geltsdale, and the
laying of the pipes from that place to CarlLsle, have
been sent in. The engineer's estimate for that part
of the scheme w.as £88,000, but the lowest tender
for It amounts to £113,000, or £25,000 more than
was calculated upon, and the highest tender is

£141,000, or £.53,000 more. There are other two
contracts to be tendered for, and the tenders for
these also are expected to be so much in excess of the

tenance, ttc, consequent upon the damage to the , ._
budding rau-sed by subsidence, was the subject of

I

estimate that it i's feared that the totaf cost of the
consideration. The architect reported that buUders scheme, when completed, will be little short of

by the urha'n district council for otVences agaiiLst the ^''^^'^ averse to tendering because of the peculiar
[

-£200,000. The subject was discussed at great
building by-laws. Mr. James Amjihlet, who pro- character of the work which was necess.ary. Under

:

length at the meeting of the city councU on Tuesday,
se;uteJ on "behalf of the council, .said the defendant ', ^^^ present Act only Id. in the pound can be levied

\

and it was eventually agreed to take no action until
submitted plans which were approved, but after
wards he iii-ide cert.iiii alterations without the
sanction of the council. Mr. Wm. Jones, G.E.,
surveyor to tlie Colwyn Bay Urban Distiict Council,
s.iid the defendant submitted jilans for six houses
tliree stories high. He built four of them in . ,_ ..

accordance with the plans, but in the last two,
I
at " a Local Oovernment' inquiry held o^rFriday

inste.id of making a laiin. wall to the level of the ' before Mr. W. O. E. Meade-Kinti- for sanction to

for all pui-poses connected with the library, so that
the sinking of the building causes much (UfKculty.
Consideration of the steps to be taken was ad-
journed.

As the result of the recent extension of the Ripon
city boundaries, the corporation made application

third Honr, it was only Olin., which would save
him using 5,000 or 6,000 bricks. The foundations,
therefore, were not sufficient for the superstructure,
an J the stability of the buUdin" was imperilled.
In the other case defen'lant added an atlditional
story not shown on the plans. If he had presented ___ .__ ^ _

tho plans to the council they woulil not have passed ! sewage disposal works,
them, because the walls were not thick enough, and

'

the area at the back not spacious enough. The
bench tine 1 the defendant tho maximum penalty in
each case, £5 and costs, amounting to £11 16s.

o --- ^auction to
bon-ow £5,000 for purposes of sewerage and sewage
disposal, and £3,000 for carrying out street im-
provements. It appeared from the statement made
by the town clerk that the three portions added to
the city through the extension contained 210 acres,
and were at present unprovided with sewerao-e or

The Lo.sdon- Buildixo Act.—On Monday,atthe
Lamljeth Police-court, Messrs. Bell and Co

A model lodging-house erected in Church-street,
Hamilton, by the Model Lodging-House Co., Ltd.,
is now ready for occupation. The building is three
stories in height with basement, the foundations
being of stone and the upper jiortiou of brick, rough-
cast. One of the features of tlie dormitories is that

the committee has had an opportunity of consider-
ing the matter with Mr. Eaton, the consulting
engineer.

Wiseton, Doxcastee. — A scheme of main
sewerage and sewage disposal, prepared by Messrs.
D. Baltour and Son, of Loudon and Newcastle-on-
Tyiie, has been approved, and an immediate start is
to be made witi the work. The method of sewage
disposal consists in the treatment in self-acting
bacterial tanks, the effluent from which will discharge
into the adjoining watercourse.

Aldgate-avenue, were summoned, at the instance of
I

^^^-h cubicle has a separate window for air and liehtk.» T 1 r' J r^ M i> , . .
I Tt- ;^ u.,..*...^ *1 1 i. :i,. , . . . ^

the London Count)' Council, for neglecting to
comply with a notice requiring them to set back the
boundary fence of the forecourt of some premises
in Teather-street, Camberwell. Mr. T. Chilvers,
from the Solicitor's department of the Council, said
the defendants crectel around the forecourt of the
premises a fence which was less than the distance
prescribe!! by the London Building Act from the

It is heated throughout with hot-water pipes, and
will accommodate 152 lodgers.

Tiverton Isolation Hospital, which has been
erected at a cost of over £;!,000, was opened on
Saturday.

The new wing the Poplar Hospital for Acci-

The Liverpool City Council adopted at the Lost
meeting the agreement with the Mei-sey Docks
Board with respect to an exchange of land con-
Sequent on the George's Dock improvement.

Mr. Arthur Gates, of 12, York-terrace, Regent's
Park, architect, who died on May 15 last, aged 72
years, leaving personal estate of the net v.alue of
£174,064 185. lid., bequeathed £1,500 to the Royal
Institute of British Architects for an " Arthur Gates
Prize," £ 1 ,500 to the Architects' Benevolent Society,
£500 to the Benevolent Fund of the Surveyors' Insti-
tution, and £500 to the Chaiitable Fund of the
Surveyors' Club.

The Wesleyan Chapel Committee has sanctioned

dents, which hTxs been presVnted~by Ihe Drap;;;' ' *^/,.!'''?'ier^
^° "'"^ "^"'"'•"^ .^?'-*'P '» ™rio»^

centre of the roadway. Therefore, they were s^rve'd ST^r;;,'?"
"^ '"'''"•'' "" "^ =.i.,- ..,.,-.... ..--... P-. -^-Company, wdl be opened or. Tliursday in next week

with a notice requirmg them to set it back'
"
That I

'^"^ ^"'"^ ""*''' ^'^' ^^^ bishop of London.
tliey had failed to do. Mr. PhUip Conway, for the i

Mr. R. C. Leslie, the marine painter and writer
defence, elicited in cross-examination that the ;

oi seaf,ariiig subjects, eldest son of the late Mr
adjoimng houses had forecourt fences. The magis-

I

C. R. Leslie, R.A., and brother of the present Royal
trate pointed out that that did not affect the i

Academician, Mr. G. D. Leslie, died at Maria-place,
This was the process—he admitted that i

'Southampton, on Tuesday last, aged 75 years.
horriblv cumbrous one—by which the

out that that did
question,
it was
Loudon Building Act widened the streets. The
defendants having given an undertaking to remove
the fence, a penalty of 40s., and 423. costs was
imjiosel.

'

CHIPS.
The. Watford Board of Guardians have adopted

P. Ayres, of thit town, for pro-plans by Mr. C
posed nurses' home.

The opening services in connection with St
Aldan's Presbyterian Church of England took place
on Frid.ay. The church, which is in Palatine-road,
Manchester, is a building of Ruabon brick, which,
together with a school-house, has been erected at a
cost of £7,000, from designs prepared by Mr. Henry
Lord, architect, of Manchester. Accommodation is
provided in the church for 500 worshippers.

Mr. M. K. North held a Local Government Board
mquii-y at the Infant Schools, Aylesford, on Thurs-
day m last week, into an application of the Mailing
Rural District Council to borrow £10,200 for the
Aylesford and £3,125 for the Burham sewage dis-
posal works. Professor H. Robinson, the engineer,
explained the plans.

On Thursday last the first sod was turned of a
large estate of 27 acres at Wimbledon now known
as the Polytechnic Recreation Grounds. The estate
has been taken up by a budding syndicate, who will
make the roads and develop the whole of the estate
themselves. The directors have appointed Mr. J. W.
Start, F.S.I. , of 54, New Broad-street and Col-
chester, as their surveyor.

The scheme of electi-ic tramways for Newcastle-
on-Tyne is causing much perturbation and annoy-
ance, both within and without the council, and a
financial statement has been demanded from the
committee, it being broadly declared, and not
denied, that the original estimate of £400,000 had
mount^-d uji to a million of money. The statement
was promise! in a week, and "the City Council
carneil a resolution in disgust at the condition of

«tyle of the cathedral, a huM^ofi^m. ee;:^^;: ^^^:^^^Z^^^^^^^^l^l^m hand. There is no public tramway or 'bus service

The foundation-stones of a new Wesleyan chapel
at Butterwick were laid on Tuesday in last week.
The new structure, which is to cost over £500 will
.seat l.V) i^oplc. The contractor is Mr. Jas.
Kichardson Leake, and the architect Mr. W
Greenfield, Boston, Lin:3.

Mr. *V. O. E. Jteade-King, an inspector under
tne Looal Government Board, has held an in'iuiry
at Littleborou<;h into the urban district councirs
application to borrow £13,400 for works of private
street improvement, £1,410 for sewerage, and £375
for the diversion and covering of a watercourse.

A special service was held at Killaloo Cathedral
for the de hcation of a peal of eight Iwlls, erected by
the church people of the diocese to the memory of
the late li.gld Rev. William Bennett Chester, D.D
lt;»hopc,r Kdlaloe and Kilfenora from 1SS4 to 1813
It hiw licen found ne-essary to make certain struc-
tural alterations and improvements in the tower
where there had been but one liell hitherto. This
work has Jieen carried out at a coat of £1 000 Thenew p.rtimi of the tower is in keei.ing with the
style of the cjithoilrnl .> >,„;i,i;n»^.<i .-

Gothic.

iror.k, opened l.a.st week, have bee:i erected by
». Marshall and .Sons, of that town, from plans
r. A. \\ illiams. They are carried out in red

The new buihlinga at Queen Elizabeth's School
Cranbrook, - • • . -

•

Me.-isrs.

by Mr. _,. .._^ ...

ro»''0*'oK7''''^'''°"'' "ilre^.sin'Ks, measuring about
Hint, tiy )rt and rompri.se a lecture theatre, with
chemical M,n.l physir.al labomtories, each (itt(Ml with
liench acc^ommofiation for 20 boys
l)eing laid on to every ben'h.

gas and water

now in the city

A monument erected by public subscription to the
memory of Eugene Spuller, Gambetta's co-worker,
was unveiled in the Pcre Lachaise Cemetery, Paris
on Wednesday. The memorial, the work of the
sculptor (iasp, consists of a tall fluted stone column
surmounted by a bust of Spuller. At the foot of
the monument is a female figure depicting national
education, who is protecting and instructing a child.

country at an estimated expenditure of
£72,500. One of these new cases is the Seaman's
Home, Arc, at Poplar, the outlay ou which is £13,600.

On Friday the Archbishop of Canterbury dedi-
cated and preached from the memorial open-air
pulpit which has been erected at the south-west
corner of Spitalfields parish church, in commemora-
tion of the devoted labours of the late Dr. Bdling,
Bishop of Bedford. The pulpit, which is of Port-
land stone, has been designed by Mr. Alfred Cox in
harmony with the Classic style of the church. It
occupies an area of 16ft. by 9ft., and is capable of
accommodating both the preacher and a choir of
twenty voices.

The statue of Queen Victoria erected in the centre
of Dunn-square, Paisley, was unveiled on Tuesd,ay.
The statue, a standing figure, is of bronze, and is

placed on a pedestal of polished Peterhead granite,
which is appropriately inscribed. The total height
from base to crown is 13ft. lOin. The sculptorisMr.
Francis J. Williamson, R.B.A., London, where the
original in marble is situated. The statue shows
the Queen as at the date of the Diamond Jubilee,
attired in full state regalia.

! The new chapel which has recently been erected
at the Cowley Poor-law School. Cxford, was dedi-
cated on May 24. The chapel, the designs for which
were prepared by Mr. W. H. Castle, of Oxford, the
city estates' surveyor, is situated on the south-west
side of the school, and is 43ft. by 22ft. The

I

accommodation provided is for 175 children, and, if

' necessary at a future date, it may be eidarged by
the addition of a chancel. The budding is erecteS
with local stone, simdar to that used for the school,
the dressings being of Bath stone. The style is

Early English.

The Manchester City Council wish to purchase for
the townspeople Heaton Park, the seat of the Earl
of Wilton, but a difficulty has arisen as to the price
to be paid. The trustees of the W^iiton Estate ask
£230,000 tor the property, but after taking expert
advice the Park Committee of the corporation offer
only £190,000. At the last meeting of the council
it was proposed to increase this offer to £210,000,
but by a decisive majority- the members rejected it.

The vendors of the estate are now at Uberty to
reopen the negotiations with the corporation.

The dedication of Truro Diocesan Home for Boys,
which has just been founded at Helston, took place
on Friday. The old vicarage has been adapted for
the purpose, and provides an institution in which
twenty boys will be accommodated. M
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ILLrSTRATIONS.
-OVAL ACADEMY GOLD MKUAL DESIGN" FOR ITBLIC SCHOOL.
—ST. Matthew's oiilrcii, Auckland, n.z,—sew i'olice

rOL'RTS, BLACKBL'KN.—NEW BRABAZON HOUSE, WEST-
MINSTER.—BRITISU SCHOOLS, TROWBRIDOE.—DESIGN FOR
PUBLIC BATHS AND WASnUOUSES.

(Dur f-llustnations.

KOY.U, ACADEMY UOI.U MF.D.VL Pia7.EDE.SIGX: THE
EDICATIONAL BLOCK OF A PIHLIC SCHOOL.

This design einTiodiesas far as possible the every-
day requirements for the educational block of" a
public school, at the same time keeping to the
required arrangements set forth in the conditions
laid down by the Council of the Koyal Academy
• f -Vrts. It is true that I have added to them an
art school, laboratory, museum, and library : the
two former because I cuisider that they are
- ssential for the education of the present day, and
the latter for ready reference in connection with
(heir studies. Besides these reasons, 1 co\ild not
contrive, without breaking away entirely from the
conditions, any lutans of forming a symmetrical
pile of buildings. The accommodation, which I
think the accompanying plans -will explain, is as
f(dIows: (Jn the ground floor, immediately behind
the entrance-hall, is the assembly and c.x-

imination hall, provided with platform and organ
for concerts or other musical festivals, andi at
the other end a visitors' gallery, accessible
by means of the staircase to the' left of the
principal doorway. Sun-ounding this hall, and
a.s contiguous as it was possible to make
them, are the class- and retiring-rooms for

masters, so placed as to keep the pupils under
their observation : and near to the library is the
prefect's common room, for a like purjjose. To the
right of the tntrance-hall is the chapel, providing
accommodation for 260 persons, with an ante-
chapel, over which is the organ loft. The cloak-
room is placed so that it may be convenient for
students, both when attending school and Sunday
ser\-ice. To the left of the entrance-hall are the
library, museum, and drawing-school, the latter

having a north-east light. On the first floor

above the former are the chemical laboratories and
class-room approached by the stairs in the comer,
and cut off from the other part of the building to

prevent the fumes entering the coiTidors or class-

rooms, and causing annoyance to the occupants.
In the tower above the hall are provided a
governors' hoard-room, clock, and tank-room.
The whole, as may be seen, is so connected by
conidors that the student, once within the dooi-s,

need not leave the building, except for the
latrine«, which are placed in a detached building
at the rear of the gieat hall.

H. C. Reid Hide.

•^T. M.ATTHEW'S CHVUCH. AlCKLASD, XEW ZEALAND.

This church, which we illustrate from the
drawing now at the Royal Academy, will

occupy a conspicuous position in the city
of Auckland, at the top of a ridge nearly
100ft. above the level of the harbour. It

^viU consist of a nave 30ft. wide, with double
aisles on either side : a chancel 2.ift. wide and
50ft. long, with an ambulator)- or processional

pa,ssage 4ft. wide surrounding it, and both
eastern and western transepts. The tower, which
is of lofty proportions and crowned with a stone

spire rising to a hcis^itof 'JoOft. from the ground-
line, is placed on tlie north side of the church at

the east eml of the north aisle. An apse on the

east side of the tower forms the sanctuary of the

morning chapel. The organ will occupy a
chamber on the south side of the chancel east-

ward of the south transept. The chief entrance

will be from llobson street at the west end of the

church, through two porches provided with ex-

ternal and intcnial dooi-s. There .are separate

dooi-s for entrance and exit. Between the western

porches is a commodious baptistery. A western

gallery is placed over the baptistery and western

lobbies. As the ground falls considerably

towards the east, it has been found con-
venient to arrange the vestries under the

eastern )>orlion of the building. These will

consist of a spacious clergy vestry and separate

room for the churchwardens, for the members of

the ladies' choir, and for the men and boys. A
door from tfic churchyard will give access to the

ves'ries from the outside, and the approach to the

church is by a staircase leading into a narrow
aisle on the north side of the chancel. The walls

of the church will bo faced inside and out with
dressed stone. The chancel will be groined in

stone, the height to the ridge from the nave floor

being 48f't. JStone groining will also be used in

the morning chapel, baptistery, and nave aisles,

but the nave itself will have an open-timber roof

supported on lofty stone transverse arches spring-

ing from stone shafts rising fi-oni the gi-ound.

The height from the nave floor to the ridge of the

nave roof will be 70ft., the external length of the

church IGOt't., and the greatest width l64ft. The
church, including the western gallery, is calcu-

lated to seat 1,200 persons. The .architect is Mr.
Frank L. I'earson, of VI. },Iansficld-street, W.

SELECTED DESIOX FOIl THE XEW POLICE COCKTS,

ril!E STATIOX, ETC., KLACKltUKX.

The view of this design was illustrated in our

issue for ?Ja\- 17 last. The work is the conjoint
production of Jlessrs. Briggs and AVolsteiiholme,

of Liverpool and Blackburn, and Jlessrs. Stones

and Stones, of Blackburn, and is the one placed

first in the recent limited competition, in which
two local, one JManchester, and three London
firms were invited to submit schemes. We now
give the principal elevations of both buildings.

The plan was published with our reproduction of

the Royal Academy perspective, as above. Tlie !

as.sessor was Mr. A. N. Bromley, F.R.I.B.A., of

Xottingham, his report being unanimously
adopted by the corporation. The i-iew is taken
from the comer of Northgate and Blakey Jloor,

the separate blocks presenting a characteristic

appearance indicating their diverse use, while a

(jleasing unity is maintained by the group as a

whole. One of the distinctive features in this

plan is the separate building in the rear of the

police-courts, in which are placed the parade
room with mess-room, reading-room, recreation-

room, Are., over, connected by a covered way on
the lowi.T ground floor with the charge office, and
on the upper ground floor by a bridge across

police yard, giving the chief constable direct

communication from his department, and at the

same time supervision of all going on in the

police and drill yards, the chief constable being
the superintendent of the fire brigade. The fire

engine liouse is flanked by the deputy superin-

tendent and chief oflicers' houses, the stabling

being in the rear and the whole of the workshops
and stores conveniently gi'ouped around the

covered shed placed between the gateway for

returning steamers and the engine-house. The
firemen's dwellings are to bo in Duke-strei't,

leaving a large open space for drill purposes in

the centre of the site. The buildings are to be
faced with Accrington bricks, with stone dress-

ings, and covered with Welsh green slates, the

cupolas being covered with copper. The estimated

cost is a little over £40,000.

XEW BUAB.AZOX HOVSE, PIMLICO, S.W.

The building now in course of construction at

Moreton-street, Pimlico, is intended for the

housing of ladies with very limited means. The
le;ise of the existing establishment in South-
crescent, Bedford-square, having nearly expired,

a small company has been formed to erect and
equip the new building, among the members being
Lady Meath, Mrs. Hopkinson, Lady Tate, and
Lady Kelvin. The site was chosen on account

of its central position, being equally accessible

for ladies engaged in tlie vario\is )iarts of lyondon.
The lower ground floor consists of a largo dining-
hall capable of seating '.10 persons, with servant's

quartei'S and the usual domestic oftices. On the

gi'ound floor are the oflices and rooms for the lady
su]ierintcndent (Miss Lind.scy), whilst the wings
arc divided into jirivate bedrooms and cubicles for

the residents. On llie first floor, facing Moreton-
street, are thn-e large sitting-roonis, and the

remainder of this floor, together with the two
upjier ones, are occupied by sleeping apartments
tor residents. Altogether the estaljlishmcnt pro-

vides accommodation for 8!) ladies, 40 in private

bedrooms, and 49 in cubicles. Tlie materials are

stock bricks with red brick facings to the three

frontages, and stone dressings. Tlu' contractoi'S

are Jlcssrs. Uough and Co., of llcndon, whose
estimate was accepted at the sum of £11,384,

whilst among the sub-contractors are Mcssi-s.

.Mark Faweett and Co., for floors and steelwork.

The architect is Jlr. R. Stephen Ayling,
I'.R. LB.A., of Westminster, and the quantity

surveyor Jlr. Henry Riley, of Victoria-street.

TUOWHUIDOE BUITISn SCHOOL.

This building, illustrated from the drawing now
at file Royal Acadi^niy, has been designed to

accommodate 420 children, but at present only a

portion of the scheme has been carried out—viz.,

the ccnh-al hall and four of the classrooms, with
the necessary cloak-room accommodation, leaving

the babii's' room, teachers' room, and schoolroom
to be erected at a later date. The main feature

of the plan is the central hall, which is a well-lit

room, ()4ft. by 30ft. The building, erected by
Messrs. .J. Long and Sons, of Bath, has cost

£.),.'J00. It is ot sand faced bricks, with Bath
stone di'cssings, and the roof is covered witli

slates. The architects were Jlessrs. Silcoek and
Reay, of Bath.

" BIILDIXG NEWS " DESIGNING CLVB : A BLOCK or
PIBLIC BATHS.

—

\ COTTAGE HOSPITAL.

(For. the review of these competitions see p. 7yO.)

CHIPS.
Tlie new Pathologic;il Institute at the London

Hospital will be formally opened by Sir Henry E.
Roscoe, Vice-chancellor of the L'niversity of

Loudon, on Wednesday, July 10, at 3 p.m. "

On Saturday afternoon Lady Willox laid the

memorial -stone of a new mission-hall, which is

being erected in Prince Edwin-street in connection

with St. Ambrose Church, Eveiton, Liverpool.

The hall has a measurement of 69ft. by 3.5ft. in the
clear, and with classrooms will accommodate 700
persons.

Mr. R. H. Bicknell, M.Iust.C.E., an inspector

under the Local Government Board, held an inquiry

at the Audit House, Southampton, on AVeilnesday

week, relative to an application of the town council

for approval of a modification of their scheme for

providing accommodation for persons of the work-
ing class under the .Southampton (Housing of the

Working Classes) order, 1S95, and for sanction to

borrow iOOO for works of sewerage.

A combination of the leading stained-glass manu-
facturers of the United States is proposed to be
capitalised at 5,0U0,001ldol., the object being to

bring the stained-glass manufacturers under a
single management, eliminate competion iu selling,

and reduce the cost of manufacture.

At the last meeting of the Leeds City Council,

the library committee were authorised to proceed
with the erection of branch Ubrary premises at the

junction of Nineveh-road and Marshall-street,

Holbeck, iu accordance with the plans ot Mr. Wil-
liam Bakewell, of Leeds, at an estimated cost of

£3,660 ; and the town clerk was instructed to apply
to the Local Government Board for theu- sanction

to the borrowing of the money, and also of £692 for

the purchase of the land, aud £1,000, the estimated

cost of furniture and fittings. At the s.ame time,

the salary of Mr. Thomas Hewson, jun., general

a.ssistant in the city engineer's office, was increased

from £250 to £300 per aunum.

l"he estate of the late Mr. Valentine Barker, of

Rose Cottage, Mirfield, partner in the firm of

Barker and Clough, joiners aud builders, who died

in March last, is returned at £7,9S0, the net personal

value being £3,506. The sole executor is John
Barker, of Harrogate, architect and surveyor.

On Tuesday week a Roman Catholic chapel, built

to replace an iron structure, -was opened on the

Hartford-road, Huntingdon. It is of brick and
stone in the Romanesque style, andcost over £1,000.

Mr. S. Croot, of Brampton, is the architect : Mr.
M. Allen having executed the building contract,

Mr. J. Baxter the stonework, and Messi-s. Porter

and Co., of London, the marble work.
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Thk Glasirow Institute of Aiihi(ec(s are
making arrangoinrnts for a visit of llie Royal
Institute of Uritisli Architects to Glasgow early

in October this year, and during the visit the
iUinual dinner of the Institute will be held. The
date fixed for the dinner is Thui'sday, October 3.

Theprogramnie of fhe \-isit as at present arranged
is as follows:—Thui-sday, October 3, K.I.H.A.
Dinner. Friday, October 4: (1) Lunch in the
E.xhibition grounds, given by the (.Glasgow Insti-

tute to the Hoyal Institu'c visitors, (2) Visit to

the Glasgow Vniversity (tea). (3) Conrersazmie

jfiven in honour of the Royal Institute by the
Corporation of Glasgow. Saturday, October -5,

visits to E.\hibition, ic.

The sixth annual general meeting of the

British Association of Waterworks Engineers
will be held at Birkenhead on Tuesday, AVednes-
<lay, Thm-sday, and Friday, the ytli,"lOth, llth,

and I'ith of .Tuly. under the presidency of Mr.
W. A. Richardson, JI.I.C.E., waterworks engi-
neer to the Birkenhead t'orporation. The mayor
and corporation of Birkenhead have placed the
council-chamber of the town-hall, Hamilton

-

square, at the disposal of the association for the
purposes of the meeting. On the opening of the
proceedings on Tuesday, .luly "J, th(^ mayor
(Alderman Thomas Cook, J.P.) will receive the
members and welcome the association to Birken-
head. Jlemlers and their friends will afterwards
be entertained at luncheon at the town-hall by
the chairman (.Vlderman II. Bloor) and the
members of the gas and water committee. The
following papei-s will be read, with a view to

discussion:—"The Design, Construction, and
Cost of Service Reservoirs,"' by 3Ir. WUliatu
Ingham, Assoc. 3[. Inst. C.E., waterworks engi-
neer, Torquay :

•• The I'olUition of Public "Water
.Supplies," by ?Ir. AVm. W.atts, past-president;
and "French Practice in the JIanufacture of
Cast-iron Pipes," by Jlr. A. G. Cloako, London.
A lecture on " Rainfall, the Cycle of Preci-
pitation," will be delivered by'JIr. William
E. Plummer, JI.A., F.R.A.S., astronomer
to the Mersey Docks and Harbour Board.
Arrangements have been made to visit the fol-
lowing works :—The Mersey Tunnel pumping-
station : the Borough - road. Spring-hill, and
Flaybrick-hill puniping-stations of the Birken-
head AA'aterworks ; the Great Float .and Liscard
pumping-stafion of the Wallasey T'rban District
Council Waterworks, under the personal guidance
<if Jlr. J. U. Crowther, waterworks engineer

;

Jlessrs. Laird's Shipbuilding Yard and Boiler
Works, Birkenhead : the Winwick and H4gh
Warren reservoirs of the Warrington Corporation
"Waterworks, nnder the personal guidance of
Mr. James Deas, waterworks engineer ; the
-•Vubrey-strect and Dudlow-lane pumping-station.s
jind Xorton Tower of the Liverpool Corporation
AVaterworks, by permission of Mr. Joseph Parry,
M.Inst., C.E., corporation waterworks engineer;
The Eccleston - hiU, Brown Edge, A\'histon,
Knowsley, Kirkby, and Melling pumping-stations
.and softening works of the St Helen's Corpora-
tion Waterworks, under the personal guidance of
Mr. J. J. Lackland, JLInst.C.E., waterworks
engineer ; the Liverpool and Birkenhead Docks
and Observatory ; and Messrs. Lever Uros.' soap-
works at Port "Sunlight. The annual dinner of
the as.sociation will take place in the mayor's
dining-room at the town-hall on Wednesday
July 10, .at 7.30 p.m.

At the last meeting of the city council of
Coventry, Councillor .Vndrews moved "That a
tompctent architect be consulted in order that he
may advise the council as to the rejjairs to that
portion of the ancient St. Mary's Hall buildings
above the entrance corridor."" He pointed out
that certain repairs, which he designated as mere
patching-up, are proceeding in the picturesque
three-storied portion of St. .'\lary's Hall—work
dating from early in the loth century -under the
direction of thi> city engineer, and quoted from
the report made by Mr. Edward Hurgess eleven
years ago as to the careful renovation desirable.
Mr. Burgess at that time repaired part.s of the
hall and added the muniment room and free
librarj- to the block of b\iildings, and it was
necessarj-, Mr. Andrews held, that an architect
should ho called in to advise on reframing the
roof and carrying out the works required, with-
out injury to the orignal construction. A long
discussion took place, but on a division Mi\
Andrews's motion was rejected by 22 votes to 8,

several members declining to vote. The repairs

will therefore be completed by the city engineoi-

and his staff.

At the monthly meeting of the Holywell Urban
Council, on Jlonday night, ^Ir. J. P. Jones
moved that the council regretted to observe that

Basinwerk .Vbbey was fast becoming a total ruin,
' and respectfully begged to draw the attention of

the owner. Sir I'yei-s Mostyn, Mr. Henry Taylor,

the local secretary of the Society for the Preserva-

tion of Ancient Jilonuments, and the Flintshire

County Council to the desirability of taking steps

to preserve the building. He referred to the
famous Cistercian Abbey and its historical

associations, remarking that it was founded by
one of the Earls of Chester in the early part of

the twelfth <'entury. Recently a large wing had
collapsed, ami he was not sure the stones were not
being carted away for building purposes. The
jjroposition was carried.

A NKW series of lantern-slides of Westminster
Abbey has just been published by Messrs. Sanders
and Crowhm-st, 71, Shaftesburj--avenue, A\'.

They are reproductions of photographic nega-
tives specially taken this spring for the purpose,
and are 112 in number. JIany are made from
unfamiliar view points, and in aU the tech-
nical difhculties of lighting and perspective are
skilfully surmounted. Clearness of definition of

arcbitectui'al features is combined with the grada-
tion of light and softness of effect that are
essential to the effectiveness of a picture when
thrown on the screen. Among the exterior views,
Ko. 1U6, that of the south transept from the
cloister court, is especially good ; but the interior

effects, in which historical and architectural
associations are combined, will be most popular.
Some of the best of these are Nos. 94 and 9i, the
north and south transepts from the triforium
level; 19, looking west from the high altar: 42,
the famous brasses in St. Edmund's Chapel ; .58,

Henry VII. "s tomb from within the screen ; 04, the
cradle tombs in the south aisle, Henry VII. "s

Chapel : 85, Sir Francis Vere's tomb ; S3, the
celebrated Kightingale monument ; and 79, SO,

and 81, the wax effigies in the Islip Chapel.
Many architects who pui'pose lecturing next
season on the xVbbey and its monuments will be
glad to know of this excellent series of slides.

Thk recent development of the Pentelieon
marble quarries in the Pira-us is described by the
British Consul there in his report on the district

for the past year. The quarries are now under a
British company which has spent a very large
sum in laying down railways and machinery, and
it is hoped that everything will bo in workir^g
order there by the end of the present month.
There is a considerable demand for this marble
in the Greek market, and a contract for a large
quantity for the Stadion at Athens has been made.
It appears also to be likely that the marble will
find a ready sale abi-oad. Inquiries are made
from all parts of the world, and trial shipments
have been despatched to the I'nited States. From
one of the quarries a huge block, weighing 7-'i

tons, has been cut for the statue of Jloltke in
Berlin ; but on account of the freight and other
expenses connected with its removal, it will be
reduced approximately to the actual shape of the
statue, so that its weight will be 3.i tons only.
Hitherto Pentelieon marbli; has been shipped
mainly to Germany and in German ships, bo-
cause the latter have specially strengthened their
gear for the purpose of loading and unloading
marble. Cippolino marble from the south of
Eubiea is being pi'oduced in larger quantities
also.

Ml!. Roni::tT S. Pkahodv, President of the
American Institute of Architects, has been en-
gaged in advising with the Soeretary of the
United States Treasury in relation to the bettor
administration of the Tarsney Act, under which
outside architects are invited to compete for pro-
jected public buildings. So many misunderstand-
ings have arisen in api)lying this measure
that some of the most eminent architects in the
States have already deilinod invitations to com-
pete for Government work, and others havt!
expressed determination to do the same on occa-
sion. ?,Ir. Peabody and Secretary Gage have
now s(!t about removing the conditions which
might lead to further misundei-standings. Accord-
ingly, it h;ui been arranged that hereafter the
jury of award provided for in the Tarsney Act
shall be ai)pointed at the outset ; that it shall visit

the site of the jjroposed building, and examine and
advise upon the ])rogramme of competition, besides
having a voice in the selection of the competitors.

For this service the members of the jury are to be
aDowed a reasonable compensation, in addition to
their travelling expenses. Another suggestion,
made by President Peabody, that the suciessful
competitor sho\ild be allowed his actual travcUin"-
expenses while engaged in can-j-ing out his de-
sign, just as the travelling expenses of private
architects are paid by their clients, has been re-
jected by Mr. Gage," who thinks that, in the
case of such buildings, the regular compensation
is so large that the architect can afford to pay his
own travelling exi)ense5.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING- "WEEK.
Sati-rd.iv Tci-jiOKiiow;. — St. Paufs Ecclcsioki^iosl

.Society. Visit to Sarratt Church, under
suidance of Key. Edward Ryley, Rector,
i'rain to Rickm-^nsworth from Baker-
street, 2.40 p.m.

Arehitcctiu-al Association. "Visit to
Godalming, to view works by E. H. Lut-
yens. Meet at Waterloo Booking Office,
0.45 a.m.
Edinbui-gh Arclutectm-al Association.

Annual Excursion to Durham Cathedral.
MoXD.vv.—Royal Institute of British Arcliitects. "Edu-

cation in Buildinff." by Professor W. R.
Lethaby. 8 p.m.

"

Fitin.w.—Royal .'Vrchitectui-al Museum. Tufton-stieet,
Westminster. Annual General Meeting.
William Emerson, P.E.I.B.A., President,
in the chair. 4 p.m.

^rabt ©ebjs.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
Dundee.—The master plasterers in Dundee have

resolved to reduce the wages of their men by ore
halfpenny per hour. There is an agreement
between the bodies that notice of any alteration in

the rate must be given six months before it can take
etfect, so that that time must expire before the
reduction comes into operation.

NOKWicn.—The strike of the Norwich bricklayers
has now lasted a year, the men having ceased work
on June 1, 1900. There is still no immediate pro-
spect of settlement. The members of the Amalga-
mated Society of House Painters and Decorators,
who went out on April 1 for an increase of Ud. an
hour and various alterations of the rules, have, there-
fore, completed the first two months of the strike

;

and in this case also it appears as if the struggle
were likely to continue. The labourers, whose
society is the Xavvies', Builders' Labourers', and
General Labourers' Uuion, have resolved not to

resort to extreme measures in support of the de-
mauti for an extra halfpenny an hour which they
served upon the masters on March 1 , and they stiU

remain at work. The masters affirm there is a large

surplusage of labour of that kind still in the market.
The threatened strike of the carpenters, which was
also to have taken effect on .Tuuel, has been averted
by the concession of the advance asked for—a half-
penny an hour.

Fletton, Peterborofoh.—A strike occurred at
Peterborough on Friday at the extensive Fletton

brickyards, said to be the largest in England. The
men in the employ of the London Brick Company,
of which Mr. J. C. Hill is the chiii-man, asked for

a penny a thousand increase—a return to the price

paid until September in last year—and on it being
refused they declined to work the kilns, and paraded
the streets of the city. The four yards of the London
Brick Company oidy are alfected, and .550 meu are

out. The men are without organisation or reserve

funds.

At the municipal offices, Liverpool, on Friday,

Mr. H. Percy Bouluois, Local Government Board
inspector, hell an inquiry into the application of

the Livei-pool Corporation for sanction to boiTOW
£300,000 for purposes of electric lighting, and
£24,000 for the provision of public baths.

On behalf of the Local Government Board, Mr.
H. P. Bouluois held a public inquiry at Hoylake
Town Hall on Friday with refereuce to the district

council's application to borrow £13,500 for electric

lighting purposes. Mr. T. L. Miller (consulting

electrical engineer) and others gave evidence in sup-

port of the application, and there was no opposition.

The clothing and furnishing premises of Messi-s.

Chamberlin, Sons, and Co., on Guildhall-hUl,

Norwich, which were in great part destroyed by
fire in August, 1898, have just been entirely re-

constructed. Mr. J. Wallis Chapman, of London,
and Mr. E. BoarJmau, of Norwich, have acted as

joint architects. The actual work of budding was

intrusted to Mr. O. E. Hawes, of Norwich. The

fitting of the windows was given to Messrs. Sa^jc

and Co., London ; the electric lighting to Messrs. 'i,

N. C. Mann and Co., of Redwell-street, Norwich,

and the heating to Messrs. Richardsons, of Dar-

lington.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Trowbriiige—I.sol.itidnHospitil £20, £10 W. J, Miino, Clovk, Union-stiv.-t. Trowbridge Juue2l
Hereford—Mumcipiil Biiildinjfs £100 (merged), £75, £50 John Parker, City Knjjiaecr, Hcrfl'ord ,, SJ

Hamilton—WideuinjT Ciidzow Bridge £15158. (2nd), £10108. (3rd) The Town Clerks, Hamilton, N.Ii „ 3i1

Uanwi^t—Market Hall, Council Chambers, Sec, Market-sq.
ana i.sft. hv34ft. ; hmit £2,000) £20 H. Pierce, Clerk, f.B.C. Ofliie, IJanwrst July 2i;

Manclaster —Fire and Police Station, &c. (£75,000 limit) £300, £200, £100 The Town Clerk, Town Utill. Manchester „ 31
Kgremont—Masonic Hall £10 10s .Tames Loweiy, 59, Main-stri'ct. Iv^remont Aug. 1

I'enzatice— Layinf<-out (iroimd on "V\'esteni Pivmenadc £21 (merged), £10 lOs T. H. Coruisli, Town Clerk, I'ublic Building, Penzanoe Sept. I

ninckley-Coustitutional Club Premises John Blakesley, Burbagi'-road, Hinckley —

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
Lancaster-Tripery Propei-tics Committee T. Cann Hunlics. To»-n Cbrk, Town HaU, I^ncaster June h>

Kinu'ston-on-Thames—Offices and Workshops. Knapp, Drcwett, and Sons, Ltd William II. Hop.-, .\rchit«l, Hainpton Wick 15

Heushhcad—.'Vlterationsto Farm t)ffices : Davidson and (ianl.n, \-l. li,,-street, Aberdeen 15

Blacnycwm—Infants' School UOOplaces) Ysti"adyfodwg Sdiool Boai-d Jacob Kces, Arcbitert, Hillside, Pentrc 1^
Wootton—Pullint; Down and Rebuilding Farmhouse A. C. Pass John Turcan, Wootton Fit/jtaine Estate Otliee, Chaiinouth „ 15

Heughhead—House D.ividson and (iardt-ii. 12. Doe-street, Aberdeeu ,, 15

Christchurch, Hants—Bc-ird Room, &e Guardians K. H. Burton. Architect, Cbristchui-ch o 1^

Southatl— Repairs, itc, Cemeterj" Chapel Southall-Norwood Burial Board The Visitini;' Connuittee, Burial Board, Southall-Nol*wood ,, 15

Cobbleheufih—House Da^idson and (Jarden, 12, Dee-street, Aberdeen ,, 15
Belfast—Potato Stores Market Committee Sir Samuel Black. Town Clerk, Belfast 15
'il.isgow—General Hospital Parish Council Thomson and .Sandilands, Arehts., 241, W&st Geoi'ge-strect, Glasgow ,, IS

HiU of Gellan—House I)a\-idson and Uarden, 12, Dee-street, Aberdeen ,, 15

Bishop .\uckland—Seven Shops, Newgate and Tenters Streets H. P. Ty'" ^'- H. Livesay, Architect. 107, Newgate-street, Bishop Auckland ... „ 15

South Shields—OtHces. AVest Keppel-street Newlands and Newlands, Solicitor's... .T. Wardle Donald, A.R.I.B.A., South Shields !§
Ballaterach—Alterations to Farm Offices Davidson and Garden, 12, Dee-street, Aberdeen ,, 15

Ediell-New School School Board D. Wishart Galloway, Architect, 2, Market-street, Brechin , 15
Harmston—Farmhouse ;... Mortimer and Son, Architects, Lincoln „ 15

Canterbuiy—Dean Payne Smith Infants' School Managers W. J. Jeimings. Architects, 4, St. Margaret's-street, Cantcrbm-y ... • ,, l.V

Llanrhaiadr-yn-Mochuant—Village Hall, &c Parish Coimcil E. Bremner-Sniith and Brcmner, Architects, Oswcstiy ,. 15

I^bleton—Hxt<'nsions to School "The Rev. W. Sampson Davis, The Viear.ige, Embletou ,, 15

AVootton Village—Two Cottages A. C. Pass .Tohn Turcan. Wootton Fitzpaine Estate OtHce, Charmouth ,. 15

Colthill, N.B.—.\dibtions to Fai-mhouse Davidson and Garden, 12, Dee-street, Abei-deen 15

Seven Sistei-s —Classrooms, ic Dylais Higher School Board J. Cook Rees, Architect, Omreh-place, Neath „ 15

Londondeny—Rebuilding Stables, AViJliam-streef J. P. M'Grath. C.E., Architect, '28, Carlisle-road, Londonderry ,,
15

Porth—Two Shops and Offices .' J. Preece Edwin Jones. Arcliitect, Portb, Wales ,,
1^

Worksop—Intirmary Buildings, Kilton TTill Guardians Herbert C. Scaping, .\rcbitect. Court Chambers, Grimsby ,,
17

Leeds—Wooden Offices, \'c Markets Committee The City Engineer's Office. Municipal Buildings, Leeds 17

Plymouth—,\ddition.al Wings to St. Joseph's Ho>l3e King and Lister, Architects, 8, Princess-square, Plymouth ,,
17

Walker—Tbix-e Houses, Welbeck-road Co-operative Society, Ltd T. E. Davidson, 14, Neville-street, Newcastle 17

Silsden—Police-,St,ation West Riding County Council J. A'ickers Edwards, County Surveyor, Wakefield ,, 17

Pontnewydd—Benov.ating Primitive Methodist Church The Rev. G. H. Southall, Vine Villa, Albion-road, Pontypool 17

Workington—Eighteen Dwelling-Houses, BlackbTun-strcet ... Vrban Sanitary Authority J. "VVarwick, 'Town Clerk, Workington ,,
17

Kathdrum— Labourers' Cottages EuTil District Council B. Manning, Clerk, Workhouse, Rathdrum •• 1^

Bankfoot—Four Houses Brayshaw and Dixon, Ai'chitects, Bowling Old-lane, Bradford ,, 17

Pinxton—Four Cottages Co-operative Society, Lt<l Arthur King, .Uchitect, Pinxton ,, !'_

Bradford, Manchester—Eighty Houses : London & North-Westem Raily. Co. The Estate Offices, Exchange Station, Manchester ,, IS
Slawgan-Fai-mliouse .John Smith. Churcbtown, St. Stephens, Grampound-road, Mawgan ,, 18
^el.son—Electric-Light Station .'....".. " Electricity Committee 13. Ball. .i.M.I.C.E., Borough Engineer, Town Hall. Nelson IS

Bradford-(m-ATon—Pumping Station : Urban Dis^i-ict Council Sydney Howard, Surveyor, Town Hall, Bradford-on-Avon, Wilts ... „ 18

Livei-sedge-Woollen Mill AJfred' E. Rhodes, Architect. Cheapside, Heckmondwike ,. 18
Upper Edmonton, N.—Chinmey Shaft. &o Guardians T. E. Knightlev. Architect, 106, Cannon-street, E.C ,, 18
Edinburgh—.Additions to PubUc Library Corporation , The Public Works Office, City Chambers, Edinbui'gh ,, 18
Bamslcy—Seven Houses, Osboi-ne-street .- Wade and Turner, Architects, 10, Pitt-street, Bamsley ,,

18
Eotherham—Brick Tank ;i54ft. diam., .'Soft, deep) Gasworks Committee The Engineer. Gas Offices. Rotberham ,,

18
Norwich—Stabling, i-c. Lower We-stwick-street Arthur- E. Collins, M.I.C.E., City Engineer, Guildhall, Norwich 13

Dagenh!im—Marsh Green Mixed School iSflo places' School Board Harrington and Ley, 05, Bishopsgate-street Without, E.C 19

Hudderstield—.\dditions, Crosiand Moor Working Men's Club J. BeiTV. Architect.il, Queen-street, Huddei-sHeld ,. 19
West Hartlepool—Stabling, &c. North-Eastem Railway Co AVilbarii Bell, Architect, York „ 19
Dover—Additions, &c., to Hospital President and Grovemors Rowland Plumbe, F.H.I.B.A., 13, Fitzroy-squiire, W „ 19
Ahercarn—Two Scmi-Detached Houses R. L. Roberts, Architect, Abercom ,, 19

Penrhiwceiber-Church and Parish Room The Rev. J. Jones Lewis E. M. Bruce Vaughan, F.R.I.B.A., Cardiff „ 19

.Hexham—Stabling, &c. North-Eastem Railway Co William Bell. Architect, Central Station, Newcastle- in-Tyne „ 19
Halifax—Caretaker's Hou.se, Holj-well Green The Rev. W. Johnstone, The Manse, Holywell Green, Halifax „ 19

Fishguard—Coastguard Officer's House Pembrokeshire Estates Co., Ltd Jenkinson and White, 1, Princes-street, Westminster, S.W 19
Willingt<in—Classroom at National Schools The Managers, National Schools, Willington, Co. Durham ,, 19

Dublin—Ten Labourers' Dwellings Noi-th Dublin Rural Disti-ict Council John O'Neill, Clerk. Board Room, >^orth Brunswick-street, Dublin „ 19

Hexham—Improvements to Stjition North-Eastem Railway Co Wm. Bell, Architect, Central Stiition, Ncwcastle-on-Tyne 19

Xenion Abbot—Additions to Wesleyan Church Henrv J. Snell, Architect, 11. The Ci-escent, Plymouth „ 20
Banow-on-Soar—Grammar School Humphrey Perkin's School Governors Banowcliff .and Allcock, Architects, Mill-street, Loughborough ,. 20

.Skegness—Pair of Villas, Lundey-avenue W.A.Parker Walter H. Bridges, Architect, Estate Offices, Skegness ,, 20

Deal—Depot Buildings, West-street Urban District Council Thos. C. Golder, Borough Suneyor, 23, aueen-strcet. Deal „ "20

Basingstoke—Primitive Methodist Church and Schools T. E. Davidson, Arcliitect, liS, Alder^gate-street, E.C „ 21

St. Austell—Two .Semi-Detached Villas R. J. Vivyan, Moorland-road. .St. Austell, Cornwall ,
21

Gillingham—Villa, Wyke-road Freame and Light, Gdlingham „ '^1

iVlves— .Additions to Aixlgye House W. Reid and Wittet. Architects, Elgin m 21

Omagb—Alterations, &c., at Workhouse Guardians J. L. Donnelly. Architect. Omagh »* pp
Fentonladock—Cottage George Gow, Tregothnan Office, Truro „ '^'^

Bedlinog—E.xtensions to Moriah Chapel P. Vivian Jone.s, P. A.S.I. , Architect, Hengoed ,.
22

t )swestiy—Manse, Park-avenue ; Owen Pritchard, 15, Cross-street, Oswestry ,
22

Lelant—Post-Office, ice W. J. Rubeny, Post-Offlce, Canonstown „ '^'^

Trealea-se-Piggery
, George Gow. I'regotlman Office, Truro ,» 22

.Vxminster-New Shop, Lyme-road Mitchell, Toms, and Co., Ltd Arthur W. Yeoinans, M.S..^., Architect, Chard, Somerset „ H
East H.am—Hartley-avenue Schools ,1,614 children) School Board E. L. Curtis, 1'20. London-wall, Moorgate-sti-eet, E.C ,, 'i*

WaiTington—Pumping Station. Delph-lane Corporation .-. James Deas, A.M.I.C.E., Municipal Offices, Wan-ington 24

Axminster-Alterations to CottJiges adjoining Trout Inn Mitchell, Toms, and Co., Ltd Arthur W. Yeomans, M.S. A., Architect, Chard, Somerset „... ,, 24

Landulph— Repairs to Rectory The Rev. S. Gregoiy. Landulph Rectory, Hatt, R.S.O >
'i*

Hereford—Additions to 142, St. Owen-street Thos. Hooper Ernest G. Davies, M.S.A., 6, St. John-street, Hereford „ 24

Taunton—.\(lditions to Turk's Head Iim, St. James-street Mitchell, Toms, and Co., Ltd Arthur W. Yeomans, M.S.A., Architect, Chard, Somerset „ 24

Warkworth—House and Stable, Beal Bank Captain Leighton J. Wightman Douglas. 40, Bondgnte. Alnwick „ 24
Hawkchurch, A.xminster—Additions to Ca,stle Inn Mitchell, "Toms, and Co., Ltd Arthur W. Yeomans, M.S.A., Architect, Chard, Somerset ,

'24

Muiley—Eleven Through Houses W. E. Putman. A.M.I.C.E., Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Morlcy .. 24

Napsbiuy, St. Albans—Asylum Buildings .-. Vi.siting Committee Eowlande Phunbe, F.R.I. B. A., Aichitect, 13, Fitzroy-square, W.... „ 25
Abingdon—New Wing at Roysses School ; Governors J. G. T. West, M.S.A., Architect, The Knowl, Abingdon ,

25

Brighton—School, St. Luke's-terrace School Board ; T. Samps.m and Son, Surveyors, 16, Ship-street, Brighton _. ,,
'25

Great Yannouth -Additions to Electric Lighting Station Electric Lighting Committee..... J. W. Ciockrill. A.R.I.B.A.,Boro' Sur., Town Hall, Great Yarmouth „ 25
Millom—School, ii-c School Board Settle and Fanner, Architects, Millom .• 25

Bradford—Converting St. Dunstan's Mill into Stabling Coal Merchants' Association Faivbank and Wall. Architects, Bank-street, Bradford „ 25
Little Torrington-Farmhouse J. C. Moore-Stevens Groves, Cooper, and Stapledon, Survevoi-s. Bideford „ 2.^

Waltlmmstow—School. Chapel End -. School Board Q. E. T. Laurence, A.R.I.B.A., 22, Buckingham-st., Adelphi, W.C. „ io

Derby-Public Baths, Reginald-street Coi-poration John Ward, Borough Surveyor. Babington-lane, Derby *26

Brighton—Blocks of Houses, Dewe-road F. J. C. Mav, M.I.C.E., F.S.I., Boro' Eng., Town HaU, Brighton ... „ '27

Norton, Yorks—Pohce-Station, &c
, East Eidiing Standing Jt. Committee.. Alfred Beaumont, C.E., County Surveyor, Beverley ,

27

Crowle—Alterations to Jlill, Cross-street Jo.seph H. Lee, Secretary to Trustees, Crowle, via Doncaster ,, 27

E.xeter—Electricity Generating Station Town Council Donald Cameron, City Engineer, Exeter i. 28

I.angpoi't—Pulling Down and Rebuilding New Inn Mitchell, Toms, and Co., Ltd Arthur AV. Yeomans, M.S.A., Architect, Chard, Somerset ,
'29

Halifax—Nine Houses Medley Hall, Architect, Halifax ..
'-9

Wrotham—Twelve Workmen's Dwellings Urban District Council J. Sharp, Survevor, 5, Sunnyside. Borough Green, Wrotham ,, 29

Kingston-upon-Thames-AVoikbouse Laundi-y Additions Guardians W. H. Hope, Architect. Hamptfln Wick ^A' ^ ^
1

AAliitemore, Dorset—Coastguard Buildings ..". Admiralty Tlie Director of WorksDept., Adniiralty,Northumberland-av.,W.C. ,, 5

Huntingdon—Additions to AVorkhouse Guardians Ernest Borissow, Architect, 151, High-street, Huntingdon „ 5
Llanberis— Converting .St. Padam's Old Church into House The Eectoiy, Llanberis, Wales .• =
I,e«U—Police-station, Libi-ary, ire Watch Committee Bedford and Kitson, Architects, Greek-street Chambers, Leeds „ 3
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Ah.>,«T,-han-Hall mmi-*s i-c Inaus-trial Co-operative Society Swash and Bmn .4a;cliitect.s Midland Bank C^ambere, XeTrport -
AteisTchan—Mail. »-Kiru>e». a.* «-

Hiissev and Walcott, I, Gray's Im-plaee, ^ .C —
tnfldd—A Ula. Husti ""'^'"''„v „. i)uiTOw'c<M)'Derative Society, Ltd. ... J. Y. Mcintosh, Architect, Comwallis-street, Barrow-in-Furnes3 ...

—
Wickerstown Walnry-Thm^.M.ni> liuiTow ^.o*pera^^e ^ >, Moulds and Pon-itt, Architects, 77, King-street, Manchester -
Pendleton—rnnnt.v.M,tho.U>t!-ih.«|i-^-^.

-v-IukVi Board ... F. W. IMi-ser, Architect, IVest-sti-eet, Gateshead —
Gat«head-J.m,..r bch^l, Mmderland-ivaa .-cbool Board r^^

Sccretaiy, Lombardsto^Tn Creamery, Co. Cork -
I>,mhiirdstown-Chimney. A.-C. -•— -: -.i;

(jViin Kii-'iiia Sons; LtdV!! A. .Vinsworth Hunt, Archt., 51, Ahbcygate-st., Bury St. Edmund's. —
Bury M. Mmund s-Addjtions to Castle Inn urecn, jun„, imu oous, i.i«.

.. ^ Fester, Bn,«-nlow-road, EUesmere, Salop —
EUr>nRre—^ illa

_ .^- .
•;

NiehoU'iiiid'ci) J. W. Start, I'.S.I., Architect, Colchester —
I>ark.-st™-Add,t,..ns to &.u-l«nd Hotel ^lChoU and Co ..•

^ ^^ ^^^ Parkinson, 175, Temple Chambers, Tudor-st., E.G. ... -
gr;i;:;;^^r,S;'^^5::^IJa:;^Re^rvoir;::;:;^^^ :^!s::^:^S:^^^'^^^^^"^:^-^T^L:z::z =
|J^a;i^;;^P l-;:i'ri;^p.dTiuyHo-;;;;:;;= z
J\

„r'.l.".- - \ !.- I. H;ith-i-oii<l .^ Ecv'j" Giifliian T. Tavlor Scott, F.R.I.B.A., 43, Lowther-street, Carlisle —
Lpi'r ";'.? r-?^t,»ii; :;::;::::.;::;:.. . j.M;dcn,GiydePath-road, Dorchester .'. -
E"

;, Hldin - i.^uTO BSii'-^'
.".'."...": •r.E.'Yorke, J.P Bland and BoTi-n, Architects, HarroRate -

&'",'.. , n nl\^r„ ti^S^ffnee ,,.. Wm. Griffiths, F.S.I., Architect, Falcon Chambers, Llanelly -
h.,,l„, ;.

.
I ..r.; y-A|ht ons to Hesidence

SdioolBoai^J' .
. H. E. Stelfox, A.R.I.B.A., 100, Mosley-street, Manchester -

^;"i^^'ti^r^^m.therCoi^'^ ".::.'.:; ...:.::;.- .. Oeo. H.andley .Jolmson, Architect, 38, High-street, Rotherham -
SliV-'t^^MaS J- H. Bro™ Arthur A. Gibson, Architect, 5, Prospect-crescent, HaiTogate -
Harrra.tt—l>tta>luHi "V ^V;, ,f,"rMV.,mt in ^^^^^^ Wm. Gritfiths, F.S.I., Architect, Falcon Chambers, Llanelly —
Cvnnllyntdl, Uam-llj -'j'^^"'' '"

^, -^'
"'•''° ";''^ ^°°

E. A. .Tolmsun, F.E.I.B.A, Architect, Aberg,avenny :
-

^iT^\v°'r^,'i ' ""'rit-'l and Ifcpcnsarj
C^weond Co.; Ltd Coiiion, Jones, Perkins, 4c Buhner, Archts,, 25, Cookridge-st., Leeds -

N^l7„ek?U ;nA^y-:Udiaomto-^^^^^ • Wm. Griffiths, F.S.I., Architect, Falcon Chambers, Llanelly -
r 11 '<i itr—Chanel - Hickton and Farmer, Architects, W alsaU —
Rjw^tU.'um'^-Rebml.linir^'iv^ies^R^^^ Itestees J H. Coorer, Architect, Lindum-road, Lincoln —-,- -
TiJr,..llv Twnr„tt,i..,s Gilheit-ofico Wm. Gnthths, F.S.I., Architect, Falcon Chambers, Llanelly —
V T^.hTm W^^E^^^^^^^ nymock Pratt, Ar-chitect, Long-row, Nottingham -
Nottmgham—«ari*ourf, London-roaa

Vr-ilVl o"!;;".^ a V.iC 'liZ:. T.ri,„ t ,.„,i ii,,.„„„i, s,,,:,.^,-,,,? T„m, tt<.ii Ro/lfnr,1 —

Bodmiii- \^vluia F'xten><ions 7^'^^^. Visiting Committee SUvanus Trevail, F.R.I.B.A., Truro —
Won-ester-W. sl,.van Church and Schools, Pump-street J- Jameson Green, Architect 19, South John-street, Liverpool -
Cardiir-U.buildinsSailun.- Rest, Bute-street John Cory, J.P., D.L J. P. Jones, Richards, and Budgen, 1,S, St. Maiy-street, Cardiff -
Ipswich-Pair of C..ttiige.s,Christchurch Park Estate i°^ ^}'<'^i^ S"^^'S\^\l'Y^''^.; ^t '''']',°^'^''f ^?''n' }^^r

"
Bmmpton, Ciunberlai.d-lietached Residence W. Dobson T. laylor Scott, F.R I.B.A 43, Lowther-street, Carhsle -
Wceton, Yorks-ViUa Residence JS^'S ^w^V^''' .-H"^.'''';:*',?''^''' ^^^ ^ i

~
Stoi-ktonBro<ik-<,n-Trent -Gardener's Cott;)ge .... Wm. Heath W. H. WaUey, Arclutect, Queen-.street, Burslem.. ..

-
aayton West-Brick Clumni-v ;.T!i vards high R. Beanland and Co., Clayton West, near Huddei-sfield —
Burnt BridA—Rebuilding Black Swan Inn !. 'NVliitworth H. E. and A. Bown, Architects, Harrogate —
Macsteg -Shop and Dwelliug-Uouse, Talbot-street 55, Commercial-street, Maesteg

VA:
' V

~
GwersvUt-AiMitions to Con^-n-pitioniil Chapel BuUding Committee J. Gmnmow, A.R.I.B.A., Lgei-ton-stieet, Wrexham —
Colchciter-Freeuiasons' Hail, Al.bevgate-street Chas. E. Butcher. Architect, 3, (Jueen-street, Colchester —
Abcrtillen-, Mon. -Rebuilding Blacnau Gwcnt P.M. Chapel A. Jones, 14, Eosebery-street, AbertiUery, Mon —
Walklev—FiL'ht Houses British Homes Association Co., Ltd.. (i. Griffiths. 10, Pool-road, Darnall

Bradfonl —Waivhouse Arc WeUin>Hon Mills JowettKendall & J.Harper Bakes, Archts.,Calverley Chmbrs., Leeds —
LlangoUen-Works and Chimney UoOft.) W. Eowntree Hague, C.E., Pentrefelin Works, LUngollen —
Tiunworth—Four Villas Corporation Heniy J. Clai-son, C.E., 22, Church-sti-eet, Tamworth .^.... —
Eedhill—Roman Cath.jlie Presbyterv and Schools Wim.am Bevan, Architect, 1'2, Buckingham-street, Strand, W.C. ...

—
Cardiff—.Vltet7itions to Canton Conser%'ative Club Edgar Down, A.R.I.B.A., 31, High-street, Cardiff —
Morccambe—Sion BaptLst Chapel Albert Gorton, M.S.A., 24, The Crescent, Morccambe —

ELECTKICAL PLANT.
Sutton Coldfield—Meters. &c Corporation W. C. C. H.awtayne, 0, Queen-street-place, E.C Jime 15

Wigan—Two Double-Deck Single-Truck Electrical Cars Electric Tramway Committee H. CoUings Bi.shop, Bradford-place, Wigan .^......^... „ IS

Nelson, Limes—Generating Set Electricity and Tramways Committee W. Alan Fr.ascr, Borough Electrical Engineer. Town Hall, Nelson... „ 1»

Rotherham—Wiring Police Buildings Coi-poration E. Cross, Borough Electrical Engineer, Rotherham ,i 20

Eps<im—Meters, &c Urban District Council W. C. C. Hawtayne, 9, Queen-street-place, E.C „ ^2
Clcckheaton—F'.lectrical Plant Trban District Council Gibbings and Baker, 17, Shaftesbury-avenue, W --Z

Erith, Kent—Electriail Plant Urb.an District Council W. C. C. Hawt,a;-ne, 9, (iueen-street-place, E.C ., ^*
West Ham—Three Tramway Generators Town CoimcU .Tames K . Bock, Boro' Elecb-ical Engineer, Abbey Mills, West Ham. „ 25

Bur\-—Wiring Infectious Diseases Hospital Health Committee Pole and Little, Architects, 9, Gray's Inn-square, W.C „ 26

Exeter—Equipment of Electricity Generating Station City Council D. Munro, City Electrical Engineer, E.xetcr ...... .^. ,, ^
Bermondsev. S.E.-Meters Borough Council Kincaid, Waller, and Manville, Engineers, '29, Gt. George-st., S.W. July I

Rio de Janeiro—Electrical Machinery Brazihan Government The Commercial Department of the Foreign Office, Whitehall, S.W. „ 8
Mansticld—Electrical Plant Corporation Robert Hammond, M.I.C.E., 64, Victoria-street, S.W >, 12

ENGINEERING.
Buckinfrham—Engines, &c Urban District Council .Tames Smith, Engineer, West-street, Buckingham Jime 15

Perth—Waterworks County Council Thomson and Wright, C.E., 22, Rutland-square, Edinburgh ,. ja

Workington—Heating SidditeU Schools School Board Donald and Tate, Architects, 14, John-street, Workington „ 1»
Bnckingham— Engines, &c Urban District Council James Smith, Engineer, West-street, Buckingham >i

J?
Edinburgh —Ash-< 'ouvesi ng Plant Magistrates and Council The Resident Eng-ineer, Dewar-place, Edinburgh „ Jj
Sutton, Uublin-Cast-Iron Water Tank (20,000 gallons) Great Northern (Ireland) Ey. Co. ... The Engineer-in-Chief, Amiens-street Terminus, Dublin ,, 1^
Trim -Washing Machine Board of Management A. Scott, Ai'chitect, Drogheda .'. t 1^
Much Wenl.xk—Watcra-orks Madeley &Broseley JointWater Com. M. Stokes, C.E., Severn Villas, Shl-ewsbury . » 1'

Ratlidrum—Water Supply Works Rural Disti-ict Council S. G. Gallagher, C.E., Eathdrum •.." ti J^
Pimhco, S.W.— Sti-ain, ..Vc, Piping, Western Pumping Station London County Council The Engineer's Depiirtment, County HaU, Spring-gardens, S.W. ... „ IS

Rotherham—Gasholder Gas Committee H. Hampton Copnall. Town Clerk, Town HaU, Rotherham ,. 1»
York —Widening Two Small Girder Bridges North-Eastern Railway Co W. J. Cudworth. Engineer, York ......^.. ,, IS

Hammersmith—Piimi>-Houso and Well Borough CouncU H. Mair. M.IX'-E., Borough Surveyor, Town HaU. Hammersmith.. „ 1»
Barking—Condensing Plant Urban District Council The Engineer. Electricitv Works, East-street, Barking „ 1^
Uith-Lanca.shire lioiler T. B. Laing, Town Clerk, Leitli •• l^J

Padiliam. Lanes— Weighing Machine Urban District Council J. Gregson, A.M.I.C.E., Surveyor, Padihara
_.

-. »» j^
Huelva, Spain—l^icoinotive Tender Committee of Works of Port The Commercial Department, Foreign Office, Whitehall, S.W ,. 19
Manchester-Five Overhead Travelling Cranes Electricity Committee Kennedy and Jcnkin, Engineei-s, 17, Victoria-street, S.W *, 20
Dronfleld-Coveri-d SiTvice Eesei-voir, Stubley-Iane Chcsteitield Rural District Council... John I'rith, C.E., Baslow, via Chesterfield » jj
Belfast—.Vrtesian Well, &c (ias and Electric Committee Victor A. H. McCowen, City Electriciil Engineer, Belfast „ »l

OooK—Mains, .vc Tliban District Council J. C. Mellis, M.I.C.E., '264, Gresham House, Old Broad-street, E.C. „ 2|
Burnley—Ikying Water Mains (2,000 yardte) Rural District Coimeil S. Edmonson, Surveyor, IS, Nicholas-street, Burnley i 22
Uuainton—Waterworks Aylesbui-)- Rural District Council ... liuest Luekett, Engineer, 2, Church-street, Aylesbuiy •. -JWitham, Essex-Sinking Boring Uiban District Council W. Biiidon Blood, Clerk, Witham ••• n Jj
C'fipcnhagen—Steam Feny Statsbanemes Sofart-sjifdeling, Eeventlowsgad, 16, Copenhagen B 24
Haj-waid's Heath—Trial Borings T'rban District Council B. Latham, M.I.C.E., Parliament Mansions, S.W ^
Bi.«hop's stortfcird- Repairs to Engines T'rban District Council R. S. Scott, A. M.I.C.E., Surveyor, North-st., Bishop's Stortford ... ,, 2a

GlajiKow-Penstocks, Arc Corporation Office of Public Works, 64, Coc'hranc-street. Glasgow .i 2a
West Ham—El. ven Water-Tube Boilers Town Council .Tames K. Bock, Boro' Elec. Eng., Abbey MiUs, West Ham .^. „ 2»
Bamsley—Pipi-laying, ire Coi-poration T. and C. Hawkslev, Ci\nl Engineei-s, .SO, Great George-street, S.W. „ 2»
Cairo- Ijigines. \-c., for Etsa Pumping Station The lus-pector-General of Irrigation, Upper Egypt, Cairo > 25
Brighoust—Widening Line, &c Lancashire and Yorkshire Ey. Co. ... The Engineer's Office, Hunt's Bank, M.anchestcr .. J*Ghispou—Purilters, Jtc Coi-poration W. Foulis, Engineer, 45, John-street, Glasgow n ^
Bury- Hcatini.' and Hot-Water Supply at Infectious Hospital. Health Committee Pole and Little, Architects, 9, Gray's Inn-square, W.C >> J*
Knutsfurd-st..,un Mains. &c Bucklow Union Guardians Robert J.M'Be.ath, M.S. A., Bii-nam House, Sale .. J»Bulford Camp. s^ili>jbur)- Plain—Acetylene Gas Lighting John Harding and Son, Architects, High-street, Salisbury » ^'
Bamsl.y- Covered .Ser\nee R'-sennir Corporation T. and C. Hawk.slev. Cirtl Engineers, 30, Great George-street, S.W. ,. 27
Brew(«jd—H.ating Church with Hot Water Vicar and Churchwardens The Rev. C. Dunkley, The Vicarage, Brewood, Staffs .. ~
Wdlenhall—Wirl.ning Lachmcrc Brook Bridge Urban District Council T. Edgar Fellows, Engineer, Town Hall, Willenhall .. JJBanlon Mill—Widening llriJge Northumberland County Council J. A. Bean. County Surveyor, Moot Hall, Newcastle »

J?Nelson, Ijinrs -Conveyor Belt Sewage Committee B. Ball, A.M.I.C.E.. Borough Engineer, Nelson •• ™
Monaco-.letty Monaco Govemment The Commercial Department, Foreign Office, miitchall, S,W July ^
Sjdcup. Kent—Engines and Pumm at School Homes (ireenwich Union Guardians Thos. Dinwiddv, F'.R.I.H.A., dooms Hill, Greenwich »

J?Hackn- V. N.l:, -Mechanical Coaling Apparatus F.leetrie Ughting Committee ^..... Robert Hammond, M.I.C.E., 61, Victoria-street, S.W
-J

j'"' -Hiking Well at School Homes... Greenwich Union Guardians Thos. Dinwiddv, F.R.T.B.A., Croom,s Hill, (ireenwich n ^
{- «ay Tank Waggons Gas Commissioners W. li. Herring] Chief Engineer, New-street Works, Edinburgh ,. *
Jl'- 1" Unitvd States Government The Commercial Department, Foreign Office, Whitehall, S.W •'^"^'.i
JVigii, > '~. I. i; Machinery Gas Committee Harold Jevons, Town CI. rk, Wigan '*
Oreenhithe—Small Bridge imder Dover-road New Globe Cement, Chalk, He., Co... Oswald Brown. M.I.I .E., .12, \'ictoria-stieet, Westminster —
HalU-rhebble - Boilers Mill Co., Ltd .Toshua E. Hovle, SecretaiT. Crosslev-street, Halifax —
Qimngton -Church Heating Apparatus The Rev. C. s'. Stubbs, Curate in Charge, Carringtfin, Manchester,.. —
Eccltshill-Prfisenoir Jowett Kendall and J. Hai-per Bakes, Architects, Leeds —
Caldieot Moor, Mon—Waterworks Ijindowners Togarmah Recs, C.E., Corn Exchange Chambers, Newport, Mon ... —
Waiblington-Acrtylenc Gas Plant, &c Urban District Council F. Swinburne, Sunevor, Warblington ... —
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FENCING AND WALLS.
Nottingham—Stone Piers & Wing Walls, Trent Kmbankinont. Public Parks Coiiimitteo Frank B. Lewis, City Att;Iiitect, Guildhall, Xottingham . .Tunc 15
Cupar—Two-niil Iron Fence The Magistrates and Cuuneilloi-s John Kirkaldy, Hui-p-h Surveyor. Cuixir „ 15
Leeds—Wi^usht Iron or Steel Fencing :370 yards) Coi-pomte I*roperty Committee The City Kni^nu'er's ( >lliee. Municipal liuildin^s, Leeds ,, 1(>

Harrogate—Wrou^bt-Iron Fencing ;3iXiyardst onllarlow Moor Coiporation F. Bagshaw. Horoutjh F.n'p,'int.er. Municipal Omccs, Harrogate ,,17
Manchester—detaining Wall in Long Miligate Improvement Committee The City Surveyor, Town Hall, Manchester 17
.^t. Bees—Walls, Arc, Ouux-hyard Extension F. Broointiehl, Chui-ehwardcn, St. Bees. Cumberland ,, 17
Tvongtown—Ilxu-tlles, Posts, and Rails Aglicultuml Society J. S. Ilcwitsuu. Secretary, Kandalinton, I/>ngtown ,, IS
Xewbury—Wrought-Iron Fencing :'2()0 yaiils> Main Drainage Committee S. J. L. Vincent. Horough Surveyor, Newbuiy —
Padiham—Cemeteiy Boundary Walls, Blackbum-ioad J. Wilkinson, .'l. Church-street, Padiham —
Salford—Fencing, Draining. .V Ten-,icing (h-inind, Wea.stc-lane Football Club Co., Ltd V. Wright, Seei^t^irv, 1, Regent Theatre Buildings, Salford.. —
Xonnanton—Fencing Football Ground Artlnir F.twcett, C.l'i., Wakefield —

FURNITURE AND FITTINGS.
Swansea—School Furniture School Boanl A. W. Kalden. Clerk, Swansea June 17
Longtown— Fitting-up Showj-ard, &c Agricultural Society .1. S. llewit.son, SccretaiT, Handaliuton, Longtown , 18
Edinhuruh—InteiTial Fittings for Various Schools School Board J. Wilson, X, Queen-stivet, Edinburgh 22
Swindon—Tabli.s and Fiftv Chairs , Corporation H. J. Hanip. Honui'_'h .sunevor. Town Hall, Swindon „ ai
Liverpool—Small Wai-d T.ibles . lOOi , Bed Tables ioOi Select Vestry H.J. Hag'--er. V.-strv Clerk, Parish otfic.-s, Brownlow Hill, Liverpool —
Nottingham— Screens at (iueen's Walk School School Boaixl A. N. Bromley, .\rcht.. Prudential BIdngv., Uueen-st., Nottingham —

PAINTING.
Bishop .-Vuckland—.Seven Shops... U.P.Tyler F. U. Livesay. .\rchiteet, 107, Newgat«'-sti-ect, Bishop Auckland ...June 15
Dudley—Halesowen-road and Hart's Uill Schools School Board John Napier," Clerk. Town Hall, Dudley • „ 15
Hull—DlTpool Bridge and Sculcoates Bridge Coi-poration A. E. White, Citv Kngincer, Town Hall, HtUl „ 15
Carlisle—Ashley-strwt Schools School Board The Clerk, 27, I/.wther-stivet, Carli.sle „ 15
Pontnewvdd—Primitive Methodist Chundi The Rev. G. H. .Soutliall, Vine Villa, ,\lbion-road, Pontypool 17
Rotherham— PubUc Baths Corporation S. Platts, ..Vrchitect. lild Bank Buildings, High-street, Rntherham.. ,, 17
Knaresborough—Workliou.se Infirmaries Guardians James .Smith, Clerk, Ivnaresborough , 17
Preston—Cattle Market Corporation The Borough Surveyor. Town Hall, Preston ,, 18
Sheffield- Winter-sti-eet and lyodge Moor Hospitals Charles F. Wike, C.l;., City Surveyor, Town Hall. Sheflield „ 18
^Voolwich-Free Feny London County Council The f;ngineer's Department, County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W. ... ,, 18
Brighton—Interior of Workhou.se Guarxlians 11. S. \[\i-d, Siivvevor, Parochial Oiliccs, Prince' s-street, Brighton IS
Hull -Fourti-en Sch.wls School Board The Scli,.ol Board bitices, Albion-street, Hull „ IS
Paddington. W.—Inflmuiiy, Hai-row-road ; :... Guardians E. Uowli-v Sim, Architect, s, Craig' s-court. Charing Cross, S.W 18
iskenfnth -New Inn Boanl School ; School Board James II.' Farquhar, Clerk, Abergavenny „ 19
Ix;ed.s—Knostrop Sewage Works Sewerage Committee The City Engineer's Office, Municipal Buildings, Leeds ,, 11)

Portsmouth- (iflices, St. Midiael's-road Guardians A. E. J. Guy, 7!t, Albert-road, Southsea „ 19
Penge, S.E.—Meh-in-road School School Board Alfred Pamacott, Surveyor, :i.i, York-road, Lambeth, S.E „ '21)

Nelson—E.xtcrior of Market Hall Markets Committee B. Ball. Borough Survevor, Town Hall, Nelson „ '20

Alves—Ardgyc House W. Reid and Wittet, .ViTliiteets, Elgin „ 21
Leeds-Schools School Board W. Packer, Clerk, Leeds „ 21
« .akefield—Interior of Workhouse Infinnarv H. Beaumont, Clerk, Union Offices, Wakefield „ 22
Kdinhui-gh-Sehwls School Board J. Wilsim, 3, Queen-street, Edinburgh „ 22
Morley-?;leven HoiLses W. E. Putman, A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Morley „ 2(
Morley—Dartmouth Park andCemeteiy .\ General Purposes Committee W. E. Putman, A.Jl.I.C.E., Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Morlev ,, 21
Halifax-Nine Houses Medley Hall, Architect, HaUfax •2'J

Leeds—Police Station, Library, ic Watch Committee Bedford .and Kitson, Architects, (i reek-street Chambei-s, Leeds July 8
Stantonand Newall—Boaitl Schools Jos. S. RowLand, Clerk, Bridge CliambeiN, Burton-on-Trent —
"Manchester-City PoUee Couits, Minshull-street Town Hall Committee The Steward's Oflice, Town Hall, Mandicster —
Golcar—St. .John's Chm-ch Arthur Sh,aw, Architect, Golear, Yorks —

PLUMBING AND GLAZING.
Edzell—School School Board D. Wishart Galloway, Architect, '2, Market-sb'eet, Brechin June 15
Glasgow—General Hospital Parish Council Thomson and Sandiland.s, Areht-s., 211, West George-st., Glasgow.. ,, 15
GiUfootjCumberland—Fitting-upSanit.<iry&Hot-WaterSystem Wyndham Mining Co., Ltd Jas. Cowen, Surveyor, Egremont „ 15
Morley—Eleven Houses W. E. Putman, A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Morley „ 24

ROADS AND STREETS.
Shotley Bridge—Whin.stone Block Paving Benfieldside Trban District Council.. .Tolm I)ixon, Sun-evor, Shotley Bridge June 15
Dudley—Limestone Tai-Pa\ing Playground School Board John Napier, Clerk", Town Hall, Dudley ., 15
Plj-mouth—Making-up Streets and Lanes Corporation James Paton. Borough Engineer. Municipal Offices, Plj-mouth , 17
Lcadgate—Cement Kerbing. 4;c XJrb.an District Council T. S. Longstiiff, Surveyor, Lendgate, K.S.O „ 17
Wolverhampton—Paving Hiekman-avenue Street.s Committee The Borough Engineer's Office. Trjwn Hall. Wolverhampton „ IT
Plymouth— Repaving, \-c Corporation James Paton. Borough Engineer, Municipal Offices, Plymouth „ 17
Hendon, N.W.—Improvement Woris Urban District Council S. Slater Grimley, Engineer, Public Offices, Hcndou, N.W , 17
^pennymoor—Pacing, i-c Urban District Council W. Cuny, Survevor, Silver-street, Spcnnymoor t 17
Erith—Private Street Works Urban District Council The Suneyor, lEgh-street. Erith .. 17
Alder^hot-Paving, &e., York-road . . Urban Disti-ict Council Nelson F.Dennis, A.M.I.C.E., Sunevor, Aldershot „ 18
Wolverton—Stiwt Works Stratford and Wolverton R.D.C A. E. Abbott, Surveyor, 3, Market-square, Wolverton „ 18
MerthyrTydfil—Making-up Thl-ee Streets..., .,, Urban District (.'ounoil .John Vaughan. Clerk, Town Hall, M.;.rthjT Tydfil 18
Wimbledon—Making-up Roads .. Urban Di.strict Council C. H. Cooper, M.I.C.E., Engineer, Tlic Broadway. Wimbledon ., 19
Benwell—Making-up Delaval-road Benwell and Fenbam U.ll.C W. 1*. Pattison, Suneyor. Atkinson-i-oad, Benwell .' 19
Winehmore Hill, N.—Road Repaii-s . Metropolitan .\sylums Board The Clerk, Metropolitan .•V..sylums Board, Embankment, E.C 20
Beverley—Private Works, Union-road Corporation '. The Borough Surveyor, Guildhall, Beverley ,, 21
Wokingham—New Road Investment Co., Ltd J. F. Sargeant, Secretary, Wokingham 21
East Ham—Tar-P.a^ing Bessborough-road School ;. School Board .S. .Jackson. Architect, 6.5, Fenchurch-street. E.C 2*
Shrewsbuiy-Concrete. Flags, Arc Improvement Committee W. Cliapple Eddowcs, Borough Sui-veyor, The Sqtiare, Shrewsbury. ,,

'25

Amble—Widening Wynd-street Urban Distiiet Council AY. Gibson, Surveyor, 31, (iueen-.street. Amble ,, 25
rantobic-,Street Works Tanflcld Urban District CouncU Hobt. Heslop, Sui-vevor, Bumotfleld .. '25

Dartford—Paving. &c. Bullace-lane Urban Disti-ict Council J. C. Hayward, Clerk, Sessions House, Darttord .. 2ti

tSheffield-Road Widening Wortley Eui-.al District Council F. Craw.'shaw, Surveyor, EoTal Hotcl^ Sheffield —
Uttoxeter-.isphalting (350 yards) at National Schools H. Bagshaw, High-.street, Uttoxeter —
South Shields—Eoadmaking, Arc, Harlem Villa Estate T. E. Davidson, Architect, 14, Ne\-ille-street, Newcastle-on-Tyne ... —

SANITAR'Sr.
Pentre—Stoneware Pipe Sewers Rhondda Urban District Council The Surveyor's Office. Council 0_ffices, Pentre, Glam June 15

Barrow-on-Soar—Sewage Disposal Works Rural District Council F. AV. Hodson, Loughborough .. 17

Netherton and Woodside—Sewerage Works Corporation .John Gammage, Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Dudley .. L
Stevenston—Sewers. Dynamite-road ^ Hngli Thomson, Surveyor, (iO, Hamilton-street, Saltcoats ,. 17

Belfast—Sewering, Pacing, Arc, New Streets COne Year) Improvement Committee Sir Samuel Black, Town Clerk, Belfast ,, 17

Parkeston—Sewage-Dispos,al Works 'Tendring Rural District Council Ernest R. Beck with. Engineer, St. John's-street, Colchester ,, 17
Lothbury. E.C—.\lterations to Underground Convenience Corporation The Town Clerk, Public Health Department, GuildhaU, E.C ,, IS
Aldershot—Sewering and Paving York-road Urban District Council Nelson F. Dennis, A.M.I.C.E., Surveyor, .\ldershot „ 18
Leadenhall Market, KC—Alterations to Convenience Corporation The Town Clerk, Public Health Department, Guildliall, E.C „ . IS
Enfield—Sewer Urban District Council Ricbai-d Collin.s, Surveyor, Court House, Enfield ...,..., „ .18
Hoyal Exchange. E.C—Alterations to Convenience Corporation The Town Clerk, Public Health Department, Guildhall, E.C ,, 18
Hove—Sewerage Works „...,. Corporation The Borough Surveyor's Office, Town Hall, Hove „ 19
Bexley Heath—.Sewers. &e : Urban District Council Walter J. Lomax, A.M.I.C.E., 11. Fold-street, Bolton „ 19
I'lymouth—Urinal at Barbican James I'aton, Borough Engineer. Plvmouth ,, 19
Sutton Coldfleld—Sewers, i-e Corporation W. A. H.Clarev,.\.M.I.C.E., Boro' E"ng., Town Hall, SuttonColdflcld „ 21
-Mford, Lines—Main Pipe Sewers ; Urban District Council Frank Massie, A.M.I.C.E., Tetley House, Wakefield 22
Surbiton—Sewer, ie Urban District Council James BeU, Clerk, Ewell-road, Surbiton '22

Nuneaton—Sewerage Works Nuneaton and ChilversCotonU.D.C. J. S. Pickering, A.M.I.CE, Surveyor, Council Offices, Nuneaton ... „ H
Ongar—Sewerage Rural District Council W. N. .Jamis, Surveyor, Council Hou.se, Ongar .. 2t
West End. S<5uthampton—Drainage Works at Workhouse South Stoneham Union Guardians ... W. H. Mitchell. Son, and Gutteridge, 9, Portland-st., Southampton „ 24
Walsall—Sewers Corporation .". The Borough Surveyor's Oflice, Bridge-.stieet, WalsaU „ 25
Bury—Drain.age, Sanitary Fittings, ire., at Infectious Hospital Health Committee Pole and Little, .^chiteets, 9, Gray's Inn-square, W.C , 26
Swannington—Sewer, &c Parish Council George Rowse, Clerk, Swannington ,, 27
Winslow—Sewers. &e Rur.al District Council J. T.iylor, Sons, and Santo Crimp, 27, Great George-street, S.W 27
King's Langley—Sewerage AVorks Hemel Hempstead R.D.C W. H. Radford, CE., .Albion Charaber.s, King-street, Nottingham.. July 1
Croydon—Brick Sewer Culverts (IJ mile) Town Council The Deputy Borough Engineer's Office, "Town Hall, Croydon 2
Enniskillen—Sewerage System Rural Di.strict Council Thomas Elliott, Architect, Enniskillen ,

2
Millom—Sewer Extension Urban District Council W. T. Lawrence, Clerk, Council Offices, Millom ,. 3
Erdington—Sewerage Works Urban District Council H. H. Humphries, Dis. Eng., Public HaU, Erdington, Birmingham. ,, 3
Bu-xton—Culvert (160 yards) , ; The Buxton Lime Firms Co., Ltd., Buxton —

STEEL AND IRON.
Macclesfield-Mains and LTegulare Gas Committee The Engineer, Gasworks, Macclesfield June 15
Am.sterdam—Steel Rails (3,600 tons) South Holland Electric Railway Co.. The Engineers, Bevei-sen and Van Heurn, The Hague „ 15
Perth—Cast-iron Pipes {5,000 yards) Perthshire County Council Thomson and Wright, C.E., 22, Rutland-square, Edinburgh „ 15
Nottingham—Steel Siphon Pipes (830 tons) City Council Arthur Brown, M.I.C.E., Citv Engineer, Guildhall, Nottingham ... ,, 15
Skipton—Roof over Coal Stores Urban District Council E. Porter. Gas Engineer. Elland 17
Leeds—Two Entrances. East End Park Corporation The City Engineer's Office, Municipal Buildings, Leeds ,, 18
London, E.C—Rails, &o Southern Mahratta Bailway Co., Ltd. Edw. Z. Thornton, Sec., 46, Queen Anne's-gate, Westminster, S.W. „ 18
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STEEL AND IRON
Pontypridd—Ironwork Gas Committee

leJ.

Edward Jones, Gas Offices, Treforest June IS
C. F. Dawson, Surveyor, JPublic_Offices, Barking ,, ly

19
Urban District Council - . ^
I'rban District Council E. Garside, A.M.I.C.E., Town Hall Chambers, Ashton-under-Lyne
'Minburgh i District Water Trustees W. A. Tait, C.E., 72a, Geoi-g^-street, Edinburgh

Barking—C'jist-Iron Street Lamp Columns ,,oO)

Hurst— Rail-*, ic. i'jO tons)

Edinburvh—Cast-iron Ilpes :4,000 tons" Edinburgh .„ ;;-. , -.c ,. t^ „ ^^ , . ,7 —=- ;^
Newport, Mon.—Cast-Irtin Watei^SIains (.^ijOO tons of ISin.).. Corporation Baldwin Latham, M.I.C.E., ParUament Mansions, S.W
Millom—Cast-iron I'ipes Urban District Council W. T. L.-iwrence, Clerk, Council Offices, MiUom, Cumberland J
Sj-dncy, N.S AV.—Steel Rails (100,000 ton.- New South Wales Government The Agent-General for New South Wales, 9, Victoria-street, S.W.
Cantcrburv-Imn Pipes .... Gas and Water Co lames Burch, SecretalT, Castle-street, Canterburj-

i-westry—Wivusht-Iron Water Tank '5(ki piU..n Inconx>ration The Master, Workhouse, Oswe try
,.

•20

24
lly -S

I. 81

MacclesrtelJ—Lap-welde-1 Steam Tubes and Fittings
UluUuV'h—Br.'kfn Guernsey Grunite \250tons:
Milford Haven—Limestone f 2,000 tons;
London, E.C.— Kc<l Lead
Abenunan—Bar and other Iron, lUvets, &c
Ham, Surrey—Road Materials
london. E.C.—Fund Plates ,

Abcrystwith—Gninite Curb ;2,900 yards), Cluinnel ('2,300 yards)
numciistle—tiranite 500 tons)

ljeil?h. Lanes—C.I. I'ipes, W.I. Tubes and Fittings, &c
New Shoreham — Kerbing »»• lineal feet'

Burgess Hill—.Surface-Picked Flints (1,300 yards)
Shrewsbury--Concrete Flags
India Office, S.W.—Waggons and Underfnimes, Aides, &c. ...

Manchester— Ikilts and Nuts, Cement, &c. (One Year}
Wigan—Road and Tramway Materials
Lewes— Granite (400 tons)
nkley—Rctort.i and Firebricks
Bnuik.-*'-»me— Granite 45*.' tons)
Ashton-in-Makerli. Id- Kerbs, Flags, and Setts
Wimbledon—Bricks, Lime, and Cement, Merton Hall Estate...
Tamworth-Granite 1,000 tons)
Wimbledon-Scaffold Poles, &c., Merton Hall Estate
Cape Town—Yorkshire Stone i8O,0OCc.ft. for New City Hall ..

.

STORES.
Gas Committee
Urban District Coimcil
Urban District Council
Bengivl and N.W. Railway Co., Ltd..

Powell DuffrjTi Steam Coal Co., Ltd.
I'rban District Council
East Indian Railway Co
Town Council
I'rban Di.«trict Council
lias and Water Committee
Urban District Council
I'rban District Council
Improvement Committee,
Secretaiy of State for India
Gas Committee
Corporation
Town Council
Gas Committee
Urban District Council
Urban District Council

CorporaflDn

.

The Engineer, Gasworks, Macclesfield
C. J. Giimwade, Urban District Council Office, Hadieigh, Suffolk
Thomas U. Lewis, Clerk, Council Offices, Milford Haven
T. Cracey, Man. Dir., '2in, Grcsham House, Old Broad-street, E.C,.
The Sccretaiy, 101, Lcadenhall-street, London, E.C
W. Wanier, Surveyor, Ham Common ,'

C. W. Young, Secretarj-, Nicholas-lane, E.C ....'.". '.'^^.'.

Rees Jones, Borough Sur\eyor, Smithfleld-road, Aber\-stwitii
S. G. Overton, Clerk, 2, Manor House-street, Homcas'tle
J. Foster, Gas and Water Manager, Leigh, Lanes
J. EUman Brown, Clerk, Shoreham
The Clerk to Council, Burgess Hill
W. Chappie Eddowes, Borough Surveyor. The Square, Shrew.sbuiT.
The Director-General of Stores, India Office. "Whitehall, S."W, .

'

C. Nixon, Superintendent, Gas Dept., Town Hall. Manchester... ^...1.

Wm. Bolton, Borough Engineer, Municipal Offices, Wigan
Montague S. Blaker, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Lewes
Wm. Everitt, Manager, I.eeds-road. Ilklev.
Samuel J. Newman, F.R.I. B.A., 3, Tennyson Buildings, Parkstone
John W. Liversedge, Sui'veyor, Bvron-street, Ashton-in-Makerfield
J. W. Start, F.S.I., Surveyor, 54, New Broad-street, E.C
H. J. Clarson, Borough Surveyor, 22, Chuich-.street, Tamworth
J. W. Start, F.S.I., Surveyor, 54, New Broad-street, E.C
J. Howaixl, Imperial Hotel, Huddersfield

June 15
15
15
17

17
17

la
20
21

22
22
24
25
25
2G
2li

•m
27
28
29

LATEST PRICES.
IRON, &c.

Per ton.
to

Per ton.
£6 10
10
9 15

9 7 6

20
5 17

8 5
13 10

Rolled-Iron Joists, Belgian £6
Rolled-Steel Joists, English 9
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 9
Bar Iron, good Staffs 8 7 6,
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20 ,

Do., Welsh 5 13 „
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 7 17 6 „
Best Snedjihill 13 „

Angles li)s.. Tees 20s. per tein extra.
Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding. Arc, £6 l.'is.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised," £15 10s. Od. per ton.

Galvanised Corrupted Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to 20,

eft. to 8ft. lon^, inclusive Per ton.
gauge £12 5 0..

Best ditto 12 15 ..

Per ton.
Cast-iron Column.s £3 to
Cant-Iron Stanchions 9 0,,
BoUcd-Iron Fencing Wire 10 5
KoUed-Stcel Fencing Wire 8 5

„ ,, „ Galvanised. 9 5
Ca.Ht-Iron Sash Weights 7 5
Cut CTa.sp Nails, 3iu. to 6in 12
Cut Floor Bmds 1115
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)

—

Oto7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
9/6 10,'- 10,3 10/9 11/3 1'2,/- 1%'9 13/6

Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

3in. diameter £6 17 6
4in. toain 6 15
Tin. to 24in. (all sizes) 6 15 ,. . - .

[Coated with composition, 2s. 6d. per ton extra; turned
and bored joints, 5s. per ton extra.]
Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Bla-st, Lilleshall 105s. to 110s.
Hot Bla.st, ditto .57s. 6d. to 62.S. 6d.

Wrought-Iron Tubed and Fittings—Discount off Standard
Lists f.o.b. :

—

Oa.s-Tubes (Hlp.c.
Water-Tubes ; 57J „
Steam-Tubes 52j ,,
Galvanised Gas-Tobes 50 ,',

Galvani.sed Water-'fubea 45 ,,

lialvanised Steam-Tubes 40 ,,

lOcwt. casks, ocwt. ca.sks.

No. 22 to 24.

Per ton.
...£12 10
,.. 13

Per ton.

£9 10
9 10
10 10
8 15

10
8
13
12 15

13 B.W.G.
14/6 per cwt.

to £7 5

„ 7

7

Zinc, Engli.sh London mill) £21 10
Do., Vicdle Montague 23
Sheet Lead, 31h. per sq. ft. super. 14 17
Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs 12 10
Lead Shot in 2Slb. bags 16 2
Copper Sheets, sheathingand rods 81 15
Copper, British Cake and Ingot . . 74 15
Tin, Straits l.'jl o
Do., English Ingots .'. 131 10
BpeltcT, Silesiaa 17 lo

TIMBER.
Teak, Burmah ptr load £10 10

,, Bangkok „ ... 10
Quebec Pine, yellow „ ... 3 17

„ Oak „ ... 4 3
„ Birch „ ... 4 7
„ Elm „ ... 5 10
„ Ash „ ... 4 7

Diintaic and Memel Oak ... 2 17
Fir 3 5

Wainscot, Riga p. log... „ ... 2 7
Lath, DanUic, p.f „ ... 4 10

St. I'etersbur^ , ... 4
Orcenheart „ ... 7 15
Box „ ... 7
Se<luoia, U.8.A pcrcubcfoot 1
Mahogany, Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick

,, Honduras ... „ ...

„ Mexican ,, ...

,1 African „ ...

Per ton
lo£'2.->

„ 23 10

„ 15 17

„ 13 10
„ 17 2

„ 85
„ 75 5

„ 131 10
„ 1.32

„ 17 13

to £16 5
„ 13 5

I 15
6 15
C 10
6 3
6 5
4 10
4 7

3 1'2

8 10
6 10
8
15

2

8

7i
4!

5i

Cedar, Cuba
,, Honduras

Satinwood
Walnut, Itahan

American (logs)

Deals, per St. Petereburg Standard,
by llin. :

—

Quebic, Pine, 1st £24

„ 2nd 16

„ 3i-d 11
Canada Spnice, 1st 12

'2nd and 3rd 9
New Brunswick 8
Riga 9
St. Petersburg 11
Swedish 11
Finland 10
White Sea ; 12
Battens, all sorts 5
Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :—

1st prepared £0
'2ndditto
Other qualities

Stives, per standard M :

—

U.S. ditto £37
Memel, cr. pipe 2*20

Memel, brack 190

OILS.
Linseed per tun £.'^

Rapeseed, English pale ... „ ... 28 15
Do., browQ „ ... 27 10
Cottonseed, refined „ ... 22 12
OUve, Spanish „ ... 89
Seal, pale „ ... 26
Cocoanut, Cochin „ ... 29 15
Do., Ceylon „ ... '26 10
Palm, Lagos „ ... 25
Oleine 17 5
Lubricating U.S per gal. 7
Petroleum, refined „ ...

Tar, Stockholm per barrel 1 6
Do., Archangel ... 19
Tui-pentine, American ...per tun 37

3 „
S} „

10 „
3 „

2 3
1'20—12ft.

to

35

3|
19
7J

4 6
by IJin.

£•29 15 6
20 15
13 15
14 10
10 5
11

10
l.S

21
12
22 5

11 6
10

5 6

10

£0 17 6
13 6
12 6

£45
230
200

to £33
„ '29

„ 28
„ '23

„ 40
•26 10
.30

26 13
25 5
19 5

8
6,i

16
10

37 5

CHIPS.
The Principal of the Heriot-\V';itt College,

Edinburgh, has framed, and the committee of the
governoi-s have adopted, proposals for the extension
of the day course in engineering from two to three
years.

The Norfolk County School Buildings at North
Elmham have been purchased hy a gentleman, and
presented by him to Dr. Barnardo, in order that
they may be used as a country home for children
unuer his care.

The ancient church of Marlston, in South Berk-
shire, has been restored and enlarged at the cost of
Mr. G. W. Palmer, M.P., the owner of the Marlston
estate. An old Norman doorwiiy which had been
walled up hiis been opened out and .an oaken door
fixed.

A stained-gla.ss ro.se window has lieen placed in

Holy Trinity Church, Meole Brace, in memory of
Mijor Coldwell, late of Shrewsbury, the subject
being •' Christ in the Carpenter's Shop." iTie
window is from a design of Sir E. Burne-Jones, and
the work was carried out by Messrs. Morris and
Company.

The Manchester Corjioration have purchased for
the City .'Vrt Gallery the following pictures—viz :

" Lady Whitmore," by Sir Peter Lely ;
" Portrait

of the Hon. Thomas Bligh," by George Romney
;

" Changing I'asture," by Leslie 'Iliompson, R.I.
;

and "Gathering Plums," by H. H. La Thangue,
.\.R.A. A portrait of the " Ven. Archdeacon
Sharp,"' by Thomas Hudson, has been presented to
the Art Gallery.

In the Redlaud Grove Methodist Free Chapel,
Bristol, three stained-glass windows were unveiled
last week. One window represents Easter Morn,
another depicts the Good Samaritan, and the third
has as its subject Charity. The three windows have
been carried out by Messrs. J. Bell and Sons, of
College Green, Bristol.

CHAPPUIS'
DAYLIGHT REFLECTORS

SUPERSEDE
ALL OTHER METHODS OF LIGHTING

DARK ROOMS
IN DAVriME.

WniTE FOB LIST AND PBESS NOTICES.

69, Fleet Street, London.

DANIELS & CO.,
Modellers and Manufacturers of

Higrh-Olass

Imperishable A rchitectural

Concrete Masonry,
TO ARCHITECTS' DESIGNS, in any deeired colour.

OfFiCEa AND Woass:—

85, CANWICK ROAD, LINCOLN.
Snquittet Solicited. Eitimatet Furnished.

V. II. LiSCELLES aiid Co.,

121, Bunhill Row, London, E.C.

TELEPHONB No. S70.

HIt.H-CLASS JOINERY.

LASCELLES' CONCRETE.

Conservatories & Greenhouses.

WOODEN BUILDINGS.
BANK, OFFIOH, * SHOP FITTINOS.

QHUROH BENCHES & PULPITS.
MBTiMATKa otvtir OH ArFLXOAlloir.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,
MAIIOGANT, WAINSCOT, WALNUT,
TEAK, VENEER, and FANCYAVOOD

MERCHANTS,
120, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.C.

The most extensive Stock of every kind of
Wood in Planks and Boards, dry and fit for
immediate use.
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rREAciIIXG AND PEACTICE.

TECTrRINCr and theorising; on architoe-
J tuial subjects have not always boon

attiMiJed with practical results. A »roat
many clover and ingenious elucidations have
fallen rather fiat. The jirofessional art

prosi.'lyliser, for instance, inculcates opinions

and doctrines that for many reasons do not
work out sivtisfactorily. or he is accustonu-d
to "air" crotchets that he would not care to

put into practice. For example we have had
many elaborate discoui'ses on the use and
treatment of materials, such as brick, ten-a-

cott,a, iron, arul plaster, in which th'e

author has laid down certain liard and
last rules as to their ti-eatment in

design that could not be followed with any
degiee of practical succe.ss, simply because
the practical limitations of the manufacture
have been neglected or purposely ignored.
( )n the architectural ti-eatment of ironwork,
tor instance, we have heard it stated that the
architect should repudiate all covering and
concealment, and exhibit the bare iron, the
steel columns and girders ; and the same class

of •' muscular" theorists, in speaking of iron

or timber construction, have strenuously
ojjjiosed all sorts of plaster or wooden en-
casings, ceilings, and the Kke. Theory and
practice have the unfortunate habit' of run-
ning on separate lines, and this is mainly due
to education, and we may illustrate this by
t;iking the technical school and the ordinary
apprenticeship mode of instruction. As we
have pointed out so often in these pages, the
work done in classrooms and technical schools
is done under conditions so different fi-om

those of actual work in the office and factory
that the studeiit remains in ignorance of the
real W(!)rknian\s methods. The school or class-

room turns out a proficient man in geometry,
mechanical problems, or a student well up
in the history and nomenclature of art and
decoration. When he, as he often does,
assumes the rule of a lecturer, his views on
architecture and art are very different ti>

those of the man brought up in an architect's

office, who has had the nin of buildings in

progress and the woi-kshops. To the class-

room student, it is true, the unexpected
never happens, and it is easy for him to lay
down hard and fast rules. On the other hand,
the practically-trained architect has to en-
counter difficulties directly he begins to mike
out working drawings. Unforeseen (juestions

arise which are inseparable from actual
building operations, and these difficulties have
a very real influence on the mind of the archi-
tect in liis mode of design. The methods, too,

of the craftsman, liis mannerisms, and tools

in shaping the work are factors. Here we
have at least one reason why so many
theoiists fail to put their views into practice

in matters of construction and art. The man
who runs a hobb}' in art often propounds an
opinion on construction that would be nuit<?

impossible to caiTV out, or would be laughed
at by a skilled workman. Thus there are
those who talk about artistic timber con-
struction in a waj' that would repudiate such
traditions of cariientry as the king- or

queen-post tniss—or who, if a roof had to lie

constructed, would do so in the most primi-
tive manner: use scantlings the wi'ong way
to take the strain, mortise and tenon where
abutment and tenon joints or some other
fonn of joint is better. So a learned pro-
fessor some years ago, in speaking about the
architectiu-al use of ii-onwork, suggested that
t'le engineering forms of girders should be
taken and simply decorated by applied oraa-

'-:niit< "r ca-tings^a ]iru<'tice that wi^uld b'-

readily acceded to by all ironworkers as not

encouraging any radical change. Here wo
may draw a distinction between those who
suggest ditficiilt and imi)racticable modes of

executnig work, as the "art faddist,'' and
those who preach easy and accommodating
doctrines. Against both these sets of teachers

or professors the student may be on his

guard, though the former class arc often

honest and sincere, and have, moreover, the

prejudices and traditions of the profession to

light against, and are on this account worth
listening to. It is rather the latter and more
ordinary kind of instructor or theorist of whom
we chiefly speak hero, lie may be thoroughly
comjietent in the theory of his vocation,

whether it is on construction, on the use (jf

materials, on styles, on jilanning, on decora-

tion. What he has to say is often full of

common sense, but he is uncompromising in

tone. Ilis opinions on these subjects are

often of the most assertive and personal

kind, that will brook no opposition or dis-

cussion.

A few of these self-imposed teachers of

architectiu'e and art are men of undoubted
aliility in particular spheres of work. We
can name a dozen or more who are trying to

place the profession on a higher basis : to

rescue it from the odium of the mere " five-

per-center," and who are endeavouring to

raise the crafts to their old position. They
have the noble, but hopeless, task before

them of striving to .stem the overwhelming
tide of Philistinism and popular tastes, and
of resisting the influences of prejudice and
traditions. The attempts they have made to

put their opinions into practical shape have
not been veiy successful, either from their

total rejection of pn-cedent or their adoption

of ideas based on « pr'inri assumptions. Tlieir

designs often exhibit a crude style or indi-

vidual eccentricity in the treatment of plan

and detail.

How many of those who have essayed new
theories of design and construction have
given us any practical exemplification of

their views !-
" During the last half-century

we have had exponents of metallic systems
of constniction which should be light and
elastic and dispense with all the difficulties

and risks of stone or masonry constniction
;

others have proposed systems of construction

in which concrete and steel should lie the

main elements ; others structui-es of cellular

bricks. Many well-known authorities, like

Fergusson, have dinned into our ears the

fact that architecture has ceased to be a

living art, and that the only hope of invent-

ing for ourselves a true and appropriate style

is to set about it in the way the old builders

did, when princes, priests, ma.sons, and other

crafts worked together through centuries,

lending the aid of their experience and reason-

ing. Each improvement or phase of style was
not due to individuals, but to all classes

working together with the same aim. Xo
one can dispute this statement, and, in fact,

the uncontracted buildings of to-day are built

much on the same linos—engineering struc-

tures are supposed to be, at least. But these

advocates of the old system fail equally to

show us how this process is to be applied

in our present conditions. Fergusson
pointed to the Crystal Palace at Sydenham
as at least one gi'eat buUding carried out
wholly on the principle! of Gothic or of

any true style, and the Muswell Hill Palace

as a step in advance ; but we are afraid these

examples will not commend themselves

to the mind of the architectiu-al critic. Xor
can it be .said that those most learned in the

histoiy and theory of architecture have
proved themselves to be happy in their

designs. Adniir.able as exponents of styles,

they have somehow lost the faculty of in-

vention ; their minds have been occupied in

storing up facts and dates, in arranging and
classiKang rather than in fomiing ideas and
giving expression to them. We are most

t'laukful for our great explorers, arch.^'O-

logists, and historians of art—men like

I,a}-ard, Schliemann, Flindor; Petiie, Willis,

Freemm, Fergusson, and others, whose in-

vestigations, and researches, and criticisms

have been of great value to the progress of

architecture ; but these men have not gone
beyond their S|)herc of investigation or
criticism; they have been contented to investi-

gate the ))ast and have confined themselves
to historical research.

Theories of jilanning aUo s 'Idom work
out well or find ai'ccptance with the pro-
fession. Wo have a numl e.' of experts in

jilanning .some skilled in the arrangement of

flats f'<ir the working classes, others skilled in

the planning of ho.spitals, workhouses,
asylums, schools of various kinds, baths and
washhousos, technical institutes ;—each of

those has made planning a particular branch
of his profession, and his buildings, whatever
their external merit as designs, have a special

value to the professio:i, a; indicating tho
latest development of re luire.uentsin clinical

science. Otlier men, less expert, may give

us often better architecture ; but whatis chiefly

required are buildings planned on scientific

and economical data. A few are mere-
visionaries : they arc ingenious, well-
intentioned theorists who propo\ind ideas of
their own on various subjects. There are some
in' t'ae profession who are '

' strong " on propor-
tions, and who are continually advocating
the principles adopted, or asserted to have
been adopted, by the Greek and Middle Ago
builders. E.xponents of Egj-ptian and Greek
^'itruvian proportions still exist. I'lutarch

and Plato' both give a triangleas the principle

which the ancient I'jgj'ptians applied to their

edifices, such that the side that makes the

right-angle is 3 units in length, the base -1,

and the hypothenuse o. and these geometrical
ratios were applied in determining the dist-

ance aiiart. or the intercolumniation of colon-

nades and porticoes, and the transverse

section of buildings, as the Cathedral of

Amiens, which is obtained by two such
triangles superposed. Then we know that

most of the transverse sections and facades

of our cathedrals have been proportioned on
the equilateral triangle, which completely

satisfies the eye. No one will deny that a.

harmony of proportion is established on tho
basis of certiin geometrical formulas, as-

proved hj M. Ilenszlmann in his work
" Theorie des Proportions Appliques dans
I'Architecture,'' and by many English writers

[

given by GwUt. These relations were possibly

used in determining the plans, sections, and-

facades of temples and cathedral churches,

but thev would be inapplicable to most
modern buildings. Fonuulations of geo-
metrical and harmonic proportion are clever,

but their systems do not easily lend them-
selves to the modern architect.

Acoustics is made a hobby by some archi-

i tects, and theii- theories are oft3n lectured

upon ; but we have never yet seen a building

planned on purely acoustical principles. Tho
expert in the science may preach about
certain ratios of length, breadth, and height,

rules as to shape of plan and of section,

the form of ceiling, materials to be used, and
so on ; but if we were to ask him to give us
a p'.an for, say, a modern lectm-e-hall or

concert-room, we should probably be shocked

at the proportions and lines adopted, the-

curvatiu'e of seats and walls, and the sloping

ceiling. We cannot expect that the archi-

tect will care to adopt the theory in his

new church or jniblic hall or theatre, nor
th.at the public who fill these buildings will

consider any such scheme a success. So it

is with other new or experimenfcil hobbies.'

whether in manuf.actures or the spheres of

medicine and religion. They do not take till

people become absolutely convinced of their

practical value. The architect cannot aft'ord

to be a fadtlist, nor to ventilate a theory

at the expense of his reputation. It

is not given to every architect to create
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•a novr typo of biiiliUnj; : the few who
have become noted fov spetial buildings

have done so by dint of study and exiio-

rience. Proportion is truly called the "music
of architecture," but the mm who has not

a born instinct for it will never learn it by
simply mathematical formula^.

^iaiiy tell us that our modern system of

faousc-plannins and design is wrong ; but we
are not very clearly told how these so-called

reformers of building would proceed if they

had all their own way. Prejudice and con-

vention have no doubt been obiectiouablo

;

wo make our smaller middle-class houses as

much as we cjin like large resiliences, (juite

forgetting the social differences between
families, the rei|uirements of families; wo
build thousands of houses in our London
suburbs in wliich are packed two or three

reception-rooms where one largo hall would
suffice, and we repeat appointments that

arc quite out of place for a house in which
there is a largo family on small means. The
ordinary modern "drawing-room," as it is

called, IS a small cramped room crowded with

fancy chairs and brio-a-brac, that is perhaps
used only for certain occasions, while it robs

the familj- of one good-sized diuing-hall -an
absurd iirrangoment. We agree that there is

too much pretence and hypocrisy in houses of

this class. There is need for reform ; but we
must not unduly .shock the modern occupant,

who is not disposed to accept the teaching of

('arlyle in art matters, and believe in tlio

reality of the "hobnailed boot" or the
" packing case," or that advanced clique in

the profession who carry out these ideas in

art. Not a few of the exponents of this

jichool would shock the ordinary man by his

primitive designs for halls and parlours
according to the new gospel. These indulge
in bareness and crudity as an extreme reaction
from modem fussinoss. ( )ue leoturernot long
ago proposed that oiu- buildings sliould be
left tf) bands of skilled craftsmen working
uiuler the lOrection of the architect, each
workman being free to design and execute

;

but wo are afi-aid to think uiuler our present
conditions how this theory would work out.
Wo do not dwell here on the art-crotchets of
well-known men, who have some "hobby"
in dosig:n or in ornament, a scheme of colour
decoration, or what not, but which for some
reason or other is seldom adopted by the pro-
fession. Xor do we conclude that in some of
the instances we have mentioned the ex-
ponents of new ideas, theories, or principles
have not right, and somotimes common sense,
on their side, and that tradition or ])rejudice
has much to do with their non-acceiitance.
What we contend is that methods and
Iiractices now in use come to us with the
-sanction and recoiiimendation of experience,
which the innovation does not ; and that the
-irchitcct is hardly justified in hastily aban-
iloiiing the traditional form of plan or design
to which he has been accustomed for a de-
parture that may lead him into dilHculty,
until he lias assured himscdf that it is both
wise and practicable. Although it is a safe
prescript in polemics to do what the preacher
tells you- not necessarily what ho does; in
architecture it is often the safest (umrse to
follow the best practice of the age, if we wish
to avoid, on one hand, the ri.sk of uncertiiin
theory, and, on tlio other, the eccentricities
>{ the individual teacher.

•»UJ ir,T)INGTR.VDES APPEENTICESU IP.

'T'lIE decline in the apprenticeship system
-- in the building trades has been a sub-
ject of rem nk from time to time. The report
i.ssucd a few years ago in which evidence was
given of the .serious falling-off of the number
of workmen who were a]>prentices to building
firnn in f.-mdon, may not be forgotten. We
Toterrod to the number of firms who took
;ijijironticrs—we believe, so:nething consider-
ably balow a hundred. The proportion of

apprentices to working men was then found

to be very small, ^'arious causes have been

assigned." One of the chief is the introduction

of technical schools and classes, which, ex-

cellent as they are, have to some extent

i superseded the apprenticeship system—

a

j

cause that has been justly deplored by the

profession and the building firms them-

!
selves. Another reason is that the conditions

of labour and contract work are not favour-

able to the method. The old workshop
system, that was once under the care and
supervision of the master who took ap-

j)renticos, is almost defunct. Instead, we
have the largo establishment of a modern
contracting firm oquijiped with the latest

machinery and machine tools, and which is

cut up or dixided into various branches or

trades under different foremen. The old

apprentice lived in the house of his employer,

and worked under his direction ; the master
looked after both his pupil's training and his

morals ; they both worked at the same bench
and solveil the same difficulties together.

The apprenticeship deed implied a close

relationship, as it has been i)oiiited out

;

but under existing conditions the ap-

prentice would probably be left to his

own devices, take lodgings near the works,
and be superintended by perhaps several

members of the firm, and their foreman,
without any word of counsel, of advice, or of

instruction ; and what is worse, his instruc-

tion would be divided among different men,
the consequence of which is, the apprentice
becomes a dabster in all the trades instead of

mastering one or two, as each department is

managed by an expert, and does not care to

impart any other knowledge to a young
beginner. The secretary of the Apprentices'

Institution attributes " the falling-off in

apprenticoshi]) in London to the absence of

proper organisation " ; but this fault could
soon be remedied if, as was pointed out
some time ago, the City ('onipaiiios inter-

ested in the trades could assist youths
in being apprenticed. The Apprentices' In-
stitution IS, we believe, doing a good
work in providing apprentices with money
for apprenticeship and in supervising them.
The principal thing is to interest the large
building firms in the system by removing the
difficulties and prejudices that exist. There
is a strongly-rooted prejudice amongst large
firms that apprentices are more troublesome
than they are worth ; that under the con-
ditions of contract-work they are unre-
munerative when work has to be turned
out quickly ; and that as the trade is now so

divided into departments, in each of which
expert hands are required, the apprentice
would not find a place. Then there is

the lazy and mischievous youth whom
it would not pay to have at any price.

These objections arc no doubt valid, but
we see no insuperable difficulties. The
building firm could make arrangements for

taking and boarding pupils and receive proper
instruction under those in charge of the
various departments. A small rising wage
might bo given as an encouragement to in-
dustrious youths. No doubt the country or
provincial firm has better opportunities for
taking a])])renflces than the large London
firm, and there is a greater mutual advan-
tage. There can be no doubt whatever that
the best hands are those that have come up
from the country, where the masters have
taken some interest in the youths, and where
they have boon brought up under the eye of
the master, and within the control of "their

friends. Those young men have generally
chosen their own trade, and have been
apprenticed to a man who, for his own
sake, has taken pains to instruct him and
make him a profi 'ient workman. The
evidence brought before the (,'ommittee of
the Technical Board of Ktlucation established
the fact of the superiority of the country
youths over those brought ui> in Lonloii,
surrounded as they are by various deterrents

and physical discomforts. The chief value
of the apprenticeship system is the personal
relation between master and pupil, by which
the master takes a sj)ecial interest—not
wholly disinterested—in the youth's capacitj'

and progre.ss. The technical school, excel-
lent as it is, does not supply this relation-
ship. The youth fails to see any direct

application in a particular study to hiis work-

;

he does not receive any personal attention or
direction in his labour, as ho would do under
a sympathetic master ; his cajjaclties or special
aptitudes are disregarded. Again, thoschoul
instruction passes over or smooths away any
practical difficulty that occurs in a buildiug.
Let us mention one or two of the trades where
the technical training of the school has been
of value.

The Exhibition of Woodwork and Carving
held at the Hall of the Carpenters' Company,
London Wall, just closed, is edifying as
showing a development of technical instruc-
tion and handiwork unknown a few years
ago. The practical part of architecture is so

indissolubly connected with the constructive
.art of the carpenter, that it maj- be safely

said our progress has been much aided by
the encouragement given to the trade by the

Carpenters' and Joiners' Companies. Before
the Carpenters' Company, some 17 years
ago, established a school in Great Titchfield-

street, apprentices and craftsmen in the trade

had little assistance afforded them—books
were few and dear. There were no inducements
offered for exhibiting specimens of handiwork
or for the displaj' of skill in construc-

tion. The company has since offered medals,
money prizes, and certificates for the best

work produced, and the specimens we
noticed the other day ai-e very gratifying

proofs of the value of the school and exhi-
bitions held periodically. We have on
previous occasions noticed the chief work
turned out bj' students, and there can be
little doubt that the instructions given and
the skill called out in these contests have
materially improved the quality of the

exhibits. In many cases, as in the models
of truss roofs and derrick cranes, executed
to a larger scale than formerly, we also

notice a corresponding degree of constructive

skill, the result of the class teaching given
in Great Titchfiold-street and other technical

schools. The making of models is by
far the best and most intelligent way of

learning constructive carpentry and masonry,
as the student can be made to grasj) the

subject both visually and mentally. Treatises

on carpentry are, of course, invaluable for

teaching principles and theories; but without
a knowledge of descriptive geometry or pro-

jection a scientific treatise is an obscure book
to the ordinary apprentice or student whose
knowledge of the trade has been picked up
in the shop. A model, say, of a i-oof or the

centring of a vault appeals at once to the

eye, and the student can realise the "three
dimensions," and the model becomes a

tangible illustration of the actual work. If the

apprentice cin be afforded an opportunity of

applying his skill and handiwork to these

problems of construction, ho learns a great

deal more from them than he would by the

aid of treatises. So far, the technical school

and the exhibition of handiwork is of immense
advantage. But in the.se competitive exposi-

tions of the skill and handiwork of students,

tlie practical and accidental are left out of

account. We see, for instance, many
typical examples of roof-trusses, cupolas,

bridge-centres, partitions, besides staircases,

sashes and casements, and other joinery ; but
the difficulties and problems that occur iu

actual building in adapting trusses to dif-

ferent plans and conditions, or the^ same
princiiiles to special circumstances in the

actual building, are not exemplified, and it

would be almost impossible to do more than

illustrate ordinary types. As we have said,

the system fails to instruct the student in

actual difficulties of execution, or to meet
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exif^jencies of construction. Those ciin only be
learned by apprenticeship where the youtli

is constantly being put on his mettle.

Evidence of builders of repute in liondoii

h;is established the fact that theoretical

training in the technical .schools has not boon
so successful as a preparation as that of

sirving as an a])prcntice, thoufrb most of

tlio witnesses called admitted the best work-
men were those who supplemented theii'

workshop training by the technical school.

The students of those schools learned
geometry and drawing to scale, the eleuKMits

of mechanics, which acquirements gave them
an advantage over others in the interpre-

tation of architects" drawings, and made them
better fitted for the duties of foiomeu or
supervisors. But the work in the school is

done under conditions very different to those

that prevail in the actual requircment.s of

building. Everj-thiiig, so to speak, is made
easy ; there are no contingencies like tho.se

of foundations, shorings, hard or difficult

materials to w^nk, or special jioints to consider
-the student is supplied with all the data of

the problem ; materials, ejisy working, wood
and stone, tools, straightforward examjdes.
Xot only in carpentry and joinery, Iiut in

brickwork and masonry, plastering and iron-

work, simple straightforward examples are
worked out according to a prescribed design

—

a very different stiite of things to that where
the workman is obliged to get over an un-
looked-for ditticulty by a departirre from
the working drawing. "We hope that
apprenticeship will again find a place in the
training of building crafts, and that some
means of co-operation may be found in

which the classroom may he made to com-
plete the knowledge of the apprentice and
workman.

ROYAL INSTITUTE UF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

THE closing- meeting of the Institute for the
present session was held at 9, C'onduit-

^'trcet, \V., on Jlonday evening, the President,
Mr. William Emerson, in the chair. Mr.
\u;xAXLiiat GiiAHAM, hon. sec, said ho regretted
'<i announce the de.ith of Alexander Russell
I r.;;lis, Edinburgh, an Associate since 1S94, and
.sjuic Medallist for 1S97. The Piiesident stated
that the appeal he had made on hehalf of the
Arcliitccts' Benevolent Society had, he wiis glad
til be able to say, been successful, and in response
t'lereto £1,189 ''s. had been received. He
-incerely hoped that this announcement would
not tend to stop the flow of contributions, as the
Society needed all the help that could be afforded
t'j it by the profession. He had read in the
Times the statement that their late friend, Mr.
Arthur Gates, had bequeathed to the Society the
>imi of £1,000, but no offici.al communication on
the subject had as yet been received.

EDVCATIOX IN- BCILDIXG.

Professor W. R. Letjiary read a paper on this
subject, in which he pointed out that everything-
was kno\vn in I'rance and Ciermany of the
manner of production of their Mcditeval buildings.
Rheims, Amiens, the Sainte Chapelle, and other
edifices were recognised as the work of men who
called themselves masons. We knew the wages
they received while they worked, and we could
visit their tombs, But there w-as a curious
reserve in England about the "architects" of

our English cathedrals, and no general attempt
had be made to make known the facts as to our
chief builders. Although the facts were ready
at hand for investigators, vague theories still held
the field. We went on repe;tting that it was
unkno\vn who built the wonders of Media;val
art, or surmised that they were the work of

monks, or of travelling freemasons, or of a
cosmati guild, or they were designed by clerks
like Elyas of Dereham, Edw-;u-d of Westminster,
or William of Wykeham. The fact was that
in England carpenters, m,asons, smiths, and
glaziers existed in separate or general crafts,
which organised the education of the body a-s a
whole, especially seeing to the apprenticeship.
Practically in London freedom of the craft and
freedom of apprenticeship went together, and
after passing through his seven years' course a

youtti was received in his guild as a master.
Throughout the Jliddle Ages the country was
subject to the castles and the barons, but the towns
organised themselves, on a criil't-guild basis,

andat thecndof the loth century there was a great

stru<i:glebclwcen the tw-o powoi-s. Isolated cases

might be found in which some uiason recognised us

a great master could not be attributed to a new
work, hut advised by consultation and by means of

rough patterns, while the resident mason worked
under his advice ; but as a rule, the chief master,

employed like an otiicer to-day, had a general
consulting leadership. The lecturer quoted, in

support oi his vicw-s, niany of the references in

the Rolls of Westminster Abbey, pointing out

that the title of "abbey mason " was continued
until the beginning of the 19th century, when
it was chiinged to " clerk of works." Hero, and
indeed in all countries, the art of building was
developed by the continuous experiments of prac-

tical masons and carpenters, until the drawini?-

master of the Renaissance developed the scholarly

archa'ology, fii-st of (ireek, and then of Roman
fonns, and at a much more recent period Pugin
and his foUowci-s developed the simulation of

CTOthic forms. The most marked phenomena of
" modern architecture," so called, was the growth
of a vast number of patent processes in build-

ing, and increased complexity in the pro-

fessional side of an architect's work, until they
.arrived at what he might call the Syndicate
•Style. The)' could neither advance by reviving
tlu' forms of some style as yet untouched, say th.at

of Mycena> or of Jlexico, nor by retaining the

methods and mannerisms of Wren, or some other
safe man. As to proportion, nobody knew any-
thing more about it than that work done with a

large reasonableness, and titled to its purpose,

looked well. Xo two authorities were agreed on
taste and principles in desig-n ; and as to beauty,
no general reasoning could be based upon that

subtle and elusive essence, save so far as a man
might try to explain what moved and touched
him. Nothing healthily new, or wise, or beauti-

ful could spring up in architecture save from the
study of building. This study coidd be done in

many ways—by spending more time at work
and less in the office. The British workmen
were, afti-r all, the true artists in building,

the representatives of the Media;val archi-

tects. The offices of the several organised

trades were the best centres to get valuable and
largely disinterested advice as to local materials

and labour. These unions, in a m\ich naiTowed
form, represented the old giiilds, and any real

improvement in practical building would be ac-

companied by these unions assuming more and
more the functions of the old guilds. They
would yet see that even for their present prime
purpose of keeping up wages other things are

necessary than the crude war of strikes. The
transformation of the existing builder into a con-

tracting agent, and the consequent almost entire

failure of the last remnants of the apprentice

system, had tended to put the teaching of the

several crafts into the hands of the men them-
selves. By means of schools, and a system of

apprenticeship to the guilds, masons would, he
believed, .again see to the training of masons,
carpenters of carpenters, and plasterers of

plasteri'i-s. Even now the pla-sterers of London
were trying to make it an obligation that all

learners in their ti-ade should pass through such

technical classes in plastering as already existed.

If this point were gained men would not ulti-

mately be accepted by their fellows as qualified

imlcss they had gone through such an apprentice-

ship course ; thus they woiild get back to a defini-

tion of "mastership" in the crafts once more.

The qmility of workmanship rested in the long
run on an economic basis : the thought and
energies of the workers were now so exhausted
by the wages war that they had only heart

and strength left for routine labour. Where
labour was honoured there art would cer-

tainly be found, for honourable labour was art.

iVrchitceta must draw near to the workmen by
every means in their power. WoiUd it be possible

for the men at a given work to elect a spokesman
who should have right of access to the architect

and the drawings 'r Again, architects must learn

about building in schools—schools of practice

and theory, experiment and research. Building
schools e.vists in several Continental cities, and
such schools .should be established or assisted out

of public funds. In a. big London institution he
should like to sec all the building crafts carried

on side by side, where experiments might be made
in brick - arching, stone-cutting, and timber-

framing, with due supply of appju-atus and
testing-phint. Hero also tlic mechanics of con-
struction should be taught mechanically and
deraonstratcd in models. The question of educa-
tion in building to be solved <mt;ht to reach all,

classes of men engaged in building, and it ought
to set itself to improve all tlie mass of laiildiiig

done in England. Some day, he predicted,

pleasant, natural, living architecture would bt

refounded im connuon building— it (uuld stand
on nothing else.

At the close Jtr. Pacl Wateiuioise prupoKcd.
and I'rofessor BKitrsFOitn Pite seconded, a vote

of thanks to the lecturer. This was .supported

l)y Slessi-s. Thomas Bi.ashii.i., Leoxauu Stokks,.

and SinxEY Vacuku, and was carried by acclama-
tion. Professor Li.thahv bricHy replicHi,

SITE EOR THE LIVEKPOtJL CATllKDKAL.

ASPE(T.\L meeting of the Liverpool Archi-
tectural Society was held in the liiiw

Library on Thursday, ,Jime 13, the President,

Professor Simpson, in the chair. T'hcie was ii

large attendance of nicmbcrs, and the following
report w.is adopted :

—" The question of the site

for the new ratliedral of Liverpcol is nalunUly
one of great interest to all .architects, and
especially to those practising in London, 'llu:

first essential of a cathedral for I>ivcrpool is, that

it .shall be a i-athedral of the diocese, and not of

the city only. The most ci^ntral position for Ihc-

dioeose is that in closest touch with thi; railway
stations. Four sites have leen suggested, (1)

St. Peter's Chiu-ch, ('2) Monument Place, (3) St.

Luke's Church, (4) St. .Tames's Jleunt. Theses

are placed in order of centraUty. Of these
four sites, Nos. 1 and 3 are net considei-cd,

as for various strong reasons they are re-

garded as inferior to thi; other two. The
advantages of the Monument-place site are
as follows :—Its position and approach arc un-
rivalled in Liverpool. There is an opiKirlunity

here for a west fi'ont which might be the finest in

Europe. The proximity of the site to the gieat

public buildings of Liverpool is of the utmost
importance. Its relation to St. (icorge's Hall, in

view of St.ate processions, civic or otherwise, is of

gi-eat advant.agc. It is near to, or in direct com-
munication with, the principal railway stations,

and is passed by cars from the pierhead ;m well as-

hy those from the north and the south of the city.

The site is a very high one, the level of the

ground at the west end being the same— 132ft.

above the datum line—as that of the St. James't
Mount site, and any building, therefore, erected

thereon, would be as visible from the river and
the Cheshire side as one placed in the latter

position. The foundation is rock. The removal
of many of the buildings at present on the site

wodld be of distinct advantage to the welfare

of the city. Finally, the orient ition w-ould be that

customary in EngUsh cathedrals and churches.

The disadvantages which have been urged
against it are :—The cost of the site, the noise

fiom passing cars and traffic generally, and the

surroundings. As regards the first, this i»

undoubtedly verj' great. The question of noise

is not a serious one, owing to the construction

neccssaiy for so large a building. St. I'aul's,

London, is very similarly placed, and the sound
of the traffic outside is hardly, if at aO, per-

ceptible inside. The smrcundings, it is true,

ai'c not .all th.at could be desired ; but cathedrals

ought to be equally accessible for all classes of
the community, and the most favoured qujirtcrs

are not necessarily the best for these buildings.

The advantages of the St. James's Mount site

arc as follows : The site itself would be
much less expensive than that of Monument-
place. The situation is a quiet one, and the

surroundings are picturesque. Any biuld-

ing erected here would stand out well, and
could be seen from the river and Birkenhead.

Its disadvantages, in our opinion, arc much
greater than its advantages. Its inacessibility

is perhaps its greatest ; it is far removed from
the main lines and centres of traffic. The site ig

a very narrow one, and it would be difficult to

obtain a gooil near view of any large building

placed upon it. The approach, in an archi-

tectural sense, is verj' bad indeed, and no vistas,

n-ould be obtainable from any point. The cost of
the foundations would be very heavy ;

either the

present mound would have to be removed, oi-

else the foundations would require to be carried

down very deep. The suggested suspension

bridge over the cemetery would be exceedingly
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costly an I possibly uusicfhtly. If the cathcJial

is placed as has been siiggfcstcd, the orientation

will tc contrary tu the immemoriiil traditions of

the English Church. A practical objection to ,

this pr jpos;\l is that the sunliijht striking

through the wimlow or windows at the end of

the chancel, which would be south, would be a

verj- serious inconvenience to the cungregntion.

In conclusion, we consider that questions of
j

economy ought not to be allowed to override

ever\- other consideration in placing a building

wliich is to stand fur all time. A cathedral need

not be built in one lifetime, or by one set of

d'Hors. We suggest that it would be possible

'.II 1 suflicicnt for this genenition to make the

c jiumencement of an entirely Avorthy work by i

acquiring a part of what we consider to he the

best site ;'Monum?nt-p'.acel, and erecting a

portion of tlie building upon it. This portion

miglit be either the grand west front and nave,

taking up the frontage to Monument-place and
extending back to Anson-street, or it might be

the chancel and transept portion which would
st;ind on the cheaper land, eastwaids, with a

temporary west entrance from Anson-street. In
matters of vast iui|»rtance such as this, the only
thing worth aiming for is tlie be.<t, and it is our

experience that, in the long run, this is the most
easily obtainable."

The views thus laid down by a representative

g.ithering of local architects di<l not apjjcar to

carry much weight at the meeting held on Monday
in the council chamber, Liverpool Town-hall, in

furtherance of the cathedral scheme, when Earl
Derby, lord-lieutenant of the county, presided

over a crowded assembly of influential C'hurch-

men and Nonconformists. Refen-ing to the

/•ontcntion which had taken place over the selec-

tion of a site, Lord Derby said that in a large

town like Liverpool, with its rapid growlh and
.the increasing density of its population, they
couM not allow matters to stand stiU for a number
of years, and, after the lapse of that time, expect
to hud that sitei which were open spaces and
available when the diocese was formed, could still

be acquired on terms which might have been
possible a decade or two ago. The two sites now
.mainly occupying public attention were those in

-Monument-place, London-road, and at .St. James's
Mount. With regard to the former, if money
was absolutely unlimited, and if they could deal
with the land as an open space, there was much
which would accord with the view of the
city architects, and Monument-place might be
made an unbounded field for the display of
Architectural skill. Uut it was their duty at
the meeting to deal with what was practicable,
whether at Jlonument-place or at .St. James's
Jlount. Objection had been raLsed to the latter
site because it was now used .as an open space, and
it was contended that the building of a cathedral
upon it would deprive the inhabitants of the
neighbourhood of the only recreation ground they
possessed. But he pointed out that, now.adays,
the churches were not walled in, but were made
as beautiful and attractive a.s possible, so that the
.ground would still be available for public gardens.
Their failure in years gone by to provide a cathe-
dral had been "due to the 'battle of the sites,
and, although they might wait five or ten years
to carry out their object they must not risk a
second failure, and he urged the meeting to
approve of the St. James's Mount site, which had
been adopted by the liishop and the Selection
Committee. The Bishop of Liverpool then
moved :—" That this public meeting of the
Diocese of Liverpool is of opinion that the time has
arrived when active steps should he taken to pro-
vide a cathedral for the diocese." He said that
the cathedral they were to build must be worthy
of Liverpool, and" no one co\M deny that such an
ei-clesiastical edifice was absolutely necessary to
meet the wants of the diocese. Although every
effort h.id been made to carry on a cathedral
service in the church of Si. Teter, frequent occa-
sions occurred when its unsuitability was very
apparrmt, and especi.ally when great national ser-
vices had to be held. Jlr. John Braneker .seconded
the rf-iilu'ion, and said that the reason why the
! a.' HUbop had not been urgent in his desire for
a c uli.-lral was because he devoted his energies
to providing the diocese with churches and men
and to increasing the stipends of the clergy,
which were sadly too small in the past. M"r.
.Ufrel L. Jones supported the motion, and ex-
pre.ss.d the hope that, before many months were
over, the King would lay the foundation-stone of
the new cathedral on .St. James's Mount. The
1 -'olu'.ion was unanimously agreod to, after

which the Hon. Arthur Stanley. M.P., proposed

a motion in favour of adopting the recommenda-
tions of the committee for the St. James's Mount
site, and this was se:;onded by Sir Edward
Kussell and supported by Canon Stewart. An
amendment was proposed to postpone the selection

on the ground that this site belonged to the

public and should not be taken from its present

uses, but the resolution was carried by an over-

whelming majority, ft was stated that the sub-

scriptions promised towards the sehem- amounted
to £134, SBS.

NEW DKAIXAUE BY-LAWS VOVx
LUXDON.

THE reply of tlve Local Government Board to

certain objections taken to the new Drain-

age By-laws drawn up by the London County
Council was given on Jlonday in tlie following

letter :—" Whitehall, S.W. " 17th June. 1901.

jiark H. Judge, Esq. .Sir,—I am directed by the

Local CJovernment Board to advert to your letter

of the 16th November last, forwarding a letter

signed by 34 medical men, architects, and others

relative to the by-laws proposed by the London
County Council with respect to the drainage of

buildings, and to state that after careful con-

sideration of the representations contained therein,

the Board have not seen sufficient grounds for

withholding approval of the by-laws in their

present form. They have accordingly approved
the series.—I am, sir, your obedient servant,

W. E. KnoUys, Assistant Secretary."

The by-law which provided that all soil-pipes

should be placed outside buildings is repealed.

The new regulation is thit soil-pipes shall be out-

side •• whenever practicable." One of the main
objections urged against the new by-laws was
their want of definiteness. The memorial to the
Local Government Board, which was signed,

among others, by the following architects :—Mr.
Edwin O. Sachs, Mr. Halsev Eicardo, Mr. E. H.
Prior, Jlr. W. W. Gwyther, and Mr. JIark H.
.Judge. And by the following medical men :

—

Dr. Henry Kenwood, ?I.O.H., Mr. .Tonathan '

Hutchinso'n, F.R.S., Dr. Roger-Smith, Dr. W. S.

Playfair. Sir Joseph Fayrer, Dr. Danford Thomas,
Dr." AViUoughbv, D.P.H., Dr. Edward Blake,

!

Mr. Horatio Symonds, F.R.C.S., .and Dr. A. O.
Grosvenor, urged that " such terms as ' whenever I

practicable,' ' as near as practicable,' ' where any
j

other mode of construction may be impracticable,'
|

' except where unavoidable,' ' equally suitable,'

which appear repeatedly in the proposed by-'aws,
should be avoided, and' if used at all, surely the
authority to decide the matter should be stated,

or endless disputes must arise as to what
is 'practicable,' 'unavoidable,' or 'equally
suitable.'

"

The reply of the County Council to this criticism

was th.at " it was found practically impossible to

lay down definite rules of construction whirh
would apply in ever}- case, and the term? in

question give elasticity to the by-laws, without
which their enforcement would be found extremely
difficult, if not impracticable."
To this Jlr. ilark H. Judge rejoined :—" Many

beside the London County Council are aware that
it is ' practically impossible to lay down definite

rides of construction ' in many of the matters
attempted to be dealt with in these by-laws, and
will, I am satisfied, agree with me that until it is

practicall}- possible to do so, there is no justifica-

tion for making by-laws at iill. To adopt by-
laws with an elasticity which is determined by
the will of a public sanitary inspector would be
to create a public danger, and, if permitted, will

make the sanitary administration ofthe Metropolis,
which is already oppi essive, a t^-i-anny which, in
the interest of the community, will' have to be
resisted."

delivered in February of last year befor.'

the Architectural Association, and reported in

our issue of Feb. Ifi, 1900. Dr. Armstrong
remarks that the Jlidhope-buildings in Cromer-
strcet, Gray's Inn-road, erected by the East Eml
Dwellings Co., show a good desig-n generalh-.
except that there is but one water-cioset to each
two pair-room and one single-room tenement.
The first premiated design for the London County
Council's estate at Millbank, by Jlessrs. .Spalding
and Cross, is referred to with approval, and the
Gun-street dwellings are s.aid to be well worth
seeing. Among the tenements for the poore-t
classes erected by the L.C.C., those in Boundary-
street, Shoreditch, Borough-road, .and Anii-
street, Poplar, are said to deserve in.spection, thr
last named being the cheapest class of buildin-
yet erected by this Metropolitan authority. Th
I'eabody Buildings near Brockwell Park, S.E.,
designed by Mr. W. E. WfiUis, architect and
surveyor to the I'eabody Trust, are described in
more detail. At Liverpool the municipal tenements
are of one, two, and thi'ee roon\s, very few bein"
single apartments. Mr. H. P. Boulnois (now
of the Local Government Board), when city
engineer, tried to solve the problem of houses at

a unit of Is. a room per week for tlic poorest class

of labourers, with an allow.ance of two rooms to

each family. These buildings were plain and
substanti.al, and of three types. At Manchester
blocks of buildings have been erected in Oldham-
street for 848 persons, and in Pollard-street for

448 persons ; the latter buildings are in 130
double tenements, plainer in treatment than
those in Oldham-street. At Edinburgh three
sets of tenements have been built under the
direction of Jlr. John Cooper, burgh engineer,
the largest group being 100 tenements of

workers' dwellings in Cowgate, erected at a cost

of £17,000. The City Improvements Department
of the Glasgow Corporation, Mr. W. C. Jlenzies,

manager, have built a large block on the balcony
system in St. James's-road, a second group at

Haghill ; the department have completed in all

467 houses for the poorest classes, with single-

apartment houses, at an average rent of £5, and
two-apartment houses at an average rent of

£8 .5s., and other works for providing dv.-ellings

of one or two rooms each are in progress in

Auderston and Calton districts at .an estimated
cost of £4.5,000.

if

SINGLE AND PAIR ROOM TENEMENT
DWELLINGS.

A CONCISE report on examples of single-
room and pair-room dwellings provided by

municipal, and other authorities in London",
Livi'rpool. Mancdicftcr, Edinburgh, and Gl.asgow
has just been presented to tlie C'ity Council of
Ncwcastle-on-Tyne by their medical officer of
health, Dr. Henry E. Anustrong. The report
is published in p.-imphlet form, and is copiously
illustrated by plans of the various dwelling's
described, several of which are reproduced by
permission from the Bvildix;: News. Much
of the inforniirtion as to London dwellings
is abridged from Mr. Thomas Blashill's lecture

" NEW ART " FURNITURE AT THE
VICTORIA AND ALBERT MUSEUM,
SOUTH KENSINGTON.

THE nation is indelited to Mr. George Donald-

son for hit generosity in presenting to the

Victoria and Albert Museum a collection of

"New Art" Furniture, now ai'r.anged in the

Tapestry Court of the Art Museum. The largest

and most striking example seen on entering is the

side of a room with a settle in marquetry with

ingenious selections of natural woods, lending

themselves by their gi-ain or marking to the

designs of the trees, figures, &c. This work
is German, and made by Herr J. J. Graf, of

Strassburg. The marquetry is by Herr C.

Spindler, and represents subjects taken from old

Alsatian legends.

Visitors to the I'aris Exhibition will remember
the rooms furnished in the new .style by Monsieur

Bing, and will recognise the chairs and table as

coming from his workshop. The bedroom suite,

consisting of a bedstead, w.ardrobc, and commode,
all enriched with carving and inlaid with flowers,

was manufactured by MM. Perol Frercs. The
work of Jlonsieur Louis Jl.ajorelle, of Nancy, who
has obtained the highest distinction in France, is

represented by three cabinets of unique form, a

table, an armchair, and two trays. Three chairs

with seats and band backs of leather, cut and

embossed with "New Art" ornament, are from

the hand of Blonsieur A. Darras.

Monsieur Emile Gallc, of Nancy, has been turr -

ing his attention to the manufacture of furniture

in the now style, and his work may be seen in five

specimens of fui-niture—namely, a tea-table, a

chest of drawers, a lady's work-table, a screen,

and a tray, aU inlaid with flowers and leaves.

The chest of drawers is further inlaid with a large

butterfly partly in molh-r-of-pearl. A writing-

table, two chairs, and a stool in light wood, with

gilt metal mounts and jilush coverings, are from

the workshop of Jlonsieur E. Bagues. One end

of the room is given up to furniture from

Hungary and Norway. The work of th(; former

country' is represented by two large cabinets, a

table, and two chairs, designed by Herr Edmund
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l''araKo, -whilst the characteristic art of Xorway
;- (karly seen in the two chairs made by Jlr.

I . (i. Christensen. Between the IIun<rarian
i.ihinotsis a large optn tapestry h.inging fri>in

the tapestry works at f'hristiania, and over
Jlonsicur Galle's furniture is a woven picture of

Spring after a design hy Jlonsieur E. Grasset.

The four showcases contain small objects of

art in metal, jjottery, and glass, illustrating the
ni'w movement. One of the cases is filled with
Ihelustred glass of Lijtze, of Klostcrmiihle, and
llie painted and cut-glass of Monsieur F.mile
I lallc, of Xanoy. A second case contains ex-
Miplrs of the wares made by Herr Zsolnay, of

i iiifkuvhen, and Professor Jlax Liiugerat Karls-
luhe. The third ease has a miseellaiuxius collec-

tion of pottery from Copenhagen Ko}-al I'oreelain

Factory), Rijrstrand, Rookwood ^Cincinnati', and
Boston ;tirueby ware). The work of the French
pottei's il M. t'iiaplet and Bigot is also represented
in this case. The fourth case is filled with metal-
work, chiefly in the form of door furniture ; many
of the rlcsigns are by Monsieur (.'harpentier. The
.^pecimims of silvtr mounts for bedroom furniture
are made by Monsieur Bing after designs by
-Monsieur Colonna. The large stoneware vase on
the pedestal is from the factory of Jlonsieur
(Irorges lloent^cliel. and the modelling is by
Monsi -ur F. Deschamps.
The stencilli' I frieze round the room has been

designed and made by Mr. T. T. Blayloek, a
student in training in "the Royal College of Art,
^ 'Uth Kensington.

CHIPS.
Mr. Elwiu T. Hall, 'F.R.I. B.A., h:is moved his

oflicBS to .54, B3-lford-sciuare, W.C, from 57,
Moorgate-street.

At Birrow Dr. Whiteside, Bishop of Liverpool,
laid the foundation-stone of a Roman Catholic
^ hool-chapel to be erected to the memory of the
I ite Father Caftrey. The cost will he about £7,000.

At Silver Royd Hill, Wortley, Leeds, on Satur-
diy, memorial -stones were laid in connection with
a new Primitive Methodist chapel. The builiUng,
which stands on the site until recently occupied by
the Sunday-school, has been designed by Messrs.
Howdill and Howdill, architects, Leeds, and the
work is being earriel out hy Mr. Pullan, of Beeston.
When complete the buUdiug will provide accom-
modation for about 650 people, being some 250
more than could bs seated in the old chapel, which
iu future will be used for Sunday-school purposes.

The new bridge at Bristol a2ros3 the Feeder, from
Silverthorne-lane, St. Philip"s,,to Barton HU], will
hi opened on Monday next. It has been con-
structed from plans by the city engineer, Mr. T. H.
Yabbicom, the contractor being Mr. Auguste Krauss.

The premises of Mr. Ballan, budder and con-
tractor, Balfast, were destrovel by fire on Friday
night. The damage is estimated at £4,000.

The Victoria Cottage Hospital, Moreoambe, is

bsing warmed and ventdatedby meausof Shorlind's
patent Manchester grates, the same being suiiplied
by Messi-s. E. H. Shorland and Brother, of Man-
chester.

A new Primitive Methodist Church is now being
erected at Handsworth, Yorks, with seating accom-
modatioa for about 300 persons. The building is to
be of Yorkshire stone in the Gothic style, and to be
heated on the low-pressure hot-water svstem, the
total cost l>eing £3,075. Mr. Fidler, of Eckington,
is the contractor, and the work is t)eing carried out
under the superintendence of the architect, Mr. J. P
Earle, M.S.A., Sheffield.

Col. C. E. H. Luard, B.E., a Lo=al Government
Board Inspector, lield an inqiurj- at the Parochial
Offices, Warmley, on Friday, respecting the apphca-
tiou of the rural district coujicil to borrow t.'2,000

for certain improvements in the parishes of Man-
gotsfield and Oldland.

Kirklee Bridge, a new gi-anite structure spanning
the river Kelvm from Montgomery- street, Mary-
hiU, to Kirklee Station, Kelviaside, w.is fonnafly
opened by the corporation of Glasgow on Frid.ay.
Mr. McCall, of Glasgow, was the engineer.

The five days' sale of the .\shburuham (Barrois)
collection of manuscripts was conclude! on Friday
at Sotheby's. The total amount realised for the 028
lots was £33,217. A Uth-century MS. of "San
Graal et Lancelot du Lac " brought £1,,S00.

At the town-hall, Wanaugton, on Friday, Lieu-
teiiaut-Colonel Von Donop, an Inspactor of the
Board of Trade, conducted an inquu-y into the
application of the Corporation for sanction to
borrow £63,050 for tramway purposes. This sum
is the estimated cost of constructuig electric tram-
ways from Sankey Bridges, and thence across the
centre of the towji to Knutsford-road swing-bridge,
Latchford, and also along Wilderspool Causew.ay.

UBITUARV.
The funeral took place on Friday at the Dean

Cemetery, Edinburgh, of .Mr. Jons X. Rissni.i,

Ixcii.is. .V.R.I.li..V., of the firm of Messrs.
Williamson and Inglis, architects, Edinburgh
and Kirkcaldy, and was largely attended by his

professional brethren. His death took place on
the previous Sunday umlcr sad cii'cumstances. In
consequence of overwork, Mr. Inglis had forsonu'

time past been s\ibjcct to insomnia, and an over-

dose of a sleeping draught which he had been
using led to the close of a career full of promise.

He was to have been married on the Tuesday.
Mr. Inglis, who was only thirty-one years of age,

passed the earlier years of his professional career

in the olHcesof Mr. J. 1!. Dunn and Mr. Hippolyte
J. Blanc, R.S..V., afterwards going to London to

continue his studies. He shortly went to Oxford,

and was for a few years in the otHce of Mr.
Wilkinson ?Ioore. lieing suc<-essful in l.S'.i7 in

gaining the Soane medallion, which entitled him
to a travelling studentship for six months .abroad,

he spent about one year in Italy and Sicily,

returning to Scotland with excellent drawings of

the buildings he had visited. On his return to

Edinburgh he entered into a partnership with
Mr. William Williamson, architect, llirkealdy,

and the firm have since had othces in that town
and in Edinburgh, and were lately successful in

the competition fi>r Kirkcaldy police buildings.

Mu. James .Iemsox, an architect carrying on
a large business iu the Fyldc district, and sur-

veyor to the Preesall Urban District Council, met
with a tragic death on Sunday. According to

the police report, deceased, who was of a very
cheerful disposition, frequently complained of

being unable to sleep, and early on Sunday morU'
ing he went to Dr. Robinson, who mixed a sleep

ing draught of chloral in a bottle containing four

doses. Jlr. Jemson appears to have taken the
whole mixture, the empty bottle being afterwards
found. When in bed ho began to cough and
sneeze, and hj expired before the doctor arrived.

The death has occuiTed, at Heath-crescent,
Stockport, of ilr. JosEvn EM.\xrEL BvciATE, art

master at Stockijort Technical School for the last

ten years. Jlr. Bygate was also a member of the

council of the Association of Art Masters. He
was fonnerly assistant master in the Durham
School of Art 'where he wrote and illustrated a

short ar<-hitectural history of Durham Cathedral)

and at St. JIartin's School of Art, London, an'l

iad acted as instructor and examiner in art for

the Royal College of Science. Mr. Bygate ex-
hibited paintings at the Royal Society of British

Artists, London, and at the ilanchester, Derby,
and Xeweastle-on-Tyne exhibitions, both in oil

and water colours. He was 3S years of age, and
has left a widow and four children.

A distribution of Plumbers' Company certificates

of registration to some 200 master and operative
plumbers was held at the City Guddhall on Saturday
afternoon.

A-t West Bromwich Parish Church the completion
of the work of providing the chancel of the church
with its permanent furniture has been celebrated.

The organ was opened in December, 1S9S. The
carved choir-stalls followed in May, 1900, and now
the work has been brought to a conclusion by cloth-

!
ing the org.an with a carved oak case. The w'nole

' of the work is from the designs of Mr. Enoch Wood,
of West Bromwich, and the carving and other work
has been carried out by Mr. Advent Hunstone, of

Tideswell, near Buxton.

The Bishops of Peterborough and Leicester, the
Marquis of Exeter, Viscount Melville, Lord Lilford,

and Mr. Stopford-Sackville, M.P., took part in a
meeting at Peterborough last week, to consider

in what way the memory of the late Dean of Peter-
borough should lie preserved. It was decided that

the great services rendered by Dean Ingram in

various ways to the cathedral and diocese could be
most suitably acknowledged by the completion of

the restoration of the west front of the cathedral,

that being the work to which he especially devoted
himself Uuring the later years of his life. Sub-
scriptions to the amount of £.100 were promised in

the room. A sum of £2,000 wdl suffice to do what
is necessary for the west front, and about £t,000 is

needed to complete the restoration of the whole of

the cathedral fabric.

At the meeting of the Mersey Docks and Harbour
Board, at Liverpool, the works committea recom-
mended that the length of the Alfred Lock at

Birkenhead be increased from 3iSft. to 550ft., at

an estimated cost of £11,500 : and that the proposed
new Brocklebaidc Gravin" Dock te increased in

length at an estimated additional cost of £14,700.
The Board approved of the proposals.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

EinNnciuiu .\ia tirrij n i; \L Associ.\Tiox.—.V

largi^ party of the members of this association
Itd't Edinburgh on Friday fiu- their annual excur-
sion. .V departure from the usual one-day
exc\ii'sion was made, ami the progranune of visits

extended over two days, Durham being visited on
Friilay and Hexham on Saturday. At the former
city the members had the privilege of being con-
ducted over the Cathedral and lleanery by the
Very Rev. D-an Kilchin. The library "was also

visited, where C'anon (irernwell exhibited his.

splenrlid collection of sculptun-d stones, .\fter-

warils th(> members visited the Castle by kind
perinission of the Rev. Dr. I'lummer, and werj
sliown over the building l>y the Rev. Mr. Godwin..
In th(! evening, after diinur. .a number of the-

other old parish churches were inspcfded, and the
uriny charming and interesting views and walks
about the city enjoyed. The company stayed
overnight at the Royal County Holed, and on the
Saturday morning travelled to Hexham, where,
by the courtesy of tlie Rev. E. Sidney Savage,
Ji...\., the members were conilucted" over the-

Abbey by Mr. ('liarles Clement Hodges, ai'chi-

tei-t. In the afternoon the jiarty drove to Chesters,

and saw the Roman station and uniscum, under'
Jlr. R. Blair's leadcirship, jiermission for whicl*
had been gianted by Jlrs. ( 'layton, of Chesters.
Mrs. Clayton also allowed the party to view her
private resid(m{-e, the additions to which form a
fine example of Jlr. R. Norman Shaw's work.
Till' train was joined at Chollerford, and the

return journey made via Riccarton Jimction anrL

Hawick.

There lias just been comjdeted in the works of
Messrs. Alexander Macdonald and Co. (Limited),
granite merchants, Aberdeen, and sent to London
for shipment to South Africa, a memorial for the
tomb of the late Prin_-e Christian Victor, who died
when on service in the Boer war. It takes the
shape of a cross, made of granite obtained from a
quarry at Balmor.al. The cro.ss will be erected in

Pretoria Cathedral, where the young prince rests.

The Senate of Cambridge University has given
authority to the Vice-Chancellor to enter into
contracts for the erection of the propo.sed Law
Schools, kc, on the Downing site, at a sum not to-

exceed £7,000. Subject to the approval of the
Chancellor, the sum of £2 1 ,000 is to be appropriated
from the Benefaction Fund towards the cost of the
Botany School building, £16,000 towards the cost

of the Medical School building, and other sums,
were voted for various other buddings.

The Liverpool business of Parr's Banking Com-
pany has been removed from Cook-street to the new-
budding iu Ca^tle-sti'est. The new premises, of
CLi-cular design, of which Mr. Xorman Shaw, R.A.^
London, and Messi-s. WdUnk and Thicknesse,
Liverpool, are the joint architects, Mr. W. A.
Latta being clerk of works, contain several novel
features. 'Phe exterior is of unpoUshed granite,

tooled, surmounted by Pevaneze marble, with bands
of Capolino marble, the unique cornice being of

Ruabon terracotta. Within CapoUno marble and
Breccia marble are used, and all the woodwork,
save the Spanish mahogany counter, with its.

moulding of boxwool, and tlie entering desks, is of
fumed oak.

The foundation-stone was laid on the 6th inst. of
a spacious block of bnildings for the .Tarrow and
Hebbiirn Co-operative Societ}* at Hebburu Cijuay.

The site is at the corner of Lyou-street .and Albert-
street, and measures 80ft. by 66ft. On the groun;
floor will be the grocery, butchery, confectionery,

and drapery shops, with a loading dock connecting-

all the departments. ()n the second floor will be
warehouses, mdlinery rooms, showrooms, and a boot
department ; while on the top flat there wdl be an
assembly-hall, 77ft. by 37ft., and seitiu" 700
persons. The structure avill be surmounted by a
turret in wdiich it is intendel to place a clock, 'fhe

work is being done by the Society's employes from
designs prepared by Mr. Geo. Cordiner, who is the

clerk of n-orks.

The corporation electric tramways at JIanchester

have been formally opened by the Lord Mayor of

that city. The car-shed covers four acres of ground,,

and has a frontage of 975ft. to Boyle-street, and
330ft. to Queen's-road. The materials used for the

Boyle-street elevation are grey-red bricks in the
spaces between the piers, and stock bricks for the

piers, gables, arches, and strings, and the front

elevation and main gateway are of stock bricks.

There is room for 262 cars. The buikUng lias

mechanics' shops and store.s and guards' and drivers'

messrooms, besides other offices. There is also a.

house for the foreman. Tlie total amount of the

contracts has been £53,075, and the buildings were
designed by Mr. J. Gibbons, of Manchester.
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BuilMng Jntcllicitnct.

Ui KixKiiiLn.—The new town-hall erected by
the coi-iK>ratu>n at a cost of £16,000, was formally

<jpened on jiatnrday. The style is Domestic
<iuthic. The chief entrance is surmounted by a

clock lower, and the ex4erior is in Accrington
bricks, with ^'orkshiro stone dressings. The
•ipper i>;irts of all the windows arc in stained

glass, in the basement, which is nearly level

with the ground, there are rooms which are to be
'•jsed as lamp stores, rei«iiiing-rooms, an office for

the inspector of weights and measures, rooms
(including batluMom) for workmen, heating
i-'hamb<T, tire brigade station, ambulance station,

ind firemen's stores. On the ground iloor are the

gas office, meter inspector's room, the rates and
water accounts office, the cashier's office, rooms
for the sanitary inspector and the medical officer

of health, the surveyor's offices, waiting-rooms
ind school board offices, togi'ther with a separate

staircase leading to the 2>ublic gallery and the

iwuncil chamber. From this floor to the floor

above there is a spacious staircase with two return
flights. The areading at the bottom of this stair-

case springs fr«m red polished granite shafts and
<!arved stone ea]>s. On the first floor are the

council chamber, with a panelled ceiling, the

.Mayor's parlour, offices for the law clerks and the

committee ilerks, the overseers' office, cloak-

rooms, and two committee-rooms. The staircase

is lighted by a painted glass dome in addition to

the side windows. Messrs. John Eaton, 8ons,
and (Jantrell, of Ashton-under-Lyne, were the
"'irchitect^s, and the borough surveyor, Mr. Hague,
has actcnl as clerk of the works.

Haddon-, llrxTs.- 'I'he parish church of llad-
don on tfie (ireat North-road has been restored,

-and was reopened by the Bishop of Ely on Satur-
day liust. It ischietly liate Norman in date, but the
upper part of the tower is of the Jacobean period.
ilr. .(. ('. Tr.iylen, of Stamford, has been the
architect, and the contractor was Mr. F. G.
Ilalliday, of Stamford. The work, which has
i;)8t.£7-iO, i^mbraccs a new north-aisle roof, with
transept roof and nave roof ; the interior lias been
thoroughly cleaned down, the tower has been
restored, and one bell recast. There is new
wjod block paving and a pair of new prayer-
desks, while the chancel and altar table have been
.rearranged, .md chairs substituted for the old
sjatingacconunodation. All the fresh woodwork
is of kinglish oak, and in the rebuilding of the
nave roof the old characteristics were preserved.
The windows have been rcglazed, and Mr. L.
Trowcr has given a stained-glass window, in
memory of his brother, Lieut. Trower, who fell

-at Majuba Hill. The design, which is by Mr.
C. E. Kempe, represents the Crucifi.xion and St.
Ooorge and St. Jlichael. ' After the wall had been
slcaned and several layers of whitewashing
j-cmoved, a number of frescoes were discovered on
the wist walls, but the treatment to which they
had Iwen subjected has made them indecipherable.

lii.oo.Msiicnv.- The new swimming-bath, the
foundation-stone of which was laid on Wednesday,
i« an extension of the ])ublic baths and w.ash-
housos erected in Endell-strcet by the Com-
missioners for l'ul)Iic ISalhs and Wash-houses for
the Parishes of St. Giles-in-the-Fields and St.
<icorge, IJloom.sbury, in the year KS52. The
design of Messrs. John and S. Flint Clarkson, of
Ormond Chambers, Great Orinond -street, having
been acc(^ptcd from several others submitted, a
•contract with Jle-ssrs. F. Gough and Co., of
llendon, for the erection of the baths was entered
into. It is anticijiated that the total cost of the
land and baths will amount to the sum of £Jj, 0(10.
The extension, which will have a frontage in
Uroad-streetof ,').5ft., and a depth from north to
<outh of l.'JOft., will provide a swimming-bath
ItOft. in length, with dosed dre.ssing-boxes entered
from the idatforms. The bath will be paveJ with
mosaic, the walls ficed with glazed bricks, and
'iomed ceilings of fibrous ))laster will l)c formed
atx)ve lantern lights. There will also be sub-
ways all round. The bath hall will be (entered
through a vestibub', and from Ilroad-street. The
•height of the bath hall will be about •! Oft. from
the bottom of the bath to the dome.i. The elevation
towards Ilroad-street will be four stories in
height, of Portland stone, red Uraeknell bricks
being used for the upper floors. The eU^vation
will rearmble the existing front in Endell-strect,
the rosembhnce being intentionally made so
strong that it will be cb^ir that the tw'o frontages
.-ire parts of one building.

>.'K«.-AsrLi;-ox-Tv.\i:.—The foundation-stones

of a new church for the Methodist Free Church
comnumion were laid last week at the comer
of Simonside-teiTaee and Ileaton-road, Heaton,
Newcastle, and a new school, which has already

been built, was opened. The church is planned
in cruciform shape, with two large transepts and
a wide na\'e. There will be two entrances in

Heaton-road, into a vestibule giving access to

the body of the church. The galleries will be

entered from sepni-ate doore. The church is

designed in the Late Gothic style, and will be

lighted by stone tracery windows. The walls of

the buildings -will be of sneeked rubble stone-

work, with dres.sed and rubbed mouldings. The
internal fittings, including gallery fronts, rostrum,

seats, &c., will be of pitchpine, and the roof will

be an open timber one, moulded. The galleries

will occupy each arm of the cross shape of the

church, that at the back being for the accommo-
dation of the choir and organ. At the corner of

the ro.ads will rise to a height of Goft. a slenderly-

proportioned octagonal tower and s:ire, with
buttresses and pierced tracery. The church will

provide accommodation for 700 persons. The
Sunday-schools are arranged with the whole of

the classrooms on the gi-ound floor, with separate

entrances to the different sections, including
boys' and girls' rooms and infants' rooms. On
the first floor is the school-haU. The buildings

will be lighted throughout by electricity, and
win be heated by hot water on the low-pressure
system. The architects for the buildings are

Messrs. Hope and Maxwell, Newcastle, and the
builder is Mr. Alexander Bruce.

NoUTH.\MFTON'. — The Northampton Town
Council passed the plans of the alterations to the
Opera House, Guild Hall-road, prepared by Mr.
John P. Briggs, Effingham House, Ai-undel-
street, Strand, W.C, at their monthly meeting
held at the town-haUon June 3. The alterations

are extensive ; new entrances will be formed from
Guild Hall-road, and new crush-rooms provided
to dress circle and upper circle. The pit will

be considerably enlarged, and two new exits

formed from this portion of the house into

Carter-street. Three rows of orchestra stalls are
to be added, which will be a distinct imjjrove-
ment. The whole of the building is to be re-

decorated, and an installation of electric light
provided. The theatre will be ready for opening
early in the autumn.

Noiiwicii CiTHKonAL.—The Dean of Norwich
has wTitten to the loenl Press announcing " the
accamplishmeat of a great work—viz., the com-
plete reparation of the interior and exterior of

Norwich Cathedral ; the restoration of the
cloister, one of the most precious -ypes of varied
styles of architecture in Europe, and the erection
of an organ •n'hich for volume of sound, for sweet-
ness, for tonal quality, and for variety of instru-
mentation has no superior in England." In
1S93 he asked the pulilic for £.1,000. In 1901 he
thanked them for giving him nearly four limes
that sum, and the work has, he believes, been
well done. " No novelty has destroyed historicity.

We have an ancient cathedr.il repaired. We
have not a lOth-century edition of a I'ith-century
building. We have had our own staff of men
from first to last." The Dean acknowledges
his indebtedness to Mr. St. John Hope,
to Dr. Bunsly. and to one of the most
remarkable men he had ev(!r met—Mr. Wright,
clerk of the works at Westminster Abbey.
In all the work, involving ladders, platforms,
staging up to the roof of both transepts, as well
as in Sir Samuel and Lady Hoare's beautiful
restoration of the nave to its 1.3th-centur_y glory,
they have not had one accident. "The only por-
tion of the cathedral," he adds, " I leave undone
is the great west front, which has been so mal-
treated. This ought to be undertaken, though
hardly by me. I remit it, provisionally, to the
next Dean and to the next generation. It might
cost anything. But I believe I could restore it

adequately, and in accordance with ancient
Norman instincts, for £2,000 or £:i,000. Two
towei-s have been, as I believe, needlessly re-
moved. Their bases ai'e covered by a vulgar
wooden casement, which is unable to resist the
weather. In two places the ashlar is gone, and
the core is exposed, in accordance with the ' open
sore ' policy, which meant perpetual pottering
and w.mton waste. Should an offer be made to
undertake lliis piece of service in whole or in
])art, the Dean and Chapter would most grate-
fully accept it."

IvAnsToc-K.—Memorial-stones of a Wesleyan

chapel were laid on Friday in Fortescue-road,
The church will consist of a nave and aisles on
cither side. The dimensions are .59ft. 9in. by
37ft. 3in., with a choir at the back raised above
the nave, and in front of which will be placed
the rostrum. There will be a gallery all round,
supported by iron columns, and approached by
three staircases. The chapel roof -n-ill be in one
span, and will rise to a height of 30ft. 6iu. to the
ceiling, and 30ft. to the ridge of the roof. The
ceiling will be iianelled and "divided into five bav<
by timber principals, supported by corbels on
main walls, and on iron columns, with moulded
caps and bases. The vitiated air will be drawn
out by two of Boyle's patent self-acting foul-air
extractors. The building -svill be lighted by a
four-light traceried window in the front gable
over the entrance, and by ten two-light tracery
wiudo-n-s at the sides above the gallery, and also
eight two-light square -headed windows in thr
aisles under the gallery. The chancel will b.-

divided from the nave by a semicircular moulded
arch resting on stone columns, and lighted from
a three-light traceried window. The school is

entered from Church-street, and is 48ft. long by
27ft. wide. The seats throughout will be of
varnished jiitch-pine. Sittings for 530 persons
will be provided in the body and gallery of the
chiu-ch. The schoolroom will accommodate 209
children, apart from the end gallery, -which will

hold 84 more, making a total of 352. The floors

will be of wood except in the entrance, where
tiles will be laid. The walls throughout are to

be of stone obtained from a local quarry. The
dressings are to be of Bath stone. The" style of

architectui-e is an adaptation of Late Gothic and
Renaissance. Mr. Robert Curwen, A.R.I.B.A.,
London, is the architect, and Mr. Tom Keeling,
of Timsbury, near Bath, is the builder, -svhile

Mr. S. G. Gregory, of Coombe Hill House,
Radstock, is acting as clerk of works. The cost

-«-ill be £4,700.

Tuoox.—In December, 1899, the Glasgow and
South - \\'estern Raihvay Company commenced
the erection of carriage repairing works at a,

point on their line half a mile from Barassii;

Station, and about the same distance from Troon
Old Station. The works are now nearing com-
pletion, and in a month's time -will be in full

occupation. The buildings consist of two blocks,

one being 350ft. long and 150ft. wide, in three

stories, and the other about half that length,
although llie same breadth. The larger building
is the main carriage lifting and repairing shoji,

and the smaller contains boiler-house, smithy,
and machine shop. There will be in addition a

pumping engine and tank, the water to be forced

up from a w-ell -svhich has been sunk in the im-
mediate vicinity. The buildings are to be lit by
electricity. The number of men to be constantly
employed will be about 150.

W'ALTON'-oN-TnE HiLL, LIVERPOOL—The conr
secration of the new church of St. Cuke the
Evangelist, situated at the corner of City-road
and Goodison-road, AValton, was performed on
Friday by the Bishop of Liverpool (the Rev. Dr.
Chavasse) . The plan of the church consists of

nave, north and south aisles, north and south
transe])ts, chancel well raised above nave, organ-
chamber, choir, and clergy reslries. The chancel
aisle is not built at present. There are two
entrances, and the font is at the west end of the

nave adjoining the narthex screen. The total

length of the church is 123ft. 2|in., ,and the total

width 52ft. Cin. .across nave and aisle, and GOft.

across transepts. The church is built of local

brick, and the whole of the constructional w-ood-

w-(U'k is of pitchpine, the choir pews, reading-
desk, and altar-table being of oak. The church
has bei'n erected by Mr. S. Webster, Bootle,

from plans by Mr. J. Francis Doyle, of Liver-

pool ; the heating carried out by Messrs. ,T. R.

Cooper and Sons : the mosaic pavement in the

chancel by Rust's \'itreous Mosaic Co., London
;

the choir seats, &c., by Jones and AVillis ; the

electric lighting and fittings by the Well Fire

and Electric Company ; and the whole work has

been done under the superintendence of Mr.
Gilbert Jlorris, clerk of works.

Wakv:i-ii;li).—The Archbishop of C.-interhury

laid, on Tuesday, the memorial-stone of the

cathedral extension at Wakefield—a work which
was set on foot by the late Bishop Walsham How,
the first head of the new- diocese, and which is

designed to perpetu.ate his memory. Before it

was constituted a cathedral church, in 1888, the

Iftth-centuiy parish church of Wakefield, stand-

ing upon the site of a still more ancient church.
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Avas knoAvn as one of the finest ecclesiastical

buildings in the county. Its monuments include

a tiguie of William de Melton, Aichbishop of

York, who consecrated the church after it had
been rebuilt, i:iL'9. Between the years I808 and
ISSS something like i'30,000 was expended on
the restoration of the church. The present ex-
tension, inaugurated 3.'. years ago, called for

an ex])cnditure of £10,000, and of this there

onlv n'mains to be raised between £0,000 and
£7,bOO. The late Mr. J. L. I'cai-son, R.A..
planned the new work, providing for the exten-
sion of the chancel eastwards, and thus lengthen-
ing the choir, and the xindertaking is being
earried out nnder the direction of his son, Mr.
Frank L. I'eai-son, JI.A. There is to be a retro-
choir, a continuation of which will 1 rovide a
chapel, and the chancel aisles are to be extended
to the same length as the retro-choir. This
extension will take the form of north and south
tran.septs, with eastern aisles. A Chapter-housi'
and a couple of vestries are to be proviikd under-
neath th(^ retro-choir. The altar will be removml
one bay eastward, and then it will be separat<d
from the chapel by an altar-screen. Under an
arch on the north side of the sanctmiry it is pro-
posed to place a canopied tomb, with a recumbent
ethgy of the late Bishop How. The position of

the bishop's tiirone and choir-stall will also be
a!ter( (i. and othir internal improvements eifected.

CHIPS.
Sir Alexander Binnie intends shortly to resign bis

position as engineer to the Loudon County Council,
iu order to take np practice as a consulting engineer.

Building operations are being briskly carried
forward both at Felling and Pelaw, near Gateshead.
The latter place is rapidly developing into a
populous centre. Amongst the works m course of
erection at Pelaw are the enormous ranges of build-
ings for the Wholesale Co-operative Society,
which, on completion, are to find employment for
a great number of people.

The city council of Bath elected at the meeting on
Tueslay Mr. Teague, of Paisley, as electi'ical

engineer, at a salary of £350 per annum.

The adjourned Local Government Board inijuiry

held by Inspector E. H. Bicknell, M.I.C.E., with
regard to the application by the South Stoneham
Riual District Council to borrow £30,000 for pur-
poses of sewiige and sewage disposal, was resumed
at the Philhannonic Hall, Southampton, last week.

The committee of the Hospital for Epilepsy and
Paralysis, Regent's Park, having recently acquired
a new site for the hospital at Maida Vale, will
shortly take steps towards the erection of the new
builiiiug, at a cost of about £30,000. Of this amount
over £12,000 has already been subscribed.

The viee-chainnan of the Loudon School Board,
on Monday night fonnally opened the Princess
May-road Board .School iu Stoke iXewington-road.
The new school has a frontage to the main road.
It provides accommodation in the main bmlding for
304 boys, 304 girls, and 308 infants, and tliere is

also a separate buiUiling for deficient children. The
site cost £17,000, and the builibng £'24,000.

On "Wednesday week the ceremony of laying
foundation-stones in connection with the new
Wesleyan Methmbst Church, Brockenhurst, which
is being erected in Avenue-road, adjoining the
station, took place. The church, which is being
erected by Messi-s. Barrow Brothers, of Ring-
wood, will, when completed, provide seating accom-
modation for I2n. There is also a small classroom
at the rear.

The waterworks committee of the Manchester
Corporation have received tenders for the supply of
iron pipes for the completion of the second pipe from
Thirlmere to Manchester. The total quantity to be
used is about 62,700 tons. The cost is estimated at
£314,000.

Col. A. J. Hopiper, D.S.O., R.E., Local Govern-
ment Board inspector, held an inquiry at the
Guil<lhall, Gloucester, into the corporation's pro-
posal to spend nearly £12,000 in the purchase of
land for the enlargement of the cemetery and for

development as building sites, and to raise about
£7,000 of the purchase money by the sale of (Consols,

which the corpoiution now holds. There was no
opposition.

The past week's business at the Mart, in Token-
house-yard, has been the most important of the
season, having regard to the quality as well as the
quantity of the investments brought forward. The
bulk of the superior investments placed on the
market reverted to the vendors, but a large pro-
portion of the ordinary securities changed owner-
ship under the hammer. The returns, which were
the result almost excliisively of transfers of i-eal

pro[)erty, amounted to £233,000.

liEOAI. INTELLIGEIfCE.
The Tjste Limit ix BuiLnrNQ Co,ntr.\cts.—In

the iKing's Bench Court on Friday, Mr. Justice

Bruce and Mr. Justice Phillimore gave judgment in

the case of " Sattin and another v. Poole," in wliich

the plaintift's sought to set aside a report and a
judgment founded upon it of Mr. Verey, the
< 'tlicial Kcfei-ee, in an arbitration between the

parties. The plaintiffs were Mr. Joseph Sattin and
[

Mr. Herbert Evershod, co-partners, who carry on 1

l)usiness in Brighton as builders and contractors,
j

The defendant was Mr. Geo. Thomas Poole, the
owner of the St. James's Rest^iurant, St. James's-
street, Brighton. Plaintilfs had contracteil to re-

build the defendant's house, the contract between
the parties being governed by the usual conditions

as to a time-limit with regard to the completion of

the works ; a right given to the owner's architect

(Mr. Clayton Bothani) to grant " reasonable " ex-
tensions of time in the event of the work not being

completed within the time specified ; and a power
of imposing a penalty of £12 per week on the period

during which the work should remain incomplete
after the time specified in the contract, or after

any extension that should be certified by the
architect. This penalty the owner had a right to

deduct from any balance remaining due to the

builder for work and labour done. The defendant
paid in respect to the work done, the architect

having given progressive certificates, leaving a
balance of £081 due. In respect to that amount he
claimed £231 by way of penalties on the certificate

of the architect that the work could have been
reasonably completeil in the extended time, which
expired on September 20, 1890. The defendant
paid £450 into Court iu satisfaction ol the balance,

(
and the case went before the Oflicial Referee upon

i
the point as to whether the penalties could be

I

deducted under Clause 24 of the contract. Tlie

i
Official Referee, according to the plaintiffs' case,

refused to hear the evidence offered on the part of

the plaintiffs to show that the delay was caused by
the owner or by his architect in ordering extras, in

supplying material after the sjiecified date, in delay

in the selection of the stone to be used, and in the

alteration of plans, and he found for the defendants

on the architect's certificate. Two of the chief

poults raised by the plaintift's iu the appeal were
that the architect coidd not properly be judge in his

own cause, as it was contended he was, and the

allegation that he was himself responsible for the

delay, and yet had certified as to the work not
having been completed within " reasonable time.''

Mr. JusticePhillimore, in his judgment, said the appli-

cation was to set aside an award of one of the Official

Refereesanda judgmeut directed by him to be entered

for the defendant on the ground that the Official

Referee refused to admit evidence upon certain

points which the builder wished to bring before
I liim. He liad refused to hear evidence to the effect

• that the delay was caused by the defendant ; that he

j

refused to hear evidence that the delay was caused
I by the architect : that he refused to hear evidence

to show that the date fixed for completion was not

reasonable ; and that the defendant and his archi -

tect had waived their right in respect to penalties

for delay. In regard to the latter point, he would
deal with it at once, and say that they were both of

opinion that there was nothing in it. These certi-

ficates were given according to a common practice,

and were not conclusive as to the scheme in respect

of which they were granted. They were only con-

I
elusive in so far as saj^ng that at some time or other

the builder might be entitled to his claim under liis

contract. Tlie other matters raised by the case

turned upon the agreement under the contiuct. The
works were to be completed by May 20, but, by one

of the clauses, the architect had power to extend the

time, and the architect had certified that the work
was not done within a reasonable time. His Lord-
ship thought that the judgment of the Official

iReferee was right, and therefore the sum of £450
paid into Court was the proper sum due. Mr. Justice

Bruce agreed, and judgment was given accordingly.

Is COJirETIXG A. BkKACH of UXBEET.IKIXO NoT
TO " Pbactisk

"
'r

—

Poutsmouth v. Sewaed.—This

is an action of considerable interest to professional

and business men generally, and to architects in

particidar, arising out of the success of Mr. Edwin
Seward, F.R.I.B.A., of Cardiff, in the competition

for plans of the new offices for the Swansea
Harbour Trust. From the facts stated in the case

it appeai-s that up to the end of 1S8S the late firm of

Messrs. Sewatd and Thomas had an office at

Swansea, and employed there as their manager
iMr. H. C. Portsmouth, and that early in ISS'J they

i arranged to give up the Swansea office and sell the

business in Swansea to Mr. Portsmouth, and an
agreement was entered into to carry out the

arrangement whereby Messrs. Seward and Thomas
bound themselves to discontinue practice in

Swansea, and not to open or encourage anyone to

open an office for the carrying on of their practice

in Swansea as architects and surveyors so long as

Mr. Portsmouth should remain in practice in

Swansea, excepting only that they resei'ved the

right to act in all cases in which they might be

called upon or specially invited to act in either

branch of their profession. Messrs. Seward and
Thomas accordingly ce;ised to hold themselves out as
local practitioners at Swansea, but continued their

business at Cardiff in partnership for some yeai-s

longer, and for the past five or six years scpar.itely.

In the autumn tjl' I'.HIO tlic Swansea Harliour Trust
requireil new offices, and decided to adopt the usual

competitive method of obtaining plans, and issued

in the lociil and professional papers invitations to

architects to seiul in ]>lans anonymously under
certiiiii conditions. Ninety-seven such plans were
sent in, and the first premium was awarde<l tc^

Mr. Edwin Seward, who.se plans were adopted by
the Swansea Harbour Trust. Mr. I'ortsmouth,

after the result of the competition had been
announced, commenced an action in the ('hancery

Division of the High Court of .Justice, witli the

object of restraining Mr. .Seward from acting for the
Swansea Harliour Trust, alleging as his cause of

action that Mr. Seward hail broken the agreement
entered into with him in 1S89. On May 14 last, the

plaintiff, Mr. rortsmouth, applied to Mr. Justice

Ivekewich for an injunction restraining Mr. Seward,
from practising at Swansea, and Mr. Justice Kcke-
witdi granted tlie injunction. From this order Mi
Seward appealed, and the appeal was heard before

Lord Justice Rigby and I.oril Justice Collins on
Friday last, the 14th inst., with the result that the

Lords Justices reversed the decision of Mr. Justice

Kekewich, and discharged the order for the injunc-

tion. In giving judgment, Lord Justice Rigby s:iid :

In this case the defendant has been restrained from
setting up an office and business in Swansea, and it

is expressly provided that if anyone wishes that he
should act for them in Swansea, he is not to be

restrained from acting. The defendants, who have
made over their Swansea business to tVie plaintiff,,

actually gave liiui notice at the time that they did

not bargain never to act in Swansea for anyone,
but if they were called upon they were to be entitled

to do so. They were not to open an office, and not
colourably to do what would be equivalent to tliatiu

any event ; but here finding that there is to bc-a-

competition open to all the world for prizes, they

send, not their- names—they send in a sealed paper,
as far as the name is concerned—but they send in a

design, which those wlio read it Ciiu see tiiltii.^

their requirements, and they say they are entitletl t'

do that. I think it is not within any bargain that

they have made, and that the attempt to restrain

their business in such a manner goes beyond anything
they have agreed to.— Lord Justice Collins said ; I

am of the same opinion. I think, when the whole of

this agreement is taken together, it is sufficiently

clear, though I agree that ingenious minds may, by
refining upon it, make it somewhat difficult to con-
strue, much more difficult than it would seem to any
person who read it over for the first time. You find

the defendants actually carrying on business in.

Swansea as architects, with an office open there for

that pui-pose, and they have also a business in

Cardift". The Swansea branch of their business is

under the management of the plaintdf. They are

desirous, both parties knew it, of continuing tc

carry on their' business at Cardiff, they are not

going to renounce their business as architects, iik

which they have acquired distinction in that part of

the world, and whilst they intend to remain as local

practitionei-s at Cardiff', they do not renounce their

general I'lghts as architects m this kingdom to accept

business on special occasions, if they should arise, in

.

Swansea, as in other places throughout the country.

It is quite obvious what the parties intended. Let

me address myself to what they have actually said

when we realise what the position was. 'I'heir

manager, on the other hand, was anxious to step into

their shoes as far as the local buisness at Swansea
was concei-ned. They thereupon make an agree-
ment, every clause of which, as has I'een pointed

out by Mr. Colt, is directed to giving effect

to that general position. They agree to sell

their business in Swansea. They make pro-

vision for handing over the tenancy of the office

which they occupy in Swansea to the purchaser,

and they agree to send <mt a notici of the fact that

they have transferred their business at Swansea tc

the purchaser. All perfectly consistent with the

intention to remain architects carrying on business

in the adjoining town of Cardiff, and what they
renounce in terms is that they ciiscontinue practising

Now I think broadly, as a matter of common-
sen.se, there is a distinction between practising and

taking isolated duties with respect to particular

jobs, if I may use the term, with regai-d to an
architect, and I think the question might arise, if it

had to he tried by a jury, whether there was a

breach of the covenant not to practise ; it would be

a question for the common-sense of the jury to say

whether the acceptance of an isolated job was
practically within the meaning of the agreement.

I cjin perfectly conceive that, under certain condi-

tions, if it were done often, a jury might say that it

was practising. If, on the other hand, they found
tlrat a distinguished consulting architect happened
to give advice as to some matter in Swansea once,

twice, or three times, I think they might perfectly

well say that that was not practising. You
have to apply your mind to it without part-

ing with your common-sense in deaUng witli
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what tlie jKirties re.ilty wei-e luleinlin;^ to t'argjiin

for. Broailly, it ,»eeuis tometbit what thedefemiant
has done here could not, and ouj;ht uot, to te
dejcribtd as practising at all. When we come to
look at the tcniis that the parties have put their
Ixirgain into, it seems to me that either from greater
<."aution or a scientific analysis of what was com-
prised in the original Ixirgaiii, and then an exception
introduced into it, whether after that analysis or
simply from greater caution, they have said: Xow,it
should 1)0 made quite clear that we do not intend to
renounce the right to do this : we do renounce the
right to practise; but if we are cilled upon or
specially niviteJ to act in either branch —either as
architects or surveyoi-s—in Swansea, let it be
pei-fectly underetood that we propose to do it. AVe
:ire not going to give that up. You shall step into
.;ur shoes in the enjoyment of the office; we shall
not open an otiice, and we shall cease to practise in
6waiisea : but we are ^oing to acce])t any call upon
us or any 3|iecial invitation in Swansea. 'ITiat is

the s:o|ie of the agreement. U'hat liajipeiied then ':

The Hartj-iurTrustccsof Swansea ]iulilished a general
invitation to all architecis to do what r To compete
tor two prizes of tl.ifl for designs of certain work
to 1 e done under their sanction. There is no special
bargain on the faca of the advertisement that the
xrchitect who gets the piize is to be employed;
but by con<litions which weic moditieJ after the
original advertisement there is a stitement that,
suliject to certain conditions as to his tituess and
otherwise, they will employ him. It may he that
this is not a sjiecial invitation, as Mr. James points
oiit; it is a jteiieral invitation, but it is only a
general invitation to enable the Harbour Trustees
of Swansea to form a j udgment as to whom they
will sjiccially invite, and having issued a general
invitation, there seems to be nothing whatever to
Kir this gentleman from sending in his credentials.
When he h is done it, it so happens that he has won
the prize. Thereupon, what follows V It seems to
me a sjie.ial invitation to him to do the work, so
that if I relied on the special words of this agi-ee-
ment, it seems to me to hit the very thing that is

done : but, taking the agieement asa whole, it is not
within the fair me.iniiig of the word " practising "

at all. It is not necessary to rely on that, because
I think when you take the agreement altogether,
what they have done is something which they were
distinctly entitled to do under the agreement.
Therefore I think the learned Judge was wrong in
granting the injunction which he has done.

Ar.BiTBATiON- Case from Bietley. — Todd,
BlELESON, AND CC, AXD NonTH-EASTERN RAILWAY.
—The hearing of this arbitration between the above
parties took place on Thursday and Friday at the
Central St.ition, Newcastle, Mr. Fowler, of Leeds,
being the arbitrator. The claimants, who own
large lirickworks at Birtley, sought compensation
for portion of their freehold and leasehold land
^vhich IS to be taken by the company for the widen-
ing of their main line. Evidence in support of the
\laim was given by Messi-s. Robert Wilson and
John Todd, two of the partners in the claimants'
firm, who estimated the total loss to be sustained
by them would amount to about ilG,000. Messrs. '

It. J. Ward, X. S. Kinning, J. T. Cackett, S. H.
'

Hedley, J. BIythe, C. Robsoii, W. Forster, and
T. Wallace also gave evidence in support of the
claimant's case. Mr. Bankes, K.C., opened the
case for the railway company, ami called as evidencem support Messrs. W. Sewell, John Ferguson, J. H.
.Armour. Mr. Watson, and Mr. Burnett. A lon<r
discussion then ensued upon the legal question as
to whether clay is a mineral, counsel asking the
arbitrator to reserie this point for the Divisional
Court.

Soil Poilition by Gas Escapes.—Batchelleh
AND Others v. Tvxbridoe Wells Gas Company.
—In this action, tried by Mr. Justice Farnwell on
Fnday, the plaintiff, Robert Batcheller, is the
owner, and the other plaintiffs are the occupiei-s, of
two hou.ses at Penibun', near Tunbridge Wells. I

Jlie sole water supply of the two houses is derived
from a well about 2I0yd. distant from them, and
the water is brought to the houses by a pipe, which
for about 20l>ycr. is laid under the road leading
from Fembury to Lamberhuret. The defendant
company are the ownci-s of certain gas mains and
service-pijies, whi di are also laid under the same

'

highway close to the plaintiffs' water-piiie. The
plaintiffs alleged that, owing to the negligence of

i

the defendants anil the defective state f7f their
PHies, the water supply of the two houses had liecn
liolluted With coal-g.is and rendered unfit for u.se,
.and they claimed an injunction to restrain the
defendants from so polluting their water supply
l,vidence was tendered by the defendants to show
(I) that their pijws were well laid, and that, in
course of time, some escape or diffusion of gas was
unavoidable, by which the surroundiiK' soil was
jmpregrntcd; (J) that the plaintiffs' water-pipe
was Itself defective

; and (;j) that the plaintiffs'
water supply was otherwLsc unfit for domestic use-
hut in each case the evidence was disallowed
l)uniig the course of the trial the plaintiffs admitted
that since the i.ssue of the writ the defemlants had
stripped their main, and that the alleged nuisance

h:td ;ibate 1. ilr. Justice Farwell, in his judgment,
said that there could be no doubt that the
water had been contaminated with coal - gas.

Evidence had been tendered by the defendant
company to meet the case made by the plain-

tiffs, but all the evidence tendered was iiTe-

levaiit. It Wi.s quite true that the defendants had
statutory authority to lay down pipes, and were
required to supply gas to houses situated within a

certain disUince of their mains. But they were also

bound by section 9 of the (Jasworks Clauses Act,

1871, which provided that, "nothing in this or the

special Act shall exonerate the uudertiikers from
any imhctnient, action or other proceeding for

nuisance in the event of any nuisance lieing caused
by them," and liy virtue of that section and of the
judgment of the Court of Appeal in " Jordeson v.

Sutton, tV:c., fi;is Company" (lSS)9), the defendants
had no st*itutory authority to create a nuisance.
Ill the present case the existence of a nuisance had
been clearly proved, and it was no answer to say
that the gas-mains were well laid, and that in

coui-se of time some escape or diffusion of gas was
unavoidable. Then evidence had been tendered to
show that the plaintiffs' water-pipe was defective

;

but in this respect the case was governed by what
Lord Cairns had said in " Fletcher v. Rylands." The
laying of gas-pipes was a non-natural use of the
land, and the company laid pipes at their own peril.

The plaintiffs owed no duty to the defendants to
make theii- water-jjipe gastight, and evidence could
not be admitted as to the condition of the water-
pipe. Lastly, the point had been taken that the
plaiutiffs' water supply was otherwise unfit for
domestic pui-poses. But that was quite immaterial
to the present issue, as the facts proved that it was
contaminated by gas. As the nuisance had ceased,
the plaintiffs did not now press for an injunction ;

but there would be a declaration that the defendants
were uot entitled to pollute the plaintiffs' water
with coal-gas, with liberty to apply.

A Disputed Cement Contract.—In the Com-
mercial Court on Thursday in last week, before Mr.
Justice Mathew, the actions, Tolhuist v. the
Associated Portland Cement Manufacturers (1900)
(Limited) and the Associated Portland Cement
Manufactures (1900) (Limited), and the Imperial
Portland Cement Company (Limited) v. Tolhui-st
were heard. The question raised in the actions,
which were tried together, was whether the
Associated Portland Cement Manufacturei-s (1900)
(Limited) were entitled to call upon ToLhurst to
supply them with chalk under an agreement entered
into in .January, 1S9S, by Tolhurst with the Imperial
Portland Cement Company (Limited). His Lord-
ship was clearly of opinion that the new company
were endeavouring to put upon Tolhurst a contract
which he had never entered into, and that he was
therefore entitled to say that he was not bound to
the new company. 'There must be judgment for
Tolhurst in both actions.

The Claim against Leicester Corporation.—
Sir Frederick Bramwell submitted on Tuesday his
award in the arbitration which recently took place
between Sir Tristram Tempest, Tong Hall, Leeds,
and the Leicester Corporation for the compulsory
purchase of the Beaumont Leys estate for the pur-
pose of sewage disposal. The amount of the
umpire's award is ,iU8,946. The witnesses for
the vendor made valuations ranging from i'3S4,4:.'5'J

to t'416,4r2, while the witnesses for the corporation
of Leicester .set the value at between £87,:5O0 to
ilO:i,:W,>. The area was 1 ,270 acres.

Workhouse Plans and Urban Authorities.—
At the West Riding Petty Sessions, held on Tuesday,
at Leeds Town-hall, the Hunslet Guardians were
sumrooned, at the instance of the Rothwell Urban
District Council, for non-compliance with the by-
laws of the latter body. The alleged offence was
that the guardians, when asked to submit plans of
the new workhouse they are erecting at Rothwell
Haigh, sent merely a block plan, instead of the
ordinary plans and sections. Mr. Child submitted
that the council should have proceeded against the
buildeis, and uot against the guardians. The sum-
mons was therefore infoi-mal. Apart from that, the
plans had already been passed by the Local Govern-
ment Board, and that, he contended, was sufficient.
The case was dismissed, but the Justices refused the
defendants' costs.

PARLIAMENTAR-y NOTES.
The Xew CiovEENMENT Offices.—Mr. Whit-

more (Chelsea) a.sked the Fii-st Commissioner of
Works on Friday whether he could state what
arrangements were being made to insure the satis-
factory execution of the designs of Mr. Young and
Mr. Biydon for the new Ciovemment Oflices. Mr.
Akers-bouglas : To my great regi'et, both Mr.
Y'oung and Mr. Brydon, the architects originally
selected to carry out the building of the new War
Office .and the Government Offices in Parliament-
street have recently died. My hon. friend will
remember that Sir John Taylor was specially
appointed to act with them as consulting architect.

:
In the case of the War Office, Mr. Clyde Y'oung,
the son and partner of the original architect, is now
can-yiug out the work in conjunction with Sii- John
Taylor. No definite decision has been come to with
regard to the Government (_>ffices in Parliament-
street, the question being now under the considera-

j

tion of the Treasury and of my Department. The
completed plans and drawings are in the hands
of the Office of Works, and can be can'ied
out either by the Department's architect or by

j

an architect specially selected for the purpose.

The National Gallery.—Mr. Middleinore asked
the First Commissioner of Works on Monday whether
the National Gallery would be completely isolated
from the buildings which now adjoined it by effeet-

ing the changes which would be authorised by the
passage of the National Ciallery (Purchase of
Adjacent Land) Bill ; and would he state wliat

1
distance from the National Gallery "would the

1 nearest building be. Mr. Akers-Douglas : The
' National (iallery will be completely isolated from
1 the buildings which are adjacent to it on the west

:

the nearest building will be the south-east angle of
a stable which will be ;i.)ft. from the north-west

i corner of the National Gallery. With this exception
I the .space between the buildings will be about 40ft.

I

In reply to Lord Balcarres, Mr. Akers-Douglas
said that the baiTacks adjoining the National
Gallery would be pulled down at the end of the
present year.—The National Gallery (Purchase of
Ailjacent Land) Bill was read a second time the

; same evening, and referred to a Select Committee.

[

The Alterations of the Mall.—Major Balfour
asked the Fii-st Commissioner of Works on Monday,
in view of the proposals for altering the Mall in the

]
neighbourhood of Buckingham Palace, whether he
could arrange that there should be a public exhi-
bition of the designs befoi-e they are finally approved.
Mr. Akers-Douglas : Should any decision be come
to in regard to the memorial of Queen Victoria
which will involve an alteration of the Mall, I think
I can undertake to exhibit the proposed design for
the information of the House.

iT^

The new nave and aisle of the parish church,
E.istleigh, will be opened to-mon-ow (Saturday)
afternoon, by the Lord Bishop of Winchester. The
enlarged building will accommodate 850 pei-sons :

but it will as yet lie without the chancel, a temporary
one being erected at the east end of the new nave.
The new nave is of stone, and is seated with chairs,
the floors being of pitchpine blocks.

The foundation-stone of a new church institute
for Holy Trinity parish, in Winchester-street,
Southani])ton, was laid on Wednesday week. The
institute will be constructed of red brick with stone
dressings, and has a frontage of 90ft. Mr. C. H.
Brightiff is the architect, and Messrs. Dyer and
Sons, also of Southampton, are the builders.

CHIPS.
The death occuri'ed suddenly, on Monday, of

Mr. Robert Jackson, manager of the Goole saw-
mills and timber yards of Messrs. lllingworth,
Ingham, and Co., of Leeds, from which city he
came some sixteen years ago. From the inaugura-,
tion of Goole Urban District Council he was a
member, .and had been chairman for two years.
He leaves a widow and seven children.

At Tuesday's meeting of the London County
Council the parks committee reported that they had
purchased the garden at Albert-square, Com-
mercial-road, E., under compulsory powers, for
£10,560, the amount of the award of the umpire.
The valuations on behalf of the Council ranged
from t'7,603 to £8,250, the sealed offer amounting
to £8,750. The origin.al vote for the acquisition of
the land was £7,000, and, after discussion, an excess
vote of £4,5(50 to cover the extra cost and legal
expenses was adopted.

Earl CaiTington fonually opened on Tuesday
night the new premises of St. John's Institute, in
Larcom-street, Walworth. The new building and
freehold site are the gift of Mr. Edward Lloyd, the .

cost being about £8,500. The premises, which have
J

a frontage of G6ft., and consist of four floors and a ;

basement, afford accommodation for concerts,^
lectures, re,ading, gymnastic exercises, and other '

recreations.

The Edinburgh District Lunacy Board discussed
at great length, at their meeting on Monday, a pro-
position that the architect for the new asylum at

Bangor, Mr. Hippolyte J. Blanc, of Edinburgh,
should fie intrusted to carry out by direct labour the

foundations of the kitchen, laundry, bakery, and
power-station. Eventually the motion wasadopted,
a proposal to invite tenders for the work being
withdrawn.

The choir and sanctuaiy of St. George's Church,
Truro, were reopened on Sunday after being altered.

The floors have been raised 6in. and retiled, a low,

Bath-stone screen has been placed at the entrance
to the choir, where a tall screen formerly stood, and
a new altar and altar-rails are provided. The altar ;

and retable are of oak, from designs by the vicar,
'

the Rev. F. W. Newman,
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XLLUSTHATIOXS.
NEW BOROrOU MARKET H.\LL, LEEDS.—NEW GREEK CHURCH,
ATHENS.— SEVERN END, WORCKSTEHSHIRK. — PROPOSED
NEW PREMISES FOR THE SCUNTHORPE CO-OPERATIVE
SOCIETY, LIMITED.—ART FOLI.\r,E.—WBOriillT IRONWORK
rOU CHURCH DOOR.

(But Jllustrattons.

NEW liOKOUGII MAUK1;T HALL, LEEDS,

This great municipal undertaking now in pro-
sjress was iUu.«trated by two double-page view.s
in the Builiuxo News for April itith. The
architects are Jlessrs. Leeming and Leeming.
We give to-day a detailed riew of the interior,

and refer our readers to the description printed
Avith the previous perspectives.

KEW GREEK CaVItCH AT .\THENS.

The accompanying photographic illustrations

show an exterior and interior of the new Domed
Church at Athens, designed by Professor Ernst
Ziller, the well-known architect. The plan gives

~the antingement oi the building. The interior is

richly incased with marble linings, and the pen-
dentives of the cupola have impersonations of the
Four Evangelists. The ic^nostasis in front of the
high altar and sanctuary is segmented on plan.
Its front is enriched with a series of figure
paintings, the apse beyond being occupied by a
representation of the Holy Trinity.

SEVEUN' END, WOUCESTEKSHIUE.

We published the plan and four views of this
historic old mansion in the Bitldixg News for
May .'i 1 , together with a lengthy and very inter-
esting account of the building, by ilr. Lewis
Sheppard, the architect of the late restorations of
the house after the fire, which destroyed so much
of its ancient parts. To-day we give an interior
of the breakfast-room, and a %-iew of the garden
front from over the wall dividing off the grassed
indosure which was iLsed for so many years as a
kitchen garden.

SCl"STHOKPE CO-OPEltATIVE HtlLDIXG.

These new premises are about to be erected at
Scunthorpe for the Co-operative Society. The
building consists of grocers', confectioners', and
butchers' shops, together with extensive flour-

and provision stores, the upper story being used
for warehouse room, secretjiry's office, and board-
room. At the back of the building stabling
accomiuodation is provided. The Society owns
several large stores in the dista-ict, and it is pro-
positi to make this building, when erected, their
he.adnuarters. Mr. John M. Dossor, .V.R.I.B.A.,
i.s the architect.

AUT FOLIAGE (NEW SEKIEs) : BY J. K. COLLIXG.

Plate .3.—^Wood Friezes : These are from the
stalls of King's College Chapel, Cambridge,
which are said to be by Plans Holbein. They are
exquisitely finished, and very delicately executed,
in a h.ard and fine-grained wood. "The style is

Eenaissance. Plate 4.—These panels are com-
posed somewhat after the same manner as the
small friezes from King's College Chapel, but
A\-ith more and bolder leafage, which is taken
from the hawthorn.

NEW GREEK CHURCH, ATHENS.

NATIOX.VL SILVEU MEDAL DESIGN FOK WItOlOHT
IKOXWOKK TO CIIlliCH DOOK

This is a very oiiginal and ingenious design for

beaten, pierced, and chased ironwork, illustrating

the four evangelistic symbols in panels forming
part of the hinge-plates for an oaken door to a

church. The parts dra\sTi to the larger scale

clearly show how the author, Mr. Arthur E.
Payne, of Hove, Sussex, has introduced the

figure work, adapting the subjects to the nature
of the material and purpose to wMch it is applied.

The general drawing of the door exhibits how the

hinges come. The bolts on the outer edges are

shown to pass through the joint of the boarding
forming the door. This would have been better

avoided, but the merit of the design is not inter-

fered with by such an incident, as ob%-iously the
jointing of the door could be readily modified.

CHIPS.
The High School for Girls, South Side, Clapham

Common, S.W., is about to be rebuilt from plans by
Mr. F. J. Osborne Smith, of Old Queen-street,
Westminster, architect to the Public Day Schools
Companj'.

At WaiTington, on Momiay, Colonel Marsh con-
ducted an inquirj' into the application of the cor-
poration for sanction to borrow £7,000 for the
extension of the public baths. The towu-clerk
stated that in consequence of strong opposition to

the erection of Turkish baths, the committee had
withdrawn that portion of the scheme, and the
application was therefore reduced by i'4,1.^'2. The
remaining jiortion was for necessary extensions to

existing batlis.

The inquiry which has been dij'ected by the Local
Government Board to take place concerning the
proposal of the Coqroration of Liverj)ool to bring
the district of Garston within the area of the city,

is to be held by Mr. H. H. Law, M.Inst.C.E., at

the town-hall, Liverpool, on Wednesday next, the
2Gth inst.

On Sunday a new clock which has been placed in

the tower of Christ Church, Lowestoft, was dedi-
cated. The clock, which has a bold dial, has cost

about £120. It possesses Cambridge chimes, which
can be silenced during service hour». It lias been
erected by Messrs. John Smith and .Sons, of the
Midland Clock Works, Derby.

COMPETITIONS.
DAia,rx(;Tox.—The town councU have .awarded

the first premium for the iilans of new buildings

in Parkgate, a thoroughfare now in (iroccss of

being widened, to Mr. Waddington, of Blackpool,

the second premium falling to Mr. Holmes, of

Darlington.

LoiGHiior.ovGH, Leicesteushiue.—At the la.--t

meeting of the Loughborough School Board the

general purposes committee stated that 5Ir. Evans,

the assessor, had reported to them on the plans

sent in for the proposed new Board school,

cookery school, and pupil teachers' centre to be
built on the Toothill-road Instate, from which it

appeared that Mr, Evans had awarded the first

place to Alpha No. 1, and the second to Alpha
No. 2. The clerk reported that both these plans

were sent in by Messrs. Barrowcliff and AUcock.
It was thereupon resolved to award the premium
offered of £25 to Messrs. Barrowcliff and AUcock.
The further consideration of the plans was ad-

journed, and it was resolved, with the consent of

the architects competing, to invite the ratepayers

to inspect the plans, and to place the same on
view in the board-room. The schools will ac-

commodate SIO children in a mixed department,

and 2G0 infants.

Gen. Sir Henry Norman, Governor of Chelsea
Hospital, will unveil to-day (Friday) at U a.m., the
monument erected, at the instance of the commis-
sioners of the hospital, in memory of the 2,G2.i

in-pensioners who were buried in Brompton
Cemetery between January, 1S55, and July, 1893.

The monument has been erected at the north end of

the cemetery.

Messrs. Goodall, Lamb, and Heighway, Ltd., are

completing at the new kursaal. Southend-on-Sea,
the largest spring dancing floor in this country. It

has been entirely constructed by them, and is covered

with lin. toiigued-aud-grooved parquetry, with

a specially -designed centre of oak, walnut, and
sycamore, in the form of a double star. The filling

is what is known ,as the ship-deck pattern, with the

joints matched. The border is about Zit. wide, of

a bold pattern, in oak and walnut. The portion

where the public would stand on the outside of the

border is laid with the ordinary herring-bone
pattern, and is on the same level as the dancing
floor, Mr. Geo. Sherrin is the architect.
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AET rOLJIAGE (\ew Sekies).—rL.VTE in.—WOOD FRIEZES.—By J. K. Collixg.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourstlves respomuble for the opinion? of
our oorrespontlt-nt^. All communications shoxUd he
drawn up as briefly as p'»*.-'ible. as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to corrt'.'*pondents.]

It is particularly r»|uested that all dniwinsrs and all

cnmmnnications n-speotinir illustrations or litemrv matter
should be addi-es-'unl to the EDITOR of the Blilding
^F.ws. Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,
"W.C, and not to members r>f the statt' by name. Delay
is not unfrv^iuently otherwise caused. All drawiasrs and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the fcxiitor ^vill not undertiikc to pay for, or be liable for,

un.^ught contributions.

Chequcis and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
The Strand NEWSp.trEK CoMPAxy, Limited.

Telegraphic Addre5>s :—"Timeson'er, London."
Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE.

Bound copies of Vol. LXXIX. are now ready, and
should be ordered early {price 12s. each, by post
I'Js. 10d.),asonly a limited number are done up, A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX.. XLI.. XLR'.,
XL\^., XiaX., Ll.. LIII.. LVIII.. LXI., LXII.,
LXin.. LXV.. LXVI.. LXVII., I^XVIH., LXIX.,
IJCXI., LXXII.. LXXIU., LXXrV'., LXXV.,
LXX\'i., and LXX^TI. may still be obtained at the
same price; all the other bound volumes are out of
print. Most of the back numbers of former volumes are,
however, to be hiid singly. Subscribers requiring- any
back numbers to complete volume just ended shoiild

order at once, as many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the BriLDisG News,
price 2s., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher. Clement's House,
Clement's Ian Passage, Sti"aud, London, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCEIPTION.
One Pound per annum Cpost free) to any part of the

United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United St.tes. £1 6s. Od. (or Hdi»\s. 30c. gold). To France
or Belirium, £1 63. Od. (or 33fr. ajc.) To India, £1 6s. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal. £1 6s. Od.

ADVERTISEITENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract Advertise-

ments, Public Companies, and all official advertisements
is Is. per line of Eight words, the first line counting as
two, the minimum charge being 5s. for four Unes.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miscellaneous
and Ti"ade Advertisements (except Situation advertise-
ments) is 6d. per line of Eight words ^the first line
coimting as two), the minimum charge being is. 6d. for
40 wonis. Special terms for series of more than six
insertions can, be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-page advertisements 2s. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No Front-page or Pai-agrraph
Advertisement inserted for less than od.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Situations.

The chai^ for advertisements for "Situations Vacant

'

or "Situations Wanted" is O.vE Suiu.iN'G for Twen'tv-
FOi-R Words, and SLxpence for every eight words after.
Ait Situation Advertisements must be prepaid.

Received.—W. D. andSons. Ltd.—M. R. C—B. audP.—
Ralph.—E. B. E.—S. M. and Co.—A. D.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLt^.
A. L. Holder. (If you will refer to the Instructions, you

will see that the return frontage of 6'Jf t. is in the side
street, and the south elevation, 2Sft. wide, will face the
market-place.) -J. S. Stevenson. jThe idea of slate-
hanging is emphasised by the illustrated article pub-
lished in the BLriLDis<i New.^ for May 31 last.)—
Craftsman-. (Yes; a feature may be made of the area
railings in wrought iron and the tianks up the entiunce
steps on theeouth fa«-ade. provided no projecting porch
is mtroduced.)

Treatise on Suneying," published under the auspices of
the Council of the Surveyors' Institution. The fi^^t part
of the treatise deals with chain surveying, and fully gives

i

means for taking angles, setting out sqiuu'e lines, chaining

I

over obstacles, ranging lines, plotting, use of scales, tape

I
measuring, corrections for slopes. Levelling and contour-
ing is thoroughly and practically explained in the last

chapter. There are other more elementary works, such as

I

Baker's Treatise in Lockwood's Series, Usill's work on
Surveying, which will be found sufficient for the purpose
required, besides the series of articles on the subject that
appejired Lately in the BriLinsi; News.—A STroEST.

\ [11725.]—Church Seats. — I should recommend
"S. A. K." to exiimine and measure a few good examples
of seats, as the dimensions generally given are not
always to be relied on for comfortable use, and, in fact, a
hard-and-fast rule is not satisfactoiy. For width between
the seats, 3iin. to 3Sin. may be safely used, the height
of back from floor about 2ft. Sin.; breadth of seat about
14in., and height of seat about 18]in. to 19in.—G.

[1172S.] — Northants. — Your correspondent, if he
wishes to see the best of Northamptonshire, could not do
better than make his headquarters at Peterborough.
There are several first-class hotels, and if the weather did
not permit him cychng into the neighbourhood, he could
very well find plenty of objects inside the cathedi"al to
occupy him for several wet days. In addition, four mil-
way companies have branches in all directions, and the
places in the appended list are all within easy walking
distance of a station. The list is of places only which have

i

the finest buildings. I shall be glad to give" any further
information if neceessary. Peterborough Cathedral and

1 precincts :~Bamack Church, 12 miles; Castor Chmch,
4 miles; Connington Church and Castle. 9 miles; Crow-

: land Abbey, 9 miles ; Fotheringhay Church, 9 miles

;

I Glinton Church, 5 n>iles ; Kirby Hall, near Deene, 20 miles

;

j

Northborough Church and House, 7 miles; Oundle Church,
I 13 miles ; Paston Church, 2 miles ; Polebrooke Church,
j

13 miles ; Ramsey Abbey and Church, 14 miles ; Stamford,

I

three churches and Burghley House, 14 miles; Thomey
I

Abbey, 7 miles ; Thorpe Hall, 1 mile ; Whittlesey, two

I

churches, 5 miles ; Woodcroft Castle, 4 miles ; Warming-
I

ton Church, 11 miles; Yaxley Church, 5 miles; Ely
Cathedral is 39 miles away. Several of the above coidd be
\isited on the same day, as they lie on the same road.

I Perhaps your correspondent would like to write direct to

t
me. If so, he should address his letter to—PERrv G.

I Crawley, co W. Boyeb, 10a, Cowgate, Peterborough.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Bitrnham:, Somerset. — At WeTjTjington, on
i
Monday, Mr. G. B. Sully, chairman of the Burnhaui

I
Urban District Couucil, otficially turned the water

I into the new mains, which have just been laid

[

between "Webbington and the pumping-station,
:
Brent Knoll. Mr. W. J. Press, of Burnham, is the
engineer, and the present scheme is to prevent the
waste for the future of 70,000 gallons of water
daily by providing an additional Sin. main.
Eventually Mr. Press's scheme provides for bring-
ing the whole of the supply of water at Winscombe
to Bumbam by laying a new r2iu. main to "Web-
bington, when both the original Gin. main and the
new Sin. main will be fully utilised. Mr. W. H.
Smith, of Clifton, was the contractor for the present

scheme, which has cost £4,500. The mains cross

the river Axe upon steel girders.

SurTox - IN - AsiiFiELD, NoTTS. — A scheme of

sewerage and sewage disposal, prepared by Messrs.
Beesley, Son, and Nichols, of Westminster, has

.

beenatloptel by the urban district council. The
estimated cost of the engineering works, including
certain additions to the surface water drainage,
amounts to the sum of £29,015.

^

Meitommunicatiou.

QUEST[OX.S.
[11730.] — Dilapidations. — Holding a prnpprty

under lease for sevur.il yairs past, my term is now
expiring, and the owner is about to puU it down. He
stiitcn It require-s paintiug, according to his view.s of the
lease; but instead of p tinting, he requests me to give
hun in ca.sh the coat of p tinting, because he wants to puU
it down before the p,uuting can be done. Will some kind
fneud intorm mi whether I am, under the circumstances
boun.l t<j pay him the miney.'—As Old Sibsi-ribek.

REPLIES.

.J'^J.'^i'T"?^®™ Vaulted Churches. -Be.sides
whose A. r. B. has m_-ntion.-.l, I may name .St. Peter's
^ aii.xhall, with vaulted bri.:k nave and apse ; St. John's
lied Linn-square

; St. .John K\.ingelist, Norwood There
ire others, I belie ve-somi of .Mr. Brooks' ; but of these
I must leave other corrMp indents to give the nam"s. .St

;
".,."".?• ^'opJanJ-raid, and St. Chad's, Haggerston!

I' .th by Mr. J Brooks, are also of interest; the latter has
in apse.— G. n. fj.

li'l^^l"^?."'* Surveying.-" Whoplodian" willdo well to obt,un Middlcton and C3iadwick's work, "A

The Urban District Council of Ilfracombe having
applied to the Local Government Board for sanction
to borrow £1,1.^0 for purposes of street improve-
ment, Colonel C. H. Luard, R.E., an inspector,
held an inquiry at the town-hall on Friday. Mr.
O. M. Prouse (surveyor) explained that the money
was required for widening the roadway between the
Britannia and Crown Hotels, a narrow thorough-
fare leading from the pier and harbour to the town.

The Wesleyan C'aapel Committee has sanctioned
the erection of thirty new places of worship in
various parts of the country, at an estimated ex-
penditure of £72,.500. One of these new cases is the
Seamen's Horns, ifcc, at Poplar, the outlay on which
is £13,G00.

The urban district council of Xewton Abbot
decided on Monday to instruct Mr. Silvanns Trevail,
F.R.I.B.A., of Truro and London, to prepare rough
sketch-plans and elevations for the public library and
technical schools proposed to be built in Bank-
street.

It is proposed to put the old parish church of .St.

John at Hackney into a satisfactory condition, to
install the electric light, and to put the bells and
belfry in good order, at a total cost of about £l,'2O0.

The nsYi buildings for the RadclifEe Library at
Oxford, which have been presented to the University
by the Drapei-s' Company, were formally opened
on Monday by Mr. C. N. Dalton, master of the
company. The buildings have cost upwards of
£21,000, and have lieen erected from designs by
Mr. T. G. Jackson, R.A. They form a projecting
wing of the museum, with which its Renaissance
architecture is in strong contrast. They consist of
two upper rooms about 80ft. in length, titled up as
libraries with all accommodation for readers, as well
as a ba-sement for the storage of books. There is

room, it is calculated, to serve for the accumulations
of a century to come.

A Select Committee of the House of Lords con-
cluded on Tuesday the consideration of the Bill
giving powers to a company to construct tramways
from Golder's Green to Hendon and Finchley in
conjunction with the Charing Cross, Euston, and
Hampstead Tubular Railway, so as to counect these
outside districts with the heart of London by a
continuous and expeditious service. The preamble of
the Bill was found to be proved.

On Wednesday week the Rev. Chancellor Espin
presided over a Consistory Court at Chester
Cathedral. The vicar and the wardens of Christ
Church, Crewe, received permission to place a
stained-glass window in the east end of the church
as a memorial to the late John Ramsbottom, of
Alderley Edge, who was at one time one of the
superintendents at the Crewe railway works. The
cost will be about £600.

Half-timbered buildings on the High Bridge .at

Lincoln arc about to be restored for the corporation
of that city, at an estimated cost of from .£1,000 to
£l,20ff, from plans by Messrs. Watkins aiid Sons,
architects, of that city.

CHIPS.
On Wednesday, the 12th inst., the Bishop of

Crediton laid the foundation-stone of St. Simon's
Parish Hall, Plymouth, which wdl be temporarily
used for services while the new church of St. .Simon

(to seat 1,000) is being erected. The contractor is Mr,
Ambrose Andrews, of Plymouth, and the architect

Mr. Harbottle Reed, of Exeter, from whose plans
the new church will shortly be commenced.

At a public meeting at Dover on Tuesday, in

connection with the local memorial to Queen
Victoria and a memorial to the late Sir Richard
Dickeson, it was decided that both memorials should
tike the shape of additions to Dover Hospital, that
to the Queen to consist of an isolation block and
new out-patients' department at a cost of £6,000,
and the Dickeson memorial to consist of an operating
theatre and lift to cost £1 ,100. £3,000 was promised .

in the room.

Mr. Bryce.M.P.jTvaspresenton Wednesday at the
'

opening of a new Board school, which has just been
erected by the Hendon School Board, at Child's-

hill, and will provide 1 ,007 places.

At Weston-super-Mare several important works
are now in hand. Something like £ir),000 is being =

expended on a pavilion, £10,000 on a new swim-
ming-bath, over £4,000 on widening and improving
the Marine-parade, while the new low- water pier is

\

Hearing completion, and the laying of electric tram- '

ways will be commenced at the close of the summer^j
season.

In the House of Commons, the London County'^
Council Tramways Bdl has been read a third time.

Mr. H. K. North has held an inquiry at Becken-
ham into the urban district council's application

for sanction to borrow £21,000 for electric light

extension works.

A return of the valuation cf counties, burghs,.,^

and p Irishes in Scotland was issued on Monday .as t

Parliamentary pipar. It is date 1 May 1 , and showsl
the total valuation of the country to be £2 SS,4Sf,;3 19.r

Eight counties have a valuation of more than ;'

miUion sterling, the greitest being Lanark, with
over eight millions.

The Highways Committee of the London Count]
Council will next week recommend the Council to ^

apply to Parliament in the session of 1902 for power
to construct 23 miles of new tramways, which, with

!
street wideniugs, are estimated to cost £l,32j,206.

' The Bishop of Crediton laid on Friday the founda-

j

tion-stone of St. Simon's Parish Hall, Plymouth,

the site of which adjoins the Infectious D^eases

i

Hospital. The hall will accommodate 400 persons.

The hall, which is being built by Mr. Ambroiie

Andrews, contractor, Plymouth, in accordance with

plans prepared by Mr. Harbottle Ree.i, architect,

Exeter, wdl be constructed of brick, with tiled

I
roofing.

The town council of Jarrow-ou-T^Tie have raised

the salary of their borough surveyor, Mr. J. Potree,

to £300 a year.

Memorial-stones for the new Eastvilje Park

I Methodist Free Church, Bristol, were laid on

'; Friday. The buUdiag is to be Gothic in stjde, with

turrets on either side of the main front. The size

of the interior is 60ft. by 40ft., and accommoda ion

will be provided for 750 persons. In the gallery

!
running round there will be an organ-loft and choir.

Pennant stone is being employed in the buiUing,

with freestone dressings, and the accommodation

will include a preacher's vestry and a choir-ve^try.

1 At the rear are a lecture-room and twoclassrooms.

ThearchiUetis-Mt. H. M. Bennett^ ot Bri.stol,and

the builder Mr. E. Clirk, of Fishponds. The

i
building will cost about £4,000.
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The ptril to !St. Paul's Cathedral from the

probaWe vi'Tation that may be set up on the pro-

iected tube railway from IMecadilly to the City

the subject of a protest in the jTiwics by Mr
William Emei-son. I'.K.I.B.A.. who writes that

the line is planned to pass along Carter-lane,

within about GO or 70 yards of the foundations

of the dome of this noble structure, and at a con-

siderable depth below them. He urges that

strenuous opposition should be offered to the

:.terprise, and quotes Wren's statements as

the effects of continuous vibrations in the

I'iireutalia
"—viz., "the incessantly vibratini,'

ikes a small intestine motion through all the

sensible parts of the wall and by degrees

sens all the bond of the mortar, and moves
, n- stone fiom its bed : this motion once begun
ah its effects more and more till at length it is

;ite loose and falls."

Mr. .\uTHi r. Evans re]X)rts that the con-

! iding excavations of this season in the pre-

^toric palace of Ivnossos in the ishmd of Crete

ve pixxiuced discoveries which throw an
itirely new light on the architecture of Homeric
leeoe. East of the great central court Mr.
vans has now brought to light a suite of

rincely chambers with walls descending in

.aces 20ft. and including the remains of upper
"ries. .\ portico to the east opens on a fore-

ill with 11 doorways and giving access to the

: incijuil hall. A side pa.ssiige leads fiom this to

second hall, which shows on two sides the

•mains of a double tier of colonnades, within
which a triple st:urcase leads to the upper gal-

lories. In this hall was a large deposit of tablets

" ith prehistoric incriptions. one larger than any
t discovered, and apparently containing lists of

llioials. In the neighbouring chamber were
ilkn fragments of human figures of coloured

aster in high relief and of most magnificent
\ecution, the rendering of veins and muscles
huwing a natiiralistie skill never again rivalled

;iU the Italian Henaissance. In the adjoining
t'aUery were remains of bull-hunting scenes, in

which girls attired like Mycena'an cow-boys also

ike part.

Mk. "\V. Ckaxe \n-ites that an appeal has been
forwarded to the Chairman of the London County
»_'oimcil to preser\'e the ver\' interesting and
picturesque buildings on the west side of Lincoln's
Inn-fields in adoptisg plans for the new street.

This appeal has been signed by the Earl of

< 'arlisle and also by the following eminent archi-

ll its, amongst others, Messi-s. T. G. Jackson,
K.A.. O. F. Bodley, K.A., John Belcher, A.R.A.,
Edwin L. Lutyens, and, amongst others, by the
President of the Royal Society of Painters in

Water Colours. Sir. Crane suggests that aU who
desire to see these buildings preserved also send
iheir names to the Council. The historic and
architectural relics of old London are, as he says,

rapidly disappearing, chiefly, it appears, under
the pressui-e of commercial considerations and the
• xigencies of traffic, and that most of London's
citizens would wish that, in planningnew streets,

such memorials of the past should be, wherever
possible, preserved.

Two hundred and forty-six further prints have
heen presented to the National Photographic
Record Association, of which Sir Benjamin .Stone.

51. P.. is president, including 27 of old houses of

Lordon by the Duke of Bedford : 33 of historical

buildings of Somersetshii'e and Warwick by ilr.

B. E. LawTence ; a ^aluable collection by the
Herefordshire and HuU Photographic Societies ;

T 7 from Yorkshire by Mr. (jr. Bingley ; 1 6 of old
London houses, recently removed, by JSIr. H.
Bedford Lemere : 26 of the historical London
houses by the hon. seeretarj-, Mr. George Scamell

;

.1 series of Copford Church by the Rev. Jloncrieff

.Smyth, and other contributions. The total

number of prints now received amounts to 1.9o6,

and a promised addition of over 300 is shortly
expected.

A>" exhibition of architectural and decorative
designs, modellings, copper work, examples of

enamels, wood-earring, tec, bj- students of the
Liverpool School of Architecture and Applied
Art, was opened on Jlonday by the Lord Mayor
of that city, at the W;dker' Art GaUery. Pro-
fessor F. M. .Simpson, the director of the school,

in speaking of its work, said that 73 students had
attended the day and 171 the evening, classes

during the past session. A special aim of the

school was to pay great attention to the arts and
ci-afts allied to architecture. The Lord JIayor,

in oiMiiing the exhibition, said that the corpora-

tion had given tl.OOO to the school, and had
made a further grant of £400 in consequence of

the good work done. The fact that the work was
progressing was emphasised by the increase in

the number of those who attended the school.

There were no fewer than 20 different crafts

taught, and they were really trying to hel[) tliat

which was biiieticial to the trade of the cily.

The school was cmc of the first of its kind in the

country. 'I'he library committee did all it could

to encourage the work, and to purchase any book-^
,

that would be of advantage to the students. Sir

W. B. Forwood expressed a hope that local
[

architects wo\ild endeavour to employ local

craftsmen. The exhibition will remain open
during to-day and to-monow (.Saturday).

TiiK annual report of the city surveyor of

Binningham, Mr. .lohn Price, contains a section

dealing with the building surveyor's brunch
department, in which it is stated that during the

,

last twelve months there has been a considerable

falling off in the number of buildings erected, as

well as in the number of plans deposited. This
appears to be more pronounced from the fact that

during the last four yeai-s, owing to the business

prosperity of the city, the erection of buildings

has been phenomenal. The falling off may be
attributed in a great measure to the uncertainty

j

of trade prospects, and to the increased cost of

building materials (which reached its highest

point about September). Consequently many
building schemes have been held back upon receipt

of tenders, owing to the immense cost of the

undertakings. At the same time building opera-

tions have not been at a standstill, but the pi-o-

gress h.is been normal. In the year ending

December 31, 1896, plans were submitted for

1,8.52 houses: 1897, 1,836: 1898, 2,:30S ; 1899.

2.14.5; 1900, 1,175. Although plans have only

been submitted for 1.1 7 A houses, the number does

not represent the number of buildings erected, as

a gi-eat many buildings for which plans were

approved during the years 1897 and 1898 were

not completed untU this year. As a matter of

fact, 1,956 buildings were erected, of which,

1,630 were houses and shops. The total number
of plans deposited during the year was 1849.

Foiu sculptured stones were recently found at

the site of an ancient church at ( )ld Jedward. five

mUes from Jedburgh. Three of the stones, which

seem to be voissoirs from an arch, have the Late

Xorman Chevron ornaments, but the work is

shallow and nothing like so fine in execution as

th.at of the similar design in various parts of

Jedbirrgh Abbey, ilr. Walter Laidlaw, Abbey
Gardens, has taken charge of the stones. The
chapel at Old Jedward, of which these stones are

presumably relics, was founded by Ecgred, Bishop

of Lindisfame, who died in the year 845. It is

situated on what is caUed Chapelhaugh, by the

side of the Jed. There were two Jedworths. and
this place, which has gone to decay, has been

long known as Old Jedward : but Jeffery, the

historian of Roxburghshire, doubts if there is any
authority for holding that the hamlet on the Jed

is older than the burgh.

The injurj- of asphalte by illuminating gas is

discussed in the report for 1900 of Jlr. NeLson P.

Lewis, engineer of highways in the borough of

BrooklvTi, Xew York City. Some years ago

there was a war betw-een the gas companies of

the borough, and many miles of unnecessarj- pipe

were laid down in an inferior manner. Later on,

some of these poor distributing pipes were sub-

jected to pressure as force mains. The leakage was
naturally greatly increased by this procedure,

being estimated at 13 per cent, of the total out-

put. The serious effects of the escaping gas on
the asphalte were first noticed on streets where
mains were hastily laid in the competition for

new consumers. The fine checking of the surface

usually appears first, and this is followed by a

total disintegration of the pavement. A great

many tests have been made by driring bars

through the pavement where the surface has been

thus affected and gas has been usually found,

often in such quantities that it burned fiercely.

Examinations made at these places by the gas

company have shown leaky joints, and in a

number of cases broken mains. The connection

between this peculiar appearance of asphalte-

pavement .and leaking gas-mains has been clearly

established.

Ax amended code of building regulations is

being framed for Bombay. Regarding the height

of buildings, the Commissioner observes that the

priiuiple .afHrmed by the existing by-law in pro-

tection of existing buildings and vested inteivsts

should be comjielled to give way in favour of

necessary sanitaiy measures. Except in the case

of specially-exempted buildings, it is pioposcd

that the maximum height should be fixed at 70ft.

up to the tie-beam of the roof, or place where a

tie-beam would ordinarily be, and the roof should

not be allowed to rise above that at a greater

angle to the frontage than 4.5°. A further

limitation on the height of buildings is imposed

by the width of the street on which they abut,

and, as a guide in this matter, the prorision of

the Calcutta Municipal .\ct is taken. It is pro-

posed that the height of a house should not be

greater than the width of the oi)en sji-ace in front.

In the case of buildings on sites already built

upon, it is suggested that the limit might be

fixed at one-and-a-half times the width of the

street.

The effect of temperature changes on a masonry
arch bridge has been reporied upon by Mr. F. P.

Stearns, chief cngincerof the Metroi>olitan water-

works. New York. Echo bridg?. on the Sudbury
aqueduct, is .500ft. long, ISft. wide, and provided

with a central arch span of 129rt. On July 3,

when the temperature at 5 p.m. was 79' Fahr.,

the amount of leakage at a point where measure-

ments were easily made was at the rate of

3 gallons per minu"tc. t>n July 20, with a tem-

perature of 63°, the leakage was 1-5 gallons, while

on several days, when the temperature reached

93° to 101°, tlie leakage rose to about 8 gallons

per minute. The expansion of the masonry is

stated to cause longitudinal cracks, which dose

as the temperature falls.

The .St. Louis-Chicago litigation over the

alleged pollution of the ;Mississippi by the

drainage of Chicago has reached a stage not cal-

culated to cheer the people of the Jlissouri city.

It will have to prove by concrete evidence tliat the

water supply h.as deteriorated in (piality since the

opening of the drainage canal, and all that the

other party must do is to furnish a rebuttal of

this evidence. The burden of proof lies with St.

Louis. The testimony wiU be taken by a single

commissioner, and it is hardly possible for the

case to be taken up for trial by the Sui)remc

Court in the United States for a year.

THEARCHITECTUEALASSOCIATION.
JU.NE29th: SECONn SIMMER VISIT, to ALL SAI.NTs;

CONVENT. Colncv. St. Alban's.h^ kinil in.itationnf Mr. LEONAKU
STOKES. Train feaves St. Panrras at •i.-Jll li.m. Mvnitiers ti. ttttrt

at tl.e Bookini: Office not later than a i.-ra. 1' (>. for 'Js. 'it. to be srnt.

before JUNE2^tl. to Mr. F. J. OSBORNE SMITH, T, Old Queen.

street, S.W. Members to produee their membershio paM.

i

«
?; "^y.'iSI. 1 HonSecs.H e

CHIPS.

Mr. J. Passmore Edwards' offer to build two

branch puhhc Ubraries for AVest Ham, provided the

town council were prepared to equip and manage

them, has been accepted by the corporation.

Leeds Corporation wants to buy 425 square yards

of land for the widenhig of New Market-street, m
the midst of the city. The value of the land is hemg
arbitrated upon, and the price works out at about

.£320,000 per acre.

Justice Grantham and a special jury heard, on

Friday, the ease from Plymouth of the Tumchapel

\\Tiarves Company v. Pitts, Son, and King, m
which £20,000 judgment was entered agamst Messrs.

Pitts, Son, and King, in respect of damages for

breach of contract in respect of the purchase of

waterside property at Turnchapel, near Plymouth.

The pier at Cromer, opened last week, h-as cost

£42,000, and is oOOlt. in length. For a distance of

3.56ft. it has a width of 40ft., with bays extentimg

to 60ft., and at the head it is 144ft. by 112ft. wide.

It is constructed of wrought-iron pUes, surmounted

bv cast-iron columns, with steel lattice gurdei-s

supporting the deck. There are small shelters on

both sides of the pier, and a large circular one, with

bandstand, at the head. Messrs. Douglass and

Arnott, of Westminster, were the engmeers, and

Mr. Alfred Thome was the contractor.

Two committees of the Leeds Coqwration held

a joint meeting, on Tuesday, to consider the question

of the erection of a library and baths m \ork-road

to meet the requirements of the north-east anfl

ea^t wards. It was decided to mvite competitive

plans for the erection of the buildings, the approxi-

mate cost of which wiU be about £l.i,000. Ihe

libraix will comprise a lending department, a

"eneral reading-room, and reailing-rooms for ladies

and juveniles. The baths wdl include a large

swimming-bath, with accommodation for children,

:
and slipper and Russian baths.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

£20, £10 W. J. Mimn, Clerk, Union-street, Trowbridge
£100 ^merged), £75, £50 John Parker, City Engineer, Hei-ei'ord

£15 15s. (2ndi, £10 10s. (3rd) The Town Clerks, Hamilton, N.B

•Tunc 21

30

Truwljridgo—lN>l;ition Ilospitiil

Herefol^—Mumcii>^il Utiildings

Hamilton -Wid'-mng (Vidzow Bridge
I.lnnwixt -Market Hall, Council Chambers, Arc, Miirkct-sq.

r., , tt t^ /^ «o; t i ^ t i „„
um^ liSll. bv 34ft. ; limit £l'.0OO) £20 H. Pierce, CleA, U.D.C.Oftce Uanwrst July 26

Miinchester-Fire and Police Station, &c. (£75,000 limit) £300, £200, £100 The Town Clerk, Town HaU, Manchester ,, 31

F'TCmont—Masonic Uall • £10 10s James Lowery, 59, Mam-street, tgremont Aug. 1

iVii^iincc—Laying-out Groimd on Western Promenade £21 (mel'ged;, £10 10s T H Cornish, Tobti Clerk, Public Buildings, Penzance. Sept. 1

rholsea S W —Ablic Batlis King's-txmd lOOgs. (merged), 50gs., SOgs The Public Baths Committee Office, lil, Kmg s-rd., Chelsea, S.W.. Oct. 1

HincklfV—Constitutional Club Premises John Blakesley, Burbage-road, Hinckley —

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BITIIiDINGS.

AViston-Pupei^Muie—Alterations to Foundry Hilman and Sons
Lelant—Pos^t-OtEce. &c
Bhiirgowi-ie—Two Villus. Dunkeld-road -

l.^ith-Boiler-IIouse Extension Town Council
Kliinbv—Two IIcjuscs

Tuttun-Kttiliiifr Koofs, St. Matthew's Church
<.>inag^h—Altonitions, &c., at Woi'khonse 'iuai-dians

Fentoiiladofk— Oittage
KUon—Alterations to CottufTcs, Long-clo-o
Xftherton—Alt*;ratious t<) i'lopeiiy.... . ... Cockermouth B.P. Building Society..

Bcdlinof?— Extcnsicins to Moriah Chapi.l
Oswestry— Maiiso, Park-avenue '

r

Abt-mvon —Three Houses D. Gorman
??tanmn^;lcy—Kc.-^liitingSt. Thomas's National School
Brlninnt— Vestr}' to Chureh
Ov.-iton—Kepainng Police Station Flintshire County Council
CulttT—Two Houses ,,

Tivalea-se—Piggeiy
Bedlinog—Extensions to Moriah Chapel
Axminstev—New Shop, Lyme-nmd Mitchell, Toms, and Co., Ltd
East Ham—Hartley-avenue Schools (1,614 children) School Board
Wanin^ton—I'umpiu^ Station. Uelph-lane Coi-poration
Axniinster—Alterations to Cottages adjoining Trout Inn Mit<;hell, Toms, and Co., Ltd
Tjandulph—Repairs; to Rectoiy
Hereford—Additions to 1-12, St. Owen-street Thos. Hooper
Kendal—Two Houses E. Crewdson
Taunton—Additions to Turk's Head Inn, St. James-street Mitchell, Toms, and Co., Ltd
"Whitehaven—Alterations to No, 7, Lowther-street Joseph Dixon
Conishorough—Workmen's Club and Institute....
IVnarth—Bamlstand, &:c Urban District Council
AVarkworth—House and Stable. Beal Bank Captain Leighttm
Hawkchurcli, Axminster—Additions to Castle Inn Mitchell, Toms, and Co., Ltd
Morlt-y—Eleven Through Houses
I'urtsmouth—r'ar .Shed, 6:c., Gladys-avenue Corporation
Js'aitsbiny. St. Albans—Asylum Buildings Vi.siting Committee
Abingdon—Xew Wing at Koysses School .... Governors
Halifax—Warehovise, Westgate Markets Committee
Bright^m— School. St. Lidie's-temice School Board
Great Yarmouth —Additions to Electric Lighting Station Electric Lighting Committee
Millom—School. Arc .". School Board .-r

Bradford—Converting St. Dunstan's Mill into Stabling Coal Merchants' Association
Gomersal—Reroofin": Dyehouses T. Burnley and Sons, Ltd
Little Torringt^in—Farmhouse ; J. C. Moore-Stevens
Walthamstow—School. Chapel End School Board .:

I'pjaerAUaloth—Additions to Offices '

Derby—Public Baths Corporation
Glastirem— Cattle Courts :

....'.

Bristol—Fire Station, &c.. Cumberland Basin ,..,.. Watch Committee
Essie— Cattle-Shed and Court
Bre.Hton—Fibrous Plaster Work, &c.. Grammar School Corporation
Westertown—Additions to House and Offices
Derby—I\ibhc Baths, Reginald-sti-eet Corporation
Nether Auchenreath—Repairs to Offices I

Norton, Yorks—Police-Station, ice East Riding StandiiigJt. Committee..
Brighton—Blocks of Houses, Dewe-road
Forth-Additions to County School Glamorgan County Council
Sowerby Bridge —AV'orkmen's Club and Institut'-
Broadstairs—Additions to Council Othces ... Broadstaii-s and St. Peter's U.D.C....
CYowle—Alterations to Mill, Cross-street -.

Exeter-Electricity (generating Station Town Council
Houghton-le-Spring—Restoring Parish Church
Kilmacrenan—Additions to House Neil Coyle, J.P ;

Elgin—Residence, Forteath-avenuc
Beverley—Grammar School
Swansea—Pumping Station, South Dock .... Harbour Trustees :...!,

Keighley—Sunday School, West-lane
Langport—Pulling Down and Rebuilding New Inn Mitchell, Toms, and Co., Ltd
Hahfax—Nine nou.sos '.

Braithwaite—Mi,\cd School Kirk Bramwith School Board
Llanhilleth—Renovating Zion Congregational Church
Swansea— Fish Market Harbour Trustees
Abcr>-stwith—Pair of Villas, Buarth Mawr Est.-itr-

Wrotham—Twelve Workmen's Dwellings ... TJrban Distiict Council
Clonakilty- Business Premises
Stokenham -Cottage A. F. Holdsworiii

'.

Slorley—Three Terrace Houses. St. Andrew's-avenue J.Mitchell
Kingston-upon-Thames—Workhouse Laundry Additions Guardians
Tyldeslcy-Xew Technical School Tvldeslev-with-Shakerley "CD-C. ..,

AJdershot—Electric-Lighting Station Urban District Coimcil
Hucknall -Two Sehools, Newcastle-street and New-street Hueknall-uuder-Huthwaite Sch. Bd.
Tipton—Renovating Burnt Tree and Great Bridge Schools School Board
Camberwell, S.E.— Public LibraricH, Baths, &c.. Well-street... Borougli Coimcil

,

Haj-wards Ileath-Omce-s Boltro-road Cuckficld Rural -District CouncU
Whitemore. Dorset—rVmstguard Buildings Admiralty
Huntingdon—Additions to Workhouse Guardians
Llanberis- Converting St. Padara's Old Church into House

,

Bridgwater—Additions to School Dr. Morgan's School Governors
Leeds—Pohee-Sljition. Libnii-y, &c. Watch Committee
I^ytonstonc—Alterations to Schoolroom Bcthnal Green Board of Guardians..,
Youghal—Additions to Industiial Schools Cork Lunatic Asylum Committee ...

CanumgTown. E.-Fne Brigade Station, Barking-road West Ham Town Council
Paddmgton, W.—Mortuary Buildings and Chapel Borough Council
Leeds—Seacroft Infectious Diseases Frosj)it^d E.vtension Sanitai-y Committee
Cardiff-Rebuilding Sailors' Rest, But4>street John Cory, J.P., D.L
Ipswich—Pair of Cottages. f'hrisU'bureh Park Estate
Brampton, (.umberland—lietaehcd Residence W. Dobson
Weet^m. Voiks— Villa Residence

:

Stockton lirook-on-Trent-Gardcner'a Cottage . Wra. Heath.. ..'.*.'...".... ..

Clayton West- Brick Chimney (d.*! vards high) „
BumtBridgo—Rebuilding Black Swan Inn J. Whitworth . .

Maestog—Shop and Dwelling-House, Talbot-stivct

S. J. Wilde and Fi-y, .Aachts.. BoulevardChmbrs.,Weston-jupei--M. June
W. J. RubeiTy, Posfc-Office, Canonstown „
J. Somei-ville and Son, Blairgowi-ie >,

T. B. Laing. Town Clerk, Leith, N.B „
R. Boadle. West End Farm, Flimby, Cumberland » .

S. Kelway Pope, M.S. A., Archt., 27, Portland-street, Southampton
J. L. Donnelly, Ari.hiteet, Omagh
George Gow, Tregothnan Otfice, Truro
Wm. Davidson, Architect, FJlon, N.B
J. Russell, 81, Crosby-street, Mai-jijort

P. Vivian Jones, P.A.S.I., Architect, Hengoed
Owen Pritchard, 15, Cross-street, Oswestry
Frank T. Smith, Ai-chitect, Port Talbot
J. B. Mann, '2d\, Town-street, Stanningley
C. H. Fowler, F.S.A., Architect, The College, Dm-ham
D. WiUiams. County SuiTeyor, Mold
John Rust, Architect, Aberdeen
George Gow, Tregothnan Otfice, Truro
P. Vivion Jones, Architect, Hengoed
Arthur W. Yeomans, M.S. A., Architect, Chard, Somerset
R. L. Cui'tis, 120, London-wall, Moorgate-street, E.C
James Deas. A.M.I.C.E., Municipal Offices, Wanington
Arthur W. Yeomans, M.S. A., Architect, Chard, Somerset
The Rev. S. Gregoiy, Landulph Rectory. Hatt, R.S.O
Ernesto. Davies. M.S.A.. 6, St. John-street, Hereford
J. F. Cui-wen, F.R.I.B.A., Architect. Highgate, Kendal
Arthur W. Yeomans. M.S. A.. Architect, Chard, Somei-set

J. S. Moffat, Architect, Whitehaven
George White, Architect, Estate Office, Mexborough
Edgar J. Evans, A.M.I.C.E., Engineer, Penarth
J. Wightman Douglas, 40, Bondgate. Alnwick ..--

Ai-thur W. Yeomans, M.S. A., Architect, Chard, Somer.''et

W. E. Putmau. A.M.I.C.E., Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Morley
E. Rotter, A.M.I.C.E., Tramways Engineer, Town Hall, Portsmouth
Rowlande Phimbe. F.R.I.B.A., Architect, 13, Fitzroy-square, W....

J. G. T. West. M.S. A., Architect, The Knowl, Abingdon
James Lord, C.E.. Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Halifax
T. Sampson and Son, Surveyoi-s, 16, Ship-street, Brighton
J. W. Cnckrill, A.R.I.B.A.,Boro' Sur., Town Hall, Great Yarmouth
Settle and Farmer, Architects, Millom
Fairbank and Wall, Architects, Bank-street, Bradford
W. H. D. Horsfall, Architect, Tower Chambers, Halifax
Groves, Cooper, and Stapledon, Surveyors, Bideford
G, E. T. Laurence, A.R.I. B.A., 22, Buckingham-st., Adelphi, W.C.
The Estates Office, Fochabers, Scotland .'•

J. Ward, Borough Siu^'eyor, Babington-lane, Derby
The Estates Office. Fochabers, Scotland
T. H. Yabbicom, M.I.C.E., City Engineer, 03, Queen-square, Bristol

The Estates Office, Fochabers, Scotland
The Borough Surveyor, Town HaU, Preston
The Estates Office. Fochabers, Scotland
John Ward, Borough Surveyor. Babington-lane, Derby
The Estates Office. Fochabers, Scotland
Alfred Beaiunont, C.E., County Surveyor, Beverley
F.J. C. May, M.I.C.E., F.S.I., Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Brighton...

T. Mansel Franklen, Clerk, Cardifi'

S. Wilkinson, Architect, Sowerby Bridge
Howard Hurd, C.E., Sui"veyor, Council Offices, Broadstairs

Joseph H. Lee, Secretary to Trustees, Crowle, via Doncaster
Donald Cameron, Oty Engineer, Exeter
J. Bendelow, Hi, Nesham-place. Houghton-le-Spring, Co. Durham..
John M'Intyre, Architect, IjCtterkennv ..*

R. B. Pratt, A.R.I.B.A., Town and County Bank BuildingsvElgin.
Botterill, Son. and Bilson, Arehtects, 23, Parhament-street, Hull ...

A. O. Schenk, M.I.C.E.. Harbour Offices, Swansea
Moore and Crabtree, Aa'chitects, York Chambers, Keighley
Arthur W. Yeomans, M.S.A., Arcliitect, Chard, Somerset
Medley Hall, Architect, Halifax
Frank Allen, Clerk, Bank Chambers. Doncaster
Dd. Davies, 3, Brookland-teiTace, LlanhUleth, Wales
A. O. Schenk, M.I.C.E., Harbour Offices, Swansea .,....

G. Jones & Son, M.S.A., Architects, 17, George-sti'eet, Aberyswith
J. Sliarp, Surveyor, 5, Sunnyside, Borough Green, Wrotham .........

Miss Helena O'Brien, 16. Mill-street, Clonakilty. Ireland

W. F. Tollitt, Architect, Totues
T. A. Buttery and S. B. Birds, Arcliitects, Queen-street, Morlcy

W. H. Hope, Architect. Hampton Wick
John Holt. Aichitect, 6, St. Mar>-'s-gatc, Manchester... .

Nelson F. Dennis, A.M.I.C.E., Sur\eyor, Aldershot

J. E. Goodacre, Architect, 4, Stockwell-gate, Mansfield

E. Richards, Clerk, Owen-street, Tipton
Wm. Oxtoby, A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng., Town Hall, CaraberweU

A. R. Pannett, Architect, Haywards Heath. Sussex "-"
The Dii'ecU)r of Works Dept., Admiralty, Northumborland-ftV.,W ,U

Ernest Borissow, Architect. 151, High-street, Huntingdon
The: Rectory, Llanberis, Wales
Samson and Cottam, Architects, Bridgwater -•:
Bedford and Kitson, Architects. Greek-street Chambers, Lwds ^....

Holman & Goodrham, Archts.. fi. King's Bench-walk. Temple, ui.-.

H. A. Cutler, A. M.I.C.E., City Eng., Municipal Builduigs, < <.rK ...

The Borough Engineer's Office, Town Hall, West Ham
The Surveyor's Department, Town Hall, Paddington, \V

F:dwin T. Hall, F.R.I. B.A.. 54, Bedford-square, W.C.
J. P. Jones, Richards, and Budgen, 18, St. Mary-stre^ct, (-arUiii

John Shewell Corder, Surveyor, Wimbourne House, Ipswicli

T. Tiivlor Scott, F.R.I. B.A., 43, Lowthcr-strcet, Carlisle

Mark'E. Kirby, Architect, Huby, Leeds
W. H. Walley, Architect, Uueen-street, Buralem........

R. Beanland and Co. , Clayton West, near Huddersneld

II. E. and A. Bown, Architects, Harrogate
5,'). Commercial-street, Maesteg,

fl5'

.July
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BUILDINGS—coiifmiierf.

Ciwei'sjilt—Additions to Conpregational Chapel' Building tV.mmitUr J. Gummow. A.R.I.B.A., Egurton-strect, Wrexhiim —
(\iUIu*ter—Fi-ecm:isoas' IIiiU, Abbeysate-street Chas. 10. Hutolicr, Architect, S, Uucc-n-strcet, Colchester -
All. rtiUerj-. Mon.—Kebuilding Blacnau Uwcnt P.M. Chapel A. Jones. 14. Roscbor^'-street, Abertillcry, Mon. .

—
U iilkley—Eisht Ilou-ses British Homes Association Co.. I,t<l.. O. Giitliths. 10, PiK)l-nmd, Darriall .

—
nniJford—Wiirchouse, &c., WcUinj^ton MiUs

. Jowett KenJalUv:,I. ILiipir linker, Aivhts.,Calveriev Cllmbrs.,Lceda —
Ll.angoUcn-JS orks and Chimney (150ft.) ., W. liowntrto UuKue, C.E.. IVntrefelin Works, l.lanu'oUen —
lumworth—lour \ illas Corporation Henry .1. Cliii-snn, C.K., 'j', ('Imirh-stivi-t, Tumw.irth . .

—
laillull—Eoman Cath.ilie I'resbyteiy and Schools ., Williain Bevun, Art'liiteet, \i. liuekinsflnim-streot. Strand, W.C. . .

—
Canlitf—Altei-itions to Canton Conscr\'ative Club Edwr lluwn. A.lt.Ml.A., :il, Hi^'li-.stre.-l, Cui-ditf —
Ilorwich. Lanes -Fann limUlini-i W. H. Lever ... J. Simiis(m. Arebitect, 1 1, Aereslleld, li(.lti.n —
Morecambe-Swn Baptist Chapel Albert Uiirton, M.S.A., 21. The Crese.nt, Mormunbe —
Colchester—Rcetmy, ic.. Bmiik-stiert Masterof St.Mary MasdalenHospital Cha.s. E. Buteher, Arehito-t, :). Uuein-stn-et, Colehester —
T^'i ^'^ , 'J^,'''''

Cblloid-street Dircctoi-s J. V. Briprffs, Arehiteet, EHinKhain House, Aruniiel-sti'eet, W.C. .

—
bheflield—Rebuildmff Shop, St. rhihp .s-K.ad

, J. 1). Townend, Archt., Independent Bnildinu-s, Eaiwite. Sheffield.. —
Cardiff—r.ackmp and Camafje Sheds 1). JtorRiin and Co. . .T. 1". .lones, liiehai-ds, and Biidsen, St. Jlan-strect, C.irdiff .. —
Holbeek, Leeds—House and Shop, Shaftou-lano J. liroadbent . A. Neill, Architect, IS, Cookbridge-stivet, Le«ls ,

—
Llangibby-Farm Buildings, Arc .T. Nicholl. Eldon Chambers, Newport, Mon —
Bnghtlingsea-Ketort House at Gasworks Gas Co C. E. liuteher, Arehiteet,:). tlneen-street, Colchester —
Hull—Businejis l-jcmises W. H. Heslop and Co Frcem.in, Son, and Ciaskell, AiTliiteet.s, 11, Carr-lane, Hull —
Balby—W orks. Houses, and Chimney Shaft . . R. Castle and Sons, .\ix-hiteets. Bank Chambers, Cleekheatrai ., .

—
Iveiglilcy—Stores, Bnidfoi-d-road ... Industrial Co-operative Society, Ltd. .T. Hapgns and Sons. Arehiteets, North-street, Keighley —
Cardcnden-Twenty-Eight Cottjisres .. Carden Coal Co v The Manager, Cardenden, N.B —

ELECTRICAL PLANT.
Epsom—Meters, 4je.

Cleckheaton-EIretrieal Plant
Leifih—Klertrieitv Meters (tine Year)
Erith, Kent—Elei-trieal Plant
West Ham-Three Tramway Genemtoi-s
BuiT —Wiring InftH'tious Diseases Hosjiital
Brighton—'Wiring for Electric I.igliting Eloral Hall
lixeter— Eiiuipment of Electricity Generating Station ...

Bianksonie—Wiring and Htting Electric Light to Offices
Bennond.sey, S.E.—Meters
Nelson, I*incs—Plant
Bromley-'oy-Bow, E.—Mains Extensions
Bio de Janeiro— Electrical Machinery Brazilian'Govemment
Mansfield—Electrical Plant Coiporation
Birkenhead—Fifteen Electric Tramcar Bodies and Equipments Corporation

il

Urban Distriet Cnui
Urban Distnet Com
Tl-Jimways Conimitt
Urban District Com
Town Council .

Health Coniniittr,

Town Council .

City Council
Urban District Coimeil
Borough Council
Corporation
Electricity Committi

W. C. C. Hawtayne, 'J, Queen-street-plaee, E.C
Oibbings and Baker, 17, Sliaftesbur>--jivenue, W
John Foster, Enginwr, Electricity Works, Tx^igli, Lanes „
W. C. C. Hawtayne, :>, Uueen-stn?et-place, F..C .. ,,

James K. Bock, Boro' f^lectrical lOngineer, Abbey Mills, "West Ham. „
Pole and Little. Architects, it, (ii-ay's Inn-s-iuarc'. W.C ,,

l-"i-ancis J. C. May, :vi.I.C.E., Towii Hall, Brighton
D. Munro, ttty Kleetrical I'.ngineer, E.\cter „
S. ,1. Newman, F.IM.B.A.. Surveyor, Bninksome, Dorset
Kiiieaid. Waller, and .Mauville. I'^nginecrs, 2f>, (Jt. G«irge-st., S.W. July
W. Alan l''raser. Borough Electric;il Engineer, Town Hall, Nelson.. ,,

'

The Roi-iugli Eletarieal Engim-er, (ilaucus-stree't, Bromley-by-Bow ,,

The Cuininei-cial Depai-tmf'nt of the Foreign Office, Whitcluilli S.W. ,,

Robeit Hammond, M.I.C'.K., 64, Victoria-sti-ect, S.W ,,

A. K. Fcamley, Ti"amways Manager, Brandon-street, Birkenliead-. ,,

June 22

J. C. Mellis, M.I.C.E., 2li4, (ire.sham House, Old Broad-street, E.C. June 2*
S. Edmonson, Surveyor, 18, Nieholas-stix-et. Burnley
Gu^st Luckett, Engineer, 2, Church-sti-eet, Ayleshur>'

ENGINEERING.
ioole—Mains, &c Urban Distriet Council
LiiuTiley-Laying Water Mains (2,000 yards) Eiu-al Distriet Council
".inainton-Watci-works Avlcsbun- Rural District Council .

Dundee—Railway F'ootbridge Harbour Trustees J. Thompson, jun.^ Harbour Engineer, Harbour Chi'inbera, Dundee
1 obcrcunT-Bndge over River Inagh The County Surveyor's Office, Court House, Shgo
Mitham, E.ssc.i—Sinking Boi-ing ., Urban District Council W. Bindi m Blood, Clerk, Witham
*.-"' I,

^"^"'"'"'""'^ Barochial Committee Jonathan Linsley, Water Inspector, Maytield-terrace, Cockfleld
timhley—Two Steam Road-RoUers Urban Disti ict Council F. Smythe, Engineer, Finchley
Atherton, Lanes—G,as E.xhauster Urban Distlict Council T. Xewbigging and Son, Engineers, .5, Norfolk-street, Manchester..
Copenhagen—Stoim Feny Statsbancmes Silfartsafdeling, Revcntlowsgad, 16, Copenhagen B.
Haywanl s Heath—Trial Borings Urban District Coimcil " ' ' "' "

' " "'
B. Latham, M.I.C.E., Parliament Mansions, S.W.
William M'Crac, Gjis Engineer, Dun<lee
E. West, Surveyor, 28, Coombe-road, Crovdon
E. S. Scott, A.M.I.C.E., Surveyor, North'-st., Bishop's Stortford

Coi-pomtion Office of Public Works, 04, Coclirane-street, Gla.sgow
. .. , Dimg-arvan Rui-al District Council ... John E. Dower, Clerk, Dungarvan, Irelanil .'

Hoehdale—W idenmg Spotland Bridge Corporation S. S. Piatt, Borough Surveyor, Town Hall. RochdaleW est Ham—Eleven Water-Tube Boilei-s ;. Town Counca James K. Bock, Boro' Elec. Eng., Abbey Mills, West Ham.,

Dundee— Scrubber-Washer ..

Croydon—Steam Fitter's Works at Mayday-road infii-mary
Bishop's Stortford— Repairs to Engines
Glasgftw—Penstocks, &c
Ballinacoiii-ty—'^'ater Supply

Gas Commissionei-s
Guardians....
Urban District Council

. T. and C. Hawkslcy, Ciril Engineei-s, .30, Great Oeoi-ge-strect, S.W.
The Inspector-General of Ii-rigation, ITpper Egypt, Cairo

, The Engineer's Office, Hunt's Bank, Manchester
'VV. Foulis. Engineer, 45, .John-street, Glasgow
Pole and Little, Architects, il, Giuy's Inn-s(iuai'e, W.C... '

George Gow. Tregothnan Office. Truro .

Bamsley—Pipehiying, &c Corporation
Caii-o-Engines, &;c., for Etsa Pumping Station ]

Brighouse—Widening Line, &c Lancashire and Yorkshire Ry! Co.
Glasgow—Buritiei-s. Arc '..... Corporation
Bury—Heating and Hot-Water Supply at Infectious Hospital. Health Committee
Trewoithen—Clearing River. &c ^^„,
Bueknall, Statls—Manholes in High-sti-eet Stoke Rural District Council

' Earner Sugden, Surveyor, '20, Cheapside, Hanley
Knutstord-Steam Mams, &c Bucklow Union Guardians Robert J. M'Bcath. M.S.A., Bimam House, Sale
Bulford Camp, Sahsburj- Plam—Acetylene Gas Lighting John Harding and Son, Architects, High-street, Salisbury
Bam.sley—Covered Sen-ice Reservoir , Corporation T. and C. H.'iwkslev. Civil Engineers, 30, Great (ieorge-strett, S.W.
DaiTel, N.B.—Water Supply Works Councillors P. CampbeU Hart, C.E., 32; John Finnie-strect, Kilmarnock
Port Talbot—R.aUway 'SOOyardsi .. English Celluloid Co Frank B. Smith, Architect, Port Talbot
Brewood—Heating Church with Hot Water Vicar and Chm'chwardens The Rev. C. Dunklev, The Vicarage, Brewood, Staffs
Portaskaig. Sound of Islay—Repair of Pier , John Laua-hton, Fiictor, Ellabus, Bridgend, Islav
WiUenhiill—Widening Lachmere Brook Bridge Urban District Council T. Edgar Fellows, Engineer, Town Hall, Willenhall
Bardon Mill—Widening Bridge Northumberland County Council J. A. Bean, County Surveyor, Moot Hall, Newciustle
Iselson, Lanes-Conveyor Belt Sewage Committee B. Ball, A.M.I.C.E., Borough Engineer, Nelson
Edinburgh -Laundrv Machinery and Fittings, City Hospital The Public Works Office, City Chambers, Edinburgh July
Worcester—Piling Portion of Severn (:)30 yards) Corporation T. Caink, A.M.I.C.E., Citv Engineer, Guildhall, Worcester
Monaco-Jettj- Monaco Government The Commercial Department, Foreign Office, Whitehall, S.W. ,

Croydon—Bnck Sewer Culverts (i; mile\ Mitcham-road Dist. Town Coimcil The Deputy Borough Engineer's Office, Town Hall. Croydon ..

'Westboui-ne Park, W.—Reconstructing, &c., Gi-een-lane Bridge Great Western Railway Co O. K. Mills, .Secretary, Paddington Station, London
Edinbui-gh-Extcnsion of Poi-tobello Promenade Magistrates and Council T. Hunter, W.S., Town Clerk, City Chambei-s, Edinburgh
Sidcup, Kent—Engines and Pumps at School Homes Grerawich Union Guardians Thos. Dinwiddy, F.R.I.B.A., dooms Hill, (irei'iiwieh ,

Newcastle-on-Tyne—Diversion of Eiilway Terrace North-Eastern Railway Co. C. A. Hanison, Central Station, Newcastle-upon-Tyne
Seaford—E.xtfnsion of Sewage Outfall iTban District Council B. A. Miller, Survevor, ,3, Clinton-place, Seaford
Hackney, N.E.—Mechanical Coaling yVpparatus Electric Lighting Committee ., Robert Hammond, M.I.C.E., 64, Victoria-street, S.W. .,

Newcastle-on-Tyne—Widening Bridges, Dunn-st.t&Gashouse-l. Xorth-Eastem Rjiilwav Co C. A. Ilanison, t'entr.il SUition, Newcastle-upon-Tyne
Sidcup, Kent—Sinkin" Well at School Homes Greenwich Union CSmaidians Thos. Dinwiddy, F. R.LB.A. , Crooms Hill, Greenwich
Chepstow—Repairing Bridge, Tintem Cross Enral District Council J. W. Stanton, Clerk, Welsh-street, Chepstow
Fre.shfleld- Bridge East Sussex County Council F. J. Wood, A.M.I.C.E., County Surveyor. County Uall, Lewe.H .

Cockermouth—Heating Apparatus, Congregational Church James Huddart, Crown-street, Cockermouth
Hanwell—Repairing Fire-Enginc, &c Urban District Council W. S. Baraes, Surveyor, Council Offices, Hanwell, W
Chester—.Sewerage Works Corporation Major H. Tulloch, C.B., R.E., 28, Victoria-st., Westminster, S.W,
Douglas, Lanarkshire -Inches and (ilespin Railway Caledonian Railway Co J. Blackburn, Secretary, .'!02, Buchanan-street, filasgow
Lingoed—Stone Arched or Iron Giixler Bridge Abergavennv Rural District Council John Gill, Surveyor, 4, Brecon-road, Abergavennv
Edinburgh—Railway Tank Waggons Gas Commissioners W. R. Herring, Chief Engineer, New-street Works, Edinburgh ..

Barnes—Refuse Destructor Uib.anDistrictCounc.il G. Bruce Tomes, Engineer, High-street, Mortlake, S.W
Chorley, Lanes—Pumping Stition. &c
London, E.C—Ten Si.v-Wheeled Coupled Ijooomotives
Egremont-Machinery and Tools
Manila—Harbour
Wigan—Stoking Machinery ,

Carrington—Church Heating Apparatus
Ectleshill—Resen-oir
Caldicot Moor, Mon—Waterworks
'Warblington—Acetylene ihtst Plant, &e...

22
'22

22
•22

'22

'24

21
24
24
24

24
24
25
'25

•25

Rural Distlict Council Alban Jolly, Surveyor, 9, High-street, Chorley '„ "13
Bengal-Nagpur Railway Co., Ltd. ... Sir John "NVolfe Barr>', 21. Delahay-street, Westminster, S.W „ J5
Wallasey Urban District Council J. H. Crowther, Great Float, near Birkenhead „ ! 18
United States Govei-nment The Commercial Department. Foreign Office, WTiitehall, S.W .Aug. 1

Gas Committee Harold Jevons, Town Clerk, Wigan „ 19
The Rev. C. S. Stubbs, Curate in Charge, Carrington, Manchester —
.Towett Kendall and J. Hai-per Bakes, Architects, Ijceds —

Ijindowners .
- Togarmah Rees, C.E., Corn Exchange Chambei-s, Newport, Mon —

Urban District Council . . F. Swinburne, Sui'veyor, Warblington —

FENCING AND "WALLS.
Dundee—Rubble ^Masomy P.ai-ty--Wall, Eistem WHiarf ,. Harbour Ti-ustees J. Thompson, ,jun.. Engineer, Harbour Cliambers, Dundee June '22

Broadstairs—AVrought-Iron Railings (9-20 yards Broadstaii-s and St. Peter's 'U.D.C.... H. Hurd, C.E., Town Surveyor, Council Offices, Broadstaira „ 27
Lancaster—Tubular Iron Fencing (.^50 yards Rural District Council Joseph Eunion, Clerk, 5, Dalton-square, Lancjister ,, *28

Aldershot—Fencing Boxall-lane and Eggar's Hill I'rban District Council Nelson F. Dennis, A.M.I.C.E., Surveyor, Aldershot July 2
Stockport—Brick Retaining Wall General Purposes Committee .T. Atkinson, A.M.I. C.E., Boro' Surveyor. St. Petersgate, Stockport ,, f

Salford—Fencing, Draining, i Terracing Ground, Wcaste-hine Football Club Co., Ltd V. Wright, Seerefciry, I, Regent Theatre Buildings, Salford -
Normanton-Fencing Football Ground Arthur Fawcett, C.E., Wakefield —

FURNITURE AND FITTINGS.
Edinburgh—Intemal Fittings for Various Schools .School Board .-

Swindon—Tables and Fifty Chairs Corporation
Colchester—Windows, &c.', in ^'orkhouse Infirmary Guardians
Branksome—Fm-niture and Fittings for New Offices Urban District Council
Winwick—Furniture to Coimtv Asylum
Liverpool—Sm.aU 'ft'ard Tables ( KKl) , Bed Tables '.50 .Select Vestry
Nottingham—Screens at Queen's Walk School School Board
Reading—Furaisliing Thiee Children's Homes Guardians

J. Wilson, 3, tiueen-street, Edinburgh June '22

H. J. Ilanip. Borough Sui-veyor, Town Hall, Swindon „ 24
C. K. White, Clerk, ,57, North Hill, Colchester „ 21
.s. J. Newman, F.R.I.B.A., Surveyor, Branksome, Doivet ,, 28
H. Ellis, Clerk, The Asylum, Winwick, Lanes July .4,'

H.J. Hagger, Vestry Clerk, Parish Offices, Brownlow Hill, Liverpool ,-Xj.;;i
A. N. Bromley, Archt., Pnidential Bldngs., Queen-st.. Nottmgnam '

. -r-JiO
C. Kift, Clerk, Guardians' Offices, Thom-street, Beading •'...'....'..••"^-
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PAINTING.
Xitherton ^Prnperty ( (.ikenaouth B.P. Building Society..

Eilinbuivh—Wavtilev jrarkft, IMnccss-strcot Corpomtion
Ikimstaple-Muniiiriil (illkvsand pkicnw and Art Schools ... Council

Wiikftield -Intt'riiir of Woi-khouse Inrtrm;ir>* •

Ovtrtim— I'lilice Station Flintshire County Council

Tunbridge Wells—Old Fever and Small-Fox Hospitals Corporation

I-Minburgh-Schools School Board ._.....

Darlington-Gas and Electric Arc-Lamp Pillars Gas and Uectnc Lighting Committee

Stockton— Vjotoria Bridge Bridge Board
Morley—Eleven Ilouses ..^........--^ ;---.

(iivat Baddow—Water-Tower, Buddow-road Chelmsfoi-d Kural District Council ...

Kendal—Tw.) Uou.^es E. Crewdson .,

Ci-oydi:in—Cottage Homes. Mayday-road Guardians
A'*hton-under-J.\Tie—Town Hall .

Morlev—Dartmouth Turk and Cemetery General Piiiposes Committee
Hiilhv-B-ith-Hcxthorpe-—Mixed Schools School Boani
WukVticld-Infutious PLseases Hospital, Park Lodge-lane'.... Corporation

Halifax—\Varoh.)U.-^e, Wcst-nte Markets Committee
Nomich—Various BoaiJ .Schools .School Board
Liverpool— Cometery. .Smithdown-mad Toxteth I'ark Burial Board
Greenwich—Iron Bndge, Elverson-road Boiough Coimcil

Leeds—Town Hall Coiporation

Bun% Lanes—Hospital and Dispensary
Brighton— lloi-ough Sanatorium Town Coimcil

Elgin— Residence. Forteath-avenue
Keighley—Sunday School, West-lane
Halifax—Nine Hou.scs ,

.Tanow—Grange Si-hools School Board
i;dinl>iuT5'h-Clmnibei-s, Castle-terrace Parish Council

Halifax -Wailov-mad School School Board
Sheffield—.\11 Schools School Board
Tipton—Two Schools School Board
(!Vtckermouth —Congi-egational Church
Lccds—rolice Station, I.ibraiy, &c Watch Committee
Hawmarsh—Central Board Schools School Board
Manchester-City Police Courts, MinsliuU-street . Town Hall Committee
Golcar—St. .John's Chuich
Cardenden—Tweutv-Eight Cottages
Leeds—No. 11, Park-sqiuire Tradesmen's Benevolent Institution.

J. Russell, SI. Crosby-street, Marypoi-t
H. Moiham, .\rchitect, P.W. Oflfce, City Chambers, Edinburgh .. ..

Arnold Thome. Boro' Surveyor. Old Town StJition. Barnstaple
H. Beaumont. Clerk, Union Offices, Wakefield
D. Williams, County Surveyor, Mold
W. H. Maxwell. A.M.I.C.E., Borough Engineer, Tunbridge Wells
J. Wilson, M, Uueeu-street, Edinbui-gh
H. G. Stcavenson, Town Clerk, Houndgate, Darlington
Chas. F. Johnson, .^.M.I.C.E., Thornabv-on-Tees
W. E. Futman. -l.M.LC.E., Boro' Eng.,'Towu Hall, Morley
J. Dewhurst, Engineer, Avenue Chamber's, Chelmsfoi-d
J. F. Curwen, F.R.I.B.A., Architect, Highgate, Kendal
F. West, Surveyor, '28, Coombe-road. Croydon
J. T. Eai-nshaw, Boro' Sm-., Town Hall, Ashton-under-Lvne
W. E. Putman, A.M.I.C.E.. Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Morley
Wm. Rockett, Clerk, 34, Oxford-place. Doncaster
Chas. .Jas. Hudson, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Wakefield
James L<.>rd, C.E., Borough Engineer, Town Hall. Halifax
C. J. Brown, .'Vrchitect, Cathedral Otfiees, Norwich
J. Moulding, Clerk, 15, High Park-street, Livei-pool
The Borough Engineer's Ofiice, Town Hall, Greenwich
The City Engineer's Oflice, ilunicipal Buildings, Leeds
The Hon. Secretary, Knowslev-street. Bury. Ljincs
F. J. C. May, Boro" Engineer.' Town Hall, 'Brighton
E. B. Pratt, A.E.I.B..^., Town and Counts' Bank Buildings, Elgin-
Moore and Crabtree, Architects, York Chambeis, Keighley
Medley Hall, Archit>ect, Halifax
T. H. Spencer, Clerk, Jari'ow
A. Ferrier, Clerk, Edinburgh
W. H. Ostler, Clerk, ii. Union-street, Halifax
Jno. F. Moss, Clerk. .Sheffield

E. Richards, Clerk, Owen-street, Tipton
J. Huddart. Crown-street, Cockermouth
Bedford and Kitson, .\rchitects, Greek-street Chambers, Leeds
E. Corbridge, Clerk, Parkgate, Rotherham
The Steward's Office, Town Hall. Manchester
Al-thur Shaw, Architect, Gol&ar, "Yorks
The Manager, Cai'den Coal Co., Cardenden, N.B
Bulter, Watson, and Oglesby, Architects, 12, East-parade, Leeds ...

July

:-22

»i
22
•22

22
22
22
22
22
24
24
24
24
'24

24
25
25
•25

25
•26

2(f
•26

27
27
28
29
29
1
1
1

3
3
e
8
9

PLUMBING AND GLAZING.
Blairgowrie-Two Vill,a.s, Dunkcld-road .

J . SomerviUe and Son, Blairgowrie

Abcravon—Tliree Houses D. tioi-man Frank T. Smith, Architect, Port Talbot
Morley—Eleven Houses, W. E. Putman, A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Morley
Ci-oydon—Phunbing 'W'ork, &c., at 'Waingates, London-road,.. Guardians F. West, Surveyor, '28, Coombe-road, Croydon

June '.

Newport. Mon.—C(jrpfti'ation-road E.xten.siou
Ix-f^ls—Paving and Flagging Streets
Wokingham—New Road
l^torley-I'aving and Flagging South-street
Ilford-Making Good Melbom-ne-road
E.'i.-'t Ham—Tar-Paving Bessborough-road School
Whitwoith—Street Improvement Works
Jltjrley-Kerbing and .Sewering Thackiay-street.
Dewshury—Paring, ire, Hu-st-ioad
Amble—Widemng Wj-nd-sti-ect
"Wlllesden Green, N.'W.—Roadmaking & Pa'ving, Rutland Park
Tantobie—Street Works
Bootle —Improvement Works, Percy-street
Salford—Paving, &c., at Pendleton .,

,

Greenwich—I'aving Footways
Enfield—Making-up Pinvatc Streets,

.

Dartford—Paving, Arc, Bullace-lane
Aberanian— Repairs to George-street
Denton—Street Works
A.shton-in-Makeriield— Kerbs. Arc

Lydney—New Road and Bridge
Tottenham, N.—Making-up, ic, Boads
Hove—Roadmaking and Paving
Rawmal'sh—.\sphalting Playgrounds
Uttfixeter—.Vsphalting (350 yards) at National Schools
South Shields—Roadmaking, &c., Harlem Villa Est,ite .

Alford, Lines—Main Pipe Sewers
Tredegar. Mim—Sewerage Works
Chesterfield-Drainage Works, Children's Homes
Surbiton—Sewer, &c
Carlisle—Drainage Works, Denton Holme Schools
Glasgow—Lavatories, Gla,sgow Bridge
Alnmouth—Pi'oriding and Lajing Sanitary Pipes
Nuneat<m—Sewerage Works
Ongar—Sewerage
West End, Southampton—Drainage 'Works at Workhouse
Nuneaton -Sewerage Works
Amble—Urinals, &:c
Walsjill —Sewers
Linhthgow—Sewerage 'Works L..^!!L!!!!'. .!!!!!!!.

!.!""!'''!

Jl'irj'—I'i'ainage, Sanitary Fittings, &c., at Infectious Hospital
Rochdale—Se-wcring and Draining Works . .

Greenwich—Sewer ^->Mtt. of ;jft. by 2ft. elliptical)
Bndport- .Sewerage and Sewage Disposal Works
Swannington—Sewer, &c
Winslow— Sewers, tec. .,,

Glasgow—Drains, Gartloch Asylum
Warminster—Sewers
King's Dmgliy-Sewerage Works' !.......!!!"!."!."!.'."!!!"!!!.'.'!'!".'

Monmouth—Sewage Disposal Works
Glemsford -Sewer, 6:c
Croydon—Brick Sewer Culverts (1} mile) ].ZZ"'."'.''.Z.\"'."^.
."Vldershot—Sewering and Paving Streets
Enniskillen-Sevi'erage System
Millom—Sewer Extension
Chatham-Lavatoi-y at Workhouse inflrmary
Enlington—.Sewerage Works

'

Shifnal—Sewerage Works
Tadcjister -Sewerage Works '.....'...,'.'..

Motfat—Sewerage "U'orks '. '.

Ware—Sewer, &c. !..'.!!!.!."..!.

'Wheatley, O.ton—.Sewers, &c.
Bu.\ton—Culvert (160 yards)

ROADS AND STREETS.
Togarmah Rces, C.E.,Com Exchange Chambei's, Newport, Mon. ...

Coi-poration The City Engineer's OiEce, Municipal Buildings, Leeds...

Investment Co., Ltd J. F. Sargeant, Secretary, Wokingham
W. E. Putman, .A.M.I.C.E., Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Morley

Urban District Coimcil H. Shaw, Surveyor, Ilford

School Board S. Jackson. Architect, 65, Fenchui'ch-street, E.C
Urban District Council T. Biker, Survevor, Council Offices, F.acit, near Rochdale

W. E. Putman, A.M.I.C.E., Boiough Engineer, Town Hall, Morley
Corporation The Borough Suiveyor's Office, Town Hall. Dewsbury
I'rban District Council W. Gibson, Survevor, 31. dueen-street. Amble
Urban District Council O. C. Robson, Engineer, Public Offices, Dyne-road, Kilbum, N.'W...

Tanfield Urban District Council Robt. Heslop, Surveyor, Bumotfield
Corporation The Borough Engineer's Office, Bootle

The Borough Engineer's Office, Town Hall. Saltord

Borough Council Francis S. Robinson, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Greenwich
Urban District Council R. Collins, Surveyor, Court House, Enfield
I'rbau Ilistriet Council J. C. HajT\'ard, Clerk. Sessions House, Dartford
Urban District t'ouneil The Sui'veyor. Town Hall, Aberdare
Urban liistriet Council Geo. H. Newton, Surveyor, Town Hall, Denton
Urban Jiistriet ('o\incil J. 'W. Liversedge, Surveyor, Byron-street, Ashton-in-Makcrfield
West Dean Rural District Council ... David J. Beatson, Engineer, 'Wliitcmead Park, Parkeud, Coleford...

W. H. Prescott, A.M.I.C.E., Engineer, 71'>, High-road, Tottenham
H. H. Scott, Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Hove —
J. Platts, .Architect, High-street, Rotherham
H. Bagshaw, High-street, Uttoxeter
T. E. Davidson, Architect, 14, Neiillc-street, Newcastle-on-Tyne ...

•24

24

June 2'?

„ '24

24
24
24
24
24
24
25
•25

25
•25

25
25
•26

26
26
26
27
29

Urban District *'<

< 'oi'poratiou -

.

School Board

il ,

SANITARY.
Urban District Council
Bcdwellty Urban District Council .

Gu.ardians
Urban District Council
School Boai'd
Coi'poration
Rural District Council
Nuneaton and Chilvers Coton U.D.C.
Rural District Cimucil
South Stoneham Union Guardians .

.

Nuneaton and Chilvers Coton U.D.C
Urban District Council
Coi'poration
'rovvn Council
Ueiilth Committee
Paving Committee
Borou.gh Council
Rural District Council
Parish Council
Rural District Council
Lunacy District Board
Urban District Council
Hcmel Hempstead R.D.C
Coii^oration
Urban District Council
Town Coimcil
Urban District Council
Rural Di.>>triet < 'ouncil

Urban District Council
Medway Union Guardians
UiImii bistiiet Council
i;uial Itistiiet Council
Rural District Ctmncil
Town Council
Urban District Council
I'rban District Coimcil

Fi-ank Massie, A.M.I.C.E., Tetley House, Wakefield
J. H. Lewis, A.M. I.e. E., Blackwood, Mon
Eollinson and Son, Architects, Coi-poration-street, Chesterfield

James Bell, Clerk. Ev\'ell-ro.ad, Surbiton
Jolm Little, SanitaiT Engine.'r, Viaduct Chambers, Carlisle

The Office of Pubhe Works, 61, Cochrane-street, Glasgow
H. W. Walton, Clerk. Alnwick
J. S. Pickering, A.M.I.C.E, Surveyor, Council Offices, Nuneaton ...

W. N. Janiis. Sui'veyor, Council House, Ongar ..,.

W. H. Mitchell, Son, and Gutteridge, 9, Portl,and-st., Southampton
J. S. Pickering, A.M.I.C.E., Sun-eyor, Council Offices, Nimeaton ...

W. Gibson, Surveyor, Amble
The Borough Surveyor' s Office, Bridge-street, Walsall
Wan-en and Stuart, Civil Engineers, 94, Hope-street, Glasgow
Pole and Little. jVrchitccts, !), Grav's Inn-siiuare, W.C
S. S. Piatt, M.I.C.E., Borough Surveyor, Tov\'n Hall, Rochdale
The Borough Sun-evor's Office, Greenwich-road, S.E
John J. Roper, Clerk, 74, East-street, Bridport
George Rowse, Clerk, Swannington
J. Taylor, Sons, and Santo Ciimp, 27, Great George-street, S.'W

Kyle and Frew, Civil Engineers, 140, West George-street, Ghisgow...

A. F. Long, Tov^'n Engineer, Wai'minster -

W. H. Radford. C.E., Albion Chambers, King-street, Nottingham..

Conifera, Kirby, and Son, Engineers, Skinner-street, Newport, Mon,
Thomas Bates, Clerk to the Council, Sudbury
The Deputy Borough Engineer's Office, Town Hall, Croydon
Nelson F. Dennis, .\.M.I.C.E., Surveyor, Aldershot
Thomas Elhott, Ai'chitect, Enniskillen
W. T. LawTence, Clerk, Council Offices, Millom
G. E. Bond, Architect, Pier Chambers, Chatham
H. H. Hiunphries, Dis. Eng., Public Hall, Erdington. Birmingham.
R. E. W. Berringtcm. Engineer, B.mk Buildings, Wolverhampton...

W. Spinks. .\.M.I.C.E., '20, Park-row, Leeds
Niven and lladdin, C.E.'s, 131, West Regent-street, Glasgow
J. F. Smales, Surveyor, New-road, Ware, Herts
G. Winship, F.G.S., Engineer, 21, St. Michael's-.street, Oxford
The Buxton Lime Fii-ms Co., Ltd., Bu.xton i

July

June 22
„ 22
„ '22

.. 2'J

24
•24

24
24
24
24
25
2."^

July

11
IS

Leith—Ironwork for Boiler-House Extension
Dimdefr-Two Iron Sheds

STEEL AND IRON.
Town Council T. B. Laing, Town Clerk, Leith, N.B •

„ _, ,, — , - Harbour Tniatees I. Thompson, jun.. Engineer, Harbour Chambers, Dundee
newnort, Mon. -Cast-iron Watcr-Mains (3,600 tons of ISin.).. Cr.nioration Baldwin I^tham, M.I.C.E., ParUament Mansions, S.W ^....
London, t.r-stec Tires Burma Itailways Co., Ltd The C<impany's Office, 76, Gresham House, Old Broad-stl'ect, E.C...
ADcrtlecn- Iron and Steel for Electricity Works Town Council A. Smith, Gas Engineer, 2, Broad-street. Aberdeen
niiJ[iom--tast-Iron Pijies Urban District Council W. T. Lawi-ence, Clerk, Council c;lfires, Jlillom. ('Mmbeiland
lerth-tast-Iron Pijx's 1 1-2,000 yards) County Council Thomstm and Wright. C.E.'s. 2->. Itutlnnd-square. Ivlinborgb ,.__^.

^yuney, .N..s.« .-steel Rads il00,000 tons) New South Wales Government The .-igent^Goncral for New South Wales, o, Vietona-slivet, S.W.

rS. !i
''^'^

''""v'''f'' , Gas and Water Co James Burch, Secretaiy, C'astle-.street, Canterbury
uswestry—w rought-Iron Water Tank (300 gallon) Incorporation The Master, Workhouse, Oswe.stry

June 22

.. 22

.. ^'

>. 24

,. 25
July 3
„ S
„ .81

m
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W Q have put, 'WTiy we adhere to traditional fonns,

it is obvious that the answer is : It is easier to

employ them than it would lie to invent other
forms that would agree with our conditions,

and to eTideavouv to mitigsite the latter, or,

if possible, to ignore them. In other words,
by falsifying our structural re(iuirements we
are able to utilise the architectural types and
forms of the past, and this has been the way
weTiave been pursuing. Whereas the logical

and honest method would bo to accept and
boldly recognise the irrevocable factors, and

to continue to use txTies and to make our architecture agree with them,
arcliitocture in spite of

; Had we followed this procedure, we might
have had a style of our own, based on pre-
ceding styles, but still a distinct national

development for our comn^ercial and business
architecture. The President of the Insti-

tute, in his inaugural address, himented the

Bl'ILDING CONDITIONS VERSl'f^
TBADITION.

\ RE we
-A. styles of

new conditions ? 15y asserting our right
to do so, of coui-se, we are admitting
that architecture has not altered, ;uid

cannot change ; that, in fact, it is a dead, not
!i living art. To continue, for instance, to

erect over a modern shop of plate-glass with
[

pi-actico of erectiu'' huge facades of stone or
beams of iron, a front of Gothic or

j

ternicotta and brit^ over a yawning abyss of
Konaissaiu'e design, or to apply to a modern

]

plate-glass ; ho, in fact, as it has "been
lecture-hall or meeting-house the outwanl

\

pointed out, resents the necessities wliich
garb of a MidiUo Age or French Renaissance

[
compel architects to raise buildings over large

character, is .sim]dy to acknowledge that shop-windows of plate-glass; he complains of
architectural design has exhausted itself, the diflicultios that the .architect has to meet in
and our inability to express artistically

|

the adajjlation of traditional stylos to every-
the structural forms and reiiuirements of the

;
day conditions, as if traditional styles were

age. Tliose are questions that are as jiointed
|

imperative, and conditions were not so, but
now as they were early in the last century. ! modern obstacles placed in the way of the
Our modern buildings show an improvement architect. In short, the argunu-'ut seems to
in the use and detads of the styles we select. 1 reverse the position of things ; in other words.
I )ur Gothic churches are more thoroughly
( Tothic in principle and character than they
were when St. Luke's, Chelsea, was built.

Wc have improved greatly in our details
;

our biuldings generally show that we have

building rc>nuirements must be brought
to the touchstone of the traditional style

which should determine the arrangement.
We may compare the procedure to that

of a tailor who desires to find a wcai'cr
abandoned a ridiculous purism for forms of a

j

or a figure- that wiU fit a certain garau'nt,
more flexible kind

; yet in the main wo have '

rather than make a gannent to fit the
simply changed our models and adopted a tigiu'c. If the architect cannot find con-
higher standard—not abandoned precedent ditionsthat will suit his idea of design, he must
and tradition. Again we repeat, Why do we alter or disguise them. This is the prmciide that
adhere to traditional fonns of design when seems to be in vogue. But the .same contlitions
our conditions have completely altered r : do not hold in .all buildings. In the monu-
or should we try to disguise or disregard mental class of buildings—as, tor example,
the latter, so as to bring them into har- churches, tombs, mausolea, municipal build-
mony with the outward form ;- It is the last ings. parliament houses, senate houses,
course we have been tr_\-ing to follow as the ' national galleries, and museums, we have
only alternative. We cannot alter our con- ' not those" trying conditions that come into
ditions, but we may disguise or conceal them, force in commercial buildings. Large areas
It would be manifestly impossible, tor of space and light ii'on construction, and the
instance, to change the cii-cumstances of our exigencies of trade do not prevail, and the
coinmercial life; to return to the old low- architect is less influenced by them. So
ceiled shops of a century or two ago, to come that the conditions of buildings vary with
back to small-paned or muUioned windows their requirements for different puiiioses.
and " pents," tor the sake of hannonising

,

Under conditions of modern life and business
with a particular style. Nor could we ' the architect is called to face circumstances
repudiate plate-glass, iron and st-oel gii-ders and regulations quite different, often ,an-

and columns, and return to small panes tagonistic to those of the Middle Ages.
or timber beams

; but we may minimise Take, for instance, the modern hotel, with its

taem, or try to disguise their fonns. many and complex appointments for visitors
These things commercial men wUl have, indvjging a gay city life, where there must
whether we like them or not. They be a maxinuim of comfort for the individual
niust form part of the design, and the mo.s't as well as for social and brilliant gatherings,
direct and honest way is to do so openly rapid ti-ansit andea.se of intercommunication,
—to exhibit them, and to bring them into where many stories are a desideratum ; or
accord with the re>t of the design. If a the large commercial house of business or
large plate - glass window is absolutely niodem" civil service store," where the build-
necessary, and the upper part of the ' ing must be constructed to give the largest
facade has to be carried by gii-ders and area of space on each floor with a minimum
columns or stanchions, these stnictural of support or solids ; where there nuist be
arrangements cannot be hidden or partially rapid means of transit, and ample light and
concealed ; but ought to be made to hai-monis'e air ; or the technical school or institute, with
as far as possible with the remainder of its many requirements. How can we honestly
the fai;ade. Then the demands for larger express these conditions of modern life by
windows, with .snraU piers, must be jjiet ; for adopting a style that was evolved fi-om totally
warehousesin the City, where light is scarce, different requirements, like those of a monas-
it would be absurd to adopt a fai^ade tery, or those of a Meiliicval palace in Rome,
intended for an Italian palace or a French Florence, or Venice!' Can the exterior of a
chateau. In these cases the profession have Flemish town-h.all bo appropriately applied
been attempting to mask the requirements

;

to the facade of a London hotel or shop ':

so as to bring them into unison with the These questions must be answered before we
style selected. They have tried all kinds of can satisfj- the position wo occupy. Or.
devices, but without success, to supersede again, in "church and hall building the old
large sheets of plate-glass, by adopting fi-e- conditions have not so altered. Public cei-e-

quent piers and arcades, by multiplying monial worship, as we now understand it, is

window openings uistoiid of having large areas
,

fitly represented by the Middle Age type of
tor light—all with the object of being able to church, which in numerous instances .still

present a front in Italian or French or
Flemish Eenais.sance. Considering for a
moment the first part of the question we

does duty. AU the associations of church
life and ritual are clustered round the altar

and the sacraments ; but the conditions

become altered when wc attempt to make
the pulpit or the auditorium the central

feature. In this casi' the whole type of a

naved and aisled ihmch becomes wrong;
we then want a spacious htdl-like structure
witli an external design appropriate to the
plan. We believe, in fact, that the modern
.school of church arcltitccts are consistent and
logical in their application of traditional

forms to church l)uilding, and it is only when
the conditions depart from tlieir oiiginal

intention that this ai)]>lication become « absurd

;

and .so designs for a public hall, formeetings.or
musical jierforniances ai-e based on ccmditions

that remain jiractically th(> same! for all tinu'.

The extent to which they have changed has

reference mainly to matters like acoustics,

warming and ventilation, fire - prevention

construction. n\imerous entrances and exits,

and in this resj>ect the conditions have some -

what altered. We do not know whether for

a town-hall, an oblong j)cristyl(> like that of

ISirmingham or St. George's Hall, Liverpool,

is not quite as well suited, 'providing the

stone can be ol)tained, as any other ; but
for work in brick or terracotta this style

is (luestionable. Between these two ex-
ti-emes the conditions of buildings vary.

In every case the architect must consult
the conditions, and try to fliul an ex-
pression for them, independent of any
traditional fonn. The stultification (if cnn-
ditions by architects who employ old styles

for buildings of modern use is often

observable in m')dern ho\ise-buikling. Oar
illustrations from time to time give examples
of this disguising or misrepresentation of

modern rc([uir(Mnents. The employment of

half-timber styles in some of our West-end
streets is an in.stanco ; the small-mullioned
window, the overhanging story, the low
entrance and hall with its beam-inter, o 'ted

coiling, pictun'sijue and well designed as tliev

may bo, are others. By using an anti((nati «l

style in svich situations we disguise or stultify

the conditions under which we work. Cer-
tain aspects of the cpiestion nriy b;i

ibstinguished. One architect. A, in de-

signing a modern business house comi)lie-i

with all the conditions and requirements
of the trade. He introduces large plate-

glass windows, girders and columns, and
the like ; but he clothes his .skeleton structare

in a style quite discordant with it. His
facade is a reproduction of some Italian

palace. It is a flagrant instance of bad taste,

but an attempt to conqdy with modern
utilitarianism, without neglecting art. Of
course, the architecture is a mere " veneer,"

and the result is a good example of so-called

"syndicate" commercial ar<-hitecture of

to-day as we see it in any great Lnndon
thoroughfare -bke Oxford-street. Another
architect, B, does not so comph^tely comply

with the conditions: ho tries to fence with

them, to put another meaning on them, to

disguise or misrepresent them, or to igm)ic

them altogethei- : his building is honest < r

truthful, according to the skill wliich le

employs to disguise the absolute i-cquir,-

ments'. Instead of using iron columns openly,

he clothes them with plaster and terracotta,

or marble ; his girders are encased 1

1

represent stone entablatures ; he ( m;doys

an arcaded front instead of an usdn-oko i

one of plate-glass, and by those counterb its

ho brings his facade into harmony. Tli-

building is, at least, .satisfying to one's t-astj:

no part quarrels with another ; and this is

the system of treatmeTit adopted by the better

class of architects who wish not to offend

ag-ain.st good taste. A more pronounced way
is that pursued by C, who boldly and
unsophistically ignores modern requirements.

He will have nothing to do with ])late-glass.

columns, or girders ; he builds his front with

solid piers ; the windows are just enough for

light ; the entrance is low. and reminds one

of the feature seen in old cities in Normandy
or Belgium ; heavy beams and solid su])poi-ts

are seen inside—in fact, the author ha*
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revei-tetl to the 15th »r Kith century, but he ' the combiuation of these types, the suspeu

is at least consistent in this : that the design sion tj-pe is still held in esteem by many
eoiTesponds entirely with the jdau. All that

we c;in sjiy in condemnation is that it is a

replica of an old-world house, an anaclu'onism,

and is therefore a mistake. These ideals

are still with us. AVohave not sot rid of the

first ideal mentioned, the \ulgar biziirre

The second stajje is slowl

engineers. It has certainly many advantages

over the girder form. The late Prof. Jenkin

has remarked: "A man might cross a

chasm of 100ft. hanging to a steel wire 0-21in.

in dianu^ter. dipping 10ft. ; the weight of the

wire would be ll Jlb. A wrought-irou

, __ __ beam of rectangular section, three times as

It is followed by the safe school
]

deep a.s it is broad, would have to be about

architects. The" third ideal is "' "

.shop-front,

advancing,
iif modirn
looming. We have had a few examples
from an advanced guard : but it is only a

pveliminaiy step to something more bold and
thorough to come—a bold thi'owing-over of

all traditions, a treatment of modern re-

(luiromeuts without any attem]it to mitigate

them, except to exprc.-^

fearlessly. This, at h-.

end at which the ultra-bonest school are aim
ing. Hitherto we liave been ignoring, or

trjnng to misrepresent, our modern require-

ments. ( )ne gi'eat French architect and

2Tiii. deep and 9in. broad to caiTyhim and
its own weight, which would amount to

87,o00lb."' 'From these figaires it is at once

made clear that the wire is the more
economical of the two forms. It is also evi-

dent that although the chaui will for any given

load be lighter than the beam, the .saving

them "honestly and ' will, for small spans, be inconsiderable, or

t, ai)pears to to the
,

entirely counterbalanced by the expense
of the anchorages. For large spans, there-

fore, the suspension bridge has this one
advantage over other forms, that for spans of,

say, 1,000ft., it can be constructed- at a loss

critic has sliown how the architecture of the i
cost per foot run than girder bridges of half

last century has lost sight of both the pro- the span. Against this advantage as to cost,

gramme and the constructive processes,
!
the suspension bridge has the disadvantage

[

in endeavouring to connect itself with the ! of a want of rigidity both vertically and '<

Middle Ages and the Renaissance by only lateralh- ; it is apt to sway in w*indy weather,
j

superficially adopting certain forms without ,
and to be Hablo to be '• bunched " by passing

j

analysing them, or recurring to their causes.
|

loads, causing sensible deformations of the
j

Referring to tho two indispensable modes we
,

bridge iloor. For this reason this type of
;

have mentioned, ho shows that we must be b'ue structure has not been used to any extent for

in respect to both of them, true in respect of railway- traffic. The oscillations to which it

programme, that is to fulfil scru])ulousIy the is subject laterally have to be mot by
conditions imposed by the requirements of

j

adequate bracing of the floor system.
the case, and also in respect of the con- The vertical movement has also to be pre-
structive ])rocesses, or to employ the materials vented by introducing a lattice girder
at our disjiosal according to their qualities on each side. These stiffen the bridge, and
and iiro]ierties. AVc bave spoken of the first i may become also side screens. The gii'ders

of these : the qualities of our materials and
j

can be hung from the main chains by
their use liave to be ne.xt considered. Ac- vertical suspending rods, and the cross-

cording to the precei)ts of the traditional beams of floor may be attached to tho lower
Fchool, we must follow the projiortions of the flanges, as is generally done. Sometimes
orders or the best practice of the Middb^ Ages; :

suspension bridges of steel-wire cables are
if iron is used we nuist clothe it or make it ' stiffened by means of inclined stays from the
assume a bulk or solidity that would be ;

towers ; but these stays leave tlie centre of

most uneconomical : according to another ' span unsupported, and the onlj- useful
dictum we must emidoy iron columns i

purpose they serve is possibly to reduce the
and girders as tho engineer does, displaj^ '

oscillations produced by the rolling load,

the iron construction honestly, and try
i

The best plan is that we have mentioned
to emjihasise it. One of this advanced ' above—namely, to steady the steel cables
band lately said, '• Instead of regretting the with stiffening lattice girders, the effect of

need for structui-al ironwork, and attempting
I
which is to distribute the load over the cables.

to hide it and disguise it, we must not only This jirinciple of construction has been
avow it, but seek to emphasise and decorate ' applied in a bold and remarkable manner in
it." In this spirit the pioneer of the new ' the design of the new East River Bridge, New
movement in architecture would make use

\

York, the particulars of which we gather
of materials and .stnicturcs that at present '

from the Sc^Vh^^'c Amrrican. The design of
give oifence. He would exalt the rolled steel 1

this remarkable structure (juite surpasses all

j oist, not necessarily because it is an ugly form ^ pi'evious attemj^ts in suspension-bridge con-
but because it is a direct result of the best struction. Here we have double cables of
adajitation of material to resist cross stress.
I nder tho same reri'iine cast iron in columns
and beams would be welcomed as fulfilling

steel wire on each side, each consisting of

over 10,000 wires, and having a breaking re-

sistance of 100 tons to the S(juare inch, and to
the requirc^ments of modern structures : the > these are sus]]ended horizontally what we
])late-glass windows might Ik? recognised, and

\

may call a rectangular lattice braced girder,

divided into several longitudinal compart-a hundred other structural forms that are
now disguised. Tint the architect is slow to
give up his traditional forms and ]iroportions,
and seems rather intent on finding some way
out of the ditHculty of an alliance of fon'n
with the requirements of the day. Yet it
is a ((uestion that has to faced in a large
lirojiortion (jf our commercial buildings.
In tlu^ United States there is a considerable
abandonment of the ohl types, and a freedom
from the restraints of tradition, steel-framed
buililing.- are being erected tliut are imicticall v
cxenqilifications of " "

"

style of building, although there is certainly
little an I'Jnglish architect would care to
follow. .V sii]ierficial regard for stvle is seen
in the decorations and facades for which
there is somotiiiies h's- jireteiice than we can
r h'>W.

ments, as roadways, or lines of traffic, for

elev.ated cars, street railway cars, carriage

roadways, and bicycle and foot passengers.
This multi-tubular arrangement of the .struc-

ture is unique. Tho Brooklyn Suspension
Bridge is perhaps its only equal in point of

size. The new structure has a S])an of l.OOOtt.

between the towers, though the Brooklyn
structure exceeds the entire distance of new
new structure from anchorage to anchorage by
075ft., the distance being .3,455ft. Oin. in the

a free and unhampered i former case. The East River Bridge is said to

be " considerably the largest .structure of its

kind in the world in respect of the width of

floor .system or its traffic capacity." The
extreme breadtli of the sus]iended floor is

llHl't., and this width is diviiled into five

separates roadways. The ceutri; double track
is devoted to elevated cars, and f>n each side

of this double track are two street railway

V\T,.^Tf, ,.„,, .. I

car-tracks, while the extreme right and loft
-Mii.M.M the many kinds of bridges now on tho outer sides of bridge are two open

.

omploy.nl girder bridges, cantilever caniage roadways. Above the street railway
bri<lge^. aiche I and suspension bridges, and tracks are two platfoi-ms. each divided longi-

BRl
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tudinally by an iron railing. Of the four
roadways thus formed those on the outside
are for bicycle traffic, those on inside for foot

passengers. On looking at a cross-section of

the bridge it w'ill be seen how these five road-
ways and tracks above for foot and bicycle
traffic are obtained. The two outer roadways,
for carriage traffic are not covered in any wsiv
—they, in fact, are, as it were, cantilevered
from the main suspending rods or stiffening-

girders, the thi'ee intermediate tracks and the
two upper platforms form the interior of the
latticed girders, which are suspended fi'ouii

the cables. The suspended roadway and its

load, in fact, are carried by four steel wire
cables, in each of which are 10,397 wires,

each 0'165in. diameter. The wire has a total

breaking strength of 100 tons to the squarr-

inch. The floor system is suspended fnmi
these cables bj' steel wire ropes 1-Jin. in

diameter, which are carried by steel saddle^

and clamped to cables. In order to avoid
deformation by '• bunched " or concentrated
loads, the floor system is stiffened by two
large stiffening trusses, each 40ft. in depth,

which extend from anchorage to anchorage,

and these are placed, as we have said, on the

outside of the street railway tracks, or be-
tween them and the outer carriageway-.

The bridge floor is constructed of a series of

transverse plate steel girders 5ft. deep which
extend from side to side of bridge, ami
2()ft. apart, and those are connected longi-

tudinally by plate steel stringers of about
half the depth of floor beams. The canti-

lever-like ends of the floor-beams carry the

side carriageways. The wind stresses are
provided for by bracing. It is stated in the

description given of this bridge that the w-eb
members of stiffening trusses are arranged
on the ti'iple intersection plan, and ara maih-

of heavy angle-irons placed back to back.

No eye-bar is used anywhere, and the

riveted system has been adopted. Thi'

towers arc lofty and well pioportioned.

and the structure is massive and digni-

fied in appearance. Nor do the designer^

appear to have attempted to clothe or

disguise the structural jiarts, but to gi\'e

them their due expression. The large

stiffening trusses make -an important fea-

ture in the elevation of the bridge, and.

of course, act when the bridge is partially

loaded to distribute the load over the cables.

The cables under the varying load tend to

adapt themselves to the equilibrium cur\e

for the particular load, so the trusses have
the effect, by distributing the weight eciually,

of making the curve a parabola. Stiffening

girders for su.spension bridges have been
much used, though these are certainly

the largest of the kind. For a uniformly

distributed load, there will be no sti'ess on

the girder. The stiffening trusses are often

hinged at the centre to avoid tem])eraturc

stresses, and bolted securely at one end,

the other being left free ; there is no ])ro-

vision apparently made for a hinged joint iu

the East River bridge; but in this case tin-

trusses are of so great a depth and strength

as to not require this precaution, if securely

fixed at the abutments. Of course the cables

will rest their weight upon exjiansion rollers

on the towers, so as to avoid any iine(iua1

stress due to tempereaturo.

It will be noticed that in the new Ea.-I

River structure the stiffeuing trusses aiv

above the bridge floor; but in many suspcnsi<iii

bridges the girders come below the ])latform,

and are braced together ; of course, in com-

paratively narrow bridges they are better

below so as to afford clear room for the track-

and footways. Whether the sus])ension form

of construction is so satisfactory as the

sus])ended rib proposed by Mr, ('laxtoii

Pidler is a <[uestion of some importance. In

its inverted form it forms an econoinical

three-hinged arch, as the neutral axis i>

parabolic in curvature, each half of the arch

being a parabolic girder. One niciit of the

three-hiiigeil arch is that it is not affected by
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variations of temperature, as tlio liiiigel joints

allow the crown to rise anil fall freeh-.

The t^uspended rib has the advantage of

bein;j rigid, and therefore requires no stiff-

ening girder, as in the su-ipeuded chain. It

will 1)0 readily apprehended tliat the suspen-
sion bridge is an inverted archeil rib, the
tension on the cables corresponding to the
compression on the arched rib ; and, con-
icquently if the rib is to sustain the load
without bemling, the equilibrated polygon
for any given load is the right form, as may
be graphically shown.

These three t}i)es of construction, the
arched rib, the suspended rib, and the sus-
])ension cable, appear to divide the attention of

bridge engineers. There can be little question
as to the economical advantages of the arched
bridge compared with either the trussed girder
or the "bowstring"' girder. In the latter,

the curved rib has to resist the conrpressive
foi-ces, and the horizontal member the tensile

stress ; and if the rib springs from abut-
nient.s or piers, these must be made
heavy and massive, to resist the pressure.
Locality and local conditions must, how-
ever, determine which kind of structure
is the best suited for its purjiose; but there are
two other considerations which the engineer
is apt to overlook—namely, the architectural
character of the bridge, and its coiniections at

each end. If the approach from either end
is in connection with a large city the archi-
tectural character of a metallic bridge is of

much importance, and we may at once say
that some fonn of arched or suspension con-
sti-uction in which piers or towers are pro-
minent, appears to be more suitable than
any iron or steel structure of the plain truss
kind.

Rubble flint walling laid in ' coiu-ses,

well gr(mte<l and pointed per yd. cube
Takin;^- duwn old rubble wfills in
mortar, and eleaninj; and stacking ... „

Add for faces of rubble flint work,
neatly pointed with coal-ash mortjir. . .per yd. sup.

T)itto ditto with Portland cement .

.

„
Cutting into old ma,soniy to fonn
toothings foi-, and bomliii^ in. new
work, face measure only to be taken,
but includin;^ value of new stone in
boiidinj^, all materials and labour, in
mortar per ft. sxip.

Ditto ditto in cement ,,

l{oui,'h cutting to lukes and spla>*s,

straii<ht ,,

Extra for labour in fonning extemnl
or internal angaries per ft. run

Ilouj,'hly squaring' quoin stones „
Uubble for breakwaters, sea-wallH, and
similar pui-poses per ton '

.Stone for rubble work, at the quarries ,,

Kentish rag for random-dressed facing,
at Maidstone „

Ditto hammer-dressed ditto ,.

Ditto for foundations ditto ,,

M.VSOX.
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HOW TO E.STIJIATE : OK. THE AN.VLVSIS
OF liUILUERS' PRICE,S.—Xri.

By John- T. Ke.a., F.,S.I., Surveyor, War Dopt.

Mvsox. — JITemorattdd.

WKie.HT OF STON-KS.

Per ft. cube
Abercai'ne weighs ledlb., o
Anciister „ 110
Anstnn „ 140
Bath 140

Bi-.imlev Fall . 140
ChilmarkorWardour „ 150
CoisehiU „ 158
Crai^leith . „ 145 ,

Doulting „ 140
Or.tuite, Aberdeen . ,

.

„ IGS ,

Oranite, Devonshii-e

.

» 172
Hopton Wood „ 160 ,

K'.ntish Rag „ 166
Ketton ,. 128
JIansfleld „ 150
M.irble, Sicilian .. 170
Painswick 140
Parkspring ., 150 ,

Portland... . .. 140 ,

Purbeck „ 160 ,

Hoche Abbey „ 140 ,

Rubble st<me, solid... • „ 160
E ubblc stone, .stacked 93
^ hinstone .. 172

laift. cube
- 16' „ .,

= 16 „ „
16 »» M
15 „ „
16 „ „

' lo „ „m„ ,,

= 15J „ „
=
16" „ „

: 13.4 „ „
= 13'

., „
1* .. ..

13i „ .,m „ „
' i» 1. ..

= 13 „ .,

- 16 n ,.

= 15 „ „
- 16 „ ..

= It „ M
= 16 „ .,

' H ., ..

21 „ „
13 „ „

The above weights hare heen given in round
numbers, chiefly for the purpose of oalculating
<^amage and cartage.

2in

3iii.

Piu-beck paring—"Weight per foot super,
n. = 271b.

,
3]in. = 47-25lb. oi:

33-75lb.
40-5lb.

4in. =
4.Un. =

251b.
54lb.

69-75lb.

om.
ein.

67-5lb.

811b.

651b.

7Hlb.

•28'67lb.

35-83lb.

Yorkshire paving—"Weight per foot super :

-2iii. = 2(3lb.
I

3lin. = 45-5lb. I Sin.
2\\n. = 32-5lb. 4in. ~ 52lb. Gin.
3in. = 391b. ( 4iiu. = 5S-5lb. |

Marble slabs—"Weight per foot super :—
Mn. = 7-171b. ' Ijlb. = 17-921b. I 2in.
|in. = 10-7olb.

I
IJlb. :^ 21-5lb. 2iin.

lin. = 14-33lb.
j IJIb. = 25-OSlb. |

"

A quarryman will be able to turn out per day
from o to 8 tons of limestone and other stratified
rock, and from \ to 1 ton of granite.

1 load of rubble stone or stone paving = IJ tons.
A Qiivd. of stone = 100ft. cube of built walling, or

12Sft. cube of loose stone.

PRICES : WALLEU.

Rubble walls of local stone in random
courses, iii lime mortar peryd. cube

Ditto in squared courses, in lime mortar ,,

Eough random walhng of Kentish rag.
in lime mortar

,,

Eough-coursed ditto ditto

rOKTI..\NI> STONK.

(In lengths not exceeding Cft., or above 10ft. cube.)
Portland t>tonc in block, nnigli from s. d.
iiuuny,deliveredntl..un(lnntenninus.pcr ft. cxibc 1 10

Ditto, roughly siniavcd. including c.irt-

ing to site, aoistiug 30ft., and setting
in lime mortar ,, S 5

Ditto, but including half-sawing to
faces, beds, and joint**, and ditto „ 4 3^

Hoisting stone above 30ft., for each
adtiitional lOft „ 1

Poi-tland Stone and labour in fronts of
public buildings, ashlar-faced, and
setting in mortar ,, 7

Taking down ashlar stone in wall, clean,
and stack within 25 yards ,, 2

Bases tor columns, plain worked where
seen, cliamfei'ed on top edge, sunk for
iron column, and set in murtar ,, 7 6

Pier caps, worked plain and rubbed.
weathered on t^jp, throated all round,
and set in mortar ,,

Hinge stones, worked fair on exposed
faces, squared, back joint and parallel
beds, and set in mortar ,, 6 4

Stop stones, worked fair on exposed
face, and set in mortar „ 4 10

Ashlar. 4in. thick, including beds, joints,
and face, and set per ft. sup. 2 6

For every inch in thickness on bed, add ,. 7
Coping, double-weathered. 12in. wide
by 4in. thick, rubbed on top and two
sides, throated both edges, including
hedsandjoints.andset inlimem')rtar per ft. run 3 3i

Cornice, ISin. wide by 12in. deep,
weathered, with moulding ISin. girth,
rubbed, and set in lime mortar ,. '.( 11

Curb, Gin. by Gin., rubbed on exposed
faces, including beds and joints,
double chamfered, and set in lime
mortar ,, 2 lOj^

Square step, 12in. by 6in., rubbed on
exposed faces, and bedded in mortar ., 2 7i

Spandiel step, 12in. by 6in., plain, and
ditto, ditto „ 2 5

Add if back joints to steps are taken
separately ,, 2

Rounded ends to steps .' each 1

Plain ditto „ G
Spandrel step, 5ft. long by 12in.by6in.,
moulded and retui'ned, rubbed on ex-
posed faces, and pointed and pinned
in wall in cement ., 32 4

Window-sill, 4ft. long by 12in. by 4in.,

sunk, weathered and throated.
grooved for iron tongue, rubbed, in-
cluding seats for jambs and fair ends,
and set in moi'tar ,, 12 11

Fair ends, if taken separately, to win-
dow-sills ,, 2

Seats for jambs, ditto ditt<x „ 10
Arch stone, or voussoir, Hin. by ISin.

by 9in., rubbed on exposed faces, and
set in cement „ 9 5

I.ABOrR.

Face work with roughly punched or
picked centre and drafted margin not s. d.
exceeding iMn. wide per ft. sup. 8

Roughly dressing sides of blocks „ 1}
Half-siiwing „ 3
Half-plain or sawnwork, straight, as in
beds or joints „ 5J

Ditto ditto circular ditto „ 8
Plain work, stmight, as in faces, &c.... ,, 10
Ditto circular' ditto ,, 14
Sunk work, straight, as in splays or
hatters „ 12

Ditto circular ditto „ 16
Ditto straight, as in rebates „ 17
Ditto circidar ditto „ 2
Moulded work, plain, straight, as in

cornices ,, 2
Ditto ditto circular ditto ... ,^ 2 G
Circuliir work to shafts of columns „ 2 6
Circular circular work, as in spheres .. ,, 3 9
Rubbed work, extra only to foregoing.

plain, straight „ 1\
Ditto ditto ditto circular ,, 2
Ditto ditto sunk, straight „ 1?
Ditto ditto ditto circular „ 2.f
Ditto ditto moulded, straight ... ,, 2^
Ditto ditto ditto circular „ 3
Chamfer, not exceeding ^in. wide,

straight per ft. run i) 1

Ditto ditto ditto circular .. Ij
Ditto over Jin. but under 3in. wide,

straight „ 2^

Chamfer, over Jin. but under 3ln. wid'-,
circular per It. run

Tooled edge, not exceeding 3in. wide,
straight

,,

Ditto ditto ditto circular ,,

Gi-ooves, not exceeding Sin. girth,
straight „

Ditto ditto ditto circular „
Grooves, small, iirthioat, as for tongues

of window-sills, straiglit „
Ditt*) ditto ditto circuhir „
Moulding, nut exceeding 3in. girth,

stnii|,'ht „
Ditto ditto dittt* circular ... ' ,,

Kebuto,notexceeding3in.girth,straight ,,

Ditto ditto ditto circular ,,

Hounded edge, not exceeding 3in. girth,
straight. ., ,.

Ditto ditto ditto circular „
Mitred angles, external, sunk work, to
chamfers, gi-ooves, rchatea, &c each

Ditto internal ditt^t ditto ,,

Mortise or rail holes feu- balusters,
doweb«, lewis ends of bolts, &c., each
hole not exceeding 3e.in. (including
profit)

lad if run with lead (labour, fuel, and

s. d,

3}

2i
31

4\
G

1

i

S
1

(

5}

n
4

•2

3

lead)

Ditto with neat Portland cement....
Mortises for newels
Stopped ends to small chamfci's, grooves,

rebates, &c.

YORK 8TOSK.

2in. paving, rubbed, jointed, and laid
in mortar per ft. sup.

2in. hearth, ditto ditto ,,

Add if laid and jointed in cement in-
stead of mortar ,,

Taking up stone paving, cleaning, and
removing under 50 yards „

Taking up old paving, squaring, and
relaying „

New faring old pa\*ing „
4in. handings, rubbed, jointed, and laid

in mortiir ,.

Joggle joint in ditto, and nm with
cement. per ft. »im

Edges coped or sawn to 2in. paving „
Sunk rebate on edges, ditto ,,

Scribing or bevel cutting, ditto „
Circular cutting, inrluduig waste, ditto „
Channel stouos, 12in. by lin., quany-

faced. with circularsunk channel, and
set and joiulL(l in cement ,,

Taking up ditto, and clean and stack... ,.

Step, 12in. by Gin., rubbed topand face,

and bedded in cement ,,

Add if back-jointed . „
Rounded ends to steps each
Plain ditto ,,

Notches in hearths for jambs ,,

Returned endsand junctions to channels „
Stopped ends to ditt<) ,,

Templates, 9in. by 9in. by Sin. tooled,

and set in cement ,,

Holes, liu.indiameterand under, drilled
or jumped for bolts, &c per inch

.\UKRDEEK tiSAKITE.

Granite in block, including waste,
profit, and cartage within four milea
of the merchant's depot in London ...per ft. cube

Ditto, including hoisting, setting, and
scatfolding ,*

Plain ashlar, rtne-axed work, and set

complete n
Plain shop fronts, polished, and set

o>mplete „
Plain pilasters, pohshed on face and
two returns, and about 4in. on bed,
measured on face per ft. sup.

Steps, r2in. by 7in., fair"-axed, and set

complete per ft. nin
Cohunns, Gin. diam., polished and fixed ,,

Bases for columns, 18in. by ISin. by Din.

,

rough-axed
Perfonitions, sinkings, and mortises,

square or circular, with sides dre.ssed

plain, the supei-ficial area only to be
measured, for areas not exceeding
1ft. super permchiudepth

If done in position ,,

MISCELLASEOrS.

B.ith stone in plain dres-sings, as in
quoins, iicc., set in moi-tar per ft. cube

Ditto in church dressings, and set in
mtu-tar „

Stone blocking cour.ses, cornices, strings,
bases, copings, &c., exceeding 5in.

thick, taken down, removed 25 jTirds,

and stacked ,,

Slate dowel, from lin. \A^ 2in. square,
and from 2in. to 4in. long, and run
with cement, including mortise. . ....

Copper cramps, Sin. long, light, and
letting in and i-unuiug witli sulphur . ,,

Letting in coping cramiJs with cement

.

,,

Letting in door-scnipers into step, and
i-un with lead „

"Window-sills or door-steps taken up,
and removed to store ,,

Finning in ends of door or window-sills
in cem<mt „

Perforations, sinkings, and mortises,
square or circular, with sides dressed
plain, the supei"ficial area only to be
measured, for areas not exceeding
one foot super perinch in depth

If done in position „

MATEB1-\I-S.

{Siipplieff o»'y.)

Fuze. Bickford's safety percoilof 4 fathoms
Powder fur blasting per lb.

Lead for running in mortises ,i

3

3
1

10

u

s. d.
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rerarnt, Pi'tlland per bu-^hel

Lixue. lut-bikt'd, ground fine, Btone, best

ptvy Dorking ».

Ditto ditto liiis. Lymi- Re^s, 4:c.

Ditto ditto whitccholk „
Sand, pit or river, deiin, sluirp. un-
washed pjryd.cube

Ditto ditto Wished
Mortar, stone orgrey-chalk lime,! to 3 ..per ft. cube
Ditto Portland cement, 1 to 2
Ditto Ditto lto3
Wages, waller's per hour

Ditto mason's ..

Ditto labourer's .*

s. a.

1 10

SI
10

7J

6
8

7

10}
Si
i)

10
.6

AN.Vl.l!-!.-: W.tlXER.

Rubble masonry is usually measured by the

cubic yard, the 'thickness of the wjUls being:

iitutvd. This standard can be afterwards reduced

to a cubic foot, which is sometimes taken instead.

Walls l'2in. thick and under are kejit separate.

Uiililile 11'iiUi)iri of I.ociil Stone in iiimlom courses in

Linu- Motiar.—liiinAom or common uncoursed

rubble-work will require 3:i cubic feet, or say

IJ culiic yards, of stone ^including waste), per

j-ard cube. As 24 cubic feet of rubble stone

stacked e(|ual 1 ton, therefore the :i;i cubic feet

required per yard cube of work arc equivalent to

about l\ ton, the stone being sold by weight.

About 9 cubic feet of mortar will be needed to

fill up the voids. I.,abour, 3 hours of waller and

labourer.

1 J cubic yards, or 13 ton of rubble stone at 3s. Gd. s. d.

per too -t 8

li ton = s;iy 1 load e.irting stone 2 6
a cubic feet of lim Mnortar at "J 5 3
Waller and laboui-er, ." houR? at Is. 3d. C9d. + Gd.) 3 SI

16 2

Add XO per cent, profit 1 7

Cost per yard cube 17 ^

Cost per foot cube = 178. !»d. -H '27 - Si.

Rnlible II 'ii IIt ikj of Local Stone in squared euurses

in Liine Mortar.—About 35 cubic feet, or say Ij

cubic yard, of stone will now be required if in

thick walls, .as the squaring will necessitate greater

w.iste, and hence rather more rubble. The \\

eubic yard would weigh some U ton. Less

mortar (7 cubic feet) and more labour (-i hours)

are now necessary, on account of the cutting of

th« stone to a better fitting shape.

\l cubic yard, or \\ ton of rubble stone at 3s. Gd. s. d.

per ton 5 3

15 ton = 1 load carting st-one 2 C
7 cubic feet of lime raortar at 7d 4 1

W.tUer and labourer, 5 hours at Is. 3d. (9d. + 6d.) 6 3

Add 10 per cent, pro.lt, say

Cost per yard cube...
Ojst per foot cube : : 9,1.

The foregoing does not include pointing If

w.iUs are built in cement half an hour's more time
will be consumed in labour.

Takintf (htwit oM ]tahhle If'alh ia Mortar. on'J

("enninij an'! SUickini/ the Sfoii".—This is merelj-

a

question of laVjour, and a labourer c;in execute a
\-ard cube of this in si.\ hours.

s. d.
Taking down old rubble walls, Ghrs. labourer at Gd. 3
Add profit 35

(7>it per j*ard cube 3

Cost per foot cube = .Ts. 3^d. -f- 27 = Ijd.

{To lie continued.)
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THE ROYAL AUClflTECTrRAL MUSEUM
AND WLSI'MINSTEU SCHtJOL OF ART.

THE annual general meeting of this useful

institution was held on Friday aftei'noon at

the Museimi, in Tutton-street, Dean's-yard,
Westminster. The chair was occupiiid by
the president. Mr. William Emerson, 1'. R.I.I!.A.,
who, on the motion of Jlr. J. P. Seddon,
vice-president, seconded by Mr. Sydney W.
Lee, member of council, was re-elected to tht^

oSiee for the ensuing year. In returning thanks,
]Mr. F.merson remarked that at present the

Museum was in a somewhat transitional state

;

but he hoped before very long to see it in a more
flourishing condition, and would usr his utmost
endeavours to bring about such a state of tilings.

The annual report of the council was reatl by Mr.
-Maurice I'., .\dams, F. R.I.I'..A., hon. secretary.

It stated that the King has graciously acceded to

the request made to become patron in succession to

the late (iuei-n, who had occupied that position since
ISfiO. Tlie death was also recorded of tlie .Muniuis
of liule, a vice-president, and of Mr. Arthur
(Mcs, the latter of whom had for sjme years acted

j
a

siderable interest in the welfare of the Museum.

The council had the satisfaction of stating that a

closer connection had been brought about between

the JIuseum and the Royal Institute of British

.\rchitects. which had promised an annual dona-

tion of '20 guineas to the funds, on condition that

the Institute should be adequately represented on

the council, and that members of the Institute

and of the Ai'chiteetural -Association should

be i)erniitted to sketch from the examples in

the Museum without iiayment of a fee during

the hours when it was open to the public. The

finances of the institution were in a satisfactory

state,but a heavyand immediate outlay was in con-

templation, the Museum council having resolved to

renew the roofs of the older portions of the build-

ings, which had of late been a constant source of

expenditure for repairs, and to replace the present

glass by patent glazing. Tendera had been ob-

tained "for this important and necessary work,

which would involve an outlay of something like

£700. The council hope that not only the old

friends of the JIuseum, but the profession gene-

rally, will make individual efforts to assist in

meeting this exceptional e.xpenditm-e, and sub-

scriptions would be gladly received by the hon.

treasurer and hon. secretary. The Westminster

School of Art well maintained its high reputa-

tion, and gained a constant accession of new
students through the recommendation of artists of

repute and others who had become personally

familiar with its work. In the evening classes

(with the exception of the men's life class)

there had been a gradual falling off, attributable

mainly to the increase in the number of art

classes opened in London of late years at nominal

fees, or even without any payment whatever.

In mo\-ing the adoption of the report, Mr. Adams
said there was a mistaken idea abroad, even

among members of the architectural profession,

as to the intrinsic value of the collection of casts

in that museum. By far the greater part of them

could not be obtained again, having been secured

in specially advantageous circumstances when
our cathedrals or churches were under repair, and

there was special scaffolding available. As to

the money value of the casts, there was no doubt

that if they were sold by auction they would be

eagerly purchased for a large sum for German or

American universities or colleges, the people

abro.ad having a far keener appreciation of art

culture and technical knowledge than was the

case in this country. At the present time he

must confess that Gothic art was not in fashion ;

but he thought he saw signs of a change in public

opinion, one being that important books on

v.arious phases of Gothic art were being published.

Mr. William Pain seconded the resolution. The
President, in supporting the motion, which was

carried, spoke of the desirability of a rearrange-

ment of the casts, and of the addition of a series

of representative Renaissance casts to those

already possessed of the Gothic period. He
would be glad to give '20 guineas towards that

object, and he believed the Royal Institute of

British Architects would be prepared to help in

this work. Mr. J. P. Seddon [iromised ten

guineas for the same purpose. On the motion of

the President, seconded by Jlr. Pain, the Duke
of Norfolk, the Duke of Rutland, the Jlarquis of

Ripon, EirlFortescue, the Earl of Wemyss and

March, Lord Grimthorpe, Mr. Aston Webb,
A.R.A., Mr. John Belcher, A.R.A., Mr. G. F.

Bodley, A.R.A., and Mr. J. P. Seddon were

elected as vice-presidents. On the motion of

Mr. JI. B. Adams, seconded by Mr. Seddon, the

following were elected on the conncO, with the

addition ex officio of the President, the hon.

treasurer, and the hon. secretary : Messrs. J. P.

Seddon, AstonWebb, C. Forster Hayward, Sydney
W. Lee, and William Pain, and as representatives

of the London County Council Messrs. li. H.
Hayter, W. R. Lethby, and C. Ford and ilrs.

Loon ; and as representing the Royal Institute of

British Architects, Messrs. W. M. Fawcett,

F.S.A., and W. Howard Seth-Smith. Jlr. E. L.

Soniers Cocks was relected hon. treasurer, and
Messrs. W. Pain and P. D. Leake as hon.

auditors. The balance sheet for the year, which

was adopted, showed total receipts amounting to

£1,710 1.5s. 4d., of which by far the larger por-

tion, .£1,.5S0 7s. •2d,, was derived from students'

fees and grants to the school of art, £95 Gs.

represented i-ubseriptions and donations, and £20

a gift to the enlargement fund. T'he expendi-

ture account shtjwed as its chief items £850 for

salaries. £:iOG for models, £135 ground rents, and
sui-plus of income over expenditure of

however, temporarily overdrawn to the extent of

,£36 lis. 3d. It was pointed out that it had not

been possible to make any addition to the sinking
fund to meet the depreciation of the leasehold

which had to be provided for.

A'

as one of the auditors, and had always taken con- .£29 13s. 4d. The con-ont amount at the bank was.

HIXTS TO YOUNG VALUERS.*
SECOND and revised edition of a treatise

of considerable value to all surveyora and
valuers of property has been published by the

Lioid Aijents' Record, Limited, in which journal

a series of articles appeared under the above title,

which has now taken a more comprehensive form.

The authors, Mr. Anthony Richard Cragg, F.G.S.
(agent fur Sutton Park Estates, Surrey, associate

and hon. examiner to the Auctioneers' Institute,

and lecturer in agriculture under the Science

and Aii Department, kc), and Mr. James Robert
Vernam Marchant, M.A., of the Oxford Circuit,

barrister-at-law. Associate of the Surveyors' In-
stitution, ire, have together furnished the

student with an exhaustive manual on the

valuation of property and the legal principles

involved. The authors have studied their subject

from both the surveyor's and the lawyer's points

of view : one deals with the practical side of the

valuer, the other from the legal side, ques-

tions involved in the relations between land-

lord and tenant, in matters of rating, com-

pensation, dilapidations, &e. The questions arising

upon changes of tenancy of farms and other

property are clearly set forth, and the legal points

discussed include the principles controlling valua-

tions, valuations for the purpose of mortgage., the

legal position of valuers, and other cognate

subjects. It would be impossible in a brief notice

to give the reader any fair idea of the scope and

contents of this bulky volume of 1,058 pages.

The appendix contains sever.al Acts of Parliament,

such as the Agricultural Holdings Acts, 1883 and

1900 ; the Tenants' Compensation Act, 1890 ; the

Allotments and Cottage Gardens Compensation

for Crops Act ; the Market Gardeners' Compensa-

tion Act, 1S95 ; also the schedules of the charge*

of architects, &c. Since our first notice of this

work it has been adopted as the textbook on

valuations by the leiding surveyors and valuer,*

and their institutions. We may skip_ over the

first two or three chapters, which discuss the

qualifications necessary for the valuer, methods of

observation, of valuing for rent, &c. The authors

say truly it is quite impossible to frame a fixed set

ofrules" for valuing. It is, rather, the .adapta-

tion of certain principles and methods to totally

different circumstances that has to be acquired.

Judgment is essential, and comparison a neces-

sary operation. Comparison, as the author says,

is the groundwork of all calculations ; but it

requires skill and experience to determine the

application to a particular case. In the valuation

for rent many points have to be considered. In

valuing farms numerous things have to be kept

in view, like distance from market town, character

of markets held there, local demand for produce,

distance from railway station, ro;tds, character of

soil, cost of working" the land, drainage, and a

host of other matters. Some useful data are

given as to prices of land. Land is often classified

:

pasture land is perhaps priced at 50s., 40s., and

35s. per acre, and the arable at 35s., '258., .and

20s, these rates applying to fertile districts. Th.-

authors say it is a good way "to price out each

field separately, and then, by way of confirmation,

arrange the values in the manner mentioned.]

It is "difficult to graduate the values, and it is

almost ridiculous to discriminate between the

values of two fields to so fine a degree as (id. per

acre, as some valuers pretend to do. Other able

surveyors say it is impossible to make a distinc-

tion iinder '2s. 6d. per acre in ordinary cases

;

but, of course, the discrimination is ;i

question of experience, and for land of small

letting v.alue, the steps of graduation may procenl

by small amounts, say of Is. per acre. Of course,

a" priced out valuation, as a priced out bill o.

quantities, is the only way to fix the values m
the mind, and the student of valuation cannot .lo

better than to follow an experienced valuer fie.d

bv field and crop by crop, and find out the reasons

why such .and such a value is placed on each.

Several examples of reports and valuations are

given of farms. Four methods are adopted, either

Hints to Young Valuers: a Practical Treatise on tli-

Valuation of Property. By AyrnoNV Ru'ii.Min C.i,\(;i.

F.G.8., and J.iMKS Eobebt VEn\A5i M.miciiast, M.A. .V

second edition, revised and enlai-ged. London :
llie

Land Agrnts Ittconl, Ltd., Strand.
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(if which may he followed to arrive at a valuation

if the rent :
(1". by individual field valuation, ^2)

l'\ elassitication of land or valuing tlve land under
thi- classes of pasture, arable, rich feeding,

luildings ; (3) by estimateof balance between in-

iiMiie and expenditure, [i] b,v valuation as a whole,

11 taking an average of these four valuations.

I lie income and expenditure method isa practical

\\:iv, and is shown by several accounts. These
\\Mrked out examples, and the reports accompany-
ing, are serWceable to the student and valuer. The
\ aluatiou of landed estjites for sale is an important
( liapter. The authors make some useful observa-

tions on landed estates as investments for

capital. At one time "landed estates held the

fii-st place and confidence in the stability of

income from land was unbounded." but

with the downfall of agriculture in this country,

matters have changed. " Formerly the rate of

interest derivable from investment in land was
generally calculated to exceed slightly the

income produced from investment in Consols

. . . but now other channels of investment com-
pete with land in the money market—raihvaj-s,

corporation stocks, A.c." The author gives an
example of a valuation of a freehold estate for

the purpose of investment. The valuation of the
buildings is considered. Many points must be
considered, such as the attractiveness of the

buildings and suiToundings. For investment
this element does not count for much, and, there-

fore, the valuer must bear the distinction in

mind of buying only as an investment, and buying
property both as an investment and for occupa-
tion as well. The schediJe of prices for calcu-

lating the cost of repairs to ordinary buildings

in country districts is useful ; but, of course,

the actual cost will depend on locality

and labour. Thus we have rough stone

walling ISin. thick, including foundations,

priced at 7s. to 8s. per perch; brick walling
reduced to 9in., including arches and footings,

4s. 6d. to 5s. per yard. The cost of floors is

roughly given as follows:— lin. boards, 16s.;

51b. 2jin. steel brads, 7jd. ; labour, laj-ing,

Sx., -is. ; total, 20s, Ihd. per square. Roofs
for slates, battens, and nails are put at .iiOs. per
square: tiles ditto, 45s. ditto; windows, l|in.

sashes and frames glazed and hiuig complete
with 4in. architraves, 2s. to 2s. 6d. per foot

super. ; casements in 4|in. by Sin. solid frames,

hung and glazed with 4in. architraves, 2s. to

28. 6d. per foot ; doors liin. fovir-panelled, in-

cluding furniture, Is. to Is. 3d. jier foot square
;

2in. ditto. Is. 3d. to Is. 6d. ditto, and so on.

Passing chapters on Land Drainage, (Jates and
Fences, which contain much useful data, we come
to chapters on Timber and Plantations, Coppice
and I'nderwood, containing much useful informa-
tion and examples of valuations of oak coppices

and other plantations. The examples given of

farm valuations will be found comprehensive, and
of use in making valuations for preparation of

annual balance-sheet ; but for this detailed work
the valuer must have practical knowledge of

farm management and stock, implements, dairy
utensils, feeding stuffs, mauui-es, tillages, &c.
The examples will be found applicable to various
conditions and kinds of land.

The authors discuss the provisions usually
found in leases of land and the legal relations of

landlord and tenant veiy fully, and all provisions
of statutes. Dilapidations and fixtures receive
ample attention, and the law and statutory pro-
visions are fully given, and the leading cases

cited. Building land is another subject, and the
examples furnished of valuations of undeveloped
land for building purposes will be of interest to

all architects and surveyors and others engaged
in estate work. The authors point out the many
requirements to be considered—such as the con-
nection of the various plots with the existing
drainiige, the gradients of roads to be constructed,
their probable cost, water and gas facilities,

distance from railway station, tramways, post-
office, church and schools, attractions and draw-
backs of locality. Examples of valuing freehold
land are given. The chapters on " The Powers of

Sanitary Authorities as to .Sewers, Streets, and
Buildings," on "Brick Clay," and "Stone
Quarries " follow as a matter of course,, and their
author has given us a concise summary of the
various Acts. Maltings, breweries, and dis-

tilleries are considered at length, and valuations
for a freehold brewery in a provincial town, and
licensed houses will prove of much interest to the
professional valuer.

The valuation of buildings and artificer's work

among architects, and the examples of the pro-

cesses necessary for preparing bills of quantities

is shown. This is usefully followed by the mode
recommended in taking (piantities and measuring
up works by the ManchesterSociety of Architects,

cannot fail to be a startling addition and indica-
tion of the disappearance of ancient before the.

advance of modem Edinburgh. It might have
been bitter if the design for Cockbura-street
frontage had made some concession to thi^ old

in which the London practice is italicised after style— as has been so happily accomplished in the

each item. The subjects of building contracts,

rating, compensation, and arbitration are fully

discussed, and their leg-al bearings and import-

ance de;ilt with in a masterly uianner. The
example given in the chapter on " liating " of

valuations of water and ga.s companies aiul elec-

trical companies' undertakings for rating pur-

poses, cannot fail to be of considerable service.

We have said enough to give the reader some
idea of the com))rehensiveness and usefulness of

this treatise, which must become the standard
manual for valuei-s.

NOTES FROJl EDIXIiURGH.

ALTHOl'tiH the ))rospcc

trades have not improv
'Cts of the building

improved within the last

six months, and wages -at least, for masons

—

liave di-clini-d, lliere is nothing approaching to

stagnation here, and if new contracts have been
mostly for alterations, matiy of these arc of con-

siderable magnitude. The St.andanl Insur.mee
building is now completed for (he roof, and the

sculptors are engaged on the design which is to

ornament the large central pediment, which will,

with the sculptured frieze, give a very ornate

character to the large and lofty frontage, which
is otherwise plain as an example of the old-

fashioned Classic of the city. The edifice occupies

a very prominent site in George-street, at the
north-west comer of St. Andrew-square. The
Commercial Bank is removing a large tenement
in a similar comer at Shandwick-place and
Queensferry-street, which will doubtless be a
great improvement tj the west-end of Princes-

street. Another alteration nearly completed in

this thoroughfare at, or near, the west end, is

an interesting addition which towers above ,all its

neighbours, with frontages in the two adjoining
streets. The style is composite and indescribable,

not falling under any \ery definite vaiiety of

Rennaissance or Cl.ossic ; but the arrangement and
selection of the surface decorative details present

some ingenious novelties which give something
, of Egyptian character to the whole. The structure

over the ground fioor is carried in four floors on a

single low segmental arch of polished granite, and
adopts the gable as the prominent feature of the

somewhat narrow frontage. The walls, however,
are really carried by concealed ironwork, and the

whole interior is a network of iron for fireproof

floors. The moulded quoins with alternate blocks

generally found at the gxound level, are here

exalted to the uppermost floor and over the win-
dows formed in this fashion—a deeply projected

corbelled cornice, without frieze, is carried round
the semi-octagonal piers at the extremities. These
corners are ornamented with substantial finials

with scrolls around the base. A stilted semi-

circular window with hea\y utullion in the centre

lights the gable, and over this is a niche for life-

size statuary. The elevation in Charlotte-street

is similar.

A more important alteration is being begun
in removing the present county buildings—which
have a respectable Ionic portico in Parliament

ast side of North Bridge-street. An addition is

to be made to the public library, and there are

many minor alterations now in progress.

The three great undertakings—the N.B. Rail-
way, the Caledonian Railway Hotel, and the
west side of North Ihiilge-street —have made
great progress. The first has all its ekv.itions

completed for the roof, and the central tower is

well advanced. A hirge portion of the CiJe-
donian Railway Hotel is being roofed, the upper
floors of Ixtth are now eons]>ieuous over the long
line of trees which fringi' the footway on the

south side of Princes-street, and will form
j)ictures(iuo terminations to the thoroughfare>

although there is a great contrast in the archi-

tectural deUiil. The N.B.R. buiUling presents

what is al present, and will be till the roof is

finished, a confused collection of gables and turrets,

whereas the other is adorneil with only the

commonest details of dormer gables. The tower
of the former, when comi>leted, will take its place

with the Scott Jlonument and monunu'ntal archi-

tecture of the Calton lUU ; but the very florid

detail of the upper portion adds nothing to, but
will rather detract from, its appearance at a.

distance. The stone is a light, cream-coloured,

freestone, where it has the advantage over the

other, which is in red freestone, and in the

portion first built has already taken on its dark
and dirty coat. The reconstruction of the North
Bridge-street to the east now shows above the

hoarding in the High-street, and great progress

has been made also in the JLarket-street frontagi.-

and interior walls.

The Blind Asylum in Nicolson -street is in

course of reconstruction, with great advantage,

doubtless, to the interior accommodation, but

with rather a shaliby elevation to the street,

which will not bear comparison with the more
elegant and ornate front-ige of the Co-operative;

building now tini.shing beside it. The windows
are heavily muUioned with fantastic timber

sashes, and there is a wide .and badly-proportioned

timber oriel, recessed, upon the first floor, which
would have looked better had it been an ordinary

iHullioned light.

Independently of larger undertakings now in-

progress, others are in the air (exclusiie of the

Usher Hall) with doubtful prospects of success,

as a note of alanu has been sounded as to the

increasing expenditure upon improvements, the

rates having been nearly doubled within the last

ten years, notwithstanding the great extension of

the city boimdaries. The results of this large

expenditm-e are visible in removal of some
insanitary slums and closes, and substitution on

a moderate scale of better houses : in the purchase-

and costly equipment and maintenance of public

parks and recreation grounds and gardens ; in the

liberal provision for hospital accommodation, and
the erection of many large and expensive school

buildings ; in the costly cable tramway system

which has already cost more than double the

original estimate of £oOO,000.

The new infectious diseases hospital at Colintor.

has set free for other uses the old fever hospital

square—facing St. (iiles's Church ; but the same
|

in Infirmary-street, and proposal has been made
to convert it into a hospital for consumptivea.

The Cilv has its own observatory, and it has been

proposed to provide the department looking after

the public health with an establisliment of its

own for bacteriological study, ventilation in all

its branches, and kindred subjects. But the

Usher Institute of Public Health is approaching

completion, and should be sufficient, though gifted

to the University, for all the scientific researches

character cannot be given to the elevation to the

High-street, with its ugly Ionic pila.sters, and
the frontage to George IV. Bridge, which have
been long a blot on the architecture of the city,

ever since the Improvement Scheme of 1829

opened up the new thoroughfare. The new eleva-

tion appecirs to have been selected from economical

considerations, or perhajis also from its adherence
to the old and more severe style of Classic, which
has given Edinburgh the name of " The .Modem

I
and practical study of hygiene required to keep

Athens." None of the premiated designs have
been adopted. Preparations have been long in

course of execution for adding another section of

the reconstruction of the City (Jhambers—viz., the

north-west comer and west side, adjoining the

portion already erected. Thic will bring the

north frontage into the line of Cockbum-street,
and will be of portentous height. The half, or

nearly the half, is to be built with rusticated

this sanitary department of the c^ity in the right

road. Some arrangement will be found by which

the ci^^c authorities, without inc\irring another

burden of expenditure, may benefit by an insti-

tution so completely equipped ;is the Usher Insti-

tute. The exodus to suburban districts has been

verv great tor some years, and new tenements are

still erected there ; but uotwitlistanding all that

has been done in many ways to improve the

.sanitary condition of the city, the averagemasonry ; but above this the ornamental character
., -

. . .
-

will be an outstanding feature with its pilasters
j

mortality remains iis it has been, undiminished

and columnar decoration. This portion of the
j

since the completion of the last great improve-

scheme, which is estimated to cost about £16,000, i
ment scheme, at 18 per 1,000.

wiU contain the new council chamber. There is
;

Church-building has been adding its quota to

something of incongruity—in finding the details
i

the city architecture. The fabrics are aU of Gothic

is a part of the volume that will find most interest
j
of Classic architectui-e p'osing in mid-air, and it , design". Two were recently opened, and two arc
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\v,_U a lv:ini •' i in the iiii-on wurk. The only mie

<il' thu better clais of Gothic, with nave, clere-

story, aisles, and transepts, is a United Free

church huilt on a corner site in Pohvarlh-

torraci!, ami whieh lias still to be cimploted

with tower or spire and chancel. It is in the

l,atcr Dicoratcd Gothic, Avith a range of tall

clerestory traceried lights—of varied design, and
when completed will be a stately and well-pro-

portioned edifice. The windows of the aisles,

iiowever, appear to be somewhat out of kec?ping

Avith the style, bein,!'' too small. Economy in

buttress-decoration is a marked feature of the

Iniildin^, which has red .stone dressings. Another
V.i'. t'hurch (St. Stephen's) which has mi-

grated to the t'omcly Bank district is also in

Later Gothic, but of very different design, cum-
bered with too much heavy wall, and lacking

filtogotlicr cxtemnlly the characteristic light and
<.'legant proiiortions fpf the Perpendicular style.

THF. rROGKKSS OF X.^TUHAL
VENTILATION.

IT is an encouraging sign of the world-wide
interest that is now being taken in all

<piestions of hygiene, the increasing adoption
of improved sanitary arraugcuients in countries

where not so very long ago the)' were hardly
known even by name, and then only to the few
who took an interest in such matters. In Russia,

for instance, such a thing as a natural system of

ventilation ap])lie(l in scientific form wasuntil quite

recently ])raetically unknown ; but the people of

that country are now rapidly advancing in the

acquisition of a knowledge of the benefits to be
derived from having fre.sh, pure air in their

homes and b;iUs, and in the practical application
of that knowledge.

There arc. of course, greater difficulties to be
tontendtni with in the employment of any system
of ventilation in a country haWng the climate of

Russia than are to be met with in this country
j

Avith its more equabli and temperate climate. In ;

Odessa, the capital city of South Russia, the
temperatui'e varies from about 110^ Fabr. in

summer to 20 Fahr. below zero in winter, APhen
j

most buildings, particularly dwi'Uing-houses, are
usually hermetically sealed up to keep the cold
iiir out and the hot air in, rendering the internal '

atmosphere anything but healthy or comfortable.
These unhealthy conditions are now, we are glad
to observe, undergoing a gradual but unmis-
takable (-hange, and the awakening interest in
Tentilation seems to be already bearing good fruit

.

The JIunicipality of Odessa are at present
erecting a general hospital in that city, which,
Avhen completed, will be one of the largest, as it

bids fair to be the most salubrious, of hospitals in
Russia, or, for the matter of that, in any
country, the very latest and most improvoS
hygienic an-angements being used in all parts of
the buildings.

The Odessa Municipality certainly deserve
credit for the enlightened and public-spirited
aianner in which they have intrjduced these
important sanitary reforms for conserving the
public health, and it has furnished an example
of thoroughness whicli might witli advantage be
followed by many bodies corj)orale elsewhere
when dealing with such matters, which are too
often treated in a perfunctory and half-hearted
manner.
As the efficient ventilation of the hospital was

—and rightly so—considered to be of the first

importance, very special attention was given to
the subject, the principal ventilating engineers
in Europe being invited to submit plans. There
were, V.B understand, '.',1 schemes in aU sent in,
1'.) of which were from this country, 4 being
American systems.

All were mechanical with the exception of one,
which was a natural system. The decision arrived
at in re-specl to these plans was that a mechanical
system .should be adopted. It was resolved, how-
ever, that before selecting any jiarticular plan
from amongst the number submitted, a committee
should be appointed, consisting of engineers,
architects, and others qualifii'd to pidge, to
investigate into the merits of the i-espctctive
systems, a.s applic.l to buildings in different
countries.

Tliis committee commenced its labours in
Odessa, where scviTal public buildings are
mechanically ventilated. It seems that in none
of the buildings insjiected was the )neih:iniral
system found to be in operation, though of tlie
lat-st construction, the committee being informed

in each eiise llial th.- ventilation was better and
less objectionable without it, and it had therefore

been disused.
' The committee paid a visit to this country and
made exhaustive investigations into the different

systems in use here, including tlie natural system.
I'pon the completion of the investigations, the

report of the committee was laid before the
Municipality of (Odessa, who had also received

reports from other quarters, the result being that

it was unanimously resolved that mechanical
ventilation should nejt be employed, and that the
natural system, submitted by Messrs. Robert

1 Boyle and Sou. Ltd., of London and Glasgow,
be adopted.

As the Odessa Municipality is evidently a
cautious, as well as progressive, body, it was
determined, before finally accepting Jlessrs.

lioyle's plan, to try a modification of it in a
smaller hospital which was then being built, for

the purpose of ascertaining how it acted under the
climatic conditions prevailing in Russia. This
was accordingly done, and the experiment seems
to have been satisfactory, as Messrs. Boyle
received the order to proceed with the ventilation

of the large hospital, which they are now
executing, a considerable portion of the work
being, we understand, already completed. This
is, Ave believe, one of the largest ventilating
contracts Avhicli Messrs. Robert Boyle and Son
have ever undertaken, and it certainly says a
good deal for the efliciency of natur.al ventilation
as applied by this firm, that it should have so
successfully come through the severe ordeals to

which it was subjected in this instance, and in
competition with the principal systems which are
in use.

The Avisdom of the selection of natural ventila-
tion by the Odessa JIunicipality would appear to

be endorsed by the aAvards for ventilation at the
Paris Exhibition, where the Boyle system gained
the highest prize— two gold medals and one
sih^er medal—against a host of competitors. It

might indeed almost be called a world competition
in ventilation, as all the best known systems in
Europe and the Tnited States Avere repre-
sented, and the jury was formed of eminent
scientists, engineers, and sanitarians .selected

from different countries.

We cannot but accept this as strong evidence of
the steadj-progressand efficiency of natural ventila-
tion, particularlyas the same system gained the£oO
prize with grand diploma, the only prize ottered,

at the International Ventilation Competition held
in London, when all the best-known systems of
the day comjjeted, the jury being composed of
scientific and practicid experts of the highest
standing.
We understand that tlie natural system has

now been applied by Messrs. Boyle to several
public buildings in lidessa, and that plans are at

liresent being prepared for the ventilation of the
cathedral in that city.

The system is also used by the Kussian
Government for the ventilation of Government
buildings in St. Petersburg and other places,
and is employed in the Russian NaA-y, six-

teen warships being now fitted throughout,
whilst others are in progress. In this country
natural \^entilation for ships likewise seems to be
making considerable headAvay, being adopted by
the leading steamship companies. H.M. ship
Uurtlingc, the large Indian troopship which was
completed last November, is fitted throughout
Avith the Boyle system, it being the one selected
in competition Avith mechanical and other
systems.

In a report from a First Sea Lord of the
Admiralty the Boyle nalur.al system is highlj'
commended as .applied to battleships in the British
Navy. It is also used in the principal Continental
navies and steamship companies, including the
North German Lloyd, Messageries Maritimes, and
the Compagnic tienerale Transatlantique, the
whole of the last named company's Transatlantic
fleet being fitted througho\it, including the; last

tAvo ncAV steamers, L<i Loyi-tiiiir and i« .Snroir,

each registering over 10,000 tons.

This system Avas the one selected by Dr. Nansen
for the Fi-iiiii on his expedition to the North Polo,
anil a plan has been prepared, by desire of Com-
maniler Scott, for the ventilation of the Dlscom-y,
the Antarctic exploration ship at present being
fitted out at the East India Dock,

Scientists, sanitarians, and architects—such as
Lord Kelvin, Sir Douglas Galton, F.R.S., Sir
Benjamin \V. Richardson, F.H.S. (first President
of the Sanitary Institute). Professor Sir George
Aitehison, P.A., Mr. Alfred W.aterhouse, R.A.,

Sir Arthur Blomlield. A.li.A.. and others, haw
testified to the elficacA of nat\u'al A-entilalion as
achieved by the Boyle system, and several Koyal
Commissions on ventilation have also commended
it. The fact that this system has nOAv been applied!
to OA'er 100,000 buildings in this country alone
speaks volumes for the efficiency of naturalj
ventilation A\hen correctly applied, and as the|
system is used in .all parts of the world, the tota.l|
nimiber of buildings in Avhich it is emploved must!
be verj- large.

"

I
The system has the great adA-antage that it cani

be easily and cheaply applied to any kind of'
building such .-is chm-ches, schools, haUs,
hospitals, &c., and there is nothing about it that
can get out of order or that requires attention,
the ;' Air-Pump" A-entilator being ahvays in
effective operation under any and every condition

]

of the Aveathcr, even in a dead calm Avith a dense
j

fog, or in the closest day in summer.
The late Mr. Robert Boyle, son., Avhose name .

is so weU known in connection Avith his scientific
discoveries and philanthropic Avork, and who died
about tAventy-five years ago, had always had the
idea that a method of ventilation that could be
universally employed must be of the simplest and
most economical character, and it Avas, as a co-
Avorker Avitli Professor Faraday over fifty years
ago, that this idea Avas developed between them,
and culminated later on in the system which has
made the name of Boyle in connection with venti-
lation a household Avord throughout the Avorld,

the Messrs. Boyle (father and son), being practi-
cally the founders of the profe.ssiou of ventilation

I

engineering, which they have raised by their i

efforts to the dignity of a science.
'

I The present Sir. Robert Boyle, who has been
the moA-ing spirit for the past thirty-five years in
the " sanitary crusades," which were then
inaugurated, has A'isited almost every country in

the Avorld, preaching the doctrine of health,
inculcating a knowledge of the benefits to be
derived from breathing pure air, and demon-
strating how this could be secured by all in a
very simple manner by utilising the powerful
and unceasing forces of nature which were ready
to our hand.

There is probably no one who has a more com-
!
prehensive or extended knowledge of the science

I

and practice of ventilation than Mr. Robert Boyle,
or who has done more to advance the cause of

j

ventilation, ho having devoted the whole of his

life to the exclusive study and practical develop-
ment of the subject ; and his numerous sanitary

' inventions are avcU knoAvn and appreciated both
in this country .and abroad.

1 Perhaps the best index of the success of his

!
work and of the progress of natural ventilation

—the)' being synonymous—is to be found
! in the expansion of the business of Avhich

he is the head, the works of the company
having, we understand, to be added to each
year to meet the influx of contracts and orders
until tbey now are, both in London and Glasgow,
more than three times the size they were a few
years ago, and it is further proposed to erect still

larger Avorks to cope AA-ith the ever-increasing
demand for their health-saving appliances ; the
latest patented form of the " air-pump " A^cnti-

lator, Avhich has double the extracting power of

preA'ious forms, being noAv supplied at a price that

brings it Avithin the reach of all, Avhich is a dis-

tinct gain to natural A-cntilation, and should
materially help it in its progress.

THE ART OF GARDEN-MAKING.*

AFTER the appreciative notice which Ave

published some months ago of Mr. Thomas
Mawson's book on landscape gardening as associ-

ated Avith the formal aiTangement of gardens and
their accessories in relation to the house, we are

not surprised that the Avork in question has so

soon reached a second edition. In sajdng this

Ave recognise that the volume has obtained its

success mainly on its own merits, not the least of

which is the author's a])preciation of the in-

creasing interest Avhich is to be observed among
many classes in the subject of horticulture and
all that belongs to gardens and their maintenance.
iilr. Jtawson has not ignored little details, and
he realises the possibilities of small gardims, and,
basing his standpoint on the reasonable condition

that the garden should belong to the building to

AA-hich it forms the setting, he is at once able to

^ The Art and Craft of Garden Making. By Tuomas H.
Mam'son, garden ardiitect. Illustrated byC. E. MaUowes
and (jthere. .Second edition, llnval quarto. Net, 25s.
London : B. T. Butsford, IWl.
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• p cli av of the aniLitious absuiviitics often

;i>sociated with what are wrongly termed natural
idails. These ideals, when necessarily limited hy
the confines of a restricted site, at hest are out of

accord with the conditions to which they never
can properly apply, while with unbounded scope
such as belong to the nobleman's park the land-
scape gardener's ideals are always best realised

when the iraraediale precincts of the liousc arc

made to more intimately belons to its individual

character and uses. 'I'here is nothing new, of

course, about all this, and such melhi>ds, as a
matter of fact, are associated with the historic

homes of our ancestors. The principle h;is been
advocated .igain and again, ilr. Jlawson, as a
pnulical garden-maker, has the advantage, how-
ever, of knowing how to put it into execution, and,
being more than a landscapist, and having a
taste for architecture as an art. he has found out
a way to make his garden -work harmonise with
the buildings in the fashion we have indicated.
We do not go so far as to say that he is .always
in accord with our own views, which more or less

may l«? t;iken asa mi sfortu ne. either forthe reviewer
or reviewed, according to the reader's pre-
dilections : but generally we may say our author
merits approval, and this for the good reason
that he is thorough in his work, never being above
acknowledging his coadjutors and fellow crafts-

men. He does not employ someone else to do the
W(prk, and then put his name to it as his own.
This could not be said of some garden experts
who by other means obtained success and all that
follows upon it. This digression serves to

• emphasise by contrast the merit of the book
^|before us, about which little remains to be added
to what we said before, when we introduced the
original volume to our readers. The number of

illustrations has been increased in the second
edition, and there are other additions interspersed
throughout its pages. Some of the photographic

: <Kiuctions are not so successful from a printer's
Tit of view as could be wished, and as there

iKive been of late some remarkably fine tone
blocks published of gardens, it is a pity that those
-we have referred to are so unequal in merit. The
praise which we accorded to •• The Art and Craft
of Garden JIaking," when Jlr. B. T. Batsford
added the work to his list of artistic books which
he has so enterprisingly published, we can,
nevertheless, heartily repeat in noticing this new-
issue, and those who are fortunate enough to
possess a copy of the first edition will no doubt be
founl foremost among those who may with everv
assurance recommend the second to their friends.
The artistic get up of the book certainly adds to
its other attractions.

UKITISH AKD miSH BriLDlXG STOXES.
—XXVII.

<;l.oiorcaxshii;e,

rpHE rocks in this county are Lias, Khsetic,
A. Keuper (189), Upper, iliddleand Lower Coal
Measures (183), Millstone Grit, and Old Red
S.andstone (191). Aberd.are is built on Coal
Measures and Alluvium. Bridgend : Lower Lias,
Limestone, Allu\-ium. Cardiff : Alluvium. Cow-
bridge: Lower Lias Limestone, Tri;issic con-
glomerate. Carboniferous Limestone. Merthyr,
Xcath, and Swansea : Coal Measures and
AUurium. The Lias rocks are represented
by the lowest beds of the Lower Lias— viz.,

the dark blue limestones. The clays and shale
partings so common in these rocks in other
counties are absent here. To the west of Cardiff
the coalfield is bordered by two chains of Car-
boniferous Limestone separated by the vale of the
river Ely. The Lower Lias rocks are found in this
valley. They are .also found occupving the ground
between the Carboniferous Limestone and the
Bristol Channel, with the exception of a few dis-
connected areas of irregular outline between
Cardiff and Pyle, which are covered by the older
Tiiassic andRhajticrocks on the west by Bridgend.
Lias Limestones are found in the valley of
the Ogmore river, through which they advance
to the Millstone Grit on the edge of the" coalfield.

(iood sections of the Lower Lias of .South Wales
ra.iy be seen in the cliffs, which extend along the
coast for about 15 nules from Barry on the east,
ti Sutton on the west. The rocks here are so

,

regularly coursed and evenly bc-dded that the •

temptation to use them for walling is great; but,
like all other argillaceous limestones, they weather
badly, and this fact militates against their being !

used for any purpose but jjaving .and limebuming. !

The condition of the walb'ng and ilressings in the

chiuch of Llantwit Major, which are of lias

limestone, affords a v iluable object-lesson in the
use of blue lias limestvmo, both being in an
advanced slate of decay. This chmch, the oldest

in Wales, was founded by St. Iltatus in the (3th

century. None of his work is now to be seen.

,
T"hat refencd to hero dates from the beginning
of the 13th century, and includes window Inicery.
miUlions. jambs, <|uoins, and wallinu', Smeaton,
the ougiueer of the Eddystonc Lighthouse, fii-st

drew attention to the fact that lime made fi-om

bouldei-s found on the beach at Aberthaw hail

eminently hydraulic properties: these bouldei-s

J

were derived from the cliffs dose by, hence
: the lime w,as callwl "Aberthaw" lime, and as
the stone in the cliffs were known to geologists

as the " Ixiwer Lias " limestone, the lime came
to be callcHl '• Aberthaw blue lias hydraulic
lime " in the trade. In Brande's Kctionary,
published .50 years .igo, " Lias" is defined as

I

"a provincial name adoplcd by geologists for an
argillaceous limestone, which, together with its

' associated beds (marls and claysl, is characterised

I

by peculiar fossils." The position of the Liassie

rocks was, therefore, well known at le.asl half a

j

centuiy ago, and their identity fully established
by the " peculiar fossils " found in them, a-i it is

at the present day. and by the same mc^ms. Blue
Lias limestone is therefore to be defined as thin-

;

bedded, blue, argillaceous limestone, belonging to
' the lowest division of the Liassie formation, this

I
hitter being the lowest series of rocks found in the
Jurassic system of Great Britain. This limestone
is further known and distinguished from all other

;
limestones in the same or any other formation
by the presence of the following fo.ssUs, all

Ammonites: — Aiualtheus oxatioIus, Arietites

Bucklandi, JEgoceras planorbis, Lima gigimtea,
and tirypha>,a arcuta. Any limestone, pure or
impure, argillaceous or arenaceous, not an-
swering to the foregoing description is not
" blue lias," and lime made from such lime-

! stone is not "blue lias lime,'' which name
is a synonvnn for the best hydraulic lime
in the market, and which is well known to be
derived from rocks of the Lias formation.^ The
great demand for Aberthaw lime led to the work-
ing of Lias rocks in other places, the lime fiom

]
which would be, of course, blue lias lime ; but

I

some ten or fifteen years ago certain beds of

the Lower Chalk, a totally different rock, were
burned for lime, and as it had a certain amount
of hydranlicity it was sold as " blue lias lime,"
but the name was misapplied an<l misleading, for

the intention dearly was to float a chalk lime on

I

the reputation of the blue lias. It is quite pos-
sible that in some dishicls a lias limestone may
be found which x-ields a more feebly hydraulic

;
lime than a certain chalk rock ; but this does not
warrant the seller of the chalk product in railing

it "blue Has" or "lias" of any kind. The
>vriter has used limes of various kinds for over

j
40 years, and if a lime made from the rocks of
any formation but the Lias wat sold to him as
' blue lias lime,

'

' without a distinct intimation of

that fact, he should consider as an architect and
geologist that a fraud had been practised on him,
and the decisions of all the lawyers in the kingdom
would not alter his opinion on the subject. If

Loudon lawyers and magistrates, who would not
know lias from granite, think li.as is a " generic

"

term for any stone to which trade exigencies may
apply it, the architect at least should insist that ,

the term is specific and .applicable only to the
argillaceous rocks found underh-ing the Oolites,

and overlying the New Red Sandstones. The
,

most recent decision affecting this question is that
|

lime from .any formation may be sold as "bluci
lias lime" if it is hyilr<aulic : but if the locality

from which the lime is to come be .also specified. '

then lime from that locality only wOl legally

fulfil the requirements of the specification. If
:

lime made from any Lower Chalk rock is .as

eminently hydraulic as that made fiom blue li.as.

then there is no reason whatever why one
should not be used as well as the other,

preference being naturally given to the cheapest

;

but in ;J1 cases the nature of the rock
from which the lime is obtained should be
stated on the invoices, to prevent any mis-
understanding as to its origin. The most im-
portant quarries in the Lower Lias rocks here '

.are :—Cement : Lower Penarth. the South Wales
Portland Cement and Lime Co.. Ltd. : Llan- '<

dough, Messi-s. D. Thomas and Son ; Brackla,
,

Bridgend, -lessrs. C. Jenkins and Sons : Abcr-
th.iw, Penarth, the Trustees of Messrs. T. H.
Williams aod Co. : and Stormy Down, Pyle,

^lessrs. Jones and Co. It may be added here

that a pure, or nearly pure lime—such as that
derived from the Upper Chalk or from typical
Carboniferous Limestone—si ikes r,i])idly", and
falls to powder, gi\-ing off intense heat in doinif
so. Its coloin- is puro white, and it is soluble in

i water. .\n impme lime- such as that made
from Blue Lias limestone—docs not slake rtipidly,

it does not evolve a great he:it in slaking, as puro^

lime : its colour is brownish-grey, and, unlike
pure lime, it is insoluble in water;—hence it is
called " hydi-aulic ' lime. Kha-tic Beds, known
also as Infni-Lias, or Penarth Beds, an; seen
underlying the Ijower Lias limesloncs in
Ihe cliffs south of Cardiff between Penarth
and Lavcmock Point. They consist of an

I

I'pper Series, of grey and brown arenaccou.*
shales, with bands of hard limestone, the whole
attaining a thickness of about 18ft. ; a Middle
Series, of black shales, with shelly lime-
stones, 24ft. thick ; and a Lower Scries, of

!
tea-green marls, about 28fl. thick, the whole

j

resting on Keuper Jtarls, the uppenuost division
of the New Red .Siind.slone. In the Uhictic .Mps
these beds .attain a maximimi thickness of 2,000ft.

;

Init in England they seldom exceed nOfl. nicy
extend across the country from .Vxraouth in
Devonshiie to Redcar in Vorksliire, always
occupying the same position between the Lias and
New Red rocks, and arc sometimes classed with
the .Iura.ssic and sometimes with the Triassic rocks

;

but latterly they have been accordtnl a sep.arate

existence between the two. ThcRhittic Beds are
found in disconnected areas ; they occur between
Cardiff and Pyle, their constituent members vary-
ing greatly in that distance. For about ten miles
west of Penarth the beds show no lithological

change; but at Tiegyff, near Llantrithyo, the
calcareous type of rock seen at Penarth is dis-

placed by a sandy type, and sandstones have been

I

quarried in the Rhiotic Beds at St. Hilary, near
,
Bridgend, at Pyle Church, and other places for

building. At Pencoed the sandstone is a fine-

grained freestone, with ivands of a greenish hue. In
QuareUa Qu.arry the Keuper sandstones worked for
building are overlain by Rhatic Beds of clayey
limestone and grey-green clay with calcareous

bands. The same beds are seen forming an
escarpment on Stormy Down, where thoy are
thick, coarse white conglomerates. Speaking
generally, the tj"pical calcareous marls of the

I Penarth Beds disappear towards Cowhridge, .and

ai-e replaced by sandstones which are quarried for

local use only. The Triassic (New Red) s;ind-

stones are sparingly represented. There arc de-
tached masses to the west of ( '.ardiff, and others

are found at interv.als as f,ar west .as Pyle. The

I

most important quarry in these beds is that at

Quarella, near Bridgend, worked by Jlr. 5IcGaul,

where the " New Red " is a pleasant greyish-
green fine-grained sandstone, very suitable for

moulded or carved work. It has been already
stated that the Triassic rocks in EngUind have
only two divisions, an upper-Keuper, and a.

lower-Bunter. The IVias rocks here belong to

the Keuper division. These beds are worked at

RadjT, near Cardiff, by Mr. J. Lewis, where they
yield a very different stone to the fine-grained

sandstone of IJuarella. Here the rock is a re<idish

conglomerate, with large limestone pebbles im-
beddedin a calcareousmatrix, the appearand' of the
stone being " porphj-ritic." This is an admirable
slone for omiuuental shafts and columns of large

, size, and it should be more generally used, as it i»

a good weather slone. Oi the same ago geo-
logically is the Llanhany Conglomerate, which

J

consists of pebbles of Carboniferous Limestone,

I

Chert, and <-)ld Red Sandstone imbedded in a

I

ferruginous calcareous matrix. At Penarth the
normal type of Keuper Red JIarl is seen resting

'

' on the Conglomerate ; at Llandough the mails are
red below and yellow above ; whilst in the clay-

[lit at Penco«i, and to the south-west of Pyle
Station the marls arc greyish-green. i,'c;ir Pyle
Inn the Great Western Iteilway Co. have o|)nned

a quarry for stone dressings for bridges an<l

viaducts. A section of thi; rocks in it shows beds
of re<l sandstone 12ft. thick, resting on fine sands,

clays, and shales, the whole underlain by 12ft. of

white sandstones, with a se.im of (puirtz pebbles at

the top of the latter. The Coal Measures are pro-

bably over 10,000ft. thick. Tliey are divided by
enormous deposits of sandstone cjilled "Pennant
Grit "into an upper and lower series, the latter

being remarkable for its coal and ironstone. The
gritisin thesame geological horizon .as the Pennant
stone of the Bristol Coalfields—that is, in the
middle of the Coal Measures. In both coalfields it

yields a valuable building stone, and is extensively

quan-ied. For walling stone the Pont-y-Piydd
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;ia\-ing is unequalled ; the bods of the stone are

self-faced, :inil the comses malhemutically regular,

in thieknvss from '2\i\. to Gin. and over ;—in

fact the waste from squarini; jiaving-slabs when
"lin. or Bin. wide on the bed, will make splendid

walling if jiitched or liammer-dressed on the

face. OiK) 1 examples of this class of waUins
may be seen in the Llaudaff l{ej;istry Office, and
in the Free Library and Museum, Hereford. In
both th'^-^e cases the work is eoiii-sed, and the effect

has Vteen obtained with the smallest possible ex-

penditure of time and material. In the neigh-
bourhood of Pont-y-l'rydd the most important
ipuirrics are Craig-vr-IIesg, Jlessi's. Slaekay and
llavis;i:!() men)": "Uodwenarth, Mr. T. Taylor;

Olantalf, Mr. J. Lewis : I'encoed Cae, The
i'enycoed C'ac Pennant Stone Co. : Pentrebaeli,

if'i-aig tiuarryl, 3Ir. J. Uibson ; Pentrebach, Mr.
Kd. Jones; Trallwj-n, Mr. C. Ash; Ty-ticca,

Jlcssrs. Seaton Bros. ; TjTarlwydd, 3Ir. J.

Morgan ; and Windsor, The Ocean Coal Co.,
|

Ltd. There arc other important quarries in

the C'ai'boniferous Sandstone at Fidler's Elbow,
(Quaker's Yard ; Ynisboeth, Abeirynon, Messrs.

Jenkins and (ieorge ; (iraig Wen Pen-y-t'hool,

The Caerphilly (Juarry Co. ; (^oed Cae, Aber-
dare, Mr. J. Williams; Craig Evan Leyshon,
Abercynon, The Dowlais Iron Co. ; Merthyr
Vale, Nixon's Navigation Co., Ltd. ; Bont

I

Newydd, Mr. T. W. "l-ewis : CJilfach Main,
TrehaiTis; Mr. (t. Lewis; Colly Isaf, txelligaer.

The J>owlnis Iron Co. ; Craig I)af, Treharris,

Jlr. G. Price ; Forest Isaf, Mountain Ash, Nixon's
Navigation Co : Newtown, worked by same com-
pany ; Cielliwhion and Oraigwen, Hafod, The
(ireat Western Colliery Co., Ltd. : and Cwnmeol,

j

C'wraanian, The t'wmaman C!ottage Co., Ltd. '

All the foregoing i|uarries employ ten men or ,

more. There are others employing less than i

ten men, but they are much too numerous
fo mention here. Fireclays are worked for

|

furnace linings and firebricks in the Coal
Pleasures. The following analysis of the be^t
Dowlais fireclay from Blaen Rhas seam will give
an idea of its composition: -silica 67'12, alumin:i,

21-lS, soda 2-02, lime 0-:32, magnesia 0-84, ferric

oxide l'8-i, combined water 4-K2, hydroscopic
water I -.39. Compared with the Dinas rock, the
analysis of which is given below, the Merthyr
clay is poor in silica. Jlillstone Grit forms a
narrow margin round tlie (Voaltield : it is a white,
.(arse s.indstone, the lower part of the formation

.: msi.sting of coarse quartz grits with dark shale
partings. On the north a small area is seen,
above the Dowlais Ironworks and Cj-farthfa Park,
from whence it passes over the county boundary
into I?i-econshire. On the east the "grit enters
this county from Monmouth, a little above
JIachen ; trending due soutli-wcst in a very
nan-ow- band, it passes Caerphilly, the Taff Vale,
Llantris.sant, Llanilio, lilansantfraid, and Pyle,
terminating at the coast on the east side of
Swansea Bay. This belt of coaree gTit defin. s

the west and south boundary of thc^ Coalfield.
There are beils in the upper portion of the Grit
whicn gridiinlly pass into the Co;il Pleasure
Sandstone, and whicli differ so little from them
that the rocks of each division arc in some places
not ea.sily separated.

There are a few quarries in the Millstone Cirit,

"but they are of local importance only. An
excei>tion may perliaiis be made in favour of one
at I'enwyllt. where the material is quarried for
the manufacture of the celebrated Dinas firebrick.
Its .analysis is as follows :—SiUca 97--30, alumina
1-10. iron peroxide -riC), lime •42, magnesia -G'j,

alkalies 2-2:i, and titanic acid 2-21. Another
sample analysed showed as much as 98-31 per
cent, of silica. Carboniferous Limestone underlies
llie Coalfield, and rises to thj surface all around
its margin. Typical rocks of this formation arc
greyish blue, hard, eomjiact, and aemi-crvstalline,
in.arly pure carbonate of lime. They "are very
fo.ssiliferous, conds and encrinitea being abund-
-ant. The typical rocks of other districts are
si-lilom seen here. In the lower peninsula the
Carboinferous Limestone is dark grey with shades
of bull. North of the Mumble's it is like
a breccia

; but this appearance is probablv
due to the fact of its having been dolomitise"d
since It was originally deposited ; similar rocks
are seen at Newton Nottage. But for the fact
that what is known as the " Black Lias," near
Uysterinouth Castle contains Carboniferous fossils,
it might readily be taken for a normal Lias rock!
This l,lack stone is used for building, and would
no doubt make a valuable hydraulic lime. As a
road metal it can scarcely be called a success
I he centr.il axis ot the (Cardiff - Cowbridge

anticline in these rocks ranges from Penllin,

south of Eweniiy Priory, to the north of Ogmore
Castle. The limestones here are light and dark

I grey, ranging almost to black. The typical shelly

limestones of tlie formation are seldom seen, but
' an oolitic strtructure is common throughout the

i seriei, and may be seen near Southern Down, St.

Bride Major, and Merthyr Manor. Carboniferous

Limestone is extensivelyquarriedatCastc.il Goch,
Messrs. Topham, Sons, and Railton ; Creigiau

Peutyrch, the Welsh Brick, Slate, and Lime Co.

;

Morlais Castle, Dowlais, the Dowlais Iron Co. ;

Alps, Wenvoe, Messrs. Price and AVills

;

Tylliahaidd, Dowlais, Messrs. Holme .and

King; Bute, Llantrissant, Mr. T. Williams;
White Lime, \\'alnut Tree, Tuff's Well,
^•lessrs. Morgan and t'o. ; Hatch. Cadoxton,
the BaiTv I'rban Council ; (Joltshill, JIumbles,

Jlessrs. Thorne ; Porthcawl, Capel Lime-
works, Messrs. Howell, Crath, and Co. ; and
Comelly, Pyle, Jlr. E. R. Thomas. More
than ten men are employed in these quarries.

There are others employing less than ten mim,
the stone being worked for lime and walling-
stone in every case, except when quarried by the

iron companies as a flux for iron ore in their blast

furnaces. Old Red Sandstone occupies detached
and compai'ativcly insignificant areas. It appears
to the north of Welsh St. Donats, between it and
the Coalfield, where it is evidently a continuation
of the Old Red Sandstone rocks ot Breconsbire
and Herefordshire, which dip underneath the
t'arboniferous beds, and come to the surface
along their southern boundary. The largest

exposure of Old Red Sandstone in the coiinty is

that between a line drawn north from Llamlaff
and the Rumney Valley. This is a continuation
of the ;?.Ionmouthshire Old Red, which circles

round the east end of the Coalfield. This forma-
tion j-ields no building stone of any importance
here, and in other counties, like Hereford and
Brecon, where the beds are fully developed, it is

not an easy matter even for an expert to find a good
weather stone in them. This county was gliiciated

by an ice sheet from Breconshire, which, split by
the Pennant scarp, subdivided into two sheets,

one going east by the Jlerthyr and AberJare
valleys, and the other west by the Vales of Neath
and Swansea, to the sea at Swansea Bay. Where
the Drift entered the country on the east, it was
composed chiefly of Old Red Sandstone blocks
from Breconshire ; but in its inward cruise over
the Jlillstone Crrit, it took up shales and boulders
of grit, thus passing gradually into a stiff clay,

with embedded blocks of JMillstone Crrit, finally

in passing over the Coal Pleasures, the red
colour it originally possessed on entering the
county disappeared, and Coal Measures clays and
boulders took the place of other rocks. A sheet
of boulder clay, which extends from Glj-nneath to
Hirwain, was at one lime of great thickness : but
it has been much worn away by denudation. The
matrix is a dense blue Coal Jleasure clay, in which
.are imbedded pebbles ef Millstone Grit, Carboni-
ferous Limestone, and Old Red Sandstone. Drift,

known as TQl, is found in the Dowlais and Tawc
valleys. Gravel overspreads the west side of the
Vale of Ely, and the gravel at Penarth contains
chalk flints. The clays and the alluvium of

modem rivers are used for brickmaking.

m> t

Memorial-stones of the Victoria Infectious Diseases
Hospital on Magdalen Hill, Winchester, were laid
on Thursday in last week by the mayor of that city.

The architects are Messrs. Golsou, Farrow, and
Nisbett, of Winchester and London, and Mr. John
Fielder is the budder.

The west wing and the administrative block ot
the permanent buildings of the Homes ot St.
Barnabas were recently opened by the Earl of
Stamford. The part of the building now completed
will accommodate some 35 clergy. Each clergyman
is jirovideJ with a bedroom and sitting-room.
Those who are chronic invalids are accommodated
in the administrative block, where there are a
morning-room, a smoking-room, a library, and
rooms for chaplain, matron, nurses, and servants. A
dining-room and chapel are in course of erection.

Ill a few weeks the Wirral Raihvay Co. Will open
their new Seacombe and Egi^-mont Goods Depot at
Oakdale-road, Seacombe. It is lieing laid ouf from
plans prepared by Mr. Eniost S. WUcox, M.I.C.E.,
the engineer to the company. Already offi ;e3 and
warehouse have been erected, a weighing machine
of iO- ton capacity and a five -ton crane have been
laid down, and several sidings are in course ot con-
struction. Special platforms will be erected for
dealing with cattle, horses, carriages, vans, and all
kinds ot vehicles. When complete there will be
accommodation at the depot for 2S0 waggons.

' OBITUARY.
:.la. L.u;xEn Siodex, F.R.I.B.A.. ot Leek

anil Hanley, died at the residence ot his mother,
Mrs. William Sugden, Derby-street, Leek, on
Tuesday in Last week. The deceased was.
formerly partner with and successor to his father,
the late Mr. William Sugden, who died nine
yearsago, and they have carried out nr.my of the
principal buildings in Leek, the most iniportant
of which were the Police-station, District Bank,
and the Nicholson Institute, at the latter of

I

which the work of extension in the Technical
Schools has just been completed, and the gymna-

I
slum is now in coui-se of construction." Mr.
Sugden also carried out important buildings in
Liverpool, the Potteries, and the Jlidlands. He
was 50 years ot age, and held advanced views on
religious and social subjects, being the founder of,

and always a great worker for, the William
MoiTis Labour Church. He had been for many
years the surveyor to the Stoke-on-Trent rural
district council. His Fellowship ot the Royal
Institute of British Architects dated from 1892.
Jlr. Sugden's re:uains were cremated at the
Manchester Crematorium on Friday.

Ma. CiEORSE RoiiEKTs, J. P., D.L., builder,
who was for many years a magistrate of the city .

of Edinburgh, died on Friday at his residence in
j

Coates Gardens, Edinburgh, at the age of 82.

'

Ot the building trade in that city he was for-

long a prominent member, and in his day he
carried through many important undertakings.
In November, 1871, he was elected to the town;]
council as a representative of St. Cuthberfs
Ward. He acted for some years as convener of

j

the streets and buildings committee, and as a
member of the Dean of Guild Court. In 1877 he-.J

was elected a bailie under Lord Provost Sir/

Thomas .Tamieson Boyd, and the esteem in which.,

he was held by his colleagues is shown by thc^
fact that he occupied a seat on the Bench ur in-«
terruptedly till 1888. He left the council ia

November, IS <). Since then he had taken Hff

part in public affairs. He is survived by a widov
and a family.

CHIPS.
The American .Society for the Promotion of Engi-''

neering Education will hold its ninth annual meetin:; •*

at Buffalo, N.Y'., from to-morrow (Saturday) tj
Tuesday next.

On Saturday the Bishop of London consecrate!'
the church of St. Colomb, a chapel-of-ease to All

'

Saints', Netting Hill, built from designs by Mr
Hodgson Fowler, of Durham, at a cost ot nearly
£9,000.

The members of the Hev^vood Master Builders'
Asso :iation held their annual trip last week, when
a party of about forty persons visited Grange and
Windermere.

A Lo.;al Government Board iiiquuy was held on
Friday at King's Heath Institute by Colonel W. R.
Slack, E.E., respecting an application made by the
urban district council of King's Norton and North-
field for sanction to borrow £3,558 for works of

sewerage.

Trelawr.ey House, a business establishment in

Bedford-street and Cornwall - street, Plymouth,
was reopened on Saturday, after entire recon-
struction from plans by Messrs. King and Lister,

architects, of that town, the builder being Mr. .1. P.

Berry, also of Plymouth.

Lady Gibson-Craig laid, on Friday, the founda-
tion-stone ot a parish-hall which is being erec.teJ at

Carrie, N.B., to the memory of the late Robert
James Gibson-Craij^, younger, of Riccarton, Second
Lieutenant 3rd Battalion Royal Scots, who dieJ at

Naauwpoort, South Africa, April 23, 1900, The
buililing, which is to be erected from plans piejuMd
by Mr. MacintjTe Henry, architect, Edmbargh,
consists of a large hall capable of seating ;i)0, a
small hall behind to hold GO, with kitchen and
lavatory accommodation. The total cost amounts
to £l,GbO.
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Tlie sales at the Mart last week amounte 1 to

£1G2,G39, the figures in the corresponding week last

year being £229,4S7.

The new public baths at Northam, Southampton,
presented to the town by Mr. Tankerville Chamber-
layne, M.P., were opene.l last week. The totil

length of the bath is ioOft. by 30ft. wide, with

6ft." Gin. of water at the deeirest and 3ft. 3in. at the

shallowest end. The bath contains, when full,

133,000 gallons, and can be emptied in twenty-Eve
minutes. Adjoining is a tower, 15tt. high, with

three-dialed clock. The works have been carrie I

out by men under the direct supervision of Mr.
W. B G. Bennett, borough surveyor, at a cost of

£920.
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Building jinttlligtntt

Bi.DALE.—A new Wesleyaii iluirch al Tanfii-M,

Bedale, was opened on Friday, June 'il. 'Phe

building is of stone, in the Decorated style, with

a tower and spire. The interior woodwork of

pews and open waggon-headed roof is of pitch-

pine, and the trueerv windows are tilled with

leaded lights, a special feature being a tine

figured window in the transept. Accommodation

is'provided for about 2.i0 persons, and there are

vestries for the choir and for the minister, from

the latter of which convenient access is gained to

the pulpit. A bandroom is placed at the rear of

the church, and the old chapel adjoining the new

premises will be used as a school. The architects

are Jlcssrs. J. Morley and Son, of Bradford.

I lueuv Lane Tukatre.—The alterations which

arc now being caiTied out. from the plans of

Ml. I'hilip E." Filditch, at Drmy Lane Theatre

will have the effect of considerably improving the

interior of the house by the time the autumn

play is produced. The first and grand circles

are" being reconstructed in fireproof materials,

and the timber beams, \e,, replaced by steel

girders. c;irrving a conen-te floor, allthe support-

ing pillars with the exception of a single row

being done away with. In both these circles a

new row of seats is to be added in fi-ont of those

now e.N-isting, and this change, together with

. a rearrangement of the existing scats, will bring

the total number of rows >ip to six in the grand

circle and to seven in the first circle. In the

stalls, too, extensive alterations lu-e being made.

Two boxes on each side are to be abolished, and

the space thus gained is to be filled with seats,

two central gangways being constructed to faeili-

iit.- ingress and egress. The accommodation of

tlie stalls will in this way be increased by 88, to

iti-> in all. Improvements are also to be made in

the remaining boxes on this level, and a new

refreshment -bar is to be added on the V. side,

/rho cost of these changes, together with the re-
'
decoration of the house, is put at from £12,000 to

t'l.'),OO0, a sum which brings up the total amount

that has been expended on the theatre within

recent years to £10,000 or £30,000.

London- Covntv Covncil.—At Tuesday's

n.eeting of this body the adjourned report of the

Highways Committee, dealing witli a uuraber of

tramway proposals to be brought forward in the

next Session of Parliament, came up for dis-

cussion. The proposals, all of which were
- adopted, were for the construction of new tram-

ways of a total length of about twelve miles on

the north side of the Thames, at an estimated

cost, for the constmction of the tramways, of

about £430,700, and for street widenings of about

£185,400 ; while, as regarding the south side of

the Thames, the total length of the tramways was

about 16i miles, the cost of construction of the

tramways w;is estimated at £591,200, and of the

street widenings at £722,100, in wliieh sum was

included the estimated cost, £29,500, of the

widening of (iueen's-road, Teckham. ."V long

discussion took place on the recommendation of

the Housing of the "Working Classes Committee

that the Works l)epartment be intrusted with the

building of Se\-mour and .Somerset Buildings, St.

Pancras, at an estimated cost of £23.932. Sir

J. D. Poynder moved an amendment to the effect

that the work be put out to contract, stating that

whereas in 21 buildings carried out by the Works

Department there was an excess over the archi-

tect's estimates of £25,657, in the case of 16

works carried out bv contractors the difference in

favour of the Council was £17,576. On the other

hand, Mr. Waterlow urged that the competition

of the Works Department had led to the Council

getting much lower tenders than was formerly the
;

case. The builders were struggling to do the

Council's work as cheaply as possible, possibly ,

with the idea of wiping out the Works Depart-

ment. Mr. Frank Smith contended that they got

full value for money in the work done by the

Works Department.' JIi-. Burns, JI.P., asserted

that of all the builders who had done work for

the Housing Committee only one had had a second

, dose—the supervision exercised over the work broke

thebackof nearly everyjerry builder
.__
Onadivision

the recommendation was carried by 79 votes to 28.

On the recommendation of the Parks Committee

an estimate of £6,000 was approved, and it was

agreed to ask Parliamentary powers in the next

Session to enable the Council to purchase at this

price the old buildings known as the Rookery,

Clapham Common, for addition to the common.

A discussion took place on a recommendation of

the General Purposes Committee to omit from the

standing orders the clause relating to variations

in the rates of wages and hours of labour during

the continuance of a contract. The committee

reported that, if the climsc was retained, con-

'•

tractors would endeavour to cover their liability

by considci-iblv incrcfusing the amount ot their

tenders, and that the increase would fall upon the

Council. Several of the Labour members pro-

tested in the interests of the workmen against the

omission of the clause, and an amendm.'nt to

refer the recommendation back was moveil bv .Mr.

Dew .\fter a discussion lasting over an hour,

the amendment was carried and the recommenda-

tion referred back.

LivKia-ooL C.iTUEnuAi..- -U a meeting of the

C.encral Cathedral Committee on Monday there

was a fuU attendance. Earl Derby, who presided,

said a rcconstitution of the committee was neces-

sary, as thev were making use of the 189.) Act,

portions of "which had expired. On t u; motion

of Sir W. Forwood, additional members were

elected, and, on the proposal of Lord Derbv, the

Hon A. Stanlev, M.l'., and Mr. F. JL Kadclitte

were chosen hon. treasurers. Canons 1 enrhjni

and Willink, Mr. H. A. Hampson, and Mr.

\rthur Earle were appointed hon. secretaries.

Mr Hampson said that under the Act of 1885 an

executive of 15 was appointed. To make it open

to the C.ithedral Committee to reappoint the

executive thev had obtained the resignatums of

such gentlemen as had survived. It was there-

fore open to that meeting to reappoint the execu-

tive To make it more thoroughly representative

of the diocese it would be necessary to enlarge it

to '^4 An executive committee of 24 was then

api'ointed. The Bishop moveil that the executive

be requested to confer with the rural deaneries

for the formation of committees, the object being

to brin"- the whole diocese to work on the cathe-

dral This was adopted. Sir M'. Forwood said

the amount subscribed was £138,420. He hoped

before the foundation-stone was laid they would

! have £200,000.

JIouBoaNE, Hi-NTs.-The parish church was

reopened, after restoration by the Bishop ot Ely,
j

on Thursday in last week. The church-a

twelfth ceniury-had during the past decade

i been o-radually falling into a most dilapidated

condition. Messrs. Thompson, of Peterborough,

1 carried out the work of restoration. It was found

necessary to underpin nearly the whole ot the

buildin"- The nave, aisles, and the transepts

were pa'rtiaUy rebuilt. The chancel, which con-

tained sedilia and double piscina, was entirely

re-roofed, the supports being of oak. Ihe JNor-

man columns of the nave were underpinned, and

new bases inserted, whil.st the Early Enghsh

arches with which they are surmounted retaced

and restored. The foundations of the curious

red-brick embattlement tower were re-established.

During the underpinning of the west wall of the

nave discovery was made of an almost perfect

effi<n- of some ecclesiastical dignitary. The stone,

which measures Gft. llin. in length, was found

over four feet below the floor of the nave, and has

been erected on a base in the south-west corner

of the south aisle. A stone eoBin was also un-

earthed in the nave whilst the underpinning of

the columns was being carried out. ihe cliurcti

has been furnished with se;its of pitch-pmc, and

the decrepit and " moss-covered pulpil; dis-

placed by a new one. The cost of the restoration

amounted to £2,200.

i

PoKToiiELLo, EuiNi.vuon. -The new baths

were opened yesterday- (Thursday). The baths,

I which are b'uilt of Dumfriesshu-e red stone,

confciin swimming, Turkish, spray, and douche

baths. Facing the sea, on the first floor are

; retiring and reading rooms. The vestibule

is divided into two parts by columns and an

entablature of Doric order. To the left .and

ri"ht of the entrances arc the jiassages to the

' plunge baths. In the portion allotted to gentle-

men there are six first-class baths, with 12

I dressing-boxes, whUe in the parts used by ladies

I there a?e four baths with eight dressing-boxes

! The hall in which the large pond is laid out

'

measures 95ft. by 55ft. The swimming- pond is

75ft. by 35ft., the depth of the water being ,ft.

at one "end and 3ft. 6in. at the other. Along the

sides of the haU are fixed 56 dressing-boxes.

I

Cast-iron columns, with moulded capitals, divide

the hall longitudinally, and support the gallery

and the roof. The three sides of the pond are

surrounded by the gallery, which is staged and

! seated for onlookers. The south end of the hall

is portioned out as a gymnasium, which covei-s in

space 32ft. by 30ft. At the north end ot the

baths is an alcove 3311. by 14ft. in depth.

Situate<l between the ponds f<u- men and worn. r.

are the second-class baths. Mr. K. Jlorhani th--

<'ity architect of F.diiihurgh, prepared the plans.

The cost has been over £30,000.

PoiM.AR, E.- The n.!W wing added to the 1 oplar

Accident Hospital, Ihiough the Drapers tom-

pany, was f.n-mallv opened by the 1 ishop o

London on Thursday in last week. The gilt o

the Drapers' Ccuupany consists ot a lilock o

buildings, erected at a cost of about £14,000, .and.

is situated on the eastern side of the surgical

-

! ward block of the old building, being an exten-

Ision of the out-patients' department, and an

addition of three medical wards and quarters tor

the staff The basiMuent is devoted to the oul-

1 patients' department, with waiting, examining.

1 and dressing-rooms for each department, the

former out-patients' department^ being converted

I into a general waiting-room. I pon the S™""-;-

I first, and second floors are the three w'ards itlft.

Hong by 28ft. Gin. wide), for l" "^-^'d'™ /^''*«

each. 'The wards are approached through the .ild

surgical wards, but have, in addition, their .,w-n

'

stairciuso an<l outside escape-stairs with ward-

scullery, bathroom, sinkroom, and other sani-

tary accommodation in spurs al the cast end, the

sisters' room at the west c^nd, and dayrooms upon

the groun.l and first lleors. Each ward h.as a wide

balcony upon the south front, overlooking the

docks and river. The floors are laid m terrazzo

mosaic in panels and borders, the walls ynd

ceilings being pla.stered. 'fhe windows are pro-

vided with extract ventilation-llues. Ihe third

floor provides accommodation for the nursing,

staff, and includes a nurses' silting-room (.>2tt.

bv P'ft 6in.), with large square bay, and .seven

nurses' bedrooms, besides linen storage and

sanitarv accommodation. The fourth and filth

floors are occupied by servants bedrooms and .a

broad flat for recreation, a portion of which i.-<

covere.-l with a shelter roof. The new bui dings,

like the old, arc constructed throughout with

fireproof floors and stairways.
^

The builders are

Messrs. Harris and Wardrop, of Limehouse, whc

have executed this an.l the whole of the other

additions in connection with the main hosp.ta .

building. The architect was Mr. Rowland

Plumbe' F.R.I.B.A., of 13, Fitzroy-square, the

architect of the hospital. .

SLEDMEiiE.-There has just been wrought in

Sledmere Church, East Yorkshire, the last o a

series of elaborate diapers m stone. Last yeai

saw those at the ea.st end ot the aisles completed .

now tie carvings at the end «f th?.^-!^-^.^;^^,^-

finished. The diapers at Uie north side a™ lea%e3

and acorns, vine-leaves and h'^P''?; ''1"-'^;,;"!^'^'

maple, Ihom, strawben-y, ivy, ha/.el, lustle

trefoil leaves, with their fruits or flowers treated

n he conventional manner of the period. In-

he two bottom rows, imposed on the ol.age are

various emblems of the Passion. In all there are

over ei>-htv diverse patterns. < In the south side

?he dialers are hexagon in form, wih incurved

sides thu^-iving a series of small trefoils, which

art s^ntTnto panels with crosses worked on their

:Ses" The hLagons arc tiUed -"Ij v-;°-
»^";j

ventional renderings ot foliage. At l'^'^ ^I'^ncc'

end are two areas of square panels, one on either

skle from the floor level to the top ot he retable.

The designs are mostly symbolic fohage. while

above Ibe retable they are ^.y'"^'"'-
»"^fj'^

"

The work has been designed and executed by Mr.

John Baker, of Kennington, S.E.

West H.oirsTF.u.. -Mr. J. D. Gilbert chair-

man of the Fire Brigade Com.nitteeof the London-

?ountv Council, on Monday l-iul the memonal-

stone of a new fire-station which is to be built by

the Council, from the desigiis of Mi. \\. E.

Tfilpv F R I 15. A., their superintending architect,

at VV^est'lIampstead. The site is at the junction

West End-lane and Mill-lane and faces hi.

o d Vilage green of West End. It i-, m the

centre of" a district which untd qmte rcent y

w"s open fields, but whi.'h is now almost entircdy

buUt over, and will, it is estimated, before many

vears have a population of 200,000. The tola

-ost of the siteUd building will be £13,129 and

hesttion will contain aeeommodation for a

stemi fire-engine, a horsed escape, and hose-carl.

andTn addition there will be a workshop, watch-

room recreation-room, stabling for four horses,

stores and quarters for station officer nine fare-

men and two coachmen and their families. Four

of tbe firemen and their famdies are to be accom-

modated in cottages at the rear of the mair.

building.
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Ai.nKK.snoT.—Fourteen desijrns were received

ill the open competition for the new board school

at ./VldeLshot, and from tlieso the ]ilan.s of 5Ir. C.

T. t'oggin, .\.l{.I.B.A.,of the Adelphi, have been
seU'ctcd. ITie buildini^s will be .situated in

New])ort-road, and will accommodate 1,000

jMipils, and (he cost will be about .£12,000.

C'oTTEi'.intiE, Kix(;'s Noktox.—A meeting of

the building committee for the new church w.is

hold on l''riday, the Vicar of King's Norton pre-

siding. ( 'ompetitive plans for the proposed new
church were submitted from selected architects,

«iid a report upon the ))lans wa- i)resented by
^Ir. AVilliaui Hall, the assessor, who recommended
jilan No. 1 as the most desirable for adoption.

'ITiis reconimentlation w.as aj)proved by the com-
mittee, and on the sealed envelopes accom])anying
the plans being opened, it was found that the

successful clesigners were Jlessra. .Icthro A.
<'ossins, IVacock, and liewlay. The plans will

be submitted to Christ Church trustees, who made
A grant of £'2, .'500 towards the building fund.
'The committee are not immediately prepared to

proceed with the erection of the church, as,

including the grant mentioned, only f.^j.^OO has
been promised towards the estimated total cost of

£10,000.

LiviiUiMoi.,—The plans submitted in the final

comjietition for the Blue Coat Hosjiital, at Liver-
pool, have been on view in the Ivvchange News
Hoom of that city these past two days. The
<lesign of Messrs. Briggs and Wolstenholme, as

joint architects with Messrs. Hobbs and Arnold
Th(U'neIy, of Castle-street, Liverpool, has been
selected. Mr. W. D. Cariie was the assessor.

The cost will bo £90,000.

I

(iTugiuccring fiotcs.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

ClTMllIiltL.Wl) AND AVl,STM():a;i.AN'I> AxTKiVAUI.AX
Axn Ai:cn.T;oi.0GiCAL iSociirrv.—The members of

this society paid, on Friday and Saturday, a two
days' visit to Durham and district. The party
>vhich travi-Ued from Carlisle, reached Durham
about two o'clock on Friday afternoon, and at

once proceeded to the Cathedral, where they were
met and welcomed by the Dean (Dr. lutehin).
The very rev. gentleman conducted the party,
over the church and buildings connected with it,

including the Deanery, where the party, who
numbered some 40 in all, were entertained to tea.

The visitors afterwards inspected different places
of antiquarian interest in the town, and subse-
<iacntly dined together at the County Hotel. On
Saturday the party visited the Castle at Durham,
and other places of interest in the locality.

YouKsTiiUK Master Buildeks' Fedeuatiox.—
The monthly meeting of the executive of the
Vorkshire Federation of Building Trade Em-
)>loyer3 was held, on Friday, at the Savings
liank, Scarborough, Mr. Longden (president), of
S)ieffi(>l.l, ii; the chair. It was reported that the
inastcr builders of Mallon had joined the Federa-
tion, and steps wore being taken to form a branch
there. The meeting lasted nearly four hours, the
principal siibject of discussion being the Bradford
<li3pute. The Federation unanimously decided
to support Bradford and Shipley employers bv
every legitimate means during the dispute.

The plans for a new municipal lodging-house, to
be erected in Wade-street and River-street, St.
Philip's, Bristol, are in a fonvard state, and the
health committee will shortly invite tenders for the
•work. It is proposed to erect a building which will
contain 102 beds. The cost of the site was about
ilj.^.M, and the engineer's estimate for the building
w.as £.i,l;')(), exclusive of furniture.

Mr. L. A. Sandfoid Fawcett, insjiector under
the Local lioveninicnt Hoard, held an inquiry at
Coomb's Woorl, Hales Owen, on Tuesday, into the
application by the Hales Owen District Council for
eanction to borrow £l,4;iH for workj of sewera<»e in
the parish of Hill.

Messrs. Walter J. Pearce, Ltd., of Manchester,
nave appointed as London representative Mr.
Leonard [,askey, at 10, Newman-street, W., who
will keep a stock of sample work, glasses, drawings,
and design.-:, and being i)er3onallv acquainted wUh
the technical details of the stained glass business he
wiU he able to deal with all inquiries promptly upon
the spot. Mr. Walter ,1. Pearce will himself, as
heretofore, be in London as often as occasion
requires for personal advice and consultation, and
will at all times meat architects by apiiointment at
shortest notice.

I

CovEN'Tiiv.—An extensive scheme of improve-
ment at the pas.senger station has been sanctioned

I by the dircctoi's of the London and North-
\Vesterii Kailway Company. Instructions for

the work to be proceeded with arc to bo given
shortly. The improvements are estimated to

cost, approximately, £2.o,£03. The works author-
ised by the directors comprise the practical

rebuilding of the station on the up-side ; the
lengthening, widening, raising, and roofing-in
of the up platform ; the provision of new re-

freshment-rooms and dwelling accommodation
for the attendants ; the extension of the station-

approach on the np-sidc, and the roofing'-in of

the cabyard : the provision of a bridge with
lifts for luggage between the up and down plat-
forms ; and the widening of the "Warwick-road
bridge. It is not at present in contemplation to
alter the station buildings on the down-side.

Railway Improvements at Ciiewe,—A great
undertaking which the London and North-
western Railway have had on hand at Crewe for

several years past is just approaching completion
in the shape of the so-called " big dig," whereby
underground lines have been constructed to cope
with the vast amount of goods traffic passing
through Crewe, in working which hitherto with-
out delay and congestion the utmost difiiculty has
been experienced. Now, at the end of some five

years' work, which has given employment to

thousands of men, the difficulty has been solved,
and with the help of the 9.) miles of roads above
and below ground now constructed, goods trains
can now be passed through Crewe with the utmost
celerity. There are throe tunnels, which had to

b,^di-iven through stiff clay, and in many places
there was only .5ft. between the roof and the
surface over which the traffic was being continu-
ously carried, and with which no interference
could be allowed. Nino bridges have been erected
over cuttings and elsewhere, the bridge over the
ra,ain road leading to the station being the greatest,
the retaining wall in some places being 20ft.

thick. The opportunit}- has been availed of at
the same time by the company to introduce the
American method of signalling by clectricitv.

CHIPS.
The service of electric tramcars at Devonport was

formally started by the mayor of that borough on
Wednesday. The system extends over ten miles of
roads.

The Lord Mayor laid, on Tuesday, the founda-
tion-stone of the Baltic Mercantile" and Shipping
Exchange, about to be erected in St. Mary Axe, on
what has long been known as Jeft'rey-square.
Possessing a Portland stone frontage to St. Mary
Axe of 86ft. and to Bury-street of 72ft., the
exchange and offices connected therewith will
occupy the whole of the gi-ound floor, the principal
entrance, consisting of an outer arcaded vestibule
32ft. by Iflft., and an inner hall 40ft. long by 24ft.

wide, the secretarial offices and board-room being
on either side. The exchange itself is to be l.')2ft.

long, 94ft. wide, and 30ft. high, with a central
dome 30tt. in diameter. The architect is Mi'. T. H.
Smith.

The arrangements for the memorial to Archibald
Forbes, LL.D., which is to take the form of a tablet
with a medallion portrait, in the Crypt of St. Paul's
Cathedral, have been almost completed.

A new Wesleyan Chapel was opened on Friday at
West Tanlield, Masham. The building is in
the Decorated style, and has a tower and spire,
rising to a height of 70ft. The roof is an open one,
and the seats, which provide for about ISO persons,
are of pitch-pine. The chapel consists of a nave
and two transepts, one of which is for the organ
and choir. There are two vestries adjoining the
chapel, and kitchen and cellar below. The chapel
has been erected from the designs of Mr. W. J.
Morley, F.R.I.B.A., Bradford and Harrogate. The
total cost of the work has been about £2,000.

The Edinburgh and Leith Gas Commissioners
made an official inspection on Monday of the new
buildings in course of construction from plans by
Mr. Herring, their manager. These include a
retort-house and coal-stores, the latter designed to
hold from £18,000 to .£20,000 tons of coal, the
whole handling of the coal being accomplished by
machinery. There are also a new purifying house
and pumping station, and a large gas-holder. The
tank is 252ft. (iin. in ibameter, and when fully
intlated will stand about 172ft. high. It will hold
six and a. halt million cuhic feet of gas, and its

capacity is equal to that of all the gasometers now
existing in the city.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[ We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of
our coiTespondeiits. All conununications should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to conespoudents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all
comniunications respecting Ulustrations or literun" matter
should he addressed to the EDITOR of the liuiLuixc
News, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,
W.C, and not to membei-s of the staff by name. Delay
is not unfi-equently othei*wise caused. All dra%yings and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

'

unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to^
The Strand Newspaper Compaxy, Limited.

Telegrapliic Addi-ess :
—" Time.sen'er, London.*

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

ARCHITECTS' TER3IS.

Sin,—I beg to inclose an interesting advortise-

ment from the Araold and Bcstwood Floral and
Horticultural Society's Schedule of Prizes.—

I

am, iVc,
'

NoTTIXCiHAM.

S.Maj-fleld, Practical Architectand Surveyor, Cavendish-
street, Araold, prepares plans, speeiflcation, quantities,

Arc., attends the works at least twice daily. Terms : I to

'2 per cent. N.B.—No charfje for quantities. All the
usual commissions on locks, bolts, bars, fire-grates, &o.,

absolutely refused. The above terms cover all.

' now LOW HATH THE MItJHTV
FALLEN!"

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. LXXJX. are now ready,
should be ordered early (price 12s. each, by
12s. lOd.), as only a limited number are done up.*
few boimd volumes of Vols. XXXtX., XLI., XLIV.,")
XLVI., XLIX., LI., LIII., LVIII., LXI., LXH., I

LXIII., LXV., LXVI., KXVU., LXVm., LXIX.,
LXXI., LXXII.. 1,XXIU., LXXrV,, LXXV.,
LXX\T:., .and LXXVII. may still be obtained at the
«ame price ; all the other bound volumes are out of
print. Most of the b.aek numbers of former volumes are,
however, to be had singly. Subscribers requiring any
back numbei's to complete volume ju.st ended should
order at once, as many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the Bcilpiso News,
price 2s,, post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained from any ^

Newsagent, or from the PubUsher, Clements House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Sti'and, London, W.C.

TEEMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum {post freel to any p.rrt of the

United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United Stites, £1 6s. Od. (or 6dols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium. £1 6s. Od, (or 3Sfr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.__

To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
'

Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARQES.
The charge for Competition and Contract Advertise-

ments, Public Companies, and all official advertisements
is Is. per line of Eight words, the fii*st line counting as
two, the minimum charge being 5s. for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miscellaneous
and Trade Advertisements (except Situ-.ition advertise-
ments) is 6d. per line of Eight words (the first line

counting as two), the minimum oluarge beiug 4s. 6d. for

40 words. Special tenns for series of more than six

insertions can be ascertained on apphcation to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-page advertisements 23. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is, per line. No Front-page or Pamgraph .

Advertisement inserted for less than 5s.

Advertisements for the cun*ent week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and .alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday moniing to secure
insei'tion.

SlTCATIONS.

The charge for advertisements for '* Situations Vacant
'*

or '* Situations Wanted" is Oxe Shilltno fob Twentv-
POUR Words, and Sixpence for every eight words after.

All Situation Aiivertissmenfs must be prepaid.

Received.—M. C—S. and L., Ltd.—E. P. and Sons.—
I. P.—N. and C!o.—A. L. M.—H. D. C.

—•-•-

—

LONDON DISTRICT STJRYEYORSHIPS.
To the Editor of the Building News.

Siu,—A great many people are asking why
there is so much delay in filling up the five or

six vacant districts, some of them having been
for months under a temporary management, the

interim surveyors being allowed to carry on
private practice. In. the old days the vacancies

were filled up in a few weeks ; and the present

arrangement does not agree with the views

expressed by the Council to add to the dignity of

the office and secure able men gi\'ing their whole
time.—I am, &c., SruvEYOR.

Sir,—To-day (Sunday) the Genor.al Election

for the Commune of Maasa-Carr.ara is taking

place here. In the Piazza del Duomo, Hituated
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n the south side of the ancient cathedral

—

iiatcd to the honour of f>. L'eccardo, the 7th-

urj- Bishop of Carrara, whose mart\Tdom,
s years ajro last Sunday, we till celebrated

ii much ceremony—stands the colossal and
less marble statue, by ilichael Angelo. It

iiounts the towTi fount^iin, atd represents
tune tramplins upon a couple of dolphins.

|

iioneerin£r excitement knows no bounds, and '

to)sn of this pi-actically never-tinished, but '

rb figure, has been beplastered over bv an I

uense coloured poster, .addressed to the]
•'jri generaUv, and implorin*!: them, for love i

01 county, to pluiiip for ORESTE BOXATI (who-
ever he may be) ! If the world's greatest sculptor
could have foreseen this indignity, how he would
have swore !—I am. ire, ILiiu;v Hems.

j

Albergo tiarabaldi. Carrara, Italv. .lune '2:!.

3:uttrcommuuiratiou.

QVESTIOXS.
[11731.] -Buildings in Holland. —Will s»mo

reader frivc a list of books, for the beuetit of .1 student,
giving tiniwing^ .ind deseriptions of iJutch building:^ .'

—

£ltOK.

fllTSa.]-Testing Sewer Pipe.—Will one of your
•^"lors be go»>d enough t'_) tell me what would be the

oost on laWuJ 2'>:»ft . run of i*in. sewer-pipe if s;ime wei>?
i with water, iin-1 what is the priee allowed gcnenillv

; . u^ting pipes with water, and how is it arrived at .—

[11733.]—Boulogne.

—

A. young: architect proposes
spending a hohday in France, with headquarters at
Boiiloime. What building within cycling distance of
that place should he make a i>oint of seein?^ '—J. IT. S.

REPLIES.
.11730.; — Dilapidations.—I think th.at an "Old

Suoscriber" should pay a rejtsonable sum to cover fair
dilapidations under the" lease.—H. Lovegp.ove.

CHIPS.
The Loudon County Council fBy-Laws) Bill

passed through Committee on Friday, and was
reported to the House without amendment.

In consequence of certain necessary internal
operations connected with the erection of the central
tower of Truro Cathedral, various alterations in the
week-day services will be made during the nest
fortnight, ending Sattirday, July 13.

A two days' arbitration was held in the Windsor
Hotel, Glasgow, on Monday and Tuesday, between
the Glasgow Corporation and Alexander Faulde,
one of the claimants for compensation in connection
with the Fitzroy-place improvement of Sauehiehall-
street. The arbiters were Messrs. George Lammie,
for the claimant, and Mr. Frank Burnett, for the

;

coiporatiou ; and the oversman, Sheriff Boyd.

At the Brompton Cemetery, on Friday, Gen. Sir
Hemy Xorman, Governor of Chelsea Hospital, un-
veiled a monument erected in memory of the '2.6'25

in-pensionei-s who were buried in the cemetery
between January, 1855, and July, 1893. The monu-
ment is in the form of an obelisk, and is the work
of Messrs. J. Whitehead and Sous, Limited. It is

of grey Aberdeen granite, the base being composed
of Aberdeen and red Peterhead granite, which rests
upon a concrete foundation. Four flags crown the
obelisk, and attached to the die on either side is a
shield, while at the base of each angle are five
cannon-balls, all east from gunmetal supplied by the
War Office from old cannon used in the Crimea.

The British .and Foreign Sailors" Society have
signed the contract for the Passmore Edwards
Sailors' Palace. The builder took possession of the
site last Monday. The foimdation-stone is to be
laid by the Duke of Fife on July 11. The Lord
Mayor will at the same time lay a memorial-stone.

- The town council of South Shields have elected
Mr. J. H. Cawthom, now borough electrical
engineer at Swansea, as borough electrical engineer
in the room of Mr. J. A. Jachell, resigned. The
salary is i'350 a year, rising to £500.

The new church of St. John the Baptist, erected
at Great Meols, in the parish of Hoylake, was
opened on Monday, by the Archdeacon of Chester.
The new church at present provides seating for 2.50

worshippers.
The city council of Glasgow have raised the

salary of Mr. Foulis, their gas engineer, from
£1,250 to £1,400, and that of Mr. Alexander Wilson,
the manager of Dawshohn electric lighting station,
from £550 to £G50. It was pointed out that Mr.
Foulis had been with the corporation for over thirty
years, his salary when first appointed being £700.
The Glasgow Corporation are in the course of
erecting the largest gasworks in the kingdom, and
Mr. Foulis has prepared all the plans, .and saved
the corporation - the expense of a consulting
engineer.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
CoMi'EXSATiox Case feo.m BERMO.NDSf;Y.—The

case of " Bigsby v. the South-Eiistern Ejiilway

Company '' came on before the Under-Sheriff and
a special jury at Ked Lion-square recently. The
property taken consisted of cci-toin varnish works at

Bermondsey required for the widening of the
company's line. The profits were over l'7,000 a
year, and the stock on hand was of the value of

£•20,000. The total claim, including the freehold

premises, machinery, and plant, ire., amounted to

over i'70,000. The case lasted two days, and it was
ultimately arranged that tlie company should give

the claimant certain time for selling the stock and
reinstating himself elsewhere, and tliat he should
remove the machinery and plant, the jury returning

a verdict, by consent, for £33,500.

A Llandudno /Vr.iirrrATiox Case.—Tlie award
of the arbitrator in the case of " Knight v. Wall,"
has just been published. It was an action by Mr.
G. IS. Knight, decorator, Deganw}% agiiinst Captain
Wall, Coedma^vr, near Conway, for i'57l balance
of an account of 11,221 sent in by Mr. Knight to

Captain Wall for extensive decorations and other
work at Coedmawr. On receipt of the account,
Capt. Wall's solicitors wrote to Mr. Knight offering

him £200 in settlement of the i'57I, whereupon Mr.
Knight commenced proceedings for the recovery of

the latter amount. In the course of these proceed-
ings Captiiin Wall paid mto court £339 93. 9d. in

satisfaction of the whole claim, and the action pro-
ceeded as to the balance of £231 10s. 3d. Xotice of

trial was given for the last Carnarvon Assizes, but
eventually the action was, by an order of Court,
refen"ed to the sole arbitiation of Mr. Hem-y
Fredei'ick Dale, of the firm of Messrs. Edis and
Dale, of 1(>, Great Marlborough-street. London,
surveyors. Mr. Dale inspected the work on April 12,

and sat at the Lm's of Coml Hotel, in London, to

hear the .arbitration on April 23, 24, and 29.

Amongst the witnesses who givve evidence for the
plaintiff were Mr. Fairington, of Llandudno : Mr.
John Xorton, of Birmingham, and Mr. David
Owen, of Llandudno : and the defendant's witnesses

included representatives of Messrs. Waring and
Gdlow, of Manchester, and Messrs. Turner, Son,
and Walker, of Liverpool. The arbitrator has now
published his award, whereby he finds that there is

still due to the plaintiff from the defendant the sum
of £145 Itis. 2Sd., and this sum he awai-ds to the

plaintift' with the taxed costs of the action and of

the arbitrator.

. Water Rights on Buklet Moor:.—Mr. Thomas
Taylor Wain^vright, F.S.I. , of Liveri^ool, who sat

as umpire in the arbitration proceedings with re-

spect to the value of the water rights on Burley
Moor belonging to Mrs. Crofton. lady of the manor,
which rights the Burley-in-Wharfedale Urban
District Council had obtained ParUamentary powers
to acquire, has now issued his award. The valua-
tion put on the undertaking by Mrs. Crofton's

advisers was £10,602, and by the experts for the

m-ban district council prices ranging from £87-4 to

£885. The main question in dispute was as to

whether Mrs. Crofton had any right to sell the

surplus water from the reservoirs, the district

coxmcil arguing that, seeing they obtained powers
to appropriate the water, the only value remaining

was as agricultiu-al land. For this interest alone

the claimants' price was £8,325. The aw.ard is for

£i,651.

A Disputed Plasteeer's Account.—Reece v.

Roberts.—This case was tried at the Royal Courts

of Justice before Mr. Very, one of the Official

Referees, on the 17th and 18th inst. Mr. H. H.
Hudson, instructed by Messrs. McKenna and Co.,

was counsel for plaintiff, and Mr. Ernest Pollock,

the Hon. Malcolm Macnaghten, and the Hon.
Victor Russell, instructed by Mr. Lonsdale, were
counsel for defendant. The plaintiff, Mr. M. Reece,

plasterer and conb-actor, sued the defendants,

Messrs. L. H. and R. Roberts, of Rheidol-tenace,
Islington, to secure £70 10s. Sd. for balance of his

account for plastering work done at Haddon Hall
School Buildings, Bermondsey. It appeared that

the plaintiff gave an estimate for plasterers" work
to be done at that place, the defendants providing

the material, and which estimate set forth that the

plaintiff was to charge for floating and setting

walls, sotSts, and fireproof floor lOd. pr yard

super. ; for narrow widths imder 12in. wide, '1\<S,.

per foot run, and for the nanow widths over

l'2in. wide, 3d. per foot super. ; for spLayed angles,

2Jd. per foot run : and other prices for work
specified in the estimate. The plaintiff com-
pleted the work and rendered his account, charging

according to his estimate. The defendants con-

tended that plaintiff was only entitled to measure
up certain narrow widths between windows as

plain, straightforward work, and not as naiTow
widths, that quirks, plain angles and rounded
angles were part of the ordinary work, and
not chargeable as extras, although substituted for

splayed angles, and otherwise disputed the plaintiff's

measurements as being excessive. The difference

between the plaintiff's me.astirements and those of

the defendants amounted to about £39. The plaintiff

gave evidence in support of his case,and was sup-
ported by Mr. Thomas Thompson, of Cannon-street,
quantity surveyor, .and Mr. Lindley, of 90, Parlia-
ment-street, and Sleaford, Lincoln. Tlie defendants
gave evidence on their own behalf, and called as-

witnesses one of their foreman, Mr. (.ii.K>dchild, sur-
veyor, and Mr. Young. The defendants, alter thc-

action was commenced, admitted t'29 lis. 7d., and
paid the same to Mr. Reece, and Mr. Kecce con-
ceded one or two minor items, together amoiuiting
to some £2 cnid, so that the amount actually in
contest was about £37 10s. Counsel on both sides

addressed the Offici:il Referee at length, and the
Official Referee gave judgmeut in Mr. Reece'a
favour for £37 7s. 2d. beyond the sum paid by
defendants in the action, and oi-dered the defendants-

to play plaintiff's costs on the High Court scale.

The Repair of Bridges.—Attorney Geneilvl.
V. Berkshire County Cou.vcil.—This wa's au
action in wliich the Cookliim Rural District

Council, who were also plaintitis, sought to have it

declai-ed that tlie defendant council were liable to

repair Sell's Bridge and Crocktord Bridge, in the-

parish of Waltham St. La^vrcllce, in the comity of

Berks. Mr. Justice Buckley, in his judgment,
delivered on Saturday, said that under the Statute

of Bridges, passed in the reign of Henry \"III., the
county was /irimd fiicic bound to repair bridges.

An Act passed in 1803 provided that bridges there-

after built were not to be repaired at the expense ot

the county unless constructed to the satisfaction of
the county surveyor. Xo evidence of the approval
of the county surveyor was forthcoming, but the
plaintiffs said both bridges has teen built before

1S03. They had evidently been built about the

same time, and on one of them there was a table

bearing a date in the Eighteenth Century. Both
bridge also appeared in a plan dated in 1815, and it

seemed plain that both of them were built before

1803. The onus, tliei-efore, lay on the defendants
to prove that repairs had been e.xecuted by im-
memorial custom by someone else. There was no
evidence that the county had ever repaired eitlier

bridge, and there was evidence that the parish had
in and since 18t)9 occasionally spent small sums ill

repairs of the bridges- But that w.as not enough to

show an immemorial custom : and there must be a
declaration that the defendant council were liable

to repair the bridges, and they must pay the cost*

of the action.

House Drainage Appeal. — Matthews v.

Steachax.—Judgment in this appeal case, stated by
justices, has been given by Mr. Justice Ridley and
Mr. .Justice Bigham. An information was laid by
the respondent Strachan, clerk to the Harrow Urtan
District Council, against the ajipellant for erecting

ahouseinLyon-road, Harrow, without constructing

such covered drains thereto as on the report of the-

council's sui've3'or appeared to the council necessary

for the effectual drainage of such house, contrary to-

section 25 of the Public Health Act, 1875. Two
sewers have been laid by the councd in Lyon-road
Xorth, within 100ft. of the site of the house, on&
for the reception and conveyance of surface water
only, the other for the reception and conveyance of

sewage only. Before erecting the house the
appellant deposited plans of it m accordance with
by-laws made um'er section 157 of the Publio
Health Act, 1875. The council's sm-veyor made a
report to the council that the requirements for the

effectual drainage of the house were :—(a) One
main drain of not less than 4in. internal diameter,

for couvering sewage only, to be . . . connected t»
the councd's sewage sewer ; (/') one main drain of

not less than 4in. internal diameter, for conveying
surface water only, to be . . . connected to the
council's surface - water sewer. The council,

.after considerable discussion, passed a reso-

lution approving the appellant's plans subject-

to the requirements contained in the above report-

as to the drainage of the house being carried

out- Upon the following day the respondent ^vrote

tothe .apiKllant inclosing a copy of the siu-veyor's

report and calling upon the appellant to lay the
drains in accordance with that teport. The de-

fendant did not lay two drains as required by the
notice and report, but one only in the manner
sho^vn in his deposited plans. The council's

surveyor was called its a witness before the
justices. He admitted that the drain laid by the

appellant would have been perfectly effectual if

there had been only one sewer in Lyon-road, and
that his reason for reporting that separate drains-

ought to be laid, one for sewage only and one for

surface water, was that it was desirable, w^ith a,

view of facilitiitiug the ultimate disposal of sewage
by the council, that sewage only should be dis-

charged into the sewage sewer and surface water
only into the surface-water sewer, and that there

were separate sewers for sewage and for surface

water in Lyon-road. The justices held that they

had no power to question the reasonableness of the
requirements for the effectiuil drainage of the house,

and convicted the appellant. Mr. A. F. Jenkin, for

the appellant, submitted that the local authority-

only ha<l to consider what was necessary for the

effectual drainage of the house. If they went
beyond that anil considered what was suitable
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for the inhiiliitaiits at large, tliey must make
by-laws under sectiou 157 for the disposal of

sewage. In sectiou 25 of the Act such drain as is

"necessary for the effectual drainaj;e of such
house '' meant such a drain ;is was necessary to

take the refuse of the house, not one suitable for

the inhabitants at large. The section did not extend
to different drains for different puqjoses. Mr. S. G.
X,iishington, for the re.spondent, submitted that
what was necessary or not was expressly placed
vithin the discretion of the local authority, and if it

had been properly exercised, without misconduct or
negligence, it could not be interfered with. Here
they had the surveyor's report in the very words of

the section. The princi])le was stited in "Smith v.

(.'horlc}- Kural Council." The local authority
ought to take into consideration tlio fact that there
wt're two existing sewere, aa that affected the ques-
tion as to what was necessary for the effectual

drainage of the house. The Court held that the
justices were wrong. Section 25 of the Act
empowered the local authority to take into con-
sidenition certain matters, and only certain matters,
for the purpose of satisfying themselves whether the
drain proposed was effe('tual for dr.iining the house—viz., tlie size, material, level, and fall. If matters
beyond the renuirements of the section were asked
for, it was in effect .asking the owner of the house
to subscrilte to a genenil system of drainage. That
was not the intention of the Act. The decision of
the justices must be revei-sed. Appeal allowed.

Ekveesibi.e Casement Wixdows.—The plaintiff's

were (Seorge E. Clare, architect, E. Wareham,
watchmaker, and S. Upshall, agent, all of Chelms-
ford, and the defendants the Crittall Manufacturing
Company, Limited, of Braiutree, Essex. The action
was for the recovery of foO due, and damages for
breach of contract under an agreement made with :

the defendant company in October, LS98. Mr. J. F.
Hawlinson, K.C, and Mr. C. E. .Jones, instructed
by Mr. A. G. Maskell, solicitor, of Chelmsford, in
opening the case for the plaintiffs, said they were
the inventors of a patent reveraible casement hinge,
which device w;is developed in October, 1898. It
consists of a stiff' vertical bar, with horizontal arm
at top and bottom integrally joined together, so as
to become one strong, rigid C-shaped appliance,
which is hinged at the side to the frame, and
at the end of the arms to the centre of the top
and bottom rail of the casement, in order that the
casement can l)e opened in the usual way on the side
hinges for ventilation, and by releasing a catch,
-eversed on horizontal arm hinges. The object of
this device was to enable outward-opening case-
ments, and those on either side, to be cleaned from
the inside, and thus avoid the window-cleaning
accidents that were 35 frequently occurring. A
model of the invention—produced in Court—was
tiiken to the Crittall Manufacturing Company on
O(;tober 1.3, 1898, and the manager was much taken
up with the idea. After some negotiations, a pro-
visional agreement was drawn up, by which the
defendants obtained the sole right to manufacture
under certain royalties, and the phiintiffs received
£50 down, the defendants agreeing to pay another
f50 when the final specification was produced, with
an expert's opinion as to validity, llijon searchinc
the patent records the plaintiffs found that other de-
vices had previously Ijeen patented, one by Rump, a
German, and another by Osterberg, an Austrian.
Tne latter failed to complete his English patent,
and it therefore lieoame public property in this
country. Although these two inventions, which
are virtually the same, are somewhat similar in
appearance to the plaintiffs' device, they both lack
the important and vital element of the plaintiffs'—
VIZ., the strong vertical bar connecting the two
Arms, making the three one homogeneous whole
that renders it of practical utihty and a success
commercially

; whereas the lack of this in the other
two rendere 1 tliem both quite useless for any prac-
tK^al purposes. In .January, 1809, the defendants
••nggested that the matter should come to an end
in July, 1899, jdaintiffs obtaine 1 the final specifi-
cation, and proiluced Mr. Rousfield's, K.C, report
dating that m his opinion Clare's i)atent w:is not an
infringement of .any other patent. In June, 1899,

>;iie defendants advertise! the casement widely
and caUed it the "Crittall Safety Casement,"
and up to the present time had been manu-
(actunng to Clare's specification, some marked
"Rump's Patent," and some not marked at
all. Counsel produced various models of the dif-
lereiit inventions, and called Wareham, who ex-
plained the models and demonstrated the difference
lictween plaintiffs' device, and those of Rump and
Osterberg. Evidence was also given by Mr. George
iiirker, patent agent and consulting encineer Bir-
mingham, and Mr. Dunn, A.R.I.B.A,, architect, of
Birmingham, wlio both confirmed Mr. Wareham's

Vi't""",,
,?' •';.*• ^'"»'- ig«"t for the " Mack

II 'i ? ^"'"'" ^ ictoria-street, I,ondon, was then
iNilled to prove that he, with Mr. C. A. Line, ofBmningham, had seen the Crittall Manufacturinn-
< o. s Stand at the Building Trades' Exhibition thil
} ear, and their representative had told them that
tne.y had tncl to make the cas5m3nt5 satisfactorily
witlijut the vei-tical connecting bar, but that they

had found the vertical bar was absolutely indis-

' pensable : this fact was further borne witness to

when Mr. Crittall stated that the only casement
he had made without it was one in his

own shop. Mr. Johnson, builder, of Chelms-
I ford, then gave evidence of having seen many of

! the casements made and fitted up by the defendant

I

company in buildings in London, all, in his opinion,
I without a doubt according to jtlaintift's' specifica-

tion. He further alleged that he should be pleased

I

to use the phxintitt's' patent casement wherever
I
possible : but Rump's he would certainly not use

i unless he was compelled to. Messrs. Clare and
Upshall subsequently gave evidence in support of

the previous witnesses. Mr. Witte, K.C, for the
defendaiits, submitted there was no case for plain-

tiff's, and that the validity of plaintiff's' patent was
not proved. Mr. P. H. Crittall, managing director

for the defendant comjiauy, said he went to Ham-
burg in May, 1899, and entered into an agreement
with Rump to acquii'e the sole rijht to manufacture
his p.atent, and since then he had done so ; but he
admitted that casements had been fitted that were
not marked " Rump's patent,'' which he regretted.

Mr. Brunton, manager for Messrs. Crompton and
Co., Chelmsford, witness for the defendants, stated
that superficially the casement from the defendant
company was like plaintiff's' patent ; but in principle

it was Runi])'s. The jury at once decided that
plaintiffs' patent was a valid one, and that de-
fendants had been working under plaintiffs' patent.
The judge gave judgment for the plaintiff's for £50,
with costs, and ordered an account to he furnished
to plaintiffs. Stay of execution for ten days was
granted.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

KiNasBURY, Middlesex.—Mr. H. Percy Boulnois,
M.I.C.E., inspector of the Local Government Board,
held an infjuiry at the ui'ban district council's offices

on the 19tli inst. into the application of the council
to borrow £ 10,500 for works of sewerage and sewage
disposal. Mr. S. Slater Grimley, C.E., the con-
sulting engineer to the council, explained the
various details of the scheme and the mode of treat-

ment to be adopted at the outfall works. At the
close of the inquiry the inspector viewed the pro-
posed outfall works and the works of the proposed
sewers, and promised to report at an early date.

MoN-MOUTH Western Valleys Drainage.—
Messrs. Beesley, .Son, and Nichols, of Westminster,
engineers, have just reported to the joint committee
dealing with the drainage question of the Mon-
mouthshire Western Valleys, a district with a
population of over 100,000. The report advocates
a huge trunk sewer scheme, the sewer to be caixied

out into the Bristol Channel near Peterstone,
dLscharging by g.avitation. The estimated cost is

£170,000.

Staines: The New Reservoirs.—The New
River, West Middlesex, and Grand Junction Com-
panies agreed three years since to jointly construct
large reservoirs .at Staines. Operations were com-
menced about the middle of 1898, and the extensive
works, under tlie supervision of Messrs. Walter
Hunter and Reginald E. Middletou, by whom they
were designed, are rapidly nearing completion.
The intake from the Thames has been constructed
on the Middlesex bank of the river, about IJOOyds.

above Bell Weir ; here also are sluices, screens
being used to prevent floating matter from entering
the conduit. From this point the water will be
taken by means of an open conduit to the pumping
station at Staines, whence it will either be conveyed
direct to the works of the Companies at Hampton,
where filtration takes place, or else Ije pumped into

the two new reservoirs. These reservoirs will have
a holding capacity of .3,.300 milUon gallons. The
circumference is 4.j nides, and they are l^ mile long
by |-mile at their nothern end, and nearly a mile
wide at their southern end. The embankments
vary from 21ft. to 35ft. in height, and are formed of
the excavated material with a thick bank of puddled
clay in the centre. Inside, the slopes ,are being
thickly lined with concrete to a depth of 15ft. The
new works cover an area of 700 acres, of which the
reservoirs occupy 425 acres. At Bell Weir the
sluices and the machinery for working them are
practically finished, and so is the conduit along
which the water flows by gravitation from the
intake to the pumping station at the reservoirs. At
the latter the boiler-house and the engine-house are
complete, though the boilers are not yet in place
and the pumping engines are only in course of
erection. Most of the piping between the pumps
and the reservoirs is also laid, and the aqueduct
from Staines to Hampton has been formed. The
two resen'oii-s are both finished as regards their em-
bankments. The more northenily of tlie two is

i-apiiUy nearing completion, for little else remains to
be done beyond putting in the concrete facing, and
of which about three-quarters are already in place.
It is hoped that this reservoir will be ready for use
in the course of the present year. The other, or
southern, resen'oii- is in a less advanced condition,
the concrete facings not having yet been begun, but

it will probably be finished next year. Each of the
Companies is responsible for one-third of the total
cost of the works, which it is estimated will be over
£1,000,000, and each has a right to one-third of the .,

additional supply, amounting to 35 million gallons tl
dailj^ or to 45 million gallons under emergency, by
consent of the Local Government Board. The '

general contract for the execution of the works is in
the hands of Messrs. John Aird and Sons.

Stockport Water Scheme.—The Committee o^
the House of Lords presided over by Lord Pirbright
have given their decision on the Bill by which
the corporation of Stockport seek power to go to the
Haj'field district to obtain an additional supply of
water, at an estimated cost of about £800,000. Mr.
James Mansergh, of Westminster, is the engineer of
the scheme, 'fhe committee found the preamble
proved. They refused the clause asked for by the
Heaton Norris Urban District Council, by which at
any time within the ue.xt few years the council
would be allowed to exereise the option given under
the existing Act of purchasing the portion of the
water undertaking witliiu their district, the price
not to be enhanced in respect of the cost of any pait
of the new works that may then have been caiTied
out. All the inhabitants of Little Hayfield were to
retain their present supply of water free, and with
regard to Ha^Held itself a quantitj' up to 100,000
gallons a day is to be supplied at cost price. It was
stated that terms had been arranged with the Calico
Printers' Association, the owners of several works in

the district, who are to be treated as favoured con-
sumers, receiving any necessary supply at the rate
of a penny per thousand gallons in addition to the
usual free allowance by way of compensation.

CHIPS.
A stone fountain erected at Bellingham in honour

of the yeomanry and volunteers of North Tyne who
fought in the Boer War, 1900-1, was unveiled last

(Thursday) evening. A conspicuous feature in the
structure is a representation of a man in khaki,
standing at ease in light fighting order under a
canopy supported on four gi'anite pillars. The
sculptor is Mr. John Milburn, of Hexham.

On Wednesday week special services were held at

St. Stephen's, Shottermill, in thanksgiving for

memorial gifts recently presented to that church.
The carved-oak pulpit is in memory of the late

Queen Victoria. On the front panels there are
designs of the Imperial crown and the crown of

thorns, the Cross of Christ and the orb and sceptre.

The reredos, new choir-stalls, altar-rails, oak
panelling, and colouring of the chancel are the
gifts of the Rev. J. Wallace. The whole of the
work was can'ied out by the Guild of Handicraft,
and was designed by Mr. C R. Ashbee. In the

centre panel of the reredos is the figure of our Lord
on the Cross, with St. Marj' and St. John on either

side. On each of the wings is a devotional figure

of an angel. The new east window is also a special

gift.

The new hospital buildings erected at Morden
Hill, Lewisham, for the Nursing Sisters of St. John
the Divine, from the designs of Messrs. Batnes-
Williams, Ford, and Griffin, by H. L. Holloway,
the foundation-stone of which was laid by H.R.H.

'

the Duchess of Albany in June, IS99, were formally

opened on Monday last by the Hon. Mrs. Talbot.

At the Co-operative Stores, Churwell, Leeds,

on Saturday, new drapery and boot departments
were fonnally opened. Mr. B. H. Wood Is tlie

architect.

The new Palace Theatre, in Belgrave-gate,

Lei<',ester, was opened last week. It has been built

from plans by Mr. Frank Matcham, of London.

At Monday's meeting of the Heckmondwike
District Couiicd, Mr. Geo. Carter, of St. Helens,

was elected resident electrical engineer, at a salary

of £156 per year, to devote the whole of his time to

the duties.

The opening of a new AVelsh Baptish Chapel at

Ponkey, Euabon, took place on Monday. The
edifice, which has been buUt at a cost of £2,500,

affords seating accommodation for upwards of 700

persons. The architect was Mr. Owens, Liverpool,

and the contractoi-s were Messra Jones and Evans,

Oswestry.

There left the Tyne on Friday a self-docking

pontoon dock, the largest of the kind afioat, built

to the order of the Spanish Government by Messrs.

R. Stephenson and Co., of Hebbum. This huge
structure has been built in six sections, and Ls

capable of lifting a slup of the weight of 1 3,000 tons.

It was taken down the river to sea in charge of

seven tugs. Its destination is Port Mahon, in the

island of Minorca, and three tugs are now towing it

to that port.

The foundation-stone was laid of the new schools

for BaiTow School Board at Vickerstown, Walney
Island, on Saturday. The site is near North Scale,

and the building will cost £10,000, and provide

accommodation for GOO chUJreii.
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Stamford. JJurgliley was probably eommenced

about l-)7'), the earliest date recorded on the

building being 1577 on the vaulted ceiling

of the western vestibule. In the clerk of

work's yaril are interesting remains of (toIIiIc

traeerieii windows, pointing to the fact that

religious house was established here pre-

treatment, instead of being simply sen-nted . The
flowers are conventional. Sheet 0.—.\ variation

upon the IJomnn Corinthian Capital. The object

was to endeavour to simplify and reduce the i)arts

of the capital as ordinarily carried out, and which

ious to the existing structure. It is on reiord
|

jj,,j. ^,p^,„ i„varialjly adheii d to in England since

the time of Sir William Chambci-s. The leaves

are of the same number, but instead of each lobe

being cut into four or live divisions, thoy are

reduced to three ; and the upper diagonal leaves

rise to sujiport the scroll above, instead of the

usual double-branched foliage supporting the

angle and central scrolls, which are omitted

^^ _ , ,
altogether. The arrangement of the scrolls are

sS4'date"on the spire 158.5. This contains a small
| yp^.^,.5,^j_j,i „ot project in the centre, and are

that the "Monastery of I'.urghe" was founded

Sb-llhere in lloti, by William Waterville, Abbot of

862
I

IVterborough. The most interesting and ancient

^', portion of the present building is that on the

^ eastern side, containing the lolly vaulted kitchens,

SIB sculleries, clock-tower, banqueting hall, and stone

861 vaulted staircase. The clock-tower is the best-

ir: designed part of the whole house, and bears the

ILLUSTRATIONS.
AMBKRWELL ISKIRMAKV.— BCRGIILKV HOCSE, NEAlt STAM-

FORD.—SCASDIXAVIAX SAlLORs' HOME, LOSDOK.—UOUSE

AT SEVESOAKS.—LIBRARY

STAFFOKU.—ART FOLIAOK.

S85
j
room, used bv the artist Vcrrio when pamting

|
accompanied by sharp tireck foliage. The centre

^ I the ceilings of'this residence. The mouldings are
fiy^.g,. jg -i n.,t,\,.j,i one. The bell of the capital

^ I

in good preservation, being Avorked in iSarnack
! j^ „yj adhered to : but the ground is sunk as

886
]

stone, from the famous quarries about two 1 „^u(.h a^ possible, to give good and >iifliii.ut

8S9
[

mihsotf. Thebanqueting-hall is a lofty and well-
j
shadow to the scrolls and l.-aves.

! proportioned room, oak-i)anellcd. and lighted by
|

j
high square stone-mul'ionedbay -vijidows.theroof

,

bc'nga good example of the Elizabethan hanuucr-

I

beam kind, with remains of good stained glass in

I the south window. The stone vaulted staircase

coc.\-TY cocsciL OFFICES,
] ^j^pg acccss to the slate-rooms on tiic first tloor,

'

and the servants" rooms on the secord floor, the— ',

top flight leading out on to the roof. The roofs

are flat and lead-covered, the older portion bein"-

rt^ tt V r» n tt C 1 1« "tf t ft>r C high-pitched and covered with CoUyweston slate can-ied out for tlie

Vi7 U I J;H II 5 I I tl 11 U H 3. The chimneys arc hollow Doric columns in groups i

same contractors, an

CHIPS.

Works of water-supi)ly extension ate lieiug car-

ried out at Torriugtou, Devon, for the town council.

Mr. Baldwin Latham is the eiigineer-in-ehicf, Mr.

(Jreen the resident engineer, and Messrs. Dart and

Pollard are the contractors. At Xortham, in the

same county, works of water-supply are als^ being

tlie urban district council, by the

iiid likewise under Mr. Baldwin

J -.1 41 ,„»,v:i..t„v„ Latham Mr. W. H. Thornton l)cing the resident
of twos and threes, crowned with the entablature -ijailiaiiii lu-i. .. . ^j.. c _

CAMBEaWELL IMIK.M.UtV.
. c , ,;„„i ;„, euaineer, theoutlayiu this case being about t:;i,700.

of the same order. A curious feature noticed m eu„i e
,

, . , , . , i
•

, <t
measuring this building is that the joints of the A new organ has just been mtroduced m o M.

masom-y, including chimneys, are tightly packed
,

.Tohi^s Episcopal Church, Jrmces-stieet,^ Ldni-

with oyster shells, great difliculty being met with
j

burgh, at a cost of tl.SOll

in separating them when lately replacing the

perished stone. Many of the miniature castell

features ornamenting the parapet balustrades are

used as chimneys. The cupola-shaped termina

tions to the towers are in stone, and identical in

The builders are Willis

and" Son, and the instrument is of the following

,„,,„, ,1 ,
dimensions :—Great organ, lU stops: choir organ,

.teuatui g ^^^p^ . ^^^^j ^j.g.^jj^ jQ gj^p3 .

j,,,,^ pgd^i o,.g^u_

5 stops.

Attention is drawn to a prop.isal by tlie corporation

, , . J i, • c I of the City of Yorli to remove the quaint gateway at

shape to the tops of the towers ot the_ ruins ot
!

°} ^<i? ^'^i "'. ^'.'
.

i
.

.

"

AVothorpe House, on the

belonging to the Cecil family

t e v;fo„,f„,.,i 1
the CoUege-street entrance to the minster pre=mct3.

we-st ot Stamtoid, i

^^^ ^^.^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ., ^^^^^, improvemeiit, and to

convert the minster yard into a thoroughfare forbut the latter were

constructed of wood, lead-covered, and secured
^^.^^.^ j^..^,^, ^^ jj^g railway station. It is contended

by rolls at the angles of the octagon. The inner
J
^^^.^^ jf ,|,e proposal be carried out, it will not only

court wa* ori-nnitlly larger by the width of the ilisturb the peace and quiet which have so long

We to-day give a view of the new buildings for
,j^j,g(,ni-.^.

which the contract was recently let by the

'

guardians of St. tiiles', Cambcrwell. The in-

tirirtaiy. when complete, will contain SOI) beds, of
,

„„,.ig)£pj[ ^tone
which"712 are for adults and SS for children, the

i {„.,,„,,,,;, ,,,

latter being accommodated in Block S (see plan).

The building has external entrances for boys and
girli, w-ith playgrounds attached. It will be seen

that the Infirmary consists of twenty buildings.
'

•f which four blocks already exist. The main
fi-ontage is to Brunswick-square, which is a small,

park-Uke inclosure of trees, and the site is

bounded on practically all sides by roads. The
administrative block cantains the offices and i

committee-room, the residence, at the north end,
,

of the medical superintendent, and at the south
| ^^^^, ^_^^^^^ ^j j^ig pg^io^^

end that of the matron and sistei-s. Ihe nurses
(^e {q another. The wrought-iron gates on the eiUhce.

and servants" home is in the centre quadrangle.
1

,,„, ^ „:„'^ and have an appear- .
The town -_ -- - .

, ,• ,

The pa,-iUons next Brunswick-square are three
| ^^^f^^^^^J^l^f.J Xo"Sith"y lack a sense of

,

meeting,, passed plans for t^iep^po^d new cl^otn^^

stories in height, except near the adn_unistratn;e
|

--
f^n'^J.^etion from^he abLnce of sufficient

! -^^^^^^^ aW^to'ei^ron'lanZ t'he"
Mock, where they are four stories. The blocks =

.^^^ ^^^^^_ jj^^^, ^ Tijou, they are the .same
^^^t land acquired comprises about 52 acres, and the

to the east a,-e all of fo^"" stones. Each floor
^

^^j^^;^j^^,,^^l^.„g l,e^,.Oy gilded. -As a specimen !

^,';^j^»;;^f^J'j;,,. ,,^g gJ<,rtio„ „{ electric testing and
contains twenty-four to thirtj' beds, •mth a day-

^ ^j handicraft in wrought iron, one must admit
{J^ekin" shops, boiler-house, smithy, raachine-shop.s

room, and has a balcony the t\iU length ot the
i

^^ ^^.^ ^^^^ j^^ ^ treasure house of every : u.oufoundry, sawmills, carpenters" shops, wood
main ward. The sanitary towers are placed m a .

^^^j,.^;^^ ^j .^^pj.]^^ .^j art, BurgMev ranks store, brassfoundry, and offices. The works will

central position for convenience. There are two
^^^^j^„ ^j^g gi-st in the kingdom. There are no cover an area of about 18,000 square yards, and the

staircases : one for general use, the other for I

jgj.j.jjj.°d gardens round the mansion. They woidd
emergencies and for patients' access to the roof,

^^ ^ ^^.^^^ acquisition, forming as they do such
i

which in three pavilions is flat. A special feature
\ appropriate settings to other lordly residences of

of these three pa-s-ilions is that the upper floors
\

^^f
interestin" period still remaining, and a

corridor ~'on t^cli s'ide, fhe latter being built to
i characterised the surroundings ot the venerable

o-ive better access to the rooms. As in the case of
i

cathedral, but that the frequent p.-us3age of heryy

many houses of\his period, the rooms lead from tr .ffic near the walls threaten, the stability ot the

council of St.afford, at their last

firm expect to be in a position to commence puttmg

1
in the foundations in a few weeks' time.

The second portion ot the Church House at West-

,„^^_, ^. minster, the new west block, is rapidly approaching

.are specially prepared for consumptiye patients,
j f'''° .,'i",',Vrdcn would I'reatlv add to the beauty of completion, and will be huished and ready for

the wards being so designed that practically three iV'i ,
,:"' H F Tuvvlen, A.K.I.B..\. ' occupation at the end of July. The principal room

sides can be entirely open to the ail-. Thisfeature, '^";';!"'^"
,.pm,.mhpr seein"- i nlan of in this new block is the Hoare memorial, which wUl

_.-.i. i... a.,4 _„.!„ „ii„„.. „i »i.„ „,i. ,„*;„„ „f +(,„ fWc do not remember seeing a ptan oi
, <.. „ _,.„x„„,,n,.i 1 for the Howith the flat roofs allo-ws of the adoption of the

,

^ [^^e '!%"«'
/'f^.X^^.^, t;"fg ^^^^t ^ be the permanent hall for the House of Laymen. It

o-,en air treatment for the noor at their very doors BurgUcy House published betort, ana it is
.jj ^ capable of seating 400 and oOJ people.

\ warf 7r nrovird fofel^^^^^^ t^^tmenr ' interesting to note the odd raking treatinent ^^^jf
^^i^„ ^ o,..d„l .^proved accommo-

A ward is provided loi <
Jectncal treatment

, ^ ^ , j^ builders of the mansion in bring- ^^ j^^ jj^e Ubrary, and -J > other rooms to be
The operating-room is m Block 1- , which .a so

;

-^aop ^^ ^^^.j^ ^^ t^^ ^^,^^ front f^ed as offices for church societies. The tot^jl cos

contains infirmary, laboratory 4:c .
The geneial

,

^"o
^^^^^ lower level, asshown „£ the work will be €22,200, and ofthissum tU.^iOO

kitchen, which IS bOft. by 30ft., has attached to
,

ao^T^,;;^"
^^^^.,^^=^ ^.^^^j.,,, .i,..,,,.;,,^, herewith has been paid or promised.

it dining-rooms for all the servants, larders, &c.

The steward's stores are contiguous, opening to a

yard, and over the stores are the menservants'

<iuarters. There are separate laundries for

patients and staff, with bathhouse, engine-

rrjoms, i:c. ( Ither buildings comprise disin-

fector hou-se. ambulance stables, mortuary, i^c.

The buildings wiU be lighted by electricity, and

ihe lifts will be similarly worked. Heating will

by Mr. Traylen's careful

illustrated.]

SCIXMNAVIAV SAILOKS' HOME.

Tms illustration is of an annexe to the Scandi-

navian" Sailors" Temperance Home, to be erected

in the West India Dock -road. Messrs. Niven

and Wigglesworth are the architects.

' llOiyZIlIE," SEVEXOAKS

The new market for Lynton has now Iwen com-

pleted and hande:Kover to the urban . ustnct

councU by the contractors. The building, which is

of local stone, with Bath stone diessmgs, consists ot

a market hall, shop. Lavatories and w-aituig-room

Contiguous to the market hall is a depot for the

urban district councd. The whole of tlie biuldmg

is let by incandescent electric lamps. Messrs.

Woolway and Sons, of Binistaple, w-ere the^on-

tractors, and the plans were prepared by Mr. \\. U.

Chowins, surveyor to the councd. the cost l)e:ng

about £750.

The contractors for the new naval barracks at

Portsmouth last week took over the mihtary station

hospital, which is the site of the officers quarters

,,.,. . A temporary station hospital has been built on the

This forms the principal room in an addition to
^^^^^ ^^jg^ ^^j this was formally taken over bj tne

the County Council offices erected some five or six miUtary authorities on Saturday. The officers ana

years a-o" The whole of the woodwork is being ^en's quartets, which are to .accommodate 4,000

This famous mansion is the seat of the Marqtiis of carried°out in walnut, and the modelling in the normally, »";!
^""^^'^I^te i^^ the

Exeter. ThebuUding stands in an extensiv?park, : ceiUng is executed by Mr. Schenck^ The archi- pressure, are to be complete I m two >ea

be by hot water. Subways are provided for all

'

^^^^^ ^^^ ^ y,gg„ greeted from designs by
mains. All buildings are of flre-resisting material

jjgj,gj.g_ ^"iven and "Wigglesworth. The accom-

nanvin"- plan s'aows the accommodation. iMr.throughout. The estimated cost complete is

about £174,000. The contractors are Jlessrs.

Holliday anel Greenwood, of Brixton. The archi-

tect is Mr. Edwin T. HaU, F.R.I.B.A., of

-54, Bedford-square, W.C.

ll.I.B.A. PEIZE MED.iL DRAWINGS : llVl'.liHLEV

HOrSE, ST.\MFOnn, xorthamptoxshiue.

panymg pi;

Evans, of Bromley was the buildei

.

tAllY COVXTY COrXCIL OFFICES, STAFFOllD.

about twenty minutes' walk from Stamford, and ' tect is Mr. Henry T. Hare, t ,K.1.I5.A. present.
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AET FOLIAGE (New Series).—Plate Y.—A STONE PANEL.—By J. K. Colling.
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ART FOLIAGE (Xew Seeies).—Pl.vte YL—A VAELVTION UPON THE ROM,\N CORINTHIAN CAPITAL.

By J. K. CoLLixG.
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(Dur OfRrt ^ablt.

Till, new drainage by-laws made by the I.ondon
t'ounty Council, apiinst the ijimissive character
(if ni:\nv of the clauses whereto strenuous but

inetUutial opposition was raised by certain

arcliiiects, sanitarians, ami medical men, have
now been finally approved by the Local Govern-
ment Board, fome paraifraphs of the old by-
laws have been repealed, and many new ones
introduced. In accordance with the silutary and
now well-estiiblishcd custom of the Council, this

document has been placed on sale, and can be
obtained for id. of any bookseller.

The AVolverhampton Chamber of Commerce,
having made inquiry as to the non-anival this

year of the uyual invitation for tender for the

supply of locks, A:c.. to the Admiralty, have re-

ceived an oflicial reply to the effect that the
samples of locks usually supplied are undergoing
altciiitions, and that this fact explains the delay.

Seeing that the locks in question are of the most
antiquated type, and needlessly costly to repro-

duce, manufacturers in Wolverhampton and AVil-
|

lenhall will be anxious to see what the " altera-

tions " are, and how far the locks in question are

brought something like "up to date" in style

ind adaptation to their use. The Staffordshire
lockmakers have, says the llirmiiir//iam I'oxl. had
from time to time some rather curious experiences
with the great spending departments of the State.

Some fifteen years ago it transpired that the War
Olhce were obtaining their lock supplies from a
London factor who procured them from .\meriean
firms. A remonstrance was made, and as a result

of an oflicial inquiry the orders for locks found
their way into the hands of British makers. The
Admiralty authorities show much more b\isiness-

like capacity in the piirchase of stores than the
War Office. The former send down samples and
specifications of their requirements to the various
centres of production, thus atfording to the local

manufactui-ers every facility in the ni.itter of

tendering. The AVar ( Itfice, on the other hand,
retain their samples at Woolwich, where raanu
facturci-s proposing to tender for supplies are
invited to inspect them. The result is that the
London factor or "middleman" secures a large
proix)rtion of the .small coulracts, and the depart-
ments p:iy his profit in addition to that of the
producer. An offer made some time .since of the
Wolverhampton Chamber of Commerce to pro-
vide a room for War Office samples of local
products at a nominal rental was rejected by the
department.

A co-MMiTTEF. has been appointed by the Institu-
tion of Civil Engineers, with the s'upijort of the
Institutions of Mechanical Engineers and Naval
Architi;c,ts and of the Iron and Steel Institute,' to
consider the advisability of standardising the
various kinds of iron and steel sections, and, if

found advisable, then to consider and report as to
the steps which should be taken to carry such
standardisation into practice. The committee is

composed as follows : — Jlr. James Slansergh
(President of the Institute of Civil Engineers),
Sir Benjamin Baker, Sir John Wolfe Barry, Sir
Frederick Bramwell, Sir Dougla,s Fox, BIr. (i.

Ainsworth, Jlr. William Dean, Jlr. A. Denny,
Mr. J. AUen JIcDonald, ?Ir. E. A\-indsor
liichards, Mr. James Rilev, Professor AV. C.
Unwin, and Dr. J. II. T. Tiulsburv (hon.
secretary}. Mr. Leslie S. Robertson," of 28,
Victoria - street, S.W., has been appointed
secretary to this committee, which has already
commenced its work bv taking evidence tendered
by engineers, manufacturers, and contractors
bearing upon the subject of the inquiry.

Ax arrangement has been made by Mr. C.
Purdon Clarke, C.I.E., of the South Ivcnsington
Ma.seiini, with Sir Benjamin Stone, M.l'., for an
exhibition of a selection of liis historical photo-
grajih.s, which are now being put in order for
convenient display at the Victoria and Albert
Museum. It is hoped that the exhibition of these
pictures will encourage not only the further de-
velopment ef the central collection at the British
Mu.scum, but also the forming of similar col-
lections in provincial centres. Among the tvpic^al
pictures to be shown are several relating to the
ceremony of reading the JIanx hiws on the Tyn-
wald Hill, in the Isle of Man ; whilst others'are
assori.ated with AVindsor Castle—.such as views of
the hi.slorie rooms in the interior, picturesque
views of the outside, rare objects of art, and
matters personal to the Royal I'amilv. The HousciS
of Parliament are represented by views of the

House of Commons and the lIcMisf nf 1, irds, as

well .as scenes upon the Terrace ; added to which
the personal element is introduced and a large

number of members a pear in th' collection.

AVestminster Abbey is also depicted by familiar

scenes of Henry VII. 's Chapel, the Jerusalem
Chamber, Abbot's Yard, and the Pyx Chapel,
side by side with the more unfamiliar subjects of

the wax effigies (stiU preserved in the Abbey). A
large selection has also been made of views of the

Tower of London

.

Thk Newcastle-on-Tyne ( 'ity ( 'oiinril discussed

at great length, at their last meeting, a report of a

.special committee with regard to the city engi-

neer's department. The report was eventually

adopted, and Jlr. William G. Laws, M.Inst.C.E.,
who is now 65 year's of age and has served the
corporation for over twentj- years, will retire from
his post as from December 31st, but will receive

a retaining fee of £500 a year as consulting engi-
neer, so that the city will yet benefit from the
results of his long experience. The committee
were also authorised to advertise for a city engi-
neer whose age is not to exceed forty years, at a
commencing salary of £1,000 per annum.

A DEPiT.iTiox from the Council of the Royal
Institute of the .\rchitects of Ireland, headed by
the President, Sir Thomas Drew, has waited on the
Local Government Board of Ireland to make
representations against the system under which
unqualified men ai'e frequently employed asarchi-
teets, civil engineers, and clerks of wor'.is by
itrban and rural district councils and like public
bodies, and to urge a demand for an amendment
of the present Act which would enable the Local
Government Board of Ireland to provide a safe-

guard ag.ainst such appointments. The toird
promised to give full consideration to the views
put forward by the deputation.

Ai.THOtGH the existence of valuable marbles
has long been known in the southern portion of the

;

Ural Mountains, they have not lieen worked until
i

within the past year. Two quarries, in which
150 workmen are employed, have been opened
within two miles of the Samara-Zlatoust Railway,
and considerable quantities of yellow, green, grey,-

black, and white marble ha\e been taken out.
The white m'Srble is being used in the construc-
tion of the ^Uexandra III. Museum at JIoscow.
The veins are said to be between three and four
feet thick, but owing to lack of improved methods
a large percentage of the marble is broken. Green
and brown jasper is also mined in the neighbour-
hood of Zlatoust, the largest works being in the
village of Medvirdevo. This stom^ is used for
tables, wash-basins, handles for knives and forks,
is susceptible of a high polish, and is equal to the
Ekaterinburg stone.

CHIPS.
A large clock with two illuminated dials, with

Cambrid;;e chimes, has just been fixed at Tibshelf
Church, Derbyshire. It is fitteil with all the latest
improvements, and generally to the designs of Lord
Grimthorpe. Messrs. John Smith and Sons, Midland
Clock AA'orks, Derby, have carried out the work.

At Blj-mhill parish church. Staffs, on Friday, a
rood screen, dividing the chancel from the nave,
and a window, placed in the south side of the
chancel, were decucated.

At Christ Church parish-room, St. Albans, the
extension of the buildmg was opened by Lady Grim-
thorpe on Thursday in last week. The architect
was Mr. Hansell.

Tlie Select Committee on the London United
Electric Tramways Extension Bill have, after a long
inquiry, passed the preamble as to 15 miles of road
out of the 22 miles submittel to them. The ex-
tensions gi-anted comprise the whole of the com-
pany's proposals with regard to the group of lines in
Kingston, Surbiton, Maiden, Esher, and the Dittons
and Molesey, including the connections over the
Kingston and Hampton Court Bridges (subject to
the widening of the former structure) with the com-
pany's authorised Middlesex tramways. The Com-
mittee also passed the company's proposed electric
tramwajiJietweeu Kew Bridge "and Richmond, and
the important connection with Sun-ey from Ham-
mersmith Broadway over Hammersmith Bridge.
The proposed lines "from Richmond to Putney and
from Hammersmith Bridge to R-inelagh-gardens
were rejected. The Committee have refused to grant
to the local gas and water companies in the district
special protective clauses against damage by electro-
lysis.

The board of award in the competition for plans
for the publii' building in Cleveland has selecteJ the
design submitted by Mr. Arnold W. Brunner, of
New York.

.Some very extensive repairs are now lieing carried
out at the head of Hythe Pier, Hants, l>y Messrs.
Grace and Co., contractors, of Southampton.

At Bath, ou Monday, the Dowager Lady Tiveed-
mouth formally op?'ned the artisans' "dwelhngs
which have been erected in the Dolemeads by the
corporation, under the Housing of the Working
Classes Acts. The houses have been erected from
plans by Mr. C. B. Fortune, the city surveyor, and
the builder was Mr. Toogood, of Bath.

Over-head trolley electric tramcars have com-
menced running this week between East Ham and
Ilford.

At Sevenoaks, on Thursday in last week, the
foundation-stone was laid of a new hospital for hip
diseases in Eardley-road, Tub's Hill. The building
will at present consist of an administrative block,
and one wing of 16 beds, and will cost £.S,000.

Ml-. T. Graham Jackson, R. A., is the architect.

The town council of Swindon have adopted the
plan of Mr. A. .1. Gilbert, who wins a premium of

£50, for the enlargement of the town gardens. The
estimated cost is £1,871 17s. 6d.

Th 5 Harbour Board for Southampton have under
consideration an extensive scheme of quay recon-
struction and extension, prepared by their surveyor,
Mr. C. A. Poole, and estimated to cost £-14,000.

They have decided to proceed forthwith with the
first section, which will probably involve an outlay
of about £15,000.

The new small-pox hospital, Tyue Dock, is being
warmed and ventilated by means of Shorland's
patent double-fronted Manchester stoves with
descending smoke-flues and patent Manchester
grates, the same being supphed by Messrs. E. H.
Shorlaud and Brother, of Manchester.

The growing village of Eadlett is being sewered
under the direction of the AVatford Rural District *

Council. Mr. G. LaUey is the engineer.

On vaiious days last week, officials of the Great
Eastern Radway travelled over the route from
Hedingham, rid Wethersiield, Finchingfield, Bard-
field, and Thaxted, to Elsenham, with a view to

c:)mmenciug operations in connection with a light

railway, an order for which was granted by the

Board of Trade some time ago. The line wdl open
up Halstead and the Colne A'alley generally with :1

the four places mentioned, and will be a gi eat con-
venience to the large brickm-aking industry at Sible

Hedingham. It will be of the usual gauge. The
Colne A'alley Railway Station at Hedingliam has
been recently' enlarged. Elsenham is 35 miles from-
London, on "the main Une to Cambridge.

Mr. A. A. G. Malet, A.M.I.C.E., one of the in-

spectors of the Local Government Board, attended

at the urban councd's offices, Hexham, on Friday,

to hold an inquiry into an application made to the

Lo3ai Government Bnard for sanction to borrow
th; sums of £220 and £421) for works of private and ^

public street improvements respectively.

The Bishop of Eipon reopenel on Saturday the

15th-century church of St. Mary at AVhitku-k, after

restoration at a cost of £3,000.

A start on the widening of the Promenade at

Blackpool from the new worts at South Shore, near
j

Victoria Pier, is to be made as soon as the season is
]

over, the current year's estimates allowing of an
expenditure of £00,000, and the surveyor contem-
plates spending £15,0U0 per month during the

winter. The corporation, however, aie undecided

as yet as to whether the widening .should be 100ft.

seawards or only 60ft., as origuiilly intended.

The House of Lords' Committee has p.assed the
j

preamble of the Stockport Corporation Bill, the

'

object of which is to obtain powers to construct','

additional waterworks to meet the growing demands
of the inhabitants in the area sujiplied by the

corporation. The expense of the scheme is esti-

mated at over £800,000. The engineer is Mr.

James Mansergh, F.R.S., P.Inst.C.E.

At the last meeting of the Newcastle-on-Tyne

City Council a report w.as presented from the Tram-
ways Committee, showing that up to the present

the councd had entered into fifty-four contracts

amounting to £532,245, of which £292,493 had been

spent.

The House of Commons Accommodation Com-
mittee, in their report submitted to the House 'm

Wednesday afternoon, recommend an extension of

the smokin"-room accommodation for stri>ngei'>,

and of the dining-room accommodation which can

be made available for lady visitors. Some improve-

ments m respect to the accommodation for ladies ni

the rooms at the back of the Ladies' Gallery are

i also proposed. The total cost of the huprovements

will be about £27,000. The committee propose that,

in case the consent of the Treasury is obtained, they

shall be carried out in the course of the coming

Recess.

The Great A'armouth Board of Guardians have

adopted plans by Mr. A. S. Hewitt, of that town,

for a new workhouse laundry at an estimated cost

of £3,.500.
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MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
ri:it>AY (to-dav\ —Carpenters' LVimpany. Carpentry

Examimition. Pnictit-'al ^V(nk. 155, Ot.
Titclifiold-stroet. All tluy.

.Sati'iioay [to-mobrow1.—Carpontt'rs' Company. Car-
pentiy Examination. Viva voce. Car-
penters' Hall. V2 noon.

Architectural Association. Visit to All

Saints' Ctinvent, Colney, St. Albans.
Train from. St. Tancras 2.20 p.m.

MIEARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
.HXK'^yth: SEfOMl SIMMKIC VISIT, to \tA. S\INTN

MWKNT. folncv, SI. WW.
-

1 le;i.i-s St. l':i

lul iimtiitmiinf Mr'. i.KONAUn
^.... ......I .t...... It .'.'Jliji.m. Members tu nii.-t

itiiv>kim; Office not litter tl;,iri '.'
]. in. 1' (I. for is. Til. to lie sent

lietore JC'XEalth to Mr. F. J. ()SHI>KXK SMITH. 7. t)ld Uueen.
trect, S.W. Members to proiiiice their ineiubershio (luw..

R. S. llM.Fliril
I Hon See,

The Earl .anl Countess of Jersey will foiiually

i^>en the new board schools at Southall on "Wed-
iitesday, July 31.

A st<amed-glass wiudow has beeu placed in the

I'hurch of .St. Sepulchre, Holboru, by the vicar, the

Hev. T. W. Gibson, in memory of his father. The
window illustrates the removal of the body of the
<lead Christ from the sepulchre.

The parish church of St. Mary at Wansford,
Hunts, is being restored from plans by Mr. J. C.
Ti-aylen, A.R.l.B.A. This will include the general
icpair and underpinning of the tower, which has a
Jine Early English broach spire, a more suitable roof
with a higher pitch for the nave, with four clerestory

windows, and a new chancel, with space for vestry,

organ, &c. The unsightly modem wooden gallery

\nll be removed. The contract has been taken at

fl,6-20 by Mr. Haliday, of Stamford.

Ci'abc ildm.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
Swansea.—The .Sw.insea master builders Itave

diM.'ided to agree to arbitration on the question of

their labourers' wages, between .'>ii. ami tiil. per

hour. As an altenuitive they olfer to allow the

men to return at the olil rate ot '}\d.

drill-

CHIPS.
The foundation-stone of a new voluntee

hall w;is laid at Homcastle last week.

Among the reailers of papers towhom the Council of

the Society of Arts have awarded the society's silver

medal for "lectures given during the session of UMIfl-

1901 are : Dr. W. Schlich, C.I.E., F.E.S., for " The
Outlook for the 'World's Timber Supply"; Mr.
F. B. Behr, for " The Proposeii High-Speed Elec-

tricjil 'Monorail' between Liverpool and Man-
chester " : Mr. P. R. Macquoid, for " Evolution of

Fomi in English Silver Plate " ; Mr. William

Burton, F.C.S., for " Recent Advances in Pottery

Decoration "
; and Mr. Hugh Sttmnus, F.R.I.1$.A.,

for " Some Examples of Romanesque AiThitccture

in Xorth Italy."

The Local Government Board's sanction has been

obtained by the urban district council of Littlc-

hiimpton to the borrowing of £14,630 for water-

supply works. AppUcation is to be made for another
£8,00'0.

Satisfactory progress continues to be made with

the construction ot the Ajt? electric tramways, which
extend from St. Leonard's Church, Ayr, to Prest-

wick Cross, a distance of four miles. For the first

three and a half miles from St. Leonard's Chm-ch
the track is practically completed.

Building operations in connection with the Mar-
gate Kui-saal are to be reoominenced shortly, and it

is hoped that the place will \>o ready for oiwning
next season. The building ia to lie completed
acconiing to the original designs of Mr. J. C'lark,

P.R.I.B.A. The Ramsgiite Kursaal scheme, it" not
actually dead, is still in a state of suspended nnima-
tioii.

'

W. H, LiSCELLES and Co.,

121, Bunhill Row, London, E.G.
TBLEFHONB N*. 270.

HILH-CLASS JOINERY.
LASCELLES' CONCRETE.

Conservatories & Greenhouses.

WOODEN BUILDINGS.
BANK, OFFIOB, & SHOP KITTINOS.

CHURCH BENCHES & PULPITS.
MSTIXATia BtVMN OK AenJOiTIOS.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,
MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, WALNUT,
TE.VK, VENEER, and EANCYWOOD

MEKCILVNTS,
120, BTTNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.C.

The most extensive Stock of every kind of
'Wood in Planks and Boards, dry and fit for
inunediate use.

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Hereford—Municipsil Buildings £100 (mergedi, £75, £50 John Parker, City Engineer, Hereford '^'"'*??

Hamilton—Widening Cadzow Bridge £15 15s. i2nd_ , £10 10s. (3rd) The Town Clerks, Hamilton, N.B ,
30

UanwTst—Market Hall, Council Chambers, &c., Marke1>-sn. t i n^.
inre;i t»ft, bv aift. ; limit £2,000) £20 H. Pierce, Clerk, V.D.C. Office, Uanwrst July 2b

Manchester—Fire and PoUce Station, &e. (£75,000 limit) £300, £-200, £100 The Town Clerk, Torni Hall, Manchester ,. 31

Egremont—Masonic Hall £10 10s James Lowery, 59, Main-street, Egi-emont Aug. I

Penainoe—Laying-out Ground on Western Promenade £21 (mergedi, £10109 T. H. Cornish, Town Clerk, Public Buildings, Penjanoe... „.. ..
Sept. 1

Chelsea, S.'W.—PubLic Baths. King's-road lOOgs. (mei-ged), 50gs., 30gs The Public Baths Committee Office, 171, King s-rd., Chel.sea, S.W.. Oct. I

Hinckley—Constitutional Club Premises John Blakesley, Burbage-road, Hinckley —
Dudley—Twenty 'Workmen's Dwellings John Gammage, Borough Sur\-eyor, Town Hall, Dudley —

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

Monkweannouth—Rebuilding Blue Bell Restaurant
Beverley—Grammar .School
Aberj'stwith—Pair uf ^'illas, Buarth Mawr Estate
•Swansea—Pumping Station, .South Dock
Keigtley—Sunday School, West-lane
Belhelvie—Steading and Two Cottar Houses
Langport—Pxdling Down and Rebuilding New Tnn
Hiilifa.x—Nine Houses
Clonakilty—Business Premises
Vpper Norwood—Additions to Board Schools, Eockmount-rd.
Barrhead—Hall
Elgin—Residence
Grimsby—Grand Stand, Blundell Park '.'.

Chester-k-Street- Primitive Methodi.st Church
Edinburgh—Roof Alterations at House, Nelson Monument ...

Braithwaite—Mixed .School
Uanliilleth—Renovating Zion Congregational Church
Hawksher—Villa
Keighley—Sunday School, West-lane
Swansea—Fish Market
Aherystwith—Pair of Villas, Buarth Mawi- Estate
Iji.>ndunderry—Sexton's House
Thomastown—Rerooftng, &c.. House
Wolverhampton—Additions to Redcross-street S(ihools
Tianelly—House, Marble Hall-road
Wrotham—Twelve Workmen's Dwellings...
<;lonakilty—Bu-siness Premises
.Stokenham—Cottage
Cork—Six Houses, College-road
Morley—Three Terrace Houses, St. Andrew's-avenue
Dungiven—House
(xlyncorrwg—House
Ixmdonderry—Three Isolation Cottages, Foyle-hiU
Higham Ferrers-Wesleyan Church and School
Scarborough—Cemetery Chapel
Darlington—Additions to The Cottage
Kingston-upon-Tliames—Workhouse Laimdry Additions
Aylesbury—Internal .Vltcrations at County Police-station
Tyldesley—New Technical School
Burton-upon-Trent—Cattle Shed, &o '.

Sowerby Bridge—Mason AVork to Purifier House
Handsworth, Yorks—Seven Houses
Aldershot-Electric-Lighting Station
Darhngton—Two Shelters
Bamsley—Three Houses, Longear-lane
Preston-in-Holdemess—Alterations to Board School
Hucknall—Two Schools. Newcastle-street and New-street
Londonderry—Soldiers' Home at Waterside
Tipton—Renovating Burnt Tree and Great Bridge Schools
Moylgrove—Cowhouses, &c
Bury St. Edmund's—Boiler-House. Chimney Shaft, i-c

Cambenvrfl. S.E.—Public Libraries, Baths,' &c.. Well-street..

BUILDINGS.
Newcastle Breweries, Ltd

Harbour 'Trustees

iiitcheiii Toiiis, and Co., Ltd

Croydon School Board

Great Grimsby Football Club

Kirk Bramwith School Board

Isaac Watson

Harbour 'Trustees

Gortnessy Presby. Church Committee

School Board -

Urban District Council

A. F. Holdsworth .

J. Mitchell

Frederick Lloyd
PnbUc Health Committee

Burial Board

Guardians .

Bucks County Council
Tyldesley-with-Shakerley U.D.C.
Corporation
Urban District Council
Waverley Coal Co
Urban District Council
Parks Committee

School Board •.-

Hucknall-under-Huthwaite Sch. Bd.
Miss Sandes
School Board

Thingoe Union Guardians .

Borough Council

J. Oswald and Son, Architects, Xi, Mosley-st., Newcastle-on-T>-nc ..

Botterill, Son. and Bilson. .\rchteet8, 23, ParUament-street, Hull ...

George Jones and Son. Architects, 17, George-street, Aberystwith...

A. O. Schenk, AI.I.C.E., Harbour Offices, Swansea
Moore and Cnibtree, Architects, York Chambers, Keighley

Walker and Duncan, Architects, .% Golden-snuare, Aberdeen
Arthur W. Ycomans, M.S.A., Architect, Chard, Somerset

Medley Hall, Architect. Habfax
Miss Helena O'Brien, Hi. Mill-street. Clonakilty

Barrow Rule. Clerk, School Board Offices, Katherine-street, Croydon
George M'Indoe, 18, Henn"-street, Barrhead
E. B. Pratt, A.R.l.B.A., Bank Buildings. Elgin

Arthur Gooseman, .\Tchitect, Cleethorpe-road, Grimsby
Walton Taylor, F.R.I.B.A.. 31, We.stgate-road, Newcastle

E. Morhani. Architect, P.W. Office, City Chambers, Edinburgh
Frank Allen, Clerk, Bank Chambers, Doncaster

Dd. Davies, 3, Brookland-tenace, Llanhillcth, Walea
J. J. MiUigan. Architect. WTiitby
Moore and Crabtree, Architects, York Chambers, Keighley

A. O. Schenk, M.I.C.E., Harbour Offices, Swansea

G. Jones & Son, M..S.A., Arcliitects, 17, George-street. Aberystwith

M. A. Robinson, M.R.I.A. I., Richmond-street, Londonderry

James F. Eeade, A.M.I.C.E., John-street, Kilkenny

T. H. Fleeming, Architect, 102, Darlington-street, Wolverhampton.

J. Davies and Son, Architects, Cowell House, Llanelly

J. Sharp, SmTCyor, 5, Sunnyside, Borough Green, Wrotham
Miss Helena O'Brien, 16, Mill-street, Clonakilty, Irchind

W. F. Tolhtt, Architect, Totnes
W H Hill and Son, Architects, 28. South Mall, Cork

T. A. Buttcrj- and S. B. Birds, Architects, Queen-street, Morley ..

Henry Haslett, Drumniecy, Dungiven
G. P. Davies. Architect, Port Talbot

D. Fletcher, E.xecutive Sanitaiy Officer, Cork
Tom Dyer, Architect, 74, Albion-street, Leeds

F. A. Tugwell, Architect, 102, Westborough, Scarborough

Clark and Moscnip. Architects, Darbngbjn
W. H. Hope, Architect. Hampton Wick
R. J. Thomas, County Surveyor, Count}' Hall, Aylesbury

John Holt, .\rchitcct, 6, St. Mary's-gate, Manchester

George T. Lynam, Borough Engineer, Bmlon-upon-Trent
J. Mai-sland. Engineer, Giisworks, Sowerby Bridge, Yorka
Edmund Winder, .-i.rchitect, 'WTiarf-street, Shetlicld

Nelson F. Dennis, .V.M.I.C.E., Surveyor, .\Idershot

The Borough Surveyor's Office, Town Hall, Darlington

Wade .and Turner, Architects, 10, Pitt-street, liarusley

G. Thorp, Architect, 1, St. Mary's Chambers, I^owgate, Hull

J. E. Ooodacrc, Architect, 4, Stockwell-gate, MansBeld

R. H. Nolan and Co., Derry
E. Richards, Clerk, Owen-street, Tipton

J. Philipps, Treriffith. Movlgrove, near Cardigan

H. P. Adams, F.R.I.B.A., 28, Wobum-place, Russell-square, W.C,

Wm. Oxtohy, A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Camberwell
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„ 29
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1

1
1

1

1

1
1

1
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2
2
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LlandiT—Uousc a* Loughor
Sonthcn<l-on-S«a—Firc-Brigade Station, Tylere-avenue Coiporation

Bam^-tiple-Adiliti.ns to Royal and Foi-tescue Hotel.? Mrs. Jones

Ha>-%%.irJ.< Uiath - Otlicts, Boltro-roaa Cuckfleld EunU District Council

Bridlmirton-Stal.le. i-c 5^^ ^- 5.-
^"^''^v °?S°1^

...,•••

Londonijcrr}—AUeraUons to Lecturc-Hiai bt. Johnston Presby. Ch. Committee.

Battevant—H"u.'«> ^.
WJiit.niore, D"r>»t—Co,-ist;tuard linildinps Artnuralty

Huntma(i..n-A'l<litiiiusto Workhouse Guai-dians...

B«ll\,n]-.'*hiltir :it Omrttry Bunal Board

Skirvftat—Pair t*l Sfiiii-dt;tached Villas •
Biyvrlcjiwadt—Sho\rrooms Maythom and Son

Pontlottyn—Additions to Xo. 25, Mcrehantrstreet
Trelewis-Elcvn llousfti Captain I.ewis

Bristol—Oiunli of St. Tli.imas, EastvUlc ;;...... ...^.......

Hcxthiirpe—K.nuC..ttntrcs. '\\'cst-strt?tt TV^orkmen's Club Committee
Blaifia— Kt?nnv;itin:_' Board School VV,V"1"""';; o
SktTton— ll^buiUlin^' Shops :.v Lancaster and Skerton Co-op. boc...

Bridt-Tvatcr—A'lditions to School Dr. Morgans School Governors

Rawdon—Additions to Intake Farm Buildings
Vochriw-Fortv-four Houses Building Qub ^....

Pontlottyn-Sixty Houses Workmen's BuildingCTub
Uanberis—Convcrtin-r St. Padam's Old Church into House
WaunllKvd— School ;300 places; Aberystruth School Board
PontlottTTi—Villa
licwls-i'olice-station. Library. &o Watch Committee
Snndrrland—rhurch and Schools, Thomhill Estate
Olydach -Church Rev. DaWd WilUams
Lcytonstonc-Altorations to Schoolroom Bcthnal Green Board of Guardians...

Rochdale-Libi-iiT Extension Corporation

Distin^on—House ;

Yousrhal-Additions to Industrial Schools Cork Lunatic Asylum Committee ...

Canning Town. E. -Fire liriff-.ide Station, Bnrkiii!,'-road West Ham Town Conned
Grav'slnn-n.ad. W.C- ruUin- D"wn I'art of Workousc Holbom Union Guardians
Wandsworth, S.W.—.additions'to St. .Tohn's Hill Infirmaiy ... Guardians
Kinji's L\-nn—Iiopairins Municipal Buildings Corporation

Clevcdon-I,;iimdiT Buildings Clevedon & Portishead Laundry Co.

Pennan—('oast{?uard Buildings -

Erith—Electric I.ixlit Station Urban District Coimcil
Poplar, E.—Two Blocks Wi)rking-Cla.ss Dwellings London County CouncU
Jjceds—Seacroft IntV-ctious Diseases Hospital Extension Sanitary Committee
Swindon—Central .School, Kuclid-street School Board
Caterham- Additions to Asvlum T.aundrv Meti-opnlitan Asylums Board
Paddinpton. W.—Mortuary- Huildinfrs aiid Chapel Borough Council
Stockton Brook-on-Trent -(JaracDcr'B Cottage Wm. Heath
Clayt*>n West—Brick Chiuincv ;53 vards high}
Burnt BridgL^Iiibuildinf.' Black ,Swan Inn J. Whitworth
Maesteg—Shop and Dwclling-House. Talbot-strect
Gwersj'Ut—Additions to ( 'onCTCgational Chapel Building Committee
Colchester—Frccnia-sons' Hall, Abbeygate-street
Abertillcn,-, Mon.—Rebuilding BLaenau Gwent P.M. Chapel
Walkley—Eitrlit Houses British Homes Association Co., Ltd..
Bradford—Warehou.se, &c.. Wellington Mills
Llangollen—Works and Chimney {150ft.) ..

Tamworth—Four A'illas Corporation
Redhill—Roman Catholic Pre-sbytery and Schools
Carditf-Alterations to Canton Conser^'ative Club

._

Horwich. L;tncs—Fairn Buildings W. H. Lever .'

Moreaimbe- Sion Baptist Chapel . ...

Colchester—Rectoiy. ^-c. Brook-street Masterof St.MaiyMagdalenHospital
York—New Theatre, Clitford-street Directors
Sheffield—Rebuilding Shop, St. Philip's-road
Cardiff—I'acking and Carriage Sheds D. Morgan and Co
Holbeck, Leed.s—House and Shop, Sliafton-lane J. Broadbent
Llangibby—Farm Buildings, iC-c

Bi-ightlingsrra-P.i'tort House at Ga.sworks Gas Co
Hull—Bvisiness Premises W. H. Heslop and Co
Balby—Wf,rk.s, Hnuses, and Chimney Shaft
Keiphley—Stores, Bradford-road Industrial Co-operative Society, Ltd.
Cardenden—Twenty-Eight Cottages Carden Coal Co
New Moston—Five Houses
Greenock—Car Sheds, &c Greenock & Port Glasgow Tramways
Bruntsfield -Three Tenements
WestclifT-on-Sea—Villa Ernest Piuter
Moston— Conservative Club
York—Branch Stores, Lfiwthei>strcet Equitable Industrial Society
Bodmin—Kxtensions and Additions to Cotmty Asylum
8taunton-on-Wye—Repairs to Medical Officer's House Jarvis's Charity Trustees
New Moston—Detached Villa
Port Talbot—Buildings English CeUuloid Co
BooUe— Parquet Flooring to Schoolroom National Schools Managers

.JulyThos. Arnold, Castle Building.s, Llanelly

A. Fidler, A.M.I.C.E., Borough Surveyor, Southend-on-Sea
Arnold Thorne, F.R.I. B..A.., hi. Cross-street, Barnstaple
Thos. Arnold. Castle Buildings. LLaneUy
A. R. Pannett. Architect. Haywards Heath, Sussex
J. Earasbaw, Architect, Bridlington
M. A. Robinson, M.R.I.A, I., Richmond-street, Londonderry
John Greene, Knockane, Ballyclougb
The Director of Works Dept., Admiralty-, Northumberland-av.,W.C.
Ernest Borissow, Architect. 151, High-street, Huntingdon
Hemy Young. Architect. Midland-road, Bedford
R. Hoi-sfaU and Son, Arcliitects, 22, Commercial-sti'eet, Halifax
.T. Twelvetrees. Architect, Sandy
AVm. Powell, I'ontlottyn, Wales .'.

T. Roderick, Architect, Aberdare
H. CM. Hirst, A.H.I.B.A., 30, Broad-sti-eet, Bristol

The Secretaiy, 2, I/anger-street, Hexthorpe
I. Aled Jones, Clerk. Blaina, Mon
Austin and Paley, Architects, Castle Hill, Lancaster
Samson and Cottam, Architects, Bridgwater
Barber, Hopkinson, and Co., Architects, Keighley ^
The Rev. L. P. Davies, A'ochriw

,

D. W. Jones, Board Schools, Pontlottyn, Wales
The Rectoiy, Llanbcris, Wales
R. L. Roberts. Architect, Victoria Chambers, Abercam
T. Price. Grocer, Pontlottyn, AVales
Bedford and Kitson, Architects, Greek-street Chambers, Leeds
W. and T. R. Milbum, Architects, 20. Fawcett-street, Sunderland..

E. M. Bruce Vaugb.an, F.H.I.B.A.. Architect, Cardifl'

Holman i: Goodrh.am, Archts., G, King's Bench-walk, Temple, E.G.

Jesse Hor.sfall. F.R.I.B.A.. Todmorden
Jefferson Brough, Black Lion, Disttngton
H. A. Cutler, A.M.I.C.E., City Eng.. Municipal Buildings, Cork ...

The Borough Engineer's Otfice, Town Hall. West Ham
Smith and Coggin, Architects, 14, York Buildings, Adelphi, W.C....

C. A. Sharp, Architect, 11. Old Queen-st.. Qn. Anne's Gate, S.W...

H. J. Weaver, C.E., Borough Engineer. Town Hall, King's Lynn...

T. J. Moss-Flower, A.M.I.C.E., 28, Baldwin-street, Bristol

The Director of Works Dept., Admindty, Xorthumberland-av.,W.C.
W. Egerton, Surveyor. 12, Qneen's-road. Erith

The Architect's Department. No. IS, Pall Mall East, S.W
Edwin T. Hall. F.R.I.B.A., 54, Bedford-square, W.C
Bishop and Pritehett, .Vrcbitects. Swindon
T. Duneombe Mann, Clerk, Embankment, E.C ..

The Surveyor's Department, Town Hall, Paddington, W Sept. 15

W. H. AValley, Architect. Queen-street, Burslem —
R. Beanland and Co., Clayton West, near Huddersfield —
H. E. and A. Bown, Architects, Harrogate —
55, Commercial-street, Maesteg " -~

J. Gummow, A.E.I.B.A., Egerton-street, Wrexham —
Chas. E. Butcher, Architect, 3, Queen-street, Colchester —
A. Jone-s, 14, Eosebei-v-street. Abertillery, Mon —
G. GritHths, 10. Pool-ioad, Daraall —
Jowett Kendall & J. Harper Baker, Archts., Calverley Chmbrs., Leeds —
W. Rowntree Hague, C.E., Pentrefelin Works, Llangollen —
Hemy J. Clarson. C.E., 22. Church-street, Tamworth —
William Bevan, Architect, 12, Buckingham-street, Strand, W.C —
Edgar Down, A. R.I.B.A., 31, High-street, Cardifl . -
J. Simpson, Architect, 14, Acresfield, Bolton -

Albert Gorton, M.S.A., 24, The Crescent, Morecambe . —
Chas. E. Butcher, Architect, 3. Queen-street, Colchester —
J. P. Briggs, Architect, Eftingham House, Arundel-street, W.C. ... —
J. D. Townend, Archt., Independent Buildings, Fargate. Sheffield.. —
J. P. Jones, Richards, and Budgen, St. Maiy-sti-eet, Cardiff —
A. Neill, Architect, 18, C'ookbridge-street, Leeds ;....;.. —
J. Nicholl, Eldon Chambers, Newport. Mon . —
C. E. Butcher, Architect, ,S, Queen-street, Colchester —
Fr-eeman, Son. and Gaskell, Architects. 11, Carr-lane, Hull —
E. Castle and Sons, Architects, Bank Chambers, Cleckheaton —
J. Haggas and Sons, Architects, North-street, Keighley —
The Manager, Cardenden, N.B —
S. Moore Chadwick, Architect, Bindloss Chambers, Manchester —
C. W. G. Little, Donington House, Norfolk-street. Strand, W.C. ... —
E. and T. Watson, Siu'vevors, 5, York-place, Edinburgh —
Greenhalgh and Brockbank, Ai-chitects, Bank Chambers, Southend. —
S. Moore Chadwick, Architect, Bindloss Chambers, Manchester —
Athron and Beck, Architects, Doncaster —
Silvanus Trevail, F.R.I.B.A., Architect, Truro —
W. W. Robinson. Architect, 10, King-street, Hereforf —
S. Moore Chadwick, Architect, Bindloss Chambers, Manchester —
F. B. Smith, Architect, Port Talbot —
The Treasurer, 70, Strand-road, Bootle -~
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PLANT.
Kincaid, Waller, and Manville, Engineers, 29, Gt. George-st., S.W. July
W. Alan Fraser, Borough Electrical Engineer, Town Hall, NeLson..

The Borough Electiical Engineer, Glaucus-strect, Bromley-by-Bow

ELECTKICAIi
Bcrmondsey, S.E.—Meters Borough Council
Nelson, Lanes—Plant Coiporation
Bromlcy-by-Bow, E.—Mains E.^tension8 Electricity Committee
Bradfonl—Electric Motoi-s Corporation
Dudley—Dynamo and Steain-Engine Electiic Lighting Committee — -„ . — , --,
Riode Janeiro -Electrical Machinery Brazilian Government The Commercial Department of the Foreign Office, Whitehall, S.W.
Mansfield-Electrical Plant Corporation ; Robert Hammond, M.I.C.E., 64, Victoria-street, S.W
Birkenhejid— Fift^-'cn Electric Tramcar Bodies and Equipments Coiporation A. R. FeamJey, Tramways Manager, Brandon-.street, Birkenhead
Talfarth—Electric Lighting of Asylum Brecon and Radnor .Tt. Asylum Com. Giles, Gough, and Trollope, Archts., 28, Craven-st., Strand, W.C..,, Aug,

E. A. Chattock. Citv Electrical Engineer. Town Hall, Bradford ,

Eeginald P. Wilson, 60, Victoria-.street, Westminster. S.W

Willenhall—Widening Liichmere Brook Bridge
Eugby -Bridge ;it UiwfordMill
Ardrrjs,sjin —I'ipelaying ,

Portiuskaii.'. .Sound of Islav—RcpailotPicr
Bardon Mill—Widening Bridge
Hur»t—Permanent Way of Tramwaj*8.
Kinson—Ventilating Heatherlands Board Schools
Rugby—River Wf>rks
Nelson, I,.Jinrs—Conveyor Belt '..'.'..'......'....

Edinburgh—Ijiundn,- M ichincry and Fittings, City Hospital...
Barrow-in-Fumes-s -Heating Classrooms
Campsey Ash—Iron Footbridge
Pcphir, E.—Condensing Plant. &c
Cahirkeem, Ca.Htletiwnbore— Fishing Pier
Worcester—I'ihng Portion of Severn (330 yaiilil
Monaco—Jetty
Courtmacsherrj-, Clonnkilty—Reconstructing Pier ....... ..........
Croydon -Brick Sewer Culverts (li mile), Mitcham-road Dist.
Wcsthoumc Park. W.—Reconstructing, &c.. Green-lane Bridge
Bdmburgh -Extension of Portobello Promenade
Fermoy- Cleaning ,-Vrch »if liridge
Sidcup, Kent -Engines and Pumps at School Homes.'!.!."!!!!!!
Newcastle-on-Tyn. -Diversion of Railway Terrace
Chatbum—Waterworks
Scafotd- Fj!ten.sion of Sewage Outfall !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Hackney, N.E.—.Mech.aniral Coaling Apparatus
Newca-stle-on-Tyne—Widening Bridges, F)unn-at.&Gashouse-i.
Sidcup, Kent—Sinking Well at School Homes
Bury St. E.lmnnrrs-Boil,;rs ,t I.;iundn' \- Pumping Slachincry
CTiep«t<)W— Rejrairing Bridu'c. Tintem C'ross
>laaron, Comw.all—Waterworks ,

ENGINEERING.
Urban District Council T. Edgar Fellows, Engineer, Town Hall, WiUenhall
Rural District Council T. W. Willard, Surveyor, Rugby
Town Council A. Gillespie, ConsiUting Engineer, 05, Bath-street, Glasgow

John Laughton, Factor, Elktbus, Bridgend. Islay

Northumberland County Council J. A. Bean, County Surveyor, Moot Hall, Newcastle
Urban District Council E. Garside, A.M.I.C.E., Town Hall Chambers, Ashton-imdei^Ls-ne.
U.D. School Board Walter Andrew, Architect, Parkstone ^

Urban District Council D. G. Maedonald, Surveyor, Rugby
Sewage Committee B. Ball, A.M.I.C.E., Borough Engineer, Nelson

The Public Works Office, City Chambers, Edinburgh ,

School Board W. Hutchinson, Clerk, Barrow-in-Fumess
Plomesgate Rural District Council ... T. Waller Head, Clerk, Boardroom, Wickham Mai'ket
Borough Council... '. Leonard Potts, Town Clerk, High-street, Poplar
Cork County Council .1. G. M. M'Carthv, Secretarv, Court House, Cork
CoiTMration T. Caink, A.M.I.C.E., Citj- Engineer, Guildhall, Worcester
Monaco Government "The Commercial Department, Foreign Office, Whitehall, S,W
Cork County Council J. G. M. M'Carthy, Secretary, Court House, Cork
Town Coimcil The Deputy Borough Engineer's Office, Town Hall, Croydon
Great We-stem Railway Co G. K. Mills, Secretary, Paddington Stition, Ijtndon .. -

Magistrates and Council T. Hunter, W.S., Town Clerk, City Chambers, Edinburgh,..

July

Cork County Council
Greenwich Union Guardians..
North-Eastom Railway Co. ..

Urban District Council

J. G. M. M'Carthv, Secretarj', Court House, Cork .

Thos. Dinniddy, F.R.I. B. A., dooms Hill, Greenwich
C. A. HaiTison, Central Station, Newcastle-upon-Tyne
H. A. Johnson, M.I.C.E., I."), Exchange, Bradford
B. A. ]\IiUer, Surveyor, 3, Clinton-place, Seaford •

Electric Lighting Committee Robert, Hammond, M.I.C.E., 64, Victoria-street, S.W
North-Eastem Railway Co C. A. Hanison, Central Station, Newcastle-upon-Tyne
Greenwirh Union (iun,rdians Thos. Dinwiddv, F.R.I.B.A., Crooms Hill, Greenwich

:;iyA'
Thingoe Inion Guardians II. P. Adams, F.R.I.B.A., '28, Woburn-place, Eussell-square, W.C.
Rural District Council J. W. Stanton, Clerk, Welsh-street, Qiepitiw
Urban District Council Frank Latham, C.E., Penzance

June 29
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HIGHEST AWARD FOR VENTILATION, PARIS EXHIBITION, 1900.

TWO GOLD MEDALS AND ONE SILVER MEDAL.

«- ^ --
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-
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y^ J75"

BqyLE'5^
Latest Patent,
^"AiR-Pvnp'a
Wehtilator
'ir\\Nb DOVJBLE THE.
EXTRv^QTIMG EOWER
OF EARLIER. FORnS.

PRICE LIST Ce^rrid^ePdid.

Did of Inside of Did.?^
Hedd. Bdsc Pipe
Ins. Ins Ins

Didofpi)
Recom
mended^. "s. d.

12 I2X 12 4 to 8 6 Ins I 5 o

14 14X 14 5 .. 9 7 •'
1 10 o

16 l6x 16 6 ,. 10 8 " 2 2 o
18 i8x 18 7 ., II 9 .. 3 "5 o
20 20x20 8 ,, 12 lO •> 3 10 o

24 24X24 10 ,, 14 12 •• 4 10 o

27 27x27 II ,,16 14 .. s 5 o

30 3"X30 12 .. '8 • 5 „ 6 10 o
36 l(>XZ(i 15 .. 21 i8 .. 8 'S o
42 42x42 17 ..24 21 .. II >5 o

48 48x48 20 .,28 24 •• "4 •7 6

54 S4XS4 24 ..32 28 .. i8 i8 o

ROOF 5SATS MOT IMCLUDED.

A\ADE FIREPROOF To FIT OVER
SVNBURNEFtS lO^o EXTRA-.

For.TABLE or sizes required,

Si^^U^^ SEE PAQE5 l^S-149-

MB. When specifying or,

orAerinjg itje following formula

shoiild be use^"Boyles Lc^t^sf

Pevtent 'Air-Pump Ventjlafor,
^

Desi^nH° - ,Di& of hea6. .:...':,

Di5*^of pipe ,...,Price eei.ch "

Hore-.E^ch \JentTl&tor

hiiS tf^e evccompany-

ing TRRoe Mark
6fFiXeA \x;itjiout "whick

none dre genuine
Beware of Inferior ImiC^^tions

LT?ROBERT B03'LE & S^N L- V7entildting Engineers.

6^,HOLBORM Viaduct LOmdOH.& nO.BOTHWELJu5TREETGL'A5GO\A/.
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ENGINEERING-<-fn'''.««'.

Fnahfield-Bridge East Sussex County Council

Cockerraouth—Heatinsr Appamtus. Congregational Church ... . .^^.. ._^

IlanwcU-Rcpiirin? l'ii,--Kngine, &(- t rban District Counol

fh«t<>r-8cweraec Works Corporation

l).iUFla.s Ijinarkshirc-Inches and Oltspin Railway Caledoumn Railway Co

IiinmnL-ham-#mall Heath Bridge over Camd Public Works tomioittee ..

Lins.'«.l -Stone Aivhc.1 or Iron tiirfer Bridge Aberfnivcnny Rural District Councd

Atherstone-Watcrworks Rural Di.striet Council

Clithcroe—.\rching over Brook Rur:il District CouncU
Kdinbuivh—Railwav Tank Wntrgnns Gas Commissioners .„. ...;.... ;

Miiiaieton-in-Tccsd.;ie-Bactcriu Tanks and Filters Biimard Castle Rural Distnct Councd

Rimes— Refus.;. Destructor Viban District Council

.Stnibano-Well Works „.. Rural District CouncU
WiUianithorpo. Derbyshire—Shaft Works.... :-:: -
Ij.iid..n. E.C.-De<-k Bridges. &e East Indian Railway Co
ihristiania—Two B.ti. l'a.ssen^er and Postal Boaic Carriages. . . Norwegian State RaUways
I-ittlehampton-CovenHl Resenoir in BatworthPark
Chesterfield-Watenvorks Rural Di.stnct CouncU
Fishertin Ant.-er-.Sinkin? Well, ic Waterworks Co
little Bolas-Bridf^ Works
Chnrlev, T^ncs—iSimpin? Station, ice

London. E.C.—Ten Six-Wheeled Coupled Locomotives..

BtuT, Lines —Pumping Station
f/iw'estnft-Sea Wall (5.l»2ft.:

Shrew.sbiuy'—^atei-works
Km'emont—Jlachinery and TooK
(irinjjemouth—Steel Swingbrid^'*
(iniiit.'emouth -Caisson Gate
Manila —Harbour
Wi^.tn -Stoking ^laebinery ...

Caldieot Moor, Mon—Waterworks
WarbUngte'U—Acetylene Gas Plant, io.

.. Rund District Council

.. Benjjal-Xagpur Railway Co., Ltd. ...

, . Bur>- and District Joint Water Board
... Town Council

. . Coi-poration
. . Wallasey Urban District Council

, ,
Caledonian Piailway Co. ^

.
. <^*aledon:an Railway Co
.. United States Government

... Gas Committee

... Landowners

... Urban District CouncU

F. J. Wood, A.M.I.C.E., County Sui-veyor, County HaU, Lewes
James Huddart, Crown-street, Cockermouth
W. S. Barnes. Surveyor, CouncU Offices. Hanwell, W
Ma.ior H. TuUoch, C!B., R.E., 2.S, Victoria-st., Westminster, S.W. ...

J. Blackburn, Secretary, ,102, Buchanan-street, Glasgow
John Price, M.I.C.E., City Engineer, Council House, Birmingham..
John Gill, Surveyor, 4, Brecon-road, .\bergavenny
W. R. H. Chipperfleld, A.M.I.C.E., Atherstone
Thomas Rawchtfe, Surveyor, Bradhurst, Aiglite>n, near Whalley ...

W. R. HeiTing, Chief Engineer, New-street Works, Edinburgh . ...

J. E. Parker. A.M.I.C.E., Post Othce Chambers, Xewcastle-on-Tyne
G. Bi-uce Tomes, Engineer, High-street, Mortlake, S.W
W. Stuart, B.E., M.S.I. , Stillbane
F. Chambers, Miinager, H.ard\vick Collieries, Heath, ur. Chesteriield
C. W. Y'oung, Secretary, Nicholas-lane, E.C
Styrelsens Expeditionskont<3r, Statsbaneme, Chnstiania
H.Howard, F.S.I. , Town Offices, Littlehampton
John Fiith, Engineer, Baslow, via Chestei-fleld

S. Buchanan Smith, Solicitor, Crown Chambers, Salisbury
A. T. Davis, County Surveyor, Shire Hall, Shrewsbury
Alban Jolly, Surveyor, 9, High-street, Chorley
Sir John Wolfe Barry, 21, Delahay-street, Westminster, S.W
.7. Cartwright, Peel Chambers, Market-place, Buiy
W. T. Douglass, C.E., 15, Victoria-street, Westminster, S.W
J. Taylor, Sons, & Santo Crimp, Civil Engs., 27, Gt. George-st., S.W.
J. H. Crowther, Great Float, near Birkenhead
Sir John Wolfe Barry, K.C.B., 21, Del,ahay-st., Westminster, S.W.
Sir John Wolfe BaiT>', K.C.B., 21, Delahay-st., Westminster, S.W.
The Commercial Department, Foreign Ofhce, WhitehaU, S.W
Harold .Tevons, Town Clerk, Wigiin
Togarmah Rees, C.E., Corn Exchange Chambers, Newport, Mon ...

F. Swinburne, Surveyor, Warblington
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Alder^hot—Fencing Boxall-lane and Eggar's Hill
Stockport—Brick Ret,aiiiin'.r Wall
GrcenrKld—Rebuilding K. taining Wall, I.*gbarrow Point
Normanton—Fencing FootbaU Ground

FENCING AND WALLS.
Urban District Council Nelson F. Dennis, A.M.!. C.E., Surveyor, Aldershot July 2
General Purposes Committee J. Atkinson, A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Surveyor, St. Petersgat«, Stockport „ 4

Lancashire County Council W. H. Schofield, County Surveyor, County Offices, Preston „ 6
Arthur Fawcett, C.E., Wakefield —

rURNITUEE AND FITTINGS.
Stoke-upon-Trent-Bcdsteads and BiihUng at Cott*ige Homes. Guardians C. Daniel, Clerk, Union Offices, Stoke-upon-Trent

We^ton-super-JIare—Gas-Pipin" to New Pavilion Urban District CouncU Sydney C. Smith. Clerk, Town HaU, Weston-super-Mare .

Winwick -Furniture to County Asylum . H. EUia. Oerk, The Asylum, Winwick, Lanes
Glenties—Flooring, Beds, &c Guardians .

Michael M'Xelis, Clerk, Glenties, Ireland..

July

Reading—Furnishing Thi-ec Childreu's Homes Guardians.. C. Kift, Clerk, Guardians' Offices, Thorn-street, Reading .

Wolverhampton—WiUsall-s-trcet and Higher Grade Schools
Keighley—Sunday School, West^lane
Devonport -Infants' Department .^ ...,i

Ilalifa.x—Nine Houses i {;...

.Tarrow—Grange Schools '....

Mile End, E.—Workhouse Intu-marv, Bancroft^road
Wliitwood—Schools '.

tflasgow—Dalraamock Sewage Purification Works
Edinburgh—Chambers, Castle-ten-ace
H.alifa.x—Warley-road School
l*ij-mouth—Burrat^>r Lodge
Winflie.ster—Royal Hants County Hospital"
Windsor, Oxfoi>l, Reading, and Guildford—Barracks
Sheffield—All .Schools
Bamsley—Three Houses, Longeav-lane
Hull— Pearson Park
Tipti.n-Two Schools
York—Boardroom and Offices
Cockermouth—Congregational Church
Southowram— Brookfoot School i-. .,...

SkiiToat—Two Villas ^
Hexthorpe—Four C:ottages, West-street :....'.

Ix'wls—l'oUce Station, Library, &c. ..;T .

Rawin;irsh —Central Board Schools
King's L>-nn—Municipal Buildings
Falmouth—Inside and Outside Workhouse
Ipswich—All Schools, Centres, and Offices
Hammersmith, W.—Inflrmarj-, ic. Fulham Palace-road ...

Ix-^.-ds—No. 41, Park-square, '..

Trcorchy—PencelU Hotel .;,.:. .*.i<*..'

School Board

School Board

PAINTING.

. School Board ..

. -Guardians

. School Board ..

Corporation
. Parish Council
. School Board

War Department
School Bo.ard

: Corporation...
School Board

. Guardians ....

School Board ,

, Workmen's Club Committee
Watch Committee.....
School Boai-d '........-.. ,.
(

'( a-]ioration '.

Guanli.ans
School Board
Guardians

..Tradesmen's Berievolent Institution,

T. H. Fleeming, Architect, 102, Darlington-street, Wolverhampton,
Moore and Cnrbtree, Ai-chitects, York Chambers, Keighley
J. P. Goldsmith, Clerk, Devonport
Medley Hall, Architect, Halifax
T. H. Spencer, Clerk, JaiTow
John M. Knight, 35. Bancroft-road, MUe End, E
Jas. Redpath, 72, Methley-road, Whitwood Mere, Castleford

J, Lindsiiy, Intei-im Clerk, City Chambers, Glasgow...,

A. Ferrier, Clerk, Edinburgh
W. H. Ostler, Clerk, 22, Union-street, Halifax
Flank Howarth, Water Engineer, Municipal Buddings, Plymouth ..

CanceUorand HiU, 12, Jewry-street, Winchester
Col. S, WaUer, Royal Engineer Office, 41, Chaling Cross, S.W.
Jno. F. Moss, Clerk, ShetHeld
Wade and Turner, Architects, 10, Pitt-street, Bamsley
Joseph H. Hirst, Citi- Architect, Town Hall, Hull
E. Richards, Clerk, Owen-sti-eet, Tipton
James Leeining, Clerk, Museum-street, York
J. Huddart. Crown-street, Cockermouth
John T. Morton, SoUcitor, Argyle-street, Halifax
R. HorsfaU and Son, Ar-chitects, 22, Commercial-street, Halifax

The Secretary, 2, Langer-street, Hexthorpe
Bedford and Kitson, .ixchiteets, Greek-street Chambers, Leeds
E. Corbridge, Clerk, Parkgate, Rotherham
H. J. Weaver, C.E.. Borougb Engineer, Town HaU, King's Lynn ..

John H. Genu, Clerk, UFnioii Offices, Falmouth ^
-.

J. Hepburn Hume, Clerk, Tower House, Tower-street, Ipswich

A. Saxon Snell, F.R.I. B.A., Southampton Bldgs., Chancei-y-l.,W.C.

Bulter, Watson, and Oglesby, Architects, 12. East-parade, Leeds . .

Peter Thomas, Pencelli Hotel, Treorchy ,

June 29
„ 29

July
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10
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15
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Ashton-in-Makerfield—Kerbs, ic
Ci-oydon-Tai'-Paving Works (2,000 yards)
Bnindon—Asphalting Footpaths (1 mile)
I/ichgeUy- Granolithic I'aving 4,200 yards
West Bridgford-Road Works
lOdinburgh-Asphalte Works, Nelson Monument
C'lickerton—Metalling, kc, Forcett^street ...,

^^stboume—Road Works
Lydney— New Road and Bridge
Brockley, S.E.— Making-up Iv^'-lane
Aldershot—Paving and Sewering Streets
Tottenham, N.—Making-up, &c.. Roads
Thrajiston-Footpath Works ,~,

Forest Hid, S.E.—Making-up Chaplin-street
Hove —itfriidnutking and Paving
Dover-Street Improvements
KinKston-<in-Thames-Road Works
Southend-<in-Sca—Making-up Great Easteni-avenue
f.'hester—Improvements in Newt/tn-Iane
Preston— Reconstruction of I'avements to Maca<lam (IJ mUes)
Wainflcct All Saints - Cement Concrete Footpath
Ix'vinshulrne- I'aving and Flagging Passages
Rawm.arsh-Asiihalting Playgiounds
West Ham—Making, up Streets
Stepney, E— Rrad Works
Oarston- Road Works
Epping—Making-up li.ad (1,070 yards)
UtU>xeter -AsjAalting l.T.W yards) at National Schools
South Shii'lds-ltoudinaking, &c., Harlem ViUa Estate
Nea-port-Pennant Stone Kerbing '2,000ft.)

ROADS AND STREETS.
Urban District CouncU J. W. Liversedge, Surveyor, Byron-street, Ashton-in-Makerfleld June
School Board ^*...:.... R, Ridge, Surveyor, Croydon „
Brandon and Byshottles^U.D.C R. Gardner, Sui'veyor, Langley Moor, near Durham „
Tow-n CouncU ' W. BirreU, Surveyor, 200, High-street, Kirkcaldy „
Urban District CouncU .' Wm. Pare, Surveyor, George-road, We.st Bridgford ,,

R. Morhara, Architect, P.W. Office, Citj- Chambers, Edinburgh....... „
Darlington Rural District CouncU ... H, ILNeilson, Surveyor, Hoi-se Market Darlington ,,

Town CouncU R. ST Glovne, A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng., Town HaU, Eastbourne July

West Dean Rural District CouncU ... David J. Beatson, Engineer, Whitemead Park, Parkend, Coleford .. „
LewishamBoroiighCounc.il The Surveyor's Department, Town Hall, Catford, S.E ,.

Urban District Council N. F. Dennis, A.M. I.C.E., Surveyor, Aldei-shot ,,

Urban District Council,. W. H. Prcscott, A.M.I.C.E., Engineer, 712, High-road, Tottenham „
Rural District Council Geo. Siddons, Surveyor, Thrapston ._ ,,

Lewisham Borough CouncU The Surveyor's Department, Town HaU, Catford, S.E ,

Corporation H. H. Scott, Borough Sui-veyor, Town Hall, Hove ,

Town CouncU H, E. StUgoe, A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Surveyor, Town Hall, Dover „
Corporation H. A. Winser, Town Clerk, Kingston-upon-Tliames „
Corporation Alfred Fidler, A.M.I.C.E., Borough Surveyor, Southend „
Rural District Council C. J. Owen, Surveyor, Dee Banks, Chester ..

Lanca.shirc CountyCouncU W. H. Schofield, County Surveyor, County Offices, Preston „
Spilsby Rural District CouncU Thos. A. Busbridge, C.E., District Surveyor, SpUshy
Urban District Council J, Jcpson, Surveyor, Guardian Chambers, Tiviot Dale, Stockport ... „
School Board J. Platts, Architect, High-.strect, Rotherham ^ ..~

John O. Morley, Borough Engineer, Town HaU, West Ham, E ,,

M. W. Jameson, Boro' Eng., W, Great .Uie-st., Whitechapel, E. ... „

P. W. Bowden, A.M.I.C.E., Surveyor, Public Offices, Grassendalc... „

G. J. Creed, Clerk, Epping
H. Bagshaw, High-street, Uttoxeter -

T. E. Davidson, Arclutect, 14, Neville-street, Newcastle-on-l"yne ... —
WiUiam Tanner, County Surveyor, Newport, Mon.

Borough Council
Borough Council
Urban District Council
Urban District CotmcU

^lonmouthshire County Council ,

SANITARY.
Warminster-Sewcrs Urban District CouncU
Alderley Edge—Sewage Disposal Works Urban District Council
Notliogh.iin -Drain Tiles (15,000 yards of 4in,) Stoke Sewage Farm Committee
King's Langley -.Sewerage Works Hemil Hempstead R.D.C

A. F. Long, Town Engineer, Wai-minster •

WiUiam Spinks, 20, I'ark-row, Leeds .*•

A. Brown, M.I.C.E., City Engineer, Nottingham ;•.-•

W. H. Radford, C.E., Albion Cliambers, King-street, NottmgUam,

June 29
„ 29

1

Urban District CouncU Chas. W. CockersoU, Surveyor, South Bank
Conifers, Kirby, and' Son, Engineers, Skinner-sti-eet, Newport, Mon.

South B^ink- S<.-wer
Monmouth—Sewage Disposal 'Works ......'......'....'.,"...'..'.'.....' Cnn>oration ., . ., , „ .

Glemsfonl- Sewer. &c Urban District CouncU Thomas Bates, Clerk to the Council, Sudbury..
CVoydon— Bnck Sewer Culverts (Ij mile, Town Council The Deputy Borough Engineer's Office, Town Hall, Croydon
Aldershot—Sewering and Paving Streets Urban District CouncU Nelson F. Dennis, .\. M.I.C.E., Surveyor, Aldcrshot
Knniskdlcn-Sewerage System Rund District CouncU Thomas Elliott Arcliitect EnniskUlen
MUlom—Sewer Extension rrbiin Di.striia CouncU W. T. Lawrence, Clerk, Council Offices, MiUom
Cliatham-Jjivatory at Workhouse Inflrmary Midway Tinion Guardians G. E. Bond, Architect, Pier Chambers, Chatham
Erdington—Sewerage Works Urban District Council . , H. H. Humphries, Dis. Eng., Pubhc Hall, Erdington, Binumghani.

July
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